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Mr John E Murdock
19 Oakneck_Road N
Kest Islip.-New York Ca

c
Dear Mr Murdock

Your letter of May 4th with enclosure has been
received and I want to thank you for your kind comments

1't ith respect to your inquiry information contained
In the files of the FBI must be maintained as confidential In accord
ance with regulations of the Department of Justice and is available
for official use only Therefore I am not in a position to corno nt
along the lines you have suggested and trust you will t n terstand the
necessary teasons

Enclosed is some literature I hope will be of Interest

Sincerely yours

J Edgar HooveII

John Edgar Hoover
tDirector

Enclosures (4)
4-17-6.M-Internal Security Statemen
Faith in Freedom
4-1-61 LEB Introduction
Let's Fight Communism Sanely!

NOTE Correspondent Congratulated the Director in May 1963 and .forwarded
newspaper clippings .He was not identifiable in Bufiles at that time. His
enclosure was,'13age from the "National Enquirer concerning the Oswald
Ruby situation
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In view of this admirable circumstance can you
give me your views without violating necessary secrecy on the
enclosed clipping

D PAY 12 IPs4

4 Mr..h oover

TRUE COPY

With regards to the past correspondence I have
n,:.-a enjoyed with you I must say you have been forth right open

and honest

l:vt/"sE3~

Sincerely

John E Murdock
19 Oakneck Rd
West Islip N Y

RED



"I just wanted to be put out
of the way that's all.

Last February 12 Morris
pleaded guilty to second-degree
murder

And on March 18 Judge Philip
Pratt put him out of the way  

HENRY

to believe that the assassination
of John F Kennedy was not part
of a larger conspiracy that has
still not been exposed, the dis
patch said

"The most respectable news

ma's (Oswald's widow) part of 1 The UP! report also notes
it too CIA or one of those ;that Serge Grussard "one st
agencies France's. France's best known journal

Speculation that Oswald was wrote from Dallas
not working alone was also vole "'Very probably Ruby killed
ed in a United Press Internation him to shut his mouth forever
al dispatch from London which for Oswhld could not have ac
was printed in the Newark N.J. alone.

In the United States the %faApril 19Star-Ledger on Ap
"Millions of Europeans refuse ren commission continues to

listen to testimony from the
many people concerned in the

d.
ca.se.t tht ftiue mosanastc
tion to come to the commission
was the communication from

part of a left-wing or a right of it
wing plot Is the Warren commission

"On both sides of the Iron and all other interested agencies
Curtain the belief is widespread and officials  keeping the lid on
that Lee Harvey Oswald was not this shocking secret
a psychopath who acted alone Only time will tell

!Ai *to ,.* 7 :;.

 SW's the only one who cared In any event. as he i0oAed "But wrier I !oohed uu the
shoat me There's no reason out the window of his home he window and saw him over there
ter me to live anymore. spotted Beebe I just aimed the rifle and fired.

Last November 6 while his Beebe was shoveling dirt from The shot hit Beebe in the left
stepfather was at work and his a shallow trench across the way 1shoulder knocking him down

wirtstherturned
was

from
out

M
:hoping

brooding
Mop He was one of an eight-man Terrified and unaware of

deadlyaction foreman digging a pipe trench Beebe staggered to his feet and

. t
Neienoors nears the snots and

called police
A dozen police raced to the

scene and surrounded the Mor
ris home

They to the boy to
come out but he refused So
police crept through the base-1 but with a life sentence

 ashington Insiders Are T

fCwlfavedfrom preceding page)
,bent more than two hours con
.rring
Arcsrding to the Times Weiss

'',so had been asked by one re
"ate to comment on Lane's
.*aterlenh

Weitsman said that he had
hew met Tippitt or Ruby or
tiswahl

And Weissman also said he
had never been in Ruby's Carou
sel Club

'Theftcolumnist Do.rothy Kil
gslise raised this "important
*semen in her nationally syntinted column on April 14

"Why did Lee Harvey Os
wald presumably fleeing fromVv peke after the assassinataw approach Patrolman J.D
T,'5 eut'scar  in broad dayh'e.t with witnesses standing by- and shoot the policemannew times although Officer iwanted by
Oswald

the authorities after a';hpdt had not said a word to spectacular crime does not seek
"t nun out a policeman usually un

less he has decided to give him
Pogo .18 NATIONALself aP and certainly Oswald

esQuIstea was not doing that

"By shooting Officer Tippitt "'Then the higher-ups in the (Many think he was the agent of
instead of trying to make him conspiracy ordered somebody to Ia ring which most definitely
self inconspicuous Oswald put kill Tippitt Part of the master included Jack Ruby as one of
himself in double jeopardy His plan the wav I figure it Ma-ithe conspirators.
act almost guaranteed his ar
rest

"Why
"A whodunit fan would infer

that the policeman knew some
thing about Oswald that was so
dangerous he had to be silenced
at any cost even Oswald's
chance of escape and freedom.

Oswald's mother Mrs Mar
guerite Oswald pointed to still
another possible explanation for
the murder of Tippitt

When Mrs Oswald was ask
ed "Who killed Tippitt by
Bob Considine of the Journal
American she replied in his papers and radio and television the Justice Dept to the Dallas
column of March i3 stations in western Europe feed Police Department

'Nobody seems interested in this viewpoint by giving promin If this document exists The
how Lee got out of the Book fence to reports that insist that ENQUIRER feels it is the right
Depository the day of the asses the late President was slain as of the American public to know
sination The place was sur
rounded by police absolutely
surrounded Yet Lee walked
right by them

'"You know how
'Because Tippitt took him out
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There is a suspicion among
the American public that
there is more to the story
behind the assassination
of President Kennedy and
his slayer Lee Oswald
than has been disclosed

The ENQUIRER prints this
article in the hope it will
lead to the solution of the
mystery surrounding these

events

JOHN RENSHAW  ENQUIRER Washington Bureau Chief
WASHINGTON - The hottest story making the

rwmds here is that the U.S Justice Department pre
ver'ed the arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack

Ruby BEFORE the assassination of President John

F Kennedy Oswald and the man who killed him
v were suspected of being partners in crime seven

v ,hs before the President's death
"te incredible details of the story are so explosive
officials won't even answer "no comment when
:eel about it But the story being discussed by top.
government officials reveals

I That the Justice Department deliberately kept Oswald
Roby out of jail before the assassination
2 That Dallas cops suspected Oswald of being the gun

wee and Ruby the paymaster in a plot to murder former
Major General Ed
win A Walker  
seven months be
fore the President
was assassinated

3 That the U.S
Central Intelligence
Agency was using
Ruby to recruit com
mandos for raids
against Castro's Cu
ba To prevent this
explosive informs
Lion from being dis
closed the CIA ask
ed the Justice Dept
to step in and stop
the Dallas police
from arresting Jack

i

EX iirV.VtlS;*



got a job at the depository as
an order filler

And it was from a sixth-floor
window of that depository that
Oswald last November 22 fired
the shots that killed President
Kennedy and wounded Texas`' Governor John Connally

Oswald escaped and was cap
tured an hour and a half later
but not before he had shot Dal
las policeman J.D Tippitt to
death

Two days later as a stunned
world watched on television
Jack Ruby dashed up and shot
Oswald to death as police were
leading the handcuffed Oswald
through a basement corridor of
City Hall

Ruby the Dallas night dub
owner went on trial for that
killing on March 4 He was con
victed of "murder with malice
on March 14

But after the assassination of
President Kennedy and the kill
ing of Oswald the investigations the

.'w4SV-4.r~w

JFK'S LAST RIDE President and Mrs John F Kennedy ride
in the rear soot of on open limousine in Dolios lost Novern
bee 22 just before the Chief Executive was ossossinoted

be was shot in the temple with
a bullet fired from a .22-cali
ber rifle

The Journal-American said
that "a local desperado named
Garner was picked up by the
police after the shooting but was
cleared.

And this resulted in the second
startling revelation Garner's
girl Betty (Mooney) McDonald
took a lie detector test that
helped to clear him And this
same Betty McDonald had work
ed as a stripper in Jack Ruby's
Carousel

In early February Betty was
arrested for engaging in a public
brawl with a roommate  and
a week later she hanged herself
in her cell

Another person who has added
to the deepening mystery of
the Ruby-Oswald link is Mark
Lane a former New York As
semblyman who claims to rep

Walker home at the time of
Ion

this news but said its invest! resent Oswald .46
eatlonwas..continuing investi-i

resent Oswald .46
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 g )-AJ"+tr.w ` both sides of the
oit.tewr*  as a double agent for
eft bee flat Communists and the

F its am%Oewaldand Ruby were
yes se Zesty

rise Me sett few months Os
wald ask tan in demonstra

 te CCastro
then

Slime*ity an ied to* s to visit Russia byvs d rows
Ciswaht'sht's aserveationfor a visassraestdown
{,act drisher 3 he arrived back

 as:w e h weekearlier it had was. a* d that Presidentwield visit Dallas onaTaitoewase
% Caddies 14 Oswald 'got ae emeritus

k
nearton* Selma Boo

dsiox4 ar :ask The east day be

RI WARREN

ance before the Warren com club eight days before the Pres
mission Chief Justice Warren dent was kilted
told reporters that Marina's Lane told the commission that

at the secret meeting November
14 were J.D Tippitt the Dallas
patrolman who was slain while
trying to arrest Oswald Ber

testimony "may not be released
in your lifetime.

The Chief Justice said that the
testimony would be preserved

The"FBI declined to comment testimony dealt with her hus 1person was
band's activities in the U.S after But the commission knows
he returned from Russia Ran the identity of the Mystery Man

Oswald because Lane told it to the. kin also said that Mrs.m
offered the commission some after the hearing room was^"e "new evidence. cleared of newsmen and specs

Later that same day Warren tators
had said that the secretrefused to confirm Rankin's ref

erence to "new evidence. November 14 meeting was held
Two fantastic turns in the in Ruby's Carousel Club and

...Oswald-Ruby mystery were when the public hearing of the
" front-paged in the New York commission resumed Justice

Journal-American of Sunday Warren asked a question loaded
February 23 with dynamite

First the paper revealed that "Mc Lane what was the
one of the men who put the PURPOSE of this meeting in
finger on accused assassin Os Dallas
waid also had been shot But the purpose remains a se

The man Warren Reynolds cret because Lane answered
said he saw Oswald running that his information did not in
away putting new shells into a dicate what they were talking
ppistol as he did after officer about
Tippitt was shot to death But Lane said Tippitt

Then in January Reynolds Weissman and the Mystery Mao
OFFICER J.D t1PPITY was closing up his office when (Continued on next page) \`

l:wfrie ~ ~.. ~.. -n.+ ytm,Na  .aw.M:ilr.f +_w ^w+vlcCVnra7Ktor use trr'iS Telm
And no satisfying answers ) The witness told them short l po

were really found except that+ly after the attempt on Walker's!
evidence was overwhelming that life that he saw two men not
the President had been killed one run to an suit and make ped
by Oswald their getaway ed that it (the riff used to killtheir e The Times said that Lane who

The same Oswald who had And within a fev1 days after
gone to Russia in 1959 pledged the shot was fired alias police p
allegiance to the Soviet Union felt they had a

e
case

and tried to become a Russian Then came the fantastic series On February 4 the day after
citizen of maneuvers cloaked in secrecy marina Oswalds first appear

used A rii 10 to fire into the view that Oswald was guilty of
home here of Edwin A Walker. shooting Kennedy had told the

commission he'd heard of a se
cret meeting in a Dallas night

The Russians supposedly for which kept Oswald: the man
whatever reason turned him who was to assassinate President
down and he finally came back Kennedy  a free than
to America with his Russian After the slayin President
born wife Marina and their Johnson appointed a seven
baby daughter in June 1962 member commission headed by

From then on he tried to get Justice Warren to inquire into
mixed up in left.wing activities the assassination 1 for the public but that it may 1

nard Weissman a New York
ordering all kinds of Communist Then just after the commis suppressed for decades Be resident who had placed an anti
literature and eventually be sion began work it-was report finished his statement to the Kennedy advertisement in a
coming a loud supporter for ed by United Press Tnternation press with "I say this serious Dallas newspaper the day the
Castro's Cuba al on December 6 that Oswald'si fy, President was shot and a third

He and his family lived first wife Marina had informed the J Lee Rankin general coun person
in Fort Worth Tex. and then FBI that her husband told her Iset to the Warren commission The mystery deepened even
moved to Dallas excitedly in April 1963 that he also talked to reporters on that further when lane would not

In addition to the apartment tried to kill Gen Walker
iday

He said that Mrs Oswald's state publicly who this third
he had with his wife and child
he rented a room under the
name of "A Hidell.

On March 20 1963 he received
a rifle under that name from
a mail-order firm located in
Chicago

On April 10 a sniper fired a
rifle bullet through a window
of the Dallas home of Gen
Walker

Gen Walker was working at
his desk on his income tax re
turns

The bullet missed his head by
scant inches went through a
9-inch wall and came out in
another room

Dallas police investigation
showed that the sniper shot from
an alley 150 feet from the Walk
er home using a fence to steady
the rifle

Dallas police also had the re
port of a witness who was near

The New York Times rert Times of Thursday March 5
ed in a story datelined from Lane gave sensational evidence
Dallas on December 7 that "evi in Washington to the Warren
dence developed this week show

President Kennedy) was first has frequently challenged the



Ruby in connection 
with the attempte
slaying of General
Walker e

After a sniper shot h
at but missed General
Walker in Dallas April
10 1963 Dallas police
suspected that Oswald
was the sniper and
Ruby the payoff man

The cops were set
to arrest the pair But
they never got the
chance because of the
heavy pressure brought
to bear by the Justice uauasDept And so Oswald and Ruby were The document  requesting the

uawaawuiuyuuuwuwuiiOswald
A top-secret document  a letter signed by a high offi

cial of the Justice Dept - was sent in April 1963 from the Jus
tice Dept to Dallas Chief of Police Jesse E Curry requesting the
Dallas police NOT to t ~1 ~ Nei t f .
arrest Oswald and

LEE OSWALD

The ENQUIRER traced De Iabout the accuracy of their
Mar to an Evansville Ind. night statements.
club and questioned him on April And the New York Times In
11 He told our reporter that he an article from Dallas datedhad seen Oswald sitting in the 'March 15 reportedCarousel on the night of Novem

I
"Some law enforcement offs

bee 21  the night before Oswald dais in Dallas continued to be
assassinated President Kennedy i lieve that a connection (between

DeMar said "1 gAye,"lie-aFBl!Ruby and Oswald) was possible
a statement about seeing Os but if so that it was personal
weld in the club and that was it and did not necessarily involve
I told them the same thing I'm the assassination.
telling you The FBI became involved in

"1 signed It and have heard the undercover maneuverings to
nothing more about the Inci stop the arrest of Oswald and
dent to this day. Ruby shortly after the attempt

And on March 17 just three to snuff out the life of Gent
days after a jury voted the Walker who had been preach"1
death penalty for Ruby the mg ultraconservative since he
Associated Press reported from his command In

resigned from

A high PB! *mew
asked by a top official in
Justice Dept. after it w S
tied by the CIAof the pote
ly volatile s;tuatlon in D
to request I);lias police a
arrest Oswaldor Ruby

The FBI mated reused
.it saying it w.-Id be obstru
justice and therefore woul

crime
The FBI man said he

make the re .iestonly if he
officially directed to do so
communication signed by
official

The FBI official then ree
a signed dirreuee He con
Dallas police an urged
not to arrest 'i ald and

But the "ins police
wanted ant aie signed
municatiun

 ~''~ Thereupa4e a. -a sent the to
" :`. las Police

that Osaka)
strictly ale

The depa
didn't want

Justice Dept and the Central Intelli
gence Agency

It is so politically explosive that
the Presidential commission headed
by Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl
Warren has even withheld it from one
of its own members Senator Richard
Russell (D. Ga.)

It is feared that Senator Russell
who leads the South in the fight against
the civil rights bill might use the docu
ment as a weapon against the Justice
Dept and its chief Attorney General
Robert F Kennedy a leader in the
light for civil rights

Ruby.
The Times added In its issue of

December 10
"Speculation that Oswald and Ruby

knew each other or in some way were
part of a prior vendetta or association
is completely discounted in the report.

The ENQUIRER learned however
that on the day Ruby killed Oswald a
man named Bill De,11ar told reporters
he saw Oswald in Ruby's Carousel
night club

DeMar under the stage name of
Bill "Crotee was then master of cere
monies at the club

.4
GEN EDWIN A WALKER

M.tt+1Ltr .,,~.p~
t tway a k
d fumy fa a'1
et explain+~

:Awe and I
arrested beea.at et "ream)
state.

The Justice Dept was mi
the request on behalf of the

Because the CIA was d '
involved with Italy  and
ably Oswald too!

CIA agent had been f
Ruby to recruit men in the
.las area to *me as commaea,,
against Cassia gave e
Cuba

And they d+ia't dare let
be arrested sad chance suc
formation get It C4

There we Aso Indic
that Oswaldiii self aught

JACK RUBY

allowed to remain free And seven cops not to arrest Ruby and Oswald District Attorney Henry Wade
months later on last November 4 in contradicts the FBI report on the has disclosed how prosecutors
Dallas Oswald was able to kill the assassination and the subsequent mu. made the 'big decision of the`President of the United States ~der of Oswald Jack Ruby murder trial

The top-secret document  a copy
i According to the New York Times

the dec
tne s Twhy swore! not call witnesses w sworeof it is reportedly in the hands of the the FBI report which was turned over they saw Ruby and Lee HarveyPresidential commission investigating !to the Justice Dept on December 4 and Oswald together before a sniperthe assassination  bares a web oft then to the Presidential commissiot assassinated President Kennedyintrigue that involves the Federal five days later concludes "that there hereBureau of Investigation along with the ~was no link between Oswald and Jack "Testimony from these wit

nesses would have made world
wide headlines And if jurors
had believed the testimony
would have provided a motive
for the slaying of Lee Harvey
OswaldWad"e said FBI agents and
other investigators provided him
with a list of witnesses who
insisted they had seen Ruby and
Oswald together at various
times

"The district attorney said he
decided not to call these wit
nesses because be bad doubts



VICTIM Kenneth Beebe
18 tried to run Osvoy after
the first bullet hit him The
third shot killed him

ment and upstairsfor a gas installation desperately tried to run away. They found Morris sitting in
Beebe's father had gone for Said Morris "I could see I the kitchen  smoking a cigasome extra equipment while had hit him but then he started i rette and drinking a glass of

the other men had just gone for to run milk
lunch Young Beebe had eaten "So I shot again and then Morris then told police allearlier and was all alone at the again And he fell. ?about his weird reason for shoot.ditch The second shot missed but l ing Beebe and finally said

Morris later said "It could the third broke Reehr,s cninc ! "t did it breauv r didn:t have

esaaaSe

r+ 

By LOUIS MANSON
Sixteen-year-old Charles Morris stood

at a window of his home with a rifle and
looked out

The first person he saw was Kenneth
?eebe,18 who was digging a ditch near
1 Morris had never seen
'eebc before in his life But
.e aimed a rifle at him  and
.tot him to death
And when police came for

.forrix he told them
"I killed him because I wanted

'o die
"I knew if I killed someone

the police would have to come
and get me  and I wanted to
be killed myself.

Police asked him "If youwanted to die why didn't you
just shoot yourself

Morris replied "I knew I'd
never have the nerve

"This was easier I just want
ed the police to kill me,

And that's why he murdereda stranger
It was a broken teenage ro

mance that led to Morris murder and suicide scheme in Walled fake Mich
He had been going with a 15

year-old girl and last October
they ran off to Kentucky to tryto get married

But authorities caught up withthem and brought them back
The.girl's parents then refusedto let their daughter see Morris

Mme. ~+.M s

KILLER Charles Morris
16 killed o youth he had
never seen before
He took a .32 caliber deer

rifle his stepfather had recent
ly bought loaded it and went to
a window on the second-floor
landing of the home He later
explained

';Rather than cause anyone
any trouble I decided I'd get
myself taken care of

"I was going to shoot some
body  anybody passing by on
the road.

Morris didn't Explain just how
he thought no trouble would be

i+ 4edhllhnotirt;L;uL innocent



Carefully the living skeleton
was carried upstairs and put to
bed after being given stimulants
and injections of liquid food

Within a few days of his res
cue  last November 1  his
sight returned and he was on the
way to recovery

By MANUEL HERRERA 0
Evaristo Maldonado was

ytired out All be wanted was
to find a place where he could VS

i `"
take a long uninterrupted from his bands and face
snooze He lost track of time in the

And he found just the spot - endless silence and the pitch
unused brick shaft in a hos black made him co blind from

Vital basement So the 60-year
old laborer crawled through the
opening and settled down for the
night

Nobody interrupted him be
cause nobody knew he was there

Not even the two men who
came along early the best morn
ing and bricked up the only
opening to Evaristo's makeshift take It took only a few minutes!bedroom in the Juarez Mexico l to knock out the bricks
hospital I Gomez shined a flashlight inIt was too dark inside for them 'side and its beam fell on the face
to see clearly and Evaristo had Evaristo

"It's a ghost, he screamed lTheir cries were heard by
hospital workers who ran down
to the basement and found Eva
risto now a 90-lb bag of skin
and bones crouching on all
fours

"I was tired, he moaned "I i

COMBOWATCH

the effort of straining his eyes
Evaristo might still have been

in the shaft if on the eighth day
Emilio Gomez and Julia Gua
hadn't gone Into the cellar to
check the heating and ventila
thin

They found that one of the
shafts had been blocked by mis I mitigationtlnve lrr AuAStithwitch TNMI"U+lheaure+  tw+"lof MomIns ill.ee1H Tarlton.ter Inwa nre.I.u..crt 11N'IdhN. :VTOt'AItANTEI:t1YI.AIt!IMAH1$Yellnrride withItweNfa. "n.bRadium11."t. Sheri Retut.nt {weepham IticIu,'eeIAminute"nil n hour',CNln JeweleOmolenwnlfIli optetAlI11L1MAIFilet"".11e10 It.N "m\I:1 east* 6PARNT r.U-eunirkunl)by011111bend

$9.95moneytuner a chetlim 7C.OO.'s 11.00airs postpaid
ALDENIMPORTSDEPT E-SSox10 Kdmwnpl.eis OhltmN.Y

crawled well inside the narrow
shaft to avoid being seen

Evaristo slumbered on There
was plenty of air coming through
a ventilation grille and Evaristo
had no problem with breathing

ut when he woke up he soon
rid he had a more urgent

problem lie couldn;t get out
lie screamed but nobody heard ihim even though the hospital's

*doctors
and nurses were work

ing only 10 feet above him
By the fourth day the starving

Evaristo was eating the dirt he
managed to scratch out from
the walls When that gave out he
ate his own clothes

For water he sucked the sweat

wr
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AVAILABLE TO NATIONAL ENQUIRER READERS

Time Life Insurance Company is making a special
introductory offer of a $1000 Burial Insurance
Policy with Graded Death Benefits FREE for 30
days to readers of this publication in good health
and under age B0 This is a brand new policy that
provides many new and necessary benefits It in
sures your Beneficiary as well as Yourself it
INCREASES in value!

I

UNDER AGE 80 AND NOW IN GOOD HEALTHse111.eNIMe,,slit! .e temNIN".tarl...ra ..t....o uwMIMINEw

We make this special FREE offer so you can see
for yourself WITHOUT A PENNY COST the
marvelous protection It affords This policy is is
sued so that you will not have to burden your loved
ones with funeral costs and other debts and other
expenses Fill out and mail coupon below TODAY

TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

SEND NO MONEY  SOLD BY MAIL ONLY

NO AGENT WILL CALL

Upon receipt and approval we will immediately
send you your new low cost $1000 Policy There
will be NO CHARGE for the first month You
will be protected FREE! The low rate for addi
tional months will be shown on the policy There
is no obligation of any kind on your part to con

tinue unless you want to This is a real bargain
You will agree when you see it for yourself You
will be the judge No agent will call It is available
to you NOW if you act immediately Mail the

coupon RIGHT NOW!
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Bureau teletype to Miami 4/23/64 requesting
results of investigation concerning the
rumor that OSWC.ID had placed a long distance
call to JACK RUBY in Dallas Texas as set
forth in New Orleans teletype to Bureau
12/12/63

MIAMI

AT MIAMI FLORIDA

Will continue investigation of pending phases of
this case

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE 00 NOTWRITEINSPACESBELOW

10 Bureau (105-82555) (RM)

2 Dallas (RM) (10O-10461)

2 Miami (105-8342)
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By teletype 11/25/63 to the Bureau and Dallas in
the case entitled "JACK LEON RUBY Aka LEE HARVEY OSWA1D
Aka VICTIM CR (Bufile 44-24016) Mimi reported the
information furnished byIjILLIAM HUFFW jjconcerning the

alleged contact of RUBY and OSWALD at Key West Florida

In the Miami teletype of 11/25/63 it was pointed
out that the information was not considered reliable and
no further action was being taken by Miami

Inasmuch as the rumor as received from Mr JAMES
STEVENS at Jackson Mississippi and reported in New Orleans

teletype to.the Bureau Miami and Dallas dated 12/12/63
was considered resolved at Key West as of the time of
New Orleans teletype no additional reporting was made

The original interview of HUFFMA N on 11/25/63 was
the result of a telephone call.by HUFFMIN from Key West to
the Miami Office at which time he was spoken to by Supervisor
HOMER A BOMAN JR.

The interview of GEORGE REENA on 11/26/63 at Key
West was conducted by SA PATRICK A PHILBIN
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MM 105-8342

The interview of Mr PHILLIP TOPPINO a
Key West Florida on 4/27/64 was conducted by
SA PALPH L JENSEN
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NITED STATES DEPARTMENT ,J.USTI C 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

JAMES J O'CONNOR Offices Miami Florida
5/5/64

Field Office F11 !t
105-8342

Bureau FII Si 105_82555
Titles

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Sysopass

Resident of Marathon Shores Fla. in 12/63 reported rumor
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD docked a boat at Marathon Shores
a year or two ago at the dock of a man named TOPENO (Ph.)
OSWALD then reportedly made long distance_call from TOPENO's
house to JACK RUBY in Dallas Texas One WILLIAM HUFFMAN
employed 4t boat fueling dock on Stock Island Key West
Fla. on 11/25/63 claimed he had fueled OSWALD's boat
sometime after FIDEL CASTRO came to power and OSWALD called
"RUBEN in Key West to come to dock and pay for fuel
Bookkeeper for fueling dock stated no records now exist
covering period of alleged fueling by OSWALD Bookkeeper
described WILLIAM HUFFM N as person with abnormal imagination
PHILLIP TOPPINO owner of the fueling dock during pertinent
period as well as owner of property in Marathon Shores
Fla. on 4/27/64 stated the rumor that OSWALD docked at his
property is completely without foundation

p

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned toYouragency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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DETAILS

The following investigation supplements information
furnished on December 11 1963 by Mr JAMES STEVENS of
Box 2536 Marathon Shores Florida who at the time he
furnished the information was located in Jackson Mississippi
where his wife was undergoing surgery

Mr STEVENS advised that several days previous to
December 11 1963 his wife was informed by BETTY'FOLSOM of
Marathon Shores Florida of a rumor which Mrs FOLSOM had heard
from the owner of the "Little Grocery Store at Marathon
Florida STEVENS stated the rumor as received by his wife
alleged that about one or two years ago a boat docked at the
dock of a man named TOPENO (phonetic) in Marathon Shores
The dock was said to be located at TOPENO's house On the
boat were nine Cubans and an American and the American

reportedly went to TOPENO's house and asked to make a long
distance call The call which was said to be collect was
allegedly to JACK RUBY in Dallas Texas and TOPENO has

reportedly said the man who made the call was LEE OSWALD
whom he recognized from television pictures

Mr STEVENS said that his wife had no other
details pertaining to this rumor Mr STEVENS stated that
the man named TOPENO owned a concrete ready-mix plant on
Aviation Boulevard in Marathon Shores

On November 25 1963 Mr WILLIAM HUFFMAN employed
at the Sands Marine Fueling Station Stock Island Key,West
Florida advised Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation(FBI) that he recalled LEE HARVEY OSWAID to have

gassed up a boat at Key West sometime after FIDEL CASTRO
came to power in Cuba HUFFMAN related that OSWAID
accompanied by four or five Cubans was in a 43-foot Chris
Craft diesel boat when he gassed up at the Standard Oil

2.
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MM 105-8342

Company dock on Stock Island He said OSWALD did not
have money to pay for the fuel and so made a phone
call to'iRUBEN in Key West who came to the dock and
paid for the fuel HUFFMAN described "RUBEN as a white
male 5'3 tall heavy build "pot-belly with brown
hair HUFFMAN said that although "RUBEN paid cash for
the fuel he (HUFFMAN) "had OSWALD sign the fuel delivery
ticket and told him I wanted his autograph in case he
should become famous at some later date

On November 26 1963 GEORGE REENA Bookkeeper
Charley Toppino and Sons Inc. Stock Island Key West
Florida advised that the TOPPINO family had owned the
fueling docks ,known as the Standard Oil docks,until August
of 1960 at which time they were sold to Mr SANDS Mr REENA
stated that the cash sales offuel were handled by BILL
HUFFMAN bj making out a ticket in the name of the boat-or
in the name of the boat owner and inserting the amount

.type of fuel and price per gallon He stated that a complete

.search of the records still in his custody which included
delivery tickets for cash sales during the period 1959 through
July 31,,1960 resulted in confirming that such delivery
tickets had all been destroyed

Mr REENA stated that BI HUFFMAN at times
displays an abnormal imagination He stated that in his
opinion,UFFMAN is a "nut`

PHILLIP TOPPING President of Charley Toppino
Construction Company Key West. Florida advised -;on
April 27 1964 that CHARLEY TOPPING his father has been
deceased for several years but the company continues to be
referred to as the Charley 'roepino Construction Company He

3
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advised that the rumor that a boat containing LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and some Cubans had docked at his dock in Marathon
Shores Florida a few years ago is completely without
foundation He stated his company has a branch office and
rock plant on Aviation Boulevard in Marathon Shores but
the plant is located three to four hundred yards from the

water and has no dock facilities He stated he has no
residence in the area and has never had any contact with
JACK LEON RUBY or LEE HARVEY OSWALD

TOPPINO stated that one of his employees had

previously been interviewed concerning a similar allegation
that OSWALD had landed at the Standard Oil docks at Key
West which are owned by his company and possibly the
rumor had traveled to his other plant at Marathon Shores

by means of other employees He stated that to his knowledge
none of his employees had ever had any contact with either
RUBY or OSWALD



OPTIONAL.ORMINO10 '130,0-101
UNITED STATES VERNMENT

DIRECTOR FBI {105-82555)

AC MIAMI (105-8342) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

00 Dallas

ReBuairtel to Miami Washington Field and
Mobile 4/15/64 instructing Miami to press JOHN V
MARTINO of Miami Beach Florida for the identity of
his source on the allegations of OSWALD's activities

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of a L1U4
with two copies to Dallas dated and captioned as above

When MARTINO was contacted on 4/27/64 by SAs
GEORGE E DAVIS JR. and JAMES J O'CONNOR he was
informed that if he refused to identify his source he
would possibly be called to appear before the Presidential
Commission at which time MARTINO replied "What can they RA
do put me in jail ,lc

rl plf
Miami will recontact MARTINO once more by 5/15/64;

in a final attempt to ascertain the identity of his source

ca.cUP
o r

2 Bureau (Enc-IOAK 1)
2 Dallas (Enc-2)(IM)(100-10461)
1 Miami
JJO:plm
(5)
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In Reply PleaseReferto
file No

b 0
UN

40

:ll STATES DEPARTMENT O1  US'f10E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIION

Miami Florida
May 8 1964

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Reference is made to the report of Special Agent
JAMES J O'CONNOR dated April 4 19 .at Miami Florida
in the above caption wherein JOHN V,I4ARTINO,,Miami Beach
Florida attributed various information regarding the
activities of OSWALD in Miami and in Mexico to a Cuban
source whose identity he would not reveal Information
attributed by MARTINO to this source included an allegation
that OSWALD had made a telephone call to the Cuban
Intelligence Service in Cuba from a private residence
in Miami and that OSWALD had pamphlets of a pro-FIDEL CASTRO
character printed in Miami Florida paying the printer by
check drawn on the Fair Play for Cuba Committee MARTINO
during the period March 21 to 31 1964 was contacted on
several occasions in an effort to elicit the identity of his
Cuban source He said he intended to solicit his source
to consent to interview by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) He said he had been unable however to locate the
Source during that period.

A characterization of the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (FPCC) can be found in the Appendix of
this memorandum

On April 18 1964 Mr MARTINO was again contacted
He claimed his source was then in California and that he
had sent an airmail letter to his source on April 17

.1964 telling him to telephone on receipt of the letter
relative to consent to FBI interview

On April 22 1964 Mr MARTINO was recontacted
and advised his source was then en route to Miami by car
and was expected to arrive on April 24 1964



MARTINO indicated his source had left California
prior to delivery of the letter and that the party in
California at whose home the source had stayed telephoned
Mr MARTINO advising him of the departure of the source

On April 27 1964 Mr MARTINO stated he still
had not heard from his source but had been talking to a
Cuban friend at Miami who informed him that the source
and friends of the source all of whom were traveling
together from California were coming to Miami for the
purpose of joining the forces of the Movimiento de
Recuperacion Revolucionario (MRR) an anti-CASTRO
organization at Miami

It was explained to Mr MARTINO that inasmuch
as it was essential that the allegations regarding OSWALD's
activities be resolved it might be deemed necessary that
he (Mr MARTINO) be called to appear before the President's
Commission on the assassination of President KENNEDY
Mr MARTINO said he could not be forced to reveal the

identity of his source He said he would be leaving on

April 27 1964 for several days to fulfilllecture engagements
in Boston Minneapolis and Charleston South Carolina but
that if his source contacted his home his wife in turn
would instruct his source to contact the FBI Office in
Miami

On May 1 1964 ALFREDO BORGES Executive Officer
of the MRR at Miami Florida advised no one arriving from
California had recently appeared at the offices of the
MRR for the purpose of affiliating themselves with the

organization and he had no knowledge that individuals were
being expected from California to join the forces of the
MRR



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 6 1964 Mr JOHN V MARTINO who continues
to reside at 2326 Alton Road Miami Beach Florida advised
that he had received no word from his source and he believed
his source had probably not yet arrived in Miami He said
he would continue his efforts to locate the source and in
the event he was unsuccessful be would probably furnish the
name of his source to the FBI in the matter of a week or so

7R_O_PERTY OF FBI This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the
property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency it and its
contents are not to be distributed outside your agency



FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE

The April 6 1960 edition of "The New York Times
-newspaper contained a full-page advertisement captioned "What

Is Really Happening in Cuba, placed by the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (FPCC) This advertisement announced the formation
of the FPCC in New York City and declared the FPCC intended to
promulgate "the truth about revolutionary Cuba to neutralize
the distorted American press

"The New York Times edition of January 11 1961
reported that at a hearing conducted before the United States
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on January 10 1961 Dr
Charles A Santos-Buch identified himself and Robert Taber
as organizers of the FPCC He also testified he and Taber
obtained funds from the Cuban Government which were applied
toward the cost of the afore-mentioned advertisement

On May 16 1963 a source advised that during
the first two years of the FPCC's existence there was a struggle
between Communist Party (CP) and Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
elements to exert their power within the FPCC and thereby influence
FPCC policy However during the past year this source observed
there has been a successful effort by FPCC leadership to minimize
the role of these and other organizations in the FPCC so that today
their influence is negligible

On May 20 1963 a second source advised that the
National Headquarters of the FPCC is located in Room 329 at 799
Broadway New York City According to this source the position
of National Office Director was created in the Fall of 1962 and
was filled by Vincent "Ted Lee who now formulates FPCC policy
This source observed Lee has followed a course of entertaining
and accepting the cooperation of many other organizations
including the CP and the SWP when he has felt it would be to
his personal benefit as well as the FPCC's However Lee has
indicated to this source he has no intention of permitting FPCC
policy to be determined by any other organization Lee feels the

',FPCC should advocate resumption of diplomatic relations between
:Cuba and the United States and support the right of Cubans to
,,manage their revolution without interference from other nations

but not support the Cuban revolution per se

The CP and the SWP have been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450
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A) STATES I)H'ARRTM ENT sTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseReferto
File No

New Orleans Louisiana
May 6 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mrs DorothyNaccari Export Division U S
Customs Customs House 423 Canal Street New Orleans
Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI on
April 27,'1364 that a search of the records of her
agency reveals no ship listing of a ship called the
"Cotton Queen Miss Naccari said her records are
only of vessels engaged in foreign commerce

A Trehan Investigative Division U S
Coast Guard Customs House 423 Canal Street New
Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
;OA April 27,"1964 that according to a booklet entitled
"Merchant Vessels of the United States", published
in 1963 by the Bureau of Customs there .is only one
vessel named the "Cotton Queen listed in these records.
This vessel is listed as a "towing vessel #261523
owned by the Tennessee Towing Company of Louisville
Kentucky

Don/Edmondson Edmondson Towing Company
Harvey Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the

"FBI on April 28 1964 that to his knowledge the
Tennessee Towing Company maintains no office in the
New Orleans area and he has never heard of avessel
named the "Cotton Queen"..

A J,;Simmons Streckfus Steamship Lines
Carondelet Building 2267Carondelet Street New Orleans
Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI on
April 28 1964 that his company operates vessels in the
New Orleans area for tourists on trips of the Mississippi
River and bayous however he has never heard of a vessel

DOPIES
DESTROYED

f r

4 4 LIAR 6 X73
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

named the "Cotten Queen He stated there is a vessel
called the "Delta Queen owned by Greene Lines Inc.
of Cincinnati Ohio which ship runs between Cincinnati
and New Orleans Louisiana carrying passengers and is
built on the style of the old river ships

E A Martinez Harbor ,Master New Orleans Dock y
Board NewOrl ans Louisiana advised a Special Agent
of the FBI on April 23 1964 that the records of his
agency contained no information regarding any ship known
as the "Cotton Queeen He said he has personally never
heard of any vessel by this name and the records of his
agency reflect that in 1964 the "Delta Queen out of
Cincinnati Ohio has arrived in New Orleans on only the
following two dates March 27 1964 left March 30 1964
and April 17 1964 left April 20 1964 He said
twat the "Delta Queen was not in New Orleans during
the Mardi Gras season and that the only ships that were
visiting New Orleans other than oceangoing vessels who
allowed visitors aboard were U S Navy ships

It should be noted that Mardi Gras day in
New Orleans Louisiana was Tuesday February 11 1964
and for a week preceding this date Mardi Gras festivities
were held
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617 PI CST URGENT 5-7-64 TJB

DIRECTOR /105-82555/AND MIAMI /105-5342/

FROM NEW OJ EANS /100-16501/ 2-PAGES

LEE HARVEY OSWALD/ IS DASH R DASH CUBA

RE13UAIRTEL MAY SIX SIXTYFOUR

CONTACT AT NEW ORLEANS COTTON EXCHANGE DETERMINED THAT A FEMALE

KNOWN AS THE QUOTE MAID OF COTTON UNQUOTE ALSO KNOWN AS THE

OTTON QUEEN WAS IN NEW ORLEANS I N FEBRUARY SI XTYFOIJR,ON A

PROMOTIONAL TOUR SPONSORED BY D.H HOLMES,A NEW ORLEANS DEPARTMENT STORE

INQUIRY AT HOLME DEPARTMENT STORE IDENTIFIED QUOTE MAID OF COTTON

UNQUOTE AS KATY S MEREDITH,WHO ARRIVED IN NEW ORLEANS ON FRIDAY

FEBRUARY TWENTYONE,SIXTYFOUR,ON EASTERN AIRLINES PAREAN EAL PAREN FLIGHT

TWO ZERO TWO AT ELEVEN NINETEEN All

CONTACT AT EAL,NEW ORLEANS,DETERMINED FLIGHT TWO ZERO TWO ORIGINAT

ED AT MIAMI WITH STOPS AT TAMPA,NEW ORLEANS,WITH FLIGHT TERMINATING AT

FT WORTH,TEXAS,AND THAT LIST OF PASSERt3GERS ABOARD THIS FLIGHT AND

DESTINATION CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT EAL AT MIAMI
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PAGE TWO

MIAMI IMMEDIATELY CONTACT EAL,REVIEW PASSENGER LIST OF FLIGHT TWO

ZERO TWO FOR FEBRUARY TWENTYONE LAST AND OBTAIN NAME OR NAMES OF

ANY PERSONS OF CUBAN EXTRATIOt+ WITH POSSIBLE DESTINATION OF OKLAHOMA

CI Y IF IDENTIFIED,ADVISED OC IDENTITY

1I
LHM FOLLOWS

AM COPIES TO DL,LS,OC,SF AND TP

END
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FBI WASH DC

MM RM

FBI MIAMI



In connection with the captioned Brief prepared for
the Director there are attached the following revised pages
which have been prepared in order to update the Brief

-'-~
Page 30 This page has been revised to include II

information received from Mr James J Rowley Chief of
Secret Service to the effect that Secret Service would not
have placed Oswald under surveillance during President Kennedy's
visit to Dallas even if it bad possessed information that Oswald
was in Dallas inasmuch as there was nothing in Oswald's
.background to indicate possible physical violencby him

*9-'(1-r-..
Also attached are a revised cover page dated A-24-64

and pages 191 191a and 192 of the Index Attached pages
'are for inclusion in Volume I and Volume II of the Director's

copy of the Brief Copies of the above pages are being'
-furnished to other officials by ticklers

GMO 4"4'GSANO1eActs1111f01r1OWGSAGINHONOff
UNITED STATES

SUBJECT BRIEF ON FBI INVESTIGATION OF THE
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

f'JMS hc( .
(12)
Enclosures
1 Mr Belmont
1 - Mr Mohr
1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Evans
1 Mr Rosen

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Moore at
1 Mr BraniOn /%
1 Mr Lenihan --

I Mr J M Sizoo
6 PAY 12 t 64
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Date 5/5/64 i :

Transmit the following in
 i

+
(Type in plain text or code)

1,Yjd
AIRTEL AIRlV tT  1 r.la

(Priority or Methodof Moiling) l
r afire Candy  

1 _.._

TO 'DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

1FROM SAC R'1r,IAS (100-10461) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY WALD aka
IS-R-CUBA ,* r
00 DL l `$

ReBuairtel 5/2/64

Enclosed for New York Division are one copy of
letter from President's Commission dated 4/30/64 and one
copy Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/2/64 setting forth request
for investigation both of which are self-explanatory Enclosed
in addition is rove flimsy copy of FD-302 reflecting interview
with Miss YAEK OKUI at Dallas 5/5/64 for assistance in
New York interview

'Per request of Commission employer of Miss OKUI
at time of party held at residence of Mr & Mrs DECIIIN FORD
12/28-30/62 should be intervl.gwed Employer at that time
determined to be a Mr MICHIO'(KUSHI President Nippon Service
Inc. 13 West 46th Street um fl

WAD

NEW YORK.DIVISION  AT NEW YORK N Y
.tit /f `

Conduct intervieqt MICHIO KUSH along lines sug
gested by President's Commission submit LNM to Bureau and in
this particular instance submit 25 copies FD-302 to Dallas

reflecting interview for inclusion in net Dallas..xegor

3 BUR1!AU 15 P1fAY13 1964
2 NEW YORK (ENCS.-3
2 DALLAS
EFP:eah

C Wa (7)

9 M Ay

Sent

7 9 M
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AY 1319ti egbAgent
in Charge
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FBI

Date

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or cods)

Via AIRTEL
> (Priority or Methodof Mailing) ttfr

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
SAC(

WFO (105-37111) (P)

,LSE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
(00 DL)

RE 1 MRS LYD Lr BURT

ReBuairtel 5/6/64 a copy of which is enclosed
for Kansas City

Enclosed for the Dallas Office is a photograph
of LYDIA BURT obtained from her INS file. It is probably
of the period 1955

On 5/8/64 at the Central Office of INS IC
DENNIS E ADDINGTON reviewed the file of LYDIA BURT
which revealed the following information

Born 5/27/25 at Charkow (Charkov)
Ukraine Russia

Entry to U S.. 6/4/52 New York New York via
SS Washington for permanent
residence destined to Join,-h@r f
husband Lt DONALD LAVERNE 'BURT
at 1652 North ;fillside Wichita
Kansas -, ,

\II
3 Bureau t) ~

2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM) (AM) (Enc 1)
2 Kansas City (AM) (RM) (PERSONAL ATTENTION n
1 WFO r .+ r w + ;,,-.. x

54
JFM"ejr .~

 (Cf No 4'1

VflfcR ,,,:.
AIRTEL -

Approved  Sent M Per
Special g inharge

79 MAY 131954
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Naturalization Naturalized in District Court of

Geary County Junction City
Kansas on 6/18/55 under
Certificate of Naturalization
# C 7 256 793 as LYDIA,BURT.

WFO 105-371

Entry Document

Relatives Children

ELSE (MARY) MICHAILOWITSCII
name also appears as MARY
EL9& BURT born 11/11/44 at
Bauschlott Germany(r

JANET LYDIA DURT
Born 6/5/50 at Aschaffsenburg

Nonquota immigration visa
#328 issued by American Forei
Service Berlin,.Germany
on 4/4/52
Passport #374/51 issued
by Ministry of Interior
a German passport for Non-
Nationals issued 2/6/52

Alien Registration
Number '#A 8 320 383

Petition for
Naturalization #1352 filed District Court

of Geary County at Junction
City Kansas on 6/16/55

Witnesses to
Petition BEVERLY . HANSEN 214 King__

Avenue _fort Riley Kansas
a housewife

DONALD BURT 1st Lt U.B
Army Fort Riley Kansas

Germany

JULIE ANNE/ BURT
Born 9/16/52 at Fort Riley
Kansas 1.



bother

I8E MICHAILOWITSCH nee
ANOWA

Address unknown

1Father xl
Y GEORG 4 ICHAILOWITSCH (deceased)

Names of some persons traveled
with CWO and Mrs DURWOOD

-~~GOODRICH_ I417'

Captain and Mrs FRED BULLINER

WFO 105-37111

Lt DONALD L BURT 1652 North
Hillside Wichita Kansas Born
10/6/24 at Coldwater Kansas
Married 2/2/52 at Berlin
Germany

t _
Residences 1939 to 1943 Charkow USSR

8/43 to 8/44 compulsory labor
camp at Lemberg and Litsmannstadt
Poland 8/44 to 10/51 Pforzheim
Schwaeb Hall Niederwerrn and
Aschaffenburg Germany 10/51 to
present (3/21/52) Berlin
Germany
6/4/52 to 6/18/52 Intransit
6/19/52 to 7/22/52.605 West
13th Street Junction City
Kansas
7/23/52 to 6/19/53 210 King
Ave. Fort Riley Kansas
6/20/53 to Present (6/16/55)
215 King Ave. Fort Riley
Kansas
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WFO 105-37111

'Description {1955) Fair complexion blue/gray
eyes blond hair 5'5"
135 pounds

The file indicated that ELSE (MARY) MICHAILOWITSCH
had been assigned alien file number A 8320382

The file contained a letter from DONALD L BURT
to INS dated 7/3/52 Fort Riley Kansas He enclosed
address record cards of his wife LYDIA BURT and step
daughter ELSE MICHAILOWITSCH He stated that to that
date no alien registration number had been received by
either of latter since their entry into the country on
6/4/52 and was inquiring re same

On 5/8/64 Contact Representative ABE KRICHEFSKY
Central INS WDC advised IC ADDINGTON that alien file number
A8320382 for ELSE (MARY) MICUAILOWITSCH is charged to the
District Office of INS Kansas City Missouri as of
11/22/55

The Kansas City Office is requested to immediatelyreview Alien File A8320382 for ELSE (MARY) HICHAILONITSCHand furnish all background info contained therein to Bureau
and Dallas

It is.felt a review of this file is pertinent
since ELSE,would now be 20 years old further since there
is no indication of any previous marriage in INS file of
LYDIA BURT the possibility exists that she may have been
adopted

Dallas is requested to handle the reporting of
WFO INS information if subsequently necessary



FD-36they 10-29-63) 4w..t 1
I

Date 5/9/64

FBI

Transmit the following in
(Type in plan text or code)

via AIR.TET AIM ;AIL
(Priority)

.t . .-~-.----r7

TO DIRECTOR Fn I (105-C2555)

FROI1 SAC IJIA1 II (105 0342) (P) `~
r

P.E LEE IIAttVE'i 0^t;AM
IS-R-CI1^.A ''""

Re PO tel to r:ureau and Miami 5/7/6';
copies

 it
to DL IS OC SF and TP

Records at 1 L Miami. Fla sallow 1_"ir L T
DAUGIITEI:TY and WEE? of COTTON on EAT flight 202 from Tarifa
on 2/21/64 DAUGIITEttTY destined to Dallas Te;;.,attrl t:',aid
of Cotton to I?e'"i Orleans ,Louisiana On same flight out
boarding at Miami Fla. and destined to OI:Iahor,,a City
were Dr PAI"ION/IIER11\I'DE', Itho bought ticket for cash and
the folic?rin3'uhose tickets tiere on GTR by Cuban Refugee

.Center

tir P CUESTA Miss II CUESTA Master J CUESTA
and Mrs II I"IErl1:DEZ EAL reservation cards are destroyed
after sixty days

Cuban me&li_cal association in E.;ile I'iarni
has no registratiop-1 or Dr lti IONI HERPALDEZ but advises
that Dr

DRAUL p/t
~UESTA resided a,t 3505 S41 16th Terrace tlian.4

l3 Tureau (P%V) (2 Oklahoma City (Enc.2) (RN) ~t
1 Dallas (LOO-10461) (P.'.)
1 Louisville (105-620) (RU)
1 New Orleans (100-16601)0110
1 San Francisco (09-5C) (RIO "~

1 Tampa (105-2142) 0111)
~ 3 rAAY12 1964

of +2 Miami
JJO cmw

Approved  Sent M Per
Special Agent In Charge

79 MAY 131964
. 777 ,l _._

Atr



On 5/8/64 Ilrs ISABEL MEPENDEZ 3505 SU 16th

-_.Terrace Miami advised that Dr ERAULIO CUESTA his wife
named IIILDA t 1ENEP"IDEZ,and two children in Feb. 1964 moved
to Clinton Oklahoma where Dr CUESTA works in a hospital
Mrs MENENDEZ did not know Dr RAMOII HERIiANDEZ

Miami files contain letter by Lega Madrid to Bureau
9/26/63 in caption IRAULIO JOAQ UIN RICAR UEST k (tAI'.RERO
born 2/7/19 in Camaguey Ceiba _who is evidently identical
with Dr CUESTA-at Clinton Okla Legat Letter contained no
derogatory information on CUESTA

Enclosed for 0I:1r hoina City are FD-302 and cover
letter both dated 4/21/64 at San Francisco reflecting the
interview of LEE DAUGIITEt TY

Oklahoma City at Clinton Okla intervie;;od Dr
DRAULIO CUESTA for basis and details of his purported lai ledge
that LEE HARVEY OSi'JAID gent to Mexico and met CASTRO Agents
for instructions uihw to assassinate the President

Other offices discontinue efforts to identify and
locate the C%ban doctor destined for Oklahoma City



44';* iMfo~'ya,+w"a~::,t,~rs a yr.~ 'S y vror F `,It~P

1
Via yyAIRTEL AIR MAIL

(Priority)
_ -----

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC SAN FRANCISCO (89-58)

LEE HARVEY OS.IALD aka
IS-R-CUBA.

 Re Bureau cablegram to Legat Mexico City 3/27/64
with an addendum requesting the observations and recommendations
of an Francisco regarding

111
I f (

/We*13 7C i'7 ..1 ~/ enII
.'l .!_

 d~ 1
TC -fi--r.

r^r
cdby 11

r , t,i t
[roman i. icat0-n1 -ta,~t~ a 'L. . y,.. `APR
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 Further man Fra -ro recommends against a polygraph
 examination being afforded at this time but requests
that the Bureau advise this O rice o the results of investigation
of Legat Mexico City regarding ARNOLD u



TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
SACOLAIIOMA CITY

{105-783)

LEE HARVEY OSirALD
IS R CUBA
00:DL

t

3 ~AAY11 1354

Sent

Re i3eH Orleans airtcl to Bureau 4-29-161 and ,iuniirtcl
5-6-64 both pertaining to inforriation furnished by Lt;'= 1AUChJ TY
at Pebble Beach California An 4-17-64

Dr BRAHLIO .1 CUIiSTA Resident Physician Oklahoma
General Hospital Clinton oklahoma,A was located on 5-8-64 and
interviewed briefly before being called away fro:, interview to
perform surgery Dr (I'i ;T\ furnished information
virtually 'positively i.deatic ics himself and Dr .J;a':
Western TuPerculosis Sanitari"m Clinton as the two doctors who
conversed with (LEE Di\ii(UERTY) an American male (:lame unrecalled
by Dr CULSTA) on an astern Airlines alight on or about 2-23-04

Dr CUESTA died enter the United States ny way of
Spain !:e served an internship at St Joseoh's Hospital in
Yonkers id Y during 1911-45 however he received his nc!dical
schoolin'* is Cuba

3 L;ircau (T!':)
1 Dallas (100-10461) (1'0
1 Louisville (10S-620) {?t i)
1 'iiami (i:.'i)
1 :!cw Orleans (100-16600 (RA)
1 San Francisco (39-58) (R! O
1 Tampa (105-2142) (RA)
1 Oklahoma City

II 'P !:'ir
(10)

Approved %
9I/a~

7 9 MAY 13 1n$ a (// ,Agent
In Charge



OC 105-783 ...;
r

Dr CUESTA stated Dr 'JOSE HERNANDEZ and the unknown
`':k~ American (DAUGHEERTY) did discuss the assassination of President

:._KENNEDY during this flight Dr CIJESTA stated to the best of
his recollection Dr JOSE HERNANDEZ may have .mentioned as his
theory that LEE HARVEY OSWALD went to Mexico and met with some
of CASTRO's agents etc Dr CUIiSTA explained that Dr

,NERNANDEZ speaks very broken English and one could easily have
misunderstood his expression of circumstances as representing`' facts whereas they merely consisted of a theory expressed by^ Dr HERNANDEZ

fit.  Dr CUBSTA will be reinterviewed and Dr JOSE
HERNANDEZ interviewed at Clinton Oklahoma as soon as their
schedules permit for full facts

Offices conducting investigation to identify the two

jICuban
doctors will discontinue that phase of their investigation

Report will follow

.



May 8 1064

Director
Central Intelligence Agency

Attention Deputy Director Plans

John Edgar Jioover Director
r

LEE HARVEY =AL P
INTERNAL 8r.CUI:ITY RUS  IA CUC&

NOTE

t-4 -NipReference is made to my letter dated April 30 L
10G4 which enclosed copies of a tteorandurt captioned -,
"John R Jacobs Katie Jr.cobs, dated April 17 1964

There are enclosed two copies of a memorandum
dated April 27 1064 concerning John K Jacobs and his
wife Katie Jacobs

This meiorandum has been urnished to the
President's Commission on the Assassination of Presir~e4t b t G4
Eonnody
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4-3 (Rev 4-17-63)

-----------------

~1T2G ENT 5-3-64

TO DIRECTOR

FROM LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO 603

0
BUFILE 105-82555 LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS-R-CUBA

r

 Carvly  

cry

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE OF HORACIO DURAN ADVISED LATTER HAS

OWNED RENAULT SINCE 1961 WHEN VEHICLE BROUGHT HERE FR9M

C I JOAD O)3REGON SON ORA BUT AFFIRMED AUTOMOB I LF LIGHT GREY

COLOR AND PRESENTLY STOKED AT GARAGE FOLLOWING ACCIDENT AND

INABILITY OF DURAN TO ?AY FOR REPAIRS

IN VIEW OF WEAKNESS OF GUTIERREZ ALLEGATIONS PREVIOUSLY

MENTIONED TO BUREAU DISCREPANCY BETWEEN DURAN VEHICLE AND

THAT DESCRIBED BY GUTIERREZ APPARENT FACT DURAN VEHICLE AT

CUBAN EMBASSY FEBRUARY 25 LAST BECAUSE OF EMPLOYMENT OF SILVI

DURAN THIS OFFICE WILL SUBMIT LHM NEW INVESTIGATION TO D

AND CONDUCT F RT R INQUIRY UACB.~~ ~ A '4/

+3 EC 26 "".
--"'

 t c3 t y CLARK D ANDERSON

 tt~
! MAY13 1964

a~~o
RE EIVED 5:06 PM NCC

6trtil
i lie r nd in the above message is to be disseminated outsithe Bu eau it it suggested that it be suitably

`
ed )rgA rotect the Bureau's cryptographicsystems



Via AIRTEL
(priority)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)(P)

ReBu a tel to NY and St Louis 4/29/64

PETE CASSISL...12 Pleasantville Avenue Ossining
New York awsnterviewed on 5/1/64 by SA JAMES E GORDON
at Bronxville New York CASSISI a Patrolman with the
Bronxville NY PD was born 11/28 37 in Ossining NY He
served in e US Marl nr ^rns 94/55 to 1 1;3/6o m

168496

CASSISI was attached to Marine Air Control
Squadron Number 1 at Atsugi Japan and served there
from about 11/4/56 to 12/10/58: He recalled that OSWALD
was attached to the same unit and he had a recollection
that OSWALD was with the unit in November 1957 and he
believed OSWALD was still with the unit in December 1958
when he CASSISI left Japan to return to the US



NY 105-38431

CASSISI was assigned to a Transportation Unit
as a mechanic and driver while OSWALD was in a Radio
Unit The Radio Unit serviced radios used for radar sets
and operated a radio relay station

CASSISI pointed out that the men in the unit
usually were close and stayed together both_on duty and
off duty

CASSISI lived in a barracks which housed 72 men
OSWALD lived in the same barracks The barracks was divided
into cubicles by the arrangement of wall lockers CASSISI
was one of eight men in a cubicle all of whom were assigned
to Motor Transport He doe not recall the men who shared a
cubicle with OSWALD but would assume that they were men from
the Radio Section

CASSISI stated that he had limited contact with
OSWALD Motor Transport drove radio men to duty in the
radio shack and brought them back at the end of shifts
They also brought food to the radio shack from the mess
hall CASSISI probably drove OSWALD and others to the
radio shack and occasionally saw him when he delivered
food from the mess hall

CASSISI stated he had absolutely no contact with
OSWALD during off duty hours and had no recollection of
ever having spent any time with him or associating with
him in any way.

CASSISI had no recollection that OSWALD had any
associates He described him as an "odd type who appeared
to like being alone CASSISI had the impression that OSWALD
used to go to Yokahoma occasionally during his off duty
periods On a few occasions OSWALD returned to the barracks
after being on leave incompletely drunken condition



'C:t

NY 105-38431

CASSISI said that he was sure of this because
when someone came in and woke up every man in the barracks
with his drunken shouting there was no doubt as to the
identity of the person

Other than this CASSISI had no information as
to OSWALD's activities during his off duty time Other
than on a few occasions when OSWALD appeared to be drunk
he was a very quiet person CASSISI had no recollection
that OSWALD was a fighter or was ever involved in any
difficulties getting along with other men

CASSISI said that OSWALD was very thin while
in service CASSISI did not immediately recognize OSWALD
as a former Marine associate when his pictures were
published after the assassination It was only later
that he realized that OSWALD was the same man he had served
with in the USMC

CASSISI had a vague recollection that an individual
(MU) (possibly RICHARD) CYR might possibly have associated

with OSWALD in the Marine Corps He pointed out that this
was a very vague impression but it was the only name that
came to his mind as a possible associate of OSWALD He had
no information as to the present wherabouts of CYR

CASSISI stated that after an article appeared
in "Life magazine in F bruary 1964 in which his name
was mentioned he rece red a letter from a former associate .
in the USMC SIDNEY S ROBINSON,ROBINSON in the letter
withoi,t.being specific indicated that he had some recollection
of OSWALD ROBINSON according to his letter was to attend
the Federal Aviation Agency's Academy in Oklahoma City Oklahoma
and would be there until either June 20th or July 4 1964;-""

"v-.. 74



in report are preedintervpariewby with.CASSISI
will be set forth

g NY

Dallas review available information to determine
if (FNU) CYR and SIDNEY S ROBINSON have been interviewed
If not interviewed determine desirability and set forth
leads

For information of Bureau and Dallas CASSISI
had no knowledge as to whereabouts of ALLEN FELDE or
DONALD GOODWIN



PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY

EARLWARDERChairman
RICHARD8 RUSSELL
JOINSHERIVNCOOPER
HALEBOGGS
GERALO.PFOnD
JOHNJ MCCLOY
ALLENW. DuLLES

i

ce)

Sincerely

t . ""-t "
,r

(t.!

} 4 "4.4 Pitt

200MarylandAve. N E
WASHINGTOND C 20002

f ~} 'Ir it.~lm~tr %.. M-'IIr~
Mr {'ap..r',#..
Mr
Mr C-"irasl
Mr !'.,l,..a,al
Dlr Evans
Mr Gale

J
Ce.r.eLr1 _Ifit$sican.

.'Mr T: ykjMr Tn Icy
Trle R.wym
M II "hn.

7 Miss Candy_ ...

f
.4

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

It appears that Lee Harvey Oswald first

became acquainted with members of the so-called

"Russian Community in the Dallasl
Worth area

through 1 's contacts with Mr Peter regory and

Max,Clark of Ft Worth Mr Clark testified

that he thought that Oswald had obtained his name
as well as Mr Gregory's through the Ft Worth

r

office of the Texas Employment Commission

Would you please verify Mr Clark's

testimony by interviews with the appropriate personnel
of the Texas Employment Commission office in

Ft Worth We would like to know the identity of

the person or persons who provided Oswald with the

names of Gregory and Clark and the reasons that

they did so

We are most appreciative of your continued

cooperation with the Commission

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

f p MAY Flip 



Toi~ j

-Belmont
1 Maliey
1 Branigan 1 . Lens
1 Gheesling

5/11/G4

AIrtel

To SAC Dallas (100-10401)

From Direct iI (105-82555)

LEE MARY OSWALD
IS . R 40 CUBA

Enclosed is copy of self-explanatoryletter dated 5/7/64
from the President's Commission.

Dallas should immediately initiate investigation to
develop the information reguosted by the President's Commission and
submit letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination

In conducting this investigation your attention is called
to the fact that Max Clark's testimony appears to be at variinco
with information previously furnished by him to your office,. Page
262 of Dallas report 11/30/63 contains information from Claris to
the effect that when Oswald telephonically contacted Clark's wife
Oswald stated he bad obtained Mrs Clark's name through some contacts
at the Fort Worth Public Library Page 290 of that report contains
information that Oswald claimed ho obtained Peter (Paul) Gregory's
name from some person .at the Fort Worth Public Library

If your inquiry at the Fort Worth office of the Texas
8hploymont Commission fills to develop the information desired by
the Commission you should reinterview Max Clark and thereaftor
conduct inquiry at the Fort Worth Public Library in an effort to
.determine identity of person or persons who provided Oswald with the
names of Gregory and Clerk and the reasons therefor Handle
immediately

Enclosure

ViO':pah

mmau 47

hiA1 1 t 19648)
COMMFBI

c;t Commission's letter advised that Mr Max Clark of Fort
o0-Worth had testif d 'he thought Oswald had obtained his name ,as .$4E.an we Il as Peter Gr g ry's through the Fort Worth office of thd,Timmcat
Knee ~ ,moo ko
Tarot (NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO)
Trotter
T.b Roam
Holm.
Goody  MAI. ROOM TELETYPEUNITM
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Airtel to Dallas
Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

NOTE CONTINUED

rmploymont Commission and requested Bureau verify Clark's testimony
by interviews with appropriate personnel of that agency as the
Commission would like to know identity of person or persons who
provided Oswald with the names of Gregory and Clark and the reasons
that they did so Gregory is Consulting Engineer for Continental
National Life Insurance Building Fort Worth and part-time
Russian language instructor at the Fort Worth Public Library
Max Clark is an attorney Both have been interviewed during this
investigation



Gandy--------------------------------------
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4-3 (Rev 4-17-63)

a AIRGRAM

7else.
1S.ImoM
Mohr
Cosp.t
Coilohon
t3Coa,,d -l
C4-wit
Eras~t

DECODED cflosCOp 7 ol.s
~7il,tran

sx CABLEGRAM ctRADIO a TELETYPE `H ., 

URGENT 5.11-64
TO DIRECTOR

FROM LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO 611

BUFILE 105-82555 LEE HARVEY-OSWALD IS-R-CUBA FOLLOWING
IS DAILY SUMMARY

RE MISCELLANEOUS ALLEGATIONS LHM REPORTING INQUIRES
REQUESTED BY PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION EXCEPT MUSEUM COVERAGE

.AND RECENT BUREAU LEADS WILL BE SUBMITTED TOMORROW'S POUCH
MUSEUM INQUIRIES IN PROGRESS

RE TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE PASSENGERS. CONTINUED INVESTIGATIO
HAS FAILED TO IDENTIFY CHAIN-SMOKING MEXICAN FROM TEXAS DESCRIBE
BY PASSENGERS INTERVIEWED BUT FROM ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE INFORM
ATION CONCERNING PASSENGERS IT IS SUGGESTED THIS INDIVIDUAL ic))

ST BE HUSBAND OF HILDA QUEZADA INQUIRIES CONTINUING
ADDITIONAL SUMMARY TOMORROW UACB

CLARK D ANDERSON

RECEIVED 5-12-64 12:32 AM
Up 2,O

15 MAY 13 1964

3}tD

79 MAY 1319646 
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptugtuphicsystems



Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED  AIR MAIL
(Priority)

}~yJ f J
TO

FROM

RE

~at

Date 5/6/64

FBI

1

Via AIRTEL

C

tt

Per

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC LOS
ACNNGELES

(105-15823)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

00 Dallas

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one
copy of a newspaper clipping described below One
xerox copy of this clipping is also being furnished
to Dallas for information

The Daily Bruin a daily student newspaper
published at UCLA Los Angeles California issu ~''dated
4/29/64 page 8 reflects an a rticle captioned/OswaldRevisited

This article reflects it was "reprinted from
"The Guardian This article sets forth that "the

'assassinat1on of President KENNEDY may after all have
been the wo % of Right tiling extremists according to'' Mr THOMA UCHANAN an American author and mathematician

;l Mr BUCHA?AN says that the conspiracy was organized with
the connivance of at least some of the police by Dallas
oil millionaires and financiers of the John Birch
Society

"Mr.BUCHANAN whose conclusions are now before
the Warren Commission set up by President JOHNSON to investigat
KENNEDY murder suggests that the murder could not have been
the work of orb man...

Bureau
I Dallas I 100-10461)(Enc 1)(AM)(REGISTERED)
2 Los AngelHHW dsh (0,C t
(6)

4fie
p MAY 8 1964A-\

(En f

.iL
Acp J _~ ~ ----~  Sent

7 9 M lY
~ t

cla Agent to Charge
13 194



r1i+~M~.n~~"`~ p ~
_ __ _ "'s~ 'ISx 7+w'r~'r..s-~""'y~:%3s

LA 105-15823

Los Angeles indices reflect no information
identifiable with THOMAS BUCHANAN No further
investigation regarding this matter is contemplated
at Los Angeles UACB It is noted this article was
reprinted from "The Guardian and may already be in
possession of the Bureau



The assasninrition of Presi
lent Kennedy may after *till

have been the v_rk of Right
tying extremists according to
tits Thomas E:chanan an
American author and mathe

he connivance of :t least some
of the police by Pallas oil mil
ti'.naires financiers of the John
='inch Society Jlc believes that
as gunmen of Thom Oswald

was not one fire.) at the Presi
dent Oswald's c'e was to as
-Jet one of the k::?ers He was
then to be kilter) ty Police Of
ricer Tippitt aril as a known
Communist tryst athizer be
 ,tamed for the sssassination
Rut this plan ir'sfired when
Oswald was t p`.ured alive
She police then arranged for
him to be killed by Ruby who
himself is now it ::anger of be
ing killed

Mr Buchanan whose con
elusions are now before the
warren Cantu iw:c.n set up by wald was allowed by the police
)?resident Johnrca to investi ! to leave the warehouse At

gate the Kennedy murder sug-) 12:36 p.m a ralio cat was put
gears that the r:urder could out for his arrest with a de

have been the work or otij tailed description The police
say that it had then realized

nan The police bar that th that Oswald was the only em

hots were fired all from th ployee missing This Mr Bu

ieth floor room in the muni chanan says means that in the

t ipal warehouse in which Os space of one minute the police
*aid worked several people

must have assembled all the 90
employees  which is plainly

+eported that they had heard impossible It is more likelyfour shots No human could he suggests that the descripttav+efired four shots with Os tion was issued as soon as Os
waid'a rifle In the five and a wald had been allowed to leave
half seconds wl;ith the FBI the building because that was
.ay elapsed belaetn the first the pre-arranged plan"nd the last shot Oswald was to meet TippittMr Buchanan ingests that who he had been told would
sum of the shots came from help him escape In fact Tip'he railway bridge towards pitt was to make to arrest Os
vhich the presidential car was wald and then shoot him "La
hiving He argues that the of self defense. Oswaldmucal

st

hidle
story that only three have become suspicions of a

ts were fired fails to ex doubiecross and shot Tippitt in
i+lain the fact if H be one rakedthat two urnalists saw a awl ReprintedloomThe Gouda*
let hole n e car windscreen  

Moreover he says that th
fficiat story of the President

throat wound - that it was
caused by a bullet which first
entered his back faits to ex
plain how a bullet followi
uch a trajectory could ha

Natician
Mr Buchanan s }"s that the

>z n fires from a sixth it

r.mspiracy visa! c:ganirxd with ijwindow He concludes they
fore that of four shots fired
at least two were fired from
the bridge

Mr Buchanan thinks that
Oswald's part was to smuggle
the gunman into the warehouse
overnight to bring him the
gun in the morning and to
keep guard This would explain
the half-eaten meal left by the
presumed assassin which the
police say was left from the
previous night the half
smokei packet of cigarettes
when Oswald did not smoke
and the fact that when arrest
ed Oswald had no trace of gun
powder on his cheeks

Mr Buchanan says that
amazingly at 12:35 p.m Os

OSWALD [REVISITED

acLosuB

(MountClipping in Space Below)

(Indicate page nameof
newspaper city and state.)

ir''rj.'i '11'},ee

r II 7 r

Date It 1'2".{)J,)
Edition
Author
Editor T". '''r tt-ntt
Tltie r  

ChorocternT
or

Classlfteatlon
SubmittingOffice t,nai

`D Being Investigated
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(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

 DIRECTOR FBI 11U5 2 %5 L
--

'N

Sent Per

FBI

Date ,5/9/64

Tr nsmit the following In

is  (Type

in plain text or code)
AIRTEL AIRMAIL 1

I

0.k SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

BJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to New York and St Louis 4/29/64
no copy to Oklahoma City and New York airtel to Bureau 5/5/64
no copy to St Louis or Oklahoma City

ReBuairtel instructed New York to locate and interview
PETER CASSISI a former Marine Corps associate of OSWALD for all
information he possessed about OSWALD

ReBuairtel instructed St Louis to review files at the
Military Records Center to determine last known addresses for ALLEN
FELDE and DONALD GOODWIN who were also former Marine Corps.
associates of OSWALD and to submit results in report form

Re NY airtel sets forth the results of the interview with
PETER C'ASSISI who states .he was attached to the Marine Air Control
Squadron No 1 at Atsugi Japan and served there from about 11/4/56
to 12/10/58 CASSISI recalled that OSWALDvats attached to this same
unit from about November 1957 and was still with the unit in

December 1958 when CASSISI returned to the United States CASSISI
stated he was assigned to a transportation unit while OSWALD *as
in a radio unit which serviced radios used for radar sets and

operated a radio relay station

CASSISI stated he had a vague recollection that an
individual (FNU) (possibly RICHARD) CYR might possibly have associat
with OSWALD in the Marine Corps He pointed out that this was a ver

vague impression but it was the only name that came to his mind as a

possible associate of OSWALD CASSISI had no information as to the

present whereabouts of CYR.
REC 2

Bureau ..tD
Oklahoma City (105-783)

2 -% St Louis (105-3665) ..~.r - t
 ~C

2 'Dallas

(9)
Approved:

7 9 MAY
+

3 1964l4gent
in Charge

- w"H
1 7U

..ma~yyt f ~".% !tt^.,'~ 



DL 100-10461

f + c
* '{ "' t' "CASSISI also stated that after an article appeared in

."Life magazine in February 1964 in which his name was mentioned
,he received a 1 t er from a former associate in the U S marine

Corps SIDNEY S ROBINSON ROBINSON in the letter without being
specific";-Indic a -thia''fie bad some recollection of OSWALD
ROBINSON according to his letter was to attend the Federal Aviation

_?',AgencyhA Academy in Oklahoma City Oklahoma and would be there
until either June 20 or July 4 1964:;x_

Dallas files do not reflect that anyone by the name of
CYR or SIDNEY S ROBINSON has.been interviewed and it is considered
desirable to have such interviews conducted

LEADS

OKLAHOMA CITY DIVISION

AT OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA

Will locate and interview SIDNEY S ROBINSON at Federal
Aviation Agency's Academy in Oklahoma City for all information he
possesses about OSWALD Find out how well he knew OSWALD %there
were they assigned together What was OSWALD's wort in Marine
Corps when ROBINSON knew him Who was OSWALD's closest friend
at that time Hoy did OSWALD spend his off-duty hours Question
ROBINSON thoroughly for his recollections of OSWALD Also determine
from ROBINSON if he knew an individual named CYR and obtain
complete name and present location if possible

ST LOUIS DIVISION

Will review files at the Military Records Center for
the name RICHARD CYR in an effort to locate his last known address
and set forth lead for appropriate office to interview him along
same lines as set out in lead for Oklahoma City



No leads are being set forth in this report as they are
being handled immediately upon receipt

this report L
memorandum

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTINGOrrlCE

NEW ORLEANS DALLAS 4/10-13/644/24/64
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
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Bureau airtel 4/7/64 and enclosed letter from President's Commission
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copyto

Repot  fr SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER Offices NEW ORLEANSD 
April 24 1964

field OfficeFileWe 100-16601 BureauFiteNoa 105-82555

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

OSWALD received payroll checks from William B Reilly
and Company New Orleans on Friday of each week
during time he was employed ROLAND J MARTIN
Proprietor Martin's Restaurant New Orleans identi
fied one Texas Employment Commission Warrant and
10 checks of William B Reidy and Company as having
been cashed at his restaurant MARTIN charged 10C
fee for each check cashed and does not cash personal
checks Employee of restaurant recalls OSWALD eating
lunch alone and usually ordered a hamburger and soft
drink Manager Winn-Dixie Store #1425 New Orleans
identified five Texas Employment Commission Warrants
and one William B Roily and Company check as having
been cashed at his store and no fee charged for cashing
these chocks Manager did not know if OSWALD had
attempted to cash other checks nor did he know how often
OSWALD visited the store Manager of Winn-Dixie Store
#1404 New Orleans identified one Texas Employment
Commission Warrant as being cashed at his store No
fee charged for cashing this check and indications are
that OSWALD used Marine Corps Card for identification
Manager did not know if OSWALD had attempted to cash
other checks nor did he know if OSWALD had made any
purchases or how many times OSWALD may have visited
his store Manager Winn-Dixie Store #1439 New
Orleans identified two Texas Employment Commission
Warrants as having been cashed at his store No fee
charged for cashing checks Manager recalled OSWALD
attempting to cash check in either May or Jane 1963
which Manager refused to cash and could not recall

Y'sisdoeameateoa+ataswither roeoenmeadatbnenor voucheson of the YUI it is thepropertyof the FBIandis loanedto youraeener it Sodits contentsarenottobedistributedoutsideyour*vacs
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NO 100-16601/sab

how often OSWALD was in store Employee of Winn-Dixie
Store #1439 recalls OSWALD in store at least several
times a week to purchase milk and bread Another
employee of Store #1439 recalls OSWALD and wife in
store about twice a week during Summer of 1963

p

DETAILS

AT NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA



Date .4/14/64

Mr ALVIN T PRECHTER Manager William B Deily
and Company Inc. 640 Magazine-Street advised that
payroll checks were issued to LEE HARVEY OSWALD on Friday
of each week during the time he was employed,

4/10/64 New Orleans Louisianaof Ft3o NO 100-16601

SA MILTON R KAACK :lav ._Dat dictated 4/14/54

This documentcontains nolth. 1,cotei .ndjtlon not conclusion of the FBt tt to the ptupetty of lb Ffii and is loaned to
rout agency it and its coatsntu ate sot to be distributed
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Texas Employment Commission Warrant

Number Amount

G281852 $66.00

William B Kelly and Company

Number Amount

882 $53.72
1079 $53.72
1274 $53.72
1486 $55.59
1684 $52.97
1941 $53.72
1995 $53.72
2185 $53.72
2368 $52.97
2549 $53.72

Ii

ROLAND J/ MARTIN Proprietor Martin's Restaurant
701 Tchoupitoulas Street New Orleans identified the following
,checks as having been cashed in his restaurant

Inc Checks

He said that normally employees of the William B
iteily Company were not required to exhibit identification
in order to cash a check at his restaurant He charged a
10 fee for each check cashed He advised that he had not
cashed any other checks for OSWALD since he does not cash
personal checks for anyone He only cashes payroll checks
and unemployment checks

He advised that he did not know if OSWALD attempted
to cash any other checks in his restaur nt because he does
not rec ll OSWALD at all He said that'his brother-in-law
ANTHONY/IIARTIN or his wife Mrs ROSEAARTIN remember that
OSWALD used to eat lunch there but that he himself cannot
place him Mr MARTIN said that he understood from speaking

 to his wife_ or brother-in-law that OSWALD splint_ about 50

N_ 4/10/64 of ____ New Orleans.,_Louisiana foe NO 100-16601

This documentcontains neither recommeudattonsnor concinelon of the rel It is too Vruperiyof M FBlTouragency it and its conceal*are not to ba distributed outside your agency
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a day for lunch and he does not know how often OSWALD
visited his establishment Mr MARTIN could furnish no
further information regarding expenditures made by OSWALD



OatIV 4/14/64

ANTHONY MARTIN Martin's Restaurant 701 Tcholpitoulas
Street advised that he remembers seeing OSWALD eat l':nch la
the restaurant and recalled that he always sat byhimsalf
He usually ordered a hamburger and a soft drink for lunch and
would normally be in the restaurant from about 11:30 to 11:45.AM
almost daily He said that a hamburger costs 34 and a soft
drink 8 and that this was the usual expenditure made by
OSWALD for his lunch

ANTHONY MARTIN did not recall cashing any ch"scks for
OSWALD and said that the only time he saw OSWALD in the
restaurant was when he came there for lunch

4/1O/64at New Orleans Louisiana NO.100-16601

L 0 KAACK lay Data dictated 4/14/64

This documentcontains neither recommendottonsnor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the Fill end a loaned to
youragency! U and Its contents ors not to be distributed outside your sgsney
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Doti 4/14/64

Mrs ROSE MARTIN wife of ROLAND MARTIN 701
Tchoupitoulas Street advised that she does not recall

''_OSWALD at all Neither can she remember cashing any checks
for him

On .._4/10164 o New Orleans Louisiana f 4e i NO 100716601

 SA MILTON_, ~~C 1y Oct Jictoted 4/4164
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Oat 4/14/64

Mr J D UCHS Manager Winn-Dixie Store #1425
4303 Magazine Street identified the following checks as

'having been cashed at his store:

Texas Employment Commission Warrants

Number Amount

G246347 $33.00
G323653 $33.00
G353037 $33.00
G421381 $33.00
0459698 $33.00

William S ileily and Company Inc. Check

Number Amount

2621 $10.84

Mr FUCHS advised that either he or his assistant
J S GUILLOT approved these checks for cashing He said
that no fee was charged for cashing these checks Mr
FUCHS advised that he did not know if any other checks were
cashed for OSWALD but he doubts that there were He said
that a person cashing a check would have to have some
form of identification such as a Social Security Card He
said that OSWALD did not have a Winn-Dixie Courtesy Card
which would permit him to cash checks at the store because
if he had a courtesy card the front of the check would
bear the number of the Winn-Dixie Courtesy Card FUCHS
advised that he did not know whether or not OSWALD had
attempted to cash any other checks at his store He stated
that he did not know whether or notOSWALD made any purchases
at his store and said that he had checked with each one of
his employees including all his cashiers and that none
of them remember OSWALD being a customer in the store. He
advised that he did not know how often OSWALD actually
visited the store and could furnish no other information
 nonce nin _OSWALD!$_exjenditures

4110/64 of New Orleans,Louisiana _ F,;r NO 100-16601

 SA MILTON R KAACK :lav_ Data dictotrd 4L14164
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Dot 4/14/64

Mr RR.W MASSEY Manager Winn-Dixie Store #1404
3920 South Carrollton Avenue identified Texas Employment
Commission Warrant #G386726 in the amount of $33.00 as being

_cashed at his store He said t
r

actually the check was
approved for cashing by HENRY H MURPHY SR. a clerk but
in all probability MURPHY obtained his MASSEY's authorization
to cash the check He said that no charge was made for
cashing the check and noted that the front of the check bore
the notation USM Card 1653230 He advised that this indicated
to him that OSWALD had used his Marine Corps Card as identifi
cation in order to cash the check He said if OSWALD had
used a Winn-Dixie Courtesy Card that the number of the
courtesy card would have been placed on the front of the
check He said that he did not know if OSWALD had cashed any
other checks at his store however he does know that OSWALD
did not fill out an application for a courtesy card at his
store because he checked these records and could find no
application in the name of OSWALD He stated that he did not
know if OSWALD had attempted to cash any other checks at his
store He informed that he did not know if OSWALD had made
any purchases at his store however he thought that probably
OSWALD had made a small purchase when he cashed the above
Texas Employment Commission Warrant since he doubts seriously
if MURPHY would have okayed the check for cashing if OSWALD
had not made any purchase

Mr MASSEY was unable to state the number of times
OSWALD may have visited his store Re said that he had
checked with all of his employees and that none of them
recall seeing OSWALD

He was unable to furnish any further information
concerning OSWALD's expenditures

4/13/64 New Orleans Louisiana Frio NO 100-16601

 SA MILTON R KAACK wlav Date dictated 1_4114164
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Dat 4/14/64

ROBERT TEMPLET Manager Winn-Dixie Store #1439
=4901 Prytania Street identified the following checks

as having been cashed at his store

Texas Employment Commission Warrants

Number Amount

F819610 $33.00
G231213 $33.00

He said the first check was approved by him for
cashing and the second check was approved by Mrs RHEA

/DRAGO He said that no charge was made by the store for
cashing these checks and that he did not know of any other
checks cashed by his store for OSWALD Mr TEMPLET recalled
that OSWALD had tried to cash a check which he thought was
issued by a coffee company in New Orleans in the amount of
approximately $56.00 in either May or June 1963 He refused
to approve the check for cashing at which time be gave OSWALD
an application for a courtesy card which would permit him to
cash checks at the store He stated that he had searched his
records but was unable to find the application He said that
he thought that OSWALD had made purchases at the store but he
himself was unable to state how often or in what amount He
was unable to furnish any further information concerning
OSWALD's expenditures

-4L1?/64 at  view 4r1 FMS f BQ'lQQ-16641_

 SA MILTON R KAACK :lag 64 dictotrd 4ZL .4,~.
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AUTH BECK Cashier Winn-Dixie Store #1439 4901
Prytania Street advised that OSWALD himself appeared at the

-.store at least several times a week to purchase milk and
bread She thought that he made larger purchases accompanied
by his wife but she was unable to recall the amounts of these

purchases or the number of occasions that they were made

This docae.nt contatns neither tscoQtnendatlonsnot conclusions of the FBI 'tt to the property of the F'131 Ied is loosed to
youragency it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency
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Dat.` 4/14164.

DOROTHY"BOYKIN Cashier Winn-Dixie Store #1439
4901 Prytania Street advised that she recalled that Mrs

'OSWALD had shopped in this store about twice each week
during the summer of 1963 sometimes she was accompanied by
her husband and always she was accompanied by the child
She stated that their purchases usually amounted to about $5.00
and as best as she can recall these purchases were made about
twice a week

On _4/J.3J64._ot --Yew_ nrleans _Louisiana__. F'Sc I __EL) .1,9,0A.569.1

_:.1 Date dictottrdSA MILTON K KAACK

ft doessmeotcontains neftber tecommer.dattonsnut conclusions of for ESL It is ibs property of lb* Fill and is loaned I
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(SSA NOTE PAGE TWO

5/13/64

1 Branigan
1 Lenihan
1 Goble

t~33

Atti el

!b 81C Dallas (100.10461)
_ . 8t Louis (1054665)

Proms Dirgctor FUl (10542565)

CUBA

A review of the results of interviews of former Marine
Corps associates of Lee Harvey Oswald bas been lade at the Bureau
Thirty-aiu son both officers and enlisted men who were in a position
to know CWvald,havo been interviewed MOO of these sea Who recalled
his know him when he was at urine Air Control Squadron 9 (NAC5 9)
Santa Ana California lust prior to his discharge Sight men have
been interviewed who knew him when helms assigned'overseaa in 1957
and 1958 Two have been interviewed who knew him when he attended the
service schools at Jacksonville florid* and Biloxi Mississippi
in 1957 Although the names of other former Sarino Corps associates
who might have known Oswald have been received the Bureau does not
believe it desirable or necessary to interview all of these men
However interviews with some of these men should be conducted
because of allegations indicating they had some spbcial reason for
recalling Osvaldo

ii/n T ~ tGtO
Per ale a careful review of Bureau files fails to

disclose that former Sarin Corps Lieutenant 4ppk n4kony 7.Padro
was ever interviewed yet three enlisted men w reealled;osis!l4'at
SACS-9 Buddy Allen Siam Nelson Delgado and._ is .DoueltrLovis all
mentioned Lieutenant DePadro as alma who was upset by the literature
Oswald was receiving and who questioned bin regarding this Accord
lag to records at Nil.itayy Personnel Records Center DePadro's last
known address (1959) was 1512 S.E 10th Street Fort Lauderdale
Pl6rida Be was born 6/12/33 at Chicago Illinois Since it appears
some efforts were made to locate DePadro Dallas advise if he was
interviewed and where results reported If it appears be has not been

set fort _i.1 -interviewed appropriate leads
---1--m-Boston (89.43)

caul Xesphis (105-891)
' t -i -1iami (l0Ssm834S)
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*Wei to Dallas 8332
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Also Bureau files fail to disclose that Robert Demurs and
Jerry X Pitts ware ever interviewed According to Peter Francis
Connor 2 Plates Drive West haven Counooticut who was stationed
with Oswald at MACS-lo Atsugi Japan in 1957 and 19:8 Oswald was
in "a few fights there one with Ebert Demure According to
Connor Demurs was b4lirved to be from Lewiston Mains

Connor also furnished information that a close friend of
his Jerry s Pitts Memphis Tennessee apparently furnished his
Connors name to the precis in Memphis Tennessee as a pin who
knew Lee Marva) Oswald From what Condor said it is possible Pitts
also knew Oswald

With regard to Demurs and Pitts St Louis should review
records at Military Personnel Records Coster for their last known
addresses and set forth leads for appropriate offigee to locate and
interview them for all information concerning Oswald

tore
Results of all interviews should be set forth in report

12
Because it is believed a representative number of former

Marine Corps associates of Oswald's has been interviewed It is not
deemed necessary to interview all men who allegedly might haveknown
him However it is felt that where it is alleged .a man night
have a special reason for recalling Oswald that then he shobld be

interviewed Such is the case regarding DePadro Demurs and Pitts
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Special Agent In Charge t

FBI

Date 5/6/64

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

-- L

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC LOUISVILLE (105-620)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

00 DALLAS

Re New Orleans airtel to Director dated 4/29/64
a copy of which is enclosed herewith for Memphis Re airtel

'contained a lead for Louisville to contact the Tennessee
Towing Co. to determine if the`totton Queen""was in New
Orleans in February of 1964 ~i

The following investigation was conducted on
5/5/64 by SA GEORGE W HUTCHISON

The Louisville telephone directory lists a
Tennessee Towing Company Memphis Tennessee giving a
mobile radio telephone number

Mrs RITA HOFELICH U.S Coast Guard Louisville
Kentucky telephonically advised that a directory of Merchant
Vessels of the U.S listed the Cotton Queen as an oil screw
tow boat whose home port was Louisville Kentucky Mrs
HOFELICH located the address for the Tennessee Towing Company
as Post Office Box 612 Cattletsburg Kentucky

j3 bureau (RM)
G 11 /O~- )

t r
L2"Dallas (RN)

2-Memphis (Enc !) (RM
6 la2-New Orleans (100-1601) (RN) t 8 MAYX 1564
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LS 105-620

Mr.-LEO SHOEMAKER Officer of the Collector of
Customs Louisville Kentucky advised that correspondence
in his Office regarding the registration of the vessel Cotton
Queen had last been addressed to ENO DUPOIS Bass and Owen
1103 Federal Building Memphis Tennessee Other prior
correspondence had been addressed to the Tennessee Towing
Company P.O 524 Cattletsburg Kentucky and in care of the
Ohio River Service Company P.O Box 523 Louisville Kentucky.

On 5/5/64 Mrs DON MILLENAN Supervisor of Operations
Ohio River Service and Supply Co. River Road Louisville
Ky. telephonically advised that his records indicated that the
current address of the Tennessee Towing Co. is P.O Box 1149
Memphis Tennessee He said that this was the address to which
bills were sent by his firm

LEADS

MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

Attempt to locate Tennessee.Towing Company through
P.O Box 1149 and cover lead set out for Louisville in re
airtel

LOUISVILLE DIVISION

AT CATTLETSBURO KENTUCKY

Attempt to locate Tennessee Towing Company anO.cover
Louisville lead as set out in re airtel.a _
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MAILED8

RAY 13 1J64

COMM-FBI

MAILROOM TELETYPEUNIT
....~.~... ti

y I51954

1 Branigan
1 Lenihan
1 -Anderson

5-13-64

AIRTEL

Tot SAC Memphis REG.)!

Frog
t!524mtor

FBI (105-82555)

Lim M1
* 38 is s CUBA

BeLSairtel 5-6-64

By airtels dated 5-9-64 Miami and Oklahoma City identified
unknown Cuban doctors vho traveled on Eastern Airlines Flight with
Lee Daugherty complainant in this matter Memphis and Louisville
Divisions are therefore instructed to disregard leads set forth in
reLSairtel

1 + Dallas (100-10461)
1 -.stand (105-8342)
1 is New Orleans (100-16601)
1 -:Louisville (105-620)
1 Oklahoma City (105-783)

LLA:klp
'01)

NOTE

Lee Daugherty advised FBI that unknown Cuban doctors during
conversation on Eastern Airlines Flight from Miami destined for

t(#Oklahoma City indicated knowledge that Lee Harvey Oswald went to
Mexico and met Castro agents for instructions on how to assassinate the
President Above leads set forth ia`effort to identify above
individuals however doctors have been identified and preliminary
interview with Dr Baulio J Cuesta indicates above complaint based on
misunderstanding and speculation
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Kay 12 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

'The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin*

Reference is made to your letter of April 304 1964
requesting that this Bureau interview Miss Yaeko Okui

Enclosed for the Commission are two copies of a
memorandum dated May 6 1964 at Dallas Texas which sets
forth results of our interview on May 5 1964 with
Miss Yaoko Okui Your attention is directed to page two
of the enclosed memorandum which reports that Miss Okul
advised she was employed by Nippon Service Incorporated
Now York New York under the direct supervision of
ire Michio Kuehl President of that company until her
return to Dallas in August 1962 Miss Okui stated that
she returned to Dallas Texas at the request of Mr Sushi
to act as the Southwestern representative for Nippon
Service Incorporated

for your information we are contacting
Mr Michio Kuehl to determine the circumstances under
which Miss Okul came to Dallas and to obtain additional
information Mr Kuehl may possess as to the background of
Mies Okui Results of our interview with Kr Kuehl will
be promptly furnished to the Commission upon receipt

REC i . .~,_,'V
sincerely your

egat B Is MAY 13,190



c

Honorable J Lee Rankin

ROTE

Lee Harvey Oswald attended a Christmas-New Years
party December 28-30 1962 at the residence of Mr and Mrs Declan
Ford in Dallas We learned through our investigation a Japanese
woman was at such party and conversed with Oswald Subh
Japanese woman has been identified as Yaeko Okui At request of
the President's Commission we interviewed Miss Okui and determined
that she did attend the party in question and did have a converse r
tion with Oswald concerning Japanese culture and art Miss Okui
indicated this was her only contact with Oswald and the only reason
she recalls such conversation is because of the notoriety involted
in Oswald's assassination of President Kennedy Commission in its
letter of

4/30/4
requested we identify Miss Okui's employer vho

sent her to Dallas and determine circumstances surrounding such
assignment This has been done and it appears her residence in
Dallas was strictly in a business capacity We have developed no
information indicating Okui"involved in any way with OswAld

"WS am`f i at ~i ~ ".`+ r". "'r., r



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
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(Type in plain text or code) .

.AIR MAIL
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-w 1 .L ~

ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

LEE HARVEYQSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

i
Re Bureau letter to Legate Bonn 4/29/64

requesting Dallas to determine if DIRK THOMAS KUNERT
was still attending the University of Dallas

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

tc C

to MAY 6 1964

C a .

0 ".~..

r

FBI

Date 5/5/64

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting all information in Dallas files pertaining to
KUNERT It should be noted that the Dallas file 157-325
on KUNERT is now in a closed status and copies of the
enclosed letterhead ;memorandum have been designated for
that file

The investigation reflected in the enclosed
letterhead memorandum was conducted on December 7 1963
by SA BARDWEL;J D ODUM on December 10 1963 by SA's
JAMES W BOOKHOUT and GEORGE W H CARLSON on February 14
1964 by SA EDWIN D KUYKENDALL and on May 4 1964 by
SA WALLACE R.HEITMADT

The information contained in the enclosed letter
head memorandum is not being included in any report in
captioned matter UACB and no interview with KUNERT or
other investigation pertaining to him will be conducted
UACB

() 11
Bureau Enc O 366

4 Dallas (2 100-10461) (2 157-325) -r-- -"--" """~"
RPG/ds
(7)
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UN! STATES DEPARTMENT U WSTICE

"DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI

to Rej.lj Moue Referl
File IVi Dallas Texas

May 5 1964

ME FARVEY OSWALD

On December 7 1963 Captain O A JONES Forgery
Bureav[ Dallaa Police Department Dallas Texas advised
that a student named *DIRK at the University of Dallas several
days prior to the publication of the same news in the United
States newspapers received a copy of the Munich Free Press a
German-language newspaper which stated that Mrs MARINA OSWALD
bad stated that her husband had admitted to her that be had
taken a shot at General EDWIN WALKER

According to Captain JONES the Mur.ich Free Press
newspaper reportedly had contacted General WALKER in Louisiana
and WALKER had stated that OSWALD had taken a shot at him
According to Captain JONES a Dr KUBEK on the staff at the

University of Dallas was believed to be the source of the above
information

On December 100 1953
University of Dallas Post Office Box 1330 Dallas Texas ad

wis d that the et.dent named 'DIRK is actually DIRK THOMAS
1~tNERT She stated that KLNERT is a German exchange student uiho
is attending the University of Dallis on a scholarship She de
scribed him as 3 stulent vino i3 very egctistical She made
available her file on DIRK i'3.1MAS X:VERt whi,Yh revealed the fol

lowing informations

See aldrese Kuyper ehei3a 9 43 Eeaenbredemy Germany
date of birth June 25 1931 Kiel Germany religion protestant
father GERD K'SNERT ca,e a:dreea as above

advised that the records reflect
that KUNERT atteatei the University of Hamburg from 1961 to 1963
and listed the following refere'icess

1t PiEg
DESTRo~

.1tt 261972
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Dr DAVID'L ICGAN 1051 Oakland Avenue Menlo Park
Califs rnia Dr Aki Or IWBEX University of Dallas

The records reflect that Ka ERT was admitted to the
University of Dallas on September 16 1?63 and he indicated
that his major would be in Liberal Arts and Sciences

On February 14 1964 Mrs RAMONA FLARES Immigration
and Naturalization Service Dallas Texas made available her
file concerning DIRK THOMAS MINER It reflects that his alien
registration n" Ler is A 11-53'1-112 and wan born Juns 25 1941
at Kiel Germany Ke was admitted to the :United States at New
York City on September 11 1963 As of November 5 1963 be was
registered for a full course of study at the University of
Dallas Dallas Texas He bad been awarded a scholarship or a
grant in the sum of $1,230.00 per year until Juno 1964 He
claimsi support by private financial means 'Which was not other
wise identified A fried or relative in the United States was
indicated as a Dr. IOBY KUBEK 1513 Park Place Irving Texas
His local address warshown as University of Dallas Post Office
Box 1330 Dallas 21 Texas

On May 4 1964
University of Dallas advised Nat K NLR wrs still attending
the University of .Dallas and residing on the campus

i I
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These reports and letters are as follows=
fr

(1) Report of Special Agent John W Fain .dated 5-12-60 at
Dallas captioned "Funds Transmitted to Residents.of Russia IS fit.
This report was classified "Confidential as it disclosed the FBI's
investigative interest in persons in the U S who transmitted ndsL 1
to residents of Russia Declassification of this report at thi
would not seriously jeopardize the Bureau's interest and this etN
contains no information which would result in embarrassment to the

B#eauif it is made public

(3) Bureau letter to Office of Security State Departments
dated 2-27-61 captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS R. This letter
advised State that information had been received from the Office of
Naval Intelligence that Oswald had been given an undesirable discharge
from the U S Marine Corps Reserve and requested any additional
information contained in the files of State Department be furnished to
the Bureau There are no objections to publicizing I a

maincontained in this lettet

RE
C"42ciass1riedZslie 7t from cat...Date of Declassiffcition Indefinite

If

Pb

7

SECREt+
ALL INFORMATIONCONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFLED
=OPT 1VIfDE SHOWY
OTHERWISE

1 Belmont
i1 Rosen

1 DeLoaCh
DATE 5-1-64 ,r

T
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t
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T 1a~e
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W A Dr S,gan

V C Sullivan

1 -Conrad Y
1 . Sullivan
1 ttalley
1 Branigan

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1 Lenihan
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA 1 Gheeslin_

e e

C~E14 Th president,s_Commissiota fns{ indicated the necessity for
eking public the -FBJ investigative,,feports which have been furnished
to the Commission arld which detailed our investigation of Oswald prior
to the assassination The Commission pointed out that these reports
made a powerful case for the FBI in that they reveal nothing was
uncovered during that investigation t.o indicate the capability of

Oswaldto assassinate the President Hi 41,

r

s
ti

(2) Bureau letter to Office of Security State Departmenta
dated 6-3-60 This letter referred to a State Department Foreign Service
Dispatch concerning Oswald's renunciation of his American

citizenship
1

at the U S Embassy Moscow and requested the State Department to
furnish any current information State possessed concerning Oswald 'iereh
are no objections to publicizing information contained in this letter

105-32555
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Memorandum to Mr Sullivan
Re LEE HARVEY OS`.1ALD
105-82555

(4) Report of Special Agent John if Fain dated 7-3-61 at
Dallas captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS R. This report was
classified "Confidential in order to protect our Legat operations as it
contains information obtained from the Swiss Federal Police (concealed
by T symbol) by Legat Paris and because it referred to information
obtained from two Dallas confidential informants This report was
declassified at the time it was previously furnished to the Commission as
disclosure of information in this report would not jeopardize Bureau
operations or adversely affect Bureau's informant coverage Page nine
of this report contains information from Mrs James E Taylor 4936
Collingwood Street Fort Worth Texas a former neighbor of subject to
the effect that Mrs Marguerite Oswald subject's mother was in poorhealth and extremely nervous and that she often quarreled very loudly with
both subject and his brother Robert Although Mrs Taylor at the time
she furnished this information on 6-28-61 did not request her identityi be concealed she might object to this information being made public
This

r port contai s Ud-uther informaton,to prevent its being made public
G

A(5) RepQ f Special Age t Join if Fairi dated 7-10-62 at
Dallas captioned rvey Oswald IS R. This report was
classified "Confiden is as it contains information from Navy which is
so classified That information concerned Oswald's having been given an
undesirable discharge Since this information is now public knowledgethis report was declassified at the time it was previously made
available to the Commission This report contains results of our several
reviews of State Department 'records as well as information obtained from
other U S Government agencies records and results of our first
interview with Oswald There would not appear to be any objections to
this report being made public

(C) Report of Special Agent John W Fain dated 8-30-62 at
Dallas captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS R. This report was
classified "Confidential as it contained results of our contact with
two confidential informants familiar with Communist Party activities at
Fort Worth concerning subject This report was declassified at the time
it was previously furnished to the Commission as disclosure of its
contents would not adversely affect Bureau's informant coverage This
report contains results of our reinterview with subject and background
data concerning Marina Oswald as obtained from Immigration and
Naturalization Service records There would be no objections to this
report being made public

(7) Report of Special Agent James P Hosty Jr. dated
-10-63 at Dallas captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS R. This report

4evealed information that subject was a subscriber to "The Worker,
an East Coast communist newspaper and that on 4-21-63 subject was io
contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC) in New York



Memorandum to Mr Sullivan
Be LEE HARVEY OSWALD
1'J5-82555

Although this latter information was obtained from an anonymous
source the information is paraphrased in such a manner that this
source-.is protected Attached to this report is a current Bureau
approved documentation of the FPCC the accuracy of which has been
verified by the New York Office There would be no objections to
this report being made public

Report of SA Warren C De Brueys dated 10-25-63 at
New Orleans captioned "Fair Play for Cuba Committee New Orleans
Division IS Cuba RA Cuba. This report contains a current
documentation for the FPCC Emergency Civil Liberties Committees.
and for Corliss Lamont New York has verified the accuracy et
these documentations No objections to making public

Report of SA Milton R Kaack dated 10-31-63 at
New Orleans captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS R. This report
was classified "Confidential as it contained security information
from current informants This report was declassified at the time
it was previously furnished to the Commission as disclosure of its
contents would not adversely affect the Bureau's informant coverage
Page three of this report contained information from an anonymous
source however public disclosure of this information would not
jeopardize that source since this information could have come from a

-live informant This report also contained current documentations
for the FPCC the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee and for Corliss
Lamont all three of which.New York has verified as to their accuracy

{10) The Commission referred to the report of a:mes,..R
t domed 12-11-63 at Dallas captioned "Ruth Hyde Paine!

as containing additional investigation conducted by the Bureau
concerning Oswald immediately prior to the assassination consisting
of interviews with Mrs Paine The Commission noted that this
information is duplicated in the report of SA Warren C De Brueys
dated 12-2-63 Dallas The Commission expressed the desire to make
public Hosty's report of 12-11-63 rather than De Brueys report of
12-2-63 in view of the tremendous volume of the latter report (737
pages) most of which consists of ,information_ developed subsequent to
theiation Public disc1osu're of Hosty's report dated 12-11-63
could create some real problems for the Bureau For example page
three contains information from Mrs Paine's brother Dr Carl D
Hyde to the effect that Ruth Paine was experiencing marital difficulties
Page four contains information from Dr Hyde that all members of his
family including himself were "tolerant of others point of view
and explained by this be meant that should a person make it known
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Memorandum to Mr Sullivan
We LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

that he is a communist and not engaged in subversion they would not
feel duty-bound to advise authorities of this person's 'views .~
Included in this report and covered by a T symbol was information
furnished by the Columbus Regional Office 109th Counterintelligence
Corps in December, 1952 that Mrs Carol Hyde Mrs Paine's mother
had admitted to neighbors that she was a communist No further
clarification of that statement is contained in this report however
during an SGE investigation of Sylvia Hoke sister of Ruth Paine i
1956 1957 no information was developed to verify that Mrs Carol
Hyde was ..a communist Some persons interviewed reported that
Mrs Carol Hyde was suffering from a mental ailment Reports
concerning Sylvia Hoke have been furnished to the Commission
SA Hosty's report of 12-11-63 also includes a statement from a
Mrs Joan Barker a neighbor of Mrs Carol Hyde that in 1960 Carol
Hyde had been committed to a sanitarium as a mental patient by her
ex-husband We have not verified that Mrs Hyde was, in fact
committed Page nine of this report reveals that in 1953 we
conducted a Conscientious Objector investigation concerning Carl D
Hyde This report shows that he based his objections to military
service on religious convictions and beliefs Although this report
does not reveal results of that Conscientious Objector investigation
the Bureau's file in that matter disclosed that persons interviewed
expressed the belief that Carl D Hyde's objections to military --~
service were legitimate ee e", -_ " investiga
tion have been furnished to the Commission This report also contains
a documentation of th Women's International League for Peace and
Freedom That documen ation disclosed that on 5-8-40 information was
received that this org nization was suspected of being a communist
front organization The most recent information contained in that
documentation is dated 15-16-57 from another informant to the effect
that while the Communist Party in Cincinnati had expressed an
interest in this organization that interest did not exist .at that
time and that the Communist Party was making no attempts to
infiltrate or control that organization
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Memorandum to Mr Sullivan
Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD
106-82555

Reports of SA John R Wineberg dated 12-10-63 and
2-12-64 at Philadelphia Pennsylvania These reports set
forth results of our interviews with Joseph Goulden "reporter
"Philadelphia Inquirer newspaper concerning a story Goulden
reported in his newspaper inferring that FBI had approached
Oswald to be informant Goulden refused to disclose his
source for such scurrilous allegation and denied that be had
furnished any information along such line to Lonnie Hudkins
reporter for the Houston "Post who also reported in his
newspaper a story indicating FBI had contacted Oswald to
become informant There is no objection snaking either
of these reports public

This is a letter to the Commission from the
Bureau dated 2-11-64 setting forth results of interview
with Lonnie Hudkins concerning an .article Hudkins reported
in the Houston "Post 1-1-64 entitled "Oswald Rumored as
Informant for U S. Hudkins indicated his story was based
on information he received from Assistant District Attorney

+4t .f^."+

--'k"fit}rti~

(12) The Co ssion alsqq
available to the public the follo ng reports a

eques ed cle rance to ma e
Bureau comm c tionss
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femorandum to Mr Sullivan
Re LEE HARVEY OS 4ALD
105-82555

William Alexander in Dallas He refused to name another
source who allegedly indicated Oswald was on payroll of
either FBI or Central Intelligence Agency Hudkins
stated that even if he were called to appear before the
President's Commission he would decline to furnish
source of his information Hudkins also claimed to have
received information from Joe Golden a reporter for the
"Philadelphia Inquirer, to thefect that Golden indicated
Oswald was a symbol number informant There is no objection
to having results of our interview with Hudkins put in the
public record

(c) This is a letter to the Commission from the Bureau
dated 2-13-64 reporting that we had interviewed Joseph
Goulden of the "Philadelphia Inquirer and that Goulden
denied furnishing any information to Hudkins to the effect
that Oswald was an FBI informant There is no objection
to making this letter public

RECOLMIENDATIONS

lie are now Approaching the very delicate and crucial stage in
the Commission's analysis of the Oswald case It goes without saying
that we must weigh with extreme care every request now made of us by
this Commission This memorandum has been prepared because the
Commission has indicated the necessity of making public the FBI
investigative reports which have been furnished the Commission and
which detailed our investigation of Oswald prior to the assassination

It is definitely not in the Bureau's interest to have these
investigative reports made public as they are raw material and not
prepared for public examination We well remember the flood of comment
speculation etc. following the publication in the court records of
some of our reports in the Judith Coplon case which likewise were not
prepared for public consumption These reports do tend to reveal some
of our investigative techniques and will reveal information furnished
to our Agents which although not stated to be furnished in confidence
would probably not have been furnished if the person interviewed
thought the information would be made public Examples of this are
statements regarding Mrs Marguerite Oswald the marital difficulties
of Ruth Paine Mrs Paine's mother admitting she was a communist
L!rs Carol Hyde suffering from a mental ailment etc The publicatio
of the WFO airtel of 11-19-63 in light of the current Congressional
interest in nail covers could well result in criticism of the Post

lice Department and the loss of Post Office Department cooperation
in gh delicate investigative techniques

6
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Uemorandum to Ur Su ..van
Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-02555 SLR

Despite the above it is recommended that Ur Belmont and
fir Lialley advise Ur Rankin that as previously stated we have as
desire to restrict the activities of.the Commission in anyway and
'the aeaision as to whether these documents are introduced in the record
is the decision for the Commisgion;to.nake At the same time we will

point out as indicated above the criticism that can arise some of
which of course will be directeb4o the Commission and the Commission
should be prepared to stand up to this With reference to the t7FO
airtel of 11-19-63 we should frankly point out that this will cause
real investigative problems and explord whether this cannot be handled
in another way such as the introduction\of the letter itself as
furnished by the Soviet Embassy following the assassination

.al
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OF PERSONNEL AT PRINCIPAL MUSEUMS WITHOUT DEVELOPING ANY

1
ARY RE ALLEGATIONS CONCERNING ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER

., AND BUAIRTEL TO DETROIT MAY 5 LAST RECORDS CASA DE LOS AMIGOS
-MEXICO CITY REFLECT ARNOLD KESSLER REGISTERED AS GUEST THEREIN
FROM OCTOBER 25 TO NOVEMBER 11 LAST AND FOR SHORT PERIODS

'THEREAFTER ON THREE OCCASIONS UNTIL FEBRUARY 29 ON BASIS OF

LEGAT BRAZIL'S INTERVIEW OF KESSLER.IT APPEARS LATTER
ROBERT KAFFKE AND HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARETALKING AROUND ORIGINAL
ALLEGATION MADE BY BARRIE MILLMAN AND SUBSEQUENTLY DENIED BY 1,)l
ALCARAI LHM BEING SUBMITTED

1
RE COMMISSION REQUEST CONCERNING MUSEUMS INFORMANT MEX

COMPLETED THOROUGH CHECK OF REGISTRATION RECORDS AND INTERVIEWS

fr ..I
.-i4"-INFORMATION RE SUBJECT LHM BEING SUBMITTED ADDITIONAL`1

SUMMARY TOMORROW

t',,
`

CLARK D ANDERSON

3

."'' ..

~a~
K ~.i ~ ,.

ie e~1 w the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau it is
vose in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographicsystems



Bonorable J Lee **akin
General Counsel . } .:.
The President's CommLesion :~"~
200 Maryland Avenue M S,-: "
Washington

sea Jr Rankin

:""

Upon removal of classified material 'submitted
herevith this transmittal letter becomes unclassified

Sincerely yours8Y COUR1L'tSVC

24MAY1.4
COMMFBl
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r NOTE This Ilttez is being ,alasc if ied "eeerst because
T,,.. O en ova the Inclosureo is ao'classified Theae reports and
900m. ---aemoranda consisting of 106 pages have been reviewed 'tq the
c .."" upOrrisors Mr Belmont and Er Malloy One of the
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Xay 13 1964

BY COURIER BERViCS

1 Lenihan
1 Hail Roos
1 Rose

8330
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.. '"-There are enclosed a list and two copies each
of eleven reports and two memoranda containing further

~reaults
of our investigation concerning "tree Rarvey

Oswald.
_..---

Me will continue to furnish you with
communications in duplicate containing further results
of our investigation ,....

Enclosures (27)

105-82553
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P.,J Brian Detective
Criminal Intelligence Section

."ss1on B;hibit 711

April 20 1961

Captain W P Gannaway
Special Service Bureau
Dallas Police Department

1hrus
Lieutenant Jack Revill
Criminal Intelligence Section
Special Service Bureau
Dallas Police Department

Sirs

On November 22 1963 I was present and accorpaning Lieutenant
Jack Revill in the basement of the City of Dallas City Hall located
at 20001-lain Street Lieutenant Revill and myself along with several
other Officers had just completed searching the Texas School Bock
Depository from which Lee Harvey Oswald assasinated the President of
the United States Lieutenant Revill and myself were erroute to the
Special Service Bureau Office

Upon entering the basement of the City Hall Lieutenant Ravin
and myself met Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent Beaty who had
parked his car and was walking very fast toc.,"ard the entrance of the City
Hall from the parking area At this time Agent Hasty made the statement
that Lee Oswald had killed the President and that Oswald was a Ccc,tniste
Rosty also said that he knew that Oswald was a Communist and that he knoll
Oswald was working at the School Book Depository

',bile we were in the basement Posty also said several things to
Lieutenant Revill that I coaid not hear as there was a lot of oxcitmeat
and commotion there

Lieutenant Revill and myself then acco:..ppanied Ud,ty to Captain
rritz's office and Lieutenant Revill introduced Hosty to Lieutenant Tod
We11s We Lieutenant Revill and myself then went to the Special Service
Bureau Office where Lieutenant Revill made a Report of the incident end _
turned the report into Captain W P Gannaway who is in Charge

Respectfully submitted

Before me W.S Biggio a Notary Public appeared V.J Brian-who
does duly swear that the facts in this statement -are .true

Ak.~
4.4
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ENCLOSURE

ck 'Rovill tioutenant
nal Intelligence Section

Exhibit ).709

November 22 1963

Captain W.P Cann3way
Spooial Service Bureau

SUBJECT Leo Harvey Oswald
603 E sbeth Street

Sir

On November 22 1963 at approximately 2:50P7( the undersigned office
met Special Agent Janes Hosty of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
the basement of the City Hall

At that time Special Agent Hosty related to this officer that the Sbjcct
was a member of the Communist Party and that he was residing in Dallas

The Subject was arrested for the murder of Officer J.D Tippit and is &
prime suspect in the assassination of President Kennedy

The information regarding the Subject's affiliation with the C.:. unt s
Party is the first information this officer has received from the Fcd~r 3
Bureau of Investigation regarding same

Agent Hosty further stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation ma
ware of the Subject and that they had information that this Subject
was capable of com.nitting the assassination of President ICenncdy

tfully
~submitted f w

Sworn to and subscribed before men this the 7th day of April 10.

1%7
.9.1 #/000 Z-.JeJ '11%0/

iaAi CEScoca
Notary Dallas County Dallas Texas

rEROo
Y 34



Yesterday former SA John Fain and SAs John Quigley and Jambs
Hosty reported to the offices of the Commission on the President's

/Assassination for the purpose of going over their proposed testimony
with the Commission staff members Inspector Malley and I sat in
particularly as the Commission has asked me to testify on Wednesday
morning 5/6/64

Mr Stern of the staff conducted the questioning which consisted
of going over the investigation conducted by these agents relative to
Oswald with considerable stress on the interviews of Oswald by Fain

land Quigley, and their impressions of Oswald Both of them stated
(there was no indication that Oswald possessed a potential for violence

In connection with SA Hosty Mr Stern went into his handling
of the case in Dallas including his reopening of the case in 1tarch :I
1963 and subsequent interviews with Mrs Paine and the location of
Oswald Mr Stern also talked to Hosty regarding his conversations
with members of the Dallas PD and Sorrels of Secret Service subseque
to the assassination

MAY 13 !r)4

QIIPIM"04 N.N Ipapr.f UN.o no
UNITED STATES l AtNMENT

Memorandum
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SIR TOLSON DATE 5/5/64
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FROM A H Belmont ~+~ j cc Mr Belmont Tel. Real

1 ~
if

el 0 "e
Mr Rosen
Mr Malley

ceefi

SUBJECT Mr Sullivan
= THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION Mr DeLoach

LY f~ ~/1I

I

Hosty identified his affidavit denying that he had made tl(e

IL
statements attributed to him and reiterated that be had not made suc
statements All three agents flatly stated that they had no informat n"
regarding potential violence on the part of Oswald,"and if they had 8
possessed such information in accordance with Bureau instructions the
would have seen that it was sent to Secret Service immediately upon W
receipt As a matter of fact Misty told Stern that about a week or
ten days prior to the assassination the Dallas SAC at a conference of
agents instructed that any information of possible threats to the

resident or Vice President be furnished immediately to Secret Service
Again on the morning of 11/22/63 the SAC reiterated to all agents

hat any such information must go immediately to Secret Service
iiosty said that while there was no basis to furnish any information
about Oswald be did participate in the preparation of one memorandum
which was sent to Secret Service and he

::::a.11y

delivered leaflets
to Secret Service which had been distribuon the streets of Dallas
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?Jr Tolson

Last night following the Director's approval Volume I of the
Oswald file was shown to Ur Stern of the Commission and was compared
serial by serial with the list briefly describing the contents of the
file which we prepared in letter form to Rankin yesterday afternoon.
Stern appeared well satisfied and in accordance with his request
I will take the file with me to the Commission hearing to answer any
further questions they may have and to make it clear that we are not
hiding anything e I S :17

Last night Mr Stern advised he had talked to Mr Rankin and
they suggested that Malley and I attend the hearing on 5/5/64 when
the agents testified so that I would be in a position to explain any
policy questions that might arise which the agents could not answer
Stern said that Rankin and he proposed that I be put under oath,.along
with the agents and thus be in a position to participate where neces
sary I told him I would be glad to do this ~.1

This morning however when we reported to the Commission offices
Mr Rankin came out of the hearing room and advised that the Chief
Justice did not consider it advisable for Malley and me to be in the
hearing as this would indicate that we were supervising the agents
while they testified I told Mr Rankin this was the prerogative of
the Chief Justice and that I would stand by in case any questions
arose..

Former SA Fain testified this morning and he advised me that
it was along the same lines as the rehearsal with Ur Stern yesterday
During his testimony I!r Rankin came out and apologized for the fact
that I was kept waiting I told him that I was completely at the
disposal of the Commission Following Fain's testimony Ur Stern
came out and said the Commission wished to excuse me for the remainder
of the day to report back in the morning and if any questions arose
as a result of the testimony of Quigley and Hosty he would let me know

Last night Ur Stern.brought over copies of the affidavits of
Lt Revill and Detective Brian of the Dallas PD which we had requested
several days ago and which we again asked for yesterday They are
attached It is noted that they differ considerably from the newspaper
account in the Dallas Hews However Kevill's affidavit in the last
paragraph quotes Itosty as stating that the FBI had information that
Oswald was capable of committing the assassination of President
Kennedy Brian's affidavit does not go this far although Brian says
as does Revill that Hosty related that Oswald was a communist
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bir Tolson

In discussing this with Stern we pointed out that Hosty bad
already submitted a sworn affidavit denying that he had said or that
he possessed information that Oswald was capable of assassinating the

.President Agent Hosty will be questioned during his testimony
concerning his alleged statements to Lt fevill and Detective Brian
and Hosty was therefore shown these copies of the affidavits for his
assistance

On the way out from the Commission offices I ran into Congressman
`Ford who bad been present and we chatted briefly about the weather

Congressman Ford mentioned to me that he thought the hearing was
going along well

For information

r
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DIRECTOR FBI ,(105-82555). DATE 5/4/64

EGAT MEXICO (105-3702).(P )

0
syBJEcr LEE HARVEY OS WALD AKA

IS R CUBA ._.~

ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith are twelve copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCE

Mexico City cable No 544 dated 4/13/64 which
recorded data requested by Presidential Commission Representative

ADMINISTRATIVE

On 4/11/64 while at the Legat's Office U S Embassy
Mexico D F. W DAVID SLAWSON and other Representatives of the
Presidential Commission inquired concerning the exact time of
arrival if available of the Flecha Roja bus No 516 on which
OSWALD arrived in Mexico City on 9/27/63 In this connection

i d!
inquiry also was made as to whether or not Flecha Roja buses
cross the International Bridge at Nuevo Laredo State of
Tamaulipas Mexico in order to.pick up passengers in Laredo
Texas and deliver them thereto

SOURCES

The first confidential source abroad mentioned in
the enclosure is the file of the Legat's Office MC 105-3702
in instant case -"-:

The se .,d co
the enclosure is

source abroad ref
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"MC 105-3702

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified
in order to protect the Bureau's operations in 4

foreign country

COPIES
. .*

r

Two copies of the enclosed letterhead memorandum are
being submitted for the Dallas Office as the domestic office of
origin

LEAD

,MEXICO CITY

."` At Mexico D F. Mexico

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and report
the results promptly
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that the
baggage manifest of bus No 516 of the "Servicios Unidos
Autobuses Blancos Flecha Rota S A de C V., (The Unified
Services of White Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated) commonly
referred to as the Flecha Roja bus line which departed from
Nuevo Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico on September 26
1963 and arrived in Mexico D F. (D F refers to "Distrito
Federal Federal District or the Mexican Federal Capital)
the following day included as a passenger thereon the name of
"LEE HARVEY OSWALJ.

According to source several persons who traveled on
that bus as passengers have definitely identified photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD as being of a young American who was a
passenger thereon

TIME OF ARRIVAL OF FLECHA
ROJA BUS NO 516 AT MEXICO
D F. ON SEPTEMBER 27 1963

A second confidential source abroad advised as

On April 16 1964 JULjtf CASTRO employee of the
accounting department in the offices of the Flecha Roja bus
line located at Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45 Mexico D F.
made available the ledger of arrivals at Mexico D F, for
the Flecha Roja bus line This ledger contains separate
entries for each day recording the exact time of arrival of
each bus in Mexico D F. at the terminal
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These records disclosed that bus No 516 of the
Flecha Roja bus line on which LEE HARVEY OSWALD reportedly

...A raveled from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. On September 26-27
1963 arrived in Mexico D F. at the Flecha Roja bus terminal
Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45 at 10:00 AM On September 27
1963..

JULIO CASTRO advised that Flecha Roja bus No 516
.which departed from Nuevo Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico
at 2:00 PM September 26 1963 had a scheduled arrival in
Mexico D F. of 9:45 AM September 2 1963 but according
to the entry in the ledger book this bus was late in arriving
at Mexico D F He mentioned that the buses from Nuevo Laredo
often arrive well in advance of their official schedules

CASTRO made available another record contained in
the office files of the Flecha Roja bus line which is captioned
"Control de Llegada (Arrival Control) and whiph registers the
mechanical condition of a bus upon arrival in Mexico D F
This record revealed that upon arrival in Mexico D F. on
September 27 1963 one of the operators of bus No 516 in
the portion of the form captioned "condition of the bus had
made the notation "arreglar suspension (repair suspension)
A blank space on this form for time of arrival bad not been
filled out CASTRO stated that the notation made by one of
the bus operators at the completion of the trip to Mexico
D F. possibly would explain the reason that bus No 516 was
behind schedule

CROSSING OF INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE AT
NUEVO LAREDO STATE OF TAMAULIPAS
MEXICO BY FLECHA ROJA BUS LINE

On April 16 1964 JULIO CASTRO furnished information
concerning the crossing of the International Bridge between
Nuevo Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico and Laredo Texas
by the Flecha Roja equipment as follows

There are two trips daily by the Flecha Roja bus line
which leave Mexico D F. for Nuevo Laredo but with a final
terminal point of Laredo Texas This schedule was in effect
in September 1963 On both of these trips the Flecha Roja

C O N'.Y."`) Ire'R7:C A L
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buses cross the International Bridge over the "Rio Bravo del
Norte (Rio Grande River) between Nuevo Laredo Mexico and
Laredo Texas with the buses stopping in Laredo where they
discharge passengers and also pick up new passengers in
Laredo for the return trip into Mexico with Mexico D F. as
the final terminal point

CASTRO advised that on the return trip to Mexico
D F. Flecha Roja bus No 516 had a scheduled departure from
Laredo Texas on September 26 1963 of 1:30 PM arriving in
Nuevo Laredo a few minutes later with departure from Nuevo
Laredo for the trip to Mexico D F. scheduled for 2:00 PM
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Date %5/764 1

Transmit the following In
.(Typein plain text or code) I

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

t DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

E LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas Houston San Antonio
and Legat Mexico City 4/28/64 and Bureau airtel to Dallas
New Orleans and San Antonio 4/28/64 requesting investi
gation in connection with two traveling bags believed to have
been the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and Dallas airtel to
Bureau 5/4/64

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
together with three copies each of Continental Trailways 'd
baggage check made from Printer's Mat Number 2-4672-3 and
Continental Trailways baggage check made from Printer's Mat
Number 2-1125-2 and Continental Trailways sensitized ad
hesive identification label Two copies of each of the baggage
checks and identification labels have been designated for
President's Commission copies of the enclosed letterhead _
memorandum

The investigation set forth in the enclosed
letterhead memorandum was conducted by the following-identified
Agents

to
~

Mr S HAN BENTLEY SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS and~V1~
A RAYMOND SWITZER

.` OS J Mr CYRUS H TOLMAN SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS

1
and A RAYMOND SWITZER VEgr 5kJ . tj f

;cc t &i'c GCep &~
". ~..,.r

Enc (19)
RPG/ds C( t yA f /~0 w-a~~ .+./fj~,,'o~~_~Y t..F4Aft

I~Q(5) 2cc 4
D"~yl -{ _ 4,5

R.n-+ pAJQ c~v 1i~irT'.

"5 b f~AY 1 ~ent
in Charge

r-i ....Yy" L ~". ..
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Mr LEONARD F GEHRIG SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS
and A RAYMOND SWITZER

Mr JOE R MC REE SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS and
A RAYMOND SWITZER

Mr RAE G BARKER SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS and
A RAYMOND SWITZER

Mrs EVA MARSHALL SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS and
A RAYMOND SWITZE2

Mrs MARY BLEDSOE SA's EUGENE F PETRAKIS and
A RAYMOND SWITZER

Mrs GLADYS JOHNSON SA's EUGENE F PETRAYIS
and A RAYMOND SWITZER

Mrs RUTH PAINE SA's BARDWELL D ODUM and
J DOYLE WILLIAMS

Mrs MARINA OSWALD SA's RICHARD L WIEHL and
WALLACE R HEITMAN

Mr ROBERT OSWALD SA BARDWELL D ODUM

The information contained in the enclosed letterhead
memorandum will be set forth in the next report in the above
captioned case
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SEE P_AP''t'Y OSWat,D

The following investit'ation was conducted concerning
two tra,7aling Yeas telieved to have been the property of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD Which have been designated Commission Exhibits
A-1 and C-254 These articles are described a follows=

AA le a cloth zipper bag blue in color with
block plastic e"3"iin2s ail tw pl satic l.a:1dlss This beg tats
a zipper at the top anal on one aide It me ve:rea ap1rr"ximttely
21 long by 11 high by 9 1/2 wile Thera are no markings
on this bag

EXhi,..t C-254 is a cloth ba green in ecl!)r known
as a "Pee 4 bag It ne:.au.T s apprcxiTnately 24 lr33 by 18
high by 11 wide Exhl5tt C-254 bx.z maekinga in yellow en one
side of the tag There matkinga are tte dote "?/25 &z"1 an
unret1able a.rr_:k above the rumera3 "26 Which maybe an initial

On tha top portion of C-254 ate two fragments of What
app-ear to be b'ir company stickers aad a ems 1 decal believed to
be the tradi rk of the bag The "se-Lntitg en the fragment of
the ati ke-r a Lu red 3 c.Y"l 'r an tt.a rt.1clsiat 1.0,2174e:1 above the
decal ep*e &rr to Le a ft.= of t.h Continental ?railway* C ass zny
Attach: to the handle of C-254 is the to lv,_tican of a baggage
check of the Cr)ntinental Tzatlways

.April 31 1 64 S A.PL! 1 S"aper:is:'r Stationery
Supplies ontinazta :"ra .lwej s .15:tt) Jackto:a Street Dalle.a
Texas woe ,WL9:-a p"'4j'r;s lui-rf -thn-t""r+-ab ve-dsecribd
'f=avalinq bags Upon viewing phr to;r aihe depicting pertiona of
two paper atic'kere affixed to the top surface of Eg2:.ibit C-254
and a photogrt.1h depicting the top portion of a baggage check

1 COPIES DESTUu a LD

21 JAN 261972
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tied to the handle of Exhibit C-254 BENTLEY identified the
adhesive stickers as sensitized identification labels utilized
by Continental Trailways for cuet 1mers ;-:lvenience in further
identifying their baggage and BENTLEY identified the baggage
check tied to the handle of Exhibit C-254 ao the top portion
of a Continental Trailways baggage check

BENTLEY furnished samples of the adhesive backed
identification labels and it was noted they are printed on slick
White gaper in red ink and the ',entree "Cent inent al Trailways
appear a":rose t':,e top cf the sticker followed by three ruled
lines and the words "Name Address City. Printed across the
bottom of the sticker are the words "Route of the SILVER EAGLES.
BENTLEY advised these stickers have a senaitized adhesive back
indicating the stickers are affixed to the baggage by peeling
off a paper backing which protects the adhesive surface BENTLEY
advised the edheaive Sacked identification label his been in use
by Continental Trailways since May 1962 and that previously the
company utilized string-tie identification labels similar to the
baggage checks

BENTLEY stated his records reflected that the first
order for the new sensitized identification label was placed in
April 1962 for nne million I,hels and that delivery we made on
May 230 1962 at WhiCh time the labels were L n riietely dispersed
to all Continental Trailw+aya outlets The libels are described as
1 1/4 x 2 7/16 in size and are shipped 1,011 per roll BENTLEY
stated these label* are purchased from the Printer Allen and

Company Post Office Box 169 Arlington Texas

With regard to the photograph depicting a t'rn upper
portion of a baggage check BENTLEY advised t let the baggage
check affixed to the handle of Exhibit C-254 to the photograph
be tr= she nuMber 2-1125-2 in the upper right a _nd portion and
the note "Fora No T-13 in the upper left bend portion indi

cating teat this is a portion of a baggage check discontinued
since January 1364

BENTLEY stated the baggage deck now in use is identical
n format with the exception that the printer's met number set

2
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forth in the upper right-hand corner is now Number 2-4672-3 and
that the upper left-hand corner now bears the Continental
Trailways symbol instead of the note 'Form N6 T-13. BENTLEY
added that in addition the new tag is printed in black ink
whereas the discontinued tag was printed in b..ue ink BENTLEY
advised the first order for new baggt.ge check number 2-4672-3
was first placed with the printer August 31 19631 however due
to the large backlog of old tags in the hands of the printer
this baggage tag was still in use as of Jsnuary 19640 and in
fact the last order of the old tag was received in early
Jana.ary 7 964 BENTLEY was unable* t.c aaut a to the significance
of the printer's mat cvml)er looe.;t d in the ul1"er . ir=ht hand corner
of the ba9gage checks however BENTLEY stated baggage checks for
the continental Trailways system are printed by the Ennis Business
Forms Company Ennis Texas

BENTLEY oraerved further that the 5ro :nahila patch at
the top portion of the bsggage deck bears the words "Continental
Trailways Dallas Texas. BENTLEY advised that all baggage checks
for the Continental :'railways system which era dispersed through
the Stationery Supply Center in Dallas bear the same designation
"Continental Trailways Dallas Texas, and that this indicates.
simply the the baggage checks ere handled through the Dallas

Stationery Supply Center BENTLEY eteted that the Dellae Stationery
Supply Center supplies all Continental fecili.tibe throughout the
States of Texas and Arkansaa and the RocXy H:.,..^.tsti Brea He
stated tart other Stationery Supply Centers ere loceted in Omaha
Nebraska Alexendr1a VLrginia Wichita Aareaas and Los Angeles
California and that supplies including baggage checks dispersed
through those centers would accordingly bear the name of the

supplying city

With regsri to the photograph of EXhibit C-254 depicting
yellow dalk markings on the side BEsiLE i advised be is e re the
Continental Tr.ail,t ys within the realm of his experience does
not utilize such system ie feels sure this meta of identifi
cation Sa not in use by any other bus comp j

Oa April 3') L?64 Mr CYRV3 8 'rvlM1+b Direc;;cr of
ffic and Sal'ae Continental Trailways 315 C ntlnental Avenue

3
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Dallis Texas was exhibited ph.tcgrai'hs of the two abQve-described
traveling bags IIpcn viewing the photographs depicting two partial
stickers .affixed to the top surface cf Exhibit C"-254 Mr TOLMAN
readily identified these stickers as portions of sensitized ad
hesive identification labels Which are furr.lehed to cu3tomers at
the time they check their baggage into the bus station preparatory
to their departure The customer is requested at that time to fill
in his name address and city on the face of the label and to affix
the adhesive"-racked libel to his begg.ge Mr TC"LJIAN advised that
these sensitized lrbela ere t'o cn17 ouch iabe e utilized by
Continental :'r ei.lw!y4I i_r the giber el coure a r f bug inea s and that
the two photogrepha of the portion of the t.:p surf e of Exhibit
C-254 may be the top right-hand portion of one label and the other

portion represents the lower left-hand corner of an identification
label

TOLMAN pointed out further that the aeneifized adhesive
identification libel has only been in uae by Continental Trailways
Company since the spring of 1962 Prior to that time TOLMAN ad

vised the company had utilized a string-tie identification tag
similar in appearance to the baggage check

With r aspect to the baggage check TOLMAN sdvined the
torn bagge39 check ,portion depicted in the phut 3 ph as being
affixed to E :Lht C-254 is of a tire discontinued by Continental

Trailways abort Jan':.ery 1364 i tc.s'..t this tag vas v.rdoubtedly
issued to a customer prior to that time

TOLMAN advised the format of both gaga is identical with
the extortion that the note "Farm No T-13 set forth in the

upper laft-hand corner of the diacoot inlia3 tag have been replaced
with a Continental Trailways syla,ol and the new tag is now printed
in black ink Wheraa3 the previous tag was printed in blue ink

DOLMAN viewed the photograph of Exhibit C-254 reflecting
markings in yellow chalk consisting of the numer.-'l3 "9/26 and a
third indistinguiahable mark Stooee the "260 TOLMAN advised that
Continental Trailw.yl has a strict policy agatnet marking or de =

facing the custo.uers bags in any way and all identifying

larkinge and data are affixed to the cuetoners bags by string-ties

I
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or adhesive labels TOLMAN stated further that he was not aware
of any system of marking customers bags with chalk utilized by
any bus company railroad or airline operating in the Continental
United States TOLMAN suggested however that this system of

marking would be unique in itself and might possibly be prevalent
in Mexico or used by cther foreign travel services

n May 1 1964 LEONARD F GEHRIG Financial Vice
.president nnis Business Forms 214 Knox Street Ennis Texas
advised that for the last two years his company has been com
miss toned by C=tinan".al Trailways to print br gg.3ge checks as
well as other material for that company in accordance with a

nationally adopted format GEHRIG exhibited a Continental
Trailways baggage check formerly printed for and utilized by
Continental Trailways bearing in the upper right hand corner of
the tag the number 2-1125-2 and bearing in the upper left-hand
corner "Form No T-13. GEHRIG explained that the note "Form
No T-13 represent a format recommended by the Interstate Com
merce Commission for use by all common carriers and is a generally
accepted and u!.dely naed form GEHRIG explained that the number
set forth in the upper right hand corner represents a printing mat
number and that all baggage checks printed according to that
format bear a printer's mat number for reference purposes

dS tz = state the initial order for this tag was re
ceivei by his firm f.cam Continent-el Trailways on March 14 1962
reg eet'ag a printing of 600,000 baggage check tags using printer's
mat number 2-1125.2 fur format GEHRIG aivieed t'hF:re was a total
of tee) orders under printing met number 2-1125-2 and that periodic
shipment of these orders was made in 1962 and 1963 as follows

Order o! ~::h 14 1952 For 600,000 tags blue ink
Series 300-001 through 900-000

1Shp nests A ,unt or
i$

4/11/62 200,000 tags Dallas Continental Trailways

5/25/62 200,000 tags Daliae Continental Trailways

5/28/62 200,000 tags Pallets Continental Trailwayp
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Order of January 11 1963 Per 750,000 tags -blue ink
Series 100-001 through 850-000

Shipments gtnount cr

3/29/63

7/15/63

Dallas Continental Trailways

Dallas Continental Trailways

250,000 tags

250,000 tags

T'_'ird shipment complete!
10/30/63 Break-down is follc.ws,e

10/8/63 Two cartons Shipped 10,000 tags

10/9/63 Two cartons Shipped 15,000 tags

10/18/63 Seven cartons Shipped 7b,000 tags

10/30/63 Sixteen car
tons Shipped 55 000 tags

TOTAL 250,000 tags

GEHRIG advised that the initial order for the new tag
under printer's mat number 2-4672-3 was placed August 31 1963
by Continental Trailways and indicated only minor changes from
the previous baggage check in that Continental requested the new
tag be printed in black ink and that thd note "Form No T-13 in
the upper left-hand corner be replaced witn the Continental Trail
ways copyr t-'.;t ed srsts%^1 GEHRIG advised the f fret shipment of the
new baggage check was made on January 13 1964 for 175,000 tags
which were shipped to Cc tinental Trailwaya Dallas

GEFXIG advised that the printer's mat nu.ber 2-1125-2
has no significance in establishing When a particular tag was
issued or through what Continental Trailways station other than
to signify the tag was furnished to a customer sometime between

April 1962 and January 1964. WZP..IG advised that all baggage
checks furnished to the Dallas Office of Continental Trailways
likewise bear the words "Continental Trailways Dallas Texas,

the brown reinforcing patch at the top portion of the baggage
Lock

,
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On May 1 19E4 {Mr JOE /MC REE Secretary of Residence
Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 605 North Ervay Street
Dallas Texas advised tha a check of his receipts for October 3
1963 reflect that RAE Gy1ARKER Desk clerk registered LEE HARVEY
OSWALD on October 3 1963 MC REE stated that to the bast of his
recollection he did not see LEE HARVEY OSWALD when he registered.at
the YMCA on October 3 1963 or when he checked out on October 4
1963

MC REC was exhibited color photographs of Commission
Exhibits A-1 and C-254 after which he stated to the be.:t of his
recollection he has never seen either of these traveling bags

On May 1 1964 Mr RAE G BARKER Desk Clerk Young
Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 605 North Ervay Street Dallas
Texas advised he was on duty as Dealt Clerk from 4:00 P.M to
12:00 Midnight on October 3 1963 BARKER said upon a review of
receipts for October 3 1963 he would estimate that he registered
LEE HARVEY OSWALD into that YMCA Room 601 between the hours of
4:00 P.M and 4:30 P.M He said he could not recall registering
OSWALD inasmuch as he registers numerous people throughout the
day

Mr BARKER was exhibited color photographs of Commission
Exhibits A-1 and C-254 described above after Which he stated he
could not recall ever seeing these beige and stated he does not
know at type luggage LEE HARVEY OSWALD had at the time be
registered into the YMCA on October 3 1963

On May 1 1954 Mrs EVA'MARSHALL 5932h Oram Dallas
Texas advised she worked part-time as a Desk Clerk at the Young
Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 605 North Ervay Dallas Texas
Mrs MARSHALL said she was so enploye3 between the hours of 8:00 A.M
and 4:00 P.M. cn Octber 4 1963 Mrs MARSHALL acid she recalls
the name LEE HARVEY OSWALD and recalls she checked him out of the
YMCA sometime between noon and 4:00 P.M. to the best of her
recollection he said she recalls the incident because she thinks
the name OSWALD is a very ugly name She said to the best of her
recollection OSWALD was alone

7



Mrs MARSHALL was exhibited color photographs of
Commission Exhibits A-i and C-254 and after viewing same
stated she does not recall What bags OSWALD might have had
with him When he checked out of the YMCA on October 4 1963
She stated he probably placed any bags he had on the floor on
the other aide of the four-foot high desk from Where she was
standing She stated she would not have been able to see any
bags so placed

On April 30 1964 Mrs MARY BLEDSOE 621 North
Mat-salts Dallas Texas advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD formerly
rented a rocm at her residence from October 7 through 14 1963

4 4

Rei LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mrs BLEDSOE viewed photographs of two traveling bags
identified as Commission Exhibits A-1 and C-254 She stated she
recalls that at about 3s30 P.M on Monday October 7 1963
OSWALD entered the house at 621 North Marsalis Dallas Texas
carrying a small zipper-type bag similar in appearance to
Commission Exhibit A-1t  however she was unable to state positively
the bag in his possession at that time was identical to the
photograph of Commission Exhibit A-1 She stated she could not
recall any name tags or other identifying data being affixed to
the bag and has no way of further identifying such bag

Mrs BLEDSOE stated that same Monday afternoon OSWALD
left the rooming house shortly thereafter and returned in a short
While carrying a second larger bag but she stated she is unable
to state if this bag was identical to the photograph of Commission
Exhibit C-254 Mrs BLEDSOE stated she paid little attention to
the second bag and would be unable to state whether the bags were
of the same type She further stated she does not recall ob

serving any tags or labels or other markings on the other bag
Which she observed OSWALD carrying and has no way to further
identify it

On April 30 1964 Mrs GLADYSJOHNSON 1026 North
Beckley Street Dallas Texas owner of a rooming house at that
location Where LEE HARVEY OSWALD formerly resided in October and
November 1963 was exhibited photographs of two traveling bags

'identified as Commission Exhibits A-1 and C-254 .She stated she
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recalls seeing OSWALD in possession of a bag similar in size
type and color to Commission Exhibit A-1 She does not recall
observing OSWALD in possession of this bag at the time he rented
the room but stated she believes she observed him leaving the
rooming house at about 11:30 A.M. Saturday morning November 16
1963 which she believes was the only weekend OSWALD spent at the

.rooming house She stated she observed him walk across the street
in the direction of a coin-operated laundromat She was of the
impression at that time that the bag contained dirty laundry and
that OSWALD was taking the bag and contents to the laundry to
wash his clothes She stated OSWALD returned to the rooming house
about forty-five minutes to one hour later and took the bag to his
room Mrs JOHNSON stated she does not recall any tags or other
marks of identification on this bag

Mrs JOHNSON advised she does not ever recall seeing a
large bag similar to Commission Exhibit C-254 at any time in her
rooming house in the possession of LE41ARVEY OSWALD

On May 1 1964 Mrs RUrH"PAINE 2515 West 5th Street
Irving Texas furnished the following information after examining
colored photographs of Commission Exhibits A-1 and C-254 previously
described herein=

On October 4 1963 when Mrs PAINE arrived at her resi
dence in Irving Texas LEE HARVEY OSWALD had already arrived-at
her home and she.did not see what luggage if any he brought with
him at that time

On October 7 1963 when OSWALD left Mrs PAINE's home
for Dallas Texas he had with him a bag similar to that depicted
in the photograph of Commission Exhibit C-254 and she believes
this is a photograph of the bag whit'h he had with him at that time

Mrs PAINE advised she does not recall seeing the figures
"9/26 at any time on the bag carried by OSWALD on October
or on a similar bag at any time

7 1963

At the time RUTH PAINE and MARINA OSWALD moved some of
the OSWALD effects from New Orleans Louisiana to Irving Texas,
in Mrs PAINE'a Chevrolet Station Wagon she does not specifically
recall any bags resembling Commission Exhibits A-1 and C-254 ;-`

9
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Photographs of the fragmentary stickers and tag on
Commission Exhibit C-254 were shown to Mrs PAINE at which

time she stated she does not recall seeing these before and
does not know When they were put on Commission Exhibit C-254

On April 24 1963 RUTH PAINE recalls taking LEE
HARVEY OSWALD to the Continental Trailways Bus depot in Dallas
Texas at Which time he took his luggage into the bus station
apparently checked it and returned to her car She recalled
he had two green duffel bags a tan portable Russian-made
radio and some suitcases but cannot specifically recall
Whether these suitcases resembled the photographs of Commission
Exhibits A-1 and C-254

Mrs PAINE advised after examining replicas of the
fragmentary tag and stickers found on Commission Exhibit C-254
that she cannot recall seeing any such items or fragments of
such at any time on Commission Exhibit C-254 or any bag re
sembling this exhibit

Mrs PAINE advised that she is unable to explain the
significance of the number "7 appearing in the photograph of
a fragmentary sticker found on Commission Exhibit C-254 and ad
vised that if this is a part of an address she has no idea as
to what address it is /

On May 4 1964 MARIN"K OSWALD was interviewed at her
residence 629 Belt Line Road Richardson Texas

MARINA was questioned concerning the traveling bags
used by OSWALD on his trip to New Orleans Louisiana in April
1963 and on his trip to Mexico in September-October 1963 She
said she cannot recall exactly but believes OSWALD took two
bags on his trip from Dallas to New Orleans in April 1963 when
he preceded the family on that move. She emphasized that her
memory on this point was not very good She said she believed
OSWALD took the blue canvas zipper bag which he owned and Which
is depicted in the photograph labeled Commission Exhibit A-1
and the larger folding green canvas bag,.which is labeled Com

mission Exhibit C-254 She was exhibited both of ..these photo
graphs and.identified each as being the property of OSWALD

-10
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She said again she cannot remember well,.but believes
OSWALD took only the blue zipper canvas bag (Commission Exhibit
A-1) on his trip from New Orleans to Mexico She emphasized
that shelled not been in New Orleans at the time OSWALD left
and therefore could not be sure at he had taken with him
She seers to recall that the larger green canvas bag (Commission
Exhibit C-254) was at the PAINE garage at the time OSWALD was in
Mexico but again she cannot be sure of this .She said she cannot
recall *hat bags or bag OSWALD had in his pcesession at the time
he first cease to the PAINE house after his Mexico trip but she
believes that he did have the blue zipper beg with him (Commission
Exhibit A-1) .

MARINA was also exhibited photographs depicting torn
baggage stickers and check each labeled C-254 and she said she
cannot recall specifically that she had seen these torn stickers
or check on any bags owned by her husband LEE HARVEY OSWALD

She was also exhibited the new and unused stickers and
baggage check obtained at the Continental Trailways in Dallas
but she co-ald not identify them as being similar to any stickers
or tags she had previously seen on any bags owned by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD

MARINA was again..queationsd concerning the method of
tr'nspertatihn of LEE HARVEY OSWALD to the PANE hours on his
first 'Litt after his Mexico trip She said she recalled she
previously had aivised in an interview with the FBI that Mrs
PAINE hid pieced OSWALD up at the bus atop in Irving Texas
after he telephoned the PAINE house and brought him to the PAINE
house Shs said she cannot be definite in this however because
she does recall that on one occasion OSWALD ^aught a ride with a
Negrn person s e",Mere in Irving aril was br ugh.t to the PAINE
house She sail it was possible that Mrs PAINE had not driven
OSWALD from the bas atop in Irving to the PAINE house on the
occasion of his first visit to the PAINE house after the Mexico
trip She sari she recalled on one occasion *Then OSWALD visited
the-PAINE horse that Mre..PAINE's automobile was being repaired.
She said it was possible this was the same occasion that OSWALD

had caught the ride with the Negro person She sand however
that she is not completely sure of this as she has no way of
connecting the two incidents

11



RAs kEE F..AR":EY O3WAGD

MARINA OSWALD was queationei as to Which bus line
OSWALD had used When he traveled from Dallas to New Orleans in
April-1963 MARINA said she cannot remember the names of the
bus linen but can recall that she and Mrs PAINE accompanied
OSWALD to the bus station on the day before he left When be
checked a bag or two bags at the bus station She said this bus
station was located near the bridge separating Oak Cliff from
downtown Dallas and the buses in the terminal were large light
colored busses with a picture of a running dog thereon She also
recalls the bus etatiom was quite near the Texas School Book
Depository Building Where CSWALD held his lart job

In this connection it is noted the Greyhound Bus
Station is located within a few blocks of the bridge separating
Oak Cliff and downtown Dallas and within a few blocks of the
Texas School Bork Depository Building Wherees the other bus
station in Dallas the Continental Trailways is located a
few blocks sent of the Greyhound Bus Station and further away
from the descrLAed bridge and the Texas School Book Depository
Building

MA,R:NA want asked if the numbers 09/26 which appear
on one side oft .e valise depicted in Co:rntssion Exhibit C-254
bore any significa ce or if she recalled ssaing these numbers
She said Met the Mbers had no si7tiflcance to her and she
could not cpszifically recall them appear ing on the bag

MARINA also advised that the partial number
appears on the address sticker of Commission Exhibit C-254 does
not have any significance to her because ehe cannot recall
seeing this e*icker on the bag

MARINA was questioned as to what "alias CSWALD took
with him ut.en be lift the PAINE residence for D33.1.3e !m edietely
following his visit to the PAINE reaidence after his Mexico

trip She wild she believed OSWALD took his blue zipper case
to Dallas and perhaps also the other green v_li.ae but she
cannot now reoell which he trok or if he took both

12.
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Res EE IARVEY C}S"nIALD

On May 5 1964 ROPER. OSWALD was interviewed at the
office of WILLIAM A MC KENZIE attorney Fiielity Union Life

Building Dallns Texas at which time he furnished the fol

lowing information

He examined colored photographs of items designated
as Commission Exhibits A-1 and C-254

OSWALD advised that he is sure that these are
phctoarep` a of two bags belonging to his brother LEE HARVEY
OSWALD deceased and that he first e3w them at out June 1962
at which time LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his wife MARINA moved
into the ROBERT OSWALD home at 7313 Davenport Street Fort
Worth Texas This was after LEE and MARINA had returned from
Russia They sta_'ed at ROBERT OSWALD's house for three or four

weeks leaving about July 1962 and taking the two bns depicted
in the photographs with them when they moved

ROBERT OSWALD examined the photcgzaphs of fragmentary
stickers and a tag found on C-254 and statei that be does not
recall ever seeing these its on Commission Exhibit C-254 He
further stated he does not know when they were affixed to
Commission Exhibit C-254 He examined what appeare to be a 070
in the fhctograph of one of the fra mentery stiakern and stated
that while he bad never notice9 this sticker before he believes
that the "70 is a part of the address 73:.3 Davenport Street Fort

Worth Texas which is ROBERT OSWALD's previou3 ad.iress where he
lived from May 1 1957 to March 4 1963 He statei that from

ti,ks to time his brother LEE HARVEY OSWALD use-3 this as a
home address since ROBERT OSWALD was the only one in the family
whose residence was fixed during this period -0n March 4 1963
ROBERT OSWALD moved to Route 5 Box 141 Malvern Arkansas

ROBERT OSWALD examined the marking 0 9/26 above which

appears an initisl in the photograph of Commission Exhibit C-254
and stated that he does not recall seeing this marking previously
an;] does not know the significance of this marking and does not
know when it was placed on the bag

.%= ROBERT OSWALD examined replica* of the fragmentary tag
and stickers found on Commission Exhibit C-254 and stated that he

13
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Res J,EE IARNEY C"SWASD

cannot recall seeing any such items or fragments thereof at a
time on Commission Exhibit C-254

ROBERT OSWALD stated that he has no idea Whether LEE
HARVEY OSWALD had the bags identified as C omission Exhibits
A-1 and C-254 with him in New Orleans Louisiana or in Mexico
City or Whether he had them in his possession When he arrived in
Dallas in Octcber 1963 since he did not see LEE HARVEY OSWALD
from Thanksgiving 1962 until November 22 1963 when be saw him
in the Dallas City Jail

ROBERT OSWALD advised that he has no knowledge of What
if any buses were utilized by LEE HARVEY OSWALD between Dallas
and New Orleans New Orleans and Mexico City or Mexico City and
Dallas and in fact knows first=hand of no bus trips made by
LEE HARVEY OSWALD using Continental Trailways busesa

Ox1 May 6 1964 Mrs RUTH PAINE 2515 West 5th Street
Irving Texae personally accompanied a Special Agent of the
Dallas Office of the 'Federal Bureau of Investigation to the
Greyhound Bus Depot at Jackson and Lamar Streets Dallas Texas
and to the Continental Trailways Bus Depot 1500 Jackson Street
Dallas Texas in order that she could positively identify to
Which of these tw ,bus depots she took LEE HARVEY OSWALD on
April 24 1963

Atter viewing both of the a bove-m w tioned bus depots
at Dell's Texts Mrs PAINE stated that she is positive .she
took OSWALD to the Continental Trailways Bus Depot

14
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0 FBI 0

.Date 4/30/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or coat)

AIR MAIL

TO DIRECTOR FBI {105-82555)

FROM (SAC HOUSTON {105-1291)

SUBJECT Y LEE HARVEY OS
IS R CUBA
(00 Dallas)

RE Bureau airtel dated 4/28/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of a
letterhead memorandum under above caption Also enclosed
for the Bureau are two copies of Continental Trailways
identification stickers and two copies of blank Continental j
Trailways baggage checks The Bureau may desire to make
copies of the latter two items available to the President's
Commission Also enclosed for the Bureau are the six photo
graphs of portions of two pieces of luggage identified in
referenced Bureau airtel as Commission Exhibits Al and C254

Enclosed for Dallas are two copies of letterhead
memorandum under above caption Enclosed for San Antonio

"~ are three copies of this letterhead memorandum

<LEADS REC 13 c cc c_ ...3(o i

DALLAS %.

15 MAY 1 1964

Bureau Enc 20 AM)(RM)
Dallas 100-10461)(Enc 2)(AM RM

t3 San Antonio (105 2909)(Enc 33~AM R~{ d)
2 Houston

ED:Yk
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(101 .tft 1/ (e/ AX

4 -k-.Pt 67 ,Iroq
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Dr Sent

i
AY Imeb.l Agent in Charge
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HO 105-1291

AT DALLAS TEXAS!

If not already done will make inquiry of appro
pitiate.sources at Continental Trailways Bus Company to
determine when the format of baggage checks previously
'.dentifled by printing on the checks as Form Number T-13
was changed to delete this printed identification It is
noted Continental employees at Houston believe this change
was made "several months ago",which might assist in deter
mining the period at which the fra&nent of baggage check
was attached to the "Bee 4 bag under consideration

SAN ANTONIO

AT LAREDO TEXAS

Will interview employees of the V S Customs
service and INS at Laredo Texas to detem.ne if the

fellow chalk markings appearing on the side of the above
Bee 4 bag is typical of any system of marking used by

either of these agencies at Laredo

AT NUEVO LArflEDO MEXICO

Will make similar inquiries through established
sources in the Mexican customs agency to determine if the
yellow chalk markings are typical of any system of marking
utilized by that agency
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UNC*STATES
DEPARTMENT

OU~Y'ICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Houston Texas

April 30 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY It CUBA

Investigation has identified two traveling bags
as possibly having been the property of Lee Harvey Oswald
and possibly used by him in traveling between New Orlean3
Louisiana Mexico City and Laredo Texas These articles
have been identified as Commission Exhibit Al a blue cloth
zipper bag and Commission Exhibit C254 a green cloth bag
known as a "Bee 4 bag Photographs made available of
these two bags revealed one side of the green cloth bag
carried what appeared to be markings made in yellow chalk
which consisted of the numerals "9/26 and a third mark
above the numeral "26 which could not be read These
photographs disclosed the top surface of the green cloth
bag contained portions of two fragments of what appeared
to be bus company stickers of the Continental Trailways
Bus Company Also attached to the handle .of the green
cloth bag was a portion of a baggage check of the Conti
nental Trailways Dallas Texas identified in the upper
left hand corner as Form Number T-13

On April 29 1964 E R?bbb Station Manager
Continental Trailways Bus Terminal Houston Texas viewed
the above photographs and made the following comments s

The markings made in yellow chalk on the side of
the green cloth bag held no significance to Cobb who
stated the Continental Trailways Bus Company does not

COPtEs DESTROYED

2 1 JAN'A01972
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RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

follow a practice of making such markings on the surfaces
of customers! luggage but that all identifying marks are
ma,.t on printed forma which are either attached by adhesive
or tied by string to the luggage involved Mr Cobb stated
he was aware of no system of marking utilized by any bus
company involving the marking of luggage with chalk Cobb
suggested that such a system of marking could possibly be
used by the Immigration and Naturalization Service or by
the Customs officers of the United States or other countries
in connection with baggage being transferred across inter
national boundaries

With respect to the two photographs of fragments
of paper stickers affixed to the top surface of the green
cloth bag Mr Cobb readily identified these fragments as
being portions of Continental Trailways identification
stickers which are normally affixed to the luggage of
travelers by adhesive in order to identify thq luggage and
its destination in the event the baggage tags should become
lost Cobb stated these stickers are normally presented to
the traveler with the request that he write his name and
address on them after which the backing is removed and
they are stuck by adhesive to the surface of the bag Cobb
made available blank copies of these identification stickers
and it is noted they are printed on slick white paper in
red ink The words "Continental Trailways appear across
the top of this sticker followed by three ruled lines and
the words "Name Address City. Printed across the lower
edge of these stickers is the phrase "Route of the SILVER
EAGLES. These identification stickers measure It by-21
Mr Cobb noted that the photograph of a portion of one of
these stickers contains the lettering ".,oute of the SILVER
which is identical with the phrase printed along the lower
edge of the identification sticker Cobb also pointed out
that the two fragments of these stickers appearing on the
green cloth bag were located on opposite ends of the bag
which suggested to him that they could have been affixed
at different times and at different places although Cobb
could not state this as a definite conclusion

Cobb readily identified the photograph of the
top portion of a baggage check tied by string to the handle
of the green cloth bag as being a portion of a baggage

,. "--." ~-
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RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

check regularly used by Continental Trailways Bus Company.:
Cobb stated the fact the words "Dallas Texas appeared

:after the words "Continental Trailways carried no signifi
canoe whatever inasmuch as these baggage checks were all
printed in Dallas and digtributed from Continental's Dallas
Headquarters to various bus stations in other cities Cobb
noted that the words "Form Number T-13 appear on the upper
left side of the photograph of this baggage check and he
exhibited copies of other baggage checks which contained
identical printing Cobb pointed out however that the
format of this particular form had apparently been changed
"several months ago inasmuch as the words "norm Number
T-13 have been replaced on baggage checks recently re
ceived by other writing Cobb stated the headquarters of
Continental Trailways Bus Company at Dallas Texas should
have a record of the date at which this change was made
Cobb made available blank copies of Continental Trailways
baggage checks which he stated were identical with the
check partially shown in the photograph of the green cloth
bag mentioned above

Cobb pointed out that inasmuch as the identifi
cation number appearing on the baggage checks used by
Continental Trailways had been torn from the fragments of
the above check appearing in the photograph of the green
cloth bag there was no information available on that
photograph which could serve to identify the cities in
volved in this travel or the date on which the travel was
performed

On April 29 1964 Jim Duke Supervisor of -image
Department Continental Trailways Bus Terminal Houston
Texas also examined the photographs mentioned above and
verified the information furnished in detail by E R Cobb
Duke stated from carefully examining these photographs he
could add nothing to the comments made by Mr Cobb.

-1
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Transmit the following in

Date 5/6/64

qt1r.~1.rnrIm"11rr.et-
'Zr'eogper

Mr C""iun.!
Mr t1.t
Mr 's.vas
ltr Cole
Mr tt"."~ _

.(type in plain text or code) Atr.ni irxa....~
Mr Tarot _

A IRTEL AIRMAIL !tr Tn"ttrr
(Priority or Methodof Hollins) T^tr Room

Miss TSTi `

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
0

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS -R-C UBA
00 DL

ReButel to Dallas 5/5/64 requesting Dallas to de
termine the nature of the premises at 3610 North Beckley
presumably Dallas which address was reflected on the appli
cation for OSWALDrs rental of Post Office Box 6225 at Dallas
Texas on November 1 1963

Enclosed herewith are ten copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting the desired information

The application referred to was obtained on 11/23/63
by SA ALFRED,C ELLINGTON as reflected on page 176 of the

report of SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated 11/30/63 The physi
cal check of North Beckley Stcest Dallas Texas was made by
SA JAMES W ANDERTOt ~ju

L
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseRe4r M
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Dallas Texas

May 6 1964

JEE HARVEY OSh%LD

On November 23 1963 an application for the rental of
Post Office Box 6225 located at the Terminal Annex Post Office
Station Dallas Texas dated November 1 1963 and signed LEE
H OSWALD was obtained This application is identified as Federal
Bureau of Investigation Laboratory Exhibit D-174

This application stated that the name of the firm or
corporation for which the box was being rented was the Fair Play
for Cuba Committee and American Civil Liberties Union LEE H
OSWALD's home address reflected on this application was '3610
N Beckley

On May 5 1964 a check of the 1963 Dallas City Directory
failed to reflect any 3600 block of North Beckley Street in Dallas
Texas

On May 5 1964 a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation made a physical check of North Beckley Street Dallas
Texas and ascertained that such street continues north to the 3000
block There is no 3600 block of North Beckley Street

COPIES DESTROYED

2-1 JAN 261972
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been photographed and 8 by 10 enlargements have been prepared
There is enclosed a list of the majority of the physical items
received with photographs of them This list and the photographs
are for the completion of the Bureau file in this case

An identical set of photographs was furnished to the
President's Commission and to the Dallas Office on 2/1/64 Lists
of these items were previously furnished to the Commission and
to Dallas

A set of the photographs referred to is being prepared 1
for the Domestic Intelligence Division and will be forwarded to .I.01"4
that Division in the near future

ACTIO

Zlosures

None for .information
t

$) vr't+ J

) (Contained in 10 x 10 x 16 cardboard box

105-82555 t ,L w

1 Mr Belmont (With list of photographs) w4te,,.wit.i.-f1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley Rm 5710 (With list of photographs)
1 Ur Branigan Rm 603 RB
1 Mr Rogge Rm 5718
1 Mr Lenihan Rm 609 RB (List sent separately)
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M 12 1964

Mrs Harold 1#!1 Dobrinski
Lorraine Kansas

Dear Mrs Dobrinski

In accordance with Instructions from President ~
Johnson the FBI has conducted an investigation of President
Kennedy's assassination and related events Copies of our
reports have been forwarded to the Presidential Commission for
its consideration The FBI has not made any of this data public
and it will be the responsibility of the Commission to determine
what information should be released I regret we are unable to
help you but trust you will understand

Sincerely yours

J Edgar Roddy

John Edgar Hoover
Director

NOTE Correspondent cannot be identified in Bullies The
alleged murder weapon is actually in the Bureau's possession
in the Laboratory
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Would you please send me any information that you
might be able to give me about the gun used by Lee Oswald
to assasinate our late President Kennedy We took our
'Rh & 8 grades to Harold Warps "Pioneer Village at
Minden Nebraska & they had a guLpuudisplay which_wa
supposed to be the gun used by Lee Oswalst I would like

Ito lviowhis~'was~he actual gun and if so how does it
happen to be at the "Pioneer Village and not in some big
museum lso if this is the gun can you tell me what
Harol ! arp had to pay for it & just exactly how he obtained
it I would appreciate an early reply Thank you
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FOLLOWING IS DAILY SUMMARY

s. REBUCAB 73 INSTANT DATE RE APRIL 28 LHM WITH IDENTITIES

AGENTS WHO CONDUCTED INVESTIGATION IN MEXICO COMMISSION

REPRESENTATIVES WHEN HERE INDICATED INTEREST ONLY IN IDENTITIES)

,.. AGENTS WHO THROUGH TESTIMONY COULD AUTHENTICATE DOCUMENTARY

SOURCE ADVISED TODAY REPORT ALMOST COMPLETED AND PROBABLY WILL

BE FORWARDED TOMORROW TO FORE IGN f CE FOR TRANSMITTAL _ Tom ,.~ i-1
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RE BUREAU LEADS AND COMMISSION REQUESTS FOLLOWING

MATERIAL TRANSMITTED TODAY'S POUCH LHM AI'MEXICAN'FM.11

FORMS RE PERSONS OTHER THAN TOURISTS WHO EN.f-ERED AND.DEPARTED

MEXICO SAME DAY AS OSWALD PHOTOGRAPHS AND MAPS OF LOCATIONS

IN MEXICO CONNECTED WITH OSWALD SEPARATE LHM'S RE TIME OF

79MAY181964
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ARRIVAL =OF FLECHA ROJA BUS WITH OSWALD SEPTEMBER 27 LAS1
" .~~ EFFORTS TO LOCATE PASSENGER LIST FOR FOREGOING BUS TRIP

VERIFICATION TELEPHONE NUMBERS SOVIET AND CUBAN DIPLOMATIC

ESTABLISHMENTS APPEARING IN 06WALD'S ADDRESS BOOK AND LHM RE

CORDING ALLEGATIONS OF MENTAL CASE LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ

RE.OSWALD'S DEPARTURE FROM MEXICO TRANSPORTES DEL

GATION STATES OF TABASCO AND CAMPECHE AND ADVISED BUAGENT

,,r YESTERDAY HE MADE TRIP TO HOUSTON BUT RECALLED FEW DETAILS

CONCERNING OTHER PASSENGERS HE REMEMBERED INCIDENT AT

KILOMETER 26 STATION WITH AMERICAN AND GAVE APPROXIMATE

;DESCRIPTION OF OSWALD BUT COULD NOT POSITIVELY IDENTIFY PHOTOS

y OF SUBJECT AS AMERICAN OF INCIDENT.c HOUSTON SHOULD DISCONTINUE

I..:.EFFORTS TO LOCATE AGUILAR.
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1837 F.1 Camino de la Lust_
Santa Barbara California
May I 1964

M44 241 /11

Mr Lee Rankin Counsel
special Commission for
Investigation of the
Kennedy Assassination
The White House
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Briefly and directly I want to suggest a possible factor in the terrible
events of last November which to the best of my knowledge has not
been previously discussed at least not in the open literature I want
to apologize at the outset for what may strike you or any member of

your staff who might read this as "crackpot. Frankly I cannot
weigh the extent to which my thinking here reflects my professional
background (I am a psychologist) or my interests and possible biases
as a private citizen I can only note in advance that my writing is
sincere and not capricious nor whimsical whatever its other merit

might be
Fa Gl t h1 t

The notion of interest occurred to me when rat heard of the alleged
attempt of Oswald to assassinate Gener iker early last year My
question then and now is To what e i nt has the complicity of General
Walker in the Kennedy murder been ruled out I recogni t at/0s-1,1s t
first blush my question must appear as an extraordinasequitur
Please let me suggest the following set of possibilities

15 MAY I
I The so-called "attempt on Walker's life was a sham job

designed by Wa ker himself Does it seem reasonable that... ...,`
Oswald the sharp-egoting and persistent gunman of the t
President toutdatiave been so easily deterred by a momentar i!
movement of Walker's head Or in view of the probable

`

mental conditio Watke,r especially his paranoid "need toy
be a per4ec 1edrhei c figure is,#t equally if not more

J likely that Walker was not sitting 'at hiI desk that evening that
Oswald fired at iq,a1aq}`ki ll and that the shot was the signal 1 V
to Walker tb faigq hit near-martyrdom What after all is
the evidence that Oswald made a genuine attempt on Walker {
Is there anything more convincing than the easily misunder
stood or distortable testimony of Oswald's pitiable widow
Have eyewitnesses to the Walker incident testified before the

j,J.Jiii _ t.



Very truly yours

Martin B Miller Ph D

..

Mr Leo Rankin

Warren Ccrnrnission

May 1 1964

834

Walker had a clear-cut motive particular in view of his
mental state to want Kennedy dead Can anyone oubt that
Walker sought revenge for what must surely have appeared
to him to be a series of abject indignities at Kennedy's hand
i.e. the forced resignation from army service followed by
his hospitalization after his vile and mad exhibition in
Mississippi

Nothino could have served Walker's various needs better
than to have Kennedy killed-by a "communist, no matter how
petty or perverse especially the same man who "tried to
kill him Obviously this could only be a triumph of the first

magnitude for Walker

There are a number of ways that this "plot could have been brought to
fruition Oswald fancying himself a double or triple agent could have
'volunteered his services to Walker Or Walker could have sought out
Oswald perhaps on a blackmail basis perhaps offering other favors
Then when the Kennedy trip to Dallas was known Walker would have
encouraged and supported a mind at least as sick as his own to do the
assassination What a curious coincidence that Walker should be out
of town on November 22nd I cannot envision beyond this but that in
itself should not obviate the general idea

Once again I fully recognize that the foregoing may be nothing more
than pure fantasy Yet because the notion has occurred to me so

frequently in the past few months and because I read recently that the
Commission is pushing for a July 1 report date I wanted to communi
cafe it to you as responsibly as I know how I would most particularly
appreciate assurance from you or your staff that this idea is thoroughly
unfounded for example on the basis of unambiguous contrary evidence
that has not yet been divulged or well-publicized Other than that I
think the possibilities raised above could be checked out empirically
If that is a facet of the Commission's activities not yet undertaken or
completed

cc Attorney General
Robert F Kennedy
Department of Justice
Washington D C

J Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington D C
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Mexico (105-3702) (P)

sv8JEcrt LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
TS IF

ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 12 copies
of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCES

Mexico City cable #202 dated 12/3/63 Mexico City
cable #508 dated 3/30/64 and Buairtel dated 3/26/64

ADMINISTRATIVE
rf

Referenced Mexico City cable #202 dated 12/3/63 '
advised that no information had been developed as of that bi
date concerning OSWALD's travel to Mexico City from Laredo
Texas

Referenced Mexico City cable #508 dated 3/30/64
set forth that officials of the Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) bus
line had advised that all copies of the passenger manifest
for the 9/26-27/63 trip from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City'had
been borrowed by unidentified investigators of the Mexican 33
Government and as of 3/30/64 this passenger list had not been
returned

The enclosure sets out the efforts made to date to
obtain the passenger nifest for Flecha Roja bus No 516

.9 which traveled from vo
Laredo OMie

Ct.3t 26
.'0 d
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MC 105-3702

'SOURCES

The first confidential source abroad mertioned
ure is the file of the Legal Attache's Office

The second ential source abroa.__ red to

The third of ource abroad referred to
in the enclosure is

The fourth onfidential sourc road referred to
in the enclosure is

The fifth dr,tial source abroad referred to
in the enclosure is

The sixth c
in the enclosure is

source abroad referred to

The following are confidential sources which are
referred to in the enclosure

The first confident at source is whose
information is contained in

The second confidential source is `` whose

information is contained in

CLASSIFICATION

information is contained in

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified
in order to protect the Bureau's operations

in a foreign country



MC 105-3702

COPIES

Two copies of the enclosed letterhead memorandum
are being submitted for the Dallas office as the domestic
office of origin

LEADS

MEXICO CITY OFFICE

At Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico

Will contact manager of the Flecha
Roja bus terminal locate a ni a *Ion 314 Pte. for the
purpose of identifying the Mexican Government investigator
who obtained the Flecha Roja passenger list made up at
Monterrey for bus No 516 which traveled from'Nuevo Laredo
to Mexico D F. 9/26-27/63

At Mexico D F. Mexico

Will recontact Inspector of the
Mexican Immigration Service for any iu urm ion concerning
the location of the passenger manifest for Flecha Roja bus
No 516 which traveled from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F.
9/26-27/63

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and report
the results promptly



/ BUS NO 516 WHICH TRAVELED FRO&I NUEVO LAREDO
TO MEXICO D F. SEPTEMBER 26-27 1963

All
A confidential source who has furnished reliable

information in the past advised that on November 26 and 27
1963 a check had been made of the passenger manifests for
the following bus lines in Monterrey for the period of
September 26 1963 to October 3 1963 for the name LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and his known aliases of 0 H LEE and ALEK
JAMES HIDELL and source had been unable to locate any
record for the foregoing names=

F
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UO(iit STATES DEPARTMENT OF CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Rrp( PkaseRefs
17.N. is

WASHINGTON25 D C

May 5i 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that
the baggage manifest for bus No 516 of the "Servicios
Unidos Autobuses Blancos Flecha Roja J A de C V.
(The Unified Services of White Autobuses Red Arrow
Incorporated) commonly referred to as the Flecha Roja
bus line which departed from Nuevo Laredo State of
Tamaulipas Mexico on September 26 1963 and arrived at
Mexico D F (D F refers to "Distrito Federal
Federal District or the Mexican Federal Capital) the
following day included as a passenger thereon the name
of "LEE HARVEY OSUALJ.

According to source several persons who traveled
on that bus as passengers definitely identified photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD as being a young American who was a
passenger thereon

EFFORTS MADE AT MONTERREY STATE OF NUEVO LEON
MEXICO TO OBTAIN PASSENGER LISTS OF FLECHA ROJA

!COPIES DESTROYED

2 1 JAN 261912

1. ay
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"eutobuses Transportes del Norte (Autobus ""'~
Transports of the North)

"Autobuses Anahuac J A de C V.
(Anahuac Autobuses Incorporated)

"Servicios Unidos Autobuses Blancos Flecha
Roja S A de C V. (The Unified services
of White Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated)

"Transportes Frontera J A de C V.
"Border Transports Incorporated)

A second confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that on December
160 1963 TESIFONT1'`LAZCANO manager of the Flecha Roja bus
line terminal in Monterrey advised that the offices of the
Flecha Roja bus line In Monterrey maintain only the list of
passengers who purchase bus tickets at Monterrey and no
manifest is maintained of all passengers who travel from
Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. aboard Flecha Roja buses
LAZCANO stated that sometimes a carbon copy of the passenger
list is kept at Monterrey but these are not always available
and if located may not be legible

A second confidential source abroad advised that
on April 16 1964 JULIOCASTRO employee of the accounting 11department in the offices of the Flecha Hopi bus line
terminal located at Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45 Mexico
D F. placed a long distance telephone call to TESIFONTS
LAZCANO manager of the Flecha Roja bus line terminal in
Monterrey for the purpose of obtaining copies of the
passenger lists of Flecha Roja bus No 516 for those passengers
who boarded at aabinas Hidalgo State of Nuevo Leon Mexico
and at Monterrey on the bus trip for September 26-27 1963

CASTRO advised that LAZCANO informed him these
passenger lists were not available because shortly after the
assassination of President JOAN F KENNEDY a Mexican
Government agent,-whose exact name and identity he could not
recall picked up those lists which were never returned to
him and he did not know who was in possession of those lists

'NP !re 14s
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EFFORTS MADE AT MEXICO D F. TO OBTAIN
PASSENGER LISTS OF FLECHA ROJA BUS No 516
CWHICH TRAVELED FROM NUEVO LAREDO TO MEXICO
D  F.) SEPTEMBER 26-27 1963

A third confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the pasti'advised on December 16
19631 that ROBERTO MORALES driver of Flecha Roja bus No
516 od which OSWALD reportedly was a passenger on the
September 26-27 1963 trip stated he could not recall
the passengers on this trip] that he makes two round trips
each week between Nuevo Laredo and Mexico D F. and that
he delivers the original passenger manifest made at Nuevo
Laredo to appropriate authorities of the Flecha Roja bus
terminal at Mexico D F The duplicate copy of the
passenger manifest is filed at the Flecha Roja office in
Nuevo Laredo

011
A third confidential source abroad Advised that

on March 7 1964 JESUSk,SAUCEDO comptroller of the Flecha
Roja bus terminal Mexico D F. explained that separate
passenger reservation lists for a particular bus or trip
are prepared at each point of embarkation and in the case
of bus No 516 separate lists probably were prepared at
Nuevo Laredo Sabinas Hidalgo and Monterrey for passengers
initiating travel on the bus at those localities The
original from each locality is picked up by the bus driver
who upon arrival delivers the originals to the main office
in Mexico D F. where they are stapled together for use
in the audit of tickets passenger lists and ticket sales
in connection with a particular trip According to SAUCEDO
these three passenger lists were reviewed and taken from
the Flecha Roja terminal offices by unidentified investigators
of the Mexican Government

SAUCEDO advised that he would contact the Flecha
Roja bus terminals at Nuevo Laredo Sabinas Hidalgo and
!Monterrey and attempt to obtain the carbon copies of the
lists of passengers for bus No 516 from those terminals
On March 15 1964 SAUCEDO advised that he had received
reports from the three localities mentioned that no copies
of the passenger lists for the bus in question had been
located

~!e1t+L.T.a(1.+~r.:ry~.w67yC^.1.".mil{...gM..7+M
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A fourth confidential source abroad advised that
on March 14 19641 ROBERTO`MQRALES driver of Flecha Roja

us No _ 516 stated in Mexico D F.,when
~

showh the baggage
list of Flecha Roja bus No 516 trip for September 26-27
1963 from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. that he was not
acquainted with any of the names on this list He stated
that the passenger_ baggage list does not include all the
names of the passengers but the original passenger manifests
and duplicate copies made at Nuevo Laredo Sabinas Hidalgo
and Monterrey do list the names of the passengers

MORALES stated that he always delivers the original
passenger lists collected for each bus trip to the main
terminal in Mexico D F. when traveling from Nuevo Laredo
to Mexico D F. and the duplicates of these passenger lists
are left at the Flecha Roja bus terminals where they are
originally made

The third confidential source abroad advised that
on March 19 1964 ALEJANDRO'-SAUCEDO manager of the Flecha
Roja bus terminal in Mexico 'D F. advised that the original
passenger manifests of bus No 516 which had traveled from
Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. on September 26-27 1963 had
been borrowed by investigators of the Mexican Government soon
after the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY He
could not recall the identity of the investigators two in num
ber and he did not know when they were to return the lists

SAUCEDO stated that the duplicate copies of these
passenger lists.were maintained in the offices of the Flecha
Roja bus line at Nuevo Laredo Sabinas Hidalgo and Monterrey
where they were originally made and that he would attempt to
obtain these copies

The third confidential source abroad advised that
on March 24 1964 ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO stated he had determined
from the Flecha Roja bus line office in Nuevo Laredo that
the duplicate copy of the passenger list made for bus No 516
also had been borrowed by unidentified investigators of the
Mexican Government and had not been returned
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SAUCEDO stated he had assisted the Mexican
Government investigators in searching for the passenger
lists relating to the trip of September 26-27 1963 and
was quite certain the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not
appear thereon He added however that the Flecha Roja
bus line makes connection at Laredo Texas with the
Continental Trailways bus line in the United States and
if a passenger who had purchased a through ticket to
Mexico D F. from a point within the United States were
to board the Flecha Roja line at Laredo or Nuevo Laredo
no record of that passenger by name would be made on the
passenger list He explained that the passenger list would
include a seat designation and ticket number in the name
of "Continental.

The second confidential source abroad advised
that on April 2 1964 and thereafter ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO
furnished the following additional data

He recalled that shortly after the hssassination
of President JOHN F KENNEDY two investigators whom he
described as being with the "Policies Federal Judicial
(Federal Judicial Police) appeared at the Flecha Roja
terminal Mexico D F. and requested the original passenger
lists of bus No 516 of September 26-27 1963 for review
SAUCEDO remembered that the two investigators examined the
passenger lists filed by dates in a storeroom at the offices
of the Flecha Roja bus terminal found the originals for the
pertinent date and borrowed same He could not recall the
names of the investigators or the exact date they appeared
at the office

SAUCEDO now recalled clearly that these two inves
tigators whom he could only describe as being "in their
thirties, had the duplicate copy of the passenger list which
apparently had been at the Flecha Roja bus terminal office
in Nuevo Laredo when the trip for September 26-2 1963
began The investigators stated they wanted the original
list because the duplicate copy made at Nuevo Laredo was
not completely legible SAUCEDO stated they had the original
copies of the passenger manifests for Flecha Roja bus No
516 for September 26-27 1963 when they left



SAUCEDO stated the investigators did exhibit to
him some government credentialso agency not recalled and
advised they were interested only in finding the passenger

'lists for the incoming trip of bus No 516 for September
26-27 1963 When 3AUCEDO asked them if they were interested
in locating a departure trip they st ted they were not
explaining they had just been at the bus terminal of TranSportes
Frontera in Mexico D F. *here they had located the passenger
list for OSWALD's departure from Mexico

SAUCEDO advised that he would devote his free time
to attempting to locate among all the passenger lists maintained
in the storeroom of the office of the Flecha Roja bus terminal
any possible list of the passengers for bus No 516 which
traveled from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. on September
26-27 1963

On April 9 1964 ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO stated he had
not been able to devote the necessary time to,locating
possible copies of the passenger lists for bus No 516 which
traveled on September 26-27 1963 He stated that on April
90 1964 he would make available for review the records of
all passenger lists at the Flecha Roja office in Mexico D F

On April 9 1964 JULIO CASTRO employee of the
accounting department in the offices of the Flecha Roja bus
line terminal Mexico D F. made available to the second
confidential;source abroad on instructions of ALEJANDRO
SAUCEDO the original passenger lists of the Flecha RoJa.bus
line which were kept in a storeroom across the hall from
the accounting office and were maintained in a disorganized
manner bound with heavy string in bundles and stored in bins

Each of the bundles contained passenger lists for
trips made by buses of the Flecha Roja bus line for recent
months Each bundle was dated and included passenger lists
for trips made on dates ranging from one to twenty days
immediately preceding the date of the bundle

The available bundles for the period September
and October 1963 were reviewed without locating passenger
lists for bus No 516 relating to September 26-27 1963



During this search and review an untied loose
bundle dated October 5 1963 was located thrown aside in
a cardboard box on the floor of the storage room outside
the bip area This bundle was reviewed and found to include
passenger lists for dates September 21 1963 to October-3
1963 but no passenger lists of bus Ho 516 for September
26-27 1963 were found

When asked about this bundle JULIO CASTRO replied
that this might have been the bundle from which the two
investigators of the Mexican Government had taken the original
passenger lists but he had no definite knowledge of this

CASTRO stated that when the investigators for the
Mexican Government appeared at the Flecha Roja bus line
terminal shortly after the assassination of President JOHN
F KENNEDY they reviewed several bundles containing passenger
lists It was his opinion that the two lists of passengers
who boarded bus No 516 at Sabinas Hidaldo and Monterrey on
the September 26-27 1963 trip to Mexico D F. were taken
with the list made at Nuevo Laredo by the two unidentified
investigators because the lists are always stapled together
at the Flecha Roja office in Mexico D F

CASTRO was able to provide a payroll record for
bus No 516 which reflected that bus No 516 began a trip
in Mexico D F. on September 25 1963 destined for Nuevo
Laredo and this same bus made the round trip and arrived
back in Mexico D F. on September 27 1963 The drivers
of the bus on that trip were listed in the payroll.records
as ROBERTO MORALES and ERNESTO'-HERNANDEZ

On May 14 1964 ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO advised the
second confidential source abroad the following after the
Flecha Roja baggage manifest of bus No 516 which departed
from Nuevo Laredo for Mexico D F. at 2;00 p.m on
September 26 1963 was exhibited to him

SAUCEDO stated that this baggage manifest was
prepared for bus No 516 which was driven by Flecha Roja
bus driver ROBERTO MORALES and that the number "18,
encircled at the bottom of the list indicates that 18 pieces
of baggage were checked and that baggage claim checks were

i ?,y stn 'r
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issued for storage and handling in the baggage compartment
of the bus and for revision by Mexican Customs officers
This list does not account for any hand-carried bag taken
by a passenger with him in the bus

SAUCEDO affirmed that the number of passengers
departing on the bus at Nuevo Laredo is not specified on the
baggage list and that only the persons who check and become
responsible for one or more articles of baggage are listed
thereon He pointed out that unaccompanied baggage also may
be sent in this manner and the presence of a name on the
baggage list does not insure that the person actually
traveled on the bus This baggage list is made up at Nuevo
Laredo for the use of Mexican Customs and in the event
there is any infraction of Mexican Customs laws respon
sibility can be placed with the listed person who had the
baggage put aboard the bus

It was SAUCEDO's understanding that four or five
copies of the above baggage list are made and that these
copies are left by the driver of the bus with Mexican Customs
at the appropriate Mexican Customs check stations

SAUCEDO advised that he was not acquainted with
any of the names on the above-described baggage list which
was exhibited to him

He explained that another system is utilized for
the handling of baggage from points of embarkation such as
Sabinas Hidalgo and Monterrey which he cited as the only
two other places in the bus route between Nuevo Laredo and
Mexico D F. where passenger lists are compiled of those
passengers who take the bus trip to Mexico D F He
exhibited a copy of the type of baggage list made at Sabinas
Hidalgo and Monterrey and stated that this is made up for
the identification and handling of baggage only and is not
made up for the Mexican Customs service This list has a
number at the top for record purposes and it sets out the
hour of departure the destination the bus number and the
date Following this is a list for the number of suitcases
or bundles the description of the same the destination
of the baggage the name of the passengers and the number
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On April 3 1964 Attorney FERNANDCf ROMAN~4UGO

Attorney General for the Federal District of-Mexico advised
'a sixth confidential source abroad to the effect that he had

o.0

of the claim check for the baggage He added that inasmuch
as passenger manifests are made up at Sabinas Hidalgo and
Monterrey the passengers names are not listed on the
baggage lists made at those points even though there is space
designation on the baggage lists for them

He advised that since he was contacted last on
April 9 1964 he had been interviewed by a representative
of the Mexican Government who was making inquiries to locate
the missing passenger lists for bus No 516 He repeated he
was quite certain that the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not
appear as such on the passenger lists he furnished the
investigators He could not recall anything further to assist
in identifying the investigators who took the passenger lists
He stated that it was his understanding from the representative
of the Mexican Government who had interviewed him about giving
up the passenger lists that the exact identity of the agency
in the Mexican Government for which the unknown investigators
were working had not been determined even though SAUCEDO
remembers them as being with the "Policia Federal Judicial
(Federal Judicial Police)

REQUEST MADE TO MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
FOR PASSENGER LISTS

On March 24 1964 Captain FERNAND91GUTIERREZ
ARRIOS Sub-Director of the Mexican Federal Security Police-

(DFS) advised the third confidential source abroad that his
agency had conducted no investigation in connection with'the
travel in Mexico of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and did not have in
Its possession any passenger lists from any bus lines

On April 1 1954 Attorney MANUEL'ROSALE$'MIRANDA
Director of the Department of Preliminary Investigations of --
the Mexican Federal Attorney General's Office advised a
fifth confidential source abroad that 'the Federal Judicial
Police had conducted no investigation with respect to OSWALD's
travels in Mexico and did not have any copies of passenger
lists relating thereto



made inquiries of officials in the Judicial Police of the
Federal District and had failed to locate anyone who had
information concerning the whereabouts of the Flecha Roja
passenger lists for the September 26-27 1963 trip Ne
added that his agency had not conducted investigation in
connection with the OSWALD case and would have no reason
for having the passenger lists

The third confidential source abroad advised on
April 14 1964 that the fact the passenger lists of the
November 26-27 1963 Flecha Roja trip from Nuevo Laredo
to Mexico D F. had never appeared and were alleged to
be in the hands of an unidentified investigative agency of
the Mexican Government was brought to the attention of the
Acting Minister of Government Attorney LUIS ECHEVERRIA
who issued instructions to the Chief of the Inspection
Departpent of the Immigration Service-,`Attorney SANTIAGO

\IBANEZVLLAMAS to make every effort to locate the passenger
lists described above

On May 1 1964 Inspector JOSEyRIO DEL1"VALLE
advised source that he had-been-instructed to attempt to
locate the Flecha Roja passenger lists and was making every
effort to do so

DEL VALLE who is employed in the Inspection
Department of the Ministry of Government advised that he
had interviewed Captain MANUEL LECUONA supervisor of the
Presidential'Investigative Staff who had advised him that
he had no information concerning any passenger list from
the Flecha Roja bus line and that inquiry among investigators
in that agency had failed to locate anyone who had any
knowledge concerning such lists

10
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Transmit the following In

FBI

Date 5/7/64

(Type in plain text or code)

Via A TRTEL .t
(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1

TO DI ECTOR FBI (105-82555) COt4FIO ITIAC

FROM LEGAT MEXICO (105-3702) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY "OSWALD AKA
IS R CUBA

ReBucab No 68 of 4/30/64 which outlined requests of
the Presidential Commission in latter's letter to the Bureau of
4/24/64 Section (5) of this letter covered request for copy
of "dossier on OSWALD furnished to Ambassador THOMAS MANN by
the Bureau shortly after the assassination

A review of the Mexico City file on this matter
discloses the following documents were furnished to Ambassador
MANN by this office and may constitute the "dossier to which
reference was made by the Commission

1 One copy each of two undated memoranda one
captioned "Assassination of President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
Dallas Texas November 22 1963, and the other captioned
"JACK L RUBY also known as Jack Leon Ruby Jack Rubenstein
Murder of LEE HARVEY OSWALD November 24 1963. Both memoranda
were prepared at the Bureau The first consisted of 11 pages
plus a two-page list of exhibits The second consisted of 17
pages Copies of the two memoranda were brought to Mexico City
on 11/27/63 by Bureau supervisor LAURENCE P KEENAN for use in
briefing Ambassador MANN Following the briefing of the
Ambassador by KEENAN and Legat ANDERSON on 11/28/63 one copy
each of the two memoranda was given to Ambassador MANN at his
request since under the circumstances of the moment this request
could not be logically declined

(2 Dallas 100-10461) ~1 Mexico Cit sue' moss
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3 A memorandum was fu ished the Ambassador on
12/3/63 concerning al gations a walk-in mental Base who
gave the name of LUIS FERNANDE GONZALEZ Subsequently in Y/ 'i
investigation reveal d

FERNAN~
to have been lying in this ."

particular instance1and to ha e a background of fabrication
Information concerning the FERNANDEZ allegations was beingincluded in the summary being prepared here however in view
of the Commission's interest in the "dossier, a separate
letterhead memorandum concerning the allegations has been
prepared and is being forwarded

The above-listed items are the only documents
'furnished to Ambassador MANN by this office which could
possibly appear in his "dossier. It is entirely possible
the latter also contains memoranda sent to him by the CIA here
and copies of cable messages sent by him to the State Department
and vice versa While in Mexico City the three Commission
representatives mentioned that they had conferred with Ambassador
MANN immediately prior to coming here and it is presumed he
made available to them for reading all the material in his

ReBucab instructed that copies of material furnished
to Ambassador MANN be furnished the Bureau. It"is believed the
two memoranda mentioned in No 1 above are available at the
Bureau and probably have already been made available to the
Commission Mexico City memorandum of 12/11/63 mentioned under
No 2 above is in possession of the Bureau A complete
letterhead memorandum concerning the LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ
allegations which includes the information furnished to
Ambassador MANN is going forward in this pouch and will be
available for dissemination to the Commission if the Bureau so
desires

All other pending matters here are being vigorously
pursued in order to bring this case to a logical conclusion at
the earliest possible date
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Title

.
.HAR vELEE Y OSFVALD a>r~Agent r4 ..

C=j CC ..".."..".."".. ..

ACTION DESIRED

Q Open Cd
Q Prepare lead cardsf1 Pr epare tickler

Recharge serials
Return assignment carReturn file
Ret urn serials /
Search and keSee me

Q Acknowledgec Assign
CjBrin "Reas

g file
Q Call me

Correct
Deadline.."
Deadli ""~~ne passed
Delinquent
Discontinu
Expedite

C:j
File
For informati on
Initial & return

Bleeds
need attention

Retuihrn wt ex i

"....Q Submit new ch".."""argeC:
CD Type
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p onotion or notation as to action taken
"~~,''ys +

Remylet 5/5/64 an "~ ~1~",~ ".r: .same date and letterhe
dealioemodng with effrtsranum (IRM
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Red Arrow bus

passenger
in Mexico to

)
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dated 5/13/64 lists
No
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cable
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r-Jr-JIn accordmc,e with instructioirs set out inBucable No 87 dated 5/13/64,7:,'ItheNiare trans 'kA'''';!''#Amitted herewith 12 copies ofl.evised LHM dated5/5/64 (two for Dallas 100-U481)

The carbon copy of the passenger list made at

%-!i
Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico for Flecha Roja(Red Arrow) bus No 516 for September 26-278 t1963 trip listing passengers who boarded at
Monterrey which was located recently is not

..
set out in the attached LHM because many of

,;;ss:the names are illegible By separate coverthis carbon copy list is being forwarded tothe FBI Laboratory for examination

Efforts are continuing to locate the passengerlists made up at Nuevo Laredo and Sabinas
Hidalgo for Red Arrow bus No 516 September
26-27 1963 trip
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PESTS OF RED ARROW LINE IT 18 LIKELY THAT HE KNOWS WHO MADE SUCH

CHECKS AND WHO OBTAINED THE MANIFEST QUESTION HIM IN THIS REGARD

PAGE FIVE INDICATES THAT GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHO OBTAINED PASSENGER

EANIFEST OF RED ARROW LINE,gAD PREVIOUSLY MADE CHECK AT TRANSPORTES

FRONTERA LINE YOUR APRIL EIGHT LAST LKTTERIIBAD.;IDENTIFIES POLICETel.aa .
611~ont .qT . r

.1 DALLAS 100-10461) (ENCLOSURES 6)
/wCarpet

Canlohae ^. ~.~
.Coated
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CABLEGRAM URGENT

5/13/64

1 Stokes

TO LEGAT MEKICO CITY
EC '0-0FROM DIRECTOR FItI (105-82555) 1/

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS " R CUBA

RZURLXT AND LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM DATED KAY FIVE LAST DEALING

WITH EFFORT8 TO OBTAIN PASSENGER LIST OF RED ARROW BUS LINE

BUREAU 18 NOT DISSEMINATING RE IZTTZRHBAD NOTE FOLLOWING IN

CONNECTION THUEWITH ALIAS 0 OSWALD APPEARING LAST FULL PARAGRAPH

PAGE ONE SHOULD DE QUOTE HIDELL.UNQUOTE WORD QdOTB AUTOBUS

UNQUOTE HEM TO LAST LINE PAGE ONE SHOULD BE PLURAL STATEMENT

ATTRIBUTED TO CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

PAGES ONE AND TWO RE NEGATIVE CHECK OF RECORDS TRANSPORTES FRONTERA

IS IN ERROR A8 NAME QUOTE MILD UNQUOTE WAS MANIFESTED ON OCTOBER

TWO LAST TRIP 07 FRONTERA LINE FROM IODEICO CITY TO NUEVO LAREDO

IF zy HAS KNOWLEDGE OF CHECKS MADE OF PASSENGER MANI

f

TELETYPEUNIT
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CARLEORAM TO MEXICO CITY
BE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

OFFICIAL WHO CONDUCTED INQUIRY AT FRONTFRA LINE TO BB LIEUTENANT

ARTURO BOSCH OF PRESIDENTIAL STAY INTERVIEW BOSCH

RE LETTERHEAD DOES NOT CLEARLY ESTABLISH EXACTLY WHAT

PASSENGER LISTS WERE PREPARED FOR BUS TRIP IN QUESTION WHILE

ONE SUCH LIST IS PREPARED AT POINT OP ORIGIN NUEVO LAREDO

ORIGINAL OF WHICH.FILED MEXICO CITY LETTERHEAD MARES REFERENCE

TO ADDITIONAL RECORDS OF PASSENGERS WHO BOARD BUS OR PURCHASE

TICKETS AT MONTERREY AND BABINAB HIDALGO CLARIFY THIS

STATEMENT OF DRIVER MORALES ON PAGE THREE THAT HE W&8 CERTAIN

THERE WERE EIGHTEEN PASSENGERS ON TRIP PROM NUEVO LAREDO TO

MUICO BECAUSE OF NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS LISTED ON BAGGAGE LIST

IS NOT CONSISTENT WITH MORALES STATEMENT THAT BAGGAGE LIST DOES

NOT INCLUDE JAMES QT ALL TEE PASSEltGUS FURTHER MORALES COMMENTS

IN LAST FULL PARAGRAPH PAGE THREE MUM DRAWN ON BAGGAGE.LIST

IS IN ERROR AS BAGGAGE LIST PERTAINS TO LUGGAGE CHECKED ON BUS

RATHER THAN TO PASSENGERS NOTE THAT NAME OF BOWEN WHO TRAVELED

ALONE APPEARS ON BAGGAGE LIST WITH LINE DRAWN BENEATH 118NNAME

THIS LINE INDICATED ADDITIONAL LUGGAGE OF BOWEN RATHER THAN THAT

Hs WAS TRAVELING IN A PARTY OF TWO ENDEAVOR TO LOCATE ALL

PASSENGER LISTS THROUGH LEADS SUGGESTED HEREIN AND THEREAFTER

REWRITE RE LETTERHEAD CLEARLY AND CONCISELY SETTING FORTH

DESCRIPTION OF PASSENGER LIST OR LISTS FOR TRIP IN QUESTION
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CAULEGRAM TO MEXICO CITY
BB LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

REURAIRTEL MAY SEVEN LAST CONCERNING DOSSIER OF AMBASSADOR

MANN. FURNISH TO BUREAU COPIES OF ITEMS DESIGNATED ONE AND THREE

IN REAIRTEL

REURCAB MAY.SEVBN LAST NUMBER SIX ZERO ONE BUREAU DOES

POT DESIRE TO INQUIRE OP COMMISSION AS TO NATURE OF COMMISSION

2JUMM $ENTATIVES ORAL REQUEST OF YOU YOUR APRIL TWENTY-EIGHT

LAST LETTERHEAD CONCERNING IDENTITIES OF AGENTS WHO CONDUCTED

INVESTIGATION MIUMICO HAS BERN FURNISHED TO COMMISSION ON BASIS

YOUR STATEMENT THAT COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVES WERE INTERESTED

ONLY IN IDENTITIES OF AGENTS WHO CONDUCTED INQUIRY OUTLINED IN
r

YOUR MAY SEVEN LAST CAB REURCAB MAY NINE LAST NUMBER SIX ZERO
C

EIGHT YOU MAY DISCONTINUE DAILY SUMMARY HOWEVER BEEP BURBA~fc
.CURRENTLY INFORMED OF ALIT PERTINENT DEVELOP iTS HANDLE FORES

GOING REQUESTS IMMEDIATELY DALLAS BEING ADVISED BY MAIL r

NOTE TO SAC DALLAS

Enclosed are two copies of re Legat airtel 5/7/64
and two copies re Legat letter and letterhead dated 5/5/64
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NOTE See memo Branigan to Sullivan re
dated 5-13-64,. JMS:mhw
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue M R
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

.. 1(1

BYCOURIERSVC
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"Mark Lane SM

Belmont
Mohr
DeLoach
Rosen
Mal ley
Sullivan
Branigan
Lenihan
Sizoo

May 13 1964

BT COURIER SERVICE

fi 22.
o -~

Attached is a copy of the May 9 1964 issue Of .2
the "National Guardian which contains an article on
pages one and twelve captioned "Oswald case A new angle w

According to the article Mark Lane claims
thati~the United States Secret Service deliberately planted a:0

false story in the press to cast further guilt on
Lee Harvey Oswald The article also reports that Lane "`

has stated that he has written to the Preeident's.Commieeiono
about this allegation and has offered to testify. 0~

This Bureau is taking no action on Lane's alleg `ation p
in the absence of a specific request from you -< --.1 }}~

3.Sl

J r

Sincerely youre,X~
,

L Edgar Howell
tg MAY 141961
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J t(Jgrtr Hoover

BEQ1M cs MAY 141964
NOTE See memo Branigan to Sullivan re "Lee Harvey OSara14.Mar
IS S Cuba 5-13-64 WAB:mhw
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Mohr
DeLoach
Rosen
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Malley
Lenihan
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May 14 1064

BT COURIER SEAV IC`!

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankint

Reference is made to my letter of May 8
1964 ohich advised that Dallas Police Chief Jesse E

Curry denied that he ever received a letter from the
Justice Department and that he had been requested by
any official of the FBI not to arrest Oswald or Ruby
as alleged in an article from the May 17 1964 issue of
the "National Enquirer.*

'Dy letter dated May 13 1964 from the

Deputy Attorney General we were advised that a check
of the files of the Department of Justice discloses
no reference to an alleged letter from a high official
of the justice Department to Dallas Police Chief Jesse B
Curry nor any reference that an TDI official was asked to

request the Dallas Police not to arrest Oswald or Ruby.

This completes our inquiry in this matter

MA AOOM ELET1:veal r te..~ rP



Transmit the following in

1 Mr ':moans
1 '.tr G.t~
 I '.tr !t".A.r -

YMr Eul:wAn
Mr Tam .__..
Mr Tr,ttor

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) Tel Room
AIRTEL

Date

Mr
Urtmont....._Mr Mohr

Mr Co%per

Mr Conrad
R~r+ ~ t M I) tt:r .t

5/6/64

TO

FROM

-SUBJECT

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/2/64 forwarding two
copies of a letter from the President's Commission dated
4/30/64 requesting interview of Miss YAEKO OKUI and Dallas
airtel to Bureau and New York dated 5/5/64

Enclosed herewith are ten copies of a letterhead memo
randum reflecting interview with Miss YAEKO OKUI conducted by
SA'S EUGENE F PETRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZER

r

By referenced Dallas airtel to Bureau and New York
the New York Office was requested to interview Mr MICHIO 04";,/
KUSHI President Nippon Service Inc. 13 West 46th St.
NYC who was the employer of Miss OKUI at the time of her
attendance at the party at the DECLAN f FORD residence in
Dallas Texas 12/28-30/62 New York was requested to submit
a letterhead memorandum to the Bureau and 25 copies of an
FD.302 to Dallas

SUB The results of interview with Miss OKUI and the
results of investigation conducted at New York will be in
cluded in a subsequent Dallas report under instant caption

3(A

to MAY 9 1964
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STATES DEPARTMENT O ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
In Reply PleaseRefera
FU M.

Dallas Taxraae

May 6 1964

BE HARVEY 06x

By letter dated April 30 1964 the President's Commission

requested that Miss YAEKO OKUI be interviewed as.witnesses had
toatified to her presence at a year-end combination Christmas
New Year's Party December 28 30 1962 at the residence of Mr
and Mrs DEC.LAN P FORD at 14057 Brockcrest Drive Dallas Texas
at which party ) RINA and LEE HARVEY OSWALD were also in attendance

Oa May 5 1964 Miss YAEKO I 5646 Loring Drive Apart
ment 149 Dallas Texas was contacted at her residence for inter
view

Mias OKUI advia6d she was born January 190 1933 Tokyo
Japan and resided at the r.sid.rce of her parents 843 Yamashita
Cho Sumpto City Hyogo Prafecrure Japan until her travel to the
United States in 1959

As a mattar of background Miss OKUI advised her father
was a practicing attorney in Sumata City Japan until the time
of his death appxox tely four years ago and that her mother
Mrs T07:0 0X3I is praaantly a Cartif! ed Public Accountant operat
ing accounting fine in Sumoto City and Wakaya:rac City Miss OKUI
advised she Ettm nd-ed Wasada Univaraity in Tokyo for three and
one-half yea.F majoring La Basintas Administration and Economics
She advised she dli not raceive a degree from this university but
lacks only the avbrteaion of a thesis which she plans to submit f
upon her ratun In aiditton Mi sa OKUI completed seven years of

study at the 8ogatau School of Prsfessic+nal Flower Arrangement at

Tokyo far which sha raceive"i a Taav:her's Certificate allowing
her to prac:tica prafgealo al fla ar arrangement teaching throughout
the world Miss OY,fII a4.ias3 she is further proficient in Kato
music which Miss OICL't described as a large thirteen-string instru

ent which is quite popular in Ja nese symphony orchestras Miss

-51COPIPA DESTROYEIr
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numerous contacts with southwestern firms having 'apar_ese connections
in the name of her company

Rat LEE HARVEY OSWALD

orix stated she likewise holds a gsacher a Certificate in this
instrument and she accordingly has conducted severe] classes in
Kato-music during her residence in Dallas

Miss OK= advised that in the Spring ce 1959 upot con
plating her studiet the Sogetau School in Tokyo she came in
contact with a Mr OZAWA President of Wawa & Company Osaka
Japan which company is the Japanese agent for Schw'abach Pernats
& Company a Dallas corporation dealing in cotton exchange Miss
OKUI expressed a desire to Mr OZAWA to visit the United States
for cultural purposes and accordingly Mr O7 WA arranged for her
employment with Mr GBRARDO._. INSTEIN President of Sch3t ach
Perutz & Ccepanyfl his o ficea in the Cotton Exchange Building
Dallas Mr WEINSTEIN agreed to act as Miss OM's sponsor for a
two-year period during her employment by him In the United States
and accordingly she arrived in the United States and Dallas
Texas in the Sumner of 1959

Miss OKUI explained that due to the diversity between
her home land and that of the United States she requested Mr
WEINSTEIN employ her as a governess in his home in the beginning
to allow her to acquaint herself with western *acrid customs such
as buying her groceries and other domestic differences

Mies OKUI stated she continued her employment with 3r
WEINSTEIN until approximately June or July 1961 when she ob inad
a position with-Nt.ppn Service ;as. 13 Wet 46th Street New York
City whereupon she took up residence in New York at 22 E! st 95th
Street Miss OKtTX explained that Nippon Ser*rica is operated as
an American reprssentetive for the Takasham rte (phonetic) Depart .nt
Stores Japan's largest department store chain Mies OKit3 ~td~'iee3
she was Amp13yed for Nippon Service under the direct supervision of

Mr. MZC HI President of that company %me her return to
Dallas in Auu4ust 1962 She advised oho returned to Drall.aa at
the request of Mr KVSHI to act as the south+aetern representative
for Nippon Service Inc She explained her duties were primarily
in the public relations field in that she was required to pa,ke
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Res LEE HARVEY 0SKkLD

Mies OKUI stated that upon her return to Dallas in

August 962 she took up residence with the family of Mr & Mrs
WARREN SLIE 11415 Hillcrest Dallas Texas Mr LESLIE at

at t~ was Vice President of the Neiman-Marcus Department
Store in Dallas She advised she resided with the LESLIE family
until the Spring of 1963 when Mr & Mrs LESLIE became separated
and she then occukied a guest house to the rear of the residence
of Mr & Mrs LEE;S1ARR 5710 Chatham Hill Dallas president of
Titche-Goet ga Department Stores at their invitation Miss
OKUI eta ed she has lived at her present address for about six
ruxa h5

Miss OKUI stated further she is no longer employed by
Nippon Seriice Inc. as she has terminated her position with
that firm in preparation for return to her home in Japan Miss
OKTJI im scheduled to depart the United States on June 10 1964
via PIK Lines from San Francisco California however she intends

to regain in Dallas :nth the and of May 1964

Mies OKUI related that in addition to her services with

Nippon Service Inc. in the southwestern area of the United States
she lectures on an average of two to three times a week before
ladies ch.:bs and other similar groups on the art of Ikebana the

Japanese art of flower arrangement and in Origami the Japanese
art of paper folding Miss OKUI engages in these teaching lectures
as a free-lance speaker for which she receives a fee

r
Mss OKUI stated that while attending a chamber music

concert in Dallas appro tmetely four years ago she became ac

quainted with a Mr LE ROrt$Q who is a widely acclaimed cellist
and music teacher in the alley arse Miss OKUI characterized

Mr ARONSON as a La avian by birth who speaks Russian fluently
and is conversant in several other languages and it was through
Mr AR SON she had occasion to become acquainted with .M= & Mfg
DECLAN 4RD Shy'advieed she has attended several functions in
the com ny of Mr ARONSON as a gueat of the FORD family and she

recalls attending a Tarty at the FORA residence in the company
of Mr ARORSCel _ in the latter pert of December 1962 Miss OKUI

._ 0 a y
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Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

advised this party was held at the North Dallas residence of Mr
5 Mrs FORD 14057 Brookcrest Drive and that this party was oc
casioned by the celebration of the Russian holiday season which
she explen.ed is held a few days following the Christmas season
in this country

Mies OKTJI recalled that upon arrival at this party she
was introd'v ed to a large number of people in attendance none of
whom she c%n recall n*v but she doss recall being introduced to
an iudivid,zel who the !tc'J know was LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his

wife MARIA who were also is attendance at the party Piss,OKUI
stated she recalls further having a conversation with MARINA OSWALD

through Mr ARONSON as interpreter and she received a good deal of

attention from the guests at the party inasmuch as she was the

Daly Orisr.tel in attendance Miss OKUI recalled bhe discussed
with M& NA OSWALD the fact that she MARINA had recently arrived

in the United States end had had little or no opportunity to see

the country and-get acquainted with the people

Miss OKUI further stated she does recall having a dis
cussion with MARINA's husband whom she now knows to be LEE HARVEY

OSWALD concerning 1kebana or flower arrangement and OSWALD to

the best of her recollection q>ierad her about how she liked the
United Stites in relation to Va mn insofar as the customs of the

people ware concerned She stndad OSWALD did not at any time
broach the subject of pr i ics end if he had she would have been

inadequate in that regard as she takes little interest in that

subject.

,Mies OlcUt stated that if there was some consternation

by any of the guests at her dis:uaaion with OSWALD she was not
aware of it end in fact,.feel certain Mr ARONSON was at her
side at all times that avrnin3 Miss O1ost 'stated further that
that was the first and last time she had ever met or talked to
either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or his wits NARXNA OSWALD and in fact
did not at any time know his name until OSWALD received notoriety
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Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

as a-result of the assassination of President KENNEDY Miss OKUI
also stated that to the best of her recollection Mr ARONSON
did not at least not to her express any displeasure over her
discussion with LEE HARVEY OSWALD and she stated she feels certain
he would have mentioned it had that been true
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URGENT

TO SAC SAN ANTONIO (105..2909)

PROM DIRECTOR FB (105.82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS R CUBA

RE BUREAU AIRTEL KAY EIGBT LAST DEALING WITH REPORT OF SA

JOHN K KEMMY DATED APRIL THIRTY LAST AT SAN ANTONIO PAGE ONE SIX

REREP REPORTS ROBERTO RATIOS MANAGER OF RED ARROW LINE AS STATING

THAT NO PASSENGER MANIFEST IS MADE FOR RED ARROW TRIP NUEVO LAREDO

TO MEXICO CITY AND THAT ONLY RECORD IS BAGGAGE GUIDE LEGAT

RICO CITY ADVISES THIS IS NOT SO ACCORDING TO OFFICIALS RED

ARROW LINE COMPLETE PASSENGER LIST IS KADR IN DUPLICATE AT POINT

OF ORIGIN NUEVO LAREDO ORIGINAL IS CARRIED BY DRIVER TO MEXICO

CITY AND DUPLICATE FILED AT NUEKOLLAREDO FURTHER THAT UNIDENTIFIED

MEXICAN POLICE OFFICIAL ACQUIRED BOTH Till DUPLICATE AND ORIGINAL

OF RED ARROW PASSENGER LIST POI BUS FIVE ONE 8IX ON TRIP NUEVO LAREDO

TO MEXICO CITY SEPIEMBER TWENTY.SIX TO TWENTY.SEVEN LAST RECONTACT

RAMOS AND RI!RITE PAGE ONE SIX REREP

1gandA

1 DALLAS (100.10461)

COPY DALLAS BY MAIL

REC.13/O.

a MAY 14:
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Handle promptly so that this matter can be logically
00,1500concluded and the President's Commission advised "~

1-Dallas (Info.) (1(10-10461) G
/G ----"

t AY 141964
7

(5)
n

co l NOTE A letter from the Commission 3/24/64 revealed a request con
cerning a light gray jacket found in Dallas on 11/22/63 bearing
laundry mark "30 030 inside the jacket Commission desired to have
this jacke hecked':1.itNtIgiundir'ids1!ha1las for the purpose of identifyinf
the owner even though this jacket has been identified by certain
witnesses as that being.owned by Lee Harvey Oswald Investigation in
this matter at Dallas was',cofjpieted'and results furnished to the
Commission by letter dated April 20 1964 However the investigation
was extended into the New Orleans area in view of Oswald's residence
there.4
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Tot SAC New Orleans (100-16601)
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FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD ABA
IS-R-CUBA
ATTENTION:'CRIMINAL SECTION

ReNOairtel,4/28/84

Nov Orleans is instructed to advise the Bureau by
_return airtel when results of your investigation concerning
laundry mark "30 030 will be received It is noted referenced ;)
airtel indicated this project would be completed by May a 1964

letterhead memorandum revealingFurnish the Bureau a
pertinent results of your investigation However to preclude
a voluminous communication the letterhead mmemorandus should
indicate the number of laundries and dry cleaners contacted which
were negative contacts The identities of specific individuals
and Agents making such contacts should be included in your inserts
in detail along with the results of the entire investigation
and furnished to Dallas for inclusion in the report
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Material incorporated in this report was previous y
furnished the Bureau in the form of letterhead memoranda in
order that the information contained therein could be
expeditiously furnished to the President's Commission This

t~material is now being incorporated in report form in compliance! 1.
with referenced Dallas airtel to the Bureau dated 3/17/64 <.<

A review of the Cleveland le in this matter has
been made and all information develop d by this division has
previously been reduced to report form*in compliance with the
referenced Dallas airtel
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Ttlat LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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EDWARD G KOSCHMANN a former member of the staff'of the
Bethlehem Children's Home New Orleans Louisiana recalls
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and OSWALD's half-brother JOHN PIC as
wards of the Bethlehem Children's Home however has no
recollection of ROBERT LEE OSWALD JR Interview of
subject's mother MARGUERITE OSWALD on Radio Station KYW
Cleveland Ohio on 2/24/64 set forth

-RUC

DETAILS

AT CLEVELAND OHIO

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned isroyr agency It and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency
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Interview of EDWARD G KOSCHMANN
Concerning His Knowledge of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and OSWALD's Two
Brothers While Wards of the
Bethlehem Children's Home New
Orleans Louisiana
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Mr EDWARD CHMANN 5511 Morningside.Drive
Ohio advised ttht from August 1940 to July 1958

he was associated with the Bethlehem Children's Home New
Orleans Louisiana first in the capacity of a teacher
and.from 1949 until his departure he was the superin
tendent of this establishment

Mr KOSCHMANN is presently Principal of the
St Mark Lutheran School 4464 Pearl Road Cleveland Ohio

Mr KOSCHMANN related that ip was sometime after
the assassination of,President JOHN F KENNEDY that he
learned through newspaper publicity that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and his two brothers had at one time been wards of the
Bethlehem Children's Home in New Orleans Louisiana He
specifically noted that prior to this publicity he never
associated the alleged assassin of President KENNEDY with
anyone he may have had'personal contact with at the
orp rage

However Mr KOSCHMANN further related that
this newspaper publicity did refresh his memory and he
was able to recollect his association with LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and OSWALD's half-brother JOHN PIC In this respect he
advised that he was definitely able to recall LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and JOHN PIC from newspaper and magazine photographs
however

hO~Wnoted
that he has no recollection what~goever of

ROBERT LEF ALD Jr
j~A _Lc.~{U S

In preface to the following remarks, Mr KOSCHMANN
noted that during'the.period the OSWALDs were at the Bethlehem
Children's Home New'..eans Louisiana there were only two
teachers at the Home He advised that he taught the upper

File f Cleveland 105-7674
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grades and a Mae ANNA WEGNER taught the lower grades
There were approximately 40 wards who resided at the Howe
and an additional 30 children were brought to the school
each day by their parents making a total of approximately
70 students who attended the'achool conducted by the
Bethlehem Children's Hope

Mr KOSCHMANN advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was never in any otitis classes and therefore his contacts
with him would have been limited He also noted that
beoauee of LEE OSWALD's age he would not have attended
sohool while he was at the orphanage

Mr KOSCHWANH stated that the one thing he
recalls about LEE OSWALD was that "L R1 was a very good
looking boy for his age. He also noted that the only
incident he can directly and personally relate concerning
LES OSWALD wan tjuat ha had some concern over LEE 0SWA;.D's
physical appearance He explained that on occasion he
supervised the bathing of the children at the home in the
absence of the regular housemother IDA STOLTE since
deceased He noted #.fat during one of these bathing
sessions in about 104 LEE HARVEY OSWALD who at that time
had a chubby build had what tie considered a "protruding
stomach He brought this to the attention of IDA STOLTE
who advised him that this was perfectly normal for a child
of OSWALD's age and this was a sign that the OSWALD child
was healthy Mr KOSCHMANN pointed out that at the time of
this incident he was barely 23 years of age unmarried and
his knowledge of children was meager

Mr KOSCHMANN advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD doss
not stand out in his mind as a particularly good or particularly
bad child and therefore concluded he was an average normal
child In this regard he stated that he considered LEE OSWALD
to be normal in consideration of his having been placed In an
orphanage at a tender age and therefore lacking parental
guidance He stated he recalls that it was necessary on a
few of the bathing sessions to use "forcer to have L$E HARVEY
OSWALD take his bath However he again pointed out that
this was not unoomzzon for a child of OSWALD'a age and
attributes this to the lack of parental training

w .r
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Mr KOSCHMANN stated he did recall that LEE HARVEY
OSWALD did not crave attention and love which most children
in orphanages seem to require although he does not
nocoaoarily recall him as an individual who preferred not
to'rix with the other children in the orphanage Ha stated
that he can recall no instances wherein LEE OSWALD showed
tendonoies of being a "loner

In regard to OSWALD's abilities Mx KOSCHMANN
stated that OSWALD seemed to be a bright enough child and
cooed to pick up and comprehend instructions quite readily
Ho stated that he did not know of any of OSWALD's interests
however he stated that OSWALD was approximately only three
years of age at the.time and he was not in a position to readily
dicO417 any of his interests

Mr KOSCHMANN stated that he cannot recall any
individuals who may have been closely associated with
OSWALD at the orphanage and concluded by saying that he
never observed any indications which would account for
his alleged assassination of President KENNEDY

f t
Mr KOSCKMANN related that he has no strong

recollections of JOHN EDWAC although he does recall
him from photographs which he has seen in publicity concerning
the assassination of President KENNEDY He stated he fools
that he taught JOHN PIC for at least a part of the time he
was at the orphanage inasmuch as he KOSCHMANN taught.the
upper grades at the school

He stated that the only thing he can specifically
recall concerning JOHN PIC is that he was an extroverted .~ {t
individual who was a "brassy show-off He explained that
this is only his general impression of the boy and he can
recall no particular incident other than the fact that JOHN
PIC was always "big mouthed and had nothing to back it up
with. He stated he cannot recall what kind of a student
JOHN PIC was other than he recalls him as an average boy
and therefore oo6oludes that he was probably an average
student

li 41r 4
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Mr I:OS:.i 1.M stated that he was not sufficiently
acquainted with JOHN PIC to make any appraisal of his interests
and abilities

In regard to ROBERT LEE OSWALD Jr. Mr KOSC} !/NN
stated that he has seen numerous photographs of this individual
appearing in various newspapers and periodicals concerning the
assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY however he cannot
associate this individual with anyone he may have come in
contact with at the Bethlehem Children's Home New Orleans
Louisiana
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Appearance of Subject's Mother
MARGUERITE OSWALD on Radio
Station KYW0 Cleveland Ohio
on February 24 1964
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Mr PERRY/BASCOMB Cjexieral M_anager,-`Radio

4Stat.lon_KYW,_Cleve.land,_Ohio
related that MARGUERITE

'-'J
e t

OSWALD mother of LEE HAR rY siJOSWALD,,,appeared Qn a KYW -
tadio program known as HAHARV/MORGAN'sd "Copt Qt on ~

February 24 1964 between 10:00.p and 12:00 midnight b C

He explained that the specific topic of the
"Contact program on February 24 1964 was entitled
"LEE OSWALD Killer or Victim and that the special
guest MARGUERITE OSWALD was on the program via a long
distance telephone line from New York City He stated the
program is moderated by a member of the KYW Staff HARV MORGAN
and that the radio audience telephones the radio station
with questions they put directly to the special guest
and both the radio audience participant as well as the
answer of the special guest are heard by t e-Y4adio audience
In addition he noted that a Mr NELSON G KARL a Cleveland O!'-r t t
attorney appeared on the program as sort of a special
moderator and as a quasi legal advisor to MARGUERITE OSWALD
solely in connection with her appearance on this program
The radio audience participants telephoning the radio station
with their questions are not identified by name

Mr BASCOMB furnished a tape recording of the
broadcast of February 24 ;964 which is summarized as
follows

."-firm-7') \.~/07-7.*
-i) /P '

W HARV MORGAN on ebruary 24 1964 identified  . !//
his program as the "Contact program and stated that the "
topic of the evening was "LEE OSWALD Killer or Victim Re
announces that the special guest for the evening is Mrs MARGUERITE '}
OSWALD mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that she is participating
via a long distance telephone line from New York City '

In her initial comments Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD
advises that her son had been exploited add that he should
not have received the exceedingly large amount of publicity
which occurred following the assassination She advises
that on TV she heard her son say "I didn't do it and noted
that no one can be proven guilty in a few hours time no

2/28/6k Cleveland Ohio
 File
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one saw him shoot President KENNEDY and she just knows that
he is innocent Mrs OSWALD advises that she is fighting
raw our American way of life and that "a man is innocent
until proven guilty She states that it was this factor
which motivated her to help represent her son before the
Warren Commission

Mr MORGAN then interjects a few comments in
his opening statement to the effect that an individual is
innocent until he is proven guilty and that this is the
question of prime importance and noted that monumental
efforts are being taken in this direction

//
e-/7 t.

Mr MORGAN then introduces NELSON QYARL who
describes himself as an attorney who is intezested_in_ civil

ertiea
and Constitutf 17ilgfita Mr KARL advised that

subscribes-to-the thought that a man is innocent until he
is proven guilty and that his appearance on the program is not
in the defense or prosecution of LEE OSWALD and until all
the evidence is accounted for we must reserve judgment in
this matter

On a pre-recorded statement of Mrs OSWALD she
states that her son was tried convicted and murdered
within a few hours time She states the case is not closed
and that her son is not guilty until proven so She then
advised that I want to retract my story of MARINA OSWALD-h--
she is a beautiful woman -- I do not see MARINA as a

Washington socialite but I recall her as the plain Russian

girl with stringy hair The first few days after LEE was
accused of the assassination of the President MARINA did not
believe that he was guilty However after eight weeks of

protection by the Secret Service and FBI during which period
no one could see her she now believes that OSWALD killed
KENNEDY and has stated that even if the Warren Commission says
her husband is innocent she will always believe that LEE killed
KENNEDY I say she was brainwashed and that she could only
kxoW.fgcts that were given to her by the Secret Service as
to what was going on as she only reads Russian She is new a
modern American girl and she is not permitted to see me and she
has avoided seeing me
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At this point Mr NELSON G KARL points out
that Mrs OSWALD has the right to express her opinion in
tree speech under the Constitution He states that to
date the Warren Commission has not issued a report and
we have had only a smattering of information from the
newspapers concerning these hearings My purpose is to
afford her legal representation as though I were her
attorney

MARGUERITE OSWALD then states that her purpose
is to bring her case before the American people I feel
sorry about this and firmly believe in the American way of
life and believe justice should be done When records are
released America will see a different boy than previously
pictured This boy has been exploited and not one good
thing has been said about him His living philosophy will
be shown in letters written to me from Russia

I have known and felt since 1959 but have no
proof that LEE was not a defector but a government agent
I did make a mistake in Washington when I said he was a CIA
man Now I know he could have been with any one of the many
U S intelligence agencies Why wasn't LEE under surveillance
by the FBI he was not under FBI surveillance because he was
a government agent

In January 1961 I went to the State Department
and received "red carpet treatment from high State Department
officials which also led me to believe he LEE OSWALD was
in the employment of the United States Government as I don't
believe this is the treatment afforded ordinary citizens like
myself Also LEE implied to a Mrs BATES who was helping
him write a book about his experiences in Russia that he
was a government agent I also believe he had Russian language
training in the Marine Corps because of a letter I received from
the Albert Schweitzer Institute while he was in Russia which
indicated that he had the equivalent of one year's training
in the Russian language LEE was always fond of the Marines
and'spoke highly of his relationship with the Marine Corps
which also led me to believe that he was a government agent

Further OSWALD was not on the "FBI List and no
one could understand this but myself (inference that OSWALD
was a government agent)

-10
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'I also believe that LEE OSWALD was "set up to
defect to Russia and that when he returned to the.United
States he attempted to obtain an honorable discharge from

.the U S Marine Corps and I felt that he was doing this in
order to make a living and not to expose his connection with
the government

Following the above remarks the "Contact program
enters the question (Q) and answer (A) phase of the program
It will hereafter be assumed that the questions are by the
participants of the radio audience and that the answers are
by MARGUERITE OSWALD unless specifically noted to be otherwise

Q After LEE HARVEY OSWALD was arrested paraffin tests
proved he had gunpowder on his fingers How does
Mrs OSWALD account for this

A I am a layman fighting for justice As such I do not
know about guns and paraffin tests and therefore X
am unable to answer this question for you

Q I would like to know about Mrs OSWALD's personal
feelings concerning her son's getting blamed for
this accident and all the people thinking he did it

A MORGAN Actually Mrs OSWALD has been talking about
this for the last 15 to 20 minutes This has already.
been answered

Did LEE OSWALD on the day before the assassination
express any hatred toward President KENNEDY

I did not see LEE the day before the assassination
His landlady states that he never expressed any hatred
against KENNEDY and his landlady's husband said
that LEE expressed that President KENNEDY was making
much progress in the way of civil rights

.MORGAN Is it possible that because of LEE OSWALD's
letter to Governor CONNALLY of Texas he harbored any
antagonism (This question'is relative to letter
written by OSWALD to Secretary'of the Navy CONNALLY
as to righting the type of discharge he received
because of his defection to Russia.)

--12
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No Governor CONNALLY was not governor at this
time but Secretary of the Navy If he OSWALD did
harbor a grudge and had killed President KENNEDY
he would have said "Yes I killed the President...
HO was of the same nature as I straightforward
During his arrest LEE kept repeating "I didn't do it
and he also told his brotherthat he did not kill
the President

How can Mrs OSWALD in her right conscience say
her son was not guilty when it was proven he owned
the gun that killed the President and he was seen
carrying a long package into the Book Depository
building

This doesn't mean he used the gun and it is only
hearsay that he carried a gun in the package With
all the beatings he took which I saw from his bruised
face and eyes on TV he still said I didn't do it
Why would he be so foolish to have a witness see him
take a gun wrapped in paper to the Book Depository
building

KARL The gun evidence is the weakest link we have
This gun was mass produced and easily obtained by
anyone. I don't know if the paraffin tests tied
it in with the gun that murdered President KENNEDY

Relative to an article appearing in a recent issue
of "Time Magazine which states that Mrs OSWALD
asked President JOHNSON for legal representation
at the trial she is quoted as saying to a
reporter -- You know what I got back -- I got a
note to direct any inquiries in the future to the
Warren Commission and not to the White House
Can you imagine I have as much right'as any
citizen to petition the president and let me
tell you this President JOHNSON I am not Just
anyone and you (Mr JOHNSON) are only President
of the United States by the.grace of my son's
actions
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A This quotation is an error I intend to sue "Life
Magazine and "Time This is what I said "Dear
W President I can now address you as such because
your good friend was shot 11/22/63 I find myself the
mother of the accussed assassin I simply hope you
will be so kind as to consider my request.

She states that the article indicates she knew
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD killed the President and
that she did not speak as she'is'quoted in the-article

Q What is Mrs OSWALD's explanation as to the
killing of Officer TIPPIT

A I will comment that Mr MARK LANE does the investi
gation but I do not think that LEE killed Officer
TIPPIT this is the key There has been no autopsy
on TIPPIT relatively little information about the
gun that killed TIPPIT or any news about his
burial She specifically notes that there has been
very little said in the news media concerning the
TIPPIT aspect of the case

Q MORGAN Is it not a fact that ballistics show that
the bullet that killed Officer TIPPIT was from the
gun found on OSWALD in the theatre

A The way I have it figured out although TIPPIT was s
an exceptionally good police officer when he
was given the suspect's description following the
President's assassination he did not have his
gun available when stopping a suspect on the street
and LEE was supposed to have shot him three times
and TIPPIT did not shoot back

Q I understand the FBI is holding a man that actually
saw OSWALD kill the President I wonder if'Mrs OSWALD
knows about this

If LEE OSWALD was a government agent wouldn't the
fact that he ran out on his rent bring attention to him

s
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We read this in the newspapers and do not know
if it is true or not Let's speculate that it
is he would do this on purpose to throw reflection
from himself He read everything from Communism
to (NORMAN) VINCENT PEALE He had to know this
for his work with the government and he had a wide
variety of Communist material

If OSWALD did not do this why did he leave his
place of employment immediately following the
assassination and secondly I feel many persons
fitted the assassin's description and I don't
feel the officer was justified approaching a
suspect with a drawox gun

All I know is what I read Mr MARK LANE is
of the opinion that LEE was never in the rook
Depository building He could have had 'the day
off to do something -- this is a frame-up and
this could have been part of it We can't believe
everything we hear He was offered the job at the
Book Depository building and he did not apply for
it This could have been a part of the frame

When he OSWALD was in the theatre why did he
jump up when the police entered and the lights were
turned on and when he jumped up he stated "This
is it then tried to shoot a policeman

This is debatable about LEE getting out a gun
Again LEE was an agent and he was waiting for
somebody in the theatre and when he got caught
he said "This is it meaning that his position
as an agent had been compromised He didn't have
time to kill the President and then get over to
the theatre in 29 minutes he would have had to
have been a modern-day Superman this is the
most ridiculous part to me

What is your opinion of MARINA OSWALD's statement
that OSWALD had fired the shot at General WALKER

14
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All I know.is what was written in the papers
MARINA had a note from LEE in which he stated
that he may be involved in something which
may cause fae to be arrested and in that event
contact the police station and the Russian
Consulate This was blown up.-- he may have
been a government agent and may have known about
the plot against General WALKER

MORGAN When he returned next day did he in
fact advise MARINA that he had shot at General
WALKER

This was not the original story This was
fabricated and after she was brainwashed believed
OSWALD had shot the President At first she did
not identify the gun (that is to say the rifle that
shot President KENNEDY) then eight weeks later
identified the gun The case is full of contra
dictions

A I do not know this is a fact I would think this
to be so but it was not told to me He was picked
up for truancy in New York City One story I have
never told was while LEE was in a Lutheran school
in New York City one day he said he rode the
subway all day and didn't go to school LEE was "
tpl1'ing the truth The point I want to make is
that he had the courage to tell the truth About
two weeks later he was picked up at the Bronx Zoo
while playing hooky from school..

At this point the "Contact program was broken for
a regular news broadcast and at the resumption of the program
Mrs OSWALD did not continue to answer the above question
although some aspects of the same material were brought out
later in the broadcast

Did you think JACK RUBY killed LEE HARVEY OSWALD
because he was in a murder plot with him

I do not have any thoughts on JACK RUBY because
I cannot do anything on that particular subject
I do feel the authorities will take care of that

r .
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Is it true that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was dishonorably
discharged and could not have been buried in the
Arlington National Cemetery

That's controversial He had his honorable
discharge but because of his defection to Russia
he was later given an undesirable discharge I
think of him as a government agent and this was
done to show that he was not a good citizen

Q The January 27th issue of "The Nation carries
an article entitled "Oswald and the FBI which
reflects that small sums of money were sent from
an unknown source in the United States to OSWALD
in Russia Can VA's OSWALD comment on this

A No I didn't read the article I did see an
article that a Western Union employee had said
that money had been sent to OSWALD

Q Does Mrs OSWALD know anything of the circumstances
which indicate that LEE OSWALD was picked up by
the Dallas Police Department for the attempted
shooting of General WALKER and that his release
was demanded by the Attorney General

I know nothing about this I would like to hear
more about it

At this point the participant who asked this question
advised that she had heard this information through a Canton
Ohio radio station which was carrying a rAdio program of a.BOB

_Originating from r9j diiBslrL

Mrs OSWALD then thanked the audience participant
for supplying her source of information and made the comment
that this is why she comes before the public

Q Why did OSWALD resist arrest at the theatre if he
was innocent
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I don't think he resisted arrest The police
surrounded him They did not see him with a gun
although one officer claims to have seen the gun

When you testified at the Warren Commission you
said You had information that'would change their
mind I would like to know what this information
is

The information I referred to was as to the
character of this boy I have his life because
I was his mother and I have all of LEE's
documents

KARL I would like to pursue this psychiatric
bit a little further OSWALD was examined by
Dr HARTACK (phonetic) appeared before the
C3ildren's Court and was sent to the Children's
Home Wasn't it recommended that LEE OSWALD be
committed to an institution not only for his
protection but for the protection of the
community

Only in this regard I only knew he was confined
for five to six weeks and must have had psychiatric
treatment The Judge didn't confine LEE and nothing
was said to me about psychiatric treatment If
he needed psychiatric treatment the judge woulnd!t
have let me have him

Did he ever have occasion to be further examined

No however a change of environment was suggested
in that we leave New York and return home I
don't think that LEE received a complete psychiatric
examination and I was never told of Dr HARTACK's
(phonetic) examinatign

What are your feelings toward OSWALD's wife as
to her opinions

11
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I will always be waiting for MARINA when she is
ready I respect her wishes if she don't want
to see me

If LEE HARVEY OSWALD was a government agent
why didn't the government come forward that he
was an agent

Why did LEE HARVEY OSWALD choose to contact
the Russian authorities instead of ours in case
of trouble?

Why did Mrs OSWALD contact an attorney
known for his representation of a known
Communist to dig up the facts (The name of
this attorney unknown to participant)

I don't have an answer It is up to our
government to come forward with the answer.

He is telling his wife for her to contact
the Russian Consulate for her own protection

KARL This is newspaper speculation

Mrs OSWALD Because this attorney represents
the underdogs

I am a juvenile probation officer does she know
if psychiatric examination was given and psychiatric
examination is only given when necessary and not
to all children

I would have to assume psychiatric examination was

given because Dr HARTACK (phonetic) made it public
However I was never told that this is the fact

By whom was he set up and who had the best
advantage of the President's death



CV 105-7674
(12)

h.` In my own way I don't have proof but I believe
he was set up I believe the leak is in our own

government

Q Is it true that LEE OSWALD was in JACK RUBY's
Cafe

A This was in the newspapers No one can answer
this

KARL Was LEE OSWALD a "loner and did not have
close friends

I will bring this out in another program It is
too long a story for the present program I have
a wonderful thing to relate that happened to LEE
and it is something that has never been made public
I intend to make this known on Radio Station WBZ
Boston on BOB KENNEDY's "Contact program next
Wednesday (2/26/64) from 6:30 to 8:00 PM or if
we cannot do the program onthis date

inormalon the following Monday (3/2/64) He had
relations with all people

Q If IEE OSWALD was a government agent why did he
shoot the officer (TIPPIT)

A We do not believe he did

Q What is the basis for Mrs OSWALD's reasoning that
she has conclusive evidence her son did not kill

president KENNEDY

Briefly LEE could not have done this he would
have had to have been a modern-day Superman to
have done all the things they claim he did
that day

MORGAN Actually it was an hour and ten minutes
and not 29 minutes between the time ttie'.Presldent
was assassinated and the time of OSWALD's arrest
in the theatre
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A My information is from many many people I am
going by information I have The only answer
I have is that there are many vatiations

Q Wasn't there a witness to the TIPPIT slaying
who positively identified LEE OSWALD as the
slayer

A This witness went to the police car radio to
broadcast for help therefore could not
possibly have seen the man who killed TIPPIT
I believe OSWALD was tried and killed by public
opinion because the President was killed and
he was a Marxist and defector We jumped to
the conclusion that he killed the President
If a so-called good man was picked up would
the public readily say that he was the man

I will answer this question -- They would
say that he could not have killed the President
and he was one of our fine businessmen MY
point is this boy was tried by the public
I am not saying he is not guilty however I
am saying I believe he was innocent

Q Niles OSWALD still believes that her son was
not in the Book Depository building although
evidence indicated he was She believes
everyone that's seen him are wrong Why would
anyone be carrying window shades to wc.rk and
they were.never found and why did he run
away

A I will have to refer you to Mr MARK LANE
LEE worked at the Book building an'. his finger
prints could have been there from another occasion
That box with fingerprints could have been trumped
up We read that witnesses seen LEE in the Book
Depository building but the police haven't produced them
A witness stated that LEE advised him that the
package contained window shades but is this the
fact

20
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That is the purpose of cross-examination at
the Warren Commission This way it brings
out both sides There was no cross-examination
at the Warren Commission that's why I object
to it If they had someone do the cross
examination they would have brought out a
lot more

MORGAN I've heard it speculated that you want
this cleared up as psychiatric reports put
the blame on you for the cause of OSWALD being
what he was and supposition f..s:that you want to
clear any indirect guilt on yourself

It is not a fact and it is i'n aterial to me what
my neighbors think I have lived my life
alone It would not mean a thing to me what
people think I-have supported my family
without help and do not feel guilty in any way
I think I did a good job raising my boys

KARL Are you satisfied the way the Warren
Commission is conducting these hearings and
do you believe the approach is judicial enough
so that a decision can be relied on

A No I do not believe the decision of the Warren
Commission can be relied upon as I think it is
a one-sided affair We are just testifying and
you must.have cross-examination

The conclusion of the Warren Commission will be
speculation and rumor as all the witnesses sit in
their chairs and talk to the Commission then they
the Commission analyze what they hear

The above was the final question in the "Contact
program and Mr NELSON G KARL made the following comment
that he was very proud of his fellow Clevelanders and that
only in America could this be expressed with its precept and
concept of a fair discussion He further stated that he

22
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believes it a tragedy that JACK RUBY deprived America the

public and LEE HARVEY OSWALD of trial by jury and the proper
Judicial inquiry

Mr NARY MORGAN concluded the program by thanking
MARGUERITE OSWALD for her participation

I
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

t'osoet V'd

BYCOURIERSYC

COMM-FBI

7

Sill
Tavel
Ttotte
Tel.
Holm..
Gandy ROOM TELETYPEMOTE]

It) 8 ee 24
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Enclosures (5)

JYS pah
(12)

s HOTS. J'I

V

1 Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DoLoach
1 Rosen

iLap t

Dear Mr Rankin

ST COURIER SERVICE

1 Malley
1 Branigan
1 Lenihan
1 Nail Roos
1 J Y Siaoo

Reference is made to* your prior request for
coverage of the public appearances of Mark Lane

Enclosed are three reels of tape recording
of Lane's appearance at Upsala College East Orange
New Jersey on May 6 2964 as well as two copies of
a communication dated May 8 1964 at our Newark
New Jersey Office regarding the above appearance

Sincerely Yours

L Edgar
_ Rm 11

_':..:j g(

i9 MAY 25 2X54

We cover Lane's public ap`p arances at request of
President's Commission In his Upsala College talk Lane
continued to state that the assassination and the investigation

&a  hareoi we*14p90 handled by the Secret Service the FBI and
.the Dallas PD. e,i. n.his comments implied that there was

c.u.h. a conspiracy by authorities to find Oswald guilty of the
a-ad assassination I*ne.also mentioned that hq aq;bee approached

Go '01PECtis
R / (NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO)

AT 18196W
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE CONTINUED

by two individuals on the street recently who identified
themselves as FBI Agents and accused him of taking or
stealing FBI documents The interview of Lane to deter
mine whether or not he possessed FBI reports as alleged
has been furnished to the Commission previously and we are
taking no further action to contact Lane regarding that
allegation in view of his uncooperativeness and effortsto
embarrass the Bureau Also Lane gave no indication he
possessed or had access to FBI reports in his testimony
before the Commission

'a r
rayf_".'~. ."r "
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Date 5/ i/64

Transmit the following in

A1RTEL

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431

The follori ng is being furnthed for information of
Bureau and Dallas r



Via

(I

He advised that he has no firsthand knowledge.
-concerning the statement that RUBY was in Cuba and in

contact with one PRASKIN He explained that this information
was contained in a letter that he received from a friend /
in Cuba He exhibited the letter which was written in
the Spanish language and dated 12/3/63 Havana Cuba and

-oat it was noted that the first paragraph reads as follows

3,~Bureau Enlcs 3) (~ i~,~.1~i2-Dallas (Encl 1) OM) (iss-/olt/1

v

4t

8

U 4

r

S MAY 6 .1964

_

Date 5/5/64

FBI

+ A.` ~.+
y IA

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or cods)

AIRTEL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-$2555) 0

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA

Re NY airtel to Bureau with enclosure 4/30/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are three x copies
.o etter dated 12/3/63 received by EVIDI EREIRA

COSTA-from Cuba and wherein the writers es that "RUBY
was in Havana a year ago Only the first paragraph of
the letter relates to `"Ruby and his alleged presence
in Cuba Enclosed for Dallas is one Xerox copy of the
same letter

On 54/64 EVIDIO PEREIRA ACOSTA 3750 Broadway
NYC-appeared at the NYO was interviewed in 1he-Spanish

"

-language by SA JOHN JAMES O'FLAHERTY and furnished the
following information

At

1

r

2-New York
(1 y4 fitf) )TACK RUBY)

JJO far /AN
MO!

AT,t~,
TACH 7

(8) 5U
~-

INA)

PA
tell h

Approved  Sent

52 jMAY 19 I964a1
Agent in Charge
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t t He commented that he is unable to furnish
any additional information regarding RUBY's alleged
presence in Cuba and contact with one PRASKIN other
than the information contained in the letter as received
from his friend in Cuba

NY 105-38431

"Notify the Pentagon of this information
'RUBY murderer of OSWALD was in Havana a year,,a

He is friend and client of an individual name RASKIN
owner or manager of a tourist shop situated in rado
Animas:,,y Trocadero in .front of the Sevilla"_

06.)n/1v `& j ~'it v
PEREIRA ACOSTA-did not .at first wish to disclose

the identity of his friend in ...a since he did not
have the latter's consent t.'.o so however he subsequently
identified him as FERNAN ".! ARCIA 106k Altos
Entre 12 y 14 Vedado Havana Cuba Telephone 3-7088
He added that although he does'not know whether his friend
is the original source of this information he described
his friend as a reliable source

The above information will be incorporated
n report presently being prepared by NYO

"..jy IyN
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Sincerely yours
d Edgar Hoover

Enclosures (2)

9z/
REC 38

ie MAY 151964

JCS:pah
(10) 411

i
NOTE l't.

Enclosed letterhead which has been approved .for
disseriination by ,Messrs Belmont and Malley. establishes that
address in

questitin;isIpo9ixistent
as North Beckley runs only

to 3000 block n ,,tl ./~ f

Tolsos
B.lsoal
Mohr
Casp.tCallahan
off/Evan
Gate
Roses
sous~Tavel _1
Trotter
Teo Raon
Holmes

l y
1

2 7 .MAy l 5
Masan

TELETYPEUNITC=IG.1 JR
AY Y"9

'Ii "% ' .-s

1 -Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DoLoach
1 Rosen

1 Sullivan
1 Malley
May 15 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Branigan
Stokes

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated May 1
1964 concerning the a a 3610 North Beckley which
was given by Le H e ald as his place of residence
when he applie or s poet oi3ico box at Dallas,UTeaas
on November 1 1963

In this connection there are enclosed two
copies of a memorandum dated May 6 1964
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1 Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DeLoach

rev
plMay 15 1904

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Comaission
200 Maryland Avenue I Z
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Branigan
1 Stokes

I

Reference is made to your letter dated April 22
1964 concerning two pieces ofduggage believed to have
been the property of_ Len$arvey 4a1d which have been.
designated Exhibits A-1 and C-254o ii -Connection with ',,
requested investigation concerning the aforementionedw
Exhibits there are enclosed the following items

(1) Two copies each of memoranda dated April 3Q n=
1964 and May 7 1964 and two samples of
adhesive address labels issued by the
Continental Trailways bus line which are
described in enclosed aemoranda

(2)'Two copies each of color photographs of
_ Exhibit A-1 of four color photographs

depicting both sides of Exhibit C-254 and
three black and white photographic
enlargements depicting a portion of a
baggage check and two fragments of
address labels which wore affixed to
the top of ibit

C-254.~G 5 ,1D).
38

We have been advised that the yellow marking on
side of Exhibit C-254 was made by Mexic Opp1R 1954

ficials at Nuevo Laredo Mexico and that tho mark indicates
a bag was checked by Mexican Customa`E l~iu~redo wrrt~`

rolsoa  Septetber 26 presumably 19 he\ date Oswald entero Mexico
Iitbboel at Nuevo Laredo,. 7'or your rid tiop ",t '.e are no di cornible

.markings on Exhibit Ail.ji 1 t . " .~ '~ "
Con xt~ ~ll i.2

r 11 {O

OeLoochi
. .10)

r ~rE Lt V SEE N PAG$AO
I

Yowl tit
Trott ~+(ML s*

t 7hl Roo .i {~ 4'4Wass r
;air T MA&ROOMCJ TELETYPEUNITD
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Our investigation concerning the luggage utilised
by Oswald during his trip to Mexico is continuing and results
thereof will be furnished to you as received

Sincerely yours

closures (18)

NOTE

Honorable J Lee Rankin

Letterheads were prepared by Houston pnd Dallas and
describe the fragments of address stickers on C-254 and establish
that these were Continental Trailways forms Commission in its
4/22/64 letter suggested the fragments may have been forms of
other bus lines Dallas 5/7/64 letterhead shows that Marina
Oswald Os1Oldte3brother and Mrs Ruth Paine could not furnish
positive information concerning bags taken by Oswald to Mexico
Information re the yellow marking "9/267 on C-254 is rom
San Antonio teletype 5/11/64 This will be reported t Dallas
later Letterheads have been approved fot dissemination
by Messrs Belmont and Malley
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Enclosures (6) 3 . r.

to rt. ..77C

Sincerely yours 10 ,~
'L Ed Hgaroover

we le

TTol~.JMS he
Mal (ia)Casper
CsUot.a
Coated

Lo
Esm+
Gals  s i It
Rossoi/
Tewl 196t-7.7 ATrott.
ToleRoofs
Holo.SGandy I

AIUAI 91

Ps
ELETYPEUNIT[J
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04(

SEE NO*PAGE TWOt 0

May 15 1964

DY COURIER SERVICE
1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Mohr
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Rosen

Honorable J Lee Rankin 1 Mr Sullivan b
General Counsel 1 Mr MalleyThe President's Commission 1 Mr Branigan200 Maryland Avenue N E 1 Mr Lenihan ~;
Washington D C /1 Mr Sizoo rip

Dear Kr Rankin
,.Arr f l Mail Room

s--.1
F+
N
s~

Reference is made to your request for coverage of
the public appearances of Mark Lane The following items
are enclosed regarding Lane's recent appearances in the
Boston Massachusetts area

Two reels of tape recording of Lane's appearance
on Radio Station WMEX Boston on April 30 1964

Two copies of a communication dated May 11 1964
at our Boston Office concerning the above
appearance by Lane on Radio Station 1W

Two copies of a communication dated May 8 1964
at our Boston Office concerning Lane's appearance
at Harvard University Cambridge Massachusetts
on April 30 1964
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

BUREAU NOTE

We cover Lane's public appearances at request of
President's Commission Lane in his appearances on
Station WJLBX and at Harvard University on 4-30-64 continued
to attempt to cast doubt on the guilt of Oswald for the
assassination of President Kennedy and the slaying of Dallas
Police Officer Tippit Lane continues to state that Oswald would
not have received a fair trial had he lived and that the
President's Commission is a "highly political group which -in
Lane's opinion should be "nonpolitical In nature Lane
claims as in the past that numerous facts in the investigation
of the assassination have been shrouded in secrecy He also
claimed that a story had been planted in the press by means
of Michael Howard a Secret Service Agent to the effect
that a Negro janitor in the Texas School Book Depository
Building had seen Oswald "pull the trigger to kill President
Kennedy (Lane's allegation above appeared in the 5-9-64 issue
of the "National Guardian. Previous inquiry has failed to
identify any such witness,and the President's Commission has
been advised of this as well as of Lane's claim in the
"National Guardian") Lane continues to claim that doctors
at Parkland Memorial Hospital Dallas originally stated that
the throat wound of President Kennedy was an entrance wound
but that later,on insistence by Secret Service Agents,these
doctors changed their statement and referred to the throat
wound as an exit wound Items being furnished President's
Commission furnished by Boston airtels 5-8-64 captioned
"Mark Lane SM-C and 5/11/64 captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald
I8 8 Cuba.
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NOTE

Buchanan,.former rre ,porter for "Washington EveningStar 1946 to 1948 nod'li'vea~Yrance He had admitted pastCP membership and has written several speculative and/or unfounded
articles in French newspaper nLi'Express yon assasslnatt.Ion doubting c

_ Oswald's guilt Copies A icleb furnished by Legato Paris
WCCOURIERSVC ow

s .

1 Belmont
1 Bohr
1 DeLoach
1 Boson
1 Sullivan
1 Walley
May 15 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Branigan
Honorable J Lee Rankin 1 Lenihan
General Counsel 1 Sisoo
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N X
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to my letter to you dated
May 11 1964 which forwarded a copy of an article by
Thomas Gittings Buchanan Jr. in the April 9 1964
issue of the French newspaper "L'Express, as fell as
two copies of a translation thereof

For your information there is enclosed a
copy of an article by Buchanan in the April 23 1964
issue of that newspaper which deals with photographs
of Lee Harvey Oswald appearing in the public press
Also enclosed are two copies of a translation of the
article prepared by this Bureau

.Sincerely yours _ k
REG 38 ..I T ,...

I Edgac Hoover
,7
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Enclosures (3)

Tahoe
Enlace!
Mohr
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
D.Loach
Evans
Gala
Rosen
Sullivan
Tavel
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Monorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE CONTINUED

and translations thereof have been furnished to the Commission
Last article being sent to Commission discusses two photosof Oswald holding a rifle which appeared in (1) "Life magazine
2/21/64 and (2) "Detroit Free Press 2/17/64 and "Newsweek
3/2/64 These.are apparently copies of photos admittedly taken
by Marina Oswald in:Spring of 1963 and seized by Dallas PD after
assassination which were obtained retouched and published by
press Buchanan notes that "Life photo shows telescopic lens
on rifle while "Detroit FSree Press photo does not appear to
have a telescopic lens on the rifle held by Oswald At the
request of the Commission we conducted inquiry as the source
of photos in the press and found they apparently emanated from
an unidentified source in the Dallas PD Bureau representative
has already testified before Commission re the original photo
and the retouching of the photo for publication purposes The
Commission being furnished copy of Buchanan article and trans
lation thereof for its information

1
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The data furnished by CIA should be of assistance to you>

office in any future interviews with Marina Oswald concerning various
items appearing in her address book This data should also serve as a
cross-check on t e reliability of the information furnished you by
Marina Oswald

.TNG ah MAY 15 1964
"""

.COMM-FBI ~$ Qa MAY 181MOM(

Enclosures
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(WTI CONTINUED PAGE TWO)

A

.Airtel 1 Branigan r
r _ 1 Lenihan

I f 1 Goble"'4Y`y4ftl5/15/64

To* BAC Dallas (100.10461)

Croat
Dir3tor

III (105".82555)

LIE HARVEY OSWAW
IS It. CUBA

Inclosed is one copy of a letter from Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) dated 3/11/64 CIA file CSCI-3/?81,172 and the enclosure
to this letter These are being furnished for analysis and review
by your office Data contained in the CIA enclosure should not be
included in any of your reports concerning Oswald but should be
set out in cover pages of your reports where pertinent along with
statements bearing upon the sighificnnce of the item concerned In
the event you have questions concerning any of the data in the CIA
enclosure or desire further investigation by CIA regarding certain p
the data advise the Bureau and specifically request the Bureau to
contact CIA in such matters { 4

You should not of course reveal to Marina Oswald or any
other individual data furnished by CIA in regard to any entries
appearing in Oswald's address book If at some future date you feel
it desirable to confront Marina Oswald in connection with statements
she might make regarding entries in her address book and desire to use
data furnished by CIA specifically request the Bureau to ;o tain
clearance from CIA to use such data as desired

I

dad+"+Y~y~k'F^~'l tiK xi~"'j~'X~"~
CA"p. I.1 _ . r #

Cereal .Od 4/13/64 we furnish IA ph "'4 ~ o ages of Marina
~ld's address book and a memorandum containing the comments made by s

Evans
Ana Oswald about the individuals listed in her book whose names
--were written i ussian We requested CIA to review its files for any

Twl
a MAY 1919-.1.

1r MA$ROOM TELETYPEUNIT
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pAirtel to Dallas
Be LEE HARVEY OSWAID
105-82555

NOTE -CONTINUED

further information regarding these individuals named in the address
book The letter from CIA and its enclosure contain the results of
its inquiry into this matter Inasmuch as CIA has requested the Bureau
not to furnish any CIA data directly to the Commission we are not
including such data in our reports concerning Oswald CIA has indicated
in the fe$tezt that it has made its own dissemination to the Commission



IMMEDIATELY INTERVIEW MR WEINSTEIN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
of

O.[.e.e4
0.4
E
Colt
Roses
salUra _Tavel
T
T.2
Ho
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TELETYPE 4''vors 16:' S `1 JCollage'?A
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1 Belmont
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Branigan

5-15-64

1 Lenihan
CODS

Y'ELETYPB URGENT

TO SAC.DALLAS

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE EAR_! SWALD,_I8 R CUBA

REBUAIRTEL MAY TWO ONE NINE SIX FOUR ENCLOSING COPY OF A

LETTER FROM THE PRTSIDLNT S COMMISSION DATED APRIL THIRTY ONE NINE

SIX FOUR = WESTING INTERVIEW OF MISS YAEKO OSDI AND OTHER

,9 RELATED INVESTIGATION URAIRTEL MAY SIX ONE NINE SIX YOUR

ENCLOSED MEMORANDUM SAME DATE SETTING FORTH INTERVIEW OF

MISS OBUI MISS OKUI IDENTIFIED MR GERARDO WEINSTEIN AS KO

INITIAL EMPLOYER IN THE Q.S vv

-COMMISSION'S REQUEST "DETERMINE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHIdi
Q.

MISS 01W! CAME TO DALLAS AND TO OBTAIN WHATEVER INFORMATION,

WEINSTEIN MAY HAVE AS TO HER BACKGROUND. HANDLE IMMEDIATELY AND

SUBMIT LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION

REL:M W (7) j
NOTE Oswald attended a Christmas-New Years party at the Declan Ford
residence in Dallas in late 12-62 We'determined he conversed at the
party with a Japanese woman Miss Yaeko Okui We interviewed Miss
Okui and she furnished data concerning herself and information re her

Tame brief meeting with Oswald Commission also requested we interview her
B.I.o.t employer as to what he known of Miss Okui and her bac o d

1
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Tal.o:1,1.0.1
Mohr
Coop..
CalIaba
Conrad
O.t.00e
Evan
Gal.
Roam
:w1Uvs
Tor.l

Oh

u:s

"
AM

0

5/15/04

1 Branigan
Airiel 1 Raupach

1 Lenihan
1 Anderson

To s SAC Miami (105-8342)

From Director FBI (105-82355)

EE UARY0WAAID
Z.CUBBA

R MMrsp of SA James J O'Connor 4/22/64

By return airtel advise status of efforts of Dr Luis Conte
Aguero to contact Jose Fra Alonso in Cuba to pinpoint basis for
allegations that Mexican named "Duglas was involved in assassination
of President Kennelly

NOTE

Letter in Spanish reportedly sent by Jose Fra Alonso in
Cuba to Dr Conte,through intermediary in Miami Florida alleged

.that Mexican named "Duglas was responsible for assassination of
President Kennedy and that Oswald and Jack Ruby knew nothing about it
Dr Conte now believes this letter previously Misinterpreted and the
correct translation of letter is that President Kennedy was:.killed by
a Mexican with the surname "Duglas and by Oswald and that Ruby knew
nothing about the assassination Dr Conte attempt/l to re-establish
contact with Fra AlonBo~i~,~:.

RED

MT
,~ ...!~

ye MAY 181964

T
.mAY 19.196Hot

Gaudy ~ MARROOM TELETYPEUNITCJ
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Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL  1.1

(Priority) 1
.L

.TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

(8)

Approved

Date 5/7/64

FBI

a

i

Transmit the following in
(Type is plain text or cods)

FROM SAC NEW ORLEANS (104-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS -R -CUBA
BUDED 5/8/64

Re Bureau airtel 4/28/640 captioned as above

Set forth is a summary of the alleged.Anti-Castro
military training camp established in the New'Orleans area
in late summer 1963 referred to in a transcript of the
testimoney of CARLOS BRINGUIER which transcript was
enclosed with referenced Bureau airtel..

Information was received by the New Orleans Office
on 7/30/630 that approximately 10 Cuban refugees arrived
in New Orleans from Miami during the latter part of July 19631
for the purppse of attending a .training camp near NeW
Orleans after which they were to be transferred to a
training camp in Guatemala

These refugees were disappointed after their
arrival because they did not have training weapons and
this group allegedly returned to Miami shortly after their
arrival in New Orleans

For the information of the Bureau and Miami the
details of this alleged training camp is set forth in the
report of SA WARREN C DE BRUEYS dated 10/3/63 at New
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The Bureau's attention is called to pages 40
and 41 of the transcript of the testimoney of BRINGUIER

:-wherein BRINGUIER -olaimed that OSWALD got into an
,,:,.argument at the Habana Bar over the,price of lemonade. a ayy "A."~ e

the time gg;WBQ PENA the owner of the
ri 'Habana Bar was interviewed on 12/5/63 PENA stated he

could not recall the month or day OSWALD and either a
Mexican or Cuban came into his bar together He recalled
OSWALD ordered a lemonade and was charged .25 and the
man with OSWALD ordered tequila and was charged .50

;. after which this man with OSWALD complained to the
bartender that .50 was too much to pay for tequila

" 4 _. = PENH said he never talked to OSWALD or to this other
-4

The above interview with PENA is contained on

NO 100-16601/sms

Orleans in the cane entitled 'ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO '''''''''s'
andS-C, ButIle 109-584 Miami file 105-1742 New Orleans

file 105-1095

page 43 of the report of SA JOHN T REYNOLDS dated
12/6/63 at New Orleans in the OSWALD case

=y EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ the bartender at the
~. 'Habana Bar when interviewed by Bureau Agents on 12/20/63
'.a << %stated that the Latin appearing man with OSWALD he

1.,p.t ,.,;;"observed at the Habana Bar in early August 1963 became
.. irritated by the fact that he had to pay .50 for one
w,sLL.J drink of tequila and this was. the reason he recalled

-OSWALD and the unknown person with OSWALD
~ "' The result( of the interview with RODRIGUEZ
are set forth on page 48 of the report of SA JOHN T
REYNOLDS dated 12/30/63 at New Orleans

Efforts continuing to resolve questions
raised by Commission and Buded of 5/8/64 will not be
met however it is anticipated that inquiries will be
completed and results submitted in report form by
5/15/64

cs.<9 + 1 :a1t,i:;^xi:'~ ~i s JAR,.` .l+'A K "~ Aam ..
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NOTE
Commission furnished transcript of testimony of Carlos Bringuier

anti-Castro Cuban in New Orleans who was involved in picketing of Oswald
in Nov Orleans 8/9/63 Commission requested additional investigation
specifically",tq.resolyA,cRTtain points of testimony and obtainccertain
publication'X'eferred'toi;. Miami has furnished report containing requested
documents and translations requested by Commission however New Orleans t

,~ ndicated difficulty in resolving certain questions raised by Commission
Takes anticipating that inquiries would be completed and results submitted in

t~-report
form by 5/15/64 Above instructions deemed appropriate at tbie C
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Mr Belmont
Mr Rosen

DATE 5-5-64

1 Air Sullivan
I Mr Malley
1 Mr Stokes

( 1 Branigan
LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY -RUSSIA

CUBA

Memo r?/Wu m

In an article in the 5-17-64 issue of the
"
,National Inquirer, there is a wild story by John_

enshaw in which it is alleged that the Dallas Police
new in April 1963 that Oswald and Jack Ruby were

linked in the assassination attempt against General
Walker that they were about to arrest Oswald and Ruby
but were dissuaded from this action by a "Top Secret
letter sent to Chief Curry by the Department at the
behest of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) It
also alleged that a high Bureau official at the
Department's request interceded with Chief Curry askin
that Oswald and Ruby not be arrested but that the Dallas
Police desired this request in writing which resulted
in the Departmental letter

Concerning this story the Director inquired
"Have we checked our files just to be on safe side.

The main point of the article in the
"National Inquirer is hinged on the fact that the
Dallas Police had developed Oswald and Ruby as
suspects in connection with the assassination attempt
on General Walker in April 1963 This iscompletely
at variance with information in our files and from our

(check of Dallas Police files and our interviews of.Dallas
Police officials Neither Ruby nor Oswald were suspected
by Dallas Police of any participation in the Walker
incident prior to the assassination of the President
The only suspect developed by them prior to 112263-
was a 22-year-old Scotsman named William McEwan Duff
who was befriended by Walker and worked for him for_ a
period of time as a chauffeur and houseboy 'Duff was
questioned by Dallas Police and was exonerated on the
basis of a polygraph examination

t A
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR SULLIVAN
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

As to the allegation that a high Bureau official
contacted the Dallas Police and urged them not to arrest
Ruby and Oswald this of course is a complete absurdity

J and nothing in our files could support such a story
Likewise there is nothing in our files to support the
allegation that a "Top Secret letter was sent by a high
official of the Justice Department requesting them not to
arrest Ruby and Oswald Furthermore CIA has formally
denied that Oswald was an informant of their organization
or connected with them in any way and we have no information
that CIA was ever interested in Ruby at any time

ACTION

The above is submitted in answer to the
Director's inquiry

"''1-tt.A.~~.,;;. .:,";:,-, 1 ~ ~1.~ ~, ~'~q..."~ "ta.`?.~ ..r r '"-''rte :,Y'~",r~.i"I 4
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Memorandum

W C Sulliv

FROM Mr W A:''Bf''aggan
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r,
SUBJECr LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA
t.

Mr

0

ACTION

None Foregoing for
attached

formation ti.cle _in~~q,..r)v V ce

Enclosure
JCS:pah:Jdd

9

This is to,jrief a wild
5-17-64 issue of the 'National Enquirer claiming-that the Department
of-'Justice at the regt st of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
blocked the arrest of Oswald and Ruby by the Dallas Police in April
1963 The article cites no specifics as to the basis for the imaginative
charge and is loaded with filler material consisting of numerous hoaxes

Viand false reports which have been discredited It is recommended that
the article not be brought to the attention of the President's Commission

for the Department as it is patently false and unworthy of consideration
The "National Enquirer is a well-known sex-type of newspaper is totally

!unreliable and is-known to feature wild sensational stories

The story in question was written by Johnenshaw described
as Washington Bureau Chief of the 'National Enquire O weekTy publis d
in New York City Trhe article alleges that Dallas Police knew in Aril
1963 that Oswald and Ruby were linked in the assassination attempt
against General Walker Oswald as the assassin and Ruby as the paymrste
It alleges that CIA was using Ruby to recruit commandos for raids or88Cubaand to prevent Dallas Police from arresting Ruby as well as Oswald hey
petitioned the Department to step in It alleges that a high Burea
official received a signed directive from the Department as a resul
which bd.-contacted the Dallas Police in April 1963 and urged them boat
to arrest Ruby and Oswald As the Dallas Police desired a signed n
communication a "Top Secret letter was signed by gh offical o
Justice and was sent to Dallas Police Chief Curry reaqhiuesting thiem not to.
arrest Ruby and Oswald The article thereafter attempts to establish

that Ruby and Oswald knew each other long before the assassination and
filler information it repeats the allegation that Oswald was a double

or CIA and Bureau the false claims of Mark Lane the New York
and the wild speculations that have appeared in the foreign

article is pure sensational trash :and there iS.no
stance
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a 7-year-old German shepherd in an international dog show
r Mars.`

BLIND COMPANIONS Blind man Luigi Molteni and his
blind guide dog Prima together just before the dog was
operated on The dog's sight in her left eye was restored
after on operation which took 5Y2 hours

Prima had cataracts on both things through her left eye
eyes Within two days wearing #

Then an eye specialist exam special muzzle to prevent her
liar :nul fnn!:+ she har! !Pen ft'n!li scratc1'in4 }l)p ete RM

By THOMAS KNOWLES
Police are hunting for one of the cruelest of all people someone who blinded

the guide dog of a blind man by throwing acid into the animal's eyes
And because the dog's owner Luigi Molteni 33 a telephone operator cannot

see the police have no clue as to who might have done it
It wasn't until a month after the dog Prima had been blinded that anyone noticed

anything was wrong with her
Molteni entered Prima

at Turin Italy last October
27

Instead of behaving in her
usual well-trained manner Pri
ma didn't obey commands near
ly bumped into obstacles and
barely saved her master from
being run down by cars driven
along a mock road

A spectator joked loudly
"That guide dog looks as if

It needs a guide dog for itself!
Officials of the show didn't

think it was a laughing matter
however

A veterinarian took one look
at Prima passed his hand in
front of her eyes and said "This
dog is blind.

Molten who has been blind
for six years wept behind his
dark glasses

"She's been like this for a
month. he said "She's frighten
ed and uncertain every time we
come to the edge of a side
walk a bysy street or some
unexpected obstacle

"But she's still banaged to
"t.n "n"~}nr,,r \tip n



"I've got a nice six-room When Neal kept complaining
house I've just improved with board members finally examined

the improvements that be made
in his home

Last March 30 they gave him
what he wanted they added
another $42 to his tax

"Now 1 pay a tax of $223on
my home an Increase of $Gi
over last year, Neal said

"But I'm a happy man Be
cause now all my neighbors
know my home is worth just as
much as theirs.

ripes
to

City
t ~s Taxes Sh uld

By STAN3 HAYES
LeRoy Neal argued bitterly

,when'the tax
increased

on his home was
j'her Saysl. But Neal's complaint shock

ed the tali board because
he insisted his tax was too

,t low t
"My increase was only $21

while my neighbors had to palyfrom $53 to $95 more a year,
said Neal 05

"It isn't fair because we're
taxed according to the value of

!!'1 our homes Since my house is
worth as much as theirs I
should be taxed just as much

"It's a matter of pride.
Last March 20 Neal appeared

before the tax board of review
in Lansing Mich. and waited
his turn to speak while dozens
of angry citizens complained
that their tax increases were too
high

When Neal stood up to speak
officials expected him to argue
about the $21 increase over his
previous year's tax of $160.

But Neal gave them the sur
prise of their lives.

NATIONAL

a recreation room with a sound
proof ceiling he said

"As a result my home is
worth at least as much as my
neighbors homes and I ought
to get a much bigger tax in
crease.

Board officials were shocked
"We just didn't know what to

do, said County Tax Assessor
Gerald Ernst

"It was the first time any of
us had ever heard a citizen
complain his taxes were too
low.

Neal was asked to think the
matter over and come back a
few days later but he insisted
that his mind was already made
up

"I'm being taxed at the rate
of owning a home worth $8,000
and that's an insult, Neal com
plained

"Because my home is now
worth at least $12,000.
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PROUD LeRoy Neal standing'in front of his house says it
was o matter of pride for him to have his taxes as highos those of his neighbors So he hod his raised
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and then back again
"We walk together through

crowded streets travel together
on buses and trains in the rush
hour

"How can she be blind
The surgeon told Molteni that

Last January 15 the special
ist operated on Prima free of

.yyh charge
With the dog under anesthetic` for 51ti hours he removed the

upper layer of the left eyeball

her master to and from llwkAn operation on Prima's nesteye is planned for later trysummer
Said Molteni "I'd like to meltthe person who threw the sa10at Prima

Prima had been guiding him tout pots Prima ofter dog's left eye was operoted on A neath "He must hate either dogs etall that time from memory special muzzle kept her from scratching the eye When the operation was over blind people"She's been making her way and the effects of the anesthetic "1 would offer him my bandfrom your home to work and Imemory, he said lection of danger spots she knew
I
had worn off Prima scrambled Iin friendship because a penalback again for so long that she "She's also aided by familiar when she could see to her feet and staggered around Iwith that kind of twisted toQis able to make the trip from sounds and smells and by recol At first it was thought that the operating room peering at 'needs a friend.

AFTER SURGERY Luigi stonds by os eye specialist's oasis uncovering healthy tissue under
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rs Are Tal

By JOHN HENSHAW ENQUIRER Washington Bureau Chief
WASHINGTON The hottest story making the

rounds here is that the U.S Justice Department pre
vented the arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack

Ruby BEFORE the assassination of President John
F Kennedy Oswald and the man who killed him
Ruby were suspected of being partners in crime seven
months before the President's death

The incredible details of the story are so explosive
that officials won't even answer "no comment when
queried about it But the story being discussed by top
level government officials reveals

That the Justice Department deliberately kept Oswald
and Ruby out of jail before the assassination

2 That Dallas cops suspected Oswald of being the gun
man and Ruby the paymaster in a plot to murder former

Major General Ed
K''" EXCLUSI.V

mnu win Walker -
3 seven months be

fore the President
There isa suspicion among = was assassinated
the American public that 3 That the U.S
there is more to the story = Central Intelligence
behind the assassination Agency was using

Ruby to recruit tom
of President Kennedy and = mandos for raids
his slayer Lee Oswald = against Castro's Cu
than has been disclosed ba To prevent this

explosive informs
The ENQUIRER prints this tion from being dis
article in the hope it will I closed the CIA ask
lead to the solution of the

ed the Justice Dept
to step in and stop

mystery surrounding these @ the Dallas police
-tragic events from arresting Jack

x -.a .Ru _



The cops were set
to arrest the pair But
they never got the
chance because of the
heavypressure brought
to bear by the Justice
Dept And so Oswald and Ruby were
allowed to remain free And seven
months later on last November 22 in
Dallas Oswald was able to kill the
President of the United States

The top-secret document a copy
of it is reportedly in the hands of the
Presidential commission investigating
the assassination bares a web of
intrigue that involves the Federal
Bureau of Investigation along with the
Justice Dept and the Central Intelli
gence Agency

It is so politically explosive that
the Presidential commission headed
by Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl
Warren has even withheld it from one
of its own members Senator Richard
Russell (D. Ga.)

It is feared that Senator Russell
who leads the South in the fight against
the civil rights bill might use the docu
ment as a weapon against the Justice
Dept and its chief Attorney General
Robert F Kennedy a leader in the
fight for civil rights

A sopsetret document - a letter signeu or a alga of l

ef the Justice Dept was sent in April 1963 from the Jus

Dee Dept to Dallas Chief of Police Jesse E Curry requesting the

ibb"m police NOT to
erred Oswald and
Roby in connection

the attempted
sterol of General
Walker

After a sniper shot
as eel missed General
tcafxerin Dallas April
10 1953Dallas police
suspected that Oswald
waig the sniper and
Rigbythe payoff man

LEE OSWALD
The document requesting the

cops not to arrest Ruby and Oswald
contradicts the FBI report on the
assassination and the subsequent mur
der of Oswald

According to the New York Times
the FBI report which was turned over
to the Justice Dept on December 4 and
then to the Presidential commission
five days later concludes "that there
was no link between Oswald and Jack
Ruby.

on'cas erore .yrK

The Times added in its issue of
December 10

"Speculation that Oswald and Ruby
knew each other or in some way were
part of a prior vendetta or association
is completely discounted in the report.

The ENQUIRER learned however
that on the day Ruby killed Oswald a
man named Bill DeMar told reporters
he saw Oswald in Ruby's Carousel
night club

DeMar under the stage name of
Bill Crowe was then master of cere
monies at the club GEN EDWIN A WALKER

The ENQUIRER traced De
Mar to an Evansville Ind. night
club and questioned him on April
11 He told our reporter that he
had seen Oswald sitting in the
Carousel on the night of Novem
ber 21 the night before Oswald
assassinated President Kennedy

DeMar said "I gave the FBI
a statement about seeing Os
wald in the club and that was it
I told them the same thing I;m
telling you

"I signed it and have heard
nothing more about the inci
dent to this day.

And on March 17 just three
days after a jury voted the

,death penalty for Ruby the
Associated Press reported from
Dallas

"District Attorney Henry Wade
has disclosed how prosecutors
made the 'big decision of the
Jack Ruby murder trial

"The decision They would
not call witnesses who swore
they saw Ruby and Lee Harvey
Oswald together before a sniper
assassinated President Kennedy
here

"Testimony from these wit
nesses would have made world
wide headlines And if jurors
tiad believed the testimony it
would have provided a motive
for the slaying of Lee Harvey
Oswald

"Wade said FBI agents and
other investigators provided him
with a list of witnesses who
insisted they had seen Ruby and
Oswald together at various
times

"The district attorney said he
decided not to call these wit
nesses because he had doubts

about the accuracy of their
statements.

And the New York Times in
an article from Dallas dated
March 15 reported

"Some law enforcement offi
cials in Dallas continued to be
lieve that a connection (between
Ruby and Oswald) was possible
but if so that it was personal
and did not necessarily involve
the assassination.

The FBI became Involved in
the undercover maneuverings to
stop the arrest of Oswald and
Ruby shortly after the attempt
to snuff out the life of Gen
Walker who had been preach
ing ultraconservatism since he
was relieved of his command in
Germany

Walker then resigned from
the Army

A high FBI official w
asked by a top official in t
Justice Dept. after it was n
fied by the CIA of the potent
ly volatile situation in Dat
to request Dallas police not
arrest Oswald or Ruby

The FBI official refused to
it saying it would be obstructs
justice and therefore would
a crime

The FBI man said h
make the request only if
officially directed to do so in
communication signecj by I
official

The FBI official then! even
a signed directive He contact
Dallas police and urged if:*
not to arrest Oswald and Rut

But the Dallas police al
wanted an official signed co
munication

Thereupon the Justice De
sent the communication to D
las Police Chief Curry asks
that Oswald and Ruby be 1
strictly alone

The department explained
didn't want Oswald and Ru
arrested because of "reasons
state.

The Justice Dept was lt"
the request on behalf of t

Because the CIA was
involved with Ruby
ably Oswald too!

CIA agents had been usi
Ruby to recruit men in the D
las area to serve as commane
against Castro's government
Cuba

And they didn't dare let Ru
be arrested and chance anus
formation getting out

There were also Indleadir
that Oswald himself might ha
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EARL WARREN
been working both sides of the
fence as a double agent for
both the Communists and the
CIA

So both Oswald and Ruby were
left at liberty

For the next few months Os
wal ook part in demonstra
tio support of Castro then
wen o Mexico City and tried to
get a visa to visit Russia byCuba

ald's application for a visa
turned down

Last October 3 he arrived back
in Dallas A week earlier it hadII
been announced that President
Kennedy would visit Dallas on
November 22

On October 14 Oswald got a
room in a rooming house near

!the Texas School Book Deposi
tory In Dallas The next day be

were really founexcept that tY after the attempt on Walker's
evidence was overwhelming that life that he saw two men not
the President had been killed one run to an auto and make
btheir getaway
T

Oswald
The same Oswald who had And within a few days after

gone to Russia in 1959 pledged the shot was fired Dallas police
allegiance to the Soviet Union felt they had a complete case
and tried to become a Russian Then came the fantastic series
citizen of maneuvers cloaked in secrecy

The Russians supposedly for which kept Oswald the man
whatever reason turned him who was to assassinate President
down and he finally came back Kennedy a free man
to America with his Russian After the slaying President
born wife Marina and their Johnson appointed a seven
baby daughter in June 1962 member commission headed by

From then on he tried to get Justice Warren to inquire into
mixed up in left-wing activities the assassination
ordering all kinds of Communist Then just after the commis
literature and eventually be sion began work it was report
coming a loud supporter for ed by United Press Internation
Castro's Cuba al on December 6 that Oswald's

He and his family lived first wife Marina had informed the
In Fort Worth Tex. and then FBI that her husband told her
moved to Dallas excitedly in April 1963 that he
-In addition to the apartment tried to kill Gen Walker

he had with his wife and child The FBI declined to comment
he rented a room under the
name of "A Hidell.

On March 20 1963 he received
a rifle under that name from
a mail-order fora located in
Chicago

On April 10 a sniper fired a
rifle bullet through a window z
of the Dallas home of Gen
Walker

Gen Walker was working at
his desk on his income tax re
turns

The bullet missed his head by
scant inches went through a
9-inch wall and came out In
another room

Dallas police investigation
showed that the sniper shot from
an alley 150 feet from the Walk
er home using a fence to steady
the rifle

Dallas police also'bad the re
port of a witness who was near

s repor
ed in a story datelined from
Dallas on December 7 that "evi
dence developed this week show
ed that it (the rifle used to kill
President Kennedy) was first
used April 10 to fire into the
home here of Edwin A Walker.

On February 4 the day after
Marina Oswald's first appear
ance before the Warren com
mission Chief Justice Warren
told reporters that Marina's
testimony "may not be released
in your lifetime.

The Chief Justice said that the
testimony would be preserved
for the public but that it may
be suppressed for decades He
finished his statement to the
press with "I say this serious

J Lee Rankin, general coun
sel to the Warren commission
also talked to reporters on that
day He said that Mrs Oswald's
testimony dealt with her hus
band's activities in the U.S after
he returned from Russia Ran
kin also said that Mrs Oswald
offered the commission some
"new evidence.

Later that same day Warren
refused to confirm Rankin's ref
erence to "new evidence.

Two fantastic turns in the
Oswald-Ruby mystery were
front-paged in the New York
Journal-American of Sunday
February 23

First the paper revealed that
one of the men who put the
finger on accused assassin Os
wald also had been shot

The man Warren Reynolds
said he saw Oswald running
away putting new shells into a
pistol as he did after officer
Tippitt was shot to death

Then in January Reynolds
was closing up his office when

Lane gave sensational evidenceIn Washington to the Warren
commission

The Times said that lane who
has frequently challenged the
view that Oswald was guilty of
shooting Kennedy had told the
commission he'd heard of a se
cret meeting in a Dallas night
club eight days before the Pres
ident was killed

Lane told the commission that
at the secret meeting November
14 were J.D Tippitt the Dallas
patrolman who was slain while
trying to arrest Oswald Ber
nard Weissman a New York
resident who had placed an anti
Kennedy advertisement in a
Dallas newspaper the day the
President was shot and a third
person

The mystery deepened even
further when Lane would not
state publicly who this third
person was

But the commission knows
the identity of the Mystery Man
because Lane told it to them
after the hearing room was
cleared of newsmen and spec
tators

Lane had said that the secret
November 14 meeting was held
in Ruby's Carousel Club and
when the public hearing of the
commission resumed Justice
Warren asked a question loaded
with dynamite

"Mr Lane what was the
PURPOSE of this meeting in
Dallas

But the purpose'remains a se
cret because Lane answered
that his information did not in
dicate what they were talking
about

But Lane said Tippitt
Weissman and the Mystery Mane

(Continued on next page)



he was shot in the temple with
a bullet fired from a .22-cali
ber rifle

The Journal-American said
that "a local desperado named
Garner was picked up by the
police after the shooting but was
cleared.

And this resulted in the second
startling revelation Garner's
girl Betty (Mooney) McDonald
took a lie detector test that
helped to clear him And this
same Betty McDonald had work
ed as a stripper in Jack Ruby's
Carousel

In early February Betty was
arrested for engaging in a public
brawl with a roommate and
a week later she hanged herself
in her cell

Another person who has added
to the deepening mystery of
the Ruby-Oswald link is Mark
lane a former New York As
semblyman who claims to rep

iing of Oswald the investigations the Walker home at the time of !on this news but said its inest ~resent Oswald
'came the slaying v 6"Non was cnntinnin J ..

.. ..w

annorder fileat
the depository as

r fAnd it was from a sixth floor t* ".~ z +~
window of that depository that wilt JRK
Oswald last November 22 fired + '~ s
the shots that killed President . t.V . e a ''~ ~_ Y _.r
Kennedy and wounded Texas
Governor John Connally

Oswald escaped and was cap
tured an hour and a half later
but not before he had shot Dal
las policeman J.D Tippitt to
death

Two days later as a stunned
world watched on television
Jack Ruby dashed up and shot t
Oswald to death as police were
leading the handcuffed Oswald
through a basehient corridor of
City Hall

Ruby the Dallas night club
owner went on trial for that
killing on March 4 He was con
victed of "murder with malice JFK'S LAST RIDE President and Mrs John F Kennedy ride

e ve president

on March 1!

Kennedy and the kill

the rear seat of on open limousine in Dallas lost Novem
But after the assassination of kw 22 just before the Chief Executive was assassinated



KILLER Charles Morris
16 killed a youth he hod
never seen before
He took a .32 caliber deer

rifle his stepfather had recent
ly bought loaded it and went to
a window on the second-floor
landing of the home He later
explained

"Rather than cause anyone
any trouble I decided I'd get
myself taken care of

"I was going to shoot some
body anybody passing by on
the road.

Morris didn't explain just how
he thought no trouble would be
caused hr shooting an innocent

to run
"So I shot again and then

again And he fell."
The second shot missed but

thy hird broke Beebe's spine

.d1..~
VICTIM Kenneth Beebe
18 tried to run owoy ofter

s
the first bullet hit him The
third shot killed him

ment and upstairs
They found Morris sitting in

the kitchen smoking a ciga
rette and drinking a glass of
milk

Morris then told police all -.
about his weird reason for shoot.
.in Beebe and finally said

'I did it because I didn't have.,.nom+^~'J:l~

By LOUIS MANSON
Sixteen-year-old Charles Morris stood

at a window of his home with a rifle and
looked out

The first person he saw was Kenneth
Beebe 18 who was digging a ditch near
by Morris had never seen:.
Beebe before in his life But a"Y `
he aimed a rifle at him and
shot him to death

And when police came for
Morris he told them

"I killed him because I wanted
to die

"I knew if I killed someone
the police would have to come
and get me and I wanted to
be killed myself.

Police asked him "If you
wanted to die why didn't you
just shoot yourself

Morris replied "I knew I'd
never have the nerve

"This was easier I just want
ed the police to kill me.

And that's why he murdered
a stranger

It was a broken teenage ro
mance that led to Morris mur
der and suicide scheme in Wall
ed Lake Mich

He had been going with a 15
year-old girl and last October
they ran off to Kentucky to try
to get married

But authorities caught up with
them and brought them back
The girl's parents then refused
to let their daughter %seeMorris
anymore

11~rX brooded about it for

1 It ecause

iJn't ave t e

Nerve to hoot

yseIf,
He Sa

for a gas installation desperately tried to run away
Beebe's father had gone for Said Morris "I could see I

some extra equipment while had hit him but then he started
the other men had just gone for
lunch Young Beebe had eaten
earlier and was all alone at the
ditch

Morris later said k could



"By shooting Officer Tippitt "'Then the higher-ups in the
instead of trying to make him conspiracy ordered somebody to
self inconspicuous Oswald put kill Tippitt Part of the Ifiaster
himself in double jeopardy His
act almost guaranteed his ar
rest

.thy?.

"She's the only one who cared
about me There's no reason
for me to live anymore.

Last November 6 while his
stepfather was at work and his
mother was out stropping Mor
ris turned from brooding to
deadly action

In any event as he looked
out the window of his home he
spotted Beebe

Beebe was shoveling dirt from
a shallow trench across the way
He was one of an eight-man
crew of which his father was
foreman digging a pipe trench

ut when I looked out the
window and saw him over there
I just aimed the rifle and fired.

The shot hit Beebe in the left
shoulder knocking him down

Terrified and unaware of
where the shot had come from
Beebe staggered to his feet and

called police
A dozen police raced to the

scene and surrounded the Mor
ris home

They called to the boy to
come out but he refused So
police crept through the base

of the way that's au
Last February 12 Morris

pleaded guilty to second-degreemurder
And on March 18 Judge Philip

Pratt put him out of the waybut with a life sentence

(Continued from preceding page)
spent more than two hours con
ferring

According to the Times Weiss
man had been asked by one re
porter to comment on Lane's
statement

Weissman said that he had
never met Tippitt or Ruby or
Oswald

And Weissman also said he
had never been in Ruby's Carou
sel Club

Then columnist Dorothy Kil
gallen `raised this "important
question in her nationally syn
dicated column on April 14

"Why did Lee Harvey
Oswaldpresumably fleeing from
the police after the assassina
tion approach Patrolman J.D
Tippitt's car in broad day
light with witnesses standing by

and shoot the policemanthree times although Officer
Tippitt had not said a word to
Oswald

"A man who knows he Is
NATIONAL
I.NQUIUE*

wanted by the authorities after a
spectacular crime does not seek
out a policeman usually un
less he has decided to give him
self up and certainly Oswald
was not doing that

"A whodunit fan would infer
that the policeman knew some
thing about Oswald that was so
dangerous he had to be silenced
at any cost even Oswald's
chance of escape and freedom.

Oswald's mother Mrs Mar
guerite Oswald pointed to still
another possible explanation for
the murder of Tippitt

When Mrs Oswald was ask
ed "Who killed Tippitt by
Bob Considine of the Journal
American she replied in his
column of March 13

"'Nobody seems interested in
how Lee got out of the Book
Depository the day of the assas
sination The place was sur
rounded by police absolutely
surrounded Yet Lee walked
right by them

"'You know how
'Because Tippitt took him out

plan the way I figure it Ma
rina's (Oswald's widow) part of
it too CIA or one of those
agencies.

Speculation that Oswald was
not working alone was also voic
ed in a United Press Internation
al dispatch from London which
was printed in the Newark N.J.
Star-Ledger on April 19

"Millions of Europeans refuse
to believe that the assassination
of John F Kennedy was not part
of a larger conspiracy that has
still not been exposed, the dis
patch said

"Tjle most respectable news
papers and radio and television
stations in western Europe feed
this viewpoint by giving promin
ence to reports that insist that
the late President was slain as
part of a left-wing or a right
wing plot

"On both sides of the Iron
Curtain the belief is widespread
that Lee Harvey Oswald was not
a psychopath who acted alone

Many think he was the agent of
a ring which most definitely
included Jack Ruby as one of
the conspirators.

The UPI report also notes
that Serge Grussard "one .f
France's best known journal
ists, wrote from Dallas

"'Very probably Ruby killed
him to shut his mouth forever
for Oswald could not have acted
alone.

In the United States the War
ren commission continues to
listen to testimony from the
many people concerned in the
case

But the most fantastic revela
tion to come to the commission
was the communication from
the Justice Dept to the Dallas
Police Department

if this document exists They
ENQUIRER feels it is the right
of the American public to know
of it

Is the Warren commission
and all other interested agencies
and officials keeping the lid on
this shocking secret

Only time will tell.
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RAM SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

UBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA r

Rerep SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated 12/23/63 Dallas

Pages 195 and 196 of rerep reflect information as to
the obtaining of $13 in currency and 87 cents in silver recovered
from the Dallas Police Department belonging to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

This money is now maintained in the safe deposit box of
the Dallas office at the Republic National Bank

It is suggested that the Bureau consider ascertaining
from the President's Commission what disposition should be made
of this money

Bureau
Dallas

RPG:va
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1"Y-4-6264
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-c Special Agent in Charge
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} Field offices pore previously Instructed to ~furaish to '
the Bureau all property being hold in connection with this case
On 12/10/03 the Dallas PD roleasod to the Dallas Offico $13 in
currency and 87 cents in silvor which had boon taken from subject
by tho Dallas PD at the time of his arrest The Laboratory is
maintaining all evidence relating to this case and this monoy should
bo furnished to the Bureau for appropriate retention and future
disposition
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Tot SAC Dallas (100-10401)
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Front Director FBI (105-82556) .% )
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6/14/84

1 Delmont
1 "-Conrad
1 Frazior
1 Bissau
1 Lonihan _
1 Ghoesling

x

RoDLairtol 6/0/04 which suggested that considoration be
given to contacting tho P.rcoldoat's Commie ion concerning disposition
Of cortain money which belonged to subjoct

Pending 000plotion of the President's Corrsiseion!e report
i3uresau does not desi.ro to contact the Commission with reapoct to
disposition of only this particular evidence You should forward
this money to the IIuroau attention IDI Laboratory so that all
pvidenae being hold in this case will bo in the Mroau's possession
and ulion concidoration io given to disposing of evidence in this
case appropriate disposition of this nonoy will bo made
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Rebuairtel 4/21/64 and a et
dated 4/23/64 captioned
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Dallas

JI1

1 Agent In Charge
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Spe
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
SACdOSTON

(105-10911)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

conceal) advised on 014. that he has knot "t
- for about 15 years as a part-time resider)a_`

nezgntloring Hartsville Hass.. He stated that rural ~
area is covered by the Croz̀T1 nrril?gton Post Office and
he has personally observed t

s, in the post o f
within recent Months He o Corr further that, '~
had posted mail from there although he has no -co action
of the specific nature or the amount of mail doposited.

.Advised that  L owns property in an isolated3
sectidn of Hartsvi e anti-:Flakes frequent and periodic =

visits thin reaidonce in Now York which is listed
wk..:[

"ors urn Ity

.1 ..t v

1
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CABLEGRAM
.1

L

TO LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105..3702)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (1 5-82555)
--.
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CBTo
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MAY 1 419ti4

1t Vdr'/(f

TELETYPEUNIT

A Route through for review

1

CODS

--V

'5/14/84 -fr

VKENT

J C Stokos

PIE HARVEY OSWALD IS a R " CUBA

*EURCAB MAY NINE LAST NUMBER SIX ZERO RIGHT AND BUCAB

MAY THIRTEEN LAST

IN ABSENCE OF SPECIFICS CONCERNING $XTENT OF INVESTIGATION

MEXICO RE PASSENGERS ON DEL NORTE BUB FROM MEXICO CITY TO LAREDO

OCTOBER TWO THREE ONE NINE SIX THREE AND AS TO EXTENT OF INQUIRY

WHICH MAY BE NECESSARY TO LOCATE PASSENGERS ON RED ARROW BUS FROM
CITY.

NUEVO LAREDO TO MEXICO /SEPTEMBER TWENTY-SIX TWENTY-SEVEN ONE NINE

SIX THREE IN TIME EVENT MANIFEST FOR THAT PUS 10 LOCATED,BUREATJ IS
.

UNABLE TO ACCURATELY ASSESS PERSONNEL NEEDS OF YOUR OFFICE IN

CONNECTIOYITH THIS INVESTIGATION NOTE THAT COMMISSION HAS

INDICATED DESIRE TO
11W ITS REPO 4T IN JUNE MD THEREFORE V 8

REG /0 /VA/
THAT ALL REMAINING INQUIRY GIVMI DE COMPLETED EARLIEST POSS

REVIEW P1DING WORK THIS CASE INCLUDING IMIDS TO LOCATE PASSENGERS
519(4

ON USES IN QUESTION AND THEREAFTER ASnSnJdR NEEDS AND SUBMIT

YOUR R COMMENDATION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT SPECIAL OQUAb WORKING THIS

BE PIS NTINUED 'MAD ONE COPY TO DALLAS BY MAIL

( -00ne-46t
VIA CA LEG`

,.EE NOTE PAGE TWO
.e 0

1



Cablegram to Legat Mexico City
Re Lee Rarvey Oswald
105-82555

1 rt

+ BUREAU M072 t ,~
N #...;, 4.4

Legat has throe BA's on special assignment handling
phases of Oswald case It was originally contemplated they would

=:, complete investigation by first of May However additional Y
`:. investigation requested by Commission and any leads which may L"'y

develop if Legat finds manifest of Red Arrow Bus may necessitate,. sP
bolding men on special assignment in Mexico City for additional

-period We cannot assess Legat's needs here

.06
..rte _ , .r _ a t .. ~.. "! .. ~Y4
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The source who furnished the data set forth in
r."e;1er,.n,.'ufe and t enclosed ir,sp.ss

TO t DI';CTOR F3I (lOS-82555)

FP.OIi SAC 'AU FPJsHCISCO (89-58)

LEE HARVEY 9S'IALD
IE -P.-CU;.It
00 Di

Re ilashin ton Field airtel 4-10-64

Enclosed for the Bureau are ei'Lt copies of a
letterhead memorandum s;ettin; forth a contact Pith the
ori-inal nource rc?ardinr "ARNOLD"in I7exico City And
shouin7 that this source ~"positively identified vOLD
LOUIS EE ). As t%c "ARNOLD v;iu allegedly had dinner
with LEC HARVEY M AM while the latter was in rexico

1 City (See Soh rranc3.sco airtel 3-20-64.)
.v

Enclosed for Dallas are 2S copies of an insert% s%settinZ forth the full details and backrroun4 re;;arding
this incident as well es certain data rer-irdin= K'; cLEg

1 ;from the files of the rassr rt Office of the United States
'L Department of Stets and from the records of the Unive:"sity

'of California at Der%eley California Instant insert
is being furnished to Dallas for incorporation in an
3.nvestizative report on OS::ALD

who furnished the information
.64 SA r eoUt S ;'inn

.ueau :.nc 8) c0,.l,xlc REC"42
-Dallas (Enc 25) (100-10461) (TUfl

I-Detroit (Info) (100-31365) (RSI).
G6--3



4COPIES DEBT ao-tE

12 IFE.271973
This document conteens ncltn~'1 1'c'co,l :Pry atione nor Canc tt jon ;73
of 'the Fi1I. It is the property of the FGI and is loaned to
LOU A?t'.ne it and its contents "are ~2rit to 1:c ` 4) st)"_1"tlted
"'tit i:lu sow r""enr _ _ K 7Y
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

+ .On ?larch 20 19C41 an individual who has requested
his identity not be divul;ed but who has furnish reliabletrr information in the past adv.sed'th'at whipe recently in
Mexico City he wet one Arnold (last name an%no'an) in the
Casa Oc ID /tricot oi,e."g'te by the Pnericer Friends r wise
Committee in %ex co City

1 Reply Rasa Rd
MN&

FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

van Francisco California
.

April 14 19G4 e
y'.rY rr

.oti~:r.'.n

V

eeeold *-.e Z e.l on the occe stoil o ti1" elev.:
mentioned m etins that he had had (reeler with Lae :t..rvo
Oswald durir.~ t.C time that Oswald visited 1-le::ico City preiorto the assassination of President ended" /a.,ol furnished

..no otS,er 4et.eils to this source regardin this dinner but
source state] that Arnold claimed to be fro! I :rk":1cy

`
California

L 4;:"=1 14 19ZtP).j,boto2r pL of : tnfeiv_.ireli.i..
."led di tai f;t""te:."_.. 10 1963 :t;^.tt ;es o%t_L.e i !Ire

the Nesi:ot t Of.,'iee of the United tetce Dvertr4ent of :tote
by investivative Clem David L De +;ease on April 7 1964,,tvas a::hibited to the above-maz,tiored source who immediately
positively identified the pboto_ra2h of Kesler as bein a7
photo-ra h of the individual na:r.e) Arnold Veit he et at
the Casa de los 4;.i;;ay I-h.xico City 7a?; . rt r :car is of the
United States Department of State reflect that Arnold Louis`
}:essle as bornSei-teriber23, 1942 Detroit ::ichi en and
was issued a posspor"t iet Can Francisco Celiforelop on -`_
September 10 1963 at "-hich ti"te be indicetcc he inteii.?e.
to travel to Cr& :i1 i'ccu "Ind i.r_eptire ."teyi etroed
ai"prr,xir stet ',i: ru~Istl

el

ti
ee i
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FEDERA BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIO

ALPOwTWO*Pm* *mac or oru000
LOS ANGELES DALLAS

IS-R CUBA

JtEFERENCES Los Angeles letter to Director 4/17/64 captioned
"Proposed Picture On Life of MARIE#OSWALD IS -R
Bureau Att'tel to Los Angeles 4/23/64

tr

ALMINISTRATIVE

Los Angeles teletype to Dallas dated 4/2/64 captioned _.:
"JACK LEON RUBY LEE HARVEY OSWALD VICTIM CR reflects a lead 4 c
for the Dallas Office to locate and interview CHARLES A LASATER
at the Cabana Hotel in Dallas Texas It is therefore ssibl
that Dallas has had previous contact with CHARLES A LASATER
and may know his current whereabouts

Los Angeles ii of the opinion that the rumor regarding ,.t
plans to film d motion picture regarding the life of MARINA
OSWALD may be without foundation It would seem that prior
to filming such a production this firm would have obtained rights
to MARINA OSWALDfs life from her and would have therefore been

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
COPIESNAO / ~a J

.'10 Bureau (105-82555)
(')REC-42

4 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)

3 Los Angeles (105-15(323)
1 105-16333)
1 MARINA OSWALD)

-C 4 5

56MAY 261964.1
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LALA 105-15823

in touch with her Loa Angeles therefore suggests that If,
deemed advisable by the Dallas Office a discreet contact with.
MARINA OSWALD and inquiry regarding any propositions made to
her relating to a motion picture regarding her life would
resolve this issue r r

V

DALLAS t'--_

AT DALLAS TEXAS Will *f deemed advisable discreetly
contact and 'in erview )ARINA OSWALD to determine whether or not
she has been approached by Cinema International Pictures or
any other motion picture firm regarding rights to the story of
her life for the purpose of making a motion picture."-

L S ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA Will as leads are received
handle immediately and submit report within three days

}
A:5

B
COVER PAGE
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HARRY H WHIDBEE pcut Los Angeles California
3
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION tit

Field Office Fib rt 105-15823

Tam I.EE HARVEY OSWALD

Bunts File
10542555 ,

XTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

Sy.opass
Allegation received that Cinema International Product=
(GIP) also known as Tex-Italia Productions (TIP) is
plannin; to produce film on life of rs i ARI!!A OS:"1ALD
This firm represented by CHARLES A L;SA ER GEORGE V
DOUGLAS and reported financed by E.SL E BLAN! :SHIP
rented office space at* Samuel Goldwyn Studios Hollywood {
California February 1963 until February 1964 when
ousted for non-payment of rent Sources advised no
knowledge of any filming activity by this firm or specific
interesb in producing film regarding life of J,ARL.IA OSWALD

~P

DETAILS

!I

'Ms aoese.nl contain **Met tocou,.,ndaUons sat tontfusiono of th rat tt Is Me propurty of ti raf and is toon.i 1*rout aq.ocrj U end II conical or* sot to bo dtsttttwt.d Outsideyour.g.waf
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f
s 2/27/64

De

BUCI(HARRIS Publicity Director for the Screen Actors
Guild Hollywood California;'advised tha~tXinema International
Productions (CIP) also known as,.,Tex-Italia Productions (TIP.:
with offices in Rome Italy is rumored to be planning a ;,~
film on the life of Mrs MARINA OSWALD widow of LEE HARVEY;
OSWALD p 4 * 4 a "~js

CIP ha% until recently maintained offices at the
Samuel Goldwyn Studios but according to HARRIS now,merely `'
operates out of an unidentified address using telephone

"`
i

number HO 4-5161

The corporation Is reported to have offices in Rome,.; =;r
as well as in Hollywood is headed by CHARLES LASATER and ~..i
GEORGE DOUGLAS is reported to be the Vice President HARRIS
has no information concerning the background on previous film
activities of either of these individuals

2/27/64

SA JOHN M CASHEL/AY
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BUCK HARRIS Publicity Director Screen Actors Guild,
Hollywood California advised that a report alleging that -,~
Cinema International Productions (CIP) also known as Tex-Italia
Productions (TIP) was planning to film a picture on the life

'f
Mrs OSWALD first came to him in February 1964 from LARRZ

LEN Los Angeles correspondent for the stew Mork Times newspaper

HARRIS advised that this reporter had picked up the tip
from an undisclosed news source and was requesting confirmation
from HARRIS According to this reporter HARRIS stated this
production company is headed by two men named CHARLES LASATER
and GEORGE DOUGLAS who in February had office apace at the
Samuel Goldwyn Studios

HARRIS stated that since February 1964 he has learned
that LASATER and DOUGLAS were asked to leave the Sequel Ooldw
Studios lot for unknown reasons without .iav,.ua produceu a
motion picture HARRIS has not been able to identify this
company or the men heading it with any previous credits in
the motion picture industry
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LASATER replied to the above le

stating he would take care of the ov
revealed LASATER is associated wit
and Tex-Italia Films 54250 Burn
OL 2-5678

f_

4/24/64 Hollywood California  

SA LESLIg F WARREN/AY:: 7

r
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4/24/64
D.t

Dote dictated

A

`r EARL SAIETSCH Ctll Sl Gld Stdis,omproer,amueowynuo
1041 North Formosa Avenue Hollywood,'California advised as
follows*

On February 8 1963 01et Product 4Pa,,also known la
inemaJntexnati.oral-Pictures rentedfice apace at the

Samuel Goldwyn Studios in Hollywood California and were
ousted on February 21 1964 for non-pa nt of rent. s=x
Principals of this firm were CHARLES )1Q LASATER who claimed

. 'to be repx enting unnamed financial interq 'in Texas f
.

!:)

OEOR ,1OU0LAS It writer and WESLEY ;.-4 3LANKENSHIP reported
to be -the principal financier BLANKENSHIP dref'r-cheek

3 ,in payment for rent drawn on the City National Bank
of Lubbock Texas Account 0675328 which reflected his address

, as 3304Coilege Avenue Lubbock Texas telephone No PO 2-5221
`K = ^ '.I h

On
.,".~

Pebruarry 17 1964 CHARLES A LASATER was notified
by etter that the rental of this office was being closed out
This letter was sent to LASATER in care of the Cabana Motel.
Dallas Texas

Ater on April 14 1964
due rent This letter

h Tejano Productions Tno:
t Road Austin Texas ..':.

i` :w =
GEORGE Y DOUGLAS sent a~ ~ postal card to Mr DIETSCH

dated February 22 1964 regarding past due rent which showed a
return address of c/o Atlanta Cabana Motor Hotel Atlanta s~;Fa} Georgia DIETSCH said that none of the above persons had
produced any films while at Goldwyn Studios and had not e;=
made any requests for facilities or technical crews since they
departed Hollywood DIETSCH said they did not appear
to be doing any filming while in Hollywood however there were
reports that women were being entertained in their offices on
the studio lot from time to time

y a r r Asx !
DIETSCH said the only one of this group whom he had

personally observed was GEORGE V DOUGLAS and described him
as male white age about 35 years 51 7 weight 160 -165 pounds
full head of dark hair dark complexion and dark eyes DOUGLAS

Los Angeles 105-1382
 Fit /

4/24/64

This $ocua.nt contains1.111. rscosar.alaitons nor conclusions of t1. r81 h Is lb property of lb f Bl oni Is loused I*
youroo"ucyi Uand Its coat.s's sr sot to b distributed (Maids your *gooey
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claimed to be writing a story which he hoped would be produced,lf
into a film DXETSCii knew no details is to the theme of
story

DIETSCH stated he had no knowledge of any plans that this
firm may have had to produce a film regarding MARINA OSWALD /,.
DIETSC$ stated that JACK FOREMAN Samuel Goldwyn Studios
Manager had handled the original deal and may be able to furnish
any additional details s -

` =...r
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1 JAC)C FOREMAN General Manager of the Samuel Goldwyn
Studios Hollywood California;'was aware that CHARLES LASATER and
GEORGE V DOUGLAS representing Cinema International Pictures
bad rented office space at Samuel Goldwyn Studios FOREMAN 4*~
stated that LASATER and DOUGLAS first came to his attention
a little over a year ago wh they came to the Samuel Goldwyn a! )
Studios with the actor HORSTT)BUCHHOLZ They discussed a plan >;_;"}t
involving a circus film which had been made in Germany and on =-f
which BUCHHOLZ had obtained an option on the distribution rights
They planned to edit and distribute this film in the United
States FOREMAN stated this deal did not materialize and LASATER
DOUGLAS and a financial backer WESLEY B BLANKENSHIP retained :.~
office space at the Goldwyn Studios for the stated intention of,<
producing a film if the story property could be obtained 1x =
DOUGLAS was to have developed a story Neither was however
developed and no film was produced and when they failed to
pay their rent they were closed out at the Samuel Goldwyn
Studios

r

Ry
..

t 4/24/64 Hollywood Cali6forniaet

SA LESLIE F WARREN/AY

FOREMAN stated that LASATER appeared to be the promoter
of the above scheme He described LASATER as follows

Age 301s or early 4014
Sex Male
Race White
Height 51 10
Weight 160 pounds
Hair Brown
Complexion Medium
Build Thin
Characteristics

Well dressed and wore glasses

FOREMAN described DOUGLAS as male white,-about 40 years
stocky build dark hair and eyes dark complexion full head of
hair which grew low on his forehead.:

BLANKENSHIP was described by FOREMAN as

Sex Male F4 a
Race White
Height 61

Y y t .w

Weight 170-180 pounds

Le+z

Fa I .Los Angeles
105-15823

Oat dictot.d 4/24/64

'Ibis docoosnt contains mentor tsconu...d.ttona oar conclusions of the rel It la tb* property of lb rat sad to loaned is
your ogs.cyl U sod Nocanvas ors ad to bs dladtbutsd outstd your
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fM
H
Age 40ls

air Brown wav tv
Complexion Ruddy

%Characteristics well dressed wore glasses r *~"i"Jttaw
FOREMAN stated that at no time did any of these rn

three persons mention interest in or filming,a picture con
cerning the life of MARINA OSWALD FORFNIAN said he h .d no
knowled a of anyone else in the motion picture industry~
planning such a film

FOREMAN stated he had no knowledge of the present
activities of the above three men and had made no inquiry
regarding obtaining technical crews for filming since they
left the Hollywood area
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MAURICE Q4tUELLET Police Chief Samuel Goldwyn S'..a

Hollywood CaliPornia,.advised as follows

'la He recalls CHARLES LASATER and GEO.'.C3 b',X:tL'.S

Date dictctod

$/24/64 Hollywood California
.et  Filo f

SA LESLIE P WARREII/AY J .l

had an office at Samuel Goldwyn Studios lot for aac-st a ;"%a'
CHARLES LASATER who was associated with DOUGLAS m,;:.'cly ca~.e
and went staying only a short time LASATER spoke of being
from Texas and representing financial interest in Texas

interested in making motion picture films LASATER claimed
to be travelling back and forth between Hollywood and Texas and
usually arrived at the Samuel Goldwyn Studios in a cab or with
some other person name not recalled in what appeared to ba
rented automobiles OUELLET advised that GEORGE DOUGLAS also
appeared to drive rented automobiles except when he first came to
the Studio when he drove an old white Cadillac convertible.

OUELLET advised that frequently DOUGLAS appeared at
the Goldwyn lot with an entourage of young men who wore for the
most part flashily dressed He described these young men as
"Hollywood characters, who hang around the studios and do not
appear to be working in the industry moreover their identities
were unknown to OUELLET He stated that DOUGLAS usually dressed
in a "flashy manner and wore high -tc,, pointed shoes Qi
numerous occasions DOUGLAS wag observed bringing onto the Goldwyn
Studios lot "flash ly dressed women and in the opinion of OUELLET
DOUGLAS was using the studio as a place to hold parties LASATER
was also observed at the studio during some of the times that these
parties were thought to be in progress The identities of these
women were not known to OUELLET

GULLET was aware that there was another man from
Texas who reportedly was financing DOUGLAS and LA.:ATE.R however
he could neither describe him or fur.ish his identity

OUELLET advised he had no knowledge of any or the above
men or anyone else at the :ant Goldwyn Studio: or elseare who was
planning to produce a film regarding the life of MARINA OSttP.LD

Angeles lCj-1

1'ft dotra..l callable s./tAa rotoaes.n4,ttono oor eowebvn{oweof the Fol 3t is tbe p..,~ rtr of lb rut dud b Jcua.t tYourripsaw, K o d U cordon's ors sot to bs distributed outside yout sosrty .t,y..;,,_""~ w _ , N ~ , _.` :..__
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Indices of the Los Angeles Offioe as of April 1954 -*
};. reflect no other pertinent information that could be idortified

with names CHARLES A LASATER GEORGE V DOUGLAS or WESLEY B
B3LANKENSHIP
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In.E Or CASE

LEE HARVEY -OSWALD aka

REFERENCES San Antonio airtel to Omaha dated 4/17/64
Omaha airtel to Minneapolis dated 4/23/'64
Minneapolis airtel to Los Angeles dated 5/1/64

By airtel Los Angeles advised Seattle on 5/6/64
to discontinue efforts to locate SCHMIDT through his sister
at Seattle,in that SCHMIDT had been located and interviewed
by the Los Angeles Of:ice

Information copies of this re:)ort are being
sent to the MiMeapolis Omaha and San Antonio Offices in
view of their previous interest in the investigation tot locate CHARLES SCHMIDT as SCHMIDT has either resided orCa traveled in their area

4--rt-..Apepovto) NJcor.cs mwo,cs
(10.1-Bureau {105-855

fMDallas (100-14b1 M
1 -Minneapolis (105 564 Info)(1 Omaha (105-2119 (Info RM)
1 San Antonio (105-2909 Info)(
2 Los Angeles (105-1582

fee _645.//
s

Aq.nar
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LOS ANGELES OFFICC

AT LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA kill as leads are
received handle irunediately and submit report within three
days

-B#
COVER PAGE
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HARRY R WHIDBEE :. Los Angeles California
5/6/6
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105-15823 105-82555

ntl.t
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

CHARLES ALDEN SCHMIDT located at La Puente
California and interviewed May 5 1964 SCHMIDT
states that he and associate JOHN O'BRIEN ..
drove his automobile from Omaha Nebraska to
Monterrey Mexico during latter part of
September 1963 and returned to the U S at
Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963 SCHMIDT
accompanied by owner of cafe at Encinal Texas
name() "JATO who acted as guide during trip
to Monterrey Mexico Purpose of trip to
Mexico was to have a "lark with friend O'BRIEN
SCHMIDT denies that he met or was associated with
either OSWALD or RUBY during above trip SCHMIDT
is certain he did not observe OSWALD nor was he
in contact with OSWALD at Mexican Border
Crossing Station Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1.=.-.
1963 JOHN O'BRIEN now living in motel and
employed Fullerton California

-P

DETAILS

LA T-1 advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD crossed
into the U S from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Mexico on ;4z
October 3 1963 The sane source advised that one CHARLES
SCHMEDZ and a JOHN O'BRIEN also entered the U S from Mexico

uevo Laredo on October 1963

Thtsdocument contains neither r.cosue"ndations nor eonclseion of the FBI fl I$ the property or the F8t and is tossed to
yew .sorcrt It and its contents ere not to b distributed outside your Gooses ~ '
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4eriff RUSSELL BR00BERG Otter Tail County
Sheriff ffice Fer;,us Falls esote advised on
April 29 1964 that CHARLES SCHMIDT is the son of HERMAN :1
SCHMIDT who reside t 1102 East Vasa Street Fergus Falls;'-Minnesota OOBERCJa'1"rised that CHARLES SCNMIUT has not
been in the Fergus Falls area for a considerable period of r:-,~r
time and the last he heard SCHMIDT was reportedly operating
a l igCior store in Omaha Nebraska SCHMIDT when in the -cg
Fergus Falls area was somewhat of a problem to his parents
and is a somewhat irresponsible individt'aL The records
of the Otter Tail County Sheriff's Office-reflect CHARLES -..=
SCHMIDT was arrested on August 2 1958,and charged with
Reckless Driving four Stop-sign violations and three
Speeding violations He was arrested by the Minnesota
Highway Patrol at Fergus Falls appeared in court subsequent
to his arrest where he received a fine in the amount of
$370 court costs of $40 and a 90-day jail sentence was
suspended with SCHMIDT being placed on probation for a
period of one year

Mrs HERMAN SCHMIDT 1102 East Vasa Street Fergus
Falls Minnesota advised April 29 1964 that her sor.
CHARLES formerly operated a liquor store in Omaha and
subsequent to this a Tastee Freeze also in Omaha When these
two business ventures failed he was enga-ed in the construction
of houses with an un nown partner at Papillion Nebraska
She said the last actual contact she had with her son was
when she and her husband HERMAN visited him at Papillion ~.,-
Nebraska which was in the latter part of October 1963 She
advised that at this time CHARLES was having marital difficulty
and was living alone at Papillion She was aware her son
CHARLES had departed from Papillion approximately the latter
part of November 1963 and she had been informed by her
daughter Mrs CLIFFORD STENERSON 13611 1st Avenue South

.Seattle &$ Washington that CHARLES had spent Christmas with
the STENERSONs at Seattle She stated that last correspondence
she had received from CHARLES was dursng Easter 1964 when
she received a postcard from him from Baldwin California
She commented that she was unable to locate this card and
was unable to remember the exact address in Baldwin l<..~ t~
-s YI . s .y t _ ! ;'i j.~ .v 1 t ~i"~~tt
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Mrs SCHIIIDT stated that she was In receipt of a 0
telephone call from CHARLES April 25 19644 She advised
that she assumed CHARLES and his wife were again living
together as when she had conversed with him she had inquired
relative to the health and welfare of his wife PATRICIA,'
and CI5ARLES had replied that she was home Mrs SCHMIDT ,
stated her son's parents-in-law the HARM MEISTERS reside
at Baldwin California She stated that she did not know":c
their residence address in Baldwin California

Mrs SCHMIDT stated that although she was not
certain she would assume her son would be engaged in -,,4
construction work in Baldwin She had no i.nowledge that he
had been in Mexico and stated that she did not know any
individual by the name of JACK O'BRIEN = -~

AT BALDWIT/ PARK CALIFORNIA nY

On May 5 1964 Mrs RACHEL'tEESTER -r of
the Baldwin Park Hotel 14211 East Morgan Strop:.
as follows

She and her husband .MEr STER manage this small
hotel CHARLES SCICIIDT is their son-in-law having married r
their daughter PATRICIA CHARLES SCtIIIILDT resided at this
hotel with his wife from January 19G4 to the first week
in April 1964 when they moved to a residence in La Puente
California Mrs NEESTER advised that she does not know
the correct residence address or the name of the street=
where CHARLES SCH'i"fDT and his wife reside and they have no
telephone She stated that she is currently caring for her
granddaughter DAWN SCHMIDT and was planning to drive to `
the SCHMIDT residence on the afternoon of May 5 1964
She stated she would personally contact CHARLES SCHMIDT
and his wife and arrange for them to telephonically contact
the Los Angeles Office of the FBI

During the evening of May 5 1964 CHARLES SCHMIDT ti
telephonically contacted the Los Angeles Office of the FBI and

f
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furnished his residence address as 18653 Bellarita Street,
La Puente California and agreed to an interview by a ~ ...,r
Special Agent of the FBI 4

AT IA FUEL C,,,ALIFORMA
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', r CHARLES ALDEN SCHMIDT 18653 Bellarita La Puenter
California advised he was born December 5 1953 at
Fergus Falls Minnesota He is currently employed ass
carpenter for Transa Structures Inc. 130 North Magnolia
Fullerton California He is married and has three children

In 1963 he resided at 721 Jane's View Papiilion d -~
Nebraska a suburb of Omaha Nebraska He came to California
from Nebraska on January 2 1964 and lived with his wife,r
PATRICIA at the Baldwin Park Hotel 11211 East Morgan _
Street Baldwin Park California His mother-in-law Mrs
HARM MEESTER manages this small hotel In early April
1964 he moved to his current address

SCHMIDT stated that during 1963 he suffered
several financial business losses at Orraha Nebraska where
he was a building contractor He also was having serious
marital difficulty which culminated in a temporary separation
from his wife and family during 3 t'3 September 1963 At
the time of this separation he and a close friend JOHN
O'BRIEN decided to travel to Mexico on a "lark He and '.. _ .
O'BRIEN departed Omaha during the last week in September
1963 driving his 1960 Ford station wagon bearing Nebraska
license plates

Ne recalls that enroute to Mexico they spent one
night at a cheap hotel in downtown Dallas Texas and got
drunk at a beer tavern located next door to this hotel
He does not'remember the name of either the hotel or the
bar At Encinal Texas not far from the Mexican border a
front wheel bearing on his car had to be replaced It was
repaired at a garage and near this garage was a cafe and
"beer joint He and O'BRIEN drank beer while the auto was
being repaired and they became acquainted with the owner of
this cafe a man of Mte:aeon descent named "JATO He ,'
does not know this manta correct name This man was rather
fat They discussed their plans to drive down to Monterrey
Mexico for several days and "JATO agreed to come with them

.}r~.aas:,1` rte _ .. *'~ :~ j.'~~ ~ "`~ .~ >:~,. ~ .._

On 5/5/64_0 ruente _California fit Los Angeles 105-15823

SA HARRY H WHIDBEE:mby
`

j6 Date dictated  5664

Tbts documenteontetas neither t,eomm.ndettons nor conclusions tefthe FBI It is the peop.rty of the FBI end is loaned t0
t'0ul agency It and "e contents ere sot to be dl.tttbuted outside Ions *loan... _ _ ", , ~,._::-.
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and act as their guide since be was fei iliar with the
Spanish language and knew his way around Monterrey ".

SCHMIDT and O'BRIEN obtained a Border Crossing
Perml,t and drove into Nuevo Laredo Mexico that same evening
about September 30 1963 and spent the night at a motel

'JATO.had to rerain at his cafe but joined them the followi
morning in Nuevo Laredo SCHMIDT O'BRIEN and'JATO"then
drove in SCHMIDT's auto to Monterrey Mexico a distance of
about 150 miles

The three of them registered and stayed at
hotel in Monterrey Mexico the name of which SCHMIDT could
not remember SCHMIDT recalls that the day of their arrival
at Monterrey was the first day of the World Series Games
He recalls they spent about five days at Monterrey during
which time they watched the World Series on television
drank beer at several Mexican clubs and generally cavorted .
around Monterrey

SCHMIDT stated he did not meet nor was he associated
with any other Americans at Monterrey They did most of their
drinking at ""The Monterrey Bar After the first two games
of the World Series they drove back to Nuevo Laredo and spent
the night on the Mexican side having registered at a motel
He recalled getting drunk at a Mexican bar in Nuevo Laredo " ..
not far from the motel but fails to recall the name of the
motel or bar

The following morning SCHMIDT and O'BRIEN departed
Nuevo Laredo in their auto and entered the U S across the
border station He said this was about 10:00 a.m cJATO
had his own auto in Nuevo Laredo and returned to Encinal
separately He said this would have been about October 3
1963 He recalled that just after crossing the border he
stopped at a Phillips 6G gasoline station and bought a new
tire for his auto f_

From Laredo he and O'BRIEN drove back to.Omaha
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Nebraska arrivi at his home on the following Sund
He recalled they drove through Dallas Texas enroute tom `x.4
Nebraska but did not stop or stay overnight at Dallas a

SCHMIDT stated that he is certain that at no time
during this trip did he meet or was he associated with
either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK LEON RUBY He observed - 5
photographs of OSWALD and RUBY and stated he is certain he
has never met or been associated with either of these men
SCHMIDT said that during this trip the:c were no other riders
in his auto except himself O'BRIEN and "JATO

SCHMIDT stated he knows nothii clor a regarding
the assassination of President KENNEDY than what he saw on
television and read in the newspapers He also has no
personal knowledge regarding either OSWALD or JACK LEON RUBY Y=:~
SCHMIDT stated he has never been associated with the Communist
Party or any other subversive organization in any manner

SCHMIDT stated that JOHN"O'BnIEN now resides in a
motel in Fullerton California and woes at the Transa
Structures 'Inc in Fullerton He has 'known and associated
with O'BRIEN for any years and states he is certain that
O'BRIEN has to personal tnowledge of OSUALD or RUBY

SCHMIDT advised he has been arrested for minor
offenses such as drunl:e:'ness speeding and fighting with his
wife in Minnesota during 1y58 but denies that he has been
arrested for any serious crime

The following description of SCHMIDT was obtained

by observation and interview

Race White
Sexs Male ,Jr f a"y .v i
Born December 5 1933 at

Fergus Falls Minnesota
Age '''30
Height 5'9 .!

I 411



Weight
Hairs
Eyes
Complexion
Build
Scars and marls

150 pounds
Dark brown
Brown wears glasses
Ruddy
Medium
hone
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles California

Kay 6 1964

Reference Report of 8A HARRY R WIIIDBEE
dated and captioned as above

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past

This documenteontolas matelotrecommendationsnot conclusions of the FBI It Is the property01 the FBI end IS loaned to yew agency It and Its contents cps sot to be distributed outside .'a
root bp.eer . . 5> ~._-2'r
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Memorandum

ADMINISTRATIVE:

'IA 2 51964
V
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Director FBI {105-82555)

Legat Rio de Janeiro {62-42) (RUC

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS -R

a.rr.` S

CC TO:.. 4
REQ REC'D..:/ .

JUL 3 1364

.~.~ UCLOSURES BY

l nclosed to the Bureau are 39 copies of a letter a

;jaemorandum dated and captioned as above...

.rEFERENCES yM i _ ter

Bureau cable to Rio 4/23/64 and Rio cable to Bureau 5fl/ '4

Interview of ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER was conducted at Sao Paulo
Brazil] 4/30/64 by Legal Attache EDWARD S SANDERS

Enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified .Conf ntial
in order to protect the Bureau's operations

COPIES
i

=j-"~ Two copies are designated for Dallas as the domestic office
`of origin Two copies are designated for the San Francisco Office in
.the event further inquiries by that office are desired in connection with

an interview of BARRIE t1ILLMAN from whom a prior allegation had been
obtained that ARAGON had met subject OSWALD in Mexico City Two copies are
designated for the Mexico City Office in the event p reinterview of~
ARAGON is deemed feasible by the Bureau Two copies are designated for
the Detroit Office in view of that being KESSLER's legal address and point
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A confidential source abroad has advised as followss

,. Arnold Lou Kessler whose permanent residence is 182 _
e pinehuret,-Detroit 21,-Michigan on April 30 1964 in Sao pau~o =

l: Brazil advised that he at no time at any place had been in contact:.with Lee Harvey Oswald and advised he had made no statement to anyonethat he had-lad such a contact in Mexico D P Kessler stated that
e,,may (re made the remark to someone That a friend of his Homobono
1carragon had once remarked that he had met Oswald in Mexico CityKessler advised that approximately the middle of February 1964 Aragonhad told him Kessler that he had been contacted by representatives of

the U S Embassy in Mexico City concerning his contact with Oswald
Wand that he had told the E gassy representatives that he had on one

occasion been introduced to Oswald Kessler stated he had no details
of the meeting between Aragon and Oswald but that his recollection is
that Aragon had stated he had been introduced to Oswald sometime in -;~.
the fall of 1963 and that it is his Kessler's recollection that Aragonhad stated that Oswald and the person who introduced them had had coffee
with him at that time at an unidentified place in Mexico City Kesslerstated he could recall no other details of Aragon's statements-and that
he has no other details concerning such a meeting between Aragon and
Oswald Kessler noted that he does not know whether Aragon actuallymet Oswald or not. He advised that Aragon had been worried in mid

.February 1964 during the reported conversation as he was at that
time attempting to obtain a temporary U S visa and feared that he
would not obtain the visa as a result of his reported contact with
Oswald

:,t the Pnr
the re! and Is 1"sam t a"ur *zency
It aid its tw$ -Nts art t~t to 1

t 4i i'.ut?d autsiur V or s;.eney
" COPIES DESTROYErj

Kessler stated he had gone to Detroit from California ap
proximately September 17 1963 and that he was in Detroit Michiganon September 2d 1963 his birthday He stated he departed Detroit
during the first week of October 1963 spent one day in Chicago two
days in St Louis and approximately one week in Guanajuato State of
Guanajuato Mexico after which he had taken a bus`to Mexico City He
advised that upon arriving in Mexico City he had checked into the Casa
de Los Amigos and that as near as he could recollect this was appro i
mately the middle of October 1963"
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ed for the .*Mexico City Times
4:yef:iber 1963 to-the first part 'of :^.~

d 'he had gone to Veracruz Mexico for

~ ~"~iS~fx~'~'p
aly'L.~ r

Kessler stat =
M a Meioo City newapape

% February 1964 at whicfi'1
approximately one week during Carnival He stated he returned toy
Mexico City about the middle of February 1964 and it was at this
time that Aragon had made the statements concerning his having met
Oswald Kessler stated he had made a hitchhiking and commercial travel
=trip through Central America arriving in Sao Paulo Brazil,.approxi"t

'c.. ately March 17 1964 Re further advised that since he has been
instructed to report for his Selective Service physical examination

-. inn Detroit on May 22 1964 he plans to depart Sao Paulo on May 5 19
for Buenos Aires Argentina where he will spend approximately one
week after which he will return to Detroit by air via Lima,.Peru

< ',, Kessler reiterated that he has at no time met Lee Harvey
Oswald and knows of no other person who met Oswald other than possibly

y;Aragon He stated he could furnish no information as to other personsr
.,.;who might have information concerning a possible contact between Aragon

and Oswald .~
t .
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Date 5/15/64

TO DIP.CCTOR F'BI (105-62555)

FROM SAC HOII')LULU (105-1096) (RUC)

Pebuairtel 4/15/64 and Hcnclulu airtel 4/24/64

:as contacted on 5/13/64 and advised that
he hid no tstiorwat:.on regarding subject or his activities

PCC:ejt+
(ry )

1 ~
1
1
I

Transmit the fcllt'wing in .=
(Type a pled toot or cola) f v ff

Via AI P.TEL At RIIAI L
~ (Priority or Methodof Mailing) .~i ~~
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Date 5/4/644
iira{ .#r/Y

T nsmit the following PLAIN TEXT "#
"e n p a n x or a" e _.:;:<~.~:;~;.,AIRTEL Y Pt,~ . ~ ~"~~, ~~~ ~t

Via
tPriority or Method o,f Mailing -:"

:,_ ,~

1

SUBJECT

TO -'DIRECTOR .FBI (100-409763)
i

FROM SAC BOSTON (100-35752) 'if r r
fi AJ

MARK LANE l.

SM-Q ._
`~

(00 NEW YORK

ReBoston airtels 4/15 and 4/23/64 captioned "LEE
HARVEY OSWALD IS R CUBA and New York airtel 4/27/64

FD-36 (Rev
12-040

captioned as above

MARK LANE made scheduled appearances at University of". _
Massachusetts 4/29/64 Brandeis and Harvard Universities and s

Jerry Williams radio program 4/30/64 and Westfield State
-t

College on 164 = ~ ''~

Appearances at Harvard and Brandeis attended by
Agents and appearance at University of Massachusetts monitored
by Dean WILLIAM FIELD as tape was not readable due to mechanical :.
difficulties Letterhead memorandums concerning above
appearances will be submitted promptly `-^

Tapes of Jerry Williams radio program and appearance at "
Westfield State College will be forwarded to Bureau in accordance -

with previous instructions and letterhead memorandums will be
submitted promptly

R 4 l Bureau 100-409763) (RM C%
1 105-82555) 1LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

02llf ()-Daas InoRtd
2 = New York 10

184
1) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD') (RM

(1 100-11
)MARK

LANE] j s'S'S '"'t
3 = Boston7 2100-35 5 NoT nECO~ D r

(1 .105-109113 (LEE HARVEY OSWALD) 19J MAt 1964 :"a,'.~
t

DBC/irb .1t
(11)

M;a'r 11 1964./ 15 8



SUBJECT

Mernora 7icTum

MR t SULLIYAN Q

FROM rlR BRANIGAN

t'NITI:i) STATE% 1

1 -Mr DeLoacb
1 -Mr Rosen
1 -.Mr Sullivan
1 ?4r Malley `

ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDER 1 N Lenih /J pPitt1 Mr Branigaa
1;44

1-
I _

a !Ts.elfP"~
Cesp

1 ltr Belmont crew
1 Mr Mohr r++ w

5-4-G4
1-Mr.Callaban Gra

DATE
St

a T.$. Rw

V

~SA Will Hayden Griffijwas transferred from.New Orleans
to Spring eld 5-Z8-58 T1! was later changed to Dallas Texas
At the same time Griffirwas censured placed_ on..probation
and suspended without pay for five days This action followed
misconduct on the part of the Agent while attending the 809 Club
lbcated in the New Orleans French Quarter Allegations which were
not established conclusively were made against him to the effect
WAB:Art
(12)
1 Personnel File
1 Personnel File (SA Will Hazy en Griffin

r)
1

5 ()IAA( 91D-I.1I MIY714 17M

N A~ENT

l!t'uMN*OftNONWI9.1tMI/.NI.t NNM. 1. .

"Reference is made to the memorandum from Assistant
Director DeLoach 4-30-64 which reported information that Walter
Jenkins Special Assistant to the President had a friend

wholldlf Sil At Ti At bad formerlyaegey met one o ourpecagens.cgen
been assigned to the New Orleans Office The Agent told Jenkins
friend that he had been transferred from New Orleans as a result
of getting into difficulty with a woman in the French Quarter
The alleged Agent told Jenkins friend that be assisted in the
investigation of the Oswald case and that Oswald prior to
his murder was definitely an FBI informant The Agent stated
that FBI files in Washington would prove this fact

It was recommended and approved that we review personnel
files to find out if any of the Agents who have been transferred
there from New Orleans is a type of disciplinary problem as
described above If there is such an Agent he should be
interviewed re this matter

A review of personnel files discloses there were 3
Special Agents transferred_directly from New Orleans to Dallas:,

cases are noted

was transferred fro
to Dallas 5-31-60 This action was taken inasmuch a
was the subject of an allegation in the New Orleans 0
effect that be had spent a weekend at a hotel with a fe

nher This allegation was denied under oath by
and by the stenographer and the records of the del did

pport the allegation !") j -



AIMORANDUM."FOR MR SULLIVAN
RE ASSAgS INATI ON OF THE PRESIDENT

Wvl'17 ~r~;.

i be remarked be would see Jean Rose one of the dancers at the
club in jail and that be patted her on the derriere when she was
dancing near Ms table

It was concluded thatliA Griffi~ had used poor judgment
in calling New Orleans detectiv`~s in becoming involved in a
discussion-with police and management of the 809 Club and in making
remarks which had been misconstrued as threats against the owner and
a doorman at the club It was also found that his personal conduct
at the club was not in keeping with that required of a Special Agent
and be was derelict in failing to report the matter to bis SAC

ACTION

It would appear that SA Griffiameets the description of

J the Agent described by the frier) of lir Walter Jenkins Accordingly
in the absence of the SAC Kyle Clark AS C Dallas was instructed
to arrange for the immediate interview of SA Griffij to determine
if he made the statement that Oswald was e initely an FBI informant

nd be was instructed to obtain an appropriate statement from
SA Griffin It was pointed out to ASAC Clark that be was not'at

berty 0 .disclose the n a of Walter Jenkins but that the interview
should cover any contacts SA Griffip`.` may have bad with persons
and conversations held wit) them which could be interpreted as
indicated above

Dallas was instructed to promptly advise of the results
together with their recommendations
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+DATE _I 5/5/64
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Regarding the letter Y1"urr t:.iI I rosi'.c.nt's 'Commission dated
r~5/1/64 requesting me to testis y on a/6/(i it is noted that XIlr.

Stern of the Commission staff t:as 1to make'arrangements to give me'.k d t

fprther details as to what the Coin :his;sion could ;cover." zb; YY
".;r'A

On 5/4/64 IIr Stern advised that after establishing sp't':
connection with the Bureau I would be asked to discuss the organiza
tion of the Bureau into divisicn:r field o:fices et cetera the
opening of an investigative cn:.;e the supervision of the investigative
agent in the field and at the seat of government an explanation ofx
the office of origin versus auxiliary offices how information flows,`
between field offices and betwcen`tho seat of government and the field
a brief discussion of our filing svutem Lind ,the volume;'of "our work.

Thereafter they will cove .to the Oswald case and establish op
'qualifications I will point Icu'4 that I r.t responsible for invostiga

tions and therefore rospon::i.:le to this) ease They will then
"

At
introduce the Director's let'tgi of 4./G/G4 :i:lich sets fortz answers_.
to the thirty questions posed '.y till Couuui:r:.ion relative .to our invosti

gation of Oswald Stern saic c a ":ail di~;c;t:. particularly questions
1 2 3 and,_4 dealing with our interest in Oswald prior.to his return
to this country and our location aid interview of Oswald after his* '.l T
return -,e. j".

They will also go into questions 22 23 .and 24
" as to'our 3

investigation to locate Oswald in Cctober 1963 our reaction to "f ;r"
CIA's report of his visit to the Soviet Embassy in Mexico and as to
our degree of interest in Oswald's application for a passport in ..~
June 1963 t "?".~ Iy 'tG.s.

They will then take up the letter we furnished Rankin today
showing the contents bf our file on Oswald prior to the assassination,,
on 3.1/22/63 They will then a::,k au to our evaluation of Oswald during
the time we were investigating him

At this point I am goin; to discuss t1! "r -elmroach'to,r r
security work and the requirement for good j ,E.I,t

" Din investi
gave procedures and the handling of securit ern -Ion t..at we" ;-s
only investigate in security cases when there is a reason and;the i
tye'e Of investigation is based on` this 'reason.'"'I'w't t .d"reeuss w y + i

'""~rwe investigated and how we wont about it.' 't '"F:f ~
;:`;~~

~ `"~_ . f,

7 I) mM iu6q\ .
1
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They will then introdnoz tin r's letters-of
2/di 10 and 12/64 and affidavit tlto allegation-tha
Oswald was an informant The will than ;it t.roduce the
letter of 3/31/64 dealing with our liaison with Secret Service ft'.-..'t.7
and criteria for dissemination to 5ocret 3ervice prior to
subsequent to the assassination and the fact that we have provided e
agents to Assist Secret Service in protecting thO

,t 4.44

. At this point I will as I have previously done with Messrs :;47:,.
Rankin and Stern discuss the continuing need to balance security,',";nn,.a.
measures against th rights of the individual that the.increase ..--4-ei-l.'."..
in security controlS inevitably diminishes the area of individualt.j:;.
liberty and the FBI handles its responsibilities in the field of

security as a trust--to effect and preserve the internal security
of our country and its people to the maximum degree possible c..i.''Y--''*4
but within the law acid in such a manner as to strengthen not weaken?"Ifi
our ree society It is noted that both Rankin and Stern have '

advised me that a discussion along these linos of the FBI's approach :1
to security work will be a most telling point with the Commission.lr
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President'S Commission
200 1.1a.ryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

t
Dear Mr Rankin

:f

!elm
!Metal
ilestet
:Wises

i

DtLeeeh IV
Coated ".

yo
e c

1NReams
Eton

Tavel
Ttett.t 110)
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I -Mr Belmont.ryA..r.-i;
..1-Mr Rosen .:p '
1-Mr... .
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`

*"a Y 47r
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. ...Mr Malley n 't .
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Id accordance with the telophOnic request Of

Mr Richard Mosk on May 1 1904 evidence items
305 and 324 were delivered tonumbered 201 202 303,.v

Mrs Julia T Eide On May 4 1064 I .
...ft.76 '.13

.
. .

.) 4

i Sincerely
U 1406vort

yours
t

.
N !T '11FIC0

'
1.LRIni

MAY 80,1964

.' saw. amanita

.C .3s

s -*
er

,: ...
4

,L...lit
Note This request was made to SA Marion E Williams on r' !

These items are descril ed as follows

201 Three pages from a foreign language book ''"441' .1 Tr.!W:k :4di
02 Two pages from a foreign language boo

;-'03 Eighteen pamphlets entitled "The Crime Against . '

X05
;A '1;1

.. yr~
4t;'booklet entitled

Jdsephndllatitle.nd',sen
The SRctalist Worker's

0
Party'!

. '
."'9k

Cuba by Corliss LaMont

111
324 -A Russian book

dateldr 196...2
at .Sofia P 1

.>Fi 11 3e 1 14
3 P 4 0 I. at 1

:
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.at
t.'O
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62-109060



Vpon removal of the classified
letter becomes unclassified
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~ I3 NOT RECORDS
z.

(12)199 MAY_61964

We cover Lanes appearances at the request of the
president's Commieeiod.'.'Letterhead memorandum and three reels
of tape being furnished Commission received in Oklahoma Cityr4 =.:7"t'" 3irtel 4/28/64 captioned CKark Lad,e 1* C.e nLane is his k .

'owed
L
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Seference is wade to your request for coverage of r ;z}
.tl:e public appearances of Mark Lane ,.1 ty . .i:.. .+ i ,.

Enclosed are three reels of tape recording of .*ns~o ` x ~
Epooch at the University of Oklahoma Norman Oklahoma on r,r
April 24 1964 ad well as two copies of a co..aunication dated ;~ `:~ _

:April 28 1964 at our Oklahoma City Office regarding the
above appearance by Lane ib j. !,. ,~ =

onclosurts this ''~':-'":...f

1964 '~r 4
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Conorable ~ Loo Maflkta . 1
C.noral Counsel

o President's Commission
2CO Maryland Avenue "S D
Washington D C ;t

Doan Mr Itankinl
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,ear Mr ,Itaakin ! a
` ..~ Yr rrr r (:.. ,

! fernnce f3 rite to ti t31e rhcr io request oh` . " "~:.'C
r r i l 2 r 19546 by Hr 1 e r'loin Dif"c lber~, of your staffs ~;,~~;`'~:c~ t;"

rcl:inf butt ec rtnin Colr~i;:~ion t::~:i3~f"ca oQ obtained and . -~'":~%~;=
;:l:~tol "r)I c] in any inst~3 uht:r

phCur.:c'!aphs
were not {a r '

~'~re:viouil3r prepared and p sc;.idect TZ~3 ass ion . rf.-4~"c=e"2r:7r " f a" =~

tt ]
L ,closed herewith are throe I t otof raphs each of to ~~:~

C~,:orient= 'xhibits ntulbered 540 641.1 t hrou h 541-9'T 542'` ~l ~ n ~ ~ 3 6 and 664 ~iCt1 exhibits were;y s`~.r ou hL F G41 643 6EE / "1K ,r~
~ht~'anc.~ from T7,e Co,nin~.ssi.0 by s roprrE ntative of this ..~

+ c:n Comsaissi on -Exhibit.s
f

vt?ti.~au.:.o pl~o~o~,raphr asa c1 c"s 3d f 6.4 ....._
hur:berrd 140 6 141 150 are! 399 also c! t 3ined6 inasmuch as~'i:fi;'"t l"6
p!u,tof r=.. a of these a hit ~ t3 were prev3,usly furnished
The Carr cuion The exhibits referred to are

`
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Addend'im !or Dallas tncic "~~ i'or Dalle,s are photographs ;,)c
f the above-mentioned Cor'u"i ;ion Exhibits except aas t, `~ = `r,'>
oted together td th i #ri Hof same: ,f.:.'...;.:rf

gOTEt Exhibits referrc:l to .'e'.be:.nicked uu by -SA RobertlE:'. '''t..
ti

Neill of the L++haratorv.'" Pe fcrenced exhibits were;~'!1;''cri r,ina lly in curt odv of Bure%!u and .will .be ,reta~.tted ,
and maintained in the 11%2reau. The telephone request,i'',-1.. \
of Mr Melvin `Eisenberg received by SA Roy'H 'Jev"ons J
Section Chief of he Physics and Chemistry'-Sectiotit'>~1 *t,of the Laboratory on X4/27/64 did not specify thee ~ 5 .`
handling of exhibits ,tiocn completion of request #.} "
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inl;nket from Oswald's garage
141 6 5 n m Man .1i cher Carcano cartridge from.

Texas School Book Depository .Building''V'';''.'!
Oswald's shirt
Bullet from stretcher '4! ",,t" 4.17 -14
13arrel cast of C14

rifle
';.( -r

Photograph of C14 rifle
t Photograph of serial number of.C14 rifle

Photograph of-barrel inscriptions and'*.V,-1 -v-;,f4, ..L
tecEct'vic il;ht of C14 rifle ry--e.

Photograph o 'carrel inscriptions and rear ---.
si:,.ht of C14 rifle r%-.r

Photograph of inscription on receiver of-J''l.b^,,I kJ.2 rifle 4 "4 * I fts'''(
541-8 t Photograph of inscription on side of real

of C14 rifle .
541-7 Photograph of inscription on cocking piecif.:4:7.1 9:4

of C14 rifle
541-8 Photograph of inscription on bolt handled

C14 rifl e
541-9 . .

Photograph of inscriptions on bottom of
receiver of C14 rifle

542 6 5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano Italian military,:.,tt
rifle serial number UC5209 with telescopic
sight t. a. '+ : ,;pt 1_*

543 6.5 nun Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge case:,
from Texas School Book Depository Blinding

544 6 5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge case ;.!.
from Texas School Book Depository Buildih

545 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge case
from Texas School Book DepOsitory Building

548 Photograph of chart showing dispersion pattern
cartricii:e cases ejected from C14 rifle

547 Pbotograph )i chart showing angles of ejection
of cartrido cases from CI4 rifle

548 t Xerox copy ol 15-yard target showing six

549
xbourolIxetclolpoyle

-.n
15-yard target showinit.iir

bulls
holes

.44e 4

tr
550 25-yard target showing six bullet holds... -:41ri..:!t 651 " 4 1300-foot (5.9 seconds) target showinirthree ''".1

.* 04 bullet holes 57....A;',, C.Sr.gs.

' '.a 4

552 4
i 300-foot (6.2 seconds) target showing three

`

lrll.et 1 oles ^..%;-.;4.4 5u
..sNcLosua.s.

541-2
541-3

541-4

541-5

150
3.9
540
541-1

140
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bullet holes 't
555 ! Photograph of diagram of internal mecharfsra

.! of telescopic sight

5 55576 TC_ehsatrtc:t;to:i.rdle 'c'laesaeds''farnodmf
558 Photograph of bolt face of C14 rifle
559 comp;.rlson photomicrograph -Brea

marks of C14 rifle Land C6 cartridrrc

otes concerning firing angle bullereveclolt.x i'
.

i
and car !sped .,.,

-A*

t Comparison photomicrocrrDh
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6fl

648

653 .

553

554

S Comparison photomicrograph ''.breecfaci"...;!
.. marks of CI4 rifle and C7 cartridge case

1 Comparison photomicrograph firing pin mark
of CI4 rifle and C7 cartridge case

Comparison photomicrograph breech ..face
marks of C14 rifle and C38 cartridge-case i

Cardboard box from Texas
.Depository Building

Cardboard box from Texas School
.Depository Building

Carcibcard box from Texas School Boac'';-7.:17if
.Depository Tsuilding r;ir.

Cardboard box from Texas School Book 'j.0
Depository Building :. ?;.;.:,iq
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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY
11/22/64 DALLAS TEXAS 0 . .: A*
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.4
M accordance with the telephonic request of Mr Richard Mosk, :f

Commission Staff Attorney evidence items numbered 201 202 A
305 and 324 were delivered to the Commission on 5/4/64 These items 1
consist of pamphlets entitled "The Crime Against Cuba, a booklet entitled 17
"The Socialist Worker's Party, a Russian o d several pages
another foreign language book 06

4i.

e to be made available to theIt is understood that these items we .r '
National Security Agency by the Commission for examination as to whether.' C

7'
A

they contain any codes or ciphers for use by Oswald These items
have previously been examined in the Laboratory and no code of cipher.e-Z.!!7'..
material was found As previously reported certain pages do have
"cut-out portions and while it is theoretically possible for such pages to'.:;'...,
serve as the basis for a type d cipher nothing was found to indicate that
such was the intended purpose of the cut-out pages On the contrary, it
Considered more likely that the cut-out portions were merely for the purpose't_=-:1
of securing printed letters or words . I ,:,. ,,...

The delivery of these items to the Commission has been confirmed by
letter 5/5/64 4 f s .*1

-AI\ crb . .1 .

NOT RECORDED ,r,
199 MAY 7 4964
. I
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...0 tl "
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GriffithSr~.Reference memorandum dated 2/26/64 from W D & '~ i
concerning a continuing project wherein the Bureau has Undertaken to
furnish the Commission with photographs of all Commission exhibits "'f

On May 5 1964 Ur kelvin Eisenberg a Commission Staff'. 5,y .T.-
JetMember called Section Chief Roy 11.ons of the Laboratory

Physics and .Chemistry Section find v.-quested that a Bureau representa `
tive take custody of the listed esh{bits Mr Eisenberg further {1;' .,.
requested that the Commission Ix furnished with three photographs;"k_1j n
of each exhibit not previously photographed f M

As a matter of record SA Robert E Neill received froml.It'y .
Mr Eisenberg on 4/5/64 the listed exhibits which are now rrl,~1
.Bureau custody t "''.

The photographs will be handled by an Agent fixaminer ;~!f~p"s
,~

of the FBI Laboratory Document Section : ^ ~ ''"~'~

' ACTION Exhibits will be photographed and three copies will be Wit #-," 1

'supplied to the Commission as requested Those items
originally supplied to the Commission by the Bureau will i to:
be kept in Bureau custody Items not originating from the f-ti'':r '.

ith thee.Bureau (designated by *) will be returned along w $

photographs



332

333

575

576

577

578

.579

5/6/64

s e t s i

.1 x i DESCRIPTION -ra
t 4., +A

Ostwald's revolver `T
Two .30 Special cartridges
Four ..33 Special cartridges t

*List of magazine newspaper 1 ;4
movie rights and valuations '-,,

'Newspaper article entitled
"Marina Oswald Attended Mass`= ~
Had Quiet Yule" ':' ;'.t% R

.*Newspaper article entitled -0"-J "
Liarina Oswald .-` All the Pity;''...`

in tho World Won't help"-;~;-~ ;kF~
'tNevisp^per article entitled

LIrs Oswald Will Bare Life
of Mate'! 1"-=f

'~tiewsrapor article entitled*~:~~ s=
tIozey .Gift to Tippit*s:.t.0 ~ ~

is 'tear $200,000 tiark".F.iA ')Ir-K
4Newspupor article entitled i

a
r

"Osald's Widow Reported
Hoping to be U S Citizen "# Fr %,

eLo ttcr dated 1/6/64, from ' =
Greg Olds and Richardson
Tex Dallas Civil Liborties t` :.
Union _

*Invoice number 04252 of Bauer 9'r
Audio Video Incorporated

*Two-page letter in Russian
signed "Marina .Oswald
four sheets in English :~'~;::'";

Bullet from General Wa],ker!s':4
home _

Photograph of C14 rifle clip t
unloaded ..;~ . :.

s
Photograph of C14 rifle clip, % `

empty
Shim from under front end of

telescope mount (C14 rifle)`
Shim from over telescope sight

at rear (014 rifle)
Shia from under telescope sight

-.-'r
at front clamp

(aphoC14f tower sand
rif le) =

''Polaroid photogr

,4



-or

S

586
587
588

589

590

591

055 C59 592

C47 C50

C35A

593

894

595

596

597

598

P

j
CO?mi I SS ION i 8

ITF NO EXHIBIT NO

` .4;v~ BLS ~i

11
'it

'I ii ..DESCRIPTION'-.! .t,;, l
'of

k *Polaroid photograph of range
from tower = t r..~ R:` .",;, s

1 * Polaroid photograph of man ''
k shooting rifle with telescope

sight L _ ':-:"y a
*Photograph of target -~ 175 feet -'
* Photograph of target. 240 'feet..
* Photograph of target- 270 feet

4*Survey for U S Secret Service
by Robert H West, downtown-,,':.'

t ~ s Dallas Texas "&.4-.0;&-t=~
*Table of ballistic data`'?*''! -"

.38 S & V Western cartridge -'~'`"
Componcnts of a .38 S & .W Western`

cartridge" ,f.1;.,=~ ~.r~..,~
.38 8 & W Remington-Peters ~: :
l cartridge and components-ofd g

similar cartridge;:-.:`
.33 Special Western cartridge and`

coiapononts of similar cartridge
.38 Special Remington-Peters:.'.-;'Y

cartridge and components or
similar cartridge "'~=

_

Five cartridges from Oswald*s

Copy of breakdown for .38 caliber
Smith and Wesson revolver z.

Four .38 Special cartridge cases.
from Tippit murder scene

Test cartridge cases from C15
revolver e

-.Photomicrograph of 'C15 and C50j '} c
cartridge cases (breech facet

1

.marks) .'f
Photomicrograph of C15 and C49

cartridge cases (breech face :`<i
. -marl:s) ...t;

Photomicro graph of C15 and C47:.;"
.cartridge cases (breech face
marl:)

t'hotc"3:icrograph of C15 and C48 ``,~
' 'cartridge cases (breech face ] %1

marls). s.:.,.:}
:'photomicrographcrograph of C15 and

C49,f,.Lt,'ct:rt:ridge cases
impressions).v"r~'=~,%.;#T> YL



.C253 603

.C252 604

.C251 605
. C15A 606

607

601

C13 602

.

J _ 1,a
{._

5/6/64 tit
7 fit L

y 1 f it .. f {

;i DESCRIPTIONs'
do '.

Photograph of breech face andZ
firing pin of C15 revolver,

Bullet from Tippit's body along
with button from his uniform,''-4--'

Bullet from Officer Tippit's body
Bullet from Officer Tippit's body:{
Bullet from Officer Tippit's body O
Test bullets from CI5 revolver

-Photograph of C252 and C253 bullets
with similar make test bullets
from C15 revolver

.t .,.,i.?-+'fl.J'r~1ji tv

. j ?~
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(Priority or Methodof Moiling)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

L FROM 6AC OA r u S (100-10461) 4

IS-R-CUBA

This individual has not been

Date

If ': hUst 6 Wilt )

AIRl IL

ReBuairtel to Dallas 4/22/64 instructing Dallas to

advise by return airtel what additional progress had been made 2

in en effort to identify the white man wearing a brown raincoat Y

and hat who was allegedly seen by lira JEAN LOLLIS HILL run-17i'

ping west away from the Taxi's School Book Depository Building

in the direction of the railroad tracks immediately following';

the shooting on 11/22/63

identified , +'`
s

Pages 43 45 of the report of .A ROBERT P GEMBERLING,:-

Dallas dated 4/15/64 cn:ltained the results of reinterview:of

Mrs HILL and thereafter .n this sEmc'report on pages 47 49,x!

there are reflected result: of additic.~~;G1 investigation con '

'ducted in an effort to idsatify the individual referred to
-4

;t

by Mrs HILL

All logical investigation appears to have been conducted.,

in an effort to identify the alleged individual and no ,further i

investigation is being conducted [7ACE 1



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The Prepidont'e Commission!
200 Maryland Avenue ltortheadt
Mnehington D C

Denr Mr Rank in s

Reference le node to my letter dated April 2,"1964
which enclosed copied of a memorandum revealing the results -e
of a reintorview with Krs Jean Go) lie Mill Mrs ,8111
bosw'ented she observed a white nau wearing a brown ruinooa ''r~;`
and a hat running vest :may from the Texas School Book..f =:=%
Ceporitory Building following the shooting. Mrs Hill did=not
closely observe this individual did not know who''he sit tad :r,
never Pas him again Pre Hill described this man as "average._
height ez d heavy build,

Additional investigation has been conducted by this
bureau endonvoring to identify this individual This investi I"'..'*

texas
included a review of all available film taken near;the,~4a` '`.itexas School Book repository Building following the shooting)=". :..,v=

b re-e tna'ination of the results of all interviews
isv9ividunls who were in the vicinity of the shooting a review ;7-41-
of an additional film taken by Mr Tbosns P Alyea 1f7AA"TY
neweraan;j and intervieae with Dallas Police Department and Dallas
County Bt.eriff'r Office personnel none of which revealed the ".
identity of the mnn ecrseribrd by Mrs Bill

Investigative results appear on pages 43 through 49
in the report of Special Agent Robert P Gemberling dated
April 15 1904 This report was furnished to you by letter
dated May 4 1084 end DO further action is being taken in this
matter

62-109060
62409090 (Pres Com eion)
105-82555 (Los Harve~Gewald) n ~1 Mr J M Biro

1 . Mr R N Lenihan t

IUI'LaOt
0.0

SEE NOTE PAGE



_

MOTE

do On 2/18/64 a meeting vas held at the Town Ball
-.New York City sponsored by the "National Guardian.

ane criticized the investigation tonducted by the
Aecret Service lie played a tape recording of a telephone..

' s

conversation vith Mrs Bill who claims she heard four to -
six shots In a reinterviev with Mrs Hill she described a
man she observed running from the TSBD8 Dallas conducted
investigation which die not reveal the Identity of the man
described by Mrs Hill The Laboratory advised the Commission :-.,7"
by.letter 4/21/64 the film taken by Alyea Is available If
desired This film reveals scenes outside the TSBDB Immediatoly

**after the assassination as well ae photographs Inside the
__building during the eearch for the assassin the finding of the''.

rifle in its original position and the dusting of the rifle
for fingerprints by the Dallas Police Department

.
tT..

.fr 014:
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t
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Lil)lOGRAH TO :.;AC
ROII

MOBILE
DALLAS

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

,

I

a

101E
For full details see Rosen to Belmont memo 5-6-64

-2
t

IF REGULAR RADIO CONTACT MISSED MINUTIA URGENT
TELETIPE AT QNCE

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE INCORPORATED IN APPROPRIATE

INSERTS AND FD THREE ZERO TWOS FOR SUBMISSION TO THE BUREAU AND

DALLAS THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN TWENTY FIVE COPIES TO DALLAS

aEove cantioned case RDP:hw Briefly Negro NAACP
attorney who is known to havadvised
B11 on 5-2-64 that one Jerry Co 3uti v s c his office on
4-24-64 and in his absence advised an unidentified receptionist
that Governor Wallace two days before the assassination went to
Texas and,gave Jack Ruby 135,000 to be divided between Ruby =~ :~
Oswald and a "cop Efforts to identify Coleman negative
It would anaear allegation has no basis and reason for Shores':= ;_
furnishing same unknown

Since it is possible Shores may be endeavoring to
embarrass the Bureau it is felt we must thoroughly investigate
this matter and subsequently have it a'ted for dissemination
to the President's Commission

,-a s

'b A.4



1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1, Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley

1 Mr Conrad

Venerable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
Tho Prccident'a Commission
230 Maryland Avenue Mcrtheaat
Vashington D C

Dear Hr Ranking

In accordance with the request of Mr Melvin Eisenberg
on May 8 19C4 Commission E::hibito oue,ored 110 and 820 Pore
delivered to him on that ea::10 dato.

Ur Richard Most also requested Comission Exhibit
number 18 along pith its translation which was delivered to his
on May 5 1004

Sincerely yours
I Edgar 14(over

NOTE The above requests were made to Section Chief Roy H Jevons
Physics and Chemistry Section FBI Laboratory Commission
Exhibit number 18 is an address type notebook Commission Exhibit
number 110 is a sheet of paper bearing handwriting in Russian and
English Commission"Exhibit number 820 is an FPCC membership card

)
Comm
DeLeeetl
Ev..
0.1
Post
$.lIIsem

t Towel.
,,.1..11
Vela Sits MN 8 19b~ rJ
Gault

.~~
sum wow D ?CLtTYPEUNITC



Mr.-Conra

Memorandum

NMENT

r

R H Jevons

SUBJECT ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F
KENNEDY 11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS

.j Enclosures (2)
URE,1

~#,a,^1"R?~,,i... :;s 4 .1"~ .rvL5 ! > ! 54'".7.'ws

May 6 1964

"w'OW.ON Mam soot"MOmM.. S f
UNITY.!) S'I q'I'FS

DATE

Reference memorandum dated February 26 1964from W D Griffith to Mr Conrad concerning a continuing
project wherein the Bureau has undertaken to furnish'the
Commission with photographs of all Commission exhibits

On May 1 1964 Mr Melvin Eisenberg a Commission
staff member called SA Marion E Williams of the Laboratory's
Physics and Chemistry Section and requested that a Bureau

(irepresentatve take custody of the listed exhibits

Eisenberg further requested that the Commission be
furnished with three photographs of each exhibit not
previously photographed

As a natter of record SA Cortlandt Cunningham _
received from Mr Eisenberg on May 1 1964 the listed
exhibits which are presently in Bureau custody

The photography will be handled by an Agent
Examiner of the Laboratory's Document Section

It is noted that De Mohrenschildt Exhibits 1 through
15 and Commission Exhibits number 337 391 and 392 did not
originate from the Bureau therefore they will be returned to
the Commission along with the photographs

ACTION Exhibits will be photographed and three copies will
be supplied to the Commission as requested Those items
originally supplied to the Commission by the Bureau will be

.kept in Bureau custody Exhibits not originating from the
Bureau will be returned along with the photographs

''. 1162-109060 "Q;'rr-I,r sir.rl1 ~

Belmont !''JP )'I:!1 Mir.'".:n7 2 9Y 4
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley 1

1REN:h1

ti
(10)



Cadigan No 4

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

Cadigan No

6

7

B

5

12

13

14

15

D206 D207 Cadigan No 16 of

C

4 Item No
.

D77
D4

.D67

.Jl D7Z

D4 K4

D67

D67

D67

D67

D4

D3

D19

D27

D17

D19

D206 D207

"EXHIBITS TO BE PHOTOGRAPHED

Commission's
.Exhibit No Description

Cadigan No 1 One roll of microfilm
Cadigan No 2 Letter to Secretary of Navy

by Oswald
Cadigan No 9 Photographs of State Department

records re Oswald
Cadigan No 3 Composite photograph of order

blank to Klein's and face of
envelope addressed to Klein's
Composite photograph consist
ing of one page of letter to
Secretary of Navy and one page
of letter to USMC (both from
Oswald)
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to
Secretary of Navy from Oswald
Photograph of Oswald's passport
application
Photograph of Postal Money Order
to Klein's from A Hidell
Mail-order coupon to Seaport
Traders Incorporated
Photograph of Oswald's Post
Office Change of Address Form
Photograph of Change of Address
Order from Post Office
D206 is USMC Certificate of
Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name
D206 is USMC Certificate
Service.
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name

L'~7r~ R "yr~ p
4 y1



Description
Commission's

".Item No Exhibit No

D206 D207 Cadigan No 17 D206 is USLIC Certificate'of
i

N

Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name

D206 D207 Cadigan No 18 D206 is USLIC Certificate of
Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name

B1 Cadigan No 19 Photograph of SSS Notice of
Classification to Oswald

D44 D206

Bi

Cadigan No 20

Cadigan No 21

Photograph of SSS Notice of
Classification and USIIC
Certificate of Service
Photograph of USLSC Certificate
of Service and SSS Registration
Certificate

D22 Cadigan No 22 Photograph of POD Forms 3575
and 1093

D47 Cadigan No 23 Photograph of Small Pox
Vaccination Certificate

D47 Cadigan No 24

Cadigan No 25

Cadigan No 26

Cadigan No 27

Cadigan No 28

Photograph of WHO Vaccination
Certificate
Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Pbotograph of letter in
Russian script
Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Photograph of letter in
,Russian script

D30 Cadigan No 29 Photograph of letter in
Russian script

D30 Cadigan No 30

De Vohrenschildt
EXhibit No 1

Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Reproduction of telegram
dated July 12 1962 to
De Hohrenschildt

"2



3

Commission's
"l Item No Exhibit No

be Liobrenschildt
Exhibit No 2

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 3

be iohrenschildt
Exhibit No 4
be Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 5

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 6

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 7

be Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 8

be Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 9

Do Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 10

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 11
De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 12

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 13

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 14

Description

Letter dated July 31 1962
to De Mohrenschildt from
C J Charles
Reproduction of envelope
addressed to Paul Raigorodsky
from De Mohrenschildt
Letter from De Mohrenschildt

Letter dated July 27 1962
to Jean do Menil from
be Mohrenschildt
Memorandum re Haitian Holding
Company from Do Mohrenschildt
dated August 1 1962
Reproduction of telegram dated
August 3 1962 to
De Mohrenschildt from Tardieu
Reproduction of envelope bearing
return address of De Mohrenschi]
and addressed to Paul Raigorodsk
Reproduction of letter dated
September 12 1963 to
Raigorodsky from De Liohrenschild
Corporate structure diagram
dated August 27 1962 Port-au
Prince
Reproduction of a map of Haiti

Letter to Janet Lee Auchincloss
dated February 2 1964 from
Do Mohrenschildt
Envelope bearing return address
of De Mohrenschildt Dallas
Texas showing address of
Janet Lee Auchincloss
Letter dated December 12 1963
to Janet Auchincloss from

'De Mohrenschildt



t
s

D5 780 USMC file on Oswald
D3 781 Oswald's passport application
D6 782 Three letters from Oswald to Tv
D46 783 Letter to ACLU from Oswald and.'

ACLU Membership Card of Oswald's
784 Three photographs of standard

writing specimens from Oswald
785 Composite photograph of mail

order coupon to Klein's and
envelope addressed to Klein's
from A Hidell

786 Diagram showing slant of letter
"U

787 Diagram of letter "$
D19 788 U S Postal money order payable

to Klein's

ft!. r #t,wr~ Y

Commission's
Item No Exhibit No Description

De Mobrenschildt Envelope bearing return address
Exhibit No 15 of Do Mohrenschildt

Port-au-Prince addressed to
Hugh Auchincloss

773 Composite photograph of Klein's
mail-order coupon and envelope
addressed to Klein's bearing
return address of A Hidell

D28 774 Employment Application dated
August 6 1964 to Cosmos
Shipping Company signed by
Oswald

D6 775 "Affidavit of Support to
American

D11 776 Twelve canceled
ad

checks payable
to Oswald from Jaggars Chiles
Stovall Incorporated

D16 777 Library card application signed
by Oswald

D67 778 Two hotographs of two letters
to State Department ent from Oswald

D117 779 Two hand p pages on
loose-leaf paper re CPUSA

ft

4



Item No
.

P19 .789
790

D17 791

D17 792

D18 793

D18 794
D207 795

D207 796
D207 797

D207 798
D207 799
B1 801

B1 802

D206 806

D206 807
D206 808

D206 809
D206 810

444 813
444 814
444 .815

816

D22 817

D22 818

Commission's
Exhibit No Description

Photograph of above money 'order
Photograph of mail-order coupon
to Seaport Traders Incorporated
Post Office Box Application of
Oswald's
Photograph of above Post Office
Box Application
Post Office Change of Address
Form dated May 12 1963
Photograph of above
SSS Notice of Classification
bearing name of Hidell
Photograph of above
Photograph of reverse side of
above
Photograph of above
Photograph of above
SSS Notice of Classification
to Oswald
SSS Registration Certificate of
Oswald's
USLIC Certificate of Service
bearing name of Hidell
Photograph of above
Photograph of reverse side of
above
Photograph of front side of abov
Photograph of reverse side of
above
WHO Vaccination Certificate
Photograph of above
Photograph of above
Two 3 x 5 cards bearing rubtm
stamp imprints of Oswald's
New Orleans address and dated
June 8 1963

.Post Office Box Application of
Oswald
Photograph of above



I

i Item No
Commission's

.Exhibit No Description

./

6

Bi 819 Photograph of FPCC Membership
Card

D18 821 Letter to Leslie Welding
Company from Oswald

D24 110 Sheet of paper bearing Russian
and English writing

361 Diagram showing vicinity of
assassination in Dallas Texas

362 First floor floor plan of
Texas Book Depository

387 Autopsy report Naval Medical_ School
391 Supplementary autopsy report

Naval Medical School
392 Medical statements admission

notes Parkland Memorial
Hospital

566 Photomicrograph of C14 and Cl
bullets

C2 567 Pullet fragment from President's
car

568 Photomicrograph of C14 and C2
bullets

C3 569 Bullet fragment from President's
car

670 Photomicrograph of C14 and C3
bullets

C14A 572 Tost bullets from C14 rifle
B29 18 2 1/2 x 4 gray plastic address

notebook

"ITEMS PREVIOUSLY PHOTOGRAPHED
AND OTHER ITEMS RETURNED TO
BUREAU CUSTODY

156 65 Envelopes and contents in
Russian language



,r

D96

1

t

Itcmt No

157

159

283 (D9)

D27

D18

116

117 (D43)
D11

D22
D17
260

1328

D71

D155
D30

'r Iry rte s!

Commission's
.Exhibit No

56

66

115

135

1

Description

Envelopes and contents lb
Russian language
Envelopes and contents in
Russian language
Box containing Warrior Rubber
Stamp Kit (Oswald's name)
Mail-order coupon in name of
A J Hidell used to order gun
Change of address card SS
registration card two employ
ment applications and letter by
Oswald
45 sheets of English writing
which appears to be a diary
Sheets of ink printing re CPUSA
26 checks questionaires et
cetera in Oswald's handwriting
POD Forms signed by Oswald
Application for Post Office Box
3 x 5 cards bearing names of
G Hall A J Hidell B Davis
and Y T Lee
Russian-English Distionary and
stenographer's notebook contain
ing Russian-Spanish vocabulary
Envelope postmarked 11/10/62
addressed to N.Y Labor News
Company from Oswald
SS Notice of Classification in
name of A.J Hidell
One homemade paper clipboard
Letter in Russian dated 4/10/63

T
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Poe m s'T Commission
ON TNL

ASSASSiNATIONOr Tltt$IDlNT KINNSDT
SooMarylandAu .)IL
WashingtonD.C WM

Telephone

o

V
J LetR

MAYS t

! o'r Kx~~ar'1Y fi
MAY 13 1'11'I .5170')

Sl"t
Sloe er

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

i t 2 MAY 121964
i

Sincerely

1
".

tARL%ARPIN
Cter.w

111CIIARDs,alrPtU
JO11NWHIRANOOOFLR
HALLK
GERALDA RD
JOHNJ OT
ALLENV.OW.t1

mDir i1ClAlft..~.
Mr Mohr
?Jr t-a"per..
air 91!shoo
Mr t-onrsOor
N .1.46 fMr Evans .....
Mr GOD

MA
Mr Ssgiwt
Mr Tave1~
Mr Trotter _
Tcle Ron.n  
)Missllvlmes
Miss Gsndy

14r J tartar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of'InvectiGotion
Deportment of.Justice
Washington IL C

Dcr.r Hr Hoover

This is in reply to your letter of April 30 1964 with
reference to a report that idr Nark Lane has in his possession
photostatic copies of certoin FBI investigative reports The last
paragraph of your letter requests that we review Mr Lane's
testimony before the Commission to determine whether Lane gave
any indication that he hnd access to or possession of FBI reports

We have reviewed tir Lane's testimony and find that he did
not indicate in any way that he had access to or possession of
FBI reports For your convenience we ore enclosing herewith
a copy of the transcript of Mr Lane's public testimony Tne only
information which Ilr Lane provided in the private portion of his
testimony was provided to you in our letter of March 18 1964
dealing with the meeting which Mr Lane claims occurred in the
Carousel Club allegedly involving Officer Tippit Bernard.Weissman
and Jack Ruby

We would appreciate the return of the enclosed transcript

+
after you have completed your examination

4 tr.
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'RLIIEorNt's CUNuIss10N
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOr PPEEIDENTKENNEDY
Ze MarylandAye Ni

WashingtonD.C 70002
TckphoneS4)-1400

April 24 1964

r

""r"!,.1 !r-
rr ( '" A.

,...~ "
s"."

J Edgar Hoover Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25 D C

Dear Mr Hoover

Enclosed for duplication are Commission Exhibit Nos
760 through 772 Please retain the originals and forward
two copies to the Commission

Thank you for your cooperation

Sincerely

V J Lee Rank in
General Counsel

Enclosures

2 MAY141964.



Mohr
G.v.r
GUek
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trans
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CPo..
ant..
TMt
Trot,_/
T.1. noon.La._Nola.

iT

1 -Mr Bolmo
1 Mr Lenihan
1 Mr Rogge

Enclosures

IIonornblo J Lee Rankin
Gcnornl Counsel
Tho Prc:;ident's Commission
200 U ryland Avenue M E
Tashington D C

Dear Ur Rankin

eferenco ie warn to ycur two letters both
dated A it 24 1004 asking that certain Commission
Exhibits ho duplicated

In accordance with these requests enclose
herewith are throe photographs each of Commission E ~+ibits

umborod 701 712 713 and 714 and throo Xerox 'coziOs
of Co.mission Exhibits numbored 7G0 through 772 tbgoth.r
with the exhibits thomsoli'ea ~~

r.. a "t:i.

.1 Dallas (100-10461) Enclosures (2) :~. c

Addendum for
Daxlas~'";,Enclosed

for Dallas is one set of
acphotocopibs of the above-mentioned

"""/~~j Commission Exhibits together with

1k P
4J

a listing of same

lit?:-nib OM se %

46'4MAOROOYO TELETYPEUNITC:3 o6
J (oeo,'note page 2)

j/~,Fy,~'` A~~ Tg4t
s !}".

_.~ 0.w
~
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4

NOTE On 4-27-64 Hr Eisenberg of The President's Commission
on the Assassination of President Kennedy telephonically

~ advised Special Agent William D Griffith that three
copies of Commission Exhibits 760 through 772 would be
needed instead of two copies as indicated in Commission
letter dated April 24 1964 Mr Eisenberg stated
that Xerox copies of Commission Exhibits 760 through 772
would be an acceptable means of duplicating these exhibits
Since the subl,.itted exhibits are not original Bureau
exhibits they are being returned to the Commission

4

t



761

762
763

766

767

Penciled lay.out of jail
Photograph of man holding paper
in right hand and gun in loft 0
band near wooden steps
Outside photograph of wooden _
stops and surrounding area
A photograph containing two views
of Leo Harvey Oswald holding a
rifle near voodon steps
Unitod States Socrot Sorvice
Memorandum - Protective Research
Section (PRS) activities in
relation to the Texas trip
Staff assigned to the PRS as
of 11-22-63
PITS cases 11-61 through 11-63
Critoria used as guide in
determining whether ti7hito House
mail is to be accepted for PRS
processing
Criteria used in detoraining
chother Mite House gate callers
should be committod for contal

'observation
Form 1609 (revised 7-1-52) utilized
by the United States Secret Sorvice
Treasury Department
Sample cases illustrating several

*

phases of protoctive research activity
Uomorandum dated 11-19-63 from
Specirl Agent Winston G Lawson
Whitt House Detail
Final survoy report dated .211
regarding the planned visit of
President Jchn F Kennedy to
Dallas To::as
Account of
Special Agont Winston G Lawson
United States Socrot Service
concorning the visit of
President Kennedy to Dallas Toxas
on 11-22-G3
Pamphlet,boaring"a front and side
photograph of President Kennedy
captioned "Wanted For Treason,



771 a"

772

i

Memorandum from
Special Agent Winston G Lawson
United States Secret Service
indicating his actions before
and after tho assassination of
President Kennedy
Statement of
Special Agent Winston G Lawson
Unitcd States Secret Service
indicating his activities and
official duties on 11-22-63
ending with his arrival in
Washington D C. on 11-23-63
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i Mr BAfont
1 Mr Al
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Shroder

Mr tiAmorel

air
:1

A86AsSIN&TION Or RIJN F KENNEDY

DETAILS

Birmingham by telotyve 5-2-04 advieed Shores alleged that on

Friday 4-24-64 an intlividual Identifying himself us Jerry Coleman came to

Shores Wile Inquiring for shores fuel in his absence furnished a receptionist

informOon Met Governor V allace two tiara before the assassination of President

Kennedy went to 7 cam and gave Jack Vuby $36,000 which was to be divided between "

Ruby Oswald and a "cop. Coleman In reported to have proof of his allegat:1911

! tatt DeLoach 1 4144015 1
. Mr Kleinkauf Cp 105-92555

ttDll:h4i

)1u 0 W3 21 vr4lp

1 Mr McGowan
1 Mr Hines
I M,r 0 Keel fe

I Mr.'rogge

hegativi

EiA919110U NV t

.

..

A Rosen:

4e ,
a k 4

.

11-22.703 DALLAS 7E;i.AS
tail.SeLLLikNii,UVS INFOlIMATION

Ct)IiCERIiINGcy
..1 ,4 A 11.A

ky11POSE . Ze.,e.i i

'ro advlse you Negro attorney Arthur Davis Shores .National Legal .
.Counsel National Aeaodtatlon for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
furnished Information to our Birmleghrum Office on 6-2-64 alleging one Jerry
Coleman furnished information that Covenant Vlsdlace of Alabama was involved in ,e.

aseaerination of President Kennedy Shores is s known communist
And has associated with communists at the national level ".Efforts to at*

41..4 's
*ir-L . toe v i

Arthtu Davis Mores ha a Negro attorney from Birmingham.'Alabama
Ile was born 9-25 rd In National Legal Counsel for the NAACP Ile Is reported

to have rod has essoefated himself with known.cOmmunIstaY."'':''-*

Its well as indlelluale on the national level of the Communist Party.-(61-8176-89244' ;.

Shores has been the victim of throe extortion cases investigated by this Bureau
aarliesi being in I ebruary 1960 (9-29133) the second in March 1956

(9-29005a
t,

the most recent In September 1663 (9-41389)e These cau,s emanated prim
roar Shores involvement In racial matters Shores was also involved In a bom

Of his home on 9-4-63 which was extensively investigated by this Bureau (157-998)
4 .

;10 s.:.

la ..% .s:i

.It'.
410T ItEC

)13 MAY PCs 1P:;.i

%I -Alpa.a. pt I,""r.
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A
Coleman was ever employed there and our Birmingham Office is endeavoring 7.
to develop additional Information on this alleged incident

i 4 *
.. '

Our M',blle Office in contacting the Governor's office to see If

This matter to being followed closely by the Bureau and when
the results have been received It will be appropriately reported and furnished
to the 1-'resldeat's Conuntselon ,

.LL '4 ri
.s.t

;A

W
Memorandum to Mr Belmont
RE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JCIilf 7 KENNEDY

,1 A . : .4
off dip because he worked in "the Governor office. -Coleman 0allegedl
stake Shores to get touch with him at $53 Smith Street in Detroit Michigan,S s

Shores could not recall the na'ne of the receptionist who
tepottedly took this information and he also stated Coleman went to see
V 8 Commiestoner Louise O Charlton of Birmingham furnishing her the
came Intormatton V 8 Commissioner Charlton never heard of Coleman V':0*
send never received the informatio n alleged r

,s

...
Aceoz ding to Shores on Sun day 4-28-84 this same individual -*

" called him long distance from Detroit) however he was not available but his
Wife remembtre the call

Our Detroit Office has advised that the alleged address in Detroit 174
for Coleman is nonexietent and that no record Identifiable with one Jet Col

1
69uld be located in the retroit area :Efforts to subBtantiate ." ',
negative to date

. . tr.. -A .
ACTION

0BSER VATIOIb if s 40 74. i -c;r
*

:",.4:
.It would appear that the allegations made by Chores have no

jr

in fact It appear. quite unusual that he can not recall the name of a reoeptionlitt'!;,'f
In his own office iris purpose in fundshing this Information is not known however
It is noted Shores has a history of communist sympathies and could possibly be

furnishing this to confuse the 13w.eau or in nr effort to seek publicity

17 RECOMMENDATION
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Honorable X Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Conitnisslon
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast r
Washington D C

1 `

Dear Mr Rankin

r

}s
I

J

1.

I

:a

q

.l s i
s

.~ tvj ~ ''" iy
1-Mr Belmont._s "

1"..Mr Rosen

1T

Mr

!ff

van ~
it 'f ~ f~ e

r Mrs ey..,.+,r,~r~
=";~ ' j v

May 70964

13y Courier
Service ;:f .rlr
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It 4 1
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_:;.Lt 7'f:-4e.
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In accordance with the telcp Ionic request of

Mr l elvin Eisenberg on h ay 6 1964 evidence items i
.1.t

~.~ =~.~+-':..#~.+.~ ;:t-~a`,""":4-~~
,= &

numbered 1)77 1)27 and DiD were delivered to

"~~"
lip!

'

Mr Eisenberg on that sane date

Sincerely yours

RREN:fch "~~ ~1,!_
(10) ~,.

alreg

+ ~N 1964 w ''.r t
t ,t}

T"lfeo NOTE This z'equest vas made to ection Chief boy vonsw,,.4
on 5/6/64 and was'de}iv,er

d by SA Robert .Frazier~

ICes..t

,~};.-"'`
,..eel

w~... ~ D77 is a fin1crofilm reel of Klein's Sporttng`.Goods order it

Events. blanks 1.1E.el i
~"'" 1)27 .is a mail otder,coupon in the game

of A J Hidall'r.:,,~
trawl .. used to order g .38 caliber gun frbniiSAS r,~n.les
i Trott.

ta. P-7-.-MAY j 3 '196 Dl* is a U S Poef "Office Money Order payable to 1 feints ~ _

Hobti
e.

VAI{moodCI TtIZTYPEUNITD 1! S 1 : f t !Cre
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PRESIDENT'S
COMMISSION +

ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT i ~

Mr Belmont

Miss Holmes

JRM mpd (4)

r% ~"`

If
f

4 `

Mr J Lee Rankin called Malley from New York.t
today and advised that the members of the Commission
sincerely appreciated the testimony of Assistant to the Director
Belmont He stated the members of the Commission were

very a it
favorably impressed with the testimony and they were very:
pleased to have the Bureau's position concerning this matter.'. a i. :1t

`Lee .`Harvey Oswald t' 4 1+. i
Internal Security f Cuba

"

Mr Rankin stated that some day next week he='
~'~

in :anted to get in touch with the Director and will Dome to ttle;;.~~!tc
Ev :eau to talk to the Director relative to having the Director's
appear before the President's Commission for a brief peri
of time He stated that he would furnish Mr Hoover full `,

`` =` ti

details concerning this when he talked with him

Submitted for information + d Yr
tom.~".~ t fir z r_ s -"(

ADDI IIDULt (5/7/64) AHB:csh _ ~ ~~*~ "`

In view of the fact that the`Comnission
staff had previously advised me that my
appearance before the Commission would
suffice and the Director would not-,be = '~ `

called upon to appear I called Mr i-Rankin.'
back and reminded him of this
` lie said that the Commission prior to
my appearance had held a further discussion
and had decided it as desirable to call
both the Director and tier Ciccone of CIA ~`:.
before the Commission s:an.~in said hit

t5 ~il e:c~ after my testimony yesterday the Commission
-members bad held .a discussion and had. tNt U~9It 1 (continu d pn~e1 ;tQeX~

199 MAYItIJ:C1964 i `
F r

_r ,~O.

SENT 'ry At To ~ .1

kitty 2u hit
1 t

I't a _. .+ 0*

=-- PERS REC ..i.' '+ r.T;'. :.,a
IT



In addition both of these itanms

before the Commission

" r

t
,.:;.

` ~i hY 'i .K4,y ~"',r }}"mac~ .,~. ~ ~ r t ~-~} {f;.~ AEG}}(--~~J .,w.

ttiemoranduralfrom nlr Rosen to llri Belmont _ ....a
RE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON ASSASSINATIOIJ`t

i
'l

f t t ti It ..t.e

Addei dum (continued)
'

:.1'.1t,* "i` -,~
~ 0.1 i i Sf to -1 J ".e ,..yr r,-s"q

indicated they were impressed by the Bureau's approach and position.:..

id the field under discussion."i , 1f
'

~~ { t"5 !"t.c4:.c
.I told Hr Rankin that 1 as he ::new tthe Director does not `t =

take his ap.prearances before a board or bearing lightly, and takes y a

time to thorn cIlly prepare hirtsoif therefore,,I asked what 'they-~ .";"j ...,

Commission would be covering with the Director. Rankin said

would be very limited and pertaining to the question whether Oswald 7;;r.

was an informant and perhaps whether the Director 'thought there was' \

any conspiracy involved in the assassination Rankin said that there

was no intention of covering the full scope of this ma t t e r

had been bevered with me 1
x *'r "zss

r Rankin said that he would endeavor to "contact the'Director~?
this tlonday 5/11/64 in order io personally advise ..the Director as :to,,_ s i

that is desired and to arrange for the Director "to appear
^at

conveniences if possible sometime next week. r ,i'j!

frith reference to the question whether Oswald was an informant,t

it is noted that the Director's affidavits and affidavits of ,the Agents

in the field were introduced into the record yesterday. The 'brief on;r

the FBI ina:e tstig tion of the assassination of President Kennedy (whichs
~

the Director._has) on page 95-1 deals with the subject of the allega 1

t ions that Oswald was an informant and again pages 95-y and z
`
cover.! ,v f ~

our if terviews with Lonnie Hudhins and others re these .allegations.t. r,;`,'
. 't

Concerning the question of a conspiracy involved
o=edhin

th
s~efand Y

assassination this question is answered on page b d:.

.also on page 22 of the grief
' ~s yy 4:, (

are covered in m testiaon

Belmont

i

i
.

its s:.

11
iiti j i,,

'0

.t3 i is r 'it rt.. "'iy1t~{y,! ~
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S,'C Patios (l05-l776)

Director PEI (105..123j09)

S"Irtr GG Y x!ia!nf aft
is is MI

Aeurlet 4/27/64

ripen cc rtetIon of the Ueda set out In mitt a
catmint summary of this entire meter with predication is
Co be included in the next Investigative report submitted In
the epee oaj t ione4 "Les Harvey Ovalle! II MBA.

Based on l+Lforna t ion developed to date It S not
felt necessary to aubrit handwriting twirls* Of Janos BeJJas
to the is boratory for consartnon purpose.

1 Values (105.1723) (Les ltarveyOsepld)

r 1) 105";'555 (Lee Itarvcy Gerald)

RLX:nee
(6)

r

A letter signed *Andros Kovacs postmarked Angola
Indiana snas received by the Pallas Office alleging subject
was aeAW7 officer guilty of murders in Hungary and now operational
In the U B Writer oleo alleged subject in contact with murderer

of President Kennedy but or/witted in letter this allegation

may be a fantasy Investigation Innt itu ted to resolve subjeotr'd

status as an intelligence agent and possible connection with

assdee lnat ton of Free tdent Kennedy Information developed to 'date

Indtcates writer may possibly be disgruntled associate of

subject who in in..,deb.t to him SNo indication t on
developed fgea

e

activities or participation in assassination pe TTh

*tatter coordinated with lurtoU:;d'u~de~"vt eaira~dsdty~ed etas Harvey

Oswald 'q invent (gat ton

.401 v.e.n',,"~tf

1!UPllr,41F YE!.IAlY

7 ! .).i, 191.ei
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Inquiry)

$
1
i_

1
1

1

(Priority or Methodof Mailing)
Y

TO DIRECTOR PB I (100-409763)

FROM SAC NEWARK (100-47801) RW

"RE NARK LANE
8M C
00 New York
A-N ~

Re New 'York airtel to the Bureau 3/9/64k
Bureau airtel to Newark 3/10/64
Newark airtel to the Bureau 4/1/64

Enclosures to Bureau s14)

Eight copies of letterhead memorandum dated and
captioned as above at Newark

Six reels of recording tape These are two sets
consisting of three reelo each Each met covers speech and
question-and-apswer period of appearance of MARK LANE at
Upsala College on 5/6/64

(bl Bureau (enc.-14) RN ( )
(1' 105-82555) (LEE HARVEY -0nall)...
(1 100 ) '(Cit2f8ns Zrynmittee of

2 Dallas (Info) (enc.-2) RN
(1 100-10461) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

4 New York (100-117844) (enc.-4) RN
(1 105-38431) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
(1 100-152725) (Citizens Committee of

1 Newark
Et7C:MJ
(12)
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4
100-47801

Enclosures to Dallas (2)

Two copies of letterhead memorandum dated and -.-,i.
captionedcaptioned as above at Newark (For info as Dallas site of
assassination of President and 00 on case LEE HARVEY OSWALD.)

'Enclosures to New York (4)

Four copies of letterhead memorandum dated and

captioned as above at Newark

Sources used in letter .~ uorandum are
First source
8eceni source

on 8/6/64

Enclosed tapes we e made at Iiewarli Office from an

original tape furnished by(protect
identit has furnist ro_lia a in Erma on in the past)

to SA ELDRED I COX
on 5/7 ie original tape was made "y student engineers
of the radio station The original tape is being maintained

by Newark as an exhibit in file 100-47801

The original tape !s thin and not suitable for
transcription by stenographers because such handling is likely to
"stretch the tape For this reason the copies are being
furnished to the Bureau rather than original

Newark has not stenographically transcribed or
monitored the tapes it being considered desirable to transmit
them to the Bureau without delay for such purposes

In addition to information in LEN further
advised that towards the end of his prepared pe prior
to the question period LANS recounted a recent incident ' :.
LANE claimed that he had been accosted on the street by two men
claiming to be FBI Agents These men accused him of taking
or stealing FBI documents LANE claimed he told these men that



41

This appears near the end of reel number 2 of reels
_.being furnished to the Bureau The incident is told Ina manner-,-anner t .1

ridiculing the FBI

.If Bureau desires Newark to stenographically transcribe
the recording the Bureau is requested to so advise4 UACB
Newark will not transcribe4

t

J`y r:. of.~.i
r S

00-47001
+ s r ):te n _.

If government wished to communicate with him it Should write-') ,:
to him and he would answer in due courses
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STATES DEPARTMENT 0ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark New Jersey

May 8 1964

I

i

In Reply Pte. Rrfiwie
Fif.N

MARK LANE

The "New York Herald Tribune newspaper dated
January 15 1964 page 7 column It contained an article
entitled "Oswald's Mother Hires Lane. This article
stated that on January 14 1964 Mrs Marguerite C
Oswald mother of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald
announced she had hired Mark Lane to represent her
slain son before the Warren Commission investigatingthe
murder of ProCident John F Konnedy According to this
article Mrs Oswald stated she had been in contact
with Lane daring his stay in Fort Worth Texas the previous
weekend It was also pointed out that Lane had accepted
the case although Mrs Oswald stated she bad no funds with
which to pay him

The "New York Times newspaper dated April 2 1964
page 37 contained an article stating that Mrs
Marguerite C Oswald had dismissed Mark Lane her New
York lawyer*

On June 10 1963 a source advised that at a meeting
of the New York Council to Abolish the House Un-American
Activities Committee (IJYCAHUAC) held May 20 1963 at
74 Fifth Avenue New York City Mark Lane was elected
to the position of Vice Chairman of the o rganization

Characterization ;of the NYCAHt.AC and the National
Committee to Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee appear in the appendix hereto

A second source advised on May 7 1964 that Mark
Lane spoke in the chapel of Upsala College East Orange
New Jersey on May 6 1964 at the invitation of the
Student Council of Upsala College Lane spoke concerning the
cirbumstances of the assassination of President Kennedy
Following the speech Lane answered questions of the audience*
The presentation extended over two and.one-half hours This
source estimates that from 250 to 300 persons attended both
students and faculty

x



MARK LANE

,pne of Lane's main points according to the second
source was that the assassination and the investigation thereof
vier poorly handled by the Secret Service the Federal Bureau of
Inv tigation and the Dallas Police Department Lane claimedi
tha 'be had possession of affidavits from various individuals
which cast doubt upon information released by public authorities..

The second source further stated that throughout the
presentation by Lane there was an implication that there was a
conspiracy by the authorities to find Oswald guilty Lane claimed
that certain questions regarding the assassination may never be
answered because authorities state that disclosure would injure
the security of this country

The second source also advised that Lane said his purpose
was to inform the public of the deeper possibilities involved in the
situation of the assassination and the investigation

Lane also mentioLad that two individuals who identified
themselves as FBI Agents had recently approached him on the street
and accused him of taking or stealing FBI documents Lane claimed
that he told the two men that if the Government wished to communicate
with him it should do so by writing a letter to him

2
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.r On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New York Council to Abolish the Lbi-,American Activities
Committee (N:CAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting hold in New York City
on November 17 1960 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of Frank Wilkinson
Field Representative of the National Committee to Abolish the
Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

j 7 YORI COUIIC IL TO ABOLISH TL% HOUSE
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES .COLILUTTE=

A second source advised on September 17 1952 that Franc
Wilkinson was a Communist Party member as of September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961 a
copy of resolutions of the flew York Council to Abolish the
House Un-American Activities Committee (]YCAHUAC) which were
adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed the
intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to continue

its efforts to broaden the participation in this fight Another
resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the suggestion of the
Field Representative of the National Committee to Abolish the
IJUAC (flCAUUAC) namely that local abolition committees may
identify andcoordinate their efforts as closely as they desire
with NCAHUAC still maintaining their autonomy for as flexible
and independents program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1962
that Communist Party members in the New York City.area have been
solicited to support activities of the NYCAHUAC during
attendance at Communist Party club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West 34th
Street New York City New York

A PPENOIS

i
S
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9.0

NATIONAL COVU11T RJ TO ABOLISH THE
HOUSE UN-ATALRICAN ACTIVITIES COLWITTS$

The "Guide to Subversive Organisations and
Publications Issued December 1 1961 by the Committee on
Un-Aleericsn Activities U S House of Representatives
page 115 contains the following citation regarding the

_NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE UA-AMKBICAN ACTIVITIES
COMMIT"IEE (tCAUAC)

"Cited ss t 'nee argf.nisktion set up in the Steer
of 196.2 to lead and direct the COM''O 1ST PARTY's 'Operation
Abolition cucptign Sevc a of the national leaders of this
group bane been identified as Coavunists.

(Co n.v'znista on Un-American Activities House Report
1278 on the Truth About the Film "Operation Abolition
l'srt 1 October S 1961 rg 5.)

A source bps advised that the NC/MAC changed
its name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House
in its vane thereby becoming known as the NATIONAL COMMITTEE
TO BUM THE HOUSE UN-AUERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE (2CAHUAC)
A notional meeting of this argenisation was bald in Chicago
Illinois on April 27 and 28 1863

i
4
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i '4 r 1 Lenihan 484

Honorable J Ire Rankin 1 J M SLzoo ~-~
General Counsel ~fl Mail":'P"oom 3 i
Who -President's Commission S ~'

`

200 Maryland Avenue Ni E i
,:r ::44tc` ,~

boar Mr Rankin ,t ~,/ ~`'I t %
~ t^f i i " nl

Reference is a>ado to your ,letter of Mayr5
1964,'rcgardinG your review of Lark:Lano'e.testimony
before tho.Commission to dotorraino tvhother or not s
Lane cave any indication` that be .bad access, to.or "~

possession of 1DI reportst l 4.`t k~~# :~+ v;`-~t E , '
t c 4 ~ *i :'y "Lf,~ .fib

The :copy of the transcript furnished by'`A >= ` ;"
you bas been rcvi;od by this Duroau and is hurvwith-t
returned as roquoetod b you ; " }t r " ."~ . ;~yi .~ ~,,~

,4 -s+4
8incorely yours,i.,g,f~ yc

.{ kdgar Hoovei "!*5..4 ;sY fi O
. yjw 1

:. : t t 1 6
! fi
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See oseaorandum H A Branigan to W C
dated 5/7/G4 captioned "Mark Lane Security Mattor',-',C,!':-":
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dir bH Belmont,.

!I r {1 C Sullivan

DCN I :A1.0
LEVIIIE+ _j

1 ter Delmont
1 Cr Sullivan
1 i1r D.E.Iloore
1 1!r J.A.Sizoo
1 tir Branigan
1 }ir Lenthan

Fur your information

(COPY SENT TO I.1.a `.TOLSON

en".".0"O. we .tM ...tr. N am . at
UNITE]) STA.] .;.ti ( ;NMENT

DATE. .May 8 1964'x ate
". rt.. r t."I f //jli}T7yJMf Fry 41 ii.; feyTr.NM1oaC"

i .0

0 A
n rr

Tt.e above-captioned person telephoned me iron t~aldorf :'~= ~ ~

Maryland and said he has been in Dallas looking into the Oswald

base and has talked to Marina Oswald Be told me that as:a'resulta ;c A
of talking to Marina Oswald be had some i nformation which the

FBI:dhtd tss iton to us I told him we;;' f
mightmight not possess ane waneo pa ,.e
c; id bo glad to receive this information An appointment was set',;',.',`..rte r

for him to come in to my office at 11 a.u tomorrow Saturday0 ;,.L as i,.^4 rx
I a 19G~s . 1 1 s4 ~3 I rjirt 0:Tk"'~,404 ,f

. ` st 7.`

!..E w know Levir.e is an author of many 'books. .-He was born

it ;:4t sia L r hcs been in this country for many years Re is a.

"jrofession i s.nticomuunist specializing in writing to have not'` f:'{ 'c

had any close relations with Levine on"the other hand -therehasi .f *
been no real problem

t 3 p. ..A-: ~.~ gg..
f

......j 4 : I,. F`-.s a

deedless to say will be extremely circumspect andmerely :;

r c_ive whatevor he !ma to of for us without commaat .;~k t "'~~:,

.cr

...
. qtot) } " 1 f.i .

.ECOF1biEI7DATT4r l N t t "~` 3. .~e.00! 1 ."~l.r.l fir X I0.404
.1 NOT RECORDED_ %;r..I.LF;.b'.,s
s 199 MAY18 1964 "~. ~ ~ :g'Y
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Memo ra Mum I 1 Mr Bemont
1,I.

1 Mr Rosen

DA"It 5-1-64

1
1 Mr Sullivan

1
Mr Ma

Lenihan
.1 Mr Branigan

ro MR( SULLIVAN-'z

FROM 4
.. 19t BRAN ~G~FI

Taw)
Items
TaleNeste

4 $flews
Candy

ASAC Kyle Clark,` Dallas called this afternoon
to advise that Marguerite Oswald was requesting to see
a Bureau Agent .I /

Marguerite Oswald is the mother of Lee Harvey
Oswald and she was last contacted 1-7-64 At that time
she was uncooperative and since them has been making
public appearances and writing articles maintaining
the innocence of her son

According to ASAC Clark she contacted the
Resident Agency in Fort Worth Texas 4-30-64 requesting
that an Agent contact her Clark stated that the Agents
called her back advising that she was welcome to contact
them at their office lu Fort Worth At that time
Mrs Oswald said she was unwilling to do this and said
that she would take the matter up with her attorney

I

On 5-1-64 she recontacted the Resident Agency
requesting that an Agent comewt to see her since she has
something that she wants to give him

After checking with you SAC Shanklin was
advised that we should have two mature Agents contact
Mrs Oswald at her home in accordance with her request f._and listen to what she has to say SAC Shanklin was
cautioned that the Agents should be most careful in their
contact with her and should not make any statements to her
They should listen and accept any information that she wants
to give

:< ACTION
REC 37 .. A > 3 71.3

This is for your information We will keep you

4 WABadvised
of developments

"hrt C
(7)~

)) I

C

79M4(?11964

.1

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

itf?,yo! I "v*
.~ ...mss f ` . fwf ?'~,"^~ t~esc~
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.t
FBI DALLAS

/1O57
PM CST URGENT 5-1-64 LJH

T DIRECTOR 105-82,555 AND HOUSION 105-1,091

FROM .DALLAS I OO-10 461 3-P.

LEE HARVEfY SWALD AKA IS R CUBA

RE TELEPHONE CALL FROM SECTION CHIEF WILLIAM BRANIGANTODAY

APR T'WENTYNIFIE LAST SHE WAS TALKING BY PHONE WITH GLORIA JEAN

)1ERCER IN FORT WORTH. !MERCER IS SISTER OF ,p5 ROBER SWALD E'Xls

MARGUERITE HAS TAPE RECORDER WHICH SHE USES ON ALL PHONE CONVER

SATINS I N COVERSATION WITH EIERCER I T WAS NORMAL FOR ABOUT

TWO t1I NUTES AND THEN THERE WAS A PERIOD OF ABOUT TWO MINUTES WHERE

s THE CONVERSATION WAS GARBLED AND COULD NOT UNDERSTAND SHE BELIEVES

THIS WAS SOME FOREIGN LANGUAGE A MAN-S VOICE CAME IN DURING THIS

PERIOD ONCE OR TWICE THE TAPE THEN STARIE() RECORDING THE CON

VERSATION IN A NORMAL f1ANNER ANO HER PHONE COVERSATION WITH PIERCER

a WAS CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD Al THE END OSWALD BELIEVED SOMEONE-LIVING
a

I N THE :NEI GMBORH00D OF EITHER HER OR
NICER

WAS SHOOTING A BEAM INTO
r .REC 37 / ,y') c t,...~

H3-1/XER PHDRE OR MERCER-S PHONE TO PICK UP ANY PHONE CONVERSATION AND
1

END PAGE ONE .
p MAY 1811,64

/.tt...:'$ (.11 .. V Z 00/.8 1. _

:t 9
MAY/271195$5



TO HOUSTON TEXAS AND VISITED WITH "lIRS._FLORA fILKAT~ FOUR
C~ t ( ) T 6e/t).

ZERO TWO VALEI'TItJE APARTMENT.ONE ZERO ZERO EIGHT MRS HYATT

AGE SEVENTY HAD WRITTEN MARGUERITE `THAT SHE HAD SOME VALUABLE

INFORMATION REGARDING .HER SUIT LEE OSWALD AND THAT SHE SHOULD COME

TO HOUSTON TO SEE HER MRS OSWALD VISITED WITH HYATT FOR ABOUT

A DAY HYATT TOLD HER SHE DID NOT BELIEVE LEE OSWALD KILLED THE

PRESIDENT HYATT SAID IT WAS A LARGE COESPIRACY
BETWEN

HIGHER

OFFICIALS OF-'EIMAN-MARCUS DEPARTMENT STORE DALLAS AND OFFICIALS

PAGE O

DO SOME TALKING ON HER LINE TWO WEEKS AGO MARGUERITE MADE TRIP

OJ'6AKOWITZ STORE HOUSTON THESE OFFICIALS WERE MEMBERS OF
I'.

'14LACK AX ORGANIZATION WHICH DATES WAY BACK TO GERMANY. THESE

OFFICIALS CONVERSE AND TRANSMIT MESSAGES THROUGH ADS IN NEWSPAPERS

HYATT HAD SEVERAL ADS WHICH SHE SHOWED TO OSWALD SINCE RETURN

FROM HOUSTON MRS OSWALD HAS CUT OUT (NUMEROUS ADS FROM HOUSTON

!OD DALLAS PAPERS AND SHE BELIEVES HYATT VAS CORRECT IN THIS

INFORMATION MRS OSWALD NET AN UNNAMED) WOriAt4 AT JEFFERSON HOTEL

DALLAS DURING RUBY TRIAL THIS ?'OMAR WAS FROM SAN ANTONIO AND

ARRANGED DINNER FOR OSWALD WITH THREE FRENCH NEWSPAPER WRITERS

THIS WOI"iAN SAID SHE WAS GOING TO WORK FUR NEIMAN-MARCUS IN DALLAS

END POE TUO

M.~W k.+i"~~+.~nlN~ t 'f~i / r A ,'.~ ~ q `r ~ x ~SKZ! f h~~} ~q Y f ditii~Y~law
t Y .~it~O.~~C3a_ r~L_

~4''~4.e"'r~ J.l1 .x ~'%* TRf"G~.~1t*+t~ir`r



ATTENTION OF BUREAU AND HOUSTON CALLED TO BUREAU AIRTEL

Y TO HOUSTON APRIL TW'ENT SEVEN LAST ENCLOSING LETTER FROM MISS

B ER IA HI LLI PS_WHO MENTI OIJED MS. FI L'ti 1IYATT THIS COMMUNICATION =
I

PGE TIAREE

SHE ALSO BELIEVED A PHOTOGRAPH OF THIS WOMAN APPEARED IN A GROUP

OF PEOPLE IN THE BOOK "THE TORCH HAS PASSED DID NOT KNOW HER

NAME BUT BELIEVED SHE WAS IN ON CONSPIRACY AS SHE WAS GOING TO

WORK FOR NEIMAN-MARCUS

HOUSTON IDENTIFY AND FURNISH INFORMATION REGARDING MRS HYATT

LHM FOLLOWS AND PILL NOT BE INCLUDED IN ANY RF.PORT UACB

CARRIED ASSASSINNTOU CAPIION

tCBRRCIION
PAGE TWO LIKE -SEVEN

.NONE OMITTED AT-END OF SSENTENGE REP&AT THREE Ir S A UNTI`NUFr

VA--DON-T UNDERSIAND CORR (HERE ARE p0--i~ORDS-OM VER

A TES END OF APRIL- I -TYPED .IT OVER HOTE 'Ft R6T -OF.LLNE-,E1G}L.T

-"I S hLSO LAST OF-LINE .SEVEN WHERE I T "'TYPED -OV,sRb

WELLTHAT SURE-IS NOT PAGE 2

VA H'L

FBI VA.H DC .e 1i
0j/02t .Ia ~ ~SRY PAGE tHREE

f 1 :t' ". is.:+

V
,~ "(

su"_~.tr~~.s3.t.4_
mxv 2,777,7

ice 4s''0 ~ w~ J f . ~ Mtt;Zn .C.~'! 4 i~ L



Interview of STANLEY ROSS and Dr MARQUEZ STERLINQ
was conducted by SA FRANCIS J O'BRIEN

Inasmuch as investigation by SA JOHN JAMES O'FLAHERTY
has determined that PASCUAL ENRIQUE RUEDOLO GONGORA is presently
an inmate at Creedmoor State Hospital Queens NY no effort trill ;'t'.p
be made by the NYO UACB to interview him re his alleged statement,
that he was one of five or six groups sent to the U.S to
aseassinate president KENNEDY at the direction of FIDEL CAS

37 ItsI Bureau
.5

Bureau
1105-82555)

Encsl0) ( +I
!(i

..
2-Dallas 100-10461Encs.2)

rlVt.zsit
fu

1-Miami (105-8342) Enc.l) (RM'n .r
1-Washington Field 105-37111) (Enc.l) (RM)1-New York (105-38431) / r. A t

/s 7

~~t Mper ~

L9)=Ea
E.0

s

Approved
t pec a g n n axg

7 9 MA1 2. y .,~ eei c,e~s

h*'Re WFO airtel to Bureau with enclosure dated 4/6/64 ,,' , .rt
and NY airtels to Bureau 4/21/64 and 4/24/64

Enclosed for the Bureau and Dallas are 10 copies and 2 r
copies respectively of LHM reflecting interviews of STANLEY , w
ROSS Editor "El Tiempo NYC Dr CARLOS MARQUEZ STERLING 4 z
ad ietiti PAnnvsgaon reSCUAL ENRIQUE RUEDOLO GONGORA Also c
enclosed is one copy each for information of Miami and MFG



./28/64 and Mrs PEREIRA advised that her husband has been
in Florida for the past few days and is expected to return
to NYC on 4/29/64

'NYO will interview PEREIRA upon hia return to NYC

NY 105-38431

?or the information of the Bureau previous investiga= =
tion was conducted re OONOORA and Bureau is in possession of NYy7
letter with enclosure captioned "PASCUAL EIIRIQUE RUEDOLO y
CONQORA aka Pascual Ruedatoj IS-CUBA dated 12/16/63

_In an effort to locate EVIDIO PEREIRA concerning
1his knowledge of information re JACK RUBY's alleged presence

in Cuba subsequent to the break between the United States and
Cuba an inquiry was conducted at pEREIRA's residence on "
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New York New York
April 30 1964

Si ATES DEPARTMENT o TICE

t1:hERAL SUMAC OF INVESTIGATION

UN

la Reply PleaseRefer
File N&

Lee Harvey Oswald
Internal Security R Cuba

On February 6 1964 Stanley/ Ross Editor of *El Tiempo
a New .York City Spanish language weekly appeared as a guest-on
the Barry Gray radio program Station INCA New York City
During the course of the program Ross made a comment to the
effect that he thought Castro was responsible for the death of _
President Kennedy directly or indirectly or both Ross also
remarked during the program that "Cl Tiempo had published a
story to the effect that Jack Ruby had been in Cuba twice since
Castro came to power

In connection with these statements Stanley Ross was
interviewed by a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) on April124 1964 and furnished the following information

He tated that he recalls the statements he made on the

ing
Barry

toGray
r io program and explained that his statement pertain

_Fidel astro s responsibility directly or indirectly for
the assassination of President Kennedy was pptompteEL by the11,f__act that
,,on or about November 25 1963 one Pascual Enriggu uedol4tGongora

f =.a Cuban was detatned by Immigration and Naturalization Service (INtS),.~
New York City and through arrangements with the Spanish Consulate in
New York City was deported to Spain lie advised that when he had

,heard of Ruedolo's detention he contacted his friend Mr Garcia
-~Ranon the Spanish Consul w.o confirmed that Ruedolo had been detained

by INS and at the request of unidentified United States officials
Spain agreed to accept fuedolo for return to Cuba

Ross stated that he was informed by Mr Ranon that during
an interview with Ruedolo the latter stated that he was one of five
or six groups sent to the United States to assassinate President
Kennedy at the direction of Fidel Castro Gongora reportedly stated
that Castro was fearful that President Kennedy was trying to
assassinate him and further stated that the United States had been
inyolved in previous assassinations such as the assassination of the
husband and brother-in-law of Madame Niw of Vietnam

ems
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_'l Ross advised that through his correspondent for Cuba one
Enrique-'Cervantes he had ascertained that Cuba would not accept
Ruedolo from Spain because Cuba did not want to get involved in the
investigation concerning the assassination of President Kennedy --

Lee Harvey ,9swald

Ross further advised that relative to his statement that
Jack Ruby had been in Cuba twice since Castro came to power a 1f
explained that he received this information from one Roland asfer.rer,._
who had obtained it from Dr Carlos Marquez Sterling who in turn had
obtained the information from a letter receiv~Ed fro Cuba

rie-if
It is to be noted that Dr Carlos larquez'Sterlingg had

previously been mentioned by Nathaniel--seyl 4201 Ocean Boulevard,.
llelray Beach Florida when Weyl was interviewed by Special Agents
Of the Miami office of the Fill on March 13 1964 Weyl was inter
viewed at that time relative to a statement he made to the effect
that Jack Ruby had made a trip to Havana Cuba to deal with an
individual named Preskin Weyl stated tiat he had received this in
formation from an old friend Carlos Marquez Sterling I

On April 20 1964 Dr Carlos Marquez Sterling 355 East
72nd Street New York City New York advised a Special Agent of-the
FBI that he is not the original source of the information pertaining
to a visit by Jack Ruby to Havana and his alleged meeting there with
one Praskin Sterling stated that he saw the letter which contained

i this informationr and he identified the original source of this informa
tion as Evidioj reira. Sterling stated that Pereira formerly lived
in Miami,.Florida and while he was residing there Sterling instructed
him to furnish this Information to Sterling's friepd Nathaniel Weyl

1 et

Sterling remarked that Pereira is employed in a factory in
Newark New Jersey but added that he does not know his address He
commented that Pereira is a member of the Free Cuba Patriotic
Movement of which he Sterling is the leader

Sterling stated he would obtain Pereira's address and advise
the FBI of same

f
In an effort to determine the present whereabouts of

Pascual Enrique Ruedolo Gongora heretofore mentioned% and to inter
view ,him concerning his remarks the following investigation was
conducted

On April 27 1964 inquiry at INS New York City determined
that Gongora had been deported to Cuba via ain on November 28 1963

2
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Lee Harvey Oswald

but subsequently had been unable to obtain travel documents to return
to Cuba and'was therefore returned to the United States at
New York City on February 21 1964 INS advised that Ruedolo was
subs4quently committed to Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital New York City
and later transferred to Creedmoor State Hospital Queens New 'York
where he is presently confined

On April 281964 Mr Moses Andre Walker Superintendent
Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital New York City advised a Special
Agent of the FBI that hospital records disclose that Gongora had
been admitte5 to the hospital on March 11 1964 for observation
that Gongora's diagnosis was reflected as Paronoid Schizophrenic and
that he was discharged from Bellevue on March 23 1964 and transferred
to Creedmoor State Hospital Queens New York Mr Walker stated that
Ruedolo was transferred from Bellevue because it had been determined
that he was in need of further psychiatric treatment and that
Creedmoor State Hospital had pore propitious facilities for such
treatment

On April 28 1964 inquiry at Creedmoor State Hospital,
Queens New York disclosed that Ruedolo is presently confined to the
Disturbed Ward Building S10 and is expected to remain at Creedmoor
for further treatment for probably at least another six months



.On February 6 1964 Stanley Ross Editor of "El Tiempo
a New York City Spanish language weekly appear d as a guest on
the Barry Gray radio program Station WMCA Ne York City
During the course of the program Rose made a comment to the
effect that he thought Castro was responsiblq for the death of
president Kennedy directly or indirectly or both Ross also
remarked during the program that "El Tiempov had published a
story to the effect that hack Ruby had been in Cuba twice since
Castro came to power. j

In Reply PleaseReferM
FSIaNa ~

In connection with these statdmente Stanley Ross was
interviewed by a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion (FBI) on April 24 1964 and furnished the following information

He stated that he recalls/the statements he made on the
Barry Gray radio program and explained that his statement pertain
ing to Fidel Castro's responsibility directly or indirectly for
the assassination of president Kdnnedy was prompted by the fact
that on or about November 25 1 0630 one pascual Enrique Ruedolo
Gongora a Cuban was detainedfby Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) New York City,:and through arrangements with the
Spanish Conl3ulate in New York City was deported to Spain He

advj.sed"that
when he had heat'd of Gongora's detention he con

tacted his friend Mr Garcia Banon the Spanish Consul who
confirmed that Gongora had,'been detained by INS and at the request
of unidentified United St tee officials Spain agreed to accept
Gongora for return to Cubb

Ross stated that he was informed by"Mr Banon that
during an interview with Gongora the latter stated that he was
one of five or six groups sent to the United States to assassinate
president Kennedy at the direction of Fidel Castro Gongora
reportedly stated that Castro was fearful that president Kennedy
was trying to assassinate him and further stated that the United
State's had been involved in previous sasassinatione such as the
assassination of the husband end brother-in-law of Madame Nhu
of Vietnam

" ,.7~'s'~,.~..'~'"~~C_ Râ-aT

:n STATES DEPARTMENT TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York New York

April 30 1964
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Lee Harvey Oswald
Internal Security R Cuba
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j
Ross advised that through his correspondent for Cuba

one Enrique Cervantes he had ascertained that Cuba) would not
accept Gengera from Spain because Cube did not wa t to get
involved in the investigation concerning the ass6sination of
president Kennedy

Ross further advised that relative po his statement
that Jack Ruby had been in Cuba twice since astro came to
power he explained that he received this i ormation from
one Rolando Masferrer who had obtained it rom Dr Carlos
Marquez Sterling vrho in turn had cbtaine the information
from a letter received from Cuba J

It is to be noted that Dr C 4los Marquez Sterling bad
-previously been mentioned by Nathaniel/Weyl 4201 Ocean Boulevard
Delray Beach Florida when Weyl was ,tnterviewed by Special Agents
of the Miami office of the FBI on Match 13 1964 Weyl was
interviewed at that time relative is a statement he made to the
effect that Jack Ruby had made a trip to Havana Cuba,to deal
with an individual named Praskin.1 Weyl stated that he had
received this information from an old friend Carlos Marquez
Sterling

On April 20 1964
e

Carlos Marquez Sterling 355
East 72nd Street New York Ci y New York advised a Special
Agent of the FBI that he is 'Sot the original source of the
lnfor=tion pertaining to a/visit by Jack Ruby to Havana and
his alleged meeting there with one praskin Sterling stated
that he saw the letter whteh cnntained this information and be
identified the original source of this information as Evidio
Pereira Sterling stated that Pereira formerly lived in Miami
Florida,and while he was residing there Sterling instructed
him to furnish this information to Sterling's friend Nathaniel
Weyl

Sterling retharked that pereira is employed in a factory
in 4ewark New Jersey but added that he does not know his address
Y;e commented that Pereira is a member of the Free Cuba Patriotic
Movement of which he Sterling is the leader

Sterling stated he would obtain Pereira's address and
advise the FBI of same
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S New York City
to Cuba via Spain

d been unable to obtain
was therefore returned

on February 21 1964
ently committed to Bellevue

and later transferred to
err York where he is presently
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In an effort to determine the present
whereabouts

-of
ke scual Enrique Ruedolc Gongora heretofore me toned and to
interview him concerning his remarks the Poling investiga
tion was conducted

4n April 27 1964 inquiry at
determined that Gongora had been deport
of November 28 1963,but subsequently
travel documents to return to Cuba an
to-the United State's at New York Cit
INS advised that Gongcra was subseq
Psychiatric Hospital New York Cit
Creedmoor State Hospital Queens
confined

On April 28 1964 Mx Moses Andre Walker Superintendent
Bellevue Psychiatric Hospitalj New York City advised a Special
Agent of the FBI that hospitAl records disclose that Gongora
had been admitted to the ho$pital on March 11 1964,for obser
vation that Gongora's diagnosis was reflected as Paronoid
Schi?oOxenic and that he was discharged from Bellevue on March
j 1964 and transferred/to Creedmoor State Hospital Queens
tie. York Mr Walker stated that Gongora was transferred from
Bellevue because it ha been determined that he was in need of
further psychiatric t batment and that Creedmoor State Hospital
had more propitious lhcilities for such treatment

On April 1964 inquiry at Creedmoor State Hospital
Queens New York d sclosed that Gongora is presently confined
to the Disturbed W d Building S10 and is expected to remain
at Creedmoor for f rther treatment for probably at least another
six months
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Previous articles by Buchanan have set forth his theory
based on speculation and unfounded material that President Kennedy
was the victim of a right-wing conspiracy that Lee Harvey Oswald
was an arent of the FBI and/or the Central Intelligence Agency and
that the investigation of the assassination was covering up discrepancies
which cast doubt on Osrald's guilt

Articles by Thomas Gittingw''Baohanan Jr.,onZ'b s` r on
of the assassination of President Kew edy have been a Qpg,1ringJ
repent months in the French pewspaper 'L'Express. Copies of past
articles received from the Legal Atta1c Paris,"frith translations
thereof have been furnished to the President's Commission Buchanan
was a reporter for the Washington Evening Star from 1946 to 1948 n)
when he was dismissed after admitting Comrauuist Party (CP) membership
to an official of that paper In 1952 and 1953 be admitted CP

.Iolembership

but in 1956 advised that be had left the CP His name ti)is carried on the Reserve Index

4."7"

Memo ran um

tit "1
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SUBJECT LEr HIARVEY OSWALD
IS RUSSIA CUBA

UNITED STATE ~ NMENT

~ u

M",oru.oar10DN0. It.t tMfOW"+ ot+ w. 0. !t

In his latest article in the 4-9-64 issue of "L'Express
entitled "I Accuse, Buchanan blames a "Mr H. for the conspiracy 4
to assassinate President Kennedy because the letter's policies were
counter to the thinking of "Mr H. and other :xtremists According 7
to Buchanan "Mr H. and his sympathizers stated that it was impossible
to negotiate with the'communists and that co-existence with communists
was impossible Buchanan infers that "Mr H. is H L t the
wealthy Dallas oilman who Buchanan identifies as the bead of an oil
business worth tWO billion dollars 37/4

Buchanan states that "Mr B. in the past bad three
principal enemies The first was the `.Italian industri lifst and
Head of the Italian Government Oil and Gas Agency,Enrico tei.~ ,~
Buchanan speculates that "Mr H. bad something to do with Mattei's
death in an airplane crash to Italy in October 1962 Mattei was
reported by "Time ragazine 11-2-62 to have been the "most powerful

an in Italy, with extensive financial holdings and operations in
taly and other countries Mattei ,rior to his death bad signed

T PMSIbcAll)
_
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RtC(H MEIWUATION That th ntf.nehed letter be sent to the President's
Commission

2

6
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ltemorPnd!em Braniga ullivrn

0411Re Lee Harvey O vat
105-82555

.0e
an s reement with the Soviet Union to receive Russian oil in Italy
at 4 price below the American oil prices Buchanan infers that
Mat is business deals upset and disturbed "Mr L

According to Buchanan the second enemy of "Mr R. was
President Kennedy because he held opposing beliefs on political
financial and international matters The third enemy of "Mr R.
was Khruehcjtlev,Head of the communist Russian nation Buchanan states
that "Mr K, thought that he would be able to accomplish a "double
stroke in the assassination of President Kennedy One would be to
get rid of President Kennedy and the other would be to discredit
KhruchdxIv and negnte his efforts to release world tensions

Buchanan lists a number of "conspirators whom he accuses
of having sided "Mr N. in executing his plan They are

The policeman who issued the warrant of arrest against Oswald
when there was no reason whatever to suspect him in the assassination

The "murderer who fired at least one shot from the top of the
railroad bridge in front of the President's motorcade (3) Another
"murderer who fired at least two shots from the Texas School Book
Depository Building (4) An "accomplice who was ordered to kill
Oswald in cold blood(apparently Dallas Police officer J D Tippit
who was killed by Oswald) (5) Lee Harvey Oswald whom Buchanan
claims was a former informant of the FBI (6) An"accomplice who
permitted Oswald to leave the Texas School Book Depository Building
despite the orders of Police Chief Curry (7) A policeman in civilian
clothes who followed Oswald for an hour but who did not arrest him
(8) A number-of ''municipal police and Federal investigators.

Buchanan claims at the end of his article that dozens or
perhaps even hundreds of witnesses were instructed by authorities
on the manner in which they 'should testify

The claims in this article by Buchanan are unfounded
exaggerated and/or speculative without basis in fact It is noted
his position has been adveneed in the communist and left-wing press
here and abroad

The Prestdeet's Commission is being furnished a copy of

J
Buchanan's article in "L Kxpres of 4-9--84 along with two copies
of n translatiln thereof



PRESIDENT'S C.ownssloe
ON THE

ASSASSINATION01 PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200 MarylandAve. H H

WASHINGTOND C 20002

Dear M Hoover

WWpuld you please have your Dallas office interview

Miss_Yoic_o kui We do not have her address However we
do have her telephone number which is Fleetwood 7-0367

We obtained her telephone number from Mr Henry
--'P.o-gatz who resides at 407 Corcoran Chapel Road in Dallas -His

telephone number is Fleetwood 2-6615 He is a self employed-
geologist His business telephone number is the same as his `

residence pulnber above given

Our interest in Miss Okui arises out of the fact that
witnessess whose depositions we have taken, have testified to
her presence at a year-end combination Christmas-New Year's

partyDecember 28 30 1962 et the residence of Mr and Mrs
DeClan T Ford at 14057 Brookcreet Drive Dallas Texas

Among other guests were Marina and Lee Harvey Oswald (See
Special Agent Gemberling's Report #100-10461 pages 15A;163.)

Witnessess have emphasized that Miss Okui arrived at

II
the party with a male escort (whom we have not as yet been able

i to identify) and that Lee Har vey Oswald immediately took an
interest in her and engaged her in conversation off in a corner for
a considerable period of time during the evening that the private

! attention given Miss Okui by Oswal`was so extended that it caused
REC 37
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Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D.C 20535



In a telephone conversation April 28th 1964 between
Albert E Jenner Jr of our staff and the above m ntioned Mr
Rogatz the tatter reported to Mr Jenner that Miss Okui was in
Dallas th4t she was an accomplished musician that she was earning
a living teaching flower making and other Japanese handiwork that

'he was aware that Miss Okui had attended the party in question and

that in his opinion the tete-a-tete between Oswald and Miss Okui
was a pure coincidence

We are also advised that Mr Igor Voshinin who lives at
3504 Mockingbird Lane,".Daltas Texas anise telephone number
is Lakeside 1-2504 may be an acquaintance of Miss Okui's though
slight if any He is a civil engineer with Mulland and Powell Room 604,

fir

coshment on the part of other guests that Marina Oswald became
incensed and evidenced her displeasure by remarks to Oswald .
that Miss Okui's escort (as indicated above presently unknown >~p
us) likewise evidenced pique and that Marina in the days and
perhaps weeks that followed this party accused Oswald of having
seen Miss Okui from time to time

Witnessess have testified that Miss Okui came to Dallas
and served as a domestic in the home of a Dallas couple whom none
of the witnessess could identify for us All of the witnesses report
that their impression is that Miss Okui carne of a fine family in
Japan that she appeared to be well educated and genteel and that
they were under the impression that she was serving as a domestic
understandably in their minds in order to establish herself in the
United States before seeking employment or interests more suited to
her apparent education and gentility

However the witnesses expressed wonderment about
the fact that Oswald struck up an immediate acquaintance with
Miss Okui and continued that acquaintance that evening

We arc advised that Mr Lev Aronson who lives at
8416 Swananoah Road Dallas and whose telephone number is

Fleetwood 7-5150 is acquainted with Miss Okui Mr Aronson is
the chief cellist of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra. He can be reached
at the McFarland Building at Southern Methodist University or at
Atkins Hall at SMU where he is employed as a music teacher We
believe his telcphono number at the University is Emerson 3-5611



505.North Ervay (Reliance Building) Dallas Texas His business
telephone number is Riverside 1-4451

t

Sincerely

ca
V J Lee Rankin

General Counsel

1
If in your interview of Miss Okui you should discover the

names of her initial employers in Dallas who presumably were her
employers at the time of the DeClan Ford party in December 1962
we would be pleased to have you interview those employers so that
we may be advised as to the circumstances under which Miss Okui
came to Dallas and be afforded whatever information they have as
to her background

For the moment we are not interested in extending the
interview and investigation respecting Miss Okui beyond the limits
indicated in this letter We do not have any information at the
moment which would lead us to suspect Miss Okui that is information
beyond the incident which is described above

We greatly appreciate your continued cooperation and the
immeasurable assistance which you have afforded the Commission

.i



There arb enclosed two copies of letter from the Commission
dated 41/30/64 The party referred to in incoming is undoubtedly the
Siffe1r at the Denlan fords between December 28-50 1862 which is
treated on pages 153 through 163 of your 1/7/64 report in this ease.,="!
Dies Okui'(Burean indices negative) May be the Chinese woman who was 'V
in attendance at party in gompany of Russian was who was referred to

'on page 160 of aforementioned report v,>

Interview Miss Mu! developing full background data and s"~N!3
all inforsration in ber possession concerning Oswald and the party
in question Identify ber sale escort Ascertain nature of her
conversation at party with Oswald ani determine whether or not abs

I

~

met with Oswald or Marina subsequent to the party Identify
Miss Okui os employer at time of party and conduct interview of `.`.
employer as requested by Coawisaion For present limit inquiry to
foregoing -Should you encounter difficulty in locating Kiss C

cui,".f-M
_

it "ill be permiseable to contact the other individuals identified
in incoming who reportedly are her acquaintances "` .

6bould revwlations of Wise Okui suggest advisability of
interviewing her tole escort furoieh su m iry of facts to Bureau add
await instruotionn )land irviodiatoly Submit LBW
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Airtel to Dallas
Re LIZAARVEY OSWALD
105-62 .55

attended this party Incoming states that Commission has learned
:tom some witnesses that a Japanese one Tosco Okui was at party
with wale escort and that ()swill paid considerable attention to

.her during the evening to the extent that this caused comment
on the part of other guests and that his wife Marina became
4nceased Marina reportedly in days following party accused Oswald
of braving seen Miss Okui from time to time Commission asks onity
that we interview Miss Okui and identify her employer at time of
party to develop further background regarding her Shoves
believddto have worked as a domestic



Memoranda concerning other appearances of MARK LANE in the
Boston area on 4/29/64 4/30/64 and 5/1/64 are being prepared.

FD-36 '(Rev 3-56)

Dates 5/8/64

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Priority or Method of flailing Afr'

TO s DIRECTOR FBI (100469763)

FROM s SAC BOSTON (100-35752) (F)

SUBJECT MARK LANE
SM-C
(00 ,NEW YORK)

2-

DBC:ner

Re BS airtels 4/15/64 and 4/24/64 captioned "LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA and NY airtel 4/27/64 captioned "MARK LANE SM-C"

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies and for New York and Dallas
3 copies of a letterhead memorandum concerning an appearance
MARK LANE at Harvard University Cambridge Massachusetts on
4/30/64

on April 17 1964 was
Harvard College Cam

Sources..who furnished information on 4/30/64 were Special
Agents KENNETH P WEST and THOMAS B SULLIVAN

The source who furnished information on 6/10/63 was

BUREAU 100-409763) (Enc 8) YU4

i

f~

10055100
82 55

lja.yEY0SWALD)
(nco 1)

Enc i
NEW YORK (100-117844)(Enc 1) RM

1 105-38431 LEE HARVEY OSwALD)(Bnc 1)
j1 100-152725 CCI)(a,c 1)

3 DALLAS "_ 100-10461 LEE HARVEY OSWALD) (Eno
2p!1 89-43) Enc 1)

3 AOSTON 100-35752 NOT RECORDED .
1 105-10911 LEE HARVEY OSWALD) 199 MAY2U

19641
s

1 89-43)
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Appearance of Attorney Mark Lane w
at Harvard University Cambridge if r r f "3re
Massachusetts on April 30 19664 . ":~ ..,~~;:~

i ~e F ~If ~ r 1 ~r:e~si~ ~~. .4
On April 17 1964 a source advised that a'permit . ' =r.;t . "sat -~ e,

had been iowued on April 16 1964 by the authoritiesuthorities at;= .,, .
Harvard University for a "Speech on Oswald by Mark Lane 4 ;~.:=
a New York attorney to be sponsored by the Harvard-Radcliffe 1Y ;,
Socialist Club at Emerson Hall Roan D for April 30,'"1964 .;..'t f
This meeting was scheduled to run from .2:30 PM to 5 PM was -{ik f'y t_
to be .open to the public, and no admission was to be charged 7k.4

'
f y

The source advised that the Harvard-Radcliffe {Vf . .1j..
Socialist Club is an approved student organization whose r
members favor a Socialist form of government and economy = A F
in the United States and whose speakers favor such a Y
gram _ it f. c w

t 1 it e f
#

On April 30 1964 sources advised Attorney'!...,4 Ys . y
Hark Lane commenced his lecture by stating that he had
been "acoosted by two FBI Agents on April 29 1964 as
he left his New York residence The two agents "surrounded"
Lane asking him if he i.ad in his possession illegally-'::'
secuz"ed documents from the files of the FBI Lane's '"'7`
to the FBI

answerz.~
'W

}~r~:#I 1"::: that he had testified before the Warren, i `s;wb4
Commission and had turned over all information to that ~:'`". 'f= ~~
Commission When the agents further questioned him con
cerning the documents from the FBI files Lane stated he
did hot know what they were talking -about He terminated 'yc ` =
the interview by getting into a cab and leaving the agents!.;-.

Lane stated that the "February 21 1964 issue .-of :. "j
Life magazine contained a photograph of Lee Harvey Oswald :"

Bolding a rifle and a pistol The pnot raph according to ;'.. "_
;Jane had been taken in the Spring of 1963 Lane stated ice=' "~



aberage shooter

{ :.$ 4i :

'Appearance of Attorney Mark Lane 1 Fk k
at Harvard UniversitY -Cambridge
Massachusetts on April 30 1964 ^~: _ ~~;i ;{

that according to the FBI ithe pistol had not been purchased .-1'
until September 1963 He added there were no indentations ~ "< j ,
on the stock of the rifle which Oswald was s.I

~s~-."~ .k`}',Cif a~
The same photograph appeared in a Detroit

paper with deeP.indentations on the stock of -the rifle if

Lane added the identical photograph appearing ln~```1
` ~Xt

"Life mage.zine had subsequently appeared in the "New York t t
`

Times. However the telescopic sicht on the rifle did not `.r4
`

app e York Times' photograph.-ear in t,~ "New ,.r-s ~-~

Lane deters i ned that the "New York Times photo s"

graph had been obtained from the Associated Press However ,~~r;~~=
the Associated Press informed Lane they could not disclose t _~.=-.,fir
the original source of the photograph .s ,f'

Lane stated that the March 2 19 64 issue of :-,,=r 1r t
-r-."Newsweek carried the same photograph of Oswald but + ~ ~: ~
that there was a metallic material on the rifle which made ~ ;~
it different from the other rifles t t . 4 .;_r ry

Lane also cited inconsistencies in the April 13,s
1964 issue of "Life maY-azine (Spanish issue concerning + "

`':''_Oswald's rifle h+ re.e_"red to this as the 'Rifle Sweepstakes
which provoked laug'htc from the audience

.Lane stated that on November 23 1963 on the_
Associated Press wire it was announced that Dick Goodwin
Oswald's s"~ ^.rior officer in the Marine Corps had described;''`.
Oswald as a "crack rhot However they were glad to have
him leave the unit since he was a "hothead This story ~
was later changed and Goodwin stated he had someone else in"=
mind Lane added that the correct story was never printed
and that Os :ad's military record reflects he was only an
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Appearance of Attorney Mark Lane t ;t -+ ~~~,:t ` .~
at Harvard University, Cambrid;te i _. ' .
Ma 33achus:a:ts on Anril 30 3.964 + f'' r

`
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Lane cited the follouinEas an example of the
ehan~in~ evidence in the case On November 22 1963,'x =r = .~
District Attorney Henry W3.de announced d that the murder ``'t r
-weapon was a German tiauser of 7.65 millimeters On s = t
November 23 1953 the FBI announced that the murder f .,1%
weapon was an Italian carbine of 6.5 millimeters L ne ~ '~~;s
Stated that overe.:ight the nationality and the size of the, ,`
rifle had ci anze3 Wade's story now was that the gun ~} `tt" ;.,~
allegedly used by Oswald was an Italian carbine..._ kr_

0 v~r * ter~'`,.̀~ ~
Je a se Curry of the Dallas Poli oe -Department :_ r

told the press that a pareffin test 'had proved that Oswald, "I
was the assassin According to Lane however, a .paraffin <:r
test cannot actually prove whether or not a person is`an:';:..'a:,;.~:..~
assassin,-tut may show that this person had been near a
weapon that had been fired thus this has a ludicrous",'~
statement by curry Aecorsine to Lane no nitrate wash '~ y y-`
found on Oswald's face and although he may have fired'
a revolver he did not fire a rifle = ' ~+ s-` /

.4 c 't 7 Ix

. Lane stated that District Attorney y Wade who rife `~ tc
had f orrterly been associated with the FBI for four years ";3
had made the state sent that he has sent twenty-three menr `"`~ g

to their death with less evidence than they had on Oswald.~,a,:r * ,~
On November 2!1 1963 Wade announced that inasmuch as "~.`'`
Oswald was dead the case was closed ._.`

Lane further stated that in Europe there was >=s~ i.
considerable doubt of Oswald 's guilt The Europeans 'Ur
felt that Cswald was part of a conspiracy or else he :T"....~
was innocent T::e Justice Department then directed Wade 'w;.:4.4.....
to reopen the investigation and prove that Oswald was q.:"^ =

guilty t c ; ,s

i ! v
.r a j



.Massachusetts on April 30 1954 ( 1 r
f e t

t s ~ ~ v f f 4` +j i.u 4+s"r

to represent Osr'ald before the Commission he himself,` was'`-r s tee.:^
called to testify before the Commission In this connection,/
he requested that his testimony be open to the public
though the testimony by others was not He was granted his~
wish and he gave s testimony n a room open the ublio

s
H e stated tha even] though he was not permitted ~.~J

:1
7 %a ~. a W .

i gip, .~vf~ .yrl .~
1414 .s,44
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Appearance of AttorneY Mark La " ! ~ t {~ "
.. e, ..~:~"":::. i~,~-~~r ~ frt.}Y.~:_a 11 '`

e
terat Harvard Univers

Lan_e commented oh the Warren ""Commission with
its "star chamber closed door tactics The hearings,;;*
are conducted in absolute secrecy and Lane doubts that the 't$`-w 4
Arrierican pc 'pie will ever know all the facts ` 'He stated'
that the members of the Commission are all connected with .i

the` "~ .'Y~~"~the Government Mr. Allen Dulles former Director of ----A
Central Intelligence Agency a forr""er PBI Agent who is an , ~,_ .A y
ardent Goldwater man residing in the Michigan area and ".j3 _ ~ ,.
two Southern Democrats who have never attended any of the

hearings are some of the Warren ,Commission members w
.~'~ irh.~~+I.1 X S t 4th

' Lane stated that not one of the Warren Commission
members would be a11.c:,ed to sit on a jury because of their-;" ' :"`
Government affiliation 'he was refused permission to repre
sent Oswald before the Commission which is contrary to the`
Am cant system of justice He said the Commission advised r -4.=~
him that Oswald was not entiticd to ;counsel. :t ,r ;,,~ r.,t :~~.4."

`Ti'''t7He went to say that Oswald has been denied ~"ri,..;._.1r 1 'I+i'...t
all his rights in ::luding the right to counsel at his ownY ".*f
trial Evert the T:ryas during their trials had counsel, k `
Which le good law and the only way to arrive at the,truth X~ 4 ~r ~

.4
althougn the only ones there were a few Government agents and '=;
a few reporters Subsequently he received a transcript
his testimony before the Commission but the first four pages i =

of the testimony were missing He asked for these first four ..t
:pages and subsequently they were sent to him and he was
advised that they were considered to be a "Top Secret" document ;' =
in spite of the fact that all of his testimony was given openly.;
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sttppe :Iran cc of At 4:erne y Mark Lane t! ;4
at Harvard University Camb r id Ge '4 Al r"+%
riasEe chusette en April IC _12tIlLi! *t 41 4-i--*

t %
Apti

Isa:l.d he cnnot give-out any information 1 ..'ef'e'!fe.
Concerning hie arsp;arance befere the Coruis3ion
members et the C:anission periodically give out fir`.*
relcaso concerning the testimony .of witnesses:

t .1 el
Be states that perhaps one of the most interestine:1-4 .,h

items was that Oswald was arrested originally for the
of Fatrolren J and was not .charged for several "t +
hours thereafter with the murder of President D:ennedy;,k -

zseA
Lane stated that 'the only'eyewitness to theshootIng -.

of 3 D Ti.ppit the Dallas police officer namely,;a''woman Akei*'j,j.,V-'!
named Markham identified the *killer as a short stocky ,raaniele,-tiL.L
With bushy heir which is not the description of Lee Harvey4e,e-4e  
Osweld Markhsm told Lane she was ordered by*the Secret -i..
Service the Imo and the Dallas Police Department
discuss this with anyone ',Lane stetted that Markham is '
longer reeid:nc at her addrese in Dallas and has disappeared.Id."-2

k...ane cemented on an article that appeared in Bobf:--t-4.f'-:t
4 .4

Considine's solemn in a Few York newepaper on February '230.1w''e.rle':Zt:'
19e1 Considine related that a witness named Reynolds whot,*
had observed the Tippit slayer running from the scene .of
the crime was himself shot through the head in hisused-earile
lot in Dallas Lane stated that Reynolds-has survived
cording to !..na the man rho was arrested In-connection withe';.
the

V.,einting Reynolds claimed he was in the company of.a'''Y1 %ee
Betty I..4:Donald a strirteeee dancer et Jack Ruby:s nightclub
at the t:Lme of the ehoeting Betty Yo.Donald was subsequentl''.,
arrested for disorderly conduct and bung herself in a
of the Dallas Pollee Depart ant t-'e,

t .14

In discuseing the method by whf.eh President Kennedy -n
was shot ;are) stated that the police theory was that Oswald.t.,e.

th a:!t-,esin and acted'alone %he first theory was that''-:;''Pees i ..
.President I* r-1nedy we .s shot from the front Dr Perry who

present at the hospital when Kennedy was brought in
performed a tracheotomy enlarging 'the wound in the Adults ...et 7i*

...al;ple At that time the wound in .the throat was oonsiderea-M4t.e.z3be the entrance wound A monte passed however before
any of she physicians who tried to,araist the President.werei*,,:;.riTC
even questioned by anyone !.whiehl 'According to Lane) is :most 1 1K

Id
.e :e ee .,g

.., i )'z,
.! ! -.""

.
.;r1fr?vA,,! -A-t 0 4'A 4 t y
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Het KI)e.ars.nce of Attorney bark Lane i
at Hervard University s

.ssachusetts nn April 301 19 4 .* , . .
Na i

.

remarleeble because it the usual procedure Ito question a
the dcctors in this type of matter Intediately A ;7 ;L "r';.,(e,-.?.;'-fe

a
Theory No 1 'however had to be abandoned,whenVii''.)N.Iti

GoVernc)r Connally who was ;riding with the President said
the car was on Elm Street having passed the Book Depository,3 ,''e,:,"4
when the President was shot A full-page article
December 6 1953 appeared in "Life ma aline and ."solved,".AT''rP.,1!

this by saying that Kennedy had been shot from the front
but at that time was turning around and facing the
Lane contended however that this would have been impossible
for the President to do, inasmuch as he was wearing a brace-*ki..;')
at the time he was shot which completely restricted
inovame.nte i .I 1 .

Thereafter on December 29 1963 "Life printed'.<:,-,,
a photograph taken by an amateur photographer which .rcels. ''ri.-Y.4
repu5iated their earlier storm since this latter-mentioned ''?;,-4.-:t!.

photograph showed the President facing straight ahead
a:1.r= Theory No 2 had beer dissipate the authorities.
talked to the physicians and thereafter the co
their error. Xt was now theorized that the President 'ha.d.ibeen:-A,-,:
shot from the rear .P iu 1r.= Vf,Yt

.,:*r,r
Subse representatives from "Newsweek

magazine Interviewed Dr Perry and asked him as to
he now thought the wound in the President ss throat was
an exit rather than an entre.nce wound Dr Perry at
time however refused to discuss the matter

at this
'

. i!'ti

Lane also raised the qlaestion why the areain
%ricinJ..4..1 of where tho President had been shot was notA sealed 's+
off fun.tediatelys as it should have been In this connection
he contended that the only place ever sealed off after the v-,'(f
President was assassinated was the Mexican border and'this sr
was by the Mexican Police He said that the only thing
the Dallas Pollee Department did after the President was shot
was to valid out a description of Oswald.

f4
. .c a

*'N-32 ,..7

LS .14i

66 ;is 4.4..1..+,1 ,...
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Be.P.V.'3arance

r r!

.of Attorney Mark Lane t i f t ? '~
x l`,~"~~ r

t.~ Harvard University Cambrid(e y j
.64 r ;t Q `

~

i
= "~ `

on A ffil 30 19 -0.
;iasc~ chi tsL! t fit s .'e t

Ye said that there had been a story in a Dallas r
,~ ~~ ~ ~-.,~~~_

s

ner that there had been four shots fired and
that.w ray

these shots hen come
from a concrete wall `near'"the

.freeway.:"*fficials from the Book Depository
Be aid that the o from t'ne'' '4

.t~ `. ,Y
t the shots fired did not come

.``~crete
, "-iaonh^ d stated tha

Depository but rather came from the area of the

4zall 4 i4
Dll schooltea h r~"~i in this connection aaasBe

President as he went b
n ob the

they

J

.he Boot Depository

y J
had been

k said that there had been four ;,i ,:~;4f ._

to six shots fired At this time she had been standing
ry ,...

'. ~ '
that the shots came 'from fon Elm Street and she elalme~ ,~~

the concrete wall in the vicinity othe
grassy knoll near

She has been identified as the woman-.who.was ~,~ , "fir
.overpass
L,rearing the red raincoat at the time

the~ucident
was shot

Lane dt,ring the co r .e of his talk During this < -~

of an interview that he had with this woman r.-.,:~1'';0

interviewv with Lana s1 said that there had been tfour ~ i.

:~e bated that later on when she hado~ :) ~~ `
six shots fired*.

.sticn0d y theauthorities they told her the br 7

o~
-t

there ~l:ad been o. ".y three shots
fir2og~blytheextra;shots~

she might have heard wecartridge cases had been found so P
".were firecrackers exploding _': 1 .';i .: i~e ~

~ "+"ltd that a-,mttnition for firearms can
firearms":~y fiane reae

purchased at drugstores in Dallas and you can buy

very easily in that city without ever given your
mended

name
that

ver made of the purchase
contended

no reccrd is e gone
it would have been foolish for Oswald to have g

eleven miles to Irving Texas to pick up his rifle realizing,.

,1 then even purportedly leaving it be .-_ .j

it could be traced
ai"ti tool place Lane also questioned ;,

.hind after the shoong
couldifle in hison the tr

or..::i

nc of t,ovember 22
Oiwald with the r _:

the front door of the Fool Depo
nth

_ } = I " : , :

hand it be~:S over three fees in le g : ,< }
~

L,~ae related that ill i3.las there was eonsiderable"~:"
` h "ti=November 22 1963 ~

eling against the Preaident and on
~a fe c".~~1 a

posters had been given out in Dallas .~~

n to why Gus Hall of the Communisthi" death unist Party supported;':
Pallas"#'"y~ =~ j

ingUi anft
many of toft:.. President's measures At that tim

e in r
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at Harvard University Caanbridae

.Massachusetts on Aa it 30 l9ok

He related t::::t the authorities also contend that' l z

Oswald after leavin" the 3ook Depository rushed to hiss

hciee to pica up a grey jacket and also to change his shirt
Yet when he was subsequently arrested he did not have on.-h ` :

the jacket In addit.cn he questioned why he would have ;" .~
ever beer t re.= i~lg a jacket on that day when Mrs Kennedy.
had commented on how hot it was F

r+F , ~'~flt

P f t

i y . rti L

that the ~.
the~"e had also been distributed leaflets jcharging
President was "wanted for treason. He pointed out that

while the FBI was well acquainted with Os+rald's background,
-pt.,4 F

.he :"ras not watched on the day the President was assassinated,,,'_ z
and the only ones who t Jre watched prior to the slaying were ",~=

those persons who spoke out in favor of

Lane further ecntended that originally the

Presidential parade was supposed to have proceeded down Main tI ::" .".
Street,trithoUt turning on Houston Street which would have"St i "'4,"'

made it a difficult shot from the Fools Depository. Instead;' f= f'j

however for see,e unknown reason a detour was made and, as y;'` >;`s

the parade proceeded up Main Street it took a right turn'on ;.:;...

Houston Street and the::.e.:fe is :co a sharp left turn on "'~_. `

Elm Street Ir going up huvston Street the parade had to"z
go by the Boo! repos to y 'c.l tho the general publics'', +r k~ 4 1j
including Oswald has no prior lelotirledg that the parade was ~

going to detour and go up Houston Street on that particular s=1 `~ =1

day 4 j .r~ rr~ -6 '
is I~,~ y

La .e also questioned ho-.r in a matter of thirty .}i ~x j3
seeo;::..s Oswald could have left the rifle on the fourth ~ .

floor of the Hook Depository after the slaying walk down + -w j;-y
the four flights hL^f a Coca-Cola and have a ocnversationc-

~-%

this
with t e:ritcliec .rd operator on the ground floor--all in

this br:Le period as alleged
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.c:. or A,.. orney Hark Lane 4 rr .".:.f
x

,, `'x
"t HarvardP~ University Car:bridte L,_n 1y

1 ^tt on tNeil 30 3ofaL
assathusea.

OrWald realizing..~ r1011* f.tt tr Ru I'ti~3:~hsd vp to Office R ,~ =

.a ranted man wou d have e a e ,1
the L r;e w:.:

police ruiser 'and nQ g ;~r ;~",.
:~10 '1 seated L P ! " -~ ~ ~

,":hooting h3 7I=~ ,; a .Y ~
hiii

~ ersat4 cn prior to s ~1-..,,

. o the ory of his .awn on r ~,b ~ r ~ Y S

Lane stated that he has r
1953~-t ",t,s~.

iE.t actually too'_c place itn Dallas^on
N ve be

e22
i953.

tout"v
x ~,

:.e c r stet-^d that the ht1". i-"~ n p abroad end
i

tled,ho ~ ,;;"~
all f-the

..Y
.,3 at that hE it trawl * r . "_

the United 'S"tat::a to find the g;1Z'1era. a 'f.y t. ill

t d to F '~ _;~ ~!
At the conclusion cf his

ca` o
Lane agree

the audience i`
le in -~

aaver i eatioas and thereafter m
tial car after. "-r~

hat btp?er:eC to the Preeida0
inquired as to ti Secret Service rtt ,Z

.that thee and subse-'~":`~ <t~erthe eh oot
it:e

Lane's
e

r
r_~.pc rs

er wan
away frail .~,the ,

car_~.:;~..`~
r2 removal fr

q
Agents Since its .~

t'!iery it to t"=
.6

.flew u Itgr."~nasll,nton been installed in t""=~ta a~~
D31 _s a new windshield has be :,;~...y-v

j~''~
stion concerning the ""~~;;~

In reply to another "+ queart ice
Lana stated that eDsirPol

msnt hax-reported
ballistics test,to any tests=

that it was impossible ;= +t r
that h understood thae

aria ~a '''.i"".;~r.a :=3:17'04 ~
He said

s tests but he nev ?
.,.~~~

the FEX L~:" a at cry h made ballistics
latter-mentioned]

.t the results were of these ":>=
o

found out :mar s,1 *5
tests j ii"~

~
t

~,,,~t w_
.L.._"ii. the

q_ scion-andb the
per iod Lane

.oiiee
~said that all the statements made e

case had been f ound ,;..y.
oo ac:tien with the Oswald

t
further men

Department in
be ;srea;r; by the Warren ~on_mission Lane ~ .

to b~ rald t t wife had felt that her husband

boned
u:.;~;".originally

O,~r
however she had been hgld

.n released .
_ .t

Te Sect Service and whe ,~
t her.~:c~m.ca,::._:.a10 by ta a,".~ """:"..._.

csh,irwG l her 8 tu J to say that 61'x. now felt that
.when

d out that originally,she hc+
He pointe ..:..,

hheb3nd
the Ito'-"J yamwas fresh

Y
atin her mind she felt he was not guilt y

~~~~,"
nine weeks later] she had changed her story to say th

Kete was guilty t
1

:-7
.t r y ,Z~

tr

. ` ;I 0 .f t ;` Sjalto e.
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rte t Aprpar. `.

at tIarvard Unsit f +G~arlbridCe t
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r;a hu~ ~ cn April 'O

I. c ies of~the - -:.
sion of the talk by -odr`At the concluLanes elfp-style~as ~r f r

l Guardian were passed out. was
I t .iotia r~-~

A Guardian special It further mentions that it is aspe
d by`

the
G ,.-d~e t~ blc_::-size pamphlet publisheNationalel '* ~=

weakly as a public service." It
is~

~
Guardian i:e::3 in the December l9",i

.uald
case published2

Decem ~
on a 5-page brief on the Os 1`Tax'b '~'~'= , +~".s

.963 iz38 ae of the "Guardian written by it1 " 'fy/ c `l lr~ 4
Lary"

pampThis hlet gees on to givea 'a version of the
~

.the "National Guardian
Os

.of
Oswald ease A characterization

x
~

the Appendix hereto {j ~ _ . ~L~ ";+~
is contained in ra+ - 'w=~

"The Boston Herald a daily . ~`'~,ri
.On May 1 1954 ="~tg.~i` +~ F~' ;si z

. +~,+sryrz7i,e i
fie:":sr.-per published at Boston Massachusetts ea,rrie an-i

.r Harvard which t r s , ~,.
article aor_cernin6 Lane s

appearancej rtstat.i
meads as follocts! ". I

# ' r
!_ ! t :"~ `

.t e i Il t`i v ~C ~t` {
.S SOCIALISTS "

."ATTO T
4

OSWALD DIDN'T KILL

KENNEDY'''.ltassassin '''':".''t.
"Lee Harvey Oswald 'sgui as

was =~
President Kennedy in Dallas last November

of .'-"`
terday as an apparent mixture

s;.a~szcnly denied yes -` ..~ ~"n , ~~
...:r:

~ a .-.
of fact andd fiction t f t

.:
ting Oswald= s .

."Atty Mark Lane represenf
r

ons attending a
.told more than 300 pers .:.TA:~''"Socialist stnot

ersthe Harvard-Radcliffedcliffe

Clubs
lecture sponsored by l ente

Dallas police 'did not have sufficle t 5

to convict Oswald of either the assassination
theita.,~ :rIka~

.Connolly or of Patrolman Ti
shooting of Governorpp ,d

=
iCswa3d 's death, he said 'was the

.case v the prisoner the only jean who could show ~._ ~ .'~
"+ ~+ '="_

~-nt or guilty being executed . ,~ ~ c ~
:h,:t-: he was innoce ' "stir 3 ....tir

.while in custody. is 'j r ,~ .<, .,~f x.

warren Corrals sion
ane said that the*~

.i -:e_t gating the assassination would ~release ~.!",~ ,~:''
ruilty but

i ill`!,~ ,ct that Oswald was t,, r ~ tt`"' v.a d'` evidence
never in my lifetime see the

.
I

i

tIf

i
"a1
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2^~r glair on before the Warren Commission`_

inveotigaing 'the murue? of President
F Kennedy ~A coidi ito this article ~ :~,~ ~;~
)L s Oswald stated she hs.d been in contact -i c .~ ;4



Za Abolish thekl;av York Cotn.,i_ .R

Co r:+;.i ttee (NYC UAC) 150 Hest 34th Street New York

l at a meting ld in New York City
f orru cuasYork

on l~"ov ,-mt.r 17 t190 This organivation was founded a r

Fu N WILKINSON ~

Principally t:':xc.~rh the efforts of F . _
Abolishittee tol~

h
Representative of e

Committee AUAC) . .'` , t T4'. ._~.can Activitie Vt

~
March 9 a source advised that the } .r .

Uri-pan rican tivities 4

7

.that Comae Pe :Ay (CP) me
to support activities of the NYCA1 UAC

'Nave to ~clici'c ."~
t C ex )s dur tnu Z.'` _ eadance a mee cir~s

e temee 1952

/ third source furni
,~"

^11ed on September 1 1961 ..~4 =t i

a copy of resolutions of h: New York Council to Abolish

the 1":0".se Uil :nericaa ",c,,t..vitie s C=nit tee (20:'CAHJAC) which `
h is" r

were adopted by the N'_':i:i=.IAC+ One such resolution affirmed

'1' work for the .abolition of thet'l-3 ,"f,lt
o , irhthe intention to

C3rt1:"HoTseCoo.enittee or t;a-I:,1t_ ican Activities (HCUA) and to =t t

continue efforts to broad

.

"en the ~ participation in this .;~~ .~= "~"
.

fight Faotne solution accepted as a modus vivendi the 14

Field Represe tative of the "National
na a .y that localsu oe o theg~~ s pion

.
-.trious sources have advised during March 1962 ~s

ers in t New York City areae

abolition co:.r-iittees may ic:eritif~ .r. ~ y..p
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUC still ,` _,

maintai':i:~" `:.heir autc..~.ny for as flexible and independent r .(~

a
(IiCAHUAC) N

C ..AC+ttee to A :,fish theilJc .~ f ~.',~":."and co-o:"d.Liate their_ _

s possiblea program

first sourOn Nay 6,'1963 the
a.0 We$t r~'}Y-,~j~`

t~,~C.:I-:'7:C continues to function from its office at 1504 r ~. j `
34th4th S.reet New York City New Yo

e advised that the

1::: YOr:i cOUNCi. TO ABOLISH THE

MUSS t71.7-AI,IRIC;,i1 i ITIES

C:1 SI ~ EE

4 3i r -.le

A second source advised on September 17 1952 ,
of ''"` " r.Lt

that F:I NK 11IL! 1NSON was a Comavunlst Party member as . s-~Y
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ti

i''111'::?E TO Ar'ZISH THE:_ tv ,::4
Ilt.TIO;.AL COM
IIOUCE UN-pt~T All A0111'''.T.1,EEZ1.5.XR.MITME 1.1 .1.

.' if 707..4 t
I:

The "Guida to SuLversive Organizations

Publications issued Decenber 1 19G1 b7 the Committee.i),;.-.,g.j.p.,:.0%.t

"'cn Un--P.maricen Activities U S }louse of Representatives*

page 115 contains the follouing citation regarding the

rational Ccrulittle tc Abolish the UnAmerican Activities.:.g1 l:-A.yt..'1147.v ` 4 . ,
Committee (14CAUAD)

kg *0
'

t,&r
1' - if

. 'Cited as e :new orcnit..ation set up in the it..

s't:.,'.=Ier 'of 1960 to lead eirect the Cam mist
ven.ol the national

'Operation Abolition ca.t.g.fglo
leaders of this group have teen

(Cnmittce on rn-Perican Aetivities

Hou.sa EoPorb 1278 the Truth About the

10 Lion Abolition, Part 1 October 3
.*

19ol p 5.) -,?.s

sx.,.rae his ad.vised th-t the NCAUAC changed

name on Ya:."3k 3 1962 tc include the word "House in

:own as the National Committee.lts tol y,,l'4,lot.....
na:r..e booming 1c

Abolish C.. House Un-American Aativities
'r ;eft .477."d ,"4...!
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.Theand`~`} ' y ~`~e 11Gui.de to Subveraivo
Orgafnizatimb onser 1 rr,

r.blicaticras rt vised an9 pu:~lished asoDece . t <

1% ~l prepared end released by the Committee on Un-American`

Activities United States House of
Raprosennacern

_ r t

1.1z'shin~tcn
D C contains ,the following concerning

the National Guardian i E
-L

T `
fS v~"1~

,4
1 t

"national Guardian i ;,

established by the
".American

Labor Party

~r 1947 as g x. .'essive weekly * a .1"p .8
!.though it 'deni es having any

affiliation'''.tedat Party it has manieswith the Co!nruni3
itself from the be&inrai.nZ as a virtual :<.

ffilgane a arm of Soviet Russiaic a pro a_
oan Activities ~ ~~'~~ '~

`
~(Committee on Un-A a:ri.c;~,'~~~

+aason 'The Nationa14 `
Report by''Tri3.1 >

t Sr ~ Justice for the "'~ r "` ,fsCommitteeoec1.~.
...}.t

FO S 2 3CRr r ant i'IORION SO3ML r August
)

11
1956 p 12 i i ! Y 1 ~~~ '~~ss ~ ~

f ix t a r "4+
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Ct i spy C D 1964 iieiibers of the President's Commission;'.
Sen ! or .1ohr. _ i ..::an Ccope.r John McClon Allen Dulles -President's
bta:> n:e:~.bei D,~cid Belen accompanied by Inspector Tom Kelley of Secret.Service
2nd r.lalley cis:ted a number r of locations in Dallas relating'to the assassination of''r
'rest nt Ken lady No diNculties arose of any nature which would -affect the
Buren r 4.)

/'Y..
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e above-mentioned g in~p visited Parkland MemorialHospital'and}
bbser :::1 tt 4i the room where President 1;ennedy was 'ven emergency cent "
men a d air. :..0 ..'he hen d nurse Who was on'tluty on 112/63 several 'questions.
tonce ".'ng i 1rye of stretcher use="i where the bullet was found andother ,'':4
biisce !aeo:.,ut:st! ..F. _

"~~"rs`,.. 6 t~

.e oup next visited the area at the Texas School Book Depository
(TSE':. lalil;i::-Ig and o served in considerable detail the park area adjoining the:`! .

eet ti .r:: .112).1 'which curs in front of the TSBD. The group was interested f

1iartic arly t th iite from which the Abraham Zapruder film was taken and also`
went out'into th midc _'e lane of traffi in order to observe what could be seen from .
the sixth floor window from which h L believed Oswald shot the President: In
ad .itien the grot.p inspected the TSED from all sides and looked at the various-:'`'t~
exits by which ..n individual n ht have left the building A more-detailed inspection
of the TSBD interior of the builcang was made on Saturday morning ,May 9 .1964.:,

Observations .:ere made from the railroad overpass and numerous 1 a<
*comments were made about the distances involved and the fact that it would be"
almost impossiole for a shot to be fired from the overpass without hitting the wind-;1
Shield of a car

. ,~.~~.

'Lie g oup visite the Buell Wesley Frazier r ,". i7
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Ad ~ "I the
.. residence of the individual Oswald rode with from Dallas a retur :a

Oh weekends 'ihey also visited the residence,of Michael and Ruth Paine it t i~~g.nott_ ,["t r
f+}4
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1 Ai1.lr Conrad
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Mr Delmont May 11 1964
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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

62-109060
CO 105-82556 1 Mr Dranigan

1 Mr Callahan 1 Mr Gauthier
1= Mr Conrad 1 Mr Shaneyfelt
1 Mr Sullivan
JRM:AOB

~1 j . 1 fir
03)

NOT RECORDED
199 MAY25 1964

My memorandum of May 8 19G4 referred to the letter from the
President's Commission dated May 7 1904 advising that Mr J Lee Rankin
would be personally available In Dallas to supervise additional work the
Commission desired with reference to the taking of films meas rements and
other terns which would deal with the placing of an automobile oithe Elm Street

thoroughfare which would simulate the location of the President's car at the time
the shots were fired

As a result of the visit of Commission members on May 8 and 9
1964 they were satisfied from their personal observation that events could have
taken place as had been csescribed but they still desired additional photographs
and measurements to be tai en in order to pinpoint as nearly as possible the
locations where the shots were actually fired

Messrs Gauthier and Shaneyfelt have studied the letter of May 7
from Mr Rankin and estimate that the work desired will require a maximum
of two to three working days This would include preliminary work being done

prior to Mr Rr2n.:fn's arrival in order that the actual checks requested by the
Commission could be made In the shortest possible time and with the least
amount of inconvenience from the standpoint of traffic control It is noted that
the letter from the Commission refers to plotting trajectories from the railroad

overpass This work should be handled by a firearms expert and Assistant
Director Conrad has indicated that SA Robort Frazier would be available for this

purpose

V ith regard to the actual request of Mr Rankin it is noted that

Mr Rankin was provioualy advised that the Bureau did not desire to participate
in a re-enactment of the President's assassination Instant request is not for
a re-enactment as arch but does request additional technical data for the

Commission's use in their final report Mr Rankin feels the steps requested
are necest pry to properly complete this project Mr Rankin in hIs letter



Memorandum to Mr Belmont
Re Assacc,klation of President Kennedy

has requested the FBI to make all the necessary arrangements for this project
and has directed a copy to Chief Rowley of the Secret Service in order that they
will be award of the request as well as to furnish any assistance that the Bureah
might decire If the Bureau refuses to carry out this request it places the '

Bureau in a position where considerable criticism may result

In handling this request it will be necessary to utilize an automobile
eimilar.to the car that the President was traveling in namely a seven-passenger
open car and Inspector Kelly of Secret Service has indicated that Secret Service
will make arrangements to have such a car available in Dallas 3Ldesired

It will also In necessary to have available a qualified surveyor and
In previous work done in Dallas a county surveyor Robert H West was utilized
and arrangements for this were made by Secret Service

1

i RECOM?!ENDATIONS (S)

That Mr Rankin be advised the Bureau will make arrangements
to handle the repeat act north in his letter of May 7 1904 If approved the
Dallas Office will be issued necessary instructions for arrangements that will
have to be nmacie in Lallaa including Le arrangements for handling traffic while

photographs are being take and other work is being performed Because of
traffic conditions on this busy thoroughfare efforts will be made to perform
this work in the early morning hours of Sunday May 17 1964 providing S
can be worked out with Mr Rankin

That Messrs Gauthier Shaneyfelt and Frazier along with
whatever technical assistants Messrs Gautbier/need bo utilized to proceed
to Dallas to handle this project and Shaneyfelt

Inspector Kelly of Secret Service will be requested to Sciake

necessary arrangements to have an appropriate seven passenger open automobile
available in Dallas
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from= Director FBI (02400060)

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOUN FI12GERALD KENNEDY
11/22/6 DALLAS TEXAS
MISC INFO CONCERNING

...
JP.Iltvhm
(14)

t

f318Lee)*.16I rot\

T-rt.vvvvse "PIC

1 ..Mr..Belmont
1 Mr.Rosen -'-'.6
1 Kr Sullivan .

1 Mr Conrad
1 Kr Brannigan
1 Kr Malley
1 Kr Shaneyfelt
1 Mr Frazier
1 Mr Gauthier

.1 Mr Rogge 'e.,.%
1 .Mr Boss

,4

There Is enclosed herewith a-letter from the President's
Commission signed by J Les Rankin dated 8/7/64 You will note
that this letter outlines a project to obtain certain

-data that the President's Commission needs for UAW final report
It is also noted the letter contains the statement that Mt Rankin'::---c
will to in Dallas to porsonelly supervise this project on
8/18-19/04

This project is still tbs subject or considerable
discussion between the Bureau and the President's Commission At :;
the present time it le conterplated the ,najority of this project

be haad14d in Dallas on Sunday 5/17/64 in accordance with
the telephone &all made to Dallas today 4

To Reeled in this project Messrs Leo Gauthier and Boy
Rose of the Exhibits Section Firearms export SA R A Frazier and
SA Lyndal L Sheneyfelt will bn available in Dallas In addition
the Pres'dort's Conrnideion has requested Inspector Tim Kelley
*s,igne4 to Washington Uendgunrtery of U H Secret Service and
SA John Howlett Or the Dania Secret Service te be available
for aosiatopco

In ndcordance with the telephone call received-by your
office today you should make necessary arrangements with Mr Roy S
Truly Narehouue Superintendent at the Texas School Book Depository
Building to Inc available early Sunday morning to assist in this
'project A specific time will be furnished ,to you as noon as this

i /OS
you

199 MAY 13 1964. ?lk
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Airtrl to SAC tallne
R! ASSA ,81VATION Or PI4R3iDTRT

JOHN I1I?GRRALD ?EW1tD2

4
infornntion in available In addition you should likewise
advice Mr Robert H test the County Surveyor to be
evr_ilablo to asrint in this project on Sunday morning It
is notod per telephone convereation today that you have
already workod out arrangowntr with the Dallas Police
Department to have officers available to handle traffic On
Sunday 5/17/04

It ie contenplatod that a Conference will be held
"!t!~ mrmbern of the Preeidsnt'e Commission concerning this
mattor end eny,sdditicnal.1netruotions that can be issued
to your office in sdvr..rco will bo immediately sent

r. f ..+

*at
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'..r a highly confidential and sensitive

source and abc,ve lnfortnstion if utilised should

be paraphrased in order to protect the informant .

.A copy is being furnished Dallas in view of theIrO

interest in this 'natter

f
5-Tureau

(UM)
1-105-U255) t Ur_116DY.M.OfNALO... r

:11-105-112457) ALUSANDR DRUZIIININ)

lrDallas (100 104 1) LIr HARVEY MWALD) (Info) (HMXA14) -.
1-New York (105-30431 (WM HARVEY OSWALD)
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OW York (105-568.55 (Awl
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1 New York .s.-Ai

s
*4.c

i (10).
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MAY 1819E

Mr J rr';8r Roover
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation

e

I

The Cosmission would like the Bureau to conduct t limited
'(07)bac's:rr :". investigation of Officer J E)Tippit of the Dallas Police

IDepartmnt who was killed by Lee Harve Osaalld on November 22 1963
6

I / 4

(1W 4

>1'r

N

In the course of this investigation we would like the Bure
to do the follo".rinn

t
t

(4)

(3) Interview MSrs Tippit regarding the interests
and associations of h's late husband

Interview those persons identified as Oft:c
NpT RECORDED

Tippit's closest associates outside t he 19C419 1 C4
Department regarding his interests attitudese._
leisure activities and general background

~L

k
tIst

e
!AT -rut 111G.

I) 11110 1

a "1

"s
4

!ARLlaARAIV
RICHARDItRL'MLIL
JfltNfttlR Werra
MALLR'I:C
GERALDR D
hy1wj.!1c r
ALLENIr DC Es

t~1r>;11.1.YT'sCOLIMISSION
nH TII!

i.rVi.l"'.~rlt 1 t r PRrSTD1:TrTt\[A LDY
2U Mrl'land Avc 1.t
tVa.biiZtrnMC 2002

TekphrxieW-IW'0

'Tolson.-~.~
Mr ci'otI . .
MrcS~.n[` Y_
Mr Ci.pei
Mr fallahlpMr C~1~d

.).lr Gale

r

rii`p ;r"a _.~s
2 rjSvllGsaSiG~
lt T Tavel
mr Trott*
Te1e -Room._.
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

/
r

D_p=tm:tnt of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Er Hoover

(1) Obtain a copy.of the personnel file of Officer
Tippit maintained by the Dallas Police Depart
gent for the use of the Commission

~2) Interview Sgt C B Owens Oak Cliff Station
and other officers vith personal knowledge
regarding CI'ficer Tippit's assignments reputc
tion and "'s~oeiates In this respect we would
like tc I 1:n whether the absence of any
promotions since October 28 1953 (see Report
of Manning C Clements dcted December 14 1963
at pp 43-44) reveals that he was an above
average average or below average patrolman
in the Dallas Police Department



In the eaurce of each or these interviews as veil as
nny others which you believe are appropriate we would like the

I Dureaa to inquire whether Officer Tippit had any'associationa with
Lce llarve Oswald or Jack L Ruby As Ian sure you are aware
this rIQlest is dcsietted to obtain certain basic information which

i can be rcli"zi upon to refute unfounded allegations which have
Idevolo2ed in the course of this invcatiCatioa

Thank you for your ascistarx

Sincerely



As a matter of record the President's
Commission returned to the Laboratory on 5/0/64 evidence
item number C14 which is a 6.5 mm LIannlicher-Carcano
rifle with telescopic sight Serial No C2766

The delivery of this item to the Commission has
been -previously confirmed by appropr i to letter

1
ACTIOW i ' 1 t

15 MAY-13 1964
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DATE 5/12/64

T.:...  
>
c..a
Cell~
Owed
O.L..eA
tee.
GN
Pew
1.14
Time!
Toner
Tei. Re.
14.,.r

b

i'NI"Il:D S-I,VI I":SC RNNI1;NT

FROM
7 n H Jevon

st'BJECT ASSASSINATION OF PaESIDENT
JOAN F I:E1fl EDY 11/22/63
DALLAS TEXAS

REN:bsm t
(10) tX"<

4

s

4

p""..w....wsic N00 .10 M".w.w61 41,8& DI

For information

62-109060

1 Hr Belmont
1 I.ir Rosen
1 Hr Sullivan
1 llr. Halley

NOT RECORDED
199 MAY 1J 1964



14 ' Bureau Enc 12 AM
4 Dallas (Enc 331) (AM
4 Houston

1 62-2115)
1.t 105-1291)
1 100-304 HYATT)
1 62-2121 Travel

of the President)

.7./..,a TT

Transmit the MMllaa4nq In

Dale 5/8/64

.F"131

"(Type in plain test or eel's)

TOs DIRECTOR FBI

FROM - SAC HOUSTON

'SUBJFCTr -ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11/22/63 Dallas Texas
MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

00 Dallas)
Bureau File 62-10060)
Dallas File 89-43)
Houston

File 62-2115)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

00 Dallas)
Bureau File 105-82555
Dallas File 100-10461
Houston File 105-1291

RE Bureau airtel to Houston dated 4/27/64
under the ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY caption
Dallas .teletype to Bureau 5/1/64

"under the.LEE HARVEY OSWALD caption

.OWICsyk zw,'Ws1Tl

.1(10

(..

NOT RECORDED
199 MAY 14 1964

CARBON COPY
r

Approved
Special Agent In Charge

Sent M Per



no 62.2115
HO 105-1291

Enclosed for the Bureau are twelve copies of '
letterhead memorandum entitled "I'IRS FLORA FILKO HYATT
also known as Flora Filke Hyatt Mrs William Harvey Hyatt
MISCELLANEOUS INFOR-IATION CONCERNING dated 5/7/64 at
Houston This memorandum sets forth the letter received
by the Attorney General from Miss PHILLIPS dated 4/17/64
results of interview with Miss PHILLIPS and Mrs HYATT
and information from the Houston files regarding Mrs HYATT

Six copies of this letterhead memorandum are
enclosed for the information of Dallas There are also
enclosed for Dallas 25 copies of an invert reflecting the
same information for utilization by Dallas in a subsequent
report for the Prezident'3 Commission

Two copies of this letterhead memorandum have
been furnished to Secret Service Houston and one copy
has been furnished to Immigration and Naturalization Ser
vice Houston due to Mrs HYATT's alien status

Since it appears quite evident from the interview
with Mrs HYATT that she iu mentally disturbed no further
action is contelnpiate"l by the Houston Office in regard to
this matter under either one of the above captioned inves

tigations

4
s

2

'1 Jr Y Zw 4,,~+`~:~R ~.~.~.-1.,1.x...,



11) U STATES DEPARTMENT L.WSTICE

FEDERAL RUREAC OF INVESTIGATION

Houston Texas

May 7 1964

S FLORA FILKO HYATT
also known as
Flora Filke Hyatt
Mrs William Harvey Hyatt
MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

The following letter was received by the Attorney
General in Washington D.C.

"HIouston Texaa April IT 1964

"Honorable Attorney General
Mr._ Robert Kennedy
Hikory Htll McLean Vi

"Dear

"I am enclosing the address of a lady who

says she has important information concerning the
death of your brother the late President The
assination she claims is still well guarded
sec`reI It was a Plot --carried out by the
members of the HigFest Echelon of the Synddicate
called The Members of tEie 'House of Ax.I

"Details are available by -Airs_ Filko
Hyatt,-402 Valentine,-Apt l00008,-Hoston Texas
Telephone Fa 3 1765

s "ocumen con a ns ne er reconunen"a ons nor cone us ons
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency



t .r
'RE MRS FLORA FILKO HYATT

"She has tried again and again to bring this
to your attention she has called your office five

.times and left her number three times Feb
second 1964 she called the WHITE HOUSE BETWEEN
eight-thirty and nine and asked for you but was
refused

"She also claims her mail has been sabetaged
since June 1959 when she first tried to bring
the technique of the Syndicate to the attention
of Mr Herbert Hoover She asked me to refer this
knowledge to you for her She has the information
but will not discuss it with anyone but you If
you can get in touch with her you may get some
valuable information !Why don't you go to the
F.B.I. I asked 'I was there November 13th
1963.1

"Mr Kennedy please I do not want any publicity
I know nothing about these Organizations,-am just
trying to help I hope My impression is it is
family affair,-She spoke of book that is being
written

"With best wishes am
'sincerely

"/S/ Berta Phillips

",'T/ Miss Berta Phillips
2517 Taft Street

Houston 6 Texas

"The lady mentioned in letter lived next door to
me in same Apt Building in 1963 she is German
but came to.America about 1935

"I Pm well knotim in city Captain Willis of
Police Dept._ knows me well

"/S/ Berta Phillips



,
RE MRS FLORA FILM) HYATT

~ On Mays 4 1964 Hiss Berta Phillips 2517 Taft
Street Houston Texas advised she had written the above
letter to the Attorney General at the request of Mrs
Flora Filko Hyatt She stated she did not know whether
or not Mrs Hyatt was a "mental case, but Miss Phillips
stated she "talked of people dressed in black. She
stated7lvirs Hyatt had informed her that she "heard voices
and received much of her information in this manner
Miss Phillips stated she had at first thought Mrs Hatt
was a spiritualist but has now decided she is not because
Misr Phillips stated that she is a spiritualist and for
this reason knows firs Hyatt coul*i not be"one

I"iisu Fhillips stated that according to Mrs
Hyatt it had been "told to her ear that the plot to
assassinate President John F Kennedy was made in Houston
She stated Mrs Hyatt told her that the main individuals
involved in this plot were I"ir Sa%owitz head of Sakowitz
Department Store and Fred Ilalias a local news reporter

Mies Phillips stated that Yrs Hyatt was divorced
from her husband and she feels this divorce was brought
about by Mrs Watt's peculiar actions She stated in her

conversation with Mrs Hyatt she could get no actual sense
out of her Miss Phillips pointed out that she herself had
no.information whatever bearing on the assassination of
President Kennedy and her action in directing a letter to
the Attorney General was based solely on her desire to
assist Mrs Hyatt who was apparently reluctant to write
this letter herself [lies Phillips pointed out that she
is 89 years old and due to her frail condition is unable
to go about the town without assistance

On May 4 196! Mrs Flora Filko Hyatt 4O2

Valentine Apartment 1008 was interviewed and furnished
the following informations

Mrs Hyatt stated that she had requested Miss

,Berta Phillips a friend of her's to write a letter to

the Attorney General to bring to his attention certain

4information
which.had come to her attention through de

"mons

who spoke into her ear

Fi~l s` /!~s'~F.~u;^~Jr`+ " .~w / ~r ,r w,ji i'.T0 $1 {



RE$ HAS FLORA FILKO HYATT

11 She stated she has learned that the Attorney
General was interested in the syndicate known as Cosa
Nostra but she wanted to point out to the Attorney General
that the Cosa Nostra was actually the lowest echelon of
the syndicate It dealt only with the physical aspects of
the criminal situation in the United States and the world
She stated she was in touch with the highest echelon o
the "syndicate through demons and "werewolves who were

.-continually with her and spoke to her when she was in pri
vate in her left ear Mrs Hyatt repeatedly referred to
what she called her frequent contacts with the metaphysical
world pointing out there are sometimes five or six "beings
speaking to her at cnce and imparting information concern
ing happenings outside the physical world to which normal
people are restricted

Mrs Hyatt stated that she felt she could be of
assistance to the Attorney General in his investigations
of Cosa Nostra and had in the past endeavored to contact
him by telephone and through the FBI

Mrs Hyatt advised that the higher echelon of
the "syndicate was made up of members of the House of Ax
She stated that in 1959 she had tried to bring this infor
mation to the attention of former President Herbert Hoover
by letter he stated since she has not received answers
from letters of this type she feels that her mail has been
delayed or misdirected through activities of members of
the House of Ax

She stated she had "explored the syndicate and
has determined that there are only two men who are willing
and able to act against the syndicate and these are the
President of the United States and the Attorney General
Mrs Hyatt explained that her efforts to relate this in
formation personally to the Attorney General were based

con her belief there were very few people capable of under
standing the metaphysical world and she doubted that FBI

Agents had had adequate training in this specialized field

,to equip them to handle such information

In regard to the assassination of President
ennedy Mrs Hyatt states that as is frequently done by

werewolves she feels that such a demon could have entered
3the body of Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated the President

xrr+.-r .-r * ~~ rrrr .-ATM



RE MRS FLORA FILKO HYATT

land then returned the body to Oswald She stated in several
murder cases which received considerable newspaper publicity
in the Houston area she feels that the accused in these
murders was not actually the one involved but his body was
being used by werewolves

She stated it is also possible that President
Kennedy was not shot from the Texas Book Depository Build
ing because werewolves could shoot him with a soundless
gun from any position

Mrs Hyatt advised that the Attorney General
could learn a lot from her through the study of the acti
vities of the members of the House of Ax

When questioned for specific statements concern
ing the circumstances of President Kennedy's assassination
Mrs Hyatt related that a voice told her on November 18
1963 that two businessmen from Houston had gone to Dallas
on that date She identified these men as Lewis Lechinger
owner of a large jewelry store In Houston and a Mr Sakowitz
one of the owners of the Sakowitz Department Store Mrs
Hyatt stated she felt these two men were top leaders of the
House of Ax.and the trip to Dallas was undoubtedly related
to the plans for the assassination of President Kennedy
Mrs Hyatt does not believe either of the above menwere

personally involved in the actual shooting but they had
exerted their power through metaphysical forces acting on
Lee Harvey Oswald She stated information of this nature
is received by her not only from voices but also from
"the stars.

Mrs Hyatt stated that she hed had difficulty In

bringing the above information to the attention of any
responsible people because it seemed that no one wanted to
listen to her story Mrs Hyatt stated she had been able
to relate this information to Mrs Oswald the mother of

:Lee Harvey Oswald and she understood that Mrs Oswald bad
recorded her information on tape Airs Hyatt stated she

expected Mrs Oswald would turn this tape over to the

j Attorney General

Mrs Hyatt advised that she was born and raised
in Germany and came to the United States-in 1927



RE t MRS FLORA FILKO HYATT

The files of the Houston Office of the Federal
1rBureau of Investigation reflect that Flora Filko Hyatt was

interned on December 29 19111 by an Alien Eneis Hearing
Board sitting in the Southern District of Texas This
board held that Hyatt entered the United States as a quota
immigrant at Houston Texaco on December 22 1927 under
her maiden name Flora Filko Prior to her marriage end

. after her separation from her husband she did household
and domestic work for moderate compensation She also re
ceived help from the Family Service Bureau in Houston
after separation from her husband

The Hearing Board set out that based on informa
tion furnished Mrs Hyatt is almost fanatical in her
loyalty to Hitler and to Germany and has so expressed her
self on numerous occasions They point out that the only
excuse for her attitude might be that she is mentally un
balanced on this subject She has also been in frequent
touch with German propaganda agents if not one herself
The board pointed out there were found in her possession
several photographs of Hitler and of German troops in
action and writings containing Nazi propaganda

The records of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service Holston Teas reflect that Nrs Hyatt is an alien

1"irs Hyatt is described as follows

Name Flora Filko Hyatt
Aliases Flora rilke Hyatt

Mr: William Harvey Hyatt
Born February 21 1895

Forst Germany

Hight 593
Weight 135 pounds
Build Medium
Hair Grey in
Marital statue Divorced
Residence 402 Valentine Apartment 1008

Houston Texas
Occupation Unemployed
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1 Mr Belmont.`
1 Mr Boson
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr 8hroder
1 Mr Raupach

Enclosure

(Roe note page

v.KG1.ag

i"4 1
!.~ t 1.. is

UtI R nc"M
MlBe STRIP PHILLIPS
9517 TAIL FIRE=
HOUSTON S TRXAS

9eterenc is ands to your latter dated April 23
1964 eeclf,sirg s letter received from the captioned
Individual 111110 vat eddrersed to the Mornay General

Attached is a cop of s somorandua dated May T
1964 Boonton Texas revealing the results of intervievs
vith Oise Berta Phillips sod Mrs Mora Pilko Myatt which -"
Is submitted for the coapletion of your tiles

In vIev of the isforvntioa contained in this
seJorandue no further action is being taken by this Bureau.
guiltier the lotoractio appeA.rtng in this aeuorandua will
be furnished to the President's Coenisrioa in a subsequest
report V.cret Venice and the Immigration and Naturalisation
Service are also being advised



Letter was received from fir Miller of the Department
dated 4/23/64 which enclosed a letter from Miss Berta Phillips2
who claimed Mrs Myatt had important information concerning

3the death of President Kennedy ahe claimed the assassination
was carried out by members of the "Highest Echelon of the -_
Syndicate called The Members of the (louse of As.

Mrs Myatt was interviewed and she stated she bad
learned that the Attorney General was interested in the "Cosa
Mostra_! which she claimed was the lowest echelon of the syndicate.
She claimed she was in touch with the bighest echelon of the t.~" syndicate through "demons and werewolves who continually spoke
to her in private. Mrs Hyatt stated that as frequently done by
werewolves she feels that such a demon could have entered the
body of Lee Harvey Oswald and assassinated the President Mrs
Marguerite Oswald has been in contact with Mrs Hyatt and .
Division Five is aware of this situation In view of Mrs Ryatt"s ,%
apparent mental condition no further action is being taken and t:7'7
this information will appear in a subsequent report under the
assassination caption being prepared by Dallas Likewise,` s
Secret Service and 1fl8 are being advised Mrs Hyatt is an alien
Copies to Secret Service and INS by 0-14i Inserts furnished to
Dallas to be included In a subsequent report



Subject

This case is pending in the Paris Office in order
'to obtas and forward to the Bureau a copy of "OSWALD

L IMPOCt x:1.2 AS ..SSIN by JOACHI11_JOESTEN,,,yhich is reportedly
schedulct to b~ published at Paris sometime in May 1964

3 Bu e:..t (I Liaison) Cr: 3 1o1?110E ~~1 Paris _ o

"1 ~trL-1:1,02s:9-s'';lzg.Ht i.

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Embassy
Paris 8 France

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KEN1 DY
NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CO:ICEP.NING

yalt [lb
/) S-GZSSS/

Re Paris airtel 12/3/63 captioned "Assassination '
of President JohnF Kennedy and New York letter to Bureau

?.1 captioned "Lee Ramey Oswald IS
/os -as's.. YS . (tea i ti

It apps z. s that the information set forth In New
York LUM April 21 1064 transmitted .vit1 New York letter of
reference pertains to the same genorr= facts which were
previously set forth in Paris airtel of reference In view
of the characterization of SE?tGE FLI ;;w:S contained in the
last paragrrph,of New York LIXM April !1 "'1964 as well as the
vague nature of the information get :.rth in re Paris airtel
based on interview with FLIEGERS we do not plan any additional

ntervicw of FLIEGERS VACS

REP i3
(4)



Mr Belmont
Mr Lenihan
Mr Rogge

F r~ i
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ii

Honorable J Lee Rankine 1
Ceneral Counsel I
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E:"
Washington D C

I

Dear Mr Rankin$

Enclosures ( 15 k )

62-109060

1 ":Conrad
1 Griffith
1 Mr Frazier '-a ~..:6
1 Mr Kittel

i May 13

By Courier Service .~ r e r =

7 :J 'i i ,t i y liar

C S a)"a'

Reference is made to a telephonic request on'"~#;.~`. "~
May 5,1864 by Mr Melvin Eisenberg of your staff,'z :~;r ys}= :
asking that certain Commission Exhibits be obtained and
photographed in any instance where photographs were
previously prepared and provided to the Commission... ~,. ;s ~-' ~-+~

Enclosed herewith are three photocopies each of "?'` f";!
Commission Exhibits numbered 325 through 333 518 and 573 ,

?';;;`through 607 which exhibits were obtained from the Commission
by a representative of this Bureau No photographs are

obtali;ed
for Commission Exhibits numbered 143 and 145 also r

obtaned inbsruch as photographs of these exhibits were ''".ice ,`k,oualy furnished tothe Commission Commission Exhibits ,,.~~
CiA~urbered 325 through 33 and 579 through 586 are also v

sla ";;;,;; -Y_
b { ~enclosed The other Commission Exhibitse :'~:i "pfy

f EOM

F24MY131

~ 'Sincerely yours, * *~ =
`e-"=`

COMM.FBI lEdgar

'

lorasaz=n ,

S..:,.i_ffi.~..a~L".-^r~"is-M.i~'M._!~1e~-~Ai.:.,:.'~?rlI'~.r~"
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1 n^loped for your seelotance are two copies of a self-eaplaaatory
` '`

letter from the I'reeldent's Coovuission Gated 6-12-64 requesting
'`

background loiealtgaticn of Officer J V. TlppIt of the Dallas Police Depai't
wont who fJas killed by Lee Harley dswai d la conducting this taveatlgation .,
you should Insure that the following basic investigative st"ps are Included
such aa data et I firth sdnc"atton marital 'talus military service and prior
employment You shoal !twit tho scope of this Investigation to that period
7'11~j It t"aa actually a member of the Dallas Police Department It is suggested
.:that the Dallas Pollee Department personnel file on Tippit may include muck -,.r-":::.'''s
of tbI Information (haired by the Cou aiIs:sion and you should be gelded by '`
the availability of this Irloriurtlon in condaatt.g your Investigation. s

!:very effort should be m ads to expedite this Investigation Insurh
that the Ccvuomlrnlon's el~c'clil. red'ieet are app opriately complied with In
each In'trnee

J e;;utts t,f Intr'clfga lur should incorporated in a suitable LRM
fur lu.ns~ll~te dIrseii"In:'tIrn PD the t c4 ttrslun without noed for revision
and/or curl 'Won

U ~'Li fl1~ YELLOW
RUR:hw (0) ('

.CI) 1Q5-02356 Lee H Oswald) al Mr.-C D;-DeLoach ".
.1 44-24016 (Jack I. Ruby) .f "1 Mr W C Sullivan ~'~ ~'= < .`"~
.1 C2-109090 (!'resident's Commission) ~1 Mr It E Lenlban '.,..'." '~_ it



% bile Ce'nnitesion has requested limited bnckgrotind invt:ati=
gallon !t is kit any such Investigation should Include thegbove indicated '= -i
investigation and sncootpass the reriod while Tippit was on the Dallas Police
Department

MIS eurn,;Rosin in relet indicates this investigation of Tlpplt
roqueste! to "relqte tuf'nuwdr1 all muttons (pi sawnably linking Tippit with
Unsaid and Ruby) which hare developed since assassination.. Some of the t{ .
wore jiertinent anpectn of the Commission's requests are as follows:,'i l~ =:--

copy of 'I ipptt's police Silo sbcuid be obtained 2. Tipplt's associates inside
nd outside the police del"artezent as well as ble wife should be interviewed
oncet nictg his reputaticn interests gralgnients and associates 3 Each

person !nit retested elc~u11 I"e quec led es to whether Tippit had any association
with Osw ld nr duly

'l'hir mat ter tval be dowdy tolls wed at the Bureau and when ..,ti
the retrlts airs obtatnec! the Cocawtsslw will be notified r . y. a
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i t?rr"~~~'*fte
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Ioli:e Cfiiccr Tirz it Lu:o clair there Id no credible ">
Ycnso C ,:..:11 tee:tI S:h ch is counter to our inquiry4in t':e r ::.a r _jr:.t4on r.:ttcr Iana claims the hearings by

Ir.( ::..t$s C^iirt :cjcn a a sa:.'et and deny tho accused
(,;zvc..d) t i.iLiit to c',ua:o or to to attorney to cross.,".;t

Vita::.3cs to c;.a:aino evidcaco and to present ,;:r ,<
.of Isis Lino rlso states that tha doctors"7

A~ F..I~~..r.d t:c i.a t.e..n_ca. Dallas first indicated the..
rc"Un in Frc_ idc:.r t i :.at vas an entrance couad .t~.. _
Lut at a later ti-. o r"i'toc 'rnta::t by Secret .e_vice agents,.-:,cL~ n3c1 tI~oir str.t c.a :at nn. is ii::ated the throat wound was
an round L^-":a c..': tI at several 17itncsso3 -"r.
ctht tom_^.t the F:::Ot -:.23 :.':. n t_:3 oppo:,ito direction fro. mss
i:I" Tc""r r -~~* i3ttlding although our + ,--i:
inquiry sha:."s pre_ caaci r.r:cc of o-riCence that the shotsr~ `'~_
dick came from "caC~ it building
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Memorandum

To ei Stl.l

I itokt A Branig n

l~~j sct MARK LANE
sus t

DATE
i ~ i a w

~ T.wl f."Z7
1

S~ 1 -8ranigan` Ta

) at 4 y 1 Lenihan

^Y
1 Sizoo:.".c

l

t ! . 'J ./

The "National Guardian issue 5-9-64 contains an article '.`
captiont'B "Oswald Case A Nnw Angle",which reports a statement made =

shy Mark Lane to that par-sr on May Lane is a New York attorney,
has injected himself into the assassination matter and has been "'%
snaking irresponsible statements in this country and abroad He is. :':t
on the Reserve Index "_.` ~~=":,

i lLi.fV~v_a ~} _

l Mohr
DeLoach
Rosen

/

I Malley aim..
1 Sullivan

. .

5-13-64

L'ine's statement to the "National Guardian alleges'that .tip
Secret Service deliberately planted a false story in the press toT`
cast further rul.it on Lee Harvey Oswald and that a second rifle, not
the one attributed to Oswald was found on the roof of the Texas 't
School Book Depository building the day the President,was
assassins-..-7% ..'s C ;t4 " i

'Lane alleges that Thayer T,.ido reporter for~the Fort Worth=
"Star-Tele'ramr was asked by him (Lane) to accomp ay Mrs Marguerite
Oswald from Fort Worth to nallas airport on her trip to Washington -,4
D.C. to testify before the President's Commission in February 1964.
Lane states that Mrs Oswald and Waldo were accompanied on the trip,
to the airport by Secret Service agent Mike Howard We have :t;,:`
lehrped that Secret Service agent Hichael Howard formerly-assigned
to the Fort Worth area earlier this year has been transferred to the
White House detail of Secret Service in Washington D C. subsequent'
to the alleged incident

Lane alleges that Pat Howard Deputy Sheriff oTa:rant
County Texas who is the brother of Secret Service agent LIiko Howard
advised Waldo that same day at the Dallas airport lunch room that i
when the Ruby trial was completed he would give Waldo a piece of .'t..
news to "blow the top off everyone's head if it hasn't come out''.;
from the.Warren commission yet. Pat Howard allegedly told Waldo.a.=
that he could only say that the .vows had to do with a witness who'';',,
hid actually seen the assassination of President Kennedy and could
identify Oswald as the assassin Lane also alleges that on the
return trip to Fort Worth wi::12 Pat Howard and Waldo Mike Howard r .'

dicatedto Waldo that the %'itness in question was a Negro who'had"
lien looking out a window on the same floor ` -.of the Texas :.ttu;'0

hoot Book Depository building as Oswald anc that after the fi t li..t-_
4 J IS Otbw (10) Enc 3".. / y 7~ /̀ ;~..~sTS {. ~y L / i :1 NOT RECORD r

r { 199 MAy 10 1964. "` ~i i
.5tJ MA 19 )964,/

t
~ " r .~ rs ,,~



?J o Eranigan to Sullivan
re LANE

SL1-C 1s
shot ti Negro looked and sav Oswald and then ran and hid behindl=

oxes to avoid being shot by Oswald. Lane alleges thatMike""Howard
laimed the Negro janitor had been arrested in the paste !or ~

mbling and that Mike Howard had seen him in a cell under control'". `
f the Dallas Police Special Services Division (Gambling);''``:I

A check of Bullies shows that Tlaldo wrote astory which .=3
appeared In the 2-10-64 issue of the Fort Worth "Star-Telegram.".''-=
This article alleged that an informed source advised that a witness
described as a Negro janitor employed by the Texas School Book t-:.~
Ecpositc;"y building could identify Oswald as the assassin ot,c`ti"*,

"President Kennedy and was being hold in "protective custody.
''thethorough check of this story at the time failed to indicate

identity of the witness and when we interviewed Waldo he refused to
reveal the source of his story The President's Commission was
advised of the results of our investigations ~'

Lane alleges that both Pat and Mike Howard called :ca_do
after the story appeared and urged that Mike Howard's name never'be
divulged as the source of information for the story 'Lane claims t".;.
that the story was quickly denied by every agency with an interest'fi
in the Oswald case except the Secret Service Lane claims that this
story was the "invention of the Secret Service and had been released
to prevent press coverage of any witness who would raise doubts *about
Oswald's g'ailt

Lane also alleges that Mike Howard during his =contact .with
Waldo had advised Waldo that "We found a rifle on the root, but it..;` -;
was dropped by a Dallas police officer earlier in the day and hem;:*
forgot to pick it up

In the "National Guardian article Lane is said to have .
r:.fused to reveal the source of the.above stories but stated that he
had written to the President's Commission informing itof his: J
"evidence and offering to testify again r f '"'~' `'

ORS1sRVATTO S ! ,
"}" ~,...

The Bureau could on its own initiate an immediate inquiry
to pin down the allegations of Mark Lane Based on previous i
encounters with Lane his story is probably a combination of

delve deeply into the Secret Service
distortions and half truths The investigation would necessarily

and its personnel since the crux

offl
Lane's allegations reflect on the integrity.of the Secret Services'z

3 ,~ 1 ~"~1 rt.t y} 7-r ~1'.Irl J irI y
S y + jtT t~L.~./rj+}Ix 1 !"r

t 1tt ` i` f:TAT j 'a 5

`~ 3 .f



At the same time Lane had indicated a willingness
stify and it my be that the President's Commission would want

t put hi;3 under oath In view of this and since Lane*s
a legations do not affect the basic issues of the investigation

'to determine the assassin of President Kennedy it is not believed''.
we should institute an independent inquiry concerning these `

allegations .-s ;;:~'t

ACTION
it `,.4 s !~'ti

~ {~ r t,!
~

i s
If you agree there is attached a letter to the President's

ticle noting the fact.Commission calling their attention to the ar
that Lane had indicated a willingness to testify and pointing out_`?-:that the Bureau is not initiating any inquiry in the absence of ya request from them s

4
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.AIRTEL
(Priority) if

(3JBureau (RM)
1-Dallas (INFO) (RM)
2-Louisville (105-620) (RM) `C.'.M 1-New Orleans (100-16601) (R (INFO)

.1-Memphis
WHL:wp>

..I8).w
...i1~j"r

On 5/13/64' U 8 Postal
Inspector Memphis (pro cc ".n y dvised SA LAWRENCE
that Memphis P O Box 1149 is rented in the name of
Grover Bass Accounting Company Home Federal Building

REC 39 /c,='I/.?,S"S

Dote

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

ROM _.SAC MEMPHIS (105-891) (RUC)`r ~. j
SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS-R-CUBA
'(00 Dallas)

Re Louisville airtel to Bureau Dallas New Orleans
and Memphis 5/6/64 and New Orleans airtel to Bureau Miami
Louisville Oklahoma City Tampa and Dallas 4/29/64... 4

On 5/13/64 Commander JOSEPH FINNEGAN U 8 Coast
Guard Memphis Tennessee advised SA WILLIAM H LAWRENCE ,..::.
that Tennessee Towing Company is owned by ENO DUPOIS and
merely consists of one oil screw tow boat the "Cotton Queen,
which is captained by DUPOIS This vessel works under
contract with the Ashland Oil and Refining Company Ashland
Kentucky towing oil barges from various points on the Ohio
River to the Ashland Refinery FINNEGAN said he has Dever
known of this vessel to be in New Orleans Be said Tennessee
Tooting Company was incorporated in Tennessee and that some
accounting firm in the More Federal Building MemphM handles
its books



t -1

...,:-..
RE 105-891

i

!I. 7
ibe v

'84
advised SA LAWREHM that ..bis tiro

's .for the avuessee Towing Company which is incorporated
Missouri;:ri.;'''in Tennessee and owned by ENO DUPOIS of 8t

Louis,;is,,Headded that the Tennessee Towing Company operates the
u"Cotton Queens, an oil burning screw propeller driven

boat which works on the Ohio River under contract with

Ashland Oil and Refining Company Ashland Kentucky

vessel .takes trip reports abd position reports:--to

DISBROW Chief River Transportation DivisiOn;s;Ashland",0ili't.tt'-fri
0 and Refining Company Ashland Kentucky ,i It

said he bas bot known the "Cotton Queens!

have been to New Orleans Louisiana in recent

FINNEGAN said the "Delta Queens! large
Commanderl owned and

paddle driven river passenger vesseoperated
the Greene Lines of Cincinnati Ohio '.is to his knowledge'';tt'.'k,''r

the only river passenger vessel Making tails ili'aed'eout.,,cif:'''-f-r

New Orleans He did not know if it was in.New

the Nardi Gras (It is noted that `referinCed

airtel indicated that the "Delta Queen was .not in New Orleans ;
r

..

LOUISVILLE DIVISION ?'..ry
.1. .ek,t A

:4,#t akt"rte

.
t.

y
-.t

".t
AT ASHLAND KENTUCKY t.' tf 1,4.4 .r A* -0.,.

Will through WARD DISBROW River Transportation ?::A M414-,i

delermilm!:.:.:,!Division Ashland Oil and Refitting
Company.loutt::i

whereabouts of the "Cotton Cueen on or about 2/11/64 mtt
atAL,,..:.k and determine if it was in New l?u49-the preceding wee

i''



TO W C,,.Sullivan ..,,u".
Tavel
Trettr  
T.1. Room
Ilola..s
Gse4y

- The President's Commission has forwarded an article appe,t
in the "National Enquirer"issue of 5-17-64 In essence the

At the same time since the Commission had specifica4y
requested that they be advised as to any knowledge possessed byi thk
Justice Department a letter was sent to the Deputy Attorney Gaferall
advising of the request from the President's Commission

h~ r
Director notch "Follow up and get prompt action.

.MT". "oe rrV "".I.M"~OMw et we we.r
UNFI E1) S1'VJ I.S

Memorandum

_-Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen ` G-m
1 Sullivan Gll.h
1 Malley (o;ri.d

.
1 Lenihan c

DATE 5-13-64

1 Braniga

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

_sensational article alleges that a high official of the u tics O ry
Department sent a letter to Dallas Police Chief Jesse E urry !,.

1
requesting the Dallas Police Ilea ti Srrest Oswald and Ruby in r1
connection with the General Walker shooting T,.

By memorandum of 5-8-64 you were advised that Chief Curry

,in

an interview on 5-7-64 emphatically denied that he had ever been
requested by the Justice Department or any official of the FBI not
to arrest Oswald or Ruby. A letter incorporating the results of the
interview of Chief Curry was forwarded to the President's Commission
on 5-8-64

8

Assistant Director Evan's was in contact with ~

Mr Katz'+nbach's office on May 12 and May 13 We have now recei~vved
a letter dated May 13 attached which was hand delivered from 15h~
Deputy Attorney General In this letter he advises that'a

checN ~',
of the files discloses no reference to an alleged letter from ay
high official of the Justice Department to Chief Curry nr any n

reference that an FBI official was asked to request the Dallas
Police not to arrest Oswald or Ruby

The story that appeared in the "National Enquirer is
therefore a complete fabrication

ACTION 3MIEC 31 /o
r

There is attached a letter to the President's Commission

Advising of the information furnished by the Deputy Attorney General

.%.And pointing out that our inquiry in s matter is now complete

.4AB:mhw (8) Enc r4 ...~.~ .

ti 41,1
4tMAYislM

1r9i,Y 211964 l! rl
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Director FBI=

The Deputy Attorney General . -

--
.:..

LEE HARVEY 0 SWALD .
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA ^%'''"-'

_
.

iv\
With reference to your memorandum of May 8 19649

on the above-entitled subject a check of the files
of the Department of Justice discloses no reference
to an alleged letter from a high official of the
Justice Department to Dallas Police Chief Jesse El z
Curry or any reference that an FBI official was
asked to request the Dallas Police not to arrest
Oswald or Ruby
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O'ERNP11:Ni

Alemora ndurn

MR SULLIVI:

MR BRAbIGAN 1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Lenihan

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1 Mr Branigan
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

5/8/64

372)

4
4The President's Commission has forwarded an article appearing

ip tbe,"National Enquirer, issue of 5/17/64 In essence the
sensational article alleges that a high official of the Justice
Department sent a letter to Dallas Police Chief Jesse.E Curry requestin
the Dallas Police not to arrest Oswald and Ruby in connection with theGeneral Walker shooting

The Commission requested that the Bureau interview Chief
Curry concerning his knowledge of the alleged letter and also requests
that the Commission be advised as to any knowledge possessed by the
Justice Department or the Bureau concerning the allegations in the -~
article '.

ACTION

1 SAC Sbanklin Dallas Interviewed ChiefjCurry on 5/7/64
Curry emphatically stated he had never received ot-heard of a letter
to his department from the Justice Department and that he bad nev
been requested by any official of the FBI not to arrest Oswald or uby.1He described the allegations as absolutely false and added that p or
to the assassination neither he nor his department had ever heard pf a
Oswald Attached for approval is letter to Rankin advising of theO
interview with Curry This letter points out that the Bureau

haloinformation in its files concerning the alleged letter from a big
official of the Justice Department nor any reference that an FBI e
official was asked to request the Dallas Police not to arrest Oswald
or Ruby Rankin is also advised that we are making inquiry of the
Justice Department and upon receipt of the results of that inquirPthe
Commission will be advised

.

i
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MEMORANDUM FOR Ult SULLIVAN
RE LEE ..HARVEY OSWALD
10 -82555

4

Yi r ! w :4`~ .. f F6A ." t 9 ,1.x

IL,,r

..,r,ev-A

i

3

In view of the Commission's specific request,'there is
.attached a letter to the Deputy Attorney General forwarding to him a
copy of the article appearing in the "National Enquirer and advising
of the request from the President's Commission to be advised as to any
knowledge possessed by the Justice Department Mr Katzenbach is also
being advised the files of this Bureau contain no reference to such an
alleged letter from a high official of the Justice Department and
further that we have no knowledge that an FBI official was asked to
request the Dallas Police 'not to arrest Oswald or Ruby

Upon receipt of response from Justice Department the
Commission will be advised of those results Also upon receipt of
report from the Dallas Office containing results of our interview of
Chief Curry a copy of that report will be furnished to the Commission



UNITED STAT !;RNA1T".NT

Memorandum

DIRECTOR,"FBI (105-82555)
't to t.ie

(K LEGAT MEXICO;,(105-3702) ,(P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
IS R . CUBA

memorandum -k

ENCLOSURES :e
4,4

fr Fourteen (14) copies 'of a letterhead 'memorandum -dated
.and captioned as Above zA'.s .

8 Forty-six (46)"copies of documents listed'hereinunder:
(forms FM-11) from which the names of the persons
listed in the enclosed memorandum were obtainedi"~
consisting of two identical sets of forms with .23.copies
in each _

4(4~~
tS

, t.. _ . . `f" t~ ._ +C.~,"t ~. ....` .~
-44 ~{fit.

Although the FM-11 forms do not record inall."instance _
the type of travel docdment from which the data fora iven'=
person was obtained this information was 'secured by't$A J0SEPHByGARCIA from MACLOVIO HERRERA on the basis of the latter sU"."#t+..,,~
knowledge of the forms used in'the various categories involved

Inasmuch as a portion of the original FM-11 forms was
typed in red acceptable Xerox copies could not be wade-thgreot _
and it was necessary to prepare photographic copies-:of those

i . .9h~~ ;! . 17""i{t r J _'~ ?:! `
j ice {""f

The enclosed forms described hereinunder are listed '07,07
---a in the order in which the names thereon appear in the letterhead.

Two photographs of form FM-11 with the name of
FRANK WOODROW BLADES traveling with F1[-6 form who departed
from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 10/3/63 The first name appearing
on the list is LLOYD WALTER SEIGART.".

Two photographs of form FM-11 with the name.of
JESUS DE MARK traveling with FM-7 form who departed from Mexico
at Nuevo Laredo on 10/3/63 His is the first name appearing on

pd
form

'a1 i1~S
"

i Dn (F n6a 60) r .r! i

ur).(1 Liaison S46tion !
.(2 Dallas 100-10461) 1 ;4 :1i

'(2. San Antonio 105-29b9). Medico City ,!
HJP:pib 'i ~~r~,.

4-1
Jn'"'tle"ir8

58
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r f
i 43 Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 pontaining .a -j V i

recapitulation of persons traveling 'with form Fl[-7 rho departed-i" '".
r'Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the first two-week period .oi`~=~ ,'=f
"October 1963 The last two names on this form are those of

KEVIN KIMM and TERRY KIMi who were traveling with forms FM-17

4 Two Xerox copies of form Fjt-11.1isting a4~ . ".. "*
. recapitulation of persons classified as :'!Extianjeros','";;~aliens :'~,.,;"

or bone-Mexicancitizens) t 'avelinw with loFm',PM-i7
ftis "Inmigrantes Art 48 iTemp ."~ (Inmiigrants under;Artiole 48 :}
Temporary) who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo -during-Atha ;iirst^,"j;t
two-week period,of October 1963 The f irst name appearing":on c:.,
this form is FERNANDO GUARDIA DE LA TINOCO = r

Two Xerox copies of form"FM-il with a recapitulation=
of persons I'$xtranjeros," classified as "Inmigrados reaporales :
(Temporary Immigrants) traveling ,O'ith form FM-1 who depar'teds.1 t s
Mexico it Nuevd Laredo during 'the first tiro-week period,,of;s~?k3 e i j

October? `1963. 4 The +first name appearing on2'this;l~ssGtiAY'I!ON~K';s
ANNE DEAVOROUS ! " L ~f :~ `~:'.^ "~ .r~ ?'"+y,`

Two Xerox copies Of form FM-11 containing a
recapitulation of persons (Mexican nationals) traveling"with.
form kM-17 who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the first. .

two-week Period of October,-1963. The first "name
.appearAng*ori

'"'t
"`` # * r' ~

'4 ;r r ."'"3.~+=~ .+ iSthis list is CARLOS 'CANTU TREVINO
At f "i +I .1 3~ "ri

r
.f x`'Si

`re.. _
7 .Two 'Xerox copies of form FM-11 "cording s f.~, ',x~ `

recapitulation of persons (Mexican'traveling w th~~;nationals) ..:~..:..
. form FM-17 who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo "during the~firlt 7.

two-week period of October 1963 'The first name appearirigr"on="~` ~ ~;*
this list is FLORENCIO GENARO GARCIA FLORES

^ !
8 Two Xerox copies of form "FM-11 with a recapitulation

of persons (Mexican bationals.) traveling with form FM-17 who

departed Mexico during the first two-week period of October 1963
The first name appearing on this list is RAUL DAVILA CHAVARRIA.j_

..4
9 Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 containing the name.;:

t of NUNO TEOTONIO PEREIRA who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on
"

9/26/63 traveling with form FM-6., .:"y =

.4 10 Two .Xerox copies of form FM-11 -listing . persons.%.:'":,+
noh-Mexican citizens) 'traveling with form,FM-T, who gptereil=` {

`

..
j

1 t S
6261 1i tl} it *.' 'A'~ fiK} "r#+ ~ti ~

et. } i 3,J
t I _ r
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Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the second two-week
September 1963 The first name appearing'%on:this ,?list I sL?rYi } .^
DALE LEE MCKINNE ` r"~ ..

11 Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 with names of ..
persons (non-Mexican citizens) traveling with form FM-14 who
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the second two-week -~ 1 ~ Ts
period of Se tember 1963

!
The first name appearing on

list is WILL AM M RESSEL ,N`...

12 Two photographs of FM-11 'recording:the nmeK of %~5~
MANUEL FLORES and FRANCISCO MAJEWSKI MADRAK, both traveling with
forms FM-17 who entered Mexico on 9/26/63 The first name on
the list is ANA I,ENOBEL

13 Two photographs of FM-11 listing name of HOWARD. ":.'ii
WILLIAM REYNOLDS traveling with FM-17 document, who entered ''`-t~"':~` _
Mexico 9/26/63. The first pane kppearing on the list'fis 1fBND$LLst f
JACKSON COX i .: ` " ;z 44

'14 Two photographs of FM-11 listing names 'of LILY = ?p'.-.
BEJA DE CHICUREL and ISAAC LEVY LEON both traveling with 'FM-17 '
documents who entered Mexico 9/26/63 Theirs are the first`_.
names on the form n

15 Two photographs of FM-11 listing names of MARIO
kENDIVIL and IRENE ESTELA MENDIVIL '.traveling with FM-17 documentsr ,,t
who entered Mexico 9/26/63. The first name _appearing on the list `
is CARLOS EDUARDO ESCALANTE F t. 4 ...may =~ ",;~ }

Two photographs of FM-11 with the names of LOUISE ';."tt
KNOW ES ROGER A KONCZAL PHYLLIS JEAN JENSK and DONALD-CHARLES
80LOMME all documented with FM-9 forms who entered Mexico
9/26/63

Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 recording persons
(Mexican nationals) traveling with form FM-17 who entered Mexico
during the second two-week period of September 1963 The first
name appearing on this list is RUPERTO TREVINO ELIZONDO

Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 with a list of
persons (Mexican nationals) traveling with form FM-17 who
'entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the second two-week period.:,,,.
Of September 1963 The first.name."appearing,on-this.:list $s;~'":'~~lrc

;itODOLFO HERNANDEZ MENDIOLA t 1 '
rr2 t t . 3.1 .r,e

"r L 9.3.. its"" .'~ mot '.wj f 4i: i",/",1IV,1%n-A
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19 Two Xerox Copies oi form FM-11 recoraing~persoris
i:yam(Mexican nationals) traveling with form FM-17 ,who -entered ;1i.'~
'Mexico at Nuevo Laredo during the second two-week period r '
'-September 1963 The first name appearing on this list Is'-

MARIA CONCEPCION GRAHAM ALCALA

20 Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 listing persons
(Mexican nationals) traveling with form FM-17,.who entered::r"~ ~'+--"j
Mexico..At Nuevo Laredo during the Second two-week:period";o 7.'''~

.September 1963 The first name appearing on..this lisp
RICHARD BANS SPECK 8THAMBR 4 i J :.:: s ..,c.e. }y ;'`

21 Two photographs of FM-ii listing the'name of
MARIA OTERO PABLOS documented with FM-17 who entered Mexico
on 9/26/63 The first fume appearing on this form is ANTONIO
HERNANDEZ ALON ZO fir ~,.

-pie 4
_

22 Two photographs Of FM-11 listing the nameof, +..'"t.
hiELSON tJLI8ES ESCOBAR BENITEZ documented with Special'Document ~"" 'r
"Circular 1091 , who entered Mexico on .9/26/63 The,lfirstIname) '%.c'
appearing on this form is LEE BELDEN ZEROTH : .

23 Two Xerox copies of form FM-11 recording names
of three persons among them CATALINA ADA DEL CARMEN CANIZARES
traveling with document classified as "Oficio Bueno Para Salir",l
y Regresar al Pais (Memorandum of Authorization Valid for'Exiti7s

MC 105-3702

and Entry into the Country) i who entered Mexico stIfuevo;Laredo'4 lr
on 9/26/63 4 h { f~ ?:3. "fir -1 '.~i ~~ Mri"y"-"I 1~ "i

REFERENCES
` .. c

.j"4Ban Antonio airtel to Bureau 12/3/63
Bureau airtel to Mexico City 3/27/64
Mexico City airtel and letterhead memorandum 2/27/64.
Mexico City airtel and letterhead memorandum 3/16/64
Bureau cable #65 to Mexico City 4/27/64

ADMINISTRATIVE

On 4/29/64 MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief of the Travel
Control Files of the Mexican Immigration Department Mexico

:, D F. furnished to BA JOSEPH B GARCIA the original forms FM-11
from which information contained in enclosed letterhead memorandum

forms "0
Copies were prep sired i of theseand the II ;Y~

.Obtained
?as...f

~4 It: 4 .Tr'.11b.) .e /.i~~ t~ ~ " yar4y 7.T '4
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.

or ig idfils returned to him on 4/29/64 in accordance rith hid't"''~ !f"4'Y

~"
a .

On 4/20/64 HERRERA advised that the original travel
..documents other than forms FM-6 and FM-8 which were utilized

by persons entering Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas on
9/26/63 and departing Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 10/3/63 were
not readily available but efforts would be made to locate them
On 4/24/64 and 4/29/64 HERRERA stated he had been unable to >;,":
locate _,these documents but was continuing his"search;:'however}=Y"`t
be could not assure be would be able to locate all `ofrthese 4J j ?

**documents He stated they bad been stored in-.bundles .iM.."an.." .4'fx-:t
unorganized fashion in the storage warehouse and the possibility t
existed that many of the forms FM-17 may have been destroyed in
accordance with the usual practice for those forms

As pointed out on page 2 of referenced Mexico City ~:;;r~"
dirtel dated 3/16/64 a comparison of the-list "of',persons""who`-i,: *?'
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 91`26/63,"furnished,byHARVEY y_
CASH American Consul NueVo Laredo :as contained in Yeferen ,rt.')."!=
Ban ntonio airtel with the list (FM-11 forms)-furnished byrta r
Attorney RAFAEL HERNANDEZ OCHOA disclosed that 22

individuals-w',41who appeared on the list supplied by CASH did not appear on'the
FM-11 forms supplied by HERNANDEZ OCHOA .

Further review and comparison of the list supplied by
CASH with the data furnished by HERNANDEZ OCHOA ref lects that c.111-f
in fact, only 21 persons who appeared on the :list'suppiied by.t+ .;'y,%2
LASH did:-not appear on the lists furnished by HERNANDEZ OCHOA.i= 'Of .-.rt
The name THOMAS J ROGER does appear on HERNANDEZ''OCHOAls:list;'.
in addition it was pointed out on page 2 of referenced Mexico
City airtel dated 3/16/64 that the name SOLOMON BANDACK did not,:?".
appear on HERNANDEZ OCHOAts list Further review of the FM-1]''
forms discloses that the name of SOLOMON M BANDACK does appear
as having entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 9/27/63 'traveling
by automobile aanrdingly his name was not incTuded'in
referenced Mexico City letterhead memorandum dated 3/16/64 as
being among those who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 9/26/63

San Antonio airtel dated 12/3/63 includes tte name of
SOLOMON BANDACK as being among the names furnished by HARVEY
CASH of individuals who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 9/26/63
As pointed out above a review of FM-11 forms supplied by =As

OCHOA discloses that SOLOMON M BANDACK traveling
,with FM-5 No .43293831 entered Mexico at` Nuevo Laredo;-9/27/63 :

y automobile He was described .as being 43.years Qf--p4e.0 Rarried.

.4 L .` "tomst"~+._'T"~~".y.4v ,. 1f,t~i yip



Of the remaining 20 persons a record for entry and
type of travel document utilized upon entry into Mexico on
9/26/63 has been located for 9 additional persons which data
is set forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum. Thest 9;:+:"f';'`'"
are as-follows a %.::'", !,

0
"AUGUSTIN CERDA"REYES

JUAN SAUCEDO
LEONARDO CASTILLO
RODOLFO ACEVEDO GUEVARA
RODOLFO MENDIOLA
MARIA OTERO PABLOS
ELVA VALLE RENDON
CARLOS ALMAGUER ECHARTEA
MARIO C MFNDIVIL ! ~.;~!` . .+ ter

In addition a review of the original"FK-11 forms ''."` "-
furnished by MACLOVIO HERRERA disclosed.that the following 5
persons who were included on the list supplied by CASH as
having entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 9/26/63 in fact
entered Mexico on 9/25/63 All were listed as traveling ;with "....
forms l'M-17 + ~j'7 "+ Via f "

JOSE VEGA VERANO + . r ,I~ s e~ r {r''r
`

ti
CARLOS VASQUEZ GALINDO r ,4:"'~'i=t ~#.r
JESUS ANGEL SANTOS CANTU i
GU ILLE RMO HEV IA V ILLAR

MC 105-3702

.1 `F.}mot

;nationality North American Occupation engineer and'listecY ~' :'"_
proceeding from Detroit Michigan with final destination bfi``

:Mexico D F

JOSE GERARDO BENAVIDES SALINAS '"-t"+

No record was located on the FM-11 forms reviewed by
SA's JOSEPH B GARCIA and HENRY J PRATT for the remaining 6
persons who appeared on the list furnished by CASH and named
below

VERNON KLEIN
LUIS Mt VASQUEZ
JOSEPH-HARRISON BIRD
EDWARD G NEWMAN
IGNACIO G MONTEMAYOR
JOSE MONTEMAYOR TREVINO ~'. : h'.:

is _._ _ _,ta
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The foregoing six pei*sons-were named -in-"referenced V 'S
San Antonio airtel dated 12/3/63 as having :entered Mexico "byl.1v +-s
automobile on 9/26/63 and the type of travel document-used ._
was listed as unknown

Regarding JOSE MONTEMAYOR TREVINO it is believed
this person is identical to JOSE MONTEMAYOR TREVINO a prominent
and well-known Customs broker at Laredo Texas, who has-been..a
resider 'of that border city for many years,".and believed 'to be
a Mexican national It is also believed that IGNACIO:.G ;ti '_"c-I.
MONTEktAYOR is MONTEMAYOR TREVINO !s son ~ N .~ t Y "f

It is Noted that the FM-11 form recording CATALINA ADA
DEL CARMEN CANIZARES entry into Mexico contains ditto marks in
the entry date column with the figure "26 inserted alongside
the ditto marks The date above the ditto marks is 9/18/63;--.641 ;.
the date of entry into Mexico Shown for FEDERICO VICTQR VALDEZ ~~
VALDEZ the person immediately preceding CANIZARES on the
form which would indicate that CAN IZARES entered the .Countryy :-+:-:p
On 9/18/63 however in view of the.."26 notation MACLOVIO..~ =per
HERRERA advised it was his opinion that CANIZARES entered :the.
country on 9/26/63 Therefore the enclosed letterhead memorandum':
lists CANIZARES among those who entered Mexico on 9/26/63.=

In efforts to further verify whether CANIZARESt "entry
date into Mexico was 9/26/63 the following inquiry-was made at 3 ..,
the Visa Section U 8 Embassy ,Mexico, D 'F.'' for determine'if
a record.-is maintained there reflecting a residence_'address
CANIZARES in order that she could -be located Nand. interviewed'-t ;,.'':.:-?4
regarding this matter : " r _

__ ~~";r
r = i.

t_ L
din rZ'-"R ...a,^

On 5/4/64 MARGARITA MUNGUTA, Visa Section advised ` .'t "
SA HENRY J PRATT that records reflect a visa was issued to 1._.
CATALINA ADA DEL CARMEN CANIZARES GARCIA on 10/26/60 valid

^

until 1/26/61 These records reflect CANIZARES was born 9/14/32.
at Havana Cuba and her residence address was awn as Calle
Lope de Vega #341 Apartment 1 Colonia Chapultepec Morales
Mexico D F CANIZARES was listed as a housewife and has had
Immigrant status in Mexico since 1948 CANIZARESt visa was .

/-,r alidated on 9/13/63 for unlimited entries into the United
.Sates until 3/13/64 These records disclosed that as of i

,9/13/63 CANIZARES had been a resident of Mexico for sixteen years.'
_

lry was conducted'at"~ '` +~
. and ';".

~ '.s u 4ir"+ 'r,4~+~~ * i ply cty s2
Y ~T I

" on 5/4/64 the
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It was ascertained that Apartment'1"is ow.hodsing-a
t t draftsman s offi A approximately 327yearsi'of.1.n;'ce young man,;..N t
gage advised he had resided in Apartment 1 for about three
'months He did not know CATALINA ADA DEL CARMEN CANIZARES.f

He believed that a family by the name of ALATRISTE had lived."
there for several years prior to his moving into Apartment 1
He said the family in Apartment 2 may possibly have .ore
information regarding CAN MARES :.ti "t :f

'and a"woman''wh0
`

Inquiry was made ft .Apartment 2. stated she lived there advised that a girl 'by the name of1~..
:

CARMEN (LNU) did live in Apartment-1 with d'family by the name ..'.
'4 of (FNU) ALATRISTE but they had moved some time ago and she

did not know their present location She believed CARl0N was
related to the ALATRISTE family She stated she knew of no ope
in the apartment building at the present time who would know.the +r

<< `
rALATRISTE family _ yt,;"1:I,

Bureau "irtel to Dallas dated 4/9/603tag ethe Bureau o:1
*as not furnishing copies of referenced Mexico Cityletterheaz",~
memorandum dated 3/16/64 to the offices indicated'in referenced Ze..
Mexico City airtel dated 3/16/64 nor were leads being set"forth';.`
to interview individuals listed in this letterhead memorandum

dwho reside outside the United States The Bureau pointeout
that OSWALD's means of travel into Mexico is known as it has
been verified by four witnesses on the bus and his travel to ^-:,;";~:,..
Mexico City on 9/26-27/63 wag further confirmed by. the.Red lJ!l;"row

t:;~~,1=
r

j~bus baggage list and Mexican Immigration records ;r !~

Since all efforts'have been unsuccessful at Mexico City
.i'x" in determining whether a record exists for entry into Mexico at "4t

Nuevo Laredo on 9/26/63 of the above-listed six persons and in.
view of the information contained in Bureau airtel dated 4/9/64
no leads are being set forth for other offices to conduct

investigation in this regard

If not already done it is suggested that if it is
desired to further identify the above-listed six persons and
ascertain the type travel document utilized by them ulSon their

reported entry into Mexico on 9/26/63 the Bureau may wish to

bave American Consul HARVEY CASH recontacted at Nuevo Laredo to

determine the original source furnishing the list of persons
Who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 9/26/63 which source may
be the Mexican Customs records at Nuevo Laredo If"this lead'is+

"'pursued further an effort should )je made to ascertain .whether-.f p

mfr



CLASS IFICATION

MEXICO CITY

At Mexico D F Mexico

Two copies of the enclosure are being furnished ;for N
the ban Antonio Office which has conducted extensiveinvestiga.
tion in the past related to material contddned in the -enclosed . ?9 i'
letterhead memorandum

LEADS

The
and

dential Source abroad.-is `1-:s:e

i
t~

-1

A

is
:~!!~!~Salft~..f.'1~~otal~!!. _ ~I+tsil?J?!1!

I

i
4 A a

MC 105-3702

'those records contain any notations recording-the type travel::.'._
. document utilized by those persons upon their reported entry;-:-:.,

.L !-into Mexico on 9/26/63 ofen AY"

SOURCES

The confidential source abroad referred to in the-
enclosed letterhead memorandum is the Legal Attache Mexico City '617
file 10.5-3702 . "N""'~iL ~.~;v . .r

i Yr" '".~` %I
econd conf

The third confidential source abroad

Th
,infdential

source abroad
and .r --_eA41~~ + "1_ ?v ~ ..,"~ r`` y ry ` ter

- i4.t 4 ""~ =J yea.
.L 'i ", wA.1I1 iT""""w~~'~"i.~aS{1~"r~~

The enclosure has been classified 'Confidential"-in
order to protect the Bureau's operations in a foreign country

COPIES

S

1. Will maintain contact with MACLOYIO HERRERA Chief
of the Travel-Control Files Mexican Immigration Department to
determine whether be has been able to locate the original copies
d'r,travel documents for persons set forth in the enclosed
,letterhead memorandum who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on.
10/3/63 and who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo 9/26/63 including;."the six persons for whole no recostd was'.found .in Mexico CitF

el
r!'{
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2 Will check records of Gobernacioa (Ministry_~Qiy

the interior) to determine whether those records contain s  

current residence address.for CATALINA ADA DEL CARMEN CANIZAREB'~
..

GARCIA in order that she may be located and interviewed to "~
rR~

further verify whether she entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on

9/26/63



UAD STATES DEPARTMENT OFICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON2S D C

May 6 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo State of
Tamaulipas on September 26 1963 and departed from Mexico
at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963

A memorandum dated February 27 1964 recorded
information concerning persons who departed Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo on October 3 1963 who were traveling in Mexico
documented with Mexican Government tourist cards FM-5 or
FM-8 This information was obtained from a review of the
tourist cards (FM-5 and FM-8) of these persons and copies of
the form FM-11 relating to the departure of these persons
similarly a memorandum dated March 16,-1964 reported
information obtained from a review of FM-5 and FM-8 tourist
cards and the related form FM-11 for persons who entered
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963

A second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On March 23 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief of the
Travel Control Files of the Mexican Immigration Department
Mexico D F. (D F refers to "Distrito Federal Federal
District or the Mexican Federal Capital) advised that in a
circular instruction dated March 20 1962 the Chief of the
Immigration Department described the Immigration form FM-11
as a "statistical record to be prepared every two weeks on
nationals and aliens entering and leaving the country.
HERRERA explained that separate FM-11 forms are submitted
semimonthly by all Mexican Immigration stations for'bntries

.and departures from Mexico and separate lists .are prepared



in connection with the various types of travel documents
presented and are submitted in duplicate (an original and
one carbon copy) to the Travel Control Files for checking
and comparison with the tourist cards or other travel documents
on which they are based

A third confidential source abroad advised as follows

In order to ascertain the identities of other persons
who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 19630 and
departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963 utilizing
travel documents other than FM-5 and FM-8 tourist cards the
following inquiry was conducted

On April 20 and 29 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA made
available the original FM-11 forms recording data concerning
persons who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3
1963 with various types of travel documents Various original

.FM-11 forms were reviewed inasmvch as separate lists are
maintained for each type travel document issued to the
travelers HERRERA advised that the following is the complete
list of persons of record who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
on September 26 1963 and who departed Mexico through that
city on October 3 1963 utilizing travel documents other than
FM-5 and FM-8 tourist cards He explained that the listed
persons and those previously reported as having entered and
departed with forms Fat-5 and FM-8 do not include all persons
who entered and departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and October 3 1963 respectively as there are numerous
individuals who cross the United States-Mexico border daily
who are not documented by Mexican authorities including many
Mexican nationals traveling from the interior of Mexico to the
United States

From the forms FM-11 described above as reviewed by
a fourth confidential source abroad the following compilation
of information concerning each person appearing thereon who
et~tP e d ~2'.exl co oz September 2r 19(3 and who departed there
from nn Cctnber 19r 3 sots prepared



DEPARTURES OCTOBER 31963

Departures of October 3 19630
of Non-Mexican Citizens Traveling
on Form FM-6 Tourist Cards

FRANK WOODROU BLADES FM-6 No 077307 Described as
British subject 34 years of age married occupation commission
agent proceeding from 6pte Lopez Quintana Roo with
destination of Belize British Honduras Mode of travel mot
indicated Entered Mexico on September 25 1963

Departures of October 3 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
(Children Under 15 Years of Age)
Travelin on Forms FM-7

JESUS DE MARK (this child is listed alphabetically
on the FM-11 form to indicate his name is JESUS DE MARK
however the name could possibly be MARK DE JESUS) FM.7
No 89790 Described as an American citizen male minor
child 15 months of age proceeding from Mexico D F.
en route Chicago Illinois by plane

MONICA JULIA CASTRO FM.7 No 152138 Described as
an American citizen female minor child 1 year of age
proceeding from Monterrey to La Mesa Texas by bus

JUAN JOSE CASTRO FM-7 No 152137 Described as an
American citizen male minor child 2 months of age
proceeding from Monterrey to La Mesa Texas by bus

FEDERICO DIAZ FM-7 No 94256 Described as as
American citizen male 12 years of age student proceeding
from Mexico D F. en route Dallas Texas Mode of travel
listed as unknown

MARGARITA GARZA FM-7 No 151335 Described as an
American citizen female 4 years of age proceeding front
Monterrey to San Antonio Texas Mode of travel listed as
unknown



FERNANDO GARZA FM-7 No 151334 Described as an
American citizen male 1 year of age proceeding from
Monterrey to San Antonio Texas Mode of travel listed as
unknown

Departures of October 3 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-17

WILLIAM ALBERT SCHMIDT HUSEBO FM-17 No 106517
Described as a male American citizen 47 years of age married
occupation commercial representative proceeding from Mexico
D F. en route Laredo Texas by railroad

MARIO CHUCA REYNOSO FM-17 No 51325 Described as
a Chilean national 46 years of age widower occupation sales
director proceeding from Monterrey en route Eagle Pass Texas
by bus

WALTER SCOTT TURNPAUGH FM-17 No 11019 Described
as a male American citizen 75 years of age married occupation
businessman proceeding from Monterrey to Laredo Texas by
auto

LAURA LAUTERBACH DE TURNPAUGU FM-17 No 11020
Described as a female American citizen 70 years of age
married occupation housewife proceeding from Monterrey to
Laredo by auto

KEVIN KIMM1 FM-17 No 566256 Described as an
American citizen male 3 years of age proceeding from Mexico
D F. en route Laredo Texas by railroad

TERRY KIEL FM-17 No 566257 Described as an
American citizen male 2 years of age proceeding from Mexico
D F. en route Laredo Texas by railroad

Departures of October 3 1963
of Mexican Nationals
Traveling on Forms F14-17

LEONOR CASTILLO TORROELLA FM-17 No 459400 Described



as a Mexican national female 31 years of age single
occupation hqusewife proceeding from Mexico D F. en route
San Antonio Texas by bus

MARIO DE COTE MUNOZ 8010 FM-17 No 693742 Described
as a-Mexican national male 36 years of age married
occupation surgeon proceeding from Mexico D F. en route
Laredo Texas by automobile

00NCEPCION NUNEZ RODRIGUEZ FM-17 No 693743
Described as a Mexican national female 46 years of age
single occupation office worker proceeding from Mexico D 7.
en route Laredo Texas by automobile

FERNANDO BALDAZO FLORES FM-1 No 521780 Described
as a Mexican national male 25 years of age married service
station attendant proceeding from Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon
en route Chicago Illinois by automobile

RAUL DAVILA CHAVARRIA FM-17 No 521022 Described
as a Mexican national male 28 years of age single occupation
given as "railroad" proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon
to Mission Texas by automobile

ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ FM-17 No 521647
Described as a Mexican national male 39 years of age
occupation given as "employee" proceeding from Monterrey to
Mission Texas by auto

GUADALUPE GARZA ARRAMBIDE FM-17 No 521583
Described as a Mexican national male 59 years of age
married occupation given as "factory" proceeding from
Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route Chicago Illinois by
automobile

ANTONIO OOMEZ GOVEA FM-17 No 521638 Described as
.a Mexican national male 30 years of age married occupation
'farmer proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route

San ?ntonio Texan by automobile

RENATO GONZALEZ TALAVERA FM-17 No 281694 Described
as a Mexican national male 38 years of age married proceeding



as a Mexican national male 24 years of age office worker
proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route Houston Texas
by automobile

HELIOLOR PEREZ GUEVARA FM-17 No 519391 Described
as a Mexican national male 32 years of age married
occupation merchant proceeding from Cundela Coahuila
en route Laredo Texas Mode of travel not indicated

SIMON TAPIA FM-17 No 521701 Described as a
Mexican national male 39 years of age married carpenter
proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route Seminole
Texas Mode of travel not indicated

A

1
from Zitacuaro (probably State of Michoacan) en route Chicago
Illinois by automobile

CARLOS AMADO MAYAUDON LOPEZ FM-1 No.-681641
Described as a Mexican national male 28 years of age married
merchant proceeding from Mexico D F. en route Los Angeles
California by automobile

MICAELA DE JESUS MONTEMAYOR FM-17 No 732203
Described as a ,Mexican national female 34 years of age
married occupation housewife proceeding from Monterrey
Nuevo Leon en route Chicago Illinois by automobile

HECTOR OROZCO ESQUIVEL FM-17 No 521758 Described

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-6

NUNO TEOTONIO PEREIRA FM-6 No 005361 Described as
a Portuguese national male 41 years of age married architect
proceeding from Lisbon Portugal to Mexico D F. by autobus



LILY DF CHICUREL SEJA FM-17 No 74182 Described as

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
(Children Under 15 Years of Age)
Traveling on Forms FM-7

RICHARD CRUZ FM-7 No 96364 Described as an
American citizen male 2 years of age proceeding from Dallas
Texas en route Mexico D F. by automobile

JUANITA PEREZ FM-7 No 96363 Described as an
American citizen female 5 years of age proceeding from
Dallas Texas en route Mexico D F. by automobile

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-14

PAULA MARTA LAURIE FM-14 No 111332 Described as
an American citizen female 18 years of age student proceed
ing from Oxford M D. en route Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mode
of travel listed as unknown

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-17

MANUEL FLORES FM-17 No 089392 Described as an
American citizen male 57 years of age single radio engineer
proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Mexico D F Mode
of travel not indicated

FRANCISCO MAJEWSKI MADRAK FM-17 No 089393
Described as a Uruguayan national male 26 years of age
single occupation football player proceeding from Montevideo
Uruguay en route Mexico D F Mode of travel not indicated

HO.IARD WILLIAM REYNOLDS FM-17 No 60079 Described
:as an American citizen male 39 years of age married manager

proceeding from Laredo Te::as en route Mexico D F. by
railroad



returning immigrant of Greek nationality female 41 years of
age married housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F. by autobus

ISAAC LEVY LEON FM-17 No 74903 Described as
returning immigrant of Cuban nationality male 47 years of
age married occupation merchant proceeding from New Orleans
Louisiana en route Mexico D F. by automobile

MARIO 0 MENDIVIL FM-17 No 4160 Described as an
Argentine national male 51 years of age married employment
given as "Banco Internacional (International Bank) proceeding
from Washington D C. en route Mexico D F. by automobile
Traveling on diplomatic document

IRENE ESTELA MENDIVIL FM-17 No 4161 Described as
an Argentine national female 21 years of age single
occupation listed as "Banco Int. (International Bank) proceed
ing from Washington D C. en route Mexico D F. by
automobile

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-9

LOUISE KNOWLES FM-9 No 5f94 Described as an
American citizen female 20 years of age single student
proceeding from Benseville Illinois en route Mexico D F.
in order to attend the University of the Americas Mode of
travel not indicated

ROGER A KONCZAL FM-9 No 5896 Described as sn
American Ditizen male 23 years of age single student
proceeding from Rochester Michigan on route Mexico D F.
in order to attend the University of the Americas Mode of
travel not indicated

PHYLLIS JEAN JENSK FM-9 No 2000 Described as an
American citizen female 20 years of age single student
proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Mexico D F. to
attend the University of the Americas Mode of travel not
indicated



DONALD CHARLES 8OLOMME FM-9 No 1752 Described as
an American citizen male 21 years of age single student
proceeding from Connecticut en route Mexico D F. to attend
the University of the Americas Mode of travel not indicated

Entries of September 26 1963
of Mexican Nationals
Traveling on Forms FM-17

RODOLFO ACEVEDO GUEVARA FM.17 No 521689 Described
as a Mexican national male 34 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Chicago Illinois en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

CARLOS ALMAGUER ECHRTEA FM-17 No 521687 Described
as a Mexican national male 31 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Tokan V,T. en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile.

AGUSTIN CERDA REYE3 FM-17 No 521685 Described as
a Mexican national male 47 years of age married occupation
given as "philharmonic" proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en routs Mexico D F. by automobile

" MANUEL ESCALANTE GONZALEZ F12-17 No 521692 Described
as a Mexican national male 37 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Chicago Illinois en route
Fresnillo Zacatecas by automobile

APOLINAR GARCIA GUARDIOLA FM-17 No 521691 Described
as a Mexican national male 27 years of age self-employed
proceeding from Fort North Texas en route Monterrey Nuevo
Leon by automobile

R000LF0 HERNANDEZ MENDIOLA FM-17 No 521694
Described as a Mexican national male 30 years of age single"Described

factory worker proceeding from Dallas Texas
:en route Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon by automobile.

JOSE MAROOS MATH GALVAN FM-17 No 521686 Described
as a Mexican national male 55 years of age married occupation
laborer proceeding from faukesha iisoonein on route Mexico
D F00 by automobile



I
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ANTONIO MORENO GARZA FM-17 No 521690 Described as
a Mexican national male 34 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

ALVARO ONTIVEROS CANTU FM-17 No 521693 Described
as a Mexican national male 22 years of age single self
employed proceeding from Chicago Illinois en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

ELVAVALLE RENDON FM-1 No 52167 Described as a
Mexican national female 3 years of age married housewife
proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey Nuevo Leon
by automobile

JUAN M SALAZAR ESPINOZA FM-17 No 521648 Described
as'a Mexican national male 33 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

JUAN RODRIGUEZ SAUCEDO FM-17 No 521678 Described
as a Mexican national male 46 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

PABLO SILVA GARZA FU-17 No 521679 Described as
a -Mexican national male 31 years of age married self
employed proceeding from Los Angeles California en rout
Monterrey Nuevo Leon by automobile

PEDRO VILLARREAL GARCIA FM-17 No 521688 Described
as a Mexican national male 36 years of age single self
employed proceeding from Chicago Illinois en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by automobile

ALICIA ARGUELLES ARRATIA Flt-17 No 651598 Described
.as a Mexican national female 36 years of age divorced
,office worker proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route
"Mexico D F. by plane

CELIA ALICIA MARQUEZ DE CHAVEZ FM-17 No 6671550
Described as a Mexican national female 43 years of age



married housewife proceeding from Washington D C. en route
Mexico D F. by railroad

ABRAHAM CHERNOVICH FM-17 No 655719 Described as
a Mexican national male 55 years of age married merchant
proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Mexico D F. by
plane

ODETTE CHICUREL Y BEJA FM-17 No 669402 Described
as a Mexican national female 15 years of age single student
proceeding from Snn Antonio Texas en route Mexico D F.,.by
autobus

SYLVIA CHICUREL BEJA FM-17 No 669401 Described as
a Mexican national female 12 years of age single student
proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Mexico D F. by
autobus

CAROLINA GONZALEZ DE ESPARZA FM-17 No 693068
Described as a Mexican national female 45 years of age
married housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route
Mexico D F. by railroad

YOLANDA FIGUEROA ARGUELIES FM-17 No 651599
Described as a Mexican national 'female 7 years of age
single student proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route
Mexico D F. by plane

MARIA FELICITAS GALLARDO DE FINLEY FM-17 No 693436
Described as a Mexican national female 49 years of age
married housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F. by railroad

MARGARET YOLANDA FINLEY OALLARDO FM-17 No 693423
Described as a Mexican national female 12 years of age
student proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Mexico
D F. by railroad

DONNA CAROLINA FINLEY GALLARDO FM-17 No 693437
Described as a Mexican national female 11 years of age
student proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Mexico
D F. by railroad



. _

JOSE LUIS LLAHOSAS GUTIERREZ FM-17 No 521342
Described as a Mexican national male 40 years of age
married occupation "insurance" proceeding from Laredo Texas
en route Mexico D F. by plane

RICHARD HANS SPECK STEAMER FM-17 No 648799
Described as a Mexican national male aged 14 years student
proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Monterrey Nuevo
Leon by plane

OLGA RIEFKOHL VIUDA DE STAHMER FM-17 No 648800
Described as a Mexican national female 66 years of age
widow housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route
Mexico D F. by plane

LISOLETTE ESTHAMER DE SPECK FM-17 No E4279P
Described as a Mexican national female 41 years of age
occupation "home'" proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F Mode of travel not indicated

FERNArNDO ANASTACIO TREVINO GONZALEZ FM-17 No 635119
Described as a Mexican national male 29 years of age
married office worker proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F Mode of travel not indicated

MARIA OTERO PABLOS FM-17 No 521676 Described As
a Mexican national female. 59 years of age widow Consul
prooceding from Laredo Texas en route Mexico D F by
automobile Traveling on diplomatic document

Entries of September 28 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens in
Miscellaneous Categories____._

NELSON ULISES ESCOBAR BENITEZ traveling with Special
document "Circular No 1091. Described as a returning non
immigrant of Salvadoran nationality 22 years of age stngle
students proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey
Nuevo Leon by autobus

(HERRERA explained that "Circular No 1091 is as
emergency travel document issued by the Mexican Xmmigratioa



Department to an'individual when that person's immigration
papers are being processed and not available for immediate use
The document is valid for a thirty-day absence from Mexico.)

HEINZ KARL TZCHENTKE traveling with form FM-1
Described as being a returning non-immigrant of German
nationality 36 years of age single student proceeding from
Laredo Texas en route Mexico D F. by automobile

(HERRERA advised that form FM-i was issued at one
time to non-immigrant students studying in Mexico but this
form has been replaced by form FM-9 which is the immigration
document currently in use for persons in that category Be
explained that there are a number of non-immigrant students
however who were issued forms FM-1 earlier and continue to
utilize that document.)

CATALINA ADA DEL CARMEN CANIZARES traveling with a
document classified as an "Oficio Bueno Para Salir y Regresar
al Pais (Memorandum of Authorization Valid for Exit and Entry
into the Country) Described as being a Cuban national
female,'31 years of age married occupation housewife
proceeding from Dallas Texas en route Mexico D F. by
automobile

(HERRERA explained that an "Oficio for travel
purposes is an official document or memorandum prepared by
the Mexican Immigration Department on a temporary emergency
basis and is in lieu of a regularly issued travel document
The "Oficio in this case authorized the traveler to depart
and re-enter the country with the same document.)



United States `
From the forms FM-11 desoribed,above as reviewed by

a fourth confidential source abroad the \following compilation
f of information concerning each person appearing -thereop-was

4.3'prepared . -:.~

yam
.fi4

t

in connection with the various types of travel documents
presented and are submitted in duplicate (an original and
one carbon copy) to the Travel Control Files for checking %
and comparison with the tourist cards or other travel documents
on which they are based

A Third confidential source abroad advised as follows

In order to ascertain the identities of other persons
who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 and
departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963 utilizing
travel documents other than FM-5 and FM-8 tourist cards the
following inquiry was conducted

On April 20 and 29 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA made
available the original FM-11 forms recording data concerning
persons who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3
1963 with various types.of travel documents Various original
FM-11 forms were reviewed,inasmuch as separate lists are
maintained for each type travel document issued to the
travelers HERRERA advised that the following is the complete
list of persons of record who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
on September 26 1963 and who departed Mexico through that
city on October 3 1963 utilizing travel documents other than
FM-5 and FM-8 tourist cards He explained that the listed
persons and those previously reported as having entered and
departed with forms FM-5 and FM-8 do not include all persons
who entered and departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and October 3 1963 respectively as there are numerous
individuals who cross the United States-Mexico border daily
who are not documented by Mexican authorities including many
Mexican nationals traveling from the`Interior of Mexico to the



GUADALUPE GARZA ARRAaBIDE FM-17 No 526583
Described as a Mexican national male 59 years Of age
married occupation given as "factory" proceeding from
Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route Chicago Illinois by
automobile

as a Mexican national female 31 years of age single
occupation housewife proceeding from Mexico D F. in route
San Antonio Texas by bus

MARIO DE COTE MUNOZ SOTO FM-17 No 693742 Described
as a -Mexican national male 36 years of age married
occupation surgeon proceeding from Mexico D F. en route
Laredo Texas by automobile

CONCEPCION NUNEZ RODRIGUEZ FM-17 No 693743
Described as a Mexican national female 46.years of age
single occupation office worker proceeding from Mexico D F.
en route Laredo Texas by automobile

FERNANDO BALDAZO FUMES FM-1 No 521780 Described
as a Mexican national male 25 years of age married service
station attendant proceeding from Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon
on route Chicago Illinois by automobile

RAUL DAVILA CIAVARRIA FM-17 No 521022 Described
as a Mexican national male 28 years of age single occupation
given as "railroad" proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon
to PAission,'Texas by automobile

ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ FM-17 No 521647
Described as a Mexican national male 39 years of age
occupation given as "employee";;proceeding from Monterrey to
Mission Texas by auto

ANTONIO GOMEZ GOVEA FM-17 No 521638 Described as
a Mexican national male 30 years of age married occupation
farmer proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route
San Antonio Texas by automobile

RENATO GONZALEZ TALAVERA FM-17 No 281694 Described
as a Mexican rational male 38 years of age married proceeding



Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-9

LOUISE OOILES FM-9 No 58440 Described as an
American citizen female 20 years of age single student
proceeding from Benseville Illinois en route Mexico D F.
in order to attend the University of the Americas Mode of
travel not indicated

returning immigrant of Greek nationality female 41 years of
age married housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F. by autobus

ISAAC LEVY LEON FM-17 No 74903 Described as
returning immigrant of Cuban nationality male 47 years of
age harried occupation merchant proceeding from New Orleans
Louisiana en route Mexico D F. by automobile

MARIO O MEENDIVIL FM-17 No 4160 Described as an
Argentine national male 51 years of age married employment
given as "Banco Internacional (International Bank) proceeding
from lash ington D C. en route Mexico D F. by automobile
Traveling on diplomatic document

IRENE ESTELA MENDIVIL FM-17 No 4161 Described as
an Argentine national female 21 years of age single
occupation listed as "Banco Int. (International Bank) proceed
ing from Washington D C. en route Mexico D F. by
automobile

ROGER A KONCZAL FM-9 No 5896 Described as an
American eitizen male 23 years of age single student
proceeding from Rochester Michigan en route Mexico D F.
in order to attend the University of the Americas Mode of
travel pot indicated

PHYLLIS JEAN JENSK FM-9 No 2000 Described as an
American citizen female 20 years of age single student

'Proceeding from San Antonio Texas on route Mexico D Foe to
attend the University of the Americas Mode of travel apt
Indicated



(HERRERA explained that "Circular No 1091 is as
emergency travel document issued by the Mexican Immigration

.12

Nuevo Leon by autobus

aa:,a.,a

t.

JOSE LUIS MIMOSAS GUTIERREZ FM-17 No 521342 R j__Described as a Mexican national male 40 years of age,
married occupation "insurance" proceeding from Laredo Texas
en route Mexico D F. by plane

RICHARD HANS SPECK STHAMER FM-17 No 648799 _de
Described as a Mexican national wale agell4 years student

0- proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route Monterrey Nuevo
Leon by plane

OLGA RIEFKOHL VIUDA DE STAMMER FM-17 No 648800
Described as a Mexican national female 66 years of age '

widow housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas en route
Mexico D F. by plane

t4g7O
LISOLETTE ESTHAMER DE SPECK FM-17 No.485TT9

Described as a Mexicin national female 41 years of age
occupation "home" proceeding from San Antonio Texas
en route Mexico D F Mode of travel not indicated

FERNANDO ANASTACIO TREVINO GONZALEZ FM-17 W4 635119
Described as a Mexican national male 29 years of age
married office worker proceeding from San Antonio Texas

.en route Mexico D F Mode of travel not indicated

MARIA OTERO PABLOSi FM-17 No 521676 Described as
a Mexican national female 59 years of age widow Consul
proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Mexico D F0 by
Automobile Traveling on diplomatic document

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens is
Miscellaneous Categories

NELSON ULISES ESCOBAR BENITEZ traveling with special
document "Circular No 1091. Described as a returning non ..

'Immigrant of Salvadoran nationality 22 years of age stnglt
:student proceeding from Laredo Texas en route Monterrey
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Instant report contains investigation conducted
prior to rerep but not received in time for inclucion in
rerep

INFORMANTS

Confidential source referred to heroin as furnishing
s o from files of the NYC Department of Welfare is

NYC Department of Welfare 271 Church St. NYC

Confidential source abroad referred to herein is
Legat Paris

The informants who were contacted but were unable
to furnish any information concerning PASCGAL ENRIQUE
RUED= GONQORA were

Informant Date Contacted Contacting Ament

11/27/63 SA VINCENT J WARIER
11/26/63 SA M."".:TRICE H LAUZ ERE

11/22/63
SA JOHN HEGARTY

11/2 /63 SA C DALE SCHWANT

NW YORK

AT NEW YORK) NEW YORK Will continue to conduct
investigation ega wig s~abjea.based on information received
from Bureau office of origin Dallas and other offices
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S1100'f
Subject's probable itinerary and expenditureswhile in NYC 6/13-14/62 ascertained and set forth BARRY

GRAY NYC Radio Commentator contacted re statements made
on his radio program and results set forth Results of
interview with SERGE FLIEGERS Chief European Correspondent
of Hearst Newspapers re allegation that OSWALD while in
Soviet Union trained as intelligence agent and received
aRSignment to assassinate President KENNEDY set forth
herein Interviews with STANLEY ROSS Dr CARLOS MARQUEZ
STERLING and EVIDIO PEREIRA ACOSTA re JACK RUBY's alleged
presence in Cuba set forth Investigation concerning
PASCUAL ENRIQUE RUEDOLO OONGORA set forth and PETER.CASSISI
former Marine Corps associate of subject's interviewed and
results contained herein

-P

DETAILS

The following investigation was conducted in an
effort to obtain information concerning subject's expenditures
during the period June 13-14 1962 while he was in New York
City
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NY 105-38431

On April 8 1964 JAPES M JOSOFF pOlig_Relatione
_Director Travelers Aid Society 204 East 39th Street New
York advised that his records indicate that OSWALD and his
fe.nnily were met at the pier in Hoboken New Jersey on
dune 13 1962 by a representative from their office and
transported to the Port Authority Terminal at 41st Street
and 8th Avenue New York City He stated that this trans
portation was via Travelers company limousine and was free
of charge He stated their limousine service only operates
between the Port Authority terminals and the piers and that
is the reason why OSWALD was not taken directly to the office
of the New York City Department of Welfare He advised that
the record further indicates that their representative
accompanied OSWALD and his family.from the Port Authority
Terminal to the office of Special Services New York City
Department of Welfare 42 Franklin Street New York City
and that they travelled via taxicab He commented that
inasmuch as OSWALD's file does not contain a request for
reimbursement for this taxi fare he would assume that
OSWALD paid for the fare

Mr JOSOFF remarked that it would appear from the
record that OSWALD and his family stayed at the Times Square
Motor Hotel,8th Avenue and 43rd Street New York City He
also remarked that since OSWALD did have some money in his
possession any'meals consumed during the period that he was
in the company of the Travel'6r. representative OSWALD would
have paid for himself

In connection with the taxi fare from the port
Authority.Terminal to the Department of Welfare MAWEISS
President of.the Broad Street Taxi Owners Association Inc.
44 Whitehall Street New York advised on April 10 1964
that the fare for this trip would have been approximately
0.50 i 1.! .1 .~_

On April 8 1964 Miss DOROTHY DOWNING Supervisor
Special.Investigations New York City-Department of Welfare
advised that since their files do not reflect any expendi
tures by the department on behalf of OSWALD and his family
it can be assumed that any transportation to and from the

-2
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NY 105-38431

d flee of the Department of Welfare and any meals consumed =

during the period of OSWALD's association with the department
were paid for by OSWALD himself

She stated that the file does contain a request
from a Department of Welfare worker for reimbursement for
himself for $3.50 spent on transportation to anti from
Idlewild Airport Queens New York abcard a Carey bus
She commented that it would appear that OSWALD his family
and the Welfare worker proceeded to Idlewild aboard a
Carey bus and that OSWALD paid his own fare

Miss DOWNING stated that OSWALD left the Special
Services branch office of the Department of Welfare 42
Franklin Street registered at a Times Square Hotel and
subsequently returned to the Special Services office on
June 14 1962 at which time he was accompanied to the
Western Union office 428 Broadway which is only a few
blocks from the Special Services office where he obtained
the $200 sent by his brother from Texas

In connection with the above itinerary Miss
DOWNING was unable to furnish any information concerning
expenditures by OSWALD

Although OSWALDts means of transportation from
Special Services office 42 Franklin Street to his hotel
at 8th Avenue and 43rd Street on June-13 1962 and his
return trip to 42 Franklin Street on the following day are
unknown it is to be noted that if he his wife and their
four-month infant child took a taxicab the approximate
fare each way would have been $1.50 This estimate was
furnished on April 10 1964 by MAX WEISS heretofore
mentioned As indicated above the Western Union office
where OSWALD received his $200 is within walking distance
from the Special Services office and in all probability
no transportation expenses were incurred in connection
with this travel

It appears from the Welfare file that OSWALD left
the Western Union office and proceeded to the Weet Side Air
Terminal to obtain his airplane tickets Since there is



n information available regarding his means of transporta
tion it can only be assumd thatif he travelled via taxi
the fare would have been $1.50 according to Mr WEISS

The West Side Air Terminal is located at 10th
Avenue and 42nd Street and is within walking distance to
the Times Square Hotel 8th Avenue and 43rd Street and in
all probability OSWALD incurred no expense in connection
with this travel

NY 105-38431

On April 9 1964 ETHEL'ZILLIKEN Chief Ticket
.Agent Delta Airlines West Side Air Terminal advised
that their files reflect that on June 14 1962 OSWALD
purchased two tickets totalling $183.04 or $91.52 for
each ticket She stated that there is no charge for an
infant She commented that OSWALD's flight number was 821
and was scheduled to land at Love Field Dallas Texas

On April 9 1964 JOHN-TUBER JR. Manager Times
Square Motor Hotel 8th Avenue and 43rd Street New York 1.01
Ce.ty advised that their files reflect that L 'OSWALD
:eristered at their hotel on June 13 1962 and checked out
on June 14 1962 He stated that OSWALD's bill totaling
$15.21 included $10.00 for the room $.50 tax and $4.71
for telephone calls He stated that the telephone toll cards
are destroyed after six months and the only information
available regarding these calls is that one long-distance
call amounting to $2.31 was placed on June 13 1962 and
cne long-distance call amounting to $2.20 and one local
call amounting to $.20 were placed on June 14 1962

On April 10 1964 EDWAP.D L'Bi2AUNE Security
Supervisor New York City Telephone Company advised that

'their-records pertaining to the period June 1962 have
been destroyed and there is no information available con
cerning these records

The Welfare file indicates that OSWALD left his
hotel on June 14 1962 and proceeded to the East Side
Airlines (ESAL) First Avenue and 38th Street New York
City via taxi In connection with this taxi transportation
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M WEISS previously mentioned estimated that this fare
would have been approximately $.85 The file revealed that
OSWALD and his family apparently travelled from ESAL to
Idlewild Airport via Carey bus

On April 10 1964 inquiry at Carey Transportation
Company ESAL First Avenue and 38th Street New York City
disclosed that the fare from ESAL to Idlewild Airport in
June 1962 would have been $1.75 per person with no charge
for infants

On February 6 1964 BARRY GRAY Padio commentator
Station WMCA New York.CSty made a statement during his
radio program to the effect that a source whom he did not
wish to identify but described as a responsible newsman
had informed GRAY that he the source was working on a
story about LEE HARVEY OSWALD having been trained in Russia
by a Soviet group which was anti-KHRUSHCHEV and pro-Chinese

In connection with the above information BARRY
(1AY was interviewed by SAS JAMES O INGRAM and JO'-!N JAI
0"PLAHERTY on April 17 1964 and furnished the r*llowing
information

GRAY advised that he recalls making the statement
concerning subject ss 'referred to above and stated that ,,::_ '_
his source was SERG \FLIEGERS European Correspondent for
Hearst Publications "New York Journal-American newspaper
He remarked that on January

A
1 1964 while in conversation

with FLIEGERS and one LESTE ELDSHON described as a New
York City realtor and an acqu intance of FLIEGERS a state
ment was made by FLIEGERS to the effect that there was an
anti-KHRUSHCHEV pro-Chinese group in the Soviet Union that
was not in accord with KHRUSHCHEV's "coexistence policy
and that this group had trained OSWALD for the assassination
of the President in an effort to bring KHRUSHCHEV into line
GRAY stated that he did not ask FLIEGERS where he had obtained
this information nor did FLIEGERS state his source or sources
however GRAY added that FLIEGERS made his statement in a
categorical manner



GRAY stated that he asked FLIEGERS what he was
going to do with this information and FLIEGERS replied
that he had prepared a story concerning this information
but that the Hearst Publications would not allow it to be
published

GRAY voluntarily remarked that he personally
gives more credence to the idea of a "plot behind the
assassination as related by FLIEGERS than to the idea
that OSWALD planned and committed the act entirely by
himself He added however that he has no basis in fact
whatsoever for his belief but that it is merely his
personal opinion

On April 17 1964 in an effort to locate the
present address of correspondent SERGE FLI ERS SA FRANCIS
J O'BRIEN telephonically contacted DAIW RIGHAM -trend
Editor,."New York Journal.Anericm newsp per New York
City BRIGHAM advised that PLIEGERS present address is
care of Press Wireless 8 Rue Edward VII Parts 9 France
LRIGHAM added that it is the opinion of responsib3:
individuals at the "New York Journal American that
FLIEGERS is "one of the biggest fakers in the business
and anything he says has to be taken with a large grain
of salt.

It is to be noted that information previously
received by the New York Office of the-Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) disclosed that on November 24 1963
Radio Station Wh7J New York City carried a broadcast by
SERGE FLIEGERS from Vienna Austria FLIEGERS described
as the Chief European Correspondent of Hearst Newspapers
and a Broadcaster for Mutual Broadcasting System inter
viewed a Mr "X concerning the OSWALD case Mr "X
expressed the suspicion that OSWALD had been trained as a
Soviet intelligence agent during his visit to the Soviet
Union and that the assassination of President KENNEDY may
have been done on behalf of an anti-KHRUSHCHEV and pro
Peking faction in the Soviet Union
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In connection with this information,-a confidential
so rce abroad advised that on December 2 1963 SERGE FLIEGERS
stated that the information used in his broadcast as referred
to above was received from an unofficial contact in Vienna
who visits Prague from time to time and may have in turn
received his information from a source in Prague FLIEGERS
stated that he often refers to his "intelligence sources
meaning unofficial contacts who furnish him with "intelligence
information. He admitted that this is misleading since it
infers that his sources are official intelligence sources
rather than unofficial but stated that hu prefer. to "u0c.this
term since it is a vague undefined description of his
sources

He stated that his source advised him that at the
time OSWALD arrived in Russia in 1959 he was probably
questioned by the KGB in a routine manner This questioning
was probably done by a low-level KGB officer asking him for
the reason for his coming to Russia how long he intended to
stay et cetera FLIEGERS source reasoned that after this
'Interview by the KGB OSWALD was probably placed in contact
with Soviet Military Intelligence in view of his Marine
Corps background FLIEGERS stated that this may not have
been the official ORU but could be another Soviet military
group FLIEGERS source then reasons that because of
OSWALD's Marine Corps background he probably would have
been sent to a Soviet Military Intelligence sabotage school
This sbbool could have been located in Moscow or since
OSWALD is reported to have resided in Minsk for several
years it could have been located in that city

FLIEGERS source reasons that there is a strong
military group in Russia which is anti-KHRUSHCHEV and thus
pro-Peking This group which would be strong Stalinists
would naturally be opposed to the KHRUSHCHEV-KENNEDY
relationship which had developed during the past two years
FLIEGERS source also reasons that this military group
would be interested in perpetuating the cold war in order
to perpetuate their own military hierarchy This source
therefore reasons that this group may have ordered OSWALD
to return to the United States and later instructed him to
assassinate the President
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FLIEGERS was carefully questioned as to the nature
of-his sources and whether his sources had specific informa
tion or were speculating on the possibility of the above
information He repeated that his source is an unofficial
contact in Vienna who visits Prague from time to time that
he may have received this information from another source
in Prague who in turn may have contacts in Russia He
was pressed for the identity of his source and was asked it
it would be possible for us to personally contact him
FLIEGERS stated that he doubts this strongly but volunteered
to recontact his source if possible to determine if he is
willing to have his identity revealed FLIEGERS stated that
it is impossible for him to contact this source in Vienna by
telephone and therefore it may take some time to receive
an answer

r--' On February 6 1964 STANL OSS Editor of ti
"El Tiempo a New York City Spanish 1anguage weekly
appeared as a guest on the BARRY GRAY radio program Station
WMCA New York City During the course of the program ROSS
mo.de a comment to the effect that he thought CASTRO was
responsible for the death of President KENNEDY directly or
indirectly or both ROSS also remarked during the program
th

f"El Tiempo had published a story to the effect that

}0
..JAC 'RUBY had been in Cuba twice since CASTRO came to power

t
.In connection with these statements STANLEY ROSS

was interviewed by SA FRANCIS J O'BRIEN on.April 24 1964
and furnished the following information

-It
~ { r.

41 1 If .1.41- P II IA
He stated that he -recalls the statements he made

on the BARRY GRAY radio program and explained that his. 'd
statement pertaining to FIDEL CASTRO's responsibility ."'r
directly or indirectly for the assassination of President
KENNEDY was prompted by the tact thatwon or about November
25 1963 one PASCUAL.ENRIQUPR.UEDOLO ~4JONGORA a Cuban
was detained by Immigration and'NaturalYzation Service (INS)
New York City and through arrangements with the Spanish
Consulate in New York City was deported to Spain He
advised that when he had heard o ,GONGORA's detention he
contacted his friend Mr OARCIA ANON the Spanish Consul
who confirmed that GONGORA had been detained by INS and at
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t request of unidentified United States officials Spain
ag eed to accept GONGORA for return to Cuba

ROSS stated that he was informed by Mr BANON that
uring an interview with GONGORA the latter stated that he
as one of five or six groups sent to the United States to r t;.r
asassinate President KENNEDY at the direction of FIDEL (1

,CASTRO. GONGORA reportedly stated that CASTRO was fearful --
that President KENNEDY was trying to assassinate him and
further stated that the United States had been involved in
previous assassinations such as the assassination of the
husband and brother-in-law of Madame NHU of Vietnam

ROSS adu sed that through his correspondent for
Cuba one ENRIQUF ,CERVANTES he had ascertained that,aba
would not accept GONGORA from Spain because Cuba did not
want to get involved in the investigation concerning the
assassination of President KENNEDY

ROSS further advised that relative to his state
ment th t JACK RUBY had been in Cuba twice since CASTRO

'1

..tame tojpower,rh explained that he received this information(
from o ROLAIs MASFERRER who had obtained it from Dr
CARLOS ARQUEZ,~TERLING who in turn obtained the informa
tio ,from a letter received from Cuba

It is to be noted that Dr CARLO4 NARQUEZ STERLING
had previously been mentioned by NATHANIEL WEYL 4201 Ocean
Doulevard,.Delray Beach Florida when WEYL was interviewed
by Special Agents of the Miami Office of the FBI on March
13 1964 WEYL was interviewed at that time relative to a
statement he made to the effect that JACK RUBY had made a

rip to Havana Cuba to deal with an individual named
/RASKIN WEYL stated that he had received this information

from an old friend CARLOS MARQUEZ STERLING

On April 20 1964 Dr CARLOS MARQUEZ STERLING
355 East 72nd Street New York City New York advised
SA FRANCIS J O'BRIEN that he is not the original source

-of the information pertaining to a visit by JACK RUBY to
Havana and his alleged meeting there with one PRASKIN
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S ERLING stated that he saw the letter which contained this
information and he i entitled the original source of this
information as EVIDI PEREIRA STERLING stated that PEREIRA
formerly lived in M ami,.$lorida and while he was residing
there STERLING instructed him+to furnish this information
to STERLING's friend NATHANIEL WEYL

STERLING remarked that PEREIRA is employed in a
factory in Newark New Jersey but added that he does not
know his address He commented that PEREIRA is a member
of the Free Cuba Patriotic Movement of which he STERLING
is the leader

STERLING stated he would obtain PEF1EIRA'e address
and advise the FBI of same

Subsequently STERLING furnished PEREIRA's address
and on May 4 1964 EVIDIO PEREIRA ACOSTA 3750 Broadway
New York City was interviewed in the Spanish language and
furnished the following information

He advised that he has no firsthand knowledge
concerning the statement that RUBY was in Cuba and in contact
with one PRASKIN He explained that this information was
contained in a letter that he received from a friend in
Cuba He exhibited the letter which was written in the
Spanish language and dated December 3 1963 Havana Cuba
and it was noted that the first paragraph reads as follows

"Notify the Pentagon of this information 'RUBY'_
murderer of OSWALD was in Havana a year ago He is
friend and client of an individual named PRASKIN owner or

manager of a tourist shop situated in Prado E/ Animas y
Trocadero in front of the Sevilla.

PEREIRA ACOSTA did not at first with to disclose
the identity of his friend in Cuba since he did not have
the latter's consent to do o however he subsequently
identified him as FERNANDO GARCIA,..Calle..19.#_1064 Altos
Entre 12_y 14 Vedado Havana'p.Cuba Telephone 3-7088 He
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a ,ed that although he does not know whether his friend is
the original source of this information he described his
friend as a reliable source

He commented that he is unable to furnish any
additional information regarding RUBY,s alleged presence
in Cuba and contact with one PRASKIN other than the infor
mation'contained in the letter as received from his friend
in Cuba

In an effort to determine the present whereabouts
of PASCUAL ENRIQUE RUEDOLO GONGORA heretofore mentioned
and to interview him concerning his remarks the following
investigation was conducted

On April 27 1964 inquiry at INS New York City
determined that GONGORA had been deported to Cuba via Spain
on November 28 1963 but subsequently had been unable to
obtain travel documents to return to Cuba and was there
fore returned to the United States at New York City on
F2h:uary 21 1964 INS advised that GONGORA was subsequently
committed to Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital New York City,
and later transferred to Creedmoor State Hospital Queens
New York there he is presently confined

On April 28 1964 Mr MOSES ANDRE'W7AIKER
Superintendent Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital New York

City advised that hospital records disclose that GONGORA
had been admitted to the hospital on March 11 1964 for
observation that GONGORA's diagnosis was reflected as
Paranoid Schizophrenic and that he was discharged from
Bellevue on March 23 1964 and transferred to Creedmoor
State Hospital Queens New York Mr WALKER stated that
GONGORA was transferred from Bellevue because it had been
determined that he was in need of further psychiatric
treatment and that Creedmoor State Hospital had more

propitious facilities for such treatment

On April 28 1964 inquiry at Creedmoor State

Hospital Queens New York disclosed that GONGORA is

presently confined to the Disturbed Ward Building S10 and
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expected to remain at Creedmoor for further treatment
f r probably at least another six months

It is to be noted that the New York Office of
ohe FBI had previously conducted an investigation con
cerning PASCUAL ENRIQUE RUEDOLO GONGORA also known as
Pascual Ruedato and such investigation reflected the
following

A letter addressed to Mr ROBERT KENNEDY
Washington D.C. "The House Painted White .postmarked
New York 1 New York dated October 13 1963 7:00 p.m.
was received by Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY on
October 21 1963. The return address reads

"Pascual Ruedato
500 West 14th Street
New York New York.

The reverse side of the envelope bears the slogan
"r"+1hA Yes Yankees No.

"New York October 18 1963

"Mr Robert Kennedy

"I am tired of asking for my deportation by
your brother the President

"I will tell you that I do not know how he s
capable of protecting such criminals as Rafael~Dia lart
They should be the most despicable kind of people for you
gentlemen who are the titled representatives of democracy
But he will fall because of his heroin peddling and all
his millions accumulated with the most horrible crimes
in Cuba sill be to no avail He even set dogs on women

on 'Varona must remember him because his daughter
was one o e victims of the Balart who today is living
at 18 NorthEast Street-and-Biscayne Miami with the
full support of this country which does not know about

i 1,1
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"The fact of the matter is that I was harmed in
a and in this country by protected people like this

Balart a thief of engraved documents

"I feel very ill and my greatest desire is to
be deported because I am not agreeable to having these
'people live where they can harm me

"I hope that in keeping with your dignity and
honor you succeed in this as soon as possible Thus
you will no longer have to hear my voice saying that you
stifle the right to decency that is to say the right to
live where there are no animals like many of those who
have settled in this country

"Batista 221 17th Street North East at the
corner with Patterson

"Let them stay here

"Thank you for my deportation

"Pascual Ruedato

"P.S Rumor has it that your brother is caught in the
snare of that female bandit and assassin Ondy (?)
It is Mrs Balart who is in this country In Cuba
she is known by another name The Displaced Assassin

"Pascual Ruedato

"P.S The sisters of Rolando Masferre and Tavernilla
are dead because they were 'famous in crime

"Eighteen thousand women killed by dogs for
the pleasure of sadistic neurotics scoundrels and
vice addicts

"Fatherland or death.

-13
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11 RAFAEL DIAZ BALART referred to above may be
identical with the former head of the anti-CASTRO organisa
tion in New York.City named "The White Rose.

TONY VARONA mentioned above may be identical
with the TONY VARONA who is a prominent official __in__ t_he_.,~.
Cuban Revolutionary Council,.^~ i_.r ~`

On November 12 1963 ARNOLD FOX 500 West.14th.L
Street New York City advised he is the lessee of 500 West
14th Street and that he operates a bar and grill on the
first floor and rents out the rest of the building con
sisting of a'barbershop on the first floor and 27 rooms
upstairs He stated he has rented room number 6 to one
PASCUAL RUEDOLO since October 4 1963 at $12.00 per week
He stated he had advised the New York City Welfare Department
he had a vacant room and that the Welfare Department sent
RUEDOLO He stated th:.t GOrGO k is rent is paid by the
Department of Welfare He described G0NG.OBA _ as white male
about 50 years old 135 pounds five feet seven inches tall
gray hair and usually badly in need of a shave OGNGORA
speaks Spanish but very little English FOX advised he
had no knowledge of GONGORA's political sentiments and that
in his very limited association he appeared sane He
advised he had just hired a new building superintendent but
that he would not know GONGORA and that he felt none of the
other tenants would know him

Sources familiar with some phases of Cuban
activities in the New York City area were contacted but
were unable to furnish any information concerning GONGORA

Records Credit Bureau of Greater New York as
furnished to IC RAYMOND DAVID BECKER on November 19 1963
were negative concerning OONGORA

Records Bureau of Special Services and Bureau
of Criminal Identification New York City Police Department
as furnished to SA AUGUST J MICEK during November 1963
were negative concerning GONGORA
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On November 22 1963 a confidential source
a Lvised that records of the New York City Department of
Welfare 271 Church Street New York City file number
HR2268921 reflect that one PASCUAL RUEDOLO GONGORA appeared
at the Welfare Department and informed authorities therein
that he was undomiciled and unemployed His residence was
given as 500 West 14th Street formerly 23 West 65th Street
610 West 111th Street 169 Beach 115th Street Rockaways
Brooklyn and 237 West 109th Street New York City GONGORA
claimed he had palpitations of the heart headaches a blood
condition and acknowledged a past history of psychiatric
care in Cuba and stated he had been arrested on August 25
1963 on a narcotics offense He stated he reports to
Roosevelt Hospital for a case of syphilis he received in
Cuba in 1956

On November 29 1963 JOSEPH R MC HUGH INS
made available file number Al2 322 950 concerning PASCUAL
ENRIQUE RUEDOLO Y OONGORA This file reflected GONGORA
was born March 11 1918 in Cuba and that he entered the
United States at Miami Florida on April 28 1961 as a
xc ugee He had Cuban passport number 17422 The file
contained English translations of letters written in
Spanish by GONGORA to the Miami Police Department INS
and the President of the United States some obscene and
all expressing dissatisfaction with the United States and
a desire to be returned to Cuba He was described as five
feet seven inches 140 pounds blue eyes gray hair Social
Security Number 129-34-1094 and his FBI number was given
as 5923E He was arrested October 25 1961 by the 10th
Precinct New York City Police Department for felonious
assault (knife) and on February 8 1962 sentenced to
three months in the workhouse On August 23 1963 he
was arrested for possession of a hypodermic needle and desoxyn
and on September 16 1963 given six months suspended
sentence He was arrested on November 14 1963 for carry
ing a concealed knife No disposition shown

MC HUGH advised that GONGORA had departed the
United States at Idlewild Airport on Iberian Airlines
Flight Number 954 at 6:00 p.m. on November 28 1963
destined for Havana Cuba via Madrid Spain. He stated
OONGORA had departed under INS deportation order
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On May 1 1964 PETER CASSISI,.12.Pleasantville .__
.Avenue Ossining New York,:a former Marine Corps associate

OSWALD's was interviewed by SA JAMES E GORDON at
Bronxville New York CASSISI a Patrolman with the Bronx
ville New York Police Department stated that he was born
Wovember.28,.1937 in Ossining,.New York,,and served in the
United States Marine Corps from September 14 1955 to January
18 1960 MSN number 1568496 He stated that he was court
martialed on July 31 1958 for assault and inciting to
riot for which he was found guilty and served four months
and six days in the stockade He added that the charge
resulted from a brawl in a bar

CASSISI advised that he was attached to Marine
Air Control Squadron Number 1 at Atsugi Japan and served
there from about November 4 1956 to December 10 1958
He recalled that OSWALD was attached to the same unit and
he had a recollection that OSWALD was with the unit in
November 1957 and he believed OSWALD was still with the
unit in December 1958 when he CASSISI left.Japan to
rctuzn to the United States

CASSISI stated that he was assigned to a Trans
portation Unit as a mechanic and driver while OSWALD was
in a Radio Unit The Radio Unit serviced radios used for
radar sets and operated a radio relay station

CASSISI pointed out that the men in the unit
usually were close and stayed together both on duty and off
duty

CASSISI remarked that he lived in a barracks which
housed 72 men and that OSWALD lived in the same barracks
The barracks was divided into cubicles by the arrangement
of wall lockers CASSISI stated that he was one of esght
men in a cubicle and that all of these men were assigned to
Motor Transport He does not recall the men who shared ,a
cubicle with OSWALD but would assume that they were men
from the Radio Section

CASSISI stated that he had limited contact with
OSWALD He advised that members of Motor Transport drove
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io men to duty in the radio shack and brought them back
at` the end of their shifts They also brought food to the
radio shack from the mess hall CASSISI probably drove
OSWALD and others to the radio shack and occasionally saw
him when he delivered food from the mess hall

CASSISI stated he had absolutely no contact with
OSWALD during off duty hours and had no recollection of
ever having spent any time with him or associating with
him in any way

CASSISI had no recollection that OSWALD had any
Associates He described him as an "odd type who appeared
to like being alone CASSISI had the impression that OSWALD
used to go to Yokohama occasionally during his off duty
periods On a few occasions OSWALD returned to the barracks
after being on leave in a completely drunken condition

CASSISI said that he was sure of this because
when someone came in and woke up every man in the barracks
with his drunken shouting there was no doubt as to the
identity of the person

Other than this CASSISI had no information as
to OSWALD's activities during his off duty time Other
than on a few dccasions when OSWALD appeared to be drunk
he was a very quiet person CASSISI had no recollection
that OSWALD was a fighter or was ever involved in any
difficulties getting along with other men

CASSISI said that OSWALD was very thin while
in service CASSISI did not immediately recognize OSWALD
as a former Marine associate when his pictures were
published after the assassination It was only later
that he realized that OSWALD was the same man he had served
with in..the United States Marine Corps

CASSISI had a vague recollec43.on that an individual
(First Name Unknown possibly."RICHARD)ICYR might possibly
have associated with OSWALD in the Marine Vorps He pointed
out that this was a very vague impression but it was the only
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that came to his mind as a possible associate of OSWALD
He had no Information as to the present whereabouts of CYR

CASSISI stated that after an article appeared in
"Life magazine in February 1964 in which his name was
mentioned he received-a letter from a .ormer associate in
the United-States Marine Corps SIDNEY S OBINSON ROBINSON
in the Letter without being specific indicated that he
had some recollection of OSWALD ROBINSON according to his
letter was to attend the Federal Aviation Agency's Academy
in Oklahoma City Oklahoma and would be there until either
June 20th or July 4 1964
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4RGENT 5-13-64 JEH

ECTOR /105-82555/

M SAN
A8ONIO

/105-2909/

LEE HARVEY OSWALD,j IS DASH R DASH CUBA

RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL TO DIRECTOR DATED MAY ELEVEN w~u\~"~'1

LAST

HARRY SMITH MANAGER GREYHOUND LINES LAREDO TEXAS

REEXAMINED RECORDS AT GREYHOUND LAREDO AND ADVISED THAT I

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE (TON) TICKET NO THREE NINE FIVE THREE

TWO VAS SOLD LAREDO TEXAS SEPTEMBER TEN LAST AND WAS ROUND

TRIP TICKET TO MEXICO CITY. HOWEVER HE IS NOT CERTAIN IF

TICKET WAS TO MEXICO'CITY SINCE THIS TICKET IS ONE OF SEVEN

NUMBERED FROM THREE NINE FIVE TWO SIX THROUGH-THREE NINE FIVE

THREE TWO INCLUSIVE SOLD ON SEPTEMBER TEN SIXTHTHREE ALL OF

WHICH WERE ROUND TRIP TICKETS THREE TICKETS BEING FOR
M

AMOUNT OF EIGHTEEN DOLLARS AND FOUR TICKETS ,~B,,E'1
S OR TOTAL

AMOUNT OF FIFTYNINE DOLLARS AND FORTY CENTS SMITH
RECHECsKEDMAY 18 6964

-GREYHOUND RECORDS AND LOCATED RECORD OF SALE OF TDN TICKET NO

uh

I

NINE FIVE ONE ONE THIS TICKET SOLD LAREDO TEXAS DECEMBER

SEVEN SI TYTHREL AND IS ONE WAY TICKET TO MEXICb CITY ACCORDING

END PAG ONE ~H

t ,,Ir

53 MAY 1 9964



I

PAGE TWO

TO SMITH SMITH FURTHER STATED THAT THIS TICKET NINE FIVE

ONE ONE SHOULD BE AT TDN HEADQUARTERS MONTERREY MEXICO

IN VIEW OF ABOVE INFORMATION POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT PAULA

RUSIONI OR RUSCONI RESIDES IN MEXICO CITY SINCE TICKET NINE

FIVE ONE ONE PURCHASED DECEMBER SEVEN SIXTYTHREE WAS ONE WAY

TICKET TO MEXICO CITY

LHM FOLLOWS

END AND ACL PLS

VA "'':I HOAVE HAVE ONE FOR YOU TOO HOLD PLS

0 ACK PLS
.

VA RAP

FBI WASH DC



.~~ EA31
.6s fw o w TO PRESENT WHEREABOUTS OF BOWEN

EItD-CORR~LINE 'b-WORD-$--SHOUL'fl"READ -HEADED

AS STAMP HAS BEEN REMOVED IN LETTER BOWEN ASKED THAT TAPE OF

SERMON ENTITLED "FREEDOM IS MY BUSINESS BY DR BURPO BE MAILEQD'

TO SR ZENEN MIGUEL CRUZ EMILIO CARRANZA FOUR DASH A SAN MARTI

TEXMELUCAN PUEBLA MEXICO BOWEN ASKED THAT RECEIPT BE SENT TO

SR CRUZ SINCE "I AM TRAVELING. HE ALSO ENCLOSED CHECK AS A

GIFT FOR THE INSTITUTE WHICH WAS A'PIAREN Y POST DATED. R,FTUR

NAME AND ADDRESS ON ENVELOPE WAS4HAT GI AND"IHr ADDRE
6g

GIVEN FOR CRUZ e MAY 18 ;964

' BUREAU MAY DESIRE TO SET OUT LEAD FOR LEGAT TO"t.'UNTACT

,1

9.35 PM MST URGENT 5/ 12/64 AJ

s BUREAU (105-82555)3 DALLAS 0100-10461)3

lk(
'

SAN ANTONI (100-2909)3 AND ATLANTA

7 -7

FR s PHOENIX t 105-1529) FEDERALNUREAUOfINVESTIGATION +fr.._ _
U S OEPARTtAENTOfNSTICE t;, "R..~~_ _

COMMUNICATIONSSECTION ".:!-z i,Amen

C MAY 131964
Alin '':

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS R CUBA
TELETYPE

RE SAN ANTONIO TEL TO BUREAU ET AL MAY ELEVEN LAST CON.

CERNING LOCATION OF ALBERT OSBORNE AKA JOHN HOWARD BOWEN

INVESTIGATION MESA ARIZONA DEISCLOSES THAT BIBLE INSTITUTE

OF~
THE AIR INC. LOCATED P.O 80X NINE FOUR NINE MESA AND

HEED BY DR C W BURPO TWO ONE THREE NORTH FIFTYSEVENTH

PLACE MESA INSTITUTE BROADCASTS OVER SIXTEEN RADIO STATIONS

THROUGHOUT U.S. CANADA AND MEXICO BUT MAINLY IN KANSAS TEXAS.

OKLAHOMA AND MEXICO NO STATIONS IN ARIZONA CARRY BROADCASTS "J

MRS MARGARET BURPO WIFE OF DR BURPO ADVISED THAT A CRUDELY

TYPED LETTER DATED APRIL TWENTYNINE LAST RECEIVED OVER NAME OF

JOHN H BOWEN ENVELOPE POSTMARKED IN MEXICO BUT CITY NOT KNOWN





TL-?1 11tov,i2.l3-1S)

V/o
(Pi Mhdfriorty oreto o Maniac

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FB1

Ss D tet 5/12/64
et

(Type in prom toot or code)

FROM LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105-3702) (P)

SUBJECT:_ LEE HARVEY OSWALD a'~
IS R CUBA

sttby

ReBucab 4/30/64 do

Mexico City Office file on CHARLES SMALL (Belle
100-12632) reflects that he has the status of "inmigrado
(permanent immigrant) in Mexico and that he departed Mexico
City for New York-on 9/14/63 ing approximately
9/29/63 Through informant arrangements have been
made to,review SMALL's file rnacion to confirm his
immigration status and determine whether or not that file
contains any record of his September travel.O

On 5/4/64 Mexico
City advised that Mex co C y a r ne reco s reflect that
CHARLES SMOLIKOFF and son DENNIS departed from Mexico City
for New York City on Eastern Airline Flight 000 9/14/63 V
Be returned to Mexico City from New York City on Eastern
Airline Flight 001 9/29/63 accompanied by his wife BERTHE
SMOLIKOFF (Butile 100-421747) and son DENNIS BERME

4f gBureau 91 e25 s`s
~~=1 Liaison Section ,,I

1i 12 Dallas 100-10411) ~~
3 Mexico City "1"x+1 y.
"~" MC 100-1535 C SMALL,,

a w'r 1

iL



to .be disseminated outside the Bureau, as recorded in the
" ~.

'.report of SA NATHAN L FERRIS dated 11/29/63,'-entitled "CHARLES 4j" I

_ N .SMOLIKOFF, aka;' SM -C ". indicated that SMOLIKOFF 'remained
" "in Mexico City following his arrival on 9/29/63 and -claimed efi.

.:.~~ to be ill ;~ r
. ".*

-{ .In regard to Bureau request for opinion of this
office concerning the best manner for interviewing SMALL In Li

";r case the Commission requests his Interview the following Is .
submitted -~

_~ .,.~";=r ,k ~. r4",.

_

.`
t Is suggested that'.such an'interview should not :

-be requested from the Mexicali authorities because of `the `"z..i -.A i
""f difficulties previously cited of exercising control of _

Mexican officials .

If such interview proves necessary it should be

..handled by.an American official preferably some official'ot

.= -. i the Embassy who is operational-abroad and would be able to
` _ testify or give a deposition " if needed as is customarily done ":"

'% s { when official interviews are "required abroad 'in Bureau cases ,-~
It is believed that this could be best arranged `by request`.by

"the Bureau to the State Department In the customary manner

The Department of State would then issue instructions to.the

-~.y Embassy which would select :the proper official to handle the

interview and this office could cooperate closely with him
"-'~,,~ .. tea

. It is suggested also that an Agent of this office
sit in with the Embassy official during the interview to

insure that the Bureau's interests are protected and pertin
.`f ent points covered It is believed that SMOLIKOFF as an

American citizen would respond to a request from the Embassy
.s" to appear at the Embassy for an interview
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Mt T4
Mr 12+rr ,
74r M iv
Mr i;--r
Mr t'^a . i-n
Tlr ('nrtrd
i i 1 b

Mr Evans
Mr Cale

r:tr

Qr 1'r."tl,w
Tc!e Room

Dliss Candy

END

kit ) 11
12 MAY I812664FBI

VASII
DC 4f

SA CJH

FBI SANANTO
3 MAYyj9640

FBI WASH DC

FBI SAN ANTON PLS RESPOND

)~

BI SANANTON

GA PLS CONF T OPR

204PM URGENT 5-11.64 NS

TO IRE OR (105-82555) AND SAN ANTONIO (105-2909)

ROM SAN
FRANCISCO

189.58) 1P

LEE HARVE OSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA

REBUTEL 'MAY EIGHT LAST

RECORDS GREYHOUND LINES SAN FRANCISCO REFLECT AS FOLLOWS!

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE (TDN) TICKET NUMBER NINE FIVE ONE ONE ACTUALLY

ISSUED LAREDO NOT NUEVO LAREDO

TICKET NINE FIVE ONE ONE VAS ISSUED ON BASIS OF ANOTHER TDN

TICKET NUMBER THREE NINE FIVE THREE TWO (NOT A GREYHOUND TICKET BY

THAT NUMBER) SITUATION THAT NORMALLY OCCURS IS THAT GREYHOUND ISSUES 9

TDN TICKET ON BASIS OF GREYHOUND TICKET AND THEN PAYS TDN FOR TRANS ::%

ACTIONS RECORDS OF SUCH PAYMENT VOULD BE AT GREYHOUND HEADQUARTERS

SAN FRANCISCO IN INSTANT CASE WHEN ONE TDN TICKET VAS ISSUED FOR

ANOTHER THERE IS NO PAYMENT BY GREYHOUND TO TDN AND CONSEQUENTLY NO

RECORD AND ALL TICKETS INVOLVED CAN BE LOCATED AT HEADQUARTERS TDN

BELIEVED IN MONTEREY MEXICO

NO FURTHER DATA OR RECORDS AVAILABLE GREYHOUND SAN FRANCISCO

DALLAS ADVISED BY AIR MAIL

VALH

Cr~C n _





Mr Tc' r
Mr Reran
Mr Safi.
Mr Cup "s __

Mr

ifN3)I WRtIUOFTW6ST)GATIO11
U S DEPARTMENTOFIUSIICE

COMMUNICATIONSSECTION

MAY 11 1964
j,)

TELETYPE

FBI SANANTON

1226P ST URGENT 5/11/64 MRH

DIRECTOR AND DALLAS

FROM SANANNIO 105 2909

LEE HARVEY( OSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBADASH R DASH CUBA

RE BUAIRTEL DATED APRIL TWENTY EIGHT LAST PAREN TWO PAREN

CONCERNING YELLOW MARKINS ON EXHIBIT C DASH TWO FIVE FOUR

AND BUAIRTEL MAY SEVEN LAST

THREE 0 TWOS HAVE BEEN PREPARED SHOVING THAT YELLOW

MARKINGS ON EXHIBIT C DASH.TWO FIVE FOUR WERE MADE BY

MEXICAN CUSTOMS OFFICIALS NUEVO LAREDO MEX. AND THAT

YELLOW MARKINGS INDICATE EXHIBIT C .DASH TWO FIVE FOUR WERE

CHECKED INTO MEXICAN CUSTOMS AT NUEV AREDO ON QUOTE NINE

SLASH TWENTY SIX UNQUOTE AND THREE 0 TWOS WILL BE SU BITTED

IN NEXT REPORT
4.0 "REC i1 tot: e?':2 Sj 573e)

ALBERT OSBORNE AKA JOHN HOWARD BOVEN NOT IN LAREDO
t

TEXAS OSCAR FERRINO "ST ANTHONY HOTEL LAREDO ADVISTOD IFB

DATE THAT OSBORNE HAS NOT RETURNS INCE INTERVIEWED BY "....~3
FBI

AGENT IN LAREDO OSBORNE HAS MAIL ACCUMULAt AT _t cN .eA

ST.,NTI
DNY BUT ALL IS THIRD CLASS

:CONSISTING
OF PAMPHLETS o

Ilry9Rt4iGIOUS

MAGAZINES ETC I & NS ALSO CHECKING

ONE a~ "t Kw ."T fOR THEDIRECTO .r



....... . .

...4

I

PAGE T

WHEREABOUTS OF OSBORNE AND CONTACT BEING MAINTAINED WITH

I & NS CONTINIOUS LIASON HAS BEEN MAINTAINED WITH

LEOBORDO MEDILLIN TRANSPORTES DE NORTE ASSISTANT MANAGER

NUEVO LAREDO MEXICO TO ARRANGE REINTERVIEW WITH ALVARO

IBARRA HOWEVER IT HAS NOT BEEN POSSIBLE TO REINTERVIEW HIM

DUE TO HIS UNABAILABILITY BECIApE OF CONTINIOUS TRIPS TO

MONTERREY AND MEXICO CITY HE VILL BE REINTERVIEWED AS SOON

AS POSSIBLE PERHAPS MAY TWELVE NEXT WEEKLY AIRTEL ON

OSBORNE FOLLOWS

END

CORR-'PA GE-i'tTNE-13-VD 4-IS-ST

VA LRA

FBI WASH DC

DL BV

FBI DALLAS

TUP

&C MR S:0 MM
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MAY 1919645 3
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ENCLOSURES

~~ Enclosed herewith are 12 "copies of a letterhead
d". memorandum dated an captioned as above.

REFERENCES

Bureau Cable No 68 dated 4/30/64
Letter from the President's Commission General Counsel

J LEERANKIN to the Director dated 4/24/64

. s MIN ISTRATIVE
i -4y"..3 "~ ~ . i

On 4/11/64 Mr E DAVID BLAWSON Representative of

,~11 the President's Commission while at the Mexico City Office
displayed to SA RO1F L LARSON what he claimed had been the
personal address book of LEE HARVEY OSWALD one page of whic

.~dd dt rlti to the Cuban and Soviet diplomaticecoreaaeang
establishments in Mexico City and to the Cuban Airlines .

ldoffice Mr SLAWSON suggested that it woube helpful if an
effort were made to ascertain whether or not OSWALD had visited
the Cuban Airlines office and an effort was made to obtain

that information through sources available to this office

On the basis of the expanded information requested
Itd1 in the President's Commission letter of reference the
NJ additional data in the enclosure was obtained

SOURCES

Th confidenti

;tyj.) .1
enclosure is

41

"-( s Bureau (Enos 12

1i ~ il
Liaison Section)

2 Dallas 100-10461
Mexico City

.:. DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) p 6/6/64~
a ~ .R~ f `r'P a ! .tit $. ~ Q y ~r -. -s.~ "o "i "=l: May: ,1'{tr a i"~7~ (14 -e

MEXICO (105-3702) (P) t L _ ,~rs'r5='!



is 1
.t~At.-~1 ~;~. ~ i '"i ..~ is7-.a~---n "_ "mss .-~~ V_i

The *confidential 'source referred to therein who

a ''fyrnished
"""J +g the Cuban Airlines operation

4
contact accountant at the Cuban Airlines

ticket off e

. cr.
-,R The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified n

L"Confidential! in order to prp tact the Bureau's operat ions in a

":i--_~~ " foreignore ign country` and

MEXICO CITY
6-1 "r t,"t N. .+.~ 4. a 4 Mexico i~ Y!'"'..LL ..n r

... At Mex ico D F"J "t i . A i ! Mtf a t
at.+ kr

~:.. . Will continue ;to handle outstanding leads in connection

j with this case and will report promptly the. results thereof
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Transmit e following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text ...code)

via A RTEL

.i

1

i
`

I
1

(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

3

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS 8 CUBA

VAN DER VORM expressed an interest in having the
slide returned to him eventually and the Bureau therefore is
requested to return it-to this office when it has served its
purpose

Approved  Sent Y Per
~ i ~

FBI

Date 5-4-64

i

PRIORITY

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

"I FROM ~ LEGAT PARIS (105-1067) (P.)1
O

Re London airtel 4-8-64 and Paris cable 5-2-64

Inclosed herewith is the .35 yam colored slide taken
by PHILIPPE VAN DER VORM which was mentioned in referenced
communications As mentioned in re London airtel VAN DER VORM
took this slide on 10-2-63 while traveling by bus somewhere
between Mexico City and the border

/

al
Bureau (Enc 1P 4(1 Liaison 'Section) p,*

1 Paris 1L Sp

REP
:HD U ~.f

O
/O ,472

' r ("_

for u

MAY,8'1964

Onn.s...sa 1b

Special Agent in Charge



Tot Legat Paris (105-1fl6T)

8eairtel Legat Paris 5/4/64 transmitting one .35 anat

tty-+ _

0

tvllz 1010

S

6/15/64

..Tit i ~! ."{ ~~ y ~ J" r "1"L~. ""t 44,41 v.+ d i ~a\ ! "t . ~ ;y5 ~ti~f"L y 'i i ".1 ..-. t ~,t", .,i s .~." ~ 0 ~0~ tt . r at's .r v tfY ". "! R.r '~ ;";~~ { 'i 4'.. .~Jr ~ .t r ~
~ !f ""~ -.{'T

.r . 1 Stokes
-Jo . j~:yv _ I 4 ~/ ..xr " ~ t!vt { ! t ti s r !

.Front -Director !BI ( i-82555) 39 2)
~

.T .rj+ i "! ~ r v f .r .% f}r ",t1"."'"i Qt E ~"+'..h.'At ~ {~..,~".t T. to
METE /~~A~`~~ ~tea fw.%'."`"̀i*~~ Wit~ f 7 ~1:i'fi I $i"x;~̀ aN}t Je ~;'...s i "~ L f c , .~R ~vuc

~
"~ -Y ~ ~ a"..a 6 ::etrt y j.:,~ Ya 41 $0.'e C pp`~ r 1"+~I "h iii"

mow
` R ~ Qas + a= "!` .`vI r. Ft "3 "~ r ,r

colored slide obtained from Philippe ran per Vora

.The colored slide Is returned herewith. Return it to!
!s ltr Tan Der Vora The slide was reviewed under enlargement at : :.ryy Bureau and it vu found to be of no value to this case ' .:" _" `

'Enclosure

1a Dallas (100-10461)

J1 .Foreign Liaison IInit (Route through

N *JCS
3ah Q

Slide was reviewed under microscope enlargement by
r": 8haneyfelt Laboratory and J. C Stokes Domestic Intelligence

Division There is insufficient detail to identify any of the
individuals depicted in slide Most of these people are

faci4with their backs to the camera and are at such a great distan e
from camera that enlargement did not bring up sufficient detail
to permit any identification t it) ft.VP* n

'~.cPNG

Tel..
Rol.o.t
idolrt
Cellabe.._T
**Loot*
Crow
CeN
Home
Selllt_
Tevel
Trotter
III..11se
Hole
Coedf

MAILED27

MAY (3 1vC/

COMM.'s
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TRANSFERRED HERE AS A RESULT OF ASSOC.! AT I ON

WITH AN OFFICE STENOGRAPHER. NO OTHER-AGENTS WOULD APPEAR JO

r..FIT IN THIS CATEGORY THE ASAC AND. I HAVE BOTH PERSONALLY: ,f
INTERVIEWED ,THESE AGENTS '''AND IN SIGNED STATEMENTS THEY HAVE'=

t,j ."CATEGORICALLY DENIED TELLING ANYONE OUTSIDE THE BUREAU THE
n r_"

r

o AI GRAM .'t.D CABLEGRAM "-D RADIOi~ PTELETYPE

.}ti
t

"t I "~rt".YN1 .rK -i "1st tiJ~ y`~ i',t~` w...e .7.-r "ri ,"~ ~ t _
-~

41.r "" !+ ice
4 It."~_ r~ ta .)-%-14..j~c> "l ?st ` 'r-r ~~1 i

"r
12-26 AM CST URGENT 5.5-64 LJH .,T' > jF

DIRECTOR = ,,,-::t
":r b;. ;~. ,~ r

_ "~ t".'y om"L /. s !~ ~-7"~ N_bYs .-r -'r
FR

DALLAS
050020

: '"~ -t ::.fl 4. 1 .~-"~ f. "S ti!.~j'""'.r''";~"~S~I ".1 ~I"-~c -t.
t "* r 4:r ~.t. 't r /"~.{ '"{:."~ ii'C " t~.11 ":~ ,rti -v.V~! 4%1

SEC! .CHIEF so x~.a"~ ~.s
WI1UA BRA

snrrjNIG`A~V.it'saG It) :
v o

Ac
EE HARVEYsm. 12...AV4r,..a S CUBA. PERSONNEL

.MATTER~
.. RE TELEPHONE CALL FROM SECTION

E
CHIEF WILLIAM BRAN i GAN '`r_

TO DALLAS THIS DATE INDICAT! NG'"THAT-AN UNKNOWN INDIVIDUAL_

a "..:K. HAD REPORTED T0 A FRIEND OF;"'H I S'.1 N WASHINGTON ON APRIL 29 LAST
''`THAT HE HAD ,JUST RETURNED FROM DALLAS TEXAS AND THAT HE "+~ y

;'".y , .ice`
''` -HAD MET ,IIJI TH AN AGENT WHO HAD FORMERLY BEEN ASSIGNED TO THE

"~ NEW ORLEANS OFFICE:AND THAT..THIS AGENT TOLD THIS INDIVIDUAL'=":~

HE HAD BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM,NEW ORLEANS AS A RESULT-OF A

GETTING INTO TROUBLE WITH 'A WOMAN IN THE FRENCH QUARTER. #

~ THE ALLEGED AGENT-ALSO REPORTED THAT.HE HAD ASSISTED IN THE,'"

INVESTIGATION OF THE,cOSViALD CASE AND THAT OSWALD PRIOR TO s=.
HIS MURDER WAS DEFINITELY AN FBI -INFORMANT AND THAT THE FBI _

FILES 1N WASH I NGTON WOULD PROVE TH I S FACT f

REVIEW OF PERSONNEL FILES-AT-DALLAS OF AGENTS TRANSFERRED
"'. r TO DALLAS FROM NEW ORLEANS REFLECTS ,THAT ONE AGENT NAMELY.

WOULD PROBABLY FIT _THE DESCR I PT I ON OF,.THE

AGENT BEING TRANSFERRED BASED.ON GETTING IN TROUBLE WITH A''~~ _f

f~"-_ WOMAN IN THE COC-NCu AtIAQTCQ ". ONE AT HER AGENT NAhttELY
i

"'._M

o r s KY 18 1961
t !":x.i_ Asst i

v.4

f . tilt .'N~

j5 Ms 9c4Qr
~.n the above m !.age le I bt di..eminoted out,Tde

the 8tfou it Trird`eseT&Otot 1sbt snisabl
irf"0 er tJ eel toteBureaurs a yptoOaph&caylt ay yi

,llt
:". f.r"~ y ~~"..~}t "s f .

"! jr :t t yi t "t ` .r is ""` t _
"7.?`;<t ~ t "c!yt ~~ .r'--,i.~ w ~`''...-_ c 't'~ ` . ~ t t~ ~ -t .~ .g ,.r-.'^_





SUBJECT

1 Mr Belmont
i tire Mohr
1 Mr Callahan
1 Mr DeLoach

GATE 5.5 44

1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Lenihan

ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT 1 Mr Brani

4

UNITED STATES t j RNMENT

Memorandum

C
MR SULLIVAN

,l Q~iNFROM

.1
'sow
TM R..
ctti

..Mm q. M Wmawsees.M.O0I M M a

Reference is made to the memorandum from Assistant
Director DeLoach 4-30-64 which reported information that Walter!=

Jenkins Special Assistant to the President bad a friend who ~jt,.
allegedy met one of our Special Agents !Tie Agent had formerly
been assigned to the New Orleans Office The Agent told Je

uinirfriend that he had been transferred from New Orleans as a res 0;1
of getting into difficulty with a woman in the French Quarter
The alleged Agent told Jenkins friend that he assisted in the
investigation of the Oswald case and that Oswald prior to rii
his murder was definitely an FBI informant The Agent stated
that FBI files in Washington would prove this fact

A review of personnel files disclosed that
was transferred from New Orleans to Dallas in )lay 958

ant-owing misconduct while a e ciin the 80clilb located in the
New Orleans French Quarter SA ~'a ,,,y spas transferred
from New Orleans to Dallas i i4ay o owing an allegation
involving himself and a female employee It) 5- iJ =-3

.S hani.l nd S.4C Clark ffarlBs both personally
Interviewed '',and in signed statements
these Agents aleg"ica 'r`y"'an a elling anyone outside the Bureau
the reason for their transfers and they categorically denied telling
anyone that Oswald was an FBI informant and that the files in
Washington would so reflect Both Agents disclaim any knowledge
of how anyone could have possibly made this statement as they have
not associated with any friends from Washington in the recent past
or anyone who was from Washington D C. friend or otherwise
Both Agents desire to know the identity of the ndividual making
such an unfounded accusation and desire to be allowed to confront
the individual to have the opportunity to categorically deny t"he
accusation t um 1R tg64

It will be noted that as reflected in Mr DeLotcb
~

memorandum of 4-30:64 Mr Walter Jenkins declined to furnish the
'identity of his friend who bad wet the SA in question

` {iz pr
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR SULLIVAN
RE ASSASSINATION OF THE PRESIDENT

In view of the categorical denial made by our Agents and
in the interests of resolving this situation once and for all and in
fairness to all parties it is believed desirable for Mr DeLoach
to again approach Mr Jenkins At that time it should be pointed
out that we have interviewed two Agents presently assigned to our
Dallas Office who had been transferred there from New Orleans under
circumstances which might meet the criteria previously described by
Mr Jenkins Both Agents have categorically denied the statements
attributed to the Agent in question by the friend of dir Jenkins
In the interests of resolving this with fairness to all parties
it is necessary that Mr Jenkins disclose the identity of his friend
so that he too can be inte iewed
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Mr T4 on
Mr Belmont
Mr Mohr
Mr Catp r
Mr Callahan_
Mr Conrad_
Mr Del,'neh--

-FBI WA DC

.FBI NEW ORLS

5 PM CST URGENT 5-15-64 TJB

fo DIRECTOR.,/105-82555/

FROM NEW
OR3ANS

/100-16601/

LEE/ HARVEY OSWALD,IS DASH R DASH CUBA

RE BUTEL TODAY

REPORT OF SA STEPHEN M.CALLENDER DATED TODAY SUBMITTED AM.LEADS

ARE SET FORTH IN THIS REPORT TO INTERVIEW ORESTES PENA UPON HIS RETURN

TO NEW ORLEANS.PENA CURRENTLY TRAVELING IN EUROPE AND IS EXPECTED TO

Mr Rnns _-
Mr Gak
Mr Rc+wr*t_--
Mr Sallicsn
Mr Tavel -
Mr Tnottrr
Tole Roma
Miss Ii.lmcs-
Miss Gandy

RETURN TO NEW ORLEANS MAY THIRTY NEXT LEAD ALSO SET FORTH IN THIS

REPORT TO INTERVIEW CALOS BRINGUIER UPON HIS RETURN TO NEW ORLEANS

BRINGUIER IS CURRENTLY ON SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS AWAY FROM NEW ORLEANS ON

BEHALF OF BILLY J HARGIS CHRISTIAN CRUSADE AND IS EXPECTED TO RETURN

TO NEW ORLEANS MAY THIRTY NEXT LEAD NOT SET FORTH TO HAVE BRINGUIER

INTERVIEWED BY OTHER OFFICES INASMUCH AS IS FELT HE SHOULD BE

INTERVIEWED BY NEW ORLEANS AGENTS WHO HAVE CONTACTED HIM IN PAST AND

ARE ENTIRELY FAMILIAR WITH HIS BACKGROUND,PERSONALITY ETC

END

WA LRA

FBI WASH DC
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.1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Branigan
1 Mr Lenihan
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SUBJECT LEE HARVEY -OSWALD

IS-R-CUBA
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03)
105-82555

tp.q 9f I

PI 1 9 1964

Memorandum

W W C Sull iva'6 Q,.
Ar

r
r W A Braman

.1f Cosset
QD

.Collpheo
.LL.eeit

.1 E.ent

M.`Trott,
T.1. Rooms
14oi.r
Goody

Re ae por~~nndum Branigan to Sullivan 5-1-64 reporting
that Marguerite YO Wald mother of Lee Harvey Oswald contacted
Resident AgenciinlEpt 110 th,..Texas April 30 1964 requesting
that an Agent contact her Dallas Office obtained authorization
from Bureau for two mature Agents to contact Mrs Oswald at
her residence and to obtain any information she might desire
to furnish

Dallas Office Agents contacted Mrs Oswald at her
residence in Fort Worth Texas May 1 1964 at which time she
furnished information she felt would be of interest to the Bureau
The information Mrs Oswald furnished is set out below and
strongly suggests she is suffering from a mental illness

Mrs Oswald indicated that she recently had a telephone
conversation with Miss Gloria.Jean1Mei"cer sister of Mrs Robert
Oswald Mrs Oswald said her conversation consisted of

misunderstandings
in the Oswald family and her testimony before

~~the Presidents Commission Mrs Oswald stated that she made
a tape recording of this conversation and in playing it back
she picked up voices which appeared to be in a foreign language
and other interference She indicated she felt someone was

f shooting a beam into her home or the home of Miss Mercer and
in that way was interfering with the telephone conversation

.j r I i
Mrs Oswaldt,also indicated she had been in contact

with Mrs Flora Filko Ryatt a 70-year-old woman in Houston
Texas who informed Mrs Oswald that she believed there air
a large conspiracy involved in the shooting of President Kennedy
This conspiracy allegedly was composed of top officials of the
Neiman-Marcus Store in Dallas and officials of Sakowitz Store
in Houston Texas Mrs Hyatt alleged to Mrs Oswald that these
store officials communicate with each other through newspaper
ads placed in Dallas and Houston newspapers Mrs Oswald told
interviewing Agents she believed the stogy as told to her by

s Hyatt /~`



Memorandum Mr Branigan to Mr Sullivan
Re Lee Harvey Oswald
105-82555

Mrs Oswald exhibited two ads which she said convinced
r Mrs Hyatt's statements were true One ad concerned table

s ttings of silver and china entitled "Tables Are Turned"and
read in part "Twelve of Houston's prominent hosts have
created table settings for your pleasure. Mrs Oswald interpreted
this ad to mean twelve of Houston's prominent leaders and
officials of Sakowitz Store were involved in this conspiracy

Mrs Oswald also exhibited ads which involved a woman
wearing a bracelet and another ad portraying a woman wearing
a pearl necklace The former ad according to hrs Oswald
indicated the bracelet stood for handcuffs and the latter ad
regarding the necklace actually represented a connecting link
Mrs Oswald believed these two ads indicated there was a
connecting link between Dallas and Houston and this was a vital
message in the conspiracy against her son

We also interviewed Mrs. Flora Filko Hyatt Houston
Texas on May 4 1964 regarding information she possibly
possessed regarding the assassination Mrs Hyatt indicated
she had frequent contacts with the metaphysical world pointing
out there are sometimes 5 or 6 "beings speaking to her at
once and reporting information concerning happenings outside
the physical world to which normal people are restricted
She also indicated she was in contact with demons and werewolves
who were contipually with her and spoke to her when she was
in private in her left ear She stated she believes such a
demon could have entered the body of Lee Harvey Oswald
assassinated the President and then returned to the body of Oswald
She also stated she felt there was a possibility President
Kennedy was not shot from the Texas School Book Depository
Building because werewolves could shoot him with a soundless

j
gun from any position f
ACTION

None For Information Results of our interviews
with Mrs Oswald and Mrs Hyatt are being incorporated in a
report now being prepared by the Dallas Office for dissemination
to the President's Commission
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ReBuairtel to San Antonio 5/8/64 requesting Dallas
to advise when results of interview of H V WHITSON and Mr
MORGAN of Morgan's Gun Shop Fort Worth Texas would be
submitted to Bureau

WAYNE R.'MORGAN owner of_t~iorgan'$_Gun Shop 1401

Jacksboro Highway,,Fort Worth Texas J was interviewed 4/8/64
and stated he was positive OSWALD s ever in his store

V ~I.J4 11 n

FD.36 tHIM 17-ri-a11` "~ "-T

FBI

Date 5/14/64

Transmit the following in .i
(Type is plait test or eels)

AIRTEL AIRMAILVia
)

1
(Priority or Methodof Moiling

DIRECTOR (105-82555)

FROM SAC IZLLAS (100-10461) (P)

SUBJSC
O _

T LLEEHARVELMnDjaka
IS-R CUBA
00 DL

HULEN V WHITSON .517 E1,.Campo,,.FortWorth Texas
was interviewed 4/29/64 and stated he did not pay any at

i/r/
tention to the young man in Morgan's Gun Shop who asked
for some rifle ammunition and was not in a position to say

whether he was identical to LEE HARVEY OSWALD or not Be
stated he doubted such individual was identical to OSWALD
because OSWALD lived across the street from him (WHITSON)
when he was about 17 years old at which time he saw OSWALD
on several occasions and believes that had the individual
in the gun shop been OSWALD he would have recognized him

WHITSON was reinterviewed on 5/11/64 at which
time he stated OSWALD to his knowledge had never frequented
a used car lot where WHITSON was employed WHITSON state

C (C wci /C
6 BUREAU

. SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (INE$) MA

181964(r\2 DALLAS
00

RPG:eah ~....~

(6)



HIS DEPt FROM THE JUSTICE DEPT (5) HE HAD NEVER cBEEN RE_QUEStED B
~ I RF(~f /D 7 Yd

ANY OFFICIAL OF THE FBI NOT TO ARRESI OSQ(~LD1 OR RUB____ ",N

BY STATING THAT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA IS-R-CUBA

RETELCALL FROM SECTION CHIEF WM A BRANIGAN THIS DATE REFERRING

1r

(:p`trbzn
is *..(-rtir

Jt! r

Mr '.k
Atr
D1 ~~~u~"r
Mr fare
Mr Troturt_
Tele Room__
A''ss Hcl.'ucs
Alias Grind

TO LETTER FROM PRESIDENT'S {/M,Mj~SSION
AND ASKING THAT CHIEF OF POLICE

JESSE E. RRY DALLAS BE NTERVIEWED.RE AN ARTICLE APPEARING'II N

THE MAY SEVENTEEN SIXTYFOUR ISSUE OF NATIONAL ENQUIRER. CURRY WAS N

INTERVIEWED TODAY BY ME AND SA VINCENT E J DRAIN THE ARTICLE WAS % fl

EXHIBITED TO HIM HE READ THE ENTIRE ARTICLE AND STATED THAT (1) b

HE AND HIS DEPARTMENT HAD NEVER HEARD OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD
PRIORkry

i5`

P SF <".THE ASSASSINATION (2) THE DALLAS PD HAD INVESTIGATED THE ATTEMTED
NI\

( SASSINATION OF MAJOR GEN EDWIN A WALKER BUT THAT OSWALD HAD NEVE

j
BEEN CONSIDERED AS A -SUSPECT (3) HE HAD NO INFORMATION LINKING

RUBP,we

llAND OSWALD TO THE PLOT TO ASSASSINATE GEN WALKER (4) CHIEF CURRY t

VERY EMPHATICALLY STATED HE HAD NEVER RECEIVED OR HEARD OF A LETTER T~ rrAs

_ _r....r "~. ...



Bonorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel :f Y '"`

-If The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N R

_Washington, D C

.
~~" e i ""!

i~

Dear Kr Rankin

BY COURIER BERTICK

fit
cis o,-`h')

4 a
Reference is made 'to your letter dated May 5 ~~ ~

1964 which enclosed an article from the May 17 1964 '
~. issue of the "National Rn uirer "i . }r, fit

"'_ Dallas Police Chief .Jesse E Curry was .interviewees
on Key T,1964 at which tine this article was exhibited to
him Chief Curry read the entire article after which he ',1
adv sed ab follows

L
t t

~
Prior to the assassination of President Kennedy 8

neither be nor his Department had over heard of Lee Harvey
. ,

^
Oswald :She Dallas Police Department investigated the

`
attempted shooting of General Talker but Oswald had never
been considered as a suspect and Curry had no information

.linking 'Oswald and Ruby to the plot to shoot General Talker=
hies Curry emphaticaly stated he had never received or. 'Y 'l`
eard of a letter to his Department from the Justice Department

d that he had never been requested by any official of the
BI not to arrest Oswald or Ruby Chief Curry concluded by
tating that there is absolutely no truth to the allegations
ads #.n this article

The files of this Bureau contain no reference to
an alleged letter from a high official of the Justice Department
to Dallas Police Chief Jesse E Curry requesting the Dallas Police
not to arrest Oswald and Ruby in connection with the attempted
shooting of General Walker The files:of=.phis Bureau do not

ntain.nnyire;erpnoe that an-7 I official iDas asked to request
he Dallas police not.,to Wald or Ruby

..4.t r v.e 0.1

I.,



Honorable J Lee Rankin

.f
'j In accordance with your request, we have requestedhe Justice Department.to advise Whether the files of that

epartment contain any information concerning the allegationsontained in the "National Rnquirer article Upon receiptof the Department's response you will be immediately advised

Sincerely yours

FO.I'B _ a

. See memorandum Yr Branigan to Jr Sullivan
dated 5-8-64 captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald IS ..R Cuba
prepared by SAB hrt s pa
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PRESIDENTS COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
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TekpboneMS-140D

Mr Tolson
Mir Beimost
?ir 11ohr
Mr Casper
11+('Csll.hn
Mr
?c.el,nnch

ycans
2i (1,11e

3.1ll RAN
i ?Ir anti_11I
! =,r Tr"xa
iT4e R"Am

MAY g 1964miss retnacs  
1 MU Gsndr

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C IJ13LCT

Dear Mr Hoover

Could you please determine whether the enclosed

4$3 letter marked "Anson Exhibit 7".was written by Lee Harvey

Oswald Please return the letter when you have finished

.4/ Sincerely

. i

V J..Lee Rankin
General Counsel

Enclosure
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General Counsel

By Courier Service

,,,-.).C\

;__ # t. \[ ."'a~*". .4.1. 4.i""' ! "r.1 aa "!t
yet "<%j"" "-tb'i~ ,t y d"~a.(l . ..."J `a .x r .~ ri

"~4 '~"~ Z _ 1'r..r~ ] /~ 'r ". t_+"pry .t .f.~ 0f " ..1 .

Honorable J Lee Rankin

Bx CQUEZRst

NOTE D-213 is a letter postmarked Dallas
Texas 11-1-63 to Arnold Johnson
23 West 26th Street New York
signed "Lee H Oswald, A ,Xerox
copy of this a b~.1 is attached

1.9'MAY 1 I i

COMM"f~

Enclosure

105-82555

l Mr Belmont _ 1 Mr Conrad.14
1 Mr Rosen 11 a Mr Griffith

t~ 1 Mr Sullivan 1 Mr Cadigan. 1 Mr Lenihan

=2k.srt..i 1%'"~~jy.lyi ~f "f 7~= "vi,1 1i s ~ . .1% 4S-il t-".;I .~~
...v.a Ir ~W i ~fti f 'K L1~ i

!E .A...r
y

1.4's
~ . ~ }raa"~ ar -f

f .i "~'7=f.. _ ! .~y Ns Kay .11 =1964~sf v..,~~r f.ti~ ~t ,~i.h "J "~ ti.:r/y.vr .~

.3c`."~'7~a~ir"\ \ ~~.-"~~"e;"~:qs }...r.~ ...w'tom~ :~,"t '" j'~`'r .~'''"'ta.~I + jot {,,.,.i fS i a

The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue It.E
Washington ..'+ ~= " ~`

" ..t ry..rt'"~ .~ f 1 j Jar .k i~i jr .. "0.1 _ ~4
. 1 t "~

.""[._`jif.J.1."A
" J f ^ , t "+ yf r \ _

Z.De ar ",gyp -. (t -~ i,,",I r 'i Z '""Lr! v [ i~~~1r".y4 .~ ~~ :4=0 g
',

= w eference is aade to your .letter of
May 6,:'.1e64 requesting a handwriting examination of a
letter larked A Johnson Exhibit VI. This exhibit
has been.daftignated as FBI Exhibit D-213

:Y 'Y's "`
is At as co ed -that! FBI Exhibit D-213

_ .~ ~rritten bjee Harvey Oswald whose known handwriting i=
specimens are designated as Dk Exhibits D-3 and 'P.4.

.;t " The submitted evidence is returned herewith

Sincerely yours

I Edgar Hoo.e
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PRESIDENT'SCOMMISSION ti
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
300MarylandAve NZ
WashingtonD.C 10002

Telephonef4).I100

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Depdrtment of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

Reference is made to your letter dated April 29 1961
enclosing two copies of a memorandum dated April 240 1964 Dallas
Texas relating to the advertisement which appeared in the Dallas
Morning News of November 22 1963

The Commission would like you to interview the three
persons identified in the memorandum as contributors to the fund
which va sad in payment of the advertisement in questio

Xr _H. / right Hr Edearcissey and Mr_ _Kelso unto i
We woad like to know in fact whether these men did contribute to
the fund and whether the money so contributed represented their
own funds or was supplied by other persons We would like these
three men to be interrogated generally regarding their knowledge
relating to the placing of this advertisement In addition ve
would like each to be asked as to any contacts which he may have
had with either Lee Harvey Oswald or Jack L Ruby If other
contributors are identified we would like these interviewed
along the same lines as the above

.Thank you for your cooperation

Sincerely

~"~~_.. i'..~

J Lee Rankin t
General Counsel



5/14/64

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen
2 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Branigan
1 Lenihan

REURAIRTBL APRZD TWENTY-FOUR LAST ENCLOSING LETTERHEAD MEMORAND

SAME DATE BETTING FORTH RESULTS OF YOUR INTERVIEW WITH JOSEPH P ti

ORDINAL 'PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION .REQUESTED 8Y "IX!7ER MAT TWELVE LAST

THAT BUREAU INTERVIEW N R BRIGRT,` EDGAR CRISSEY AND NELSON BUl i

f

41.01"~OQf
w.. _ VIA TELETYPE

,..r,,.,L,,,,.
MAY 1 1964.

6 As n

't'-4 -URGENT
".

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461) 601.12

... H.0
"~w FROI[ DIRhCTOR

15
(105-82555) ..

'HUNT MUM PERSONS IDENTIFIED BY GRIMM AS CONTRIBUTORS TOT
,.S

FUND WHICH WAS DUD IN PATIENT FOR TSB ADVERTISBM T RICH APPEARED
~ qr

1ji QUOTE THE DAL AS MORNING NEWS UNQUOTE NOVEMBER TWENTY-TWO LAST

.COIOIISSION STATED IT DESIRED TO DOW IN FACT WHETHER THESE THREE I

MEN DID CONTRIBUTE TO TAE FUND AND WHSTR R THE MONEY 80 CONTRIBUTED

REPRESEN D TSBIR OWN FUNDS OR WAS SUPPLIED 8Y O i PERSONS.

COMMISSION STATED IT DESIRED THESE THREE MEN BE W'I'ERROGATED GEK T

REGARDING THEIR ZNOVLEDGE RELATING TO TSB PLACEMENT aF THIS ADVERTISE

MSNT COMMISSION ALSO STATED IT DESIRED BACK O THESE THREE

INDIVIDUALS BE ASKED AS TO ANY CONTACTS
EACH

MAY HAVE HAD WITH MITRED

LEE HARVEY MAID OR JACK L RUBY COMMISSION URT$E7t4EQDT8TED THAT

4F OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO THE FUND ARE IDENTIFIED IT DESIRED SUCK

3.81v. _
revel
Trotlw
Tel*w..
li.Iaee



..INDI WUALS INTERVIEWED ALONG THE BAU LINES AS REQUESTED REGARDING

BRIGHT* CRIBSZY AND AUNT TOU SHOULD INEEDIATELY INTERVIEW BRIGHT*

CRIBSEY AND AUNT IN ACCORDANCE WITH COUI8SION S REQUEST RESULTS

~ OF SUCH IS?EBIIEWS SHOULD BE I~IATELY FURNISHED TO BUREAU IN

LiTTERHFAB NIMOELNDVK FORM SUITABLE !'OR DIBSEKI*LTION TO THE

APPROVED BY
riPED BY . ~.~

s -~
NOTE ~,. I ..

"Dallas Morning News on the morning of 11/22/63
=.,carried advertisement entitled "Welcome Hr Kennedy to Dallas,

which was signed by the "American Fact Finding Committee
Bernard Weissman Chairman,Past Office Box 1792 Dallas 21 Texas.
We learned the money for this add was solicited by Joseph P
Grinnan Dallas independent oil man At request of the President's
Commission we interviewed Mr Grinnan 4/20/64 to determine=the names
of the contributors to this add On 4/24/64 Yr Grinnan aatet the "
money approximately $1500 was contributed by H R Bright :,~
independent oil operator inl:Dallas Edgar Crissey insurance 'flan }
in Dallas and Nelson Bunker Hunt an independent oil nan_in Dallas
who is the son of B L Bunt a wem known oil man in Dallas P "
Grinnan stated be did not know the amounts each of the contributors
gave to the fund and felt each may have solicited funds from others
for the payment for the add Grinnan stated he himself did not con
tribute to the fund We disseminated results of our interview with
Grinnan to the President's Commission by letter 4/29/64 Commission.
has now requested we interview Bright Crissey and Aunt in this

.;,;.matter and any others who may have contributed to the add through
these three men i f

.

F "4



4 MAY 2 7
combo!

Reference is made to your letter of May 12
1964 requesting this Bureau to interview Mr H R Bright f%
Mr Edgar Crissey and Mr Nelson Bunker Hunt in connection
with the advertisement which appeared in the "Dallas
Morning News on November 22 1963 entitled "Welcome
Mr Kennedy to Dallas. This advertisement was signed
by the "American Fact-Finding Committee Bernard

Weissman,
Chairman Poet Office 8oz 1792 Dallas 21 Texas

..
'Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum entitled

"Lee Harvey Oswald dated May 19 1964 at Dallas,.Ttas
which sets forth results of our interviews with Mr Brright
Mr Crissey and Mr Hunt concerning this natter In'She
faabsence of a specific request of the Commission,` ire do
not contemplate any additional investigation in,,.,-rt&tis._
particular latter.{

Sincerely yours o0
s

gIss5'3.7

y

bii

1 Belmont
1 J.P Mohr
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Branigan
1 Malley
1 Lenihan

May 27 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
/General Counsel

The President's Commiss ,~~
200 Maryland Avenue,.
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin* I

Enclosures (2)
T.Iw ./ 3i
Mohr "Z NOTE SEEPAGE 2
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE The ad which appeared in the "Dallas Morning News
11-22-63 was a highly critical ad of policies of President
Kennedy We learned the money for this ad was solicited by
Joseph P Grinnan Dallas independent oil man At request of
the President's Commission we interviewed Grinnan 4-20-64
to determine names of the contributors to this ad Grinnan

.Identified Bright Crissey and Hunt as main contributors Ire
disseminated results of our interview with Grinnan to the
Commission and the Commission by letter 5-12-64 requested we
interview Bright Ctissey and Hunt re their knowledge of.the
ad and identities of anyone else who so contributed Each of
these 3 men admitted contributing to the ad Bright & Crissey
indicated others also contributed to the ad but they declined
to furnish the identities of such individuals
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FROM:.'. SAC NEW O:ANS (100-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA
00 Dallas

FD46 tR.v 10.2143)

Date 5/b/ 6k

o
.Y

FBI

a

Approved
Special Agent in

tie

 w PerSent

Transmit t following in I
(Type S plain test or cods)

Via IRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority) i

--a

TO DIRECTOR FBI (r,l 105-E2555) $-I

Rebuairtel 4/28/64 which enclosed two color photo
graphs of Commision Exhibits C254 and "Al for display to
ERIC ROGERS

Enclosed for the Bureau are two color photographs of
both si es of "C254 and one photograph of "Al These
photographs are being returned on instructions in

referencedBureau airtel

Also enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies and for
Dallas three copies of a letterhead memorandum pertaining'to
the display of the enclosed photographs



Is Reply Mean Role
FikN.

UNIT D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 4z1STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans Louisiana
May 20 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 1 1964 /Mrs Jesse Jame_ s~'6arner
4911

Magazine Street,_ New .Orleans ..Loui siana advised a Special
-Agent of-the FBI that Mr and Mrs Eric Rogers no longer

reside at 4907 Magazine Street She stated that Mr and
Mrs Rogers moved on or about March 18 1964

Color photographs of luggage designated as Exhibit
C254 and Exhibit Al were displayed to Mrs Garner Upon
viewing these photographs Mrs Garner stated that she had
never observed any similar luggage in the possession of Lee Harvey
Oswald during the time that Oswald resided at 4905 Magazine
Street New Orleans Louisiana

On May 6 1964 Mr Eric gers 2439 Dante Street
New Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
that he had formerly resided at 4907 Magazine Street New Orleans
Louisiana until approximately the middle of March 1964

Color photographs of luggage designated as Exhibit
C254 and Exhibit Al were displayed to Mr Rogers Upon
examining these photographs Mr Rogers informed that Exhibit
C254 did not resemble in any manner either of the two pieces
of luggage being carried by Lee Harvey Oswald on the occasion
he observed Oswald running to catch a bus Mr Rogers
advised that the luggage depicted in Exhibit Al resembled the
two pieces of luggage being carried by Oswald except as to
color Mr Rogers informed that the luggage being carried

by Oswald appeared to have a zipper across the top of each

bag and to be black in color He said he could not recall
whether this luggage may have been made of cloth or some
other type of material but did recall that each piece of
luggage had two handles on the upper center portion Mr Rogers
stated he could recall no additional descriptive data regarding

thi luggage being carried by Oswald

,,OPIES DESTROYED

121 FEB 2 71973
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

de
Mrs Eric,lRogers 2439_Dante Street New Orleans

isiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI on May 6 1964
that she was standing on the porch of their former residence
at 4907 Magazine Street New Orleans Louisiana and had
observed Lee Harvey Oswald running to catch 'a bus and carry
ing two bags as recalled by her husband Upon examining
the photograph of the luggage designated at Exhibit C254
Mrs Rogers advised that shetad never observed a bag of
this nature in Oswald's possession Upon examining the

photograph of Exhibit Al Mrs Rogers advised that the

luggage depicted in this photograph resembled the two bags
being carried by Oswald Mrs Rogers recalled that each

bag appeared to have a zipper across the top with two
handles attached to the upper center portion She informed
that both bags appeared to be dark in color Mrs Rogers
informed she could furnish no additional descriptive data

regarding the luggage being carried by Oswald

.~i

1 T e
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Ft IPEICAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply MomRr,j.r New Orleans Louisiana
Fib No

May 20 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 1 1964 Mrs Jesse James Garner 4911

Magazine Street New Orleans Louisiana advised a Special
Agent of the FBI that Mr and Mrs Eric Rogers no longer
reside at 4907 Magazine Street She stated that Mr and
Mrs Ro;. :"s moved on or about March 18 1964

Color photographs of luggage designated as Exhibit
C254 and Exhibit Al were displayed to Mrs Garner Upon
viewing these photographs Mrs Garner stated that she had
never observed any similar luggage in the possession of Lee Harvey
Oswald during the time that Oswald resided at 4905 Magazine
Street New Orleans Louisiana

On May 6 1964 Mr Eric Rogers 2439 Dante Street
New Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
that he had formerly resided at 4907 Magazine Street New Orleans
Louisiana until approximately the middle of March 1964

Color photographs of luggage designated as Exhibit
C254 and Exhibit Al were displayed to Mr Rogers Upon
examining these photographs Mr Rogers informed that Exhibit
C254 did not resemble in any manner either of the two pieces
of luggage being carried by Lee Harvey Oswald on the occasion
he observed Oswald running to catch a bus Mr Rogers
advised that the luggage depicted in Exhibit Al resembled the
two pieces of luggage being carried by Oswald except as to
color Mr Rogers informed that the luggage being carried
by Oswald appeared to have a zipper across the top of each

:.ag and to be black in color He said he could not recall
whether this luggage may have been made of cloth or some
other type of material but did recall that each piece of

lug;,;:.&e had two handles on the upper center portion Mr Rogers
sifted he cosld recall no additional descriptive data regarding
the luggage being carried by Oswald



UNITI D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST!

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI

In Reply Pknx R
ilk No

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 1 1963 Mrs JESSE JAMES GARNER, 4911 Magazine
Street New Orleans Louisiana advised aSpecial Agent of the
FBI that Mr and Mrs ERIC ROGERS no longer reside at 4907
Magazine Street She stated the ROGERS moved,'on or about March
26 1964 and she does not 'know of the ROGERS current residence

Cff
Color photographs of two bags'debignated by-

ise-ion as "Commission'exhibit C254 and
"Commission Exhibit Al were displayed to Mrs GARNER Upon
examining these photographs Mrs OA f3dp3~d .she had never
observed//Any bags similar to those e~I5hetographs in the
possession of LEE HARVEY OSWALD,during the 'time OSWALD
resided at 4905 Magazine Street \Neyr Orleans Loyisian$

On May 6 1964 Mr ERIC.ROGERS 2439 Dahte New
Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI that he
had formerly resided at 4907 Magazine Street,.New Orleans
until approximately the

middle~'of
March of 1964

Mr ROGERS was displayed the -color photographs of
bags designated -b y bhe.Pres,iden.t! a~..ommiss.ion as "Commission
Exhibit C254",and'Commission Exhibit Al. Upon examining these

photographs Mr ROGERS informed that the bag designated as
Commission Exhibit C254'!.'did not resemble in any manner either

of the two bags which he`had observed LEE HARVEY OSWALD
carrying at the time he observed OSWALD running to catch a bus
on the day after Mrs.PAINE and OSWALD's wife had departed from
New Orleans "s

Upon examining the r color. photograph designated as
"Commission Exhibit P1 Mr ROGERS advised that the bag
pictured in this photograph resembled the two\bags that OSWALD
was carrying as OSWALD ran for the bus Mr ROGERS informed
that these two bags being carried by OSWALD appeared to have a
zipper across the top of the bags and gave the appearance of
being black in color He said he could not recall what type of

7 limaterial

these bags gave the appearance of being made of but
did recall that each bag had two handles on the

"-top'Tortion
of

the bag in the center of the bag



Mr ROGERS informed he could reoall no additional

11

escriptive data regarding the bags he had observed being
arried-by OSWALD

Mrs ERIC ROGERS 2439 1Dante New Orleans Louisiana
advised a Special Agent of the FBI on May 6 1964 that she was

standing on the porch of their former residence at 4907 Magazine
Street New Orleans Louisiana and had observed LEE HARVEY
OSWALD running to catch a bus and carrying two bags as

previously enumerated by her husband Upon examining photo
graphs of a bag designated as "Commission Exhibit C254 Mrs
ROGERS advised that she had never observed a bag of this nature
in the possession of OSWALD

Upon examining the photograph designated as "Commission
Exhibit Al Mrs ROGERS advised that the bag pictured in this
photograph resembled the two bags she had seen being carried by
OSWALD She stated she recalled both bags gave the appearance
of haying a zipper on the top 'of the bags with two handles in
the center of the top of each bag. She informed that both bags
gave the appearance of being dark in color

Mrs ROGERS informed she could furnish no additional
descriptive data regarding the two bags she had seen being
carried by OSWALD



In Reply PleaseRc ar
Fib Ne

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
f

r

JJ
LEE HARVEY OSWALD/

On May 1 1963 /Mrs .._ JESSE JA GARNER 11.911 Magazine
_Street,-New Orleans Louisiana advised aSpecial Agent of the
FBI that Mr and Mrs ERIC ROGERS XSo longer reside at 4907
Magazine Street She stated the $0GERS moved on or about March

16 1964! -and-she-does-not-kno f-_the-ROGERS current 'residence
Lr

Color%photographs ofd wo ba s designatek.by the
'P rea.dent'-s'Vomrlissiorrvas "domm4ssionfexhibit C254'N and
''Commros ion Exhibit A1".were,displayed to Mrs GARNER Upon
examining these photographs,/Mrs GARNER advised she had never
observed any bags similar to those in the photographs in

thypossession of LEE HARVEY OSWALD during the time OSWALD
resided at 4905 M gazine

Street
New eans Louisiana

On May 6 1964 Mr ER /,ROGERS 21439 Dante New
.Orleans Louisiana,\ advised a Special Agent of the FBI that he
had formerly resided at/4907 Magazine Street New Orleans
until approximately the middle of March of 1964

/ H ..10/V1
-Mr ROGERS as-displayed the color photographs of

bags designated by the President's Commission as 'Gommiss-ion
Exhibit C2514 and'Commission-exhibit Al."` Upon examining these
photographs Mr ROGERS'.informed that the bag designated as
.Commission Exhibit!C25r did not resemble in any manner either
of the two bags which hey had observed LEE HARVEY OSWALD
carrying at the time he observed OSWALD running to catch a bus
on the day afterrS.PAINE and OSWALD's wife had departed from
New Orleans /

Upon a amining the (.color. photograph designated as
"Commission Exhi it P1 Mr ROGERS advised that the bag
pictured in thi photograph resembled the two bags that OSWALD
was carrying as OSWALD ran for the bus Mr ROGERS informed
that these two ags being carried by.,OSWALD appeared to have a

zipper across he top of the bags andtgave the appearance of
being black i color. He said he could not recall what type of
material the a bags'gave the appearance of being made of but
did recall that each bag had two handles on the .top portion of
the bag in the center of the bag.

/wa
e



C ROGERS 2439 Dante,-New Orle
advised a Special Agent of the FBI on May 6 1964 that she was

standing on the porch of their former residence/at 4907 Magazine
Street New Orleans Louisiana and had observed LEE HARVEY
OSWALD running to catch a bus and carrying two bags as

rere-1.1-i-ous-1-y-enumerated by her husband Upon/examining photo
graphs of a bag designated as "Commission Exhibit C254 Mrs
ROGERS advised that she had never observe la bag of this nature
in the possession of OSWALD

Mr ROGERS informed he could recall no additional

escriptive data regarding the bags he had observed Bing
arried"by OSWALD

Mrs ER

. ~.+"~'r~i".f'~ v~i~tt``~rt =`ir ~%t+~ *'~ ~_~.~ _ "
~ltw4/_y a,*~c

2

on examining (the photograph/designated as "Oommiseion
Exhibit Al -Mrs ROGERS a vised that the bag pictured in this

photograph resembled the wo bags she'had seen being carried by
OSWALD She stated she r called both bags gave the appearance
of haying a zipper on the top .of the bags with two handles in
the center of the top of ach bag.! She informed that both bags
gave the appearance of bei g dark in color

Mrs ROGERS info ed she could furnish no additional
descriptive data regarding he two bags she had seen being
carried by OSWALD



lies (100-10461

r

To

From

SAC New Orleans (10046601) .r i

.Director FBI (10542555) "'0000J
!(

LEE HARVEY.OSItALD
IS R " CUBA

Re your airtel 5/8/64 enclosing undated letterhead dealing
with interviews of Mrs Jesse Garner and Mr and Mrs Eric Rogers
concerning luggage of Oswald

Letterhead is not suitable for dissemination to Commission.
Note that President's Commission did not designate photographs of
bags as Exhibits Al and C254 These are Bureau designations
Merely refer to these items as luggage designated Exhibits Al and
C254

Nord "exhibit in line two second paragraph page one
referenced letterhead should be initial capped Grammatical
construction throughout letterhead and particularly in second fourth
and fifth paragraphs page one is poor Statement in last paragraph
page one that Rogers advised that Exhibit Al resembled the two bags
carried y Oswald is somewhat inconsistent with his later statement
that bags in possession of Oswald were black Suggest that Rogers
first comment be immediately qualified with statement that bag
depicted as Al resembled bags carried by Oswald except as to color
Suggest that words

"previously
enumerated in second paragraph page

two be changed to "recalled

Properly rewrite referenced letterhead so that it meets
standards for dissemination and date same Handle at once Score
errors for preparation and approval of referenced letterhead and
exercise caution to prevent recurrence Enclosed for your
assistance is one copy of referenced letterhead with penciled
notations and narks thereon

Enclosure
Tolson
:

m.t
C""P"  
c ad

~`~
:(5)P'~Gel*

MY1919bftvlbvap
Yowl
Testlw
T.t. ".w
Noh.



T.1.v _-eaMoose
Casper
Celloh
Coral
D.Le.oh
EventGel
Rona
sell:,.
T.YeI
Troll
T.1. Aeon
Mel..
Gandy

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

y` ~ . Reference is made to Bulet of 5/11/64 addressed
to The president's Commission with a copy for your office 4

concerning FBI Exhibit D-21S . ,rt #
,o

4'7
tw .Tor the completion of your files one photographic

'"

copy of D-213 is forwarded herewith

1
% Enclosure
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connection with the General Walker shooting

letter

The results of the interview of Chief Curry were incor
porated in a letter which was sent to the Honorable J Lee Rankin of
the President's Commission 9n May 8,..1904 The Commission is
therefore cognizant and their tiles reflect the denial by Chief

r ,L. Curry that a letter was sent to him r?,questing the'Dallas Police
1 \ not to arrest Oswald and Ruby C 10

.nw'..I IOWNON pry ua "Si I

.Y MNN ND.M

Memorandum

FROM A Brin.'g n

II
suBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD t

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

vl
On May 7 1964 the Dallas Office forwarded by urgent

teletype the results of an interview with Dallas Police Chief Curry
which was conducted on that day This interview was conducted at
the request of the President's Commission following an article which,,1
appeared in the "National Enquirer alleging that a high official
of the Justice Department sent a letter to Dallas Police Chief Curry
requesting the Dallas Police not to arrest Oswald and Ruby in

In the interview Chief Curry emphatically stated that he
never received or heard of a letter from the Justice Departmed# 4
and he was never requested by any official of the FBI not to &rest

(false
Oswald or Ruby Chief Curry described the allegation as absotely

The Dallas teletype concluded that unless advisee toiti
contrary by the Bureau the results of the interview would note
included in a report or a letterhead memorandum The Director 52N
noted "Of course it must be in a report so we can send it to h t..
Commission. f

O n ay 8.SAC Shanklin was telephonically instructed to ~
include the interview of Chief`Curry9 n'an FD-302 asan insert in '%

thenext investigative report to be submitted by the Dallas Officer! r
in their investigation of the Oswald case SAC Shanklin noted thaw
the com"lete results of the interview were incor"orated in the urgent

e e ype sent o e ureau an e was of te belie abbe tureau
en the resu s o e es ent s omission

u ION This is for information j /~..r~".~/J~ ~~
WAB:mhw

(9),,".
1.r.l !

`2~ MP IA*. rP
.L~L! k V
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4/27/64

REQ
RE~C'D ,':(~e~?~`:~FAUG 2 v 1966

ANS

~

SEC 41 2 APR 281964

1

IR L

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

"` BACK WF0 (105-37111) (P

HARVEY OSWALD
1' R CUBA
{00 DID)

Re Buairtel 4/23/64

Enclosed for Bureau are ten copies of LHM caption
"JOHN K JACOBS KATIA JACOBS and dated as above Enclosed
also as'designated are copies of this LHM for following
offices A

Four for New York
Two for Los Angeles
One for Richmond
Two for Dallas

Reairtel instructed WFO to interview JOHN K JACOBS
to ascertain if he or his wife ever received any requests-or
suggestions from anyone in Soviet Union to contact MARINA ,1r
OSWALD

4 ~ Bureau (Enc 10)
(1-105-63132) (LIEB)

4 New York (Enc 4) (RM)
(2-105-34129) (LIEB)
(2-65-23109) (ALTSCHULLER)

2 Los Angeles (105-4641) (Enc 2) (EM) (AM)
1 Richmond (Enc 1) (Info) (RM)
2 Dallas (100-10461) (Enc 2) (AM) (RN)
3-WFO .j

(1-65-9173) (ALTSCHULLER)
(1-105-29130) (LIEB)

JEV:tim
(16)

AIRTEL

i~ .NCL.OSUMI

ee695

BJ~Na}

C C [/`'`. 0-tNo.,.

C.t eM I cf71b~

6

C-14pte 1.4110-

I 4'4-e
'* -



S

rFO
105-37111

JOHN K JACOBS was interviewed by SA JEROME E
VEIGLE He did not identify any relatives of his wife with
whom latter corresponds in USSR

Mr JACOBS stated before arrangements were com
pleted to have Mrs MARINA OSWALD to dinner he advised his

immediate superior at U 3 Information Agency (USIA) the
public relations staff at USIA and the Security Office
USIA He pointed out he realized the visit could be a
"ticklish situation and he did not wish to embarrass any
one concerned

In addition he remarked he felt the invitation
could be embarrassing since it involved entertaining the
wife of the accused slayer of President Kennedy whom he
strongly supported



In Reply Mew 16/.r se

It is recalled a previous communication dated
April 17 1964 indicated John K Jacobs advised the United
States Information Agency (USIA) Security Office that Mrs
Marina Oswald was expected to dinner at his home February 7
1964

John K `Jacobs Editor "Al-Hayat,"Arabic-Language
Magazine for the Middle East USIA was interviewed by a rep
resentative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
on April 24 1964 Be furnished the following information

UN STATES DEPARTMENT OF f TICF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

April 27 1964

Shortly after the assassinationngf the late
President John F Kennedy his wife Katia\Jacobs felt f'
sorry for the wife of the accused slayer of the President
Mrs Marina Oswald She decided to write a letter to Mrs
Oswald and point out this hideous crime will not be visited
upon Mrs Oswald or her children by the American people
Mrs Jacobs wanted to offer Mrs Oswald her friendship since
Mrs Oswald appeared to be pretty much alone in he United
States at that time O .1;,

4,00 iI According to Mr Jacobs his wife then wrote `Mrs
MariaaZOswald in care of the Dallas Texas Police DepartU went Mrs Oswald answered Mrs Jacobs letter during the
Christmas season of 1963 She was grateful for the kind
words of Mrs Jacobs and indicated she would appreciate
bearing from Mrs Jacobs again Mrs Jacobs and Mrs Oswald
exchanged letters approximately two more times prior to Mrs
Oswald's coming to Washington D C. to testify before the
Warren Commission

Mrs Jacobs upon learning Mrs Marina Oswald was
in Washington D C. to testify called the Commission in
an attempt to contact Mrs Oswald Mr Jacobs stated a
short time later be checked with the General Counsel's Office



no answer from them

JOHN K JACOBS KATIA JACOBS

of the Commission to determine if that office would interpose
any objection to inviting Mrs Oswald on behalf of his wife
natia to his home At this time he was advised Mrs Marina

L

swald had completed her testimony and was a free person to
o as she liked Shortly after this Mrs Oswald then called

s Jacobs and accepted a dinner invitation

Mr Jacobs stated after telephonically contacting
his wife that Mrs Marina Oswald ber young daughter her
business manager and ber attorney dined with the Jacobses at
Tauxeaont Road Alexandria Virginia on February 7 1964
Mrs Oswald was to return to Dallas Texas the following
day February 8 1964

He related that.on February 7 1964 at about
6:00 p.m. be picked up Mrs Oswald and her party in front
of the Willard Hotel Washington D C. and dove them to
his homeawbere they dined Be drove them back to Washington
D C. and dropped them in front of the Willard Hotel the
evening of February 7 1964 at,about 11:30 p.m

Mrs Marina Oswald during the visit to the Jacobs
home spoke mostly to Mrs Jacobs in Russian Mr Jacobs
said he does not speak Russian

Mrs Jacobs later advised Mr Jacobs as to the
conversation which took place between herself and Mrs Oswald
during this visit Mrs Oswald remarked it was her feeling
that her late husband Lee Harvey Oswald was guilty of the
assassination of President Kennedy She expressed the prayer
that "God may have mercy on the evil done by her late husband
She also asked the Jacobses to thank their cburch,wbich had
sent a donation to her Sometime after the assassination
Mrs Oswald indicated her late husband Lee Harvey Oswald
was at times difficult to live with since he ordered her
around She indicated also a dislike for her late husband
mother Mrs Oswald

Mrs Oswald in addition remarked she had written
to her family in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
after the assassination of President Kennedy but bad received



JOHN K JACOBS KATIA JACOBS

Mr Jacobs explained that during Mrs Oswald's
v sit to his home he conversed mainly with her manager and
with her attorney on current news items He said he got
the impression that Mrs Oswald's manager was attempting to
commercialize too much on the plight of Mrs Oswald who
impressed him and his wife as an honest quiet dignified
and sincere person Mrs Oswald had received approximately
sixty thousand dollars from various people and organizations
since the assassination but this seemed unimpressive to her
since she indicated she was healthy and able to earn her own
living

Mr Jacobs stated ne ither he nor his wife has had
any further contact with Mrs."Marina Oswald

IIe stated neither he nor his wife ever received
any requests or suggestions from anyone in the Soviet Union
to contact Marina Oswald or to take any other action re
garding her He remarked that his wife corresponds with
relatives in the Soviet Union

Mr Jacobs related when he and his wife worked with
the American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959 his wife

.met an uncle whom she had believed dead He pointed out that
he was formerlT Deputy Director of the Magazine "America
Illustrated, published by USIA He said in connection with
his duties at that time he met his Soviet counterpart for
the Soviet magazine "USSR, a Mr Zhiltsov

He said Zhiltsov after the assassination of President
Kennedy expressed sorrow on the occasion but did nit comment
further

Nikolai Y Zhiitsov'is First Secretary Soviet

Embassy Washington D C. and is referred to as Managing_
Editor of the "USSR magazine a publication of the Soviet
Embassy Washington D C

V
t. +
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JOHN K JACOBS
.KATIA JACOBS
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UN STATES DEPARTMENT OF C

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 2S D.C

April E7 1964

It is recalled a previous communication dated
April p.7 1964 indicated John K Jacobs advised the United
States Information Agency (USIA) Security Office that Mrs
Marina Oswald was expected to dinner at his home February 7
1964

John E Jacobs Editor,~Al-Bayat,"Arabic-Language
Magazine for the Middle East USIA was interviewed by a rep
resentative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
on April 24 1964 Be furnished the following information

Shortly after the assassination of the late
'President John F Kennedy his wife Katia Jacobs felt

sorry for the wife of the accused slayer of the President
Mrs Marina Oswald She decided to write a letter to Mrs
Oswald and point out this hideous crime will not be visited
upon Mrs Oswald or ber children by the American people
Mrs Jacobs wanted to offer Mrs Oswald her friendship since
Mrs Oswald appeared to be pretty such alone in the United
States at that time

According to Mr Jacobs his wife then wrote Mrs
Marina Oswald in care of the Dallas Texas Police Depart
ment Mrs Oswald answered Mrs Jacobs letter during the
Christmas season of 1963 She was grateful for the kind
words of Mrs Jacobs and indicated she would appreciate
bearing from Mrs Jacobs again Mrs Jacobs and Mrs Oswald
exchanged letters approximately two more times prior to Moss
Oswald's coming to Washington D C. to testify before the
Warren Commission

Mrs Jacobs upon learning Mrs Marina Oswaldrwas
in Washington D C. to testify called the Commission in
an attempt to contact Mrs Oswald Mr Jacobs stated a
short time later be checked with the General Counsel's Office
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ACTION In the event this information is not received from the
Commission within a reasonable time it will be followed with !.,!
Mr Rankin

FROM

SUBJECT

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Branigan
1 Mr Lenihan
1 Mr Papich
1 Mr D J Brennan
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Memorandum
I

Mr Belmon DATE May 12 1964

A Rosen
6.%4./

(1
LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Memo from Branigan to Sullivan dated 5/8/64
referred to the Soviet Government documents which allegedly
had been turned over to the President's Commission concerning
Lee Harvey Oswald It was recommended that this matter be
discussed with the President's Commission and indicate the
Bureau's interest in obtaining copies of these documents

This matter was discussed with J Lee Rankin
on May 12 1964 Mr Rankin advised that he certainly under
stood the Bureau's interest in these documents He stated
Chief Justice Warren had advised he wanted to see the documents
as soon as they were translated and before the documents were
made available to anyone other than the President's Commission
Mr Rankin stated he would make known the Bureau's request to
the Commission and he felt certain that the Soviet documents
would be made available to the Bureau
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FROM W A Bra gG

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA

the Soviet Union had given the U.S additional documents
concerning Lee Harvey Oswald the accused assassin of
President Kennedy

Through liaison we determined that CIA has not had an
opportunity to see the documents furnished by the Soviet
Government CIA has been advised by Commission representatives
that a large quantity of documents have been received but they
are in the Russian language and they are being translated
It was CIA's impression that when the translations have been
made both their Agency and the FBI will be given an opportunity
to review these documents

V

...Le
The "Washington Post on May 7 1964 reported that
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w i itosen
1 Sulliva
1 Malley
1 DJ Brenna
1 SJ Papich~t Evli

DATE 5.8.64 so
1 Lenihan T
1 Branigan T.I.TelaRoom

Holmes_
Gandy

*SSACO no $ Illv
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memoranurn

TO W C Sulliva
A

ACTION

It is therefore recommended in order to insure an
opportunity to review the Soviet Government documents on Oswald
that our interest in this regard be mentioned to Mr Rankin
by Inspector Malley at an opportune time
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U.S. Given More Data
i

Oii Oswald b Russians

Vanedhew tstersstlsest .5 I
*The Soviet Union has given State Dean .Rusk Tuesday,.by

the United States additional Soviet .Ambassador Anatoly
documents concerning Lee
Harvey O.wald the accused
assassin of President Ken
nedy officials said yesterday

( .The presidential commis

F Dobryniai
The aspire of the new

formation was not disc)
It Will.be turned over to 4e
Warren commission

t sion headed by Chief Justin -4--

1 Èarl Warren which has been
vestigating t h e assassina

tion recently requested ad
ditional information from the
Russians on Oswald's stay in
the Soviet Union from 2959
to 1962 Shortly after ..Mr.
Xennedy was killed the
Russians turned over their
official file on pswald to the

sited States
The additional information

was delivered to Secretary of

it
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',I Alsp enclosed are De Mohrenschildt Exhibits numbered
1 through 15 and Commission Exhibits numbered 387 3914'392
773 794 through 787 789 790 792 794 796 through 799 807 fl
throug?l :814. 816 and 818

This letter will also confirm the delivery of three
photocopies each of Commission Exhibits numbered 18 together
with English translations and 110 to Mr Melvin Eisenberg of
the Commi$sion.staff b
May 5t 19,fi4~

BXCOURIk sYC
/E NCLO U~

IXIMM"Ull .. ^~1!

On May 1 1964 Hr Melvin Eisenberg
gave a Special Agent of this Bureau a number of
requested that they be photographed 4

In accordance with this request there are enclosed
three sets of photographs of Cadigan Exhibits numbered 1
through 30 De .Mohrenschildt Exhibits numbered 1 through 15 i,
and''Commission Exhibits numbered 361 362 387 391 392 566
through 570 572 773 through 799 801 802 806.through.8109r813 through 819 and 821

i"
w "'~

& Special Agent of this
Bureau

IEC-4
Sincerely yours Is MAy 19 1864

-III

`L

of your staf,
exhibits a@:1 'P

C

`4

i

{U

0

.) I

'1a-D ECt2-109060

Dallas (1Q -10461) Enclosure (See"Note

1UI14NOONC3 TELETYPEUNITD

closures It 40)
Wir

-1.1pot

'0

A. 0 / c

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankins

next page)

."1
1 Mr Belmont Conrad
1 Mr Rogge 1 ?'.r Griffith
1 Mr Lenihan 1 Mr Frazier

1 Mr Davies

May 169 1964

By Courier Service

Tolson Nr
B.Iwo.t
Noon_
Casper
Cult.
Conroe
Oo.00
Evan
Gel
Romp
Eulllvs
Tavel
Trot
T.1. R
N.Im.
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Photocopies of the above-mentioned Commission
hibits will be furnished Dallas separately A listing

of these exhibits is enclosed

The exhibits were furnished by Mr Eisenberg on

May 1 1964 to SA Cortlandt Cunningham The photocopies
of Commission Exhibits numbered 18 and 110 were delivered
to Mr Eisenberg on May S 1964 by SA Bertil W Rolander

Exhibits being returned originated with the
Commission All other exhibits are of Bureau origin and
have been retained in the Bureau
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Commission's
Echibit No

Cadigan No 1
'Cadigan No 2

Cadigan No 16

Cadigan No 5

Cadigan No 6

Cadigan No 7

Cadigan No 8

Cadigan No 9

Cadigan No 10

Cadigan No 11

Cadigan No 12

Cadigan No 13

Cadigan No 14

Cadi;aa No 15

Cadigan No 4

Cadigan No 3

Cadigan No 3

Item No

D77
D4

D67

J11)77

D4 K4

D67

D37

D37

D57

D4

D3

D19

D27

D17

D1S

D203 D207

D203 D207

May 15 1964

Description

One roll of microfilm
Letter to Secretary of Navy
by Oswald
Photographs of State Department
records re Oswald
Composite photograph of order.:
blank to Klein's and face of
envelope addressed to Klein's
Composite photograph consist
ing of one page of letter to
Secretary of Navy and one page
of letter to USMC (both from
Oswald)
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to State
Department from Oswald
Photograph of letter to
Secretary of Navy from Oswald
Photograph of Oswald's passport

,application
Photograph of Postal Money Order
to Klein's from A Hidell
Mail-order coupon to Seaport
Traders Incorporated
Photograph of Oswald's Post
Office Change of Address Form
Photograph of Change of Address
Order from Post Office
D203 is USL C Certificate c.2
Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name
D206 is,USwC Certificate of
Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Oswald's name



Item No

D206 D207

D206 D207

Russian script
Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Photograph of letter in
Russian script

Do Mohrenschildt Rop roduc tion of telegram
Exhibit No 1 dated JLzly 12 1962 to

Do 1 ohronschildt

May 15 1964

Commission's
.Exhibit No Description

Cadigan No 17 D206 is US::C Certificate of
Servico
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Osriald's name

Cadigan No 18` D206 is OSLO Certificate of

E1 Cadigan No 19

D44 D206 Cadigan No 20

El Cadigan No .21

D22 Cadigan No 22

D47 Cadigan M 23

D4'7 Cadigan M 24

Cadigan No..25

Cadigan NO 26

Cadigan No 27

Cadigan No 28

D30 Cadigan No 29

D33 Cadigan No 30

Service
D207 is SSS Notice of
Classification bearing
Os .'ald's name
Photograph of SSS Notice of
Classification to Oswald
Photograph of SSS Notice of
Classification and US=
Certificate of Service
Photograph of US= Certificate
of Service and SSS Registration
Cor of iaato
Photograph of POD Forms 3575
and 1093
Photograph of Small Pox
Vaccination Cortificato
Photograph of VW Vaccination
Certificate
Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Photograph of lettor in
Russian script
Photograph of letter in
Russian script
Photograph of letter in



r

Commissions
.r'.:hibit No Description

Do Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 2

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 3

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 4
Do Lohrenschildt
Exhibit NO 5

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 6

De 3:ohrenschildt
Exhibit No 7

De Mohrenschildt
r`.:hibit No 8

Do Mohrenschildt
'.::hibit No S

Do Mehrenschildt
Exhibit No 10

Do Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 11
Da Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 12

De D:ohronschildt
Exhibit No 13

De Mohrenschildt
Exhibit No 14

May 15 1964

Letter dated July 31 1962
to Do L o zrenschildt from
C J Charles
Reproduction of envelope
addressed to Paul Raigorodsky
from De Mehrenschildt
Letter from De iiohrcnschildt

Letter dated July 27 1962
to Joan do Menil from
De Mohrenschildt
Memorandum re Haitian Holding
Company from Da Mehrenschildt
dated August 1 1962
Reproduction of telegram dated
August 3 1962 to
Ds Mehronschildt from Tardieu
Reproduction of envelope bearing
return address of Da l ohi ensch it
and addressed to Paul tin^igorodsk
Reproduction of lotto dated
$optcmbor 12 1963 to
Raigorodsky from De ?Sohrenschild
Corporate structure diagram
dated August 27 1962 Port-au
Prince
Reproduction of a map of Haiti

Letter to Janet Loe Luchincloss
dated eb.'uazy 2 1964 from
Da Mohrenschildt
Envelope bearing return address
of Do Hoh_"enschildt Dallas
Texas showing address of
Janet Lee Auch?ncloss
Letter dated December 12 1963
to Janet Auchincloss from
Do Mohrenschildt



Envelope bearing retur m address
of Do 1.ohrcnschildt
Port-au-Prince addressed to
Eugh Lcchincloss

.

C* May 150 1964

Doscr i t Om
Cormission's

Item N'o :hibi No

De 11oh_ronschildt
Exhibit NO 15

773

D2S 774

DS 775

D11 776

D16 777

D67 77

D117 770

D5 730
D3 731
D3 7.2
D46 783

7:4

785

786

137
D19 733

Composite photograph of Xleia's
mail-order coupon and envelope
addressed to Xlei n's bearing
return address of A Eiden
Employment Application dated
August 6 1964 to Cosmos
Shipping Comp y signed by
Oswald
"Affidavit of Support to
American Embassy fr om Oswald
Twelve canceled checks payable
to Oswald from Jaggars Chiles
Stovall Incorporated
Library card application signed
by Oswald
Two photographs of two letters
to State Dopaw tment from Oswald
Two hand printod pages on
loose-leaf paper re CPUSA
US= file on Cswald
Oswald's passport application
Throe letters from Oswald to INS
Letter to ACLU from Oswald and
ACLU Lembo_shin Card of Oswald's
Three photograph. of standard
writing specimens from Oswald
Composite photograph of =ail
order coupon to Klein's and
envelope addressed to Klein's
from A Eldon
Diagram showing slant of letter
"U
Dias = of letter "a
U S Postal money order payable
to Klein's



'.D17

Dl

D207 798
D207 799
'23 803

May 15 1964

Co=ission's
Item No Exhibit Po. Dz:scriotion

D13 789 Photograph of above money order
. 790 Photograph of sail-ore coupon

to Q-~.,r._t . Traders Zncore r. _::ec
.791 Post Office Box Analication of

Oswald's
.792 Photograph of above Post Office

Box Application
D1 793 Post Office Change of Address

Porn dated ray 12 1933
D13 794 Photograph of above
D207 795 SSS Notice of Classification

bearing name of Elden
D207 793 0

Photograph of above
D207 1797 Photograph of reverse side of

above
Photograph of above
Photograph of above
SSS Notice of Classification
to Csvald

802 SSS Registration Certificate of
Czwald's

D203 COG = 0 Cortificato of .o_-vice
bearing name of Eiden

D2C3 807 Photograph of above
D203 803 Photograph of reverse side of

above
D206 809 Photograph of front side of abo
D20$ 810 Photograph of reverse sido of

above
f 4 813 1?E0 Vaccination Certificate
444 C14 Photograph of above
444 815 Photograph of above

.816 Two 3 x 5 cards bearing rubber
stamp imprints of Oswald's
rev Orleans ado_ro:.s amd dated
Jute 8 1933

L22 817 Offico Box Application of
Ozvald

D22 818 Photograph of above



C3

.::'.Gn INTO
Commission's
.Exhibit R6 Descriptioa

31 .19 P'hotograp'h of PP.= Membership
Cara

I13 821 Letter to Leslie Welding
Company from Cs ald

D24 110 Sheet of payer bearing Russian
and English writing

361 D{ a gr i showing vicinity of
assassination in Dallas Texas

352 First floor floor plan of
Tc::as Book Depository

337 Autopsy report Eaval Medical
School

391 S yylementa,ry autopsy report
Naval Medical School

392 Medical statements admission
notes Parkland Memorial
Eonpital

566 Photomicrograph of C14 and CI
bullets

557 Bullet fragment from President's
car

5.3 Photomicrograph of C14 and C2
bullets

569 llot f ray""..ont fro= President's
car

'570 Photcmicrograph of C14 and C3
bullets

C1Q 572 Test bullets from C14 rifle
29 13 2 1/2 z d gray plastic address

notc::ook in Russian and English
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Vla AIRTEL AIRI~IL
(Priority or Methodof Moakts) 1

 4

Dote 5/14/64

1 Mr R.1nMnt
1 Mr M.hr.
1 Mr Canter

`(r frJloh"n _ e

r.h_._
Mr fva"u
Mr GO s
Mr Rosen
Mr Sullivan-
Mr Tavel
gr Te"tter
Tole Roma .
Miss Hclrva_
6tiss Qaod1-,~

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS-R-CUBA a

00 DL I I

ReBuairtel to Dallas 5/5/64 fj'1&/ f/f

As instructed in reBuairtel there is being for
warded under separate cover by first-class .Registered !sail
one "Sporterized Spr .ngfield Bolt Actio ifle,~~taliber
30.06 bearing the marking "U.-S Rock IslandArxenal Mode
1906 and Serial No 65091 r'

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
ATTN FBI.IABORATORY ( r

1S (100-10461) )

This rifle was obtained fromlROBERT AD
RD_1~o25Gs GrandPrairie Texas on 5/13/64 and he was
given a receipt for same TAYLOR was advised the rifle will
be promptly returned to him in like condition upon completion
of the examination of the rifle by the FBI Laboratory

The FBI Laboratory is requested to return instant
rifle to Dallas upon completion of this examination in order
that it may be returned to Mir TAYLOR

& BUREAU
1 PACMGE (AM-REGISTERED)
2 W LIAS REV-1 /Or y ~:..
ARS:eah
(6)



1 Branigan
1 Lenihan
1 Gobl

I

:.:.s.n:.+a+r+R.-.:sr..,u.rr...~.,uu+u~+..s.:..dar.i~..we.o,,:~l.:.w`..".'r

1~

5/18/64

Tos SAC Boston (89-43)

Proms Director TBI (105-82555)

LEE RAK STALD
18 8 CUBA

. .

Enclosed is one copy of memorandum dated 5/7/64 concerning
Marilyn Dorothea Murret One copy of this memorandum is also
enclosed for Dallas for its information

Murret is a cousin of Lee Harvey Oswald her mother being
a sister of Oswald's mother She was interviewed on 11/29/63 and
advised she took a trip around the world beginning in duly 1959
and ending in January 1963

You will note that in paragraph four on page one of the
imemorandum mention is made of a Professor Harold Isaacs of

Massachusetts Institute of Technology This man may be identical
with Harold Robert Isaacs the subject of your file 105-1125 Who in
1958 was employed at the Center for International Studies )Lassachu
setts Institute of Technology Cambridge Massachusetts You should
submit a letterhead memorandum captioned "Marilyn Dorothea Murret
suitable for dissemination to the president's Commission Refer
to the enclosed memorandum and include identifying information on
Isaacs and background data about him Include also any information
as to an association between Isaacs and MUrret Handle promptly

Enclosure RED 7g)

1 Dallas (100-10401) (Enclosure)
2 !.I 1=64

4AAIL i9 D~ACS (}

TNG pa h :pa Gal 1 i 1964 1P
y

(7) .COMMIS(

NOTE Murret-was .named in a newspaper column written by Paul
8 .) Scott as 'due of the""most wanted defectors to Russia or satellite

entries 'In:interview Scott advised he had-some information to
Calms
auA.a dicate "tie-up between Murret and "the case of Lee Harvey d

wald but said
this

was not confirmed Scott apparently did not
c".. Know she was ":wald e'cousin Although there is nothing in "%

Scott's-info tion which would affect the Oswald case we should
~" check out t.= allegation regarding the association of Murret Old

Tom Isaacs Bo on is origin in the Harold Robert Isaacs case
1

Bu f i le 100 "6243

Y "V
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In Reply Please II;/.r Y
11f.` May 6 1964

U E HARVEY OSWALD

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 2$ O.C

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source hbroad has advised that the
following notations appeared in the personal address book of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD (translations of the Spanish language items
appear in parentheses)

Mexico City

Consulado de Cuba v.~..,
(Cuban Consulate) "I! siA I Co b(v

_Zamora y F Alarquet _ 7
112$~47

SyLV IA1 DURBAN 1 i o !

Embajada de la Union de las Republicas Sovietilas Socialistas
Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics)

IS-61-55 (1S-60-S5) ) 1 : t f :r__

Depto de Asuntos Consulares
(Department of Consular Affairs)

The confidential source abroad furnished the following



ts' .rte

'Information on May 1 1964

The directory of the Mexican Telephone Company for
the Federal District (Mexican Federal Capital which includes
Mexico City) published in September 1963 column 2 page 119
records "CONSULADO de Cuba Zamora y F Marquez (names of
cross streets) (telephone) 11-28-47.

Column one page 157 of the same directory reflects
"EMBAJADA de la Union de las Republicas Sovieticas Socialistas
en Mexico (Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics in Mexico) Czda Tacubaya (Calzada meaning highway
or street) 204 Agregado Militar (Military Attache)...(telephone)
15-69-87 Depto de Asuntos Consulares (Department of Consular

Affairs) C B Zetina (street name) 12...(telephone) 15-61-55.

Column 4 page 112,{ Ythe above-mentioned directory
'r ords the following "CIA.7CCUBANA DE AVIACION S A.

Cuban Aviation Company Incorporated)'PASEO-DE LA REFORMA 56..
1(telephone) 35-79-00. In addition to the foregoing which

is indicated as being equipped with two direct lines the
following additional telephone numbers are listed 46-75-04
46-61-64 46-61-27 and 35-79-09

TELEPHONE DATA FROM MEXICAN
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL PUBLICATION

The April 1 1964 issue of the "Diario Oficial
("Official Daily") which states on the cover that it is the

"Organ of the Constitutional Government of the United States
of Mexico, records as emanating from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs the "List of the Diplomatic Corps Accredited to the
Government of the United States of Mexico. On page 15 of
the above-described publication under "Union de Republican
Socialistas Sovieticas (Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics) is recorded the data "Cancilleria y residencia

(Chancellery and residence) Calzada de Tacubaya 204 Telefonos

(Telephones) 15-60-55 y (and) 15-61-55. The foregoing data
is followed by a listing of names and residence addresses of
the Soviet diplomatic officials and their wives

NFORMATION CONCERNING
UBAN AIRLINES OFFICES

a.ow ace. No



A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past and who is in a position to be well
informed with respect to the day-to-day operations of the
Mexico City ticket offices of the "Compania Cubana de
Aviacion (Cuban Aviation Company commonly referred to as
"Cubapa Airlines") furnished the following information on
April 18 1964

Most of the office employees at the Cubans Airlines
ticket office Paseo de la Reforma 56 Mexico City are
Mexican citizens and are opposed to the present revolutionary
regime in Cuba of FIDEL CASTRO Source advised that he would
have an excellent possibility of being informed of any visits
or inquiries made at the Cuban* Airlines offices by an American
and he is thoroughly convinced that LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not
appear at those offices during 1st( September and early October
1963 within the regular working hours Source viewed various
photographs of OSWALD and also consulted with associates at
the Cubans Airlines office and reiterated his-conviction that
OSWALD had not been at those offices at any time

This source confirmed that the published and most
used telephone number for the Cubans Airlines office is
35-79-00 0



UNI .s'1 STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

INFORMATION FROM FEDERA DISTRICT
OF MEXICO TELEPHONE DI TORY

I Reply PleaseReferse
rue iv.

WASHINGTON25 D C

May 6 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that the
toll wing notations appeared in the personal address book of
LEE RVEY OSWALD (translations of the Spanish language items
appea in parentheses)

Mexico City

Consulado de Cuba
(Cuban Consulate)

Zamora y F Marques
11-28-47

SYLVIA DURAN

Embajada de la Union Sovietica
(Embassy of the Soviet Union)

15-61-55 (15-60-55)

pto de Asuntos Consulares
(De.artment of Consular Affairs)

Cubano Airlines
aseo de la Reforms 56

35-79-00

The
confidentia`source abroad furnished the following



information on May 1 1964

The directory of the Mexican Telephone Company for
the Federal District (Mexican Federal Capital which includes
Mexico City) published in September 1963 column 2 page 119
records "CONSULADO de Cuba Zamora y F Marquez (names of
cross streets) (telephone) 11-28-47.

Column one page 157 of the same directory reflects
"EMBAJADA de la Union de las Republicas Sovieticas Socialistas
en Mexico (Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics in Mexico) Czds Tacubaya (Calzada meaning highway
or street) 204 Agregado Militar (Military Attache)...(telephone)
15-69-87 Depto de Asuntos Consulares (Department of Consular
Affairs) C B Zetina (street name) 12...(telephone) 15-61-55.

Column '4 page 112 of the above-mentioned directory
records the following "CIA CUBANA DE AVIACION S A.
(Cuban Aviation Company Incorporated) PASEO'DE LA REFORMA 56.0
(telephone) 35-79-00. In addition to the foregoing which
is indicated as being equipped with two direct lines the
following additional telephone numbers are listed 46-75-04
46-61-64 46-61-27 and 35-79-09

TELEPHONE DATA FROM MEXICAN
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL PUBLICATION

The April 1 1964 issue of the "Diario Oficial
("Official Daily") which states on the cover that it is the
"Organ of the Constitutional Government of the United States
of Mexico, records as emanating from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs the "List of the Diplomatic Corps Accredited to the
Government of the United States of Mexico. On page 15 of
the above-described publication under "Union de Republicas
Socialistas Sovieticas (Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics) is recorded the data "Cancilleria y residencia
(Chancellery and residence) Calzada de Tacubaya 204 Telefonos
(Telephones) 15-60-55 y (and) 15-61-55. The foregoing data
is followed by a listing of names and residence addresses of

4he
Soviet diplomatic officials and their wives

INFORMATION
CONCERNING

UBAN AIRLINES OFFICES
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A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past and who is in a position to be well
informed with respect to the day-to-day operations of U
Mexico City ticket offices of the "Compania Cabana de
Aviacion (Cuban Aviation Company commonly referred to as
"Cubans Airlines") furnished the following information on
April 18 1964

Most of the office employees at the Cubana Airlines
ticket office Paseo de la Reforma 56 Mexico City are
Mexican citizens and are opposed to the present revolutionary
regime in Cuba of FIDEL CASTRO Source advised that he would
have an excellent possibility of being informed of any visits
or inquiries 'made at the Cubana Airlines offices by an American
and he is thoroughly convinced that LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not
appear at those offices during late September and early October
1963 within the regular working hours Source viewed various
photographs of OSWALD and also consulted with associates at
the Cubana Airlines office and reiterated his conviction that
OSWALD bad not been at those offices at any time

This source confirmed that the published and most
used telephoAp number for the Cubana Airlines office is
35-79-00

sy
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a ROBERTO ,R AMOS .MANAGER,".-.FLECHA -ROJA RED ARROW BUS LINES j
"'~~ NUEVO LAREDO -MEXICO,` RE INTERV I EWED'=TRI S DATE RAMOS 0.1 LL

INTA INS:THAT NO PASSENGER -L 1ST I S .MADE 'AT NUEVO LAREDO,
'~'~ MEX I CO 'OF RED ARROW PASSENGERS TRAVELING TO .INTERIOR
~ "'."MEX I CO. %RAMOS .STATED _THAT ..T I CKET NUMBERS ARE RECORDED FOR

EACH BUS QN A-FORM CAPTIONED VENTA DE. BOLETOS~ SALE OF-TICKETS j
~'t BUT NO NAIVES ARE PLACED ON THIS FORMAN NUEVO LARDED MEXICO.

RAMOS STATED F URTHER THAT RED-ARROW-SELLS TICKETS AT THREE :~

DIFFERENT LOCATIONS THE --RED ARROW OFF ICE .1N NUEVO LAREDO

t.' :CUSTOMS OFFICE IN NUEVO LAREDO SAND01.-THE -CONTINENTAL.BUS

.-COMPANY.;,IN LAREDO TEXAS %,:1,ICKETS SOLD,AT REDARROW ARES 4i .
`

L I S TED BY ` T I CKET NUMBER ONLY ACCORD I NG TO R AMOS ON TI"E ". + R -fa

"VENTA ,OE BOLETOS FORM PREPARED FOR EACH .BUS AND "A COP ;OFD _ "

r"~ THIS FORM IS''KEPTIN,THE ,RED.,ARROW'OFFICE NUEVO LAREDO,'MEXICO L

' FOR 50DAYS THE ORIGINAL OF ,THIS FORM IS TAKEN TO THE MEXICAN

CUSTOMS. STATION NUEVO LAREDO 1 BY`-THE'RED ARROW BUS DRIVER AND
" "THE' T I CKET NUMBERS OF THE TICKETS SOLD AT-MEXICAN CUSTOMS AS W ELL

AS,"THE=TICKET" NUMBERS'OF".'THET,ICKETSSOLD AT CONTINENTALS BUS

"COMPANY LAREDO TEXAS `ARE= ADDED TO THE ORIGINAL OF T H 1 S FORM
I

THE ORIGINAL IS THEN .TAKEN":TO.'MEXICO CITY BY THE DRIVERc"QF T HE

RED ARROW BUS RAMOS STATED -;THAT UNDER T I S SYST'EM THE 'COP IFiS



-'DETECTIVE IN DECEMBER LAST z: RAMOS EXPLAJNEI ,;.
r.

'..ARROW -BUSES ARE-:OWNED BY 'IND'S V I DUALS .AND THE BUS NUMBER16''l.'l!'

IS ,.OWNED BY MANUEL SAUCEDO MEX I CO I TY WHO. CAN ;BE ,CONTACTED

IN THE .'AFTERNOON AT-RED ARROW TERM I NAL MEXICO CITY, OR THROUGH 11

HIS, SAUCEDOS EMPLOYER CORONABEER COMPANY ItEXICO .CIT.Yv?,. r".r

. ,?';. RAMOS 'STATED THAT SAUCEDO MAY- POSSIBLY 'HAVEE.TSiE 'DR I GINALI.OE THE

VENTA DE BOLETOS FOR ''BUS. 51.6''iEP-TEM3 ER `26'LAST SHOWING THE

NUMBER OF TICKETS SOLD AND,THE ;VI CKET.-NUMBERS FOR BUS-516 .Yr.r.:::

SEPTEMBER_ 26 LAST... IN SEW _OF.LABOVE AMENDED PAGES OF PAGE 7.17.

i 16 OF. REPORT OF SA JOHN KEMMY DATED APRS L 30 LAST "NOT:f..
Amr

..BEI ..BEINGSUBMITTED AND SECOND.F0 02tri..REFLECT ING.
ABOVE INFORMATION 'I

x.
.
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4
.TWO .FROM SAN AN:r

;id!
KEPT:-.FoR 30 DAYS 'AT ki

... 4

;.'N'A .744
.''

R-oW 1N NUEVO
'

''
}",+. "r-A = v., i

-.-.ED ,..AR
.

LAREDO ME* I CO , ,CON TA) Ns .ONL
,,... niE

T HE FtED ARROW Off ICE NUCYO.:fL ABEDo Bu .II I 91 !''l,f!L
:=:...,10.,I'=-CONTAINTHE Ti T CKETS SOLD &OFL_;THAT ft

PARTICULAR BUS RAMOS -STATED
.,VENTA DE .BOLETOS

*
COPY KEPT A RED ARROW NUEVO LAREDO ...HAS BEEN

DESTROYED AND THE

:.ONLY RECORD R ED ARROW NUE VO L AREDO ',MEX CO .HAS -ore
.0

-.
"`-SEPTEMBER 26 L AST ,j THEs!GU I A DE EQU 1PAJES R...(BAGGAGE GUI DEi 1..1

.LIST) RAMOS ST AT ED. HE HAD RECEIVED .A TELEPH?"E
=cA R0

le!rt 1
HEMA L RED ARROW OFF ICE .1N MEX I CO C !TY ABOUT ;I 5 'Dos .AFTER 3vAs r

:
'OR I G I NALLY I'CONTACTED BY .FB I '.:AGENTS LAREDO 'AND HE HAD

';. :,.':.THE MEXICO CITY .OFF ICE .THAT ;THE BAGGAGE= GU I DE LIST FOR B US. ,A PvC :1
NUMBER 516 OF SEPTEMBER 26 LAST WAS. IN THE .BANDS OF .PoL 196

i.,OFF 1C IALS SINCE THIS LIST HAD BEEN `.GI V .TO
7..GALD

1N.p rm- I
MAR'T,1NET LOCAL MEX I CAN CUSTOMS .INSPECTOR AND ,PR I vATE'"'r

t



'01 Dallas (100.10461) (Enclosure)
1 Ban Antonio (105-2909)

1 Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through 1for review)

JCS ah
p(7)

Stokes Jag

T..~ II

COMM-F81

. flirt fl

5/18/64

To Legat Mexico City (105-3702)

3;2Front Diryptor i.BI (11555) 7

1~ ""~

* 1e!
~

1
4

Inclosed for Information Legat are two copies of Ban'Antonio
teletype 5/15/64 dealing with reinterview of Roberto Ramos *anger
Red Arrow lines Nuevo Laredo .Information furnished by Ramos
concerning absence of passengers names on the "Yenta do Boletos
form is at variance,Lthfcomments of driver Morales on page 3 of
your Kay 5 .1964 letterhead Your-6/5/64 letterhead indicates On
page 6 that personnel of your office reviewed bundles of passenger
lists at Red Arrow headquarters Are the passenger list forms which
were reviewed by your office identical with the "Yenta de Boletos
tors referred to by Ramos Were names of passengers recorded on
passenger lists reviewed by you

Endeavor to resolve the discrepancy between comments of
'"a Rimes and driver, Morales Expedite efforts to obtain passenger list

Red Arrow bus number 616 for trip from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City
.. ;%26-27/040-

Enclosures _

NOTE Ramos the manager of bus line at Nuevo Laredo has
previously stated his line does not make passenger lists Driver
of bus in question on which Oswald traveled to Mexico City states

assenger list is made and original taken by driver to Mexico City
40 Tier stated names of all passengers are on this list Ramos says
1-Tti "Yenta de Boletos (sale of tickets form) is made out for each

--trip ;iut that no passengerA._nar a thereon As L egat, has ,,
.__ ated the fo at bead4VkWieire f bus line which they refer to

ow
,u.;.as-passenger 1 qnI o see why discrepancy described
um..lherein existsTa..1_
* MAY 21mo1.. ~ n a
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OF THE ASSASSINATION OF  
PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

The attached brief has been cleared and

approved by Messrs Mohr DeLoach Rosen Sullivan
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suBJECT BR1 F..ON FBI INVESTIGATION OF THE
.ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

DATE May 8 1964

-se

1 . Mr Rosen s

In connection with the captioned Brief prepared for
the Dfrector there are attached the following revised pages
which have been prepared in order to bring the Brief up to date

Pages 92 and 93 These pages have been revised to
set forth the names of contributors to a full-page advertise
ment entitled "Welcome Mr Kennedy to Dallas, in the "Dallas
Morning News on 11/22/63 as obtained from Dallas oilman
Joseph P Grinnan at the request of the President's Commission

Pages 118 122 123 123a 124 125 126 126a and 127
These pages have been revised to report the request of the
Commission for intelligence-type investigations on Michael Paine
and his wife Ruth Hyde Paine with whom Marina Oswald was residing
at the time of the assassination as well as on George
De Mohrenschildt and his wife Jeanne De Mohrenschildt who
were acquainted with the Oswalds in late 1962 and early 1963
in Fort Worth and Dallas These pages also set forth the
results of oux investigation and indicate that the President's
Commission has received all information developed concerning
the above individuals

Also attached are a revised cover page dated 5/8/64 and
pages 181 185 and 192 of the Index Attached pages are for
inclusion in Volume I and Volume II of the Director's c y of
the Brief Copies of the above pages are being furnish t
other officials by ticklers ENCLOSURE t.~

RECOMAfENDATION T4
/05 '~

12E3

For the Director's informat gmy 191 64

JMS:pab Q
(12)

Mr. Belmont 1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Mohr 1 Mr Moore
1 Mr Conrad 1 Mr Branigan
1 Mr."DeLoach 1 Mr Lenihan
1 Mr Evans 1 Mr J M Sizoo
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Miami should conduct the necessary investigation
in an attempt to identify the two Cuban doctors taking instant
flight and arrange for immediate interview of these individuals
concerning the incidents set forth .in enclosed FD 302

Twenty-five copies of results of such interview
should be forwarded Dallas.

PiArmalld4
Bureau (Enc 5) (AM RM) bc fe C/1Q/Dallas (Enc 25) (AM RM)
New Orleans (Enc 2) (AM RM)
Tampa (Enc 1) ( RM) EC-35 /6(7 (7 C ---3Miami (Enc 1) ( RM) Ajc
San Francisco

$ APR 22 I964SURE
f..L'~

i
c,A

4/21/64

Transmit the following in
4 :>_

.Via ATRTEL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing) $

-j
= L

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
t

S C SAN FRANCISCO (89-58) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

New Orleans is requested to immediately determine
the day the "Cotton Queen arrived in New Orleans for the
Mardi Gras in order.to establish the exact date of the
flight in question and immediately advise Miami

(Trpe ja plain test or code)

FBI

Date

I r IF

Approved

'.7
4 JUN I 1964c a

Sent
Charge

ty
A

at

Iw ~ J

-el
'^ r a

e.1 l 'ct!

'IS R CUBA
00 DALLAS

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and for
Dallas 25 copies and for interested offices appropriate copie
of FD 302 setting forth statements made by an unidentified

`doctor indicating that LEE HARVEY OSWALD `while in Mexico
prior to the assassination of President Kennedy had mete ,p
with some of Fidel Castro's agents for instructions as to

Calq
how to assassinate the President

-p^+*,s * t~ Pl



On 4/17164 '!r LEE OtUnHEt'.TY P O lox 537_
Half Moon 3'v California furn5shad tie follow nr in
.forration to 51 ` .X : FISC~'~^.
e

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA
I

Date 4/21/64

FD-102 (Rev 141401
i

"r n",u'h":rty is a retir*il 4r, Officer ',resent]
'"or'{in for testes* tuts Co).,nan and is te",nereri i vi.sitine
in the Pebble Beach Celifornie Area

Durinr the latter Hart cf rebrua ". 1964 "r
Datuihcrty took to Eastern Airlines rli eht real TAnnr
rlcrida to Hallos x+s The fli^ht NAd cri^inateci
in "'5e',i "'lorida And '.'as to terrir'tte either in

_Phoenix Fr zone or tlbut uercue 'Jew 'exico 'lien be cot
on the -+lane he eat dot next to t:fo (ubAn ctretcre (ohste
triciew.%) hr had boarded the fli'ht et "'iani Tloridr
One was an older man who sat next tc the vindr and ,roke
alnost no Enrlir.h The other ".t4 about 45 %mows of are
and rtes en route Ok +hc'ma City Oklahe"wr :"here he had
obtained +t nr ition as a 'Vasident ^hvsicien in an Okla
hora City hos"+ital i'a war eccomern.ied on the flit-ht by
a *rife and either true c"r three trail children

This doctor ',hose nee,* D'ueherty cannot recall
Foil he had recently come tc the Unite:I States fret Socin
and the only way he could net out of Cuba ~"~~ tc .,c to

and th..treaf t":r o`.teir A vie to core to the United
Suter ire indicated that he had been ei'uclt%d in the
United Stites before 1nr14 '3r II '+:Id served es an in
terne at St Vincent's Uos',itel in .pie York City durinr
lorid law II

As the nlane annrcb ched Dr:llas Texae tit;t
doctor asked 'Jr '=tuehert vs at he thours t ;shout the
assassination of rresi.:ant i:ennedv raueserty rrrlied
that it had been a horrible th3nf and wondered whether
the truth voul'i ever be knot"m to the Pr,ericen needle
The doctor replied that the truth would nct be 'ublished
for at least ten veers and that '+e knew Lee :!-":rye% Onwold
had been to mexico *"rier to the t5."e c the a'lsa!e inetion
And had mt with some of ride l Cr.e tro's gents for i nr.tr uc
t5off es to hew to arse asi*Iate the presidel,t He did not
sir." ho,l he 'i'd such kno.'ledee taut hi! staterent vas to
the effect that he had knot 0-e 'A " ' t.
facts and not theory that the doctor had ev.~lon~d

tOPIE3 DESTROyED

1 /64 rabble ^ea.ch Cali`ornie Ffl VT 89-51

by SA "'AX H_ rT*t ;'rn "fit+ .~~ot dictated 4121/64  

This doeum"ntcontains soffit. t"eonani.ndatlons sot conclusions of the FBI It to the prop"tl, of the FBI and t loosed I*
post oq.ncyl tt osd U **stouts at sot to b dtatttbut d outside your *gooeyr
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Sr 89-58
wur i s

'tr. Daur"hert thou'ht about the conversation
later and wondered 'cos+ the doctor could have so ouch
kno'",ledre about the President's assassination when he
su'nose l 'Jas in Cuba until recently

He stated that the exact date of the flight
could be established at 'few Orleans Louisiana as it
.was the r!ay the "Ccttcn Zueen arrived there for the
Pardi arts and newspaper photogranherr were on hand
to'take her picture
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Office.Memo'ndum UNITED STAi ES GOVERNMENT

Director FBI (105-82555) OATZI May 13 1964

Legato Rome (105-1242) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS RUSSIA

ReRomiet 4-27-64

Enclosed are five copies of a letterhead memo
randum regarding captioned matter

Any further pertinent information received will
be promptly forwarded to the Bureau.

r REC"35

3 Bur (1. Liaison Section)
(Enc 5)

1 Rome 10.5-1242
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT O ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
TwReply Plea. Jte/wi
tYl.N&

Washington D

May 13 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

"Il Tempo", an Italian-language daily Rome Italy
nqwspaper in its May`7 1964 edition carried the
following article :+ :.

New Documents of the USSR on Oswald

They should shed light on the years spent in
Russia by the presumed assassin of Kennedy

The Soviet Union has given to the United
States other documents regarding LEE HARVEY
OSWALD presumed assassin of President Kennedy
The Soviet Government had previously given to
the American Government certain documents re
garding the stay of OSWALD in the Soviet Union
from 1959 to 1962

The Warren Commission which is conducting
an inquiry into the assassination of Kennedy
recently requested further information regarding
the assassin

It will be recalled that Oswald was considered
a militant communist and had decided to live in
the USSR In America he was actively propagandizing
for a pro-Castro organization One of the problems
facing both the Warren Commission and the FBI was
whether OSWALD was the triggerman of a great plot
or whether he acted strictly on his own

In order to eliminate the shadow of sispicion
in the public opinion both in America and abroad
the Soviet Government declared itself to be willing
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in the USSR The contents of the documents are
not known However according to the interntional
communist press OSWALD was an unstable individual

,"~ and one of unforeseeable actions In reality the

4' _ 'communists are torn between the defense of OSWALD .!
on the Isis of his-innocence or on the basis of w " r;.'L

7 Ott ` .. ;~ .r..
;.:.-..~ considering him as -merely an instrument of Amer

r-.:-:
+ "4

s ican reactionaries -A hard blow to thesetheses .:.:~
was dealt by OSWALD's wife who is of Russian
origin who declared that her husband was respon
sible for the unsuccessful attempt against General

WALKER one of the best known exponents of the

right _ _
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT C 1ISTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

"I1 Tempo an Italian-language daily Rome,,Italy
newspaper in its May 7 1964,-edition carried the
following article -` "

New Documents of the USSR on Oswald

They should shed light on the years spent in
Russia by the presumed assassin of Kennedy

The Soviet Union has given to the United
States other documents regarding LEE HARVEY

f OSWALD presumed assassin of President Kennedy
The Soviet Government had previously given to
the American Government certain documents re
gardinr the stay of OSWALD in the Soviet Union
from 1959 to 1962

The Warren Commission which is conducting
an inquiry into the assassination of Kennedy
recently requested further information regarding
the assassin

It will be recalledthat Oswald was considered
a militant communist and had decided to live in
the USSR In America he was actively propagandizing
for a pro-Castro organization One of the problems
facing both the Warren Commission and the FBI was
whether OSWALD was the triggerman of a great plot
or whether he acted strictly on his own

In order to eliminate the shadow of e,spicion
in the public opinion both in America and abroad
the Soviet Government declared itself to be willing
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Re New Orleans tel 5/7/64

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 10 copies
for Dallas three copies and for Miami one copy of a
letterhead memorandum pertaining to the arrival in New
Orleans of the "Cotton Queen

,-Bureau {Encl 10)
1-Dallas (Encl.3)
1-Miami (Encl 1
2-New Orleans
SMC /gml

al Agent In Charge

.44



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

New Orleans Louisiana
May 8 1964

Ix Reply PleaseRelere
Pik IV&

UNITL.J STATES DEPARTMENT OF ,JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Arthur T Hyland,.New Orleans cotton Exchange
231 Carondelet New Orleans Louisiana advised a Special
Agent of the FBI on May 7 1964,1 at a female who had
officially been dens gnated as the 4 Maid of Cotton but

Lalso known as the Cotton Queen rrived in New Orleans
during February 1964 on a promotion tour sponsored by
D.H Holmes a New Orleans Department Store He informed
that he did not know the date of her arrival in New
Orleans but recalled that she arrived by airplane at New
Orleans International A port

Mrs Glori Fitzgerald Secretary to the
Sales Promotion Manager D.H Holmes and Company Ltd

.819 Canal Street New Orleans Louisiana advised a 1S octal
Agent of the FBI on May 7 1964 that Miss Katy Sue eredith
had been officially designated as the "Maid of Cot on She
informed that Miss Meredith arrived in New Orleans Louisiana
on Friday Februray 21 1964 to appear at a style show
sponsored by D.H Holmes Company Ltd. which was held at
the Roosevelt Hotel New Orleans Louisiana on,February 22
1964

Mrs Fitzgerald stated that Miss Meredith arrived
in New Orleans Louisiana aboard Eastern Airlines Flight 202
at 11:19 AM Mrs Fitzgerald said she did not know where
Miss Meredith arrived from other than that Miss Meredith
came from somewhere in the State of Florida

Mr C Connell Control Agent Eastern Airlines
New Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
on May 7 1964 that Eastern Airlines Flight 202 originates
in Miami Florida with stops in Tampa Florida and New
Orleans Louisiana This flight terminates at Ft Worth Texas

Mr Connell stated that Flight 202 is scheduled to
leave Miami Florida at 7:00 AM and that a list of passengers
aboard this flight for February 21 1964 and their destitm tion_
can be obtained from the Accounting Department of Eastern

Airlines at Miami Florida

a AEST'Rp

2 1 FE8271973
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UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS'OE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

cwt. 1 Imrigration and Naturalization Service
Dallas Texas (RU)

Revod,l 'SA HARVEY B MURPHY Oska Oklahoma City
Dees May 14 1964

pi N..14, 105-783 Bureau File Number 105-82555

T{. LEE HARVEY OSWALD

044e m INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

LEE DAUGHERTY at Pebble Beach California on 4-17-64
advised during latter part of 2/64 he traveled on
Eastern Airlines from Tampa Florida to Dallas Texas
with two Cuban doctors DAUGHERTY said one of the
doctors claimed he knew LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been to
Mexico prior to assassination of President KENNEDY
and there met with some of CASTRO's agents to plan%
assassination He did not recall name of the doctors
but remembered one of them was en route to Oklahoma City
Oklahoma to accept position as Resident Physician in
an Oklahoma City hospital Oklahoma State Medical Assn.
Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office and persons
acquainted with Cuban refugees residing in Oklahoma City
Okla. advise they know of no Cuban medical doctors in
Oklahoma City who arrived here in approximately late
February 1964 Information received that two Cuban
medical doctors obtained employment at Clinton Oklahoma
in about February 1964 Doctors BRAULIO JOAQUIN CUESTA
and JOSE RAMON HERNANDEZ located and interviewed Clinton
Oklahoma May 8 1964 They identified themselves as
Cuban doctors practicing in the United States who travel
ed from Miami Florida to Clinton Oklahoma February
21 1964 They recall discussing the assassination of
President KENNEDY with a man who shared a seat with them
on the flight Each stated be has no personal knowledge
of the assassination,of LEE HARVEY OSWALD or of any
meeting between OSWALD and CASTRO agents in Mexico The

a~ t
i.w

v

Tlilidooms testate settler recos.o.dotte.s slerto.chrto.r el e.r &lad Is ii propertyof tlo id4 sl.J b a *ma to per *gooey
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discussion arose from a newspaper article read by Dr
HERNANDEZ to the effect that OSWALD had traveled to
Mexico prior to the assassination The discussions
centered upon the fact that CASTRO was having difficulty
with the policies of President KENNEDY as they pertained
to Cuba and the doctors each were of the opinion that
CASTRO could have been responsible for the planning of
the assassination however this is their personal theory
and is based upon discussion and newspaper stories They
claim to have no factual knowledge which would support
their contention

DETAILS

At Pebble Beach California
i!"~

On April 17 2964 Mr LEE DAUGHERTT post
_Office Box..537,._Half .Moon _Bay _Cai iiornadvised SA T, XrI
MAX H FISCHER in essence as follows

He is a retired army officer In late Februar
1964 be took an.Eastern Airlines Flight from Tampa Florida
to Dallas,.Texas The flight however had originated at
Miami Florida Upon boarding the flight he sat next to
two Cuban doctors who had boarded the plane at Miami He
did not recall their names but recalled one of the doctors
was en route to Oklahoma City Oklahoma to accept a
position as a Resident Physician at an Oklahoma City hospital

As they approached Dallas Texas their con
versation turned to the assassination of President KENNEDY
One of the doctors said he knew LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been
to Mexico prior to the time of the assassination and had
met with some of FIDEL CASTRO's agents for instructions as
to how to assassinate the President

The following investigation at Oklahoma City
Oklahoma was conducted by SA HARVEY B MURPHY

On May 6 1964 CHARLINE OE. Bookkeeper Oklahoma
State MeOlpal Association 601 N V..Expree;.iway advised she



is unable from the records of the Medical Association
or from her personal knowledge to furnish the names of
any medical doctors in Oklahoma who are Cuban Nationals

On May 6 1964 Mrs LUCILLE TS BAIDEB
Executive Secretary,_Oklahoma State ,Medical Examiner;/,,,,
Office 402 Sequoyah Building advised a check of the
records of the Medical Examiner's Office failed to dis
close information to indicate any Cuban doctors had been
licensed to practice in Oklahoma since February 1964
She stated from her own personal knowledge she is aware
some Cuban doctors are employed by a few medical in
stititions in Oklahoma and the Cuban doctors are function
ing as physicians and surgeons within those institutions
even though they are not licensed to practice by State
Medical Authorities She stated she does not know of any
Cuban doctors located in Oklahoma City nor does she know

'of any Cuban doctors who arrived in Oklahoma as recent
as February or March 1964

SAMUEL J.GU~ERRERO an employee _.of the L S
government at Tinker Air Force Base who is a voluntee$
social worker for persons from Latin America in tho
Oklahoma City area on May 6 1964 advised as follows

$e is acquainted with or knows about all Cuban_
families who have come to Oklahoma City in the past few
years and ho knows of no Cuban doctor who is employed as
a Resident Physician in an Oklahoma City hospital He
stated there are Cuban doctors who are employed in
hospitals in other parts of the state

1
On May 6 1964 Mrs JAMES H/NORICB,,320E

Venice Boulevard,_who is acquainted with many Cuban
families in Oklahoma advised she knows of no Cuban doctor
who is employed as a Resident Physician in an Oklahoma
City hospital She stated she would contact Cuban friends
16 en effort to identify any Cuban doctors arriving in

(Oklahoma_in late February 1964

1

I

C!".t .ca I
On May 7 1964 Mrs JAM S H NORICK advised

she had been in contact with,LEYDI~ ~BERNANDEZ m Cuban i ~_,~.~a
refugee who resides at 2549 Nt N 22nd Street. Mrs e/

03 NORICK learned from LEYDA HERNANDEZ the latter had visit,
f ed a Cuban doctor at Norman Oklahoma on May 6 1964 Qn/ .._ I

.3
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LEYDA learned from the doctor in Norman that two Cuban
doctors had moved into Clinton Oklahoma in late February
1964 One of these two doctors has a family which in
eludes a wife and two or three small children This
doctor whose surname is CUESTA was believed to be in his
late forties

The following investigation was conducted at
Clinton Oklahoma
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Dot 3/12/64

pr..$RAULIacJOAQUINUESTA was interviewed at
Oklahoma General Hospital where he is a Resident Physician :>1i j

'rt
and advised as follows

c S

Dr CUESTA stated that he was born FebrYary Z
19191._in Camaguey Cuba,! and lived .in Camaguey Cuba

Ehrvughou't has life except for those periods set forth
hereinafter Dr CUESTA advised that his family and his
wife's family were large land owners at Camaguey Cuba
and prior to leaving Cuba he was the director of the
Colonial Espanola Hospital Camaguey Cuba

Concerning his background Dr CUESTA advised
he attended Havana Medical School Havana Cuba from
1937 to 1943 and served his internship at St Joseph's
Hospital in Yonkers New York during the period from
1944 to 1945

Dr CUESTA advised that when he V83 a y of n.
boy he and his family had also resided in Spain

In approximately July 1963 he was able to
leave Cuba and travel to Spain He remained in Spain
until October 22 or 24 1963 at which time he
traveled to Miami Florida on an Immigration Permit

Dr CUESTA advised that on February 21 1964
he did leave Miami Florida by Eastern Airlines with
his wife and two children traveling to Dallas Texas
From there he was to go to Clinton Oklahoma where he
had obtained a position as a Resident Physician at
Oklahoma General Hospital to commence February 24 1964

During the course of the trip from Miami
Florida he shared a seat with Dr JOSE HERNANDEZ Dr
JOSE HERNANDEZ is a long time friend who had worked
with him at the hospital in Camaguey Cuba and who was
also traveling to Clinton Oklahoma to take up a
Resident Physician's position at the Western Tuberculosis
Sanitarium Clinton Oklahoma In the course of travel

on 5/8 64 Clinton Oklahoma Fie i OC 105-763

;"y
t SA DYRON H DUNBAR:vtm Dot dictat.d 5/10/64

This docro.ot contains with. recommendationsnot conclusions et the FBI It Is the property of the FBI and Is loosed to
your'agency It sod Its coolest ate sot to be dl.ttlbuted oetslde your agency
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son the plane at a point believed to be Tampa Florida
la nwhom he vaguely remembers did get on the plane and

id share a seat with hd and Dr HERNANDEZ during the
trip from Tampa to Dallas The seats were not shared
continously since Dr HERNANDEZ and Dr CUESTA would
periodically go back and visit with Dr CUESTA's family
sitting to the rear of the plane

Dr CUESTA advised that the third man was tall
approximately 50 to 55 years of age and in the course
of conversation did mention that he had been in the
United States military forces during the war

En route to Dallas Texas Dr CUESTA does
remember discussing the assassination of President
KENNEDY Part of this discussion included the theory
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD could have met agents of
CASTRO in Mexico and there planned the assassination

Dr CUESTA advised that he has absolutely no
personal knowledge of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and no knowledge
of OSWALD's trip to Mexico except what he read in the
newspapers However the discussion concerning the
theory that President KENNEDY could have been assassinated
by OSWALD after his meeting with CASTRO's agents in
Mexico was expressed by Dr HERNANDEZ As part of this
discussion Dr HERNANDEZ did mention that he spoke of
fact rather than merely expressing a theory

Dr CUESTA added that Dr HERNANDEZ has
trouble expressing himself in English and does not speak
English fluently He stated what he was actually
speaking of was the fact that the Cuban people or at
least he Dr HERNANDEZ believes that CASTRO was
experiencing considerable trouble in his internal
policies because of the embargo and other policies of
President KENNEDY Consequently it is the personal
belief of many of the Cuban people including Dr
CUESTA that the CASTRO government may hive planned the
assassination of President KENNEDY In referring to the
facts Dr HERNANDEZ was speaking of the fact that this
is the belief of the Cuban people

-6
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The remainder of the interview with Dr CUESTA
"was conducted in the"presence of Dr JOSE RAMON HERNANDEZ

Dr CUESTA advised that after consultation and
discussion with Dr HERNANDEZ he determined Dr HERNANDEZ
had on February 20 1964 read a newspaper article which
reported that OSWALD had been in the Country of Mexico
prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY Upon
learning that facts Dr HERNANDEZ formed the opinion that
OSWALD could easily have met agents of the CASTRO
government in Mexico and planned the assassination of
President KENNEDY It was this newspaper article and
this opinion which Dr HERNANDEZ discussed with a traveling
companion on their flight on February 21 1964 Dr
CUESTA then added he personally shared the opinion it was
entirely possible that CASTRO planned the sssassination
Dr CUESTA explained this opinion is not based on facts
but merely a rather common opinion shared by many Cubans
who have fled from the CASTRO regime

Dr HERNANDEZ did mention that it was fact and
not theory that the KENNEDY policies were causing CASTRO
considerable difficulty and that the KENNEDY policing
regarding Cuba were definitely working to the detriment
of FIDEL CASTRO

Dr CUESTA reiterated that he has never met
LEE HARVEY OSWALD has no personal knowledge of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and has no personal knowledge that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD took a trip to Mexico or any other place
He further advised he has no information concerning the
assassination of President KENNEDY other than what he
has read in the newspapers He advised he has no
personal knowledge of any Cuban agents who are directly
working for CASTRO or who could have met LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Dr CUESTA emphasized that if he could furnish
any information which would be of assistance he would

gladly do so He further added that if he could furnish
any information which would be of interest to the United
States concerning Cuba or any other matter he would
certainly do so r

i
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Dr CUESTA stated that he has known Dr HERNANDEZ
"for many years and knows that Dr HERNANDEZ is not

acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD has had no connection
with him and could furnish no direct information concerning
the activities of OSWALD

Dr BRAULIO CUESTA advised he now resides at
325 South 17th Street Clinton Oklahoma and is a
Resident Physician at the Oklahoma General Hospital in
Clinton Oklahoma He plans to remain in Clinton
Oklahoma as long as possible He intends to educate his
children in schools in Clinton and become a citizen of
the United States



Dr JOSErRRAMO)(1 ER21ANDEZ 220._South Seventh L_.!~O
Street ClintonOklahoa was interviewed at the

fin!Oklahoma General Hospital in the presence of Dr BRAULIO

1JOAQUIN CUESTA and advised as follows

He was ko,J December 3 1909 at Camaguey Cuba
He studied medicine and lived in Cuba almost entirely
until 1961 when he came to the United States as a refugee
following the Bay of Pigs Invasion in 1961 He remained
in Miami Florida until February 21 1964

Dr HERNANDEZ advised that prior to February 21
1964 he obtained an appointment as a Resident Physician
at Oklahoma Western Tuberculosis Sanitarium at Clinton
Oklahoma and did travel by Eastern Airlines on February 21
1964 from Miami Florida to Dallas Texas

During this travel he shared a seat with Dr
BRAULIO CUESTA with whom he had worked in Camaguey Cuba
at a hospital called Colonial Espanola where be was tae
ear nose and throat specialist and Dr CUESTA was
director

During the course of travel from Miami to"Dallas
he and Dr CUESTA shared a seat with a third man whom be
described as a tall middle aged man whose hair was believt:.t
to be graying slightly

During the course of their conversation between
Tampa Florida and Dallas and prior to their arrival at
Dallas the assassination of President KENNEDY was discussed
Dr HERNANDEZ mentioned he was of the opinion that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD had met agents of CASTRO during a trip to
Mexico and that perhaps the assassination was planned with
the aid assistance or guidance of CASTRO agents Dr
HERNANDEZ advised this is an opinion of his based entirely
upon the fact that he had read in the newspaper that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD had been in Mexico prior to the assassination
In the discussion he mentioned that he spoke of fact rather
than theory and by this statement he meant he considered it

on 5/1/64  't Clinton Oklahoma Fit / OC 105-783

by SA BYRON H DUNBAR:vtm .pat dietat.a 5/10/G4
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Ito be a fact that it was entirely possible that CASTRO
=agents had planned the assassination The fact referred
to was that the policies of FIDEL CASTRO were suffering
and FIDEL CASTRO was being caused considerable trouble
by the actions of President KENNEDY particularly
concerning the embargo placed upon Cubs

Dr HERNANDEZ advised he does not personally
know LEE HARVEY OSWALD or agents of the CASTRO government
He has no personal knowledge of any travel of OSWALD Iie
has no personal knowledge of any plans concerning the
assassination of President KENNEDY no direct knowledge
concerning any facts pertaining to the assassination
except as read by him in the public press All statements
which he Dr HERNANDEZ has made were based upon
newspaper accounts and his own personal theories which
he believes are shared by many Cuban citizens
Dr HERNANDEZ advised that most of the statements'he
made were interpreted for the third man whose name he does
not recall but who also was believed to have departed from
the plane at Dallas Texas through the interpreting of
Dr BRAULIO CUESTA Dr HERNANDEZ advised that he doss
speak English but it is not perfected and he does need aid
in expressing his statements in English

Dr HERNANDEZ advised that he has been in the
United States since 1961 residing in the Miami Florida
area until February 21 1964 when he departed for
Clinton Oklahoma Dr HERNANDEZ advised it is presently
his intention to establish permanent residence in the
United States however he is still in the United States
as a refugee He further advised that if there is any
information which he can furnish concerning any matter
whatsoever which would be of benefit or aid to the United
States he would be glad to do so He further advised he
would take any action necessary to aid the United States

Dr HERNANDEZ reiterated he has no personal
knowledge whatsoever of any facts pertaining to the
assassination of President KENNEDY except for the
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.information he has read in the newspapers He never heard

.,..-:

of LEE HARVEY OSWALD prior to the assassination He has
no direct knowledge whatsoever that CASTRO has any agents
in Mexico or any direct knowledge concerning any planned
assassination on the part of the CASTRO government
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TEL 1ypE

FBI WASH DC
1

T URGENT 5-14.64 FLL

FBI-IAL S

555 PM S

OF THE FBI AND ASKED FOR THE LOAN OF A CAR TO INTERVIEW PEOPLE 7'10 )

IT WAS ALSO INDICATED THAT THE DALLAS OFFICE DELAYED FOR
APPROXIMATELY

Tt ENTYFOUR HOURS AND THEN FLATLY TOLD BALL HE COULD NOT HAVE THE CAR.

THE DALLAS OFFICE HAS AT NO TIME RECEIVED A REQUEST-FROM JOSEPH

BALL OR ANY OTHER MEMBER OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION FOR THE USE OF

AN AUTOMOBILE
1+

i

11 ""r,ri _

TO-DIRECTOR (105-B2555) ATTENTION INSPECTOR JAMES R MALLEY00hsc Ilr

FROM DALLAS t10-10461) 3P
`"

Az.50 /CNb~t1~ A rr^~ "C'~A~ t'Gvie /sy .~+f t9

LEE HA RVE
_

OSWA W .I = CUBA

RE f ELEPHONE AL FROM i PECTOR MALLEY THIS DATE REFERRING i Y
1>> -

TO CALL FRO aDRE EARSON rwHICH REPORTED THAT HE HAD A TIP THAT

JOSEP ALL OF THE WARREN COMMISSION HAD COME TO THE DALLAS OFFICE ~,?G1

i0

ALL REQUESTS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION WERE

CLEARED WITH BUREAU PRIOR TO GRANTING SAME

THE ONLY REQUEST RECEIVED WHICH WAS NOT GRANTED WAS A REQUEST

RECEIVED ON MARCH ,NINETEEN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR AT TWO THIRTYFIVE
"c

PM FROM U.S ATT0gYEY BAREFOOT SANDERS DALLAS
~(~i}~0 "ST.ATED_rE..va~~SS Hof/(.! ...+

CALLI Nb'DALLAS OFFICE AT REQUEST OF MEMBERS F THE PRESIDENT'S

"COMMISSION INCLUDING

END`RAGE_ ONE

9 MAY 2141964 MP

NiRaEUaOtu FOR.THEOiRECTOR

.ZF
i~~'.~L"~.lf..~l.~df/~~~:~'tia

s-~
~~.:~ti_

td 1~utiai.i~.i~r~.+.z~L.a1r~~iir:rsA :.SiL'~ - ~...`
'VW% 4.e
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PAGE TWO

JOSEPH LL MR SANDERS STATED THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION

MEMBERS HAD THE ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF CERTAIN

VITNESSES THEY DESIRED TO INTERVIEW AND THAT THEY WOULD LIKE

THE FBI TO LOCATE SUCH INDIVIDUALS FOR PURPOSES OF HAVING THEM

APPEAR AT THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR THE NECESSARY

INTERVIEWS WITH PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION MEMBERS

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE RECEIPT OF THE TELEPHONE CALL FROM

MR SANDERS C ONTAST WAS HAD WITH INSPECTOR MALLEY WHO STATED

THAT MR SANDERS SHOULD BE ADVISED THAT SINCE THIS VAS A

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION MATTER THAT THE FBI SHOULD NOT GET

INVOLVED WITH LOCATING WITNESSES TO APPEAR AND TESTIFY BEFORE
1

THE COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVES BUT THAT SHOULD IT DEVELOP

THAT DIFFICULTY WAS HAD IN'LOCATING A PARTICULAR WITNESS THAT

A REQUEST TO ASSIST IN THE LOCATION OF A WITNESS WHOULD BE

CONSIDERED

IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER AT APPROXIMATELY THREE TWENTYFIVE

PM UNITED STATES ATTORNEY BAREFOOT SANDERS WAS ADVISED THAT

SINCE IT WAS A COMMISSION MATTER WE DID NOT WANT TO BECOME

INVOLVED IN THE LOCATION OF WITNESSES TO APPEAR AND TESTIFY

BEFORE THE COMMISSION BUT THAT SHOULD DIFFICULTY BE ENCOUNTERED

.END PAGE TWO
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PAGE T H E

IN LOCH NG ANY PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL A REQUEST SHOULD BE

MADE FOR US TO ENDEAVOR TO LOCATE SUCH WITNESS

CORR PAGE 2 LINE-$-WORD-3-SHD BE 'CONTACT

END

VAS RAP

FBI MASH DC

CC--MR SULLIVAN

CC-MR OMSER

xahri st3~ar~ \ .4 .S 1 can 1i aAu: A
'Tr
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NOTE

1 Belmont
4. DeLoach
I . Rosen
l Sullivan
l ~ Malley
1 _ Branigan 1 Stokes

May 19 1964

BY WIRIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Beat Mr Rankin

Reference is made.to your letter dated

spill 24 1964 requesting in part investigation
Concerning telephone numbers found on the fort j
seventh page of the address book of Lee Harvey  swald

In response to your request there are enclosed
two copies of a memorandum datetMay_ 6,_X964 Upon
detachment from the classified enclosures this letter

may be regarded as unclassified

Conti
I3eLoaah
Evans 8'?tiC,x
Rosenoeh
Sullivan 0 1964 I0Tevil ..
Trottit..4"..4 t M M W064

'SU(
Tsle ti
Holmes
(;endy MAILROOMEDTELETYPEUNIT

i'~ ` e ,_ "+~'~r .,;L~y{~ Syr i'~,,~~}ry~y y,~+~~r~_ ~ ~~!'fYt ::.'.. .44.~ ."t~..t r_:_1L L:r._+_fi~3TX..?,T41-:4&%rs 2+f7



Via

(Type in plain test or sods) Vi
AIRTEL AIRMAIL

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) I
-1

LiLiiss

Gandy_.:_

FROMs

OBJECT

Sent

Transmit the following in

FBI

Date 5/15/64

/()

ZOVj

I

Mr Mnhr
Mr Ca"per
'4r Callahan
Mr C^arad
)ir ?)'1i"i"h
Hr F-a,s ..t
tit
Mr R:.+t:n._

rallWan
:tr Tavel _
Mr Trrttar
Tdlc Ern s
MitesIIcla.s _-

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC DIALIAS (100.10461) (P)

C)
I(EE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS .R-C UBA
00 DL

ReBuairtel to Dallas 4/29/64

By letter to the Director 4/28/64 the President's
Commission requested further investigation by the Dallas
Division regardingfthe following matter

On the afternoon of 11/24/63 RAY JOHN of Channel 8
WFAA-TV Dallas received an anonymous telephone call in which
the caller stated he thought OSWALD had had a rifle sighted-in
on 11/21/63 at a gun shop in the 200 block of Irving Boulevard
Irving Texas JOHN reported this matter immediately thereafter
to Detective FAY M TURNER of the Dallas Police Department
and Officer TURNER determined that the Irving Sports Shop is
located at 221 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas

A check of the records of the Irving Sports Shop by
Mr DIAL D RYDER an employee of that firm located a repair
tag which indicated that certain work associated by RYDER
with the mounting on a rifle and the sighting-in of a tele

scopic bight was performed by the Irving Sports Shop 221
East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas for a man by the name
of OSWALD

/ I)~ ill
3 BUREAU

LITTLE ROCK (105.406)
DALLAS i .

N o a h C C WICK
tk )

7 1r Ar 2 119 vial Agent in Charge

rt tt .La 117.~.1 '"T k9fns/l.1..ftrt _aptifi"MLYt ''01 _ 'j"~* ~7E.Ze~Y~M'+ v k '.~ 1~?+~y
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In thisregard:all persons having last name of.,
SWALb residing in Dallas and Irving, Texas '.were interviewed?.:'.
n t2/.63 and all advised they had not taken a rifle to the
ruing Sports Shop to have a 'telescopic sight mounted

.

.. .(

:re

7.,kkittgrd

! ~f~.7r } "."r1~i i"i

f

.

t

, ..
~

The President's Commies ionlhas requested further ih-"'s
veetigation to locate and "interview all other persons by the 11

"~ flame of OSWALD who may have resided in the Dallas -!.Fort Worth r{
area In October or November 1963 =

On 1/28/64 Lt JAMS OSWALD AF #70450A assigned
to Ova 9th Bomb Squadron of the 7th Bomb Wing Carswell Air

force BA .FR.a'r'ort_Worth ,".Texas ~vias interviewee by "'the -Los
Angeles Division at Castle AFB t4orced California where be
i~ras bn temporary assignment with the .329th Bomb Squadron as_
a student Interview at -that time with'.Lt OSWALD was con-'"

ducted to determine if any family relationship existed between
he end LEE HARVEY OSWALD This interview did note however
encompass the question of whether or not Lt OSWALD had con
ducted any business with the Irving SportsShop in Irving Texas

CHARLES ECK O6I '.Carswell AFB Fort Worth Texas
.advised on 5/13/64 that Lt JAMES R OSWALD is no longer
assigned to Carswell AFB and his present address is P O

r`

Bbx 1203 Blytheville Arkansas " "' ";

-. ;ADS 4 ,: . + " ... t
T 4 LITTLE ROCK DIVISION `.

fiT DLYTHEVILLEJ ARKANSAS

1 Locate and interview Lt JAMES R OSWALD in accordance
t MitL"request of President's Commission to determine whether or

hot Lt OSWALD had a rifle repaired at the Irving Sports Shop

',k;."4 221 East Irving Boulevards 'Irving,Texas during October or

novamber "1963 ''.~"i ".fS! 16+
f "!,i "!M r.

'~'';.~ ~z /-* 2 Submit results toj Bureau in appropriate letterhead -

memorandum and incorporate FD=302 in next Little Rock report
Tii 'i . .t. 22h(/i r "~ 4""~ ~" * * ^:~+f f

j'.'a f-M .r 1f /'r f ", ~ }r 1 . I .1"~.L...~ ,~"",+ 1
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(Priority)
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Via

Ben Davis bhsthe_Mc_Carran Act

39

FBI
i

Dote 5/15/64 i
f

z

ti

Approved

CGl
eclat Agent in Charge

Sent

n

Per

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type iRplain test or colt)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105.82555)

FROM SAC NEw YORK (105-38431)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA

fcPuairtel 5/14/64 requesting that the NYO furnish
the Bureau 8 pamphlets furnished the NYO by ARNOLD JOHNSON
on 12/3/63 These pamphlets are probably identical with
those furnished OSWALD by the CP National Office

The 8 pamphlets are furnished herewith and are
listed below as rUII'SAIT

1 copy of bulletin entitled,._ ';Ultra_ Bights "
Kennedy and the Role of rogressives by GUS HALL

1 .pamphlet entitle Free -1merioans-from-the_
Mc Carran Act Da er

1 pamphlet entitled

1 pamphlet entitled.) Bray Men by JA]'IES JACKSON

I pamphlet entitled
"Only

Choice
Peaceful Coexistence by GUS HALL

O
Bureaur(Encls

8)(m) Zir
(Y./ .

RaO:n
/f5t;-.6

r Y
(5)

(40 v 9/
/ Na MAY 16

'6520
up e/og-1/'e

C:h nFnixU.rlwe

'~ 3~'~~ . ? ` "r.fQ~! ,2"dA,1 ,IS ,."_r mar-";jam
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1 pamphlet entitle
Por a S8ci811Btme

1 pamphlet:entitled
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honorable a Lee Rankin 1
General Counsel 1
The President's Commission 1
200 Maryland Avenue M Z. 1
Washington D C .1

1
Dear Mr Rankin

'tJ

1

s

URIER=Yc

1rA} 1 .9

4

B

0

Up s

4

f
fr

t

May 19 1904

BT COURIER SERVICE

Belmont
DeLoach
Rosen
Sullivan
Malley
Branigan
Mail Room
Lenihan

Reference is made to your letter dated May 12
1964 requesting that tho Commission be furnished the samples
of literature which Kr Arnold Johnson of the Co .itiiu ist Party
USA thought had probably been sent tQ..ee v ve ,. = ald as
enclosures to Mr Johnson's letter to Oswald date u11'bl 1963

For your information the material in question was
made available to this Bureau by Mr John Abt Mr Johnson's
attorney on December 3 1963 and consisted of the following

A pamphlet entitled "Ben Davis on the
McCarran Act at the Harvard Law Forum

A pamphlet entitled "3 Brave Mon Tell
Now Freedom Comes to an Old South City
Nashville Tenn., by Janes E Jackson A

A pamphlet entitled "Free Americans from
the McCarran Act Dangers, by Gus Nall'

A pamphlet entitled
"The Only Choice

Peaceful Coexistence by Gus Hall 1'4
x

A pamphlet entitled "Ind the Cold Wart
by

14q
l

1. ~t A`
A pamphlet e:}titled1 "Catalogue 1961

L..0 { 1 t

_A pamphlet entitled "horizons of the
Future fora Socialist Amorica, -by .'t
Sli>zabetb Gurley Flynn

Hri

.
1

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

a aJ !`P!' ..: is !L:'.L:E.~t ~iR...a."s t.14..+h."V1.f 'L'l 4/.* ,~.~~..L~s.~:~."1~.,"1*



Honorable J Lee Rankin

1

8 A pamphlet entitled "The Vltra-Right
Kennedy and Role of the Progressives,
by Gus Hall

The items listed above are enclosed for the Commission
in accordance with your request

Sincerely yours

a
Edgar

Hoover

Hnolosures is 8

ROTE We have previously furnished the Commission the
originals of correspondence that was sent to Oswald by the
CP USA and have also furnished the Commission the
originals of correspondence which Oswald directed to CP
officials During our contact with CP officials at the
request of the President's Commission Kr Abt furnished
us the 8 pamphlets mentioned herein as data he believed
probably was sent to Oswald for his reading and information
The Commission now desires to be furnished the 8 pamphlets
concerned

a 2

ids.?sm.'.-Ackti-:xl '_



I BY COURIER SLRVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin I . ,
r

~~
General Counsel
The President's Commission t

Q
i

200 Maryland Avenue N E
Or (,jrWashington D C ~ t..-"r

H

Enclosures (2)

:.JCS:pah tef .
(10)

t I

r
1 Loach
1 -..osen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Branigan

May 19 1964

I Stokes

Veer Mr Rankin ,

Reference is made to your letter dated April 24
1961 requesting in part that we endeavor to ascertain
the exact time of arrival in Mexico City of the Flecha Roja ,,;i !
bus on the 'aornin of September 27 1963 In this connection )~ r
there are attached two copies of a memorandum dated May 4
1961 ".

Upon detachment of the classified enclosures this t t
letter may be regarded as unclassified

Sincerely yours

/ 7.7 J Edgar Hoover

Is MY 191964

MITE
,a Enclosed letter ad a een~ appp~roved for dissemination

,~ ''*'(gdssrs Belmont and Malley
~

It establishes bus"inwquestion
arrived'Mexico City 10 a.m.,.9/27/63..,.Classified Confidential
as enclosures so classified by.Legat;,Mexico City to protect

tUses --cur Operations in Mexico The investigation thercifaf'handled%

Cowed
1,1 )

wt by members of gat 's staff
p _1Callehm

~T
Evens

lelllree7/~ DiTew
T.~,"AY 2 1 19640Tel. o0 1
Helm.e
Goody {TAIL11OOWD TELETYPEUNITL73

1. ~i Lr~J,wfIR44 a i..:,ii..i a."~J -1r.Jaf
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Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies and for
New York and Dallas three copies of a letterhead memorandum B
concerning an appearance of MARK LANE on the Jerry Williams
radio program April 30 1964 at Boston Ma88 8

The source who furnished information on May 1
1964 Was a tape recording of LANE's radio appearance which
was monitored at the Boston Office by SA ARTHUR V SULLIVAN JR
and SA DARREL 8 CURRIE

t

(

C-1

79MAy2j1

/ e .t-"
,.

I I
d Special Agent in Charge

S-o-44-44)e-s

A

FD-36 (Rev 12-13-5

F B I

.Date 5/11/64

Tran mit the following in

f Via AIRTEL

.OS .0... n

TO ! DIRECTOR FBI '(105-82555)

FROM ! SAC BOSTOji (105-10911)

SUBJECT (LEE
HARVEY-OSWALDr

aka
"is ~r~

Re Boston airtels 4/15/64 and 4/24/64 and New Yom
airtel.4/27/64 captioned "MARK LANE SM C.

6;)Bureau (105-82555) (Mr % 8 (R)
1 Package

enc
4) (RN)

"r 1. 100-409763 MAJ LANE) (Enc.].) (RM)~ 1 100 .ccI (Enc 1 (RM) KEG 18
3-New York (105-38431) (Enc 1) (RM)

1 100-117844 MARK LANE) Eno i)(RM),n ).r. ,7
1 Enc R ' 6100-152725 CCI) ( ) ( ) ~i:.i.~ .~  

3-Dallas 100-1O461)(Enc 2)(RM)
) (1 8 -43) (Eno 1) ( ., .17 MAY 1219 4

3-Boston 105-10 11) .
(1 -8 -43)

2)
w... ~~~

1 -100-35732)
cm alloSURE

ON BULSY MY

0.5)
.c o M

APAfroVed J/ Sent M

l7h 7
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BS 105-10911

1 63,Cias

who furnished information on June 10
F

Also enclosed for the Bureau are four reels of
magnetic tapes two reels (marked 1A and 2A) designated
for the Warren Commission and two reels (marked 1B and 2B)
for the Bureau concerning this radio appearance

Memoranda concerning other appearances of MARK LANE
on 4/29/64 4/30/64 and 5/1/64 are being prepared

1
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In Reply PleaseMfrs
Ilk I&

UNI) STATES DEPARTMENT OF 1(CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston Massachusetts
May 11 1964

LEE EAR= OSWALD

Re Appearance of At me Mark
Lire on the Je~rriams

,Radio grogram April 30 1964
foal;an Massachusetts

On !April 14 1964 Mr /'.lien 1 Radio Station
WP S 130 I3ea^on Street Boston Massachusetts',-advised the
B^stun O f3.cc of tna rederal Bureau of Investigation that
Attorney Marl, Lane of New York w'"m was on a nationwide
tour rc F ne s.+:;;~ tr.e inter eats of Lee Harvey 0ewald would
appear in P,s c m on April 30 196'+ udder the auspices of
the Citizen ' mittee of Inquiry

k Segal sd rises that Lane would be a guest of
Jerry W:lliwns onIWMEXc1Radio,LBoston Massachusetts on
Aril 30 190

Jer y7Williams a radio commentator employed by
WI1FJC Radio Brookline Avenue Boston Massachusetts broad
casts nightly between 10:00 p.m and 1:00 a.m. and ''s
discusses current events and presents various public figures
Following his talk or that of a guest Williams has an orrange
u:ent whereby listeners:may call and ask questions and pip
caller's voice may also be heard on the radio program.

On May 1 1964 a source advised that.Attorney
Mark Lane appeared on the Jerry Williams radio program
over WMEX Boston Massachusetts on April 30 1964

This source furnished the following information
concerning Lane's appearance

Jerry Williams furnished background data concern
ing Attorney Mark Lane and stated that Lane had been serving
as defense counsel for various civil rights groups

Lane opened his remarks by saying that he feels
very strongly about civil rights and that a civil rights bill

"d

o

t `fdlli~
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must pass the Congress Lane stated he had been deeply
concerned over the destruction of presumption of innocence
t gh pretrial publicity in various cases and that the
Oswa d case was a good example He said he believed Oswald
coul not have received a fair trikl and that because of
many contradictions in the evidence in this case he decided
to write a "law review article concerning it He said he
believed the American people were entitled to know the
truth of this matter The article which he wrote sub
sequently came to the attention of Mrs Marguerite Oswald
who then asked him to represent her

In answer to a question ag=to whether Mrs Oswald
had her wits about her Lane stated that she was the one
courageous outspoken person In this case and that she was
completely uncowed by the forces of Government He stated
that he and Mrs Oswald did not always agree on basic
questions and said for example she had stated that Lee
Harvey Oswald was a CIA Agent but that this statement was
not supported by the evidence

In a discussion concerning press coverage of his
investigation Lane said he could not understand why more of
his statements had not been made available to the American
people In this regard he stated he had given information
which he considered newsworthy to friends of his in the
press and that his information had not been printed

Lane stated he appeared before the Warren
Commission and that all those present were friendly to him
except Congressman Ford whom he described as a Goldwater
man and former FBI Agent Lane referred to the Warren
Commission as being composed of Chief Justice Warren
who is often absent from the hearings Allen Dulles former
CIA Director who usually conducts the hearings Congressman
Ford a former FBI Agent and two southern Democrats He
described this as a highly political Commission whereas In
his opinion it should be nonpolitical in nature

Lane stated he had made four trips to Dallas to
gather information in this case and that he had obtained
copies of all the affidavits from the District Attorney's
Office in Dallas from someone not vthsrwiss`identifled who dad
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bee kind enough to obtain these for him He stated that
one f these documents was a report of the paraffin test
on wald Lane pointed out that Chief Curry of the Dallas
Police Department had stated on November 23 1963 that the
paraffin test had been completed and that Oswald was guilty
Lane stated that the test showed a positive nitrate
reaction as to Oswald's hands but that no nitrate was
found on Oswald's face He said that a positive nitrate
reaction does not conclusively prove a person fired a
weapon but only that one may have fired a weapon He said
that the test on Oswald was conclusive that he had not fired
a rifle and further it was the conclusion of the examiner
that Oswald had probably fired a revolver

Lane stated that the results of the paraffin test
and other facts in the investigation have been shrouded
in secrecy and that all the facts should be made known to
the United States public

As an example of lack of knowledge in this case
Lane referred to a leaflet posted in Dallas prior to
President Kennedy's arrival bearing

two pictures of
President Kennedy and the caption "Wanted for Treasonous
Acts Against the United States. Lane referred to thin
leaflet as a part of the atmosphere on November 22 1963
in Dallas and said these posters were never seen anywhere
else in the United States

In answer to a question as to why the press had
not shown these posters Lane said he did not know the
reason

Mr Lane also cited instances of variations In

pictures of Oswald and the rifle allegedly used by him
ihich appeared in national magazines and newspapers
In his opinion some of the pictures were forged or
doctored He said he had called this to the attention of
an acquaintance on the "San Francisco Chronicle newspaper
but the story of the doctored pictures was not published
He said he presented this story in Europe and the pictures
were published in European publications and that as a
result of this the story is now getting some publication
in the United States

3

,A.LaNt y rJ..~



Mr Lane mentioned that on the day of Mrs Oswald's
appeii'ance before the Warren Commission,-a story appeared
in t4e "San Francisco Chronicle alleging that a Negro
janitor in the Dallas Book Depository Building had seen
Oswald "pull the trigger. Lane claimed that Michael
Howard a Secret Service Agent had panted this story
and that it had been published to counteract any.publicity
Mrs Oswald would get from her appearance before the Warren
Commission

Lane said he had interviewed Helen Markham the
only eyewitness to the murder of Patrolman Tippit of the
Dallas Police Department She told Lane that the man Who
shot Patrolman Tippit was short stocky and bushy haired
a description which does not fit that of Oswald

Lane commented on a story by Bob Considine which
appeared in the "New York Journal American newspaper concern
ing Warren Reynolds owner of a used car lot in Dallas
Considine reported that Reynolds who had observed the
slayer of Patrolman Tippit running from the scene of the

crime was subsequently shot through the head himself in
his used car lot Lane stated that Warren Reynolds had
survived According to Lane a man later arrested for the
shooting of Reynolds used the alibi that he was in the
company of Betty MacDonald at the time of the Tippit
slaying Betty MacDonald was later shown to be a strip
tease dancer at Jack Ruby's nightclub According to the
Considine article Betty MacDonald was later arrested for
disorderly conduct and hung herself in a cell in the Dallas
Police Department Mr Lane stated this story appeared
only in the "New York Journal American and that he had
not been able to check it out

Lane stated that on the basis of evidence avail
able he did not believe Oswald had killed Patrolman
Tippit

In discussing the assassination of President
Kennedy Lane related that doctors at Parkland Hospital
had first stated that President Kennedy was shot in the
throat and that the bullet ranged downward to.the chest

Incline with this there was also a theory that.at the time



President Kennedy was shot the automobile in which he was
riding was approaching the Dallas Book Depository Building
However pictures of the assassination proved that the car
had passed 75 yards beyond the Book Depository Building when
the first shot was fired a fact concurred in by Governor
Connally

Thus Lane stated a second theory arose that President
Kennedy had completely turned around before the first shot
and was facing the Dallas Book Depository Building This
theory was also disproved by pictures showing President
Kennedy facing forward at the time he was shot Lane said
that all witnesses agree with this latter statement

As a result according to Lane a third theory
arose that President Kennedy was shot from the rear He
stated in this regard that one month after the assassination
Secret Service Agents for the first time talked with doctors
at Parkland Hospital to convince the doctors of this theory
He claimed that the Secret Service Agents had an autopsy
report from the Bethesda Hospital showing that the first
bullet hit the back of the head of President Kennedy and
exited through the throat The original statement that the
throat wound was an entrance wound was then changed by the
doctors and referred to as an exit wound In this connection
Lane stated that he was convinced that the first wound
Was an entrance wound based on the original report of the
doctors at Parkland Hospital

Lane commented that several witnesses including
newspaper reporters and one policeman claimed that the
shots were fired from in front of the President either
from the railroad overpass or from behind a concrete wall
near the overpass One of these a Miss Irene Hill the
only one who would talk to Attorney Lane also insisted
that she had heard 4 to 6 shots fired that the Secret
Service had tried to convince her that only 3 shots had
been fired

Mr Lane stated that Thayer Waldo a newspaper
reporter had overheard the first police bulletin following
the assassination saying "The President has been shot
All shots appear to have come from the railroad overtimes
in front of the President.



Lane stated that circumstantial evidence in the
case proves that the shots were fired from in front of
the car after it had passed the Texas Book Depository
Bui ing that the paraffin tests show Oswald did not
fir a rifle on November 22 19631 and that the only witness
to the Tippit killing describes the killer of Tippit as
different from Oswald These points according to Lane
prove that Oswald was not the assassin of the President

Lane called attention to the fact that the FBI
had considerable background data on Oswald together with
the fact that they knew that he was employed daily in a

building on the parade route In spite of this Lane
states the FBI wants people to believe Oswald was allowed
to walk into the building with a rifle wrapped in apaper

without ever being questioned Lane desired to-know why
Oswald was not surveilled when every single person in Dallas
who had spoken in favor of school integration was being
followed that day

In response to a question as to why the FBI had
not surveilled Oswald Lane stated the FBI answered that
its jurisdiction is in the field of spies and saboteurs
and they are nott permitted to move in the area of "political
nonconformity %

Jerry Williams raised a question concerning the
automobile in which the President was riding and the reported
hole in the windshield

According to Lane shortly after the assassination
the Secret Service took possession of the automobile and
flew it to Washington where a new windshield was installed
in it

Mr Lane in referring to his own testimony before
the Warren Commission stated that at his own request he was
allowed to testify in open session Later he requested
a transcript of his testimony which was subsequently furnished
to him with the first fo:v pages missing On his request
these four ages were later furnished him bearing a
"Top Secret classification He stated that this was
ridiculous as he had testified publicly and the first four
pages actually dealt only with his request to testify in
open session
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The following are questions raised by anonymous
tele hone callers to the Jerry Williams program and
ans rs furnished by Mr Lane

Q There was evidence that at least 4 shots
were fired Is it possible that the
first shot missed and that the second
shot could have entered the back of the
President's head

A Five bullets were found The evidence
shows that the President was facing
towards the front and that he was hit
from in front

Q You don't sound like a crackpot I
am disturbed that the Warren Commission
is not going to make public their
findings Could these facts be used
to show left wing or right wing conspiracy

A I can't say

Could leftists lump onto your band wagon to
show a right wing plot

A No one will influence me

Q Were any ballistic tests made from bullets
found in the President and Patrolman Tippit

A The Dallas Police Department said the bullets
were all mangled and that no valid testimony
could be obtained The federal government
tried but the results of their tests are
shrouded in secrecy

Q Did Oswald get a lie test

A No He answered questions only for the
Secret Service FBI and Dallas Police
Department They know his story and it was
never made public

7
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Qe They say that a gun was found on Oswald in
the theater Did he have a gun there

I

I
i

A I don't know

Q Isn't this an investigation but not a trial
before the Warren Commission

A This is similar to the Nazi war trials but
in that case they were allowed legal counsel
therefore why should Oswald not be allowed
legal counsel

Q If the bullets were from the front how could
Governor Connally get struck in the left
side

A He could not They could not have come from the
Dallas Book Depository Building either

Q Could the shots have come from.the building
and the sound echoed off the concrete wall

A There was nothing for the sound to bounce
off from

Q You are giving out facts Everything you
say is wrong You say the government police
and FBI are all wrong You are skillful
You haven't yet answered a question regarding
circumstantial evidence You are trying to
castigate the government and the Warren
Commission I never heard such a harangue
What's your motivation

A I em deeply concerned that there bane been
improper investigation no due process
no rights of individuals
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The "New York Herald Tribune newspaper dated
January 15 1964 Fage 7 Column 1 con
tained an article entitled "Oswald's Mother

.Hires Lane. This article stated that on
January 14 1964 Mrs Marguerite C Oswald
mother of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald
announced she had hired Mirk Lane to represent
her slain son before the Warren Commission
investigating the murder of President John
F Kennedy According to this article
Mrs Oswald stated she had been in contact
with Lane during his stay in Fort Worth
Texas the previous weekend It was also
pointed out that Lane had accepted the case
although Mrs Oswald stated she had no funds
with which to pay him

The April 2 1964,issue of the "New York
Times, page 37 column 5 contained an
article captioned "Mother of Oswald Ends
Tie With Lane. The article indicated
Mrs Marguerite Oswald said she had dis
missed Mark Lane her New York lawyer and
that he should stop any "organized campaign
on behalf of her son through his "Citizens
Committee of Inquiry.

On June 10 1963 a source advised that at a
meeting o! the New York Council to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAHUAC) held on May 28 1963
at 74 Fifth Avenue New York City Mark Lane
was elected to the position of Vice Chairman
of the organization

Characterization of the NYCAHUAC is contained
in the Appendix hereto

This document contains neither recommendations
,nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency

9
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APPENDIX

1 YORK COUNCIL TO ABOLISH THE
K USE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
.MMITTEE

On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formad at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 1950 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANKS WILKINSON
Field Representative of the National Committee to Abolish
the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

A second source advised on September 17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961
a copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this
fight Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the
suggestion of the Field Representative of the "National
Committee to Abolish the HUAC (NCAHUAC) namely that local
abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC still
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1962
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City area
have been solicited to support activities of the NYCAHUAC
during attendance at CP club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised that the
CAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West

4th Street New York City New York

$1'i
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APPENDIX

FA IOW. =NIT= TO ABOLISH THE
I ) USE UN-A.1nCn:_QAH r^:'ITITIES OOI.tl EE

The "Cl!.ide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications issued December Is 1961 by the Committee
on Un-k'nc iean Activities U S House of Representatives
page 115 contains the fullowig citation regarding the
national Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (PCAUAO)

"Cited as a 'new organization set up in the
summer of 2950 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Co mr ittee on Un-A.meriea.n Activities
House Roport 1273 on the Truth About the Film
'Opor Lion Abolition, Part.l October 3
1961 p 50

A source has advised that the NCAUAC chimed its
name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House in its
nary thereby becoming known as the National Committee to
Abolish the House La-American Activities Committee

11
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FROM

RE

DIRECTOR FBI (105.82555)

SAC ST
OU

S (105-3665) P

LEE HARVEY OSWALD alca
IS R CUBA
00:DL

Re DL airtel to Bu 5-9-64 a copy of which is enclosed
for assistance of WPC

Transmit the following in

FBI

Date 5.15.64

(Type in plain test K cods)
1TEL AIRMAIL

(Priority)
------ ---------------------------------- - -

Personnel MPRC SLMO advised IC NOEL L BAKER on
5-14-64 that they were unable to locate a U S Marine Corps
service record for RICHARD CYR however they did locate a
U S Marine Corps SN 206 84 45 for CYR Personnel this center
further advised that these records may be on file at Marine
Corps Headquarters Washington D C

WFO is requested to attempt to locate a U."S Marine
Corps service record for RICHARD CYR SN 206 84 45 in an effort
to locate his last known address and set forth lead for appro
priate office to interview him to determine where he and OSWALD
were assigned together who was OSWALD's closest friend at /
that time and how did OSWALD spend his off-duty hours

Bureau
(RM)Dallas 100-10461)(Info) (RM)

2 Washing on Field (Enc i) (RM)
1 St Lo N.
NLB amb

16
~

7 ~t4 01.2 _~'~
`.'

() 1 REC5
e/

MAY26 1964O'!s

ti IA

1791 Y22196

Approved
S c4
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Sent
calAgent in Charge

FBI

Date 5/5/64

I

I
I

Transmit the following in
(Typ* in plain text or nod.)

Via AIRMAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

-i

RUM

S I~BJECT

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC DALLAS (100-10461) F

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
t

%

010
i

l~ w.A

IS R CUBA 1
'10

t
Re Dallas airtels to Bureau 2/20/64 and 4/6/64 which

furnished a listing of the evidence inventory by item number and
description along with a summary of action taken in connection with
these items

Set out below are items not included in previous airtels
as well as supplemental information on items which were previously j
included but additional action or reporting had not been completed

Additional airtels will be submitted to include new items
of evidence as well as supplemental information at periodic
intervals Dallas reports referred to herein are identified asp
follows

SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING 11/30/63 and 3/30/64 entitled
LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY 11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS AFO and

'ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 11/22/
DALLAS TEXAS MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING
respectively as well as reports in captioned matter by SA
WARREN C DEBRUEYS 12/2/63 and 12/8/63 and by SA
ROBERT P GEMBERLING 12/10/63 12/23/63 1/7/64 1//U94
2/11/64 3/10/64 and

4/15t

(~ bureau
MAY 4 J964

2 alias /.'% wLie-% I e

PE EPOI .
(5Y,

CAipfo j

t9MAY22196



DL 100-10461.
.

1..e.Itt the interest:'of'brevitY thesereports rwill =be refe.,.
-N. . iii b page arid date made only

'.' divi

. .'Pr

.. . .. i ...,
.;:"'!. .i..'i "o I . 1 e;e

,% I..4 't* 1fe._ ..:4 pnas

Depository Dallas in same dimensions as C 10 and
exhibited to witnesses Laboratory determined paper

. ....

.tf,Reports andcomunibationsof,o
'ohs when referred -to will be identified in full

.a I '"

"
ITEM NO DESCRIPTION REPORTING _ AND ACTION .1 ".,d -.

. .. .
' ':.

/;i
.t '10A Replica of *sack,

' C'10 (K 52) Reported. pages '292-293
14-'r 296-299 of 12/10/63 page '47 of 1/7/64. -Replica made.;.A.

from paper and tape furnished by Texas School

,:..

. and tape different from that in C 10 No further
4

. :.. .. . ..o 414 pcd.e ..I o z" p ...... *

sight,'.','t 14 6.5tittiMannIi.cher-Carcatio rifle with telescope
. -. . .Serial No. C2766 (K .1) Supplemental-information

rtda 2 of report SA JOHN T MURPHY Newarkepore pge.,..
dated 3/19/64 and pages 2-10 report SA DENNIS W

SHANAHAN Chicag 3/20/64 Records Harborside Terminal
t Jersey City New Jersey show storage of 6.5srifles.

-to account .ofAdams ,.Consolidated Industries and

.movement to FRED RUPP Klein's Sporting Goods Chicago,
'Illinois advised holes drilled and scope mounted priorp:;...t

a 'I to sale ofrifleto OSWALD =Action complete "-:#
.s

41C 46 taraffin castsof OSWALD's hands and cheek Supplemental1;'' t
information recorded pages 105-106 of 3/10/64 Exami

.L
..., nation by Laboratory after chemically treated and washed

by Dallas Police Department Deposits could not be

specifically associated with rifle cartridges Elements

(barium and antimony) found on casts but same elements

found in powder residues both from rifle as well as
wt .4 .cases fired from OSWALDrevolver cartridge .s

reportedly between assassination and apprehension. -No

f,,.

. 6 ignificance other than casts contained greater amounts

...f..

'Of barium and 'antimony residue than would be present

-i
further action

A
..

T g,'e,..,i hands 'of .pers on not firing` ^or .handling a weapon

.;e

!et .1-4 Is 0 fri .Nr i 4

,

4

ft. .
."*

. ,...

z...t

:.4-.. ..
t ) Z icef
Nt". I s
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ITEM

Beige long-sleeved shirt (Q 455)

.~
,

.Pair .of blue. jeans (Q ..456) fy. .~.",~,;:~ {
j~,"~:;;~i

+:+" .

"i.~.._. ".f ! +%1 ~'" "/''1 .-e ""i ""~;" ~. 1 ."'{1` aj'"i "'..r Aa ..
Pair Of Marine .'Corps trousers in green wool (Q 457),:;1A '.j

Pair of Marine Corps trousers 'in green wool (Q 458)

Beige short-sleeved sport shirt (Q 459)
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ITEM N

C t39

t 240

C 241

f'C242

C 243

C 244

C 245 and
C246

C 241 and
'C .248

"
Information regarding exhibits C 227 -'C 248 is reported

on pages i9 and 267 of 2/11/64. This clothing of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

was obtained from his brother ROBERT OSWALD in Denton Texas "..I

Examined by Laboratory and noted C 239 and C 243 contain laundry,

tags bearing No "03230.". It is pointed'out ""3230 is last fours

digits of the U S Marine Corps Serial Number of OSWALD which is
. "165 32 30.

iii

D 1 Known paper and tape sample from book depository (K 2)

Reported on pages 129 159 162 and-165 of 11/30/63
Obtained by Dallas Police Department Laboratory
advised paper and tape have same observable characteristics
as C 10 (Q 10) which is wrapping paper in shape of large

bag No further action./ A ,_

r.4 4

L 1. ..r e. -'-_.._ -ir. sm aa _ 'n..'"brn\*r'bo.r:f

.
PE SC TION .. ~.~... ;':..~ ' .~ t ,.

Pair of khaki-colored trousers (Q 465)

Khaki-colored long-sleeved shirt with two U S Marine

Corps collar insignias (Q 466) :y _
f .M

Khaki-colored
_

.'long-sleeved shirt Q 467) 4:0

khaki-colored long-sleeved shirt (Q 468)

Khaki long-sleeved shirt (Q 469)

Khaki long-sleeved shirt (Q 470)

Pair high-topped shoes (Q 471 Q 472)

Pair of black Russian boots (Q 473 Q*474)

,ITEM NO. DESCRIPTIONS REPORTING L AHD ACTION TAKEN
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-0.DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN

Known paper and tape samples from Klein's (K 6). Reported
On page 173 of 11/30/63 and page 185 of 12/10/63 'Lab

oratory advised not -identical to C'"10 "(Q 10) which is

D6

.

f . "
a+a ~"...'.'..r

T
A

"a

."a:= .wrapping paper. in shape of large ,bag.. No further action ;.
ry J " jC ,*':,^rt ` r =. L

Passport application 'of OSWALD't (K."S)".'w Reported 'on ''~

page 173 of 11/30/63 and page 322 of 12/10/63 Specimens
obtained from U S Department of State Washington,.D.C
No further action

Letter to Secretary *of Navy by OSWALD (K
on page 173 of .11/30/63 page 320 of 12/10/63

pages 250-254 of ":1/22/64. Two letters ,from OSWALD "
obtained from his 'U. S Marine Corps personnel 'file ;``'
USUC Serial No 165 32 30 One addressed to JOHN B

CONNALLY Secretary of Navy 1/30/61 and the other
addressed to R McC TOMPKINS Brigadier General U.S

Marine Corps dated 3/22/62 ,No further action..' . ` .c

U S Marine Corps folder on OSWALD (K 13) Reported on 4

.page ..183 of 11/30/63 and page, 321 of 12/10/63 Entire
file of LEE HARVEY OSWALD .U S Marine Corps No.

165 32 30) containing known specimens of handwriting
No further action. .r ti ,

Affidavit of support and three letters by OSWALD

0(14 K 17) Reported on page 452 of 12/2/63
Affidavit dated 1/17/62 written to American Embassy
lfoscow USSR (K 14) One undated letter received 7/2/62
from INS Dallas (K 15) Undated letter received INS ,._

Dallas 7/6/62 (K 16) Undated letter received INS

Dallas 7/10/62 (K 17). All items obtained from INS
New Orleans .and contained handwriting of OSWALD. No

t " further action
I

q.'.
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( DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION""TAKEN':~ `~ A
..f

r ^ ":..vim

Application to'rent apartment in Dallas by OSWALD (K 32)
Reported on pages 239-249 of 11/30/63 and page 330 of.
12/10/63 Application relates to Apartment 2 at

Elsbeth Dallas dated 11/3/.62 No further "action ,~

Eleven payroll checks and insurance 4record 'card of
OSWALD (K 38).'x Reported on pages 34-39 of 12/2b3
and page 358 of 12/10/63 .Checks are those issued to
OSWALD while at William B. Reily and Company New

Orleans where employed 5/10/63 to 7/19/63 Investi
.. gation madewhere_checks cashed by ,OSWALD to be .a ,~.

ported '"~
lYS Li . i i : `. fit ?!! ~ / 7 t Ayr,-1 y.:ww 1 icL .` 2 iif r J. J

D 9 Warrioirubber.stamp:kit (K,39) -Supplemental infor
=.~ snation reported page .467 of 3/10/64.` MARINA OSWALD.

has identified this item as belonging to LEE HARVEY
OSWALD This exhibit is the same as item No 283
No further action

Application for immigration visa fingerprint .card,.r,
:t.~.1 and application -for new alien registration card .all ~ s

signed MARINA OSWALD (K 40) "Reported 'page 545 of`

-~~,~,,~:..12/2/63
and page 359 of 12/10/63 Application for

,.., Immigrant Visa and Alien Registration dated 11/24/62.`
,t~ Fingerprint card of MARINA OSWALD dated 5/24/62 :..

Application for Alien Registration Receipt Card

.received INS New Orleans 6/25/63 Alien Registration
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AND ACTION TAKENDESCRIPTION REPORTING .Ju y .,

Employees Identification Questionnaire 'signed LEE Hi ='"'`
OSWALD Form B-3 (163) of .Texas Employment Commission,t:
Dallas pertaining to OSWALD Income Tax Return
1962 ()f l fSWALD Il.Copy Copy oetterrom O tonterna
Revenue Bureau regarding wages in 1962 Voucher 7511,'~ `~
of Leslie Welding CompanyFranklin Park Illinois !41::.~t
All contain known handwriting 'of OSWALD Investigation'T x. sti.

made at places _ checks .cashed to be reported.**

Employment application by OSWALD (K'24) .Reported on
pages 30-33 of 12/2/63 and pages 328-329 of 12/10/63
Application is that of William B Reily and'Company,.
New Orleans dated 5/9/63 No action 1_".

'11/30/63 pages 264-266 and 456 of 12/2/63 and pages
328-329 of 12/10/63 This 'exhibit is actually seven

magazines furnished by ADRIAN T ALBA New Orleans
which are five copies of "American Rifleman t one "Field
and Stream, and one "Guns and Hunting. OSWALD ` .
borrowed a gun magazine from ALBA at one time.` A latent
fingerprint was found on page 37 of "American Rifleman,'"'.":

Three magazines ;(K 27 K 29) Reported on page x'184 of

June .1963 edition,`.which was identified as right thumb w~
-impression of OSWALD....3 Action. complete-s ;.r .,,

Library card of OSWALD (K 30) Reported on pages 450 and
507-508 of 12/2/63..-This exhibit is actually an

application made to New Orleans Public Library Card
No N8640 was issued with expiration date of 5/27/66
Exhibit contains handwriting of OSWALD Action

.complete as check '.has been made at library "':~ _

Application for Post Office:!boxes 'signed by OSWALD

(Q 32 Q 34) Reported on pages 174 and 176 of 1100/63
and pages.326-327 of 12/10/63 "Q 32 is application for

4.Box 6225] at :Dallas, dated r"11/1/63 Q 33 .is POD Fora 1093
f .~.[~~~~ ".`am ./ ,A,p ~'t "fly ~.~a v 1.~~~.IJ"~"~ { ~K

.r.~ r U ~ y / "~~ 141 :}4 .."1i1 !" Y i l'i I"'"/M".j* a"~' i't . M .3 `.ta ^:*"~ "ir ~ '. y.'i ~ ".aa t~'~""~.: .i ~ ",'Y awti'~'.1~~l~t! f~ -y/ ~~ i
.'.:i. 1411 . "1 ! S ,i y !}''i ",;. ."'fi ;Tr: x1.i.t "

~ . ._..5 . "'"~.,uf .J ~` .y'~ ,. lt
i . 4 CIF4 1 .1 1"w roT~"~ t ':` is!~"am"f`"S"i1. s1 t c a ~R+r`+`as ~
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12/10/63 Postal`Money Order No 2202130462 'dated .A,.:"~w.
3/12/63 signed A.VHIDELL Post Office Box 2915 Dallas,'
in amount $21.45 issued at Dallas Texas in payment
for C 14 Laboratory identified handwriting as that
of OSWALD Action complete

{

r

t

i

a

i 1 t/l ".r .i tom.,ar !-t'."j., .~ 1"~ {
DL 100-1046 1 it :~:f w , t

:a+
~ i .'~~ 171y=.;. ~~'~1 .. t 4 #~'~h "~1 s"'r

~ .t ~* y~ y~~ ~ ~

.~S! ( * :ri4 E .'. ~ .TA"-."~ " .: t r~ ~t.~. 't4a {...~ 3 JySt -'i f~
.TEM d '`f DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN?:3=~'~s ~ * ~"t

.D contjregarding Box 6225 Q 34 is application for Box 2915
Dallas dated 10/9/62 with date of closing 5/14/63

.%. Laboratory determined pertinent hand printing and hand
~. kriting on specimens as well as OSWALD's signature-`

_A M
j " pan Q.33 written"by:-OSWALD No ,further action y t ~.

!:A b 16 Change of addresscard
`
Selective Services Registration-

7.

card DD 214 two applications for employment and
letter by OSWALD (K 18 K 23) Reported pages,171-172
176,. 285-287 of 11/30/63 and 326-327 of 12/10/63
Known handwriting of OSWALD appears on following K 18,
Change of address form mailed New Orleans .'to Dallas . "y s
chacg.ng address from ;Box 2915 ""%Dallas to 4907 Magazine,4.'

.44.:, New Orleans, effective 5/12/63 .K 19 Selective Service
. Registration card for. LEE 'HARVEY OSWALD ...SSW 41-114-39-532

K 20 copy of DD Form 214 K 21 application for employment
with Leslie Welding Company 7/13/62 K 22 letter from
OSWALD to Ieslie"Welding Company K 23 application for
employment Texas School Book Depository,.-.Pallas 10/15/631
No further .action:t:*

a..:T
-i ;.:;+. j

sti ~~ 1T
11 S.Postal.'Money Order payable 'to Klein's (Q 30).',', :",
Reported pages 1.74-175 of :11/30/63 and page 194+"of 'f . ,.

.J

.D 21 Post Office change of address form (Q 39) 'Reported
;.-. on page 4 report of SA MILTON R KAACK New Orleans

"= :j"1 10/31/63 and pages 328-329 of 12/10/63 Exhibit changed
"`'". address of OSWALD from 4907"Magazine Street New Orleans

. r y r
to Box..30061,` New Orleans effective ,6/15/63 and was

#.1 ., sent %to.",_The,Worker,.! New oxk-City ..;.,Laboraton "identified
'writing as that of OSWALD Action.comjlete.:= _ ="'r r".

i"*.ta 7..,t ,'fit """t1~".":~'.t 1ij''"t~'Y,1.Y
f vle :"t t~ 1 .~"~/l~ " ..,!" rr "~f~ o.,~..r~ r{."=. .'ar~",~~

./"~ ~
Ipr11 1 :.

.;,01.t.v~#t
t.-AWL . "~f i"~'.ti.i ` ""7 r."ra w~""T L

,"'~~i`",il 'tor1.'i ilt"~r I4)* V i-Y 4'~` :~~.'< Z 17t
~

"~i1 .t1~`t t. Y.v"a ..ta "tt ~ t"Y 6 1 Z. 'f LImo) "f"'~ 'r.. 3 :4ri.!t ~ r '."~ ty,^ 8 1.` rip tii~-t..



~'," July 1963 (Q 59).. Reported pages 55-56 of

t~+l ~ :#; , and page 340 of .12/10/63 ',This "is application of

r t'"

Sheet of paper bearing handwriting in Russian and

English (Q 42) .;'Supplemental information reported on t .:..
pages 467-478 of =3/10/64 MARINA OSWALD advised'-she ;L.:* f

.wrote ..the English and GEORGE BOUHE wrote *the 'Russiani ,{ .

writing Additional,.investigation n'and' Laboratory ~., ";F
examination to be reported = ti:-"N :3,. .~ # "`' R "~

Three FPFCC handbills (Q 43 Q 45) Reported on::pages
674 and 686-694 of 12/2/63 and page 332 of 12/10/63
Handbills obtained at New Orleans Laboratory advised
"flew Orleans La. which are common to Q 43 Q 45
was printed from sample rubber-type setting Action

complete.

Hand printed application for employment by OSWALD in ",. t

9 :. y

5.6!. Lt^IrA ~ f9~wAfiK"i.4.t # ~'4 .,~"t "~+. ` ~`."e s~ y,t

w

I
t

.~'t ~+ w~.:a .t t :s_t` .~2,~~ i i..rC`t ' A,3 tr i ."",tr"} .. h ai:-'~

r DL 100-1046 2 ,;:.K";~,,;""';rl~"`,~. Ea " ]qtr ,-r "}1 'r (~G .`

'.~ ""ti~~ }j"tr s!'t .~~~ ~..q r ''~~ ! ~ ~~ NOr:.~v9c ."~sH
/.

~ "";a- '.;ayew ~y ~ ,.fl

AND ACTION TAKEN"'DESCRIPTION, REPORTING._

D 22 POD Forms 3575 and 1093 signed by OSWALD (Q 35 Q 36)""J

'y~:"i keported pages 100-101 of 12/2/63 and pages 328-329 =;.

i,. of 12/10/63. POD Form 3575 (Q 35) -sent to "Postmaster ;

W
New Orleans;-changed address from Box.30061;New =~
Orleans;"to`'2515 W.'~Sth Street Irving Texas,`"effective~

~''"'~' " 9/24/63. Q 36 `is 'application for Box 30061 New Orleans,
6/3/63 and ehows'box'closed 9/26/63 per POD Form 1093

Laboratory identified writing as that of OSWALD Action

complete

>> D Electric and/or'gas'service order signed ;byOSWALD:
~ !

1.::~
~"4

r (Q 40) 'Reported page '185 Hof '11/30/63 on'pages 108,".133 {
.. __ of 12/2/63..! -Thisorder of the New Orleans Public

Service Incorporated signed"by.LEE H."OSWALD was
determined by the Laboratory as bearing the signature
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. No .further action

;7,,; ... OSWAZD with Manson Marble and Granite Company New

.4;f:"~rj '.Orleansfiled July,"1963:6'Laboratory determined
."`` r `

.hand printing in }blue ink written by t OSWALD.:` No
TT further action._

w"tL.:
-'I

F y



~ ii DL .0040461

12/8/63 and page 356 of 12/10/63 The W-4 forms are

Employees Withholding Exemption Certificates for
MARGUERITE and LEE HARVEY OSWALD dated 2/5/56 from Dolly

=_
}' + t Shoe .Company, New Orleans.. The application dated

5/6/63 is with A-Y Employment Service -The A-1 Employ,
'! .ment Service card dated 5/6/63 refers OSWALD'-to Pelican, s

".:{r -'k ;, Printing. Laboratory advised OSWALD prepared Q"173 -'-r ~
` tirote signature on",Q 175 and prepared .Q 172 and Q 174

with the exception of."Corn,'518 Weber Photo Dallas :
and "H La Roche.-l No further action

D 31 Layout job ticket handbills FPCC card etc (Q 213
Q 219) Reported on pages 393-396 and 399-4000 of

y ~ 12/8/63 and pages 173-174 of 12/23/63 This order
yf..

t"j

'. 10
r

;.
` .

..

---.,`

1TEtII

d 27

;'.. D 2e

'I f ~

I~"+
f

!Y 7 to "tAi4 i1 ..+ !" !a i".k -~~~~ 3 ,r i C iJ,"o'~ ~a
0

_
b DESCRIPTIONS"REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN ,". ' I =I

Mail order coupon in name of A J HIDELL used to
"order .38 caliber gun from Los Angeles (Q 89)

Reported on pages 229 and 353 of 12/10/63. Ordered

i
on a mail coupon :of Seaport "Traders,` Incorporated, =

Lo Angeles Laboratory advised the name J F DRITTAL
written by.SOSWALD further ;action.., ;~~"T,,j~ .s`a ~:+;~.. ~"-+

Handwritten application for employment (Q 171) Reported
on page 73 of 12/2/63 and page 108 of 3/10/64 This
is application of OSWALD with Cosmos Shipping Company.
New Orleans. Laboratory determined prepared by OSWALD

.! 0 i0 A No further action.: _FF ~+Y ,,o;., ,~ . .t
1

t ! '~ , ~ 0'6 ''G 1 t + T oft . "%w Jr .'1 ~ Ir k

i. 'D 19 W-2 '(W-4) forms,."application:for employment and ;card 3

(Q 172" Q)175) Reported on pages 4 and 32-33 of
+

placed with Jones Printing Company New Orleans
;at,. i " 5/29/.63 for 1;000 FPCC handbills Order for member

ship card and application for FPCC placed with Mailers
rev Service Company New Orleans 6/3/63 Laboratory . = `

advised OSWALD prepared hand printing on Q 213 and Q 216.'
~`~` ;~ and that,Q215camefrom Sameprinting :source as Q43. ' '~. .

.;.and Q 45 (D 25) Action complete .Ly r J ~b J ~L ~'.,~+ ~~~ ,.~
,'~"~~ 't

"
Fi ~ . rd'f *~ i "t"1 ~. ~` .~/,;"i:.f i~ ~,"! . ~~tt"t~,~~ ft~if .t,}.;e?-I ?~.fi 1 a t

T,. r ;i 6 tt54 5 l ;~ %r:' 'I,

F
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i` "z ' Ll.t.l Also reported 'on page. 53 '1/7/64. Registration=::

R'"f~ . : Le for 9/27/63 at Hotel Del 'Comercio.'. OSWALD '.paid room ;'':j
.`' tent trough -10/1/63 at this hotel. Laboratory deter""`"''t famed signature on register written by OSWALD Action ', q

omplete f
4 /

;. DL 100-1%61 ";t

X34

Photocopy Mexico City hotel register book signed by
OSWIALD (Qc333) ,Reported page 2 Legat :Mexico City
letter to &Bureau'."12/11/63 and page 2 of accompanying ,%.xa`,;i

b 32

b

p

+a~aate 0 ..Ii1.1.4 4Z.k:4
a

"a~~r :$set41L'f,'.6.e.".1f.C"-'.*.ol,,Ai.

Si 1.

" ..f Y. 4'7 t" ~ A'!".'s y 1
e .pESCRIPTION REPORTING;_ AND ACTION TAKEN '}' 'rT .

Passenger Immigration card dated 9/16/59 signed by
_

OSWALD (Q 225) Reported on pages 305-306 of 12/8/63x,
and page 178 of 12/23/63 'Above is for passage on
S S Marion Lykes .scheduled to sail ,from New Orleans

.r~:. t 9/18/59 for LeHavre .._L."Laboratory determined OSWALD-:a ' .` 1
_ .

c ~".t +~ =
prepared the signature LEE HARVEY 'OSWALD.-, No "further-Irv plc

p action..,:6* ..,~":}..fit~ 1 *44 ,~ ~t t ,r.
r

Liberty Hotel New Orleans registration signed by
OSWALD :(Q 226) Reported on pages 40-41 of the report
of SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER New Orleans 12/10/63
and on page :179 of 12/23/63"" This register shows 'the".."*':~z

.;*.y ~ ,~ ti"` name LEE H ,'OSWALD ;".;Fort North Texas .under the date
of 9/17/59 Laboratory determined .OSWALD .wrote he`'=

t _ ` -e ignature 'and address on the regis ter.* No further
Action: i lv : ti .

L D36

Four-page interview record signed by OSWALD (Q 337)
Reported on pages 501-503 of 12/23/63 and page 56 of

1/7/64 Above is interview by DeVilbiss Company

Y

belles after referred by Jobco on 10/10/63 Laboratory
t *~ . determined prepared by OSWALD except ,hand printing

.t.::..tinder -item 13 .for which no :conclusion was ;reached. No
L cst %further "action

~. Y st ,r j /
1 '.'".'~ ~.~ f . ./Yom . _ f .

*'~tib8 Cotton picking application signed by OSWALD .(Q 340).--'4 . t
. and-pager 58=.~T~":k~l Y ~+ .Reported on'!pages'497-500 of 12/23/63 of

`
`

.1/764 'Application dated 10/4/63 made to Jobco.
! Employment Agency DaIle . Laboratory determined -.q.t. .:

~rT^j'.bignature':tLEE "H::"OSWALD written by "him.s-~ No further * =~~"s"
.~' action . " d,rt t ,",, , ~..

-se
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a " dry"~ '.i".s /}
' Y f

b 43 Eight and one half sheets of paper written in green ink
"~% ~; ' regarding CPUSAi .(Q 62 L Item 117)..." Supplemental infor
.-o j ~'-.s~ ` illation reported on "page "343 of "12/10/63 Laboratory 3

'} -advised written by OSWALD.:..No jfurther action ; 7i * "r

11'41. `. Twenty y 'four negatives in OSWALD's possession (Q 65A -~
Item 225) Supplemental information reported on page
346 of 12/10/63 which is Laboratory report. .No further

action

",p D 45 Registration card of lbtel Half Circle (Q 41) Reported
on pages 441 of 11/30/63 and page 330) Of 12/10/63 This

card is in the name of ROBERT E (last name illegible)

Albuquerque New Mexico bearing the date 11/21/63.

Laboratory has'. advised writing not that of 'OSWALD
No'f '`~ Murther action , 1

+y,ts># r ^t~~ ~1f iii
~~

'a;~ 3FJ''~

r :1 iO1 'of~ 1/7/64;''and paged d 4-9 of the"` report of SA +JOt~N''"'.

JAliES,,O! IAIIERTY,,'.New York~:.12/13/63 The
t

io tr

"r i ytf ..'I a ~ af

12

ts. Y

`.1TEt tb

-ALAIL r
" -h4'4.4

l"c "1 .""-T p;':+ ti~,~";'.r. f .!. lrij >60 4-"
ESCRIPTION,'REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN. r% '.~

Envelope` and letter to New'Orleans Public Libra `

. (Q 344 Q 345) Reported on pages 712-713 of. ',
12/23/63 and page 5.60 of 1/7/64. Furnished b Mrs._
RUTH PAINE IrvingTexas :which .was ;found .b.her. .4

chest of",drawersLaboratory determined writ ten! by'~ >c:=""`.i'i
OSWALD .Inquiries have 'been""made at New Orleans

.blic
1

Pu Library No further action
s 4 s "_

D 41 Chamber of Commerce map of Dallas Reported page 333
of 12/10/63 This exhibit is not pertinent to captioned

s matter / _R . I .}". : It. oneI .:,.A 4~"..1ty "

."" Zf 2 =4 News'clippings .regarding the'Free ident. ;(Q 63 Item 120). i
t Supplemental information is reported on page .343,of,.k .a

d t`12/10/63 'Laboratory determined the hand printing an
handwriting written by OSWALD No further action

x46":", Reporte4 on::1k ACLU application;and'Letter "(Q,~+9).'page ~.a

.r ';t 337 .of'"12/10/63;.pages 703.708A'of 12/23/63 'pages 20 ~"

."i!k"+ t l
.!Y ...n,lr
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN :.,.r =

dated 11/4/63 is in the name of LEE H OSWALD and the=

accompanying note is also signed in that name

Laboratory advised handwriting on note and hand 'printing
on hard .written 'by OSWALD Action

complete."~"'~"~ ~~ # "t'~lS~~ t~f.~:` r~~~$ ~~.^1:~ ,iti .Nil.~ a...:}3 <..
Photocopy of OSWALD's vaccination certificate (Qc52)'..
Supplemental information reported on page 339 of 12/10/63
Laboratory advised hand printing and OSWALD's signature
written by OSWALD This exhibit is the same as item
No 444 previously reported. No further action

Postcard from Riviera Beach Florida .(Q 60)
Reported:,".onpage 341 of -12/10/63. ..This anonymous 'card furnished
to Police Department West Palm Beach Florida ..by--t;.;!.-IV
FRANK WITTY reporter 11/23/63 '.Hand printing not'''`
identified in Anonymous Letter File but not written by
OSWALD This specimen not compared with D 70 as

writing too limited and distorted Full details will.:
'`"' be reported 3n subsequent report, Dallas file 89-43.+ 1

}E!~~M'ZyI, l * da i :"r., , ' ,1n, tr. a i ~~' f'.
ti b 49 'Registration card LaSalle Hotel

`
lNew"Orleans (Q'61)

'}~"~ `f " =,.F Reported 'on pages 113-114 129-130 of 12/2/63 and
~.-~._.~ page'342 of .12/10163.* Registration is in the name of.'`.

BEA OSWALD on 10/3/63 and Laboratory determined not
written by 'LEE HARVEY OSWALD No further action

s'` b 50 Guest register Fox & Hounds Milwaukee (Q 64)
Reported on page 4-5 report SA RICHARD C THOMPSON,"
Milwaukee 12/2/63 and on page 344 of 12/10/63
Name of LEE OSWALD appeared on records under date

r """ 9/14/63. Anonymous caller on 11/30/63 advised was'in

group of people one of whom placing name of OSWALD on

F _ register ;approximately a week before... Laboratory s

`
' " determined name LEE OSWALD 'Dallas ".Texas not written , t

4044. by 'LEE HARVEY -'OSWALD 4116 ' fur th e r ion';''''k.',, Y 4
;:+4j

~
. ~ .'j".5 4S ~ _ FI _ i-~/_ r ~_i^.i lf'."lwt .".i . ~"_ _t_."'~s..~_a ss.~ 7 r"T ~r. t ~~.!a~V.l. f

"aL Ala 'A* atier
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JO DESCRIPTION REPORTIN G AND ACTION TAKEN

Check signed VIRGIL L REECE (Q 211) -Reported on
pages 759 and 760 of 12/10/63 and page 171 of

12/23/63 Check obtained from W A ANDERSON Eastland
Texas from person 'resembling OSWALD Laboratory +

advised check not written by OSWALD. :No further -action

Cuban letter to OSWALD (Q 232 = Q 233). Reported on

page 244 of 12/8/63 pages 183-187 of 12/23/63 page
104 of 3/10/64 and page 311 of 4/15/64 Letter
written in Spanish received from Secret Service dated

11/10/63 addressed.to LEE HARVEY OSWALD signed PEDRO
CHARLES Envelope postmarked Havana Cuba Laboratory
advised D 57 and D 58 which follows written on same

typewriter but not identified in Anonymous Letter File
Not written by typewriter of VICTOR COHEN Tapachula
Mexico No further action

L

i .i1

.#

bL 100-10461

1'E

3,
b 56

1 i

Cuban letter to Attorney General (Q 234 Q 235)

Reported onpages'l86-187 of 12/23/63 and page 104
of 3/10/64 Envelope addressed to Mr.-ROBERTO KENNEDY

Secretary of Justice Washington,'D.`C. postmarked
Havana Cuba with accompanying letter in Spanish
dated 11/27/63 bearing signature "Mario del Rosario
Molina. Laboratory determined D 57 and D 58 written
on same typewriter but not identified in Anonymous
Letter File Letter and envelope not written on

typewriter of VICTOR CO11EN Tapachula Mexico No

further action

. b 59 Letter to Mrs GWYNNE GASSAWAY (Q 251). Reported on ~,..3
.t,s _ pages 190-191 of 12/23/63 Letter received by Mra.

GASSAWAY Dallas Texas, dated 2/16/63 states Communism

t'~ is a growing idea which cannot be 'stopped Laboratory

.. determined letter not written by -OSWALD. No further
'"~ ',f '`~+ s,~ .. .Action t.~."xr1 t.~* u t ".. ~...~~ l !` u.,i f_ rt :.d {+,1 "t

"
-'..y "".l w '.y '~ ~ r'j ."~ `~ Q" t Ltd 1 L ..t "r "?, "} "r i

":41 _"''4 {1. ft .1 } .~ ^".i . i ~x =+L f ~" t,, `.YT ~ l4~ 1
.p i ;~iti;-'t 7 t .~ t ! s 4 "';t +"~ 9 9 Lt "t .rt r "`~~~sss~~V++rr slit 1 `~ ~ a "~ t ""r t <~ "1 t

.. s ~ ~+ ..
-`

:. 11.5 : z 1 . ~t r!
t,r ~^l 3 ~ ~ $ y " 1 i~ its t y }
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+
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NO.. DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN

-'r D 64

''-'" s'a

r ``.' for'coding~r~'No 'further action.'.! r,v ,.
j a f

~t ,tra . 4 iaI

yr

Brown paper envelope and paper bag from Irving, Texas
Post Office (Q 265 Q 266). 'Reported on page 148,

~12/23/63 and page 50 of '1/7/64.'-'Parcel 'addressed .to
___ OSWALD . .601 W Nassaus Street Dallas (noni~ ~_ " "j"

existent).-Parcel partially opened and contained
what appeared to be a brown paper bag of rather = '""':

heavy paper Laboratory determined paper differs
from C 10 No further action ,

Anonymous letter signed FABIAN McELROY (Q 334) 4

Reported on pages 746-749 of 12/10/63 pages 309=310=.'x
of 12/23/63 and page 54 of 1/7/64 Letter left at';:"

.Catholic Church,' Stephenville Texas about 9/26/63.

Laboratory unable...to identify in Anonymous Letter File
and not written by OSWALD No further action

Two paper tape samples from the home of Mrs PAINE

(Q 338 Q 339) Reported on page.293"of (2/10/63
and page 57 of 1/7/64 Laboratory determined not . :.-.
identical to gummed paper on C 10 No further action.`=-..

Letter dated 10/3/56 end ad 'coupon of the Socialist =

Call written by OSWALD (Qc346 Qc347) Reported on

pages 2=4 of report of SA RICHARD *L KESLER Charlotte,
12/18/63 and page 61 of 1/7/64. Item obtained from
Duke University 'Laboratory advised hand printing and

handwriting written by OSWALD. No further action

'Two dictionaries and six blank postcards (Mexican)
(Q 439 Q 446).. Reported on pages 714-716.of 12/23/63
pages 65 and 317 of 2/11/64 and page 468 of 3/10/64. 7
Above items furnished by Mrs RUTH PAINE, Irving,''Texas
12/4/63. MARINA OSWALD identified items as belonging
to her husband. advised no indication used

. _ l A ".'l k a ~ :~ " y '` e 1r .
T 7 f

err s
rt.""r.Trr"c..1 4'Aj .f al~ ! Z4i " riah

i -r
",1 S/ard_ 7 p ! T1p r .Y..4 { r f "

C .'~~ q+ '`'a :` 1 + r .w- has

/. ,1~ :{ 1fJV}1"!r.~"iJ.". ',A L. i _ .ii i



Photographs of 'State Department records by -OSWALD ''
(Kc31) .Reported on page 322 of 12/10/63.:Includes
original'passport"application indicating passport
issued 6/25/63 as'well as photographs of all specimens
of OSWALD's handwriting obtained from State Department
Washington 'D C.,.11/23/63 No action

-"q. ) t"

f. ",i '" ".r t / t~~it", -.;~ is ~,
DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN r.te..-v '= "

t

Xerox'/copy of W-4 form of OSWALD (Kc25). Reported one
pages 32-33 of 12/2/63 and pages 328-329 of 12/10/63
W-4 form pertains to employment while at William
Reily and Company 'New Orleans No `.action .,4-',:-'L

Ai ,! [."t I:.~`~~t'L K'"t,~ AV -k, tit "xt~ !Y, "'~r:"~ lra -.',.t
Xerox copies;of nine pages:of employment reports"by'~
OSWALD (Kc26). Reported on pages 31-33`of 12/2/63
and pages 328-329 of 12/10/63 Above longhand reports
filed by OSWALD while enployed William B Reily and
Company .New Orleans containing known handwriting.
No action

Application for employment at Goldring's ''New Orleans;''.".
by OSWALD (Q 447). Reported'on pages 11-12,'report
SA ,.IOHN T REYNOLDS News Orleans 1/30/64 and page .66
of 2/11/64 Application undated but reported taken
sifter .10/1/62. '.Laboratory identified writing as -that
of OSWALD. No further action... '1 ..!

Seven page handwritten resume on lined notebook paper
concerning background of OSWALD (Q 195) Reported on
pages 177-178 454-459 of 12/8/63 and page 357 of
12/10/63 Found in search by Dallas Police Department
Laboratory advised was written..by."OSWALD.:" No further.%

tion. ""'":! ~l :*i 1~f̀ "1 J.i"j`if
! ~1 r "~

~.y
Y 1.

Photocopies bearing.known'writings of JOHN T DUTCHER ",.r
and DANIEL QUINN (Kc54 '';,Kc55):. This item not pre
.4tously reported however to be included .in future t~

report Dallas file 89=43. :It is noted Laborator y rt I~
advised no 'comparison hnade with D .48 as writing
latter item highly distorted and-'too limited

comparison 4 rt ,

. . 17 ;_
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Bracelet silver-colored,'engraved "MARINA."'(Q 452)
Reported on page 717 of 12/23/63 page 225 of 1/22/64
and page 59 of 2/11/64 Furnished by Mrs RUTH PAINE
Irving Texas 12/4/63 Laboratory advised no cavities
found Investigation to.locate source to be reported.

4 .,._ t
.4 .4 r

/

4

74

4
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN A;l
Selective Service Notice of Classification in 'name. .
ALEK JAMS HIDELL (Qc102) Reported on pages 92-93~ '.`
of 11/30/63 page 239 of 12/8/63 page 658 of 12/23/63
and page 107 of 3/10/64 This item on OSWALD when  

arrested 11/22/63.. No such local board as indicated .~;..
on card which appears fictitious Laboratory advised '.
card :is fraudulent and counterfeit and was prepared
from OSWALD's original tlassification:card contained t
in his wallet ' No further action

Hand printed application for Commercial Employment
Service dated 6/26/62 signed by LEE H OSWALD (Q 448)
Reported pages 67 and 226 of 2/11/64 OSWALD applied
for job but not.employed Laboratory determined hand-
printing in black ink and signature of OSWALD written

by LEE.HARVEY,.OSWALD No further action ;r .~~ .

Russian book on cooking and other useful information
in which was found the WALKER note written in Russian
by OSWALD (Q 348) Reported on pages 710412 of 12/2163
page 59 of 2/11/64 and pages 313-314 of 4/15/64 This "_
book entitled "A Book of Useful Advice, made available

by Mrs..RUTH PAINE Irving, Texas 12/4/63 'Laboratory
advised handwritten notes on the inside cover written '`'".

by OSWALD Action complete l

Envelope and Mexican typewritten letter to Attorney.
General signed ERNESTO FLORES LUNA (Q 475. Q 476)
Reported on page 104 of 3/10/64 and"pages"1-6 of '

Legat,'Mexico'City LHM dated.2/19/64 ERNESTO FLORES
LUNA unknown.1 ''Typewriting speciin ns obtained from "s`. ..
VICTOR COHEN a achula Mexico however Laborato

.advised"letter"not written on his typewriter.
further action. ~.;..,~+A...Nol
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN .

Reel of microfilm of transactions of Klein's Sporting
Goods Chicago Illinois including order blank for.
Italian carbine, Serial No. C2766, and envelope .from. ,. 1
A. HIDELL (From 'this film were made the '3 I 'photo-''..
graphs.) ...Reported :.nn pages 187-189 of 12/10/63
further action

` "~

Hallmark date book .1963 (calendar) obtained from
Hrs RUTH PAINE 2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas
on 12/1/63 bearing handwritten notations .of Mrs.''Y

` PAINE. 'Reported on pages 381-388 of 11/20/63
pages'51'and'54'of.2/11/64 and pages 89-90 of 3/10/64
Notations concern<.various activities and events No-.
further action .

Two empty boxes marked "6.5 Italian ammunition.
Reported on page 97 of 12/23/63 and pages 31-32 and

'63 of 1/7/64 Found in vicinity of abandoned gravel..`-:.
pit near:"Irving 'Texas No latent prints developed~s
Previous inquiries made to locate scene of possible
target practice'of OSWALD No further action.'") "`` ~`

" Set .:~ ..

a

Action

~131117.eIf .ifb" ~_ nvdetrSa.~~l."4_ 'N ti 'iV "t ~~ ! y i~1~"1'~A".j~1 ~ 2.A 'Y
:ea

0 a,a0a.0.00.00,aa
..~

M~4 s .4
t

,..~" .0

.4

D80 tiinox'camera Serial No:-27259 obtained from Mrs
RUTH PAINE 2515.V.* 5th Street Irving Texas (Q 477)
Reported on pages.49-51 of 2/11/64 pages 110-111 of

3110/64 Camera owned by MICHAEL PAINE Laboratory
noted nothing of interest Camera inoperative and

14 1 "t contained no film No further action.:"

410 D 81+ ".Three Russian publications obtained. 12/3/63 from

f-J
^"'4'~' DENNIS OFSTEIN .6015 Bryan Parkway Dallas Texas

,
4

f Titles of these Russian publications"translated
.s ` i into English by OFSTEIN arerespectively "They
*..r ,_ ;i . ~~~;~

'
;.~ Agitator '"` "The Crocodile," and "Soviet White Russia"r Ji.=~"'

?:y Tom= (Q 478 Q 480) .Reported :page 174 of 12/8/63;, .
"" 4 :' " pages 472-477 -of `

12/23/63 and pages 110-118 of `.
44;.A 3/10/64 'These p ublications furnished to OFSTEIN

Y` 'e ~' "_ LIE HARVEY OSWALD Translations made. No further. ".

4 4
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN

Four miscellaneous photographs found in Russian language
cook book of MARINA OSWALD who identified them as
street scenes in Minsk and Leningrad Russia..Reported:r
pages :40 and 315 of ,2/11/64 No

action
~ 4 "~

Folded card entitled -!'Rules for 'Betting published by t1 _

Hipodromo De Las Americas S A Mexico -D F obtained :fir
from Mrs RUTH PAINE 2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas
12/4/63 Reported on page 714 of 12/23/63 Negative
inquiry made through Legat Mexico City per LHM dated
3/23/64 No further action t-,`

Three colored enlargements made from 35 mm transparencies.
taken 'by STUART L REED Post Office Box 196 Balboa

4

Heights Canal Zone depicting apprehension of LEE .
HARVEY OSWALD at Dallas Texas 11/22/63 Reported on

pages 36-38 of 2/11/64 No action

Two magazine:;ads on "Klein's Sporting .Goods, 227 W.

Washington Street Chicago 6, Illinois found at 2515 3.-'
W 5tt Street, Irving Texas by Dallas Police Department.
Reported on page 177 of 12/8/63.g No .action :'":'

ai t ^~.... -.) Z 4 of :y
Transient register card of YMCA Dallas, Texas for';:
OSWALD L H. Room 601 on 10/3/63 (Q 481) Reported.
on page 223 of 11/30/63 and pages 110-111 of 3/10/64
Registration is for one night only and checked out
10/4/63 according to D 87 Laboratory advised OSWALD

prepared the signature and handwriting in black ink.
.". Inquiry has been made regarding residence Action..f

COm late j~ ~.if:'t, .rj P "i~..J+ !l. ~""~Ra , _`~ "i s j . t

E "0 r Check-out slip.S{ for D 86 dated "10-4 ins name'L.'''H

.:~'~ bSWALD _Reported on page 223 of 11/30/63 " Pertainsia
*'

. ~f Ire ... t o Iegistration of -OSWALD at 'INCA Dallas,' 10/3/63 "~ ` `
.

. No further action ,,. ~ .! t ,1 C'.
i~.".i4_ '1'.,-"y~. }".~'."r" *A ~ "mss}..~ ;.,.N,%e~t~ , i
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&SCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN

"" '''+ '! 0
I tot co "mplete . .ert'""t'"."" 1.1..i

.

.Em
.,.

D 88 Texas Employment Commission file on LEE H OSWALD
Containing "Claim Record Card, "Last Payment Notice,''.
"Test Record ,Card,'!.Counseling Record .Card, andsr"

Application Card.. Reported.on pages 209-217'of. rt

:! 11/30/63 Data included file--checked out...
-v investigation.` No further action .

I. .
a, .

'" D 89 Ap.plication for employment of LEE H OSWALD with Wiener.-I-.
Lumber Company Dallas dated 10/14/63 482)
Reported on page 361 of 11/30/63 and pages 110-111 of
3/10/64 OSWALD made application only and was not;- .

employed. Laboratory determined OSWALD prepared
signature and handwriting excluding that in pencil:;')
No further action. .1.'4

Form W-4 "Employees Withholding Exemption Certificate',"
dated 10/16/63 for LEE H OSWALD (Q 483) Reported
page 336 of 11/30/63 and pages 110-111 of 3/1.0/64
Pertains to employment with Texas School Book Depository
Dallas Laboratory 'advised OSWALD prepared signature .,y..
and hip& printing... No further action

. 0 . ' 3 .41 . ',I . 4..'..

month of October,..1963 -which reportedly bears hand

writing of LEE H 0SWALD..(Qc484) Reported page 345
of 11/30/63 and pages 110-111 of 3/10/64 Obtained by
MIKE NEIBUR from son of former landlady,.-Mrs M E

BLEDSOE 621 N Marsalis Dallas Laboratory advised

Uritings too limited for adequate handwriting comparison
No further action . -. .4

b 92 ... Original invoice No. A5371 (numerical copy) showing
.:.-' shipment of Smith and Wesson .38 Special 2 Commando

by Seaport Traders InOorporated 1221 S. Grand Los''= ..o
Angeles `Cal iforn to AP 'J.'HIDELL Post Office Box

Reported on pages:I=A -f;-.,* .2915 Dallas Texas.229=231 of
v. ..12/10/63.,'Invoice dated 3/13/63 pertains to gun beeringr .* A.

'Serial No 510210 purchased b *LEE HARVEY 0SWALD.if 'Action. Y.

photograph and 'negative 'of sheet torn from calendar



DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN a

Shipping copy (alphabetical file) of invoice No A5371

reflecting the gun was shipped 3/20/63. This shipping.
copy bears.the number "510210. Reported on pages

.229-231."of 12/10/63 Shipping copy above invoice .shows

''paid. ''Document .is :associated with D 92 Action

complete
: .:~ ,_"_ ,~ .

l }f w

...~
D 96

/a
.t r;.a

r tq Xerox copy 'of 'auditor's ;Stub of Continental Trailways

-`,~;~4~:"~ ~, i
.

Bug .bus ticket .B112230 covering one way travel 'from ."` .

,~ 44 Houston to Laredo Texas .and sold on.9/.25/63 by Houston
r+"~ 'ticket agent No 12. Reported on pages 5-6 .report-of

0 4 '-oir.12 SA EDWIN ,DALRYMPLE Hous ton dated 2/20/P4 and page
244 of 1/22/64.'f .Only Otte ticket between above points:;,

. S"t ~'i
*

22 r :ft")-k M T '.;.r
' T

~.~1.
.'_

i,'.*"'~.. f :tom= .ye

E

:-y.

6 94 _ Copy of Railway Express Agency, Receipt No 70638 x,.
showing shipment one carton pistol to A HIDELL
Post Office Box 2915,'Dallas Texas 3/20/63 in the
amount of $19.95. Reported on pages 229-230 of

"'` 12/10/63. Pertains to shipment of Seaport Traders ;~-':.

Incorporated,. Los Angeles, California *which .is item`-`
D 92 Action complete _ , . '~ =;::

D 95 . Railway Express form bearing Receipt No 70638 dated

3/20/63 indicating the balance of $19.95 due .Seaport
Traders Incorporated 1221 S Grand Avenue Los

Angeles California bad been paid. It refers to a

shipment that "was,to'be delivered to A.J HIDELL Post ) "

,;f 'Office Box 2915 'Dallas Texas Shippers No :5371
:. Reported pages 229-230 of 12/10/63 This item pertains.ra .a

to exhibits. D 92 ~D ;93 and D 94 .Action complete t

Envelope postmarked'11/10/62 addressed to New York

Labor News Company New York New York bearing return

address L H OSWALD Box 2915 Dallas,"Texas Reported

pages 5-6 of report of SA EDWIN DALRYMPIE Houston

12/4/63 and page 6 report of same AGENT dated 12/18/63
This item furnished by HORACE TWIFORD Houston Texas,
who informed item mailed to him by Socialist Labor

.Party. Action completer "~. :... s {. " "
1 1



.D 101

r File No further action ~ :,"._~ . ~i..~
~"r-4 - ~"" .. 1 t"h..4.~ti"'~~6 -f }. "~ J'" .t i w.r ."f ,j "1""".r

;~Y4I~ ~ .` .~ r " :4 + '.[ ~ r + "a ~"t ",~'"I T~ fit .

',-0 y4 y;1..1 ,'"i 4 .. ..'y 23 r'..
Y.'. "_ ~, . Z/w ./ +

.+ s
.

' ~

4

Letter on Bureau''of'Prisons form No 70 dated 11/23/63
to Warden 'GOLLAHER "FCI Seagoville Texas (Q 485).
Reported on pages 24-25 of 3/30/64 Anonymous
not identified by Laboratory Investigation relating
to this item is to be included in a future Dallas,
report in Dallas file 89-43.

Anonymous typewritten envelope addressed to "Letters to
the Editor, Newsweek postmarked Los Angeles and ~`~"~u;~a"~.
accompanying typewritten letter addressed to Newsweek,'
dated 12/26/63 (Q 486) Reported on pages 275-278 of
4/15/64. Letter'":is'signed R SERLING who advised'he "'
did not send letter... Laboratory unable to identify
in Anonymous Letter File but informed typewriter used
was same one used to prepare D 101 which is a letter
to Senator Kuchel No further action

Anonymous typewritten letter addressed to Senator .
THOMAS H..KUCHEL dated 12/19/63 signed "R SERLING"..
(Q 487) Reported on pages 275-278 of 4/15/64.
SERLING advised did not write letter to-Senator
Kuehel.,o Laboratory 'advised same* typewriter also used
to write, ,.D 100 ,but not idenxi.f.ied in :Anonymous letter "'.

t ~

":" C

DESCRIPTION= REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN "'

Sold from 9/24 to 9/26/63 and ticket agent recalled".''..'
-man buying ticket strongly resembled OSWALD. Logical

_
~

,inquiries conducted.. i Action ,complete
=

Envelope postmarked'Baltimore,,1/21/64` containing'}~! ,
anonymous hand printed letter and 'newspaper coupon''-of
the Tatler Publishing Company Washington D C.` (Q 488)
Reported on pages 232-233 of 3/30/64 Made available
at Washington D C. however not identified in Anonymous
Letter File. No further action

I
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D 102

D 103

t

.D 107

%Z Y
.var.'

t4 !

24

.tf 1

Copy of Transportes Frontera Bus Company passenger list
of 10/2-3/63 The name "OSWLD is listed as No 4
The original of this item is designated as J 8

One copy of Flecha Roja passenger list 9/26/63 relating
to LEE HARVEY OSWALD's travel in Mexico Reported on
pages"10-12 of report of SA JOHN M KEMMY San Antonio
12/17/63 LEE H OSWALT listed as passenger No 14
Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City Investigation has been
conducted,to identify OSWALD as a .passenger. Action4 z

Complete.
", > .

t ter t s. T e rr x
`fib _

` '

b 106

a
t

'~

DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN

Century Arms Incorporated Order No 8934 dated 6/29/62,'
reflecting sale of 700 6.5 caliber Italian carbines to
Aldens 5000 W ,Roosevelt'Road Chicago Illinois .
Reported on page ".206 of 12/10/63 Shipment contained
rifle having Serial'No 2766 but-is not same rifle as
C 14 Investigation has been conducted with respect
to tracing this rifle from the date imported Action
complete

Original list of serial numbers of 700 Carcano Italian
carbines received by Century Arms Incorporated from
Empire Sporting Goods Montreal Quebec Canada..
(Serial No 2766appears on the last page of numbers):
Reported on'page 206 of 12/10/63 _Above list'of guns
pertains to Century Arms Incorporated Order No 8934
(U 102)

Twenty one items from Texas Employment Commission files
Austin Texas regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD (Qc69 Qc70)
All of these items are included under exhibit D 51

Eleven photostatic copies of,Texas State warrants issued
to LEE HARVEY OSWALD (Qc68) 'These items are also
included under exhibit D
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D 1O8 Handbill "Hands Off Cuba found on porch at 4907

,:"D 109

D 110

I

"
K "

113

J
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.*% .1 . ti r t

.pESCRIPTIONi P01,RE TING AND ACTION TAKEN , ~"f''.-~

Magazine Street New Orleans Louisiana Reported on
.

page 99 of 12/2/63. Handbill bears "L H OSWALD 4907
Magazine .St.',-New Orleans La."."'Necessary investigation''
has been conducted i No further action `a " ''~,;:m., S h A`. j . i ` ""j!.,J "~ .(.l. M.~"1 "J7 t

W-4 form dated 1/17/56 in name'of LEE HARVEY OSWALD = -*
bbtained from I R Michell Incorporated 442 Canals
Street New Orleans Louisiana Reported on page 11
of 12/2/63 No further action

Eleven time cards of LEE HARVEY OSWALD obtained from ,`
William B Reily.and Company Incorporated. Reported
on pages 35-38 of 12/2/63 OSWALD employed 5/10/63

`

to 7/19/63.. Necessary investigation has been conducted.
No further action.

111 Five payroll time cards obtained from G F TUJAGUE
442 Canal Street,""New Orleans Louisiana Reported on
page 6 of 12/2/63.

`
Above relates to employment of

OSWALD from .11/10/55 to 1/14/56and necessary investi

gction has been conducted.'''.:'. ..'

0-4 form dated 11/12/55 in name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
obtained from C F :"TUJAGUE 442 Canal Street New
Orleans Louisiana.''Reported on page 5 of 12/2/63.
No action

Two employees records sheets in name of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD obtained from G F TUJAGUE 442 Canal Street
New Orleans Reported on pages 4-5 of'12/2/63..'No ..
further action ' i .:" r -ter 4 r

1 ~
Release dated 147/56 signed by LEE HARVEY OSWALD ...'.'
obtained"from C .F TUJAGUE 442 Canal"Street, New
Orleans Reported on page 6 of 12/2/63 . No ,action.

` "s ` n

`."~~ the following records from the Louisiana Division `r"3
6E Unemployment Security 'Two application cards LSES-511

;fir r~ is q % ".~.~~r~ ,.+~
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DESCRIPTIO `REPORTING AND 'ACTION TAKEN . }a s;J~~rr

cont,) one additional card 'LSES-512 Claim Record Card a
:pee

y .
Form IB-l .Interstate Claim Supplement Form IB-10 -~
dated 7/21/- Texas Employment Commission Form B-11 -'r

Interstate Claim Supplement IB-10 4/26/63 and
note dated 11/27/63 regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD with :
attachment .Reported on pages 82-83 of 12/2/63 and . `

pages '-17-26 of 12/8/63 Necessary investigation''has.
been conducted ;No further action

D 116 Roll of 16 mm duplicate film print of movies by
WDSU-TV taken of OSWALD on three occasions

'~ " a) Silent film of OSWALD distributing leaflets at
New Orleans .8/16/63

!

to) Silent film of OSWALD's court appearance New
.. .Orleans, Louisiana 8/12/63

e) Sound film interview at WDSU-TV on 8/21/63
Reported on pages 421 and 427 of 12/8/63 No further
action

$ 127 Roll of 16'mm duplicate film print of 'silent navies '
.-t:,

by WWL-TV showing ..OSWALD distributing leaflets at '
r New Orleans Reported on .pages 425-426 of 12/8/63.

R ho further action .`

Record of radio program "Conversation Carte Blanche.
Broadcast 8/21/63 at 6:05 p.m over radio station
WDSU Reported on page 695 of 12/2/63 page 165 of
12/10/63 and pages 523-539 of 4/15/64 OSWALD was

'. participant on program No further action

~'"1f.119 Envelope postmarked Minsk 9/11/63 bearing handwritten
`"~ t address "Lee H. Oswald P.O. Box 30061 New Orleans La.
'. ".

I
USA, and accompanying one page handwritten letter dated

Minsk 9/9/63 beginning "Dear Aleck it has been-

ending on reverse aide 'Xour friend Erick. 489)..f
} '`:'~~ " Reported on pages 255-256 of 12/2/63 page 746 ~of '7 `-'*

sM " .~-a
"f'~

12/23/63 .ages 74-75 of 2/11/64 and page 119 of 3/10/64 t

r -1

"i

3

r

,r

ilg

si . `'~ ,. .. y~s
`

J i` 1 R,'"{
I A t". ~. ".i. " 1rI ~"wv/}.e .y:1 i1 ,~~~L[iS`.r'rs"(I !~ SA Lr }~~~. r N f. w
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN .,.
=J.

MARINA OSWALD has advised ERICK TITOVIETS is friend
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD who worked in same factory in

0

Russia This person mentioned in CIA memo to Director-';
2/4/64 'concerning investigation in Russia." Laboratory :':'
unable to identify An National Security File. Action
complete

.* 4:1 2. -t ..
. f

Envelope postmarked Minsk 10/28/63 bear ing hatid--. .
written address "Lee H Oswald P O Box 30061

Orleans La. USA (address marked through
evidently by U S Post Office to reflect address
2515 W 5th Street .Irving,.T'exas) and accompanying .*'`

one page handwritten letter dated "Minsk.Oct.-28 1963,r
beginning.,"Dear'Aleck I hope everything--Y
ending on reverse side "Yours'friend Erick.
(Q 490) Reported on page 255 of 12/2/63 pages 75-76
of 2/11/64 and page 119 of 3/10/64 Laboratory unable
to identify in.National Security File See information
under D119 ..

.!:. .. fe .--.
Three pages of typewriting from the Smith-Corona
portable typewriter Serial No 4A303942 property
of RUTH HYDE PAINE .(K 62) Reported on page 56 of
2/11/64 and page 102 of 3/10/64.' Specimens obtained
for comparison purposes. Laboratory advised typewriter
used to prepare D 121 also used to prepare letter
dated 11/9/63 signed LEE HARVEY OSWALD contained in

specimen Q 176 previously submitted and designated as
Soviet Embassy file No further action

Envelope postmarked Long Island City 'New York 2/6/64
bearing typewritten address "Times Herald,'Dallas 'Texas
Exclusive for City Editor and accompanying two page
typewritten'letter beginning,'."I've got to tell and..
enditig,.'I'sign *self Hr Z.q.(Q 491). Reported on'.1
pages 120-123 of-3/10/64 Laboratory unable to:identify

"Fifth Avenue which ia 'exclusive to F W Wo~~Worth
in Anonymous Letter File

however,...l.e..tter.bears ..,77ark
.,.%

27
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN+ "_ ~ "~ %"v

Stores No further action. 'r =
/

j 4
..~.S . 1 .. "r J .l A"."~

'
'R "i

Pour page handwritten letter in Russian with the... .i

heading 2515 W 5th Street Irving,'Texas December 27,.:.
1963 which is a letter to 'MARINA OSWALD from RUTH .4
PAINE .-Reported 'on page 315 of 2/11/64 and pages'-..
125-126 ."of .3/10/64. ".Translation set :forth "No "further
action i .

Known handwriting and hand printing of JENO FARKAS '

(K 1 of 44-24016) This item is reported in the case
entitled JACK L RUBY aka LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
VICTIM CR. . Dallas file 44-1639 'Bureau file 44-24016.

Envelope postmarked "E1 Paso 2 Tex Jan 11 `3 PM 1964
addressed to Mr JACK RUBY c/o Dallas County Jail ,..
Dallas Texas and accompanying a one page hand printed
note beginning "Jack tell them nothing and ending
"Fair Play for Cuba. (Qc2 and Qc3 of .44-24016). See

explanation under "D 124 r } .~
S "" ""

Handwritten anonymous letter beginning,'"To the

tnves'tigating Committee (Q 1 of 44-24016) See.:74-t'!
I

PL 100-10461

.-i

$T ,xTEM d

-(D lj cont)

D 123

P

:.D 127 Envelope postmarked "Los Angeles Calif 20 Jan 1964 AM
} bearing a handwritten address "The Prime Minister and

accompanying a one page handwritten letter beginning
"Dear Alec and ending on the reverse side "Why Kennedy
was shot. (Q 492) Reported on pages 20-22 of 3/30/64
Letter is addressed to ALEC DOUGLAS BONES House of

'
Commons London England and was furnished by con

' fidential source abroad }Laboratory unable to identify
in Anonymous :Letter File No further."action

%'b 1211" Envelope postmarked San Antonio 'Tex 1B Dec 2 1963

.~'f 8:00 PM'bearing typewritten address "Mrs Oswald, etc

' (Q 1 *f 9-41624).'" Information regarding this item''is
be included in a subsequent report of the Dalla . b+

Office in case entitled ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT ASR

f

explanation under D 124 ;~ ` j., j. "~
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ITEt DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN
s.

T4

i

D133

134

D 135

(D 1 8 cont) JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS;.
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING...

{ .

D 129 Mews clipping entitled "Oswald Looked Trouble Bound,"etc
(Q 2 of 9-41624)...'See explanation under D 128

ii 130 Envelope postmarked "San Antonio Tex 2A Dec 3 1963
7:00 PM bearing typewritten address "Mrs Marguerite
Oswald, etc. (Q3 of 9-41624) See explanation under

128

D 131 Two newspaper clippings One entitled "Officers

Blamed, etc. and bearing typewritten message other
entitled "Man Kills Minister, etc. and bearing
typewritten message (Q 4 of 9-41624) See explanation
under D 128

D 132 Envelope postmarked "San Antonio Tex.1A Dec 6,1963
4:00 PM bearing handwritten address "Mrs Marguerite
Oswald, etc (Q 5 of 9-41624) See explanation under

128 :. .t

One page handwritten letter beginning "Marguerite
Oswald you are, etc (Q 6 of 9-41624) See explana
tion under D 128.

r

Envelope postmarked "Jamaica N.Y:, 1A Dec 6 1963
7:30 PM bearing hand printed address "Mrs Oswald
Sr., etc (Q 7 of 9-41624).. See explanation under

128

Two page letter,''first page beginning "To ad ."
assassins - and second page beginning "Take card
of you (Q 8 of 9-41624). See explanation under

128.tj.4 t;.A:sof.1 ."

. ~ is oaf'=
i::"~ .."~ 29 ~ "..
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DESCRIPTION REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN :'~' r _ .~:~ ~
s ..

.shows Italian carbine 6.5 W/4X scope Klein's Control r
No VC 836 Serial No C2766 shipped to A HIDELL .r :~' t

=

Post Office_ `Box 2915 Dallas Texas Laboratory r'`;t"wre ,~'~~
identified handwriting and hand printing 'on envelope.!'..
and order form."as that of _LEE :HARVEY OSWALD.' 'Actioa ;;~ ^ `

1

'at

.l
.

r
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ITEM

~J cont.)

..."t

,

..

.a`1.* 2 A JL ~:~S~i'~+11i~.~ :tip:":`id!!~L1 .~ v"~
,~~f"L~.1 _e:t

complete

PC Form 2153X receipt of propaganda (Q 103) Reported
on page 157 of 12/23/63 Card bears printed words,
"Always I protest this intimidation, which is signed
LEE H OSWALD. Laboratory determined signature and `+~
printing that "of 'LEE HARVEY OSWALD. ' "'~~ x ~ }~`

Original Mexican tourist ~card of "OSWALD (Q 208) . s .~

Reported-on page 571 of 12/2/63 pages 317-318 of
12/8/63 pages 170 and 203 of 12/23/63 and pages
315-317 of 4/15/64. Application made New Orleans,
Louisiana, 9/17/63 OSWALD.entered.Mexico 9/26/63
and departed 10/3/63 at Nuevo Laredo Mexico.1 Hand=
written signature of OSWALD determined written by ;:r:..":
him Action complete F '" ". .

`
i.~ , ~~:.::

Purchase application form for firearms~ bearing hand
writing which was located between pages 264 and 265 "~

of book entitled "Shooters Bible Stoeger Arms,'
Corp. (Q 224) Reported on pages 17-19 report of
STEPHEN M CALLENDER New Orleans 12/10/63 page 127.
of 12/23/63 Found by JOHN RAYMOND EDWARDS New

Orleans Louisiana who claimed bad checked book out ~_
about five times in past five years and application

`

found in book 'was...filled out since the."first time he
checked out .book 'Reported by EDWARDS as aware OSWALD'
had lived in New Orleans'at one time Laboratory " =
advised writing not 'that.-of OSWALD.t No further. action

ti ,~y "~".~ 1 "~"y.i o .Y i vw ltd pryTq rt r A"I.1.~,~ "~ '~ .".w '1 [ ",..0 -7n,f ~ "T 1

., 15,3 +.g, ~ ',".[~'{L tis y _ "y ~1 .',t '.4 `. 4~ "# ~.` a..i~'I~~"~,[..
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DESCRIPTION ,'REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN "'s If-.71W ._

Personal history form (Q 227) Reported on pages
8-15 of report of SA JOHN T. REYNOLDS New Orleans, .
12/6/63 :and 'page 180 of 12/23/63 New Orleans
Louisiana Public* Schools ` form 'for Beauregard Junior Ti.~
High School* bears.. name LEE OSWALD Examined by`=',`.*~ .":.:r,: ."i'.~;'",. s -;fir.
Laboratory. No further action ";".,.

-..
DL 100-10461

ITEM .1

J 6

t

"i
y s :o l

J 5

~~

Cuban letter to USIA (Qc350A. Qc351) Reported on
pages 54-55 of 1/22/64 page 104 of 3/10/64 and page
312 of 4/15/64 Envelope postmarked Cuba 12/3/63
addressed to ."The Voice of America,",.Washington D 'C:
with accompanying typed letter in Spanish dated
11/27/63 .signed MIGUEL GALBAN LOPEZ Translation
reported. ..;'No further fiction.' :'

~~
="`"

r.~ .

Cuban letter to New York newspaper (Qc352 Qc353).
Reported on pages 54-55 of 1/22/64 and pagg 104 of
3/10/64. Envelope postmarked Cuba 12/3/03 addressed.
to Sr Editor Diario .De New York, Daily of New York
New York New York with 'accompanying typed letter -dated
11/27/63 signed MIGUEL GALBAN LOPEZ Translation.to

t
:

+ _.~be reported t~",: ,u l",'N c tee :r

'Mexican bus list of passengers (Q 332) Reported i n..

Legat Mexico airtel to Bureau 12/11/63 and pages
1-4 of accompanying 1411I page 52 of 1/7/64 pages
1-2 of Dallas LHM 2/1.5/64 Legat Mexico airtel to
Bureau and accompanying LHM of 2/27/64 pages 19-21
and 23-25 of San Antonio LHM of 3/2/64 and pages 3
and 13 of report-of SA JOHN M KEHMY, "San Antonio
3/11/64. Manifest of Transporte yrontera Bus Company=..
for bus No '340 'trip No. 2 Mexico City to Nuevo

Laredo leaving "1":00 p.m. 10/2/63 has name "OSWLD r
as occupying seat .No Persons interviewed do not`

identify OSWALD and no ticket number` assigned for his."

Passage...! All persons departing Nuevo Laredo 10/3/63
" r;* ~

;T~r)j t f"! t .SI~i j +w~.lt4j:k)
t. '~ ., ..%,:'k .:.. -71 r
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"~ ITEM
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i

DESCRIPTION. REPORTING AND ACTION TAKEN _ f t"%
"s

being interviewed Subsequent investigation indicates .
OSWALD traveled from Ilexico City to Nuevo Laredo via ..,~
Transporte del Norte bus. Laboratory advised "OSWLD"-.
on manifest not written by OSWALD No further action.:",

,.r

Commercial.Ewployment Agency application and agreement
Written by OSWALD (Q 335 -'Q'"336) Reported on pages
26-28 of 12/2/63 and page 55 of 1/7/64 Application
dated 5/7/63 for job as photographer at New Orleans
Hand printing on Q 335 exclusive of handwriting and
other notations in red on front and back as well=.as

signature LEE H OSWALD determined written.-by him
Action 'complete:

Fifty foot roll'of 8 mm Kodachrome film of ROBERT a

HUGHES (Q 104) Reported on page 158 of 12/23/63
and pages 6 and 79 of 3/10/64 HUGHES took pictures
of motorcade just prior to assassination while at
southeast corner Main and Houston Streets ballets,
and photographs show Texas School Book Depository:
Examined by Laboratory and negative No further ";'..
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1 ONAS GITTIMGS $UOIANA1 Js
WI C
t'uf i le 100-354341
Faris 100-1793 w =

ASSASSINNATIOZN O r P&LsIDtNT
JOHN t %ENNIDT :'A''-
tiOVILMSER 22 1963
DALLAS TEXAS
PISC)LLAfXOVS I$TCRMATIOit CONCERNING
Futile 62-109060
raria 62-148

(1 Liaisoa
1 .ss D s l t isore loo-12596
1 Dallas
1 Washington Yield

100-1793= 62-148)

,.~ .
.

Bureau

!
=Fnario

(10) 4

L'Lreotor ID!

Legate Paris .(10o-1793) " {p )

DATE "+,,

.7.

N

0 t
Di
7

V
I

UNITED STATES

MemoranLm

Sr A
i -l.

.r . .. ' +. r~ r ,. y
.4 '0

P Paris letter 4-27-64

Uelet set forth Information ooncvrnina publicity
recent! givon is the Paris prreu to two photographs of LVT
IMAM 02MALD bolding a rifle In one photograph published
h-"Ella iizga$ine the rifle bed s telescopic sight and is
the other $hotograph subsequently published by RNewa,eek
*teasing the telescopic sight was not visible the implication
et the time fas that:one of the photographs had been dootorvd.r

lncfoaed for the bureau ii a oltppin troll '"Le
'~u Cid If Al 2 6 164iioursaand.ssue opri9 Nay,9 contanng
$bee results of an inquiry made in the United States by a
eurrespondtnt of "Le Nouveau Candide In essence he states
that be bad examined both photographs in the United States
end tad 'wind tbst they were one and the sane but that the
photograph reproduced by "N,ws"vcrt which did not show the

100-19194) .(n -i)

I !(2 7,2 t,

NOT RECORDED
199 MAY201964

JUN 6 19648
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1 'there appears to 'be no reason "to translate the
.

rticle *Pi its entirety but the final decision in this slitter
is being left to the discretion of the Bureau If a translation
is made it is **pasted that this office be furnished with a

eop

a , F "t

,f ""fr "1

. Ci r

1
..r

_

-."rr

'sirih icy-x793 R ~y _pa

e1eaeopI c sight was a poor t"tproduction and apparently nOt

'al -at

rcjerly exposed which resulted in the fact that the sight
although it is prtatnt was cot iisiblo in the reproduction
He seutiona further that close examination of the photograph
*Mold thr t the title Of the nswspaPer being held by OSWALD ,
is "The qi litant" ,,. #.,.,M r .j ~: "" f 4 s

tie will Continue to follow this ease closely and
turoisb they Bureau promptly sny information of interest.:

1 w(
"!"g"~".{ .rte 14,4 ~ 0 f
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1 moat
1 seen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Dranigan
1 Lenihan

May 19 1964

BY COURIER SERYICa

O ~- if''1
W

The Harold Isaacs mentioned in paragraph four of page
bn0 if the enclosed memorandum any be identical with
Garold Robert Isa;cs. who, in 1958 'tray employed at the Center
for International Otudies Bassach*setts Institute of Technology r
Cambridge tasea0husOts"..1

A semoraeduro containing current information about
him bap been requested and will be furnished you when it ii

eveived (+ '~
R.w'~"~ ! ,!/ -~ rIBt CUU+erpt e N

Sincerely yours
2 :MA't

QMM fan

V

d Edit~d2
to MAY 201964

1,rr

P
Nnelosures (S
1'X'3 :macz,~

105-82555

l
til

v

YAL IOOWD TELETYPEm C3

T

1 Goble

0onorable J Lee .Rankin
Oeberal Counsel
The Preeident's.Comaission
000 Maryland Avenue lt. i
Washington D Co

Dear Mr Rankin
Zc

There are enclosed two copies of a memorandum dated
May T 1904 captioned ,"Marilyn Dorothea Murret.

hiss turret is.a cousin of Lee Harvey Oswald her
6othe3 being a sister of Oswald's Mother. She was interviewed
on November 29,1903 and advised she took a trip around the
world beginning in July 1959,end.ending in January 1963
(Bee Dallas report of SA Warren C De Brueys dated Decembe1

B
`

1003 oonoerning Lee Harvey Oswald page 162.) f

;.1..
Vote
Cal OTf turret wasdkiaiaed in t newspaper column written byCowed
0

I au .'$doff &Wow) of the "most wanted defectors to Russia
. ior satellite countries In interview 8gott advised be had

Rose 'dome information to sake "tie-up"'pbetwe n ]turret ~and,e),ths
itiCsv

Trotter
Room 19641*b NOTE CONTINUED PAGE WO

Hal:oes
cook

srti._r w s aa"ti*
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Sulil yaa
LenihAn
Branigaf

Imam _
~.th

.u+t
C.IIafro
e
Mer"A
G

FROM

SUBJECT

uamm 5-15-64
i.vr)
Tom.
T.rieRole
IIofrw

Instructions covering these interviews were forwardedu
to the Dallas Office by teletype on 5-14-64

a
SAC Shanklin of the Dallas Office called on 5-15-64 y4

and noted that he anticipated that when the afore-mentioned j'

individuals were contacted for interview they would request to
have their attorneys present SAC Shanklin was seeking Bureau i
approval to have the interviews conducted in the presence of i
the attorneys

ACTION

r

MENT

M

ivy.w Mwtl a..
UNITED STATES GOV

Memoran ri
`

W C Sullivan ,A-,r

A
Brani4n

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Bureau has received a rettyjgest from the Pres dent's
Commission to inter iew Mr B R./$riRht Mr Edga rissey and
Mr Nelson Bunker unto the three individuals who contributed
to the fund whic was used in pnyment for the advertisement which
appeared in the "Dallas Morning News on 11-22-63

Since the interviews are being conducted at the specific
request of the.President's Commission and the area of interest
has been outlined by the Commission there would be no objection
to having the interviews conducted in the presence,of the_
attorneys SAC Shanklin was so advised 5 p

Cr-103
2 i. "~ _

Pit
Lh

WAR :mhw /..)
t5)

Z
#,gAt

..-~-
,10 X64

79MAY221964



.a ,.r eta w..

:W C Sullivan
r

PROM :W A Sranigan'1(f
`

suBJECT E HARVEY OSWALD
f INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Lenihan
1 Branigan

Fa 5932 line 4 the Bureau Form FD-302 is incorrectly referred
to an FD-302

\~ V ,i

On 5/8/64 the President's Commission furnished the
Bureau with the transcript of testimony covering former SA John W
Fain SA Robert L Quigley and SA James P Hosty Jr By and
large the testimony was accurate and to the point and effectively
presented th nature of the Bureau's investigation and findings of
Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination of the President

.'here is attached a reproduction g testimony on which minor
torrections have been noted in red pencil There follows a listing
of these corrections and other points which are noted concerning
the testimony given

rage 5931 line 2 4th word should be "help instead of "have.

UNITED STATES COL j%NMENT

Memorandum 1 Belmont
1 Rosen

DATE May 11 1964
V

Tnnw
Tel. No.
Nelw.
Comb

"your should be "you

6

N

319

5 the word "he should be "I

1 `

It y
r

MAY)8.1464
9lF-~ r

I

rage 5949 lines 9 10 11 the initials for the Soviet Security
Service should be IIVD. not NVD

Page 5971 line 13 Ed Dalyrimple should be Ed Dalrymple
line 16 It would appear that a phrase has been

deleted by the stenographer following the statement
"...he had had an inquiry concerning whether or not...
.The phrase deleted probably should be to the effect
whether or not Oswald was an informant of the Bureau

rage 5980 line 18 the word

4f 5993 paragraph 38,.lIne

Encl am0.''tomlam` 0_
t03At mhw

,16)

AY28
1964'Li

o u ... 0 r'a



Memo Branigan to Sullivan
re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

I8 R CUBA

Page 6030 line 1 the word "School is misspelled "schools.

P a 6060 line 14 the word "Kaack who is a former Special 'Agent
s uld be "Oswald.

Page 6063 lines 5 and 13 the name of 8AC Shanklin is incorrectly
spelled in three places as Schanklin

Page 6069 line 11 the word "working should be "waiting.

Page 6071 line 5 the word "car is misspelled as "carr.

Pages6071 6072 60734160750 6076 and 6078 Lieutenant Revill is
misspelled Ravill

Page 6076 line 2 the word "reviewed is misspelled "revieeed.

Page 6076 midway through the page begins a conversation between the
Chairman and Mr Rankin concerning testimony of Lieutenant Ravill
On Page 6077 first line it is noted that Mr Ho_s~~ty stated "He was
talked to in Dallas. Since Hosty was not competent to make this
statement it is probably a continuation of Rankin's statement and
incorrectly attributed to Hosty

Page 6083 line 3 the word "call should be "calm.
s

Page 6090 penultimate line the word "informed should be "informant."

Page 6096-A lines 16 and 23 Shanklin is misspelled Schanklin.

ACTION

If you approve the above will be discussed with-a
representative of the Commission so that these minor errors might be
corrected if the Commission so desires

v/Jk
ADDENDUM I have looked this testimony
over and it appears to me that Agents` 1 Hosty and Quigley did a good job testi
fying clearly and concisely and using j
good language Former Agent Fain's

% testimony is acceptable buthis language
leaves something to be desired and he

. 2 is not as direct and decisive in
his testimony

-e

A 1` 7
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

76Iwo
Pekoes1
Cesrer
CGtI.A.

Leech

DATE May Q 1964to Mr Belmont

FROM M Rosen

t
Malley was in touch with President's Commission taff

Attorney Samuel Stern today and mentioned in reviewing Mr Belmont's
testimony before the Commission a number of typographical errors
were being found as well as some instances where the sentence
structure was incorrectly recorded thereby changing the meaning of
the sentence

Mr Stern stated that he would very much appreciate it if
all of these items could be jotted down and called to his attention so
that the necessary corrections could be made

During this discussion Mr Stern mentioned that he now had
the testimony available of Agents Quigley and Hosty as well as former
Special Agent Fain and that he would be glad to make the testimony of
these three gentlemen available to the Bureau so the testimony could
be reviewed and any necessary corrections called to the attention p} the
Commission

ACTION

If approved this testimony will be obtained from the
Commission and will be immediately reviewed for necessary corrections

X. t.iir~illt_



11Sr Tel ..~`
~tT Belmont f
Mr.1MSonr
)iT Casprr
Mr Cs11s11n -
J4r Conra1 .
Mr P.usch
Mr Foss
Mr Gale _.-
)t r osrn V

Soli,rs
Mr TS'rl.r"---
Mr Trc'tcr.
Tole Reno
y1i~ H 1mM

.7:1%44
. As

i 6%

,ru

itAt tl x

t Director
Mr Belmon
Mr Mohr
Mr DeLo
Mr Evans
Mr Posen
Mr Callahan
Mr Casper

Conrad .
bar Gale V

--_"Mr Sullivan
Mr Tavel
Mr Trotter
Mr Clayton

.Miss Gandy
Miss Holmes t

~Personnel Files $ec~io
Records Branch

--Mrs Skillman ire t + .~\">
MI's $YOMn (!l

.John
4

See Me Far tprpPi3ate
action

Send File Oott
and l u

Please Call Me
1 1Y 0

This memo is merely to let you
!

know that we have received the >

testimony of the three agents

Belmont assures me there is nothin

controversial in what the agents said



Mr Malley
1 Etr Belmont Mr Draniran
1 Mr Mohr Mr Lenihan
1 Mr Detoach
1 Mn Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan

February 13 1934

NY COT :IF.R SEI:YIC

lionorablo .1 Leo Rankin
Gcz .val Counsol
?Itc f rosiennt'a Commission
2C L'nr lnad 1vcnuo N E
i::tc1::tratcn D C

Dcnr Mr trn:cin

1'oforenco i3 m-Got c .tr lottor dated February 11
1034 sottin5 forth roc:0Am o: cur intcrvicrr with Lonnie
huc''_;ina z"cportor for the lieu tea "rent on rcbrunry S 1934

You will note that on i zo two of our Fobr"unry 11
1C3d letter to you uo report::t1 that Ljr I.'ud!:ins wan questioned
ct icn:th in an ntton2t to r zcrtain his courco that C ':a1d
was an ITI informant Lilt t!u rr Itud.':ins rofnccd to 4ivulso
his 1-:ours or to furnish a ci -nc'I ctatcs:cnt Vo also roportod
that ncco eii to Mr tiro only other information he
had Cs=ld taiT'it I n cya ,ol ntw b:r informant was
from c Coilc:cn, a rc:%rtcr for the .'Thiladolphia Inyuircr,
who Val is allcs in late LooLm: or 1333 # _

"'o ft!rtior advi ;od Unit wo had prcvicusly intorviowod
rr Jossr% Gonidcn a rc;tortc for thn hilac!olnhia In:uircr,
in cc nccUon with nn n ticlo MI. Ccslc?on roportod in the

1333 isruo of the In;uixc:, whoroin
bo r.11c "3 that Loo I;a fcy C3 \ !;l "at o 4o tiro had boon contwctod
by tho to b3ccz:o an inZor:.^:,t Mr Gouldcn chimed ho .
oht;tinnd thin infor ration fro=l =n w onforcoment officer in
Lela ns whom ho doclinod to identify

Vo rointorvioNod Mr Josoph Goulcion on Fob .ua.7 11
1Cw:I at which timo wo told Mr Gculdcn that Lonnio I:u:fl:ins
allc;cd that he had rocoivod information from L:r Could= to
tho offoct that Oswald might bo a symbol nunbor infomant

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

/( /t 5.5 3'/>

EN I,OSI THE
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Ilottornble J Lee Rankin v :~

Grua-al C~uns+~l
. ;"+ ~...;. ..~

The Vre dent's CoruiIssion
2C0 t.r rylnn'l Avenue E.'.A '4 o

`
f.

i;aebington U C
's' 4,2 " -~

I;nn'an EEC . ~ .
Z

I;c2crence is made to your conversation with .% _
Inspector Jet'.Is R Malley of this Bureau on February 7 1964 <1

.re lardin, Lorene had;ans the l:ouston "Post reporter t7bo wrote "j r
"_ an article in the

January 1 1:61 issueof
tbe Houston .Post

ontiticd "Or":7ald Ramrod as Inrcrncnt for U.S " u _T

0

~_
.1

-Mr Delmont 1 Mr Mohr 1 Mr DcLoacb ...1 Mr roscn
ldr Sullivan 1 Mr Dranigan 1 -Mr Lenihan

.
""a

s
1~ff '1',! ~ .! ,fit = 71 rv

w'~ w ..
" A .-c

et. February 11 1964 ```ji ;t"

t O d v S

0

. i"~~~31YL:tdsl3s:.fr~iYJx4~tw!'tfir 1 :_AL~"~1....i!^us
--~

a A.e.:'1..i.tti"r*inns 1:"-t

E.ee 1
.~ CL:YJr See memo Brani'an-S

(9) rLee Iaf.111..e

1..1
cave Oswal

`j ~ l ,,r
2>9l't

~
11 ~- C~ _INA

sOW,1 i ilttL 1+OO~Id TELETYPEUNITa,_ ENd 4' Linn ,

aLeee6

A991
a $

..~ ,i

rEc .

A

D ear Mr

For your information fr Alonzo F tlu!d':ins III, .
.":~ r7

vo
t:ao.n as Lonnie I:ud%inz r.as i'1tcrvic7cd by Ana= of.

this Dar= c!t I'Cbruary 1)i in thin natter Mr ITu:dlins
.:_ s Cate;l ltc,ol"rivcd in !?::l1as 7c:::"r. in late December 1963 to ^
_0 helical out 1"tt:.:IrS that Oswald mii'tt have been an informant of

r
s I"hc LI .stated suet.) rumors ware based on inrornation bei

illwd re civc'1 trail Assistant District Attorney l,illic t Alexander 4'
`to the cff cct that On ale] n nddres bank contained the name of

,~nt 1lanty his office and borne telephone numbers and his
a 3 -~ tuo "`ile l cease nu'i! or l':r Iii''..:ins also stated be bad

ntcrvlc;,c! l:rs 1Ia:;;ncrite OsWrld cotllar of Lee Harvey Oswald
t;:to t nl.d tint Oswald was doing iipllrtant subversive work for the
Govcrlt.lcat

Mr I:tlrll:ins further stated he bad contacted a
o'Jerr.ctut official not a Federal official in Dallas who Tad
olds him that Oswald tin on the lt vroll or either the ~FfI

or
fi ~ t1 Central Intell~ gcttce Agency (OA) with voucher nurber 179
~' Mal that be bad rcccivcd no less than $1LO a month cud no morn

that! 02''5 n tr.onth Mr Iludkins c1aincd that the official wb
. 1 t"ric tc3 i~in this inforn'aticn,1r d furnichccl laity reliable
."" fc'rmation in the past czbich'ba 'bad been able to print

--.! a 1::f-,flans 'fatal he did ,not print any`I ing stating Osa1d s

1 i an 2-10-64 "sapt coned e,..,4



I::.:'ud';ins vas c'lentios)cd ct 1cn";th in an attempt
to n::.cr tn5 a his scu cc that ! .11d vas ..n 1",,I or CIA informant
:~slt I" iiu"';;inn re ::::cd to his source or to .urni b a
-irrclefl r.+ rr ".i t:l ~. . "/lcn Inc received this in Por:._ ."...s .t~ IIc .t:.

:::a"tion :rc Lin source Iin van .^.5::3 no of cr rcportcrn z~ere
!resent 1

Actor Zinn to :Ir Ti"'-::~aa~ :Lc only other information
he bnd hr:n:"cl t! r t t: nld d!;;t t r y t ,nl tits:abcr informant
Ivan iron Jo: = r rr rc o ":"_ ."f th a;lix~Ic~clI1.1Z:1 Inquirer,
Vim 17a: in l.'& in 1 to i :c::.i :r I.6 Accor dine to '1i O1:ins
lu (;n::'ra cr:tic cd to Lin a ir::Tf d1 f cr en:.ros:l 179 that
to i Ii t is:.t r e b" en z vo::c;hci n i,cr .:r ituc in3 stated jle could
not rcca7 i number

Al Ole ccnclu n_on o~ c"c!r intcrvic:1 with IUuci!:ins
Z)c statc:1 t:.::"~ "en 12 he were cr l7 ccl to .^^.ppenr before the
Iresicl,:l~'c ~:::sioa ho io.lC cc-.'.Rine to furnish the source
of bin itlr c!:" 1 Lion r

I: connection r:l t.i I:!''17:in"",''reference to Joe "'"
j.

ti f..1"J pl ~)C ndvire 1 that t I we 1 ervic e ! 1.i. Jo ri h
"f ;".f ." :or 1'` t "'/ 7

Il)nllircr;Ir iii"c:oi.f \c.cc {riotT'1..'~r'= ';^ '".'.~j ~i:l
t". t.:...:::. L .c ~~ fon?uca c;r,.~ . 3 i<< <,.c. 2.c _. C r3
Izmir tI ,"''1' +ci ~T~l Z I r -c crllcr tin be n llc;;cd that
Lee I'.:+rvey at one tine 1::;. t,.cn contacted by the '.":: to
b:ccac nn in or .nt I:c be h".,t1 obtained this information
."ro::1 n 1c1:i c"nro cnn nt officer it Vwllns trhom he dcclinc 1 to

lentily 1."r cin"tc:vie c:l Jozcph Oouldcn on 1)ccc:1eer 16 1963
in on ntte.:""rt to pin down the sr:'rce o biz allegation but
;:r Coin:icn cicclir.ctl to iclerti:r ti:'2 lace enforcement offlccr
r:.'tc n1I-c: Illy I:nvin; "c:lll;c3 to biw on the telephone Ile did

c;ny hitLvcx that the o iccr tol'. bin that the flatter van
bcz ebvn:11c'1 tl)rouna proper cb?nr els.

b .+ w

1.

P

:^.:1 o the F: or CIA !."tt :lcrcly r ninec3 tb3 c nention
'l 11 li n .^.rt"'ci,3 call the .Innuary 1 196, zince
Le -ail only -.Ms c ic:.:.jl'3 van"! not b::vc tiny nuJ)t or tin!
et) .'e:it:i 4-: n:2y I:il::l to nnhn,tn t 1;.1C this the ;atioa Ire further
:.:::c.l ::^ I:a:l cnIc inciuiricn of :n..2 o2 ills iricn"l In Iio:l:Ctor,
3'c::1 il:lt nr
.thane .!1C ./OL1lU not '.`"i J?;;C :t'iRd Ilnd also rC.;i1..S1Cd
Ids n"-'iin" n 1)C hc^r'ca;a to a t tc:= t t to check out thin
n'lc":::tiea According to Mr I1 :';;-rs this a[1c;;ntion could not
tie vcrii i c1 ar cu ~t wny of biz r-ourcen and therefore as not
p il:;c:i in h Iiourton "T'oste



Tc_ your '31c:1 ir or !:.k or. 1"c 77:i c coati c tc t i
L:.I1ts 1 vlice !)

;rart:.:n/:~,I~ t
)) i?. ':c3as to tdc.cxi.iin= if a!t

i t.1n::t L'_on 1111 b:c.t }"a t 13ac cL rccord to tilt cf cct Cult
L,". j:':rY.,

tr ir 7 r t o. ~ tine Jrtt+ ,^^ cca by tIs ~.~..3at I ~ t<.ctcd b,/ to
f cc.^.::lc nu in..'t'ri.lilt llo rcct,rtl vn s found in the film. of

I:alias 1':rI.icc hcpart:w t L`::1?r: Tc;:n

1~:^ fore :ping is f wnir rcrt for your information
in `3:i.s tvzttcr

Sit:cc;":iy yours

J E't'ar Ho:~+:r

1

"J 10,1

pr:-!.!c J T.^c Run: n



. ,: IIonornblo J Leo Itnnkin .i
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"* The Pronidleatto Commisoion~ F r

>
^t'O !'.::rylnnd Avenue N Eel a : 00 A.g:)

. t7arsbis~Cton D C
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boar o v

Eu1orenee io ow...do to oar lottor of Fobruary 11
. 1904 reporting resultn o our intc"rviou on.Fobruary 8 1064 so

with Mr A1o..:zo F Jludi:ins III also known as Lonuio Uudkins. ti 4
Ur !Wilkins is the reporter who va oto an articlo in tl:o
Houston "Foot entitled "0;jw 1d fuc:orcd us i:.ior;.snnt for U.S. `_.

~

Tuvirg our interview with Mr 1Wd::inu on Fcuruary C 1054 ho
i"ofusol to id ontify the cow"co 'of his information that Oswald
a +an on tht p:tyroll of tithe t11a I ccderal Goroau of Invo tigation

A IIlid ho waq toldToror tho Center'l Intolli;eacof;oacy.o came (
this by a G"vorrcw nt official not a Federal official in

Dollar. Te;:"v

.7

1
1
1
1
1
1

Tobruary .17 1064
~ ra

BY COUIIILT SERVICE !4

. p.mont
;P Mohr

DoLoach
. Boson

Sullivan
Malley

.. a ,.r.i

,,i
~~ .

Dranig n
Lonihan

Tor your information A: eiiutant District Attornoy
t~itlirm Ali '.ndcr wan intcrv:torod by this Duroau January 25
1C04 in talc matter Hr Aloxou6,w told us that ho umo

.NIAee  vote
.see .rlllvaa

oval
tenet
ele Acme44.4...lame

ai.MOY

a.`'"~t.
C

"r ti

A 0
:.t+

` a

iii

nc tluais:tu'l A:1th Lonnie Ilud''Ano itn:l that L'ua:Lnn had contacted .` w

hi:u cow:t L .. in Docombor 10GZ. as:ti had indicated ho vas working 1 u

ol n toll good story tryin: to prove that Oswald was an informant
f r. ti:o 1t& ' :'nl Duroau of Invoati!;:.tion Central Intolliaonco G

A:;.1ncy br t:~;.io rovcrnmontal agorcy According to Mr A1o::andor 1 0
Ilut~t:ir.0 stn"~;cd ho had rocoivod information that O:;wnld a nddrecs 1 to

hoot which had boon ooized by the police, Lad Agent l;ontys or t"
Inasty cn ciaro and the tolophono nuclbor o2 the local Fodoral v
tcaronti of In;.cctigation office and posoibly a liconno numbor

of an automobile . a

s.~,..~MILL:lfI)TY:klv 1. t
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_ Mr Aloxandor further n'lvined that Lonnio Fiud%int tltod ttnkcd him if this did not tt:9nn that O:,wald was an informant
o tiro federal furoau of Invosti"gntion.. Ur Aloxandor ctatod ho

} . t d air 1It '1:ius that ho did not know anything 'about Oswald being
: n inormatst Mr Aloxandor athtod that when nudkino quontionod

+.~ h m about the entry in Oswald'n addro3 boo. Aloxandor told_1.. u ud!:i!tss "It looks Lilco you have tho story there. Mr Alo wader
denied naicing any further 'etatcLlonts to iludkins

"' rcr your information during our intorviow with
tar Aloxcnrhr on January 25,'1004 ho infortaad us that ho had
apponrod Iu foro tho Prooidont'c Co.tmiisoion on January 24 10G4
in Vn1hingtan D C. and that ho had told the Coamisaion that

.. . he hrd no information ao to Os;inld boing an informant for the
rode:al 1rrc:au of Invootigation Contral Iutolligvnce Agoncy or
any oZhcr r;uvcrntnontal agoncy 1=-s ctatc:d ho did point out to
the Commicsion that in an ndC!roov bock of Oswald's sei=od by tho
ppolice Agnnt Aooty's nnrzo app nrod alcnr with many "othoro .
I!r Aloxan!'rr nico told uo that during leis mooting with the
Cnrniuvion Anuary 24 1004 ho told Chiof .'tertico Warren and you

Itonornblo J Leo Ennkin

'~
t that on t1:o 'afternoon of January 21 1904 n fter conclusion of

}~ the ban.1 hen.ring in Dnllrs for Jeck nub and v'ailo tho rcportors
wcro %Tu ting for sons stntci entlt from tl:o jue :o thoro wore a
ftuatbor of rc?portor3 tniking nlr/ut the ponoibility that Oawnld
was a coun.;:crnpy for the 1'odornl ruroau of InvootigwwLcn Contral
In'telliL"cr";r AGoncy or sotto govnrtim.ntal ng;oncy l:o n4 od that

;, ". ho alto etn :3d that ho rocnilod hr:nring the words "epocial
:"Y~ sere i CO n:ul sic o roi.:omborod oct.to ropo:-tor making a statomont
i::. that Orwald wab possibly on tho payroll of the Covornnont at

C'rw.00 a it oath boG innin op teal n 1f G2 and that Le ho:/r d
pa ro 1 nz:r't'"or 1T0 or voucher 1?0 aontio:tod _`'~

Fcr your additional information tre rointerviowed
lr P.Ie::r r "'r r ro'u un y 1g 10G 1 in a furthor of fort to pin him

}: Honn on iti courco of ti:o allc;;ation that Oaz:ald tarry -have boon
a toitntoro y for the lodoral Ctuoru of Invootigation Control

7:p`J.~+~."w Yntelligonco Agency or Don govornmontal agency and vas on the "
po roll of the Govornuont Ur Aloxnndor claimed that ho

r. ` over h )ard h number of roportoro discussing the possibility that
`

! r3 .:. Oc vli was a counterspy for the rodornl Ih roau of Investigation
".~ Control Itn tolligonco Agony 'or boao govornmontal agency and that

..+ ,:.` he i o!nomhore
hearing

soma reporter make the etatoatont that O Wald

1fi .~ . "~ vC -mat ."~i ! -+if :1 tv . "t_.tt t j ."t .
441

%!!r^ 4 a "1 ,"v . .tom "a i { i + _" pp1s+"r~t r .
,1 1.;~ "f

"f `~y 4~ Yr r.~ ~/ , ! y 1,t r
0 ""t i "t r.40

f r
~"i~ 4"f S f ot 4 ++ f / (4 00 ~ Jr totin. ~R ~~~Ire / / a =r 7',i r j r My".! r~ ,. r + 1 af ~s A 'y.v ! A f r Y t. w Ise:f ~ a,

o Y ` .}19Y . ,t S .rtf+ 1
a .4's1~"0"f j "f$ 4 'V...! l.:ti 1","'"../ '1t .e 4f "{{ `h. oa..t ~. o l" tL , "./."f~ "~ Y -'w"0."1 L,t...E~1 y+t~i"0 ~ "-.6



"
Ilonornblo J Loo Rankin

t':s a s'lc pow c clly on the payroll o g the Got ornment at 4;00 a atouth
bpi nrrin0 1.rptombor IOU and hnd payroll number 170 or voucher
1 LTL" tirxandor ntntod that he Imo no idea as to tI.o souz'co .of
t n infoin ":ition and thnt ho corrhidorcd it only rumor at the
t ail :Bo ft'x"thor stated that y:I! ;n ho hoard thin c1iscut:aion
th3ro v^rc~ prosont a nurabor of reporters and that ho has no
ahO originated the z omark .," . '

`.. During our intorviow with Ur Alexander at this time
r We tntkod him if ho could supply the na>ro of anyono who might bo

the originrtor of thoso Salsa r.iingationo and he stated ho
r .inld not He further etatod that much spocuintion and s."untors
of r.1l hinds concerning Oswald 1tm;;roppod up from time to time
bud thnt ho had roachod the point of not paying any attention
to ,them

In conclusion lir .tatcd that vhould he "".
', dotertaino tiro identity of the cririnator of thoso Salsa.

ailogutibun ho would immcdiatol"y notify this Huroau

Sincerely yours . 3

44 ! Ed'ar Hoover
T

NOTE
dated

See mom Branigan to Sullivan re "Lee Harvey Oswald IS-R-CUBA
2-14-64 REL mhw J kla.. `
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lt r:arr',ilo J Lee Rankin
C .

lb* 1'resit?cntln Cc:r:.*ti ,sioa ~.~
?~ J Ilur'tlr,n...t Avenue H E J
1iLChly tou I) C t ~u ~
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t be told the.CoN'.nission that the 1'i)

..l Y " "3 ":.' .. .t f~~,
~f

i

Accardin, to ;Mr. Z ncee during his discussion with .J ii

'mod,

lSr1~;r.~aL"i~f.c~;~y ":!YIr..4?"~.=.~'.1..~,:'aX3=~/~ *v* ::Ar.}:i-i 'A '.tom 'AAN..SJ Xi&ASu,~ 140 Ewan

r

. a

1.

,_~ ~

1 Mr Delmont IC Mr i!:ohr 1 fir DeLoacl~ ,;}1 Ni Sullivan,..
1 Hr Halley 1 Liaison 1 Hr Lenihan 1 Dir. Branigan

l;f.11'rrence is mode to ear reavCr ration Oi January 2S
1964 ronccs.:. information fur::! c to t:;c Cc passion by .

i nun N c;cdC the Oistr3.ct Art ;:cyy o2 Dallas County Tcxas. ;
You r..1v;::c:1 that Kr i'ralo ii icetcJJ Ile Iwl beard that Lee Harvey `
(} i;r'Itl Ir":':t been en informant (102 t?r E;1 had been assigned aye Jolty

"119, and bell been paid r:::nt ly in this capacity t.') 4f"! "vize 1C" A f11~'h _ t'~:t r d that W i';. ..'iso i 'iYG:ttC~ that L

l~CC~'%yt!S~rt~.l':3 was not in tt pozi lc. to I:i'w in all in ;ta nccs "
uhefil::r tri ir"lividual vas an in.car'mnt c .il:is Cnrcau.

For your information ;'r lIcr.ry H Mae was icterviet cd
. ^r'linn.i ~ by 1)7:x:1 al ,~,cnt in Cizrrrc J

a
-:.rc",:"i S,1. n1and Assistant

.;sccicl " L ii Ch^rLe !:;Ile G Ch .:lc a our D211as Tcas
O'ficc on'I':::ruary 1964 in Pais wafter . " ";'::.

I 10et.o clnir:c: thct as"ing las discussion with the A
." Cor''1 :inn f n 1iashir rton I C. c:) Jram:iry 24 1964 which be

rcfor_ :d to r'3 a very iax"cm:11 t1.ls^usC'icn rrith no noten taken
to his Ir.:-::i1 "?ze ttt^ro c.cre rrcC'3Ie" Justice Earl tTrrrcn "i
a;~"1 73::t"!:r:.a 1~4t?c s2;ttc:1 that i~I:l.:li.."a A3c.:..3;]_Y his o..slst:..Rt ~

.-" . Ci. i 'i '" ztr/ ~c,,'l +C_t ~ :: the St .;^to o2 Tc :as 1:obcrt ~1A 1..~ ~ At ~baI
Stc"i cy 4'0!" .r Dean 0 SoutI:era i? thoclisL University arul Leon

or "i trc:tston attorney t~cco'glc'ticsl bird duriun his discus:3ia{n~
tti tli the ..1 ~ Lj

a t CO'..t1S.~ifOn.. + 1 .. V

24 11.,I. "x af"ioct on Janus )64 nention crag node of voucher
~ti ---riar!,rr 1 9 en :l tin! name Leo Hiarvcy 0 :.:ald Fem t1 a stated that`'". Mr Wade claimedcash uo e ~rh va' Z)c~r rfly pro~lrccJ cr c:cj Ibltc:l 1,"1

3d not'have any1 ".

3!! Q
..2 !f



ortl dt without n narailcr and 'Oat an informant's identity was
rt s 1:t:r:.n in F,:31 liear3qunrtcrr fIr Wade added that be told
ti Cot";:13 saira that an in liviclu::3 Special Anent in getting mone.y

~r fa an Jul :wt.-1M mots Fill IIc dgt';trtcra sttb,-ittcd the informant's
f l att;,'acr on a o1IcI)er without n fir ;!e tlr Wade also claimed be

A told the Cap isaOil that be bad never beard o2 having an informant
on tit payroll by" ~

7
Ilr Wale farther statt"1 that dare his discussion

i.4t!s t~:e Cem.'t.,:.saica on Je Mary 21 1944t be recalls there was a
li:pit:.a .ca:: r ation rt'xas1t the t"_,^,.ttility that Lee Ihrvcy .sw ald
atlas have i: ~n an 'al in err: nt r~.:.1 that there 17"'13 more
tpaztIl;:ticn that Gu ald mi iit hnvo been an informant of tbo
CcnIta Int.~1li~;c Ice AI;cncy IIc rr'c allcd tba Are Robert Storey

World I~z~r lX and either worked for or with the Central Intelligence
;cncy in hurop Iii bade added that tire Storey inclicnte-1 that

the C"atral Ilstellircace Agency Ir informants that no one knc:l
v io It except the Ccntral Intelligence Agency Agent and that tbo
i;ifort"tcnt tsl,,ht bavo an informant -rot

.. .~ _ :rte i.' 0""'("1 N }S . ' r + {Y y2~~

~
t. ct'atcd ba t7.3 withtI tI liar i Co i i Germany ;a tmthe r n"r fit'a13s on n errnty a tear

ti.,+, fly

p..P b " .bt

s

t
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IlotiarniJi a J Lcc Rankin

fir IVclo fcsxther stated Cant during 1iis discussion
vith tl1c Ca fission ho this".'.:s Ile vas As':ct] e')aUt rctninii
rcctiets ftc:,t ii:iornatlis but be mail not recall whether be bad
to cut i;s r a "1 rcccipts when be vas batvdlin; informants on
Special X:n-t !?.i sc;lcc Service a.~rtl;:r:cnt t an 1~I Agent llr Wade
tic i;.'t lit! t icu to cc ey to the CImainaian that -an informant
ecs:lc1 not I developed by an MI &lent without knov.wlctice of ICI
ticcFjs?arterot ,!

_ "I:1-ring our inter icy r'it11 Pr 1"ade tie rcvicuci tbo .r
irpena acrc~:Arts submitted by'I1it:a r.'lilc Ise was on Special f
Intalli;ru / Service acclrl;%ent r^"1 be statc:1 Oct all funs
c: at. :u by :tinware c:i irely arO r uratcly acccurtet for and
that lr.i t?O i rr. li ea 1-.. i 1 gatacl^ipts nncl that tI1e exir'rclituresby bin acre x ".pa te4 to I":.1 Lcac .. tors in detail 1.% t ndo
elm) stated t did tint handle at-:,v informants without the full
I:nealecl cf i I 11cr.:3 t1artcrs..

1L Rode volttnteeretl t"r be 'would be talking to
yotd %A tiiti tlta heat fez clays and 11^ tr going to clarify the
fact that he did obtain rcccipts frail informants ,~

.~.~.-."~~prjt _ y7~Q~yj/(~.yd~{4j.,yl1r,~V-J YI'iV~ raDC L.*1.wavaT.2akl
j

ikii _6 .fat.,i fY~CI Y FI * /"Mt~.~i~ i.',""r f I
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71
NOTE On 1-2S ?3r Rankin of the Commission met with the 'Director
At that time Mr Rankin Wormed that Mr Wade in appearing before
fi Commission stated that Lee Harvey Oswldbore the designation of
"17 vs an informant of the FBI and was paid $200 per month
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!ennoble J Lee Rankin ..
)

.Ira cencluaicn fir reiterated !Mahe told the
Ceram:.;s a t:7at In bad no infors.ntion to the effect that
Lea I':.:cvcy Ockvald was ra inforw"tt of the FBI or any Governmental
tgency

....:".r incrrcly yours,` t')

fr..11:.nkin also informed the Director of other comments made by
11.7!, Wade re the latter's assignment with the SIS during 1942 and 1943
1 wherein trade alleged there was no record of bow FBI funds were

spent nor for what purposes they were used by employees of SIS

.!



.*i_ = You will noto that each of tho individuals
.; _ coacorne.1 Conics any I:uow1ca;3 that I,00 IIarvoy Oswald over c

r .a informant of the FBI

lI

Clncoroly yours

3 1 s Bran igan ~
1 Lonihaa

S"
f of oronco is =ado to 71 to ttor of February 0

1901 ecclraiug an affidavit cnct:uted by no whorcin I (=it ~,
catcgoric:'lly otato that Loo Iiarc'or0scrald was mows an

1informant of the I'D!.

LPursuant to your r,gumt thorn aro enciosod
additional aifi.drvi ~. o~ t`rt(.J Ly porsonnol of thin

Curcau c! s bccauso of thoir c Zc"';;.r:.^nts would havo boon
rc_Ir ap .,c hlo for or coani::.^.nt of t".ny attorn t to develop
Loo 1;arvrj Oswald nc an in:or -nn of 'tho FBI In addition
theto is crclosc9 an affidavit csocutol by John V Fain _
1"ctir::Ll Cc^c;ial Ago;tt of tho Iir Fain tool part In
intcrvie;:n of Loo liarvoy Oswald un Juno 2G 1002 and ."
August 1G 1902 at Fort Vorth ?c=an 1 t,

r.

"~ ."r February 12 1964 -'ly .

'~ 1 Bol.oats
t.

_ .
1 Mohr

1
t 1 Callahan e

iYonorc''lo J Loo Rankin 3 DcLoach
timer^1 Co:'ncol A a

1 Boson :R~=
'Xho Pzesi:'..nt's Commission,~.r,.r- 1 Sullivan ~ "`
.^0 1''a yl^^d Avonuo II E r ly . t/f 1 1.lalloy

7 1 Baumgardner

Dcar dir Rankin

3 Edgar Nr~o+a
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VOTZ

Ey letter 2/6/64 there tray transmitted to the

1:r t 1
1y

Al .47

"

. i

i

f4

44.4

At . Milam __

,"'"s

11.4

v
"~

/0 'it! 1

c

+f ) i taltii+"li i~~ M~,ar'~dls~'~I.\fLi<"...~~]~f~t~.r~t'~Y~i.11t~~~.R.k.~L!{~i.~.~.i.~~.~Lt'.~~L1~~r~~~a'~1~1"~~'j:"~f"r'tl

JIono ablo J Loo nankin

Coimir:rtan an affidavit oxocutcd by the Director vaoroin
th3 Dir"cctor catc orically stated Oc;;ald was novor an
i!iior:_.ant of th3 F.6I The enclosed affidavits are from F:"I
p .rnoi:rel in L lla3 Ncp Orleans nn'1 Sun Francisco who stt
r -.ml tins br_r1 contact with Oswald or would have boon responsible
for aiy feuda paid to Oswald as ar i."forvant Sic also have
obtaireJ an affidavit of former AI-cr t John Ti Fain which it3
toin6 enclocod for the Commission sirco Fain had porsonal
contact With Oswald during two intorviows in 1962
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rc::ard in
:_ tFtr.t L^t l nrvoy Oswnld etas n^:r^r an in'or:'rant of the Flit inn

brava outl nod our adminiotrat::vii procedures f o= tho has:diinn
And the paynont of confidential Informants

'i
feed~nw

G.I
Ib
Y"sltWw.~,~
Troller
T.I. Room
"4et"w
only

ftororonco is robe to our conversation of tip
Jnnur.ry 23 1934 concorning t(Nr:ti ory furnished the L
Cc.r:Itraric,n by Er I!onry N A-:', the District Atto:'noy of `'s N%
Dell Cnt'nty a^cr. a You a ".ci::od that Ur Undo to3tified
Ito had hcrrd that Loo IInrvoy Os,.:n1d had boon an inforiant t
of the Vi had boon u signs a symbol number "1W and had I
been paid ;;200 monthly In tli!.n capacity You further `
advi rid that Hr.'Uaco nlr;o irlicatod that Ff1 hoadqua:ters .*"
war net in a position to f:no ib all inctancos whothor an
individual was an informant cf this Duroau.

;At the tirco I advised you that Loo 1lar voy Oswald
(trod never boon an informant or the Ful and that this 13uroau
proco;1u'.e in aoaa.d to hr.rtaling informants is such as to

. insure t:+rot FLT! hoadquartorn roi ld have 'nll nocoaaary facts V
Coi:cernirn the dovclop:aont and control of any and ovory f
infor:aant

j ;'.'Y-g ,.tie r st:0
Cnclo3od for your in1'"~iiiatioai tied a5 in thin

A:r=~.rtwil:rwh cLan In I kayo cnto;or:caily stated

1 . Delmont
1 Ir Eohr .:.
1 Ur Callahan
1 Ur Rosen

jj

"Y.ITfft 41 r

i -.v.

n
1 Mr J R Malley
1 Mr Sullivan

~~~
.~ t , ~ Fobruary G 1~G~S

e
J Loo Rankin..rennanHonorable

Ur Daumgardner
D J B,

Mr C D DrennanGeneral : 1
'The Presidont'a Comctir;33on {200 t!arylaud Avonuo Northeast t

Dear Ur Rankine .! Y "~ ,
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a::orn de_:oro3 and Days .

That ho 1taG Causod a r."earch to bo taado of tho records
of thi ro^r al rurcau of In raat;.t;t:tioa United StatoG 1k:part:lentof duoticc by ershloyoo3 of tho r^tt3 k'oc'oral rurcau of Invocti
r Lti o:t n:tiog uadcr hit) Ciroctl :-"n and that said coarch dical000a
t"!-at boo I'.".-Joy Cawaid an ncvc-s ri info.. r :t of tho Fj'Z pact
.:gar nssij;:-:d a !r?`~w.,o1 nm'oar "n that c Pr.,,ity -tznct was novor
paid tiny et:ount of conoy by thc t I in any rccard

t'.-.h a Ctatcrant can Uo mnc'.o auttioritativoly and
without c!jrLvoc ttion bocauca of tI"a close cuporvicion F3I
heac?runrtorz affords its Gocttri1:y inaor.:ant program and
bocaucD of ties ca fci"U:t1 d3 ortat lir`iod to insure against any
btuco or nic4co of tho prozrau

I''E field offices car."ot prococd to develop% anyonottc a r curity ini'c ::nt pithout a *. ;I:criz atioa fron F3I Y
loadq-2'2rt-::s An informant is r.c::i ,cd a poia:anont cynbol
na:f-:;x and cndo na:zo to afford him rocurity Tlio informant
Hove i:uo:.-1 thq oyiabol nur:.pox vrrisod to him It is a
nut` r re r aaen fly nan iyncd to Pi:, end tho cam o nur.:bar cannot
L'o V Ai ia by t?'e.fioid offices under any circun3tancce for
Pay othor !n~avi~'uai Cho alc.o is Civon a
flats tiers or covor nano by tho fiold offico Which ho of
courro l r *`-,.coo ac:^t o of and ho n :fizos it to hio communications
tith 1"I,`^ c:'i.'.co Lvo:'y symbol trw-:',c and dodo nano is iudoxod
ht F;::, be ria r'.",orsa
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If the Cervico3 of an inZormant warrant paymont Qa
a regular bnuiir tho fiold officio must also obtain
autioriration from I'SI hoadquarto i to patio such pc&ymonta

t .1 v
Epocial Agents in charg3 (CACc) of FBI fiold offico t

.aro nttthori od to maho payments to individuals not utilizod on
:wNh _.ItOTS See memorandum CC Sullivan to A.U Belmont datod+
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from tFuir rocpoctivo 2ttCe Theft affidavits show that none of
:~ there LI)! Agents dovolopod.bcw^ld an an informant :

..
I1r &onry i3 Wc;do a formor Special Agent of tho TBI

;~ ttad currently tho 13ictrict .ttorr.^y of Dallas County Tc:x3
. ~"`~ roportocily tostifiod proviouoly to tho Coamiosion that ho had

r

R :rte
" f~

i

j
t rt"g lnr 1:"7in an informants Ir:'t hero too FBI hot do ulrtorsz
c.^ntr l:i tYin by l nttin; tho r :~3:"nt nn t1 can pny to ray 02)0
*n0 i0u l in thin ca'tocory 1::t hoadquartora maintains control
of p:";"n.Intri s:incu they curt to accounted for by tbo field
b fie r,7 n,t tho end of each cons:h through the eubmioaion of

. c tuilcd stc:::ounting to hoaclnit rzero } ~. `
e wY

t any of tho I?3I field of:ico3 taado poynonts to
Imo 1!c.rvcs C.:t,:alcl under tho 8!C rp authority those rould havo
boon rhortiu in tho rccoipts and vo'tchora submitted by oath oflico
2iioc'3 r ceo'"C.3 ha:'o been c;iocl:oct and 'no such payment was over mado
Dad 0:maiti ! oc3 acsigucd a symbol nutt'oc this would boa matter
of rcc:c'rd rot only by nun:bcr but nano by nano Am a natter of
fact the 17'1 can ic?outify overy cya :ol nun:,:or =ad past or :
pen-mt C ..lei could not have :lea assigned such a symbol
litr;:1`:cr wi::t ;ut approval by ILI }solttnuartcr.3 -Thom is no
r:sccr1 of :my such requoct b n":y field of:ico and no record
of any vvrh approval

Tl:o only contacts TM Alenta had with CM ;a1d prior
to th3 aor.n:`3inrtion of Prcnidc'nt Kennedy involved three
into t tiAT r 1s t A^;cnta had with hi* Tho first vas on Juno 20
lV32 at Tort -,Vorth T'crlrz r.on t ly after his rotura home from
do c c iet Union 'Ciro purpo^a rr: to ansc o tho possibility
of hi+e hn v..t it been given int:ollig -nco araignmo.nts by the t oviote
T ho t"ectr. on Au uat 1G 1F.G2 w -s in tho cr~.o connection
THo third 1.";o at his tspoei io rrmroat on August 10 19G3
foilov'.ng b i3 arrest in Dow Cs f rni.:s3 tho procoding day on a ="
chnrgo of Clot r in; tho po:.co rn creating a vcono At that
tit to tt: "c_ ibcd co7_of lain nctivitios in connection with
tho lair 1.1:..y for Cuba Coami ttc:I tiro pro-Castro organization.

i+r .C1 =1d wan again into::v f.orod by FGI Agents at the
Val1..:1 Police toprrt:.:.nt fo1lo:rar- his arrest after tho.

_ r.:"r.at^funtf.~ u of tLo ;resident Thin interview rasa airy:d nt
r .t":Ay t. catono ho wi0t ma':o in connection with the

s.^r" :?.mars~wr a as Go 1 no to o`.ttr $ n any information ho might
b= cc be:is r!:10 to furnish of a sic unity nature

", x
F?'I hortdqunrtero has ob i:rinott affidavits from every

. Epoairl A;;c'ut who was in contact 1vith Oowald as well ass affidavits
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he^rd tl.at F"oo ra voy O r nld tars tr2 FBI intornnnt with tbo
lc;n'+ of nu "': a "170 :iii vz boi ry paid 0200 monthly An the

facts clon:..y chow this in not to uo

reTthormoro tho facto xofuto Hr Qado"a roportod`' ','.
"1tC!'lcnt to th3 Got".aission th t t'icro in no rocor3 n intainad

3 t1 ~~~ Z I o3 infcrrt^.nt fttnc!s Ont;~d o tho purpoc03 for
,hich tined by tho FBI onployoo to whom thoy porn Surnishod

tr %7ado rc;,ortodly.ri:ntcd that ho bad nor cod in .
tho irI co CI:ocial Iat.llicOnoo Vorvico (GI S) and that ho va

3. ci?ppl:! cd Sa .~,n tiro to Unto with vttiriou3 cturs of coney for which
ho did not h:wo to rccount and for which bo did not have to obtain
any receipts from the persona to whom he dicbursod tho money

*_rs~~ cr
r;;oconncyduetod it::icoaditionnFl.a pthat"rof aprovcuaidietnolod

dt
ritpow ttnO lotridltGar IT vh^_+ tho IZI o

tight Ett'r 7~"virion that protinil c'~ .'3 ontly in t :o .TBI'a informant
opara :ionu Tut this is truo c!I3. in road to tb3 fact that
VIO t :n tto ~c~~;ont ily worn Own thn 1atituc o to dovolop and pay ".
infoitnt c i tho clot without rr?.or approval from FBI bond

..

tar t'ovcxt1oloco t3I w n cperatod under a control ttyotcm
and nc3hcr'od to it by advioing T:II ;toad unrtor3.of paynonto made
and Vic! 'ii : ztity of tiro indivit~~'.A:a paid Such paynonto warn
Cupp ortod by rocoipta in noarly ovary iustanco

t'ar'o for ex ple e t^rod on duty with tho l'3I
on i'o^ct:b 4 1D BD On July C 1002 ho wan adva nood the cu
e ^ C 1 0 iL in coonoction vi th an V3 asci~n3:at Thin was for
va!xtotoocn and trawl in councct".on with bin ansignront in
I:cur.c'.r as volt nn to provivo Lin with rQro money with which to
octablir b hit ol_ Iti3 p turaz ix= ITc:i Orloana to Gu1y rquil
I:a:a or e:" t over *500 alc.ro X addition ho was ro :uired to
mho ia%l 1-::,titutioa of the total amount which had boon advancod

' bin r d t :i : o iuent1y did too Ill of hid oiponclituroa of tbo total
am"or..c1 fugal& od him Moro vt"bnt^ntlato4 by vouchora ho subaiittod

Ii tad* arrived in I':zz !for on August 1G 1943 IIo
adieu at i in an r tdorrovor ca'rtcity with a symbol rumbor
:m.o'_!'te,"t :!J Itzz :o 345 and u::cd the codo nano "James in
o{-r:,inc ccr tuticationo I7itIin E3uador ho was roforrod to ss
Coafictcntial lnfoii ant dumb= 6+ L .tjs:r

. Although in an unc!orcovorcapacity Z r ttado was
required to submit vouchorn twico monthly through tho Local

rri Attno'so'e OX ico in Quito Eour,.lor Thoy worn roviovcd there
rr.nd forcrnrlcd to FBI hoadgn rtc:t wlioro thoy woro checked prior
t approval and the transmittal of funds to .!r i7adots account



l:n bio onorationa !undo handlod a total of 11

1
it ic n,*.:it uio vouchers c cry .3.y iCen tify each o ponclituz o
r ::" 1.y ltht in connection vith .n3 Nt:utn to cny one of those
in crrtanty In t:11 Ur ratio o:-1i :.n i d a total of $104:;3.21
ii pa:.Inobt;j to lu orrslnto. In rc1;Iitien to identifying oath

1fer;;-nnt
raid and indiaatina the amount paid to oath ho ` ..

v :h the ro:;ulationo 'to furnish coprratcly v ary :`"`.

C3.rnod this 0th day r'f lobruary 1904 at
t7aehinetou District of Colunb:'a

Subocribed r.nd Sworn to before
uo t'-is Cth clay or February
196.3 L7c"Xit'o 1) Valtor Notary
`ab 'c I)irtrict of Columbia

Uv co;.,:isnion eapiros Aujust 14
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ciao en r.?.] informants ho vat .vr i::g and an evaluation or
their rorvico3

rive of the 5 ,1fIrm:tnto ?Ir Waco was oporatin! voro
th r.:nst p o?uctivo t::c ro five t'ocoived a total of (11,.34.,'04

rinnj:L.2cn~:r.hpar:::^
r

tocupporpt:ymontc4tGbymwadorebyc.Mil,tfr..EVadol:c.,'othEacorh
of thcso ..

.yrso::tc
ui:c:";'1 t'tc . bf rcco1pta ~roro ac ~ovntod Sor by I3r Wads iu
voact:ors t :~1 .ai 4tcd by hire. .r

:' ratio 2cft Ecaa!lo:y on by 2 1343 end in a . ~ "

lctt art "_.L Ilay 25 1):3 subn:1.M.ed his rc yig::ion from tho
Trl a Cy letter dated Juno 13 11%30 Wads t,ou3ht
roinntntc'.nt stating that ho itnci mado a mintrlso in :~ ` . "c~

resigning f:ovovor this rowr'3t for rcinctatc unt was
roftr ed sinc:o the TM *s so;u zt for his dofotx:ont under tho'"r
&oloettvo Vorvico Act already had boon

withdrawn.
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1 Was Oswald an informant

Lee Harvey Oswald was never an informant of the FBI was
never assigned a number in that capacity and was never paid any money
by the FBI

Director's Affidavit Stating Oswald Not FBI Informant .

By letter dated February 61 1964 (Attachment Ml) the
Director furnished the Predr ears Comm3s'sion Iiis'perhoaal affidavit
wherein the Director categorically stated that Lee Harvey Oswald
was never an informant of the FBI The Director also outlined FBI
Bdffini3fiitiv8 pr6ceddres for the handling and payment of confidential
informants The Director also noted that he could state authoritatively
and without equivocation that Oswald was never an informant of the FBI
was never assigned a symbol number in that capacity and was never
paid any money by the FBI in any regard because of the close
supervision FBI Headquarters affords its Security Informant Program
and because of the safeguards established to insure against any
abuse or misuse of the program

The Director pointed out that the only contacts FBI agents
had with Oswald prior to the assassination of President Kennedy
involved three interviews FBI agents had with him The first JM
on June 2$i.1~C2 ~`nt I?oirt forth ex s,~sFib3=tilyra tee oel9ald',Q
return dome from the Soviet Union The urpgse of su h interview
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In connection with the possible appearance of the Director
before the President's Commission during the coming week hr Rankin
indicated that the Commission contemplated discussing with the
Director two questions (1) Was Oswald an informant and (2) Was

I there a conspiracy in the assassination In this connection there
are set forth answers to these two questions as developed through
the FBI's investigation /1 `f j "~
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was to assess the perm ity:,oi_0swAlAla_axing_besn-gisr_eaPntelli
ence assignments by the_SoxIeI4 The second interview on Au ust'0

1DO was in the dame connection The third 10teryle~b.lvas_at 4swaias
specific request on AugustJQ,,,,,,,19G,4 following his arrest ie

eO"a~rIgaus the preceding dnx on a_c ha(rg of_ disturbing tbe_.pe.ACp
ano creating a'1 ce e.At that time Oswald described some of his
ACtiVities iii connection with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee the
pro-Castro organization

In his affidavit the Director also set out the facts which
refuted Henry M blade's statemeennt_to the Commission that there isg
fecord maintained `3n The $

tc
l-onfla-eii1lit-l-fad'd Tpendedpr  i

arpoces ibi I egtphyee to whom they were
urnishea

Field Agents Affidavits Stating Oswald Not FBI Informant

By letter dated February 12 1964 (Attachment #2) the
Director forwarded to the Commission nine ad8i'i5 OWT ificTav
executed by Bureau agents who becausertheir assignments would
have been responsible for or cognizant of any attempt to develop
Lee Harvey Oswald as an informant of the FBI In addition the
Director forwarded to the Commission an affidavit executed by
John W Fain retired Speci l~lLentof the:' who took part in
1nterviews o O"w Td on June 26,-1020 and August 16 1962 at
Fort Worth Texas Eacj of the afore-mentioned 10 individuals
denied any_knotledgp that Lee Harvey Oswald ever was an informant
oilfhe'tBI

1Sr Belmont's Testimon 5-6-64 8tatin Flatl Oswald Not FBI Informant

Assistant to the Director Alan H Belmont appeared before
the President's Commission May 6 1964 to furnish testimony. During
Mr Belmont's testimony the Director's affidavit mentioned above
was admitted into the Commission Record marked as Commission
Exhibit #835 for identification purposes Mr Belmont was questioned
concerning his knowledge of the Director's affidavit and in response
to a question from Mr Stern of the Commission stated the Director's
affidavit accurately and completely states the Bureau's practice in a
prospective informant Mr Belmont stated flatly that Lee Harvey
Oswald was never an informant of the FBI Mr Belmont also defined
FBI meaning of an informant (An informant is an individual who has
agreed to cooperate with the FBI and to furnish information to the
FBI either for or without payment This would not include a

2



cooperative citizen who frequently and frankly discloses any
information in his possession to the FBI An informant is_2 rather

!

someone who joins an organization or seeks out information_ the
acctr6btian_-Of he 'B relative o suliveirsi've or criminal matters
Pntriotic citizenp ~ho  volunteer fit orma`tion'tb _FBf'_are note"

n ormgrs.j Mr Belmoont also informed the Commission (hatthe
FBI does not use the term "Agent to apply to anyone other than
a 8pecialg'6p1byee the "FBI

FBI Investintion of False Allegations Alleging Oswald Informants

We have investigated certain reports in the press regarding
Oswald's alleged status as an informant for the FBI or the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA)

By letter to the Commission dated February 10 1964
(Attachment ~ we furnished the Commission results of_our,,inter_yipj
tGit1T Aenry-M Wade the District Attorney of "alas County Texas
regarding the statement Wade made tgab._ Commission indicating that

-be fin TiearU tfiat Lee Harvei_ Osyvaid J d._bQ.en..aninformaat._ofthe FBIj
bad ben assigned symbol.number "179 and had been pa1$20~optbIl

"In "tfiis-c5OUt.i Wad+eilso~Jidicateed to the Cooiission..tha_ t FBI
AeaTguarters.ias_not in_a_position to know in all instances whether
an individual was an informant of this.......

In our interview with Wade he stated he told the Commission
that he had no information -~o-.ibe_eef fecctfiat~L_ee Harvey _Oswald was an
Informant of the -BY or any Government agents Wade`laimed thii:e

ola tha CominisSio he_FBI d.isLnot haxe_anyinformaet without
sy-m of and that an inforpant!p_Identity .as always known in'I'B
Headquarers *side also.laimed he told tl~e Sommiss siontaat_ ap
3ndivx~ua Sp.cial ger~t in getting ,p.oney_~or as informant fro Pa
P I leadguartersj suUmittethe In ormant's number oypuch_ jr
wI.thout j _games Mr Wade also claimed he told'the Comrnissiaa he had
never beard of having anliiiformant on the~paoll~by acme Wade also
claimed he tried toconveyto the Commissionyrthat.in inmant could
not be aevelopedb an FBI ages{  without knowledge of FBI Headquarters

By letter dated February 17 1964 (Attachment #4) we
furnished the Commission rasiiits "of our
District

inter ews~vit ssf.~staot
Attorney Wiiliantexanaer rarding".ptartem4~lts Alexander

~pD9 ledlq_made o _ nnie Hud ns a uporter...19x..._the HQua_t9q "Post,
who wrote an article entitled "Oswald Rumored As Informant fo j...7,. .--- `...
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Alexander stated he told Hudkins he did not know anything about
Oswald being an informant and indicated that when Hudkins questioned
him about the entry in Oswald's address book making reference to
Special Agent James Hosty Jr. that Alexander told Hudkins "It
lodks like you have the story there. Alexander also told us that
during his meeting with the President'stommisgrn on January 24
1964 he told Chief Justice Warren and Mr Rankin that on the
afternoon of January 21 1964 after conclusion of the bond hearing in
Dallas for Jack Ruby and while the reporters were waiting for some
statements from the Judge there were a number of reporters talking
about the possibility that Oswald was a counterspy for tie FBI CIA
or some governmental agency He stated he recalled hearing the
words "special service and also remembered some reporter identity
unknown make a statement that Oswald was possibly on the payroll
of the Government at $200 a month beginning September 1962 and
that he heard payroll #179 or voucher #179 mentioned

We attested to pin Alexapde ovrn to his Bourse o_f the
afore-mentioned scuF-.rIlo sIlegation but Alexander claimed h

'

o drleard n number of reporters discussing this allege i1out he
bad-no feed as to the source of this information and he considead
it oniq'rumorrat,.the inug,~~e asked Alexander if be'could furnish
us-the name of anyone who might be the originator of the false
allegation and he stated he could not Alexander added that
much speculation and rumors of all kinds concerning Osvald had
cropped up from time to time and he had reached the point of not
paying any attention to them

In our letter to the Commission dated February 1111_19614
(Attachment,-5) we furnished Commission results of our nterview_
Alonzo F Hu ins 1Tl also known as Lonnie Hudkins regarding an

,a lIble_he.wrote_in_the Januay_l _1954 issue_o he:QuOR 2st
entitled "Oswald Rumored As I Inrmant,,, or..U 4

Hudkins claimed hie story was based upon.iniormatign
received from Assistant~District Attorney ~Yilliani Alexander to the
efiedt-thit Oewaldte address book contained the name of Agent Hosty
his office and home telephone numbers and his automobile license
number Rudkips._pisQfitated_ 9 had.interviewed_MEkl ,,P4rgRnile P al4,,
mother of a Harvey_.Osw.ald who_said_ thet_Q4 AICIAt_dPing.Ampaar.Ant
subver"save viior or_the Government

Hudkins also stated he had contacted
not

ya
Federal official q'ba laic who had told_him_that Oswald +as_OD

r3II ai either_tlejBI or GIA~ fir th voucher_-#17.$ and that.1a
had receiv.a nsess thap~,150 a month and no mo~han225 a mop__th
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Hudkins stated he did not include in his article the
latter data since he did not have any supporting documents of any
kind to substantiate the allegation Hudkins refused to de tit
t ie afore-meutioned,overnmgnofficial an Eitatedwhen he received
this information from this source he wwas'alone and no other
re orters were present Hudkins stated that even if he were
called toappear before the President's Commission he would decline
to furnish the source of his information

Hudkins also stated that the onlX_otherjnformaatipo he_h d
heard that Oswald 'bmIge as symbol nurn er informsnt_aeas Jr_om_.Tgg
Go'Ben-"`a i"epgT.er fo P-"PhilodelpliaInquirer who wasJn Dallas
1n laf December 1963 itjklii atite&]_that Golden mentionedAe hIP
a number 1ifferent f room 179 that might be a vouc er number

In our letter of 2-11-64 we also furnished the Commission
results of our contact with Mr Joseph Goulden reporter for the
"Philadelphia Inquirer. (Identical with Joe Golden named by
Hudkins) Goulden stated that in the December 8 1963 issue of the
"Philadelphia Inquirer he wrote an article wherein he alleged that
Lee Harvey Oswald at one time had been contacted by the FBI to become
an informant He stated he had obtained this information from a
law enforcement officer whom he declined to identify We attempted to

pin Goulden down as to his source of this scurrilous allegation but
Goulden declined to identify the law enforcement officer after

allegedly having talked to him on the telephone He did say however
that the officer told him the matter was being "handled through
proper channels. We contacted the Dallas Police Department to
determine if an allegation had been made a matter of record in
Dallas Police files to the effect that Oswald at one time had been
contacted by tad FBI to become an informant No such record was
found in the files of the Dallas Police Department

By letter dated February 13 964 (Attachment..a ve
furnished the Commission res lts of arecoatact with Joseph_Gouidgp
on,February 11! 1964 concerning the allegation of Huacins that he
had received infbrmation from Goulden to the effect that Oswald

might be a symbol number informant Goulden admitted knowing
Hudkins and stated he had been visited by Hudkins in Philadelphia
December 1 1963 Goulden stated that at that time he had not

yet been to Dallas to write the assassination story He added
that any discussions be had with Hudkins regarding the Oswald case
would have concerned Hudkins on-the-scene account of the assassination
and what Goulden had heard and read in Philadelphia Goulden stated
he did not recall awn conversati9n with Hudkins
possibility '-t1 at Lee Harvey Wald was an FBI info] n.mtk

-a
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Testimony of Agents Hosty and Quigley and Former Agent Fain Before
the Commission May b 1964

! Special Agents James P nosty~ Jr. and John L Qu~le and
former Spec3al-'Rgetit oiTtnw~ Fain all testified beforeethe Comm1ision
on

bgwlma
5 ..19.4 concernin their :handling of_the`various face s=o ~t?ie 4!

11gpyestigafloTI r or to the__ assassination of President KennejEach of these agents were questioned whether they had ever made an
attempt to develop Oswald as an FBI informant and all categorically
denied that the had ever madk_any_attempt to develop Oswald as an

i3I jpiormant Special Agent Hosty pointed._p4 to fhe oigmins1QD
that he had never seen nor talked .es.-Har3t O-swald_prior to_thg
assasstnation _President Kennedy SA Quig y and_Mr Fain told the
tonlmission that ..,they had never noted a~y_lbing,...p Qswald!s d9meanSE
wiiic i !Quld 1aaicate Os~tl̀ possessed yiolentten_dencies or
could be constdexed_aA_pnteatially Oengerousz

11 2 Was there a conspiracy in the assassination

The evidence develQpeif in the FBI's investigation
1ncriminates_Le_e'7~ ry ~Os_wa_ld e~ti alone as heL_.assass a
There"i-s no evidence tlicateany other person or persons~
organization_orTQr tgn_gov nment gr anp ipstrume`n a t bereo
in the assassination of P e 14nnt..Jehn F Kenne

Since the assassination of President Kennedy thousands o~
pe2plq.1laye_been tery.tewe m.the_F$.Ltn the inv_es_tigati,Qp o

e Harvey_Oswald These persons i lQdedlall of lii$.Acnoy.R_x,e) tivgs
hot~lmates associates acquaintances and fe ow employee th

~e!ore and ai'teY'his tri o_ yissii~ fellow Marlpe J~erson$ i`
"ifair ele7 wtili`him on thg ghip~.Q.xvro`^e and ,Qn he~us
f Q-0fia_hoMAJe.xio C,itxln,.1B63 wiessep__ 0_ the assassingtionu
persons .connected th Qxgai 1zat ions_9 h_w.h ch Osw ald was in
communIcatton.i emwip.9ns,,mop,nected_with,,,1inanc pA.Anoti.tuI Q
communication_faci],ities_and business P_gUPAarps who _were_conaidere4
asrpossibly liaving_tgiormation ;elating to Oswad_and_it~d1xi.duals
yfo volntc red information ooncerntog Oswald o rngns p'c s tun
whin to Believed were~CC~gpec ed.Fit~hOswaida ,,".additions
investigationaasjuc.uded a detailed examination and analypt
Os aia's personaly.~fie.~ts a aorre`s~ondoncej ands lanyses pf Oswald ~s
tisances=ana connectims-mith_other..parsona_apd organization..

Investigation has (1) oy$.loped_detaile& ackgroug4
information concerning Oswald from his birth_ts his death (2)

g
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Memo Branigan to L:llivan
re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS R CUBA

hs,treegillened the evidence that Oswald was the assassin of tb
President although no clear-cut mot iyp as_been established and

($ -de"s~iite _numerous allega ionswhicY~ hav_e_been t._e tigatgQ
developed no sounde[ Bence pdicating~thathe_received au
financial assistance or t_Y.at~aqy_pther persons_ group otfg'QigL1
government inspired or dir,Eteci ,the assassination_ or rvas_cogniz~gt

J oi Tiis,"plan .ossassinate >esident KennedL On the contrary the
ata developed strongindicates that he acted on his n

initiative or impulse with little advance~lannin'.wAlsowo
~nvestigation'has~is`closed no evidence_ hat_aswa awhile residing
!~n RRSia ;~wa"srecruited bhe .ovl,et~,otelligence_ service`s o3
received any _assignment or training from the intelligence services_
Furth Luvestigation has developed_oe_proof of any prior comic
or association` between Oswal l4_,sni his murderer jack~"LeQn R

During Mr Belmont's appearance before the Commission
on 5-6-64 he testified that the FBI had developed no information
to indicate that Oswald w s an agent of any other country or in any
way connected or within the service of a foreign country or that
he wns an agent of any agency of the U S Government Mr Belmont
also testified that the FBI has no evidence which would support a
conclusion or an opinion that the death of the President was the
result of a conspiracy or anything other than the act of a single
individual Oswald He also advised the Commission that the FBI
did not come up with anything of a solid nature to indicate that
there was any association between Oswald and Ruby that we had
numerous allegations which we ran out extensively and carefully
but there is nothing,-no information that would stand up to
show there was an association between them

ACTION

For the Director's information
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MC 105-3702

SOURCES! ! ;" !

The confidential source abroad referred to in the "_
ehulosed letterhead memorandum which provided the information
on which the investigation reported therein was predicated is
Legat Mexico City file 105-3702

le'second confidential source abroad.reterred to

I

The sixth confidential source abroad is

y. venth confidential source abroad is

She eighth confidential source abroad i

CLASSIFICATION:

She enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi
fied "CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect the Bureau's operations
abroad and investigative activities by Bureau personnel in
connection with this case

LEAD

MEXICO CITY

At Mexico D F

Will continue to handle all leads developing in
Eohhebtion with this case and will complete and report the
results of inquiries at various Mexico City museums

i



With the submission of the enclosed letterhead ~
memorandum all leads and inquiries which appear in the
President's Commission letter of reference have been completed
with the exception of the review of records and interviews of
personnel et Mexico City museums for possible information
concerning 0 yA D 'The latter investigation is being handled
by informant Ind will be completed and reported in the
immediate future

E}OLOSURES
:,,00

Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above

Bl reau cable #68 dated 4/30/64 and letter from the
President's Commission General Counsel J LEE RANKIN to the
Director dated 4/24/64

AD14INISTRATIVE

The enclosed letterhead memorandum also records the
results of other investigation conducted by the Mexico City
Office which previously ad not been reported by letterhead '

memorandum ` .wl `~ PJw+~" r/')r
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tied "COIWIDENTIAL in order to protect the Bureau's operations
abroad and investigative activities by Bureau personnel In
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The confidential source abroad referred to in the .c _
ehelosed letterhead memorandum which provided the information"%
on which the investigation reported therein was predicated is .
U gat Mexico City file 105-3702.
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

The following information was made available by a
confidential source abroad

The records of the C2 ihuahuense Travel Agency and
the Transportes del Norte bus line terminal at Mexico D F

("D F. refers to the Federal District of Mexico or the
Federal Capital also known as Mexico City) reflect that one
H 0 LEE occupied seat No 12 on the Transportes del Norte
bus No 332 which departed from Mexico City n October 2 1963
with Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo Me o, its destination
According to the source ANASTASI UIZ ZA a resident of
Mexico City advised that he was 'passenger on the above
mentioned bus and identified photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
as having been a passenger thereon

It also had been ascertained that OSWALD traveled
from Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas to Mexico City on a bus of the
Flecha Roja bus line on September 26-27 1963 and during the
trip had recommended to passengers on that bus that they seek
hotel aemRmodations at the Hotel Cuba in Mexico City

With respect to OSWALD's luggage
color photographs

had been provided of an olive-colored "Bee-4 bag and a blue
canvas zippered handbag which had been identified as the
property of OSWALD

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE PASSENGERS
ORIGINATING IN GUADALAJARA

On April 3 1964 a second confidential source abroad
advised that the "Linea Azul (Blue Line) bus company affords

C F E / p ,3
OA/.0 ou 1 .y f ~ i .

ed./fr t tte C f0e;e)
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'service from Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico to San Luis Potosi
(State of San Luis Potosi to make connections with Transporter
:.del Norte for possible further travel to Monterrey and Nuevo
'Laredo Mexico According to this source a reservations list

for the October 2 1963 6:00 AM departure of the Blue Line
bus from Guadalajara with San Luis Potosi as its destination
reflects the following information as best the names and other
data thereon could be deciphered

Name of Passenger Destination Ticket No.

HILDA QUEZADA N Laredo 77898

(Lines indicate a second
passenger or seat reserved
in that name.)

JOSE CRUZ Monterrey 00751
HILDA QUEZADA N Laredo 77900 IA
(It was explained the "1/2

indicates half fare paid.)
CECILIO CARDENAZ Monterrey 0074
JOSE MAZO San Luis 14128
VICTORIA tMAGALLANES (Apparently did not travel.)
MAY.IMINO ESQUIVEL Monterrey 00752
PEDRO GLEZ (GONZALEZ) Monterrey 00753
AURELIO HDEZ (HERNANDEZ) San Luis 1362

Source advised that comprehensive investigation
including a check of the tiles of the United States Consulate
visa records checks of telephone directories and numerous
interviews of persons listed in the telephone directory with
similar names had been conducted at Guadalajara for the above
names of persons traveling beyond San Luis Potosi without
identifying anyone who had been a passenger of Transportes del
Norte on October 2 1963

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUS
LINE OPERATIONS MONTERREY

The following information was furnished by a third
confidential source abroad



On April 19 1964 RAMOyTREVINCQUEZADA vice I
resident and manager of the Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico

terminal of the bus line Transportes del Norte advised that
tickets are taken up by the driver from passengers at the time

they board the bus and he deposits them in a manila envelope
which is provided for that purpose in connection with each trip
He stated the driver makes a notation on the outside of the
envelope as to the number of passengers traveling over a determined
section of the route and the tickets inside the envolope should
coincide or balance with the notation by the driver on the envelope

With respect to the records of the company for the

trip of its bus No 373 on October 2 1963 from Monterrey to
Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas and Laredo Texas TREVINO advis ed
that he was unable to explain the fact that the envelope
carries the figure of "12 passengers from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo
and Laredo and "1 passenger from Nuevo Laredo to Laredo although
a total of "20 ticket sections were in the envelope for that

particular trip He stated however that the notation by the
driver is a clerical function which he handles during the trip
often at night and under considerable stress and pressure and
he can only conclude that the driver made an error in writing
"12 rather than "19 upon completing his collection df tickets
and delivering the envelope at the conclusion of his run

It was mentioned to Mr TREVINO that the baggage
manifest for the bus which arrived at Nuevo Laredo in the

early morning of October 3 1963 had listed the number of that
bus as No 396 and he advised that this notation could only be
a clerical error by the baggage handler He displayed a copy
of a document referred to as a "Traffic Report for Transportes
del Norte at its Nuevo Laredo terminal for October 3 1963
which recorded that b s No 373had arrived at that term{.nal
at 1:35 AM with A,,4 ARRA as the driver The "Traffic Report
for October 2 1963 registered the arrival of bus No 396 at
Nuevo Laredo as having taken place at 1530 (3:30 PM) on that

date and its departure from Nuevo Laredo for Monterrey was
recorded on the report for the following day as having occurred
at 2:30 AN He pointed out that on the basis of the foregoing
records bus No 396 would still have been at the Nuevo Laredo

I
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;terminal at the time of arrival on October 3 1963 of bus No
373 and he assumed that the baggage handler had become confused

:'between them when he made the erroneous notation on the baggage
manifest

EFFORTS TO IDENTIFY BUS
PASSENGER HILDA QUEZADA

It was pointed out to Mr TREVINO that a HILDA QUEZAD
and two accompanying persons an adult and a child were
recorded as having traveled from Guadalajara Jalisco to San
Luis Potosi State of San Luis Potosi in order to continue
their travel on the October 2 1963 Transportes del Norte bus
to Nuevo Laredo He stated that the name of HILDA QUEZADA is
totally unknown to him

It was determined on April 15 1954 through a check
at the Central Office Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) Washi on D C. that the master index contained a
reference tone HI A QUEZADA QUIROZ These records disclosed
that HILD QUEZAD QUIROZ was born September 4 1944 at Mexico
D F. Mexico d that she was admitted to the United States
at Laredo on May 24 1963 on a Class B-2 visa valid to June
15 1963 She was the bearer of Mexican Passport No 31067
and the visa was issued at Mexico City on May 15 1963 Her
permanent address was given as J M Correa No 196 Mexico
D F. Mexico and her address in the United States was recorded
as "San Antonio and Houston Texas. The departure record
reflects she departed from the United States at Laredo on May
30 1963

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on April 30 1964 that he had
located HILDA QUEZADA QUIROZ at Calle Jose Maria Correa No 196
Colonia Vista Alegre Mexico D F. and QUEZADA advised that
she did travel on a Transporter del Norte bus from San Luis
Potosi State of San Luis Potosi Mexico to Nuevo Laredo but
in May 1963 QUEZADA advised that she did not travel-in
October 1963

4e
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(TICKETING PROCEDURES BY
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUS LINE

The following information was furnished by a fourth
.confidential source abroad

On April 20 1964 RAI4ON'MEDINA BELTRAN manager of
the Mexico City terminal of the Transportes del Norte bus line
advised that this company is affiliated with the Greyhound
Lines in the United States and is authorized and is in a
position to sell transportation to any point in the United
States He stated that until approximately one year ago the
sale of bus transportation in the United States in behalf of
Greyhound Lines had been effected through a system of exchange
or purchase orders however in the interests of simplifying
the sales and accounting procedures Transportes del Norte ticket
counters are now stocked with Greyhound Lines tickets and make
direct sales in behalf of Greyhound as well as its own
facilities He stated very definitely that the only record
as to the identity of any person purchasing Greyhound transpor
tation through a Transportes del Norte ticket counter would be
the recording of the seat reservation on a passenger list at
the point of origin or purchase of the ticket

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE PREPARES NO PASSENGER
LISTS AT SAN,LUIS POTOSI AND MONTERREY

On April 9 1964 RAMON MEDINA BELTRAN manager of
the Mexico City terminal of the Transporter del Norte bus
line advised that he had contacted the San Luis Potosi State
of San Luis Potosi terminal of that company in an effort to
obtain a list of passengers who had embarked on bus No 332 of
that company on the morning of October 2 1963 with Monterrey
and Nuevo Laredo as their destinations He stated that he had
been advised that no passenger reservations lists or manifests
are prepared at that terminal because of the small number of
persons who embark at that point

On April 3 1964 RAMON TREVINO QUEZADA vice
president of Transportes del Norte Monterrey advised the
third source abroad that because of the fact that the company
operates numerous schedules daily between Monterrey and Laredo

5
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Inquiry among various protestant missionary and
religious organizations at Mexico City developed data that the
Bible Society of Mexico might have repdrds relating to many of
the protestant missionaries and miriters in Mexico

Texas no effort is made to prepare reservations or passenger
lists in connection therewith

INTERVIEW OF AUGUSTO AGUILAR
PASSENGER ON TRANSPORTES DEL
NORTE BUS NO 332 OCTOBER 2k 1963

According to the first confidential source abroad
the passenger and reservations list for the Transportes del
Norte bus No 332 which departed from Mexico City for Nuevo
Laredo on October 2 1963 recorded that seat No 11 had been
utilized by AUGUSTO AGUILAR whose final destination was listed
as Houston (Texas) In this connection passenger ANASTASIO
RUIZ MEZA had recalled that seated in front of him on the bus
was a person whom he believed to be Mexican and either a
missionary or minister as he was reading a Bible during parts
of the trip RUIZ MEZA believed that the destination of the
above-described person was Houston Texas

The following information was provided by a fifth
confidential source abroad

On April 29 1964 JOSE'HERNANDEZ J. an officer in
the Methodist Church and affiliated with the Bible Society of
Mexico Mexico D F. reported that the recoil of that
Society include the name of one AUGUSTO AGUILAR Calle Juan
Alvarez No 44 Villahermosa Tabasco Through the cooperation
of the Office of the Military Attache United States Embassy
Mexico D F. which was in communication with members of its
staff who were traveling in Villahermosa it was ascertained
on May 4 1964 that AUGUSTO AGUILAR of Villahermosa had
traveled to the United States by bus in early October 1963

The information recorded hereinunder was provided by
a sixth confidential source abroad

On May 6 1964 Mrs AUGUSTO,'AGUILAR Calle 2 de
1
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Abril No 37 (April 2 Street No 37) Villahermosa State of
!Tabasco Mexico advised that her husband AUGUSTO AGUILAR

who is an Evangelical minister made a bus trip from Mexico
City to the ited States the latter part of 1963 She stated
her husban as out~~ of~)ate city visiting his sister, Mrs
RITA MARI AGUILAR DE.FONZ who lives at Calle 35 No 76 (35th
Street No 76) Ciudad del Carmen State of Campeche Mexico
telephone No -37

She related that her husband is the minister of a
church known as the "Templo Bethel Iglesia Cristiana de las
Asambleas de Dios (Bethel Temple Christian Church of the
Assemblies of God) which is located at Juan Alvarez Street No
44 in Villahermosa

Mrs AGUILAR made available her husband's Mexican
Passport No 21630 issued to JOSE AUGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO and
recorded therein was a United States nonimmigrant visa No
115356 Issued to AGUILAR on October 1 1963 at the United
States Embassy Mexico D P

A stamped notation of the United States Immigration
and Naturalization Service in this passport indicates AGUILAR
was admitted to the United States at Laredo Texas on October
3 1963

On May 6 1964 JOSE AUGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO was located
at the residence of his sister at Calle 35 No 76 Ciudad del
Carmen State 'of Campeche _Mexico and advised that although
JOSE AUGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO is his complete name he is more
commonly known as AUGUSTO AGUILAR He furnished the following
information

He was a passenger on a Transportes del Norte bus
which departed Mexico City at 8:30 AM on October 2 1963
knowing the date to be October 2 1963 inasmuch as his Mexican
passport contains a date stamp that he was admitted to the United
States at Laredo Texas on October 3 1963 and he recalls
that he boarded the bus in Mexico City on the previous day

He was not certain of his seat number on the bus but
occupied the seat which had been assigned to him He said his



seat was a window seat located on the right side of the bus
.t and several rows from the front (The passenger manifest for

Transporter del Norte bus No 332 which departed Mexico City
at 8:30 AM October 2 1963 discloses apace was assigned in
seat No 11 for AUGUSTO AGUILAR whose final destination is
listed as Houston Seat No 11 is a window seat on the right
side of the bus opposite the driver's side and two rows from
the front.)

He believed there were perhaps ten or twelve other
passengers who boarded the bus at Mexico City however he
cannot recall the identities of these fellow passengers or
any details which would aid in identifying them He did not
recall any Americans having boarded the bus

.He related that he had made a bus trip on a Trans
portes del Norte bus from Mexico City to Mazatlan State of
Sinaloa Mexico to attend a religious conclave in Mazatlan
a short time prior to the trip of October 2 1963 and it is
difficult for him to distinguish clearly in his mind the trip
to Mazatlan from the trip of October 2 1963

When he boarded the Trans ortes del Norte bus at
Mexico City on October 2 1963 h final destination was
Houston Texas and after arriv g in Houston he continued
to the home of Reverend DILLY4ANDERS of Humble Texas on
whose invitation he had made the trip While in the United
States he delivered several sermons in the Humble Texas
area and at Houston and San Antonio Texas He was in the
United States until about November 20 1963 at which time he
returned to Mexico He was able to fix his departure from the
United States for return to Mexico as November 20 1963 by
the fact that President KENNEDY had been assassinated on
November 22 1963 and he was in Veracruz Mexico when he
first learned of the assassination having left the United
States about two days previously

He does not recall exactly where the bus stopped
before reaching Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico although he
assumed the bus stopped at San Luis Potosi as one of the

principal cities on the route
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He was not certain whether or not there was anyone
4 seated by him on the bus nor could he furnish specific informs

tion concerning the passengers who had been seated in his
immediate vicinity He said the bus arrived in Monterrey
around 11:00 PM October 2 1963 but considered this was only
an estimate on his part remembering it was late at night He
could not remember any details of a stop at Monterrey changes
of bus units or other data related to that phase of his travel

He remembered that just prior to arrival at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico the bus stopped and travel and
identification documents of the passengers were inspected by
Mexican Immigration officials The interior lights of the
bus were turned on and one or two Mexican Immigration officials
boarded the bus at this stopping point It was his impression
that one of the officials was,a stout individual but he could
remember no further descriptive data concerning this person

At this Immigration check point an American youth
left the bus with the Mexican Immigration official or officials
and he believed that some question had arisen concerning the
youth's documents He said he considered this person.to be an
American from his general appearance He estimated that this
person was away from the bus for about ten minutes He did
not recall this person's making any remarks after reboarding
the bus or that other passengers left the bus at this point

Upon viewing a chart of the seating arrangment of
the Transportes del Norte bus No 332 which departed Mexico
City on October 2 1963 it was AGUILAR's opinion that the
American youth was seated in either seat No 8 or 9 or seat
No 12 or 13 AGUILAR stated he vaguely recalls this person
was seated to his left and slightly to his rear

AGUILAR vaguely recalled that the American youth
reboarded the bus at the Immigration check point and took a
seat in the area of the seats numbered 8 9 12 or 13 He
described this person whose facial features he cannot clearly
remember as follows

Age Under 30 years
Heights 5 7 to 5 8

_9_
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Ueight 221 to 132 pounds
Build Slender thin
Hair Light brown
Complexion .Light

He expressed his general impression that the American
was dressed neatly in dark-colored clothing and believed he was
wearing a dark suit coat He did not recall further details
regarding the youth's clothing or his luggage

AGUILAR viewed several photographs of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and could not recognize the photographs as being
identical with any of the passengers on the bus or the American
youth He agreed that the American youth could be identical
with OSWALD but affirmed that he could not be ce tain

AGUILAR viewed the photograph of JU 'MATEO T1 CUBA
-as it appears on Mexican Government tours form FM-5
3625296 and of his wife ADA FRANCISC ISLIP DE CUBA as
it appears on Mexican Government tourist form FM-5625295
He also was shown a photograph of PHILLIPE PITER E.-VAN DER
VORM as it appears on Mexican Government tourist form FM-8
No 624820 AGUILAR could not recognize the photographs of
Mr and Mrs DE CUBA and VAN DER VORM as being identical with
any of the passengers on the bus

He could not recall whether the bus from Monterrey
to Laredo stopped in Nuevo Laredo but dces remember arriving s "
at the offices of the United States Immigration and Naturaliza
tion Service and United States Customs near the International
Bridge in Laredo

He recalled that upon arriving in Laredo the
passengers disembarked obtained their luggage and walked up
a ramp into a large office containing a large counter where
the luggage of the passengers was then examined by United
States officials whom he assumed to be United States Customs
agents He recalled going into another large office where the
passengers travel documents were checked by United States
authorities

He does not recall details of contact between the



JOSE AIIGUST6.AGUILAR
POalso known as AUGUST GUILAR

June 17 1922
Ciudad del Carmen
State of Campeche Mexico
51 8 to 51 9
Approximately 185 pounds
Stocky
Black on the sides
top portion of head
completely bald.
Brown
Medium
Evangelical minister
Calle 2 de Abril No 37
Villahermosa State of
Tabasco Mexico
Married

r k r 4

various passengers and United States officials but believed
that the American youth who left the bus earlier during the
Mexican Immigration check had some discussion with a United

'States Immigration official during the examination of travel
documents however he could not furnish further details con
cerning the discussion

AGUILAR advised he was not vaccinated upon arrival in
Laredo He estimated that United States Immigration and Customs
check lasted about forty minutes and when It was completed the
passengers again boarded the bus

He could not remember whether he boarded another bus
at the bus terminal in Laredo or San Antonio Texas He
stated that either at Laredo or San Antonio he boarded an
"American bus but could not recall the bus company or any
details regarding the number or other passengers on the bus
From San Antonio he continued his journey to Houston

The following is a physical description of AGUILAR
as obtained from data appearing on his Mexican passport and
through observation

Name

Date of Birth
Place of Births

Height
Weight
Build
Hair

Eyes
Complexion
Occupation
Residence

Marital Status

I



OSWALD'S LUGGAGE

4

The following information was furnished by the fourth
*source abroad

On April 4 1964 JUA PE GONZALEZ advised that
he is the chief of the baggage department at the terminal of
the Flecha Roja bus line Calle Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45
Mexico D F PEREZ viewed photographs of an olive-colored
"H-4 bag with yellow chalk or crayon markings on one side
which appeared to be "9/26 and possibly an initial of
fragments of stickers and tags thereon and of a blue zippered
handbag and affirmed that he has no recollection of those
pieces of luggage and did not recognize any of the markings
stickers or tags as being in any way connected with the Flecha
Rota operations He stated however that he recently entered
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo with a small zippered handbag of canvas
material and when he went through Mexican Customs the
Inspector placed a green chalk or crayon marking on the bag to
indicate it had been inspected

PEREZ displayed the various photographs tp the
baggage handlers on duty at the terminal and they stated
they were unable to recall the luggage in question or make
any explanation of the tags stickers and inscriptions on them

On'May 8 1964 the manager of the Mexico City terminal
of the Transportes del Norte bus line Insurgentes Sur No 137
viewed the photographs mentioned above and advised that he did
not have any recollection with respect to the two pieces of
luggage described above nor did he believe that any of the
fragments of stickers and tags thereon were connected in any
way with the Transportes del Norte baggage handling procedures
He expressed the belief that the yellow chalk markings on the
olive-colored bag were typical of the method used by Mexican
Customs Inspectors at Nuevo Laredo to mark luggage upon
completing examination thereof in 1 eu of a sticker which
they sometimes use

The manager RICARDO MEDIN ELTRAN displayed the
photographs to the baggage handlers on duty and they affirmed
that they were unable to recognize either piece of luggage in
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.connection with any passenger but stated unanimously that they
recognized the crayon or chalk markings on the olive bag as

atypical of the inspection procedure of Mexican Customs at
'Nuevo Laredo MEDINA also displayed the photographs to several

Transportes del Norte drivers and they were of the opinion
that the yellow inscriptions on the olive bag had been placed
there by the Mexican Customs Inspector at evo Laredo

On May 4 1964 SEBASTIA RNANDEZ assistant
desk clerk at the Hotel del Comercio C le Bernardino de
Sahagun No 19 Mexico City advised that he could not
recognize the photographs of either the olive or the blue
colored luggage as having been in the possession of a guest at
that hotel

On May 8 1964 GUILLE GARC ZUNA owner of the
Hotel del Comercio affirmed that he was unable to recognize
the photographs of the two bags as having any connection with
OSWALD or any other st at the Hotel del Comercio

MATI GARNICA,.maid at the Hotel del Comercio
who claimed to remember OSWALD as a guest at the hotel in
room No 18 examined photographs of the luggage on'May 8
1964 and stated she recognized the small blue zippered
handbag as the luggage which OSWALD had in his room at the
hotel She pointed out that she had been impressed by the
fact that he shad very few personal effects had noticed he
did some laundry each day and left the wet articles hanging
in the bathroom and she was quite certain she had not seen
the larger olive-colored bag

On May 9 1964 PEDROIIODRIG IEDESMA night watch
man at the Hotel del Comercio examined the photographs referred
to above and stated he was quite certain OSWALD had been
carrying the blue handbag on the morning of his departure from
the hotel He claimed to be unable to definitely affirm that
OSWALD had been carrying the olive bag as he could not remember
several of its characteristics but he expressed the f4irm
conviction that OSWALD had been carrying two pieces of luggage
He related that on the morning of his departure OSWALD carried
his own luggage dcwn the two flights of stairs and waited in
the reception area while RODRIGUEZ went in search of a taxi
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When RODRIGUEZ returned with the taxi he carried the luggage
from the reception area to the taxicab and still has the

'.strong impression that he had a bag in each.hand RODRIGUEZ
admitted that his recollection of the type and color of the
luggage is very hazy and he does not wish to state definitely
that he recognizes the photograph of either piece of luggage
in connection with OSWALD

INQUIRIES AT HOTEL CUBA

PATRI WINSTON and PAMELA MUMFORD who were
passengers on t e same bus with OSWALD from Monterrey Nuevo
Leon Mexico to Mexico D F. September 26-27 1963 when
interviewed December 17 1963 related that during the bus
trip OSWALD recommended that they stay at the Hotel Cuba in
Mexico City They related that OSWALD claimed he had stayed
at that hotel several times before and pointed out that the
hotel was inexpensive mentioning however that he was not
staying at the Hotel Cuba during his current trip

Inquiry was conducted to establish whether OSWALD
had in fact stayed at the Hotel Cuba during a period follow
ing his return to the United States from Russia in June 1962
to November 1963

On,December 27 1963 a second confidential source
who has furnished reliable Information in the past advised
that an exhaustive search of the records of the Hotel Cuba
located at Calle Republica de Cuba No 69 Mexico City for
the period June 1962 to October 1963 failed to disclose
any registration for OSWALD under his name or known aliases

A seventh confidential source abroad advised as
follows 1

On March 11 1964 ANG CELORIO manager Hotel
Cuba made available records of the hotel which were rechecked
for the period June 9 1962 to November 22 1963 and no
record could be located for the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD or
his known aliases O H LEE and ALEK JAMES HIDELL The records
did contain a registration for one ROBERTO LEE who registered
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"at the hotel on August 11 1963 was assigned room No 27
and checked out of the hotel on August 21 1963 No further

-identifying data regarding this LEE was contained in the
.-records (OSWALD had been reported as being at New Orleans

Louisiana during that period.)

CELORIO advised he has been at the Hotel Cuba only
since November 11 1963 when he became manager and prior
thereto JOSE SANCHEZ who is presently associated with another
hotel in Mexico City served as manager for about a four-month
period and Mr RAFAEL AVALOS also now employed at another
hotel in Mexico City had served as manager for a number of
years

On March 12 1964 both RAFAE~ AVALOS manager
Hotel

cotigreso
Calle de Allende No 18 Mexico D F. and

JOSE,8 NCHEZ manager Hotel Catedral Calle Donceles No 95
Mextoo D F. viewed a photograph of OSWALD and both advised
they could not recognize the photograph as being of anyone who
stayed at the Hotel Cuba during the time they were managing
the hotel Both were of the opinion that if OSWALD had
stayed at the Hotel Cuba during the time they were in charge
there they would have recalled him Neither could.furnish
any further pertinent information regarding the possibility
OSWALD may have stayed at"the Hotel Cuba in the past

AVALOS related he had served as manager at the
Hotel Cuba for a number of years until July 1962 and SANCHEZ
stated he had managed the Hotel Cuba from June 1 1963 to
November 11 1963 SANCHEZ stated that during the period
July 1962 to June 1 1963 when he became manager the
administration of the hotel had been disorganized and there
was no permanent manager He stated that JESUS HERNANDEZ
SANCHEZ and his brother HIGINIO HERNANDEZ SANCHEZ both of
whom he believed were still employed at the Hotel Cuba would
most logically be the persons in the best position to know
whether or not OSWALD stayed at.the Hotel Cuba during the period
July 1962 to J 1 1963

JES /HERNANDEZ SANCHEZ room clerk Hotel Cuba
advised on March 13 1964 that he has been employed as room
clerk at that hotel for several years He stated that during
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.the period from July 1962 to June 1 1963 when the otdl
'h;d'no permanent manager he and his brother HIGINI ANDEZ

ANCNEZ performed the administrative functions at the hotel
end had most contact with the guests 4*

HERNANDEZ viewed a photograph of OSWALD and stated
he could not recall ever seeing him He further stated he
could not recognize the photograph as being of any person who
had been at the Hotel Cuba during the time he has been employed
there He advised that several months ago he and his brother
HIGINIO had been shown a photograph of OSWALD by a local
police official and at that time both he and his brother
were unable to recognize the photograph of OSWALD as being of
any person who had stayed at the hotel during the period they
had been working there He added that following the publicity
arising from the assassination of president KENNEDY seeing
OSt'JALD's photograph in the newspapers and after viewing a
photograph of OSWALD exhibited by the police official mentioned
above he and his brother had discussed the matter and had
agreed they could not recall OSWALD's ever having stayed at
the Hotel Cuba

$
MISCELLANEOUS DATA RELATING TO OSWALD

On April 4 1964 the following information was
provided by the fourth source abroad

WILLIAM 15 HAN AN Editor of the Mexico City daily
English-Itnguage wspa "The News, related that on April
13 1964 DAN NAV OS reporter for the Mexico Clty daily
"Novedades, had a mpted to contact

SILV3RAN
and her

husband HORACIO URAN at their residence in an effort to
obtain human in erest material for a newspaper article he was
writing with resPect to the OSWALD case NAVA had experienced
considerable difficulty in seeing the DURANS and was allowed
to enter their apartment with the understanding that he remain
no longer than fifteen minutes He was not permitted to speak
directly to SILVIA DURAN and was advised by her husband that
she had suffered a nervous breakdown following her interrogation
by Mexican authorities and had been prohibited by her physician

.and DURAN himself from discussing the OSWALD matter further
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Information from the first confidential source
reflects that LEE HARVEY OSWALD departed from Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo on October 3 1963 and among the names of other perosofis

/Who
departed on the same date was that of MANUEL VICENTEi~'6RRAS

f RIVERA Mexican Immigration records reflect that on September
13 1963 Mexican tourist card FM-5 No 4377279 was issued to
MANUEL VICENTE PORRAS RIVERA by the Mexican Embassy at San
Jose Costa Rica and he entered Mexico at the International -r
Airport at Merida Yucatan on September 26 1963 stating
that his destination in Mexico was Monterrey Nuevo Leon

His Costa Rican Passport was No 6093-63 and
included therein a Mexican Visa No 1147 which he utilized
when he departed from Mexico on October 3 1963 at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas Mexican Immigration records reflect no
mode of travel and his final destination was listed as Costa
Rica his departure from Mexico being handled by Mexican
Immigration Service employee JESUS GOVEA HERRERA

Inquiry at San Jose Costa Rica to
locate MANUEL VICENTE PORRAS RIVERA

An eighth confidential source abroad furnished the
following information

HARRY KUSHNER, Consul -at the United States Embassy
San Jose Costa Rica a~ sed t bat records of the Embassy
reflect that MANUEL Vy/YORRASIVERA

was issued a B-2 (visitor's)
visa on September 13 1963 valid for multiple entries to the
United States until September 13 1967 that he was in possession
of Costa Rican Passport No 6093-63 and that he was born on
March 21 1937 at San Jose Costa Rica. PORRAS RIVERA was
described as male white 5 7",(tall) brown eyes brown
hair single and a Costa Rican citizen His address was listed
as "500 yards south of El Oriente Grocery Store in Escazu
Costa Rica. He had requested the visa for the purpose of
visiting Miami for fifteen days as a tourist and indicated that
he expected to depart on September 15 1963
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Captain GONZALO ARAYA Second in Command of the
;Security Agency at San Jose Costa Rica advised that PORRAS
:RIVERA is a Costa Rican citizen the bearer of Costa Rican

Identification Documen o 1-254-529 was orn March 21,A"
1937 son of VICE OKRAS and RUTH ,

MAYA advised that about six months earlier PORRAS
RIVERA had contacted him and stated that he was trying to go
to Cuba He inquired as to whether or not ARAYA was interested
in his making the trip as he proposed to provide information
which he might obtain in Cuba

MAYA advised that the parents of PORRAS RIVERA own
a bakery in Escazu a small town located outside of San Jose
He considered PORRAS RIVERA to be a "vagabond, and he did not
encourage him to make the trip to Cuba and was not informed
as to whether or not he had attempted to travel to Cuba.

GERMINAL MONGE LAZCARES Section Chief of the Costa
Rican Immigration Department at San Jose advised that the
Immigration records reflect that MANUEL V PORRAS RIVERA left
Costa Rica on September 15 1963 for the United States and
returned to Costa Rica on October 11 1963

Interview of MANUEL VICENTE PORRAS RIVERA

On'March 3 1964 MANUEL VICENTE PORRAS RIVERA was
interviewed and advised as follows

His father owns the Porras Bakery In Escazu Costa
Rica and he is in charge of the bakery during the night shift
The communist situation in Cuba has worried him and he decided
he would attempt to make a trip to Cuba in order to ascertain
the true conditions in Cuba and make this information available
to authorities in Costa Rica

In furtherance of this idea he left San Jose in mid
September 1963 for Miami Florida In Miami he contacted an
anti-CASTRO Cuban volunteered his services and was placed in
contact with other persons who advised him they did not believe
he could be of any service to them thereafter he left Miami
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.for Merida Yucatan Mexico where he contacted the Cuban
Consul on several occasions and tried to obtain a visa to Cuba

:hen the Cuban Consul in Merida denied his visa application
be traveled to Mexico City where he stayed at a small hotel
name not recalled which is located about three or four blocks
from the Palace of Fine Arts

On a Saturday the exact date of which he could not
recall but believed to be September 28 1963,-he called at the
Cuban Embassy in Mexico City where he was stopped by a guard
outside the building and was told that the Cuban Embassy was
not open He was instructed to return the following Monday
but he did not try to contact the Cuban Embassy again

Several days later he left Mexico City at about 8:00
or 9:00 PM by bus for Nuevo Laredo He recalled arriving at
Monterrey Nuevo Leon where he changed buses for Nuevo Laredo
He entered the United States at Laredo Texas but was unable
to recall the exact time he arrived in the United States
believing however that it was about 3:00 or 4:00 PM on the
day following his departure from Mexico City On the same
afternoon he boarded a Greyhound bus at Laredo for Dallas
Texas where he spent several days before traveling'to New
Orleans Louisiana where he remained four or five days and
from where he returned to San Jose Costa Rica

A photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was exhibited to
him and he was positive that he had not seen OSWALD at any time
while at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City or en route to the
United States by bus through Nuevo Laredo

INQUIRIES TO LOCATE EDWARD
BASTIEN AT GUATEMALA CITY i

hp first confidential source abroad advised that
accords t5 the files of the Mexican Immigration Service
EDUAR STIEN was issued Mexican tourist card FM-8 No 36257
by the Mexican Consulate General Guatemala City Guatemala
on October 1 1963 and his name was among those who departed
from Mexico on October 3 1963 at Nuevo Laredo His entry to
Mexico occurred on October 1 1963 at the Central Airport
Mexico D F He was described as a male American citizen
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56 Years or
age

a priest single and the bearer of NIdenti
fication Card No 470 as proof of citizenship His departure

.was listed as by automobile and his final destination as
Guatemala Guatemala His departure from Mexico w s handled
by Mexican Immigration Service employee TEOFIL o-EStOBEDO

The eighth confidential source abroad advised that
extensive efforts were made at Guatemala City Guatemala to
locate EDUARD BASTIEN who also is known as EDWARD BASTIEN
with negative results Source advised that it was determined
that BASTIEN who was from Elgin Texas had stayed at the
Plaza Motel in Guatemala City Guatemala on the nights of
September 27 and 29 1963 but had not been registered for
the night of September 28 1963 He again was at the motel
on October 1 1963 and advised he was departing from Guatemala
City Guatemala by airplane destination not known

INTERVIEW OF ROBERTO GONZALO RODRIGUEZ
ESPINOSA AT TIBAS COSTA RICA

The first confidential source abroad advised that
the records of the Mexican Immigration Service reflect that
ROBERTO GONZALO RODRIGUEZ ESPINOSA was issued Mexican tourist
card FM-8 No 133156 by the Mexican Consulate at Laredo Texas
on September 26 1963 and was listed as having entered Mexico
on the same gate His final destination at the time of entry
was given as Mexico D F. but the mode of travel was not
indicated He was described as a male Costa Rican 25 years
of age and bearer of Costa Rican Passport No 6057-63 as
proof of his nationality His ent .was handled by Mexican_
Immigration Service employee RAU4UUEVANO UJILLO ,

The source also advised that JORGE ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ
ESPINOSA was issued Mexican tourist card FM-8 No 133157 by the
Mexican Consulate at Laredo Texas on September 26 1963 His
destination at the time of entry to Mexico was listed as
Mexico D F. but mode of travel was not indicated He was
described as male Costa Rican 21 years of age single and
bearer of Costa Rican Passport No 6075-63 as proof of
nationality His entry to Mexico was handled by Mexican
Immigration Service employee RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO
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The eighth source abroad advised 4s follows

On April 6 1964 ROBERTO GONZALOrRODRIG ESPINOSA
+wDo resides near the Police Headquarters Tibas sta Rica
-.advised that he and his brother JORGE ANTONI ODRIGUEZ

/ESPINOSA
had entered the United States on September 17 1963

He determined from his passport that they had left the United
States on September 26 1963 to Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas He
recalled that they had crossed the border at about 12:00 noon
driving an automobile which they had purchased in the United
States He recalled that they had spent the night of September

1963 in a small town between San Antonio and Laredo
Texas arrived at Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico at.about
4:00 PM September 26 1963 and spent that night at San Luis
Potosi State of San Luis Potosi Mexico

Photographs of OSWALD were displayed to RODRIGUEZ
and he Stated positively that he had never seen OSWALD He
stated that his brother was with him during the entire day of
September 26 1963 and he was certain that his brother would
not be able to furnish information regarding OSWALD

INTERVIEWS OF OTHER PERSONS AT SAN
SALVADOR EL SALVADOR CENTRAL AMERICA

The first confidential source abroad advised that
the records of Mexican Immigration reflect that the following
six individuals entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September

1963 the date LEE HARVE~t OSWALD entered Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo

OSCAR ENRIQU 'GALLARDO who was issued Mexican
Immigration tourist card FM-5 No 4363772 on September 9
(possibly 19) 1963 by the Mexican Consulate General at New
Orleans Louisiana entered Mexico by autobus with his
destination listed as Mexico D F Mexican Immigration records
reflected a notation that his departure from the Republic of
Mexico would be at Ciudad Cuauhtemoc or Tapachula Chiapas
He was described as a male Guatemalan citizen 44 years of age
married born in Guatemala City Guatemala and his residence
was listed as Pasaje Espinola 317 San Salvador El Salvador
He presented Guatemalan Passport no 20926 bearing Visa No
306 issued at the Mexican Consulate in San Antonio Texas an
July 12 1963 as proof of nationality His entry into Mexico
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,was handled by Mexican Immigration Service employee RAUL
LUEVANO TRUJILLO ill. I

ANIBAL PLEITEZ obtained Mexican Immigration tourist
card FM-5 No 4363773 on September 9 (possibly 19) 1963 at l~
the Mexican Consulate General at New Orleans,_ Louisiana and
entered Mexico by autobus en route to Mexico D F. with
place of departure from the Republic of Mexico indicated as
Ciudad Cuauhtemoc or Tapachula Chiapas He was described as
a male Salvadoran citizen 40 years of age single a motorman
born in San Salvador El Salvador and resident at 4 Calle
Oriente No 132 San Salvador He presented Salvadoran Passport
No 66802 with Mexican Visa No 709 issued by the Mexican
Consulate General New Orleans Louisiana on September 19
1963 as proof of nationality His entry to Mexico was handled
by Mexican Immigration employee RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

JOSE HUMBERTO PLEITEZ was issued Mexican Immigration
tourist card FM-5 No 4363774 on September 19 1963 by the
Mexican Consulate General at New Orleans Louisiana and he
entered Mexico by autobus en route to Mexico D F. with his
point of departure from the Republic of Mexico indicated as
Ciudad Cuauhtemoc or Tapachula Chiapas He was described as
a male Salvadoran citizen 35 years of age single mechanic
born San Salvador El Salvador He presented Salvadoran
Passport No 51852 with Mexican Visa No 708 issued by the
Mexican Consulate General at New Orleans Louisiana on
September 19 1963 as proof of nationality His entry to
Mexico was handled by Mexican Immigration employee RAUL LUEVANA
TRUJILLO f

JOSE BENITO'SSCOBAR presented Mexican Immigration
tourist card FM-8 No 13155 issued by the Mexican Consulate
Laredo Texas September 26 1963 Entry to Mexico was by
autobus with a final destination of Mexico D F He was
described as a male Salvadoran citizen 51 years of age,
married occupation not indicated proceeding from Laredo
Texas He presented Salvadoran Passport No 67375 with
Mexican Visa No 4014 issued September 10 1963 at the
Mexican Embassy in El Salvador as proof of nationalit His
entry was handled by Mexican immigration employee HECT RAGA
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OLIMP BENITEZ SCOBAR was issued Mexican :a

;Immigration tourist card F 8 No 133154 by the Mexican Con
'.sulate Laredo Texas September 26 1963 She was described

as a female Salvadoran citizen 49 years of age married
occupation not indicated She was proceeding from Laredo
Texas and presented Salvadoran Passport No 67373 bearing
Mexican Visa No 4015 issued September 10 1963 at the
Mexican Embassy in El Salvador as proof of nationality Her
entry to Mexico was handled by Mexican Immigration employee
HECTOR RAGA LOPEZ

``/ __
REINA'3SCOBAR was issued Mexican Immigration tourist

card FM-8 No 133153 by the Mexican Consulate j,aredo Texas
September 26 1963 Her entry was by autobus with final
destination listed as Mexico D F She was described as a
female Salvadoran citizen 19 years of age single occupation
not indicated She was proceeding from Laredo Texas She
presented Salvadoran Passport No 67374 bearing Mexican Visa
No 4016 issued September 10 1963 by the Mexican Embassy in
El Salvador as proof of nationality Her entry to Mexico was
handled by Mexican Immigration employee HECTOR RAGA LOPEZ

The eighth confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On,April 10 1964 at the El Salvador Travel Service
Edificio Palomo San Salvador El Salvador OSCAR ENRIQUE

NZALLARDO advised that he is a representative of this travel
a ency and a Guatemalan citizen although he has resided In
San Salvador for several years He recalled making a trip to
the United States in September 1963 to bring back three
buses to San Salvador for the "Quinones Hermanos (Quinones
Brothers) also referred to by him as the International
Harvester Company as the latter is the company which Quinones
Brothers represent in El Salvador He advised that he had
arranged for the services of ANIBAL and JOSE HUMBERTO PLEITEZ
to assist in driving the buses supplied by the Superior Coach
Corporation of Kosciusko Mississippi to El Salvador He
was unable to recall the exact date that they had crossed the
United States-Mexican border but stated that September 26 1963
appeared to be the correct date He advised that they drove in
convoy crossing the border at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico
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between 9:00 and 10:00 All He related that they were
;prohibited from carrying passengers and did not have any
",passengers during the trip He recalled that the three of

them spent their first night in Mexico at Matehuala San Luis
Potosi

Photographs of OSWALD were exhibited to him and he
expressed his certainty that he had never seen him He
advised that ANIBAL and JOSE HUMBERTO PLEITEZ were with him
during the entire trip and he was positive that they would
not have seen OSWALD

He stated that JOSE HUMBERTO PLElrr;G is employed as
chief mechanic at the Cotton Cooperative in San Salvador and
is not related to ANIBAL PLEITEZ who is employed as a truck
driver by the Triunfo Sawmill San Salvador

On April 10 1964 JOSE BENITO ESCOBAR 110 Aven$ds
Sur No 424 (Eleventh Avenue South No 424) San Salvador El
Salvador advised that together with his wife OLIMPIA and
daughter REINA he had visited his daughter-in-law OFELIA
BARRERA DE ESCOBAR in Monterrey Mexico in September 1963
While he did not recall the exact date he related that in late
September 1963 they traveled from Monterrey to Laredo Texas
arriving in the latter city about 9:00 AM They spent the
entire day shopping in Laredo and departed from Laredo about
8:00 PM traSeling from Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas to Monterrey
on a bus of the Transportes del Norte line arriving in
Monterrey at about 12:00 midnight

Photographs of OSWALD were displayed to ESCOBAR
and to his wife OLIMPIA and both stated they felt quite
certain they had not seen the individual pictured therein
These photographs also were displayed to OFELIA BARRERA DE
ESCOBAR who formerly resided in Monterrey and who made the
trip described above with the ESCOBARS She stated that she
was unable to recognize the person in the photographs as anyone
she h ever seen The persons interviewed stated that NELSON
ULISES SCOBAR who is attending the agricultural school at
Saltillo Coahuila Mexico made the trip with them
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---EVER
MADE

SUCH STATEME14%c.m.
Ceutacon ,.1tiS11't fta

sot
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TiRp.ttr OSWALD
105-82555

UUCIMJIAN STATES THAT TIPPIT WAS ALONE IN HIS POLICE CAR WHEN

QUOTE STANDINW ORDERS FOR POLICE IN DALLAS AS IN OTHER CITIES ARE

THAT RADIO CARS OF TiiE TYPE TIPPIT WAS DRIVING MST HAVE TWO

POLICEMEN IN THEM UNQUOTE INTERVIEW APPROPRIATE POLICE OFFICIALS

TO DETERMINE IF SUCH RULE EXISTS AND ANY SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

WHY TIPPIT ALONE

DUCHANAN ALLEGES THAT OSWAlD MADE DEMAND TO DALLAS POLICE THAT

HE IJE GIVEN RIGHT TO SEE A LAWYER AND THAT THIS RIGHT WAS QUOTE

REL>21TLPSSLY DENIED HIM UNQUOTE DURING TWO DAYS OF QUOTE PERSISTENT

QUESTIONING UNQUOTE INTERVIEW APPROPRIATE POLICE OFFICIALS IF

NECESSARY TO RESOLVE THIS ALLEGATION

i
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NOT RECORDED

e MAY 2G 1964

(Type is plain test or eod.)

tiia AIRTEL AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL
(r riorisy) i

_L_

1% lY j

t -~
I
i
i
I

FBI

Date 5/21/64
t

iTIfF/1

Sent '. +G2=M Per

4

4

.11111t.n .r
Y

Transmit the following in

TOt DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (F)

O
_.iARYEY.OSWAJ,D aka

IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to San Antonio dated 5/8/64 and
rerep SA JOHN M KEMMY dated 4/30/64 at San Antonio and
Bureau airtel to San Antonio dated 5/20/64

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau.are 10 copies each
of amended pages 1,'58 74 and 75 of rerep These are
being submitted pursuant to Bureau instructions in referenced
airtel to San Antonio dated 5/8/64 Enclosed for the Dallas
office are 5 copies each of these amended pages The
San Antonio copies of rerep are being corrected accordingly
further San Antonio-copies of rerep are being corrected in
accordance with instructions set forth on page 1 of referenced
airtel dated 5/8/64

Concerning the FD-302 of SA JAMES C KENNEDY dated
4/15/64 (pages 74 and 75 of rerep) the following comments are
made in accordance with instructions set forth in referenced
airtel of 5/8/64

The correct initial of WHITSON is H V WHITSON and
the correct address of Morgan'.e.Gun Shop is 1401 Jacksboro
Highway Fort Worth c xas t

'r8-Bureau (Enc l (gtMN
2-Dallas (Enby20) JAM RM
2-San Antoni r

x eta AM4
JMK /dn~

/ ,
't-ep

ue

LLC(( r/

Approved '341

JUG vtMlfl7 Agent in Charge
.
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Miring this v sit WIIITSON recalled the nci en

BRADFO) DS and on being reminded of the incident BRADFORD

stated that they all re-examined the photographs
of OSWALD which

had previously appeared in Life magazine and after this

examination they all agreed"ti at the person which they "

'%":~ observed .in Morgan's Gin Shop%in their opinion was=LEE HARVEY .;~,s;;
- n ~. :"f a...'.1.~.^ ~f 1 i~Li~-S ,1~ _ .M.'S~.ri~f +s'!14f..Sf;'}p+ 'ry ".~



STA FS DEPARTMENT OF .1
NFEDERAL buREAU OF INVESTIGATI

a'-alt JOHN M KEMMY
April 30 1964

file Nv* en 105-2909

Omoa SAN ANTONIO

Bureau Files 105-82555

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

5 ?11n

Investigation Greyhound Bus Station U S Agencies International
Bridge Laredot Texas as well as at Transportes del Norte Nuevo
Laredo Texas concerning 10/3/63 travel of OSWALD negative
Explanation of riecha Roja Bus Line baggage guide list set out
Interviews with some persons who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
Mexico on 10/3/63 negative regarding OSWALD Interviews with
some persons who rode Greyhound Bus early a.m. on 10/3/63 for
portions of trip between San Antonio Teves and Dallas Texas
negative regarding OSWALD DEWEY C BRADFORD Austin Texas
observed an individual in Morgan's Gun Shop Fort Worth Texas
on the day before,Texas-SMU football game played in Dallas Texas
on 11/2/63 which individual was considered by BRADFORD to be
rude and impertinent This individual,who told BRADFORD he had
been in Marine Corps,purchased rifle ammunition BRADFORD could
not recall caliber requested At that time BRADFORD was with his
wife and brother-in-law H V WHITSON when photographs of OSWALD
were published in Life magazine all three agreed individual in
Morgan's Gun Shop wa i"15SWALD WHITSON informed BRADFORD he knew
this individual who had hung out at WHHITSON's used car lot
Efforts to determine if OSWALD rented safety deposit box.
Laredo Texas negative

DETAILS

I TRAVEL

flu d.c..en containspettier torn "eod"tlonspa eowdvdaerof soy Ete1 A Isrh propertyof the Fit end t a boa to yew *posy
e"J/or N e"nt."ts we nN N ie dlsht$vled"otsidoyew army 1t.70111-1 eM
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p  4/23/64

E R TEINERT Bus Agent Greyhound Bus Terminal
275 Scnt'i Seguin"Street advised he is on duty in his
office from 6:00 a.m until 10t30 p.m seven days each week
Mr TEItILRT stated that he has r"o record in his office
to show the number of passengers discharged from the
Greyhound Bus which arrived at his terminal at 7:53 a.m
on October 3 1963 nor does he have any record to
indicate how many passengers departed when this bus left
the New Braunfels terminal He stated he does not
know the names of all the commuters between New
Braunfels and Austin but did mention that Mrs ROGER
DOLTON Mr ADOLPH STRATEMANtJ and Miss WEIDNER did
'ormutc Letween New Braunfels and Austin almost daily
in thu fall of 1963

After viewing'the photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
he^.tatod he does not recall ever seeing this individual
and had no information that OSWALD was ever at the
New Braunfels Greyhound Bus Terminal nor did he ever
see him on any bus

.4/22/!!__m New Braunfels Texas Fiho o SA 105-2909

h SA BRIMO_r 1?REYER/csh/dnb Date dictated 4/23/64

TAi documentcontains n.NMi recommendationsnor conclusions of the rel It Is the property of the ref end Is loomedM
tort.a.nctrj II end Its contents are sot to be distributed outside lour .vent
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S!,l April 15 1964

DEWEY C BRADFORD 2500 Stratford Drive Austin
Texas stated he was in Fort Worth Texas the day before the
1exas"St1I football game played in Dallas Texas on November
2 1963

On Friday before this game in response to a circular
put out by Morgan's Gun Shops 1401 Jacksboro Highway Fort
Worth Texas telephone LA 6-6572 at approximately 3:30 p.m..
BRADFORD together with his wife and his wife's brother
H V WHITSON residence address 5017 E1 Campo Street Fort
Worth Texas went to this gun shop in order that BRADFORD
sn ht examine older guns and look over the merchandise which
t!"RGAN had on display BRADFORD stated at the time he was
the owner of a store known as "Country Store in Austin Texas
an! he was in search of merchandise suitable for display
and sale at this place

BRADFORD stated they had been in this'store
approximately twenty minutes when a bareheaded individual
whom BRADFORD considered rude and impertinent walked into.
the store stepped in front of BRADFORD and even picked
up two or three of the guns which BRADFORD was examining
at that time

This individual then asked the store owner MORGAN
(the only individual in the store making sales at that time)
for rifle ammunition BRADFORD could not recall the caliber
requested by this person MORGAN answered that he did not
believe that he had that particular caliber and asked this
individual if he had his gun MORGAN was advised that he did
have his gun but on being requested to gat it this young
:ban refused to get the gun and again repeated the caliber of
the rifle to MORGAN

MORGAN then examined the rifle ammunition in his
store and informed this individual that he did not have-'l
complete box of the desired ammunition, whereupon MORGAN was
requested to give him all that he did have in that particular
ammunition BRADFORD recalled that he believed there were

approximately fifteen or twenty rifle shells which MORGAN

pn 4/7/64 et Austin Texas Filet SA 105-2909

r.

.____SA JAMES C~ 10ENNJDY/ jmbldnb .Oct dictotsd 4/7J64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor eonelu.lons of the rel It is the property of the ref end Is loaned Is
yourogencyl It end Its contents are not le be distributed outside youregoney
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SA 105-2909

sold to this individual who paid for them in cash putthem in his pocket and walked out

BRADFORD said that this individual was alone on
entering the store that he did not see any automobile
but did recall this individual telling BRADFORD that he
had been in the Marine Corps and BRADFORD told him that he
also had been in the Marine Corps at one time

BRADFORD recalled that this individual had moved
with a military bearing seemed particularly alert and
the thing that first caused him to notice him was his
repugnant and obnoxious attitude

BRADFORD stated that he did not think anything
abc.ut this incident until the subsequent photographs of
LEEHARVEY OSWALD were published in Life Magazine

BRADFORD stated that after these photographs cams
out he discussed the photographs with his brother-in-law
H V WIIITSON as well as with his wife and they all
three agreed that the individual who had been in Morgan's
Gun Shop on the day before the Texas-SMU game was LEE
HARVEY OSWALD

BRADFORD further stated that his brother-in-law
H V WHIISON,"owned and operated a used car lot in Fort
Worth Texas and had informed BRADFORD that he knew this
individual who had on occasions hung out at WHITSON's
used car lot

75
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(105-82555) (RM)
Dallas (100-10461) (RM)
Chicago (62-6115) (RM)
Denver (89-41) (AM)
El Paso (105-1264) (RM)
WFO (RM)
Phoenix (105-1529)

I ('C PI 'S I 1

EPORTINOOFFICS INNE. i3AYWCFE1103OFFICEC1..miG*N

.12/24/63 - 3/29/64PHOENIX
ITLEOF CASE

I?IIsLAS

LEE BARYEY OSWALD
CHARACTEROF CASE

REFERENCES

/ Bureau airtel to Phoenix dated 1/13/64
Report of SA GERALD J FLYNN dated 1/20/64 at Phoenix.
Dallas airtel to Bureau dated 2/3/64
Bureau airtel to Phoenix dated 3/10/64

Will determine the circumstances of EAYE'e stay at
the Illinois Research Hospital during 1946 or 1947 L-.dcr Le
name of ROBERT KLONOWSKI

Will interview EDDIE KLONO'.SKI 4621 or 2146 Gray
Street or Grace Street Chicago in an attempt to develop

c-de-t&tls-concern-i n,-KAX7 e-ac Ux i - -
SPECIALAGEtNcMARGE DONOTWtTE 1VSPACESC---OW

,`
11

ill am

~ t7 /J < ONES DEn r7.r7,TT-~ -
=

'ROPERTYOF F8I This reportis loanedto youby the FBI and neither it nor its contentsare to be d.stzi.;:ted *aside th apit tc ;.1:::.tk a

44F



DENVER DIVISION

during the course

in Eu ope whet atd hot and toll cireuwastm-,::es sumounding '..
KAYE errival in tt,e ceunt.ry ani any knowledge rii:30SKI
might have relative to the Natuxalization of KAI'Ein
country -

Will follow and report information received
concerning OSWALD

B
PAGE

Px 105-1529_

Al WNW r r Vv-r TIrr..rT.TO

Will cozdt;ct ft:ot,itigsrioL to di,leop
care speeAfic detail.= catzf1ralt.g hAltle bs:.).groc:_1 std
particularly pzic :a hit
visit to Maio-i:tty

Will conduct ti-1 inves.t1gation to deval3p
more epcctfie details e-fNa:tsratLg KAYE's background and
pattictilarly his activit:eJ lmxeJiately subsequeLt to this
claimed viit to Peaien (ay

A1VA:L11M:MX D.C

Will immediately review records of INS In an
effort to find a record of the naturalization of KATE in
this country it being noted KATE claims to have used the
name of KIONOWSKI when he entered-the U S



C
(DYER PAGE

of a s ;arching interview :iith IICh)ERT KAU it wss doterzined
that he Is at times vague beyond belief and when pressed to
be more specific he bac-ores obvierusly sntoyei and arrogant.
He is a man of under average stature gives all the appea:arcea
of having An it.fericrity complex and strives vainly to make
up for his itsufticieecioa by an overactive irnaginatiot

s `



Sr+Grab

Rh Nvteben PX 105-1529 Bureau File No. 105-82555

Tale LEE HARVEY OSWALD

1

-I,

INTERNAL SECURITY " B

RODERT J }ail eir-te -le"ted at ::csoa Ar zL+
_

on 1/30/64 Advised that *hen he observed picture
of OSWALD on TV he was of the cpinion that OSI,AW
was identical with LEE (LN ) but that be is not
now certain of this identification and could well have
been mistaken KAYE advised that he appeared on radio
and IV in Denver Colorado and was interviered con
cert.tng Ills experiences during the war KAlE claims he
entered U S at Portland Maine and that he always
thought he was a c iti'zen of the United States being
under the impression that he had been naturalized at
Portland Maine He *as unable to produce any evi
dence of r-atu_alizatioa KAYE advised that he was
unable to recall *hat disposition he had made of the
map and calendar and vas still of the opinion that he had
given these items to the Secret Service agent in El
Paso When questioned as to the veracity of his story
KAYE admitted that he may have been mistaken but denied
that he as lying In,pector GLENN CIOATE INS Tucson,_
Arizona advised that the story told by KAYE would indi
cate that KAYE is not a naturalized citizen of the
United States CHOATE advised that he would send for
KAYE`s file and review it before taking any action
On 3/26/64 KAYE upon reinterview furnished addi
tional information concerning his entry into the U.S
at Portland Paine in November 1945 the places where
he has resided In the United States and his travels
about Europe and Africa during World War II

DETAILS
decvaeal content s art ncowe+eadelfoassec (*edrslent of say triad Jt Is fee propertyof /be FELgad h a Joanto yew et-aoa

11sod/or Bscoal:eh are sot Is 6e distrdbvtedoutsiderow ',Zesty se--a.as-i ..e
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PX 105-1529
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On February ]0 1964 the facts in in?ta.nt case

concerping the nt+tui lizat1cr cf KAYE were dis:neved with
GLENN HOA?E Agent in CaAige U S lwci.grttioa and
Naturalization Service (USItt ) Arizcna CHOATE
advised that the story told by KAYE would indicate that
KAYE is not a naturalIZRd citizen of th9 United States
CHOATE stated that ho would send for KAYE?s file and intended
to review it before ._akf g s:,r A tiaa

~_ `~. r Wit+~.rvtt -.;. ;.e
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ROBERT J ;KAIE sms interviewed at the office of the:,,,
--Tucson Ros ideat A_ ehey Be was advised that he had the right.4

to Consult an attorney 'that he did not have to make 'thy .. t
statement urleas ho desired to do so sad that ail-thing he
sad could

bey
against him in a cut of law

KATE ads-feed thet he is still residing in Apartment 9,
2116 East 17th Street The eon A. izoht and that his telephone
number is 629-2102 He is still employed as a vetdirg hoehine
service mechanic by-Falcon Autcaatie Ise. 727 South Campbell
Avenue Tuceet ArJzota . i t

KAYE ins i e :.s net he net the ma= kaowl to him oc:y
as LEE (L Y) at Denier Cc.1c'rado When he eat the picture
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD o TT he was of the epitiom that OSWALD
was ident it aI with LEE fitilrl He tae &dhit.a :hat he is not
certain of this ideafift-ttion and that he ve::y yell could
have been hist"aheh WAIF wee tilt umatle tc fkrsish the
exact data of his meeting with LEE (2ti) at Dotvar Colorado

Whoa qum ttoz ed a3 to the idettity or. description
of the me a woos he yes to meet in keaico City KALE could not
recall any detail ether than that LEE (UW'Cl t:.id him that
the man he was to meet teed ble k hair and a mustache and
would be wearing t e~Y.* to teat and decd gla33es He denied
that he had ever teld the Secret Service Agent it El Paso
that the * 1b rase was :aa~fs,x that he vas sit feet
four ihehee tall ekiany &a d had a long nose He was usable
to expiate vby he Nasal fv.!nithed to deseriptics of this man
at the time of his ptec ic"as late:view at Tu eeh Arizona

i<~IE stated tree he hed forgotten to mention that
he had appeared on TV and radio while In Denver Coicrado
He advised that these appearances were based on his exp3r
iences during the war A few years ago about the year 1960
or 1961 he had been interviewed on the "SWAY ;Phonetic)
ALLEN show on Channel Seven in Denver Colorado Arou..d th3
same time he was interviewed on two occasions on the LEE
BURM..AN show on Chtnnel Tyco also Denver Colorado KATE also
stated that about the sane time be was intervie'xed by a BILL
BARKER on hl3C radio in Deaver Colorado KAYE was unable to
be more specific regarding these appearances

on 1/30/64 .at ;uc*c'n Arizona Fan S PE 105-151,9

SAs HENRY J BOE(FR and GEE..W J FLYNN/mel /eht 1/30/64
by Date dictated

T docoso.ni contains nettb.t r.eomoeodattons nor eonelusioes of Ms FBI It I tb property of the FBI had rr I:ersd to
year .Qsocy B and its contents Sr not to b dtatrtbut.d outside port 09.1=7

_3.



$(AYI a dv1:c:"1 that he had beet eith the U Arm
in :\trope and later etf.h a tank bettaltoa in afr:ra Be X
advised that he kt.ee ReV-4.El. the German Cceexa;der very
well and thtt be el:Le of tie to see went behit.d the aeL-a:aat
lines to doterreiee tern the Gerrs:.i iurehd d tc attack
advised that he ob1 t:ncd this itroriateoh a 4 t tt be aer t
it back to the Aser.i tn.3 even though he ems shot while doing
so Zee c.l! teed to t.'ve ?.ec^ e!ee ` S.iee ,'s 1e :_ 4 t a %tr

i:.~ ~"_ Ito! f r i he feast beet t e= le L1 =.= e e :.d
Ihsiett:i tt.et he el telee:1 e e :i a !:.e 4r ets
in E_gln t p~t"'r t..i i e .eLtted te t ~c r _t -e i"-lees
thranah the inlev-._eela :f Iresf1ta_z eile'L Le _.La=1y
entered tws 1-rtte.4 -e+e et V~11 :::nel,'21ILe.. :1.. f" i
ErtgIeLd he-....et.. ieei .1e i.i.ee:ee ..ateleee. .;t em;t i
per u ad :~ his tee 'e f e e a i e *.e.3 eel one A. 3:.ei en
preettee t LI-a a rotor .L+e EC -e l.:.c_L^~z ~
*eldt s hid hie f."ee ..:e r-12n'.`1R_ LC19"sty:` tee) eoeld "3:'re
1r urt!d :.ea } 3: r

tt~`rcd
ia eee ELLee:3 ate=

ho i ir 't wlh 1 fri'el R ON:e4"1i at 4Z2I v 2146
or brae t z!e .-:,c 1'tllh:.v tr:?'sV a,.:. teat he
Via u t it Lene 1,i ..WXf *lee !iL Le e.`ere! ire CeA ei
Statte. ',.e

}1.117 ) i %t i i L .% 1%.I.A A :ia.z ter Z:eet a eei end
then sae 0aes4 In 1 here fee erphene it t:..e l..ieegc seal
He cliir:'"t tc Le"t Feen ir,tee 111;t= Pe_ tsee "h hesrletl
Chicago 1113rei_ for ,beet a year &.:_a t:.e tai i446
or 10 17 where he leeei.o4 treete.e.z fa %evade :.f deed
during the war He denied acy history of mental instability
or ever having been hospitalized in a a:eatal institution

hWE claimed to be a citizen of the L tted States r
but was unable to fu:nish any details as to the date or
place of neter+ltzatior Pe eteted that he thought he hud
been natucalizei is Per tlend Maine *ten he entered the
United States but sae unable to produce any evidence of this
fact He ticelly male the stateiue:.t that he never failed to
fill out a cald and leave it at the U S Pont Office every
year When advised that this would indice.te that he *es not
a citizen he offered no explanet tor other than to say that
he thought he wte d citizen



KAYE :ape tcd #i:1t had stated at the time
of their first mec ttr that he had reeog:.ized KAYE from-
having seen him on :i it Denver Colci .do KAYE ar.''vised that
he thought nothir\g of this E t:a temeLt s ia:-e he had become
quite famous as a z e!-t'l o his exploits d.ring the sir

V`ie toAi :%s tNe 5o "gait `Ev1'e ig!,_t in El Faso
Texas had ruled ;'.e r t t.ad r.a give A :IA. t.:i A..
calendar K.ATI r.atd I uat yt_F t:at he-1 g ..i '~~.e& to
him. He could (f f'r of or Explaa ttiaz ::r *..> t le d s:p3 -
siticr_ cf the 31 Q '-"i i.'.r t.al 'ilc,.*_1v7

KAYE be.:one ohviii r3 Lpsi.t s.Ld e tared t.'c a lct.g discoirse
about hts loyalty to 7.1,e '4z:ited states ALA the m .Ly services
ahicb he had z er::er-n1 to e .1we 1f"ri iroc ps ai:r :rg World
War 1I he Admi:tcd tLlt he %lght ht.re bten a_s :akcr. but
dented that he s te

}A}E'! explar_a..io: for the diifere a in the
stories sh iOi he Told ;.a tl:o Se:, e 8e:v1 :te Age:.t iu El Paso-
and the i :tervie;I;:g ROn-:r it :scats ArizolA gas that he
had A very poor a_'r_cry :std L9d great daffLc .ty in reca licg
details He w3.t7 tc eaplair Ejy L-e ecs=.'"df-red his
memory to be at 4r4 e it this SL~taL~



Rr

. --PoREfT t Ai"F -was inter ieaed at the T\a:,n F"et:ident._
Agency He was aaet_el filet be did net have to make a stuteaeat
that he could (-n5s sil* an attorney if he ea deeired before making
a statement ani that aey statement he did make c surd be used 4`
against big in a reurt et lawr

and . :-...d

Date/1/64

KATE rte Wee it 2116 E 17tL Street T csor_ :par:
gent 9 and ts er '1~";cd as a vending naehine service mechanic
by Falcon Auto"ut!c lac. 727 E Campbell 'h.sea Arizcnae

R.4f+"s r:_c t flat lee k~:"s~s"t ~ ;~::mod 6t.a-te=
at Portland E_;.. e "ka~er IS tt ate: he life teen yter's
of age Af -ec l~ t e-.-:-:-5 as 1 i o_ a i e::.:; i a to~ "~ ~i-a ~:-.~ .7.J r

:- .

one year r:e .i. -..i )'f".+~
(..:;J\'.o'Si,.

x 4's,... Cray
or Grace f31reHb \ }.t Ci
thi f.ine r ~.! )T 'A''ed ` t.a.-taS2 ~+~'"t~13.
lot at d .. .yG szd r.e+ t! are
until 1951 v1:9 h Mx~ 1` }E._4.r3 ',f age 1:.rit 3e:~:+cd tnitt

'

for a period et z . -a t;ic c f t er :.e rerte:.I 4 is the
Chicago area ~-.::~:tee " s nemiaric 'juke bear"_ szc! pl.-ball
m3Chinea Re ae ie.t J. 4* Le he was ~_ ye _ yr
age and live-1 i ~ a = :" :-eet Lear ir:er`.::.sa s a ae it
Chicago

Ae .jh ` ea !::%%T. about G54 he :eft -n i 9go and
went to Colorado -rez ctior.sdc~ where he stayed app:cxf-
stately one year *re *:,:". sac :t to Dea.er ~"e _~~d.~ KA E ~.
stated that it lee e r..:1 i.55 tae fitted in a f:ve".r:"oaapart-
ment rear 2.1-:! t"+>r. F! ?._.s 1 th Street Dan-ear that he
worked at the Racer _ :,.'can Dancer al a fry each

7hereaftei according to KAYE for a period of
approximately pzx ec,ths it 1957 he was living and working
in Long Beach Cal if nt n-i z and working as a f ry cook for a
restaurant euair! %nee t` the Hot i estauraa:s ,r_

KAYE et stet t.'at about 1553 hew back in the
Denver area re= idfy=; at a trailer park ps.ibly in lot C5
at 13396 E Coiiax t-aver and that he was working at the
Denver Hilton for apptoxirarely 7 months as a ccok and
thereafter at the reel .ie4t:ens Restaurant Aurora tx1'radc+

On et .03/26/64 iuc men Arizona Fide 'IV 105-15-9 _

by JL 1 U s2 Itiil7l6r.'Ph. Dote dictated 3L4

This doe-ewnt ccnlatns n..tbor revoo"a""olatt",nstax cMCtv.tons of the FBI It u the property of the FBI
youragency It and Its contents a n"3 to Le d..ttlbuted outside year egeoC7

6

^a~'~.y ~ ~ "..'~~.. '-tom~:. ~ %-~ "~
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as:a cook for approximately six months KAYE stated
that nighte he worked at McDonald's Drive Inn

Contieui*tg kAYT explained that about 1980
be worked for the Uptown TV located on about 3395 or
3385 E Colfax.

Kk7t .F! ~t a the Colorado Tending Company, ...
owned by f LI 1(.:;y~iLLte= way in operat-tea stoat 5 mert"hs
in 1963 i t+.-t;,ber 1983 EVA stated -d that
this businees "k a..4led in the garage of his
residenc=e le Afee. I Ogden Denver - - .-e

MT ee 'E_ lied that for a period of several
months iu 1962 he tad been under great Daen:"sl strain
and that he thoegl; daring this period that he 'was actually
going "nuts YAi explained that in 1962 his wife had
made a trip to folc"i?dc Springs to visit some friends and
that upon her re era to Deriver he KAYE discovered that
she was picgneat ME stated that this greatly alarmed
him irasau,a jue prior to this period he was under
doctor's care t " tats voetor had told him that due to his
condition he ue.f1d :_c e. be in a position tc have additional
children k LiT "i7c d t! i t his 'wife finally told him that
their fourth t e i)st I)"te,NY was not his AYE s child and
that he thee wen L: t'ol,c_ ade Springs investigated the
matter and d-..eeetE_ed taet his wife was telling him the
truth KAYE added however that his wife thereafter denied
the incident KAYE added that his wife ALICE 1LARDT who
is about 25 or 26 years of age is now residing at an u:.r
known address in L s Vegas with their four children -

MICHAEL age 5 IeOtAUUE LYNN age 7 DANNY age 2 and
SANDY age 4 k Al L added that he has had no contact with _
his wife since hie trip to Mexico

With reference to his background in Europe KAYE
stated that he was horn in 1934 in Poland KAYI related
that in 1941 he was taken to Germany and placed in a work
camp with his parents and three sisters Re stated that
his parents were killed in 1941 or 1942 and that his sisters

iii 1 "1 c= ` - Ai! r ~-T
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were killed in a boabirg raid in 1942 KAYE explained that
he was also wounded at this time and was kept by sere Wurs,'
in a convent until be is recovered KAYE explained that
at this time he was 7 or R years of age KAYE explained
that he then ran ofi item the convent aad that he met some
German soldiers who were going to the Russian front and that
he joined them KAY! rO:a'.ed that he rr cff :rem the Ger
mans went the r`_.. g 'ea} and ended u. with the Rue: fans
thereafter ..pc.adJrx aeveral n:ent.bs with the Russian soldiers
at the front lutes K %a explained that he l.xk off again
and this time 'c"t aad fezzes jcz.ding about
6 months with the gacg*r Iaa= in and around Bads;est Re
added that he teat oft the Hungarians &a. ag'ztc i ed
the German a this Yi3,A tlavelirig to Italy Ai:;ac. L:.C.`.i
and Austria KATE c~xpiaiLed that it was at this tine during
the winter of 1943 that he met German Commander ROMMEL in
Africa

Cor.t.iL a.r_g Ki%YE Explained that about 1954 he
finally met the .i.seri"_ aryl betaeea the bonder of l`_a1y and
Austria and it vas here that be first met EDDIE KLONOW KI
and that it war tae aald1eis of the 44th Divisica that
smuggled him in a defile bag into England ;Lad thereafter
to the United Slates

KAYI eta.t d that he realized that his story
seemed fautastJc bat is-fisted that it was true in every
respect even corsideting the fact that to was bora is
1934 and this activity took place in the period 1942
1945 KAYE explained that he was always close to the front
lines and was shoe once by the Americans in Italy when he
was with the Germans shot once by the Hungarians in Russia
when with the Russians shot once by the Russians in Russia
when with the Germans shot once by the Germans in Italy
when with the Germans (shot by mistake here) and shot once
by the Italians in Italy when with the Germans KAYE stated
that when with the Hungarians Russians and Germans he
carried a "Tommy Gun but that when he was with the Ameri
cans he used a Carbine KAYE related that he had been shot
a total of nine times and that in some of the above incidents

f



he had probably been shot twice

BATE related that all information he had
furnished had been as factually correct as possible
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rc .x "-.: :'} Re Bureau airte to Phoenix dated 31,1,0/.G4-an
report of SA GERALD J FLYNN dated 2/17/64 at Phoenix

There are transmitted herewith 10 covie5 to Eurcaj
of revised report of SA GE:IP.LD J FLYNN tinted 4/2/6.1 :a
Phoenix and four copies to Dallas two copies to Cb'.caro .,:_:._
two to Denver two to B1 Paso anJ two to iii:) =-e-l-.

"`~` ~` Report has been completely revised accept with
#'e 'the 'original 302 reflecting interview with P.ODE3 J :;I;:L

on 1/20/64 (dies of this report are now being sent to
WFO and Denver Division inasmuch as'leads are nov being'' set forth to these offices

The Bureau Dallas Chicago and El Paco vi `.o
should replace the original report of S GLiiLL J i'L :L
dated 2/17/64 with report transmitted herewith

There is also enclosed
="> SA GERALD J FLYNN dated 1/20/6

-0 Nei"'"=Division t assist in conducting

a i Bureau (Encl 10) (RU)
2 Chicago (62-6115) (Encl 2) (BM)
2 Dallas (100-10461) (Encl 4) (RI:)
2 Denver (89-41) (Encl 3) (M
2 E1 Paso (105-1264) (Encl. 2) _ (Its:)
2 WFO (Encl 3) (RIO
2 Phoenix }}

is wrN't ..r
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REFERENCE Report of SA EMORY E HORTON 3/11x4 Dallas

Miami airtel to Bureau 3/21/64

ADt'INISTRATIVE

COPIESMADE

f1
COPIES Dt 3OYlUBureau (105-82555) (RM)

4 4 FS tl.Pallas (100-10461) (RM) 'r

Mobile (105-601)

DISSEMINATIONRECORDOFATTACHEDREPORT NOTATIONS

K Ir.a.wt momswon Ell-4S&SMG

,..e ~ + .

Zen copies of this report are designated for t:-:e
Bureau and four copies for Dallas office of origin in
line with the copies designated in referenced report Fcur
copies of this report are being furnished to Niami in
connection with lead set forth in order that Miami may
have additional copies for other reiatee files conct:rr.ing
Cuban activities
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MO 105-601

AT BOCA RATONZ FLORIDA Will interview JIM
BUCHANAN care of Floriaa Conservative P 0 Bcx 1299,.
for specific information concerning OSWALD's activity
Florida noting that JERRY BUCHANAN advised that JIM
BUCHANAN possesses specific information concerning '
OSWALD's being in Florida



Owtaae _ INIERXAL SECURITY RUSSIA CL'EA "_ :~-_;-~,.1..-__.

DETAILS

INTERVIEW WITH JERRY BUCHANAN

Interview of JERRY BUCHANAN is predicated on
information received from NATHANIEL WEYL an author resid
ing at Defray Beach Florida Mr WEYL on March 13 1964
advised that JIM BUCHANAN who was a reporter for the
Pompano Beach Florida Sun Sentinel told WEYL that FERRY
his brother had a fight with LEE HARVEY OSIALD at Miami
Florida,.about the beginning of 1963

AT FAIRHOPE ALABAMA

The Southwestern Bell Telephone Directory raflc.ct_
that number 928-2925 is listed to CRAIG T =SHELD0 457 Oak
Street Fairhope Alabama

This&mascotcontainsaelthetrerommeadatwru*or eoadusiouof the VOL It b lb propertyeCtts FBIaa! 4 bans to vac as-tue. tt aa~
W coolantsaresot tobedistributedoutsideyouragency

Yv ow"-Cast~rYV~Iw....vwr

STATES DEPARTMENT OF J

Fi.WOfficefile Nos

Synopsis .JERRY BUCHANAN interviewed 3/26/6+ Fairhops A'.a.
where he was temporarily residing Stated that he was one
of a group which fought with members of Fair Play for Cuba
Committee who were -distributing pro-Castro literature Bay
Front Park Miami Fla. October 1952 Stated that after
assassination of President KENNEDY and attending publici
given to subject OSrWALD he recognized OS:.ALD as having
been one of the members of Fair Play for Cute group with
which group he had fought Also recalled that OSWALD had
been in Miami in March 1963 distributing pro-Castro litera
ture Stated his brother JIM BUCHANAN has specific infcrrf

Mon concerning OSWALr being in Miami during these periods s

"~
RUC



MO 105-601

CRAIG T SHELDON 457 Oak Street on March 26;!-,i
19640 advised that JERRY BUCHANAN is presently living with
him and employed by a pipeline company in Fairhope Alaba!:a
He stated he had met JERRY BUCHANAN through his brother
JIM BUCHANAN and had agreed to let JERRY reside with him
and his family in Fairhope Alabama SHELDON advised that
he is the Southeastern Chairman of The International Anti
Communist Brigade headquartered in Fort Lauderdale Florida
and both JIM and JERRY BUCHANAN are officers therein



t l
After the assassination of President KENNEDY in

November 1963 and the attending publicity given to LEE
HARVEY OSWALD BUCHANAN recognized CSWALD from his photo
graph as having been one of the rRmbers of the Fair Play
for Cuba Committee engaged in the fight in the Bay Front
Park in October 1962 He also recalled that OSWALD had
been in Miami Florida again in March 1963 distributing
pro-Castro literature

He advised he had not %noun OSWALD persohally
and had not known anything about OSWALD until recalling
OSWALD after the latter had been given so much publicity
He was questioned closely as to any specific recollection
ha-has that OSWALD was distributing pro-Castro literature
and actually took part in the fight referred to abe e
BUCHANAN would not say specifically that _he actually

'FD-302 (R.v 1-25.00) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG '"ION
'~

_
`~

March 30 3964

. "

JERRY BUCHANAN 457 Oak Street furnished the
following information

He is temporarily residing at the-above address
in Fairhope his home address beinglMiami Florida He -.
has been employed for the past one and a half months as
Crew Foreman for the Fairhope Paving Company Fairhope
Alabama He is leaving Fairhope the next week to srend a
month in Mexico and will then go back to Miami Florida
where he Zanbe located care of his mother Mrs MAFY

---BUCHANAN

BUCHANAN has been a member of The Intern ioral
Anti-Communist Brigade Miami Florida for the past
several years In October 1962 members of this group en
gaged in a fight in Bay Front Park section of Miami with
members of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee which group
was distributing pro-Castro literature Police broke up
the fight

.3/26/64o Fairhope Alabama .._

SAs ALLISON A CATLIN
and JOSEPH T BOSTON =PT's Ooze dictotoe 3130/64

This docementcontains wither reeommendatlonssot conclusions of the F8I It is the property of Its FE ow is lc:st3 tt
sour moseys it and its contests ace not to be distributed outside your agency

-3
.sM

~_;~~
_



recalls OSWALL'5being present and participating in the fight
but would only sa that "he was there. He advised that
his brother JI1 UCHANAN newspaper reporter has specific
information concer ing OSWALDsbeing in Miami during
October 1962 and March 1963 and has written information
concerning it He advised th t JIM BUCHANAN has recently
started the publication of the lorida Conservative Post
Office Box 1299 Boca Raton Flo Ida but lives in Fort
Lauderdale Florida

BUCHANAN could furnish no specific informatior
concerning associates of OSWALD or his activity in Miami
other than saying that OSWALD had distributed pro-Castro
literature which was the cause of the fight referred to abcve
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To SAC Miami (105-8342)

From bi rec z ABI (105-82555)
Q
/

IZE HARVEY OSWALD RED Z
joweisvIS R CUBA

ReMOrep of SA Joseph T Boston 3/30/64 setvi g fo th
lead for Miami to interview Jim Buchanan for snesific in :.r Lion
concerning Oswald's alleged activity in Florida n3ti ;"that
Jerry Buchanan (brother) states Jim possesses specific i of w ::tt on

\

ReMRrep of SA Janes J O'Connor 4/4/64 t,:ic! sates
'c r on cover page B that Miami Office does not cor tcm at Interview

of Jim Buchanan reporter for Pompana Eaach "Sr n 8enti sl, as
previous investigation concerning article by Buc;:arsn cc:_::orni"
captioned matter indicated Buchanan deals in rumors a Ad n::re _ .Le:.
Information which he attributes to anonymous courses

Buairtel 4/15/64 referred to outstanding lead t3
interview Jerry Buchanan and further instructed tLrt Miami
reinterview John Q Martino to force production oi his sv:arc`t
in order to pin down allegation concerning activity of Os*.ald
in Florida

Bureau also desires Jim Buchanan b3 ia':e:" ir:.:: in o:-;or
to pin down once and for all wild statement c::nsal in
activities of Oswald in Florida which for th cost part a:":"mar 3
emanate from Martino and Buchanan If Buchanan ufcoo or 4%v
set forth results in Lltd form suitable for dissemination to
President's Commission at which time consideration rill then L
given to suggesting Buchanan as well as Martino Le sub.3c:.aoc
before President's Commission handle promptly and surc:,.rast:tr

CONFIDENTIAL If J

COMM.F"81 rS^E WTE PAGE 7:;O

Classified by 0
Exempt from GL'. CatcDate of

tELETttv[UNIT0 t @ '
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INVESTIGATIVEPERIOD
3/17-20/64

THE OKLAHOMA CITY DIVISION
_ ~. _

At Oklahoma City`Oklahoma

Till continue to report any information received
concerning Subject in accordance with Bureau instructions

t
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REFERENCE Dallas airtel to Director 3-12-64
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ES DEPARTMENT OF JUST
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DETAILS At Oklahoma City& Oklahoma

On March 9 1964 the following quoted anonyrots letter
was received by the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion postmarked at Hobart Oklahoma on March 7 1934 andaddressed

...To The F.B.I Dallas Texas"

BureauFileNo 105.82555

TYledoes.eat contains'either reeomm.adattonenoreoads,ioa of the FBI It is the propertyof the FBIsal is loanedto yearorra;y It eel
its eootentsntt aot toto di,'.rbatedootsIesyourne..a4

toldOrce FileNos

On 3-9-64 Dallas Office of FBI received anonyrous
letter postmarked 3-7-64 Hobart Oklahoma 'which
stated the writer recalled seeing a photograph of
Subject and JACK RUBY together on the front page
of "The Daily Oklahoman, about the-time of "the
Bay-of Pigs or the cuban situation KATHRYN HATCH
Reporter for "The Daily Oklahoman advised 3-17-64
she has no knowledge of any photograph of OE'?ALD
or RUBY being-published in "The Daily Okiaeuoman
prior to'assassination of President KENNEDY WILLIAM
MATTHEWS Undersheriff and CLAIRE HEAL a ployee-of
newspaper at Hobart Oklahoma advised on 3-20-64
they have no information concerning the identity of
the writer of the anonymous letter



"I have been wanting to report this to you for
some time but I was afraid maybe it wasn't
important but maybe it is after ally

"I have a wonderful memory of pictures and nave's
when I read about them in the paper's I'm not
for sure what year it was butI am very sure I
read and paw an article in the Lily Oklahoman
JacttiRuby's picture and Oswald came out together
near the middle of the bottom of the front page
of the paper it was about the time we were
having so much trouble with Castro and the Bay of
Pigs or the cuban situation this could have came
out in the Oklahoma paper as long as three or
more years ago check the papers and you
will find their picture s to gather I .m only ser4ing
you this information to`Eelp no other reason I
never did love a Tier,"

On March 17 1964 KATHRYN HATCH Reporter for "The
Daily Oklahoman, an Oklahoma City Oklahoma newspaper advis
ed that she has no knowledge of any photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and JACK RUBY appearing in "The Daily Oklahoman prior
to the assassination of President KENNEDY She stated she
had made a search of the photographic file maintained by the
newspaper and could locate no photograph of either OS1:ALD or
RUBY which had been published in "The Daily Oklahoman
prior to the assassination of President KEYN! DY

The following investigation was conducted by SA
JAMES H STANTON

At Hobart Oklahoma

On March 20 1964 WILLIAM tATTHFWS Jrc':-sheriff
Kiowa County Sheriff's Office advised be could furnish no
information concerning the identity of the individual writing
the anonymous letter mentioned above He statMfl no "chronic
letter writers are known to the Kiowa County Oklahoma



'*C 105-783

v
On March'20,'1964 CLAIRE NEAL Correspondents Kiows

County Star Review, a newspaper-published in Hobart;
Oklahoma advised she has no information concerning the
identity of the individual writing the anonymous letter from
Hobart Oklahoma She stated her newspaper has received no
anonymous letters regarding the assassination of President
KENNEDY She advised she is the "staff writer or "correspord

ent for "The Daily Oklahoman and carefully analyzes
articles and photographs appearing in "ihs Daily Cklahoman
on a-daily basis She stated she has no recollection of
ever seeing a photograph of OSWALD and ROB together prior--
to the assassination of President K,N ED7



ONE EIGHT TWO SIX SIX PINCRURST DETROIT MIC:UGA A,.'1:3EI1 S

TO BE IDENTICAL WIT!! ARNOLD (MU) KESSLER BID. v +"'TS1`s

CABLEGRAMwy

TO LEGAT MEXICO CITY (1054702)

FROM DIRECTOR
FBI

(105-82555)

ZERO NINE RE STATEMENTS OF ROBERT KAFFKE

T V) D :T:~PTTINVESTIGATION IN SAN FRANCI.00/%~.~ L. p.. ~LD

REBUCAB MARCH TWENTY-SEVEN LAST A Ur:CAB TIMER FIVE

Cowell
VIA CABLEGRAM

APR 6 1954

ALSO REFER TO YOUR JANUARY TWENTY-TfREE LAST =III PIT

LETTERJIEAD M1'1ORAMU 1 CONCERNING I.EVELLTIO::S Cr i C! `.:.

WHICH MAY RELATE TO TINS MATTED -4 a sLs
`

a9 9 5
*

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND

BEING FURNISIIED MEXICO C1TYY SAN FRANC .,O A D wFb- i S JA'..J
1 =1 . j

_ ~ AIRTEL WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUP.TL ACTION
e.=.b.yYk .,
Caspar f1A MGP ."1(6)
Colal ~
o.i,o.d` L# Foreign Liaison

r._

may ~.r.,~.~..w
a ..

..TWENTY-EIGHT ONE ACNE FOUR TWO DST OIT MIC;ICA_ I!'':=';'?'.''

c-30
TO UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT I3ER:`MLLY SPRING (ME 2"=::~ FIX

~_ T1103
BUT M1TTiiix w SEPTE.ME{ ONE NINE SIX T1Ra DUE TO LA

.,OF FUI''DS REPORTEDLY RE IS CURRENTLY VISITING IN BRAZIL AID

(DOES` tOT PLAN TO RETURN TO UNITED STATES FOR SET! AL t_B'= TS



Pt
CABLEGRAM TO LE 'f MEXICO
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

A confidential source San-Francisco advised he met one
'Arnold* in Mexico City 2-24-25-64 who told him he dined with
Oswald in Mexico City when Oswald was there in 9 10/63 tie
now believe *Arnold* is Arnold Kessler identified above _
Mexico being advised of above by cablegram as previous inforrction

,r indicated Kessler may be traveling in Central Anerica

_a



to the Dallas Office today and a copy of the letter is being furnished D IIas
ASAC Clark was advised that the Agents should be made available in accordance
.with the request and they should be thoroughly prepared to answer any questions
concerning the actual investigation or interviews they conducted However their
remarks must be confined to the facts developed during their interviews and they
were not to answer any questions where they were asked for their personal opinions
or impressions or beliefs concerning certain things that might be propounded bj
Mr Stern or any other member of the Commission's staff It was emphasized

s" f-a 9(1 Mr Sullivan 'r,;.Z 4r"-.Cr7 .A _ 1

APR 141nr4 APR 7 t4

JRM mpd (9)
11
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SUBJECT
I

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

By letter dated April 1 1964 Mr J Lee Rankin of the President s
7. Commission advised that Mr Samuel A Stern a member of the supervisory

staff of the President's Commission would be in Dallas Texas on April 8 or 9
1964 and would appreciate Agents Manning Clements and James Boo bout being
available at the U S Attorney's office in order that he might take depositions
or affidavits from these Agents covering,events which occurred during the co :rse
of the arrest and detention of Lee HarveLOswalc,*_ Mr Rankin auviseci that

...appropriate arrangements would be made through SAC Shanklin at Dallas to set =

an exact time for the interviews Mr Rankin also advised that if during the
course of the interviews with Agents Clements and Bookhout it seemed to Mr Stern
advisable to take depositions from other Agents in the Dallas Office he hoped it
would be satisfactory for appropriate arrangements to be made with.Mr Sharrlin

Special Agents Clements and Bookhout were sent to the Dallas Police \
Department on the afternoon of November 22 1963 the day the President was / 9
killed by SAC Shanklin in order that they would know what events transpired
so that the Bureau would be fully prepared to handle the situation if the Bureau
became involved in the investigation Agents Clements and Bookhout aid during a
the afternoon sit in on interviews with Oswald Consequently they would be u
logical persons that the Commission would desire to have testimony from or to a
take depositions from relative to their knowledge of what transpired for the o
Commission's official records 0

The contents of Mr Rankin's letter were made available by telephone



I

Memo Belmont from R(
Re President's Commission

that the Agents remarks must be confined to knowledge they gained from_` _ _,.:.
interviews and investigations ASAC Clark stated that he fully understood these
instructions and they would be complied with completely

414
-"~ ASAC Clark was advised that we had recently received a rattier'`

detailed letter from Mr Rankin's office asking thirty specific questions :'

concerning the Bureau's investigation of Oswald and that the Dallas Office
would be furnished a copy of this letter along with the Bureau's answer to
Mr Rankin's office

Current Request Received by Dallas
Office from Commission Staff Members

t I

ASAC Clark advised in connection with the foregoing he had received
a telephone call from Mr Wesley James Liebler a Commission staff member
requestingrequesting that the Agents who conducted investigation at the Irving Sport Slop
be available in the Dallas Office as he Liebler desired to talk to these Agents
When questioned as to exactly what he wanted ,Liebler stated he had interviewed
two employees of the Irving Sport Shop a Mr 1Greener and a A'lr,'Tyde.r noting
that Ryder was the individual who had made up a work ticket covering work on
a gun which ticket was made out to one Oswald Liebler st .ted he
wanted an opportunity to talk to the Agents who had conducted the interviews
with these employees and others

auto
the Irving Sport Shop no :tames giver. it

order to "kind of get their evaluan or impression of the situation. Lieber
then stated he desired to know whether the Agents thought these individuals were

J
lying or telling the truth In response to this request ASAC Clark advised
Liebler that the Agents had no personal opinion or evaluation concerning the
information they had received during their interviews that all material obtained

during the interviews had been reduced to writing and had been furnished in

investigative reports to the President's Commission Liebler was tol.i that in

view of this there did not appear to be any reason for him tc interview the Lger.ts
involved Mr Liebler then commented he realized the Agents would n3t have

any personal opinions and that while he still desired to talk to them to get such

opinions he fully understood the Bureau's position in this matter and would

forget his request

The Dallas Office has advised the investigation conducted to determine

whether the work ticket made out to one  Oswald was actually Lee Rar.'ee
Oswald did not substantiate that it actually was Lee Harvey Oswald Concerning



Memo Belmont from Rosen
Re President's Commission

the interview with Ryder the Dallas Office advised he was first interviewed'
by Bureau Agents on November 25 1963 prior to the publicity which occurred
in the newspapers on November 28 Because of additional information received
and telephone calls concerning Ryder having knowledge of Oswald he was subse
quently interviewed on several occasions

Liebler advised he was returning to Washington D C today and
would appreciate the Dallas Office making available to Bureau headquarters a
chronology covering the interview with Employee Ryder of the Irving Sport
Center showing the date of the interview as compared with the date when news

aper stories appeared relative to Oswald possibly having work performed on his
n at the Irving Sport Center The Dallas Office is preparing the chror_olog

requested and will furnish it to the Bureau

Upon receipt of the chronology requested by Liebler it will be made
available to the President's Commission

By separate communication Mr Rankin is being advised that

Vgents
Clements and Bookhout will be available for interview on April 6 or S 1564

f~ tt~
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Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

We would appreciate further investigation by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation for the purpose of O t~itli:,?~ t
additional information concerning Lee H Oswa3.l's receipts
and expenditures during the period June 13 1962 through

{

November 22 1963 -"4~

Lee H Oswald received the following checks during t
this period which were cashed by him as follows

Montgomery Ward Store
West Seventh Street
Fort Worth Texas

Date Check No Amount

7-21-62 6189 $ 46.82
7-28-62 6315 53.01
8-11-62 6557 50.79
8-18-62 6677 46.24
8-25-62 6797 47.15
9-1-62 6952 47.96
9-8-62 7067 46.24
9-15-62 7192 46.24
9-22-62 7296 .46.24
9-29-62 7419 35.68

Leslie Welding Sany
Payroll Checks ! 03 .2.53-.s- act 9

tik



Mart Liquor Store
401 South Ervay
Dallas Texas

Date Check No Amount
tea._.

1-23-63 4203 $ 56.10 1
2-20-63 4781 70.69 1
2-27-63 4922 57.98 1

3-13-63
5072 56.91

67.59
1
1

3-20-63 53b4 70.69 1
3-27-63 5511 74.38 1
4-2-63 4 288 170 57.40 2

Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall
Payroll Checks
1962 Income Tax Refund Check

Roland J Martin
T/A Martins Restaurant
701 Tchoupitoulas
New Orleans Louisiana

Date Check No Amount

5-17-63 882 $
15-24-63 1079 53.72

5-31-63 1274 53.72 1
6-7-63 1486 55.59 1
6-14-63 1684 52.97 l
6-21-63 1941 53.72 1
6-28-63 1995 53.72 1
7-5-63 2185 53.72 1
7-12-63 2368 52.97 1
7-19-63 2549 53.72 1
8-16-63 6 281 852 65.c0 2

William B Reily Co. Inc
Payroll Checks
Texas Employment Commission
Warrants



Date Check No Amount Stcre Na

WinnIxie Stores
New Orleans Louisiana

Check No

5 21-63 'P-819610 $ 33.00
8-7-63 .6231213 33.03
8-9-63 6246347 33.00
8-26-63 6323653 33.00
9-3-63 -6353037 33.00
9-6-63 -'6386726 33.00
9-13-63 "6421381 33.00
9-23-63 '6459698 33.00
7-22-63 2621 t 10.84

(2) Texas Employment Commission
Warrants

(1) William B Reily Co. Inc
Payroll Check

Mercantile National Bank
Dallas Texas

Date Check No Amount

10-6-62 7511 4 45.81
10-13-62 7619 9.67
10-17-62 2101 41.21
10-24-62 2255 49.61
10-31-62 2408 49.41
11-7-62 2560 62.11
11-14-62 2714 67.47
11-21-62 2864 69.53



Amount

Mercantile Nat'l Bank (cont'd

Date Check No..

11-28-62 3016
12-5-62 3169
12-12-62 3322
12-19-62 3472
12-26-62 3620
1-2-63 3767
1-9-63 3912
1-16-63 4058
1-30-63 4348
2-6-63 4492
2-13-63 4639
4-3-63 5663
4-10-63 5811

$67.9

65.533
56.94
49.28
67.10
54.78
69.14
72.34e
59.14
54.78
74.38
34.48

Leslie Welding Co. Inc. _
Payroll Checks
Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc.
Payroll Checks

The manager or a qualified employee should be inter
viewed and the following information incorporated lq a
statement

Identify these checks as being cashed

What was the amount of the fee charged for
cashing these checks

Did Lee Oswald cash any other checks

Did Lee Oswald attempt to cash any other checks

Did Oswald make any purchases frcm t'r.ese`-"
merchants if so what is the date and amount

What other information they may have of value in
tracing Oswald's expenditures should be
obtained



The Parkland Hospital Dallas Texas should be
contacted and the following information relative to
Mrs Marina Oswald's hospitalization in October 1963

care delivery post-natal care and care of
new born infant

The following organizations should be contacted
and the day of the week when payroll checks were issued to
Lee H Oswald be obtained

-f - -, . - :* 7 __io

_
According to report of Agent Warren C DeBmlexs

Subject Lee H Oswald dated December 8 1963 pace 157
-Oswald purchased a TV set from Montgomery Ward on September :.

.1 22 1962 This information was obtained from Mr E
Carter Credit Manager How much was the down payment on the

--:iset What payments were made on the set Was the set ever-,::_
.:delAvered to Lee H Oswald or was the TV set repossessedt:-:-:-

obtained

Copy of all hospital records including appli
cation for admission

Name and address of the physicians attending
Marina Oswald and her baby %:

'Record showing date and amount of paynci-As paid
to the hospital and physicians for pre-natal

/ Leslie Welding Company Inc.
( 200 E N Vacek Street

4)
Fort Worth Texas

Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc.

(
522 Browder Street
Dallas Texas

William B Reify Company Inc
06.1 640 Magazine Street

New Orleans Louisiana

--' Thank you for your assistance in this matter

Sincerely

General Counsel

-1 v ! --.
;el f !"ser....P- ! P To .P .,! ,s
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Salem
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BUDED 4-17-G4

Re letter from J Lee itnrkin of tho Pre!s#d:;nt'r '''
Commission dated 3-31.64 which was received by t%o rureau
4-6-64 concerning subject TVo copies of fir Nan'An's letter
ore enclosed for the Dallas Office and one copy of such letter
is enclosed for the New Orleans Office

Er Rankin's letter requests furtlo 3an,stir;.tion
for purpose of obtaining additional inforontier_ c:)nccrhfrg
subjoct'a receipts and expenditures during tug period G.1:-C
through 11-22-63

44 Each offico should immediately Institute apnrwir tc
n investigation to obtain the data requested by Mr Urtezir.
eh Results of such investigation should bo furnished to the 2~tro.0

N in letterhead memorandum fern suitable for di cscn n tio tipn %
4 data should reach the Bureau by 4-17-64

L
Enclosures (2)

NOTE Commission is making very thorough inquiry into -C=.:a1d's

finances Commission particularly interested in payroll checs o

Oswald Commission also interested in complete hospital rec~~"c:s

relative to Marina Oswald's hospitalization in 10-0S when she .act

a baby



Dear Mr Rankin

Enclosures .

Honorable J Leo Rankin `cf +~
General Counsol e l s

The president's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C

Reference is made to your letter of ihrch 31
1964 which was received by this Bureau April 6 1964
requesting that further investigation be conducted in
New Orleans Louisiana Fort Worth Texas and Mlles
Texas concerning the receipts and e_xpenditt:re3 of
Lee Harvey Oswald during the period June 13 1962
through November 22 1963

Enclosed for the Commission are tt o copies of
a memorandum dated April 15 19G4 at New t+r].ci.ns
Louisiana which Gets forth results of our inq::iries in
this particular matter in New Orleans tpuicia'rt Our
inquiries in Fort Worth Texas and Illas Texas are
continuing and the results of such investigation rill
be promptly forwarded to the Commission upon receipt at

REM pah
(7)

Casper
Cones/ .;NOTE !

The Commission is making a very thorough iegeliry
csi  into Oswald's finances The Commission in this rr.:ticuler



Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE CONTINUED r~

inquiry is interested in determining the amount of feo
Charged Oswald for cashing his checks at various businesses
and also is interested in determining whether Ostrald rnado
purchases from the various merchants The enclosures are
responsive tb3 the Commission's request in Neu Orleans The
Dallas investigation is being given expeditious handling and
by airtel 4/17/64 Dallas indicated the letterhead suc-.~.arizing
its investigation in Fort Worth and Dallas would be s tmitted
at earliest possible time We are closely correlating this
financial investigation of Oswald but to date have'dcvolooel
no information which would Change our initial picture of
Oswald thatiis that helms living most frugally and had no
income outside his unemployment checks and known salary checks.



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission r.200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Eelmont*
1 Sullivan
1 Malley

.

1 Br aai .n ~

1 h ail Room td
I3ey 4 1064

'4 r;x
87 CO IEP ETXTICE

Reference is bade to your letter o Larch S1,T
1964 requesting that further investigation be conducted
in New Orleans Louisiana Fort Worth Texas and L-lir.9
Texas concerning tho receipts and expenditures of
Leo Harvey Oswald during the period June 13 19C through
November 22 1903

Our letter of April 23 1904 trans-clttoc to
the Commission results of our inquiries is this yarticula
matter in New Orleans Louisiana Enclosed era two coJice
of a memorandum dated April 24 19G4 at Dallas Texas
which sets forth results of our inquiries in Tart Worth
and Dallas Texas Also enclosed are tro copies of the
record of farina Oswald which is maintained by the
Parkland Memorial Hospital Dallas Texts

This concludes our investigation in this
particular inquiry _ , _ . _ r

$X COURIERSVC

$B LLAY 4
COMM"Fai

.ESFi,4P s':% ,.t.P3

Wolw
Casper t. 105-82555ll
ca
cowed

u.ha
0M1

Evan
Gal
Rose
Sullivan
Tavel ./ ') r A
Ttattv LA

13

wex
Gandy WAIL110C.IM TELETYPEUNITE]



.Honorable J Lae Rankin

The Commission is making a very thorough inquiry
into Oswald's finances The Commission in this particular
ingfl iry expressed interest in the amount of fee charged
Oswald for cashing his checks at various businesses and in _
determining whether Oswald wade purchesos from various
merchants Commission also requested Bureau obtaia complete
data concerning hospitalization of Barina Oswsld in Cctober
1963 at the Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas at which
time Marina gave birth to her second child The crclosnres
are completely responsive to the Commission's request in
Fort Worth and Dallas We previously fully respanc:ed to _
the Commission's request for New Orleans We are closely
correlating this financial investigation of Oswald but to
date have developed no information which =uld c iai a our
initial picture of Oswald.that is that he was living
most frugally and had no income outside his une;_rloy-:aeat
checks and known salary checks The enclosures have been
read by Mt Belmont and Mr Malley



.0,40 DIRECTOR (100-82555) NEW ORLEANS (100-16601)
r'i

FROM DALLAS (100-10461) 2 P

.LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA CUBA.

TEXAS HAS FAILED TO LOCATE ESTABLISHMENT HAVING HANDLED GRAY JACKET

IN QUESTION

(REPORTED PAGE THREE HUNDRED FIFTY.SIX REPORT SA ROBERT P

GEMBERLING DECEMBER TEN LAST AT DALLAS) THAT K FO Y-TWf

P
MARINA OSWALD ADVISES LEE HARVEY OSWALD WAS IN PCSSESSIOA OF

GRAY JACKET WHEN IN RUSSIA AND SHE IS UNAWARE OF WHERE HE KAS
ss+rra 1cs-es aaaa-r,3s-t 1

IT LAUNDERED ~::-

YO APR t9~u
'! FOR INFO BUREAU AND NEW ORLEANS FBI 130:tATORY ADVISED

.3 ..

THE GRAY JACKET HAS A VISIBLE LAUNDRY MARK WHICH AI EARS TO DE

Watt LWEA Q IXtc,'ICA1'r='li
U S kri.2wit of Tic

i'C~l ~"JiI:CATI3S SECTION

APR 3 1934 }

TELETYPE

1 1 t .--..

APPROXIMATELY THREE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE LAUNDRIES AND DRY

'OLEANERS ARE LISTED IN THE GREATER DALLAS TELEPHONE BOOK YELLO

.PAGES INVESTIGATION REVEALS NO CONTROL FILE MAINTAINED RE VISI3LE
W

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING-MARKS EITHER BY LAUNDRY OR CLEANING

ESTABLISHMENTS OR BY DALLAS PD

SURVEY OF LOGICAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN AREA NEAR TEN TL'c..N Y-SIX

NORTH BECKLEY DALLAS OAK CLIFF AREA OF DALLAS AND IN 1 VING



ESTABLISHMENTS

DL 100-10461

PAGE 2

"THREE ZERO ZERO THREE ZERO IN THE COLLAR AND A DRY CLEANERS

TAG "B NINE SEVEN THREE EIGHT STAPLED TO THE INSIDE OF THE J'CKET
ti

SUGGEST BUREAU CONSIDER CONTACTING CIA FOR ANY INFO RE-

LAUNDRY MARK BEING ONE FROM RUSSIA ALSO CONSIDER REOI;ESTING

NEW YORK OFFICE CONTACT NASSAU COUNTY SO WHO REPORTEDLY HAS

OR ONCE HAD A NATIONWIDE FILE OF LAUNDRY MARKS BUREAU-ALSO

CONSIDER POSSIBILITY LAUNDRY MARK MAY BE FROM MEXICO CITY

NEW ORLEANS REQUESTED TO CONTACT LOGICAL LAUNDRIES AND DRY

CLEANING ESTABLISHMENTS IN VICINITY OF OSy.ALD"S RESIDENCE

EMPLOYMENT NEW ORLEANS

DALLAS CONTINUING TO CHECK LOGICAL LAUNDRIES AND DRY CLEANING

NO TO BE ADVISED

ACK FOR 2 MSGS

LRA FOR TWO MSG



`LEE HARVEY OSWALD~ AKA. IS DASH R DASH CUBA ~

RECEIPT OF THIS INFORMATION THE BUREAU TILL GIVE YURTIMR CON ID: IGI

AND KEW ORLEANS IS INSTRUCTED TO Hi'''SD._'i dIVC Z

ET yip e.,

Gee* MAEROOMC] TELETYPEUNIT

TO SACS DALLAS (100-10461)
New Or10

sl
100-16641)

FROM DIRECTOR
51

(105-82555)

REDLTEL APRIL THREE SIXTYFOUR TWELVE TZETNSZII.N

DALLAS IS INSTRUCTED TO ADVISE WHETHER CONTACTS WITH FA.^I)US

LAUNDRIES AND CLEAILERS TO DATE INDICATE THE L!UND3Y MARX AK'CARING

IN THE GRAY JACKET IS AMERICAN OR FOREIGN IN ORIGIN I CLU> I G -.Y 'E

TO YOUR REQUEST THIS MATTER IS BEING CLOSELY F0L -MD BY TIE

UREAU AND D'I.LIT

71 n rrq^".c7l
1 62-109060 tASsassination of

?resident
'S"(-1 Mr Jevons

Hr R E Lenihan I

5.gR 101964 i

A letter from the Commission'3-24-64 requested additional
investigation through various laundries to identify laundry mark 30^"30

Tot.. on the gray jacket identified by.certain witnesses as the jacket of
%boost Lee Harvey Oswald In'refetenced tel Dallas indicates logicalwe
c establishments in the area of Oswald's residence in Dallas have
Couon. failed to locate establishment utilizing this laundry Lark
o. New Orleans also requested to conduct logical inquiries and Pallas

-suggested Bureau consider contacting CIA as Oswald had the jac!:ct
.with him in Russia and also the laundry mark may be from a launer
.in Mexico City These 1leads are being held in abeyance p n:h ag

Tw+R  the receipt of inform 'lion as to whether there is indic&.tiL :1.ALTd. Rooms
N.I.. laundry mark is of $ ign origin

fl]
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PRESIDENTS COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATION OP PRESIDENT KENNEDY
200 Maryland Ave NE

WASHINGTON D.C 20002
-5

At 10:30 a.m. Wednesday April 1st

to be delivered to Mr Conrad of FBI

7th Floor Rio 7621
(Enter at 9th ead Fa Ave antra:ce

for translation of phrase written on final
page of dictionary.,,. S.

Mr Slays= (51e3.1I:00 'Ext 36)

If this translation can be made while our =sserger
vatting it vill be appreciated

Rr

i:r

GOI-X3
et .t I l 0 S

-~p~sa.7 ^2 iq9ts
7

-5 SWR



On the assunption that the last two penciled lines

!:if.;;:;,. on the last page of this dictionary may be Spanish it .ppe&rS t.htt
the first word could be "YO, the second wore either "SO'A or

!:"r "SOPLE and the third word "EL. The fourth word is tot readable

RAFFAELE A VACCARI ,dr.
FRIEDRICH NEUHRUSER 01'1
ANNA M PANCHENKO $.'
TATIANA NIKONISHIN
!-2-6y

TRANSLATED BY _ ..",

Illegible phrase contained on last page of the -~
University of Chicago Spanish-English English--Spanish Izicticnery

from a Spanish aspect

On the assumption that the questioned phrase is
.written in Russian and English using a coubination of Latin-

and Cyrillic script it is possible that the fi.rct word could
be "TO, "20, or "70. The second word could he t:eciru for
"88 gum, "88 sulfur, or "SARA. The third word could h3 the
Russian word "and. Tim last word in this phrase ccald pocs!'.~ly

,.be the Russian word "letters or the Russian name "Kiln.
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Mr Malley
Mr Branigal

Dear Hr Rankin

ADDENDUM BWR maa

The exhibit was reviewed by all logical personr.el of
the Translation Unit as well as by"Agent Supervisors of the

T&sc Cryptanalysis Unit Because of :the nature of the writing it
B .exhibit no positive identification of the language utilized
sic&

.translation of this writing Foulcl=bo madeamebae
t`

f~Q .~pR maa
t_iDA

i

Mr Lenihan (with
enclosure)

Mr Downing
Mr :colander (with

enclosure)

?~'r,~~1"`.7;,~ ~ gam,,"\..,\ i ,,.A~"~ r+4 r ~1.,,~ d ..~.ri.~ r . ...r i~

tot-Y3
Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C _. >.._

Pursuant to a telephone call from Ur W David Sluwcon
of your staff a Commission courier delivered to the i"EI-
Laboratory on April 1 1964 a Spanish-English Erglirh-Eparish
Dictionary marked as Commission Exhibit 116 ncciosed was a
request for the translation of a phrase written oh the final
page of this dictionary

Enclosed herewith is the result of err interrre~ Lion
of .this phrase as well as Commission Exhibit 11G i1] f



Transmit the fallowing in

Via AIRTEL AIR NAIL
(Priority or Met1odof Mailing)

(T)pe is ptaia text or cods)

ice or bt/S

Special Agent in Charge

--------------------------------------

DIRECTOR FBI {105-82555)

Re Bureau radiogram to Dallas 3/20/64 requesting
re-interviews with police officers participating in the "=

search of the PAINE residence with respect to t e In p_rial 1
Reflex camera and requesting ametided pages of Dallas
letterhead memorandum dated March 16 1964 -1 -

Enclosed herewith is a completely new letterhead

memorandum containing the information set forth in the_
letterhead memorandum of March 16 1964 and ediitic al
interviews with the police officers participating in the
search of the PAINE residence as requested by the B;Jreau
The enclosed letterhead memorandum dated March 26 1954
should replace the previously-described letterhead
memorandum of March 16 1964

Enc (10)
RPG/ds
(5)



L'NI1'1 STATES DEPARTMENT OF J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
March 26 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

zr
/w Reply Please Rter
Fde N. ~7

e r

t _

1.y + i
E

The following investigation was conducted.in
connection with the Imperial Reflex camera identifies as
Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory'D-146

On February 16,:1964 ROBERT LEE OSWALD 1009
Sierra Drive,'"Dent_on Texas viewed photograph-.= cf a Stereo
Realist Camera and a Cuera-2 camera and advises that he did'-
not recognize either of the cameras as having been thi-

property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD but alsc stated he waa riot
familiar enough with the cameras owned by LEE HARVEY OSWALD
to either state that the cameras in question did or did not

belong to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On February 17 1964 a photograph of the "Seneca-20
camera (referred to above as the Cuera-2 camera) Wt.ich is

Inventory Item 378 and bears Serial No 627250 was
exhibited to MARINAIOSWALD and she identified this camera as
identical with the 'Russian camera owned by LEE RARV : OS'r L.
She was also shown the photograph of the Stereo-Realist
camera Which is Inventory Item No 378 and Which bears Serial
No A60979 but she could not identify this camera ans stated
it was not the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD as far as she

'knew

On February 18 1964 MARINA OSWALD described the '

camera with Which she took the photograph of LEE HARVEY CSWALD

holding a rifle in his hands She stated she believed she too)

this photograph with an American camera owned by CSWALD She
stated it was an American-made camera which had a grayish color
somewhat like aluminum and stated it was a box-type camera

She stated she was not completely sure however se to whether

COPIES Di S1f:OIED
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Res PEE HARVEY OSWALD

the camera bad an extending bellows She stated she could
_recall that she sighted the camera by looking down into a .:a

viewer at the top of the camera She stated she did not know'
the Whereabouts of this camera at the-present time but could
identify it if she saw it again

On February 19 1964 Detective JOHN A MC CABE
Ir_v_ing_Police Department Irving Texas advised that he was
present at the residence of Mrs RUTH PAINE on November 23
1963 When the Dallas Police Officers executed a search warrant
of Mrs PAINE's residence

Detective MC CABE advised that he assisted the Dallas
....Police Officers in this search and is certain that he saw a

light gray box camera in a box in Mrs PAINE's garage MC CASE
stated that this camera was in a box Which contained books and
photographs belonging to LEE-HARVEY OSWALD MC CABE stated he
searched this box and did not take the camera since he did not
consider it to be of evidentiary value

On March 23 1964 Detective MC CABE advised that
during the search of the garage at the PAINE residence where
most of LEE HARVEY OSWALD's belongings were located be vas
going through a box containing some books acme pictures and =

a camera He took the camera out of the box put it on a dresser
and searched the box in detail and then put the camera back in
the box He described the camera as of a square reflex type
whidh appeared in such poor condition that he believed it was
not capable of taking pictures

Detective MC CABE was shown Federal Bureau of Investi

gation Laboratory Photograph D-146 of an Imperia Reflex camera
Which had been obtained from ROBERT OSWALD on February 24 1964
and he stated the camera in this photograph appeared identical
with the one he described above

Detective MC CABE stated that in his opinion the Dallas
Police Officers wbo were also participating in the search did
not see this camera and did not search this particular box He
stated he had already searched the box and told them so Ea did
not point out the camera to them



On February 19 1964 Mrs RUTH PAINE 2515 West
Fifth Street Irving Texas advised that approximately three
weeks after the assassination of President KENNEDY ROBERT
OSWALD accompanied by~~two individuals whom she later de --A.
termined were JAME MARTIN and JOfff~1~THORNE came to her rest
dence and requested that they take all the remaining property
belonging to LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD Mrs PAINE
advised that she pointed out to them the boxes and other
materials in her garage belonging to the OSWALDS and they re
moved this property

On February 24 1964 ROBERT LEE OSWALD ra'e available=
a Duo-Lens Imperial Reflex camera made in the United States of

..America It is aluminum colored and has a matching gray plastic
carrying strap The film size is indicated as 2h X 2h and it
uses Roll Film No 620 ROBERT LEE OSWALD advised that in about
1957 LEE HARVEY OSWALD purchased a camera at about the time he
first went into the U S Marine Corps About 1959 When LEE
HARVEY OSWALD went to Russia he left this camera with ROBERT at
Fort Worth Texas In about August 1962 after returning from
Russia LEE HARVEY OSWALD regained possession of this camera
from ROBERT and to ROBERT's knowledge retained possession of
it until his death on November 248 1963

In December 1963 ROBERT stated he obtained this camera
along with other effects of LEE HARVEY OSWALD from the home .of
Mrs RUTH PAINE Irving Texas The above-described Duo-Lens

Imperial Reflex camera was the camera described drove by W'?!RT
LEE OSWALD and the camera Which he made available on F:.brua:y 2
1964 To the best of ROBERT's knowledge the camera did not have
film in it at the time he obtained it from Mrs PAINE's residence
and he has no undeveloped film or pictures made with this cr-era

On February 25 1964 the above-described Thperitl
Reflex camera obtained from ROBERT LEE OSWALD on February 24
1964 was exhibited to MARINA OSWALD at vdhich time sls
fled it as the camera belonging to LEE HARVEY OSWALD with which
she had taken the picture of OSWALD holding the rifle and news
paper and wearing the pistol
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Res FEE _HARVEY OSWALD 2d h.r"
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On March 14 1964 Detectives JOHN P ADAMCIR RICHARD -i.
S SSTTOVALL GUY F LOSE and HENRY M. MOORE of the_ Dallas Police .

Department advised that they participated in a search of the
PAINE-residence,-2515 West Fifth Street Irving Texas on No
vember 22 and 23 1963

All four of these individuals werd exhibited a Federal
Bureau of Investigation Laboratory Photograph No D-146 of the

". Imperial Reflex camera obtained from ROBERT LEE OSWALD On

February 24 1964 None of these officers could recall ever

having seen this camera and did not recall seeing it during a
search of the garage at the PAINE residence They all sta,~3
that if it had been discovered during the search they would

'-have brought it in

On March 23 1964 Detectives STOVALL ROSE and MOORE

all advised that during the search of the PAINE residence they
recalled that there were several boxes in the garage at the

PAINE residence and that all boxes were searched by one of the

officers participating in the search Each of them stated they
could not specifically state Which boxes they searched but all

stated they definitely did not see the Imperial Reflex camera

pictured in Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory Photo

graph No D-146 or any other camera in the PAINE garage

On March 24 1964 Detective ADAMCIR also stated that

there were several boxes in the garage at the PAINE residence
and that all boxes were searched by either himself or one of = =-~

the other officers He could not specifically state which boxes

he searched but stated he definitely did not see the Imperial
Reflex camera pictured in Federal Bureau of Investigation =-

Laboratory Photograph No D-146 or any other camera in the

garage.

On March 15 1964 ROBERT OSWALD 1009 Sierra Denton

Texas advised that on December 8 1963 he obtainer property of

_LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD which was at the home of ROTE

PAINE in Irving Texas Included in this property ayes a box:-

which contained a two-volume history some Russian books and a.



"Squibb Product Reference

Short Russian Reference Grammar

Russian Elementary Course Z

Six books in Russian language In one book

designated as No 8 a note is written in
the fronts

small American-made camera He stated he had never made this
camera available to authorities before February 24 1964 be
cause he bad never been asked for it previously and because :`--~
he could see no evidentiary value to anyone interested in the .
assassination of President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY of this
Cheap camera which belonged to LEE HARVEY OSWALD He stated
that it had never occurred to him that anyone would be in
terested in the camera

ROBERT advised he has no letters in his posses:icn
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had written and that the only letters :;-
he did have were those turned over by him to the President0s4 '=

Commission

ROBERT OSWALD made available the box Which contained
this camera and the items it still contains all of Which were
the property of either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or MARINA OSWALD The
first thirteen items are books

T I "!k da d +. .0'r~ I ~ Oe ...""



Cellophane tape one roll.

One small fuse

One pair dice

29 dominoes and one box

One pencil sharpener

4 One shower spray attachment

One treated cloth in paper container--

6 One Marine Corps belt and buckle

Rb _ bEE HARVEY OSWALD

Val-pak type suitcase

One Texas flag small

2 One sheet (white bond paper located in bock
designated as Item No 13

ROBERT OSWALD made available all other property of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD still in his possession which be cbtained
from the borne of RUTH PAINE on December 8 1963 ::~ w.~:_ s"__
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Ras HARVEY OSWALD

~. _ S " One pencil A

One sea bag M1
_ t

One carton for "Vegian Chewables -`

One set long underwear

Three ties

One pair men's black gloves

One brown and gray leather cap

Two mufflers

One summer khaki overseas hat

_ 16 One chess set board and 27 pieces and
15 dominoes

One extension cord

One pair shoe trees
V

One can black shoe polish

One pencil sharpener

One sea shell

One green eraser

One shoe brush

One coloring pencil

One shaving brush

One Schick box for electric shaver



%

Re! j.EE HARVEY OSWALD

One manicure set

One miniature silver spoon .broken

._ ...t ..:_ .



Reference is wade to your letter datcs'
March 12 1964 waking inquiry regarding a Into-lens
Imperial Reflex camera submitted to our Dallas Office by=
Robert Oswald on February 24 19640 t- 4.

NOTE

Honorable d Lee Rankin
General Counsel

:The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

By letter dated March 17 1964 questioas =iced -

by referenced letter with the exception of questicn nu-f er
three were answered Enclosed for your as:aista vc .rc two
copies of a self-explanatory memorandum dated ii-ch 2t 194
Dallas Texas It is believed this memorandum nns';;rs in_
detail question three

This completes this Bureau's investigation on
questions presented in referenced letter

Commission's letter 342-64 raised 4 q::estioLs re a
Duo-lens Imperial reflex camera Dulet 3-17-64 answerer questions
posed by the Commission with the exception of question C3

Team --wasn't the camera picked up by the Alas T lice frora Luth Paice's
slat

tr. residence under what circumstances did Robert take the ca:aerc from
Caspar .that -residence and why did Robert it until Februar 24 to come
camod forward with it
aI oar--- $FR:mhW:klp
Sullivankt-CN-1i ii),~4t ~~ "

C.4Taal
Trot Moos

~ j
Lee

~~~Lli1J ~L~ TELETYPELIMITC3
kit

"et.=



Bureau teletype 3-20-64 instructed Dallas to ascertain'.,_
full and complete answers to the Commission's question and submit
results.in letterhead memo suitable for dissemination Dallas
letterhead memo 3-26-64 answers in detail unanswered nuection.#3
raised by the Commission and is in full compliance with the.
Commission's request in this matter

This memo contains 8 pages andlwill replace Dallas memo

3-16-64 It has been reviewed by supervisors Mr Belmont and

Mr Halley

-''r.:l4
..is 'y v ~.'t k "J

Honorable J Lee Rankin f

. a .+ a s a ..FILAf
NOTE continued..
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DECODED COPY
J

o AIRGRAM Ix CABLEGRAM rj RADIO o TELETYPE;._

J
f

TO DIRECTOR

I~OM LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO 640
J

BUFIL O5-8255

J.EE HARVEYPSWALD,_ I S-R-CUBA

RE OSWALD'S DEPARTURE FROM MEXICO OSWALD BELIEVED

TO HAVE TRAVELED UNDER NAME H.O LEE ON TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE

BUS NUMBER 332 WHICH DEPARTED MEXICO CITY MORNING OF OCTOBER 2

LAST EN ROUTE UNITED STATES-MEXICO BORDER AT LAREDO VIA MONTERRY

NUEVO LEON MEXICO AMONG PASSENGERS WHO BOARDED SAME BUS

AT MEXICO CITY WAS ONE MARGARET A WOLFF WHO LEFT BUS AT

MONTERREY ANOTHER PASSENGER ON SAME BUS REFERRED TO GERMAN

WOMAN BEING ON THAT BUS WHO WAS ABOUT 50 YEARS OF AGE AND

WHO HAS BEEN SCHOOLTEACHER IN UNITED STATES FOR MANY YEARS

IT IS BELIEVED THIS WOMAN IS IDENTICAL WITH WOLFF INVESTI

GATION AT MONTERREY DISCLOSES THAT TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUS

PASSENGER MARGARET A WOLFF,'DESCRIBED AS TEACHER OF LANGUAGES

REGISTERED AT AMBASSADOR HOTEL MONTERREY LATE EVENING OCTOBER

LAST AND CHECKED OUT MORNING OF OCTOBER 3 LAST TO RETURN TO

UNITED STATES BY PLANE HOTEL RECORDS REFLECT RESIDENCE ADORES

FOR WOLFF TO BE NUMBER 2 DELAWARE STREET DUMONT NEW JERSEY

SUGGEST NEWARK LOCATE AND INTERVIEW WOLFF

CLARK D ANDERSON

URGENT 5-20-64 1.

o he s/aI/6 ye
if Or intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau it ia,y,ggjistedthat it be suitably

*rased
in order to protect the Bwea"'s eryptogiaphic systems ,

..t

4.9 (f1... 4-1?-Ill

e

._BECE DIED 4:54_Ati EFH

=,;;1 :'.4
i <*.

c C PI L /V 47 15 MAY 221964
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5/21/64

Airtel
"1 J C Stokes

To ! SA,Ct evar 0q~-15291) Enclosures a...4

From Director FBI (105-82555)

.LEE HARVEY WALD
I8 -t-CUBA

Be Bureau airtel 5/5/64

Enclosed for Newark are two copies each of self-explanatory
cables from Legat Mexico City both dated 5/20/64 Newark locate
and interview Margaret A Wolff Purpose of interview is to
determine if she can place Oswald as passenger on Transportes del
Norte bus Nog-232-between-Mexico City and Monterrey on 10-2-63
If so press her for all information in her possession including
data as to identity any other passengers with whom Oswald may have
conversed as well as information concerning luggage of subject
Wolff was manifested in seat !which is believed to be second window
seat on driver's side Oswald as H O Lee was manifested In
seat 12 fourth window seat on driver's side

Can Wolff furnish any identifying data concerning other

passengers on bus in question She was sitting next to one
Baberto P Gonzales who was destined to Monterrey Note that several
Of passengers on bus in question recalled a young American male on
bus who answers general description of Oswald and one passenger
identifies Oswald as 'fellow passenger

Handle immediately and advise Bureau and Dallas as to
results Enclosed for Dallas one copy each above-mentioned cables
from Legat Mexico City

1 Dallas (100-10461) Enclosures 2



On 5/13/64 Mr Melvin Eisenberg a Commission staff
member called Section Chief Roy H Jevons Physics and Chemistry
Section and requested that a Bureau representative take custody
of the listed exhibits.(attached hereto)

Mr Eisenberg further requested that the Commission be
furnished with three photographs of each exhibit not previously
photographed

As a matter of record SA Robert E Neill received from
Mr Eisenberg on 5/13/64 these exhibits which are now in Bureau

ACTION

mA p1<<Fr79

1!

.a r

KEN 0 (10)
I J nr".CORL'Ir cj

~ 199 MAYs.9 :Ii

'pN LbgttE .4

1_

UNITED STAI"ES (1.~ Ik PENT

uU ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63
DALLAS TEXAS

Reference memorandum dated 2/26/64 from E D Griffith
to Mr Conrad concerning a continuing project wherein the Bureau
has undertaken to furnish the Commission with photographs of all
Commission exhibits

custody

The photography will be handled by an Agent Examiner of
the Laboratory's Document Section It is to be noted that all
exhibits marked (*) did not originate from the Bureau and therefore g
they will be returned to the Commission along with the photographs

E
I

Exhibits will be photographed and three copies will be
supplied the Commission as requested Those items originally supplied
to the Commission by the Bureau will be kept in Bureau custody
Exhibits not originating from the Bureau will be returned along with
the photographs

Enclosure /
Saw e

62-109060 2 -MAY -9 gel

1 Mr Belmont Enclosure
1 Mr Rosen Enclosure
1 Mr Sullivan Enclosure ,~
3 Mr Malley Enclosure ~,,,~



COMMISSION
ITEM NO EXHIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

D33 133 Two photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald
holding a rifle

565 Photomicrograph (C14 rifle and C38 cartridge
case from Texas School Book Depository
Building)

608 *Photomicrograph (C14 rifle and Cl bullet)
609 *Photomicrograph (C14 rifle and Cl bullet)
610 *Photomicrograph (C14 rifle and Cl bullet)
611 .*Photomicrograph (Cl bullet and C2 bullet

fragment)
612 *Photomicrograph (Cl bullet and C3 bullet

fragment)
613 *Photomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
614 *Photomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
615 bPhotomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
616 *Photomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
617 *Photomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
618 *Photomicrograph (C38 cartridge case and

C14 rifle)
619 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
620 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
621 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
622 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
623 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
624 *Photograph (C6 cartridge case)
625 *Photomicrograph (C253 bullet and C15 revolver

C10 626 Wrapping paper in shape of large bag
(Also prior Commission Exhibit No 142)

627 Xerox of Oswald's fingerprint card from Dallas
Police Department

628 Xerox of Oswald's right palm print from Dallas
Police Department

629 J _ Xerox of Oswald's left palm print from Dallas
+~5 Police Department

630 Photograph of Oswald's fingerprint card from
Et 0SUA) Dallas Policg Department

631 Photograph of Oswald's palm 'print (right) from

Vallas Police Department
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COMMISSION
ITEM NO EXHIBIT NO

5/15/64

DESCRIPTION

i

4

632 Photograph of latent palm print from paper
bag (C10)

633 Photograph of latent fingerprint from paper
bag (C10)

633A Photograph of Oswald's fingerprint card from
Dallas Police Department f

634 Chart of Oswald's left index fingerprint and
fingerprint on C10

634A Chart of ridge characteristics used by experts
in comparing fingerprints

635 Photograph of U S Marine Corps fingerprint
card of Lee Harvey Oswald t.

636 Chart of Oswald's right palm print and palm is
print from C10

637 Latent lift from C14 rifles
638 Photograph of Oswald's left palm print from

Dallas Police Department
639 Photograph of latent lift from C14 rifle
640 Chart of Oswald's palm print (right) and palm

print from C14 rifle
642 Photograph of Oswald's right palm print from

Dallas Police Department
643 Photograph of latent palm print identified as

Oswald's left palm print
644 Photograph of latent fingerprint identified as

Oswald's right index finger
645 Photograph of Oswald's fingerprint card from

Dallas Police Department
646 Chart of Oswald's left palm print and latent

palm print on C40 carton
647 Chart of Oswald's right index fingerprint and

latent fingerprint on C40 carton
C39 649 Palm print found on C40 carton

650 Photograph of latent palm print identified as
Oswald's right palm print

651 Photograph of Oswald's fingerprint card,from
Dallas Police Department

652 Chart of Oswald's right palm print and latent
palm print on C40 carton .1

655 Two photographs.d C40 carton (D)
656 Ten photographs of C40 carton (A)
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ITEM NO
COMMISSION
EXHIBIT NO

5/15/64

DESCRIPTION

p
1s

c

657 Three photographs of Oswald's fingerprints
and palm prints

658 Photograph of latent lift from C14 rifle
659 Two photographs of latents on C10 bag

S660 Eight photographs of C40 carton (B)
661 Three photographs of C40 carton (C)
662 "Notes of Detective Arthur Mandella

New York City Police Department
663 Piece of wrapping paper
664 Piece of string
665 Chart showing textile fibers
666 Diagram of a hair
667 Chart showing human and animal hairs
668 Chart showing racial determination of hairs 'i
669 Chart showing racial determination of hairs it
670 Chart showing racial determination of hairs
671 Chart showing photomicrographs of Oswald's

limb hairs and comparison of Oswald's
limb hairs and limb hairs from C12
blanket

672 Chart showing photomicrographs of Oswald's
pubic hairs and comparison of Oswald's
pubic hairs and pubic hairs from C12
blanket

I

673 Photograph of Commission Exhibit 150
(Cli shirt) t

746A Photograph of Oswald holding rifle i
746E Photograph of Oswald holding rifle I

746C Photograph of Oswald holding rifle
746D Photograph of Oswald holding rifle I

746E Photograph of Oswald holding rifle
747 Photograph of C14 rifle
748 Photograph of investigator holding a rifle

B3 749 Photographic negative of Oswald holding rifle
D145 750 Size 620 Imperial Reflex Camera

751 Photograph of D145 i
D145A 752 Photographic negative of investigator holding

rifle
753 Two photographs Oswald holding rifle and

investigator holding rifle
754 Front cover "LIFE Magazine 2/21/64
755 Page of Magazine article on Oswald
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DIRECTOR FBI (62-109060) 5/19/64

LBGAT MEXICO (89-6) (RUC)

4./ C /t /d
/ A

PRESWENr'S COMMISSION ON
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

Remycab 5/19/64 and reBucab 5/7/64 which advised
that a package was being forwarded by air pouch at the requestof the President's Commission to be delivered personally to
Dr DALE CAMERON who was staying at the Maria Isabella Hotel

.'. in Mexico City This package transmitted by Bureau routing
slip of 5/7/64 was received here on 5/8/64

Inquiry at the Maria Isabel Hotel on 5/8/64 disclosed
that Dr CAMERON was not registered there nor did he have a

.". reservation Inquiry was conducted on 5/9/64 at which time it
was ascertained that Dr CAMERON had arrived the previous
evening for the purpose of attending a meeting of the American
Psychiatrists Association to be held during the following
week Dr CAMERON was not at the hotel and messages were left
for him to contact the Legal Attache He finally made such
contact on the evening of 5/10/64 and arrangements were made
at his request for him to call at the office on 5/11/64
This was done and following satisfactory identification the

~`~~" package was delivered unopened to Dr CAMERON in the Legat's
otiice Dr CAMERON opened the package in the presence of the
Legate and it was noted that it contained a number of documents

.r some of which appeared to be portions of Bureau reports Some
of the documents were bound with Acco fasteners and covers

.40t similar to the file backs utilized by the Bureau but bearing
,:, the name of the President's Commission and in some cases

classifications of "Top Secret had been obliterated with a'.a x.
blue pencil

Dr CAITERON was rather reticent at the time the
documents were delivered to him but did comment that he had
been asked to do a study by the Commission He was somewhat
appalled at the quP.otity of documents which had been sent to
hint

Bureau
in> Liaison Section)

2 -Mexico City
(1 105-3702 OSWALD)

CDA:plb
(5)

t

NOT RECORDED
199 JUN i 1964

6

7.y .purr 5 .G4

. _. t
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MC 89-6

On Saturday 5/16/64 Dr CAMERON again called at the
office and requested that the documents be returned to the
Commission via the pouch Inasmuch as the Bureau had approved
thts means of transmittal in forwarding the documents to
Dr CAMERON his request was granted Inasmuch as the
documents were brought in by Dr CAMERON unwrapped they were
wrapped and the package sealed with tape in his presence in
order to avoid any allegation at a later date that any of the
documents had been misplaced following his delivery of the
same to this office On this occasion Dr CAMERON commented
in some detail on the assignment given to him by the Commission
IT said that as the Superintendent of St Elizabeth's Hospital
in Washington he had been requested to make a study of OSWALD's
conduct in an effort to determine his motivation for the
assassination of President KENNEDY He commented that this
is a very difficult thing to do without having the benefit of
speaking personally with persons who were well-acquainted with
OSWALD such as his wife and others He also mentioned that
in making this study it would be of decided value to have
available information concerning OSWALD's life during the time
he resided in Russia and mentioned that no material concerning
this phase of OSIALD's life had been sent to his in Mexico City

As was mentioned in my cable of reference the package
containing the documents returned by Dr CAMERON was forwarded`
by air pouch under registry No 2114904 on 5/19/64.

.This information has been furnished in some detail
in order that it might be made a part of the official record
at the Bureau and for whatever value it might have to the
Bureau in connection with its relations with the President's
Commission
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From Director 181

ASSASSINATION OF PRZSIDBZIT
JOIN FITZGERALD REUKYDY
1142-63 DALLAS TEXAS
MISC INFO COFCE %YING
Butile 62.109000

LE6 RARITY OSTALD AKA
IS R ~ CUBA .~
04410 1054125$3-.

JACK LEON RUBY
LEE HARVEY OS ALD VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS
Bufile 44-24010

It is poreible the President's Commission investi.
gating the assassination of the lute President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy may complete its investigation in the immediate
future Receiving offices are again reminded to expedite any
outstanding leads or other pending matters relating to the
above cases Eo.ulto of investigation should be appropriately
reported to Dallas and/or the Bureau i.e the case may bo

Ryon though the President's Commission may submit its
report soraOive in the near future,these cases will continue to
bo handled as peetlfng cases with Dallas as the office of
origin You are rocil.ndod that allegations received must be
thoroughly run art at the earliest possible time and the
results appropriately reported /n X ~

NOT RECORDED
199 JUN 2 1964

NOTE Be memo A Rosen to M rr-BoleQft. dated 8-19-64-

captioned as above RDR:las
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Transmit the following in

FBI

Date

(Type in plan text or code)

.ALL MAIL 1

(Priority or Methodof Moiling)
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM SAC NEW 0 EANS (100-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVE
IS-R-CUBA

OSWALD aka

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies and for
Dallas three copies of an amended letterhead memorandum
setting forth results of contacts with Mrs JESSE JAMES
GARNER and Mr and Mrs ERIC ROGERS concerning luggage of
OSWALD

(.3) Bureau (Encl 10)
2 Dallas (Encl S)
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TO (RECTOR .

FROM EGAT MEXICO CITY NO. 642 .

BUFILE 1054250
'"

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS-R-CUBA

REMYCAB THIS DATE REQUESTING NEWARK OCATE AND INTERVIEW

TRANSPORTES DEL 'NORTE BUS.PASSENGER MARGARET A WOLFF

FOLLOWING BEING FURNISHED AS AID TO NEWARK IN.INQUIRY

THIS MATTER FURTHER INVESTIGATION THIS DATE,IMONTERREY

NUEVO LEON REFLECTS WOLFF MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR HER TRAVEL

MEXICO THROUGH UTELL'INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE OF NEW

JERSEY WITH ADDRESS AT NUMBER 2 ESSEX HOUSE NEW YORK CITY

AND WHAT APPEARS TO BE 32-A NORWALK BERJENSILD (PROBABLY

"
`

..CLARK D ANDERSON

RECEIVED 10:07 P11 RTS ,. ~
"'4

3.4 MAY
n t +nlettigencecontained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau/ it I suggested that it be suitably
pare +hrasedin order so protect the;Bureau cryptographic systems t,F+,ly -,"` ~
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FROM NEW ORLEANS (100-16601) 2 PAGES

LEE HARVEgSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA

RE BUREAU RADIOGRAM APRIL THIRTY SIXTY FOUR

FOUR BASHFORD LANE ALEXANDRIA VA AND ON JAN TWENTY SIXTY FOU
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ENDS PAGE ONE

4 WY 25196481

I -08 PM URGENT 5-5-64 OLP

TO DIRECTOR (105-82555) LOS ANGELES RICHMOND

4

FOR INFO OF LOS ANGELES RICHMOND PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION /

IS INTERESTED IN TAKING TESTIMONY FROM KERRY WENDELL THORNLEY WHO

FORMERLY RESIDED NEW ORLEANS AND COMMISSION HAS REQUESTED

BUREAU IMMEDIATELY LOCATE THORNLEY AND DETERMINE HIS PRESENT ADDRESS

AND TELEPHONE NO IN ORDER THAT HE CAN BE CONTACTED

BY COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVES FOR FURTHER INFO OF LOS

ANGELES AND RICHMOND THORNLEY FORMERLY SERVED IN USMC WITH

OSWALD AND HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN INTERVIEWED BY BUREAU AGENTS

HIS LAST KNOWN NEW ORLEANS ADDRESS WAS ONE EIGHT TWO FOUR.

DAUPHINE ST. HOWEVER HE NO LONGER RE IDESRgADDRESS CONTACT

WITH POSTAL AUTHORITIES NEW ORLEANS REVEALS THAT ON DEC FIiTEN22
19

t

SIXTY THREE THORNLEY EXECUTED CHANGE OF ADDRESS TO FOUR ZERO
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PAGE T.WO
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EXECUTED CHANGE OF ADDRESS TO FOUR TWO ZERO ONE SOUTH THIRTY FIRST

ST ARLINGTON VA ACCORDING TO SECRET SERVICE

NEW ORLEANS THORNLEY'S PARENTS MR AND MRS KENNETH THORNLEY

RESIDE ONE ZERO ZERO FOUR ONE SCOTT AVE APT NINE WHITTIER

CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES CONTACT THORNLEY'S PARENTS REGARDING CURRENT

WHEREABOUTS AND RICHMOND MAKE INQUIRY AT ALEXANDRIA AND ARLINGTON

VA REGARDING THORNLEY

SUTEL RESULTS OF CONTACT

EXPEDITE

AM COPY FURNISHED DALLAS

END

WA LLD

FBI WASH DC

LA MAH

FBI LOS ANG

RH RLG

FBI RICHMOND
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continued cooperation is most
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J Lee Ranldn
General Counsel
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PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200 MarylandAve. N Z

EARLWARRENChairman
RICHARDB RUSSELL
JOHNSPFIIMW4COMER
MALE0060$
GERALDR Foss
JDHN1 MCCLOr d IALLENW DuLLU

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

We return your Item K which appears'to
be a negative on which appear the words "Join the
Socialist Workers Party Fight for a better world!
Write Box 2915 Dallas Texas.

Your
appreciated

-j ~k('
1 j

enclosure
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May 21 1964

REPORTS PREPARED BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Report of Date Office C1aa9ssification

James J O'Connor 5-5-64 Miami None
]tarry H Whidboo S-5-64 Los Angolos Nono
Harry H Whidboo 5-6-64 Los Angeles Nono
John James O'Flaherty 5-8-64 New York None

REPORT PREPARED HY DEPART ENT OF STATE

Report of Date

Arthur C Plambock 4-28-64

Office Classification

Mexico Non

MEMORANDA PRIWARi;I) BY THE FEDIsRAL DUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date Office C~laaiification

April 14 1964 San Francisco
?fay 4 1964 Washington D C
May 7 1964 Los Angeles
May 8 1964 Miami

Nono
Confidential

None
None
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Be
Washington D C

4
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O..E _at Hanover
ma MAY 221964

S

rCONFIDENT-litto

1 Belmont
1 Mohr
1 Conrad

1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1-Malley

May 21 1964

HY COURIER SBRYICS

1 Branigan
1 Lenihan
1 Mail Room
1 Rose

Dear Hr Rankin

There are enclosed a list and two copies
each of four reports and four memoranda containing
further r its of our investigation concerning
Lee Harvey -Oswald

.There are also enclosed two copies of a )
Department of State report regarding Lee Harvey Oswald1
dated April 28 1964

;1 ,.1

Re sill continue to furnish you with
communications in duplicate containing further results
of our investigation

Upon removal of classified material submitted
herewith this transmittal letter becomes unclassified

.4
.) ,r ..t

,+01

gi 'WNW



Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE This letter is.being classified 'Confidential*
`

because one of the enclosures is so classified These
reports and memoranda consisting of 49 pages have been
reviewed by the supervisors Mr Belmont and Mr Malley
Investigation by the Department of State was requested
by the Bureau and the State Department report is being
forwarded to the Commission
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EARL'ORDEN
R,cw.R d Russ
JOMISsrws N Comma
HALEDODOS
GERALDR FORA
Jaw .1 McCs.or
ALLENW DuLLEs

Mr Belmont
Mr Mohr ..
Mr Casper
Mr Cdlsbaal _

_P4 J.".a
Mr MLnaeb

Mr.4rasa
_

Mr 'iota ~ -3,1
Mr tuflira I
Mr Tar .__
Mr Tr ((((((tr _
Tele Ropes-
Miss Holmes
Miss Candy

:,onorabL_ J i:c1L.l Hoover
Director
F'ccl=ral Bureau cC Invcsti cition
Dopartmont of Justice
::asbinCton D C 20535

ir r lr I:o v "r 1
1,1

:.t.'t1
(00;'hct h at.torne Er ur.nei over to your 3:wean

14r Arr 13 Johnson o t Co*.:.munist Pasty USA tes;.'_ icd

stmp1es bf t ho :tcmturc which I-_ Johnson thou;,ht ha l probably
1'1g ! been sent to Lae :'(orvey Oswald with Mr Johnson's lctt _r to

r e Oswald dated Jul. 31 1953 Would you please forwa:4I that
oterial to the ..'cnsaission

I reLura the orii;inal of a lettor '3atol io.:.e.).r 13
1'1C2 from t:r.: I -3 l-Da-ris D.-Anse Conr.Iittoe to 0.;.:a1.1 your
:. id en oe I:o !.O

Th:a:= 5.:u for your continued cooperation

Sincerely

J Lee Lon1:in
General Counsel
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.Tot SAC Now York (105-38431)

Irons S
Director FBI (105-82555)pm n

LSE HARVEY-OSWALD
-187= a Cosy--

ti)
The President's Commission has advised Bureau that 1)

Arnold Johnson of the Cp USA testified that his attorney Mr John
Abt turned over to the FBI samples of the literature which ~.~
Mr Johnson thought had probably been sent to Lee Harvey Oswald Na
with Mr Jphnson's letter to Oswald dated 7/31/63 The President's
Commission requested Bureau forward such matorial"to the Commission

It appears the data in question was obtained from
Mr Johnson by your office and is described on page three of your
airtel to the Bureau dated 12/3/63 in captioned matter Irimediatel
furnish Bureau the eight pamphlets listed by your office as having t
been obtained from Mr Johnson

0

~J'1C
(9) /1

's At-request of the Commission we furnished Aby letter
2/6/64'the originals of the letters which the CP sent to subject
Johnson in his appearance before the Commission indicated the FBI
had been furnished copies of pamphlets and the like he had
furnished Oswald These pamphlets all of which are generally
available to the public were listed by NY in its 12/3/63 airtel

~ / but were not forwarded to the Bureau Upon receipt of this data
Tat., i At will be imp ately transmitted to the Commission
B.l.o.t
lfor
Cosner
Wait ~AY 1 q tw 1 . flV 1

Zit:1'ffnoses
--A,;:;> 'ttr:()t

Eam

Sullivan
Tavel iG

Halmos



1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley
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Sincerely yours

J. Edgar Hoover
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1 Mr Bela 1 Mr Dranigan
1 Mr Mohr 1 Mr Lenihan
1 Mr DeLoach 1 Mr Sizoo

1 Mr Sullivan

May 20 1064

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Covmission
200 Maryland Avenue M X
Washington D C

BY COURIER SERYICB

I,

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your request for coverage of
the public appearanoos of Mrs Marguerite Oswald

There are enclosed a copy of the second and last
article by Mrs Oswald which appeared in the weekly French
newspaper "Le Nouveau Candide issue of April 8-15 1864
and two copies of a translation thereof

.to .?AY 22 7984

Nan

See memorandum Dranigan to Sullivan captioned
"Lee Harvey Oswald Internal Security-Russia-Cuba, dated
5-19-64 prepared by JMS:mac Dallas being furnished copy
of article and translation by routing slip and Paris also
being furnished translation by routing slip per request in
4-21-04 letter

Teisos

co..c....a
Li

`
11:4,m ml

c.l.:KECIO N ,4 PM
SYlll.w .f

T..&MAY261 4T 11..s



1 Dallas (100-10461)
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Tahoe
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5/21/64

Airtel 1 J C Stokes

Tot SAC 1F0 (105-37111)

From
Direc

or FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

ReurLHM 4-17-64 concerning check of INS records re
passei'gers on Del Norte buses October 2-3 1963

Mexican Immigration records show that one Arcadio
Escamilla;)Martinez traveling on Mexican Immigration Permit FM-17 No 521647

left Mexico at Nuevo Laredo 10-3-63 This individual described as O
Mexican national male aged 39 who was proceeding from Monterrey I
to Mission Texas This individual may be identical with the
A Martinez manifested on Del Norte buses in question Recheck
records INS concerning Arcadio Becamilla Martinez

~ .jami 1r

Re MAY 221964
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4/34/64

1 Mr Belmont
1 -Mr Sullivan
1 I R Malley
1 W A Branigan
1 T N Goble
1 -R B Lenihan

TOs SAC NEW ORLEANS

FROM!DIRECTORI)Ff (105-82555)

LEE HAR 08W AKA t IS R CUBA

RSREP SA WARREN C DE EUEYB DATED DECEMBER TWO MEN=

SIX THREE AT DALLAS TEXAS IN CAPTIONED MATTER PAGE THREE

THREE ONE OF REFERENCED REPORT SETS FORTH RESULTS OF INTERVIEW

WITH KERRY W DELL TBORNLEY ONE EIGHT TWO FOUR DAUPHINE STREET

NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA VI SPECIAL AGENTS REGIS 1L KENNEDY

AND CLAUDE L 8 CHLAGER BY LETTER FOUR TWO EIGHT SIX )

FOUR PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION INDICATED IT IS INTERESTED IN

TAKING TESTIMONY FROM THORNLEY OJT DETERMINED HE APPARENTLY NO

LONGER RESIDES AT ONE EIGHT TWO FOUR DAUPHINE STREET

COMMISSION REQUESTED WREAU IMMEDIATELY LOCATE THORNLKY AND

DETERMINE HIS PRESENT ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUIMBBR IN ORDER THAT

HS CAW AE CONTACTED BY COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVES CONDUCT

REQUESTED INVESTIGATION IMMEDIATELY AND SUTEL DATA IN ORDER

THAT IT CAN BE FURNISHED COMMISSION BY BUREAU CDP
TO)DALLAS

BY MAIL *
go 5*

DALLAS/4 r
"=~ KI Qc ae MHz?`V 19fz4.21'i

VOTE kw Ot

l',PF"i
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Teletype to BACK Neer Orleans
REs LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

-f

Thornley is'a-former Marine who knew Oswald during his
Marine service Thornley has furnished data in his possession
concerning Oswald and has also tarnished data regarding
himself wherein,he indicated he at one time had liberal
tendencies and had made a trip to Mexico in July 1963
He stated he had not met Oswald in Mexico Commission now
desires to personally take testimony from Thornley

1
r
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5/20/64
CODE

CABLEGRAM URGENT

1 J C Stokes
TO LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105-3702)

FROM DIRECTOR
71

(105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA IS R CUBA

*EURLET MAY SIX LAST TRANSMITTING COPIES OF TWENTY-THREE

FM ELEVEN MEXICAN IMIGRATION FORMS XEROX COPIES OF FM ELEVEN

FORMS DESIGNATED NUMBERS EIGHTEEN AND NINETEEN IN RII.ST CANNOT BE

"1 READ FURNISH ADDITIONAL READABLE COPIES OF THESE FORMS 80 SAME

CAN BE FURNISHED TO COMMISSION DALLAS ADVISED BY MAILO )

1 DALLAS (100-10461) 4

"I
}

/7"41i
JCS=
(5) 449

r.

y v
C3

Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for review)

Tolson
B.I.o.t
Wont  
Cannot
Cellaba
Conrad
Evans
C.)
Noses
Sullivan
Tavel
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FBI

Date W 18/G4

i3)1 Bureau
oan Antonio

I:LC/als
(0)

hi
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Transmit the following in i(Type in plain text or code)

Yea AII.TEL AI4MAIL .
(Priority)

.j
TO DIRECTOR FIJI (105-E2 b5)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (10L-2909) (P)

RE LEE IiAL fE OSWa.LD aka
IS It CUBA

WEEKLY AIRTEL

Re.Dureau airtel dated 5/7/04

OSCAR eEItRINO St Anthony Hotel A..R VELA Laredo
National Bank and DUCK WEST Immigration and Naturalization
Service all Laredo Texas recontacted 5/1U/04 by SA ROBERT
L CI APMAN and tl"ey all advised that no new information has
been received concerning possible location of ALIART OSBORNE
uca JOHN IIOWARD L 0 N Continuous liaison being itaintaine4 -"1
with above-named persons and Bureau will be immediately `1\
advised of any positive information received regarding
OS13OItNE

fl$

t

Approved Sent M Per

7 91m AY 2 619gVO
Agent in Charge



Harry Smith manager Greyhound Terminal Laredo Latter infor
tion is probably in error

r
p

1

t

:61
1 Mr.STokes

8

5-20-64

AIRTEL

/ TO SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (Enclosures 2)
2-Mexico City (105-3702) (Enclosures 5)

FROMt DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
O

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

This relates to efforts to locate Paula Rusioni and
Eulalio Rodriguez passengers on Transportes del Norte (TDN) buses
from Mexico City to Laredo 10/2-3 last and Albert Osborne passenger
on Red Arrow bus from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City 9/26-7 last and
to requested investigation by San Antonio which has not,to date been

reported

Re Paula Rusioni This person traveled on TDN buses from
Mexico City to Laredo 10/2-3 last on TDN ticket number 9511 a
round-trip ticket issued 9/11 last by TDN at Nuevo Laredo on basis
of exchange of TW ticket number 39532 which was issued at Laredo
9/10/63 Ticket 39532 was believed to be round-trip ticket
probably from Laredo to Mexico City and return Cancelled portions
of ticket number 9511 covering trip from Mexico City to Monterrey
and thence to Laredo were found in trip envelope of TIN bus numbe
373

SA 5-13-64 tel states that TDN ticket number 9511 was
i .vald at Laredo 12-7-63 as one-way ticket to Mexico Cit ,''according

t
4.41a
`'`

Legat at TDNt Monterrey endeavor to develop all facts
> ncerning issuance of ticket numiers 9511 and 39532 including

d tes and places of issuance and points of origin and destination
of travel covered by tickets Legat endeavor to determine,the

rocedure existing at Greyhound Lines Laredo for issuance-of
Tm.. ADN tickets If such tickets are not issued on basis of G eybountl~''.

-I-- Dallas (100-104611 (Enclosure) te /a
S ~j~

1 Foi'ei n i son Unit ROUTE THRU FOR REV k21964 + 1 d Ccf

=t'JCS:pa rt . o

Posse rr-'I\"-'rSullivan

.:AMY 26196W .~
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AIRT L TO SAN ANTONIO
PE LEE HARVEY OS1WALD
105-82555

\ ticket flow does TDN receive remuneration for ticket sales at Laredo
What part does Greyhound play in issuing TDN tickets at Laredo when
Greyhound ticket not involved

Ascertain from TDN Headquarters if procedure outlined
above concerning issuance of ticket 39532 on 9-10-63 at Laredo and
exchange for ticket 9511 on 9-11-63 at Nuevo Laredo is usual procedure
in issuance of TUN tickets covering travel from Laredo to Mexico City
and return. If not tan TON officials state the possible reason for
the procedure outlined above Dear in mind purpose of this inquiry
is to develop leads enabling us to locate and interview Paula Rusioni

SA clarify remarks attributed to Smith in your 5-13-64
tel to effect that ticket 39532 was round-trip ticket to Mexico City
'however be is not certain if ticket was to Mexico City. Exactly
what records are in possession of Greyhound at Laredo

Re'Eulalio Rodriguez This individual sat next to Ruiz
Reza on TUN buses from Mexico City to Laredo 10/2-3 last Hellas
described as tall heavy aged about 54 and of Mexican extraction
He was traveling to Houston (see Legat Mexico City Liit1 4-7-64)
Enclosed for SA are two copies and for Dallas one copy of self
explanatory cable from Legat Mexico City 5-13-64 SA locate and
interview Iulalio Rodriguez Perales

.Re Albert Osborne aka John Howard Bowen Enclosed for
information of Legato Mexico City are copies of SA tels (2) dated
5-11-64 and Phoenix tel 5-12-64 Legat contact Zenen Miguel Cruz
referred to in Phoenix 5-12 tel in effort to locate Osborne Also
enclosed for Legat for information are copies of SF tel 5-11-64 and
SA tel 5-13-64 concerning the tickets of Paula Rusioni

SA refer to Bureau airtel 4-22 re interview of driver
Ibarra re discrepancy between cancelled tickets in trip envelope bus
373 and figures on envelope Also refer to Bureau airtel 4-17 re
identities of two immigration inspectors on duty at Kilometer 26
with Chapa on 10-3-64 and their descriptions Also refer to Bureau
eirtel 4-8 re procedures at Kilometer 26 and possible action taken
in case of Oswald 's travel in view of his expired FMB tourist permit
SA suairtel as to date when results or investigation requested in
.re communications are to be submitted Also note that in view of
Smith's previously reported statement that ticket number 39532 was

1 Greyhound ticket this will have to be corrected in subsequent
communication prepared for dissemination in light of information
in your 5-13 tel Bureau desires that the procedures concerning tbe
issuance of TDN tickets at Laredo and the data re the Rusioni
tickets be clarified and completely reported
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Mr Rosen
Mr Sullivan
Mr Branig
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To % LIIZ TOLSON

FROM A U Delmont

jECT THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT KENNEDY

On 5/11/64 Mr Stern of the Commission staff and I
went over the transcript of my testimony before the
Commission on 5/6/64

Mr Stern accepted the changes which we had recommended

,involving typographical errors et cetera Mr Stern had
several other suggested changes for clarification purposes
which were insignificant and have been noted in red on
pages 6142 6155 6162 6175 6178 6194 and 6197

Hr Stern advised that the Bureau should keep the /
attached copy of my testimony /
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2:00 PM on November 22 19CRF A t
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Your continued cooperation is appreciated
In MAY6.ps4

Sincerely

1i" Lk A,

p
i

I

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

rj

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200M.rTI..J Ave. N L

EARLWARNERawnless
RIaaARas Russtu
JOw SPERM COOPER
HALEROOM
GERALDR FORD
Jam .1 Meet."(
ALLENM DuLLEs

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

Mrs Earlene Roberts the housekeeper
at 1026 North Beckley during the period that Oswald
resided there in October-November 1963 has stated
that at about 1:00 P.M on November 22 1963 a Dallas

police car drove slowly by the front of the premises
of 1026 North Beckley and honked the horn several times
Mrs Roberts stated that the occupants d the car were
not known to her even though she did have some

acquaintances on the Dallas police force who called upon
her at the above premises She has previously stated
that the car was number 207 We understand that the
Dallas Police Department has indicated that such car was
not in the vicinity of the above premises at the time it was

allegedly observed by Mrs Roberts

Would you please conduct such investigation
as may be necessary to determine whether or not any
cars of the Dallas Police Department were in the vicinity
of 1026 North Beckley between the hours of 12:00 noon and
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To LAC Dallas (1 1!'4U) "~
. r 3Z I1 1 (1J

Free, Director 1131(~J5-62555)00 .)

LEE HARVEYY SWALD AKA

Enclosed for your inforc..atlon Is one copy of a letter from the

pre it r'ent's Coa alaslen dated 5-12-64 which is self-ox+lanatory

The Colnmirsiou's request should be promptly handled and the

re&vlts tarnished to the Thu can at earliest possible time in appropriate

letterhead n:en oranduw for ut suitable for dissemination to the Commission

with Alt revision and/or correction

Enclosure

ND11 w)
)6(

1. E2-19060 (Assassination file)
1 62-1'JD090 (President's Commission)
1 Mr DeL.:,ach
1 -.Mr Lenihan

NOTE Commission by relet advised that Mrs Earlene Roberta the housekeeper
at 1u20 North Beckley Dallas Texas where Oswald resided at the tin.eof the
assassination had reported that at about 1:00 p.m. on 11-22-63 Dallas i olice car
Number 207 drove slowly by the front of her premises and honked the horn several
times The Dallas FD indicated that car 207 was not in the vicinity at this time
The Commission requests Appropriate investigation to determine If any Dallas police

T,,soncars were in the vicinity of the premises between the hours of 12:00 noon and 2:i)0 p.m.

.u.o on4l 2-63 As you will recall the President was killed at approximately 12:30 p m
ca .;U..was completely feasible for the police to learn Oswgid's identity at approximatelyc.U.h

and to learn he was missing from the Texas School Book Depository
''''*i1ding The reason for any police car honking the horn in front of this address

R e1u,known however it is entirely possible this was a car in plant to determine if

siuv.wale returned to his borne
:totter Whthis wattor,fa resolved the Commission will be immediatelyTel* 't,7H.la /~
sea* nwa tELETVPEU$1I

VV 4....1 l.+i IJV



KFDY'S ARRIVAL IT IS HARD HOWEVER TO IMAGINE HOW HE

COULD HAVE FOUND THE TIME TO DO THIS EVEN IF HE HAD=

INCLINATION UNQUOTE

IN SA GEMD3ERLING'S REPORT OF NOVEMBER THIRTY LAST THE

/

t

PLAIN TEXT

TELETYPE tRtGFJ4T

TO SAC DALLAS

FROM DIRECTOR IBI (105-82555)

I

I

1 Mr Sizoo 1 -Mt Lenihan
1 Mr Branigan

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS R CUBA

THOMAS G BUCHANAN IN HIS BOOK QUOTE WHO KILLED KENNEDY

UNQUOTE CASTS DOUBT ON FINDING MAT OSWALD WAS SOLE ASSASSIN

HE STATES QUOTE RE1 (ANTS OF A COLD MEAL WERE DISCOVERED IN THE

STOCKROOM DASH BOFES OF A FRIED CNICKl AM AN EMPTY BOTTLE OF A

CARBONATED DRINK POLICE SAID OSWALD ATE THEM KVHILE AWAITING

INTERVIEW OF WILLIAM H SHELLEY IS SET FORTH SHELLEY STATED

THAT HE OBSERVED AN EMPLOYEE OTHER THAN OSWALD EATING FRIED

CHICKEN EARLY Oil 1I)E MORNING OF NOVEMBER TWFTiTY TWO LAST

.ar IN REPORT SA E;EMBERLING JANUARY TWFII Y TWO LAST THERE IS SET

FORTH INTERVIEW OP BONNIE RAY WILLIAflS MO RECALLED THAT HE ATE
wit
C LUNCH ABOUT NOON ON NOVE,V3ER TWENTY TWO LAST .ON 71IE SLTTH FLOOR

RE~
OF THE TEXAS SCHOOL BOOK K>EPOSI'~Jif 1/k.)

3goy.
Woes .I "I St1W.! t 1

G
WAD

~atkS

rtl
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I M 251564
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TELETYPE TO D.1I.1.AS
RE LEE HARVEY OSW LD

DL II FDIATF..LY RE ;VI17f SHELLEY DETERMINE ILCNTTTY OF

EMPLOYEE OI3SIZ TJ) EATING FRIED CHIC1KEN AND THE TIME OF TEE

INCIDENT DL REI T.VIEN DONNIE RAY WILLIA,MS DETERMINE IF HE

TM CHICK) FOR LVIU3I DI ADVISE WHETHER EMPTY POT I'LE OF A

CARRONATFI) DRINK LQCATFD ON SLYTH FLOOR NEAT VICINITY OF CHICKEN

PONES AND WAXED PAP Z PREVIOUSLY '4;0 $R'IED SUM.

fDERABUREAUOFIMIECOCATION
U S WARM!HTOf NS11'.'E

COMMUNICATIONSSECIIUN

MAY 221964

TELETYPE



was contacted
e has no
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1b iiii 27 1964.j

Buy U.S Savings Bondi Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

MOMI1111NTlOPIOf MSSOV
UNITED S U:%I F:S (.0 'MF:NI

Memoran um

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) DATE May 21 1964

SAC TAMPA (105-2142) (RUC)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
(00:DALLAS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 4-15-64 and Tampa
airtel to Bureau 4-17-64

Tampa PSI
5-12-64 by SA JOHN LE an
information to report concerning OSWALD

The foregoing is the last of the Security Informants
and PSI's of the Tampa Office to be contacted in this regard

2 Bureau (RM)
1 Dallas (100-I0461) (RM)
1 Tampa
HKR:av
(4)
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DEFINITELY TO BE BOWEN AND NOT ROCEN RAMOS FURTHER STATED

END PAGE ONE REC 37 51000

&
2MAY4.

1

CST URGENT 5.21.64

171r nx-,.0

746 Iz

.R.aa
DIRECTOR AND DALLAS

2909/ 2PFROM SAN ANTONIO /105
0

`LEE HARVE SWALD,/ IS DASH R DASH C

RE BUREAU AIRTEL DATED MAY TWENTY LAST

ROBERTO RAMOS MANAGER FLECHA ROJA / RED ARROW/ BUS

LINES NUEVO LAREDO MEXICO ADVISED THIS DATE THAT ALEJANDR

CONTRERAA THE PERSON WHO PREPARED BAGGAGE GUIDE LIST FOR

RED ARROW BUS NO FIVE ONE SIX SEPT* TWENTYSIX SIXTYTHREE

IS ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE IN MEXICO CITY AND WILL NOT RETURN TO

NUEVO LAREDO MEXICO UNTIL APPROXIMATELY MAY TWENTYFIVE NEXT

RAMOS DOES NOT KNOW THE ADDRESS OF CONTRERAS IN MEXICO CITY

BUT STATED HE CONTRERAS WAS TO RECEIVE MEDICAL TREATMENT

IN SOME HOSPITAL IN THAT CITY RAMOS VIEWED BAGGAGE

GUIDE LIST PREPARED BY CONTRERAS FOR BUS FIVE ONE SIX

SEPT TWENTYSIX SIXTYTHREE AND STATED IT WAS HIS RAMOS

OPINION THAT THE NAME AT SPACE NO NINE IS G P E / ABBREVIATION

FOR GUADALUPE/ MARTINEZ AFTER SPACE TEN THE NAME APPEARS

EX-103

3

.4
5 8 MA. 2 7 196'jo



PAGE TWO

THAT THE NAME AT SPACE NO FOURTEEN APPEARS TO BE LEE H

OSWALJ.1 CONTRERAS WILL BE REINTERVIEWED UPON HIS RETURN

END

WA OS

FBI WASH DC

DL MH

FBI DALLAS

PION



Legat continue efforts to locate passengers who
traveled with Oswald on the buses^iu question

SAC San Antonio (105-2909) May 22 1064

Director FBI (105-82555) 1 J C Stokes

n
LIE HARVEY OSWALD
I8-R-CUBA

Inclosed for information of Dallas and San Antonio
le one copy each of Legat Mexico City letter and LflI dated
5-6-64 concerning review of Mexican Immigration records
relative to individuals who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
8-26-63 and departed therefrom 10-3-63 who were traveling
on Mexican Immigration documents other than FM-5 and FM-8
Tourist Permits

In furnishing copies of enclosed LEN to the Commission
the Bureau advised the Commission that we do not intend to
interview all individuals identified in the Mexican Immigration
records (including holders of FM-5 and F1-8 Permits) who
entered Mexico and departed therefrom on indicated dates Reason
for this are the facts that have been developed concerning
Oswald"s bus travel into and out of Mexico 1;0

The Commission has been advised that we are continuing
inquiry in an effort to locate and interview all those individuals
who were manifested aboard the buses on which Oswald traveled
in Mexico Foregoing is for the guidance of Legat and San Antonio.
Accordingly it will not be necessary for San Antonio to recontact
Harvey Cash concerning the six individuals whose names were

o
. obtained by Cash from Mexican Customs at Nuevo Laredo for whom

no record could be located in Mexican Immigration files
m

d 8

The names of all individuals contained in Mexican
Immigration files entering Mexico and departing therefrom at
Nuevo Laredo on indicated dates have been reviewed against the
names of the passengers manifested on the baggage list of the

.Tel... 2 ...Legato Mexico City (105-3102)
"'----t Dallas (100-lO4til) Yncls 2
.G"P. i r
CeUoAft
.Ceira~ REC 37 I V
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Letter to Ban An a(j.1 io
Ref Loe fiarvoy Oswald
105-82555

Tleja Boja bus (9-20-21 1963) and the Transportes del Norte'=
buses (10-2-3 19x3) as a result of which it was not possible
to identify any individual in the Immigration records as $
passenger on the buses in question beyond those passengers
already interviowel It is noted however that on the Del
Norte buses one Mr A Martinez was manifested in seat 3 as
a passenger from Mexico City to Monterrey and thence to
Nuevo Laredo This individual held ticket number 12619 la
enclosed LHK on page 6 there is a reference to an Arcadio
Fscamilla Martinez who departed from Nuevo Laredo on October 3
1963 traveling on F M 17 No 521647 This individual
was described as a Mexican national sale aged 39 who was
proceeding from Monterrey to Mission Texas

Legat and Ban Antonio endeavor to locate Escamilla
Martinez to determine if be may be identical with the
Mr A Martinez on buses in question By separate communication
Washington Field is being requested to check Headquarters
IN$ regarding Bsc:uiilla Martinez
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1 Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for review)
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CODE

CABLEGRAM

5/21/64

URGENT

TO LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105-3702) J C Stokes

,FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE SARV] OSEALD$ I9 1 CUBA

PEUB LHM MAY SEVEN LAST DEALING "ITH CLAIMS OF LUIS FERNANDEZ

GONZALEZ 18 THE NAME QUOTE SANTAMARINA UNQUOTE APPEARING ON PAGES

SIX AND SEVEN OF RE LEM CORRECTOR SHOULD IT BE QUOTE BANTAMARIA

UNQUOTE SUCAB DALLAS ADVISED BY MAIL

1 DALLAS (100-10461)

Jcs:nc
(5) c

e -.",T) a

REC 31 /u

coI-X3
ae,i



Wawa
Mole
timer
Cotlahs
Conroe
at-seer
twos
Gels
Pimps
Tavel
Trr9~Merail. Rao
Holmes

V .. tip

DECODE&D
COPY

"1 i

URGENT 5"20A.*
0 DIRECTOR `

LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO
.i .r r

ew.N.~il T%

BUFILE 105.825

LLEE HARVEY S NALD IS R CUBA
REMYCAB MAY 15 LAST .

FOLLOWING MATERIAL SUBMITTED TO BUREAU IN TODAY'S POUCH

SUMMARY'LHM OF ALL INVESTIGATION IN MEXICO TO DATE LHM RE CHECK

OF MUSEUMS4 REVISED LHM CONCERNING EFFORTS TO LOCATE RED ARROW

PASSENGER LISTS COPIES OF DOCUMENTS RELATING TO "DOSSIER IN

POSSESSION FORMER AMBASSADOR THOMAS MANN,AND LHM REPORTING

CONTACT OF SECURITY INFORMANTS CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS BY ELIZABETH

CATLETT MORA-OF MEXICAN CP INTEREST IN OSWALD INVESTIGATION.%) 1
LHMS SUMMARIZING EFFORTS TO LOCATE BUS PASSENGERS AND

HOTEL DEL COMERCIO.GUESTS,IN PREPARATION AND WILL BE SUBMITTEDLi'
.NEXT POUCH.%) '

AS REMAINING INVESTIGATION 1N MEXICO LARGELY ASSIGNED TO AND

BEING HANDLED BY,SYMBOL INFORMANTS.AND POLICE CONTACTS AND

INVESTIGATIVE AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS BY SPECIAL SQUAD WILL

BE GREATLY REDUCED WITH ABOVE UACB AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS SHOULD

MODIFY SITUATION SAS FREDERICK E RODERICK AND ROLF L LARSON

WILL BE RELEASED FOR DEPARTURE FROM MEXICO CITY MAY 22 NEXT
BARRING NEW DEVELOPMENTS IT IS"ANTICIPATED THAT SA HENRY J PRATT

CAN BE RELEASED NO LATER THAN MAY 29 NEXT AND ALL REMAINING

INVESTIGATION AND REPORTING WILL BE HANDLED BY REGULAR PERSONNEL

FR

o AIRGRAM cc CABLEGRAM o RADIO o TELETYP

4-3 Ines 4-17-63)
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Enclosed for your assistance are five copies of a r
letter from the President's Commission dated 5-20-64 The NY
letter is self-explanatory and involves considerable Bork
In order to facilitate your handling of this matter the
following instructions and observations are being furnished i

9
1 Each one of the items from 1 to 37 should be t

handled on a separate sheet of paper with an appropriate sub
beading to identify it with the item in the Commission's o

Telaee
----incorporated in an appropriate letterhead memorandum for

".". 1 62109090 (Pres Commission)
Cower
`

cc` l kDR:las 1 T C Sullivan 1 J C Cadigan

Selliwess t)

c.d  (16) 1 I N Conrad 1 R A Frazierp... ' ~'~ 1 R E Lenihan 1 R H Jevons

Troup SEER ~ NOTE PAGE THREE ,\ \iv) ,i...em'.t ~ 0A,.o
R.w __

dp--I. MAILROOM[FT TELETYPEUNIT0

5-22-64

To BAC Dallas (100-10461)

From Director 123I (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY-OOSWALD AKA
13 R CUBA

-ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

letter

Z Tou will note the Commission has instructed that
1 the original piece of evidence be shown to the person who v

found it Based on discussions with a member of the Commission 1
staff it has been ascertained that photographs of a particular
piece of evidence can be used in place of the original item
thorever possible For example the photograph of the cartridge

'cases identified as exhibits C6 C7 and C38 may of necessity
have to bo shown in the original form In this instance it
will then be necessary for you to arrange to have the originaloa J evidence transmitted to your office for apopriate dtsplax

SZ10
cat

E.
Additional copie'o~ his airtel and the Commission

Fetter have been furnished in the event it is necessary for you
to set out leads for other offices ~

All of the material when completed IRMt 1964



37

is identical to D-207

is from wallet B-1 and
lo identical to B-i (8)

20

21

22

. Is identical to D-20G

Airtel to SAC Dallas
AE LEI HARVEY OSWALD AKA

transmittal to the Bureau and dissemination to tho Commission

The following items were obtained at Washington
D C.# or knowledge of the original source lies with the Bureau
You will be furnished appropriate data on each of these items for
incorporation in your letterhead memorandum 3 31 through 36

'Or further clarification the Bureau is furnishing
you additional identification of the items set out in the Commission
letter as follows!

Limber in Commission Letter further Clarification

18 and 19 Those are from wallet B-1
18 has identification B-1 (2)
and 19 is B-1 (4)

23

30

is identical to D-47

is identical to D-43

Commission exhibit 55 identical
to item 156
Commission exhibit 56 identical
to item 157
Commission exhibit 66 identical
to item 159

With re;;r.rd to ite,.is 31-36 it is pointed out five of
Abe items were obtained by Washington Field Office and it will be
requested separately to handle this matter and furnish appropriate
inserts to you for iuelesion in your over-all letterhead memorandum

If any particular problem or difficulty is encountered
in this request you are instructed to advise the Bureau so that the
Commission can be aware of the status of our efforts to comply with
this request You are reminded the Commission may wind up its inquiry
at no early date and every effort should be made to expedite this
eequost r

2
r
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3

NOTE

Commission letter 5-20-64 is very extensive in
nature and requires considerable work on part of the Bureau They
have listed some 37 items of evidence which they feel needs to be
displayed to the individual who first found the particular item
and who can identify it by inspection In discussion with
Mr Eisenberg oftbe Commission staff with SA Jevons on 5-22-64
it was ascertained that the Commission will permit photographic
identification in place of transmitting all of the evidence now
being retained in the laboratory to Dallas J^..

Dallas is in possession of photographs of all items
of evidence referred to above It is pointed out some of the
evidence was obtained here in Washington through liaison and
other sources while some of the evidence was obtained by other
field offices In the instances where the material was obtained

t here at Washington the Bureau will furnish the necessary informa
tion so it can be incorporated in a letterhead memorandum for
dissemination to the Commission This matter will be followed
closely and when the results are obtained the Commission will be
notified
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1 Dallas (100-10461)

is NAY 251964
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4.44444
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5/22/04

Atrtel

-Tot SAC WPO (105-37111)

Front
i

rector FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OsWALD alto
I8 It CUBA

Bureau desires that the files of State Department
pertaining to Oswald his wife and the assassination be completely
reviewed to insure that all information in the possession of the
State Department touching on above areas has beeu furnished to
the Bureau Insure that all State Department records in these

.areas are reviewed

Prior to contacting State Department personnel handli
this check are to report to Soviet Section Bureau Headquarters
to review the material received to date from the State Department
Van die immediately

4
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DATE May 1 1964

FROM

svijECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

A Rosen
f

SAC Shanklin has advised that he feels Murphy could recontact Chief
of Police Curry on the basis of recent publicity and sound out Chief Curry
concerning the new information that has been attributed as having come from
Lieutenant Revill and Officer Bryan indicating information was available that
Oswald had the potential for violence Shanklin believes it is possible Murphy
might be able to.obtain from Chief Curry what developments had taken place
which resulted in the additional information relative to the violence being mad
available by these 'officers 4

w

It is noted that Murphy at the present time is connected with Dale
Simpson Associates an investigative agency in Dallas Texas and as such

~~ble
1_1

~S'y'1AY 21 1
tea I}

~t

/..1fc

Ie

I OP IIemuowN ISO-.N.. teste..worOMNN NO.
UNITED STATES GO MENT , -;,:t ,

I

1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Sullivan

i

E

Memorandum

Mr Belmont

1.9
Epz,.

With reference to the letter from former SAC William urphy~to
SAC Shanklin dated 4/27/64 it is noted Murphy saw a memorandum in the

64.'14
I

office of Chief of Police Curry in Dallas Texas in January 1964 and Murphy r
states no information was set forth in the memorandum indicating information
was known relative to possible violence on the part of Oswald

8
is in frequent contact with the Dallas Police Department Shanklin states that
former SAC Murphy feels that if he were called upon to testify by the President's A
Commission he would be placed in somewhat of an untenable position as far as 0
the Dallas Police Department is concerned however he is perfectly willing to
testify before the President's Commission if it is desirable in the event it would
be of assistance to the Bureau

ACTION /

If approved QAC Shanklin will bbeadvised thatthe,Bureau is agreeable
to his contacting former SAC Murphy for the'purpose of having him sound out
Chief Curry on this matter and develop whatever information he can Upon
receipt of this information it will be carefully analyzed and determination made
as to whether or not it would be worth while making this information a
to the Presiderit's'ComOssion (AEC

49
. a

AO

is F
.41710

.1
.i .,! t .i MV



desire to continue the fine relation which has existed '~ "-3"`r
through the years .;-.m,;.0:0

April 27 1964

Mr J Gordon Shanklin
Special Agent in Charge
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U 8 Department of Justice
Room 200 Mercantile Continental Bldg
Dallas Texas

Dear Gordon

Having read in the Dallas Press over the
weekend the remarks attributed to Special Agent Hosty
by certain officials of the Da?las Police Department
concerning Oswald immediately following the latter's
arrest by the Dallas Police Department on the afternoon
of November 22 1963 which allegedly were contained in
a memorandum from Lt Jack Revill of the Dallas Police
Department to Chief Curry I wanted to bring the following
information to your attention

On December 20 1963 I had lunch with Chief
Curry at the Dallas Athletic Club in connection with some
Citizens Traffic Commission business Following this
conversation I told him that I simply could not under
stand what the basis was for his having remarked on
television the day following the assassination the fact
that the Bureau had not made known to him previously the
presence of Oswald in this area I suggested to him that
he .write a letter of apology to the Director admitting
that this was a mistake in judgment on his part that
perhaps he had jumped to erroneous conclusions on the
basis of incomplete information which had been relayed to
him during the height of the action on November 22nd and
certainly that it had been my experience that where mistakes
in judgment had been made in the past that the Director
would take cognizance of same and that by his future actions ,
he could demonstrate to the Director and the Bureau his



Sincerely

WILLIAM A MURPHY

On a date early in January this year I had
-occasion to be in the office of Deputy Chief Ray Lunday

Traffic Division discussing the current plans for the
year for the Citizens Traffic Commission Chief Curry
passed by and suggested when I was through with Chief
Lunday to stop by in his office I did so

Chief Curry then recalled our previous conversation
at the Dallas Athletic Club and said I want to show you
something that will explain the remarks that you inquired
about that I had made on television He then pulled from
his desk a memorandum which I recalled to be on Police
Department memorandum stationary from Lt Revill to either
Captain Gannaway or to Chief Curry which read in substance
this

Agent Hosty of the FBI informed me this afternoon
that the FBI had interviewed Oswald that he had been in
the Marine Corps but had been given a dishonorable discharge
subsequent to his having gone over to Russia where he married
a Russian girl later returning to the United States with her
and that she was residing with Mrs Paine at an"address in
Irving Texas This entire memorandum consisted of ap proxi
mately three or four brief paragraphs and positively there
was no information set forth in that memorandum indicating that
Hosty had in any way represented that Oswald had any dangerous
tendencies or that he was in any way considered capable of
assassinating the President There was no statement in the
memorandum as to when or where Oswald had been interviewed.
I had this memorandum in my own hands read it carefully
and returned it to Chief Curry Anyone who says that the
original memorandum which Chief Curry made available to me
contained the remarks now attributed to Agent Hosty is a liar
To me information set forth in Revill's memorandum concerning
his conversation with Hosty contained nothing more than would
have been reasonable for any Agent working on security matters
to have furnished at that time Had I considered the remarks
attributed to Ilosty to be other than in exact propiety from
the Bureau's standpoint you may be assured I would have
brought them to the Bureau's attention forthwith The original
memorandum which I reviewed was not a notarized document but

A was simply an inter-department memorandum of the Dallas Police
Department

I resent with all the vehemence I possess this
attempt to discredit Agent Hosty and the Bureau

I
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I am enclosing herewith original and a copy of :,a--
letter delivered to me today from i,QrP@ .bC .R II~I,IA _ -~Au SY
I think it very definitely indicates that there has been some
added material to RIVILL"s memo to ChieV.CURRY sometime after
Mr MURPHY saw this memorandum

SUANKLIN i T ."~
rr

Ofe(V

.{ 3 Bureau
g Dallas

:JG3:mfr
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CoNFIDRVTIAL

1 Branigan
1 Stokes

Sincerely yours ..,;,.vrees

t

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1 Rosen
1 Malley

hay 22 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable d Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission2

Washington C
00

andD
venue NA

Dear Mr Rankine

There are enclosed two copies each ofmemoranda dated Hay 11 and Hay 18 1964 dealinwith variQt~l aspects relative to the activity ofLee Harvey`Csxaldin Mexico u

Upon detachment from the classified
enclosures this letter may be regarded asunclassified O

I Edgar Hoop
29 MAY 22 19G.!
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Exoltfiled from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

Sincerely yours

O Edgar t~oc MAY P j0
"t~ `/

e

DY COURIER SERVICE

1 Branigan
1 Stokes
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CONFIDLNrIAL

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1 Rosen
1 Malley

May 22 1964

Honorable J Leo Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 )tarylan1 Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Hr Rankin*

There are enclosed two oopies of a
memorandum dated May 6 1964 concerning records F-4=
of the Mexican Immigration Department pertaining to
individuals who traveling on other than Mexican
FM-5 or FM-8 Tourist Permits entered Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 and departed
therefrom on October 3 1963.

We are endeavoring to obtain copies of the
FM-11 forms referred to in':the enclosed memorandum --
and same will be furnished to you when received In 11
light of our findings concerning the travel of
Lee Uarvey.Oswal4 from Nuevo Laredo Mexico to
Mexico D F. on September 226 and 27 1963 via the
Flecha Roja bus line and his return to Nuevo Laredo
on October 3 1063 via the Transportes del Norte bus
line we do not intend to extend our inquiry to include
efforts to locate and interview all individuals who
entered Mexico and departed therefrom at Nuevo Laredo
on the indicated dates We are continuing inquiry in an
effort to interview those individuals who traveled on..
the buses on 'Odell Oswald was a passengor..0 ,~
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7

The Ct 'ic;sion would appreciate the Bureau undertaking e
investigation to confirm or rebut the accuracy of the eforemention
information to the ""ffect that a 24-hour period for receiving the
authorization t is::ue a passport was usual To this end we would
like the Bureau to take a random sampling of those persons who
applied for psssp "rts from the New Orleans office between the dates of _
June IT 1963 and .TUly 1 1963 and determine how long in each case
it took for the authorization to issue the passport to reach the
New Orleans office We are interested in the amount of time between
the filing of the application for passport at New Orleans by an
epplicent\and the receipt of the authority to issue the passport by

*
the New Orlera office from Washington D C

104 L

'.~ . ^ to !r .T a.) if

w, / y rl".~,r

1
~

J Lee Rankin
General.Cqunsel

ferl

I
l t a MAY20'1964

1v'-ot1 P
Gc~ M e .tom1

w/"a rr*0#.ti *,4

i r

Jj"~'/` ` ~.! ". '.

Sincerely

ON THE
A!S11SINATICN Or PRESIDENTKENNEDY

2(WMarylandArc N.E
WashingtonD.C 2(002

Tdcp6oncS43-1400
EARL%ARrLK

CAn"u.
RICHARDR.R11AEL
Jt4TTSIIT.PMANCOMER
HALFBOI:ta
GERALDR.FORD
JOHNJ s'-Q.bY
ALLEN DULLES

Mr."1 nlw+n
Mr BrImonU

/ Mr y*y..l~~nlfT._W"tYr
JILTrt:117rt}:_
Mr ('""nratl .,._
Mr 1^ji "atlt __

r
% iI~lr 1's~"rl._

MM 1 p64
Miss Gandy

.,.r

Mr J Edgar H'ov'er
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Deportment of Justice
Washington D C 20530

Deer Mr Hoover
q

Lee Par e Oswald was issued Passport No D002526 on
June P5 1963 by the United States Passport Office in I1ew Orleans
Louisiana He had made formal application for the passport at the
same office on Jw+e 24 The Commission has been informed that at
the time Oswald o&)triined this passport the authority to issue
passports of lee-t from the New Orleans office was routinely
granted by Washington approximately 24 hours after the Application
to passport was filed in a1.1 cases in which the files of the Pass
port Office in We :hs ngton did not contain an indication that the
applicant wan to receive special treatment

~l",4k 't

PRESIDENT'! C0MMISSI0N

".1
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J P Molls

Rosen
DeLoach

1
1 Sullivan
1 Branigan
b-22-64

Malley
Bartlett

1 Lenihan

Tot SAC Sew Orleans (100-18601)

Fronts Director (105..82555) *- "G 7

LE BARDLr OSWALD
Ia -R CUBA

Enclosc+d is a copy of a letter from the President's
Colanirsaion dated 5.19-64 which Is self-explanatory

The Dew Orleans Office should immediately contact the
bead of the Passport Office of the Department of State in
Now Orleans and inform such individual that the FDI has
received a request from the President's Commission to take a
trnudoo sampling of t':ose parsons who applied for passports
from tho Now Orleans office between the dates of June 17 1003 '`j
and July 1 1903 pal determine how long in each case it took for S
tho authorization to issue the passport to roach tho New Orleans
office Inform the Passport Office official that the President's
Ccurntssion is interested in the amount of Mao betwoen the
tiling of the application for passport at New Orleans by an a
applicant and the receipt of the authority to issue the passport 8
by the New Orleans Passport Office from its Washington D C.
bcrdquarters You should not of course inform the New Orleans e
passport official that tbo`rresident's Commission is interested lag
confirming or rebutting the information previously furnishod by
the State Departnort to the effect that a 24-hour period for
i"eceiviog the authorisation to issue a passport was usual

Tbercaftet you should make arrangements with the
New Orleans Passport Office .gfticial for agents of your office
to review the passport flied Selected at random of approximately
10 individuals each day for the Period June 17 19C3 to July 1
1003 who applied 1,r an jwlp wore issuod V 8 passports

Soc
1 Qv

bH'elf
t+

;:!::,T-1. Dallas (1004 04.1) (Eno.) NOTE PAGE 2

.1

1 ,'~ MAY
N

,

f



If the Passport Office uses a time stamp you should determine
the exact time the passport application was stamped in and the
exact time the application was stamped approved for issuance of
a passport

You should set out the names of the individuals selected
by day and date (for example Monday June 17 1063),.showing as
accurately as possible the time the passport application was
teceived and the rim') the authority was received from the Passport
Otlice Department of State Washington D C. for the issuance
of a passport In the event there are factors that delayed
receipt of authority for issuance of a passport from State Depart
went headquarter in Washington D Co ouch as security allegations c
criminal allogatior s U 8 Government agency "stops and the like _
explain in detail the reasons Why issuance of a passport was delayed

You will ants that the Commission is interested in the
as'.unt of time betv4nn the filing of the application for passport
at New Orleans by mu applicant and the receipt of the authority
to issue the passport by the Wow Orleans office from Washington D C
Tho Prosidunt s Coca,aisaion is not interested in obtaining the date
the passport was actually picked up by the individual to whom it

s wpm issued

This matter must be handled immsdiatoly and results of
your survey should ba furnished to the Bureau in letterhead memorandum
fora suitable for diusersinatioa to the President's Comniasioa

For your added information the Bureau is informing the
Passport Office Washington D Co of this request from the
President's Coastwise

I

Airtcl to SAC Vew Orleans (100icnOl)
re! LEE VAfVEY OgfALD

10;r.b20bb

NOTE Oswald was issued a passport by the New Orleans Passport
Office 6-25-63 Be had made formal application for the passport
at the same office one day earlier 6-24-64 The State Department
has told the Commission that approximately 24 hours was the time
afforded in routine issuance of a passport after application for
such passport received The Commission has requested this Bureau
to conduct the survey described herein to confirm or rebut the

A
accuracy of the State Department information Inasmuch as this

i



Airtel to SAC New Orleans (100-16601)
.re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS R CUBA
.105-82555

P

NOTE continued..

request may necessitate coordination between passport
officials in New Orleans and passport headquarters in
Washington D C. through liaison we are informing
passport officials in Washington D C. of the current
request of the Commission
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FBI NEW YORK

327 PM DEFERRED 5.48..64 JED

TO DIRECTOR 87.73718 /6/ AND DALLAS 87.10405

FROM NEW YORK 87.34325

CHARLES WILLIA?irDEATON

AKA C M DEATON

ED A JOHNSON
rstat TWIlpl:.i Oaofstd,: "-'FRAM D

"ITSP- FaW

00"NY

REFERENCE NEW YORK

.FIVE FOURTEEN LAST AND

FIVE FIFTEEN LAST

FOR O F-0 OF DALLAS

FIVE THIRTEEN LAST FROM

C
i "~n~ if 1:47lii".h%i:i17J'L Of ~ t

'7W:4C'AII i .SCCTIO;!
9 ""v ICK;4

BYW!!C L

TELETYPES TO DIRECTOR DATED

NEW YORK AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR DATED

wi w Y t *RICE

OFFICE YtiRECEIV
EGA-~

N RMATION

MARION D SELL ATTORNEY AURORA

COLORADO TO EFFECT SUBJECT JOHNSON APPROACHED HAROLD A i''')T %')::"^"ip
V7') M,A! 251:;:;4

DRAGOO PRESIDENT GOLDEN MORTGAGE AND INVESTMENT COMPANY

AND ROBERT PRIBBLE REALTOR BOTH COLORADO SPRINGS COLORADO

WITH OFFER FROM DEATON TO PROVIDE NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS;POR

FINANCING LAND DEVELOP4 ENT ENTERPRISE DEATON REQUESTED SIX
/

PER CENT-COMMISSION FOR EFFORTS IN PROVIDING NINE THOUSAND
. ...~.: .:7f,.~

DOLLAR LOAN THREEIPERCENT:PAYABLE IN ADVANCE DRAGOQ_AND

I "BBLE SENT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY
EIGHT MAv 221:5+

DOLLARS AND THIRTY NINE CENTS BY WESTERN UNION HONEY---ORD-ER

PARBEL1aG::TijI THEDlr..iCTOR



OF THE PROCEEDS

ND PAGE TWO

PAGE TWO

FROM COLORADO SPRINGS TO DEATON AT NEW YORK AS PART PAYMENT

OF THREE PER CENT COMMISSION ON DEATON"S REQUEST. DRAGOO VAS

TO MEET DEATON AT NEW YORK ON FIVE THIRTEEN LAST TO PAY

BALANCE OF EIGHTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS NEW YORK AGENTS

ACTING UNDER COVER MET DEATON NEGOTIATED WITH HIM ARRESTED

HIM FOR VIOLATION ITSP FBV DEATON INDICTED AT NEV YORK

ON FIVE FIFTEEN BEING HELD IN FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS BOND

IN SEARCH INCIDENTAL TO ARREST CORRESPONDENCE VAS

FOUND DATED TWO TWELVE LAST WHICH REFLECTED THAT A LETTER OF

AGREEMENT HAD BEEN SIGNED BY CHARLES .LASATER PRESIDENT._
;k el

OF-TEXITALIA FILMS INC OWARD AND BELL REALTORS TWO ZERO

5
.

IL
FIVE STEEMONS TOWER EAST DALLAS TEXAS AND C V E TON.t

THIS LETTER CONFIRMED AN AGREEMENT WHEREIN THE ABOVE DESCRIBED

INDIVIDUALS WERE TO MAKE AN EFFORT TO SECURE WORLD VIDE
7tuvrs..N

RIGHTS FOR MARINA OSWALD MOTION PICTURES AND -T AND WHAT QTHER RIGHTS

BE OBTAINED ALSO INCLUDED VAS A LETTER OF AGREEMENT UNDATED WHEREIN

LASATER DEATON HOWARD AND BELL ASSIGNED AND CONVEYED FIVE PER CENT



PAGE THREE
4

DERIVED FROM THE MARINA OSWALD.MOTION PICTURE AND TV

EXPLOITATIONS TO JACK O.,FUNDERBURGH IN ADDITION A

LETTER DATED TWO ELEVEN LAST ENTITLED CONTRACT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN JAMES X t ARTIN MANAGER FOR MARINA N OSWALD AND

LASATER DEATON HOWARD'AND BELL WHEREIN MARTIN TRANSFERRED

AND ASSIGNED TO TEXITALIA FILMS INC. THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT

TO EXPLOIT THE MARINA N OSWALD STORY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

THROUGH THE MEDIA OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION FOR A

CONSIDERATION OF SEVENTY FIVtTHOUSAND DOLLARS ATTACHED TO

THIS CONTRACT WAS A PHOTOSTAT COPY DATED TWELVE SIX SIXTY

THREE ADDRESSED TO MR JAMES H MARTIN DALLAS TEXAS SIGNED

BY MRS MARINA N OSWALD GIVING MARTIN MRS OSWALD"S

AUTHORIZATION TO HANDLE HER PERSONAL AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

IT IS NOTED THAT DALLAS PREVIOUSLY CONDUCTED

INVESTIGATION CONCERNING SUBJECT DEATON IN LOS ANGELES

CASE ENTITLED CHARLES WILLIAM DEATON JAMES WILLIAM JACKSON LOS

ANGELES FILE EIGHT SEVEN D*SH ONE SIXSIX FOUR SIX DALLAS

SHOULD LOCATE AND INTERVIEW HOWARD AND'BELL CHARLES R LASATER

END PAGE THREE

L
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PAGE FOUR

JACK D FUNDERBURGH AND JAMES N MARTIN REGARDING THEIR

NEGOTIATIONS CONCERNING MARINA OSWALD MOTION PICTURE AND

TV EXPLOITATIONS AND THEIR DEALINGS WITH SUBJECT DEATON

DALLAS SHOULD ADVISE NEW YORK OF ANY INFORMATION IN THEIR

POSSESSION FELT PERTINENT REGARDING DEATON AND INTERNATIONAL

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NASSAU LIMITED WHICH HAS NOT BEEN

REPORTED TO NEV YORK

CORR PG-3--LN 9 VD --4-SHDVB-FIVE

END

VA NSL

FBI WASH DC

CC "UR RO<<:;4
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1 "Foreign Liaison Unit (ROUTE THI2U FOR REVIEW)
4

"

le MAY251954

.Cveaa  VIA CABLEGRAMG
$.PIUw MAY 2 1954Tavel
Ttettv

M ED B7ft

Hr Sizoo .1 M. 1 Mr Branigan
5-22-64

CODE

AU1.CGRA1l URGENT

TO LEGAL ATTACHE LONDON

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEPOSWALD IS R CUBA BUREAU INTERESTED IN

OPTAINING ENGLISH EDITION OF QUOTE LES ROSES ROUGES DE DALLAS

UNQUOTE BY NERIN GUN ACCORDING TO CIA THE BRITISH PUBLISHER

WILL BE FREDERICK FULLER ONE TEN FLEET STREET LONDON

URMN ILY ATTEMPT TO PURCHASE COPY OF BOOK SUM RESULTS %
i.

WAD
(5)

REG35 I

tire r.
411 f It
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Tel.
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vMohr
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Re Dallas airtels to the Bureau 5/15/64 and 5/18/64

In connection with referenced Dallas airtel 8/15/64
requesting Little Rock to interview Lt James R Oswald at
Blytheville Arkansas Little Book is instructed to expedite
this investigation

Furnish the Bureau appropriate LAM suitable for
dissemination to the President's Commission without revision
or correction and furnish Dallas appropriate copies To
facilitate mail handling at the Bureau insure that your reply

3D:t
marked to the attention of the Criminal Section., 4

Dallas (100-10461)

5)
:gs

REC"35

This matter pertains to a request from the Commission
dated 4/28/64 in which they desired additional investigation
regarding the Irving Sport Shop and the gun repair tag marked
"Oswald. In addition they wanted all individuals with the Mr
Dame of Oswald residing in the greater Dallas area interviwed
to determine whether any repair work had been conducted at
the Irving Sporn Shop Only individual Dot located and interviewed
was It James Oswald who is currently residing at Blytheville
Arkansas and a member of the USAF

10 MiIY 25 1964

.wrwINISO

I

May 25 1964

Airtel

To SAC Little Rock (105-406)

From
Dirrtor

T131 (105-82555)

LSE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
IS-R-CUBA
ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

'Even
Cale
Peso

MAY
c))ry

Trotter
T.le "tm'1llel.. J
Goody UAIL,00uLJ TELETYPEUNITD
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FBI

Date 5/20/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Vie 7AlRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

T
L

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW
ORLEANS

(100-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVJ.(OSIIALD aka
IS-R-CUBA
ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

ReBuairtel 5/14/64

This is to advise that investigation conducted at
New Orleans in reference to laundry mark "30 030 has been
completed with negative results The results of the investi

gation conducted is currently being typed in the New Orleans
Office A letterhead memorandum is presently being prepared
to conform with instructions set forth in referenced Bureau
airtel to reach the Bureau by 5/26/64

Identities of specific individuals and Agents
making such cpntacts are being set forth on inserts and being
furnished to Dallas for inclusion in a report

C3) Bureau
1 Dallas (100-10461) (Info)
2 New Orleans \if)

I~.r~ 1

a



As the Bureau was advised the Legal Attache at the

OPTIONALCORMNO10 1110.1.-0!MATMOa.omONOSAGLNNEONOr
. _M i ED STATES GO

Memoranct~m

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD A
IS R CUBA

Reference is made to previous communications concerning
the visit to Mexico City 4/8-13/64 of three representatives of
the President's Commission these being W DAVID SLAWSON
HOWARD P WILLENS and WILLIAM T COLEMAN JR

Ambassador's request and in the interests of maintaining our
excellent liaison contacts accompanied the three Commission
representatives on 4/10/64 when they called on Lic LUIS
ECHEVERRIA Acting Minister of Gobernacion Also "re

ithh ECHEVERRIA-was

m )tC

Prior to the meeting with ECHEVERRIA the three
representatives discussed with Ambassador FULTON FREEMAN the
possibility of taking depositions from Mexican nationals such
as the owner of the hotel where OSWALD stayed bus company
employees and others The Ambassador gave his approval of
such a procedure so long as the depositions were taken within
the confines of the Embassy and so long as the appearance of
the Mexican witnesses was completely voluntary He insisted
however that this procedure be cleared with Lic ECHEVERRIA

During the meeting with ECHEVERRIA on 4/10/64 the
matter of the taking of the depositions was presented to him
He immediately opposed the taking of such depositions pointing
out that it would appear from this action that the U S
Government was conducting official investigation in Mexico
He said this would raise a hue and cry of criticism of the
Mexican Government in the local press something which the
Mexican Government could not afford at the present time with
Presidential elections scheduled for early July As a result

5 Bureau
(1 Liaison Section) 4
(2 Dallas

100*161)fr 0:11REC-351 Mexico City 13 ~ !g4f~TIA....1 M



MC 105-3702

of ECIIEVERRIA's attitude the Commission representatives took
d:o steps to obtain depositions from any Mexican citizens or
anyone else while in Mexico City

This is submitted to the Bureau in order that the
reaction of ECREVERRIA to the desire of the Commission
representatives to take depositions may be a matter of official
record at the Bureau ,

-2
t



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue M Z M I"

Raehington D C

e_1\I
I"~

Dear Mr Rankin / c

..i., =.Y!'CT1 OiN~<<`..,.ate.+.
1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1 Rosen

Malley
t Gauthier

1 sent direct
1 Branigan
1 Stokes

May 20 1DG4

DY COURIER SERVICE

Pursuant to the request of the members of your
staff who visited Mexico D ?. there are enclosed stwelve pbotographs -of various areas of Mexico D 7. and
Monterrey Mexico whictpear some relationship to the
activitise of-.Lee-tie y Oswald in Mexico There are also

1)enclosed twelv4"'j~hotic~grap`lie of material briefly describing
the scenes depicted

It is requested that you advise as to which of a

QL

lie enclosed pbotograpbs you desire be enlarged for igglusigp
u the Com niesipn's records .t e,

~ As requested in your letter dated April 24 ?tQQ4,.q ,yc
7e have acquired a wall map of Mexico D Y. and willgra~aar1 cvt C)

$rang
and prepare from it a formal exhibit In this c tidcabnetit would be appreciated if you would advise as to who iez or cviot you desire to utilize any of the enclosed photographs'- eonneotion with the production of the exhibit You m*y ded#re %o

have members of your staff contact Inspector Leo J Gauthie* of
this Bureau in conpection with the format and other factors
relating to the production of the exhibit _

3itPL
.% ! 001 ti -.s Vu Sincerr] ;yours

5
d

REC-3%zat %%or

as MAY251964
.l .l yi SEE NOTE PAGE 2

;,r
w -Enclosures (24)

~.~ i
c.a
1S...  JC3 mhw t pl wi w oli



Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE Commission representatives who visited Mexico asked for
large wall .ap of Mexico D F. and pictures of .areas in Mexico
frequented by Oswald Legat has dispatched enclosed photos several
of which are composite type On 5-13 Inspector Malley discussed
these photos with Mr Willens of Commission staff who requested
that one copy only rather than the usual 2 of the photographs in
question be sent to the Commission for their perusal after which
Commission will advise as to exact pictures they desire

NOTE FOR EXHIBIT SECTION

By extra copy of this letter there are being furnished SS
to Exhibits Section a work order a set of the photos in question and
Legat Mexico City's letters (2) dated 5-7-64 togetberwdth enclosures
thereto It is suggested that preparation of the exhibit be held
in abeyance pending Commission reply to this letter



(type Is plain text or cods)
AIRTEL

JMC:JMW
(4)

Approved  Sent

First full paragraph on page 3 requests explanations
of personnel who prepared original FD 302 dated 12/13/63 pages

18 19 and 20 of SA KEMMY's report

It will be appreciated if the Bureau will furnish
copies of these pages which have been corrected so that the
errors to which the Bureau refers may be immediately resolved
pursuant to instructions in reBuairtel

13

Special Agent in Charge

A

t

%'Bureau

FBI

Date May 13 1964

Transmit the following in

via
(Priority) I

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909)

0
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS-R-Cuba

ReBuairtel 5/8/64 calling attention to errors
contained in the report of SA JOHN M KEMMY dated 4/30/64
at San Antonio Texas

ReBuairtel has been carefully reviewed with data
set forth in SA KEMMY's report and corrections requested
by the Bureau are being made

Bureau's attention is directed to fourth complete
paragraph on page two of referenced Bureau airtel which
stated that "pages 18 through 20 set forth 12/13/63 FD 302
concerning bag*age guide list which was previously reported

and which in first paragraph page 18 and in list itself at
spaces designated seats 2 8 12 13 16 and 18 contained
incorrect information Pages 17 through 20 of rerep are
being re-written at Bureau and inserts will be furnished to
San Antonio and Dallas.

NIP ". c ''n e

MIoleY 6



COMM-F81

)

1 Mr J Cavanaugh
1 Mr Stokes

54D-64

AlltIEL

Reurairtel 5-13-64 requesting copies of pages 18 through
20 of SA Kemmy's 4-30-64 report which are being amended at the
bureau Your reairtel indicated your request was to enable you to
immediately resolve errors to which Bureau previously referred

The amended pages have not to date been printed and
copies of same will be furnished to you when amendments are
approved

The following are the errors of substance in the FD 302
dated 12-13-63 which was reinserted in SA Kem y's 4-30-64 report

Statements in first paragraph page 18 to effect
that manifest disclosed 18 passengers boarded bus 7-26-63 six
destined to Monterrey 12 en route Mexico City was incorrect as
baggage list refers to baggage rather than to passengers

Comments at spaces designated seats 2 8 12 13
14 and 18 were incorrect for sane reason

_
Note that insofar as Bowen at space 15 was concerned

be traveled alone and line underneath his name does not indicate
helms traveling in party of two or with his wife Note Also that
two lines drawn in pages 12 and 13 under name Harry J Mitchell
indicated only that Mitchell and/or person in his party had
total of 3 three bags Note that Mitchells were newlyweds and did
not travel as party of three Baggage claim check numbers
namely 7317276 and 7317277 at races 11 and 18 respectively

Ta.e.._were not ba "a"e claim check numbers but were rather the numbers
.--1-= .Dallas I&0-10461)

G000 _
Gsrd
ate+
Gob
ROM
S.",
T.wt_
Trotter
ToleRoast



AIRTEL TO SAN ANTONIO
RE I LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

assigned to baggage by Mexican Customs and above numbers should have
appeared under column "Customs Check. The numbers of baggage claim
checks for McFarland 's luggage were at space 17 320437 and at
space 18 320436

3 Custom Check column at seat 5 showed Sorquis baggage
as 'Marked whereas list shows number 7318061 at that point

Errors of form in questioned FD-302 due apparently to
the poor quality of handwriting and handprinting on form were
insertion of first name 'Roig rather than "Rosa at seat 5 carrying
of abbreviated first name 'A e at space 9 rather than "Gpe.
In this connection note similarity in the 'G at space 9 with 'G
in name Gonzalez at space 6 carrying of spelling of last name at
seat 14 as 'Oswalt rather than 'Oswalj. (Note the '1 in name
'McFarland at seat 17 which suggests that next to last letter of
last name at seat 14 is an "1 without extension at bottom of
letter.) Name at space 10 previously carried as 'Bowen when on
fora it is clearly spelled as 'Rowan.

In pages to be amended Bureau comments specifically
on all of above points To make these changes it will be
necessary to change the name 'Oswal to 'Oswaij in first and
third paragraphs page 21 and in third paragraph page 22
Ascertain from Contreras if this is the proper interpretation and
advise Bureau and DL in this regard
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Enclosed for your assistance is a copy of a letter
from the President's Commission dated 5-20-64 and an airtel
from the Director to Dallas dated 5-22-64 Tou will noto that
items 31 35 and 36 were personally delivered to the FBI
Laboratory by SA Edward C Palmer of your office on 11-23-63 r

Itom 32 was personally delivered to the FBI Laboratory
by 8A Eugene C Gies of your office on 11-23-63

h =
0

Item 33 was personally delivered by BAs
RalpWillis Jr. and Gios to the FBI Laboratory on 11-23-63

T.I. Roo.
Holmes
Gently_ $ MAILI100W TELETYPEUNIT

5-25-64

/,e To SAC Washington Field

from
Director

FBI (105-82555)

LEE BARVEY OSWALD AKA
I8 R CUBA

ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

In accordance with the instructions sot out for Dallas 8
in the enclosed airtel WFO at an early date should make arrange pmeats with the FBI Laboratory to obtain appropriate photographs n
of the exhibits obtained by Agents of your office and display a

I ,them to the individuals from whom they were obtained for identi V
a "fication as requested in the enclosed Commission letter

Tou should then comply with Bureau instructions to
> prepare an appropriate letterhead memorandum for transmittal to

Drllas for inclusion in Dallas's over-all memorandum for
dissemination to tho Commission

I Ir42 --
Enclosures (2)
1 Dallas (100-10481) ns MAY 261964

1 62-109090 (President's 'Commission)
1 W C Sullivan /1 J C Cadigan

T"'" 1 I W Conrad i lop R A Frazier ~)&law
ow 1 R E Len iha 1,= R 11 ?Jevons
cond.
c.,.r ,-- ADR I as

Memo
64

Ai l SEE/I(OTE .PAGE TWO

Tavel
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Commission letter 5-20-64 is very extensive in
nature and requires considerable work on part of the Bureau.
They have listed some 37 items of evidence which they feel
needs to be displayed to the individual who first found the
,particular item and who can identify it by inspection In
discussion with Mr Eisenberg of the Commission staff with
SA Jevons on 5-22-64 it was ascertained that the Commission
will permit photographic identification in place of transmitting
all of the evidence now being retained in the laboratory to
Dallas

Dallas.is in possession of photographs of all items
of evidence referred to above It is pointed out some of the
evidence was obtained here in Washington through liaison and
other sources while some of the evidence was obtained by other
field offices In the instances where the material was obtained
here at Washington the Bureau will furnish the necessary
information so it can be incorporated in a letterhead memorandum
for dissemination to the Commission This matter will be followed
closely and when the results are obtained the Commission will
be notified

Item 3 was obtained by Orrin Bartlett of liaison and
item 34 was obtained by Assistant Director C A Evans They
have been advised separately concerning our responsibility in
this matter All other items will be handled by Dallas in
accordance with Bureau airtel 5-22-64

f

a
I
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FBI WASH DC

REC-42

e M4Y 25 1964

y
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REBUTEL MAY NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR INSTRUCTING MIAMI SUBMIT

RESULTS RECONTACT WITH JOHN V,Yt4bRTINO TO DEVELOP IDENTITY OF HIS

MUST HAVE GONE,TO CENTRAL AMERICA HE CLAIMED HIS SOURCE IS
I

NAMED OSC FORTY DASH7FORTYTWO YEARS OLD WHOM.HE KNEW

IN PRISON IN CUBA 'MARTINO CLAIMS ORTIZ ESCAPED FROM CUBA IN

.Lj~,ljI%

t

t

t

fin ni wc-;:: 1=11::721
ji 5 lirfATMEI4101 WPM

('()MtAt1!lICAl10NSSI.G11011

'AAY 201%4

YEL ETYP5

c

FBI MIAMI

226 PM EST URGENT 5.20-64 SHR

DIRECTOR 105-62555

FROM MIAM 5-8342 2 P

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS DASH RDASH CUBA

SOURCE ON ALLEGATIONS RE OSWALD

ON MAY ELEVEN SIXTYFOUR MARTINO STATED HE QUOTE GUESSED

UNQUOTE HIS SOURCE NEVER ARRIVED IN MIAMI FROM CALIFORNIA AND

NINETEEN SIXTY MARTINO CLAIMED HE DOES NOT KNOW WHERE ORTIZ

LIVED IN MIAMI NOR THE IDENTITY OF ANY OF HIS ASSOCIATES HE

ALLE'FD ORTIZ ALWAYS CONTACTED MARTINO AND HE HAD NO WAY TO

CONTACT ORTIZ

RECORDS MIAMI OFFICE AND INS MIAMI NEGATIVE ON ANYONE

-IDENTIFIABLE WITH ORTIZ

END PAGE ONE

x,lp
11'041441

u MAY271 A
i :..
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PAGE TWO

INS INVESTIGATOR MIAMI STATES HE HAS HAD SIMILAR PROBLEM

WITH MARTINO IN THAT MARTINO RECENTLY FURNISHED ALLEGATION THAT

A CUBAN EXILE IN MIAMI WAS CASTRO AGENT HOWEVER WOULD NOT DISCLOSE

HIS SOURCE FOR ALLEGATION UNTIL CONTIN~IALLY PRESSED BY INS FOR SAME

HE THEN FURNISHED NAME OF ORLANDOEELLGADO INS HAS BEEN UNABLE Pk

TO IDENTIFY SUCH PERSON AND INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGATION AGAINST

CUBAN EXILE DEVELOPED NO CORROBORATION OF CHARGE

MIAMI REGARDS MARTINO AS BOTH UNRELIABLE AND UNTRUTHFUL IT

IS RECOMMENDED NO FURTHER ACTION BE TAKEN BASED ON HIS INFORMATION

A SUBPOENA OF MARTINO BEFORE THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION WOULD

ADD NOTHING TO THE OSWALD INVESTIGATION

LHM ON RECONTACT OF MARTINO TO BE SUBMITTED PROMPTLY

END

MTC

-FBI WASH DC

-X



2 Bureau (Encs 5) RN
2 Dallas (100-4461) (Encs 2) RN
1 Newark
JTIt amd

6:/(5)

iViem oran k~m

DATE
5/20/64

SAC NEWARK (105-15291) P

SUBJECT
LEE HARVEY OSWAID
IS-R-CUBA

ReBuairtel 5/5/64

Enclosed for the Information of the Bureau are
five copies of a LIIM dated and captioned as above setting
out the negative results of an interview with MARGARETH
FRIEDA WOLFF Cliffside Park N.J Two copies of the nemorandu
are also being furnished to Dallas as office of origin

47
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In Reply riewe ReferM
File An

I
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t'Nt f CI) STATES DEPAR TALENT OF J JSTICR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark New Jersey

May 20 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY 8 CUBA

Lee Harvey Oswald traveling as H O Lee is believed
to have departed from Mexico City 8:30 A.M. October 2 1963
via bus nu ber 332 of the Transportes del Norte Line which
arrived on he same date at Monterrey Mexico

Manifest of bus 332 shows passenger in seat 4
second window'seat on driver's side was one Margaret A Wolff
whose destination was listed as Laredo

The reoords of the Passport Office United States
Department of State were checked on April 29 1964 and
April 30 1964 by'NSpecial Agent James F Morrisey and a
Passport Application dated April 15 1955 for a Margaret Wolff
revealed she was bor April 23 1926 Schuettorf Germany
and resided at 1444 3 7\th Street North Bergen New Jersey
She was married Novembe 14 1947 to Norwood Ferris Wolf
born Indianapolis JulyN23 1926

Margareth Frieda Wolff 55 Lawton Avenue Cliffside
Park New Jersey who formerly resided at 1444 37th Street
North Bergen,.New Jersey on May 13 1964 advised she has
never taken a trip to Mexico at anytime in the past and
therefore was not in Mexico n October 1963

This -d~ ument contains either recommendations
oor conclusions Yf the Federal Bu o Iavestigatioo:"
Is the,property Of "the FBI and is loaned to your agency
ttd its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency



UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark New Jersey
May 20 1964

Margareth Frieda ~Wolff,.55 Lawton Avenue Cliffside
Park New Jersey who formerly resided at 1444 37th Street
North Bergen New Jersey on May 13 1964 advised she has
never taken a trip to Mexico at anytime in the past and
therefore was not in Mexico in October 1963

In Reply PleaseRehr M
Fite M

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Lee Harvey Oswald traveling as H O Lee is
believed to have departed from Mexico City P:30 A.M.
October 2 1963 via bus number 332 of the Transportes del
Norte Line which arrived on the same date at Monterrey
Mexico

Manifest of bus 332 shows passenger in seat 4
second window seat on driver's side was one Margaret A Wolff
whose destination was listed as Laredo

The records of the Passport Office United States
Department of State were checked on April 29 1964 and
April 30 1964 by Special Agent James F Morrissey and a/
Passport Application dated April 15 1955 for a MargaretlWolff
revealed she was born April 23 1926 Schuettorf Germany
and resided at 1444 37th Street North Bergen Nev .T rsey
She was married I ovtr.ber 14 1947 to Norwood F'erris.!Wolff
born Indianapolis July 23 1926
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BUFILE 105.8255
LEE HARVE 'SWALD IS.R-CUBA
REBUCAB NUMBER 109 MAY 21 LAST AND MY LHM MAY 7 LAST

RE ALLEGATIONS OF LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ
NAME SANTAMARINA APPEARING ON PAGES 6 AND 7 OF RE LHM

IS CORRECT ACCORDING TO MEXICAN IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES WHO
INTERVIEWED RELATIVES AND ACCORDING TO LISTING FOR RELATIVES
IN LOCAL DIRECTORY

DATA IN COVER LETTER TO LHM REFLECTS NAME SANTAMARIA USED
BY FERNANDEZ IN MIAMI AREA BUT TRUE NAME ULTIMATELY ESTABLISHED
AS REPORTED RE LHM

the intelligence contained in~he'thous message i~ to be disseminated outside the Bureau it is
~ar ',road i prier

crated
the Bweau'e cryptographic systems.

t

e

e
I

3

URGENT 5-22.6L

TO (RECTOR

/FROM
LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO 650

CLARK D ANDERSON

RECEIVED 8:12 PM HL

3t1D CC b:3 b:L;i.s~1
t ,r MAY25 1964~

'4 ",,":!:.i
1 i

v'3
I

suggested that it be suitably



tvajEcT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA

TO Director FBI (105-82555)

FRom gat Mexico (105-3702) (P)

'OlassifiedbT "&o`to r.rno
Exempt from CDS Category _4  
Date of Declassification Indefinite...'r)

RET:jhk

.r-

ENCLOSURES

C%etldn

-MO

Ph
4 MAY ] 1S64

_aev'SA..,.I.YMSq "M10011Wvgm imamSSAOMM.'.MP'1
UNI STATE.) CC !MEW

Memorandum

DATE 5/7/64

Enclosed are twelve (12) copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above.0

REFERENCE

ReBucab to Mexico City 4/30/64 (#68):O
1 = 4

ADMINISTRATIVE U'

ReBucab requested in part that the Legatw.Mexico
provide the Bureau with data furnished to Mr THOMASAMANN
former United States Ambassador to Mexico during'the initial
phases of the OSWALD investigation which MANN had subsequenti
discussed with representatives of the Warren Commission.V

By,Legat memorandum 12/3/63 former Ambassador MANN
was provided with information concerning an allegation made r
by one LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ to the effect that he had met
an American male JOHN WHITE in Mexico D F. on or about
9/28/63 and that WHITE resembled OSWALD The memorandum
pointed out that FERNANDEZ appeared to be an opportunist seeking/,ter
personal gain that shortly thereafter it was established ~f
FERNANDEZ had intentionally provided false information as to
a bus ticket which WHITE had allegedly provided him and that
it ultimately was established that FERNANDEZ whose mother
is in a Mexican mental institution is also regarded as
mentally retarded

orrr
in ompetent.J

.5 Bureau (Enos )l
(1 Liaison Section1"1I ./
(2 Dallas 100-10461)%

3 -42
QH/C

(6)

( 87
to

c( t 14i J,s:a

AZgrtit`s 'Aft
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Based on data provided by FERNANDEZ as set out Is

the enclosed letterhead memorandum and corresponding informatioa."
set out in the CIA memorandum mentioned above it appears that
the subject of the CIA memorandum is identical with the individual
who identified himself at Mexi in December 1963 as
LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ t` CIA Station Mexico
D F. has advised that t is subject is well knowflto that
office and usually can be identified by the fact that ho
consistently uses t 2 h of some month in the year 1936
as his birth"date stated this individual on various
occasions has falsely represented himself in Mexico and else
where as being connected with intelligence activities V '~

The Bureau will note that the CIA memorandum of

Florida to Mexico in February 1963.0

SOURCES

A summarization of this allegation had been .;!
prepared for the summary report to be submitted by the Legat '
Mexico however in view of the Bureau's interest in the
FERNANDEZ allegation as a portion of the data provided to
former Ambassador MANN in December 1963 a separate letterhead
memorandum is being submitted at this time.%1 . ~ _ .= r ;j

In connection with LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ the" =~'-
:+ Bureau's attention is directed to Miami airtel to the Bureau

dated 3/6/63 entitled "JORGE JAVIER SARTANGA MURY aka Manuel
Santamaria Mendez Manuel Rodriguez Nunez Jose Manuel Santamaria
Mendez Jose Manuel Santa Maria Bourse Pedro Gonzalez Jorge
Javier Ayour Jorge Javier Ayube IS CUBA MEXICO, which
enclosed a CIA memorandum dated 3/2/63 classified "SECRET

3/2/63 concluded that this individual was apparently a
pathological liar The Bureau will also note that Miami airtel "_
of 3/6/63 mentioned above recorded that this individual whose
true name was never firmly established was to be returned to
Mexico from Miami Florida and this data generally agrees
with FERNANDEZ statement that he was "deported from Miami

~~ q s
._+ir _

T "e
The confidential source ntioned the 't` ;d ,

enclosed letterhead memorandum is ."` who'''
conducted investigation which is not 'otherwise at rr muted V ":'

.t
9



MC 205-3702

Information received from
of the Mexican Immigration v ce""1 exico D F.

as se forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was.
secured by

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified
"CONFIDENTIAL to protect security informants of continuing

engaged in 'fork in Mexico of interest to the national
secu ri of thc_V i ted States and to vrotect the Bureau's "~ ~

MEXICO CITY OFFICE.~
.f . P

At Mexico D F. Mexico _,-.

Will continue to report results of investigation
S of allegations arising in this matter.



A confidential source abroad has advised as follows
07 1

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

On December 2 1963 a person identifying himself as
LUIS/FERNANDEZ:GONZALEZ appeared at the United States Embassy
Mexico D F (Federal District or Mexican Federal capital)
and claimed that about September 28 1963 and again on or
about September 29 1963,'he met an American male whom he had
known as JOHN'WHITE on'the street in front of the Hotel Reforma
Mexico D F FERNANDEZ stated that in his opinion the afore
mentioned JOHN WYHITE greatly resembled newspaper photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD.V

a

s

WASHINGTON25.0 G

y 7 1964 j. "`J f 1

i

In Reply PleaseReferM
?lkN.

' 4 t1')

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

p

Z

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF iCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION IN MEXICO.

On December 2 1963 an individual who identified
himself as LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ and claimed to be a citizen
of the Republic of Honduras appeared at the reception desk of
the United States Embassy Mexico D F. and indicated he
possessed information of Interest concerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD.t!

FERNANDEZ advised that he was residing at the Hotel
Yale Calle Mosqueta No 200 Mexico City that he was born
September 28 1936 in Tegucigalpa Honduras and that his
only living relative was'his mother AURORA GONZALEZ who
resided at Avenida 28 de Marzo No 1300 Tegucigalpa Honduras
FERNANDEZ stated he was illegally in Mexico having surrep
titiously entered the country at Tapachula Chiapas about
September 19 1963 FERNANDEZ also claimed to be a member of
the National Liberation Movement in Mexico and also a member
of the "Armed Forces of National Liberation in Venezuela
He mentioned that he was a member of a liberation movement ti



C

in Honduras which he was unable to identify by name.V

A second source abroad who has furnished reliable
information in the past has advised that the "Movimiento
Nacional de Liberacion (National Liberation Movement) was
formally organized in Mexico D F. in August 1961 and is
an anti-United States procommunist organization under the
partial influence of the "Partido Comunista Mexicano
(Communist Party of

Mexico.)

The published statutes of the Communist Party of
Mexico state 'The Communist Party of Mexico has as its
final objective to construct socialism and to build the
communist society in Mexico."S

On December 2 1963 FERNANDEZ claimed he was in
need of assistance to enable him to go to the United States
or elsewhere out of Mexico because he feared he would be
apprehended by the police in Mexico City and incarcerated
if found in Mexico without proper documentation.%)

Concerning his membership in the National Liberation
Movement in Mexico FERNANDEZ stated his leader was CUAUHTEMOC

'CARDENAS of the Youth Section of the National Liberation
'Movement and meetings of the Youth Section were taking place

on Benjamin Franklin Street in Mexico D F FERNANDEZ also
stated he knew one SAUL'LOPEZ whom he described as the
Press Chief of the National Liberation Movement and with whom
he claimed he made his principal contacts in that movement.V

Questioned as to the bearing the above information
night have on inquiries concerning OSWALD FERNANDEZ stated
that about September 28 1963 he met an American male who
later was identified to him as JOHN WHITE on the street in
front of the Hotel Reforma Mexico D F. and later saw this
same individual on September 29 1963 in front of the Hotel
Reforma FERNANDEZ stated he had observed newspaper photo
graphs of OSWALD and was of the opinion that JOHN WHITE
greatly resembled OSWALD.atl

-2
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FERNANDEZ also claimed that on September 29 1963
he accompanied !'WHITE and SAUL LOPEZ to Cuernavaca Morelos
traveling in LOPEZ 1959 Ford Galaxie sedan which had State
of Mexico license plates and they spent the day at the Hotel
Casino de la Selva in Cuernavaca swimming and entertaining
themselves FERNANDEZ claimed the trio did not register at
the hotel but merely spent the day there.y

FERNANDEZ related that SAUL LOPEZ resided at Avenida
-de las Aguilas No 1400-B in the Tacubaya section of Mexico

D F. but he and JOHN WHITE were picked up on a Mexico City
street corner by LOPEZ on the occasion of the automobile trip
to Cuernavaca ij

With respect to the last time he saw JOHN WHITE
FERNANDEZ stated he last saw WHITE on September 30 1963 when
WHITE and LOPEZ left Mexico D F. traveling to Monterrey
Nuevo Leon in LOPEZ car As to how he knew that LOPEZ and
WHITE traveled together to Monterrey FERNANDEZ stated he
was asked to accompany them but did not do so.J

FERNANDEZ described the person known to him as JOHN
WHITE as a white American male about 23 to 24 years of age
about 5 feet 6 inches in height and weighing approximately
110 pounds FERNANDEZ stated JOHN WHITE could speak fairly
good Spanish and seemed very familiar with the Mexico City
areaJJ

On December 2 1963 FERNANDEZ advised that he bad
no further data to offer having a possible bearing on any
investigation of OSWALD but he made a plea for assistance
from the United States Embassy in arranging for his travel
from Mexico to Miami Florida where he would like to go to
live FERNANDEZ explained he was without funds and had no
gainful employment The source observed that FERNANDEZ was
exceedingly filthy heavily bearded and had the appearance
of a destitute tramp The source also noted that FERNANDEZ
was unable to furnish any specific information with regard to
his alleged association with JOHN WHITE and his demeanor and
manner of speaking gave the impression of a confused mind.V



On December 4 1963,-FERNANDEZ who at that time
identified himself as LUIS FERNANDO GONZALEZ appeared at
the'United States Embassy Mexico,-1) F. and stated he was
still residing at the Hotel Yale Mosqueta No 200 Mexico
D F, where he claimed to be registered under the name of
JORGE FERNANDO GONZALEZ.0

On this occasion he exhibited an undated passenger
ticket stub No 46218 for the Mexican bus line known as
"Transportes del Norte which bad been issued for travel
between Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas and Mexico D F The
ticket stub disclosed that the issuing carrier has its offices
at Heroes No 271 West Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico and
the ticket was issued for a one-way trip betweenNuevo Laredo
and Mexico D F. at a cost of 89.25 pesos ($7.14 U S.)..S

FERNANDEZ claimed this ticket stub had been given
to him on September 28 1963 by JOHN WHITE who he had
previously stated resembles OSWALD During the interview
he related that WHITE's associate SAUL LOPEZ had actually
given him this ticket stub and told him to go to the Mexico
D F terminal of "Transportes del Norte and pick up WHITE's
luggage,fi

FERNANDEZ stated that LOPEZ lent him his 1959 Ford
Galaxie sedan for the purpose of going to the bus terminal
to claim WHITE's luggage He said he met LOPEZ and WHITE
again on the street in front of the Hotel Reforma and claimed
be drove to the bus terminal and secured a small brown
suitcase which he delivered to WHITE on the street in front
of the Hotel Reforma!)

At this point in the interview FERNANDEZ made the
statement that he did not go to the bus terminal on September
28 1963 but actually went there to claim WHITE's suitcase
on September 29 1963 He also said that immediately after
he delivered the suitcase to WHITE and LOPEZ in front of the
Hotel Reformat these two individuals drove away and left
FERNANDEZ standing in the street.0

FERNANDEZ was advised that the information he had
conveyed was extremely fragmentary and appeared possibly V
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untruthful His only response was that he should not be
criticized for reporting this information to United States

'-authorities because he felt that WHITE resembled OSWALD
Thereupon be repeated his request that he be informed as
to what the United States Embassy in Mexico could do for him
in view of his illegal immigration status in Mexico and the
fact that he could not return to Honduras because the Honduran
Government would arrest him as a communist He also requested
that the United States Embassy initiate action to allot him to
enter the United States because of his cooperation in the
OSWALD investigation %J

FERNANDEZ was questioned as to why he had made no
mention of the bus ticket stub described above when he visited
the United States Embassy on December 2 1963 His only
response was that he had not wanted to deliver the ticket stub
on that (latest/

On December 5 1963 a third source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that inquiry at the
offices of the Mexican bus line known as "Transportes del Norte,
Monterrey Nuevo Leon had developed information from an official
of that company that according to the records of that company
bus ticket No 46218 had been sold at Nuevo Laredo on
November 30 1963 and it was impossible that this ticket could
have been in the possossion of anyone at Mexico D F. on or
about September 28 1963 0

On December 19 1963 FERNANDEZ again appeared at
the United States Embassy Mexico D F. and on this occasion
offered no additional information having a possible bearing on
the activities of LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Mexico He made no
comment when he was told that it had been ascertained that the
bus ticket stub he had exhibited on December 4 1963 as having
been given to him in Mexico D F. on September 28 1963 had
not been issued until November 30 1963.iJ

FERNANDEZ stated that associates of CUAUHTEMOC
CARDENAS the National Liberation Movement leader had been
meeting on Benjamin Franklin Street in Mexico D F. and
that members of this group planned to bold meetings in the
Republic of Honduras and also in the United States As on
prior occasions FERNANDEZ was attired in filthy clothing was U

5



badly in need of a haircut and his comments were rendered
to bis usual incoherent and disjointed fashion.V

FERNANDEZ related that he had decided to return to
his home in Honduras and requested that the United States
Embassy in Mexico direct a communication to police authorities
in the State of Florida in order to secure background infor
mation which he felt would aid in his efforts to return to
Honduras He alleged that he had been arrested in Miami
Florida in February 1963 as a result of his having posed
as a Cuban diplomatic official and later he was deported from
the United States to Mexico When asked how he an alleged
Honduran national could be deported from the United States
to Mexico FERNANDEZ merely shrugged and offered no explanation
He insisted that he had been arrested in Miami and claimed the
arrest would appear under the name of MANUEL SANTAMARIA He
claimed to be unable to identify the specific police agency
which bad caused his arrest in Miami.0

On December 19 1963 it was learned from Attorney
SANTIAGO IBANEZ LLAMAS an official of the Mexican Immigration
Services Mexico D F. that FERNANDEZ had been detained by
Mexican Immigration authorities in Mexico D F. for
investigation concerning his alleged illegal entry into Mexico
and to clarify his citizenship status It was subsequently
learned from Attorney IBANEZ LLAMAS that FERNANDEZ on January
15 1964 had been deported from Mexico to Honduras in view
of his continued claim to Honduran citizenship.%)

On March 23 1964 Attorney IBANEZ LLAMAS advised
that FERNANDEZ had returned to Mexico from Honduras without
permission from Mexican Immigration authorities and had again
been detained on March 4 1964 for questioning as a result
of information received by Mexican authorities that be had
claimed to have information concerning a planned attempt on
the life of French President CHARLES DE GAULLE incidental to
DE GAULLE's March 16-19 1964 visit to Mexico./

Attorney IBANEZ LLAMAS related that investigation
by the Mexican Ministry of Government had established that
FERNANDEZ true name is MANUEL SANTAMARINA/MENDEZ He said
that two Mexico City attorneys AUGUSTI SANTAMARINA JR.
Avenida Reforma No 76 Office No 3 And FERNANDO ARCE U

6
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.SANTAtIARINA Avenida Reforma No 76 Office No 1 Mexico
D F. personally identified FERNANDEZ as their cousin and
informed the Mexican investigators that FERNANDEZ mother
AURORA MENDEZ DE SANTAMARINA is mentally afflicted and his
father CARLOS SANTAMARINA is deceased The two attorneys
described their cousin as mentally unbalanced and as a person
who is well known for inventing fantastic falsehoods Attorney
IBANEZ LLAMAS stated that this individual was released from
custody on March 20 1964 after inquiries bad clearly estab
lished his Mexican citizenship and Mexican authorities were
convinced that his statements could not be relied upon.tJ
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'In this connection the Commission has
information that Oswald visited the Cuban Consulate
several times during his stay in Mexico City It is
the understanding of the Commission that the purpose
of Oswald's visits was to secure an in transit visa
for travel through Cuba on the way to the Soviet Union
that be applied for such a visa that the Cuban
Government authorized such a visa on the condition that:I
he first obtain a visa to travel to the Soviet Union ;i1
and that be never appeared at the Cuban Consulate f

`

with a Soviet visa to obtain the Cuban in transit visa :

In order that its records on Lee Harvey Oswald
may be as complete as possible the Commission would
appreciate the Department of State requesting the Cuban
Government through the channels and in the manner it
considers appropriate to supply any information it
has on this subject In particular it would be helpful
if the Cuban Government would furnish copies of any
documents in its files which relate to Lee Harvey Oswald's
visits to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City including
if possible his application for an in transit visa

nd the conditional authorization to issue it

WAB:brt f
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At his request I contacted W H Bartlett
-Wells State Department 5-21-64 At that time Mr Wells

1'advised that the President's Commission had requested the 1

Department of State to request the Swiss Government to
contact the Cuban Government in order that that Government
would make available information concerning Lee Harvey
Oswald's contacts with the Cuban Embassy in Mexico
Mr Wells read the following

f Ar WOsaef1

1 Mr Bclmo
1 Mr Mohr
1 Mr

DeLgaat 4DATE

1 -Mr Rosen
FROM B AN 1 Mr Sullivan

1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Lenihan

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1 Branigan
INTERNAL SECURITY .RUSSIA C
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MEMORANDUM FOR AIR SULLIVAN
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mr Wells noted that the above was the text of a
letter that the President's Commission would transmit to
the State Department and which the State Department in turn
would send to the Swiss Government for delivery to the
Cubans Air Wells inquired to know whether the Bureau would
have any objection to this text and whether the letter of
the Commission disclosed any confidential information which
should not be used

Mr Wells was advised that this Bureau would have
no objection to the proposed lettefrom the President's
Commission and that it contained nothing which we considered
confidential It should be observed that it has been well
established in the public realm that Oswald was in contact
with the Cuban Embassy in Mexico

ACTION

For information
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15 MAY 263 1964

TO DIRECTOR FBI DATE May 25 1964

I
feoM AC LOS ANGELES (105-16338) (RUC)

Z!

sirsJacr PROPOSED PICTURE ON THE
LIFE OF MARIE OSWALD
IS R
00 Los Angeles

Rerep SA HARRY H WHIDBEE 5/5/64 Los Angeles
captioned "LEE HARVEY-OSWALD aka. IS-R CUBA (Bufile
105-82555) (LA-file'105=15823)

No further inquiries will be made in captioned
case since plans for the proposed motion picture are
being followed in the OSWALD investigation

3 Bureau (Registered Mail)

2 Los Angeles 5(105-16338)
(1 105-15823)

ROD:HMS
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REFERENCE / l

Bureau airtel to Miami and New Orleans 4/28/64 enclosing
e letter dated 4/23/64 from J LEE RANKIN General Counsel
President's Commission and a transcript of the testimony
of CARLOS BRINGUIER

p
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el ORLEANS DIVISION

0
1 Will upon his return to New Orleans immediately g

interview ORES;TES PENA regarding information attributed to him i
in the testimony of CARLOS BRINGUIER given to Mr WESLEY J,.
LIEBELER of the President's Commission on 4/8/64 at New Orleans ij.,
La
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Will immediately upon his return to Nov
Orleans interview CARLOS BRINGUIER regarding his testimony
given to Ur LIEBELER on 4/8/64 at New Orleans

Will obtain from BRINGUIER a copy of the
letter which is referred to at the bottom of page 43 and
the top of page 44 of the transcript of BRINGUIER's testi
anony given to Mr LIEBELER

INFORMANTS

IDENTITY OF SOURCE FILE WHERE LOCATED

ADMINISTRATIVE

One copy of this report is being furnished to the
Miami Office for information purposes

No leads have been set out to have BRINGUIER inter
viewed in connection with his testimony as it is felt that
BRINGUIER should be interviewed by Agents of the New Orleans
Office who have contacted BRINGUIER in the past and are com
pletely familiar with BRINGUIER's background personality etc

In connection with ORESTES PENA the ew Orleans
Office has in tituted an investigation of PENA L(New Orleans
file 105-1926 based on his present travel to Europe and the
allegation a is traveling to Moscow and also in viev'of
prior information contained in PENA's New Orleans file which
was set forth in an enclosed letterhead memorandum submitted to

I the Bu eau under date of 5/1/64 captioned L'ORESTES PENA IS

1CUBA

u

B
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It should be noted that BRINGUIER and ORESTES PENA
'in the past were exhibited photographs of OSWALD passing out
handbills in front of the International Trade Mart New Orleans
Louisiana on 8/16/63 Neither BRINGUIER nor PENA could fur
nish any information as to the identity of the unknown individual
Who appeared to have handbills in his hand and may have been
assisting OSWALD In an effort to verify CARLOS BRINGUIER's
alleged telephone call to the New Orleans Office between
8/15-30/63 the following New Orleans files were reviewed
however no record of any such call was located

All references contained in the New Orleans
indices regarding BRINGUIER

All references relating to the Habana Bar

All references relating to ORESTES PENA
and EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ

4

I:

New Orleans files 65-0 100-0 105-0
105-1511 (Pro-CASTRO Activity) 105-1095
(Anti-FIDEL CASTRO Activity) for the
entire year of 1963

In an effort to verify RUPERTO PENA's alleged tele
phone call to;the New Orleans Office the following New
Orleans files for the entire year of 1963 were reviewed how
ever no record of any such call was located

1.I 65-0 100-0 105-0 105-1511 (Pro-CASTRO
Activity) 105-1095 (Anti-FIDEL CASTRO
Activity)

All references relating to the Habana Bar

All references relating to ORESTES PENA

The indices of the New Orleans Office contained no
.Information identifiable with RUPERTO PENA

The only identifiable information with FERNANDO
FERNANDEZ contained in the New Orleans files is that which
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:has previously been furnished by the Miami Office and which
was contained on page 8 of the report of SA WARREN C
deBRUEYS dated 10/3/63 at New Orleans in the caselcaptioned
"Anti-FIDEL CASTRO Act vity IS C Bufile 109-584 New
Orleans file 105-1095

t

D*
(COVER PAGE)



about OSWALD's being in the Habana Bar PENA

IrD.$ 4W..64*

Uftb D STATES DEPARTMENT OF AICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

r
Copy$s

Repett ot SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER Ceres NEW ORLEANS
Dee Nay 15 1964

FhId OfficeFileNos

Tut

Oeteder

NO 100-16601

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA

$vreoe FileNo.r

CUBA

105-82555

Synopsis RUPERTO JERONIMO PENA brother of the owner of the
Habana Bar New Orleans Louisiana advised that
about one year ago two unknown men entered the
Habana Bar PENA states one of these persons ap
peared to be of Mexican nationality and the other
appeared to be a Cuban He stated he overheard their
discussion in which they spoke favorably of FIDEL
CASTRO and mentioned that things were going well in
Cuba under CASTRO Because of this discussion
PENA was left with the impression that these two
unknown men were pro-CASTRO and pro-communist PEN
states that on the following day he called either
the FBI or Immigration and Naturalization Service
(I&NS) at New Orleans and furnished information re
garding the two unknown men PENA could not be
positive which agency he called however about
four or five days later he observed these same
two unknown men in a ear passing the Habana Bar
and he obtained the license of this vehicle There
after he gave the license nundber to CARLOS BRINGUIER
and requested BRINGUIER to call the FBI PENA
stated that at this time he explained to BRINGUIER
the information about their previously being in the
Habana Bar and also told BRINGUIER that he had
called the FBI PENA was unable to explain why he
did not know whether he had called the FBI or I&NS
but was able to recall advising BRINGUIER to call
the FBI except that he had the impression he had
called the FBI PENA stated he has never observed
OSWALD in the Habana Bar and had no information

ti
rib Amami wsbla seder teeemmsedattonesoyeoaciostonset the TSL ft b t1&Drops et Use1P$2ad Is loanedto tear ajesq{ a Nd

Itseoatootssr sot tobetMMibot.dDotal&pooralenei
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stated that he never told CARLOS BRINGUIER that he had ever_
observed OSWALD in the Habana Bar or that he had ever been
told by the FBI that any person was pro-CASTRO or pro
communist EVARISTO GILBERTO RODRIGUEZ New Orleans Louisi
ana advised that a person he believed identical to LEE
HARVLY OSWALD came into the Habana Bar between 3:30 AM and
4:00 AM and to the best of his recollection it was in Sep
tember 1963 The individual believed to be OSWALD was ac
companied by an unknown white man and RODRIGUEZ was unable
to state whether this unknown man was Mexican Cuban Argentine
or a national of any other Spanish-speaking country
RODRIGUEZ stated the person believed by him to be OSWALD
appeared to be drunk The unknown individual ordered a
Tequila and when told the price would be $.50 asked who the
proprietor of the bar was and later commented "He is an
imperialist or a capitalist. RODRIGUEZ states that person
believed to be OSWALD became'sick and that the other indi
vidual ordered a lemonade for which he was charged $.25 Im
mediately thereafter this unknown person and the indi
vidual believed to be OSWALD left the Habana Bar RODRIGUEZ
states about three or four days later he observed a group of
people congregating on Canal Street and observed CARLOS
BRINGUIER talking to two policemen He also observed two
police cars and a white male entering one of the police cars
and on the sidewalk observed some yellow-colored handbills
He states this,is all he could recall about this incident on
Canal Street RODRIGUEZ stated that on the following day
BRINGUIER came into the Habana Bar and mentioned he had had
some difficulty with a pro-CASTRO individual distributing
handbills on Canal Street RODRIGUEZ states at that time
he did not know the identity of the man whom BRINGUIER had
the difficulty with but now assumes the white male he ob
served entering the police car was LEE HARVEY OSWALD
RODRIGUEZ states be never told BRINGUIER or anyone that the
man who was in the Habana Bar with a person he believed
identical with OSWALD was being sought by the FBI RODRIGUEZ
states that he had not been talked to by any FBI Agent'prior
to the assassination of President KENNEDY RODRIGUEZ could
not identify persons depicted in photographs of OSWALD
distributing handbills in front of the International Trade
Mart New Orleans other than OSWALD ARMANDA JARVIS Bar
maid at the Habana Bar advised she had no knowledge what
soever concerning OSWALD or anyone who was allegedly in the
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presence of OSWALD Mrs CARLOS BRINGUIER states that her
husband is on a speaking tour away from the City of New
Orleans which tour will terminate on May 31 1964 after
which her husband will return to New Orleans During the
latter part of July 1963 information was received that
approximately ten Cuban refugees had arrived in New Orleans
Louisiana for the purpose of attending a training camp after
which they would be trained at a training camp in Guatemala
A source reported that these refugees were disappointed
after their arrival because they did not have training weapons
and this group allegedly returned to Miami shortly after their
arrival in New Orleans

At New Orleans) Louisiana

On May 1 1964 it was determined through contact
with Delta Airlines New Orleans International Airport Moisant
Field that ORESTES PENA had departed at approximately 12:15 PM
on May 1 1964 on a trip to Europe and that PENA was scheduled
to return to New Orleans on May 30 1964
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RUi R"O -TC:IR MMOPENA also known as RUPERTO
"JERONIVO PENA Al.tVV50 operator of the Habana Bar 117
.Decatur 5c.:eet furnished the following information in
...response to inquiries

RUPERTO PENA advised that about a year or so
ago two men bearing the following descriptions entered
the Habana Bar about 8 or 9 o'clock one evening and they
were heard to discuss matters pertaining to Cuba which
left RUPERTO PENA with the definite impression that they
were pro-CASTRO and pro-Communist

One of the above two is described by RUPERTO
PENA as a white male age approximately 25 5'7 130
pounds light brown complexion black medium-long straight
hair combed straight back who appeared to be of Wexican
nationality and who also appeared to have a college education
RUPERTO PENA recalls be was wearing a sport coat but could
not recall other details of his dress

The other person was a Cuban age 30 150 pounds
5'9 medium build tan complexion appeared to be a Cuban
by his speech and also wore a sport coat other details of
his attire not being recalled by RUPERTO PENA

RUPERTO PENA advised that be does not know the
names of the above two persons or any other information
about them but is quite certain that they were not seamen
He said he bad not seen either of these two persons prior
to the occasion he has described above He did recall that
they spoke favorably of FIDEL CASTRO and he recalls they
mentioned that things were going well in Cuba under FIDEL
CASTRO

According to RUPERTO PENA be called either the
FBI or Immigration and Naturalization Service at New Orleans
on the following day to advise Federal authorities of the
above incident 'He relates he mentioned to the person to
whom he spoke in Spanish that it was his opinion the above
two persons were pro-CASTRO and pro-Communist RUPERTO

On _1111/94.et ,~Tew Or~ea~+ "ouis ana Fil NQ 100.06601
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SA WARREN C DEBRUEYS and
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PENA explained that he could/latpositive if he called the
FBI office or the Immigration office He states that there
are various phone numbers near the telephone including FBI
local police and border Patrol and he selected one of those
numbers and was under the impression he had called the FBI
or Immigration regarding the above matter He has no infor
mation concerning the residences of the above two persons
nor any other additional information except as follows

He then mentioned that about four or five days
after the two above described persons were in the Habana
Bar he observed them drive by on the street in front of the
Habana Bar He Is able to recall that they were driving in
either a Ford or Chevrolet color not recalled and that
the one who appeared to be a Cuban was driving and the other
was seated along side of him This car appeared qudderly in
front of the bar but RUPERTO PENA was able to run outside
on the street and obtain the license number of this car
He does not recall nor did he know at the time that he took
the number whether the car carried I.ouisfnna plates or the
plates of some other state He advised that immediately
after he jotted down the number of that car he took the
number to CARLOS BRINGUIER a Cuban who operates a store next
door to the Habana Bar According to RUPERTO PENA he explained
to BRINGUIER that two men who had been in the Habana Bar several
days previously and whose conversation indicated they were
pro-CASTRO and pro-Communist in PENA's opinion had just passed
in front of'the Habana Bar in a car He also explained to
BRINGUIER that he had previously called the FBI to tell them
about the past appearance of,the two persons described above
in the Habana Bar and that he had related to the FBI the
other details concerning the conversation of these two men
and the fact that he RUPERTO PENA had told the FBI that
he thought they were pro-Communist and pro-CASTRO RUPERTO
PENA explained that he requested BRINGUIER to call the FBI
since BRINGUIER spoke English and he RUPERTO PENA does not
speak English He was not present when BRINGUIER called the
FBI RUPERTO PENA was unable to explain why he claims that
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be did nbt know whether be called the FBI or Immigration and
Naturalization Service except to state that he had originally
called either the FBI or Immigration and Naturalization Ser
vice and must have been under the impression that he called the
FBI PENA stated he was able to recall that he advised
BRINGUIER to call the FBI to furnish the additional information
regarding the license plates

RUPERTO PENA also mentioned that be had never seen
LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the Habana Bar or any other location
He had no information about LEE HARVEY-OSWALD being present
in the Habana Bar with any other individual Specifically
be stited'that the two persons whom be has described above
as being in the bar were to hit knowledge in the Habana Bar
only on the one occasion described above and that the only
other time he saw thdse two persons was the occasion when they
appeared in front of the Habana Bar in an automobile as set
forth above

RUPERTO PENA also mentioned that he never advised
CARLOS BRINGUIER that he had ever seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD in
the Habana Bar or that the'FBI had ever told him RUPERTO
PENA that any person was pro-CASTRO or pro-Communist or that
he had ever seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the presence of a person
whom the FBI was seeking Logically according to RUPERTO
PENA he would have fever been able to have told CARLOS
BRINGUIER that either or both of the two men be has described
above were ever seen by him or anyone else in the presence
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD In fact RUPERTO PENA said that the
two men about whom he allegedly called the FBI or Immigration
a year or so ago have to h$jknowledge no connection whatsoever
with LEE HARVEY OSWLAD Yr RUPERTO PENA does not recall
what other persons may have been in the Habana Bar when the
two men described above were in the bar He stated that his
brother ORESTES'\PENA the owner of the Habana Bar does not
know anything about the incident and that the barmaid ARMANDA

6
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JARVIS has no such knowledge

Three photographs depicting LEE HARVEY OSWALD and
a small group of persons standing in front of the International
Trade Mart New Orleans at which time OSWALD was distributing
pamphlets on'the Fair Play for Cuba Committee were displayed
to RUPERTO PENA and he was unable to identify any of the persons
reflected in these photographs as persons he had seen previously
or of whose identity he was aware

RUPERTC` PENA furnished the following background
information regarding himself

RUPERTO JERONIM8"PENA whose
name in Latin American
countries would also include
his wother's namef i.e.
RUPERTO JERONIM9'PENA

-ALFONSO
White
Male
Cuban (Cuban passport f
10974)
Manager Habana Bar 117
Decatur Street and lives
above bar
3/5/27
Cuba
A 11 286 712 arrived in
U S 12/8/61 at Miami
Fla. as a Cuban exile
4 months New York City 1962
at 166 82nd Street
Manahattan prior to'12/8/61
resided in Cuba at Colon
No 253 in the Province of
Matanzas

7
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Marital Status Married/
Wife IRAZDA"DELGADO d E

presently resides at
Manguito Matanzas

Parents
YRADA/SOS4~h

nd SACARIO
/DELGADO who are residents

of Manguito
Occupation in Cuba Merchant
Political Affliations

In Cuba Claims never aligned with
any group connected with
CASTRO and was pro-BATISTA
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EVARISTO GILBERTO RODRIGUEZ whose name as used
in Cuba and other Latin American countries would include
his mother's maiden name of ORTEGA i.e. EVARISTO GILBERTO
RODRIGUEZ-0B'1'EGO in response t4 a request made to him on
May 11 1964. voluntarily appeared at the New Orleans Office
on May 12 1964 and furnished the following information

RODRIGUEZ related that approximately in September
1963 LEE HARVEY OSWALD was observed by him in the Habana
Bar 117 Decatur Street He explained this statement as
follows

As best he could recall it was in September
1963 at approximately 3:30 a.m or 4:00 a.m. day of the
week not recalled that two white males entered the Habana
Bar and sat at a table opposite the center of the bar
both facing the entrance to the bar on Decatur Street

According to RODRIGUEZ based on photographs he
had seen of LEE HARVEY OSWALD after the assassination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY he was able to state that one of
these two men he has described above was in his opinion
LEE HARVEY OSWALD He related that the person he believes
to be OSWALD who entered the bar as stated above was accompanied
by a white maple age about 32 a little taller than OSWALD
and perhaps a"little heavier than OSWALD He described this
man as being about 5'7 medium build with muscular biceps
He explained that this man was wearing a sleeveless slipon
vest-like sweater blue in color and was wearing a white
long sleeve business shirt with a tie the color of which
he does not recall He was wearing a light sport coat
which appeared to have a base color of grey interspersed
with dull red lines checkered in appearance This man was
wearing white pants was light complexioned wore no hat
and no glasses RODRIGUEZ was unable to recall the color
of this man's hair however he did recall that be was able
to speak Spanish very well IODRIGUEZ was not able to state

whether this ran was Mexican Cuban Argentine or a national
of any other SI.,tn sh speaking country He related that the

On 5/72/B4at _.New _QY'lean Louis ns Fiio ~ _.NIZ.1Q0=161x01
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'person he believed to be OSWALD wore a short sleeve white
sport shirt with an open collar dark pants He wore no
glasses and no hat and apparently spoke no Spanish

RODRIGUEZ then related that when these two persons
entered the Habana Bar the party-he believes was identical
with LEE HARVEY OSWALD gave the appearance of being drunk
and was assisted to the above mentioned table opposite the
bar by the man that accompanied him RODRIGUEZ related
that the man who accompanied the person be believes was
OSWALD was seated on the side of the table closer to the
bar and the party he shall refer to herinafter as OSWALD
was seated closer to the wall opposite the bar At that
time the owner of the par ORESTES PENA was seated at the
far end of the bar also facing the entrance on Decatur Street
and from this position PENA could observe the backs of the
party believed to be OSWALD and his friend

RODRiGUEZ related that the man with "OSWALD ordered
a tequila in Spanish RODRIGUEZ Carried the tequila to the
table where "OSWALD and his companion were seated and gave
the tequila to "OS%ALD's companion and told him "That will
be 50 cents. "OSWALD's companion who spoke Spanish asked
RODRIGUEZ in Spanish who the owner was RODRIGUEZ replied
"He is a Cuban but an American citizen. RODRIGUEZ claims
that "OSWALD's companion then stated that "He is an imperialist
or a capitalist. RODRIGUEZ claims he advised this man that
he is an American who lives off of his business

According-to RODRIGUEZ all the conversation was in
Spanish with "OSWALD's companion While he was having the
described discussion with "OSWALD's companion "OSWALD
had begun to drink the tequila which was ordered by his
companion and "OSWALD had commenced to vomit after drinking a
1 1f portion of the tequila "OSWALD's companion attempted
to assist "OSWALD and ordered a lemonade RODRIGUEZ claims
be walked to the far end of the bar and spoke 'to ORESTES PENA
advising "these twc men wanted a lemonade and RODRIGUEZ

30
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mentioned to ORESTES PENA "we don't make lemonades here.
RODRIGUEZ then said ORESTES told him to go ahead and make
the lemonade with some lemons sugar and water RODRIGUEZ
claims he went immediately behind the bar and made the
lemonade and as he was carrying the lemonade back to the
table stopped at the end of the bar and asked ORESTES how
much should he charge for the lemonade and ORESTES advised
him "25 cents. RODRIGUEZ claims he carried the lemonade
to the table where "OSWALD and his companion were seated
and gave the lemonade to "OSWALD's companion and speaking
to him in Spanish told him that the lemonade was 25 cents
and the latter gave him 25 cents Immediately thereafter
"OSWALD and his companion stood up at the table and "OSWALD
assisted by his companion left the Habana Bar and while
leaving "OSWALD's companion said in Spanish that "the bar
will be closed tomorrow. About three or four days later

.in the afternoon when EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ was returning from
a call to see a doctor with ORESTES PENA they drove to Canal
Street apparently on Carondelet Street and had turned right
on Canal Street and headed towards the Mississippi River
It was at that time that RODRIGUEZ and PENA observed a
congregation of people located in front of a theater on
Canal Street between St Charles and the next street closer
to the river from St Charles In this group of people
RODRIGUEZ observed CARLOS BRINGUIER talking to two policemen
He also observed two police cars and a white male entering
one of the two police cars Also on the sidewalk were
scattered some yellow handbills RODRIGUEZ stated that
ORESTES PENA was driving his 1959 Mercury yellow four-door
sedan and proceeded without stopping to observe the congre
gation any further He stated that this is all he recalls
about this incident on Canal Street

On the following day about 12:30 p.m. CARLOS
BRINGUIER came into the Habana Bar and advised RUPERTO
PENA and ARMANDA JARVIS the barmaid that he CARLOS BRINGUIER
had been in some difficulty with a pro-CASTRO-individual who

11
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was distributing handbills on Canal Street RODRIGUEZ
mentioned however that at that time he did not know
the man with whom BRINGUIER had difficulty on Canal Street
was LEE HARVEY OSWALD He stated that he now assumes
that the white male getting in the police car at the time
of the incident on Canal Street was LEE HARVEY OSWALD

RODRIGUEZ explained that after President KENNEDY
.was assassinated the picture of LEE HARVEY OSWALD appeared

on television and in the local newspapers He believes
that this occurred on the day after President KENNEDY was
assassinated and that on the afternoon of that same day
after seeing the picture of LEE HARVEY OSWALD he told
CARLOS BRINGUIER that "OSWALD had been in the bar previously
and told him the story about "OSWALD being in the bar with
an unknown male that spoke Spanish and about "OSWALD vomiting
in the bar as he RODRIGUEZ has outlined the story during
this interview

RODRIGUEZ specifically stated that he never told
BRINGUIER or anyone that the man who was in the Habana Bar
with a person he believed identical with LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was being sought by the FBI He states he knows that he could
not have made'such a statement because he had no information
at any time that the man he described above as being with
"OSWALD at the Habana Bar was wanted by the FBI In fact
he RODRIGUEZ had not been talked to by any FBI Agent prior
to the date of the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY

RODRIGUEZ was unable to recall what persons were in
the Habana Bar on the morning that he allegedly saw "OSWALD
and a companion of "OSWALD's in the Habana Bar other than
ORESTES PENA He reiterated that the person he believed to
be identical with OSWALD was definitely drunk This was the
only occasion he had seen the man he believed to be OSWALD
and the man that accompanied the latter except possibly on
the occasion of the incident on Canal Street when he saw a
man entering the police car who could have been LEE HARVEY
OSWALD
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RODRIGUEZ was shown three photographs depicting
LEE HARVEY OSWALD distributing handbills in front of the
International Trade Mart New Orleans which photographs
also included numerous other persons The only person that
RODRIGUEZ was able to identify in these photographs as someone
he has seen previously was LBE HARVEY OSWALD He claimed
that he did not know the identity of any of the other persons
in the photographs nor had he seen any of them previously

RODRVVUFZ furnished the following background
information regarding himself

Name EVARISTO GILBERTO
.IRODRIGUEZ or EVARISTO

GILBERT.RODR IGUEZ'\ORTEGA
Alien Registration No A 15 391 11,5
Sex Male
Race White
Date of Birth 7/26/41
Place of Birth Gibara Oriente Cuba
Height 5'7
Weight 153 pounds
Hair Black
Eyes Brown
Complexion Olive
Marital Status Married
Wife MARIA IRENE ORDAS CANTR ,

aka MARIA-RODAS de
/RODRIGUEZ age 27

Residence 1239 Chartres Street upstairs
Nationality of Wife Guatemalan

,Date of Arrival in
United States 1959 as seaman

Date of Arrival in
United States as
Resident Alien January 1963

Selective Service No .10-133-41-325 Local Board
No 133
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RODRIGUEZ claimed to have been a seaman aboard
the S.S BARCELONA which sunk in the Gulf of 1:exico
January 3 1963 was picked up by a vessel naaa?d an
Jose and taken to Costa Rica and subsequently returned
to the United States by the firm which owretJ the S.S
BARCELONA

RODRIGUEZ claimed he was never a member of the
CASTRO government or the militia in Cuba he c1ni;nod to
be anti-CASTRO

{
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ARMANDA JARVIS wife of "JIMMJ"-JARVIS advised
she has been a barmaid for the last few years at the Habana
Bar 117 Decatur Street She advised she has always been
employed there during the daytime and her hours are 6 a.m
to 4 p.m She 'stated she has never worked at nights or
in the evenings at this bar She advised she has never
seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD in'the pest She has never heard
from anyone else at the bar that LEE HARVEY OSWALD'had
beer been there alone or with anyone else She has never
heard that anyone who had ever been seen in the presence
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been in the bar or that anyone
that the FBI was seeking and who had been in company with
OSWALD had ever been in the Habana Bar In short she
claims she had no knowledge whatsoever concerning OSWALD
or anyone who was allegedly in the presence of OSWALD

ARMANDA JARVIS advised that she was naturalized
as a United States Citizen on January 15 1958 in United
States District Court Eastern District of.Louisiana New
Orleans Louisiana She claims that she presently resides
at 9131 Decatur Street that her husband is a seaman and
a member of the National Maritime Union She furnished the
date of her marriage as February 14 19056 in St Bernard
Parish Louisiana She furnished the names of her parents
as ARMANDA"GONZALEZ..FERRER and her father as PEDRO GONZALEZ
She claims her father is deceased and her mother resides in
Cuba. She related she has previously worked at the Federal
Barge Lines as a charwoman in St Louis and St Paul between
1955 and 1958 ~t

ARMANDA JARVIS was shown three photographs
depicting LEE HARVEY OSWALD distributing handbills in front
of the International Trade Mart New Orleans which photo
graphs include various other persons After observing these
photographs she was unable to identify any of the persons
depicted there and advised that she does not recall ever
seeing any such persons previously

Ott  5/12/6444 New Orleans Louisiana _ F;{e # NO 100-16601
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MARIA DE! CARMENy'EARCE wife of CARLOS JOSE
'"8RINGUIER also known as CARLOS JOSyBRINGUIEB"iESPOSITO

501 Adele Street Apartment F St Thomas Housing Project
furnished the following information

Mrs BRINGUIER advised that her husband CARLOS
/6RINGUIER was out of the city on a speaking tour which

would terminate on May 31 1964 after which CARLOS BRINGUIER
would return to New Orleans She advised that he was
scheduled to return to New Orleans for a brief period of
time to meet with a Cuban from Miami on May 23 1964 but
immediately planned to resume his lecture tour Mrs BRINGUIER
advised that she would advise CARLOS BRINGUIER to .call at
the New Orleans Office on June 1 1964 immediately after
his return to New Orleans In addition to the above Mrs
BRINGUIER furnished the following schedule of CARLOS BRINGUIER's
speaking tour

Friday May 8 1964 Springfield Illinois Holiday
Inn Motel

Sunday May 10 1964 Minneapolis Minnesota meeting
at YWCA Benton Hall 3 p.m. ALTA'STEIMAN 2939 Olive Avenue
Minneapolis Minnesota

Monday May 11 1964 Rapid City South Dakota
Sheraton-Johnson Hotel with notation "Will contact Mr
POWELL Sheraton-Johnson Hotel AC 605 Telephone number
342-1.210.

Tuesday May 12 1964 Scotts Bluff Nebraska
meeting of VFW1 with notation "Will contact LEO'BROWN
P O Box 501 BR'JWN's telephone number 635-2471 building
number 635-1711.

Wednesday May 13 1964 Sydney Nebraska
meeting at the Fort Sydney Motor Hotel with the notation
"Our contact. Mr LAWRENCE,WAMSLEY telephone 254-5863

May 15 16 and 17 1964 San Angelo Texas
.The First Evasgelicai Melbodi,st Church of America 123

SA WARREN C DEBRUEYS and
.SA RICHARD E LOGAN :gas Oat dictated 5/13/64
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East Avenue G San Angelo Texas

Mrs BRINGUIER then explained that her busband
CARL S RINGUIER eould be on a speaking tour with BILLY
JAME 'JARGIS Director of the Anti-Communist Christian
Crusade of Tulsa Oklahoma She furnished the following
information regarding speeches to be made by CARLOS BRINGUIER
as follows

Monday May 18 1964 Brownwood Texas Browntowner
Motor Inn Roof Garden 7:30 p.a.

Tuesdays May 290 2964 Cleburne Texas Liberty
Hotel 7:30 p.m

Wednesday May 20 1964 Lufkin Texas Angelina
Hotel 7:30 p.m

Thursday May 21 1964 Port Arthur Texas Woodrow
Wilson Jr High School Auditorium 7:30 p.m

Friday Way 22 1964 Houston Texas S P Martel

Auditorium 3511 Yoakum Blvd. 7:30 p.m

Saturday May 23 1964 Piano Texas Central
Baptist Church 2712 14th Street 7:30 p.m

Sunday May 24 1964 Garland Texas Central

Baptist Church Rev MERLE,MAYES Pastor 3 meetings
11 a.m. 2 p.m. 7:30 p.m

Monday May 25 1964 Dallas Texas Community
Hall 4125 West Clarendon Drive Cockrell Hill

Tuesday May 26 1964 Dallas Texas Oak Cliff

Baptist Temple 2308 South Beckley

Wednesday May 27 1964 Midland Texas Corinth

Baptist Church 7:30 p.m
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Thursday May 28 1964 Pampa Texas= Robert S
Lee Jr High School Auditorium 7:30 p.m

Friday May 29 1964 Clovis New Mexico
Holiday ,Inn Rooms B 4 C 7:30 p.m

Saturlay,'May 30 1964 Odessa Texas Maranatba
Baptist Church 7:30 p.m

Sunday May 31 1964 Plainview Texas Calvary
Baptist Church 2 p.m

/1
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On July 30 1963 NO T-1 who is in a position
to learn of some of the activities by anti-CASTRO and pro
CASTRO Cubans in the New Orleans area advised that on
late Wednesday night July 24 1963 the Border Patrol at
New Orleans advised the Catholic Refugee Center that ten
Cuban refugees had arrived in New Orleans from Miami
They were traveling in two automobiles and the cars had
broken down on the Chef Menteur Highway The Refugee
Center arranged for them to stay at the Monterey Motel on
the Chef Menteur Highway in New Orleans

NO T-1 furnished the following additional in
formations

T-1 'stated that on July 25 1963 RUDOLPH DAVIS
who allegedly resides in the Parkchester Apartments in New
Orleans and is believed to be of Cuban nationality re
marked at the motel that "This is all a mistake. DAVIS
remarked that these individuals were going to work for
him at a camp and that they were going to a training camp
in Guatemala following this T-1 stated that the training
camp must be Within two hours drive of New Orleans since
DAVIS goes to the reported site and returns the same day
According td unverified informat on obtained by T-1 from
remarks made by DAVIS and RAUL,D Z an employee of the
Refugee Center who resides in the St Thomas Housing
Project in New Orleans there are eported to be eighteen
men at this training site under th guidance of VICTOR
PANEQUE and that with the additional ten men it would
mean there are twenty-eight men at the site T-1 further
related that from the conversation heard it appeared that
possibly some of the individuals were going to Guatemala
on Tuesday August 6 1963 means unknown T-1 related
there was no other information available to the source at
this time regarding the location of the alleged training
camp

On July 30 1963 Mr JAMES A YORK Chief Patrol
Inspector U..S Border Patrol New Orleans advised that
at 10:55 p.m on July 24 1963 they received a call from
the New Orleans Police Department for assistance Two oars
containing ten Cuban refugees from Miami had broken down

A
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on the Chef Menteur Highway and the police needed the
assistance of an interpreter Such an interpreter was
furnished and it was learned that these Cubans were
penniless and that they were on their way to New Orleans
to look for work At the request of the Cuban Refugee
Center they were referred to the Monterey Motel dnd they
had no further contact with them and did not obtain their
names

On August 1k 1963 contact was made with RAUL
DIAZ to phone number 529-3200 in the absence of Mrs
ELISE-CER1 IGLIA who has been out of town on vacation for
several w eks RAUL DIAZ who is an assistant of Mrs
CERNIGLIA advised he has been 'ill for several weeks but
was able to furnish the following information regarding
some 11 Cubans who had come to New Orleans during the last
days of July 1963 ostensibly as a layover enroute to a
training .camp located in the general vicinity of New Orleans

RAUL DIAZ advised he had been instructed either
Qn July 28 or 29 1963 to go out to the Motel Monterey
on Highway 90 East where there were some 10 or 11 Cubans
allegedly registered RAUL DIAZ related that he went out
to the Motel Monterey as instructed and found some 11
Cubans as dell as one RICHARD DAVIS of the Parkchester
Apartments in New Orleans who was also present

DIAZ learned that RICHARD DAVIS was attempting
to get the Catholic Cuban Refugee Center headed by Mrs
CERNIGLIA to pay the cost of the motel bill and to
furnish these Cubans with additional funds DIAZ claims
he told DAVIS that none of these Cubans would be qualified
to receive Governmental assistance through the Catholic
Cuban Refugee Center as they were not registered as being
located in this area

According to DIAZ these 11 Cubans were headed
by a man named VICTOR4ANEQUE all of whom were from Miami
He understood from donversation that they had come to New
Orleans for the purpose of going to a training camp in the
vicinity of New Orleans to get military training

DIAZ stated it was his further understandingthat these people were to be given funds by RICHARD DAVISwho allegedly has a summer home across the lake from New
Orleans but apparently DAVIS had used the money for some

t
other purpose

~t
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Inasmuch as DIAZ fell sick on the next day and
Was bedridden'for approximately two weeks he had no ad
ditional information He advised that when Mrs CERNIGLIA
returned from her vacation she Would likely have some
additional information

On August 14 1963 NO T-2 advised that T-2
had understood that a group of Cubans had come to New
Orleans from Miami about two weeks ago for the purpose
of being trained at a camp located on the other side of
the lake from New Orleans It is his understanding that
these Cubans expected to have a complete training area as
well as equipment but that when they arrived they learned
that their quarters were a summer cottage owned by RICHARD
DAVIS of New Orleans and that the only equipment was
broomsticks to be used in training in place of weapons
T-2 also understood that DAVIS allegedly had funds for
these people which he had derived from some unknown source
but when the Cubans arrived in New Orleans DAVIS had "no
funds to give them

NO T-2 explained two Cubans of this group in
particular one who was allegedly from Puerto Rico were
looking for DAVIS to harm him because he had apparently
deceived them For this reason DAVIS whereabouts during
the presence of these Cubans was unknown

It was T-2,s further understanding that these
11 Cubans joined about 9 others who were already at the
summer house and that the entire 20 had returned to Miami
disappointed

On September 12 1963 Mrs ELISE CERNIGLIA
head of the Catholic Cuban Center in New Orleans who
had been out of town for the previous several weeks on
vacation advised on or about July 24,1963 she had
received a telephone call to the effect that some 10
Cubans had arrived in New Orleans from Miami She ex
plained that these 10 Cubans had been stopped by the New
Orleans Police She stated the police turned the Cubans
over to the Border Patrol and when they learned they were
Cuban refugees she Was contacted at the Catholic Cuban
Center in New -Orleans

Mrs CERNI.LIA stated she learned that these
men had come to New Orleans allegedly through efforts of
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RICHARD DAVIS, JR She stated she had contacted DAVIS
and he said that they were his men and that he had a
company in Guatemala who was going to hire them She
stated that DAVIS requested financial assistance in their
lodging since they were Cuban refugees Mrs CERNIGLIA
stated she reluctantly found them lodging at the Monterey
Motel on the Chef Menteur Highway in New Orleans and paid
for the lodging there She stated these men were not registereicT
individually but had registered under the account of the
Catholic Cuban Center in New Orleans

Mrs CERNIGLIA stated the only other pertinent
information she had was that DAVIS allegedly had some type
of business firm in the Pere Marquette Building in New
Orleans which allegedly was to hire these people She
remarked that it washer understanding that all of these
Cubans returned to Florida on the following Sunday after ".
their-arrival in New Orleans

She had no information concerning the camp where
they were to train outside of New Orleans but understood
it was owned by someone in the same firm in which DAVIS
Vas a member

_,.. "--., .



n cutting.lumber for this firm he had contacted IAUREANO
BATISTA who happens tO be connected with MDC in Miami,.to
see if LAUREANO had some men he might send him for work in

He explained that he had become friendly1wdtha university professor by the name of JOSEiIGNACIO ROSCO
some time ago in Cuba and added that ROSCO had been a professor
at the University of Havana In 1959 ROSCO formed a movement
against CASTRO In 1959 DAVIS told ROSCO that he would like
to become a member of his movement in Cuba but about a week
later ROSCO and his organization "went underground.

DAVIS'mentioned that he left Cuba in January
1961 and went immediately to New York City where he had
become acquainted with friends of his active in the
Christian 'Democratic Movement (CDM)(Movimiento Democratiea
Cristiano)"(MDC) He related he acted as a coordinator
between this'group and the New York Police Department
He stated he'is definitely anti-CASTRO

According to DAVIS he came to New Orleans in
August 1961 He then related that'sometime early in 1963
he had made-friends with persons in the lumber business in
Guatemala and had formed with them thp'Guatemalan Lumber
and Mineral'Corporation This is a Louisiana corporation
that-has a contract with the Guatemalan Government to

tare mahogany out of Guatemala

4
Having need of some men to work in Guatemala

Dote October 2 1963

.
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'RUDOLPH RICHARD'DAVIS JR. 1570 Westbrook
'Street (Parkchester Apartments) New Orleans voluntarily \

furnished the-following information I

He advised he was born September 9 1934 at
Manhattan New York but had resided in Cuba between the
ages of 2 and"26 He stated he had returned-to the United
States on January 12 1961 from Cuba via tdiami after'which
he resided in.New York City until August 1961. Since the
latter date he has been residing irk New Orleans. He claims
he is presently a Cuban alien with Alien Registration '`A
12-280-713 however he has a special litigation current to
re-establish his United States citizenship by birth

63 New Orleans Louisiana
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FRANK as 'aBarre Secretary and Attorney for
this company

DAVIS stated that GUS and FRANK de LaBarre
contributed to the food and clothing of these men and
sent them across the lake from New Orleans for housing
and any training they could give them in connection with
their lumber cutting work in Guatemala He stated that
the home where they stayed in St Tammany Parish is loca
ted in Lacombe Louisiana about a mile from Highway 190

West on a secondary road

DAVIS stated that during the last days of July
the FBI had seized some dynamite and other explosives
stored in a Lacombe Louisiana residence which material
according to the newspaper was to be used against Cuba
He stated this action disturbed these Cuban refugees and

'NO 105-1095
e

this lumber company's business in Guatemala

According to DAVIS some 19 men were sent by
LAUREANO BATfISTA from Miami to New Orleans in response
to DAVIS's request Unfortunately these men for some
reason or another came to New Orleans with the idea
that they were going to be trained in New Orleans-for
a military operation and sent to Guatemala for additional
training He claims that when he advised of the real
purpose of their travel to New Orleans they were disappoin
ted and some were angry with him

DAVIS claims that these people were dressed in
khaki military-type clothing and it was necessary to buy
them regular clothes He then explained that his corpora
tion is made up of the following officers

JOSEPji4i4IA President (a Guatemalan)

GUS a LaBarre Vice President
1

RUDOLPH RICHARD DVIS JR. Vice President



DAVIS stated he did not know any of these refugees
personally but could recall the names of the following

Name
Race
Sex
Birth data

Parents .

Residence of
parents

Height
Weight
Hair
Complexion
Marital Status
Present
employment

NO 105-1095
3

Was probably partially responsible for the decision to
return to Miami Since they had come to New Orleans with
the idea of receiving military training and additional
military training in Guatemala they were not willing to
proceed to Guatemala to be employed in mahogany lumber cutting
For this reason their passage on Greyhound Bus was paid for
by the Guatemalan Lumber and Mineral Corporation New
Orleans Louisiana DAVIS states this is the extent of
the information he has concerning this matter and he attests
he had no intention of giving these people any military
training or using them in any military adventure against
Cuba

VICTOR PANUE ~ .
LEODOVINO '%'I JRIAN
FERNANDO FEiI?(ANDEZ !
Man named

FOES
Set forth below is a physical description and

background information concerning RUDOLPH RICHARD DAVIS
JR as furnished by him

RUDOLPH RICHARD DAVIS JR
White
Male
September 9 1934
at Manhattan New York
(120 East 23rd S reet)
RUDOLPH RICHAR

DAVIS SR.,,father
(Cuban)
LORRAINE ELIZABETH/BIAIR mother
(U S citizen born'in New Jersey)

Apartment 5 Peniston and St Charles
New Orleans Louisiana
5111
177 pounds
Dark brown
Medium
Married

General agent Western Life Insurance
Company St Paul Minnesota
2001 Canal Street New Orleans
Louisiana _



Prior
employment
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November 1962 through January
1963 In business for self selling
Green Stamps San Juan Puerto Rico
March 1962 through November 1962
Agent for Occidental Life Insurance
Company 3308 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans
September 1961 through February 1962
Agent for New Orleans Life Insurance
Company of the South Maritime Building
New Orleans
Approximately June to July 1961
New York Life Insurance Company
Brooklyn Branch New York
February 1961 for approximately 6
months Sugar broker with Keiser
and Company 120 Wall Street
New York City

In addition to the above DAVIS stated he is the
delegate in New Orleans for MDC but has not done anything
specific as a delegate other than having three meetings
With small groups for the purpose of developing some
activity in New Orleans such as the collection of clothing
and money however this did not materialize
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Mr CARLOS BRINGUIER 107 Decatur Street tale
phonically contacted the New Orleans Office and advised that
about August 2 1963 two Cubans who had been in a training
camp somewhere across the lake location unknown came into
his store and wanted to go back to Miami BRINGUIER stated
that he arranged bus transportation for them and that these
two Cubans told him that an individual in the camp FERNANDO
FERNANDEZ BARCENA was a CASTRO spy

BRINGUIER said he later learned that some letters
written by BARCENA had been intercepted,-one of which was to
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City BRINGUIER said that he
believes that BARCENA.was questioned by Agents in Miami
and that there was something about the activity of BARCENA
in the "Miami Herald.

Mr BRINGUIER advised that the above was being
called to the FBI's attention at this time since IZE.HARVEY
OSWALD had appeared at BRINGUIER's store on August 5,.1863
and offered to train guerillas

BRINGUIER said he knew of no connection that
OSWALD had with'any Cubans and that OSWALD wade no mention
of any Cuban training camp and gave no indication of knowing
about a training camp or of being acquainted with any Cubans

1
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UNIT TATES DEPARTMENT OF -FICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Reference is made to the Report of SA STEPHEN N
CA LLENDER dated and captioned as above at New Orleans
Louisiana

NO T-1 and NO T-2 mentioned in the above
referenced report have furnished reliable information in
the past

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the NBI It is the property of the 71I and is loaned to your
agency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency
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UNITE TATES DEPARTMENT OF
NICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans Louisiana
May 15 1964

p

RE LLE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Reference is made to the Report of SA STEPHEN N
CALLENDER dated and captioned as above at New Orleans
Louisiana

NO T-1 and NO T-2 mentioned in the above
referenced report have furnished reliable information in
the past

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency
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response to inquiries

One of the above two i
PENA as a white male age appro
pounds light brown complexion
hair combed straight back who
nationality and who also appe
RUPERTO PENA recalls he was
not recall other details of

dvised that he does not know the
rsons or any other information

certain that they were not seamen
either of these two persons prior

described above He did recall that
f FIDEL CASTRO and he recalls they
were going well in Cuba under FIDEL

According Ito RUPERTO PENA he called either the
FBI or Immigration nd Naturalization Service at New Orleans
on the following da to advise Federal authorities of the
above incident H relates he mentioned to the person to
whom he spoke in panish that it was his opinion the above
two persons where pro-CASTRO and pro-Communist RUPERTO

SA WARREN C DEBRUEYS and
BA RICRARD.E SAN :gas oat dictated 5.13.164
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RUPERTO JERONIMO PENA also known as RUPERTO
:JERONIMO PENA ALFONSO operator of the Habana Bar 117
Decatur Street furnished the following information in

RUPERTO PENA advised that about a year or so
ago two men bearing the following descriptions entered
the Habana Bar about 8 or 9 o'clock one evening and they
were heard to discuss matters pertaipng to Cuba which
left RUPERTO PENA with the definite/impression that they

_were pro-CASTRO and pro-Communist

described by RUPERTO
imately 25 5'7 130
black medium-long straight

ppeared to be of Mexican
red to have a college education

Baring a sport coat but could
is dress

The other person was a Cuban age 30r 150 pounds
5'9 medium build, tan c mplexion appeared to be a Cuban
by his speech and also w e a sport coat other details of
his attire not being rec lied by RUPERTO PENA

RUPERTO PENA
names of the hbove two
about them but is quit
He said he had not se
to the occasion be ha
they spoke favorably
mentioned that thing
CASTRO

. 6el
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RODRIGUEZ related t
a tequila in Spanish RODRI
table whore "OSWALD and his
the tequila to "OSWALD's c
be 50 cents. "OSWALD's c
RODRIGUEZ in Spanish who
"He is a Cuban but an Ame
that "OSWALD's companio
or a capitalist. ROD
he is an American who

/0

2

person he believed to be OSWALD wore a short sleeve white
sport shirt with an open collar dark pants a wore no
glasses and no hat and apparently spoke no S nish

RODRIGUEZ then related that when hese two persons
entered the Habana Bar the party he believ,s was identical
with LEE HARVEY OSWALD gave the appearance of being drunk
and was assisted to the above mentioned ,table opposite the
bar by the man that accompanied him RODRIGUEZ related
that the man who accompanied the pers a he believes was
OSWALD was seated on the side of the able closer to the
bar and the party be shall refer to ,hereinafter as OSWALD
was seated closer to the wall oppose the bar At that
time the owner of the bar ORESTES PENA was seated at the
far end of the bar also facing th entrance on Decatur Street
and from this position PENA coul observe the backs of the
party believed to be OSWALD and iis'friend

t the man with "OSWALD ordered
EZ carried the tequila to the

companion were seated and gave
mpanion and told him "That will

mpanion who spoke Spanish asked
e owner was RODRIGUEZ replied

ican citizen. RODRIGUEZ claims
then stated that "He is an imperialist

IGUEZ claims he advised this man that
ves off of his business

According t RODRIGUEZ all the conversation was in
Spanish with'OS%.ALD companion While he was having the
described discussio with "OSWALD's companion "OSWALD
had begun to drink he tequila which was ordered by his
companion and "OSWA D had commenced to vomit after drinking
that portion of t43 tequila "OSWALD's companion attempted
to assist"OSWALD"/and ordered a lemonade RODRIGUEZ claims
he called to thelfar end of the bar and spoke to ORESTES PENA
advising "these two men wanted a lemonade and RODRIGUEZ



mentioned to ORESTES PENA "we don't make lemonadesAere.
RODRIGUEZ then said ORESTES told him to go ahead find make
the lemonade with some lemons sugar and water RODRIGUEZ
claims he went immediately behind the bar and de the
lemonade and as he was carrying the lemonade back to the
table stopped at the end of the bar and asked ORESTES how
much should he charge for the lemonade and ARESTES advised
him "25 cents. RODRIGUEZ claims he carried the lemonade
to the table where "OSWALD and his companion were seated
and gave the lemonade to "OSWALD's com anion and speaking
to him in Spanish told him that the le~fonade was 25 cents
and the latter gave him 25 cents Immediately thereafter

'10SWALD and his companion stood up t the table and "OSWALD
assisted by his companion left the bana Bar and while
leaving "OSWALD's companion said n Spanish that "the bar
will be closed tomorrow. About hree or four days later
in the afternoon when EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ was returning from
a call to see a doctor with ORESTES PENA they drove to Canal
Street approximately on Carondelet Street and had turned
right on Canal Street and headed towards the Mississippi
River It was at that time /that RODRIGUEZ and PENA observed
a congregation of people located in front of a theater on
Canal Street between St Charles and the street closest to
the river from St Charles In this group of people RODRIGUEZ
observed CARLOS BRINGUIER talking to two policemen He also
observed two police cars and a white male entering one of
the two police cars Also on the sidewalk were scattered
some yellow handbills RODRIGUEZ stated that ORESTES PENA
was driving his 1959 Mercury yellow four-door sedan and
proceeded without stopping to observe the congregation any
further He stated that this is all he recalls about this
incident on Canal Street

On the following day about 12:30 p.m. CARLOS
BRINGUIER came into the Habana Bar and advised RUPERTO
PENA and ARMANDA JARVIS the barmaid that he CARLOS'BRINGUIER
had been in some difficulty with a pro-CASTRO individual who
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A~t Ttisroi_ Florida
t ...e.ACYN

Will continue investigation of pending matters
in this case

n

LEADS

iiLAMI

AIUINISTRATIVE

Cory of this report is furnished to New Orleans v ~.~
for-possible future assistance in investigation based.::'::,
on statements by CARLOS BRINGUIER resident at New :a *' "'t ~ '
Orleans

FERtINNDO FE!tN.-'.WDEZ referred to in this report
csas sL'b,ject of Bure'u file 105-123103 Miami

file,1Q5,
959.

On Septcmb~:r 3 1963 FEP,NANDEZ was given a p oy
&tepa e::a:oinat:_on in the Miami Office The examination
revealed no deception in his denial that he is a Cuban
G-2 agent or is in any way affiliated with the Cuban
government

Trarslet ion of DIARIO LAS AMERICAS and BOHEMIA
IN ERNACIONAL set forth in thin report are by SOPHIE
SAI.IT'A translator iliami Offico

The English tr.inslatir n of CASTRO's speech made
a-'n1.12ble by Mr GEtY GE "OLSKY USIA Miami is contained
in Daily Report 0231 dated November 29 1963 of the
Fc't ei gn flroadcas t Informe tion Service covering Latin ~ 

.America )4r VULSI;Y re quested his copy be returned to
him .ae it was the only copy in his office The

Bureau
i

may desire to obtain a copy for the President's Com r` L

mission from the ov sh irgt on Office of the Foreign Broad -C 4 ! cIt'''''J
cast Infornatien Service

ec,/e
y//#
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Synopsis

UNILt) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JV.AfICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

R.poOof JAMES J O'CONIIOR . Miami Florida
Dol.t May 8 1964

Pieta orlc P11 Is 105-8347 eur.au Fit n 105-82555

Newspaper articles and investigation set forth concern
ing FERNANDO FERNANDEZ mentioned by CARLOS BRINGUIER of
New Orleans Louisiana in testimony to Counsel for
President's Commission Also stet forth is article from
magazine BOHEMIA INTERNACIONAI ,issue of 2/2/64 wherein

/ 29
 allegation is made that FIDKO CASTRO during a speech on  
11/27/63 committed a slip of the tongue in stating "The
first time OSWALD was in Cuba Employee of USIA Miami
stated that although all public speeches of CASTRO are mon
itored no such slip of the tongue has been detected He
furnished translation of CASTRO's speech of 11/27/63 how
ever ne remark was noted implying that OSWALD visited
Cuba

This documentcontains neither r.coa"mrtndattonsnor coneluetois of tb FB1 It b the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency it and its contents are oat to be distributed outside your egeney
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DETAILS The following is based on request of
the President's Commission on the
Assassination of President KENNEDY as

indicated in letter dated April 23 1964,by General
Counsel J LEE RANKIN to Director J EDGAR HOOVER

i~ 1 -fit
It is to be recalled that testimony by Mr

CARLOSrBRINGUIER was taken by Staff Counsel WESLEY J
LIEBELER of the Presidential Commission at New Orleans
Louisiana,on April 8 1964 As indicated on page 33 of
the transcript of testimony by BRINGUIER Cuban "spy
FERNANDO FERNANDEZ then iniNew Orleans Louisiana by
letter to CARLOS LECHUGA former Cuban Ambassador to
Mexico warned him to be alert for the period prior to
August 8 (1963) and according to BRINGUIER it was on
August 5 (1963) that OSWALD attempted to infiltrate
BRINGUIER's anti-"CASTRO organization at New Orleans

BRINGUIERdreferred to copics of the Spanish_language
Pewspsper DtARIO LAS AMJ RICAS..for dates of September 4
and 6 1963 containing ar tie's es on FERNANDO FERNANDEZ

DIARIO LAS AM}T.P.ICAS is a daily paper_ printed
et_K1-P4 Florid

_.A ...f+Mr 1i~i PAot
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The fc11ceilg le a txa,sletioa of as article which
appeared in the Spesieh language daily "Diarie Las Americas
September 4 1863 page I et"le 4-7 page 11 cols 5-7

SUPPOSED AGENT OF F IDE L CASTRO IS NOT DETAINED
Tarim

SECT$T SERVICE OFFICIAL MAKES STATEMENTS TO
"DIARIO LAS AP PICAS"1 !MIT OF THE TRADERS OP
THE CHRISTIAN DEMCCMIIC MOVEMENT SPEAKS._
DETAILS OF THE CHARGES i

BENJAMIN DE LA VEGA
_

T ( "{ ,~
~~

Tuesday  arrivg the F8T told the "Diario Las tn
Americas that the Castro spy FERNANDO/FERNANDEZ-~ RCENA tla-1

was not being deta.io d by the Federal Bureau of ~Investi
gation.

This statement by tte imiprtaast investigative
agency of the United States giro a rem twist to the denun
ciation made public yesterday A6 this  1pi4sr_of_the_Cbr.istiun

.Democratic Movement LAUMANOBATI:STA).FALLA who said that
he had turned ove'r the ;ann4le d Commnist agent to the FBI ----`f

Yn answer t a other q at,ati,a:s the official of the
Federal Bureau of In~es~"1~.a tf:e~ui Aso received the reporter
said that "the pertlu nt ri7tati;a.titme are being made
concerning the charger whl.rh have been made by the Christian
Democratic Movemt.nt

When asked a cr.rt t J e a t,a.tts is made to the reporter
yesterday by Mr LATJt ANO BATISTE F1ILLA to the effect that
the FBI hrd tci'.I him that "it wa. a4t a crime for Castro
agents to spy on th~ areal a t. C,".ba.n exiles and that it is
only a crime to spy against this country and not against the
oxiles who are vivla"tInt VL.ftod States neutrality laws
the FBI official smiled bi t t:'.y aad said practically with
out moving a s ant Ie+ aerree It of bi face

"We have re comment t4 aa._:e on that Those are
strictly Ferso:nal stit a aer i s t y Y .r BATISTA FALLA. The
official added with erptas is "'a investigate everything



"We gave sufficient proof to the FBI for his arrest
But among ether reasons we turned him over to that govern
ment office fer fear that the Cuban exiles would make an
attempt "n the life of FERNANDO FERNANDEZ BARCENA.

So far the whereabouts of the confessed Castro agent
are unknown for at no time was be presented to the pressas he should have been by the Christian Democratic Movement

DIEGO VALERO SPEAKS

MM 105-8342

which may hurt the security of the United States Anyonewho is acting as a foreign agent is immediately investigated
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation Castro agents are
fully included in these investigations But in order to
arrest any person charged with these crimes we must hays
the necessary proof.

"'For his part Mr LAUR$ANO BATISTA FALLA when
ques t iono l about the re le awe of the supposed Castro spysaid

DIEGO`YAIERO accused by FERNANDO FERNANDEZ BARCENA
of being the leader of the Castro espi"nage network_ in Nassag  
has stated that 'lm -c nnQt tindors tii2d why this charge was made
As soon as VAI.EROrtwhIelis working for an English firm in
Nassau hoard of the statements in which he was mentioned
as a Castro agent he flew to Miami to clarify his position
to the investigative agenciee of the United States

DIEGO VAIE.RO said "I knew FERNANDEZ BARCENA some yosr
ago but 7 cannot uutde re tang why this charge against me has
been made When be came to Miami he came to my house and
I helped him in every way that I could Last Saturday when
he was in Miami be visited me at the betel and although he
told me that be was diseppointed in the anti-Castro fightI bed no indication that he errs going to make this decisionand of course 7 had ro idea that he was in the service of
CASTRO.

"As a matter of fact, added VALERO "although I
corresponded with him as I did with other fR I never
hoes/ about his activities which he now claims in the inter
view to have told mr I repeat that I cannot understand
why this charge was made and if it were not for the time
that I have had is waste in order to come to Miami to explainall this the whole thing would wake me laugh from now until
the end of the week I believe that Justice and Truth alwayswin out and that is why I have eAeeil d"to the United States
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agencies and I have placed myself at their disposal so that
they can make all the investigations which they 'deem pertinent.

THE CHARGE

By IADOLFO _G ~EINO 1-4f

MIAMI,..Sept 3 (UPI)--The Federal Bureau of Investigation
today questioned a "confessed spy for Communist Cuba who
says that the subversive and espionage activities for all
America are directed by the .Cuhsn::aalbassadors in the United
Nations and in Brazil

FERNANDO FERNANDEZ young exiled journalist made a
complete "confession of his presumed espionage activities
in a recording which he gave to the Christian Democratic
Movement directed by LAUREANO BATISTA (no relation to the
ex-dictator FULGENCIO BATISTA)

In the recorded statenent FERNANDEZ gays that the
so-called forces of Patiooal Liberation which are operating
in Venezuela'receive arms from Mexico and Cuba and that
the transfer is aide on the high seas.

Be adds that the network of subversion and espionage
extends from the United States as far as the Bahamas and the 0.416
distant Mouth American "Southern Cone rand that the leaders
of the network aro "Ambassador CARLOSLECHUGA formerly in
Mexico ar.d now head of the ~uban_dolegRtioa in the IInited 31451fbeLi
titian and the newly-appointed Ambassador to Brasil 'MAUL _--_--

4! RCA<kOURI son of the Cuban Minister of Foreign Relations.
Ito indicated that the strategic "Southern Cone also has as
its leader a journalist "JOSEXRODRIGUEZYMENDEZ ,Cultural

t Attache to the Cuban Embassy in Brazilh and that in the
~~ Bahames""lives 'the ?urntcdi.ate eupsrier of the Miami network

.(// named DIEGO VALERO.

A specific task entrusted to FERNANDEZ according to
~~~his statement is that of irvestigating the activities of ` _

the Cuban exiles in Central America :is chief objective
was to follow the activities of MANUE A_RTIME,one of the i !-'>>
lenders of the unsuccessful inva ion of the'Bay of Pigs who
is connected with the so-walled "Central American Plan

The Christian Democratic Movement in exile presented
a letter which it says was sent by FERNANDEZ prior to his
arrest to the then Cuban Ambassador in Mexico IECHUGA
which says
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"I happen to have infiltrated a commando group which
is preparing to undertake a big operation against Cuba I
have detailed information about the military plan 'The attack
is imminent and is leaving from Central America...

FERNANDEZ said that he signed his confidential corres
pondence with the pseudonymn of HENRY PRIETO and he warned
that "from now until August 8 it is vital to remain alert.

The said that be arrived in the United States on
January 11 1961 but be began to work specifically in the
Network of Espionage and Subversion about a year ago The
recruiting was done in Kansas City Missouri

In Mexico be added, 18CBUGA'S lieutenants were
a Venezue lTFn"iamed 1ME L tfUZAL,_:who takes care of

A.Z C Cgetting supplies for the Conmunist terrorist group ca led
Front of National Liberation. The ether is "OSVAIDO/ARATAa Mexican.

He said that "from Mexico arms and money are sent
to the Venezuelan terrorists The arms are transported in
Cuban fishing ''boats to some point on the high seas where
contacts are made with Venezuelan boats and those of other
nationalities which introduce them clandestinely into that
country.

Be said that F IDE L CASTRO's watchword for the
Venezuelan terrorists is "a rifle under each jacket
CASTRO's direct agent in Venezuela is a Cuban named
CANALES.

He stated that the Cuban embassies in "Mexico sand
Brazil are assigned among other things the tick ;df
issuing false passports and identification documents
Money is distributed from those centers The Network
penetrates deeply into the "Southern Cone where journalist
JOSE RCORIGUEZ MENDEZ Cultural Attache to the Embassy is
Brazil directs all the activities of subversion and
-espionage.

The Miami Office of the FBI refused to give any
information on the questioning of FERNANDEZ
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The following is a translation of an article from
the Spanish language daily "Diario Las Americas September 6
1963 page 1 cols 6-8 page 15 col 7

FERNANDO FERNANDEZ ADVOCATES COEXISTENCE WITH
--THE CO IMU OF FIDE L CASTRO

Cuban et journalist FERNANDO FERNANDEZ charged with
beings spy by the Christian Democratic Movement of Cuban
exiles repudiated the taped confession of his activities
in behalf of the Communist regime of CASTRO and according
to a statement to "The Miami Herald he claimed that it had
been obtained fret him under threats and torture

FERNANDEZ told the authorities of Miami that the men
bets of the Christian Democratic Movement had tortured him
by tightening a cord around his neck and placing a pistol t~ Sat his head in order to force him to confess that he was an
agent for CASTRO

The members of the Movement insist however that
the aferemwntioned confession was voluntary and for that
reason he had been taken to the FBI four days ago and
presented along with a taped recording of the above
mentioned confession LAUREANO BATISTA leader of the
anti-Castro organizatien,trho obtained the confession
declared that it had beep made voluntarily and that there
had been no coercion

FERNANDEZ appeared voluntarily before the officials
of the Intelligence Section of the Miami Police Department#and told them that be bad been beaten and "tortured at
pistol point for twelve hours He asked that charges of
kidnapping assault and battery be lodged against his supposed
torturers

In regard to his politics FERNANDEZ himself
describes himself as being neither "anti-American nor anti.*
Castro and says that he favors"peaceful coexistence with
Cuba in spite of the fact that be came to Miami as a refugee

:in 1961

He also said that be would like to return to Cuba
to stay there and to suffer along with his parents his sister
and his aunt

He stated that the confession in question was false
and that it had been obtained from him under threat of death
if he did not wake it just that way therefore after hearing
his charges the authorities decided to present them to the



own accord FERNANDEZ was released Tuesday
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District Attorney's Office in care some legal action should
have to be taken.

ARTHUR E HUTTON Assistant District Attorney said
Wednesday that be had informed the Intelligence officers
who were to hoax FERNANDEZ and that there would then be an
investigation to find out if any law had been violated.

--The members of the Christian Democratic Movement say
that FERNANDEZ accompanied them to the FBI office of his

At no time have the FBI Agents er the Miami Intelligence
officials said that the confession was true or that it was
obtained under pressure but it has been said that there would
be an investigation to sea whether the Movement toik the law
into its "v-n hands in order t obtain a confession

In regard to this matter BATISTA said that they
did not intend to continuo the controversy since they did
their duty by turning FERNANDEZ over to the autkorities
in order to lot the law take its course

DENUNCIATION

In a report published by "The Miami News on the
case of the supposed Castro spy it says that FERNANDO
FERNANDEZ told the Mine of Miami that he had confessed to
having engaged in espionage word for CASTRO only after he
had been tortured for 12 hours by the exile leaders of the
Christian Democratic Movement with a 45-caliber pistol
aimed at his head

Acierding to bts vague explanation FERNANDO JOSE
FERNANDEZ BARCENA 34 yefars of ago tried to hinder the
plans of the action groups among the exiles in order to
prey nt a "massacre

"The exiles will not get anywhere in their fight
against CASTRO because they do not have the proper condi
tians, FERNANDEZ summed up

}ERNANDEZ told tbo police that during his alleged
ordeal of 12 hours he was subjected to "physical and mental
torture and he finally invented a "false and exaggerated
story which was hic "confession

Be now said "I was confused and I did not know
what to do I want to return to Cuba because I believe that
FIDEL is going to stay in pryer, and I want to suffer along
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with-My peeple.

In the tape-recorded confession which was turned
over to tbs FBI FERUANDTZ said that he had infiltrated the
CIA as well as groups of exiles and that he was about to be
sent to Cuba as an agent of that American agency

In yesterday's explanation he admitted having written
a letter to Ambassador CARIOS 1ECHUGA in Mexico warning him
about thn exiles proposed plans for attack

Hi also said that he had been "filled with anxiety
when hr groused e'1spicion upon infiltrating the group

The following information pertaining to FERNANDO
FERNANDEZ was developed at Miami Florida during investi

gation conducted in August and September 1963



O
9n~ Augu s t 3 1963 VICTOR ANEQUEXBO S TA and

R R IBERT ALDES kOLLINEDA _MIAs tarp to LAUREANO I''~ =
BAIISTA FALLA the _Militery_ CcQrdinator,_of e MovimiLeAta
Democrats Cristieno (MAC Chrts,tiar_.Democrthatie Mov_pmeAl)
appeared at the Miami Office cf the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and advised as follows

Approximately a month previously FE
JOSE FERNANDEZ BARCENA was brought to the MDC of ice by a

0 44
relative named JULIO,'POWER FERNANDEZ had recen ly arrived
in Miami from Kansas City Misv,.spuri and desired to join
the MDC Certain members of the MDC soon noted t at FERNANDEZ
took an unusual interest in the activities of the MDC and
they became auspicious of his motives 'MDC Aemb_e HENRY_

V INFANTZ'LEDEA was delegated by the MDC to develop a.close
/'associa'tion with FERNANDEZ in order to learn of his

activities and motives INFANTE was successful in developing
such a close association and subsequently intercepted
certain correspondence which had been entrusted to INFANTE
by FERNANDEZ for mailing Among the items of correspondence
which were Trade available by the MDC to the FBI either in
original or copy form was a letter written by FERNANDEZ to
the Cuban Ambassador in Mexico marked "Personal and
Confidential This letter which was not mailed was as
follows

"August 1 1963

"Cuban Ambassador in Mexico

"Your Excellency
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"I have by chance infiltrated in a commando group
which is preparing to engage in a serious operation
in Cuba I have some detailed reports on this
military plan

"The attack which is imminent is leaving from
Central America

"It is possible to prevent it and for that
purpose a comrade and I who wish to return to
serve (or "again to serve") the Revolution of
Dr FIDEL CASTRO offer our services

"Obviously we are not in Mexico now This
letter has reached you througtfriendly hands

"My comrade and I Irish to return to Cub We ask
you to intercede for us Also what way can we
use to return Is it possible to get diplomatic
asylum in some Embassy in Central America Is it
possible to escape by some clandestine means

"In short we await instructions

"It is vital for you to remain alert from now until
the 8th in order r>receive our communication

"Our code name will be HENRY PRIETO

"We can assure you that this demoniacal commando

plan has very serious implications and consequences
And we wish to warn you in time and to prevent it

"Wait for more news from us

"Very truly yours
HENRY

11
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MDC members PANEQUE and VALDES on the occasion of
their visit to the FBI Office Miami on August 3 1963
advised that fcr several weeks prior to that date certain
members of the MDC had been in view Orleans Louisiana in
contact with RICHARD R.b.AVIS JR. the MDC delegate in New
Orleans Included in the group at New Orleans sere FERNANDO
FERNANDEZ PANEQUE end VALDES PANEQUE stated that FERNANDEZ
Speaks excellent English and in order to entrap FERNANDEZ
PANEQUE and others drew up a fictitious anti-CASTRO plan of
action which they requested FERNANDEZ to translate into
English FANEQUE made available a copy of the plan which
was translated by FERNANDEZ as follows

"Caracas Venezuela July 23 1963

"Captain LEOVINO/INTERIAN
c/o RICHARD R DAVIS JR. Delegate in New Orleans
1570 Westbrook Dr
New _Orleans 22 .La.

"Dear LEOVINO

"I am sending you these orders in the English language
in order to avoid any kind of problems in security
Once you have opened this personally (if you do not
receive the envelope sealed do not trust the
contents) I ask you Wet in touch with our Delegate
there as soon as possible so that he personally
will translate this Spanish if you do not have any
other person you can trust at the camp

(Translator's note English starts here)

"We have acquired the necessary financial resources
as well as military bases so that we can now hit
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"Castroland with everything we have I have received
a check for $9,575.00 from Mr DAVIS and his friends
and with this money we have paid for two Mustang` a
(P-51) and one B-26 Bomber All with their bombs
and ammunition

"Zero hour for the comer do raid shallbe August 10'
0400 hours objective Charlie Chan 17 men in all
all armed with submachine guns (300 rounds each)
5 hand grenades and one 12 gauge riot shot gun,
thie with 85 shells each

"Charlie Chan is the code name for the phisical
elimination of every russien son of a bitch who
might happen to be living in the hotel Rosita de
Hornedo first Ave and 0 street in Miramar Habana
Cuba The commandos will take the lobby of this
hotel cut all telephone communications and proceed in
14 minutes to kill every russian that is at that
particular time living in the hotel They shall
immediately be evacuated by the U.S Navy via
U.D.T (Underwater Demolition Teams) and submarine
U.S.S BARRACUDA This sub is right now stationed
28 miles north of Habana patroling the Key West
Strights and waiting for the cone word wich shall
be CO=TIGER GO GO GO.

"At the same time our air group 'ANTONIO MACEO
will hit the refineries of BELLOT in Sabana bay
and the NARANJITO power station thus leaving the
city without electric power or oi1,.I have.received
a guaranteee if we can do this the O.E.A will
immediately demand the overthrouh of the ~ed
regizse of Cuba
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"The men under your command will leave your base
on August 1st 0700 hours and shall proceed to
Nicaragua via ocean fishing boat I shall be
waiting-for your arrival and take personal
command from that point on GOOD LUCK and GOD
BLESS YOU

"BATISTA
Comander in Chief

PANEQUE stated that unquestionably the anti-CASTRO
plan referred to by FERNANDEZ in his correspondence directed
to the Cuban Ambassador in Mexico was information FERNANDEZ
had gathered while translating the above plan of action drawn
up by the MDC
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FERNANDO FERNANDEZ to the Miami Office of the FBI
stating'FERNANDFZ had chosen to come to the FBI volun
tarily

Interview of FERNANDO FERNANDEZ was conducted
by the-FBI at Miami Florida on September 1 3 and 6
1963 and the following information elicited

FERNANDEZ was born April 20 1929 in Cuba and
entered the United States in'January 1961 taking up
residence at Kansas City Missouri where he attended
the Kansas City University and was self-employed in an
employment agency wherein he imported Mexican women as
maids to the .Kansas City area and this..activity resulted
in investigation by the U.S Immigration and Naturalization
Service:(INS). Fearing arrest by INS FERNANDEZ left
Kansas City and came to Miami Florida,about July 1963
where he became affiliated with the anti-CASTRO Christian
Democratic Movement (MDC)

Although the expressed aim of the MDC was to
return to Cuba FERNANDEZ became disillusioned with MDCMs
inability to undertake meaningful action against the
CASTRO regime and he conceived a plan to trade informa
tion regarding MDC military operations in order that he
could obtain asylum in Cuba He said his principal
motive in desiring return to Cuba was to avoid arrest
by the INS resulting from his activity in bringing
Mexican aliens into the United States

Shortly after his affiliation with MDC at Miami
about July 1963 he traveled with a group of MDC members
to New Orleans Louisiana to receive commando training

VZirt?ft .
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4 at a farm about 30 miles north of New Orleans About 18
men were involved in the training which consisted of
guerrilla tactics,but the equipment was inadquate and
it appeared to FERNANDEZ that the MDC was conducting a
racket by exhibiting the "commandos in training to
wealthy Americans who were asked to contribute to the
anti-CASTRO cause He said that while at camp near
New Orleans he was given a letter by the MDC members
which set forth a military plan entitled "CHARLIE CHAN
Operation. He said this operation provided for a
commando lending party to assault a hotel in Cuba kill
ing Russian diplomats at the hotel and then returning
to the United States through assistance of underwater
demolition teams operating off the U.S Submarine
BARRACUDA

FERNANDEZ said he realized the plan was absurd
and that the MDC was totally unqualified to carry it out
FERNANDEZ said that while at the MDC camp.he became
increasingly aware of the inability of the MDC organiza
tion in the movement against CASTRO and in general be
came despondent for the success of the anti-CASTRO cause
He said since he was already fearing arrest by INS he
decided to make other plans to return to Cuba and he
therefore wrote a letter to CARLOS LECHUGA,.Cuban
Ambassador to Cuba in which he told LECHUGA he was a
member of an anti-CASTRO organization and had information
concerning 8 immd nrant attack on Cuba and would provide
the information to the Cuban Government if he could him
self return to Cuba He raid he reasoned that the
"CHARLIE CHAN plan would not materialize and therefore
in divulging it to the Cuban Government he would not

Iletray the UDC
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FERNANDEZ stated after he returned to Miami with
the MDC he began to make arrangement$ to return to Cuba
He said he decided to leave clandestinely by boat and
spoke of his plan to other members of the MDC many of
whom expressed their own desire to return to Cuba be
cause bf relatives there and disillusionment about life
in exile

FERNANDEZ said he intended to depart from Miami
for Cuba on August 31 1963 but had insufficient funds to
obtain supplies for the trip He said that on the morn
ing of September 1 1963 several members of the MDC
placed him under house arrest at the MDC headquarters-in
Miami end he was told that the members including MDC
leader LAITREANO BATISTA were than acting in the capakity
of a tribunal which could impose the death sentence on
FERNANDEZ FERNANDEZ stated under duress and threats of
murder by MDC members he confessed to being a Cuban
intelligence agent and was released by the MDC after they
had him sign a document in which he stated no duress was
used to secure the confession

During interview by the FBI FERNANDEZ maintained
that his confesei.on3 to the MDC were false and that he made
them in order to obtain his release He denied he ever
acted as a Cuban intelligence agent or that he was a

Cvmwunitt and stated his purpose in desiring to return
to Cuba was to reunite with his family in spite of the
CASTRO regime to which he is ideologically opposed He
admitted having written to CARLOS LECHUGA as alleged by
the MDC and said his purpose was to exchange information
with the Cuban govemmnent for safe return to Cuba

18
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On October 4.9.1963 FERNANDEZ advised a Special
Agent of the FBI that subsequent to the considerable
derogatory publicity disseminated by various news media
concerning his purported confession as a Cuban agent he
has lived in fear of reprisals by Cubans in the Miami
area who believe he attempted to betray their cause He
said because of this and his concern for his family in
Cuba he again decided to attempt to arrange his'legal
return to Cuba and in furtherance thereof wrote to
CARLOS LECHUGA of the Cuban Mission to the United
Nations in New York and also to the Czechoslovakian
Embassy in Washington D.C

FERNANDEZ said he thought LECHUGA was the
Cuban Ambassador to Mexico when he had written the letter
regarding the plans of the MDC

FERNANDEZ said he had not received a reply
from his letter to CARLOS LECHUGA but the Czechoslovakian
Embassy Washington D.C.,by letter dated September 30
1963 acknowledgEd his communication and advised that no
information relating to his status had been received from
Cuba

On October 16 1963,FERNANDEZ advised he was
attempting to be relocated in the United States through
the assistance of the Catholic Relief Service at Miami

On October 22 1963 information was received
from FERNANDEZ he w.ts then residin at the YMCA at 826
S Webash Avenue,-Chicago IllinotI



Record of the U.S District Court Chicago
Illinois Docket t63CR664 reflects that on February 20
1964,FERNANDEZ was sentenced in Federal District Court
Chicago to serve five years on each of three counts of
violation of Section 1324 (a) IV Title 8 U S Code.
At that time FERNANDEZ had entered a plea of guilty to
the charge of encouraging and inducing the illegal
entry of aliens into the United States Execution of
sentence was suspended and FERNANDEZ was placed on proba
tion for three years FERNANDEZ wa3 restricted by the
court to remain within the jurisdiction of the Northern
District of Illinois unless he obtained permission from
the Probation De'artment

With respect to the training camp of the MDC
near New Crleans Louisiana where FERNANDEZ stated he
had been in August 1963 FERNANDEZ advised the camp was
on a farm believed known as the Gus Labar Walhend about
30 miles north of Mew Orleans

It is also noted that following the interroga
tion of FERNANDEZ by the MDC on September 1 1963 which
interrogaticn was partially conducted by MANOLO D
Spanish Radio Station Commentator in Miami details of f L(4
$ERUAND1t .ionfeisieii-Wiee-'bi'Oi-dei-sl-Er-o-ni-miami radio
stations This publicity included allegations that 8 in
dividuals le ated in the United States Nassau Bahamas
Mexico and Rio d Janeiro Brazil were known to FERNANDEZ
as CASTRO agents Six of the eight individuals who were
alleged to be CASTRO agents voluntarily presented them
selves for interview, on September 3 and 4 1963 to

deny the allegations and clear their names These
individuals were PIF.GO VALFRO of Nassau Bahamas
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JULIO POWER of Hialeah Florida CLAUDIO'k1tO RIGUEZ and
PEPFgIENENDEZ cf Miami Florida,4 and HENR BRUZUAL of

0617'312Mexico City BRUZUAL p e.3ented himselit in the office
of the American Embassy in Mexico City for the purpose

clearing his name as well as that of %WAAL_
^(OSMAYA,.whose name had also been included as an alleged

CASTRO-agent The only two individuals who did not pre
sent themselves 'to deny the allegations of FERNANDEZ
were CARLOS LECHUGA of the Cuban Delegation to the United
Nations and JOSE RODRIGUE.Z MENENDEZ described as a
Cuban Embassy cfficer in Rio de Janeiro

Also related to the ccnfession given by
FERNANDEZ to.the MDC is advice from the Office of the
State Attorney Miami Florida that on September 5
1963 FERNANDF2 appeared at that office and furnished
a sworn statement charging his civil rights were violated
by a Cuban group that forced him by threats and violence
to give a false statement implicating himself as a
CASTRO spy
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{ It i3 noted that testimony by CARLOS BRINGUIER` to Counsel for the Commission reflects on page 46 of his
transcript that an article by Professor HERMINIO PORTELL
VILA appearing in the February 2 1964/issue of the
magazine BOHEMIA 'INTERNACIONAL contained a statement
that FIDEL CASTRO was said to have made in a speech at
the Umiversity of Havana on November 27 1963 The
statement was quoted as "The first time that OSWALD was
in Cuba

80HF21IA INTERTIACIONAL printed in Venezuela
is cli.3tributed at MI a~ai F~ orida 6y Spa`iirsh
Publications 739 N.W 29th Street
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.The following is a translation of an article from
the Brattish language magazine "Bohemia International
February 2 19e4 pages 16 17 53

CHANGE OF DISGUISE

By HERMINI ORTE VILA

On December 27 and 28 with a surprising and
alarming uniformity many United States dailies published
the news that the so-called Fair Play for Cuba Committee.
was disbanding or was ceasinj` o ex st.Yt is evident that
the publicity directors for those defenders of FIDEL CASTRO
RUZ and his government prepared a single press release
called their friends and comrades pn various newspapers
and gave them the sigpal that the time had come to publish
the obituary far the t4it_Play__ior.SommunistCub An because
it seemed to be involved in something that was more serious
than all the other complications which it had had 'namely
its connection with LEE HARVEY OSWALD supposed assassin of
President KENNEDY which would hatcdorth be a heavy leaden
weight on the Committee on CAS'IRO and to some extent on
KHRUSHCHEV himself because of the disrepute of the crime
which in addition is very prejudicial to International
Communism in these times of "peaceful coexistence

I am sure that the Communists decided to do away
with the "Fair Play for Cuba Committee because it suits
them to do so at this time but they have already made
plans to set it up again under some other name such as
"Cuban-American Friends "Free Cuba under Castro or
something like that

The release given to the United States press places
a great deal of enq"basis on the fact that for some time no
one has been going to the office at 799 Broadway New York
even though the rent light and telephone have been paid
until the end ofcemr.er 1863 We are also told that
YINCENr THECOOPE ;IJ"E incumbent Secretary General of the
Committee had left the organitetien before the assassination

'of President IENNEPT (though at the time he made statements
:to the effect that be had nothing to do with OSWALD) and

that when RICHARDjGIBSON his pre4'.cessor resigned he began
to work for the government of Algerian BEN

BEE
which is

in itself a revelation As fox BERT.__M.P ABER,._.the
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BUCg in such a way that the aunt could be obiainedis cash /.) /
Is all that the aforementioned Cubans worked hand in hand
with ROBERT (RED) TABER who has been sentenced to prison
several titles for erred robbery kidnapping carrying weapons etc

NM 105 -$342

journalist with a prison record one-time member of the
staff of the Columbia Broadcasting System visitor in the
Sierra Maestra who was the founder of the "Fair Play for
Communist Cuba be is back in the United States after
having spent sow time in Communist Cuba with a uniform
and machine gar in the service of CASTRO

The "Communist Cuban apparatus in the United States
is 'eel extensive influential and diversified It has
always had plenty of financial support furnished through
CASIItO's delegation to the UFO and also sent via Canada
and Mexico two countries which are used by Communist Cuba
to smuggle propaganda and to transfer funds "Fair Play
operated in acccrda.nce with the "apparatus in question
which has not disappeared quite to the contrary it is
evens acre to be feared new that it ever was according to
Mr J EDGAR HOOVER Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI)

On Wednesday April 6 1960 "The New York Times
publishee a full-page ad on page 33 Section 0 which

otif ied the general public of the formation of the "_Fi1ir_
Play fell Ceiba Committee with WALDOiRANE and CAR ETO

J BEALS as co presidents and with a long list ofponsors
more or less known for their leftist tendencies among
them,,)OBERT (RED) TABER TfUMANt CAPOTE Negro_writer_.. 1

`

JSbtS9 ,BAIDWJN and the violent tegro _racist ROBERT-7
11ILLIAMS later a fugitive to Communist Cuba when the United
Stmt;:@ l,W ws3 after him for common crimes Friday April 21
1964 the "Fair Play published another full page ad in
"The New York Times with propaganda in favor of the Communist
government of Cuba According to statements made under oath
to the investigators of the United States Senate those ads
were paid for at the regultr rate of the New York daily more
than four thousand dellarI a page As for one of them it

s_has been proved that this was paid for with a check sent by
 the di;ctAt*rnhip of CASTRO to the ddceased_professor,..MANUKI uD

-4 bISJ3'RAIBERNI at thet time Cuban Asbassador to the UNO
The check for $3,500 was endorsed by the professor in favor of
RAUL ROA KOURI nee Ambassador from Communist Cuba to Brazil

:and at that time attached tv the Cuban delegation to t)3e-UNO
and was than en~iorst d a ^ in in favor of Dr CAR;,06 A SANTOB

mss T w
~ ~ . "7 aa7T ~ .w ~r ~~~

/4 M'"~ti r4 ~1'=di Am. +41~
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' The investigations carried on by the United States
federal authorities could not prove all the aid received
from Communist Cuba by the "Fair Play" but if one bears
in mind that the comrades on "Prensa.Latina received
hundreds of thous de of dollars worth it is to be pre
sumed that its "cut was quite large because just look
at all the blicity which "Fair Play gave throughout the
United Sta s since 1960 As in:idental wages WALDO FRANK
collected housands of pesos for praising CASTRO as did

_JUN ESUI 3ARI'FE - CARIETON BEALS became CASTRO"s paid
writer as did TAKER also.. And the others

During the course of 1960-1961 I was a visiting
professor at the University of Florida in Gainesville
where there was a branch of this "Fair Play in operation
It boasted that it had 21 branches iaa the United States
and 4 in Canada with a membership of 6,000 The New

/Orleans brz.nch was oct among them at that time because a 5;54
it was not forged until two years later when LEE HARVEY
OSWALD the presumed assassin of Pre Ident KENNEDY re nod

!Ito the United States after his con cts with the Co ist
Cuban Ambassadors in Moscow FAURE tHOMON and CAR S "LIVARES --`

'Concerning this last"r entionsd fac hq Communist ictttor
ship of Cuba says rothing although the Kremlin has turned
over to the United States a fi]e with the documents referring
to OSWAtD in the Soviet Union During his speech of Novem

'her 27 1963 at the University of Favana when CASTRO said
1 "the first time that OSWALD was in Cuba his tongue was

under the influence of "Paralta cognac and he revealed
something which is very important

"Fair Play with the aid of JUN COBB organized
excursions of "students and agitators from the United
States to visit Communist Cuba with all expenses paid
It published bulletins and announcements it distributed
propaganda received from Communist Cuba it deceived the
unwary it kept CASTRO informed of those things which
interested him conc erning the United States and it
held in Canada and in the United States a large number of
meetings in favor of the dictatorship in Communist Cuba
and against the Cuban emigres persecuted by the Castristas..
It probably did much more before it had among its collabora
tors LEE HARVEY OSWALD whose imprudent acts left the trail
which was discovered at the time of the assassination of

"Fair
KENNEDY and which led to the main office of the

Fair Play for Ccmunist Cuba so that its usefulness under
that name and with its present directors came to one end on

02,o
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November 22 1963 The five thousand dollars with which
OSWALD returned fs Mexico probably had the same origin
as the money which paid for the ads in ~The New York Times"oin other words the Communist dictatorship which prevails
in Cuba

In March of 1961 a group of students at Har d sUniversity invited me le debate with writer WILLIA ORTEY /~~IS
member_of the "Fair Play for Communist Cubaa,.and.I at i
there to engage "in the -debkte'wit1 hi ~,- The moderator or HID
judge of the debate was writer TRUMAN WINTERiguest of Co t
Cubs during the festivities of July 26 1963 four months
prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY) and I found
that each time that I had WO4THY in a corner after refuting
his lies TRUMAN HINTER came to his aid so that the audience
could not get the whole truth "Fair Play did not thrive
in the University of Florida but it did at Columbia Univer
sity at the University of Chicago at the universities in
California at the University of Pennsylvania and at
Antioch College (where Mrs PAINE LEE HARVEY OSWAKD's
protectress studied) and at Yale University etc During
another debate at Brown University in Rhode Isiand, my
opponent was a DINO)OCRIANI enthusiaaic defender o
CASTRO's horrors aeq also connected with "Fair Play' The
greatest success of "Fair Play"in regard to influencing
United States students took place at the University of
Indians where it succeeded in getting a group of young
people to tate the side of the Soviet Union and Communist
Cuba at the time of the crisis of October 1962 involving
Russian nuclear weapons sat up in Communist Cuba

The dailies have published several letters from ME
HARVEY OSWALD to "Fair Play sent during the course of
several months in the year 1963 It is said that this is
all the correspondence between OSWALD and the defenders of
Casti oism is the United States who had TABER FRANK and
BEAD as their leaders Any one who wishes may be satisfied
with that information but the letters are innocuous and
they

did
not publish the answers from VINCENT THEODORE M

to OS ID./ Besides the information from the anti-Communist
undergrouAd movement which operates right under the nose of
RAUL"ROA?GARCIA in the Ministry of State in Havana shows

"that OSWALD's relations with the "Fair Play for Communist
Cuba began before July 1962 when "t+e returned from the
Soviet Union and that they had been sponsored by CA.STROts
diplomatic agents in Moscow at the time that OSWALD was
there

-26 26
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.~ If OSWALD could have escaped to Cuba by way of
Mexico after committing the crime in Dallas it would hams
been easier for "Fair Play to cover up the matter of its
contacts with the supposed assassin but the fact is that
the plans for the flight failed  and OSWALD was arrested
and subsequently assassinated in turn without its having
been possible to obtain a complete confession from him
about his activities and his contacts

At any rate OSWALD had left behind him in New
Orleaf and is other places some data about his rela
tions with the "Fair Play for Communist Cuba which
it was not possible to eliminate BRINGUIER the repro
sentative of the Revolutionary Student Directory in Nev
Orleans is endowed with an excellent memory and recalls
that strange individual who had wanted to infiltrate the
ranks of the anti-Communist Cubans in order to serve the
"apparatus of Communist Cuba in the United States But the
thread got all tangled up much to the despair of the leaders
of the "Fair Play

For more than two years the United States Senate
Judiciary Committee had been investigating the activities
of the "Fair Play The results of its investigations are
published in some ten volumes replete with documents
statements and conclusions compromising to the organization
which defends the Communist tyranny prevailing in Cuba
More than once during the course of those investigations
the press of the "useful fools criticized the activities
of the Judiciary Qammittee and said that this was a "witch
bunt References to the deceased Senator McCarthy who
had derounced the machinations of the Communists for several
years filtered into those statements in an attempt to
discredit them With arrogantly provoking and even insulting
poses the members of the Fair Play for Communist Cuba
answered the Judiciary Committee when they appeared before
it Ingenuous and misinformed people allowed themselves to
be misled by that prc'pagrnda to the point that they believed
that the "Fair Play was a victim of injustice The Senators
and Representatives who carried on those investigations as
well rs their legal and police advisers had sounded the
alarm long in advance and had pointed out the danger of the:alarm

Communist "apparatus in the United States but ao
one paid any attention to them in spite of the seriousness
of their revelations
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r However after the assassinations in Dallas it was
possible to see that the judiciary Committee was not wrong
in its suspicions and in its charges and that the "Fair
Play for Communist Cuba was not a simple group of individuals
mistaken in their evaluation of the true situation is Cuba

The Communists are very skillful in escaping and
evading their responsibilities because of the very fact
that they lack scruples Thus the "Fair Play for Communist
Cuba has suddenly ceased to be a useful tool for their
plans The blood of President KENNEDY assassinated is
Dallas by a member of the "Fair Play who had reaouaced
the United States the country of his birth is a very specific
manner and who had later mysteriously decided to return to
the United States flowed on November 22 1963 as far as the
office at 799 Broadway New York In Moscow OSWALD had told

f the United States Embassy that he waited to have nothing to

A/
do with the United States and that he was joining the Soviet

I Union Ia Havana ROBERT (RED) TABER told French journalisj._
7 EICTORyFRANCO,.that he wanted to have nothing to do with the

\"`% United States and that he was joining Communist Cuba Beth
later changed their minds and returned to the United States
Why and for what The answer which OSWALD gave is is the
whole series of activities which he carried on in the United
States in Mexico and in Communist Cuba since July 1962
until the crimes in Dallas occurred

We can be sure that the Communists are not now
renouncing their machinations The "Fair Play for Communist
Cuba is not really disappearing it will only change its
name its headquarters and its leaders and will reappear
in another disguise For that is the way the Communists
intrigue as they serve Soviet Imperialism with a disguise
especially when they pretend to be dedicated to "peaceful
coexistence

(Captions under photographs oa page 17 are taken directly
from the text translated above.)
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On May 6 1964 Mr GEORGE VOLSKY ittrAlp4
researcher,.U.S...Information Agency (USIA) Miami.

Florida stated he and several other members of USIA
listen to the speeches of FIDEL CASTRO broadcast from
Cuba and he is certain that CASTRO while on the radio
has not made any "slip of the tongue in making a:state
ment each as "?he first time OSWALD was in Cuba

Mr VOLSKY said he did not know what source
HERMINIO PORTELL-VILA might have for making such an
assertion in the February 2 1964 issue of the magazine
BOHEMIA LIBRE He said the possibility existed *that
CASTRO could have made such a comment in an off-hand
manner to some private group but such occurrence had
not come to the attention of the Miami Office of USIA
He said his office was especially alert for any state
ments of CASTRO which might show a link between the
CASTRO regime and the assassination of President KENNEDY

.pnd no such statements have been detected although every
public speech of CASTRO is monitored

Mr VOLSKY made available the English trans
lation of the speech by FIDEL CASTRO made on the night
of November 27 1963.at Havana University He said the
translation is based on monitoring the radio broadcast
and would therefore include any "slip of the tongue.

Mr VOLSKY explained the notation at the be
ginning of the speech translation indicates the broadcast
was made at 0229 Greenwich Mean Time () on November
28 1963 which was 9:29 IM on November 27 1963,in
Havana
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Approximately the first third of the speech was
devoteii to observations on the assassination and only that
first third of the translation is here set forth

Havana Domestic Radio and Television in Spanish 0229 GMT
28 November 1963...E

(Live speech by Prime Minister Fidel Castro at Havana University
commemorating the anniversary of the martyred students of 1871)

(Text) "Students days back while we were making a visit a
customary visit when the opportunity permits us to be University
of Havana we thought while we talked with the students a group
of students that on this 27 November it would be a good time
to discuss a number of problems from this university rostrum
problems which are of interest to us of interest to our country
our economy and to you

Subsequently a number of events took place or better said an
incident of international character of great importance and above
all very revealing of the state of discomposition of imperialist
society took place causing the attention of our people and our
country to be focused on an analysis of it and causing us to
give the required attention to that event Subsequently
yesterday to be exact for other reasons we had a meeting with
high school students On that occasion some of the subjects
we had thought to discuss here today were brought up by those
students What I mean by this is that 27th November has come
not with the characteristics we would have liked that is without
problems other than in a purely technical student academic
fields and with a subject which has not already been partly
discussed That is why I feel that I am not going to be very
satisfied under the circumstances because I had thought that
this was the day to discuss all the things that have to do with
technology economy education (applause) and all those things
However on the other subjects something must be said at any rate
They are the subjects which we would rather not have spoken about
here I am going to refer as briefly as possible in something
like a passing reference to the problem related with the assassi
nation of the President of the United States and how events have
gradually been unmasking all the maneuver all the filthy
unscrupulous background behind that episode the plot against

-peace the sinister conspiracy which becomes more evident every
day in the plot and in the idea of those responsible for that deed
.Every day world public opinion receives more and more evidence
which inures which completely unmasks the maneuver carried out
against the world and particularly against our country



Aside from a number of strange things which every day become more
strange and which every day make the story the lies the
insinuations which they try to build around Kennedy's death aside
as we said from a number of events on which the world is now
thinking--and all the world is thinking and the more it thinks on
them the harder put it is to find explanations for them Today
,for example a shooting champion who can be called a firing
'pecialist an Olympic shooting champion--I think he is named
Hubert Hammarer that is how it is pronounced but it is written
differently here because they give the pronunciation and then
write it differently--declared in Vienna that it is unlikely that
a marksman equipped with a repeating carbine with a telescopic
sight can hit the target three consecutive times in the space of
five seconds when he is firing at a target that is moving at a
distance of 180 meters at a speed of 15 kilometers per hour.

An entire series of details are beginning to be distinguished
When we read this cable we recalled some experience on these
matters particularly on matters of rifles with telescopic sights
When we landed in Cuba we had half a hundred rifles with
telescopic sights and we had prepared those rifles very well We
had practiced very much with those rifles We know perfectly all
the characteristics of that type of rifle because) also we had
them with different powers One of the difficulties of the rifle
with telescopic sights is that once one fires on a target the
target is lost It is necessary to find it again quickly as a
result,of the shot only from the effects of the shot particularly
when the rifle has to be levered because at first it was said that
it was an automatic rifle Then it was said that it was not
automatic or semiautomatic or repeater

That type of 'weapon--it is really very difficult to fire three
consecutive shots with a weapon of that type--but above all
difficult to hit the target almost impossible We were reminded
of certain shooting contests held in various countries Mexico
for example There is a contest for shooting fans that is
performed with a lerib which is released at one point and runs
through the hills I believe it runs some 200 meters and while it
is moving one is permitted to fire three times at it The best
marksmen having enough time and being calm while the animal is
running the 200 meters very rarely hit it twice It is very
difficult and it is very extraordinary when they can hit it three
times while taking a lot of time and being absolutely calm and
quiet In general this was not done with rifles with telescopic
sights but with rifles with what they call Lyman sights which is
the type of sight used by the North American Garand rifles and
with some shooting rifles that have a small circle for a sight in
the center of which the target is placed
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To fire with s _ed one fires much better w h that type of rifle
than with a telescopic sight because one does not lose sight of
the target And according to the cables they were talking about
a rifle with a 4 by 18-power (sight--ed.) That is a rifle that
bringg the target very close The more powerful the sight the
more sensitive it is to any movement and the target gets lost
There is also the circumstance--and all this seems to indicate

,!-that the rifle may have appeared there as part of the plot that
they may have placed the rifle which is not precisely the
weapon for shooting 80 meters nor for firing three shots

A telescopic sight is a weapon used for firing 300 400 500 and
even 600 meters and even more And the comrades who came in the
Granma many of them--could hit a plate at 600 meters with a
rifle sitting down and not snapping off shots It is the rifle
of a marksman for distance firing It is really strange that one
who is going to make an 80-meter shot from a window would purchase
a rifle with a telescopic sight when any other type of weapon
without a telescopic sight would have been much more appropriate
for a shot at that distance That is one of the strange
circumstances that are already beginning to be seen

Another detail that called my attention is that the rifle was
purchased by mail for 12.29 or something that that that is
12 dollars A good sight like that one alone is worth the
12 dollars and more In what part of the world do they sell
high-powered rifles with telescopic sights through catalogues
for 12.28 We bought a few of those rifles and we know what they
are worth and we had the need to buy many sights and we know
what the sights cost That was another strange fact

But a series of things which are really strange began to accumulate
It is supposed that a man has a rifle with a telescopic sight in
order to fire with safety from a distance and assure accuracy agains
a fixed target or against a moving target When you fire against
a moving target the telescopic sight becomes a hindrance This
weapon is used to fire accurately from a distance In other words
the individual who would try to use a telescopic sight would do so
in an attempt to get accuracy and safety In this case against a
moving target 80 meters away accuracy was not sought and the
curious thing is that safety was also not sought

Because it is very strange and this is what reveals that a fanatic
.was not involved here in my opinion And in these matters one
,must always base oneself on opinion on suppositions But in the
'first place it is undeniable that a fanatic--probably it would be

the first time in history that a fanatic--probably it would be the
first time in history that a fanatic has used a telescopic sight
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It would be thirst time in history Fay ics have used
revolvers pistols hand grenades but never telescopic sights
And what is more In general fanatics do not operate from a
fifth floor window In general fanatics confess and explain why
they acted immediately It is a psychological reaction by a
fanatic

4Here we have the strange case that the accused the alleged assassin
'fires from his place of employment Nobody who intends to escape-

that is if he is not a fanatic--somebody who is paid who intends
to escape is willing to perpetrate such a crime from the very
place he works A place where he would be identified within five
minutes A place where within five minutes he would be fiercely
pursued everywhere He would have sought a roof on another
buildin lie would have rented an apartment along the route He
would have situated himself with his telescopic sight rifle at a
distance which would have allowed him to escape

It is very strange that a person at his very place of work where he
would be identified in five minutes would carry out an act of this
type from such a place and at the same time attempt to escape
There is no logic in this There is no sense in this Such a
series of strange circumstances as these Then to use that type
of rifle from there To try to escape knowing that he would be
immediately identified All these are the contradictions the
illogical and inexplicable things which both show that either a
guilty person was invented that a guilty person was fabricated
or that the perpetrator of the crime--because these two things
fit here--either this person is not guilty.and was turned into a
guilty person by the police or this person is the one who fired
and then all his actions have no other logical explanation or
would have no other e::planetion that that of a person who kills
thinks be will escape but at the same time would be perfectly
identified as the doer of the crime

There would only be one meaning to this a person who is perfectly
prepared to carry out the act with a promise he would escape who
was assigned a series of previous activities and steps to compromise
or not to compromise but to have the blame fall insinuate the
responsibility on those on whom the perpetrators were very
interested on having the blame fall

Because since our last appearance we have obtained new data here
A report in the newspaper EXCELSIOR in Mexico states that this
fn.tn bad visited the Cuban Embassy (corrects himself--ed.) the
Cuban Consulate and the Soviet Union Consulate to obtain a transit
visa through Cuba to the soviet Union We immediately checked

i
'with our consular officials
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The newspaper v esion is very objective anxplains how this
man had walked away displeased slammir the door because he was
not given a visa We asked for information and it was established
that it was true that on 27 November (as heard) he appeared at
our consulate in Mexico (corrects himself) in September
Then he had requested a visa He was told that such a visa
could not be granted by a consul without authority from the
, oreign Ministry In turn the Foreign Ministry did not issue

'such transit visas unless the nation of final destination did
not in turn issue a visa

What is more we receive many requests for visas in our consulates.
from many people and ingeneral our functionaries are very cautious
very conservative in this respect because we have to suppose that
the enemy is constantly trying to send agents here and this is why
we take nany'steps and we do not grant visa to anyone requesting
one We must know their antecedents perfectly Accordingly the
funcationary refused him the visa

Now Saturday night the other day scarcely 24 hours after Kennedy's
death agents of the Mexican federal police arrested the employee-
she has Mexican citizenship--from our consulate'and also the
employee's husband Why did they arrest him What was the

purpose of arresting him (corrects himself--ed.) They arrested
her They arrested her to question her and treated her in a
brutal manner They maltreated her They imputed that she had

supposed relations with the suspect of Kennedy's assassination
They tried to get some information by means of coercion We did
not know about this I was unaware of this when I spoke I
understand it was Saturday night

This shows bow everything was shaping up The police agents alleged
that they questioned her with an eye toward the visit which this
Mr Oswald made to the Cuban consulate How did they know Who
told theTa Where were they told this Because we did not know
about it Because it was a routine matter No one in the

Foreign Ministry none of the functionaries had even identified
that individual who appeared as an alleged suspect as one of the
hundreds of perscns who appeared to request a visa

Hence the American police knew about it Hence the Dallas police
reported it Why did they know it 7hy did they report it Why
had not this appeared in the newspapers yet And it did appear
in a Mexican newspaper two or three days later Here we can see

clearly see the carp and the woof What purpose did this man
have in going to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico What pretext did
he use Request a transit visa If he wanted to travel to the
'Soviet Union he could have gone by sway of England which is closer
and he bad more facilities by way of France by way of many nations

.in Europe Why did he show up in Mexico to make a longer trip and

requested a transit visa to the Soviet Union by way of Cuba

I



In the hypotbes that this man would have`-eeen the real slayer
it would ba clear that the intellectual perpetrators of the
murder were preparing the gambit (cuartade) carefully They
sent this man to request a visa from Cuba Just imagine Just
imagine Mr Kennedy had been shot by an individual who was
known It was know where be worked He had been in the Soviet

;Union and the President of the United States turned out to have
been murdered by this person just after he had returned from

'the Soviet Union by way of Cuba It was the ideal gambit All
the ideal conditions to put in the bead of North American public
opinion (pounds the lectern--ed.) the suspicion that it had
been a communist and an agent--how would they say it--of Cuba and
of the Soviet Union

It is very strange that anybody who had been in the Soviet Union
who when he was there the first time passed through Cuba If
he had been given a passport with no trouble if he had money to
go to l:exico why did he have to come to Cuba except for the only
and exclusive purpose of leaving a trial or spinning a web
Why did ae get angry when be was told that it was impossible
Why did he slam the door Uhy did he leave No friend of Cuba
no communist does this when be visits our consulates Nobody
behaves in that crude manner and of course we have no other
background for the accused We have no other antecedents than
those that are published by the press

We will never categorically declare that somebody is guilty of
something if we do not have irrefutable proof of it However
basing ourselves on hypothesis if he was the true executioner
of the deed his trip to Mexico his alleged interview with the
press where he presented himself as a defender of Cuba shortly
before the events his supposed brawl with alleged counter
revolutionaries in all that the perfectly planned gambit could
be seen Then everything is perfectly explainable Somebody
who was offered the chance to escape fired left a trial was
identified and disappeared they would then say he came to Cuba
that he had been in Cuba before the assassination because as'can be
seen that if he .as the guilty oleo be did try to escape

Afterwards he was arrested and he smiled before the television
cameras He did not confess Ha denied everything He did not
permit the use of a lie detector and gentlemen the surprising
the incredible what increases the suspicion that the entire
world has is that barely 36 or 48 hours later in the basement
Of a jail surrounded by police agents he was murdered He did
hot speak one word more
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were the one rho was really guilty The electric chair was
waiting for him How can one believe anyone had tried to take
justice into his own hands This only happens when there is
no justice when the guilty party in a crime that arouses indignation
is not punished In this case they murdered a man for whom the
electric chair was waiting In effect they murdered a dead man
"they murdered a dead man That is what this gangster did How
could he rake anyone believe that he did it for emontional
reasons

S

awa..2.h:

God Why a g3i. ster a gambler owner of Nightclub with
entertainment nakedness and everything with a reputation
as a tough a killer managed to place himself in front of
the assassin or better said in front of the supposed assassin
this individual known for what he was by all the police a
gambler an owner of an iworal amusement center a man with a

.record known 'by these same police How could these police confuse

',him with a newspaperman with a reporter there were all the
.policemen knew him perfectly How could that character remain

there passing himself off as a newsman He fired calmly And
what did he claim later the most ridiculous the most absurd
thing This gambler this man of crime This gangster with
a known record declared that be did it to prevent the widow of
the President from having to return to Dallas to the trial It
was very difficult to make anyone believe that an act of that
type was for revenge for vengeance against the guilty If he

Never before perhaps has a greater scandal been heard Never
before perhaps have even in the worst gangsters acted as

basely as stupidly as scandalously And this demonstrates that
the persons guilty for the death of Kennedy needed and urgently
bad to eliminate the accused at any cost They were imperatively.
required to for some reason Possibly so that he would not talk
They had to eliminate him and they calmly eliminated him Once
the alleged assassin aas eliminated the Dallas police and Justice
authorities declare the case closed as if it were the matter not
e the President of the United States but of a dog killed in the
street They declare the case closed within 48 hours The case
was closed when the case was becoming less closeable when the
case was becoming more mysterious when the case was becoming more

suspicious when the case was becoming more worthy of investigation
from the judicial and criminal point of view I am certain that
no judge who acts objectively as such would close any.case under
circumstances in which the principle suspect is murdered

Of course we carefully read the cables that gave the news of'the

;second assassination particularly the UPI reports Immediately
the same emphasis UPI had placed in presenting Oswald as a

'pro-communist as a Castro-communist as a Castro admirer was

placed in presenting this Mr Jac Euby as a Kennedy admirer a

...great admirer of Kennedy
;t tit
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The first tbinl It does what the UPI immeately begins to do
immediately is to give the version that it wanted to try to
present a case of wurcer caused by emotion a case of
sentimentalism patriotism

The UPI does a poor service to the man who was the President of

,its country by presenting this gangster this gambler this man

,yof vice this base subject as a great admirer of Kennedy as
such an extraordinary admirer that be was ready to face the
electric chair in order to avenge his death an individual who
only exploited vice gambling and immorality all his life

Why copse n with those incredible attacks of morality from a

depraved and degenerate individual Why come now with those
altruistic feelings The UPI tried to give that impression in
its first cable They went and questioned his sister and she-said
that be could not sleep since the assassination of the President
They interrogated the family and elaborated the theory that is
they interrogated the sister of this Ur Ruby in order to
elaborate the 'entire theory that it was because of emotional and
sentimental reasons UPI did not hesitate in attributing such
a admirer to the murdered President of the United States How
unscrupulous! how dishonest what a scandal! The same emphasis
they used to present the other as an admirer of Castro they
immediately use to present this one as an admirer of Kennedy

That is how imperialism works That is how reaction works That
is how they make up their campaigns and their lies but everything
appears to indicate that this shot has backfired (applause)
There are other reports The doctors that attended the
assassinated President now report that they cannot say for sure
that there were one or two bullets which ended his life and that

they cannot dstablish which are the entry and exit wounds from the
bullet or bullets There is also what Connally said in an
interview be granted the newsmen from his bed in the hospital
Among other things he said "what was demonstrated in Dallas was the
hate that exists in our society The same hate that placed a bomb
in Birmingham killing five children. That was said by the other
wounded man who vas with Kennedy

It is going to be very difficult to continue to dress this doll It
is going to be very difficult to continue to maintain what they
have been maintaining We even think that it is unlikely that
there will be no investigation It is very difficult to conceive
that there are rot enough Forth Americans regardless of their

political positions or their ideology who with an elemental sense
of decency shame and prestige will demand that events be made

'clear that all these strange circumstances be explained



It will be ver3 ..fficult and orly at an raordinary loss of
prestige fox the United States can those guilty of the
assassination be concealed nor can the true reasons the true
purposes and the guilty intellectual and organizing authors of
the crime remain in secret and in mystery But they themselves
the ones who forged these plans against peace against Cuba

,against the Soviet Union against humanity against the progressive
sectors including the liberal ones of the United States the

.ones who ware guilty are very unlikely to remain in secret and
mystery until the end

That is why we should await calmly but not confidently and not
confidently- so you can see what dangers threaten humanity what
dangers imperil the peoples what a lack of scrupules how much
evil exists and hot much cynicism is embodied in the imperialist
society among the most reactionary elements of that society,. How
many dnngers how many sinister plans that-is why I say wait
calmly but not confidently because it is one more example one
more lesson

Lleanchile let us see bow those rho organized that maneuver will
stew in their own juice because even the Olympic champions of
marksmanship are giving their opinions throughout the world In
any event our fatherland was threatened once more We saw bow
a finger as pointed at us how weapons of aggression were pointed
at us We saw how they tried to dump a downpour of infamy on
Cuba and its revolution It has been placed in evidence lie
have seen the behavior of individual people once more Our
revolution emerges with reason on its side and with a higher sense
of morality from this test and from all other tests tO which it
is submitted because before the eyes of the world it is clear
and it will be clearer each time hoc the U.S reactionaries
wanted to mike our country and the world the victims of their
criminal designs ercn at the price of the assassination of their
own president in that country

This episode more and more resembles an FBI novel a gangster
episode rather than a political incident All the circumstances
the scandalous manner ealth which the trio assassinations were
carried out remands us of the gangster films we saw so many times
filmed precisely in Hollycood Not lacking in the minutest detail
the one in charge of licaidating or lynching the accused was no
less then a gambler from Chicago How will they be able to
explain those things to the world How will those who have
proceeded with such lack of respect for world opinion,-who have
shown such lack of human sensibility be able to defend that
shameful thing With this I conclude the reference we have been

.compelled to make to clarify some aspects in connection with those
events.
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.was devoted to observations on the assassination and
only that first third of the translation is here set
forth
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CASTRO TIttF.S TO UNIVLIZT LY 8:"JL'P2S .%

4avana
Domestic Radio and Television in Spanish 0229 OE 28 ROveMber 1963-4

Live speech by Priwe Ewister Fidel Castro at Havana University cow
*orating the aaniverstty of the martyred students of 1871)

(Text) Students days back while we were making a visit a customary
ris3t Then the rpporGunity permits us to be University of Favana we a''
thought while we talked with the students s group of students that on
this 27 November it would be a coati time to discuss a number of problems,this

this university rostrum problems which are of interest to us of
interest tc our country our economy and to you

Eubsegncntly a number cf events took place or better said an incident
of international character of great I ortance and above all very revealing
of the state of 'disconposition of imperielist society took place causing
the attention of our people and our country to be fo^.used on an analysis'of
it and causing us to give the required attention to than event Subsequently,
yesterday to be exact for other reason-a we had a meeting with high
school students On that occasion some Of the subjects we had thought to
discuss here today were brought up by those scuPa.nls C'hct I mean by this is
thct 27th November has come not witn the charecteristics would have
liked that is nithout problems other than in a purely te :..cal student
academic fields and with a subject which has not already been party
discussed That is why I feel that I am not going to be very satisfied
under the circumstances becaused I had thought that this was the day-to
discuss all the 'h;nos that have to do with technology economy education
(applause) and all those things However on the other subjects something
mist be said at any rate They are the subjects which we would rather not
have spoken ebout here I am going to refer as briefly as possible in
something like a passing reference ;,o the problem related with the assassi
nation of the President of the United States and how events have gradually
been unmasking all the maneuver ell the filthy unscrupulous background
behind that episode the plot a;;ainst peace the sinister conspiracy
which becomes more evident every day in the plot and in the idea of those
responsible for that deed Every day world public opinion receives
more and more evidence which bares which completely unmasks the maneuver

 

Carried out ag tnsa the starlit jvbel Mrt'4ealo ]y ngntnat our eonntty
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Aside ffeOm a number of strange things which every day become more
strange end which every day make the story the lies the insinuations
which they tries to build around Kennedy's death aside as we said
from a number of events on which the world is now thinking--and all the `"`` 

.''world is thinking and the more it thinks on them the harder put it is to,''.-`.
find explanations for them Today for example, a shooting champion
who can be called a firing specialist an Olympic shooting champion--I
think he is named ;lubert Hanmarer that'is hog it is pronounced
but it is written differently here because they give the pronunciation
and then write it diffc:ently--declared in Vienna that it is unlikely
that a marksman equipped with"a repreating carbine with a telescopic
sight can hit the target three consecutive times in the-space of five
seconds when he is firing at a target that is moving at a

distance
of '

180 meters at a speed of 15 kilometers per hour.

An entire series of details are beginning to be distinguished when
we read this cable we recalled some experience on these matters particularl
on matters of rifles with telescopic sights When we landed in Cuba
we had half a hundred rifles with telescopic sights .end we had prepared
those rifles very well We had practiced very much with those rifles
We knz perfectly all the chexacteristics of that type of rifle because
ale we hed then with different powers One of the difficulties of
the rifle with telescopic sights is that once one fires on a target
the target is lost It is necessary to find it again quickly as a
result of the shot only from the effects of the shot particularly when
the rifle has to be levered because at first it was said that it was an .
automatic rifle Then it was said that it was not automatic or semi
automatic or repeater

That type of weapon--it is really very difficult to fire three consecutive
shots with a weapon of that type--but above all difficult to hit the
target almost impossible We were reminded of certain shooting contests
held in various countries Mexico for example There is a contest for
shooting fans that is performed with a lamb which is released at one
point and runs through the hills I believe it runs some'2Qb meters
and while it is moving one is permitted to fire three times at it The
best marksmen having enough time and being calm while the animal is
running the 200 meters very rarely hit it twice It is very difficult
and it is very extraordinary when they can hit it three times while
taking a lot of time and being Rhee3ntely calm and quiet In general
this was not done with rifles with telescopic Sights but with'rifies with

:what they call Lyman sights which is the type of sight used by the
North American Garand rifles and with some shnottng rifles that have a
small circle for a sight in the center of which the target is placed



To flee with spe3 ere Moe mach better with that type of rifle than`
with a telesco;i sight becavee one does not lose sight of the target.
And according to the cables they Were talking about a rifle with a
4 Ly 18-power (stght--ed.) That is a rifle that brings the target
very close The more powerful the sight the more sensitive it is to
any movement and the target gets lost6 There is also the circumstance
end all this seems to indicate that the rifle may have appeared there
as fart of the plot that they may have placed the rifle which is
not precir.ely the weapon for shooting 80 meters nor for firing three
shits

A telescopic sight is a weeper used for firing 300 400 500 and
even 600 meters and even more And the comrades who came in the
Grar:ma "n .ny of them--could hit a plat at 600 meters with a rifle
sitting down and not snapping off shots It is the rifle of a marksman
for distance firing It in 3eal_1y strange that one who is going to
traLe on 80-reter shot from a window would purchase a rifle with a tele
scopic sight when any other tyke of weapon without a telescopic sight
would hew been ruck mere appropriate for a shot at that distance
net is ore of the strange circumstances that are already beginning to
be seen

Another detail that called my attention is that the rifle was purchased
by roil fcr 12.28 or something that that that is 12 dollars A
good sight like that one alone is worth the 12 dollars and more
In what pert of the world do they sell high-powered rifles with
telescopic sights through catalogues for 12.28 We bought a few
of those rifles and we kn what they are worth and we had the need
to buy any sights and we knee what the eights cost That was
nnetl,er strange fact

Put e series of things which are really strange began to accumulate
It is supposed that a mar has a rifle with a telescopic sight in order
to fire with safety from a distance and assure accuracy against a
fixed target or a;c.inst a moving target When you fire against a
moving target the telescopic sight becowea a hindrance This weapon
is used to fire accurately from a distance In other wards the
individual who'would try to tile a telescopic sight would do so
in an attempt to gust accerecy and sefoty In this case against a
moving target 80 mate= away accuracy was not sought and the curious
thing is that safety wan also not sought

Because it is very strange and this is what reveals that a fanatic
was not involved here in my opinion And in these matters one must
alwayn !rise oneself on opinion on suppositions But in the first
place it is undeniable that a fanatic--probably it would be the first
time in history that s fanatic--probably it would be the first time in
history that a faiietic has used a telescopic sight It would be the

T .-w ."'
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fixct tit) in 1.in to Fanatie".n 1v-re used revolvers pistols hand
rrenader but r cver telescopic nights And what is more in general

unn ticf cto no operate from a fifth floor window In general
fr-eleticr conierc and explain tfh;r they acted immediately It is
it poyrhulfIgica. reaction n ranai:ic

l ~r~~ re have the strange crse that the accused the alleged assassin
f':cs f;"ort his glace of emrloyrnert nobody who intends to escape-
i hlt is i? he r nc', ii fant:.tic--so'eboiy who is paid who
intends to escale in willing to perpetrate such a crime from the very
?;lane he i'or}s A place where he mould be identified within five
Te'r",ites A place whore within five ninutes he would be fiercely pursued

ri yrh,:lti Ha vcvvlrl hare r ought s roof on another building He
,uld h+sri rcn tc"4i al cpartnx"nt alot:g the route He would have situated

him-"etf with hi.r tele,copie sir ht rifle at a distance which would have
r 11-,wed him to escape

is very stru1;c th^t a lx'Mnca at his very place of work where he
wo,;1d br tdenttr icd in five minutes would carry out an act of this
t:'pa fr.vu such c plan end at the same time attempt to escape
There ii no 1o;;3 c in this There is no sense in this Such a series
of :.tra:ir,e c.'r'n nr;tstv^es as these Then to use that type of rifle
tier ther3 To tip to ese .pe kncri+ing that he would be immediately
identified All t.he:v ore the cmtradictions the illogical and
+.ae :pli^able t'if ngn which frith shc. that either a guilty person was in.
v eri tc. that "x gui l-t7 parson wan fabricated or that the
r n pe tr itor of th( c:rimc --heeause these two things fit here--either this
1)?.rsc"i is not sn,iJ.ty ^.nd w;ui turned into a guilty person by the police
or this person ;.s tlx one srho fired and then all his actions have no
Wier lx;icai '3 plena!:icn or would have no other explanation that that

r v pees xi uh k.. 1 thi i':3 be w '.LL escape but at the same time
-','.i'd bl per^.e:';1; id~ntifi~~3 es the doer of the crime

'.;;:ere would on l, lie o ee neriing to this a person who is perfectly
prepare i to cari:y out the alt with a lrorise he would escape who was
assigned 3 s rie.s c>f Vrevio+a3 seta"-sties and steps to compromise or
not to zo opron,Lre b+iis to lass_ the btome fall insinuate the
respone ib lliiy on those on 'whom t're perpetrators were very interested
on haring the h?.arr

i

A report in the newrs;r per & E1,810i iv Mexico.states that this man had
B!e u3e since orr last oppeararce we have obtained new data here

visited tee Cuban ]:'m`:ensy (norrect himnelf--ed.) the Cuban Consulate
end the Sovi~:t itr+ c n "oneulate to obtain a transit visa through Cuba to
t Soviet Union W3 irnne"ltetely ehecknd with our consular officials



i":ry '.cti.ve and explains how this ran had
. try c al [31,1-1:13 -be door because he was not given a

t r.;1, r t r.t vas established that it was
w 'Jr t '+n 2 rrr ir-r ()a 3teir.k) ate appared at our consulate in

(e yl r et 11'on:?] t') in 3r-'terint:r Then he had requested a
7 ?lc Lot tall such a v~. a coald not be granted by a consul

l ~ t a~f.1rr'.tf 13)m tbs F''.,reit,"i M:nirtry In turn the Foreign
s zt l d:.l n")t ;.ss:"t suet -gran: ;.1 visas unless the nation of final
?";i rtt ion Ott r)t !z tun -rises

;.n moms w race WI treiy req" to for view in our consultates
'r su y real Ls and i 1gerer"i_L air f rnctionar.es are very cautious

r OJt C!vca Lee it tai: reaped because we have to suppose that the
r:-tly trrir"t t) se 1 a3enta here and this is why we

't! ; arty rt,q e"n(l re d not  ,r ')t wise to anyone requesting one
w::t kn:w r r,attc'"c'anca p rfeetly Accordingly the ftancationary

 -;2 v 1.w

 :;a'.ur.'ar the ".thir d scarcely 21t hours after I;enneey's
o':.13 -the t ci tlr b ax '_rtm fed rnl police arrested the employee-
e t is Mc i.: n c i'" e n:. i.a- frc our consulate and also the employee's
e',ttltrl ey a :..est hit, Whet was the purpose of arresting

(t:orre l s t in e ] f--r"(l.) Tt ey arrested her They arrested her
1u :a :.ic,t 'ac r tad t.i ea!e "d her in e brutal manner .They maltreated

.r Ttoy in3:tici ltxt alto had "tupio:ed relaticns with the suspect
Ke u,:dy s t set sr'rtpti-nt The.. tried to get some information by

a:, r o^ ~eeterc its his djrt not hair abcat this I was unaware of Vats
e"n t '.poi:e : un 'e 3r.t-c vl 1t v .s Saturday night

;have hta c"~cr-""itin' "r-'s rl""gpir"g up The police agents alleged
et tb -y flu if t n Ica with rtr eye tcward the visit which this

(';;1.13A v a t 4o It( C-t'"ar ern "ul.c.te liow did they know Who told
! c s 'tt'" V "c:s i t.y t .~i thlr I:eee.t:se we did not ]mow about it

u?r it wx r r 1;:rre rat.i.e No one in the Foreign Ministry none
tl t''nv,t t.t r r:11 Ind aver ic 'nti ff.ed that indivudual who appeared as

f t31 c led c , l t en a1 Iv 1tu "d cads of persons who appeared to
c tza;t a Al

1!..r ee the Am i :t r: pal 3t` kne"r .hex t it Hence the Dallas police
:--pa Eel it. VA did tha:r Ira 't Why did they report it Why

( rot this -mint .4 in Plc nn rapers yet And it did appear in a
it tea new pa-a 1"'t) ea there . .ys latter Jere we can see clearly

r 'c i he van .n'l thy t c'of l,"hi1 l urp"xte did this man have in
nj to t'sc '!eslevl3te in ;lexica What pretext did he use

x 1,es+ a Oa eal Y'.art If he t anted to travel to the Soviet Union
e t u] 1 hr a t;) tc 'ty way or Fag , ntl'which is closer and he had more

tt:tt ii iern b -r tiv rf Frr:ct! b wt~;r of many nations in Europe Why
'V rhrr u7 l t 1 mice 1.o 'fate c loar;'rr trip and requested a transit

L a 1 t't 3 S rr ! 't Ia :ar t let of Cubit
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In the hypothesis that thin men would have been the real slayer it
would be clear that the intellectual perpetrators of the murder Were
preparing the gambit (cv.artede) carefully Tbey sent this man to
request a visa from Cuba Just imlmgine just imagine Mr Kennedy
had been shot by an individual vho vas known It was known where he
worl.ed He had been in the Soviet Union and the President of the
United States turned out to have been murdered by this person just
after he had returned from the Soviet Union by way of Cuba It vas the
ideal gambit All the ideal conditions to put in the head of North

'American public opinion (pounds the lectern--ed.) the suspicion that it
had been a communist and an agent--how would they say it--of tuba and
of the Soviet Union

It is very strange that anybody who had been in the Soviet Union who
when he was there the first time passed throught Cuba If he had been
-given a passport with no trouble if he had money to go to Mexico,-why
did he beve to cone to Cuba except for the only and exclusive purpose
of leaving a trial of spinning a web Why did he get angry when he
was told that it vas impossible Wby did he slam the door Why did he
leave No friend of Cuba no communist does this when be visists our
consulates Nobody behaves in that crude w.nner and of course we have
no other background for the accused We have no other antecedents than
these that are published by the press

We will never categorically declare that somebody is guilty of something
if we do not have irrefutable proof of it However basing ourselves
on hypothesis if be was the true executioner of the deed his trip to
Mexico his alleged interview with the press where he presented himself
as a defender of Cute shortly before the events his supposed brawl with
alleged counterrevolutionaries in all that the perfectly planned
gar:bit could be seen Then everything is perfectly explainable Some
body who was offered the chance to escape fired left a trial vas
identified and disappeared they would then say he came to Cuba that he
bad been in Cuba before the assassination becauae as can be seen that
if be was the guilty one he did try to escape

Afterwards he vas arrested end he smiled before the television cameras
Hq did not confess He denied everything He did not permit the use
of a lie detector and gentlemen the surprising the incredible what
increases the suspicion that the entire world has is that barely 36
or ae hours later 'in the -basement of a jail surrounded by police
agents ho vte turdcrod Ho did not speak one word more



God 1,'y a eencster a gambler owner of a nightclub with entertainment
nakedness and everything with a reputation as a touch a killer managed
to place himself in front of the assaseasin or better said in front of

,the supposed assassin this individual known for what he was by all the
police a gambler an owner of an immoral amusement center a man with
a record known by these same police How could these police confuse
him with a newspaperman with a reporter there were all the policemen
knew him perfectly How could that character remain there passing him
self eff as a newsman He fired calmly And what did he claim later
the most ridiculous the most absurd thing This gambler this man of
crime This gangster with e.kr.pun record declared that be did it to
prevent the widow of the President from having to return to Dallas to
the trial It was very difficult to make anyone believe that an act of
that type was for revenge for vengenance against the guilty If he
were the one who was really guilty The electric chair was waiting for
him Hew can one believe anyone had tried to take justice into his own
hands This only happens when there is no justice when the guilty party
in a crime that arouses indignation is not punished In this case they
murdered a man for whom the electric chair was vatting In effect they
murdered a deal ran they murdered a deed man That is what this gangster
did How could he make anyone believe that he did it for emotional
reasons

Never before perhaps has a greater ecandel been heard Never before,
perhaps have even in the worst gangsters acted as basely as stupidlyas scandalously And this demonstrates that the persons guilty for the
death of Kennedy needed and urgently had to eliminate the accused at
any cost They'were imperietively required to for som44eason Possiblyso that he would not talk They had to eliminate him and they calmly
eliminated him Once the alleged assassin was eliminated the Dallas
police and Justice authorities declare the case closed as if it-were
the matter not of the President of the United States but of a dog
killed in the street They declare the case closed within 48 hours
The case was closed when the cave was becoming less closeable when the
case was becoming more mysterious when the case was becoming more
suspicious when the case was becoming more worthy of investigation from
the judicial and criminal point of view I am certain that no judgewho acts objectively as such would close any case under circumstances
in which the principle suspect is murdered

Of course we carefully reed the cables that gave the news of the
second assassination particularly the UPI reports Immediately the
same emphasis UPI hal placed in presenting Oswald as a pro-communist
ak a Castro-communist as a Castro admirer was placed in presenting
this Mr Jack Ruby am a Kennedy admirer a great admirer of Kennedry

a :
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The first thing it does what the yPI immediately begins to do immediately
is to give the version that it vented to try to present a case of wsder

,.caused by emotion a cane of seatirewta_tism, patriotism

The UPI does a poor service to the ran who yas the President of iti
country by presenting this water this gambler this man of vice this
base subject as a great adm'_rA of Kennedy as such an extraordinary
admirer that he vas ready to face the electric chair in order to avenge
his death an individual who only exploited vice wattling and immorality
all hie rife

Why come now with those incredible attacks of morality from a depraved
and degenerate individual Why come now with those altruistic feelings
The UPI tried to give that impression in its first cable They vent and
questimed his sister and she Geld that he could not sleep since the
assassinaticn"of the President TOey interrogated the family and
elaborated the theory that is they interrogated the sister of this J+h
Ruby in order to elaborate the entire theory that it was because of
emotional and sentimental reasons UPI did not hesitate in attributing
such a admirer to the murdered President of the United States how
unscrupulous how dichonest what a scandal The same emphe.eis they
used to pre'ert the other as an admirer of Castro they immediately use
to present this one as an adnirer of Kennedy

That is how imparielism works."That is hoe reaction works That is how
they make up their campaigns and their lies but everything appears to
indicate that this shot has backfired (applause) There are ether
reports The doctors that attended the assassinated President nov
report that they cannot say for sure that there were one or two bullets
which ended his life and that they cannot establish which are the entry
and exit wounds from the bullet or bullets There is also what Connally
said in an interview he granted the nevsmen from his bed in the hospital
Among other things he said "what was demonstrated in Dallas was the
hate that exists in our society The same hate that placed a bomb in
Birmingham killing five children. That was said by the other wounded

an who was with Kennedy

It is going to be very difficult to continue to dress this doll It is
going to be very difficult to continue to maintain what they have been

maintaining We even think that it is unlikely that there vill,not be

enough reaction in the United States so that there viLt be no investiga
tion It is very difficult to conceive that there are not enough North

Americans regardless of their political position or their ideology
who with en elemental sense of u=cency shame and prestige will demand
that events be made clear that all of these strar.e circumstances be
explained

-38
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It will be very difficult and only at an extraordinary loss of prestige
for the ihited States can those guilty of the assassination be concealed
her can the true reasons the true purposes and the guilty intellectual
and organizing authors of the crime remain in secret and in mystery But
they themselves the ones who forged tbeae.plans against peace against
Cuba against the Soviet Union against humanity against the progressive
sectors including the liberal ones of the United States the ones who
were guilty are very un?ikeiy to remain in secret and mystery until the
end

Thetis W1l we should-await calmly but not confidently+rand r.
coafidentl -"so you can see what dangers threaten humanity at dangers

.imperil the peoples what a lack of scrupules how much evil exists and
how much cynicism is embodied in the imperialist society areeg the most
reactionary elemen :e of that society How utiany dange s bo:r mazy sinister
plus that is why I ncy wait coley but not confidently because it is one
more e,:erple one more lesson

Meanwhile let us see :row thee who organized that mcneever will stew in
their own juice because even the Olympic champions of mark.iianship are
giving their opirior s throughout the woexl In any event cur fatherland
was threatened once more We sac bow a finger was pointed at us how
weepees of aggression were pointed at us We saw how they tried to dump
r downpour of infartiy or Cub and its revolution It has been placed in
evidence We hnve'seen the behavior of individual pecple once more Our
revolution emerges with reason on its side and with a higher sense of
morality from this test and frorrr"all other tests to which it is submitted
because before the eyes of the world it is clear and it will be clearer
each time how the U.S reactionaries wanted to make our country and the
world the victims of their criminal designs even at the price of the
assassination of their own president in that country

This episode wore and more resembles an FBI novel a gangster episode
rather than a political incident All the circumstances the scandalous
manner lath which the We ssaessinetions were carried out reminds us of
the gengetez fi:tre we saw so ncny times filmed precisely in Hollywood
Dot lacking in the mine-test detail the one in charge of liquidating or
lynching the accused wes no lass than a gambler from Chicago How will
they be able to explain those things to the world How will those who
have proceeded with such ]acre of respect for world opinion who have
shown such lac: of human sensibility be able to defend that shameful
thing With this I conclude the reference we have been ensnvaled to make
to cleat iy wane nivece n ! ra r....qH...-1;1.xl with""t.ltnne e?vrul:A

Seine ASeEeTS iW ccehvierted wire reeeE EVzaerS
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He was interviewed on both occasions by SAs JAMES F
MORRISSEY and GENE L BURGE at IIFO

PORTELL-VILA also furnished the following info
said be wag only furnisbing this to the Bureau for its own
info explained that while be had the greatest respect for
the Bureau he did not feel the same about the Presidential
Commission froir the stardpoint of the security of info
pertaining to source of bis info 8

\t He raid that he received a communication in late 1961
2I! from a person In Cuba whom he described only as a notary whom

be knew and who had bandied some of his personal and family
affairs This person was part of an underground movement in
Cuba which was attempting to pass on info of value against CASTR D

through various outl,el,s to people whom they believed

sympathetic
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lORTELL VITA thought that the source probably knew '', v

..
t!

him may have been a former student thought PORTELL-VILA4.4'7T....1,
his writing connections would be a good aediumthroug1l;'b'.1t,i4fol

which to pass such info

He said the greater percentages of the reports are
good

Concerning the reliability of the source be said_
that he contacted a person whom be knew in Cuba and who was
referred to PCRTEIL-VILA as a person who could be contacted
concerning the reliability of the source This person has
the family name of GUERRA is about PORTELL-VILA'S age a
retired diplomat for about five years on pension at one
time accredited to the Holy See from Cuba and is familiar
with some activities at the Ministry PORTELL-VILA said that
befole be left Cuba be bad a working agreement with GUERRA
that they would try toles') in touch to follow activities
Cuba through GUERFA When be inquired of GUERRA about the` f
tenability of tbie unknown source mainly asking,if itwas%.v.tI

...2

IFO Y05-37111 .r.s

'ett-'r,*etf4t,*

v%to

the liberation of Cuba from CASTRO He felt this povement'''.
was composed of professional people for the t part

'

said be was supplied info which was confind m: thOtmatrs
handled exclusively within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs In

ela
that for this reason the source in his opinion is not

Notary but ie a person who is inside the Ministry 1
to RQ4 wbose position allows him or her access to confidential
matters
Ministry

Rs
(if sitaid is

be
such

did
a

not
person)

know
is
whether

male orthi;ei
person

4oriMPeal
in the

it is fesals Since the into bas fallen generally
category of the Ministry's functions be felt that the person
had very lAttle dealings with the CASTRO brothers  

Be estimated that he receives items of interest f
io him concerning activities in Cuba in the foreign affairs

*

field on the average of once every two months has recently 61 a..:i,
teceived such an item Interpretation of the messages 'lies e.i:i:,::
io the use of 15 or 20 key words which were prearranged with '4
him in initial contacts Be is not a member of this movement,".Tl'3
just a poison in sympathy with anti-CASTRO activities The
messages reach him througb communication outlets in Mexico_

Spain These be would not divulge Be believes the .-I-' I

mepisagss started in early January 1962 .f

.P.:o ex .ve" W
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  1'1% I) STATES I)FJ 4R't~IEN'C OF ICE

(~CI FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN%ESTIGATION

WASHINGTONZS D.C. 20535

May 15 1964

- It will be recalled that Dr Herminio Portell-Vila
4740 Connecticut Avenue N.W. Washington D.C. was inter
viewed on February 17 1964 concerning one of his articles
which appeared in the December 22 1963 issue of the Spanish
language weekly magazine "Bohemia Litre published in
New Bork City Ths article was entitledX'President
Kenuedy's Strange Ass:'suinntior. Portell-Vila explained
:t that time that the material for the above article was
obtained from public source material such as American news
papers and magazines and foreign language newspapers and
publications

As sill be reea1led Portell-Vila was a former
Professor of History et the University of Havana who came
to the United States in 1960 as a political refugee from the
Castro Itegime

On Uay 13 1964 Dr Portell-Vila advised that he
had received a message from an unknown source within Cuba
which indicated in pant that the files pertaining to Lee
Harvey Oswald's relations in Mosccw Russia with two Cuban
Ambassadors there we a turned over to the Castro brothers
on ?lovember 24 1963 jsst two days after the assassination
The =.'essage was anted November 24 1963 and he received
sere hsfcs"e the +velf 1h off Deeew!,er 1963

Around the time of its rece pt he gave the
original of this part to LIrs Mariade rensberg Secretary
of the Cuban Freedom Committee 1737 H treet N.R.
Washington D.C He believed she passed it on to an
unknown tiverumsnt agency adding that he believed she had
.contnctr to the l]tate Dspnrtment

Portell-Vila said that he did not have a copy
of this part of the Ineesare hut reconstructed it from memory
as follows



L Er HAR;'EY OSWAT,J)

EXPEDIENT R1:LACION OSVALDO CON CONCHESO EN
Altrlll VO MARIN H:RILE tA ENT3tJ:GADO HOY HEItMANOS SIAMESES

He interpreted this as follows

File of relations of Oswald with Concheso (Cuban
Eu'assy in Moscow) from files of Yarin Herrera (Ministry
of Foreign Relations Havana) banded today to the Castro
brothers

He pointed cut that there may have also been a
prerorJ.tion or two ';ontaiaed in it but that the above was
its contents as far as he could remember It was pointed
out to him that there did not appear to be any mention of
the C""ban Ambassadors to Russia as his initial information
would indicate He then said that the names of the two
ambassadors were included after "Concheso in the message
One awbasuador was designated by the word Oliva as he
recalled He could not rocall b.,w the name of the other
ambass:ador was designated

Dr Porten-Vila then said that his interpretation
of th^ message is based on the prearranged meaning of certain
words in the r,erssage According to him "MARIN HERRERA
was a reference to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Havana
because the building in which the ministry is located was
built sumo 45 or 50 years ago by Fr Maria Herrera It
had other owners l.atei on until Cuba bought it "CONCHESO
it a reference to the Cuban Embassy in Moscow because the
first Cuban Amba:snarlo to Jl3scow in 1942 was a Mr Concheso
"OSVALDO is Oswald in ;ppnish a Christian name "HERMANOS
SIAL'ESHS is a reference to the Castro brothers Fidel and
Haul Iie said that the two ambassadors to whom reference is
made pre Carlos US.ivnrer and Faure\Cbomon who were the
Cuban Ar bassador.) in Ltoncow during the period that-Oswald
was in Russia

The above message with his interpretation of same
constitsttes Pcrtcll-Vila's entire information dealing with
possible contact of Oswald with Cuban diplomats in Russia
He said that he has not heard of any information in this

2
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LEE HARVEY CSWALD

He explained that this information was probably
furnished to him as a person whose background attested that
he was anti-Castro 'and whose position and contacts in this
country exemplified best by his writing articles for "Bohemia
Libre marked him as a person who could put any information
against Castro to use or place it In the proper official
hands for exploitation

On May 14 1964 Dr. Portell-Vila exhibited a copy
of his article which epl'eers in Spanish in the December 22
.1963 edition of "Bohemia Libre. It is entitled "El Extrano
Asesinato Del Presidente Kennedy' (President Kennedy's
Strange Assassination) It starts on page twenty of this
magazine It is the article previously referred to above
and which Dr Portell-Vila said as the product of research
Of public source materiel and his interpretative analysis

.of same

,...,-S_ -

respect from any other source nor of contacts with Cubans
by Oswald except what he had read in newspapers or other
public source media or previously reported concerning a
speec'b of Fide Castro on November 27 1963 wherein Castro
made a comment which suggested that Oswald may have
previously made at Least one visit to Cuba

Regarding his source end as previously pointed out
Portell-Vila said that the actual identity of the source is
unknown to him but the source is part of an underground
mover"ent in Cuba FeFardiog the source's reliability Portell
Vile said that the information ,furnished by the source in
the rust bap been reliable for the greater part He said
that he had made inquiry tbrough means available to him
within Cuba concerning the reliability of the source and
was informed that he could consider the informant reliable
He said he could not and would not elaborate further even
under legal process as to the mechanics used in his obtaining
this inforn<<Aion ncr concerning the identity of the person
attesting to the reliability of the informant because he
feared that disaster i'ould befall those involved



LEE HA)iVEY OSWALD

On the same date be also exhibited a copy of his
article which appears in Spanish in the February 2 1964
issue of the magazine "Bohemia Internacional, a Spanish
language magazine which is printed in Venezuela according
to Portell-Vila It is entitled "CAMBIO DE DISFRAZ
(Change of Disguise) and starts In page sixteen It
pertains generally to Oswald and the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee aspect of the assassination Again according
to Portell-Vila as in the case of his previous article
on the assassination the material is the result of research
and interpretative au'lysis on his part of public source
material where Oswald is concerned with the exception of
a brief reference to Oswald'being in contact with the
previously oared Cuban Ambassadors in Moscow Russia The
message from the unknown source in Cuba previously described
is the source for this reference in the article

With respect to this reference in the article
and by way of explanation it is to be noted that a
translation of Dr Portell.-Vila's article appearing in the
February 2 1964 issue of "Bohemia Internacional is
contained in the report of Special Agent James J O'Connor
dated May 8 1964 at Miami Florida under the Lee Harvey
Oswald caption Therein Portell-Vila on the topic of the
Fair Play for Cuba Conuntttee stated in part

During the course of 1960-1961 he was a
visiting professor at the University of Florida
in Gainesville where there was a branch of the
"Frir Play in operation It boasted that it had
21 branches in the United States and four in
Canada with a membership of 6,000 The New Orleans
branch was not among them at the time because it was
not formed until two years later when Lee Harvey
Oswald the presumed assassin of President Kennedy
returned to the United States after his contacts with
the Communist Cuban Ambassadors in Moscow Faure
Chomon and Carlos Olivares Concerning this last
mentioned fact the cotmsnist dictatorship of Cuba
says nothing although the Kremlin has turned over
to the United States a file with the documents
referring to Oswald in the Soviet.Union
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last year or ]perhaps while he was in Russia He said at the
time be had no ad'.li_tionnl information in this regard

IEE HARVEY OSIALD

This is the pert of the article to which Porten
Vila was referring above the source of which is the
menage from his unknown source in Cuba

It is also indicated in the same translation of
his article that he further states that

resides the information from the anti-communist under
Aground movement which operates right under the
nose of Raul hoa Garcia in the Ministry of
Stet() in Havana shows that Oswald's relations
with the ''Fair Play for Communist Cuba began
before July 1962 when he returned from the
Soviet Union and that they had been sponsored
ty Castro's dil:lcmatic agents in Moscow at
the time Oswald was there

As previously pointed out Ibrtell-Vila in his
interview of Nay 13 1964 indicated that his only information
in this regard a:u the message from his source in Cuba and
on Pay 14 1964 he stated that the article expressed his
interpretative analysis of tbie information

It is noted that the translation also states that

Dining his speech of 26vember 27 1963 at the
Unive sit} of l avaua when Castro said "the first
time that Oswald was in Cuba his tongue was
ender the influence of "Feralta cognac and he
resealed ronetbing which is very important

It will be recalled in this respect that Portell
Vi1a advifsed iluz fug his February 17 1964 interview that he
read in a November 29 1963 publication that in a speech on
November 27 1963 Fidel Castro whether through a slip of
the tongue or as the result of the influence of liquor made
a comment which suggested that Oswald may have previously
wade at least one visit to Cuba Fe conjectured that this
trip of O"iwald could have taken place while he was in Mexico

5
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TO MR. TOISON

SUBJECT PRESIDENT'S COnMISSION ON THE
ASSASSINATIOIN OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

Attached hereto is a copy of the Director's testimony1before
the President's_Cormaassion on the Assassination of President

Kennedyon ray 14 3.064 which was` furnished to us by the Commission

Copies o this have been made available to Messrs J.P.liohr
C.D DeLoach A Rosen J I Malley I Conrad W C Sullivan and
me for the purpose of reviewing it for accuracy typographical
errors reporting errors etc Following this review by the above
mentioned persons such cor"ections as appear necessary will be made
and the Director will be advised

Tolso

This volume of testimony also contains the testimony of
John IicCone and Richard Halms of Central Intelligence Agency We
will not review their testimony for other thz.n information purposes
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Attached is a copy of t0e-transcript of the
Director's testimony before the-President's Commission,.
on the Assassination of President Kennedy This transcript
has been examined for accuracy including misspellings
and typographical errors on the part of the court reporter
It is noted that apparently the court reporter did not
record the Director's testimony accurately in some instances
We have made as few changes as possible in order to
preserve the intent and accuracy of the Director's testimony

This testimony was gone over by Messrs Mohr Malley
Branigan M A Jones Gheosling Rogge and me on a
word-by-word basis In addition Assistant Directors
Sullivan Rosen DeLoach and Conrad have read the testimony
and furnished their suggestions

It is planned that I will personally go over these
changes with Mr Rankin of the Commission
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ROBERT ALLEN FELDE Chicago Police Officer and former
United States Marine does not recall OSWALD
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5/12/64 Chicago Illinois FILL CG 62-6115

 -t-zo-t t+

Data May 20 1964

ROBERT ALLEN FELDE 444.8 liort5 Mobile Avanw
Chicago Illinois advised that he is a Patrolman with
the Chicago Police Department and has been with this
Department since 1961 He stated that he formerly
resided at 3616 North Lamon Avenue Chicago Illinois

FELDE advised that he bad been a Sergeant in
the United States Marine Corpa from 1956 to 1958 serial
number 1615775 and bad been stationed during his entire
tour of duty at Camp Pendleton California He stated
that he had been assigned to a heavy equipment section in
1956 and in 1957 and 1958 had been with the Military
Police at Camp Pendleton FELDE stated that he had no
recollection whatsoever of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and to the
best of his knowledge had never met OSWALD in or out of
the Marine Corps

He advised he had not been aware that his name
had been mentioned in "Life magazine in the issue dated
February 21 1964

5/18/64

1'bis documenteentefes soltber r000staendotlons nor eoozlustone of the PSI it to the property of the PSI .end is loaned to
yoursgenty ft rod It contents ere not to be distributed outside your opener
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FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) !

UBJECT ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY ~ 4 i

~~
11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS

~

t /4MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING t

t tif
4 D

t S 1F

O DIRECTOR FBI (62-109060) s

/

I i

1
r FBI 1

1
Date 4/22/64 1

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plan text or code)
1

_

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Methodof Hollins) 1

00

% Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 4/9/64
'g 4%

Enclosed are ten copies of a letterhead memorandum

I` "V furnishing information originally requested in Bureau airtel to

sz Z Dallas 2/24/64 which enclosed President's Commission letter dated

N 2/21/64 J
r

For information of Bureau descriptive data regarding
`s.1 Exhibit D 161 in re Bureau airtel has been changed to read "Invoice

t
No 8934 Century Arms Inc. This change is based on the exhibit

itself and information recorded page 13 report SA DENNIS W

'~ SHANAHAN Chicago dated 3/20/64 captioned LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka

IS R CUBA

In addition the date appearing in Exhibit D 165 has
,t
s)
a

been changed to "2/7/63.

The date each exhibit was obtained if known is

included in the
letter1ead

memorandum

333Y .rr't -

(1)
Bureau (E c 10) F~ "--- .-~
Dallas

17 14f

PEW
( 1 ti

~ ',0 1 v bC ~ ~ ...~,,.
S ~

I ,.



It is to be noted the documents referred to in the ''-':'r7

DL 100-10461

enclosed letterhead memorandum revealed two separate and distinct'_
rifles are involved The 6.5 M/M Mannlicher Carcano Italian '`' 4

rifle Serial No C2766 (C10) was imported from Italy and stored

along with other rifles in a bonded warehouse of'Harborside
If "Terminal Company Incorporated Jersey City New Jersey on

~"~ 10/26/60 and no part of the shipment removed until 8/29/62 The
p,._3~_

6.5 Italian carbine rifle Serial No 2766 shipped from Century
Arms Inc.,'St Albans Vermont to Aldens of Chicago on 7/5/62
was exported from Canada 7/1/62 and received by Aldens 7/12/62

In view of this information no further investigation
is being conducted or requested UACB

.Bureau is in possession of all photographs to be
-furnished the President's Commission in connection with the

enclosed letterhead memorandum other than it is noted photographs
of exhibits D 17 D 18 D 19 D 77 and J 1 were previously
furnished the President's Commission



RE 6.5 HIM Mannlicher-Larcano
Italian Militar~Riflei

3 Serial Number C_ 766
also identified as K 11

UNIT. PATES DEPARTMENT OF
j(ICE

ILI)ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

t

1* Ref.y I'lerse Refer
sWN..1

De .! *R Te:..~:^
April 22 1964

/ 7

J.EE HARVEY OSWALD

The following is submitted pursuant to a request of the
President's Commission to obtain the originals or photographic copies
of all d?cuments relating to K 1 (C 10)4s well as a 6.5.Italian
carbin z fle!bearing 1Serial Number 2766 which was included in a
shipment of 6.5 Italian carbine rifles made on July 5 1962 from
Century Arms Incorporated of St Albans Vermont to Aldens of
Chicago Illinois

hdel 91
Exhibit

Mr._Louiss Yeldsott P esident,.Crescent Firearms
Incorporated 2 West 37th Street New York I York advised his

-company was organized to handle importation of foreign surplus rifles
especially those.of an Italian origin and the purchases of these
rifles were made by him personally in Italy from the Italian Ministry
of Defense

The guns purchased were packed by a Crescent company agent
in Italy in the presence of Italian authorities and at that time the
serial number for each rifle was checked The rifles were packed in
cartons of ten each and a Crescent company shipping slip bearing the
serial number for each rifle was attached to the outside of each
rifle carton Other copies of the shipping slip bearing the rifle
serial numbers were forwarded to the Crescent company in New York

City Adam Consolidated Industries,.409,5th Avenue New:YQrk New
York was the importer of the rifles and stored them in the bonded
warehouse upon their rival in the United States The rifles were

subsequently cleared by aee.dacan .and ,Slater Company yew York Nya
York who are customs broke}s

.-'t
]k Y1`f'10

)

s0 n
SOP ~~1

r
E !:1 !

Dk,.2~O ~
yEII

i 1973
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I g n RVEY OSWAt T

Sind the riflos wt.= :..::d and it repair the tut*
subsequently trucked by hr Fred Rupp un'er Crescent company inFtr4c
tions to Perkasie Pennsylvania where Rupp serviced the rifles and
shipped them to purchasers as directed by the Crescent company

Office Copy of Ten Shipping
Slips Reflecting Carton Numbers
(Exhibit D 173)

Office ,6opy Crescent Firearms Incorporated shipping
slip No 3620 pertaining to carton No 3376 lists a rifle having
Serial Number C2766 as the third gun in the carton This list was
prepared at the time the rifles were packed in Italy

Bill of Lading Number 18 for
tor Ship Blettra Fassio

,(Exhibit D 174)

This Bill of Lading dated September 29 1960 pertains to
a .shipment of 520 cartons of obsolete-rifles to-Adam Consolidated

'Industries Incorporated 404(507Avenue New York 18 New York by
S.N.T Fratelli Gondrand Thrifles are further described as
"No 1700 Mod 38 Cal 6.5 and "No 3500 Mod 91 Cal 6.5. The pert
of loading is indicated as Genoa and the port of discharge is New York
This Bill of Lading contains cartons "3305/3436 among ,he cartons
listed

Copy of Inventory List Reflecting
Carton Numbers Attached to Above
Bill of Lading Number 18
(Siipibit D 175)

This inventory list indicates carton No 3376 contains ten
serial numbers including "C2766.



C3 c= 1+2t.l1ce L"atsd t:=:f1A"Ic lot
1960 wit`i Rat matsu Data of
Arrival of Ship nt from Genoa

-to Adam Consolidated Industries
Incorporated

.Exhibit D 1l <

LT r :vEY OSW41

This notice is on the letterhead of Norton Lilly and Comp& y
Incorporated 26 Beaver Street New York 4 New York and advised a
shipment of 520 cartons of obsolete rifles shipped on Bill of Lading
Genoa No 18 via Elettra Fassio was due about "10-15. /

C.:spy Warehouse Entry Form

from Freedman and Slater
Incorporated No 52737 dated

October 24 1960
(Exhibit D 1762

This exhibit on Customs Form.7502 Treasury -Department
pertains to a shipment of 520 cartons of rifles exported from Italy
September 29 19602 at Genoa on'Bill of Lading No.-18 via Elettra
Fassio The importo of record is Adam Consolidated Industries
Incorporated 4 3 Avenue New York `City;and the warehouse is
'-'Harborside Terminal Warehouse. Included are cartons numbered ,1
"3305/3436 with the date imported given as "10-17-60.

Cony of a Bi11 o Lt.!tt
Dated October 25 1960fro
Adam Consolidated Industries
Incorporated
(Exhibit D 178)

This memorandum pertains to 520 cartons of rifles consigned
to Harborside Terminal Company Incorporated 34 Exchange Place Jersey
City,"New Jersey via Waterfront Transfer Company Custom House License
No 290 "in bond cargo. The cartons listed include "3305/3436 and

he memorandum makes reference to Bill of Lading No 18 Genoa dated ,
eptember 29 1960 .

/74
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Exhibits t the u I?b w::ve z:!-r "_ ..;.1r;r:e by Lots
\Jeidsott resident Cr!ert i rt.s.sr2 I nc"c orett 2 West 37th

Street New York City on Nerch 13 1964

Warehouse Rtmitt Ds*.ems November 9
19,f H=.rbcrside Terninsl Comma
AErhib it D 189,E

The billing copy of this receipt referring to Lot No 91594
pertains to 520 cartons of rifles "38 E 91 16.5 Calibre with charges
for storage to Add C nsolideted from October 26 1960 Also shown

1 on this instrument,is..fitie deliveries to "Rupp with dates and delivery
order n6mbers The warehouse receipt indicates a balance of 86 cartons
remained as of May 1963

'V(

Five Delivery Ordsrs Nurnhered
89138 14471 03408 A.01640 and
A00,642

xhibit D 190

The above delivery orders of Harborside Terminal Company,f-r
Incorporated Jersey City New Jersey show Fred Rupp signed tfor.
deliveries against the account oflAdams Consolidated 404_5th Avenue
New York New York on Auguet 29 '1962;-October 4 1962 October 16
1962 October 24 1962 end October 31 1962 Only delivery Order ...e
No 89138 listed specific cartons of riflesCbtained by Rupp

ErhibitsD 189 and D 190 were furnished by Frederick

,,,,'Peterson President Harborside Terminal C wpe.ay Incorporated
Exchange Place Jersey City New Jersey on March 9 1964 .4

Copy of Sales Invoice No 03408
from M,ta C.? zlidered 40 5th

venu2 P~.~e 1 Oc tobEr 16 1~ ,1
jExhi.bit D 1791



Exhibit D 179 was furnished by Louis.peldcott President,..t>l
Crescent Firearm4 Incorporated New York City on Match 13 1964

Rein's Purclta,t Order for
O Hundred Rifles EffectiVe

t

a2u. S 1962 c its

/e

LEE HARVEY OSWAtl

This in _ f:e .4-leer. to he t'en'-" -es !% Delivery O''e'!r
No 03403 listed under tr .G IIt.1..'- *Len it dces not bcLe the
notat on "70 10-16-62 J r snolutsky and the initial "L in the
upper right corner This instrument reflects the sale of 70 cartons
of rifles "38 E 91 16.5 Calibre to Fred Rupp "Via Rupp. The

/ICsignature "Fred Rupp appears at the bottom as the person
receivingthemerchand4e c ,

/f !/It

On April 15 1964 William.,JYWaldman Vice President
Rlein's.Sporting Goods Incorporated 4540 West Madison Street

icago Illinois furnished the following information regarding
..the above Purchase ,Order which was directed to Crescent Firearms

2 West 37th Street New York New York This ,Purchase !Order is the
bottom page of a.multi-page document containing data from various

purchases and in this case all relating to Italian Mannlicher_ ,/'/
Carcano rifles The center of the page contains a series of vertical

_ columns each bearing the designation "A/R. Mr WALDMAN noted that
.on an unused Pdrehaea Order blank in ardditinn to a bottomt-psge

similar to this exhibit there would be other psgas with their lead
ing edges extending to the vertical lines of each of the "AIR
columns Each aubselpent page in.'the ircb.sse Order blank would 4-

be narrower in width then the succeeding page and as a result would
make reference only to one specific vertical column and the data
contained thereon

'Mr Waldman advised the "Effective 1/15/62 appear:Lug
on the above exhibit is correct and the date i.s utilized for

if
administrative purposes only by his firm and indicates when the

1 Q'Purchase.Order was first initiated This date does not indicate in

sty way the date the order was placed shipped billed or invoiced



Exhibit D 153 wa3 furni.e psi by Mr Waldman on March 12 ~-.--
/ -~1964

Origin l Ss.1.__r 17_ Cre t Firegrm.g

Febrv963
E !~lbit,D 1',21

This instrument shows a sale to Klein's Sporting Goods
Incorporated 4540 W.st Madison Streit Cb.ir.w Illinois on
Customer's No 1243 consisting of "100 ea T-38 6.5 It Rifles at3q
$8.50 each This ea1eA order shows ten cases were shipped D it x"'12
1963 via Ltfschultz end that sag of the cases bore number "3376.=

his partir . _ _:..~".ds jtdz_ r:nly concerned with i be

11
.colur n headed by Order No 1243 dated Jets a;y 24 1963 and the
vertical line drawn tbrcuga the column makes reference only to a
shipment of 100 of the described rifles which .he commented is the
shipment containing rifle bearing Serial Number C2766 The figures

11

."200 end 400 in adjoining columns h >s-no reference to the shipment
cf 100 rifles which contained the rifle having Serial Number C2766

.Mr. Waldman advised this.fPurchaee 'Order as shown makes reference
y only to an :+rds.r and Ras eq'tent shipment of 100 Italian Mannlicher

Carcano rifle! Klein's Catalog No C20-7749 The bottom of the "0
/(Purchase `order indtcttes tbs shipment of 100 rifles consisting of %.

ten packages was received February 21 1963 via4.ifschultz Freight
under Bill of Lading No 3041342 which weighed 750 pounds He also

7e-noted this form under the column,"Accounting Department and "Extension
bears Klein's Extension NI 85000 which indicates the receipt of the
one hundred rifles was rscorded for accounting purposes on February 22
1963

Exhibit D 172 wl.A furnished by Louis peldsot.t President
Crescent Firearms Incorporated New York City on March 13 1964

~
"

s
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PCtfIr P.ec ri __ ,e of
Ur Pt~~d W -7

;...
Shipm,= ntcart Fc;.lspry 1?. 1961
SEx L it D 151)

Fred W Rupp R ral Free D 3 i.very-Ti Mink Rosd _Perkasie
Pennsylvania advised he has a subcontract with Crescent Fia.Farms
Incorporated New York City to clean various types of Italian-made
rifles and he periodically obtained these guns frcm Harborside Ware
house Termiral Jersey City New Jerrey He seid his records do not
show the serial n"smher of any i.ndividuel iron handled by him The only
record he he is the cs_ t:+n num''er record of the cartons be ships from
his place of business to various customers designated<ta. hii "by Th
Crescent Firearms Incorporated New York City His shipping book
reveals that on February 12 1963 on Crescent Firearms Incorporated
Order No 3178 he turned over carton No 3376 to North Per Transfer

Company L ne4ele Pi'l-ve7t" ani a Err shipment bcwever his records do
not reflect to whim the shipment wee made because the Bill of lading
furnished to him by Nnrt.b Penn Transfer Company is;.sent to Crescent j
Firearms Incorporated New York City

Eahibit''D 151 wee furmi.ehe4 by Mr Fred W Rupp Perkasie
Pennsylvania r

Bill of Ia_;= .0t _.3178
C.rs:e eu Fick Inc^au ra* Y3

The sr 4crarduw copy sired by lZ re as agent shows ten
cartons or carps of guns or rinse weighing 750 pounds were consigned
collect to Klein's Sprrttng Goode 4540 Weer M iQ:-n Street,.Chirrgo
Illinois The vane c. the ct rier is shown as "NPT of Lansdale
Pennsylvania ani the route is i*dic.ttei as LifechnIts Freight

This a +chi! tt wear f a~rx.te m4 ty Ic uis Feldsott President
Crescent Firearm! Incorporated New York City March 13 1964.

`sue 4

7



Photostat t L t t
of Ladiu};Na_.17Ei

Lxhibit D 1.:2

This exhibit ie the shipping order copy containing the
es= information as Exhibit D 171 with.the exception that it indicates
the shipment covc:erne3 vsc received at Ottsville Pennsylvania and
has the stamped number 394857 in the upper middle of the page

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
:j

This exhibit was furnished 'by Arthur N Anders President
and General Manager Nc rtb Penn Transfer Incorporated Rout

202.7
-ate-63 Lsnedsle Pennsylvania - _ '' ---e

orth Penn Trsnefar T~cc~rooratedr
D livrry Receipt for Shi inx Order
No 3178 ~-~

SExhibit D 1532

The eb?ve ins! rtsm bearing North Penn Transfer Incorporated
~lPro No A394857 pertaining to ten cartons or cases of guns or

rifles weighing 750 pounds shows the shipper as Crescent Firearms
;Incorporated Ottsville Pennsylvania Shippers No._3178,and the 4

y consignee as Reline Sporting Goods 454 West`Madison Street Chicagq
Illinois with the connecting carrier indicated as."LIPS FF. A

receiving stamp indicates this shipment was received by Lifschultz
Fast Freight February 13 1963.

This exhibit was ottainad from Arthur N Anders President
and General M9nager N,rth Penn Trsnefer Incorporated Rau
e d-b3 Lansdale Pennsylvania

Co_n9 i.azre r tie_ Pro it!
y, Ai948c7 T'tel Febcu.s l 1963

,(Exhibit D 168

This instrument wee ass d by North Peace Trtnsfer ncorporatec
Lansdale Pennsylvania and indicates receipt-by Lifschultz Fast

Freight Philadelphia Pennsylvania February 13 1963 This item
also hears the stamped number "41342.

8
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LEE HARVEY ,0SWALD

t !I

It1

1 i 'g " Delivery Receipt No 3-041342
"i Dated Februery

13;11963T _.md
(Exhibit D 169)

This instrument alas,i u d by Lifschultz F t Freight 28
North Franklin Street Chicago Illinois for a ehipm nt-of ten

% cartons or cases of guns oI rifles weighing 750 pound The shipper
is Crescent Firearms,;.pe(tEville Pennsylvania,._and,.the consignee
is Klein's Sporting Good! 4540 West Madieon;Streeg) no city shown

This receipt bears'the perforated number 48969 and was received at

Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated on February 21 1963

Cashier's Copy Cbica*
Ru*t Sheet No 48969 Do

.ebru 21 1963

.Exhibit D 170)

The above run sheet of Lifschultz Fast Freight driver

Jones No 293 trailer No 43 shown a delivery was made to Klein's

Sporting Goods consisting of ten pieces weighing 750 pounds on

Bill No 041342 I

Exhibits D 188 through D 170 were furnished by Merrill

Brown Lifschultz Fast 'Freight Chicago Illinois November 25 1963.,.xr

Invoice Nc,_32aaj
Crescent Firearms Incur ratesd
Dated February 7.19.g
.Exhibit D 165

This invoice ehowas 100 "T38 6.5 It rifles were sold to

Klein's Sporting Goode Incorporated Chicago Illinois on the

basis of Order No 1243 via North Penn Transfer Lifechultz The

invoice bears the stamped dateof '74 2Q 1963 and a iroucherisg stamp

dicating the invoice was paid March 4 1963.
'1



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Five Pages of "Customers
Invoice of Crescent
Firearms Incorporated
(Exhibit D 164)

The above accompanied the shipment of rifles to Klein's
Sporting Goods Chicago Illinois on invoice No 3178 There is
one "Customers Invoice for-each carton shipped and on it is listed
the serial number of each of the ten rifles contained in the carton
"Customers Invoice No 3620 which pertains to carton No 3376 reveals
rifle No C2766 is listed as No 3

Exhibits D 164 and D 165 were furnished by William Jr
Waldman Vice President Klein's Sporting Goodsi Incorporated /
Chicago Illinois on March12,01964

,.t

Photostat Cpy>of List,,./
Prepared by Mitche~],%Scibor ~..
Klein's Sporting_ Goods
(Exhibit D 167)

This list is described as a copy of a record made by
Scibor upon opening the gun cases on February 22 1963 The
notation "RR 1243 indicates the receiving report number which
detailed the method of travel of the guns The date "2-22-63
indicates when the gun cartons were opened The bold-face numbers
are control numbers assigned to each rifle with the serial number of
each listed thereafter as it is taken from the carton and checked for

accuracy Control No "836 shows a weapon having.Serial Number C2766

Exhibit D'167 was furnished by Mitchell Scibor Klein's
Sporting Goods Chicago Illinois on November 23 1963

OneOne Check and Attached
Klein's Voucher No 28966
,(Exhibit D 1661



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Check No 28966 of Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated
4540 West Madison Street Chicago Illinois dated March 1 1963 in
the amount of $850 is payable to Crescent Firearms Incorporated
2 West 37th Street New York New York and it is drawn on the First
National Bank of Chicago Illinois The voucher bearing No 28966
bears the date "2-7 and refers to payment of invoice No 3178 in the
amount of $850

t

Exhibit D 166 was furnished by William J Waldman Vice
President Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated Chicago Illinois
on March 12 1964

Photograph of Roll of Microfilm
from Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated,
Chicago Illinois Which Contains Photo

ra h of Envelope Order Form and Ordei_Blank
for Italian Carbin1 Serial Number C2766
( hibit D 77)

This roll of microfilm is further described as Filmfill
No 83 269688-270596 General Files and contains photographs of
various business documents

Exhibit D 77 was made available by William J Waldman
Vice President Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated Chicago
Illinois on November 23 1963

Photographs Made from Microfilm
(Exhibit D 77) of Envelope Order

Form and Order Blank from Klein's
pertaining to Italian Rifle Serial
Number C2766 (Exhibit J 1)

The envelope postmarked Dallas Texas March 12 1963 is
addressed to Klein's and bears the return address of A Hidell Post
Office 'Box 2915 Dallas Texas The order form which accompanied the
envelope is a small advertisement of Klein's This item is an order,/

11

.,-.. = - _
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for item No "C20-T750 and indicates the sum of $19.95 is the purchase
price This order form was signed A Hidell with the address of Post
Office Box 2915 Dallas Texas Klein's Sporting Goods "Order Blank
bearing the machine date of March 13,,1963 on transaction No 870502
reflects the purchase of one Italian carbine 6.5 W/4R Scope Control
Number VC 836 Serial Number C2766 at a cost of $19.95 The item number
is shown as C20-T750 which was shipped "PP on March 20 1963 to
the purchaser who was listed as A Hidell Post Office Box 2915
Dallas Texas The total amount enclosed is shown as "21.45 "MO
which included $1.50 for postage or handling charge

According to William J Waldman Vice President Klein's
Sporting Goods Incorporated the money order received in payment of
the above rifle was deposited at the First National Bank of Chicago
on March 15 1963 in company account No 50-91144.

Exhibit J 1 was made available by Mr Waldman on November 23
1963

United States Postal Money
,Order Payable to Klein's

SExhibit D 19)

Money Order No 2202130462 in the amount of $21.45 issued
at Dallas Texas March 12 1963 is payable to Klein's Sporting Goods
and the purchaser is shown as A Hidell Post Office Box 2915 Dallas
Texas This money order is endorsed in favor of The First National
Bank of Chicago Illinois by Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated
Account No 50-91144

Exhibit D 19 was made available by Special Agent John E4 F ,.r
Grimes United States Secret Service Washington D C. November 24,,:'
1963

Application for Post Office
1 Boxes Signed by Oewald
e (Exhibit D 17)

12
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Lei

The application dated October 9 1962 signed Lee H Oswald
directed to Postmaster W B.4-Hudson reveals box No 2915 was opened
October 9 1962 and was closed on May 14 1963 This item is also
identified as Q 34.

Change of Address
Order by Oswald

jfixhibit D 181

POD Form 3575 addressed to Postmaster Dallas Texas
signed Lee H Oswald with the effective date of May 12 1963 changed
the address of Oswald from Post Office Box 2915 Dallas Texas to
4907 Magazine Street New Orleans Louisiana This form bears the
date stamp of "5-14-63. This exhibit is also further identified as x 18

RE 6.5 Italian Carbine Rifle
Serial Number 2766 Shipped From

Centu Arms Incor"orated St Albans

Yg_rmont to Aldens of Chicago July .5 1962

Empire Wholesale Sporting
foodst Limited Invoice No 1078
;Exhibit 156)

The invoice oTEmpire Wholesale Sporting Goods Limited
360 Craig Street West Montreal Quebec dated June_29,_ 1962 reflects
the sale of 700 used Italian rifles made in Italy to'Century Arms

Incorporated 54 Lake Street St Albans Vermont Also included in

this invoice were 600 rifles of a different
make

Exhibit D 156 was furnished by Jame$ Ouimet owner Century
Arms Incorporated St Albans Vermont March 11 1964.,_

-Original List of Serial Numbers
of 700 Carcano Italian Carbines
Received bar Century Arms Incorporated

l .rom Empire Wholesale SEorting_Goodsi r .'r ,.~
.Montreal uebec Canada Serial
Number 2766 wears on Last Page of 1

'``embers (Exhibit D 103) ~



The above list accompanied Empire Wholesale Sporting Goods

Limited invoice No 1078 The top of the first page bears notations

"Carcanq 'Case #'e, and "Italian Carbines. It is noted on pages
one through six there are 25 serial numbers listed to each case On

-page seven there are listed 50 serial numbers to each case In addi

tion the top of the last page bears a notation "Itsl4an
Carbine 46".

Exhibit D 103 was obtained from James,"Ouimet owner

Century Arms
Incorporated (St

Albans Vermont November 23 1963

Photo! tst (Copy o C'm4dian
National Ra ice Stir ht

Bill of.Lad n ftted June 29 1 62
(Exhibit_ ,D__ la0)

This 'document pertains to a shipment from Empire 'Wholesale

Sporting Goods Limited Montreal Quebec consigned to Century Arms

La Incorporated 54 Lake Street St Albans Vermont The shipment is

described as 41 cases of used guns (1300) and No further use except
for ornamental Furposee CLI,SS.FICATION No. 73080.

Exhibit,D 180 was furnished by William Sucher owner
ternational Firearms Company Limited 1011 Bleury Street Montreal

Canada

In connection wi.!-h efforts to obtain d cumentary exhibits

from Empire Wholesale Sporting Goods Limited Montreal Canada it

was learned the concern is wt active It is operataed by a dlr

Itkovitch a brother-in-law of Williaa Sucher owner of Internati al

Firearms Company Limited Montreal and is reported as probably

fully owned by the latter company

William Sucher on March 12 1964 advised he has bought
hundreds of thousands of rifles overseas as Italian Government surplus

and he does not maintain the aerie! nuthera of these rifles Many
were collected from battlefields and places of improper storage and

they "were "in "very poor condition They were usually bought by the
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pound rather than unit:. Upon arrivs.l in Canada defective parts
were removed and salable rifles were sometimes composed of parts of
three or more w:eapone Sucher advised the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle
was manufactured in Italy from 1891 until 1941 however in the 1930'
Mussolini ordered all area ft,tories to manufacture the Mannlichef-.'v-
Carcano rifle Since mazy concerns were manufacturing the tame
weapon the same serial number appears on weapons manufactured by
more than one concern Some bear a letter prefix and some do not
Sucher stated at times he has prepared a listing of serial numbers
of rifles in a given shipment for customs purposes and that listing
was thereafter transmitted with the shipment International Firearms
Company Limited did not maintain a copy of the serial numbers of
the rifles and no such listing is required by law

Sucher located a record of documents listed as Exhibit
D 156 which invoice was paid by Century Arms Incorporated on
August 6 1962 and Exhibit D 180 He advised there are no additional
records of this shipment in the possession of his company and he is
sure the serial numbers of the individual weapons involved were not
recorded at the point of shipment as he is certain his purchase was
on a per pound basis

Photos tai of G.., -rr i,
Entry N:+ t. Bureau of Cats .sm!

,Exktibit D 158

The above Treasury Department fors dated July 6 1962
shows the port of entry as St Albans Vermont and the "Term R.,v+.s
No. as "3. The importer of record is indicated as A L Derin4 r
Incorporated St Albans Vermr.nt f.4r account of Century Arms

1Incorporated St Albans The country of importation is Canada with
the importing vessel cr carrier shown as Ce tral Vermo t Railway,
Incorporated The data of W prrtetin*fard ortetiod'is given as

July 1962 The shipment pertains to 700 used Italian rifles and
500 *tied English rifles

-15



The above order refers to Aldens Order No 82803 and bears
a handwritten notation that it was shipped July 5,-1962

f
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ShotoFta. ft
and ApQ ct Ea'ry t 77
(Exhibit D 159)

The above document dated July 6 1962 which is to be attached
to the invoice reflects the merchandise was examined and released under
immediate delivery permit No 3 on July 3 1962

Exhibits D 158 and D 159 were furnished 6y Mark x:"Gardner
United States Customs Agent in Charge St Albans Vermont March 11
1964

CenturtirRE Incorporated,
Order No 893 P=_-tad June 29
1962 Reflect.i &1 of 7006.5
Caliber Italian Carbines to
Aldens 5OO West Roosevelt Road,
Chicago Illinois
,(Exhibit .D_1011

Exhibit D 102 `rare furnished by J4mss(,'Ouimst owner Century
Arms Incorporated St Albans Vermont November 23 1963

V
moraodmfor 11 of

i.ding from Ha ~leh Co a!_n.
r

. ~~

Dated %Pint 2 ?.__61
.(Exh ibit D 15i

The above m m rendun of H Plch Company/home office 400
Somerville Avenue Somerville Massachusetts relates to a shipment from
Century Arms Incorporate! St Athens Vermont to Aldens 5000 West
Rooselelt Road Department G 33 Chicago Illinois consisting of 25
Oases=containing 700 rifles It also refers to Order No 82803
Catalog No 33-3541M

16
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Exhibit D 157 was furnished by Jlmec Ouimet Century Arms
Incorporated St Albans Verm<:nt March 11 1964

Photosta c ~eyF Welch Cr a py
Shi___ypinR :der Dst d June 29 1962

._.".

j hibit D 1811

This Shirping Order pertains to a shipment of 25 cases

containing 700 rifles from Century Arms Incorporated St Albans
Vermont consigned to Aldene Chicago Illinois It bears.the stamped
impression "E.1'Ward Truck No 499 Jul 5 1962. Elmer-Ward is the

company driver *ho picked up this shipment at St Albans on July 5
1962 and took it to the company terminal at Burlington Vermont This
order also bears the stamped number "3686. , i

Exhibit D 181 was made available by Albert nney Office

Manager L.P Welch Company 400 Somerville Avenue Somerville
Massachusetts March 17 1964 1

Paea ems of R P W'.1~h
Company~Wtvbill_N2 B-:3686
Dated .Tuly 6,_,_1962
SExbibit D 1602

This waybill indicates a collect shipment from Century Arms

Incorporated St Albans Venu'nf to Aldens of Chicago Illinois
consisting of 25 Gases containing 700 rifler and refers to Order No./
82803

Exhibit D 160 was furnished by Abe l Manager Ii P
Welch Company Burlington Vermont March 11 1964 f

Yellow D~pli~t~s*a Cnnur t
N P We lch C m Wa~___~hill
ly2 B--3'86

SExhibi 182)

17



Photostat of CuRtemeraCopy
of H P W c.b Cams W,AVbifl
No B-3686
,iExhibit D 183)

18

This copy of the waybill dated July 6 1962 bears a penciled
notation "191 47.

Jsme+s ~ney office Manager Boston Termtnt~l Bastern~-.ir

/ .i . s,.

t
LEN HARVEY OSWALD

This copy bearing No "7 in upper right corner dated

July 6 1962 pertains to a shipment from Century Arms Incorporated
St Albans Vermont to Aldens Chicago,-Illinois consisting of 25
cases contaiting 700 rifles under Order No 82803

The stamped notation "T-MCLEAN 7526 indicates the shipment
was loaded on a McLean trailer and transported to Somerville
Massachusetts the same date by a Welch Company driver where it laid
over until Monday July 9 1962.1 On July 9 1962 the shipment was
unloaded from truck No 7526 at the Somerville terminal of the Welch

...pony and reloaded on company truck No 344739 operated by driver
J `!illon as noted by a stamped impression in the upper left corner
of the waybill The shipment was then transferred by Dillon on

July 9 1962 t 'Eastern Express Company terminal at 260 Western

Avenue Allston ssacbuoetts where it was again unloaded as the
Eastern Express Company was to transport the shipment to the'consignee
at Chicago Illinois The signature "Conway in the lower left corner
indicates receipt of the shipment by Eastern Express Company

Exhibit D 182 was obtained from Albert C Penney Office

Manager H P Welch Company 400 Somerville Avenue Somerville,
Massachusetts on March 17 1964 who also furnished explanations for
the entries .

Exprep ACtompaay 260 Western Avenue Allstcn Massachusetts on '-~

Mach 17 1964 advised the number "191947 is the waybill number

assigned by his company to this shipment -His company's manifest has
been destroyed and he has no records to show the date of receipt by
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LEE VEY OSWALD

his company or the date shipped to the consignee in Chicago The
shipment was signed for by Charles pnway Dock Supervisor when
received by his company 1

1964
Exhibit D 183 was furnished by Mr James Mooney on March 17

Delivery Receipt from
Pastern Express Incorporated,._ j
(Exhibit D 201)

This receipt dated July 9 1962 bearing Pro No 191947
pertains to.a shipment from Century Arms Incorporated St Albans
Vermont to"A34ens 5000 West Roosevelt Road Department G 33 Chicago
Illinois consibting of 25 cases containing 700 rifles on Order No.
82803 It also refers to "Welch B 3686 7/6. The receipt also bears
a receiving stamp of d ns Incorporated dated July 12 1962

, t
Exhibit D 201 was furnished by JamePAamron Assistant

inal Manager Eastern Express Incorporated 7526 State Road
rd Park Illinois

1

~r
invoice No WILL

414
.Century .Army Incorporated

17. (Exhibi t D 161)/ r r

This invoice dated June 29 1962 pertains to a shipment
made to Aldens 5000 West Roosevelt Rood Department G 33 Chicago
Illinois their Order No 82803 consisting of 700 6.5 Italian
carbines The invoice bears a block stamp showing the date received
as July 9 1962 Additional stamps indicate the-invoice was received
in the "Invoice Unit and the "Accounting Dept. on July 13 1962 The
invoice also bears the handwritten numerals in the upper right corner

,rte of "145352.

S
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD

This document dated July 12 1962 refers to a shipment
having waybill No 191947 received from Century Arms Incorporated
via Eastern Express consisting of 25 packages The catalog number
is given as 33 B 3541 and the total received is "700. The bottom
of the slip near items "received by and "checked by".bears the date
of July 12 1962

Exhibits D 161 and D 162 were furnished by Albert 'Lesko
Manager Accounting"'Depsrtment Aldens Chicago Illinois March 5
1964 who advised these two items are-the only records still avail
able at his company and the serial numbers of the rifles received are
not available
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lebruary 21 1964 and my letter dated March 27 1964
relating to the 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano
Italian military rifle serial number C2766 and to
your request for this Bureau to obtain the originals
or photographic copies of all documents relating to
this rifle as well as an Italian carbine rifle serial
number-2766

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Shroder
1 Mr Rogge

April 30 1964

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated

Inclosed for your assistance are two copies
of a twenty-page self-explanatory communication from our
Dallas,'Texas Office dated April 22 1964 This
communication describes in a systematic manner the

7aocu(ients obtained by this Bureau in accordance with
your request The documents relating to the rifle .

ring the serial number C2766 are described first
loved by data on the rifle bearing serial number 2766

In addition there are enclosed two photographic
lee each of thirty-six documents relating to the above
les arranged in the same sequence as described in the 4I
losed Dallas communication hA

Tor your information copies exhibits D 17
D 18,1D 19 D 77 and J 1 have been pr i sly furnished
to you and were consequently not dap ca ed for this

.a'O particular request The originals c iea of theta..
1

`'
8AC, Dl1as .(100-10461) (info)f 1 Mr I.W.Conr

105-82555 "r r 1
mHl rr . M C Sullcoif

0.0a 1 62-109060 (Assassination of Pres Bennedif At R.E.Leni
e. 134 62-109Q90j (President Co ission 1 Mr J.C.Cadi
Gel
Pours

/~ 4
T
t,,.

.~
Rooms

 

Rg5jt'at

ItA+o.1 ~ !
SEB NOTE PAGE TWO
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1onorable
J Leo Rankin

4
enclosed documents obtained by this Bureau are being
retained in our Laboratory under the indicated exhibit
identification numbers

This concludes inquiries by this Bureau pursuant
to the requestsset forth in your letter dated February 21
1964

Sincerely yours
aka r

-4.

Znclosures (74)

NOTE

Commission by relet in addition to the
above request desired considerable technical data
relating to the assassination rifle C2766 This
information was furnished the Commission by Bureau
letter 3/27/64 at which time the Commission was
apprised of the fact that the additional document
request made by them was involved in nature requiring
seven Bureau offices to conduct investigation including
investigation in Canada Sufficient information has
been developed to show the carbine bearing serial
number 2766 is dissimilar to the assassination rifle
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2. Summaries of activities throughout Texas of such
groups with particular reference to names and places during the

period January 1 1961 to January 1 1964

The Commission would also appreciate your providing copies
of all reports from your Dallas end Fort Worth offices for the year
1963 which pertain to persons believed active in the Communist Party
or Socialist Workers Party

a
r

PRESIDENT'SCOMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOP PRESIDENTKENNEDY
300MarylandAve NZ
VarhingtonD.C ]0002

Tekpbone913.1100
IAP.LaAI.RLA

Charon
RICHARDP RUWLLL
JOHN

SHER:,t
OOOPZR

HALEW'G
GERALDR Nl
JOHNJ MrCLOt
AULNV D,U.D

1
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eaL.;I 1
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Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Deportment of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

As a result of my letter of March 26 1964 with respect
to background materials on the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and
certain other subversive groups it was agreed that your Agency
would await further instructions from this Commission

The Commission would now appreciate your providing the
following information on the Fair Play for Cuba Committee "JURE
RDRE Alpha 66 and 30th of November Movements

1 Copies of all reports supplied from your Dollas and
Fort Worth offices during the year 1963 with respect to persons
believed active in those groups

L
3 A general summary of activities of such groups outside ye

of Texas during the year 1963 with particular reference to activities
gin Chicago Michigan Las Vegas Los Angeles Miami New Orleans V

New York Puerto Rico and San Francisco Pi r

O
S

Lb
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Finally the Commission would like you to provide
copies of all reports of investigations in Texas during 1963
arising out of activities of the John Birch Society or Minute
Hen or relating to members of those organizations engaged in
subversive activities

Sincerely

I J Lee Rankin
General Counsel



To SACS Dallas (100-10461) (Enc.)
E1 Paso (105-1264) (Enc )

eh
Houston (105-1291) (Enc.)

REL:Jdd

U 22 1964

MAILED19

WAY 2 1964

.COMM"FDI

WAILROOM

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr DeLoacb
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Baumgardner
1 Mr Bland
1 Mr Branigan
1 Mr Wannall
1 Mr Lenihan

INTERNAL SECURITY It CUBA
BUDED 6-1-64

Enclosed for each office is a copy of a letter from the
President's Commission which is self-explanatory The Tulle names
of the 9 organizations abbreviated in the second paragraph of the
Commission's letter are as follows

"JUKE Junta Revolucionaria Cubans
"DRE Directorio Revolucionaria Estudiantil
Alpha 66 . Second National Front of Escsmbray (Operation
. Alpha 66)

r" In connection with the instant Commission's request the
Dallas Office should respond to items 1 and 2 and to the request in.')
the Last. paragraph of page 1 and the paragraph on page 2 as outlined
in the enclosure The El Paso Houston and San Antonio Offices shout
respondlo item 2 and to the request in the paragraph on page 2 oA
the enclosure as such requests pertain to the territory covered
each office

we Item number S in the enclosure is being handled at 80G.
4

4* In responding to item 2 in the enclosure each office 8 i
ebould prepare a letterhead memorandum suitable for disseminationat$
the President's Commission setting forth data in each office's fi4et
responsive to this request

Belmest ~ SEE NOTE PAGE 2
Mote Ojt

Evan..
Gale (19)Rose
Whites
Tavel
Trott
Tel.
Hole.
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Airtel to Dallas 21 Faso Bouston San *`ntonio
Res Lee Harvey Oswald

105-82555

In responding to the Coaaission's requests for copies of
reports pertaining to the organisations or individuals concerned
each office should check its indices and files and furnish the
Bureau a complete listing of all communications that have been
forwarded to the Bureau for the period involved in order that such
communications can be located in Bureau files In addition each
office should forward to the Bureau copies of all communications
in its files that are responsive to the instant request of the
Commission but which are not currently in the Bureau's possession
These will include inter-office communications memoranda to the
8AC of each office and correspondence from other agencies and
the public

This natter oust be given the immediate attention of
esoh office and data responsive to the Commission's request should
reach the Bureau no later than 8-1-64 and earlier if possible

NOTE

The Commission by letter 5-2064 has requested it be
furnished reports and summaries of data in possession of the 4
Texas offices These requests largely pertain to Fair Play for
Cuba Committee as well as anti-Castro organizations Commission
is also interested in obtaining data re members active in the
Communist Party Socialist Workers Party in Dallas and Fort Worth

along with information regarding individuals active in the John
Birch Society or Minutemen in the State of Texas Inasmuch as
some of the data requested may not have been furnished to the

Bureau desirable each of the offices concerned furnish Bureau a

complete accounting of all data in files of each responsive to
these requests
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Agent in Charge

Date 5/22/64

ro::stnit :..c following in
(Type in plain text or code)

~ = !MIL
w (Priority or Methodof Mailing)

etSS,SS I A^t ION OF P.:ES ID=NT
JC t FI^1 ZGE ;.LLD I I:.ZED+
NOV_;.2E^ 22 1S63 D'.L L':,S TE S

SC1;LL i::J,, COIiCr....isl.

Re Bureau airtcl to Dallas 5/15/64 c:::losing
two copies of s letter from the President's Co::mi c:;ion

.dated May 13 1 4 requesting certain irvestigat;:.. re
:ardin g the photograph of the house of Major Gene-
ỳB " F 1:2 t 1ich has been ria kcd es Co=missio
Exhibit 5 and as FBI Inventory a uL'ber 3C*; and .Da__ __
sirtel to Bureau 5/20/64 enclosing an z_f2id:.vit of
IVA D LB: reflecting p-roeodures used by in the
teking of certain photographs of the roar c2 ,.a jor General
LDLI A t":ALXER's residence together with photographs
taken by him o17 February 1 155

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead oranducl
containing the re +lasted investigation

set forth in the enclosad
letterhead w33 conducted by E Ill.-_ D L:s2
with the c coycio: of the physical observation o the
rear of i":wjcr Cc c_al ED: S"1.L':E 's resioencc on
!.1:y 13 1934 chic vas mace by SA's LEB and RCB2 ni :
BARR :T and t:. interview with Mr BEO B PZSS7_^ c41ic4
was conducted b_ E:;ORY E IiOZTOU
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TD < DIRECTOR FBI (62-1077)

(3 Bureau
1 WFO
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'UNITED STATES GC RNMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT TRANSLATION MATTERS

DATE 5/19/64

ATTENTION FBI ANNEX

ReBulet dated 5/14/64 requesting expeditious
translation of Hungarian language article appearing in
the '-Magyar Elet, dated 5/2/64

t ..i
Translation and portion of aforementioned

newspaper herewith being transmitted to Bureau attention
FBI Annex



TRANSLATION FROM HUNGARIAN

"Magyar Elet (Hungarian Life)
MARTON KISS KERECSENDI Editor
501-A Bloor St. W
Toronto Ont. Canada s

Issue dated 5/2,/64

DALLASI TUDOSITAS (Report From Dallas)

Since the time of the Texas tragedy the "Magyar
Elet has often exchanged letters with one of its Dallas
friends and has always received the information that they
don't know any more in Dallas than what is known in the
rest of America Complete obscurity surrounds the great
crime Recently however we did receive from Dallas
information which had not yet received publicity

As is well known LEE OSWALD was first charged
with killing Policeman TIPPIT The one eye witness to
this crime said that the police murderer was of short
stature stout and shaggy haired This description did
not fit OSWALD Another witness by the name of REYNOLDS
heard the shat and looking out on the street saw the
murderer running away REYNOLDS was killed the first
part of this year The one blamed for this murder was _
able to furnish an alibi A dancer stated she was with
the one charged at the time of the murder Later this
woman was jailed as a user of narcotics and she committed
"suicide. She was a dancer in JACK RUBY's nightclub

The above unusual item comes from a committee
of private individuals organized for the investigation of
the affair According to signs the government appointed
committee does not wish to keep the public informed
and this is why this special investigating committee was
organized But we must note that confused public opinion
now receives all news with suspicion whether it comes
from the government's committee or the one of private individuals

-3t* ,s AESTROYED

1LAR I97.3i

. 0.46 ,/Le
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I DALLASl TUDOSiTAS
A Magyar Elet a texasi tragedia Eta tobbszor viltott

levelet egyik dallasi baritjival de mindig azt a felviligo
sftist kapta bogy ott sem tudnak tobbet mint Amerika
tobbi risziben A nagy bdniigyet teljes homily burkolja..
Legut6bb migis irkezett olyan .felvitigositis Dallasb6l
mely misbol nem kapott nagy nyilvinossigot

Ismeretes bogy Lee Oswaldot el6szor Tippit rend6r
meg6lisivel vidoltik Ennek a biintettnek egy szeintamija
volt akl szerint a rend6rgyllkos alacsony zomok bozon
sos haju ember volt Ez a kids nem felelt meg Oswald
ktisejinek..Egy Reynolds nevi* misik land a Iovis balls
tira nizett kf az utcira M litta elrohanni a tettest De
ezt a Reynoldsot az iv elejin megSltik Aldt emiatt a
gyflkossig mtatt yidoltak alibit tudott bizonyitanl Egy
tancosn6 azt vatlotta bogy egyutt voltak a bdntett Idejin
Ut6bb ez a n6 kibftbszer hasznilata mlatt burtonbe keriiit
Es ott .Singyllkos kit Jack Ruby lokiljiban volt tincos
ad ..

Fenti kUlonos bfr att6l a bizottsigt6l eyed mely tina
ginszemilyekb6l alakult az Ogy vizsgilat6ra A korminy
*Hal kinevezett bizottsig a jelek szerint nem kfvinja ti
jikortatni a k6zons8get turf alakult Uyen magin bizott
sdg De meg kell jegyezni bogy a megzavart kozvileminy

a mar minders hint kitkedissel fogad Air tillami akir
iobizottsigtbl trod

Into 'Tres kiserlel.cc ga .aasa t t~rr.tiet.esset.` ~~
~` N`~-1 I

55Z A K6MMUNISTATDOJAIIAS

Merrc s'czct a tsuruzatusun csudbc jututt lszuvjet illczugazdusab utja
hangsiilyosabbi bite

SZOVHOZOK ES
AGRAR-VAROSOK

A harmadik riteget jelen
tette a Szovhozok az illami
gazdasigok nape Ezek bE
rErt dolgortak ,mint az ipari
munkisok Egy ideig tigy
tint bogy ezek a gazdasi
gok lesznek a bruscsovi gaz
dilkodis ideilis termelisl
egysigei Kazakhsztinban 100
milli6 boldnyi selzfoldct tor
tek (el az elmult tiz iv folya
min

Ezeken a terWeteken esak
i11ami gazdasigokat titesi
tettek A lakossigot itgyne
vezett agrir-vkrosokba to
kpftettik

It talmas birhizakban biz
bizalmiak to4bizalmiak is

pirtbizalmiak Glatt - a biz
tiji zabrilisra nem maradt
lehet6sig Ujab tanulsigok a
pirtnakl

Sokan azt hittik bogy az
iitalinosan elterjedt kolhoz
b61 vale) lopisok a torvenye
sen megengedett biztiji gaz
dilkodist is megszunessel
fenyegetik Ha nincs hiztiji
telek is illatillominy akkor
a iopott takarminyt iletmet
nehiz irtikesiteni Viszont a
szovhozok termelcse kataszt
rofilis eredminyeket hozott
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Dear Mr Hoover

i
i

TRUE COPY

An Hungarian woman I work with receives the paper
I have enclosed She has made me aware of life in a Communist

I country above & beyond theory

I have circled an article "Dallasi Tudositas. I neither
speak nor read Hungarian She translated this article to me as such
There were 2 witnesses to the police officers fatal shooting after
Kennedy's assasination The one witness described the killer of the
officer as a short hefty man with bushy hair (which does not fit
Oswald) Also the 2nd witless Reynolds was killed the first part of
this year Reynolds named a man as the killer who was furnished an
alabi by a dancer who worked for Ruby

My natural questions Is this an accurate translation
into English If so is it true If it is true why does an Hungarian
paper publish this when the American papers do not

If it is true I have the convicton the FBI knows of it & has investi
gated its implications What I would object to is the fact that comparing
Congressional Records Nuclear Test Ban Treaty etc etc to my newspaper
(which is the most informative locally) I often find pertinent facts mis
construed or ignored I am sure if every American read the preamble
to the treaty they would be upset by the stated intent

I do not repeat things I consider inaccurate or gossip or
illogical and also if I feel the fact could undermine the faith in our
form of government I did want to point out that I truly feel the facts
involving Oswold Ruby etc should be made public I presume aft.euby
is tried & after Warren's commission has finished their investigation the
records will be public I have baud & read that these facts are being
withheld only to "keep the peace & not upset the public by its Communist
implications I do not think this could be true because of the general
opinion that it was a plot or conspiracy

Also we Americans have so much faith in the ability of
the FBI that we still can not understand why a commission was set up

l as it would surely duplicate"your work /
4

7146

I IL/
jd dl.4ilt

Sewansur



I also read Mrs Oswald is the daughter of a Colonel
in the Soviet Intelligince Agency Knowing that in a Communist
country no one goes anywhere unless for a purpose or as a member
of the party this coupled with the relative association present some
implications of premeditation

4
Regardless the rumors are out the true facts

ascertained should be made public if not involving "security
problems The truth is much better than speculation

Thank you

Elaine Wagner
508 Patterson Ave
Glendale

Letter postmarked May 8 1964
Glendale California
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X11.1105-8342

Miami will keep in touch with Dr CONTE but
here is no assurance any further contact will be received

from X del FRAC Miami will by 6/1/64 in absence of any
other development interview HUMBERTO HERNANDEZ 1555
Pennsylvania Ave. Miami Beach for information to evaluate
the "DUGLAS story
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DATE 5/18/64

CONFIDENTIAr

Classified bn wit)
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Date of Declass ificatioo Indefinite s1
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UNITED STATES

Mono an

t .NMENT

tum

TO Director FBI {105-82555)__

4 ....A
FRu `.V-Legat Mexico {105-3702) (P)

lmcT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

-ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are twelve (12)
copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned
as above.v

REFERENCES

Bureau cable dated 4/30/64 No 68 letter to the
Director from the President's Commission General Counsel
J LEE RANKIN dated 4/24/64.V

ADMINISTRATIVE ieO'M
13'1 ~ `o."t~E.ra PYr.s t * CA.":t ~." fIC'et(I "r t r " 4 1"F11^

.~ Oh the basis of a specific request from the it % s."
President 'sCommission as recorded 'in referenced letter
investigation was conducted in Mexico City in an effort /
to determine-whether or.,not-any verification could`be obtained
with respect to the-allegation that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had
visited "some museums in Mexico City.0

l w ":~^i..t~l1A;4 "")"'s !rE .i'i~."t =.r

SOURCES'A ''ea0i ,41::4LE0 P &".'t a3":"..r1 " !" 114$ s y~=""r~ 4.e "-V *IM
'."r t r.H E t'.': "~1MH.CWr..a vM'sfM or v . vv acr "".. "a t. 1/ 11'Mt _

r~~. -The.-confidentiat-'source'abroad;jAY"eferred""tb''i)i
the enelosttre',iciecthe""Legai Attacht "MexCity."t.07
105-3702 which furnished titer s for inquiry.V

f
4 -t

X14 .et

The confidential source abroad who conducted
inquir at the National-Museum of Natural History is

.
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Will continue to pursue and report all investigative
"--leads relating to this.case V .

MC 105-3702

14LASSIFICATION

Ca LIOCI41rn
CONFIDENTIAD

_

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified
"CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect Bureau

:_-".;and investigative activity by Bureau
personae in connection with this "case.

LEAD " . . ~'...J

MEXICO CITY OFFICE

At Mexico D F. Mexico
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Exclude& from,.Automatic
Downgrading and Declassification

UNIT A TATES DEPARTMENT OF J C

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply FlameReferb

4{)NFIDENTIAb,

WA$BIYNGTO12S D C

May 18 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

The inquiries recorded hereinunder were conducted
on the basis of information received from a confidential source
abroad to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was alleged to
have visited "some museums during the time he was in Mexico
City from September 27 to October 2 1963

INQUIRIES AT PRINCIPAL AND MOST ACCESSIBLE MUSEUMS

The information which follows was provided by a
confidential source who has furnished reliable information
In the past and who explained that while be had made a
thorough survey of personnel at the various museums mentionedall located in Mexico City he had not always been able to
obtain the names and in some instances the complete names
of individuals interviewed because of their sensitivity to
questions concerning their identities and insistence upon
receiving an explanation as to the manner in which their names
would be utilized prior to furnishing same He explained that
he had desisted from inquiring further concerning their full
names when he encountered resistance in connection therewith

MUSEUM OF NATIONAL HISTORY
(MUSED NACIONAL DE HISTORIA)

Photographs of OSWALD were displayed to the follow
ing persons at the Museum of National History located near
the Chapultepec Castle Chapultepec Park without locating
anyone who could recall his having visited the museum at any
time

.11 '1(r /
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AGUSTIN ZARATE ticket salesman and
collector mornings

RAYMUNDO/ESPINOSA ticket salesman
and collector afternoons

LUIS BANDA guide
SALVADOR-BRAVO guide
JOSE1BR ITO guide !
LUIS4STRADA caretaker "~r ,~
JESUSLANCAS caretaker
LUIS''ARELLANO caretaker
JUANeMARTINEZ caretaker ,
NICOLAS:JIMENEZ caretaker
RALIO AVILA caretaker

O,,TEPUJEALBI caretaker
JOAQUIN t1,OCAMPO caretaker
ANTONIAIIUNGUTA caretaker
ARTUO-LANGLE Assistant Director
BERT LDg.,TORRES-A .DANA caretaker of

parking area
BARTOLOM,CASTILLO elevator operator
Eight other individuals who have business

concessions in the area of the museum
and whose complete names were not obtained

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND HISTORY
(LIUSEO NACIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA Y HISTORIA)

The foregoing museum is located in the heart of
Mexico City near the Government Square (Zocalo) at Calle-de
la ISoneda No 13 Photographs of LEE HARVEY OSIWALD were shown
to the following personnel thereof without locating anyone who
could recall his having been a visitor at that establishment

/ Mr FLORES guide
Mr AVILA guide/ Mr GUZMAN ticket seller
Ur HAYDES ticket seller
Mr POMPA librarian
JUAW-BALTAZAR caretaker and security
Mr VARELA caretaker
AGUSTIN'MIJARES caretaker
FRANCISCO/CARDENAS caretaker
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MARCIA ROJA0 HERNANDEZ caretaker
Miss SOFIt...00MEZ director of Office of 41

Public Relations sale of post cards
booklets, official publications etc

Uost of the persons interviewed were able to
recognize the photographs of OSWALD from having seen them
in the newspapers but they were unable to remember his having
visited the museum

BENITO JUAREZ MUSEUM
(MUSED RECINTO DE JUAREZ)

This museum is at the National Palace (Government
Offices) It was determined that there are few employees as
no charge is made for admission A review of the museum regis
tration book failed to develop any information identifiable
with OSWALD The following employees were shown photographs
of OSWALD and stated that they did not remember his having
visited the museum

Mr BETANCOURT caretaker of the
registration book

Mr IIUNOZ librarian
Miss AURITA assistant librarian
Mr t1ANZANILLA caretaker
ANDRES'RO 0 caretaker
ENRI UUF,ROMO caretaker

THE INTERAMERICAN INDIGENOUS INSTITUTE
(INSTITUTO INDIGENISTA INTERAMERICANO)

The foregoing establishment is at Calle Winos Heroes
139 Photographs of OSWALD were displayed to the following
persons connected therewith without locating anyone who could
recall him as a visitor to the Institute

Mr 30DI office employee
Mr CANTU office employee
Mrs HOLEY office employee
Hrs DERBES office employee
Hrs AGUILAR office employee

3
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Miss OREGON librarian
JULIAN RUIZ caretaker
FELIPE"RUIZ policeman at entrance
ROGELIO 'CALgRO car watchman
BALDOMERO ASTRO car watchman
?IARCELINQ,'NOGUEDA car watchman
LINeHERNANDEZ car watchman
Six or seven other persons who operate

concessions or commercial establishments
in the vicinity of the entrance to the
museum

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM
(MUSED ETNOGRAFICO Ruins of an
Aztec Temple)

This museum is located at the corner of Guatemala
and Seminario Streets

It was determined that only two employees are present
on a regular basis IGNACI.ISENDRERO ticket vendor on duty at
the entrance and EDULIOAUAREZ caretaker both of whom viewed
photographs of OSWALD without being able to remember him as
anyone who had visited the establishment

THE t7AX MUSEUM
(MUSED DE CERA)

The foregoing is located at Calle Argentina (no
number) and,there are only two employees oq 4uty who function
as ticket,,vendors and caretakers GUSTAVORNANDEZ and
CONSUELO HERNANDEZ after viewing photographs of OSWALD advised
they could not recall him as having been a visitor at the flax
Museum

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
(MUSEO NACIONAL DE LA HISTORIA NATURAL)

The following information was obtained by a
confidential source abroad

The Museum of Natural History is located at Calle
Dr Enrique Gonzalez Martinez No 10 and on April 16 1964



.C-0..N I A L

ALFONSO NANCILLL GOI1EZ advised that he is the caretaker at
that museum a position which he has occupied for the past
twenty.five years He related that few American tourists
visit the museum and that he follows the practice of spending
some time assisting and explaining the interesting exhibits
of the institution to those tourists who do appear there
He stated that he believed be would remember most American
visitors and upon viewing a photograph of OSWALD advised
that he could not recall him as a visitor at the museum and
did not believe he had ever seen him at the Museum of
Natural History
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-'SA FREDERICK E..RODERICK DEPARTING WESTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT

-.638 AT 5:30 THIS AFTERNOON AND ARRIVES LOS'ANGELES 7:47
SA'ROLF L LARSON DEPARTING 8:35 AM MAY 23 VIA AMERICAN

.~ AIRLINES FLIGHT 58 AND ARRIVESrTUCSON 3:30 PM VIA AAL FLIGHT

663 : s."

EXACT ITINERARY OF SA HENRY J PRATT WILL BE FURNISHED
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W C Sullivan

W A B

LEE HARVEY-OSWALD (1
INTERNAL SECURITY RU IA

DATE 5+19-64

orroconaamoo=D"0
" *SAWNOWNO11f .110

NPI".I"

UNITED STATES CC RNMENT

w.
1
T.vel

1 Mr DeLoach Tit

yJ 1 Mr Rosen
"'.

1 Mr Sullivan r 4 0
Molars

1 Mr Malley
1 W A Branigan

cum 1 R Z Lenihan
1 J M Sizoo

The Bureau has received from~Legat Paris the second and final
article in a series by Mrs Marguerite Oswald which appeared in the
April 8-15 1964 issue of "Le Nouveau Gandide, a newspaper which has been
characterized by the Press Office of the United States Embassy in Paris
as a weekly publication sensational in nature and strongly pro-de Gaulle
in its political leanings This second article by Mrs Oswald has been
translated and reviewed and a copy of the article and two copies of
translation thereof are being furnished to the President's Commission
by attached letter

Mrs Oswald in this article presents the theory that her son
Lee Harvey Oswald was an agent of a service of the American Government
and was trying to foil a plot against the life of President Kennedy.
She further claims that the true assassins knowing her son's record as
a defector and his activities as a pro-Marxist decided to "kill two
birds with one stone by accusing him (Oswald) of the crime and by 6etting
rid of a dangerous witness whose inquiry was.brought to a sudden halt.
According to Mrs..Oswald President Kennedy was killed possibly by a
"political rival a man who had accomplices everywhere in the most
important positions. She bases her conclusion about this assassin op
the fact that Chief Justice Warren publically declared that "certai

pfacts in this case may not be made public in this generation

In her latest article Mrs Marguerite Oswald discusses at
some length her visit with Marina Oswald and her son Lee in the Dallas
police station after the arrest of Oswald on 11-22-63 She claims that
Marina stated the police mistreated her (Marina) in interrogating her
following Oswald's arrest Our inquiry to date_has not developed any
indication that Marina ever complained about the treatment given her by
law enforcement agencies since the assassination of President Kennedy

l
As evidence that her son Lee was innocent of the assassinatiot

Mrs Oswald points to the fact that Lee stated on television that be
had not killed President Kennedy She states that while she never
aske4 him if he had killed President Kennedy she had no reason todoubt

,his Word since he had made a denial of the crime on.television
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Memorandum V A Branigan to W C Sullivan
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

Mrs Oswald states that an"FBI Agent by the name of "Odham
showed her a photograph on 11-23-63 and that she advised the Agent
that she did not know the man in the photograph Mrs Oswald states
that a few days later she saw in a newspaper the face of the individual
in the picture which "Odham had shown her She does not elaborate on
the identity of the individual in the newspaper but she apparently
presumes that it was Jack Ruby inasmuch as the caption for her article
states that the FBI showed her a photograph of Ruby following the
assassination In connection with the photograph shown to Mrs Oswald
on 11-23-63 it was displayed to her by SA Bardwell D Odum of the
Dallas Office It was the photograph of an unidentified individual
furnished by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) CIA felt that
this individual who was photographed in Mexico could possibly be
associated with Oswald The photograph definitely was not one of
Jack Ruby Mrs Marguerite Oswald advised SA Odum that she could not
identify the individual in the photograph as anyone she knew

Mrs Marguerite Oswald also states the fact that following
the assassination she was on good terms with Marina Oswald Lee's wife
but that in a matter of a few weeks Marina began to avoid her and she
had heard rumors from abroad that there was some relationship between
Marina and her business manager-James Herbert Martin Mrs Oswald
also comments in derogatory fashion that Marina now smokes wears
make-up has smart clothes and seems to be enjoying herself

Mrs Oswald states that she doubts that Roy S Truly
Superintendent of the Texas School Book Depository Building was
telling the truth about seeing her son in tae Depository Building
before and after the assassination She also claims that Jack Ruby
and Dallas police officer J D Tippit were seen together at the
Carousel Club prior to the assassination Our investigation has failed
to develop information that Ruby and Tippit were known to each other and
were seen together at Ruby's Carousel Club

In the article Mrs Oswald has apparently made several
inaccurate statements one to the effect that she called her son
Robert Oswald her youngest son when in effect Lee Oswald was her youngest
son"second that Oswald was left handed when Marina Oswald has advised
us that Oswald was right handed

Mrs Oswald appears to be particularly petulant in complaining
that Dallas police officer Tippit's widow has received more than $600,001
whey no family of a policeman killed on duty has ever received so much
Mrs Oswald states that she had tried to learn the names of the donors

I of money to Mrs Tippit but found it impossible to do so

As pointed out by the newspaper "Le Nouveau Candide In
Mrs Oswald's first article her arguments would seem to express "more
maternal love than shrewdness. It is obvious that Mrs Oswald in her

3 2



Memorandum V A Branigan to W C Sullivan
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105=82555

f
articles has resorted to speculation and wishful thinking to conclude
that her son Lee is innocent of the assassination of President Kennedy
and has been framed to be the guilty party

RECOINDATION

That the attached letter be sent to the President's Commission

-3
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ROM SAC MEMPHIS05-891) (P.)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA

!lc Is

.

6

Date MAY 20 1964

Transmit the following in i
(Type in plain test r cod.)

V a  AIi-TEL
(Prsortty) t

.L  

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

ReBuair-tel toDallas and St Louis 5/13/64
carbon copies to Boston Memphis and Miami

t_JERRY EYPITTS referred to in reair-tel located and
interviewed in Memphis 5/20/64 PITTS is patrolman with
Memphis .Tenn. PD He has had no contact with OSWALD since
leaving V S Marine Corps RUC report being submitted

Bureau
ell Dallas (105-10461)

(RM)1 St Louis (105-36 5 (RM)
1 -Memphis

~6~
:roJh

/Mat
o MAY23

196vY

A M.(Al*

A M S D.. ias Ci

4.104

Reg MaN
pproved TA  Sent irl PerR

1 ~I 2 8 j9G4al Agent in Charge

St Louis discontinue efforts to locate PITTS
whereabouts



FBI

Date 5.20-64 4
1

(Type in plain test or code)
airmail i

(Pdorisy) 1

s PD ;1040431

Transmit the following in

Via
is airtel

----------------------------------------------- -------

J

/

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC ST LOUIS (105-3665) (RUC)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
00 Dallas

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5-13-64 one copy of
which is being enclosed herewith for the information and
assistance of the Washington Field Division

Personnel of the Military Personnel Records Center
St Louis Missouri advised IC NOEL L BAKER on 5-19-64 that
they were unable to locate a U S Marine Corps service record
for ROBERT DEMURS Serial Number not shown and further advised
that these records may be on file at Marine Corps Headquarters
Washington D C p 10 _ l ~i t % f +

A review of the S Marine_Coros service records
on 5-19-64 for JERRY ELLI.)RITTS Serial Number 155 83 60
indicated that he served in the U S.'.Mcrinc Corps rrom-8-~.-55
to 8-3-59 being honorably released from active duty as a
Lance Corporal at Beaufort South Carolina and transferred
to the U S Marine Corps Reserve for completion of his
military obligation He served in the U S Marine Corps
Reserve inactive status from 8-4-59 to 6-26-62 at which
time he was honorably discharged

'

rte ,,~
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Bureau (RM)

IMemphis (105-891) (RM)
2 it\Washington Field (Enc 1) (RM) r. -s
1 Dallas (100-10461) (RM) I
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and background information

10-30-36 Jackson Tenn
1723 Vesey Avenue

Memphis Tennescee
(8-3-59)

1

SL 105-3665

The following descriptive
was contained in the service records

Date and Place of birth
Address

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

Is requested to attempt to locate the U S Marine
Corps service record for DEMURS and handle in accordance with
referenced airtel

MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

Is requested to attempt to locate JERRY ELLIS
PITTS residing at 1723 Vesey Avenue Memphis and handle In
accordance with referenced airtel
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Transmit the following in

1
1

FBI

Date 5/22/611

(Type I plain text or cols)

AIRTELVia
. (Priority or ketFol of Uoili*g) i

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC,fr.,BOSTON (105-10911)

j LEE HARVEY-OSWALD_
IS'- R -.CUBA

Rebuairtel to Dallas and St Louis cc Boston 5/13/64
concerning interviews of former Marine Corps associates
of OSWALD

ROBE}tT RKfl4ONDD1 ERS referred to as ROBERT
"g

.ROBERT
in airtel located and interviewed at Lewiston gee on
5/20/ti4 and had no pertinent information

Report being prepared

St Louis discontinue review of records at )IPRC for address
of DEMERS

3 St eLouis0(105-3665)M(RM)
1 Boston (105-0911)

DBC
(5):bar t,lr I
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1
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tpec(al1Agent in Charge
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

,(00:DALLAS)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
SACS

O (105-37111) (P)

7

Sent .14 Per

Transmit the following in
A I RTEL (Type is plain rest a cede)

Via
(Pnertt71

j

ReSLairtel 5/20/64 with its enclosure Bureau
airtel to Dallas 5/13/64

RE ROBERT DEMURSf

ReSLairtel requested WFO to attempt to locate a
U S M C service record for one ROBERT DEMURS in effort
to locate his last known address for lead interview purposes

Based on information furnished in enclosure to reairtel
U S Marine Corps Headquarters Personnel Washington D C
advised IC MICHAEL VERNON DEVOL on 5/25/64 that DEMURS is probab]
identical to ROBERT R DEMERS (note spelling of last name) j
USMC SN 156 bl 45 formerly attached to MACS-1 Japan
They further advised that his record is located in St Louis

St Louis is requested to attempt to locate the
record of ROBERT R DEMERS USMC SN 156 01 45 for lead

purposes outlined in re airtel

Bureau /9 .4,1
r. ~

2 St Louis (105-3665) (RM) sst;I
---~_

1 Dallas (100-10461) (RU)
1-WF0 taMAY514

JFM:lkc
(7)
AIRTEL
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Sent .N Per

i

FBI

Date 5/19/64

Transmit the following in
(Type to plan test or code)

.Via t AIRTEL AIRMAIL-REGISTERED
." (Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
ATTN s FBI LABORATORY

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

SUBJECT* LEE 11ARVSYSWALD aka
IS -R-C UBA
00 DL

ReBuairtel 5/14/64 concerning disposition of
certain money belonging to subject and instructing Dallas
to forward to the Bureau the $13.87 obtained from OSWALD

by the Dallas Texas Police Department at the time of his
arrest

Enclosed herewith is $13.00 in currency consist

ing of one $5.00 bill and eight $1.00 bills and 870 in
coin consisting of one 500 piece three dimes one nickel
and two pennies

BUREAU (ENCS.) (AM-REGISTERED)
DALIAS
eah 'IFC_ 46 !

(6)

iij~ s,lab
v

s MAY 221964

t
MAY28t 1 Agent in Charge



WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Director J Edgar Hoover
emerged from a 24-bour
closed sessionwith the Warren
Commissionyesterdaysnd pre
dicted that the investigationof
President Kennedy's assassina
tion wouldcontinuefor "many
many rears.

Hoover praised the commis
sion's thoroughness in trying
to fin3 answers to the Nov 22
tragedy but said the FBI will
be working on the case long
after the Presidential panel
submits its final report

We are followingup on all
leads and riports although
some of them re as fantastic
as can be thoug t up be told
newsmen

HOC EI SES

LENGTHY JFK

DEATH PROBE





In connection with the Commission's request items l end 2
last paragraph on page 1 and first paragraph on page 2 are bein
handled 'separately

Conrad.MjktpDeLeed
Eno. '(29JCeti
Rose
$shies
Tavel
Trotter
Teb
%Ames

-l

5/22/64

*t rtel

Tot

Belmont
DeLoach
Rosen
Sullivan
Malley
Baumgardw
Bland
Branigan
Wannall
Fasca
Lenihan
Anderson

C

SACs Chicago (62-6115) (Enclosure)
Detroit (89-41) (Enclosure)
Los Angeles (105-15823) (Enclosure)
Las Vegas (105-166) (Enclosure)
Miami (105-8342) (Enclosure)
New York (105-38341) (Enclosure)
Ban Francisco (105-15246) (Enclosure)
San Juan (Enclosure)

From P rector FBI (105-82555)

LEE RARVEY OSFALD
IS R CUBA
BUDED 6/1/64

Enclosed for each office is a copy of a letter from the
President's Commission which is self-explanatory The full names of
the three organizations abbreviated in the second paragraph of

theCommission's letter are as follows

"JURE Junta Revolucionaria Cubans
"DRE Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil
Alpha 66 Second National Front of Escambray

(Operation Alpha 66)

In responding to item number 3 in the enclosure each
office should prepare a letterhead memorandum suitable for disseminat
to the President's Commission setting forth data in each office's
tiles concerning activities in its respective area in response to ..
this request Submit separatc memorandum ,for each organization .14

In addition San Juan is instructed to prepare a general
over-all summary of activities of "JURB. Miami similarly handle

a -"DRE Alpha 66 and
30thl

of November Movement New Y rk similarly
NA 1 FPCC yG/4cCspst `hW+Iwr ari i~:~++ `''jl l~,rr~r.r...Collis



2

Airtel to Chicago
Ro LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

k It is pointed out that the Commission desires the above
summaries only for the year 1963 Each office will include in
initial paragraph a thumbnail or characterization of local group
if different from national group Offices preparing general over-all
summaries will characterize national group in initial paragraph
unless Bureau approved characterization exists in which case it
should be appended to letterhead memorandum

Boar in mind summary should be succinct well written
and suitable for dissemination to President's Commission to be
included as part of permanent record concerning captioned matter
Identify all sources utilized in cover pages of transmittal airtel
with any additional administrative data deemed appropriate

This matter must be given the Immediate attention of
each office and data responsive to the Commission's request should
reach the Bureau no later than 6/1/64 and earlier if possible

NOTE

Commission by letter 5/20/64 requested it be furnished
summaries of data of above-mentioned groups outside of Texas during
the year 1963 with particular reference to activities in respective
offices receiving this communication Commission also requested it
be furnished reports and summaries of data in possession of the four
Texas offices concerning the above groups as well as data re members
active in the Communist Party and Socialist Workers Party John Birch
Society or Minute Men in the State of Texas This request Is.being
handled separately



(Type in plain text or cods) 1
1

Date
5/22/64

Transmit the following in

Via i AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority or 1letltodof Yoilini) 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI {105-8255)

FROM SAC SAN A NIO (105-2909) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HAR SWALD
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel dated 4/22/64

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original trip
envelope of Bus 373 for 10/2-3/63 from Monterrey Nuevo
Leon Mexico to Laredo Texas which has been designated
exhibit D-202

tar future

Results of interview with ALVARO IBARRA incorpora
in FD 302 which will be included in next report of San
Antonio Divsion This will be submitted in ea future

'"~~ Bureau inc 1) (AM RM)
Dallas ((100-10461) Inf A O$

2 San Antonio '1~ { ~~~~

RLC/mjb "~ ''

(6)

=A~t~vje )ty 201cicif4ent in charge
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INCATRUTHTAPEHEADQUARTERS
"!O ORAVIERSTREET

NEWORLEANSI.A 70130 Y.S.A

.MeldIIadarvAta HomeLife Ins Go
.TREASURER rpm phonograph record suitable for replay on your homeMAU W

ryes. IliwrlandHardwoodCo. i.e 'hi f f this is an historic document not a mere conve
sation piece The enclosed full-sized reproduction of

.CHIEFOF PROTOCOL Racket describes the Album
DR JAMESIL ALLEN

PEysiciao
.CHIEFOF.IMwTY This offering is restricted to a selected list of
AtloruerPut Fresid t top-caliber individuals and opinion molders around theationalSocietyof Former.l"gea of fbs T nation To insure maximum dispersal we reserve the rig

AO:gb
Enclosure

tar

IIIE INfON11ATIVfl
Qj@a Of THE AMERICAS

PRESIDENTDR ALTONOCItSNERAltonOchsuerMedicalToundatiooPres. CordellHullFoundation
F1RSiVICEPRESIDENT

FORSIASS5,,,I:O'IMVNCATIONS.&EDUCATIONALAFFAIRS ~ AREACODE
Dem LoyolaD.lvveersrANA E PE

ttr.schoola LALww May 20 1964 523.3614
VICEPRESIDENTFOR ORGANIZATIONALAI"TAUISEDGARA G BRIGHTMerrWL cb PierceFeiner& Sailb
VICEPRESIDENTFORFINANCIALAFFAIRSWALLACEM DAVIS

Pres. IliberuiaNationalBack
VICEPRESIDENTFORPROJECTDEVELOPMENTWILLARDE ROBERTSON

.Peas WillardE RobertsonCorp Dear FriendVICEPRESIDENTFORTRUTHFORUMR LIREMOYER
.,slac~uT v cE r E IA&ENT We are pleased to offer by personal letter
.EDWARDSCANNELLBUTLER

advance a strictly limited First Edition of the swal
I<Ifr11ARDT NEWMAN rait n Red A standard grooved 33 1/Self Port Re

D'"ECrOBS
.GONZALOABAUNZAJR to limit quantities The numbered form must accompanyPres. Abawu S S gency,rr REV MSGAHENRYACBEZO

U
a your check or money order for $5.00 per AlbumArcbdiocesanSupt of Schools.BRUCEBAIRDIR aZan MottPres. ArmoredCarLe

.Pres
ICIIARDBAUMBACH Satisfaction is guaranteed and an immediate refurMusb CorgiPref ,JAMES

As A will be made on any Album returned to us within 10 day,locGILBERTH CHARBONNET

Pres.p~,,~y
after your receiptJOSEPH

RICHHARDG DROWNJR~",,,bbl,~~c..CHARLESDoNBARIIII All Albums will be shipped postpaid on a 'first cc

.B FRANKESHLEw basis until the supply is exhausted Of great interest
ControllerDMerchandise

today this Limited Edition's value will increase as t.`
D GREY

apfistDR TintOSEBHHOOPb goes by
PhysicianHERBERTA KENNY.ViceRPies aisonWILLIAMLOCKE We do appreciate your attention and trust that yi

.DRHERBERTE LONGENErCKCERwill respond promptly to insure satisfaction
0..Pres.TulaoeUniverst ~IJDR ROBERTJ MEAD `rJ /

Irboiciao.DRJOSEPHSCHLMSER Sincerely
OsrstAt .GEORGED TESSIER fPhysician

. BEN GTesslerInsTOLEDANOAgeenocey/ It t "Y + !

"~
+ Att
I IVORTRAtPU

DAVIDTREEN
C C WATMAtto

Tres.WallkerBrosCo. InsMORRISWOLFOtroesWolf& Cs
CONSULTANTS

CREATIVITYCONSULTANTDR G HERBERTTRUEPres. VisualResearcbInstitute
CONFERENCECONSULTANTN SULLIVAN
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.Lee Harvey Os

With these words a few weeks before

3 assassination Lee Harvey Oswald sketc

line of this Self-Portrait in Red

HEAR OSWALD'S OWN VOICE

What did Oswald really think of President
Kennedy

Hear the only recorded statement in
existence as Oswald gives his own opinion of
President Kennedy

Was Oswald alone
Listen to this record as Oswald defends

the Fair Play for Cuba committee Then
decide for yourself

Was Oswald insane
Listen to this record then judge for

yourself

What did Oswald call his enemies
Hear Oswald pin a label on people he

dislikes and smear the State Department
and the CLA

Whom did Oswald admire
Hear Oswald's own suggestion that the

United States should have dropped weapons
"into the Sierra Maestra where Fidel Castro
could have used them.

How did Oswald explain his three years
in Russia

Listen to this record and hear his reveal
ing reply

Introduction by

floss T lisle Ignites Congressman fromt Dr Alton ()dunce world famed surgeon and
t.ouhaiana and flout* Majority Whip. in whose President of both the Alton Othsner Medicalthst.:.a th a4.4 a *rat hell and tl.a aupport.4 Foundation and the Information Council of the00 INCA IWUtit 1AP'4.% wawa from At Aene sesa (INCA) *ha was perhaps the onlytwss.e therm who .nes of Oswald% deletion betott

This is the original Oswald Self-Portrait 'n Red
law.w,a tit mono** Owe +'Mt,e.w b Corn Ran Shack*
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A IVIARXIST

Lee Harvey Oswald August 21 1963

a .few weeks before President Kennedy's

Harvey
Oswald sketched the indelible out

Ttrait in Red

ID'S OWN VOICE AND LEARN

What did Oswald call his enemies
Hear Oswald pin a label on people he

dislikes and smear the State Department
and the CLA

Whom did Oswald admire
Hear Oswald's own suggestion that the

United States should have dropped weapons
"into the Sierra Maestra where Fidel Castro
could have used them.

How did Oswald explain his three years
in Russia

Listen to this record and hear his reveal
ing reply

Impression by .

This Album cointains the authentic full
unedited recording of the now famous "Con
versation Carte Blanche interview originally
broadcast 1ve on Radio Station WDSU in
New Orleans just a few weeks before Presi
dent Kennedy's assassination

This is a 33.11 r.a..a MO fidelityrecordingplaybackwits
tw as anr.c..aaac

Analysis by .

.Pr Alton Ochsner world famed surgeon and Edward Scannell Butler Executive Vice
.President of both the Alton Ochsner Medical President_ of INCA and panelist on the fateful
.Foundation and the Information Council of the evening wit has interviewed scores of refugees
.Americas (INCA) who was perhaps the only from comm.nist colonies and who was the only
.listener who knew of Oswald's defection before propaganda specialist ever to confront Oswald I
the debate.

)swald Self-Portrait in Red Accept no substitutes

ring by CosimoRecordingStudios CopyrightThe InformotiotCouncilof the AmericusIINCN
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Sincerely you

1

Dear Mr Rankin

BYCOURIER8IC

G

twee
Belettat

---En4osur
Cellaha

71

1
S ! 11

1 -.Mr Belmont 1 Mr Rosen 1 Mr Sullivan 1 -Mr Malley
1 Mr Branigan 1 Mr Lenifan

May 26 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Reference is made to your letter of April 30 1964 _
requesting that this Bureau interview Miss Yacko Okui You also
requested that if we discovered the name of Miss Okui's initial

thehelcircumstaanncessunder iwhichishe
such individual

llas as weilxas
additional background information concerning her

Our letter of May 12 1964 forwarded to the Commission
two copies of a memorandum dated May 6 1964 at Dallas Texas
which contained results of our interview witi Miss Okui o

U
Enclosed are two copies each of a memorandum dated

May 14 1964 at New York New York and a memorandum dated May 21 21
1964 at Dallas Texas wiich contain additional back,,round infor 0
cation concerning Miss Okui and added details concerning her v

employment in the United States

This concludes our inquiries in particular matter

)
""..3rstv,10

.'!Y.

comm.tl30g1 ~~ ~rl
"~ 19 MA 27~ 964

0 Fdgar Roov.`."

o.Leee.i ~
( TE PAGE TWO

milRoes
tole_ tszRomps
Sulllv.ut
Tow! MAY 2Tow! 'tea
TeleR lAY2 8 1964 'tA

MAILIK*NO TELETYPEUNITC l



HONUftA1L E J LEE RANKIN

NOTE Lee Harvey Oswald attended Christmas New Year's party 12/28-30/
62 at residence of Mr and Mrs Declan Ford in DL During such party
he had conversation with Japanese woman who has been identified as
Yaeko Okui At request of Commission we interviewed Miss Okui re
her contact with Oswald Enclosures contain results of interviews
with Miss Okui's employers in DL and NY wherein they furnish
additional background data re Miss Okui as well as circumstances
surrounding her employyment in U.S We have developed no info
indicating Oswald invobement in any way with Miss Okui and her only
contact consisted of conversation she had with him at afore:.mentioned
party in late 1962

2
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COMM FBI
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Enclosures (2)

MAILROOMD TELETYPEUNITD

1 Mr Belmont I -Et Rosen 1 -Mt Sullivan 1 Mr Malley

1 Mr Branigan 1 Mr Stokes

Play 26 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

There are enclosed two copies of a

memorandum dated May 20 1964 dealing with the
(

luggage in the possession of Lee Harvey Oswald

during his trip to Mexico

Sincerely yoursf

6
Eager

.to MAY271964

Ca.lly

i.h

i
T.1.. JCS
e.I...t (8)
c NOetterhead approved for dissemination by Messrs Belmont and

a
Malley It deals with luggage in possession Oswald when be left

Ewa $ New Orleans en route Mexico City

Ta.
Sullivan-

144)T.wl
'tdAY 1 AA

T'.ti.'. 4AY 2 81964 isT
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ED SAC M NHMN. MN. Title ............ ............
ASAC

Supv ................... IS R CUBA
.01

CC ..................
Steno ............
Clerk ... ....

f

P.onl:ne Slip
Fo-4 (R.v 10-1$"IS)

To
Date .....5/22/64 ...

Ira Director BUFI LE ...10.5-82555............
Att .....................

Agent .................

ACTION DESIRED

Acknowledge

Bring file
Coll we

R
Correct

.Deadline  
Deadline passe
Delinquent
Discontinue

.Expedite
File

.For informotj`
Initial &

return/Loads need ottntion
Return with explanation

Open Case
Prepare lead cords
Prepare tickler
Recharge serials

.1 Return assignment cord

.j Return file
Return sorials

.1 Seorc and returq
See I~
Send eriols..CU P.g

Submit new chorge.i f
SubmlrTlyvrt by .. .0wm....s .

f Type
or notation as to action takes

ReBuairtel to Dallas 4/28/64 and Mexico City cover
letter and LHM 5/11/64 (page 12) re OSWALD'e
luggage

In accordance with Bureau instructions in reairtel,
the six color photographs of the luggage are
returned herewit

.-Encs 6 X 6 y ~.~ gat .CI R ~D.~~~ANDERSON

.MC ].O%r?~Zrse side Office... elf 1?.S+~ Y...........

046 f-ce5plb
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FROaL C D DeLc Ca

IFC(-
The Friday May 22 "19S issue of the "New York f erald Tribune,

Page 9 has a fu. pagead.with a four I;.ne heacane rending "God I hope it isn't
Oswald in the picture But I want it esu:blished beyond any doubt at all... Beneath the i

caption .s a picture o a roll of camera film and Al e n the following statement "This
Sunday she Herald Tribune will publish what is pr =oba

*
y the most

controversial photo
graph of ...e decae.le "

._.0 stated that :Jew. -ea'k rerreser.` :.::n Dallas has now
. raid he understand FBI has L '; in custody and will

him _...ken of

p~."+u.M w0N...:.M,.M..i i"r p.
1'El) STATES lie\ ...NMENT .. v a

i.s_
,./ t"l

I` aJ~ ii:'M.'In
.) s.dao-r

rives
,..jr

"-+l:a.i.ertisement stat::~ that the photograph was cken a split second
after Pre: 'dent ,N....:y was shot shows him t:u cugh the windshield his left hand raised
to his throat 1:'o 1. apparently the i.::eociated Press photograph which has been widelyy
publicized.) Li '4,ck round the z% ertisement continues is the Texas School Book
Depositor in t . 3orway o tip..:Lch st nc.s a man i al-ing a resemblance to Lee Harvey "~
Oswald The ad points out that the :,BI sa id this is not Oswald but that a "New York "')
Herald Tribune reporter named :cra Dc;iefede has tallied to a New Yorker (not identified)
who wo:.d,:rs L..s doubts and believes li-b iull story has not been told

T .e "Her.-!.f Tribune? v~ 1:rint the picture enlarged this Sunday in its
New York r_age.zine se. _ea

A CTIC N T__KEN

7.'e he:: sand at absc:e:.:y "no commented this matter today
and co tin,.e so c: .::g EAC it o s telephoned and told Wick at 1:40 p.m..
he is et`_:e certain the photograph is taken :_ssocir led :ess which shows Billie si
I{nov.1 .. _.oveiady in the background Ti F __ic-d wi;.a s =:-.r long ago He is

xployed still at he Tex: :,:;pool 'Look L:scsi.. f and as recen'...J ..s two weeks ago
memb.;r_ of the lease were tn.:tin :.is picture an: d-enrL :i. _ emblance to Lee
Harvey Cswalci Lover.dy to: newsmen he w... Jetting tired aothered

called :::z .;lla :_lice
not erml pictures :o

SI
i.~r T clzo l

1 r Seim mt
1-I.:
1 :osen

t 4311.1 i o1es
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DeLoach to Mohr 1:emoranau:n 6/22/64
RE ..ESAISSL~:.TION Tlil aR SIDL'NT

Wick instructed Shanldin to tell "Newsweek and other callers on this
matt that the FBI s not taken any one into custody and is not proui'biting any one

ifrom photo,;rr.::::oc We will answer the query here the same way if asked

We continue no comment This is an ol iious attc apt by the

magazines and ne spa:%:rs to increase circulation through sensati3nai sm



God help our degenerating nation

Louis Jh(Wrena
9 Central Ave._,_ Apt 2  

Dayton Ohio 45406

May 25 1964

President Lyndon N Johnson
White House
Washington D.C

Dear W President Le . I-,/

As an American citizen deeply concerned with the welfare of
our Country I enclose an interesting news release which was
broadcast by a local Dayton radio station and I believe it
merits your immediate consideration

In the past Justice Warren has rendered decisions very favorable
to Communists or the Communist cause therefore I am not sur
prised at the enclosed comments however I demand as a citizen
that the matter in question be investigated

I am an American first and secondly a Democrat therefore I am
sending copies of this letter and news release to the gentlemen
as listed in case you may feel it is not politically expeditious
to take action in this matter

r
c.c. J Edgar Hoover Esq. T.B.I

Attorney General Robert Kennedy
Mr Walter Cronkite C.E.S News
Senator Kenneth Keating
Senator Everett Dirksen
Chief Justice Earl Warren

~Editor New York Times /('~ fii ~ ~fAY-471%4///~
t -4 l

Editor Washington Post -"~.,,~
Huntley-Brinkley News liar P.F,CORDJ

199 JUN 1 1964

-1 1 _
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';"" ~rr~^~ i.nllaoe rows t I:ri tom i1~.Uirector

'll'u sday lay 14 ZO( 4

?!ystcry and unce:'tainty have surrounded the special oo:rni U,ve selected
by President Johnson to investigate full the assussienti on of President
Kennedy At the outset there was criticism of having Chief Justice
Pori Warren on the committee for :ear that at some later Clete the
Supreme Court might be faced with a case directly or iridirei:tly co necte
with the tragic events of last November 22nd

Then after President Johnson emphasizesl the committee as to sure the
American people 2 complete toed clear report on what ocrerred Justice
Warren suggested there nay i'c cons tosti,'eay that may never he revealed

Later Dictator Xl:rusi:ehev oest the committee a supposed complete do::s'l.q
on the activities of Lee 3!ar cy Oswald suspected slayer of the lute
president This to say the least was rather fishy 1}

Now comes :1r :Ahoy incredible aspect of the Warren Corrni Sion WAVI
understands that the connis ion has hired at 6100.00 a day as an
assistant to James Lee Rankin chief counsel to the committee a men
who is reportedly a Communist` sympathizer!

38 year old NO:U1 N IZEDLlciI former Now York University lint professor
has among other things called for the abolition of the House Un-Aneric
Activities Committee signed a petition asking execu t:ve clemency for
communists Carl Uraden and Frank Wilkincon...and apr,c,..red in a letter
head as a member of the executive committee of the mergency Civil
Liberties Committee. The !'CI.0 has been branded by two Congressional
investigating committees as a Communist front organisation In fact
17UAC reporta the RCLC was fo icd in 1951 ,and is actually operated as
a front for the communist party!

This nears that Norman Redlich apparently a communist fr on :a is beln
in g inve ti gate the assassination of an American president 'sl.o
gunned down by a Marxist udvocnto And he's being paid a :. :sow:
salary from your tax dollars

We vendor if your oongreasnnn knows this In fact we're even curious
as to whether the meabci of the Warren commission have been alerted
to this shocking situation

/US
~

That's Today's Editorial I'm Gregg Wallaco...

"It is the policy of WAVI to express its editorial opinion on
matters of importance to our Com.nunity Where comments
are controversial we invite opposing points of view mush.

.jr. y-urs :ir,te available to quatifcd groups or individuals.
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Er Rosen Enclosure

Sullivan Enclosure -- e jt,N ~$ '~
Ur Malley
llr Callahan (Attention C Q Smith) Enclosure \_lIIhhm
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FROM Jov
nsLf

sysJecr ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOIIN F KENNEDY DALLAS TEXAS;O
11/22/63

Reference memorandum dated February 26 1964 from
17 D Griffith concerning a continuing project wherein the
Bureau has undertaker to furnish the Commission -with photographs
oZ all Commission exhibits

On May 26 196G the Bureau received by mail froze the
Commission the a::hibits which are described in the attacneu
list with the request that three photographs be zurnished of
each exhibit

It is noted that most of these exhibits are photographs
however those documentary exhibits which are not photographs will
be nonpbotographically reproduced as has been done in the
past

This work will be handled by an Agent Examiner from the
Document Section of the Laboratory

ACTIOT:Exhibits will be photographed or otherwise reproduced
and three copies will be supplied to the Commission as requested
Those items originally supplied to the Commission by the Bureau
will be kept in Bureau custody Items not originating from the
Bureau (designated by the *) will be returned along with the
photographs

62
Enclosure

-109060 I
ENCLOSURE 1{:s
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__.s_ ._;Are
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COLILII SS ION S
ITE;I NO EXHIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

.*477 Photograph of Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*478 Photograph of street scene Dallas
Texas r

.*480 Photograph of fifth and sixth floors
Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

.*481 Photograph of fifth and sixth floors
Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

.*482 Photograph of fifth and sixth floors
Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

.483 Diagram of sixth floor Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*484 Photograph of sixth floor Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*485 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*486 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook hanository Building

.487 Din ;ram of f if t:i floor Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*488 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*489 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depe.;itory Building

.*490 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*491 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*492 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook-Depository Building

.*493 Affidavit by Harold Norman

.*494 Photograph of interior of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*495 Photograph of main entrance of
Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

.'496 Employment application signed by
Oswald

.497 Diagram second floor Texas School
book Depository Building

.498 Interior photograph Texas School
. book Depository Building
.

~NCI.nSLTIt~



5/27/64

. *499 Photograph of room containing Coca
Cola vending machine refrigerator
tables and chairs not otherwise
identifiedfnm Dallas Police
Department

.*500 Photograph captioned "24 Employees
Lunch Room

.*501 Photograph captioned "25 North Wall
o2 L,incL Room

.*502 Photograph captioned "26 Northwest
Corner of Lunch Room

.*503 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*504 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*505 Photograph captioned "21 Stairs
Between Second and Third Floors

.*506 Photograph captioned "35 Position
of Clip Board When Discovered
(Circled)

.507 Diagram of seventh floor Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*508 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*509 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

 *510 Photograph showing position of three
empty ca :.triciges Texas Schoolbook
Depository :wilding

.*511 Photograph ca~tio:~ed "31 Window Area
Southeast C9rne Showing Two
Cartridge Cases

.*512 Photograph captioned "32 Window Area
Southeast Corner Showing Three
Cartridge cases

.*513 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*514 Photograph showing position of rifle
when found in Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*515 Photograph showing position of rifle
when found in Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building



Photograph showing stairway from
sixth floor Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

"1

*516

*517

*519

*520

Photograph captioned "35 Position
of Rifle 'then Discovered

Dallas Tc::as Police Department
photograph of interior of Texas
Theater

Dallas Police Dep.::'tL:ent photograph
of Cswald and two other officers

*702 Street diagram showing vicinity of
Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

*703 Street diagram showing Industrial
Boulevard

*704 Aerial photograph of assassination
scene

*709 Letter signed by Li,utenant Jack
fevill in which Rev ill quotes Spec
Agent James Hosty as stating that
the FBI was aware of Oswald's
capability of committing the
assassination

*711 Affidavit signed by V J Brian
Detective Dallas Police Departme
re above

*712 Photograph of man holding rifle no
otherwise identified.

*713 Photograph showing outside wooden
stair steps not otherwise identi

*714 Photograph of Cswald holding rifle
*715 Dallas Police Department photograph

of window through which shots wer
fired

*716 Photograph shoving location of empt
cartridge cases in Texas Schoolbo
Depositcwy Building

*717 Manila envelope labeled "Tv'o oi Th
Spout nulls Under rindow on ::tL
Floor Jhere Gun Asp_ lrently . @

*'!18 Interior photograph of Texas School
Depository Building

..

COi^.,iISSION'S
EXHIBIT NO



COLEI I S S ION S
ITEU NO E::IIIBIT NO DESCR IPTION

.*719 Interior photograph of Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.*720 Photograph of latent priat found on
Oswald's rifle

.*721 Photograph of latent print found on
Oswald's rifle

.*722 Photograph taken from window where shots
fired

.*723 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*724 Photograph from window from where shots
fired

.*725 Photograph showing window from where
shots fired

.*726 In rt photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*727 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building

.*728 Int:.r:or photograph Texas Schoolbook
Der".sitory Building

.*729 Photo;;_ a2h shoving palm print on
cardboard box

.*730 Photograph supplied by Dallas Police
Department not otherwise identified

.*731 Photograph supplied by Dallas Police
Department captioned "Wrapping Bench
411 Elm

. *732 Photograph supplied by Dallas Police
Department captioned "Wrapping Bench
411 Elm

.*733 Photograph shoving position of boxes in
front of window from where gun fired

.*734 Photograph showing position of boxes
near window from where gun Sired

.*735 Reproduction of Oswald's right palm
print

.*736 Reproduction of Oswald's left palm print

.*737 Photograph of Oswald's rifle

.*733 Photograph of paper bag snub-nose
revolver blanket empty cartridge
cases etc

.*739 Photograph allowing building front
411 Elm Street

-4



5/27/64

COMiliISSION'S
EXHIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

*740 Photograph of 411 Elm Street
*741 Photograph captioned "Lunch Room

411 Elm Street Second Floor
*742 Photograph captioned "Ta'.:en at

Stairway Showing Door to Hall and
Lunch R00% 411 Elm Street

*743 Photograph showing stairway from
third floor and exit to first
floor 411 Elm Street

*744 Photograph of Officer U N McDonald
*745 Photograph of Don Ray Ablest

Clark
Jail
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DATE 5-27-64

3 Bureau (1 Liaison Section)
1 Paris

79JUn5"-1964fii\

s Director FBI (62-109060)

..~--~...~~ra..

f+dormersmewOM.hr..c .amts.'A MMON6.NI.O

F UNITED ST)

3 Heim

l J Lp-at Paris (32-148) (p.)

ASSASSINATION OF PRESITENT
JOHN FITZG=RALD KENNEDY
!OVELBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS
RISCELLANEOUS INFORLIATION CONCERNING

I

Re Paris letter 5-13-64 ':"

This case is being maintained in a pending status
in order to obtain and furnish to the Bureau a copy of .'1t
"OSUALD L ILIPOSSIBLE ASSASSIN by JOACHIU JOESTEN which ..

`was reportedly scheduled to be published in Paris-in mid-?Iay,'
1964} .

1L
Inquiry at a local book shop on 5-25-64 revealed 1I_

"~ that the book has not appeared as yet An employee of the
book store telephonically contacted the publisher in order
to ascertain a projected 4ate of publication and was advised
that it is not at all certain that the book will be published
According to an unidentified individual in the publisher's
office the editorial committee of the publisher still has

','! JOESTEN's text under consideration and there reportedly is
,a .a good chance that a decision will be reached to abandon

the publication

We will continue to follow this and keep the Bureau 31
advised
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1 Mir De( `ant
1 .dr Lenihan
1 tir Roe
1 Mr Conrad

Fy .( t I t e ti * a . i j 73 y i~ 12 -Ass i f..fit s I ~ ~ .4k.t
Honorable J Leo Rtzzku r r`a ! `

~ R `

Gcncr'1 Counsel r --:. 4 i "f .o
President's Commission 7 ".~ = . -~

i:~ _ 200 14ar'l;tnc Avorue N L `

Nashin;,ton D is ) `.t ,~Gultde

.` Dear Mr P.^r,`:ire
r

_ ~
Jar ~. "_ate . . i "~ " + .

, Rc::rrcncc "i wnca to'c te1ertonic realm st Lro.s

a t Mr. Melvin t:tscr,i3s of your staff on May 13 1~: `, i= `

re'ard3nf'''t;te preparation of photocopies of eort::n
14 Commissio1xhibtt$. ..~ j i a .. K

~'~ "~ ''s Pursuant to thir Yct"t:^st a representatives Of '
1,.~ this Bureau oataine4 the exhioits in question and onclo.ol

-herewith 1rn t""er'su sets Ai nhot""copics 07 COu;tlssion twz.::.."a3
numbered 134 555,'608 throa .n 64i) 642 throu;;h u47 64)

'e` "`s throunb 652 655 through 673 _and 746 tierough 755

` "~ ~r""` ,* ~~ }
Also.enclosod herewith are Commission oi::i;its

.`~",'''"'` numbered,608 through '625 aid 6G2 "`-~ ,~

This lciter'will c.l.c confirm -the delivery o
throe photocopies of Commission exhibit number 113 :",."~
were i.'rnishod"to the Co missies by r r't resentativr of

this Isuroat on,A"ay 21 19(4. TThcr.4 photocopies were .1-prepared
in occore.i.nce with ar infure.." 2 re:;.:cs;t by Yr Eisen:"cra on .

`.r";ate
038.ti,

-SiJlgcrcl}
yours

B.l.wa
.spur"s 1
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C
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:etc for Pallas, .;*close for Pallas is vac soy ei , hctoco;"ies
of the ..bovc-LentioLed exhibits
toLcther with listii; o tame

Note The exhibits were obtained from the Commission by
SA Robert E Neill. The first telephone call referred
to was received by SA Roy H Jevons and the second telephone
call was received by SA Cortlandt Cunningham Inc Commission
grade no request that the bureau retain exhibits which were
not originally in its custody

It is noted that number of the exhih.s of which
photocopies were made are multiple pazcs or multiple
portion exhibits and in order to avoid coL.usion the
three sets of photocopies are being counted as three
enclosure
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THREAT AGAINST T::E .:SIDENT OF THE UNITED ST!.TZS

I NFORIWI ON CONCER.._::..

AT TINE OF ARREST REUTER SAID HE WA Nt TO "C3 FEDERA

AND WOULD AD := ANYTHING REUTER ::ADE :ATE E T :HAT HE

KILLED PRESIE " KENNEDY AND THAT OSWALD HAD . =NG TO DO

WITH IT A a HE COULD HAVE GOTTEN PRESIDENT _':::SON

/Q t.

NOT RECORDED
199 JUN 1 1964

AND VAS NOW It GOLDWATER

END PAGE ONE
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FBI DENT:
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1.30/?; EST URGENT 5-26-64
F:L

iCf
f 11

DIR:.CTOR FBI !~

FROM DENVER 62-1925 3P

ON KAY TWENTY .. LAST OFFICER LEE

CHEYENNE VO III ADVISED THAT ON T:L .._::.. C

TWENTY TWO LAST : AND OFFICER

_JOHN JOSFPHSREUT R AFTER RECEIV11:3 A DRUNK COriPLnz.

THE SALVATION AR::Y CHEYENNE REUTER SAS

STUPOR AND WAS VERY aELLI GERENT TOWARD P .'':=:~ OFFICE::.

REUTER VAS CHARGED V1TH DRUNK VAGRANCY :D R:.. .TING F

"~v
1

.i ~~~I
. if t ~+ a

*IX% 4.0



?ACE T 0

OFFICER LARSEN S :ID THAT SINCE REUTER WAS VERY DRUNK

4E HAD C ::SIDERED IT ADVIFABLE TO t1AIT UNTIL HE WAS SOBER

TO DISCUSS THE E:-TER '.::TH HI: FURTHER An ".t'E BEFORE. HAD

NOT REPORTED i:ATT.:

ON MAY TWENTY I V: ..::S :.':'::;.:3 WAS N ?R VI EUED `

3UREAU AGENT SINCE ::E ?,:DDICATID HE WANTED TO 'CO

FEDERAL. REUTER SAID HE COULD NOT RECALL HAVING ;BADE ANY

STATEMENTS CO:CERNI KENNEDY JOHNSON OR GOLDWATE... AND

THAT IF HE DID MANE SUCH STATE::: 'S IT VAS BECAUEc::.

VERY DRUNK AND DID NOT MEAN THEE kND FURTHER THAT L'::::: AE

IS DRUNK HE IS OFIEN BELLIGERENT AND If.K:.S STATEMENTS 1::A

HE CANNOT LATER RECALL REUTER SAID HE WAS EMPLOYED

THE GOODYEAR COMPANY AT MIAMI FLORIDA FRO:i ABOUT MOVE.::.::R

ONE NINETEEN SIXTY TARE! UNTIL JANUARY SEVEN LAST AND

WAS NOT IN TEXAS THAT PERIDD THIS INFORNATION IS

BEING FURNISHED ':'3 r:.:_"..:5 AND Ml;.:":i BY SEPARAI: CO?ii:UNICt?ION

UNDER THE OSWFLDD :.S

REUTER FIN:O CNE HUNDRED DOLLARS IN POLICE COU :T AT

CHEYE::NE NAY Ti'.':':FIVE LAST PAID SEVEN: FIVE DOLLARS

AND IS SERVING OUT REMAINDER OF FINE

END P;-.CE TWO
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_.:IS INFO .^.: ':t ...:ZD:..=LY FURNISHED TO ROLL 'r:3

OSBORNE SAC Lc ,::::':= 3.:RVICE DENVER

DENVER It:i'l::, S NEGATIVE CONCERNING REUTER L TT::r:: P

EE ORANDUii FOLLC:S F0 DISS.Z IIATION PURPOSES AT SOG
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NOT RERDED
199 MAY27 1964

DIRECTOR FBI (100-409763) S/26/64

SAC SAN FRANCISCO (100-52919) (C)

MARK LANE
SM C

OO:NY

Re New York airtel dated 4/20/64

/27/64
advised that on 4/26/64 MARK LANE spoke at

625 Polk Street San Francisco His speech was entitled
"The Oswald Case Fact and Fiction.

The informant reported that LANE's speech was
similar to previous speeches that LANE had given in the
San Francisco area (reported by San Francisco LNM dated
4/22/64) In this speech LANE stressed several points
1.) the belief that OSWALD and the killer of police
officer TIPPIT were not the same person 2.) the matter
of the President's throat wound LANE stated that
surgeons at the hospital where the President was taken
stated that there vas an entrance wound at the throat
3.) the first shots were reported at the time of the
assassination to come from the grassy knoll ahead of
the President's car 4.) discuss a matter of possibly
changed or doctored photographs and S.) stressesinfor
mation reported from the Dallas school teacher who
reported four or more shots fired

.-'"l Bureau (RM)
2 New York (100-117844) (RM)
1 San Francisco
JGC/crap
(5)



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Mr Belmont 1 Mr Sullivan 1 Mr Branigan 1 Mr Stokes

Dear Mr Rankin
'_

There are enclosed two copies of a memorandum dated
Play 7 1964 concerning the claims of one Flannel Santamarina
Mendez also known as Luis Fernandez Gonzalez Our files show
that the Central Intelligence Agency is in possession of f-4
additional data concerning Santamarina Mendez and you may desire= ""t
to communicate with that Agency in this connection r

Upon detachment from the classified enclosures this
letter may be regarded as unclassified

19 MAY26

Enclosures.(2)
n

JCS1
NOTE Letterhead for CommissiQQn apppproved for :dissemination by Messrs

ti, Belmont and Malley and sets forth'wild claims of Santamarina Mendez a
mental case who has had previous dealings with CIA Mendez claimed that

he met Oswald in Mexico City 9-28-63 and that Oswaldras using
c ----,-r name John White His claims have been disproven and there is no

further action-necessary CONFIDENTIAL as enclosure so classified

Ztttktli(sCA 1t". :0 ". ti
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''64'' end referred to in your referenced letter have been translated

'64 ''i418 incorporated into the enclosed Miami report

T.''. Item three of your referenced letter concerns an&Imo
Mohr

 alleged "lapsus linguae committed by C._tro in a speech givenComet
Cellob 4kt the University .of .Havana on NovembAf 1963 at which time
Gard
Eva*

 LLA:he jak
(13) /

T

CisTavel
X196Tel. MoosNolan t

f MAILNooMO TELETYPENMITO

b

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E

Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

at

en
vc

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Mohr
1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr DeL,Bch
1 Mr Malley

May 26 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Mr Sullivan
I W A Branigan
1 W R Warnnall
1 R E Lenihan
1 Mail Room
1 L II Anderson 1 41cr)

g/, c iit r ;01,2 / ( 5\

Reference is made to your letter dated April 23 <
1964 wherein you requested that certain investigation be "

conducted based upon testimony furnished to your Commission ^ .A

by Mr Carlos Bringuier 4
6_{z

Enclosed are two copies each of the reports of

Special Agent-James-"J O'Connor dated May 8 1964 at Miami,=

Florida and Special Agent Stephen M Callender dated May 15

1964 at New Orleans Louisiana both of which are self

explanatory Also enclosed are single copies of the following
publications 'requested by you:. REC /X. 3 t "3

.

(1) "Diario Las Americas, tbtMdYS tber 4 1963

a .(2) "Diario Las Americas, wed Septa bar 6 1963

(9
COMM FSI " (3) "Bohemia Tnternacional, dated February 2 1964

The pertinent articles contained in these documents
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

Castro allegedly indicated Oswald had been in Cuba Enclosed
are two copies of a translation of this epeech,pertinent portions
of which have been included in the enclosed Miami report A
review of this speech fails to indicate any slip of the tongue

"i as alleged It is noted however that page 33 last paragraph
of the enclosed Miami report relating to Castro's speech
contains a statement wherein Castro refers to Oswald's visit
to the "Cuban Embassy in Mexico following which he corrected
himself indicating he meant the "Cuban Consulate. This could

possibly be the basis for the slip of the tongue referred to

by Herminio Portell-Vila

Two copies of a memorandum dated May 15 1964 setting
forth the results of an interview with Herminio Portell-Vila
writer of the article containing the above-mentioned allegation
are also enclosed You were previously furnished a memorandum
dated February 18 1964 containing additional data obtained
from Portell-Vila concerning this matter

It is noted that Portell-Vila has stated his articles
are primarily interpretive analysis speculation and conjecture
based on a review of public source data

The enclosed memorandum of May 15 1964 states that

according to Portell-Vila be gave the original of a message
received from an unknown source in Cuba pertaining to
Lee Harvey Oswald's alleged relations in Moscow Russia with
two Cuban Ambassadors to His Mariada Arensberg Secretary of
the Cuban Freedom Committee in.Washington D C Portell-Vila
believed she passed the message on to an unknown Government

agency

On May 22 1964 a representative of the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) advised he recalls receiving
such a communication however at the time it was received

the name Oswald was believed to relate to Osvaldo Porticos
President of Cuba rather than Lee Harvey Oswald Further

inquiries are being conducted in this regard

2

"
",.~~1 7~i~ f ~tw .6 + ~~I~".~~I ~ "Vr ~-r.~ 1*-".ti~.I~ ~..~ ~ " j y a i! ~~ I fA\
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Honorable J Lee Ranki

:1

a!

3 `z '.
_/'Enclosures (13)

4

9

i

Interviews frith Orestes Pena and,tarlos Bringuier
have not yet been conducted due to their unavailability Pena

reportedly is gaveling in Europe as indicted in the memorandum
dated May 1,,,964,ylat New Orleans concerning Orestes Pena two

copies o(.which are enclosed Carlos Bringuier has been away
from New Orleans,n an extended speaking tur Both Pena and

Bringuier hoved'er are due to return to the New Orleans area

,by May 30 1964i:mt which time they will b promptly interviewed
and you will be1furnished the results

+
With regard to your inquiry as'to whether this

Bureau has conducted a thorough investtiation into the

'--.'question of poslible contacts between tee Harvey Oswald

any representative of or known sympathiser with the
'' Castro goy'ernment of Cuba you may b# assured that this Bureau

.~ has thoroughly explored this questi6p To date however

l no information has been developed indicating Oswald was
irected or employed

will continue to fiirni h you with communications

containing the resltsof our investigations
f +

Sincer
ly yours

i

11~

f



Commission furnished transcript of testimony of
Carlos Bringuler anti-Castro Cuban in New Orleans who was
involved in picketing of Oswald in New Orleans 8/9/63
resulting in arrest of all concerned Commission requested
additional investigation specifically to resolve certain
points of testimony and to obtain specific publications referred
to The enclosed communications contain all information developed
to date and are fully responsive in this regard with the
exceptions noted Information from CIA furnished through
Llaison channels to SA Papich by Jane Roman

The enclosed reports and memoranda have been reviewed

by the supervisor Mr Belmont and Mr Malley



1

in this matter

r
Oswald and his wli'e Marina were acquainted with several

T..e ~.e ers of the so-called "Russian CommunItyr ih :the Dallas-Ft Worth
---area including Gregory ,and Clarkb-^The Commission desired to knowcrn.._ the circumstances bow OswaH met lthese individuals and exactly who

c. provided their names to Oswald Our investigation disclosed that
a --an employee of the Texas Employment Commission furnished the names of

okdividuals
concerned to Oswald inasmuch

Tow! MAY.77

'Re MAY 2 819644Tab.Roo
Cdr 4 .MAR ROOMD TELETYPEIINITD

196 lj` continued pg 2

e

4.-4c Nw

Ir /Cf
'''II

aouftlEa .

19 MAY271964

1 Mr Belmont 1 Mr Rosen 1 Mr Sullivan 1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Braigan 1 Mr Lenihan

Na 26 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

r
Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C.

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is some to your letter of May 7 1964
requesting that this Bureau verify the testimony of dlr Max
Clark of Fort Worth Texas by interviews with appropriate
personnel of the Texas Employment Commission office In Fort Worth
You also indicated the Commission desired to know the identity J.
of the person or persons who provided Oswald with the names of %
Mr Peter Gregory and Mr Max Clark and the reasons they did so

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated May 19
1964 at Dallas Texas which sets forth results of our inquiries

Sincerely yours ior-i) r -'RtO

mver

Oswald had indicated

ifP)

110(:::!



HONORABLE J LEE RANKIN

his wife was lonely and desired to meet and visit with individuals
of Russian origin We have interviewed both Gregory and Clark
concerning their associations with Lee and Marina Oswald
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Mr
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DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

The "Dallas Times Herald of May 12 1964 on
page 170 contained an article captioned "Probers to Hear it
pfficers wherein it was ated that Lieutenant gds' 4 40">

;!e.3yak.and
De ctiv1e1V J D R N of the Criminal_Intelli

416gence Section of the Dail s Police Department flew to =

%Washington on May 12 1964 to testify before the Presi
dent's Commission The article stated that it was pre
sumed their testimony would concern the controversial
memorandum Lieutenant REVILL wrote approximately one hourl/1
after the arrest of OSWALD The article continued th
the memorandum was a report to Detective Captain PAT
GANNAVAY concer ng a conversation Lieutenant REVILL halt

wiith~S _ S1'Y JR. and that according to the
memo SA HOSTY_a legedly said that the FBI knew OSWALD
Wawasa member of the Communist Party and was "capable of

killing the President 1 _ _

The article stated that Detective BRIAN had
said he overhead Agent HOSTY make the statement to
Lieutenant REVILL in the basement of the City Hall The 5
article states that FBI Director J EDGAR HOOVER had:%
denied the FBI knew OSWALD was capable of the assassination 1 'a
and that Agent HOSTY had reportedly already testified before '

the President's Commission in Washington.
REC 6

The article cone udes bstating 't-Fiat Pol ce Chief
JESSE CURRY had told reporters twpsgk,gomthat Lieutenant

(5)

Approved Sent bl Per  2 4
(pectal Agent In Charge

.PMI'S MC6
.441\1_3 1%4

,IJNJt.. yi
_

Date N5/13/64 R

(Type in plain text or code)

V RTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority or Methodof Moiling)

---------------------------------

7

ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA



1

2

DL 100-10461

VILL and Detective BRIAN would submit to lie detector
sts if requested to do so by the President's Commission

The "Dallas Morning News on May 13 1964 on

page 13 contains an article captioned "Lt REVILL to

Testify Before Warren Probers This article also refers
to the alleged statement by SA HOSTY The article indi
cates that Lieutenant REVILL was accompanied by Detective
V J BRIAN and that the Police Department officials were
*mum about the nature of Lieutenant REVILL's trip but that
sources agreed that Lieutenant REVILL was summoned by the
Commission for the purpose of giving them firsthand testi

mony on the controversial memorandum of Lieutenant REVILL
The article stated that sources had said Lieutenant REVILL
and Detective BRIAN would be interviewed by the President's
Commission on Wednesday (May 13)

The same article stated that the President's
Commission had announced on Tuesday May 12 1964 that FBI
Director J EDGAR HOOVER would appear before the Commission
on Thursday May 14 1964 and that he would be followed by
JOHN A MC CONE Director of the Central Intelligence Agency

The above is for the Bureau's information
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PMES'DEMrS COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY

Marina Oswald has stated that shortly after
April 10 1963 Lee Harvey Oswald expressed an interest
in attacking Richard Nixon The credibility of Marina
Oswald's story is subject to some question since Nixon
was neither in nor reported to have been in Dallas at the
appropriate time Since Lee Harvey Oswald moved to
New Orleans on April 24 1963 we think that investigation
should be conducted into the possibility that Nixon may
have been in or reported to have been in that city some

me_during the period from April.24 1963 to the end t
of September of that year

EARLBARRENh~~Os
Rloom) B Rusiau
JOM1SMERIl1NCoc.E
HALEBOC.c~
GERALDR ono
Jae .1 M t Ler
ALLENR Duu.ts

J LEERANRIN
Ceae.1 Counsel

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

{
Pages 281-2 of Special Agent Gemberling's

report of March 10 1964 indicated that a review of Dallas fi
newspapers for the period March 16 to May 15 1963 did
not reveal any mention of any proposed visit of or invitation
to Mr Nixon To take account of the possibility of confusion
on Marina Oswald's part we would appreciate advice con
cerning the possibility that such newspapers may have
reflected the visit or proposed visit of some other political g
leader of the approximate stature of Mr Nixo :` X - -~

Youur continued cooper;tion is appreciate
MAY 'll 1,64

(hr
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S-22-64

PLAIN TEXT

r.tt;TYPE

TO SACS DALLAS (100.10461)
5S~1RE 6b41)

4 z (;3
PRO% DIRECTOR FBI (1OS-82S5S)

+ L8$ IS I CUBA

0

RE STATENI N OF MARISA OSWALD ?IIA SUBJECT SHORTLY AFTER .'!I

APRIL TO ORES NINE SIX TERSE EXPRESSED INTEREST Di ATTACKING

RICHARD NIXON CONIIISSION REQUESTS THAT INQUIRY DE CONDUCTED !
f'N

IT NEW ORLEANS INTO POSSIBILITY THAT NIXON NAY HAVE BEEN IS OR

REPOETED TO HAVE DM IN THAT CITY SCRS TDI'E DURING PERIOD FROM

APRIEz;TW1 TY FOUR ONE NINE SIX TIDWE TO END OP SEPTEMBER TEA

YEAR NEW VP.LEAJ S THROUGH ESTABLISII D SOURCES ENDEAVOR TO

i

DETEIND18 xF S13Et1 NAT QAYE DBIZ THE CASE REVIEW APPROPRIATE

NEWSPAPERS IN MS REGARD

C ISSION ALSO INQUIRES UTO POSSIBILITY THAT NEWSPAPERS

II DALLAS AREA RAY HAVE REVEALED T11E VISIT 02 PROPOSED VISIT OP

S0KE OTHER POLITICAL LEADER OP TIM APPROXDIATE STATURE OP HR

NIXON DALLAS REVIEW NEWSPAPERS IN THIS REGARD FOR PERIOD

XA E SIXTEEN TDROtGQ NAY SIXTEEN b ~fTIlO3 'SIB i1

corns op CommIssIoN's REQURSfBGIlGG'FOiti $ED BY RAIL



Date 5/26/64

Transmit the following in
(Type S plain test or code

.1IRTEL
Via

.(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

AID Ld SOVIET
Sent M Pei

'C(0

1011

FBI Sll

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FR0
SAC1)WFO

(105-37111) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA
(00 DL)

Re Buairtel dated 5/21/64 a copy of which is
enclosed for San Antonio

RE ARCADIO ESCALIILLA MARTINEZ

Reairtel requested check of INS records re one
ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ who Mexican Immigration records
indicated left Mexico at Nuevo Laredo 10/3/63 It further
sthted that this individual maybe identical with the A
MARTINEZ manifested on Del Norte buses in question

On 5/25/64 Mr ABE KRICHEFSKY Contact Representatives
Central Office INS Washington D C. advised IC DENNIS E
ADDINGTON that alien file number A 10 514 637 is believed ;4
identical to ARCADIO ESCAL!ILLA MARTINEZ that this file is
charged to'the District office of INS in San Antonio Texas
as of 11/29/57 "

San Antonio is requested to review the above file
to determine the whereabouts of MARTINEZ for interview lead
purposes concerning OSWALD

San Antonio is requested to include or request
inclusion of WFO INS check if deemed necessary in reporting
results of interview of MARTINEZ

/1
7 ~~ p

_a
~ Bureaus I'a .~--

p

1 Dallas (100-10461) (AM-RM)
2 . San Antonio (105-2909) (AM-RM) (Enc 1) i MAY 26 1964
1-WO

4 ~:fim

Appkovgd

7v,MAY 2819'4"in
Charg



!.:.':CLOSURE

Approved
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Transmit the following in
 i

Via ,11IRTEL AIR MAIL 1
(Priority or Methodof Moiliog) i

.1

(Type (s plain text or code)

FROM

Re Bureau teletype to Dallas 5/14/64 instructing
that Dallas interview H R BRIGHT EDGAR CRISSEY and NELSON
BUNKER HUNT rho had been identified by JOSEPH P GRINNAN as
contributors to a fund used in payment for an advertisement
appearing in the "Dallas Morning News November 22 1963 as
requested by the President's Commission

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting interviews with the three individuals as requested
which interviews were conducted by SA's W HARLAN BROWN and;/
EDWIN D KUYKENDALL

Authority for interview of any of these individuals
in the presence of their attorney was obtained telephonically
from Section Chief BILL pRANIGAN on May 150.1964
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UNIT.GATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseReferN
File A. Dallas Texas

May 19 1964

j.EE HARVEY OSWALD
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The President's Commission by letter dated May 12 4 I

1964 requested that Mr H R BRIGHT Mr EDGAR CRISSEY and
Mr NELSON BUNKER BUNT who bad been identified as contributors
to the fund used in payment for the advertisement which appeared
in the "Dallas Morning News on November 22 1963 be interviewed
This was a full-page advertisement signed by the American Fact
Finding Committee BERNARD WEISSMAN Chairman lit

On M yi15 1964 Mr .LRARVEX ROBERT $Rl . W1v _ is also
known as "BUM RIGHT an independent oil operator of the firm of

Bright and-Schiff Mercantile Continental Building Dallas Texas
was interviewed commencing at 10:48 A.M. and was advised that be
did not have to make any statement and that any statement be did
make could be used against him in a court of law Re was advised,
be had a right to consult with a lawyer before making any state
went

BRIGHT stated he desired to be interviewed in the presence
of his attorney ROBERTf'PAYNE who sat in on the interview

Mr BRIGHT stated he did not know JACK RUBY or LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and bad bad no contact or dealings with them at any time

BRIGHT stated that sometime prior to the time the full

page advertisement Which was signed by the American Fact Finding
Committee appeared in the "Dallas Morning News on November 22
1963 be bad been solicited to contribute to such an advertisement
BRIGHT declined to give the names of the persons Who bad contacted

him terming them "A and "B" Re said that "A first called him r

and asked him if be would make a contribution to such an advertise
ment and BRIGHT agreed Be said that later "A and "B came to

COPIES DESTROYED
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his office in the Mercantile Continental Building in Dallas

rech
was two or three days or perhaps a week prior to the time

t "Dallas Morning News ran this advertisement "B, ac
cording to BRIGHT stated be did not have the money to put up
for the advertisement and Mr BRIGHT stated he put up "B's
money for him and considered it in the nature of a loan Re
said he currently carries it on his books and it is believed
that "B owes him $300.00 or $400.00 now but did not remember
whether all of this was for the advertisement BRIGHT stated
be wrote out a check for "B's contribution for the advertise
ment as well as for his contribution and that "B signed
notes for the amount owed BRIGHT BRIGHT stated be had not
collected any money from "B and that the money contributed
for the advertisement was his own and was not supplied by any
other persons He advised be did not solicit any funds from
others in connection with this matter He remarked that be
might have "bankrolled "B for this contribution as he did
not know whether "B was going to pay him back or not On the
other band be said "B might make the full contribution and
then be BRIGHT would not be a contributor He said be would
have to contact "B to determine if "B would pay the entire
amount of the contribution BRIGHT declined to give the names
of the people who had contacted him as well as the amount of
his contribution and that of "B. BRIGHT stated that the
advertisement which appeared in the "Dallas Morning News on
November 22 1963 had been read to him over the telephone
but declined to give the name of the individual who read it to him

The Interview was terminated at 11:05 A.$
,1.

On May 15 1964 gr,.EDQ,AR 15SEY an insurance man /
associated with E F White & Associates 1115 Fidelity Union
Building Dallas Texas who resides at 3320 Villanova Street
Dallas Texas was advised that be did not have to make any state
ment and that any statement be did make could be used against him
in a court of law He was advised that be.could consult with a
lawyer prior to making any statement

CRISSEY stated be was not acquainted with LEE HARVEY
OSWALD or JACK RUBY and never had had any contact with either of

.
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them Ck1SSEY collected contrit ations he related for the
inn cf an advertisement in the "Dallas Morning News,

on NdVeMber 22 19Fjd Which advertisement was edged in black T ,
nd sign*.d by t e/?merican Fact-Finding Committee BERNARD

/WEISSMAN Chaie an CRISSEY stated he had never known WE:SSMAN
but rr.l3.cited contributions at the request of a friend JOE
GRINNAN CRISSEY stated he contributed $15.00 in cash for this
advertisement in the "Dallas Morning News and had collected in
all eppzcximste1.y $135.00 from two or three other people Be
declined to give the names of these indivi.ds'i!.e stating the
money was collected as a matter of confidence an3 he promised
them at the time that their names would net be divulged Be
stated that these people who had contributed to him be was
sure did not know OSWALD or RUBY The approximately $135.00
collected by him was turned over to JOE GRINNAN for expense
concerning the insertion of the advertisement

JOE ,GRINNAN contacted CRISSEY about one veek prior
to Nove 1 er 22 1963 stating be desired to place the advertise
ment in the "Dallas Morning News, and requestei him to solicit
funds for an advertisement to be placed in the "Dallas Morning
News. CRISSEY understood that the Legal Department of the
"Dallas Morning News, had reviewed the advertisement prior to
its being run in the November 22 1963 lemma of the "Dallas
Mozning News. CRISSE stated that they had very little time
in Which to obtain contributions and he undezetoc:i thet b3NKER
Y'tt*bt had contributed and a person known as "KIM BRIGHT with
offices in the Mercantile Continental Building was also a
contributor

CRISSEY stated the last thing they w rte was for
something to happen to president YENNED'Z terming the insertion
of the advertisement as being ill-tined Bs said that no

orgenixation sponsored the advertisement that be knew of al

though it was signed by BERNARD WEISSMAN Whom be did not know

CRISSEY stated the article was written by a man Whose
name he did know at the time but whose name he had forgotten
CRIS8= stated he saw a proof copy of the advertisement prior

.to its being run in the newspaper Be belisys3 the newspaper
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c'vertise:ent cost approximately $1,500.00 and stated he did
c.t vish to revs-al the names of parsons who contributed

On May 15 1V64 Ur NELSON_B i E 1U E 4508 Lakeside
Drive Dallas Texas with offices on the 7th :Floor Mercantile
Securities Building Dallas Texas an independent oil operator
at the outset of the interview requested that his secretary call
his .LLorney prior to being interviewed He was therefore,_
interviewed in the presence of his attorney IVAN'.IRVlIN0

ELJ T readily admitted having contributed cash to JOE
GRINNAN for the purpose of placing an advertisement in the "Dallas

"Uorning News. This advertisement appeared on November 22 1963
and vas signed by the American :act-Finding Committee HUNT
termed it an article which asked some embarrassing questions of
President K NNISDY He said he could -got recall the amount be
contributed but believed it to be between $200.00 and $300.00
He gave the contribution to JOE GRINKA}T in cash merely reaching
in his pocket and pulling forth the contribution lie dc::onstrated
this by reaching in his pocket and exposing a roll of bills while
being interviewed He said JOE GRINNAN contacted him several days
before the "Dallas Morning News ran the advertisement and told
him by telephone that the "Dallas Morning News would publish
this advertisement He later came by the HUNT office and re
ceived the money Mr HUNT related

HUNT was unable to state whether be bad read the
article prior,to publication but stated that GZINNAN might have
read some of it over the telephone or might have told him about
it He stated the article was a criticism of President KENNEDY
in a dignified way He stated the money contributed by him was
his on money and he did not solicit or obtain contributions from
any other person

HUNT stated he did not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK
RUBY and stated he had never had any contact with them He did
not know the names of others who bad contributed toward the cost
of the advertisement and did not know BERNARD WEISSMAN whose
name appeared on the advertisement He stated that be understood
from reading the papers that WEISSUAN came from New York



Res kEe R1FPVEY O3W LDD

NOWT did not know of any organization k n hod sponsored
tho )Lvertisement and did nrt know anything ccncarning the
American Fact-Finding Committee Be did not knew who prepared
this advertisement for publication and remarked that the timing
of the advertisement was not too good
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The 1ureau has given consideration to your suggestion
regarding an interview with Dial D Ryder by Polygraph However
a Polygraph examination is not being authorized at this time

F
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-27-64

irtel

To BAC Dallas (100-10461) (2)
(1-94-201) (1)

From Dire tor PBI (105-82555)

ILEE HARVEY STALDAKA
1S-R-CUBA

Reurairtel 5-18-64

Results of your investigation submitted with referen
airtel aro being furnished to the President's Commission which
will be followed by the moults of the investigation currently
being conducted by Little Rock The conflict arising from
statements furnished by Ryder and Hunter Schmidt Jr. are
apyareut ant should the Commission subsequently request
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of Oswald have been contacted to determine if any of these
O persons had repair work done at the Irving Sport Shop One

-individual has yet to be interviewed and Little Rock has
been requested to expedite this investigation.

1'l
Dallis advised in referenced airtel that it was

t e opinion of an Agent in Dallas who has interviewed
Ryder on several occasions that Ryder fabricated the repair
tag and that Ryder is of such a nature that if he were
given a polygraph examination he would admit having
fabricated this repair tag Any decision regarding a poly
graph examination rests with the President's Commission
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Date 5/19/64

Transmit the following in

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVE~`OSWALD, aka
S R CUBA

VI) N
Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/11/64 enclosing a

letter dated May 7 1964 from the President's Commission
requesting investigation to determine the identity of the
person or persons who provided OSWALD with the names of Mr
PETER GREGORY and Mr MAX CLARK of Fort Worth Texas and
the reasons they did so

Enclosed are ten copies of a letterhead memorandum

reflecting the requested investigation

The investigation reflected in the enclosed
letterhead memorandum was conducted by SA's EARLE HALEY
and ROBLEY D..MADLAND at Fort Worth Texas

Although referenced Bureau airtel did not request
a letterhead memorandum same is being submitted in view of
the fact Bureau instructed it be handled immediotely,and
the results contained in this letterhead memorandum will be
included in the next report submitted in captioned matter

-3%7



In Reply PleaseRaters
File N. Dalise Texas

May 19 1964

UNIT ATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

3 XEE HARVEY OSWALD

By letter dated May 7 1964 the President's Commission
advised that it appeared LEE HARVEY OSWALD first became
acquainted with members of the so-called "Russian Community in

1the Dallas Fort Worth area through his contacts with Mr PETER

.R13ORY and Mr MAX CLARK of Fort Worth This letter reflected
that Mr CLARK bad testified that he thought that OSWALD bad ob
tained his name as well as Mr GREGORY's through the Fort
Worth office of the Texas Employment Commission

The President's Co,anip.sion requested that Mr CLARK'e
testimony be verified by interviews with appropriate personnel
of the Texas Employment Commission office in Fort Worth The
President's Corimiseion also expressed a desire to know the
identity of the person or persons Who provided OSWALD with the
names of GREGORY and CLARK and the reasons they did so

On May 13 1964 Mr PETER PAUL GREGORY Geologist
Continental National Bank Building Fort Worth Texas was re
contacted and furnished the following informations

GRWOR'1 recalled that Wen LEE HARVEY OSWALD first
contacted him he told him that he had .attained GREGORY'S name
from someone tt the Fort Worth Put"lic Library GREGORY has con
ducted classes in Russian at the Fart Worth P-iblic Library for
about four years Re stata3 he had made inquiry at the Fort
Worth Public Library but bed bean unable to locate anyone Who
bad talked to OSWALD and might have given his name to OSWALD

On May 13 1964 Mr MAX CLARK attorney Ridglea
State Bank Building Fort Worth Texas furnished the following

*informations

CLARK recalled that during the first interview he was
not sure as to the source of OSWALD in obtaining the name of

6 Fpp4 DESTROYED
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Re s j.EE HARVEY OSWALD
i;i

Mrs CLARK but first thought it might have been the Fort Worth

Pint
Library Be later talked to his wife Mrs GALI-CLARK

an she said that when OSWALD called her the first time he told
her he had obtained her name from some person at the Texas Em
ployment Commission CLARK further advised that his wife
vaguely recalled that OSWALD might have told her the name of
this person was SMITH but she was not certain as to this infor
mation CLARK advised that his sister works at the Texas Em
ployment Commission and one of his aunts was employed there for
many years until her death three years ago He related that
many persons at the Texas Employment Commission are acquainted
with him and also know that his wife is from France and is of
Russian descent CLARK stated he and his wife had made some
inquiry out of curiosity to try to learn the name of the
person Who gave Mrs CLARK name to OSWALD but they had not
been successful

On May 13 1964 Mr ARLISS NIXON Manager Fort Worth
Public Library Fort Worth Texas furnished the following infor
mations

He and his assistants had checked all library records
in the past but had failed to develop the names of any indi
viduals at this library who might have given the name of PETER
GREGORY to LEE HARVEY OSWALD NIXON was unable to furnish any
information concerning any person Who might have given this came
to OSWALD

On May 13 1964 Mrs VIRGINIA HALE 6475 Fortune Road
Fort Worth Texas employed in the Job Placement Division of
Texas Employment Commission Fort Worth Texas furnished the
following informations

She recalled LEE HARVEY OSWALD quite well and she sent
him out on the job to the Leslie Welding Company Mrs $ALE
etated she did not give the names of MAX CLARK or PETER GREGORY
to OSWALD but she believed that Mrs ANNIE LAURIE SMITH of
Texas Employment Commission might have furnished the name of

CLARK to OSWALD

-z
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Res j.EE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 13 1964 Mrs ANNIE LAURIE MITH 301 South
Ho Road Arlington Texas employed as a Counselor at the
Texts Employment Commission Fort Worth Texas furnished the
following informations

She has been so employed for the past nine years
She interviewed LEE HARVEY OSWALD in June 1962 when he came to
this office seeking a job OSWALD had not been to the employ
ment office before and was not sure as to his qualifications
for any particular type of job In applicants of this type
the Counselors interview these persons to obtain their background
their job experience and try to advise them the type of job they
might best be qualified for Mrs SMITH talked to LEE HARVEY
OSWALD on two different occasions She recalled that at times be
was quite cooperative then other times he acted rather moody and
did not want to furnish some of the information

Near the close of the last interview LEE HARVEY OSWALD
mentioned to Mrs SMITH that his wife was from Russia that she
could only speak the Russian language and he would like to get

-acquainted with any persons in Fort Worth who might speak the
Russian language and in this way his wife could talk to them and

maybe they could make more friends in Fort Worth Mrs SMITH ad
vised she is personally acquainted with Mr and Mrs PETER PAUL

GREGORY and she wrote the name of Mr GREGORY on a piece of

paper showing the office number and phone number of Mr GREGORY
and she gave this to LEE HARVEY OSWALD During part of this
conversation a Mrs HALL sitting at the next desk to Mrs
SMITH overheard the conversation and mentioned to Mrs SMITH
that Mrs MAX CLARK who lives in Fort Worth is of Russian
descent and speaks Russian and also French Mrs SMITH recalls
Mrs HALL wrote the name and phone number of Mrs CLARK on a

slip of paper handed it to Mrs SMITH and she in turn passed
it on to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mrs SMITH advised she was not personally acquainted
with Mr or Mrs MAX CLARK but had heard of them She stated
that Mrs HALL never talked to OSWALD and she only furnished the

'name of Mrs CLARK to Mrs SMITH and she in turn gave it to

, OSWALD



Res j.EE HARVEY GSWALD

Mrs SMITH stated that LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not

disfuss any politics or anything about the governments of

the;United States or Russia and that she only talked to him
about his past employment and the type of work he had done

prior to going to Russia also the work he had done in Russia
and if he had done any work since he had returned from Russia
She stated he wanted the names of these individuals so that he
and his wife might visit them and OSWALD's wife would then be
able to talk to these people in Russian since she could not

speak any English

i
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Date 5/21/64

FBI

Transmit the following in

Via '.IRTEL

(Type is plain toss or cods)

AIR MAIL

 I

Re Bureau teletype to Dallas 5/15/64 requesting
interview with Mr GERARDO WEINSTEIN concerning Miss YAEKO

OKUI and Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/6/64 enclosing a
letterhead memorandum reflecting certain investigation con

cerning Miss OKUI

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum

reflecting the additional requested investigation concerning
Miss OKUI

The investigation contained in the enclosed

letterhead memorandum was conducted by SA's EUGENE F

PETRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZER
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On May 18 1964 GERARDO NEINSTEIN President
Schwabadh Perutz and Company Room 1610 Cotton Exchange
Building 608 North St Paul Dallas Texas was interviewed
at his offices regarding the employment of Miss YABKO OKUI in
the spring of 1959

I:
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UNIT }-STATES DEPARTMENT OF 10E

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION(

In Reply PleaseReferto
Me No

Dallas Texas
May 21 1964

JEE HARVEY OSWALD

The following investigation supplements that contained
in a memorandum of this agency dated May 6 1964 relating to
Miss YAEKO OKUI who was in attendance at a year-end combination
Christmas New Year's Party December 28 30 1962 at the
residence of Mr and Mrs DECLAN P FORD at 14057 Brookcrest
Drive Dallas Texas at which party MARINA and LEE HARVEY
OSWALD were also in attendance

WEINSTEIN advised that his firm deals in the purchase
sale and exchange of cotton throughout the world principally
in the Orient and that his company is represented in Japan by
Ozawa and Company a brokerage firm located in Osaka Japan He
advised that in the'spring of 1959 he desired to employ a

Japanese girl as governess for his children and discussed this
matter at length withlMr GEORGE PERUTZ a member of the board
of Schwabach Perutz and Company and that Mr PERUTZ advised
his at that time that his wife Mrs PERUTZ was acquainted
with a well-educated English-speaking Japanese girl residing
at that time on Awaji Island located about ten miles off the
coast of Kobi Japan WEINSTEIN stated Mrs PERUTZ accordingly
contacted this Japanese girl whom he now knows to be Miss

YAEKO4OKUI and inquired of her availability for a position in
the United States as governess for Mr WEINSTEIN's Children
WEINSTEIN stated Miss OKUI answered Mrs PERUTZ's inquiry by

1
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LEE HARVEY OSWJLD

return mail to the effect she would be very much interested
in employment in the United States for a period of two years
and that upon being advised of this by Mrs PERUTZ WEINSTEIN
communicated with Mr OZAWA of the Ozawa Company in Osaka
Japan and requested his assistance in arranging a two-year
temporary visa for Miss OKUI WEINSTEIN stated he through
his attorneys submitted the appropriate forms to the Immi
gration Service reflecting his intentions to act as sponsor
for Miss OKUI in the event her visa were granted and
promising round trip transportation from Japan to the United
States and return

WEINSTEIN advised arrangements were made by Kr
OZAWA through the U S Consul in Tokyo for a two-year
temporary visa for Miss OKUI and that Miss OKUI arrived by
ocean liner to San Francisco and subsequently Dallas in the
middle of the summer of 1959 He advised Miss OKUI immediately
took up her duties as governess at his residence and remained
in that position through the entire two-year period ending in
approximately July 1961 He advised Miss OKUI then arranged
through subsequent friends she had made in Dallas for an
extension on her visa and upon the expiration of her employ
ment period with him she subsequently obtained a position
with the Nippon Service Company Incorporated in New York
City Which Mr WEINSTEIN stated he understands acts as United
States representative for the Takashamaya (phonetic) Department
Store chain of Japan WEINSTEIN stated to the best of his
recollection she remained in New York approximately one year
at Which time she returned to Dallas as a Southwestern States
representative for that firm WEINSTEIN advised he and his
family have lost contact with Miss OKUI subsequent to her em

ployment in New York City and have seen her on only three or
four occasions since her return to Dallas

WEINSTEIN stated that during the tenure of her

employment at his home be and his family thought very highly
of t4iss OKUI and found her to be a highly intelligent well

educated and talented girl He stated she accepted her re
f eponsibilities fully and was always quietly polite and un

assuming While a resident in his household
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WEINSTEIN advised he was not aware that Miss OKUI
had attended a dinner party at which LEE HARVEY and MARINA
OSWALD were also in attendance however he knew that she
had become friendly with many of the Russian-speaking people
in the Dallas-Fort Worth area inasmu as she had become a
close friend and companion to Mr LCNSON whom he be 1
lieved to have been of Russian origin and who was fluent in
the Russian language WEINSTEIN attributed this association
to their mutual enjoyment of parlor music in which both ware
quite gifted rather than to any amorous relationship

WEINSTEIN advised that around the first of May
1964 he received a letter from Miss OKUI expressing her in
tentions to return to Japan and as he WEINSTEIN remained
obligated to pay for her passage home he accordingly arranged
passage aboard the Africa Maru scheduled to depart San Fran
cisco June 8 1964 EA advised further he has arranged for
her belongings to be shipped to San Francisco in care of
William Diamond and Company Pier 23 for subsequent shipment
to Japan

On May 18 1964 GEORGE PERUTZ Director Schwabach
Perutz and Company Room 1610 Cotton Exchange Building 608
North St Paul Dallas Texas advised he first became

.acquainted with Miss YAE3(O OKUI through his wife SIDNEY
-1PERUTZ who he recalls met Miss OKUI at a flower arrangement

show in a Tokyo park sometime during 1956 or 1957 PERUTZ
explained that he and his wife make frequent trigs to the
Orient and most notably Japan as s result of his business in
terests in that area of the world and that these trips are
usually made in the spring of each year for the purpose of

selling cotton futures to Japanese textile mills and other
purchasers He advised that Miss OKUI and his wife became
close friends and in fact his wife has visited the OKUI home
on several occasions and he recalls his wife spending a full
week with the OKUI family on one occasion PERUTZ stated that

"~ fof'lowing their return to the United States Miss OKUI and his
wife corresponded frequently regarding floral arrangements and
other Japanese cultural arts in which Miss OKUI was quite pro
ficient
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Mr PERUTZ recalled that Mr GERARDO WEINSTEIN
President of Schwabach Perlits and Company mentioned to him
early in 1959 the need of a governess for his children and
that he Mr PERUTZ suggested to WEINSTEIN that he discuss
his needs with Mrs PERUTZ as she was acquainted with a
number of talented Japanese girls who would be desirous of
employment in the United States He advised Mrs PERUTZ
recommended Miss OKUI to Mr WEINSTEIN and WEINSTEIN subse
quently made arrangements with Mr OZAWA of Ozawa and Com
pany the Schwabach Perutz and Company representatives for
a two-year temporary visa for Miss OKUI to the United States
He stated Mr WEINSTEIN was required to furnish proof of his
intentions to act as sponsor for Miss OKUI during her stay
in the United States and he recalls Miss OKUI arrived in the
United States and in Dallas in the early summer of 1959
PERUTZ stated Miss OKUI and Mrs PERUTZ continued on friendly
terms while Miss OKUI was employed for Mr WEINSTEIN in
Dallas but that following her employment in New York Miss
OKUI and Mrs PERUTZ drifted apart as Max OKUI found many
new friends in Dallas and neither he nor Mrs PERUTZ has
seen Miss OKUI more than five or six times in the last three
years

Mr PERUTZ advised he could furnish little infor
mation regarding Miss OKUI's background or family other than
that she was a well-bred highly intelligent young lady of

obviously good heritage however he felt his wife Mrs
PERUTZ could furnish more information of value in this vein

On May 19 1964 Mrs SIDNEY PERUTZ 11405 St
Michaels Dallas Texas advised she first met Miss YAEKO OKUI
at a flower arrangement show being held in a Tokyo Japan
park early in the summer of 1957 and that due to their mutual
interest in flower arrangements and as Miss OKUI had a
fluent mastery of the English language she and Miss OKUI be
caie well acquainted She stated Miss OKUI expressed an avid

4 interest for life in the United States and its customs and
that she and Miss OKUI exchanged ideas on this subject She
advised she too was interested in the customs of Japan and,
accordingly visited the residence of Miss OKUI and family at
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Miss OKUI's request on several occasions She advised that
Miss OKUI at that time was residing with her mother and two
younger sisters on Awaji Island off the coast of Kobi
Japan and that on one occasion Mrs PERUTZ spent a week on
Awaji Island with the OKUI family

Mts PERUTZ advised she recalls that Mr ORUI
YA=O's father had been a prominent attorney in Japan at one
time but that in 1957 be was already a bedridden invalid and
that she knows he has subsequently passed away She stated
Mrs TOYO!OKUI mother of YAEKO is a Certified Public
Accountant and operates one or more accounting businesses in
Japan from which she has sent her youngest daughters in
cluding YAEKO to college Mrs PERUTZ advised from her
recollection the family consists of an older sister whom Mrs
PERUTZ has not met but whom she knows to be married to an
English naval officer who is now retired from the service and
living in California name unrecalled She stated YAEKO is
the next oldest sister and that she has two other younger

Aviators who are both to her knowledge still living in Japan
after having completed their college education names unre
called She advised she has heard indirectly through Miss
OKUI that she also has a half brother living in Tokyo who is
married to a member of the prominent MITSUBISHI family Mrs
PERUTZ believed she also has another brother who has been
hospitalized for some years in a mental institution somewhere
in japan Mrs PERUTZ was unable to furnish any other infor
mation regarding the family or background of YABKO OKUI

In regard to the attendance of Miss YAEKO OKUI at a

party at Which LEE HARVEY and MARINA OSWALD were also in
attendance Mrs PERUTZ stated she did not find this unusual
as Miss OKUI frequently attended Russian gatherings in the com

pany of Mr LEV ARONSON a noted Dallas cellist and music

tea her Whom she believes to be of Russian origin and who has

4 man Russian-speaking friends in this area Mrs PERUTZ advised
she is of the opinion Miss OKUI would have had no social re

lationship with either LEE HARVEY or MARINA OSWALD other than

through mutual attendance.at one of these Russian gatherings
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and knows that Miss OK= bas never mentioned the 0SWALDS totter
at any time either before or after the assassination of
President J Em1EDY Mrs PERUTZ stated further that she feels

positive there could be no social relationship between Miss
YAEKO OKZTI and LSE HARVEY OSWALD inasmuch as their obvious
cultural and educational levels are so diverse
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Eaceopt from GDS Category

To! Legat cico City (105.3702)Date of Declassification Indefinite

Frost Director IfIrt3105-82665) = ,'J (

LEE HARVEY OSYALD
19 a CUBA

Enclosed for information of Dallas are copy of
Legat Mexico City airtel dated May 12 1964 and a translation
of the enclosure thereto V

inclosed for Legat is one copy of translation of
enclosure to referenced airtel Legat note that first
paragraph page three of the translation makes reference to
a list of reservations said to be in lieu of a passengers list
of the Transportes Frontera Bus Line Is the reservation list
referred to in the translation the manifest of Transportes
''renters Line (Exhibit D106) on which the name "Oewld was
manifested at seat #4 Is there a list of passengers relating
to the Transportes Frontera bus trip on 10/2-3 from Mexico City
to Nuevo Laredo in addition to the reservation list If so
endeavor to Obtain copy of same and ascertain if Oswald shown
thereon as a Oaasonger I/

1 Dallas
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Transmit the following in

Via A .TEL
5 (Priority or Methodof Moiling)

.L
/

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

`
FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY00Sw ALD
IS R CUBA

RefLairtel to Bureau 5/5/64 setting forth lead to NY
to interview MICHIO KUSHI regarding Miss YAEKO OKUI who
presently resides in Dallas

Enclosed for the Bureau and Dallas are 10 copies and 2
copies respectively of an LHM setting forth the interview of
MICt~IO _K_USHI

Interview of KUSHI was conducted by SA JAMS O INGRAM

The interview of KUSHI has been recorded on an FD-302and 25 copies orf the FD-302 will be submitted to Dallas for
inclusion in Dallas report as requested

63 Bureau 105-82555 Encs.10) (RM)
2-Dallas (100-104613 Enc ) (RM)_
1-New York (105-38431 ~

JOI:EG L c
c_~

t1:'s n
w,l

urt 12 MAY 16 1964
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0
U1( STATES DEPARTMENT OF ( 'S'ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York New York

May if 1964

Dee Harvey Oswald
Internal Security R Cuba

Michio Kushi 67-77 136th Street Queens New York
was contacted by a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation on May 12 1964 at the offices of the Nippon
Service Inc. 13 West 46th Street New York City Mr Kushi
is the president of this company

He said he is acquainted with Miss Yaeko Okui and that
she is a young attractive lady who resides in Dallas Texas
She is a native of Japan and is a charming person possessing
above average intelligence He described her as a person who
has many friends and acquaintances and one who has an engaging
personality

To the best of his knowledge Miss Okui arrived in the
United States from Japan in the spring or summer of 1959 She
moved to Dallas Texas and was employed by an unknown firm in
Dallas for approximately two years

Kushi advised that he was formerly a Vice-President of
the Takashimaya',Department Store 562 5th Avenue New York City
which is Japan's largest department store chain The Nippon
Service Inc represents several Japanese firms in the United
States and his representatives contact numerous firms throughout
the United States He wanted to explain the above since it was
in this connection he met Miss Okui In the summer of 1961 he
travelled to Dallas on business and he met Miss Okui while con
tacting firms He offered employment to her and in the summer
of 1961 she came to New York City She was employed by the
Nippon Service Inc but assigned to the Takashimsya Department
Store for sales training She worked until the summer of 1962
when she returned to Dallas to serve in the public relations field
for his firm She was required to contact firms in the Southwest
with whom his company had business relations Miss Okui contacted
him about two weeks ago and telephonically advised she was
returning to Japan around the last part of May 1964

He advised he is not aware that Miss Okui attended a
par in December 1962 which was also attended by Lee Harvey Oswald

"jand
is wife marina He said he is not closely associated with

I4
r

~ _._ . -sue



Le Harvey Oswald

Miss Okui but he feels sure she would not have had an opportunity
to meet Oswald in her business contacts This party evidently
vas a social affair and not in relation to her business contacts
He felt sure she is not in a position to discuss politics in
the United States and based upon his association with her
she would not enter into any discussion of politics

He pointed out Mies Okui is a professional flower
arrangement teacher and is quite proficient in Kato music
She engages in teaching and has held lectures in regard to the
above in the Southwest but he would doubt she ever met Oswald
through these lectures

He has no basis for his statement but stated Miss Okui
probably met Oswald once and only once and probably did not even
recall him

He has no record of Olcuits employment to the best of
his knowledge but while in New York City she resided with Mrs
Kazuko,Ogura an accomplished flower arranger in New York City
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5/23/64
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(Tree in plain lest or cols)

Via AIRTEL AIR c IL I
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

IS.R-CUBA
00 DL a

Re Dallas teletype to Bureau 5/23/6 reflecting
results of interview with Attorney DAVID AARO ITTS concern
ing certain remarks made by him in a speech a ore the Dallas
Salesmanship Club Dallas Texas on 5/21/64 certain portions
of which speech were quoted in "The Dallas Times Herald home
edition on 5/21/64

Enclosed herewith is one copy of the above-referred-t

newspaper article

In view of the fact that WITTS has attributed all
of his information to public source material no investigation
is deemed necessary

6 BUREAU (ENC..1)
2 DALLAS
RPG seah ~~

v
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Defend DaIIas

Lawyer Urges
Dallas attorny DavidWilts tdd,ascassini

--
i

the Dallas Salesmanship ut b` d onthat salarybe tra !
Thursday that the city is beinger>foyedsocial life met and mar.-i
Llsely accused agent allthe rigidthe relative ci a Sovietin

world for a tragedy In which itapatterf
l

g
ifting

the!
I

patternforespionageagents, the
had no guilt 'lawyer said

"Aa stackingas thetragicassns Mr Wittysaid that when Os
ablationitselfis the usewhichhasIwald "re-defected back to this

country the Soviets granted his
visa and passports for his wife
immediatelyand while the U.S
embassy paid for his trip some
one else paid for his wife's

"Oswald received unusually
special treatment by the Soviets
and this wouldnothave beendone
unlessit was of some use to the
Soviet intelligenceservice, Mr
Wins said

said the first news bus n
RadioMii~,oviafter the
ration was that the

were fired by right-wingextrem
ists

"That was the party hne and
it has been amplifiedever since
by the Communists, he said

Mr Wilts told the dub mem
bers that Dallas is one of the
tnvly great cities of the world
and he considered it time for
Dallasitesto speak up in defense
of the city

He demonstratedhis statement

Edition
Anther

Dallas

Dates 5- a 1 `I

Editor Felix R McKnight
Tills

Cheroetett
sir

ClansIneatness
SubmittingOther

D Being Investigated

(MountClipping In Specs Below)

been made whetherby ignorance
or by plan to turn the murder
bus act of a Communistinto a
vicious complaintagainst Dallas
and Texas, Mr Wills said at
a noon luncheon In the Dallas
AthleticClub

Mr Witt charged that in all
communicationsmediaa massive
effort has been made to coveru
the fact that the assassin was
a Communist

& told the groug that when
Lee Harvey Oswalddefected to
the Soviet Union be took with
him such importantmilitary code
and electronic secrets that the
Marine Corps had to change Its
whole system of codes on the
West Coast

"The speed with whichOswald
obtained a Russia visa when it
noinu.llytakes from60to 90days
indicates the Soviets gave him
special attention. the lawyer
said "He either had a visa while that a continuingsmear campaign
still on duty as a Marine or re is beingconductedagainst Dallas
ceived one immediately cutting by boldingup copiesendnational
throughred tape. ;and international mega

Mr Winssaid that amongother sines booksand newspapers &
thingsthat wouldindicatefavored scribing Dallas "shame.
treatment by the Sovietsfor Os Mr Wilts told the group that
w"aidwas his job in mimic where guilt was not collectiveand that

could not possiblyhave lived a fundamentaltroth of Cbtristi{njthe incomethe Sovietsclaimedlift was being Ignoredby thole
did whowouldtry Dallasas a whce

TheDallasattorneysaid Mkt.`lk~'ti,r than the man whocomngtwas also die locationof a Soviet teedthe clime t

/1 v



l~hile we were in the basement Rosty also said several things to
Lieutenant Revill that I oottld not hear as there was a lot of excitmont
and cmmotion there

Lieutenant Ravin and myself then aocanpanied Hdsty to Captain
Fzits's office and Lieutenant Revill introduced Hosty to Lieutenant
Wells We Lieutenant Revill and myself then went to the Special Servioe
Bureau Office where Lieutenant Revill made a Report of the incident and
turned the report into Captain W P Oannaway who is In Charges

's Captain W P "Oannaway i
:L Special Service Bureau

Dallas Police Department

On November 22 1963 I was present and accompaning Lieutenant
Jack Revd! in the basement of the City of Dallas City Hall located
at 2000 Hahn Street Lieutenant Revill and myself along with several

" '" other Officers had just completed searching the l~exas School"Book
Depository frcn which Lee Harvey Oswald assasinated the President of
the United States Lieutenant Rev111 and myself veto enroute to the

Upon entering the basement of the City Hall Lieutenant Revill
and myself met Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent frosty who had already

.: ~ . .":` parked his car and was walking very fast toward the entrance of the City
. Hall from the parking area At this time Agent Hasty made the statement

s that Lee Oswald had killed the President and that Oswald was a Camnunist
. Nosty also said that he knew that Oswald vas a Ccouuunist and that be bow

Oswald was working at the School Book Depository
i N

,"+
}

Respectfully submitted

at
if%

I
J Brian Detective

i Criminal intelligence Section

""Before me K.B Bigg(o a Rotary Public appeared V.J Brian who
t01 does dul,Y *swear that the facts in this.statement are true



SUBJECT Lee Harvey Oswald
605 Elebeth Street

-` M "

' :t '. ~'! ..Sir _ i
Y ~~ On November 22 1963 at approximately 2:50PM the undersigned officer -t "'~

sty of the Federal Bureau o~ Inveetigation'in~: '} ~
net Special Agent James Ho = I
the basement of the City Hall

."'` "::"t'".

`" ".. At that time Special Agent Sooty related to this officer that the Subject "" _"".

tree a member of the Communist Party and that he was residing in Dallas.. .

The Subject was arrested for the murder of Officer J.D Tippit and is a
"... ~

. f " prime suspect in the assassination of President Kennedy _ ~"*.

". a'
The information regarding the Subject 's affiliation with the Co~.unist

Party is the first information this officer bas received from the Federa

Bureau of Investigation regarding same '
. .7

iras ~}r
Agent Booty further stated that the 'Federal Bureau of Investigation

:.`
ware of the Subject and that they had information that this Subject

Vas capable of e tong the assassination of President Kennedy ':_ ;."` "
"I

ck Ravin lieutenant
1 Intelligence Section

Sworn to and subscr ibed beforeme this the 7th day of April 1964

,*:'"1. .` .t a :1." X74 /) 1 " 0 Vy
w f,.. . ~: CEi DOCK

`'" ::~'"..~ ;_ Notar Dallas County Dallasi Texas

j 'r" %L."..



.Jt 1.61.MapsOYHr NO
UNITED STATES 4MENT

Memoran um

Commission Exhibits 709 and 711 were returned to the Commission
on 5/13/64

*.s
Ur Malley has orally advised Honorable J Lee Rankin of

ThlPresident's Commission of the above results I `

ACTION None For your information 1

105-82555

JUN 2 1964

//
) T.1..

Belwaost
Gs.er
C l.bw
Coated
D.(s.e

r Evens
t'Gi.

DATE 5/21/64

Tron
T.1. R..

1lnes

W'f 4308
On 5/12/64 the President's Commission submitted Commission i

Exhibits 709 and 711 to the Laboratory for
exarnation

Commission
Exhibit 709 is an._affidavit of_Lieutenant Jack evill of the_Dallas

.Police Department concerning statements allegedly made by SA Hosty of they
Dallas Office o 11/23/63 Commission Exhibit 711 is an affidavit of

petective V
J,3rian

of the Dallas Police _Department concerning the same 1

incident

The two Commission Exhibits are Xerox copies and do not lend r
themselves to a satisfactory examination for alteration as would the

originals however from such examination as could be made no evidence
of any typewritten additions substitutions or alterations was found
in the documents submitted

1 Mr Belmont

2 Mr Rosen (Mr Malley Rm 5710)

2 Mr Sullivan (Mr Stokes Rm 645 RB)

i..~.rt



. Mr W C Sullivan
vy/

DATE May 269 1964

FROM jute T 1 Si zoo ~"'1 Notrnrs

ACTION

~
tv

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr D.E.Moore ~
1 Valley

1.,~`1 Branigan

If
Stokes

0"1.OMYr0Nbor 'ter sonsoesoeN S a. or T.1s.s
8.leo.t
Moir
Casper
C.l .b.
Coated
DeL..cb
Ewes
C.1
Roes
sent..
T.,.l
Trot
ToleRoo

!` J
SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWA

INTERNAL SECURITY R

Inspector Malley called from Dallas yesterday morning in the
captioned case and made specific reference to the airtel to Dallas
dated 5/22/64 which forwarded to Dallas a copy of Mr Rankin's letter
of 5/20/64 Malley noted that Rankin's letter requested copies of
all 1963 reports concerning persons involved in Communist Party
activity Socialist Workers Party activity and reports arising
out of the activities of the John Birch Society the Minutemen etc
He suggested that we might desire to have this matter discussed with
Mr Rankin to determine the purpose of this inquiry and possibly to
have the request withdrwn Malley said he would be back in

Washington last night and would be able to discuss the matter with
Rankin this morning

After reviewing the background on this and noting that the
instant request is a follow-up request of a previous and even broader
one by Rankin which Malley had already discussed with him and
which was reduced to some extent to the present request it was
concluded that no good purpose would be served in going to Rankin
at this time It is also noted that in connection with the first

request the Direotor indicated that if he had had an opportunity 8
of seeing the memorandum prior to its discussion at that time

with')Mr Rankin he would have approved the obtaining and transmitting "L J
of reports and memoranda as originally requested A

U
E3
y

Accordingly SAC Shanklin of Dallas was telephonically instructed
to comply with the instructions appearing in the Bureau's airtel of

reference

5Jt 4 3 196fltd



Liaison

T.lso
D.l.o.t
Cooper
Collator
ca,..a
D.L
Ewan
Gal.
Q.o.
EWUvw
Time!

4iJUN119bA
~

Motet  
Tel.

Poor
mss MAILP001fD TELETYPEUNITQ

C .

T.

.7

Upon detachment from the classified enclosure this
letter may be regarded as unclassified .-* 1

Ev MAY27 1954

I Mr Belmont 1 Mlr Sullivan 1 Mr BrJnigan
1 Mr Stokes

f

Date May 26 1964

To Director
Central Intelligence Agency

Attention Deputy Director Plans

From John Edgaroover Director

Subject LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY -RUSSIA

There is enclosed a copy of a memorandum dated M041.21
1964.concerning the claims of Manuel Santamarina Mendez also
known as Luis Fernandez Gonzalez Copies of enclosed memorandum
have been furnished to the President's Commission on the
Assassination of President John F Kennedy which body has been
advised that your Agency is in possession of further information
concerning Santamarina Mendez

In the latter connection you are referred to your
letter dated April 23 1963 your reference CSCI-3/775,665

Enclosure

'Mot & $L.4
a-0.(O

'1'ux~ i l
jp



--Transmit the following in

Date May 20 1964
1

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTE.L
r (Priority or Methodof Mailing) i

.L

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909)

0
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS-R-CUBA

ReBuairtel 5/8/64 ca-ng attention to errors

appearin in the report of SArJOHN M KEMMY dated 4/30/64
and my airtel dated 5/13/64 advising that action requested
by the Bureau was being taken and that the entire matter
would be resolved with my recommendation on receipt of
copies of amended pages 17 through 20 which reBuairtel
indicated were being re-written at the Bureau

These amended pages have not as yet been received
in San Antonio

Explanations have been obtained from personnel
involved which will be submitted with my recommendation
immediately upon receipt of these pages

-06pproved )7r Y Sent Per

JUN 1- Ial Agent in Charge
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-"LES ROSES ROUGES DE DALLAS. BEST ESTIMATE NOW IS SONET IME
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REBUCAB NUMBER 101 DATED MAY 20+ LAST

EFFORTS TO OBTAIN FOR COPYING ORIGINALS OF MEXICAN IMMIGRATION

FORMS FM. 11 REQUESTED IN REBUCAB NEGATIVE.70 DATE INASMUCH AS

1AEXI CAN 1IAAI GRAT ION OFFICES ARE PRESENTLY CLOSED FOR ANNUAL SPRING

RECESS FOR FEDERAL 'EMPLOYEES AND:WILL REOPEN JUNE 1 'NEXT DOCUMEN

"1,'W ILL 8E'SECURED AT 'THAT :TILE FOR COPYING AND IMMEDIATE TRANSMITTAL

"TO BUREAU.
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It will be unnecessary for UO to review passport
'records concerning Rarold Robert Isaacs This lead need

not be hovered

,~$REC
33

...---3f1 Dallas (100-10461)

'Mn1LEU8 is MAY271Q6
.o15

--

042) 1%4

.COMM-M

anigan
1 Leniban
1 Goble

5/26/64

Airtel

To BAC TFO (105-37111)

irons Director !BI (105-82555)

I= BUM MAID
Ie It CUBA

AeBSairtel 5/22/64 captioned as above

Boston bad been requested to submit a memorandum
concerning identifying information and background data about
Isaacs This stemmed from a newspaper article written by
a Paul Scott wherein he alleged that Marilyn Yurret had been 8
a defector to Russia and was associated with the Oswald case
Murret is a cousin of Lee Harvey Oswald although apparently
Scott did not know this when be wrote the newspaper article
In'writing about Burret Scott also indicated that she was
associated with Isaacs Boston has submitted'liith referenced
airtel a letterhead memorandum containing background on Is s
We will furnish this to the Commission and ~ a tpe!Co scion
that we are conducting no further inquiry re~iypirding this phase
unless specifically requested to do so Aside from her relationship

o Oswald Uurret had almost no association with him When
interviewed she advised she never visited the Soviet Union There

W  is no indication Isaacs has been involved in any subversive
Mole activities for at least the last 20 years Therefore there is

Colled,point in carrying this any further unless specifically
Cowed re ested to do so by the Commission
aloud

P

~+
Evens
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS'sE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

sepo,. SA WILLIAM H LAWRENCE Omc.* 'MEMPHIS
Dotes May 20 1964

EUeN..b.n Memphis 105-891 Bureau File 105-82555

MOm LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Garoa.ri INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

%moos
JERRY ELLIS PITTS currently patrolman Memphis Tenn. a former
member of U S Marine Corps knew LEE HARVEY OSWALD in U S
Marine Corps during late 1957 or early 1958 in Philippines and
east Pacific area PITTS has had no contact with OSWALD since
about April 1958 knows of no associates or organizational
affiliations of OSWALD His recollection of OSWALD is limited
to a few casual contacts

-RUC
s

DETAILS

AT MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

jlib;dotrwent macaw oak r.toomendotton oel conclusions.1.ny Md MSithe properly.1 rte Flit end Is loos to your*poem
N sailor Its content ore set tots distributedWade yew speoq. tf-tww w



dEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTS

1 Dot May 20 1964

JERRY EL,LIS PITTS a patrolman employed by the
Memphis Police Ecpartrrent Memphis Tennessee and a part

.time student at Memphis State Univeraity residing at.35.02."_
:Brookmeado Memphis advised that ho PITTS was in the

U S Marine Corps from August 1955 until August 1959
He had Marine Serial Number 1558360

During the latter part of 1957 and the early part of
April 1958 PITS was stationed with the U S Marine Corps
assigned to the Marine Air Control Squadron Unit No 1
of the First Marine Air Wing Division working as a supply
officer He first mot LEE HARVEY OSWALD who was then a Private
FLrst Class while this unit wss on m"incuvors in the.Pihilippincst
This would have probably been late 1957 OSWALD had-the title
of an electronics technician working in the Radar Unit and
PITTS believed he was a osrill oscope operator Accordingly
they had very little personal contact

Later in early 1958 while OSWALD was at...tionod
at Atsugi Japan OSWALD had a privato yowned derringer gun
and dropped it one night in the barracks the weapon discharged
and fired an accidental shot which barely missed the head of
PINS friend PETER FRANCIr ONNOR last known to reside in
West Haven Connecticut 'PITTS recalled that OSWALD was _
court-martialed for this offense around April of 1958
charged with violating a regulation requiring the registration
of privately owned firearms Pittslater heard that he was court
martialed later in 1958 for using provocative words to a non
commissioned officer

PITTS recalled that one night exact date not recalled
OSWALD passed out drunk in a parking lot next to the barracks
and he believed that this also occurred in Japan PITTS
recalled that OSWALD was a very contentious and spiteful type
individual who bitterly resented anyone calling him by his
middle name of HARVEY or its shortened term HARV and wanted
to fight anyone who persisted in calling him by these names

PITTS did not recall anyone in the Marine Corps who
was particularly close to OSWALD and recalled him as being
an extreme introvert

2

+5/20/64 Memphis Tennessee Memphis 105-891
.Fn

by "SA WILLIAM H LAWRENCE:mlh Dot dictot.d 5120/64
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ME 105-891
2

PITTS returned to the United States in April 1958
being stationed at Beaufort South Carolina prior to his
4g1timate discharge in August 1959 He said that after
April 1958 he at no time saw LEE HARVEY OSWALD and heard
nothing concerning him until he heard over the radio and
television that OSWALD was charged On November 22 1963 with
the assassination of the late U S President JOHN F KENNEDY
At no time did OSWALD give PITTS any reason to believe that he
was affiliated with any organizations or that he was sympathetic
to any foreign power or foreign ideology
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REFERENCE St Louis airtel to Director dated 5/6/64

P

ADMINISTRATIVE

Referenced airtel directed Los Angeles to lo
1

cate and
interview DONALD LLOYD GOODWIN Serial Number 1448272 who
served with OSWALD in the United States Marine Corps and

reporOresults of this interview in report form This report contai
an FD-302 reflecting the results of this interview

~4A.'4
During the investigation to locate and identify DONA

LLOYD GOODWIN the following persons were contacted

Mrs LOUISE'LOOMIS "Call Nina Inc. 6515 Sunset(
Boulevard Los Angeles California (a telephone
answering service)
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PHIL BATH and ROBERT MARTIN Professional Photographers
1958 North Cahuenga Boulevard Hollywood California

In regard to an article which appeared in "Life magazine
in February 1964 concerning OSWALD GOODWIN advised as follows

He stated that during January 1964 he was telephonically
contacted .by a woman who told him she was a representative of
"Life magazine She requested GOODWIN to agree to an interview
regarding his knowledge of OSWALD while both were assigned as
Marines at Camp Pendleton California GOODWIN stated that he
admitted on the telephone that he knew OSWALD as one of twenty
men in his group at Camp Pendleton California He said he told
this representative of "Life magazine he did not care to be
further interviewed and declined to furnish any further information
and that he did not care to become involved in this type of
publicity GOODWIN stated he was surprised when he read the
article in "Life magazine at the amount of information concerning
OSWALD that was attributed to him by the person preparing this
article

LEAD

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA Will if leads are
received handle immediately and submit reports promptly

p
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DONALD LLOYD GOODWIN advises he was sergeant in United
States Marine Corps in charge of a communication group
at Camp Pendleton California in 1957 LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was one of twenty men assigned to this group as a radio
communicator GOODWIN could recall no specific assignments
carried out with OSWALD nor other Marines who associated
with OSWALD GOODWIN advised he has no knowledge regarding
OSWALD's personal life associates or activities GOODWIN's
contacts with OSWALD were limited to military duties for
a period of approximately ninety days GOODWIN has not
seen OSWALD since 1957

-P

DETAILS
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DONALD LLOYD'GOODWIN Photographer at Elgin-Davis
Studios 966 South Vermont Avenue Los Angeles California
advised as follows

GOODWIN stated that he served in the United States__
Marine Corps from 1953 to June 1959 His serial number _ was

"1448272 He 'received an honorable discharge from the United
States Marine Corps in June 1959 at Camp Pendleton California
having completed six years service enlistment GOODWIN stated
that he recalls that in late 1956 or early 1957 he was returned
to the United States from overseas assignment and was sent to
Camp Pendleton At this time he was a communication specialist
and had the rating of Sergeant He was assigned to a
communication group in the Fifth Marine Division made up of
about twenty men He recalls that one of the marines in this
group was Private First Class OSWALD He recalls that OSWALD
was a radio communicator but could not remember whether OSWALD
was a "CW operator or "voice communicator. GOODWIN remained
with this group for about ninety days when he was transferred to
a photographic unit therefore his recollection of OSWALD is
very vague During the publicity following the assassination of
President KENNEDY he realized that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was the
same person as the OSWALD in his group at Camp Pendleton

GOODWIN does not recall OSWALD's exact duties except
that he was one of the twenty marines in this communication
group GOODWIN can recall no specific assignments carried out
with OSWALD He states he did not associate with OSWALD
and recalls no other marine who did associate with him He
recalled going to the rifle range in a group in which OSWALD
was present but 'does not recall anything outstanding regarding
OSWALD's abilities as a rifle marksman GOODWIN did not recall
living in the same barracks as OSWALD or anything further
regarding his associates

GOODWIN vaguely recalls that OSWALD either owned
an automobile or had the use of an automobile He does not
recall the make or model He recalls that OSWALD was at one
time spending a great amount of effort and off duty time
reupholstering this automobile He knows nothing further regarding
this automobile He does not recall that OSWALD was ever the
subject of disciplinary action in the Marine Corps He recalls
no personal conversations with OSWALD outside of that involving

.1 n S Y L
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GOODWIN states he has no specific knowledge that
OSWALD made trips to Mexico during this time but states that
most marines at one time or another during service at Camp
Pendleton would normally travel to Tijuana Mexico during
liberty GOODWIN recalls nothing concerning OSWALD during this
time in 1957 that would indicate that he was then disloyal
to the United States or was interested in communism

GOODWIN stated that after about June 1957 when he
was transferred to a photographic unit he had no further
contact with OSWALD and had neither seen nor heard of OSWALD
from then until the assassination of the President GOODWIN
stated he could think of no other information regarding OSWALD

3*
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7.11

RE Bureau airtel to al "ffices dated 5/20/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are an original and nine
copies of a letterhead memorandum regarding an individual
who possibly knew OSWALD

e confid tial source mentioned in the memo
randum isInstrumentation and Electronics
System Div sion ,aston Texas who requested that
his name be kept confidential He stated he had not
furnished this information to any officials at NASA He
furnished the information set forth in the memorandum to
SA GRAHAM W KITCHEL

Three copies of this memorandum are enclosed for
Dallas and two for San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SUNNYVILLE CALIFORNIA

Will attempt to locate MARTIN (Marty) ABELOW at
Lockheed and interview him to determine whether or not he
has any knowledge of OSWALD or OSWALD's activities

'RFC
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1wReply Plane Referte
Fik 1W Houston Texas

May 25 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

On May 19
196k,

a confidential source advised
that one Martin (Marty elow was formerly employed at
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Houston Texas He stated Abelow was originally employed
by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation but was on special assign
ment at NASA He has since returned to regular employment
at Lockheed and is stationed with that company in Sunnyville
California

Source stated that while Abelow was employed in
Houston he made a trip to New Orleans and to the best of
source's recollection this was about the same time that
Oswald was in New Orleans distributing Fair Play for Cuba
literature Source stated that Abelow brought back several
items of this type from New Orleans and exhibited them to
individuals around NASA He stated on one occasion he
heard Abelow 'state that he should probably furnish these
items to the Federal Bureau of Investigation

Source also advised that Abelow made a trip to
Mexico City at a time he felt was approximately the same
time Oswald was in Mexico City He stated he did not
recall the exact dates but based this assumption on his
recollection of newspaper items regarding Oswald's trip
to Mexico Source stated he also recalls that Abelow made
frequent weekend trips to Dallas Texas where he claimed
he had an uncle residing Source stated that although he
has no indication that Abelow was acquainted with Oswald
he thought that the possibility did exist and for that
reason he was furnishing this information to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation for its information

DESTROYED

2 1 MAR 1 1973

--~/ r s/010''-
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REFERENCES Bureau airtel to WFO 4/23/64
(Interview JOHN K JACOBS)
Bureau airtel to WFO 4/27;164
(Check passport records re MARGARET A WOLFF)
Report of SA JAMES F MORRISSEY dated
4/29/64 at Washington D.C. in captioned matter
El Paso airtel to Bureau 4/30/64
(ROBERT J KAYE Mexican Visa at United States
Secret Service)
WFO airtel 1 64

[(Info from of 4/30/64)
"bureau airte o Detroit 5/5/64

(Re ARNOLD KESSLER)
Bureau airtel 5/6/64 to Dallas
(Check Immigration and Naturalization Service
re LYDIA BURT)

res DESTROYED
(IntervieweDr~nHERMINIO /PORELL-VILA)
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WFO airtel 5/5/64 complied with this request and asked
El Paso to include WFO information in their next investi
gative report for continuity purposes

Referenced Bureau airtel 5/5/64 requested WFO
surep results of pertinent information on ARNOLD KESSLER
set forth in WFO airtel 4/10/64 Bureau telephonically
advised 5/7/64 that in view of San Francisco airtel
4/14/64 wherein San Francisco handled report insert
including passport data submitted previously by WFO WFO
could disregard any additional reporting re KESSLER

ReBuairtel 5/6/64 requested Central Immigration
and Naturalization Service check of Mrs LYDIA BURT
WFOairtel of 5/8/64 set forth results of same requested
Dallas to handle the reporting of WFO Immigration and
Naturalization Service information if subsequently
necessary

Rerep indicated that Bureau airtel 4/23/64
instructed WFO to be alert through established source
coverage to the possible future visit by Mrs
MARGUERITE OSWALD to the Soviet Embassy WFO has
effected this coverage WFO is placing this case in
RUC status It will be reopened if information is re
ceived of any visit of Mrs OSWALD to the Soviet Embassy
and the Bureau will be promptly notified of same

LEAD

DALLAS

AT DALLAS TEXAS

b/ann"d Will furnish any information to WFO immediately
of any visit of Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD to the Soviet
Embasy Washington D.C. or to Washington D.C

C
COVER PAGE
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Tid.t LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Gamma INTERNAL SECURITY R -CUBA

JOHN K JACOBS United States Information Agency employee
advised his wife KATIA exchanged letters with MARINA
OSWALD after assassination MARINA OSWALD dinner guest on
2/7/64 at JACOBS home remarked to Mrs JACOBS that it
was her feeling that subject guilty of assassination
that she had written to her family in Russia after
assassination but had received no answer Dr HERMINIO
PORTELL-VILA received message from unknown source in
Cuba which indicated to him that file of relations of
OSWALD with Cuban Embassy in Moscow in the files of
Ministry of Foreign Relations Havana was handed to the
CASTRO brothers on 11/24/63 He had no additional
information in this respect and indicated two articles
published by him concerning aspects of the assassination
were his interpretative analysis of public source
material

-RUC

DETAILS AT WASHINGTON D.C
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It is recalled a previous communication dated
April 17 1964 indicated JOHN K JACOBS advised the United
States Information Agency (USIA) Security Office that Mrs
MARINA OSWALD was expected to dinner at his home February 7

1964.J1~ /

WFO 105-37111
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JOHN K JACOBS Fiditor,-Al-Hayat .Arabic Language
Magazine for the Middle East USIA was interviewed by a rep
resentative-of-the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
on April 24 1964 He furnished the following informations

Shortly after the assassination of the late
President JOHN F KENNEDY his wife KATIAUJACOBS,,felt
sorry for the wife of the accused slayer of the President
Mrs MARINA OSWALD She decided to write a letter to Mrs Y)
OSWALD and point out this hideous crime will not be visited
upon Mrs OSWALD or her children by the American people
Mrs JACOBS wanted to offer Mrs OSWALD her friendship since
Mrs OSWALD appeared to be pretty much alone in the United
States at that time

ens
~, According to Mr JACOBS his wife then wrote Mrs.

A11OSWALD in care of the Dallas Texas Police Depart
ment "'Mrs OSWALD answered Mrs JACOBS letter during the

, Christmas season of 1963 She was grateful for the kind
words of Mrs JACOBS and indicated she would appreciate

Sf
hearing from Mrs JACOBS again Mrs JACOBS and Mrs OSWALD

C exchanged letters approximately two more times prior to Mrs
la OSWALD's coming to Washington D C. to testify before the

Warren Commission

Mrs JACOBS upon learning Mrs MARINA OSWALD was
in Washington D C. to'testify called the Commission in
an attempt to contact Mrs OSWALD Mr JACOBS stated a
short time later he checked with the General Counsel's Office
of the Comaission'to determine if that office would interpose
any objection to inviting Mrs OSWALD on behalf of his wife
KATIA to his home At this time he was advised Mrs MARINA
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OSWALD had completed her testimony and was a free person to
do as she liked Shortly after this Mrs OSWALD then called
Mrs JACOBS and accepted a dinner invitation

Mr JACOBS stated after telephonically contacting
his wife that Mrs MARINA OSWALD her young daughter her
business manager and her attorney dined with the JACOBS at
Tauxemont Road Alexandria Virginia on February 7 1964
Mrs OSWALD was to return to Dallas Texas the following
day February 8 1964

He related that on February 7 1964 at about
6:00 p.m. he picked up Mrs OSWALD and her party in front
of the Willard Hotel Washington D C. and drove them to
his home where they dined He drove them back to Washington
D C. and dropped them in front of the Willard Hotel the
evening of February 7 1964 at about 11:30 p.n

Mrs MARINA OSWALD during the visit to the JACOBS
home spoke mostly to Mrs JACOBS in Russian Mr JACOBS
said he does not speak Russian

Mrs JACOBS later filled in Mr JACOBS as to the
conversation which took place between herself and Mrs OSWALD
during this visit Mrs OSWALD remarked it was her feeling .
that her late husband LEE HARVEY OSWALD was guilty of the
assassination of President KENNEDY She expressed the prayer
that "God may have mercy on the evil done by her late husband
She also asked the JACOBS to thank their church which had
sent a donation to her sometime after the assassination
Mrs OSWALD indicated her late husband LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was at times difficult to live with since he ordered her
around She indicated also a dislike for her late husband's
mother Mrs OSWALD

Mrs OSWALD in addition remarked she had written
to her gamily in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
after the assassination of .resident KENNEDY but had received
no answer from them

Mr JACOBS explained that during Mrs OSWALD's
visit to his home he conversed mainly with her manager and
with her attorney on current news items He said he got

3
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the impression that Mrs OSWALD's manager was attempting to
commercialize too much on the plight of Mrs OSWALD who
impressed him and his wife as an honest quiet dignified
and sincere person Mrs OSWALD had received approximately
sixty thousand dollars from various people and organizations
since the assassination but this seemed unimpressive to her
since she indicated she was healthy and able to earn her own
living

Mr JACOBS stated neither he nor his wife has had
any further contact with Mrs MARINA OSWALD

He stated neither he nor his wife ever received
any requests or suggestions from anyone in the Soviet Union
to contact MARINA OSWALD or to take any other action
regarding her He remarked that his wife corresponds with
relatives in the Soviet Union

Mr JACOBS related when he and his wife worked with
the American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959 his wife
met an uncle whom she had believed dead He pointed out that
he was formerly Deputy Director of the Magazine "America
Illustrated, published by USIA He said in connection with
his duties at that time he met his Soviet counter-part for
the Soviet magazine "USSR Illustrated a Mr ZHILTSOV

He said ZHILTSOV after the assassination of President
KENNEDY expressed sorrow on the occasion but did not comment
further

NIKOLAI V ZHILTSOV is Eirst.$ecretary,...Soviet-
Embassy,_Washington and is referred to as Managing
Editor of the "USSR Illustrated Month magazine as

publication of the Soviet Embassy Washington,_D C. J

4
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It will be recalled that Dr.,_HERMIN14 PORTELL--'VILA
4740 Connecticut Avenue,.N...w.,.Washington,.D C. was interviewed
on February 17 1964 concerning one of his articles which appeared
in the December 22 1963 issue of the Spanish language weekly
magazine "Bohemia Libre, published in New'York City The article
was entitled "President KENNEDY's Strange Assassination. PORTELL
VILA explained at that time that the material for the above article
was obtained from public source material such as American news
papers and magazines and foreign language newspapers and publications

As will be recalled PORTELL-VILA was a former Professor of
History at the University of Havana who came to the United States
in 1960 as a political refugee from the Castro Regime

On May 13 1964 Dr PORTELL-VILA advised that he had
received a message from an unknown source within Cuba which indicated
in part that the files pertaining to LEE HARVEY 06WALD's relations
in Moscow Russia with two Cuban Ambassadors there were turned
over to the CASTRO brothers on November 24 1963 just two days
after the assassination The message was dated November 24 1963
and he received same before the twelfth of December 1963

Around the time of is receipt he gave the original
of this part to Mrs MARIADA7AARENSBERG0Secretary o2 the

Cyban.
Freedom_.Qommittee,1737__Street N....W. Washington D C He

-believed she passed it on to an unknown government agency adding
that he believed she had contacts in the State Department

PORTELL-VILA said that be did not have a copy of this
part of the message but reconstructed it from memory as follows

EXPEDIENTE RELACION OSVALDO CON CONCHESO EN ARCHIVO
MARIN HERRERA ENTREGADO HOY HERMANOS SIAMESES

He interpreted this as follows

File of relations of OSWALD with Concheso (Cuban Embassy
in Moscow) from files of MARIN HERRERA Ministry of Foreign
Relations Havana) handed today to the CASTRO brothers

He pointed out that there may have also been a preposition
or two contained in it but that the above was its content as far
as be could remember It was pointed out to him that there did
not appear to be any mention of the Cuban Ambassadors to Russia
as his initial information would indicate He then said that the

~i names of the two ambassadors were included after "Concheso in
the message One ambassador was designated by the word Oliva as!
he recalled He could not recall how the name of the other
ambassador was designated
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Dr PORTELL-VILA then said that his interpretation of
the message is based on the prearranged meaning of certain words in
the message According to him "MARIN.HERRERA was a reference to
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Havana because the building in
which the ministry is located was built some forty-five or.fifty
years ago by Mr MARIN HERRERA It had other owners later on until

.Cuba bought it "CONCHESO is a reference to the Cuban'Embassy in

.Moscow because'the first Cuban Ambassador to Moscow in 1942 was
a Mr CONCHESO "OSVALDO Is OSWALD in Spanish a Christian name
"HERMANOS SIAMESES is a refer lice to the CASTRO brothers FIDEL
and RAUL a said that the t Ambassadors to whom reference is made
are CARL06 OLIVARES and FAURE HOMON who were the Cuban Amkssadors_
i n Mosses uring the period that OSWALD was in Russia S~~ 1///.Al

The above message with his interpretation of same constitutes
PORTELL-VILA's entire information dealing with possible contact of
OSWALD with Cuban diplomats in Russia He said that he has not heard
of any information in this respect from any other source nor of
contacts with Cubans by OSWALD except what he had read In newspapers
or other public source media or previously reported concerning a
speech of FIDEL CASTRO on November 27 1963 wherein CASTRO made a
comment which suggested that OSWALD may have previously made at
least one visit to Cuba

Regarding his source and as previously pointed out PORTELL
VILA said that the actual identity of the source is unknown to him
but the source is part of an underground movement in Cuba. Regarding
the source's reliability PORTELL-VILA said that the information
furnished by the source in the past has been reliable for the greater
part He said that be had made inquiry through means available to
him within Cuba concerning the reliability of the source and was
informed that be could consider the informant reliable He said he
could not and would not elaborate further even under legal process as
to the mechanics used in his obtaining this information nor concerning
the identity of the person attesting to the reliability of the
informant because be feared that disaster would befall those involved

He explained that this information was probably furnished
to him as a person whose background attested that he was anti-CASTRO
and whose position and contacts in this country exemplified best by
his writing articles for "Bohemia Libre, marked him as a person who
could put any information against CASTRO to use or place it in the
proper official hands for exploitation

On May 14 1964 Dr PORTELL-VILA exhibited a copy of his
art cle which appears in _Spanish

'hl
the December 22 _1963 edition of

"Bo emi4..J~i bro. It is entitled _Ex` ra`no Asesinato-Del Presidents
KENNEDY"esident KENNEDY's Strange Assassination) It starts on

j
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Page Twenty of this magazine It is the article previously referred
to above and which Dr PORTELL-VILA said was the product of research
of public source material and his interpretative analysis of same.__

On the same date he also exhibited a copy of his Article
which appears in Spanish in the February 209640 issue of'the
magazine "Bohemia_ InternaclonaZ;"7aSpanish language_magazine which
ismprinted in Venez"ela,'.according to PORTELL-VILA It is entitled

BIO DE DISFRAZ(CHANGE OF DISGUISE) and it starts on Page 16
t pertains generally to-OSWALD-and-the Fair Play for Cuba Committee

aspect of the assassination Again according to PORTELL-VILA as
in the case of his previous article on the assassination the material
is the result of research and interpretative analysis on his part of
public source material where OSWALD is concerned with the exception
of a brief reference to OSWALD being in contact with the previously
named Cuban Ambassadors in Moscow Russia

The message from the unknown source in Cuba previously
described is the source for this reference in the article

With respect to this reference in the article and by way
of explanation it is to be noted that a translation of Dr PORTELL
VILA's article appearing in the February 2 1964 issue of "Bohemia
Internacional, is contained in the report of SA JAMES J O'CONNOR
dated May 8 1964 at Miami Florida under the LEE VEY OSWALD
caption Therein PORTELL-VILA t_Nn the topic of the a r Play for
Cuba Committee stated in part

During the course of 1960-1961 he was a visiting professor
at the University of Florida in Gainesville where there was a branch
of the "Fair Play in operation It boasted that it had twenty-one
branches inthe United States and four in Canada with a membership
of 6,000 The New Orleand branch was not among them at the time
because it was not-formed until two years later when LEE HARVEY OSWALD
the presumed assassin of President KENNEDY returned to the United
States after his contacts with the Communist Cuban Ambassadors in
Moscow FAURE CHOMON and CARLOS OLIVARES Concerning this last-mentioned
fact the communist dictatorship of Cuba says nothing although the
Kremlin has turned over to the United States a file with the documents
referring to OSWALD in the Soviet Union
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This is-the part of the article to which PORTELL-VILA
referring above the source of which is the message from his unknown
source in Cuba

It is also indicated in the same translation of his article
that he further states that

;li
Besides the informati n from the anti-communi underground

movement which operates right u9der the nose of
RAUL~(ROA)ARCIA

in
14e Ministry_of State..in Havana shows that OSWALD el tions
the,,F_air Plai for Communist Cuba. began before July 1962 when he
retti1nea-lrom the Soviet Union and.that they had been sponsored by
CASTRO's diplomatic agents in Moscow at the time OSWALD was there

As previously pointed out PORTELL-VILA in his interview
of May 13 1964 indicated that his only information in this regard
was the message from his source in Cuba and on May 14 1964 he
stated that the article expressed his interpretative analysis of
this information

It is noted that the translation also states that

During his speech of November 27 1963 at the University
of Havana when CASTRO said "the first time that OSWALD was in
Cuba, his tongue was under the influence of "Peralta cognac
and he revealed something which is very important

It will be recalled in this respect that PORTELL-VILA
advised during his February 17 1964 interview that he read in *
November 29 1963 publication that in a speech on November 27 1963
FIDEL CASTRO whether through a slip of the tongue or as the result
of the influence of liquor made a comment which suggested that
OSWALD may have previously made at least one visit to Cuba He
conjectured that this trip of OSWALD could have taken place while
he was in Russia He said at that time he had no additional information
in this regard
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ROBERT RAYMOND D 4E_RS Lewiston Me. was Marine Corps
associate of LEE HARVEY OSWALD at Atsug'i Japan during

period 1957-1958 He was not friendly with OSWALD and
had nothing to do with him during this period DEMERS
never saw any communist literature in OSWALDts possession
and never heard him discuss Communism at any time
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SA ROBERT P SAUNDERS:po'b
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.5/22/64

ROBERT RAYMO EMERS _ acorxeet,~t~ison
e advised that he s rved in the United States Marine Corp

from rch 1956 until April 1959 at which time he received
a General Discharge

While in the Uni .mates Marine Co DEMERS was
-assigned Marine .Zeri__al o 64114

He stated he was assigned to Marine Air Control
Squadron I Atsugi Japan from December 1956 to May 1958
When he was transferred to stateside duty About five months
prior to DEMERS leaving Japan LEE HARVEY OSWALD was assigned

.._to his squadron DEMERS stated he was assigned to the Supply
Section while OSWALD was assigned to the Operations Section
DEMERS stated he was not friendly with OSWALD never confided
in him nor did he ever accompany OSWALD on passes away from
the Squadron area

DEMERS stated he had nothing to do with OSWALD
never spoke to him other than to say "Hello. He advised
he stayed mostly with the group of Marines in his section and
OSWALD to his own group

'DEMERS stated he had many fights with other Marines
in his Squadron but never did he get into an argument or a
fist fight with OSWALD He stated OSWALD was considered a
"loner and was by himself for the most part but recalled he
OSWALD did get into a few fights with other Marines whose
identity he cannot recall nor did he recall the cause of the
fight8

DEMERS advised he never saw any communist literature
In OSWALDts possession nor did he ever recall OSWALD
distributing any literature books or pamphlets cfa communist
nature among members of the Squadron DEMERS also advised
during the five months he knew OSWALD in Japan he never heard
him talk about communism Russia or communist types of Government

DEMERS stated when he left Japan In May 1958 he
never saw or heard ~nythfng-conce n~ng.OSWALD-un*

..^ ~rrested--
in Dallas Texas for the assassination of PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

ott 5i20/64 ',wiston Maine

by

 File I Boston-105-10911 -

ogre dictated 5/22/64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
youragency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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REBUAIRTEL TO SAN ANTONIO MAY 20 LAST RE EFFORTS A,SCERTAIN
WHEREABOUTS ALBERT OSBORNE'"AKA JOHN HOWARD BPWEN

ZENEN MIGUEL CRUZ CARETAKER AT OSBORNE'S DWELLING AT
,r SAN MARTIN DE 'TEXMELUCAN PUEBLA TODAY ADVISED HAD NOT SEEN OR

'HEARD FROM OSBORNE SINCE 'LATTER:-.VISITED ,THERE BRIEFLY "'IN LATE
_dL MARCH 1961k.!4.*i :.,~.>. r ::-;t ^ .
~ri"!~ .~..r WIFE OF MEXICANN PROTESTANT. MINISTER

`
WHO I S CLOSE. NE I GHBOR

_v,ADVISED OSBORNE USUALLY CONTACTS THEM WHEN IN AREA BUT HAD NOT-, SEEN SINCE LATE MARCH LAST.-' LOCAL MAIL CARRIER COULD.RECALL
NO2.:-.PERSONAL MAIL DELIVERY TO OSBORNE ADDRESS OTHER THAN CIRCULAR
d

.. TYPE LETTERS AND CONFIRMED CRUZ'S STATEMENT THAT OSBORNE HAD NdT
WRITTEN TO LATTER ~ :. _:.. .)t :-_

:+ " MEX ICAN",-IMMIGRATION 'OFFICIAL ADVISED THEIR I NVEST.I GAT I ON HASNOT REVEALED.PRESENCEOFOSBORNE IN MEXICO SINCE LATEf_y-( MARCH LAST
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UNITED STATES tNMENT

W.vmemmwMAO .os ra

Memora&um

DIRECTOR FBI 1105-82555) Ou~TS 5/20/6400% 4 f. ~ r.",i.~ .J }~~ kr
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. rte ~~~ v~%"i"rs r r " `
-L1GAT MEXICO CITY,.(105-3702) (P) T9~. FIDEINTiAt

v Classified DT _Ao4eLEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
xs R .CUBA COIAE10E41tV1i

Eaeospt crow GDS Cateaorp,zrm  
Date of Declassification Indefinite

Remyairtel 5/12/64 captioned as above,+relative to
LES STALL Bufile 100.12632.U
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ReSLairtel 5/6/64 and Chicago report of 8A Dennis V.
Shanahan 5/22/64

One copy of referenced Chicago report is enclosed
'-for information of St s Louis.

`"As indicated in'.referenced St Louis airtel the
name Allen Melds appeared on page 72 of the 2/21/64 issue of
"Life magazines It was indicated this individual was a former
Marine Corps associate of Oswald The author of the article
said of Feld() that be was 17 at the time (presumably the
latter part of 1956) and shared boot camp and advanced training

V experience with Osvaldo Felde's brief remarks about Oswald 2
.,were quoted in the article

/17
Marine Corps records at the Military Personnel Records

Center disclosed a record for a Robert Allen Felde,'8N 161 57 75
and referenced Chicago report sots forth results 'of interview
with him wherein he stated be did not recall or know Oswald
and vas Dot ,.'ware that hi%,.Felde;s name had appeared in the
"Life magazine article. ~ ';;, .f

The President's Commission has requested that the
Allen I'elde quoted in the "Life magazine article be interviewed

St Louie-recheck records at Military Personnel Records
Center See if there is a record for another Allen Yelde who
fits the description eet out in the "Life magazine *rticle
For your information Oswald tookUlm his bobt training at San Diego

was%l.aat from 10/25/56 to 1j18/57V .assigned to Infantry Train to
Casper

era= ;7 :a<t , .1.
f
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" lirtel to SAC ( lcago

If

RS: LEI BAR OSWALD
105-82555

Regiment Camp Pendleton California from 1/20/57 to
3/18/57 and during this period was on leave from *127/57
8/18/57

Chicago reinterview Robert Allen Felde Was he at
boot camp in San Diego when Oswald was Was he ever interviewed
by anyone from "Life magasine or by any press representative
about Oswald Vas he 17 years of age the latter part of 1950
Does be know of any other Allen Felde who was assigned to
Camp Pendleton when he was there

Randle promptly

ROTE

Since the Commission has specifically requested that
we interview the Allen Felde who vas mentioned in the "Life
magazine article ve will have to pursue this until we locate
the right man From what we know now it would appear that
thej person mentioned in the "Life magazine article is not
identical with the person interviewed by Chicago
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On 5-15-54,&r E C
WELTgC'ontact

Representative
Immigration and Naturalization Servi Kansas City Missouri
made available their alien file number A 8320382 This file
revealed the following in the name of ELSE MICtiA5Q)TITSCH11 /I qq 1

Application for visa and alien registration
dated 3-21-52 to the America 1 nsulate at Berlin Germanys')
(number I-1077985) name,EL4E 1CHAILOWITSCH;..occupation
school girl last permanent re dente #37 Loewenhardt
Damm Berlin-Tempelhof rmapy age 7 nationality German
Race German eyes gray hair'blond complexion fair height
4 li" born 11-11-44 at Bauschlott Germany (proof birth ic
certificate) step father Ll.e.ut.e.Aan_t_DONALD

LVir
1..,._165 North..Hillside..,_Vchitit Kansas;! mother L URT

1PHAJI100WITSCS Port Of Embarkment Bremerhaven ermany;
arri d in the United States on thesteamship SS Washington
at New York New York on 6-4-52 under Section 6A3 of
the Immigration Act of 1924 visa number 18102 non-preference
quota German passport number CII1290/51 issued by the Ministry
of the Interior 3-19-52 valid until 3-18-54 I.. N

into bot)t:f
.-.Bureau 0.0 '

1) //I
2 Dallas (100-10461)

..'1 WFO (Info) (105-3711 . ~,,~~ "~
.REQla1T'...'''Kansas City.

RBH:sg

00 Dallas

Re WFO airtel to Bureau dated 5-8-64 ,-,-*

Transmit the following in4 (Typo is plain text or eels)'
4. AIRTEL ' aIR_MAIL. -, ..

. ..
.

(priority)

:TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
- =

&C KANSAS CITY {105-1736) RUC ;v..7,;T
..:

LEE HAM WALD
IS -R -CUBA

Approved  Sent M Pet
0y(\ c 1 Agent in Charge

7 9 JUN 1-1964
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;se `.1~.+~ Also '.in this file was a 'Certificate .of Arrival t"-t
r..~ ~ 2;for ELSE ~ICHAILOWITSCH, female, DOB 11-11-44'at ~Ge'reanv'"~ i ~.~ :
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APPROPRIATE CHAIN OP EVIDENCE AS TO THEIR AUTHENTICITY` .IMMEDIATELY

CONTACT APPROPRIATE OFFICIALS OF WDSU AND ALSO CONTACT BILL STUCKEY

AND MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO-OBTAIN SUCH TAPES. WORM INDIVIDUALS

CONTACTED THAT THIS IS A SPECIFIC REQUEST OF THE IDENT1B

COMMISSIO MAIL$ CERTAIN YOU MAINTAIN APPROPRIATE
gvt I\ .N

CHAIN QFi4

EVIDENCE AS TO AUTMENTICITT OP THESE TAPES AS REQUESTED BY THE

COMMISSION. HANDLE IMMEDIATELY COPY TO DALIAB BY I3AII:
Q
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TO SAC NB1l ORLEANS .77!

FROM:DIRECTOR I (105.82555)
t ..* . tea + '.~ . ",~t _.

...) ~"` ALDa .18 .. 3t CUBA!
1 ..~ ~sgLr

s
`~ ~^ r : a! "yet Wit?

ism S3A ROBERT R"O LING DATED APRIL FIFTEEN.~f f't lRc... w. s.IL'ii~.}ri":1.w. :~ !".1 ."".y_ ~ ,yl .~ yarn
SIX FOUR AT DL T1XAS PAGES lm TWO SEVEN AND PM FOUR ZERO

OF SUCH REPORT CONTAIN DATA RELATING TO TWO TRANSCRIPTS OF A

PISATE PARTICIPATED IN BY OSWALdD IX NEW ORLEANS IX AUGUST

ONE NINE SIX Tom ON$".TRA SCRIP WAS SCRIBED BY RADIO

STATION,VDMU NEW ORLEANS AND THE SECOND BY BILL STUCREY PRESIDENT'S

COMMISSION SAS REQUESTED BUREAU OBTAIN COPIES 0Y THESE TWO

TAT'B RECORDINGS TOR INCLUSION IN TH1 PERMANENT FILES OP THE

COWLI8SION AND .AM COMPARISON WIT$ THE TRANSCRIPTS THE COMMIS S
. .

REQUESTED THAT IN OBTAINING T SE TAPES THE BUREAU $AINTAIN

Roses
SvIUvas sTowel

Ho s
Tel

13-Tjl\ilqTrol
Gdr MAILROOM



Teletype to SAC New Orleans
R$ LEE HARVEY OSWA.LD

4 R 105.82553.+ "t~ .. "s s.S"'YiA+y'"'.-r ~rr ter 4 )44. ` "+;y 'es a -Z!4MR'7r % :+'"i;t~ d1+ ..k'~+

Oswald appeared on a radio station in New Orleans
wherein be had a debate with two other individuals concerningFair Play for Cuba Committee and other matters Bill Stuckeya radio personality in New Orleans also interviewed Oswald
along the same line and made tape recording Ye have} . furnished transcripts of these two recordings to the Comissio' .and now the Commission wants copies of the actuaY tapes for_ j permanent retention in Commission files .

~.

iir;fRAtSUlt?'Irr r . _2!{J c :!.1"r I"''.J ,c
C~'MMUN:CA110i';$

U
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rs 10. .MII.le.M MIKN U. I
UNITED STATES C~ JRNMENT

ltr W C Sullivan V) DATE 5/18/64

With the Director's approval three Agents were sent
to Mexico City to constitute a "special squad and lend assistance to
that office in handling voluminous leads in the Oswald case This
recommends approval for the Legal Attache's proposal that two of these
Agents be released about 5/21/64 and the third be retained temporarily
until volume of work is further reduced

When the Legat reported that major aspects of the
investigation were approaching completion we instructed him to
analyze remaining work and make specific recommendations concerning
the release of the three Agents who are in Mexico on special assignment
In his attached reply Legat says that summary repbrt and memoranda
covering work not yet reported will be submitted no later than 5/21/64
This will complete active investigation and volume reporting by
"special squad Agents and Legat believes any remaining work and
additional leads after that date can be handled by regular staff and
investigative informants He does ask however that one Agent remain

lin
Mexico for a short additional period in case the Bureau has inquiries

regarding the summary and other information already submitted This
Agent can assist in coordinating and reporting on results of any
remaining leads after the large volume matters are handled The
office will thereby benefit from his detailed knowledge of all phases
of the investigation heretofore conducted . .~

We agree with the Legat's proposal and are recommending
that it be approved He is being instructed to advise the Bureau
immediately when the first two Agents are released for return to
their domestic assignments and to give an estimate of how long the
third Agent will be needed in Mexico

aft0
the de arture

ACTION EEC IQ
:eV t .`.r3''t9t 4

If approved attached cablegram fu n s'"-th~
instructions to the Mexico City Offi

r
1-Mr Belmont 1-Mr Bcanigi
1-Mr Mohr (Attn WS Hyde) 1-Liaison

"1-Mr Callahan 1-Mr Foar
')1-Mr Sullivan

JJF:m'(8)
Enc

(24

.4/f ,l s/v/ '/ Jd



UNITED STATES RNMENT

:Mr X C Sullivan

Memora ,k2um

My attached memorandum 5/18/64 discussed a proposa
of our Legal Attache in Mexico City to release two of the three
Agents:specially assigned to handle this case while holding the
third for a short additional period The Director approved
but instructed that definite dates be secured

The Legal Attache has now advised that Us Frederick B
Roderick and Rolf L Larson will be released to leave Mexico City
May 22 1964 and that SA Henry J Pratt will leave no later
than May 29 1964 barring unforeseen developments

ACTION

For information The Legal Attache has advised
that unless instructed to the contrary the above schedule
will be followed

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Mohr (W S Hyde)
1 Mr Callahan
1 -Mr Branigan (Stokes)
1 Mr Foarde
1 Liaison

mom D J Brennan

sUJECT LI313 HARVEY OSWALD
IS RUSSIA CUBA



LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

DATE 5-18-64

FROM

SU41ECi

+wIW MOW*M NMM M
UNITED STATE &A RNMENT

MernoraJum

MR SULLIVAN \il
r

BRANI

ASAC Kyle Clark Dallas telephoned at 4:23
p.m S-18-64 to report tiat the Dallas Office had
received a telephone call from Mrs Marguerite`;Qswald
mother of subject who advised that she had some new
evidence she desired to furnish She declined to further
discus; the matter on the phone Dallas desired authority
to contact Marguerite Oswald

After checking with you Dallas was instructed
to have two mature Agents contact Mrs Oswald to obtain
the "new evidence she allegedly has and that the Agents
were to make no comments merely receive the information
she has

As previously indicated Mrs Marguerite
Oswald may be suffering from a mental illness

ACTION

None For your information

OAE
(4)

rt

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr 13ranigan
1 Mr Lenihan

105-82555
gEC 1Q

12 MAY 28 o54

79 JUN 1-196
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The report of the i estigation conducted by the Dallas
Police Departm of attempted assassination of f _
General Edwin-.A er which report was provided to this
Gomm sion by the Attorney General of the State of Texas does
not indicate the caliber and other basic characteristics of the
bullet which was recovered from General Walker's home We do
note however that the report of Officers McElroy and Van Clev
both of the Dallas Police Department indicates that the bullet wa
given to Detective G B Brown of the Dallas Police Department
Crime Laboratory Division

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

In view of the conflicting stories concerning the nature of
the bullet which was actually recovered from General Walker's
home we would appreciate advice as to whether or not that
bullet was ever examined by the Dallas Police Department or by
any other person or organization on its behalf We would like to

j

have any reports which may have been made of such an examination
if in fact any such examination was made We -would like to know
who had possession of that bullet from the time it was recovered
from General Walker's home until it ca

%into
the possession of.

this Commission t "
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t

We also note that Mr Robert Surrey then of 3506
Lindenwood Street a business associate of and aide to Gener
Walker stated that at about 9:00 P.M on April 6 1963 he

r

observed two men sitting in a 1963 Ford either dark purple Or
brown in color which was parked in the rear of General Walker's
house Mr Surrey said the two men got out of the car and
walked around General Walker's house apparently observing
it closely Surrey said he became suspicious and followed the
car in an attempt to obtain its license number which he was not
able to do since the car bore no license plates of any kind

i

set forth at page 441 of the report of Special Agent Robert P

There appears to be some confusion however con
cerning Mr Surrey's story The Dallas police file seems to
state that Mr Surrey also saw the same car and the same two
men at General Walker's premises on the evening of April 10
1963 and that report is reflected in the report of your Bureau

Gemberling dated December 10 1963 at Dallas Texas Please
advise as to when Mr Surrey did see such car'and men

In view of the fact that Marina Oswald has stated
that Lee Harvey Oswald told her that he had gone to General
Walker's home "three days or more prior to April 10 1963
(page 733 of Agent Gemberling's report dated December 23
1963) we think Mr Surrey should be interviewed to determine

J whether or not he can describe to any extent either of the two
men whom he saw Assuming that Oswald was involved in the
attempt on Walker's life consideration should be

rov.7

to the
possibility that he may have had accomplices

+y.
The Dallas Police also indicated that Dr Ruth

Jackson General Walker's next door neighbor had a dog that
supposedly barked at"everybody and everything. The dog
apparently did not bark on the evening of April 10 1963 The
Dallas Police report indicated that Dr Jackson's dog was

"very sick on April 11 and 12 1963 No reason for the illness



On December 11 1963 Marina advised Secret Service
agents that Oswald told her that he book buses to go to the
Walker residence and that he took a different bus to return home
after the shooting (Secret Service Control No 632.)

. ..:-.,

was indicated We would appreciate advice as to whether or
not Dr Jackson's dog appeared to have been drugged or *the
wise incapacitated in connection with the attempt on General I
Walker's life

D e

yore also note a certain confusion in the stories told
by Mari swald concerning her husband's involvement in the
Walker s ooting She told your agent on December 3 1963 that
Oswald said that on April 10 1963 he had gone to Walker's
residence on foot Your report then states "He said that after
he fired the rifle he ran away and that he could run very fast
He came home on the bus. (Pages 71-2 of Agent Gemberling's
report of December 10 1963.)

Marina told the Secret Service that three days prior
to April 10 he took his rifle outeof the hOuse and "buried it in a
field near the Walker house. (Ibid.) She told your agents that
"Oswald did not say and she did not ask him what he had done

.with the rifle after the first evening when he went to shoot at
Walker but had changed his mind. (Page 734 Gemberlingis
report of December 23 1963.)

Marina also said that Oswald told her he had buried
the rifle in the ground "far from the actual spot of the shooting.
Oswald then mentioned a field and said it was near a railroad
track (Id. at 733) In her testimony before this Commission
Marina associated a picture showing a railroad track with the
Walker incident You have not been able to determine that that
picture (Commission Exhibit 4 photograph No 5 of your Item 6)
depicts a scene near the Walker residence (page 313 of
Gemberling's report of February 11 19614



3 Forward to Mr Wesley J Liebeler of our
e,4 staff photograph No 5 of your Item 1 and

photograph No 1 of your Item 70

de)k

i
We are unable on the basis of the above reports

to determine exactly what Oswald told his wife concerning
his possible involvement in the Walker shooting Would
you please

Conduct such investigation as may be
necessary to reconcile and clarify the

above statements of Marina Oswald in an attempt to determine
just how Oswald travelled to and from Walker's residence and
what he did with the rifle in connection with that incident In
that connection consideration should be given to the possibility
that Oswald could have had accomplices in his alleged attempt
on General Walker's life

2 Identify if possible the scenes depicted in
Commission Exhibit 5 photograph No 5 of

your Item 6 as well as photograph No 2 of your Item 7
(Commission Exhibit 2)

Advise as to the location of railroad tracks
located most closely to General Walker's resi

dence and as to the location of any railroad tracks along which
may lie fields or other locations in which Oswald may have buried
or otherwise hidden his rifle as related by Marina Oswald

Conduct such investigation particularly
observation of the vicinity of Walker's residence

and other appropriate locations as may be necessary to determine
the probabilities that Oswald did in fact do any of the things
Marina has stated that he did in connection with his travel to
and from Walker's residence and his secretion of the rifle

w~ r ~r
.,.a . l.~ ''~~(.~"i.~1rti'~.~.~.ef%"./+~t.N 3..Z w~ ~..:..~..~.`R"r4",,..~



Lee Rankin
General Counsel

6 Provide us with an aerial view of the vicinity
of General Walker's residence showing if

possible the location of any railroad tracks and open fields
within appropriate distances thereof and indicating the routes
of any bus lines which Oswald may have used to travel to and/or
from Walker's residence and/or such fields

Your continued cooperation is greatly appreciated

Sincerely
4

tt,.
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1 Mr Belmont 1 Mr Rosen 1 Mr Sullivan;:1 Mr Malley
.1 Mr Branigan 1 Mr Lenifan 5-25-64

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM DI R FBI (105-82555) TA3

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA ..

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from the 'Yresident~a~~
Commission dated 5-20-64 requesting that this Bureau conduct
additional investigation in connection with the attempted 4 v
assassination of Major General Edwin A Walker % -i

The requested investigation should be conducted by
your office immediately and the results of your inquiries
should be furnished to the Bureau in a letterhead memorandum-4,k
suitable for dissemination to the President's Commission

.3
Enc _

NOTE
+

Commission received considerable testimony bearing on
attempted assassination of General Walker and has also received a
DLPD investigation concerning the incident as well as the o
results of investigation conducted by the FBI aid Secret

Serviceconcerning such incident Commission noted that testimony
furnished by Marina Oswald to the FBI and Secret Service is

aat..variance and requested we conduct additional investigation e
to resolve the discrepancies Commission also desires that

,7 we pinpoint if possible locality where Oswald allegedly buried1 rifle after shooting at Walker and also requested we
obtain ~4.y-bn-'aerial photograph of the vicinity of General

~~lker
S

i64residence
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SUMMARY FROM UKRAINIAN

The author and publisher o book entitle
,!'The_01nzp , -is Malte~-(No]~ddynyr yltyek emy1fwskyj)

1l Blm Grove._ Avenue _ Toronto_ 3~ Onta io Cana
a

In his introduction W Nenyliwsky states
I

"I am dedicating this book to our'Retmaa Bohdan
.Nhnelnytaky and Eynon Petlura Commander in Chief of the
Ukrainian Armed Forces whom the Jews lampoon and impudenti
criticize in the local Canadian publications and include
among their enemies... I am takink the liberty of protestin
against these Jewish lies because we used to defend these

Parasites against the Nazis and now they'are beginning
to~fight us here Their communists have murdered 8 Petlura

and E Konovalets and General Taras Chuprynka L Rebet and
8 Bandera have died at their hands... The glorious memory
of S Petlura does not deserve such rot'and therefore we
have to defend his honor in all parts of the world In order
to avoid my persecution by the Jews for some of the terminology
here I have objectively used all our publications foreign
language encyclopedias 'The Canadian Intelligence Service,
(Flesherton Ontario) 'The Ottawa Anti-Communist Report, 'News
Behind the News, etc We all are citizens of this country
and therefore we should strive toward the common national
good"of all its citizens and not employ propaganda against
other nationalities of our Canada Netman Bohdan Khmelnytsky
and Symon Petlura were not 'Plato's wolves for the Jews of
various races and color therefore the Jews should not lampoon
them as it can be seen on the cover page of this publication.

In Chapters 1 2 and 3 the writer explains the
"Biblical history of the Old Testament, trial of Jesus Christ
and his crucifixion and the sins committed by the Jewish people
for which God is punishing them to this day asei9recH `

Chapter 4 entitled "Philosophy and Communism,
identifies leading Jewish philosophers who are listed in the
"World's Philosophies. Among those mentioned the writer

% Includes Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels who founded the theory
k-of dialectical and historical materialism and atheism and
-Or Lenin who put their theory into practice

/ ~
~

SUMMARIZED .BYr
y IHOR MYCHALUS:dek lOC

May -20 1964

2 1 L



In Chapter 3 the writer proves with "facts that the
upper echelon of the Russian Communist Party were Jews
including Lenin and Stalin Their successor X Khrushe v
continues the conspiracy of Moscow-Jewish communism to e lave
the tree world To prove this point the writer points ut
the fact that the U S and Canadian Communist Parties are
run by Jews and that the overwhelming majority of the Moscow
spies in Canada and the United States have been and are Jews
(Harry Gold Mr & Mrs Julius Rosenberg David Greenglass
Dr Sidney Weinbaum Miriam Moskovic Jacob Golos Morton
Sobell Abraham Bortman Fred Rose Sam Carr David Sugars
G S Gerson S S Burman Gerhardt Eisler)

Chapter 8 is devoted to the question of Ukrainian
Jewish relations in the Ukraine

Chapter 7 deals with the Ukrainian traitors and the
KGB agents of the "red butchers from Moscow One'of them is
Lee Harvey Oswald "who could not find k place for himself in
his own country the United States A man who did not finish
his secondary education he served in the Navy which discharged
him for undesirable conduct At the age of A5 he came under the
influence of the Reds who trained him for the subversive work
of the communist adherents In 1959 he went to the Soviet Union
where he stayed for three years and got married Next he
asked the American Embassy in Moscow for permission to return
to the United States He came back to the United States in
2962 after concluding his training and started to shadow
President J F Kennedy in order to carry out Moscow's plan
which he executed on November 22 1963 Americans have put
our Christians and nationalists through 'screening and even
delivered some of them into the jaws of bloodthirsty Stalin
however the FBI has failed to investigate its own citizens
who delivered national secrets to Red Moscow and finally
murdered their own Catholic President who stood in the way of
the Bolshevik-Stakhanov shock-troops in the United States The
Jewish communesin the United States are the vermim..who carry
out the Marxist plans of the Moscow Commintern and their
aristocrats care only about their bellies and pockets full
of dollars

*Victor Rizel (sic) - American journalist - is better
oriented about this murder than the FBI.because he rejects any
suggestion that L H Oswald and Ruby are mental cases and states
that Killer L H Oswald is connected with Moscow Oswald stayed
in the Soviet Union from 1959 to 1962 and gave the Soviets the
secret codes of the U 8 Marines in which he served He could
freely travel in the Soviet Union a privilege not accorded



regular visitors from abroad. 8e was Trotskyite (according to
the Soviet press) and an American spy and yet he was allowed
to return to the United States and marry a Soviet citize who
is a communist spy... Moscow never lets its citizens grabroad
unless they are trained agents from **scow or Leningrad.k

"Because of such statesmen on this continent we"also
have to suffer here both morally and materially from communist
henchmen tyrants and agents who killed 8 Petlura S Konovalets
L Robot 8 Bander* and finally the President of the United
States John P Kennedy.*

The remaining Chapters deal with the history of the
Ukrainian liberation struggle against Poland and Tsarist and
communist Russia
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Walter Nemyliwsky

THE SINERS

,
fey

The explaining proof and criticism of the false earicatures and critic of the Jew's Zionism and CommunismLeaders of Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytzky Commander-inChief of the Ukrainian National Army "ZAPOROZHE
(164847)

and

Otaman Symon Petlura Commander-in-Chief of theUkrainian Armies figting the communists terrorists in theUkraine as well as the head of Stt Ukii R,ae,rananepublicwhich was proclaimed the independance on Jan 22 1917
Therefore he has organized the Ukrainian Governrnent in 1917 'Secretary of war in the Central Rada member of the Directory of the Ukrainian People's Republicwho later became the head of the Directory and the headof the Ukrainian Government-in-exile (1920-26) and theUkrainian Hero who has been killed by Samuel Schwartz

bark Jew agent of red Moscow on May 25 1926 in Pa
ris France

Reprinting in all languages by the author
permission only .
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rinaaT ynepwe A08iAaBCA npo Icyca Hilt 98C CBAT3
naCXH KOAHAO Hboro IlpHAW0116araTmA 6amxmp HiKoAmm
Ta onoais Aomy uiKaay icTopiio sea Tpanm3aca a epycaammCIAO CaslTmmi ilia .IaC I'lacxm 3'hKA)KIIIIOCAAO Cpycannmy
Aywe 6al'MTO HapOAy 3 63raTbOX xpala A3il (TlaAecTmma
CrIlIltT) a MOM 13 PHMy naBOMMMKIIy TIN CBATMtllCKJIB

r'J4

4

moil* 6paTom ApOnoM AKi npn EoxdA nomoqi 'ceoTx lm 6araTi Aapm 6ouall oAmoro wexeAm HixoJ$M owl&
Aec nepemoram cwty 0apaoma Komi i3palACTAHNnepeAwAH .1loaTo3i npo MOAOAOrOqO303IK8 AKITAy CbWrlaid *
Mepaome Mope a ByCTHHIOTo rOCnOAb *HBH8 bpaiabTAH rpynmo CyllyTHmKIIInonepeaepTaa Tam CT'03MM
(nTaxH maHfta Bola 3i exam) 40 pp. a* AOKNHe HpHHHH awning Tx b COATHHiaKmAwe xoTiB Aoseomirn P06m 3 AD
aH AO 3eMai XaHaaHCbKOr KolrH i3paTteTAHI4Cra.1H nox3a ' CaorO Biros AiMraRmsPle
INTRO! 8HAHTOMy30AOTOMyTeauesi 3 KyAb4tiKiB TOAi MOA Bin nponosiAyaaa molly 'tarty Taopms 'tyxta Ta6 cell 110KAHKancHmls AKi3apy6a.1H me4amm OAHOrOAHA ee6e SO)KW4CHHOMHiKoAmmCIIIATIaTH3yaae 023,000 AroAell u~o noxaoma.mca 6o)xxoai 3a cymmiam Moll kyco3i 3 Ha3apery x04 6008CA MO 3 TOM 1I03Krrlb 3141I'II
cea nporn Bora aim noxapaa Aoro Bqac'moto cMepTlo (120 KHyTNnaaaxHi 3asopylUttDISI Hayxa Icyca a 'commix men
pp.) He nepeAwpa nOpAaHy Ta He BEtinWOBWHAO 06iUAHOT 3naXOMHa utopas 6iAbIllt IlpKIKabI41IKIIIBOIUI INICNaalINas
semi MoAceA 6ya AinCHOae.IIHKHMnpOpOKOM no ,KOMy caolx mica* sad mutweo cres'" 3a K.'''' *P.
paMeTANH 30-Tb pOKia .I)

.Lllacamamll y Bora 6ya Text Icyc Hamm Axwf nepeA NM 6 TM1p"aBjInlywrZI0icra r:6 .3
3"
cTY. woa ROpAaK i BBiAWOBAO 06iIIAHOT3ehiai 1,375 pp nepeA BpOTMlCyCa

Hap XpHCTa f1oro i3paraeTAHMpO3133aHaHMypH CpHXOHy A
aanamyaa.nm mu ycicio semaevo a ix me*i aim noAiAma mime
12 IIOKOaiHb mica* Ha38 CUHiBRKOEla 'aaxoicrrm a .roAl Pmm cxopsclae 3 HlIrOAII33AyWHTbnos

1Io 33c4Hmuia cepe.a )KHAiB6YB nHIIIIT Cr3MIII 'a norraamTb ximeub TeoKpaTmamIAcmcTeml IB.o AA
AKHA3aCyAHEIIcyca XpmeTa na cmepTb lioro poioae Ilpi381f saga 6 TMAOCIITbIIIHpOKy IBTOHOMIIOi 3allpOMAKTh
um 6Y.30."COpHoTen (no..33THHi) a .noame npi3amute .ra a3minirrPaUilo 3pa3olt iHUJMX'11POBiliII'13Mt OKpyr
IOCnOIMIOC nitaaT SIKHA6ya pHMCbKHMIlpOKypOpOMMAO 11113aTcnomTxy me 3sepTas years ma Icyca y
KoAH am maxa3as BmBicmTHBHOIIi Ha UHTaAe.niePYC811my *HcbKNAn3atCrIlMi Ta me mas 11pIlMMIlMIlItCryltaTM
PRmcbKi npanopm TO )KHAiBCI)KaKiAbKa-THC514liaiop6a Ae Hboro a paA0 C10plICTIIII 6M a INMAN UI,06 SKO
MOHCTPyaaaa npOTH o6Pa3m pe3iril TaHa 'calla cmTyauin -"npsaiael ,mulAiscamol pals I csauteiuntx a old 06Me
6y.la a IOAel Kam Icyc Xpwcroc rivals cam ny63i4my ma fora 33uY
yKy TO BiAp33y HaCTOpOMM.naacio *1mi8cbKY cTaPummy 6o . Ha TH*A*Hb lltpeA CBITOMnSCXII a epyCaBlUAl (BIA
Boma 6ypmna cTapmll AaA i aAapana a ocmoam pa6imcbxo-O 15'Ao 22 mi3ama nepworo MiCSUKPoK)) wmwyfm come
PHcencbKmx &IKON* SKI 3a6e3ne4yaa;m Tx aJIaljy 'ra smriAme 3plOcl AOHeCAHum Icyc 36AMICaCTI.C11AO MICTI II OTO%IeHHI
MIITTA ;4 be.lMKOTMaCM HapOAy CBAUttIIHIIKHsamenoxoTance Ka*4)a

,Ao Ilm3aTa (6ya IICPItCtOthtTOCTtMy naaati VG
"S;.,AA) 3 npoxaHHSM wo6 apewsysarm Icyca A we AOrlyCTMTN

flora AO micTa 6o mo)xe uplifts *a sasopywemb llmaT To
*. Ai siAmoama ue monism awrwaylomm tuo elm me mae MA
,, cTasm apewTysaTm kyca 6o

momouslk,sisititpaso npwTXaTW
MATOTIIICX$t



riplfrtlllOB B40CHitMpaHKOMAO nilHaTa Ta pO30OBiBAOMy ne
pe6ir po3npasH 3aMicm cy.ruia 6y.1H npoxypopm ocicap
)KHTe.li HKi He IllyKaRH npaBAH 06BHHyBatleHH11Kappa 3a"
cmnaa Icyca nHTaHHHMHA OCKaNKeHHRMHma aid BiN Aeuto
BiAnOBiAaBa pettlTa nOMHHaBMORtiaHKOIO

11iamA AXT OCKap)KeHHH6yB 1106yAOINIHHAHa peAirillmmx npocryuxax 3a AKi MaBiTb )KHAiaCbKHnMOH me nepeA.6a4aa xapm cmepTm Icyca ocKaparyeanit a Tomy uto Bim npmern 3 ny6ai4mimm rpitutimcamil npmrsoloe co6i npaao npoILLaTHCpIXH (npHM Mapisi MarAaamma) me WaHyC Cy60TIt
OaAOpOaaaa HeAy)KHX Ha3iiBaC ce6e Macke I T iH HMO*

01ca3oao Icyc saTpilomcf)yaaa caiii 813A AO CpycaA* TunyAy AoKAaANOoKpecameam Kapny nPoue*YPY * en
?AYAe Pe3exTy3ig3mosami macm KHAaAHPIOMy'MA HOrH nano Al AKC)iCHHeApiOHMyCIBripHAep)KyBaTHCA6o iHaKllle pO3.
MOBeBiTTa Ta Xpayaaji "OCaHaa CHHOBIAaaHAOSOMy npaaa Ta BHpOK6yAM HesaxcMI HiKOAHIAHaBIBnitAaTOBi UtO
TO xopoAeai 13patnsi 6o rig 6yB cTapan KOPOAiBCbKHnpia athAiecwte Ta pHMCbKenpaaa He 3mami npwcypaTopa a Am
B'f3A Icyca A0 epycaammy 6yB rice seAmHaamm xxoro Cpy 41YHKuri ow" 39"4an"i ''T'.m''A''H Kul sale
caAmm me 6a4ms

CHmeApiom
aiA

6aimamenam'utoaTmmxamnia%racksmac AAH 3KHAiBCbKHX
CKapry npOTM AKO"ICb000611 TO iiOrO nincraraAR A

CBRilteHHHKIBme6e3neqmmil xanaKTep OT)Ke BOHHa CBRTHHi
BiAaabriorrm (rip 1M ocKap*ewiH Uiuepona nPOTH
NH B cemaTi) sae

sTsirmyAmIcyca AHCKyPC(mi0xyriatitig) me6e3neqrtHmir ni
o6smilysatiem Icyca 6ya ca* cyst Kruk

Kapmemomy rp03H.la Kapa CMCpTH
CTyrIHHMNIlItTaM,)MIi XOq My.2pO A B.'Iy4HOIcyc BiAnOBiAlia

.TO pO311palla HOMMUlaaCS

patio a KiHMaAaCanepeA
erOBCbKHMCBHutHHHKaMaae BOHH3CHHTe3yB8AH43aabWliBi

3axOAOMCOHUa
UiatiA npouec Icyca

apryMeHTH BiAROBiAb kyCa 31HTepnpeTOBaHa THMH )K CBS pOHIB utc)6 cy*
$1A6yB8BCBsmoni TUMyA 3a6o

utemmmamm aiaAing3a pe3irilo aiA Aepmaam ("To aiaaafiTe
.38Ciae Aesb nepeA Cy6OTOIO~fMnepeA naC

xwo
Kecapeat uto KecapH a Boroai uto Some ma pHMCbKHAmomeTi 6ya nOpTpeT icecaps (cTaornolotur me6e3netmiiii ripe t1eHHIcyc

me marl o6opomm A caiAxis a Homuntli o6ammysa

ueAeHT uto :lac nonepeay) HKmA6ypns crap aaA 6o cam
A MyCia MaTH Cy* IltAaB BHpOKy 3aAaX CBRTIKHi t

nsA
ICap y PHMi 6yB HaABHLUHMCBSitlieHHHKOM(nONTi4eKC Malt

npouec 1cyca aiA6yaaacH B AOMlKaa4im Bci ul npnnmcn
11 6yAH 3HeXTOBaHi)KHAiBCbKHMCyAOMIOrate I(iAHAnpouec
cimym) Ta roaosoto Aepmaaii 6ya ImnepaTop Titm pa30M

.I

BHpOK 6yAH He8a)KH1 KaH4)a Ta itiAMn 11oro CHHeApIOPIHe
r1wiar ISHC11aBaiAAia BOHKiBRKHXIOala 3anposuim AO re y3iia8aam Icyca Mecito Ta me Bipwm um "arcoportti npmli
TeeMaHCbKOrOrOpOay Ta 3pa*JIHaUM nOUiAyHKOMaims Icy Ae uaperao Bowe ma 3emai... TOMy CaiAKiBIcyca He nOlUIH
ca a pyxit Bomria 'ratio a BHpOKCMepTHma Icyca 6yB yxrumemmll ma TacmmiA t

BiA AHtm noaeam Icyca Ao KaRctim Ae ame 6ya Cm NapaAi PaAH Ule nepeA posnpaawo amwe Tpe6a 6yAo
HeApiom i Tam BiA6yeaaoca uiay mi.r nepecAyxamma Icyca (3 maibHo nPosecTH AaiK1 ocKaP*ewm .Ow. call
4eTaepra na 0'RTHIMIO) HiKOIIiM 6ya 14HeHOMCHHeApiOHy

. oTme roaosa cyAy He nmTaa no tiep3i CyAAiS \...
woro AO maikrapuroro) npo oniltia Icyca

B n'aTloiwo spatial npmeeAm Icyca AO nNAaTa XKIRA
Mad 3aTBepAHTHBHpOK )KHAiBCbKOrOCyAY nnART AoxAAAIM
3HaB WO cnpaey Ta UeA BHpOK 6ya )ieaa*iimli 3 normal

6ya nepexomammA into Icyc me
BHHHHA XOTiBBOro 3BiAbHHTHma ocmoai 41opmubnoro Ho
BOrO CyAOBOrOnpouecy Icyca npmseAm 381113aHOrOMUM*
HOrO a AOBry 6arpammwo cxaToaamoro 1 smcmaweHoro u1ao
HiMHO10pO3npaBOIO Ta IONyW.atiMUA)KNAiaCbKOICTOpORtiIts
noAsip'st naaaTH IpoAa )KHAN "0413t.00cutmYeaT* TRY
ca nepeA mammal IpH6raAwa as PeAiriibd erPocfYmol

It
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"Ha ue A POAH3COi npHAWOa Ha caiT 111o6AaTI CBIAOUTBO
npaBAi fsAaT aanwras "Igo e npasMa Icyc He siA
nosis

Toni flnnaT 38epHyBC11AO cBRUteHHHKisi cKa3ae "A
He 3HaXO*7KyBHHNB ttbOMy 4ososixOBi Tosna 3apesira a

six Mir nepeAaTH Cnpasy A0 PHMy
KOH.AiicTy 3 1KHAaMHAKOro iiHAaT TaK 6011BCABIH

He ynHKHya Kisbxa poxia ni3HIWe BHHHKJIos 10nei 'we aa
sopyweHHa uto Aoro nitAaT aAixainyaaa s6po %no )KIWI
aHeCJIHas HAM CKapry AO npOKOHCyAaCapii 11106ys aBep
XHNKOMIIHAara i Aoro soporoM Bin 6ea csiccrss 'asia.HIB
Thuiara Ta eiaicnaa Aoro AO PHMy

Komi sin a6Hpaacs patio as nepwe nepecJtyxa1ne11
IOMicil Aoro ApyniHa nperecaa AoMy 4epeoIni KanraH i
npocnaa tuo6 aim y6paa Aoro nun rymiK (6i.HA our a AIRS
my a6o wepcTi y crapoaanaix ps1.1XnaossaoMy I7H
AaTosi Ilpoicyas UOACHHaa MO TOILmums son SWIM s
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i90.h4.o
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o6ypenHA 11HaaT 6a4HB ACHO uto CBRUteHHHKH3i6paaH TyT
I0p6y 111,06BHKAHKaTH38KOJlOTy 8Hna1Ky 38iJIbHeHHAICyCa
I704y;IHCR roJIOCH "TH MyCHWnOKapaTH AOro! IHwi KpH
4a.1H "TH 4y8 uto BiH Ha38aa ce6e impanel a ue 3paaa
pHMCbKOMyaaKOHy TlHnaT 311epHyBCRAO icyca "4H 4yew
CKi1IbKHCKapr e npOTH Te6e AoMy Hi4oT0 He roaopnw

B TOMyMOMeHT!npHHec.4HIlHnarosi 3am1CKy BiA tloro
JKIHKHllpoxy H RKa npocHlia iloro uto6 sin 3eiJJibHHaubOro
4oJ108iKa BOHa Maria TOTHO4iANBHHACOH1 BOHanepexoHana
uto ue npasewHwi 4o iosix 11HJIar sia4ya 3a6o6oHHNn cTpax
A uto AK Bell 401108iKa OAHHMi3 repois a6o nis6oris 13 ix
Miroaorii (aipysaHHa B CTapnHHHx60118 i repoia 4H NapoA
HI BipyBaHHRB HaAnpHpOAHiCHIN) Bin BCraB i Ba6paa icyca
AO naJiaTN uto6 nepecayxarn Moro 6e3 cBiAKia vie !eye He
sianoai*as ma Aoro nHTaHNa To*i flit iar aAHBOBBHMACKa
3aa "MeHi He Bi TIOBi[aeW 41i He 3HaCW WO A Maio eaacTb
asiabHHTN Te6e a6o 3acyzHTH 1cyc Bianoaia "He Maa 6n
TH TOT8.lacri AK6HaoHa He 6yna Aama To6i 3ropH i 'rimy
1110BHaadm Meue To6i MaiOTb6iAbuBNilrpix

AOBiaaBWHCb uto Icyc 13 raJ{HJtei rlHnaT CKOpHCTBa
i3 TOro Ta aHCaas pioro AO ipoAa AHTinn Me 3a AeRK111148C
Icyca npneeAH Ha3aA oAArHeHOrO8 6i.7y OA1)K Ha SHaK01110
Bin KOpO.1b HCHAIRC1,KH1111NJiaT cnpo6yaas paTyBaTH Icyca
iHWHMCnoco6OM Bya y HCHaia3BH4ai1 1110Ha CBRTOIlaCXH
38iahHRJ7HOAHOrOBa3HR RKHf We He 6ys 3aCyA3KeHH11Bye
no an6opy po36iliHHK Bap A66a (Bapassa) a6o icyc
fHaaT 3anHTas "Korn Xo'eTe iuo6 A 3Bi:(brHB BaM p036in
HHKaBap A66y 4n icyca - 10p6a 3axpH4a3a "Bap A66y

,A66y1 - "A uto Maio apo6HTH 3 40JOBiKOM AKOro Bm
saanttiaere xopoAeM "sCH.ia ;IOp6a saxpu'asa Po3nHN

po3mn Aoro! II10 x aaoro apo6ne sM - cams tits
aaT Y BiAIIOBIAbi1OMyB bp6i no4yAHCb rOAOCO "Awto Ti
"sBisbMHWMoro TH He a npsareaeM Kecaps

11HaaT HacrpawHacs Ta sxanirymoaas nepes 1op6oio
AK OCTaHHi%'KT U106 BaAeMOHCTpyRaTHCeOIO
HesnnHsacysHceHHiicyca Ta 3arpaTH Ha 3a6o6OHnoCTi 1KHAia
Aar xa3aa noaaTH AoMy Bony aMHa py,H i aaaane .~
mown xpOBH UbOrO 4oaoaixa sit no684HTe A xop6a sax
prima "Kpoa noro ma mac i as Hamm si-ntx!

Me 11HAar tue saranca siH tue XOTia npOMO8HT1WO
CyMAIHHAMM'S 1 await 6H4yaaTH IcyCa A sOAHicyca tips
BeJiH 3HOBy AO HbOrO CKpnBaaAeHOTOOWArHtHOTOB 68rps
HHUK)3 TepHOBHMaiHUeM Ha rOAOBi IHA8T u0Ka311BMoro
1KHAaMi cxa3as "Otte 4onosii! Me iop6a aapeaiaa "Pee
not po3nnH Roro! i-War Ruinoii t "BiswniTb eH Aoro 1
po31111iTb60 A me 311aXOA*ya Hits BHHHI

BHpox bye 3araepsmemitHn ponpaaa cxiH4ena EK3e
xyuis aiai6yaacs HeraAHo 6o *Ham 6yao cniwao - NaA
XOnHAaCy6OTa i CaATOIiaCXH X04 f NaaT yMHI pyKl Ta He
3MH8 i3 CBOrO CyMAiHHa8NHHHeeHHHOiKpOBH Bin Maa inc
INWHAaNXia W.06 He 6parn ma ce6e $HHH 3a necnpaseMH
BHi%BHpOKHa HeBHHHyAIOAHHynpoTH CBOro nepeno
Kona He 3Hanwo8 y co6i MyxcHOCTHnpoTHCTa81ITHCstic
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"6o nio6A10 a Te6e me mane
3a TBO.o Ao6py MAayy
A A pa Ta 3a06lf ?SOT
XOR HaA HHMHi IUgMy

"0 I3paTaa 4yAO Moe!
)KsaabCAGory Miam iaa!
Be am6aa a 6eamipno Te6e
A npore noxHAauo

oAexci Toro 4ososixa AKOro Bin 3aCyAHBHa CMepTb II Epy
caJ HMi Ito oAe)Ky Bona Kynnna y coTHnxa 'ulo nepeeo na
ek3ekyuho Icyca Ta anrpaa IT a KICTKH8iA lKOBNipia lie 6ya
npaseAHHi%'IoAoB1K Ka3aAa soma I BOHa IlipIrrb 1110TOR
Karma npnnece iioMy H acrs

flpo AaAbwy Aopory nNAaTa MIAOW BiAOMO CALA
crao nporm nboro npnnnneno 6o ue 6ya yac nanyaanus
xania6oxcesinbHoro t xposo*aanoro Katirypn (Kam L(e
3ap repManixyc ry 12 cToai ri no Hap Xpxcra - 41-xA
pHMCbJHAiMneparop) Ta KOHCHHAApHMaB 3a CBOIOWKipy
I113Hiwe AiCTaa Bill HaMICHHuT80y Waaf uapii Ae - npaa
AOnOAi6HOBiN CKIHVHBCaMOry6CTBOMnOAi6H0 me IOAa ISO
aHAaa XpNCTa icHAaM (BHKOpHCTaaO "BH38oabHHA Wnsx
x 7-8 3a 1962 p.)

BHUtearanalloro MOAcest xoHKypenra IlnaTona a
nponOBiAyBaHHiXpMCTOBOTHayKH A106HB i Haw T )parKO
Bin 20 amnia 1905 p y Jlbsosi Hanncas 6i6nit%HynoeMy npo
Maces axial 40 air 6AyK8a no apa6cbiHil nycTmii aH98o

MOIH Cain HapO4 3 crnneTCbxol HeaOAi IsaH 4'paHKO Has
A3aB 1110nerenAy AO 60pOTb6H A an38OAeHni yKpatiHCbKOrO
HapoAy s-ni* iyaloro apMa Ocb wawa a Aoro noeMH
"MoAceA"

"O 13paiaa Tn Tof nocoa
16yttyuin1i uap csira!
4oMy me TAMHWnocoxbcraa caoro
I Aoro 3anosira

"0 I3paina! AK6n Tn 3Haa
4oro a cepui TiM 1108110!
AK6143H8B AKa106AK)a Te6e!
$TKAa6Aa Heansoano!"

"0 I3patiaa me TAMTH cbOrO
6oroxynbnoro CAosa
A Aa6Aa Te6e ,gy*4e nosniw
Hue cam Bor maw Cron



BIPYBAHHA TA BO)f KAPH HA )KHAIB
. AO aHTH4HHX)(NTH A4pHKH HalleaKHTbTaKOaKIOAes

(lYAea) iOAef - ue )KHAiBCbKape>lirin BaTbKOM 1OAa13
My 6ya Aapaai ("6aTbKO 6ararbox") IOAaT3M (au IOAH)Mae CBOTTpaANLU1tTa AOKTPHHHCTapOrO TeCTaMtHTy i Tan
MYAy TaAMYA'.1 ue KHHra B AKif si6paHO ace *HAiBCbKe
peniritine manna TanMy& 6y8 BHnpoAyKosaHHA y XaHaaHi
(tianecTHHa) A y BasIiJOHIT a 5-6 CTOAiTno TaAMyA Miwna
(8 eape %CbKIAMoBi) Mac 5 wise (T 38 "Ce.apii") uto MIC
mm y~CO6i 63 HayKOai p0381AKH(TpaKTaTH"npaKTH4Ha po6OTa JVAH I) Ta3MyA reMap3 Mac 36 1 nia TpaKTaTia *H
An BipWTby BCeMOry4orO &OrA (Crosa) I Aoro saKOH T 38
"Topar AaHHA HKMMoAcecai Korporo &or sw6paa y .ad AapaaMa 6aTbKa 13paemo

r03OBHHMH)KKAiBCbKHMHCeKTaldH B altTHvHOMy csiTi 6yas
CaayxeA (crapoeapeAcbxa ceKra) 3 4aCy ICyCaXpHCTa mci npHAHAANinwe 5 KHHaKOKSaxony Ta sipHAny 6escieprHicrb i eocKpeciHHA

Ecenn (2 Cronirra no Hap XpHcra) AKi BipHa y6eacMepTHicrb a me aipnas y aocxpeciHHS
OapmceT AKa spoc.na a pabuRx CHHarorH nicAs

BH3BOAeHHAmoAeA BiA cnpiAcblcoro rHeTy MaKa6eAMH Ax
mHBHHIinepioA $apuceia 6ya y 4aci BiAKpHTTanpasocnaaHoro Iosai3My AO 135 P B Y MoAepHHx4acax a 3aHOTOBaHi
Ka6aaITH (BiA Ka6aata) Ta raclutn,R (BiA raCHAHMa) Y 18
CrOJIITTIOa'ABHBCa pe.)OpMOaaHHA IOAaT3M rKOHCepBaTMaAKIsauep*aint npaaocnaaHHA 3aH4at

.rOBA (sa 1KHAIBCbKHMBipyBaHHaM) 6ys HeaKOHa
Tim niconn me roaopna i me micas (3eac rpm Ta lOni

er pHMaAHH6yaH *oHaTHMH reps IOHOHa)

rtMY
r1

CMficrs .(Cron ue .pycamna) 6ya Sammons
eaoro .rasa A ly*eT sxi aMaraAHCA AO rapoznol aiApy6 "

rT Nocrn Ta saaowenHA Aeprcasa s rlaaecrnni (pacoso-peal
","..riAHa npeTeNCim 3KHA18) CionbM ue pexonrnnywl%miA

PYx MKAIBCbKOTHeidi y 1897 pouf uto Mae Ha %6iabw H
,~. AiacbxorO HacealeHHA CepeA Txmix maA61AbWHxAiAep
,t" Maim HopAas i Xaix BaAuMan A-p Xa"TMBailuMan

elllTaAH e c 1
3HAtHTOM06 CAHaHHACiOHiCTia a atOHapA
peTapeM cairosol EK3exyruan ComicTis TlaaecTmict ri tltAyc
Tpi 3aAHAAHMaA*e *KHAiBCbKiKOJOHiCTH EBpon Ciomic
TH4Ni aiuepn nptaiamioTm 6araTo samuntaoT npaui Ass xeM1
KaniA MepTsoro Mops Born sepia's mold Ms butyctpil a

Ilaaeersoi
iloauuia flaxecr inn si*Hocno Demme Csa a amiss

IHWOIOAK 6aa4loyp AtKOOPBlaIl 3 1917 poxy Benin a Csaa
" aaai.tyc xeMi4HHMnoTeHui oM (racism MontsmBiCrb nOT)*

HICTb) i BiiCbKOBHMHCHaIAMHCioHocTH4Hi sisepn snaurryna
all *KHAiBCbK$XKoAOHiCTisy nepwNX AiuiAx MIAiTapHOToho

point Y MepTeoMy Mopi a MiHepasbHi pecopcs (6poMinHi Co t
Ai - 3a CyATBHOMTypt'14HHH 3 urn 9 Repeats 1913 pony)
KOHTNHenTa.bHi apa6H a aNTHCCMiTBMHTOMy mu apa6aMu
to CIOHiCTBMHB A4pNui MaIOTb KONTpOAKIO6'eAuasi H WI

B ny6AixauiAx "Kasrapu repaalnA s 3-re
1958 p 6yao 3BiAOMaatHHAnpo "Pacoima MIT cionisM
3raAyeTbCa npo '"6ona 4i*e (s Ao6pil sips 6es alma

Mipia) B *mAiBCbKOMy3axomi saTaepanteliM U1e4)oM bps
TAbCbKOroPa6iHaTy mo sd >1nws s cart a aercourr ,o rn

poasaHaMs bpaeauo Ta imam simony eadrpaub so bpaealo
3a COlHapcysruhui HCsuttscacnal:_ Aresuli ("Banos no.ep
Naga")

A-p 3epar Berpra4n mr Misicrep sxaae rSOT >ll~

AIBCbKOTycraIK)BH Ta peairiannx cnpas (Cpyca71KM) sruye
Ma IapaTab y 1968 p 4yae Main 100.E suoiscwtsot muds

ioAaT3Mty



?i-017 CTOaiTri Mas rapid xaTN a KaMlnaa 6ynN TsM Ao6pi Kyn
AKi 6yaw AOpaAHNK*MMKOpam IloCiAaaN (MAN) C9o10

B slnoHll 3HaXoANTbCA.40'8 TNCA47KNAia AKi rOBO
pATb eaperIICbK0l0MOBOlOTa MaIOTb BnaCHI CHHarorH BOHN
3opraHi3oBaHi TaM B 10111,0 )KHAIBCbKHXBnouuia Ae MaloTb
A06pe BHwlonenux npo4,ecioHanicrie (Hayxosui Text'iKH
aHasui pH6onosCT13a inTepeco3Hastti) AKiHABepTatOTbAnOH
uia Ha3aA AO IoAat3My a M1IKHHMHa TaKOIK6paT-CX0.1fiCTNK
anOHCbKOrOiMnepaTopa iiporiro SKIM C CyAAcio CBiTOBNX
nnTanb 6i6.1ii1 13paenlo

BnOHCbKiWHAMBipaTb ut0 AnoHui a Haw AKAMN(no
TOMKaMH)nJ1e.N'a Rana - OAHOrO3 12-TbOX 3arnHyTHx n0
KOAIHbHCHAiBCbKOrOpOAy 3aMeWKaHNXy 111BH ilanecTmd

"PyAi !KHAN (Iieui I3paenb) wKHBym6 6OM6aIo y
PaHryH I KanbKy Ta Mana6ap-InAia AKi a Bipui napTNKy
AApHOcHHaroA3i MycMa Ewisa (Musmeah Yeshua) Ta aitt
KHAaIOTb3aKOHH6eHi 13pae.'[b y peniri Ta 38KOHIt npas AKi
He AoAep>rcyIOTbnpas npaaocnaBHHx N WAia HapoAHNii ix ro
Rlp a MarpaTHubKN11(IHAIA) a KOXiHCbKNXMKMAiAC Mammal*
(MOBa ApaBHAiHCbKO"1pOANHH)

)KHAN 3 Ballad. CNp1T Ta fliaat Apa6iT a7KNaa10T6
apa6CbKOI MOBMa Aboxam,mi NOUN3 IlepCil 1'OBOpfTbnepCb
1(010 MOBOiO

tIOpHi *KHANHe a CnaAKOeMuaMH1KH,a1BCbKUUXKOao
Hii1 *xi HarypaabHO nplttAHAnnIOAaT3MMaria TX xim,ciCTb e
noceneia y K04iH (C3 IHAiA) Ae 3HaI1+,teHOnaM'aTHIIKHa 14
cToAiTTa BeH)ICeMiHi3 TyAeni (12 cTonirra) cnosicrna um
Ao 100 9opHHX *Milt e y Ko41H (Mapxo IloAbo - 13 cro
nirrA Ta Back At raMa -- 1498) B 20 CTO:IiTTiHe 3Ha
XOAIiMOBJ4aCTHB01pl3HHui a penirii1HHX npaKTNKAX6i$NX 1
4OpHHX )KNA18 O6HABi rpynN HaAIAAUOTbTi CaMi Malta Ce
41opAN4HOio6pAAoBOCTi AKic rsH6oK0 peMriilHi Ta roaopwn
MaAasnaMCbKHMrosopoM (Apaa11An4Ha rpyna mom) BOHH
npaBJiATb y 'caoix oxpeMHx CHHarorax me 6epyrb wJ1K16Hnx
KoHrpaxria (yroaa yMOBa) i pa3OM He TAATb06iAy
s* n B 111A11'e 6iAi A NOpHi)KHAN iXNl MICTn AKi MAAHAO

80 TMCAwipoiNN (Ha6o Ta KoiiH) 6yaH apyilNOBaHi Ko'i y

v CNNarOry
B 1662 p nopryraabui no6Naw 6araTo mule a one

` naTIIOAO Aauli Ha CAIAyio4Nl piK Ko4is 6ye 3a6pan
MOM OTIKe *NAN oAtplKaJim peidr6iNy coo60Ry B l
AaHCbKi *HAM aHCAaANKOMICiIOa AMCTepAaMy AO trbtfip
I1106 Ha MICUIpo3cALANTNcnpaay MOWS Y 1795 p KoninoM
3a80AOAiJN aHrJIU11t1OTIKe 7KNANMaANVIM noany Cao601ty
penirll

&ensceMNNTyAeAN on,Cye y Caolf noAopoaci IJto "nplh
611H3HO1000 pOAHMINAII1CbKMX4opHNX *HAIB *1130 1111Te
pHTopti Wag Ae 801111KynbT$eysaam nepeub Osman Ta IM
6Np (KOpit'b AO npnnpaan muter Bit xapaKTepN3yt Tx Mec
HHMMI1 BipHHMNAeCATb Bi6Jfi1lmm 3anOHiAARMi MoaaTTNNM
KOAaM AK1'lMTa3H npOpOKH (o6paa 3ao)KeHHII 13 MIWaHItNllI
MANX KmM1114HKIBI CKAOa M03a"13M-- aiA MoIkea - ue AIM
AiaCbKa pe.liriR) Ta C Ao6psNN TaaMyAHCTaMNI1 cnpaBiNMR
o6cepsaropaMN

AaBNA CaCCyn 13 Baran NaAe*KaaAO nepWMX
Ili BOM6a10 AKIil TOpryaaa KHT3I%CbKHMNMOMOPOAAMN
iOMy6 noAapysaa 75 THCR4pynis (i)iAiticbxa A nepcb
Ha MOHMa BapTOCTN38MW2-ox KOpon) Ma CnOpyA*
My AJIRAonOMOrl 6iAHNM*NAaM

06'eANanua 3cKAi8CbKNXNerpla e y .IaUAeMt4ii Spy*
JINHi fiTC6yp3i tljiaro Ta Sinn-mom (Orallo) a Mafl6iabwe
y rap.1cM OKIMalOTbTAM61J1bwe NiM43 TMCRMinpaxsJ bHNxd
i 800 *yields uewepam.moT xoarperaulT (co6opnsr AAAnosa
roA*eHHA uepxoBHNx cnpae) nepeeeAeioi We$o* Pa61 Me
Tie AKNi1y CB0UI1Ka3anbHHU1ut0 Aep*CNm yce Ma PM* T 110
"Topa (cairn KHNfi MofCea y )cMAia)

Y ceM Kepap SATs s 13paenso t IIONa* 2 T
apa6cbxsx A MAia At y mieaeM e ptd 'r= n CaccyyN Eat
AM
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scNAiscbxy peairia Ta NAM Ana nto6 nepeTxarw Ao T1a
ACCTHHHBoeH 6yaN Hasepnemi BerepaaoM 1 CeirosT Bliiaw
AomaTo MaHAy3io AKA me 6ys IKHAOMa nepesonysas Mta
xtNAMC ea6panaM BOHcaMHapOAOM

"Ai &'Hai B'piT MecceaAscep a 16 KsiTms 1954 p
me npo Hasepaetnnl IKHAis AO IoAai3My - nepwe 6
xo3ap y 8 croairri AKmxu1Ai rpyna a sates 13paealo.`

Flamm MepNAHmMoHpoe cTyAitosaAa 1oAai3Mi npiiA
HAAaIKNAiscbKHiiTaaMYA we nepeA Tt simmamHAM13 pa6iH0*
Po6epTox Fonb46eproM i3 Hi io-rasef CWA roaosna Ksa
THpa 3'eAHanoi 13painbcbuoi CaiTosoi (10811 MAW Iu0 no
HaA 11 TNCA4xpitcTirn CWA npmllnaAN "TaAMyA Out**
HO 3 MiHiCTpOMi ynpaaNTe7e* WKOwwcsomtemnis=M Asia
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)KHAiscwcoro HaceAemrts a KHTaK) (BKAIO4IHO3 MaH
4yxy) y 1940 p 6yao 36 THCA4 BONN nepeceaeaui 3 flep
Cii (4acN naHyaanHfi iMnepaTopa MHHr-Ti -- .raHA AHHacTi )
mix 58 i 75 C E (KoMMoH Epa 3araabma epa) H M AA
Aep y CaoiloMy IaiiH13 AxcyB (OKc4x)pA 1900 p.) AoKa3ye
ICHyBaHHA)KmAIBCbKOiKOAOH1i3 34 C E r peg (rpaeT3) ue
niATpnMye Igo Beane 4uc.o *NAiscTBa npH6yao Tax y 231
C E s HacaiAoc nepecaiAysaHHA *male y ilepcii

rlpocp tiat..eusec BipHTb UZO iHWi *NJiiBCbKI KOAOHT
6yAN 3aCHO8aH1Ali* 960 i 1126-THMH pOKaMHTaM )KmAaMN
3 Mail EAKaHAAAep niATpHMyaas ut0 )KHAN3 BoxrapN npN
6yJ1HAO KNTao WAAXOM4epe3 1"lepcii! y 16 cToairri

fepsicHa )KN,ziacbKa cycniabHicTb y KHTaI0 Aepxcana
cpparrtewTH 3axapiR Ta MaaaxiA y caoix apxiaax i BHaaH KIJIb
Ka TaAMyAitcwcHx pNTyaAis (uepeMOHii%) Ae 6yAN cyrerril
(raAKH AyMKN HaTAKH) um BORNnpl6y7H TaM i3 XaAAe"1
JlHWe 1XHAirHopauis BaBHaomcbKoTnyHKTyauii C)TeCTKIEAo
TaAMyAcbHt nepioA TXHboiexirpauT MoxcAHBOi3 naAecrNH
CbOTOn0XOA)KeHHA

3a n0BiAoMJICHHAM16m 3eilA ai raccaH y 9 CTOJIiTTi
AO&Z!yCMOCbuto apa6cbli Man.1pi8HItKN-xcHAH6yaN MacaK
posaHi (HHuteHi) B KrauCpy B 8 croairri C E o3Ha9eHa 4N
ceAbHicrb xoiAis 6yaa npn3Ha4ena cneltivnbHHMit ocpiuepaMN npu iMfTepaTopoBi Mapco nano sown BIABIAaa Kt1Tail
y 13 CT Ta CsiA4HBnpo noaammy pomp HouAiay KaTai (KST
raii) npo uto Text CBIA9HB16H &aTyTa apa6cbKHt1 niCAa
Hettb (are)rT) Ao MoaroAbcbKoro Cyuy

?KHAN Kai1"43ynr-)y 6yaN BNABTHHMHcepeA fOABN
AbOKanbHHX noMeWKaHuis Km* Baum maim KmTallcbxmll
OAAr i puci Ta (N3n*IHIIHycTpiii ()coBTNti slrAAA TiAa) I T
38 "CKICNi041 BONN rOBOpHXIIKHTaiicbKO10M08010 Ta AO
AepacyBam KHTailcbKi aieTOAH Bowl 3Mimosaan 0801 CHAii
tI oKpeMi XaTN 6orocayxcenHA 3 ixHix cs uteHHltx KHHT

.if .04_ HbK)"PlopK CaHAi H103C3 8 ammo 1949 "p nOABK)Tb
uto Mane ITaaiticbxe ceAo Cam Hixaiupo 36 ocI6 npniliwAa
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'atom r BypieeM
BaruTO scaAi6 y Hac Na 3Y3 nepefwao na noabCbKe

J1aTNHCTao CnaCalOqm CBOe MITTS nepeA riTacpiauuMN Ba
rBTO IKNAiaOK6yao nOApyxteHO3 KaTOANKaMH6 npaaocAaa
HHMHHa YKpaiHi BaAHWaKNINTamil%TaJ*MyAi sci(AIBCbKitpa
ANuil &ysaAH TaKO)KBHIMKNLg0 nponaAaAa yKpaiHCbKajxy
wa cepeA )KHAiBCTBaHa Bea YKpaiHi 3a CCCP nOAi6Ha Mi
WaHHHa3 3KHAiBCTBOMTpanAAerbcc y 6araTbox iiWHx Aep
IcaBax Ae BoHN napa3HTylOTb 11033 C8OTM13paeAeM

6araro scisOK *Ki smeMirpyUJnt `3 EcnaHT AO
KO Ae 3rOAOM CIIOp1AH10881HC83 1HAitlCbKHI(AA
Holm AyMaAH uto iHAiAHcbKNtiTannin aaxosye csoix Aire%
y )KHAiBCbKOMyAyCi a 3808 abOKaAbHIiHAiaHHAyMaaN iltO
y TxHiAc3pocrarHK) "Aie Kpanna MappIANClKOiKpo14i IM
no3a8TNa (noKa3Ha) TaAMyACbKOK)peairic*o usa "naeaeH Y
MNnyJIHX.eiKax

He ad souls e cloidc rail es eel cloisters a peaIrlAss
slpyKwNMU Ha xcsAi8ebKe Hacviewi Ao 1939 p npnns*aAa

t ANWe OAHa CaaarOra (31 1H41opMTea Asia) TpeTNNa *w
A1CbKOrOHaCeaeHHATopowra Mae 52,. ai ofli Ambit W
Po3eHBaa.A (nocTiAHHB scHptiBCbKHA*urea CWA) sa11n
cas npo csoto nobility Ao 13paeauo a "TaAMI (acypNea) uto

23
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.l A6paaaHeJb lcaaK (1437-1508) -_ ecnancbKNit xcNA
TeofloricT RKHii6ya BHrnanueM 3 EcnaniT Ta and-xaa Ito ira
tii Bin saAMaacn Hayxolo Bi6AiT Ta MOAH41iKauicloAOKTpHHH

po3'RCHIoloxoTHcnaaMK Bin aipna y Topar Ta p03raRAaB IC
TOpiio BHaaaenHR bora )KHaaMH

A6pasaneab 103a (1460-1530) 6ya y xonTawTi 3 )Kn
AiBCbKOio eCnaHCwco,o A iTasiiicbKoeo xysbTypamm Bin naf+
6iJbwe acaaanacs 3a "llisinorn npo aio6oa sxi annaaas B
iTaaii{CbKii1MOBi a ni,XTaKnepexnaaan bia capeAcbKy aaTHHCb
Ky 40panuy3bxy lcnancbxy A anr.7iticbxy moot 1loro paco
aa cp{aoco4ia niAKpecax)Baaa Baxcamaic1b Aoro 11paaOCANBHOro Ioaai"3My

li Menaccer Ben I3paeab (1604-1657) 6ys ancoxo pee
nexmBaHnt1 3a nonosHe aonyuseHHR xottia ao AHrni Kopo
Jlesoa XpncT moio 3i Waeui Bin cryyilosaa cpiaoco io 3 11e
Kamm i 6ya aecoiitM aaTopnreToM y ainanUi icropi7 JtiHr
siCTIiKHTa TeOnOri BeJIHKHMKB4eHHMHa rOARHau AHrnci
4:Taman Ta HIMe44HHi Bye aim aeJIHKHACaoTMN BTIJIHBaMH
XpMCTiDHChKO"1MICTHKHcTyaiasaB Ka6aay Ta 6ya Ao6pe o63
naiioMaeHHtt 13 npasocfaanoio A'rrepaTypoio pa6inia t1oro nK
CaHHRTa 4liaococ4iR 6yam npncafgeai K)Aa'3Mi

Cnino3a Ae BeneAKKTyc (Bopyx Ae CniHO3a) (1632
77) HaAesca$ AO )KHAiacbKo-iposunn atKNHeHHAi3 Ecnani
Ta TlopryraAiiT a c iHaabno samewxaa y roiaaaii Ilepepo6
nRayH CBATI 11HCbMA aim Hanucaa KpHTHKyAO MOAepHOT
Bi6ali

Mnxonaf "piapnx nHwe npo HborO uto In KoM6i
HyBaa noranCbKy 4 iioco41iuo RKy aim aicrasas K)HaKis1
HaTypalbao noTysaa LUOBOr a AHwe 3araJIbHOIo Cy6CTan
WCIO 3 MOT Cal a nnwe MOAN4)iKauieIo(3Minolo)

J1y33arro MottceA raubs (1707-47) Mail )Kw rn napa
r! bNa AO CniH03N BIN 6ya BipHHM31LKAOMTa aKypaTHOSp*

csaaenwA aaaT3Mi Bin no'Iysaacn MKMecin Ta AOf0MaraU
)KHaabt BIH MOMS apaMH Airypri'Hi MOM Ta noncom
timid notpo3M smiacblcolo MOBOK)a MMcreuwti reopa 6ya s
nsCaHi spaMeAcbKoo MO8010

Mennencon MoAceA (1729-86) 6ys *HAM I 1KM
saa y 6epaini BiH rosopne i nncas HiMeubKOKMos
arras ma 41iAOCO+iMHiA ISayKOainp06aCMN HlMeubK ~,.Z5
Tax asTopwierudA s acTeTNUi Ta ncnxoaoriT f epeao*ns es
peACwcy Bi6Aiio Ha HiMeubly Nosy T MUM IlKeiabMUt
npas Nil scuts

MNKoaaA OpIApMx Micas IRO sin cTpaTMS 32 pOKM
ma $i.7oco4fiio a MOAcecM MelAeabcconoM nKOro lad 6yas

;.} norancuxoi tpiaoco$iT cape's Bin y csoTx nepexaaaax ma Hi
Meubxy molly BMMaras unsiabHNx CnpaBeAaiSOCTeA ARMacs
ale i eiaoipesuiennn eta uepKaw A Aepxcaan

MaAMOHCoaoton (1753-1800) npo nlcoro TMMaHyeab
KaNT (HiMeub,NA 4liaoco4,) AoeoAxrb Luo B Aoro TeOpaX
acmaisCbKa peairin 3 HaAsasniwnx HoMaKNMMMZnaTpinpxis e
NaTypaJbHo-noraHcwCoIO peAiricio (6araTo norasc asX 60ria
a He3po3yMiaicrb 6ora aemsTm y AOro ocnysaniuo) TxnMpe
airia lie Mae noairM+*Horo ManpaMKy a sin esoro K
COUIRnhHNAiHTepeC 3riA14o a OCNOBNMMmtmmnxOM

(Ayxy) Aoro *mama a U hICOCOilaHa AO TeWlpa
(nanysamia csautennnita) HauioMaabHOT rosepM+ nsn

(npasatxila peairia 6a3yeTbCM Nt pauiona anIM 3H$HHIOTo

raapwoniaye s ii'repecOM Kpalo A kuansisOMa)
Kapao Mapxc (1818-83) nKOro $IaOCO41c.Ky 0010

By MapKCH3MyCTanosaMTb siniiexTM'iNMATa ICTO 110A Ma

TepisAi3M Mapxc KpHTMxyeas HiMeubKy couinaUNO-Aaaakpa
canny naprilO y 1875 pouf Ta nepeAwo ib couinairMy AO Ko
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NCHAH KPEMJUBCbKA IIWAAKA
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cia KOMynicTH4HaA aTeTCTH4Ha Bim ultra 'AO unguents
XpHCTLAHCbKHXAep*aa Ta 3anaHyaaTH a ui 1oMy csiTL

"pHApHx EHrenbc (1820.95) 6ya couinAicroM 'KHA
is K MapKCOMsoprani3yBanH MOAepHKAKOMyHI3MBIN p03
po6AAB MapKCH3Mi AiAJeKTH4HHAMaTepiAAi3Mut0 sMUUysaa
is CBOcIO(inoco4)iea He an3ttaaaa xpxcri)HCTea A 6ys tie
TCTOMTa 3Maraa u1o6 slOMyHi3yaaTH ui nA CBiT

Bonoiwiwp ini+t J1esin (1870-1924) nuwic Mapxcncb
Ky npOnaraHAy Ta pO38HHya KOMyHi3My HOBiA KAaCH4HIA
60pOTb6i npoAeTapiwTy B Pocii BiH 4epes 20-Tb AiT OpraHi
sy8aB 6OJbweBHUbKy pesoAK1Ui10!TOTH XPHCTHAHCTBaB Po
ci A Ha YKpamni BIN npoAoaHfyaaa 4liAoco4iIO MapKCN3MyMa
TepiAai3My A aTei3My Ta no6optosas npasocnas'A

Byno ute 6araro )IcNAiscbKNX4tinoco4is sac moms
npNilHAIn Niue ropo*ancreo A i.e ancTynais BK 71CNAieCbKi
t liaocogni

Kapa Maplcc - *ItnANiMeubKOTpact
LUo e$iaocysas KpeMaiacbKy Koslyuy

tkpeaocnn Ti xpyutoactad manna
KpyroM eIONoMi4Horo csiry.. Atop

`i aoputain KOMyvi3My (marts uto r(aocnrb spibNan
II Brix craois i cniAbHe B*MeaHNBvIaCHOCTN)6yaN sbseur
1d *KfN Kapa Maplcc (1818-83) 1 4splapmc P.Nrem (1820

Mapxcnc rcbxsA $iaoco$cutsA alaTepisabM ekoNoMk
Na TeopiB Ta npoaeTapcbtHA NayxoasA coulombs* HIMeya
6yAO ra1OBHHMN 'IaCTNHaMNpesoalowt%soi MapKCHCTIrKu1
msttosOT TeopiiT

?KHAN 6yas Ha'IsbHNKaMN niWPOTOMettiA KoMy
HiCTN4HIApeaomouiT HiMe44HNNy 1848 pouf sa BKy snosii
soot sianoeuia.N XpncriAHCbxe ssceaeose HiMetttIHHNA A
CTpll HIKOAHi.e MOIKhT 386yT11 npo TAKi KOMyHiCTNVNi

"aINHNKOMyfi3My
MapKCHSMa AlHHOIO nporpaM0lo ATeTcTW411oroKO

Ni3Myy CBiTi Ai(NAHenaBHAHTbIO11aT3MyA ycboro xpNcTiaN
crea Na 3emi MapicncrcMKi arenTN nponaryaans cepeat
aIHAiBCTsaTa npKo6ivasanf lm "TpiloM4) (ypo iscn.A s'Ts* no
6LassKa 4H paaicTb no6iAH) nepes ceiA MapxtCHsMAO "B16aiA
Noi nepeMors Ta CHANIKNAisCrea KoucnipaTOps KOMySiCTWI

%Hot KAiN "06MOTyeaAN nasyTNHHAMatom *epTay a a aa
MaTy niArOTOBAAANcKOMynicTH'tnNAMNps ltto a npauTN
*i npHHOC'ITbnOHeeoJleHHB

38 "Mari4HHM B6nyloM Mapic '
At y xpgCTiBNRco

My cell itpeuaiecbka "n'Bra Koaola ha *tom "cI+ys csoT
nponaras*Hasi staumm A rsiaua cs6oraads 6 11uycrpi
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nceBoamm Himix i L1eoep6aam Bararo pasiei sx nepe6mpas-raacHY08 Wye
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Podium (nisetmo)

KomymicrwmmA pe*mm aemimisuis mime 20 Mb! p0TpoubxmA SpOMWTehl aid 6yiw npiumabxmxabut Kepemcbxoro Jlemim y 1919 pCrexaoa 00 Haeramec OCH011aa i CTaB 31COpCTOKIDIANKT11TOOOM.TMpIlMaproa 3eoep6asm ANA momy Pouf II ma 3rKOSiHi"TitaiyN (CAptnCbKli peAiriiiHa3imoses Ancpeob6aem )KHA 0 TA) Ily6aiKyIOTb ITO WOO 6.THCAtIHOMHAeBy110AOpOK no
xmt C08CTCbKONyC01031 UM BOHNTAM yCIOAI ayCTpiyaAN amrOBpeBil (10pesim) 3isCbKy Ky;IbTypy TS utO Tam C HurllHeWCi 41 mp x(moispurren6eprcioxoro MATTA.... PO311OBiAaAH*HAiBCbKiBinCbKOBHXII3 Pocii TA a nOA1,111i111naPByC r eonctoamYPiu Ki f1aAOMIAbCKIA
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UK BKn(6) y 1918 p maltase* 3 9-ox HOtAiaI TpbOX .
Pociam a came BpomwTaAm (TPoUbKHA) An.exb6aam (3i. 5 pociaH 2 sipmemul 2 rpYaYlal yxpaTnewh. 1 Hex
H08ca) anoapi (illaPHH) OacpiTcxi BoxoAapcxi P03ent4eAbA Yi.imeiiiTictus TA I Kapaim (xo3ap) pasom 61 em ifs Eacr
(KaMCHCB) 040814 CBCPAaOb (57IHHeab) HaKramec ,'PHOPaHHapHa Komicia Moots maxa 23 now 8 ABTKUJ*
(CTCKAOB) 2 pOCiSHH I !WANK 1 Hi?Aellb sipmemmm pasom 36 me

.Aepxcaammll KOMyHiCTH4HIAanapaT mu 556 6oahwe *Nis 3 158,400.000 maceaemmmCCCP 6yxo 7,800.000 is
innabrmr Komicapis y 1918-19 pp. 3 40rO 6Y/10 457 *Hai% (3a 304AiBM010 eHKHKAbOneAlCIO)y 1954 pouf 3 * 3
35 aaTHWiB 17 pOCiRH 15 HiMBiB 10 rpy3HHi3 3 noaaxm 3 "ROKIDBiWKpOHHXA 13 6 1 1933 poky or*e OXHI ,.-1
mill 2 yxpaNui 1 mex Ta 1 xapaTm (xo3ap) ,;MMA18CCCP yp*AHHKaMH

.Y 1920 R 6yao 62 xomicapm a Aepxcasmomy xomyHic CaePAA0H (*HA) 3A Aoro H*K&90146ya 3AA10pAb
TH4HOMyanapaT 3 40rO 6yaO 41 *HAiB 6 AaTHWiB 5 poci
am 3 rPY3HHH 2 aipmemui 2 mimui 1 1 yxpaTmeub Ta 1 %T,,*oatr. '''"6yr
XapalAi (xo3ap) pyKaX HOIAA"- AiT.3ieOBA IAaH Epeu6ypr 6ya we4oM npo

.KomymicTmmmmilpyx y 1917-26 pp 6Y6 Kepoaammilam ,,naramAm y calTl
Aamm 3 224-ox peaaniouiomicria 6o.nbweamubxoT mcoaTtteaoT Bci ypHAK a YxpaTmi 6yaH 3a1lmrrl mutual Bci cex
peBOAHO B 1917 paid 6yato 170 HOWL MTV KOMiTeTyAHCTpHlrfy II ?ACT&6yAH HCHAaMM)KHAa

.Imwi pociticmi couismicnimmi napTiT man no,xi6mm1 mm 6yaH Tent y 6inbwocri Ao3opui BN3HiBHPDXYPOPH11 M
acau a came BOUTH npOMHCAOBiCTh 6yaa

303pecopra
CiAly pyKAX

Lteurpa.mai komymicTm C A Memweamxia mats 11 AIR YCi wnmraai !WHIM Ta 4apmaniT 3A.P._00moos act *HMI CaHaTOpillTA BiAH04HHKOSIA01AH ynpAINTeRl 6AHKIB 6yaH
 Hapoximil KoMicapiar 6 wields (5 mcmAia 1 p0 ,o6cattxcemmi xoutamm

damn) BiAbwicTb ynpaawrexia $a6pmx I Aepxcaanmx roa
 lipase xpmao mapoannx KOMyHICTiBM311015 &uremia

m

(13 HCHAie 2 pocianu) 11allICOBCbKidlI KepeHCbKH6 "-
Aspens 6yaH Toot MHAAMHAo HKBA AocAiamo "'roan

.MAHBO6,yAH 3 XHAiBCbKOrOKOXOA)KeHHA
*n u KOALApo6iTrnucN 6y/1H 15e3 XAi6a TO *IIAH 6yx

MO 6e3ne4eni noTpi6mmmH xapmamm KONN po6iTmmxK II
 Jliae xpmao HapOAHSIXXOMyHiCTiBMaAO 12 %gelds aHcroloaaaH AHaHH H04alm B PTIAaX(oroaxy) HIA 6y

(10 2KHAiB2 pociaHu) .XOM KOHe4liHMHnoTpe6amm Axs xtwrrv TO *mot HpOAa
 KomiTeT MOCK08bCKIMaHapxicTia mu 5 wren% (4 wit PeHl Ha lioPHHa PHHKax sa sealtmesity WHY YaPaTil

*HAM 1 pOCiAHHH) URM Tmxcxo 6yxo AicTarmca ma ymiaepcwreTn (ram:own na
.110.1bCbKaKomymicTm4manapTia Haaa 12 wields i.meaHuHHy) nepeiiTm Txmi IcnmTH HORN *Has Pam afar

Bel 2KHAHBKaI04H0 3 C06eAbCOHOM(PaAex) KopxremaaeM HHAA."Yn A Tnx u1CTKryUTATa Baal 6 icn"Tia
(3arOHCK) WBANOM (rOAMI) ITutxynaemi exemetmt nponararyaanm Tau WO Fars

.HapoAmmil KomicapisT (MimicTepcTao) cuaAaaca a memac Ilepxam 6YAH 3pynHoaami commend peat 6yaH no
17-ox *was 3 pociamn 1 rpy3HH TA 1 Bipmemeub pasom ,T9nTaHl A crlaaelll a 0-YaoBeNclaa A aiPHI ItePlam 6yaH Top
.22 mom Ex3eKYTHaa L(eHTPa-abHOrOKomirery Alma 41 not .TyPoBaHi H06HTi 91i aHaeaeHl (aacaaHI)b

)KmAlacmd camarora 6yaa slmnmxsd crapd snutv
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t7ocmn Bicapiorrobim Cm& (1879-1953) bye npH3HA
mourn JIemimom ax noairmmmmAxepiamrx arpeciT Sys 'Kona
?mil i3 )Kmxiaxoto TAX camo Aoro poxmma 6yaa noxpy)xema

nomiwama 3 LBpeACTBOMrpy3HHCbKHnA*yraIJUBiAi (CTa
Aix) am canoremixa (waerrb) ?sopmo p038mmys mapxcmcr
cbrco-Aemimcbee ;worms CTOCOBHOAO H08HX icropmmmmeyMOB nrmae ernAlmose npi38NUIA ItAlyraW313AI npo wo ro
.i a pRui nwramb 36arwrms peBoApouiAmy?eopiro HOBHJHHno Aoro *maiscwce noxoa*eas* CAOBO"Ascyra (CNN
.AoxreHrremm )KNAH IlpHityCKMOTb uto BIH 6ya TM HOUOI!t a ncwtiacbein MOSi 03HAHAC,EbKyra (OAA) metal (CNN) --

ncomarmA i3 cecrporo Karamoamma )KHAa RKHA6ya KO gyp 62
mkapem (ronoswo) ycix paAKHCbKHXbtAycrpiA )KHAIACbXe
mamma "OAHOrOAOCHO A1o6wro Cranina mammon( AO
rO 3K Han6iAbinOrO 'roaapmura ncHniacbxoro HapOA,y Jleam

.

.1 F

.i 'Y308CIAI BlAbHOBlAnpADASUM3 MX CBOT1186OWMICT33Tam A CI% M CtpeH y 3r1ASHift nOMMM mind IUIIOAKTI%
He 6ya0 Aymxm npo meai.ni A mien o-rece ue exam 3x33m Igo Aoro Km era 11 !miaow nix mac csoeT noxopoacl no rpy
Ito MOACbXHAXPHCTiRHCbruriluyx Y4HTeAi UnCOXaX3aC r 36 oAeP*aB A0KAAAHii4opmanil 3 M (MiCUKHSpOA
?aBARAH (npnnuxann) caolx ymmia rosoprrrm mm 1xmi pourrmi 'Kew '"OTC' ".TB.Pm) uo cc" A'''Yra'u''i ('E.r
alpyrorb y flora TOUAOTaxmn 9HHOM6araTo Malaria 6y uc BIH3yCTpia y Himemmmmi)*se Amnia mac y Ticpricl ?a ae

noxapani IAOAHTOyA npocAasAemma Flora a csolx ny6ai ArKyrawainai *rice A06pt TA xareropmwo raep
xartinx sim 6ys b rKmAiactacoro noxoametnts lbKyrrunsiAni sa

.ripaBocAasmi uewnrapi (KAaAoamna) 6y:rm 3pynHO
more maCie 6ys esirnamnosammAs ?ropmm atmaom
mom Y xxoro aim OniCMInposiprosas npmxi,u SiAXiAsalmi a ACNAiBCbKima-romic?b 6y.nm yAocxomanemi (no.ninwe

mi) 3 npaaoaasmmx uemrrapia nopo6mAm cnoprosi irpmura
roods b 4ra6pmcm

AAA 4.YT60Ay mm ny6ai4mi napxH Bomrt spyrimyeaAK pOAHH
PaxaeAn Sap (maim) macro rosopus npo rpy

He *mrrn Ta a6coArarmo o6epmyAm AloxeA y TBapKN Ayma micron *HA* 38ammmm"rae mice Hoar CraAht 6ys
JOHNum Meanscmeprm Aloammmbye rice ximeub i T iii text notaom-rari Emumutoneail IIOASIOTI CnutinoeoT

.)Krrxm MaAH npmaiaei siuniA,yawrm M0111AHceoix piA mauiomaAbHocrmarmor.walla
Amwe

OApymerurn
uro BIN

CranimamapomaHEace
a

MAilKOK1
rpy3iT

KiraHO31M
6ys

mix 1 3maAomirx (POAHHy roaapmwis) npexoxopommomm OyAo marypaAwritm 4'emomerrom (mower) )KHAiIO04A eposMA 3inCyTTO BCSKi cnoraxm A *AA06H Ha TXHiXMOrHAAX cmnbmiwa 3a xameAbmi3m(nopoaa naasyrds mmipox y wxnx
noeurma humAmak?b KoAbopia) - crop 61

Craaim 6ys mall6iAburmm rewrote b ycix awls Amin I
ncoprroxmii CraAim maAencaAmAO scnniscwcoT pace (mop*
Am) Craaimis CNHBacturiA 03CCIMIICA3 A0HKO10MOAOTOBA
AKOl mama e 13mAiaxa a noires CTIkAiHa 6yaa OApy*
KaramosHmeamm CHHOMMmxaAaom 6paro* 11 mamyxn

(ANS trop 52-4)

3a *mamma Ctsabm to Aoro wrrls Me 6yao spa
me numt CCCP 6o sin 6yrtsanno npoaosrwysas Napa
cmcrcwti mum mwreplsabmy Ha 6ywwntax 1 macronoau

t TH ro8opmam luo CTMiHOBa AOHKa 6y1a oApywena )Km YPCP sruudam nasncrrm a mamma ")ferb Mao armlet
AOM Aram rent Taepaem tuo *HAiBCTI30CCCP e )Kin cram secular
mmmotoAO mcmaiscbm npo6Aem y casts 1UOae*ATh MHpO Sys aim apeurrounmil y 1902 p aa drIA 60abUteNeat

090IMV"KO10nepeMOrMO AAA xomymi3my ny6AiMiAMH Po6ep Ilemima
yI905 ports

smae3emnA
d

y
OrSysm6ipama*MumUWnwsliepwwassmimwue

AO
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Bag i IlpOAOB)KyCM C XpyllLOB

i
0,e

Boabweamxis y 1908-17 pp Ta 6pas mammy yqacTb y mos ,s isamtnd nPo6lietmi Wo noeeraIDTI i "AI (*Ammo* 10b
TmesiA peBoatouil Poch BiH 8HAaBaHnaPTinHHAOPraH "flpa MytI1314lypO38HIVITNIK010CpeTIf3yaltTlfTeOPeTIPtHi 1110HOMItell.
sAa Ta 6ys remepaablusm cexpeTapem JIeHima Bye Tem ro as !imam ao Tor% im HousiA oprUd3m some NoP
soaolo xomysicTmimioro IHTepHauioHaay Komi TPOUbKHA i ,111UTbitO COIFtIrgOfOrOC8dT.33 UK I 10DIMylliCTSPOle
6yB BHrHaMlInTa 011HHHBatHa eMirpauii (TYPe4"na .Pan ,1 6YA18HIMTROHe MONC0yCllklllfO 3AiliClOOSITlIal 10000 AOrO '

um Hopaerisl) Bim Te* 6yB 6aTbICOM 11'JITHpi4KH3 WM He OC31TA70tTloC0mamcme.rcuso-aembectaos tut

!wardCCCP Bim 6yB TBOp0eM KOMyHi3MyB Pock Igo IlpOAOBMy Ric 6a4mmo s Aoro nponaraitsmamoro
To OpaTOpCTBa (MOBHOT6pexni) TO Bin 30$C01 me 310ii
CBOrOANKTaTOpCTU CCCP a ma 6W.we 36al"IITH3
CHCTCbKO-aelfiHCbKynponorasity peosmmm max,nenasut 60111po
uleamsmy i nopo6ma HaAmosilmiYmimms eKOHOMilPt011ynoai
!rtimmomyA iseosorimomy msrri s raaysi mistmaposmix
SiAHOOIN

nijlcymxm XXR a'13Ay K11PC Xpytnosa 6yao rms
pasta calrosol CHCTeAtIlcoulsabmy mambo's* mcTema
imnepisalsmy I nose sarocTpemms Aoro aarsabsol xpNMF
npOrpaMa KOMy'HiCTHIIHOTnapril CCCP 4iopmoavoe 110CIIO8OK
iuoi$ "3111111111THBiAHHA yTISCpAIM1aIMMHiiMltp MLA
IcTopma Micia xomymbmy'

Ha IlbOMy 373,10 KI1PC M C Xpytuos romps. tso6
Cy'IaCHHXymosax BIAKpI11113CIInepcneicmea A06IMIC0 111111p

rom MCC W
mmpitoro cniakmysaisin Na sect nepios nporn
3OTb311MTHCBOTpO351131IHIISIconbuaisl 1 noalTnIsd

" Bin "T "an" A
SHIM TyT HeMOXHIISO0031CaTH npo MIX TPe6a IIHC3THcne-A
111RAbHyCT3THCTHHHyK341trynoni6inix THpaHiB 130pO. ;m'p Btacr.r.-elp''ro'),9''..''o''(s cb

..Kpalm;fnoBlYYKPalHCbKOrO
XPHCTiOHCbKOrO-H80iOHallbHOrOmapoAy sepmasm me ncysaam npo6aem qepsomoro KpeNum slKl

p03AL113110Tbsomysic7m4msil air nponaralw mapxcssisy
.'ii 'aPHN3My

B M MOAOT08 (CKp5l6iff) 03KeHliBCSI3 701AiBKO10
!iambic)* CemAomoaoto Xemqymimoo (OAbra Kapnoscxaa

17 npoq)eciAmmA ncessomim) SlKa BiABiAyIMUianaHIO Eae
mop PyceseabT y IlaaaTi Bawimrromi 31,tA cecrpolo
Caveat Kapna 3 BpK,VKIIOpT31C KOHH. 311A Mamylin.
ChKtlii (3a AeBHTaMH) 81DCOBaHMA00-CElptliCbICH CCCP
SKHii 6yB 1"OaOBOIOy0paELCHH51'8 YPCP Ta roam)* KOMy
HicTiomoro 1wrepmaniomasy Sepia *HA RDA 6yB rono
solo cexprrmoi noaiuif CCCP Ta Tosapmulem MosoTosa
AM6epr mxa sxmil 6y8 xpem.niacbKmm 6awcepoM Leis
ErpeH6epr ncHA i rOHOBHlinweq) "I-1paBam a CCCP re
Hpi 6ya ")KOPCTOKHMTOAOBOIO - )KMA(30
onmcom Kpalitiemica noniTnimoro Komicaps ninoT 4epsotioT
ApMii RKHrlTeK 6yB *HAOM) Kam reMPHX Rt'0
da 6yB 3iKBiAOBaHHily 1937-oMy pouf TO Ha Aoro micue
IlpHtiWOBE>woa - TaKOM *HA nOAi6HIIX 6y;10 6e.33k npo

M C XPyLU.08Ha KM 3'b.Hi KnPC KpH438 npo HO.
BHA eras y pO313HTKypeBOalouit no Teopil MapKai-EHMb.
ca-Jienina (mmsia) Horo nporpama Napa* 6yna soacim aej
nimcbma AonosiAi M C Xpruosa 6yrn npoilmsTi 60os:ea
J yXOM MapKCH3My-AeHiHi3My11OK03y3aEllliH CBOTM

4900tipm (me snmaxysas rnwe qepesmxom) "Mm A36%10ane
peA nesToposammm mum Ham Tpe6a po3po6agrs pbmo

,B .nporpami xnPc ut.oro ss'iuy rosopsacics lip*
sithmicTis BKI'1(6) Lao HIOACT1903306yaO pOlUlbIlOICHyIOIIII
COUISUliClIPOieCyClIlAbCTBOI nepestpemy lot ,soeslsi nary
npo no6ysosy conississr/ Creams:di mass jo
nposaa.aeso Tam aoscim mesas ammo uto AO no6y*oas
couisaismy Kpemaiscbsi Tspsms CCCP .11133Nninuaycosois



ArelCTHRIli 4AAOCOCPHKOMyHi3My(MapKC EHIT.AIC i
JIenin) 30BCiMreHiRAbHo nepeA6a4yaaAH wo nicaa nOB3nelf
HA xanirmismy HOBe.CyClliAbCTBOHeMHHyqeROBHHHOnepeRTH 43113yCOLliRAi3MyA KOMyHi3MyCOLtillAi3MCTBOpIOCnepeA
yM08H KOMyHi3MyTa a 15113QIOSyHAaMeHTOM (B.TlaCH010OC
H08010 XOMylli3My TlepexiA BiA CORiSlAi3MyAO KOMyHi3My
BiA5yBaCTbal 6e3 pesoatouiAHol BOMKHC011iAlliCTiltlHHXRH
p06HHAHXBiAHO~HHa UMAXOMSCe6i4HOr0 pO31RITICyA yAOC
KOHaAel*IR icHylotioT coixiRaicrwinol ocHosn nepe.XiA siA
C011ifUlbMyAO KOMyHi3MyHOCMtTb6e3nepepaHHA ROCrynOamAxapax-rep Coula;ibm nepepocrac B KomyHbm

Ilporpama KITPC MiTKOBH3Hatlae ABa IIOCXIAOBHiera
nepexoAy BiA C011iAlli3MyAO KOMyHi3My(lbw r M MoTHx npo XXII 31.3AKI1PC crop 25)

1-1porarom nepworo env AeCATHpi44A(1961-70 pp.)
CCCP 3anJiRHyBaB CTBOpHTHTaKy MarepiMbHO-oreXHitOly6a
3y KOMyHi3My M05 nepellepWHTH no RHpOOHIISTBinpOAyK
RiTmaAmoryrniwi i Hail6ararwi 311A a THMCaMHM111ABHU1H

rime ocHosHi sHpo6wli *ow a 5 pass Maw:I Him

nep i T iM
Xo4 "x0arocntotil au 6ya HaspeonomA JIeMimui

iCTOpliMHOnepeeipeHHil I aiAnoalAaKmHA aHmoram nocryno
soro nepexoAy ceAsHcraa 3 COLtilAbMy AO KOMylli3bly SCR
ram man mipo6nmrnia xalutusmocriot CCCP apocryrufr

y 7 pasts Ta He 6yAO aupo6cwinx 410110 y 5 pS31B 6iAsam

mail6yrelbomy Him Tenep y CCCP! 3 Raton nepemy sa
cumin CCCP sonrocms spatial A T IM. Bowl WITIRTIU111
CBOTMaTepiRAbld 6aara a mom 6od A (*ord.
CTSXN3IMeOUlyll21111IIXRNN1105yAOMI,rIAIRCImOtOrO
My A mosaubetol msAsamwipacavoro Kpomirs 3 mom Racy A

s.*,flP,;2R

. *1% '4* ...
"'..'.

.11110113fAHAO10Ta 36poCIO TOMy tteei "CTOIMOBRAMARXnpo IIOAiTMUI20tAillCl.KOrO It0MyR13My a UI*OMY &MOW
KAMM WPM COIIhIA13MMK AO soblyisl3my.

".'1t8iTL
0

,' 3a =am sporpamams a'bAla KBPC some masoas
YKpaiHy I hnlli ACpNCRBHEBpORK TS CBICTOMIITIIWO01100

pelaoroaamt sypiwAia y xice6pa,chr a ma mrrpicnia mp
fOl A YKplliHNMARIAN "Koporwtli Aelib TOMO

Ha APyrOMy erani ACCATHpiWIN(1971-80 pp.)
4noffa3iAHo 3asepweHo crsopemia marepisutbHo-rexHimHol .A
3H KOMyHi3MyCCCP sa6e3neqem 3CbOhly 111ICtAtHH10Pa
AJOICbKOl''OC0103y AOCTaTOKMIlTepiAXbHHXI KyllbTyplOtZ6aar
ra PaAAHCbK8cycninbcrao 5e3llOCepeAHbO niAiAAe AO Uin
OteHHA ROHH1.1HIlypO31105iXy no norpe6ax ToAi A sAiA
01HTbCAROCTyTlOBNAI'l8ptXiA AO eAmwl 3araAbHoHapoAm,pT
anacHocri 6o.abweaHKia CCCP Ae oo4owt0my 6yAe no6y

* AoBaHe KOMyHiCTHIIHeCyCf&bCTIIO TB aaaepwwrbal no6yAo
Ba KOMytliCTWIHOtOCyClIbCT1111 B OCTaT061HOMyBYICHIHIXy
3a4iKC1114inOBILHO M05 ITPOTRrOMAeCOOVI
CTBOpIlTll FARTtlIblablIO-TWOlislHyEasy KomyHbmy Ha a'isAi
KI-iPC M C Xpyw,os sanesHas csoix "KpilBasHx rnpauis
um 'apes 20-m poxis CCCP ampo6aareme maAace a Asa pa

.TH MaTePIARbH11AA06pOi5yT i KyAbTypHO-TeXHiqHHApiBeHb sx 6iabwe npomlicaosor nPoAYKuff Hi* MMMiomPoGAse'rb

.TPYARIMIxCCCP Bci xoarocns paArocnH nepersoparbca yCbOMy HecouisairmHomy cairi BHpo6murao3oco-cA'a
Toa spocTe nil6m3olo 7 Pail Ta CCCP

.Y 8HCOKOTIpOAyKTH13HiTa 3HCOKOAOXiAHiFOCROAapCTBaTo his exPo6HIlR
AI 6YAyTb 3aA080:1eHl 110Tpe6H paAAHCbKHXXIOAeA 3HHKHe
Ba*xa 4)i3H4Ha IlOaMl a CCCP crane spew* HaAxoperr
UlOrOp060401'0 AHO

CCCP no sHmoram napril BKrl(6) no:ammo nepe
TBOpHBy p0604y 41i3HIIHyCH:Iy Ta anp011araHAH11HHK03H
KOM XOTiAHnepemorrn y CBOTM"CO113Mar8HH10TaK 6araTi
eKOHOMNHO311A B MOAeOHRXI13CaX BKTI(6) CCCP San
Ta3ylOTb OiaocoqHero OCHOBHHKillI TBOpllill KOMyHi3My
u.Lo6 CBOTMH41iKTHBHHMHCaTeXiTlIMH38B0A0AiTH 311A TA
"8H380:111TH MllpHe HaceaeHHa 3)1A "CH5ipCbKHMCOH-TNM
Hem nto6 i BOHNMBJtNKOpOTKHnAeHb y CIIOTXKOJITOCMIX

00ftliI oAax a Hoqamn rpe6a npawoaam Alm escnaisir CCCP

42



pall "Cams cams pse adummOhl'allsa Epmxwebl

CTpyKTyBaTH )KHA xomymius CepeA xpmcTmmmcbxmxHapOAia
Ilporpama KTIPC XXII 3'bAy BKI-I(6) mamiTmaa HpH

DH60pHOCTiTa 3BiTO8HOCTis HapTiAMMXOpraHi3attilUt
3HH3y MK AO BepXy (apMhi 4)30T i T hi.) npHIC83aliO
!iiwyaarb HapTinlilix 360pie KOH4)epCHttin

TiapTinHHXKOMiTtTia TA IMMIX KOACKTMaHMXOpra

Nis rrsopoaarss cnpmwrmsi ymossi turn sixbmoro i 0;mo. i
.FIOAno mm3a6yaasm repo moped 5()Ha 6arayma a um ro -o6rosopems s napTiT HHTaHb HOAiTHKMTa 11paKT1111
me CIA Kpemn 3oodrx ix me rplao A pasOcu me 6yao.. :;;:mcit 11POBCACHH1TOalipHCbXHXASCsyCiA y

.nporpama KI1PC ram6oxo p03KpHaaC HepaieKTHSH ienipmmx a6o soon% AC101XnHTaHHax npOrpaMa Ta CTSTYr
p03BMTKy HMO HO 111SAXyAO xomymi3my nO30)KCHM1np0 ",,KI'lPC no saTsepmxemmi KKR-um 313AOM C 11pOAMOrrinut
.Insxx cexa so KyMpfilMy TBOpqHMpO38HTKOMsemicbxoro npo niAsmatemiii ttaaMHS KOMyHICTa p0ai
.xooneparmsmoro sSSHY Ta aC.7irmlimSKSUOM y Teopiio may ') Joorrli paAXHCbKOrOIiapOay Ta iA0IU4CBSTOM W
.KOBOTOKOMyH13MyBHXOBaHHAxomymicTwmol Hp011aratfAH HapTii HaPOa0ai CCCP (r M mymrnx crop 43) _
riepes6agiac i4m)pmysamix HOBOTOCaiTOTARAyTpYAOSCaHXO Bo
.Ba.HMNpomniTox 11p011eTapCbKOF0iHTCpHagiOHMi3My i CO .maw a.RmecrubsstIx.poso,tcrirlisosmyceymrn.i.1tBcnpasainpyi0tussmonounes:p6opt;oRTos
.ulmicTnImoro riaTpiorli3my noxo.namma nepemincia xaniTa e-ri A 3MTOBHOCTi6yxn -ra C CCKpCTOMKepOeaHI %Ca rv
.Ai3my CBiAOMOCTii nOBeAiHui Al()Aen BHKpMR41MI5yNKY HKBA i KrB Ti SH3118HHHMNItflefaMN BKB(6) s CCCP
a3M0T (3a.vio)lcmi TOpONCaHMCepeAHbOrO CTaHy) ixeoxoril Ti
7113CpA)KCHHaX03iyHiCTHHHOTMOpSlAi(r M MyHTMX crop .. cBe'DO103dynY66yaRINta'Yee''crp''oroa'u.'Pepm'oemar'natrTemill":LPI"IcIttwhrb"roarl
35) ;j ACCCP 6e3 KOMTppeBOXIOUTAHM UNTOUb1 ANCKydA naPTI

.Moms cmlnitso CKa3aTH u10 11CAar0fillHa npaun smxosyloTb i BMiTb yenhumo Timaos TIMM napTiAltis I*06
.CCCP e Ticmo 38'n3ama 3 MapKCHerChKOK)AOrIKOiOTa HeAa Isom MOM aaibsrru TspalKbid EI03MUU1I 006yAOei )KNAIS
.roam MOAOAi MapHOICTChKa4)ixoco4)im e ocmosmtm 1:PaK d*MOFOKOMyllbMyII CCCP Ta A y UJJIOMySO)KOMyCHM
.TOpOMMOMyMiCTHHHOrO11HXOBaMHOITa wreicTmioi MOAOATs KOHCTpyKTOpaMMSpOrpaM KIIPC scix 3%Ata BKII(6)
CCCP i noxiuiAmmx saromis Ta ANKTATOpitCaTtaiTHiX sepxcas 1 KO

.rlporpama KnPC ni.axpemoe um HaPOAH MO*yTb MyHICTHHHHXKpaTHCeiTy *mot Bonn sci e AaMr)'HaKHA
.TtpHATHAO COUi,L3My TiSbKH a pe3yabTaTi COHiMAiCTHIMOT Hp011araHAHCTIAIMStHAiaCbKO-KOMyHiCTMINOT y aid
.pesomou.if i 3AinCtieHHfiANKTaTypH np0jeTapiRTy W04apKC11CT MaHkheCTyIOTI*3a "Mami4)ecTom KOMyMiCTHHMOTHapTIT
CbKO-tielitHCbKOTnapril e meo6xismolo ymosopo EHTe.'IbCaTa 31 napTillmmm "hrrepmaulomaxamm i
HOTpeBOSIOUiTTa 1106yAOIWIcou.ima13my-Komymi3my

.BOAMSe8ittIbKaayAMUSInpo Ue A06pe 3iiaC 60 MA
cmeprmmmm nporpamosmmm Aoxymetrrsm Jltmims-CT

HOKpHIUMOtOcogimAi3my BHpOCT8HMOMyMbMCOUIRSICTM
XpyIHOBa

Born nponaramsmsmo xsamsTbcs tuo xesxi mimenbxi
.XiAHOTEsponm poftsm pesojnoa nIA slepsOlIMMnpanopord xaconmcm npo IXHi1iecnpaseJtamsmA xomymic.rmmmA pailit nm
.MaPKCH3my60 TiAbKHP06iTHHKHCOLtianiCTWIMOiexomomimm cult ")(To rOa0pWrb HpO MMp i ssiticvnoe soenni sPoBou
.MOMMTosi aeraxbmo PO381IBaTHCOTa KOHCfliPaTHBMOKOH .Uii XTO 'TOa0pHTh npo 060pOHy I SarpOMYe nl.aroToBxoio

arpecil xro bobcat npo coo6o*y i a6mpaerucs nocTrmyrn
Ha Ht3afie*HiCTI* IHWHX TOii HC nowise, )tmaysaTwx Tony
IRO BiA HbOCOaiAlitpTalOTbCS I aNCITHalOTlioSPOTS MAW
us Ael)imimis snosmi Oisnosisat npasAi pbmpnuux Ta arpecs



rOBOpHBHHaWi CeJIRHHHa PIAHNX 3eMASIX88TOXTOHHOTTYK
paiHH Bca xpyluoscbxa nponaraHAa n AiAab,icT a cHCTeMa
TH4HHMMBATHHKOMpo36yAOBH )KHAIBCbKOTOKOMyH13MyTa
napa3HTOx aTeicTH4Hoi eTHKHii MOpaai xoMyHi3My

XO4 KypU(HHCbKHilXpytuOB HaTAraB Ha ce6e autumn
My CopO'ncy autg nponaraHAHBHoi MaCTTCHB Kites! Ha nAeny
Mi npOTe ails 'anemic) ccMepaia KOMyHIcTH4HHM)KHAOM>t
wcwi%Card KaTyBaB yKpaTHCbKexpwcTinHcbKo-HauloHaabue Mae
Ceaeltlna HeMac In )KOAHOro"6paTepcbKOro no cyTra cao
B'AHCbKHxHapoala a e npocpeeil'iHHMTHpaHOMi KaTOMYK
paiHH it ycix careJITHix KpaiH CCCP HanesHo xoaxcb eno
xaabna Kabul BKIl(6) CCCP "noci4e i;oro ma naprifHNil
cyn a6o BHKHHyTb're* iioro KOCTH3 KpeMalsCbKOTOMan
3oseio.. "KaTx)3i no 3aCay3iII!

KOAH CXapaKTepH3yeM0 p03BHTOK KOMyHi3MyB CBITI
TO MO)KeMOcMiao CKa3aTH WO 'rLmxN H8u1aAKNbco3apiti i
MOpHKls (4aCTHHa MaBpiTaHCbKOro HaceaeHHA tito =mum
'tack nicAA BHTNCHeHHAMa8pis 6ep6epcbKo-apa6cbKo-r*N
Ai8Cbxe HaceaeHHA aHTN4HHX4aCIB liBH 3ax AcppNKN-Mas
pwrani) )KHAit 6y.N OCHOBHHK8MHI KOHCTpyltTOpaMHKO
MyHi3My HanpHKaIA

HiME4411HA
3a 4aCiB uicapa Bi ibreibMa po6iTHNKN 8opraHi3yBa

AN HaittCN.TbHiwyCOUilaiCTH4Hy napTilo s HIMe44HHiTOAIW
HbOT Espony ATeHTaTH aHapXiCTis Ha uicapi BiJtbreau a
OTTO BiCMapK (HiMeubKNil 110aiT 'n Hil Ai84 AKNd BHCBH
uto "CTo npoQ)ecopia - &arbxiauucna nponauta") npttnH
cyaas CouisaicTaM 'rosy A aim 3a6oponH$ BC couhvIICTH Hi
TOBapHCTaa 360pH 4aconncn i T iH

Cepez HiMeubKHx couivaiCTis swpic Mapxe Ta EH
reabc -- mum sad snepwe s cacti OCHysaaN KoMynIaM nlA
rOTOBNaNTa (VAN npoBiAHNKaMHpeaOalouli MapKCHCTl6HI
Ate44HHHa BIATaKBOHMTem AOnOMaraANy MANyBamd 6oAb
tuesHubtcoi moaTNesoi pesoaaul JleniNa y Poc& Book o6N,t

HOBHMniMeuwcKM HaCeaeHNAM(3/MiJI eIA 1958 p sr
AO 3ax HiMe44HHH) 4apiaNa Byrnes Beplrayepa s eX
My BepaiHi ocraaac* sa tUUJIi3H010CTiHOx)I#BOATuiaoro Ni
Meubxoro HaceaeHHA CepeA MapKCNCTCbKOTOKOMyHi3MyHi*
Mui BNTOAysa.N y CBOin Aeprcasi 3KHAIBCbKO-KOMyHiCT7tMMNX
noTTlop a Tenep HNMNnoHesoaeHi 41 tcHyTb y "KIrTaX Mep
BONNx,KO1tryHiCTisCXiAKbOTHiMeMMHHNIBOHR6yAywni "Ho
ay Espony riracps3My eepe* noHesoaetua ocp.iCTismetauut
HapoAis a Espony a me spo6Hax nopAAKy 3i csOTMNMspla
CHCTaMHMepe3 smut ftpOrparR caoro ammo seaway sin
fly Ta pacosy nOAiTWHCyKOIHC riTaepistd,AIo-asipAMOMy any
IMAM 8 xpsCtittxcwnua MapoAOla csoro Panay (Beamto.

e `NxyBaJN $iaoco4i1O rereil Ta 40aep6axa (Niaetuati
couirraiCTH) Axi 61abwe MMCaaN npo MapxC113M,Hi)KCAM
Mapxc y "Kaniraai A &yaraxos (CCCP) wtcaosnasascs
tuo "6iabwe ni3HaTH MapxCH3Ma Tsopis Oaep6axa mix a
TpbOX TOMia HafisarcHiwoT npaui Mapxca npo Kan
Mapxc uuriM cepueM HeHa3HAisC$MuteHNHKisi 3sas Ix
MN (JiNCT AO EHreabCa 25 sepecia 1869 poky) Ha(_
HNKOMBO1'A TS )HOACTBa6ys Ter( I JIeniH AKNAy J10
Hi Anvils (1900-03 pp.) stuttasas rase y "lama Ta nposa
AHBu1JIHMKOMyHICTH4HHMpyXOM3a KOpAOHOMMK AO MOD
THesol pesoalouii s Pocli J1emiHnNCaa AO ropbkorO "Rice
Ne6yAb nouarra npo scmxoro flora Hasim sa6asxN tie ace
neBHcxa3aHa ortuta ue 3apaaa (Ana "KoMyHi3x i Peairls
0 Bacian BaspNKa 4CBB Crop 9-10)

Xov HaceaeHHA Hiiev'nnnt A AacTpiT Acoperoao -as
'MUM CBOXMapKCHCTiB-peaOalouioNepisTa saarcaao sa Ta
He6HICT i napa3HTHaM XpHC'ri11NCbKOiHi,e44NHN npoTe
CXiANA HIMe44HHa aNOBy OOHHHJICb y aanax rtNAIBCbKHX
KOMyHICTisnicas KaniTyw UB PaAxy A MTacpa 8-ro Tpsawt
1945 potty

B cxianboMy Bepaidi sacia Kp,Sassf Boa ep YAM
6pixT I KoMyiicm Na noaittis (BOTIO) AKi no-rcpelnis
My KOHTpOJHOIOTCXIANbOIOHiie44NHOK) Ta 16-Tb ML



Aep*aaa) a Tenep me 31ianAyTb cepeA .mmx AH1u:m41'nm
.

won A War:To ttomtse'nudA ec""Tc"
mix cmmnaTiA 6yAbgKOTOAep)KaBHOrOU133Xy .ode (AHB eXanOAHa BjAaas H C KnNpKa amepHxaHCbKO

TOTaAblie 3eitemo.40Hi4)OpMHeB0110 036POCHe B ro .cenaTOpa neHCNA1+33HiT CTOp 79 i 81) Bum% ttlo
TOMaTH XyAeMeTg CCCP) Ta HiMeubxa Komymic BepAin 3af'paC T03 Xpyiuoey NCPBBXAo mincHeims
TH4Ha napTiR (J:tKn) HHXOByIOTbHiMCtlbKyMOAOAbHa TH aieCbKO-KOMyHiCTSHIHMXHANHie ilepBOHOI'O Kpemmt B
paHie RKi 6y1(YTb HNUINTHCain HapOA PCAirMHHAKyabT Ha 3j1i6iimmAHaBiTb "IlptUlaTaTH MUM .1korocl
UI033AbHi TpaAHUii T01110 BOHN 30BCiM me BipRTb y ro unporyAa TS MO)Ke IlpHATNMOB AO 111KOrOCbKOH
.meu.bxe 6parepcTao a uxyloTts caoIx co6ax ma caoTx "6pa Hibivisomi tin A B

.cecTep BO KPOBi KHAaIOTbMi.* MIX ra303i 60M63 no 3a npiliAaA ,mo*euo CMIXO311LIATHpLIBOISTyy mite
ByAHIUIX31 3KHXiXHe mace.nemmn"cninme BiA cab Ta cTPi mow BepBimi 16-17 alepamn 1953 poKy Ae mimeatata mo
ARIOTbma noniuia Sax Himemwtmmi T IN Tenepiutme 74-pmbuabAomoae mace:town ulaoT Himmtimm a*e me 3maAAe

AOAbMLitt KBMIHMRMHa coaeTtbxi Talll0t a 76-Tb X11CII41111I
Talc

3HOBaCIIi.11bHOT AO nanmosamoT MTH caoro XpaICC0 rPYna Ae""cTPa x'a B"K"sYn YnPasfijm"
TIRHCCbKOCOHapOAy..

Atom Ynb6pirra B CAAHbOMyBepAimi Ueti 6rlT (mien*
101) CXIAHIXliiMaie 6yB lipMAylUeHMnpOCIACI)KHMHTaHltaMW

.Kamm rimpiacbxe reerano &AO rapanabis mix siticbxom mamma Na aaspmose miasmal% yntpasnhnm
.IliAAaHHXLUyBaAOC06aKaMll AyWHAO B ra3iBHRX PaAxy a Yat6pirraT

.I

enep

JIxataHansepo

TxHC

sorommorona

Bono

HKimpeeumba:e

p06HTb

II-acel..reOAi6Hezn6

3

raHibbaMeiTilje*rpixbKHMBH
o*a xapa }Midi%(OH) sce TaKli TM6yAe TIUKKO3floBa "Brnml 18

CbKHM Hamelin.% 3 HaK33y stapKcHcTcl,ao-xpyutoBcb,cma pia 3ax L''e',,rio
'

06 RaAHPLINx

.R0MyH13MTpe6a H111113TS1TIM Ae 11hi3apOANCyCTbCSI! N*3u-1xBe''p'ein'':%3etr,T,,''ol WIIIOH=irTenep BiH pKe 3piC y BeAHKyCHAy OT)Ke Tpe6a AHnnoMa
.Tli4HOIXpHCTIRHCbKOTcnianpaui mix XplICTiRHy CBITI 1140

TYP'T B.P.rY*T nporN '''''Ai'''"ic"''"
ix nepeMom y BiAmi.. B M MoAoroe (mimicTep nAOUIa cMCaCpKPca-Ettreaticca a eximbomy Sepnimi e
iH03eMHHXCtIpaB B CCCP) y 1946 pouf BiAMiTttB"Wm cTa
.Herbal
meTbcn

a
a

Bepnild
Himevoiti

-
l

ue
ue
crameTbcn A

cTatieTbca
y

A B
Himepooli

Eaponi
a
r

'WO
,aoymarra=to

pylOxema an nantiom nixed nepsomoro Kpeman Ae crown

.Igo "Amcnti ARAN me 11OMHARCTbCA60 6epe ue npaxm'rno 3

BNAHTi4N 36yA03alti pi3lii SaItTlICTN41iiTtlpaHlf BCbOrOXPII
cr

.nonepeAmix mapxcticTcmo-nemiHiacbxmx peaomouiA nxi nag Hite".7.00ITso":cce''imseen
y

BiAP
.HOBOace

"castatirappi6yxatC.om
y

xpTpymailticTistricbxomyAeKARPYBaB(ceiTinporoaoctim) um 44somUipm0e
"..

."POCimoi c HEIH601bUIHMH6PeKYllablH B CBITI BORN A.Atrlgn .10itiq3opmax M4110TbTaKY CaMy MiAiTaPltYOKiCTbi CM3k

.HOMIlyCBOK)o6iuntixy nocTami A Aim PacK (Aep*aamHil Am Tam nouuipema nponarasAa Xpraosa-YA106PIRTs Til Ni
rockpe'rap 3AA) TaepAtrrb U0 "XPYMOB I'OBOPHTb6araro taeut>xa M030Ab CXiAtIt,OTHimetpimoi smxary*c'rbcs s MOO..a

-7-1TO Icomnentaito (marmot xomcypemuin) mtlPY Lie 6oPAIII ''CIDICO.KOMylliCTIPOMMyAyd 1wrepecia 44004

49
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ECnAH19 ~..6ya$ rice Na Minty AO eClIalCbKHXnOptia 0pall1ky3tild
.Mum apa6cbxo-ecninicbKoT BiAmma 1492 p ecnaN i aiuioHepH 6yaH He3rpa6Hi Ta ife3Ai6mi A0 ahacTHB01

p03CeAHaH no Ecnamif mopxcmla (6yam ocTaTommo aPTHAeo THc ''''''r siticbka
.HMO3 EcnaHil a 1609-10 PP.) HanIalwhr AnnHix apa6la a:arl soioaaam no CTOpOHireH Opamxa Ta Txmi Aepattllni noc'ra

.AIN SKi npHA14RAHXinICTIlaHCbKyBipy aae ace TaKH Tpmma xao,ilAiTaKicTi
A nUIOTia

'anionsCalCmPy
M

AHCXAaRHiX38H48B AO MIJIIUiI
CepeA AROMiabnOHORHXMOHapXiCTiaEcnamiT nice*

'war n KOpOAN AabOOHCa Xll (1886-1931) Gyro 6araTo
no

.*HAI.B-MapKCHCTiaRKi HaBiTb 3allHRaH MiCTONa XiabKa rO
"'"'mm ct''"A

.ANN1 BHBICHaHHepaOHHiTnpanoo Haa MinCbKOPO178A8TOIO(Pa "'.,Tn'p n:Huc"i mamas n !mullTyweM).TaM ywe 6yro aai xomyHic-mmi mni (noYm
''

.rlCYC)
3 ximuem xcoaTmeaoT penoapouiT a Poch Gyro ya'R3 8 mHaAuln:iBu:P:pace11:8 "(3caTiacHIK78H)''ceereprPa6Y8aeminIcx0oPenn:Ari:*te.memo30 THOM n0aiTHIIHHXB'S13Hilt(BKIIIO.iHO3 ycima cold

6y*HHKia B6113CT80Cay)K60BUie (ItaCpKI3) Bolo 3116paAll

cnisaam "Iii.am napaAy
xaicTmmmmmm

MAaiAepammmepaomHm
ynpaa3immn

npanopom
KaTaaama)
mapxcm3myB'n3iii

po6H (Roam) Ta xoao 40 mia ne3is aa6pa am 3 uepxnn nosaA

Tepmauiotiaa Ta 13HryKyBaAH "Jito6oa )KHayma PociTl
40 remepaab Gyro eiixmmeiio 3 apmil nia KOIrTpOaelOpecny

KOaaiuiq (06'CAHaHHA) iCTill I KOMyHiCria 6ylla HIIC
6aixamuia a o$iuepis Gyro pexprosamo a map

THH0103'CAHaHOrO(PO0MT ROCCOUiRaHnaCT3aiH8
xicTia couinaicria Ta xomymicTia Mapxca

Onnuemlinxm A motiaxmmi (Nepmmul) 6yan nOMOpAO0
KOMyHi3M8 Ecnanii no9ae 3pOCTaTH a May MiCIMb.nO alOTHeSta aii6opax 6yao s6mTo 50 molten i 200 paHemHx 78aunib 3cnin:JTBIT00aaPTI(HinipBa(mZia''ti 6Ymall''armoPiA60Yea3li6PwY.

.ayO
6iAui

CnaaeHOCiM
ltAlINTb .1

0AHOHaCHO3
tepK08

33?a-oma
OAHHaAtIATb

AOM8MH
MOHaCTHpia

maconmcia
6y

Ta
Mee XOTiait OApy)KHTItCA3 Mi.Al.UJOHepaMI1INWi Mtn

22-oma IHWHMN6Amixamit Ty3iim $awmcTia 6yao epees
ceps*
loP60''3aa(Till'kn0am''a)P'xicTis

6YA Nem"0cePA "6"i

.Toaamo nx Te* onmmmacn a Tiopmi cam 11pimo Ae Pmeepa nPo3eTaPirm maPkeltsmY 3a8c""I''' .me 'In

.MirYeab (ecnamcbxmll remepaa AmcTaTop 1923-30 pp.) no ' K03TOCtIH KoMY163Y8afim6a"K *e-nbftmo A T III ".rr
.neamix micTax Ecnanii 6yao npoTecToBamo 1110Pocin nepe .(T C EablloT B r AyAm cretin cneRAeP) 61'"u"
tiara $200 "rHcaH Ha OlHaHCYaaHtIa eCnattCbKOTpeao,niouiT ,t?..,ecnamcbxmx po6iTsmKis AyX AemoxpaTff Ta Imam aimed

. jlapro Ka6aacpo (OAHUi3 rPynH KaTaaama) niAqac AaHHHH(cnoraaa 'm maul) niam TxnIx nrbamu Harm
.yR
AO

$13HeHHR
CKa3aHO wo

3a)KepaHBO
KKomitIT88nonya

npo
sipwiA 4

Mapxca T3
ipowr

J1emima
npanobui

At
6Thco,y

(6PiTiMep rilaAellH) npIt6yBaaM .*o ECIISHiT31 MUM

?oaf npoarrapisrry 6yAe nealimn
APyatItHlIMM 11106 Gym 6alt3bltO CDOTXCNMIIIIntl acvymsaw
AO

.B MOCKOBCbKOMyKpemai COTKHTHCIIHKOMy1fiCT13npo
IMTeplifiniOlIaAbHOiBpHraAH

.roaocmam 200 Twin py6aia AOnOMOrH 11106 THM Aonomor Kin 1
ri

aoenne
TaCO

anapRua
MyCCOaiHi

36pOIOIIAOCTlirOII11iainl
11011

ecnancbiotm po6iTmmxam Ta pociAchki amtraxoll nobAH
(11 1100hpl ellIn OaOT) A

Pods (CCCP) cam* cool TIN AHOlt m1CM:0A
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IIHRiJbHOT8UHH a EcnaHIT 6y o 35 B61rr0x "f 300 THCRVPa.mom )KrHKH-MiAiuiouepj sB BiAb6ao (KOHTHHeHT38ipCT8*
aTpOCHTH3M)3aaTBKyaaAH KOpa6e:rb i3 HeBIAbHHKa.MHTR

3a.MopAyBani 210 xcepmm BKA104HO3 30-TbOMa caRltteNHHKaMM flpeMicpoM eras Jlapro Ka6a utcpo Ta Aepxcaaa 6ynafH.lbHO KOHTpOAboBBHaKOMyHICTBMH
fibrillae! KoMyHicrH4HHA 4 poor no4as nocca6 iscsTa HaRiTb Ae.AKi MiniuioHepK no'aAN nepe.paaaTHca 4epe3rpaHHwo Ito HauioHaAicriR 4epaoHHf Xpecr nimiNCAH6 umnis MiAbfOHa BinCbKa 3arHHyAO s Mill Minn Ta Maapny 6yaHe 3a6paoHA HhIo-flopK TallM noMiruyBaa uto 25 TIlCA4Ha

ceneHHA 6yno a6HTHx AOAJtiCTBMHa MaapiAi sa noaiTHVHi
Ta peairifoi cnpasn

Kponaaa UHBIAbHa BMus EcnaoiT a 1939 pouf $iHaJibHO6yAa nepeMoxceua (nporpaAa CCCP McNcilco Ta lo
WI OXOTHHKH-KOMyHICTH6aramox Aep)cas) noBCTaHMAMHrot O fipao,a A 3dyweoo MapKCHCTCblyrolOTy Ta wafKy4epsouoro Kpe+via s xpHCTiAHCbKHt%EcnaoiT

X04 CSAllreHHHKnepelooyBaa ecnalcb,orO $i.Tocorpa
O'prery-i-racceT nepeA rioro CMeprno noMHpimscR 3 uepK8010 Ta HaeiTb yAiAHS p03rpiWeHHA ccCy6 KOHdiuiones ace
TBKNHIXTOHe 3Hae AOrOOCTaHHIXAyMOKY seAHKIf HiMeubK1lielurKAbonediT EpoKraB3a (TOM 8) 3HaxoAirmo tao iioro
4iinoco i8 KyAbTypH C He XpHC1KHCbKaCBMOJIyMAHHAa MH
aL i3auii Ta xpHCTiAHCTBy6e3 BOrA Mach Opreris .r ue
MOCKOaCbltHA6oAbweBH3M (AHB "Ill.Ax llrpeMorn a 8-Co
sloping 1962 p.) TOMy uto ecnaocbKHA KaTo,HMH3MAoro
He 8AoaOAASi me nepeicouysaa oTxce sill siA4yxcyaaacK air
LjepKaH Ta HaneaHO 6y3 3aMiwanHA cepeA Vepeoonx KBTIS
AyMalo too Aoro Text Tpe6a sa4HCAHTHAO rpiwHNKia Ec
naHiT Ta AO THpaHis-BOporis Ao6pNx xpuclHAN KaTOJrnutr
Koi EcnaniT

kW`

'n
prY
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i

rN ~PAHUI$1
~~` B 1871 pouf Komi we Niweubxi silticbrca 6ym1 sf
qT CouiKAicTN saxonKAH witty s flaprxci iiporoaoweno

kIcOMyHtCTWlHHAAa* i Await 3MaraHH>188eCTN JKHTTAcoui

srJticTH4HynporpaMy tic ue Gyros 1848 pool srUu'o s "it

MyH1CTWIHHMMBHii)ecTOM nto IOrO snits MapKC me

poKy s ilapHxci Me no Asox MiCAMAxi s KpOSaBH
yppA p03rpOMNS KOMyHiCTisTa OpaHuia CTaaa ai6epak10 7

pecny6Ahicoto
B 1905 potti *ifwAo Ito siAAi.tenn nepotist Bill AV

tacasN B XX cronirTa MouapxicTH arpaTH.TH swim a coui

y scAicrN4Hinaprii Ha6Hpam 6iAbworo auagenHA Orro Bic

,.MapK (HixeubKHf no,irH'HHf Ain'i) 6oAecA 1M06 4panuis
He si*naaTHaaCA Hii a irl4i as 1870 pix (*paHui& nporpa
Aa BinHy 3 HiMe44HHO10Ta Tiep arms Mnp is H1MUAMH1871 }
p.) Ta CTapascA He aonycTHT AO $panuy36KO-PocifcbkOro
nopyayMiHHA 6o 6ostBCAsii1HH s 4)paHuiclo Ta Pociea. Ko
all OTro BicMapi y 1890 pouf ycymia is cTaIosinu.aa KaNltA6

pa ToAi OpaHtti8 nidnncaJla amp i3 Pocieio ttto TpUeas asst

AO 1-oi CBiT08oi sifHN Ta ASS 3MOry Opanuii noon-rat ta1A ~.
naaTHy laity npors HiNeM nrn 1914 poKy (cp)pTettst M

BepAyx 3Aepxcaaa Aaabncy HiMeubuy arpecilo)
Taiww 4101OM 3pOCTBe s cfAy TpaAintitiHa x

swim napTia crac worm a NaACNAbHIwHXKOMyii
napTiA y 3axi*Hif Esponi 3 1HBK83yMOCKaHBOHN

sysain acAKi AeMoncrpauiT no MicTax po6HAH nxsmosi ca
' 6oTaxcl y 4'panui Ta 6araro $paHuy3iB-KOMyHiCTIB6pavo

:a6poi ny ygaCTh s ecnanCbxi% peaoAnouT Itp0TK MR
'p

Opt*
Ka a 19.36.39pp )KHAN-KOMyHICTN4panuii a11Mi11WMHaM

'''7.roJOBHoro ATaMaHa sil%CbKYHP CHMOHa 1leTIlopy xoTi
AH HacHAbHOAenoprysaTH Hawnx po6imatia y 4'panuiT AO
CCCP TOLUO Bonn mafioso po6HAN scald saxoBOTN y
mpanuiT Ta He Amman TaM cnoPOlo xp$rrittuaM

KOMyHIcrn'ma naprls y 1946-47 pp uwwcrn osaat
slrafl*e MiasJ%owa aenl is MA Owe roaocy aisaB s lteparasi



Roma 3aAmaxa tteraepre mime are Ro6po6y"r i cra6inmauutICH Ae ronx amemwmaa cmay npN CHiAyI0411XBH6opax AO18% Zia 22-ro nmroro 1949 pOKy 011HIly3blClIn KOMyHiCTH4HHAsinep Maapic Tope3 a ny6aiqnnri AOIIOBiAi3ACK;IINpyBaB IHO HACHHKOMyHiCTH4HOTHapTiT .0pamuii HiKOJIHaomearnmyru npo-rm CCCP apa3i TXHbOTOHabAy (arpecii)He ROMOrJTHBCMCi31000AH KOMyHiCTiBy 4)paHlliT11K.7104HO3 MIHHOBIIHHNI11TCHTaTOMNa npe3maerra xe roan(Opalfily3hKa rip.rirtiR 33apeWTyl3a.Ra 6 oci6 yllaCTb y 11hO.MyATCHTaTi) He nepemorna KOMylliCTHHHaIMO11'RTOTKOAOHHRKi Ilapa3HTyPOTbyttiT Ta "CaMi cede KyCaPOTb IMO MO 31113all A-p ,AMHTpOAmmo!
nice (Hiyrmemo)ll)

npaui ''Xpo6ax nto cam ce6e 'wake ea

1TAJIIST
AirruttmuA pnmcbmili noer i oemoattmx enixypeuxoTItinococNi 111oxperiA (99-55 pp nepeA Hap Xpncra) byemarepixaicrom i nmcaa uto "JitoaHma e calla co6i BoromiT3JtiR C ACp)KaB010 33y4eHOI0 3 19-OX paIlloHif MOT 'MCCAmin *two xeuto diamiwe mimc"renep Told mexa aipa 1rani1 me maim ute "raxoro nonympmoro pecnerrynalliB Ta IXHIXTpaAHllin I RiPHHX no 33HATTIOMMCbKOTTCPHTOpiTIT3AiiigRMNy 1870 pol I1ana nil% Ix AK I AOrOmac.liamnot yaamcaam ce6e as B'R3HIBI me npinmasanm illAinCbKO1AeP)MIBH

B XO.QinoxiA I artamaam momapxicria pomamcbxa IraI133CMiHY111IT11Cb*KOMylii3MOMy BCiXmicueeocTmxTTalliT CbOrOAHi mac IMC.ICHHyKOMylliCTHIMyIMPTiIO a3axi.amiA Eaponi 17apris MapKCHCTCbKOrOHOK03iHH11oxonAloe a Tamil APyry aenmxy rpyny a TXHbOMynap.mmmenri Ira;HAWS (Spann Te)K AO AeP)CaBHOrO yf1paBAiHMI(38XOAIIMIIXplICT'iAHCbKHMHA C011illaiCTHHHHMHAeMOKpaTOMI01Amnicria xxi nonepejutbo 6ynn oxmtmm a mailcmxtmiwttx IHo

Carextred imam CCCP a &potnt

mists XOMyHICTIBKomymiernsmums ai3tplk$lll 'TSAI e Tax
sipo TOXHITTiTa Jliori JTOHI'O

Toaisrri a ronoaom iranilict,KoT xomyvticrwtmoT nap
iiT 3101A CH+IbIIO1CpHTH1tyllallAHICT11TOpaXpyUlO83 ,IKHA
lumtrysas Aoro noeria nmcbmetimmKia SpTIICTAI (AIM
..Wasx ilepemorm i 17 1963 p.)

B iTaXiACb1ti11KOMytliCTINHinnapTiT CTSOpH.iaCA
WO f1KaHiATpIlMyCnonirtmy neximy ,llaox bllAIMX
crammxia uetirpantatmii xomirer narrriT amunottma 13 um
cna (Atta "Wnxx 11epemorm m 29 1963 p.)

B AIOTOMy1949 poxy I'Tanbatipo Tonixrri alitep ko.
.mymirrmutoT napriT itaAti uexnxpyaaa y ny6ai4ttiii Jtono

MO iTaXinCbKiItOlArliCT11se 6y.tyn BOIOBIIT11IKULO6y
ae(BI16yxite) aiAma a CCCP (Amt "Xoaoxma Billma Aim
A.,reascpa AepGi Komi 3AA - crop 32)

11011bIlla nOXIKH 38 caoeT Pillf100OXiT11111MIliallyK
paTNCbKemace:team a peniriAmIx 1 nonirw1mix npwnat cao
cT nuaiTmxti me nepex6a4ym4t caoTx xiAcmlx emporia

Y 1939 poui 6araro sm3ma4mmx noxgxia TiKano Na
Roam cno.liamottmcb xonomortt Boab

IIteBNitbKl 1103MIiWyB&7H6iXi Omni Na caoTx TI1
'tax i cexpermo 06xpymcmam noaxxia 13 KiAbKOXCTOpiH
Ai IlAapHA11no mix 13 CRONTaliKill 31ti TiXbKll2MOA
110.1bCblCi (TaNKCTICII)Tlt TX THYAHA AyCILIHa MIX
11011beblCy06CAyry 11OXXIM0Alfa Kt 31'HHy3ll 3 llifl 4lpOIITO
eili macaxpi olace BOHN(Synth110MOpX01111Hiy CCCP

Y ceni KaTMHb6 Cmoxettcua 60JIbUMMIXII!MAMY
10,000 nonbcbmix cntfiuepia noxoaaxm Tx a oxmiA

ClibbIlin A101Wli(3HanACHOHiMIMMH-011yTIaHTaMlly 1943 p.)
B 1945 p ttina Tloxbuta 6yna eme a "nanax xpemxiacbmut
XMItaKiB "-. TllplMiB 11ITSHOD&HHaLHaNnalixpauxe noxiw
awe macenemm B 1947 p mete Ittwaymirnt is alai coulaxic
Tll MUM 0100 noisy 1010pOI110 MIA 1000 n0XbM0IO 3
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niNaKa a 3arpe6y a ni3Hiwe ue Alums a Memnon* A
kcsguteHHHKaMHuiaoT IOrocaaaii

~".= Orocaaaia e xoMyllirnsmono manic* a T'rrb t sH3
Ha4HHMKOMyHICrOMTo nepefwoe eoMyHicrisnmA sttnxia

y CCCP Ti Aoro KOMyli3MMaAxce me BiApi3HRCTbCAe1A Kpe
~ Maiecbxoro Ta MaloTb caoix THpanis i pi3HHKie ceoro

'i XpHCTIAHCbKO-H8Q10H3JbHOroHaceaeHNe Ta se
Ny noaiT'Ky npoTN 3axiAHix floTyr 3AA no*araAH
raxrrb C3OMyBoporosi - TiTORCb1HtlJOrocaaeiT aua

.~Macrbca CCCP me tams Komyxas IOrocaaaia a6ara'yt
MapKCHCTCbKHAKoMiNTepH Ta 3'13.LH BKT1(6) csoTaa are
TCTHIHHMNCaOBaMHAKn*PTllep KOMINTtpHisCCCP

acs soecbxa stepson noJliuii Ta apxii nepecx1ayaas aci11
4yxomuia ma cao7A TepwropiT a mks, uicT sislrr K rorr
saabA Aas po3nopaAM'KeHNAyell MylKHlatlUe (He rOpOntuMSM
4exa) msTxan muds oTate sapoo TIM as 3axi*

couiaoi3My a3Ke nepeAwum AO *HAiaCbKOrO KOMyHi3My77
imam me MaioTb y.ce Te,lc peairiAHo-HauioHaabHoro npaaa
Bawmcaae roMyaKa (nepeMir y ronocyaaHHno 20-ro ci4H2
1957 p.) 3arocTpHa KyOC utoAO iHTeacKTyaaicrie Bim Tex
3aaTaKyBaa yBecb KBTOJNubKHAcrHCKOnaT 3a flaCTHpCbKHA
JfHCTAO BipHNX floablUi (AHB "rOMiH YKpaTHH 3 2o-re
dinnna 1963 p Ta Mwa Hama npeca)

flpo.00MHMKH nOamKia Ta npo 33o'NHH Mocxmi onH
CyaaaH AOK38AH0 H03bCbKi norm A nHCbMeHHHKH(AHTOHi
CNONiMCKi,BiT()abA Bipnaca Ta inwi) (nprat Apryp CeHAa
Yep)

XJingi MapKCHCTCbKHXAHiB SUJIHwHNHCAAoci B T1OJrb
rui T1apaOOKCHKapiepH BaaxHCaaaa rOMy3KH 6y3H KOM P.an q 4exa mum niat samosa* mbaulsAOlO BH CTafiHi3My

npo re
B

TpOTe
1
BillB.UOCTaBCRAHCaaBaMBTerOMyaKy~f BOHNnepwi CROA'RHCbKii1KOHrpee y 1848 1'a 38tpTO.7HKH KAHKKJIHKain TITOICTOM

3HHW
L

TOM i KOMyH1CTOMRKOro He .HanpaBMIa 6-p14Ha 8'aaiwuA t NYaHCAAO CAOBANCTaa 3i 38KAHKOM1106 06'eiXaTm cool
TT HilttuLlKOMy OCTar.()Nbcuca peBOabTa 6yaa me McHW KpHBaAom3a Maaapcucy

CNAH i ni)"cTaBHTNCA "AP 'ax
EKrnaN3jA Ha CxiA)(

iHWNX

Ae 3nmyao HafKpau;e nOJtbCblceHaceaeHHR
'1

4exro:Kw

N.KOMyHiCTH4Hafl0abuta 3o8CiM He BiApi3HRCrbCABi3 OMKHAaANHawi yKpa-ncui TIK81H aiA 6oJ'bweauxla.CareaiTunx Aep*as CCCP RKi arnco yioTI npOrpaMy ,*Ha 3axia Yom* NaC 3a HeCBiAOMHXnOaITWSHO620-ro KOMyHiCTH4HOr0KOHrpeCy MOCKBH .. en.TpOILTACTbCAwe A Tyr y TopOMTI WO HOXOKHBia. IpOH14H0mamma NBWHXmolt TlpemO y1fKiT11 To ce

HOCRTbCAaop0AK0 AO ylcpaIHCbKOTMORNTi HawnX moAeA Hawi'CAOH'AHN pvcoBe?1?I)
(4oro muse ink! "um

3BYTb 6oJn wesHKaMN AKi He ro80pwr 00-noabcbKKn Ue ~~ Ca08,iltaMN-pocNRHaMN w
.Koa 4epaoNa Apia aMapmepybaaa y

n011bCb
a6Cypa AeOKNXnOaRKKIB

1945 pouf re s 1948 poui 3$OpMynafa CHNbny 1COMCH Hy KOM
.8Ci KaKHA bKi Ll pKOBHiA

ypaA nocraloan8 9aiK81Ay Hy 08pThO
ui a

aep ollCTaoM npe3N,TaBarth 8C1 K8TOJ1NuK111eKOBHIwKOANTa dNTR4i CBAK (AHD. saabAa Ta n04aaa an HBaTH Ha soecwce HaCtAeHNAceoea KO"minx flepeMorl e 34 1962 O It() IanacHe po6nTbca as
MyllicTn9nOIO nponaraHAOlO A saipcbxo,o noaeAi'xoa AnAAHSMH4epe()HOro )(pew's Unix aciHOK oTHCe soon Ta Txna PyAa ApMana (4epsoia

lOrociaaln Y unaiabi1A 1oroeaaacbxiA aiAHi a 1943 sc>APMis) notion kenaanAiTH pociAcwcsx XaMyMiCTisma coo
.pow nepeMo)tcuwMN BHAWAHKoMyxicTH Mapwaaa TiTa B '~''TAsemi 111Alac Bi~tBiAHHMapwaaa TiTa 4exii a 1945 pool
1944 p pOCIACbK1A aalOHTCbKiBiACbKaaAy4HJ1NCAa Ti'rOM
Ta npOrHaAN reTb HIM[(iB Tiro CTaB npeM'epoM lOrocJra
BiT y 1945 pouf Ta neperpaucc)opMysaa Ti y KoMyHic wlNy
Aep*asy Mosul y 1946 pouf ys'33HHaH apxienacKona Ore



r JUMItA* TOproseabna Ta ciAbcuKO-rocnox

KpalHa TaM 6yaa Text TacMNa diva MapKCHCTCbKO-KOMyNic
TN4HOiMepeati AKOiarena KpeMaw 3HHlIAN HaM rem 23

Tpaana 1938 potty .s POTTepxaMi RposiAH+nca OYH noaK
CareHa KOHOBaabUI (86H31MKOM6ys Baaax)

Hinepamaia acNAiscbKo-KoNynicTN'ma napHHs TaM
caa6Ka B ocramuix Aepaassax es6opax KoMyuicTn oCAr

syam ewe 3% roaocia

JlaHM 3KHAiacbK0-KOMyHiTTN111Apyx pla*o 800
Mi4aeTbCA
J11oucen6ypr *mAiecbkO-KOMyN1CTNMnanapTi% T1M C Se
raabaa HapaXOayro s OKOAO500 %Tombs

Hopeera Illaeui* Ta Ali* .-+1ICNayn nix *Thiel**

CCCP npoTe stmAitcbKO-KOMyIicTHyMN6pyx TIM a McNW
nOMiTHHAY TH*HeBHKy"Waax nepeMora 27 1

Ky 6yao noAamo uto y WBeuii aaapeWTosallo noaKo

aeTyyHCTaaBeHHepwrpeMa 'KO nponosat 15-n poxis
'CO8CTCbKHMWniOHOM. BOAHO4aC ypAA asKHHya i3 tllseu
AaOXCOBCTCbKItXANHAOMaTis siACbKOSOrOaTaWe HitoAw
cbKOro Ta nepuioro ceKpeTap* a*6acauu Sapaioecbaoro
sa WfHrJNCbKy MIIbHitn

dilleaAuapba BUep*ana nesrpatbxicrb silt 1111iesn
KOro 1toarpecy 3 1815 potty He3steacsa siA 1648 poky no
Aiaena ma 22 K$HTOHN(4)eAepaTH3HMXoKpyria) ate nepe+
Baacae nporecraHTH3M 157%) Cepea n O
iraaifcimoro Naceaetms AepacaulL TlpouSN *aabcwto
ro KoM7Ni31I TaM waft* we nbxiird alA a'N~it JIe na

"
14r .s gel!

.Ro cxaaaenin xoMyHiCTH4RHI xoHCTwryuii B 1949 Ecnbt'I* RpoMHcaosa Aep*asa slciil yce Rae OM
poui nogaaocb ripwe KOMyHicrnvie 3arOCTpeHHAHa "360q t

~
!I~ 6opoTb6a napTin (KaTO.aNKN ai6epaAN Ta COUiMiCTH)

.HNKIB KOMyHi3Mya 3a npe3NAewTa AHTOHa 3anoToUbKoro )(HAiBCbKO-KOMyNWCTHMNaTaM n$p l% a *race cna6Ka Oc
no4aaoca nepecAlAyBaHHA Ha 4ecbKHX COKoAia i xaroaHKia j * rvnIb0`I AtKa1[N (xeCATNAeH*N)a r0aocysaNH O s Benrit
.OTace4eXN Macoao n04a.m TIKBTNHa 3axtA Teat AKi MHne KOMyHICTNOAepxKaANawe 2% rOAOCis npOTN 7r%
Pell THM 4epe3 ixHlo Aepacasy ToAi HaneeHo smut swe 3po
3yM1aN 4oro ;MH cKopiwe 3a JINX yriKaJN.. KOMyHICTN'Hi
4eCbKi THpaH(i BNKOHVIOTbnOCepeAHbo KpeMaiBCAKiItaaNN
KOMIHTepHiei ACHAiBCbKO-KOMyHICTHVHNXKO.1OH

Caoaalai *MK s noraHNx yMOBax cepei npoKtATO
ro MaAKpoc4i.tbcTBa ma Caosa44HHi BiA 10-ro croairnr am
Ao 1918 potty CaoBa44NHa Aeuto po3arHyaacA 3a ANKTa
TopcTBa "6arbxa HauioHaaicria Ro3e4.a Tico a y 1944
poui nonaaa 3HOBy niA oKynauito CCCP 3 BBeAeHHAMHo
BOi KOMyHiCTHVHOiKONCTHTyully 1948 poui BOHNMaMHCrop
AeriC.ATypy A Ka6iHeT KepoBaHHn KOMyHICTaMHCaosa4
4NNN 60 A TaM acHAO6araTo acHAIB-KOMyHICTIB

bald Aep)KBBN!MOM n03a rpSHHUAMNCCCP
nopryranlq 1iy.tH TaM 4acro exonoMi4Hi Kpi3N Ta

noaiTN4Ha 6opoTb6a Ao 1908 potty Ha 3ewtsx blopryraHil *K71N Text MOpHCKN(epa6CbK0-)cNAiBCbxi naeMeua AK A
y nun AKNxy 15-16 CTOeirri nporHaHO 3 AepacaBK)

B TIopTyranil 6yam Teat HelleraabHi aKgli aCNAIBChKO
TO KOMyHi3MyTa nOpTyraabcbKi MapKCNCTH6paai TaKOac
aKTHBny y4acmh y waur Hill aiAHi npoTN rem "paHKa a EC
naHii AO 1939 potty

KOMyHiCTH4Ha eKcnayaTauin (aIIKopHCTyaaNHS) ne
fPHHHHRaaCA Teat i a nopTyraabcbKNx KOAOHiAX(Ca6oTa
*i CnpOTHBHi T IH.)

B THacHeBNKy"Wrax TTepeMorH 4 33 1963 poky
6yaa 3raAKa uto HeAaRHOa Ropryrarii 6yao 3aapewroBa
HO 9-n 4aeH1B HeaeraAbHoi KOMyHicTN'HOlnapill a a qb0
My 4NCA1A3i IKinKN Ae a npOTNaKQii 6ya sa6wrsA 0ANN no
aittan.



Aepacaaa Ta IxHbo10 croJHuero c AHKapa s Man1A ASIT

Type44srHa 6yla Hesrpaxbxolo CBiTOBiA Bi%Hi
a a 1945 poui crane no rropotti anisHTis BiATax acrynHna
A0 OH Ta Aasana CBOCaiACbKOnpOTH niBHi4H0-K0peACbKHX
xoMyniCTis y 1950-53 pp Y Type44Nni a maxi nposm
MyH1CTN4HHXpyxia

AacTpi, BTpaTHlta noxiTHHHe 3Ha'rewRAno 1848 po
uf 40ro npHHHH0106y7a MapKCHCTCbKapeaomouia i aoCHWi
HeaAagi Ta BTpaTH TIiA BnnxsoM peso:mu i 1848 poxy so
Ha HaAaBana A Kacysa.Ta CBOT KOHCTHTyuriia 1848-67 pp
AscrpircbxHs% napngMeHT eras TepeHeit Hanripulxx a Eapo
ni napJANewTapHHx 6o1s i csapox Ta ABCrpiA 6yna ne3Aar
Ha noaecrM AKycb 3AOpOBy noThniy 6o He npoABMA.a npo
aiAHo"1iAe1, 0T)1ce BCuHapoAH 6y.H HeRA0808eHi Ta BOpOry
aarN MI>fcco6olo Po3i6paHa 4oTHpboMa Aep)caaaacK y 1945
poui Ae a 41CTO BHAHI3cHAiBCbKO-KOMyHiCTHt(Hipyxu A ar
eHcrso CCCP B "WAnxy IlepeMorH it 35 1962 p Gyro
ony6nixosaHO uto a ABCTp11saapewrosano 13-Tb oci6 AK
HaxeacaiH Ao COBCTCbKOIwn.ryucbKoT Mepeaci

X

~'iis
BCi cxoa'snn must ni* TepOpCTBOM1tapKcneccwcsx

TNpaNiB 1 KpeMAiaCbKNXpiSHNKia BCIOAN)KMAMA poc1AHM
sanMaJH TOJOBHi Aepacaini no3Mttif is MUM 11eaa1N1TMo

Usu.!
muff

'+ Xopearnt Tepnimt no riTN4NOcepeA MattApcba4
nawS axe no I Cair BiAHi aeinwxM y 1napTHeperab-'-O
10rocaaaia ,qo miasma 1Orocnasi manumit Tent i cao
shul AKI npOBaAHAH6OpOTb6y 3 HIMUAMHA iraaifuuMM Ta
cep6N AKi Mann Ca010 AepxcaBy - gopsOropy Ta aoloaaan
a TypKBMMA aDCTpinulMH Bonn MaAN niAAepatxy al* Pod
y I Cair 'BiAHI (y 1914 p cep6cbxnn CTyAewr y6Ha aacrpiA
cbxoro npeCTOAONaCJIAHHKIs Capacai - CTOANtiiBocnil
t(! AaAO nonaTOK AO CaiTOBOTeiann) XOpeaTN cep6M A
caosinui y 1945 pouf ssinwan ax $e*eparnani pecny6aisn
nix 1Orocaaaia Mapunuia TiTa - aNar+a4Noro KowyniCTa
CCCP
.. Foaraps BHrpm* eiAMy s Typue t axe AiAwao TM
,tto KOH4)niKTys pyMyHaMH cep6aMM Ta rpeKaMM tuo 6yao
TxmboioHeaAaaoio nopa3KOx)

Y aepecni 1944 poxy CCCP oroaocwta aiAHy "Soara
pil Ta Hanann Na ITTepHropia iipopociAcbxa Koaniuia

1'peuiA Crana caMocriilnolo no 1829 pouf Mae 0
MekceHi npHpoAHi 6araTcraa npore po3BHHyna TopriB:nO
BiA TpyMaHosoi AOKTpHHHBiA 1947 poxy AiCTae AOnoMO
ry BiA 3AA (AonoMora aHTH-KOMyHiCTaM) Mana nejHKi
c)iHaHCOBiBHABTKHB X0JOAHii1BiiHi A y npOTHKOMyHICTHH
HiM nOBCTaHH10y 1950 poui BoHa e OAHOPOi3 esponencb
KHx CM AKa CTOITbsit(-Ha-Bi4 y xoxOAHin 6opoTb6i s Oro
maim PoMyHielo Ta Bynrapielo Y 1941 poui 3opraHi3yaanacb rpeubea noarraxcbxa apMia ("MAC - KObryuic ..aa Aep)KaBHHnKa6iHeT ant Aoro $MiHNBKOMyHiCTM4Tx EJ1EC - XpHCTisHH) AKi 38 AOnOMOroro 6pHTinuia *cHM 6onrapcbKa MOHapxis 6yna cxaCOaata a nap Cults 1944 poui nporHanH rirxepinuis is rpeuiT Bona mac T 38 6ya seurbHeHNni3 Csoro Opecrona y 1946 poui.Cn1nbHA 1ia3ap> 13 KOMynICraMH3 1963 p 6onrapcbKNii KoMyHicm HHA anapar MapxCnCTCWtOrOType''mna He sMnuoBana csoci noxiTHxH Ao niA6wrnx Ha KoniitrepHy npaume as sKa3IBKSMHKpeiva arc A iNwi care
p0A1B Ta y ai3Hax TypKn npOABAAAN)KaxrHSNi1 4)anaTH3M XiTHi Aep*asH CCCP BoarapcbKOMy aeTynOai 14iiwosi Ca
npoTH XpnCTiAH Boma nepecrana icHysaTH se eaponeiicbxa axKoei BHCeAoKasano Text mnNrynCrBo 3HaAAeNK6y aiTasy

4lutbMBHAdue sU%csxosiCnOWWAitHATO s ITaxii (Jul. "Waax
fepeaoni H 5 1962 p.)

Ma'am His &yna ace MAoxynaukro ceoTx eyciAis (ryp
KM 6oarapn rpent rorocaasui) Ta ixrti cestpeTsi opraHlsauii
He ManN cmmt sNasoaNTMCbs-niA etyaroro npMa Cepe* *xe
AOHCbKN*xpNcTIIn sca.rw me A natlpm SKI nix 1rnanaoa 60a
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rapcbK11XKOMyHICTIRmmmmaHpeait'i %Ho-Haui0nubMe MaKedoW Z! neon Norm Tonto non ANTOMecKyMOMS Aep3Kaawy!M
cbKe HaceaeHHA r anraas ren Kapaia pecraapyeaa xopoaa MMxaAaa Ta na

YKpainui A 6iaopycH nepwi enanH WepT8O10 Mapx 1 ..gas CBOEAHKT8TOpCTBOy 1940.44 pp
CHCTCbKO-aeHIHCbKHXTHpaHiB niCaA 3KOBTHeB01Biabwe8Hub .. Y 1945 poui AO BaaAMnpnAwJM KOMyMiCTMllpHMyC**01 peBOJK)u11AKH*MOpHHOWTy4HHMFOJiOAOMKaTORaHOno .s am Kopoar MHxai3Aa 3pe4Nca KOpOHHy 1947 poui Ta y 1940
TPopMax TA)KKHXpo6orax Ha CH6ipi 3a TaKHMHBapsapcb cw poui crsop*.TN pyMyncbKy KOMymicrmmHypecny6aiiyMH nO.TITH4HHMHKOMyHiCTH9HHMHMcT0AaMHBCAKHXIXHiXKO =='tMyHCbKi*HAM Ta unrain no4aas smarm tTapHX n
JOH rime Haiixpaute CJ108'AHCbKeHaceaeHna Eaponn Kph 6a PyMysix E Tem nocepeariM "cTaxanoBueM I n'fnwxoao,M
aKBHCbIHXcaoa xH nponaAaK3Tb Tem y "aanax 'iepaonOM 6oabweBHubKoro Kpeias Ta THpanoM csoix xpwcrimi.

KoMyHikTH'HO10CCHy6aMKHCCCP npOTe nepeaa3K810Tb T8M
M6anit 3aaepwaaa "caiA hutoeeaponeiicwmll nopmtoK

Ma apa30K KpeMaa Tax I sueMMpae peairfMO-HauioMaabHa
Aywa 6arrmKy

11NTSa 6yaa npHMywexa AOeIACMtOBNx6a3 y 1939 pouf
a y 1940 pouf 6yaa oiynosaua co*eTaNH A npnaynena AO

Chitin aii1Hi 6yaa Aywe 3aHeA6aHOK3piabHH4oIo KpaiH010
as BeaHKI CyCniabHi pi3HHui Ta HBHy1Oa KJ1ACa( aCT8) 3Hy
tua:MCA HaA Comm i HeRNHHHMyxpa mcbKHM maCeaeHHAM(T
3B capaxaMH) PyMyncbea cirypaHra (noaiuinHHA oprax) 34N
HAaa 6ii1KHno yKpaTHCbKHXAOMBXByKOBMHM8 BiATaK38M1P
KaaN Maws MBuiOHaabMiAOMMA 3860pOMAJINMaagaHM11yKpaTN

Nis *xi nepesa3KMo 6yaH Mema3KepasRMMNriTaepiscbKMMN me
Cay3KHHKaMH&Oabweewm OAep3Kaan TaM sil cbKOSi 6aaw y1939 pouf a a 1940 pouf osynysaan uiay EcrUN1~ Tai nape
*rsopen iT a ecTOHCbKyCOBeTCbKypecny6 Kyi

sir 62s

KpeMns n iHWi6aaKancbKi xpicTi,Hnn
Maiupumma B arpoxyabTypifn MBAAputHHT*MAO Tit

KO* 6araro 3KHAi8 mid 3acMiMynaan Hai16iabwi MICTa 6a 1-mouiaCbxO-KOMyHICTHgNiprof y KOpHCTbKpHBasoro KpematraToT KpaTHHCepeq MaAApoHlB6yao 6araTo 3KHAi*AKiA0n0 ;:asKOMyHiCTH'HeTHpaHCTao AKy acix pecny6amuax CCCP Ta t11a
MaraaH MaAflpCbKHMHauHCTBM'Oman no riaanKax AepeB Ha 4''.npy3KeHHAa KhocaaaiElo TaM aarocTpnaocaWnX Ci408HK18KapnaTcbxoT YKp81HHAKTe3K BoHm6yaH Cso
EpiammmmAOHOUIHKBMHAO MapKCHrTChxo-KOMyHiCTHHHOTItapTil 10 ~ ffK 6aalMNCbK1 Aep3KasN aKOMyMiyaaJMC1t
MaAApuwiiH

BiCiMMiJlbiioHOBaapMia noBcraaula He MOMa nepe.MOr
TH 6oabutesnubKoT cHan AKa Maaa Tam y 60Ax 310 TaHKis
250 036p0CHHX aSTOMawMHTa 10,000 TanKiB &OabWesmen
sMacaipynaam BCe3a Kiabxa Aida CCCP JiHTOBcbee 3KNAiacreo cTaeaIO Na ycayrax oKynaNT18

XPHCTIAHCbKO-MBAAPCbKeHBCCa0A :He Moue 3a6yTH 8 THM6iabwe 6oabweassaM BaraTO Naceaemm J11n+s BNae
3KHAi8C,bKO-KOMyHiCTHtOro Tep0pH3My y MaAApcbxo-COseT .41 MO y CH6ipCbKiTarim
cbKii peBoaauii AKa n04aaacm 24-r0 *owns 1956 poxy Be
an Kr! aiAep KOMyHiCTH4H0peBOatoull BHMOpAysaBCOTKH Ilona (Amin) 6oabweBNKN Immune TaM snt
THOMXpHCTiAHy CXiAHinEaponi 3amopAoaamd1 6ylg Te3KMal 1919 p. U(O aaKIH4MaoC>tnepeMHp AM

u
y 1920 pouf Co

ynyMBAApcbKNi1npeM'Ep iMpe Herl AepraeaH Tam Bii1Cbxosi683M B 1939 pouf a y 1940 p oKflyBaaH II 30BCiMI nepeTBOpsmi niay Aep3Kaay y aaTBifCbKy CO
PyMyH1A PyMyncbia caMoeTiilHa Monapxiaa no KpIM 47 Bercwcy pecny6aiiy

'reads Ecronui --+ ue Natu81t1INNIMeu,m,x aloTepa



`"Sa MapKCHCTChKHMNAorMBMH RKi 3MaraaTb AO KOAeKTNBi3

My 4 KOMyniCTN4HOTarpoKyAbTypHOT ClICTeMNB KHTa,o y
L. 1963 poui naHyaana KaTacTpof)anbna nocyxa

TaKa MapKCNCTCbKaCHCTeMaypaAyaaH)M B Tt* y
iliat Koper BiA 1-ro BH6opy napnaMeNroM npe3NAeera Aep

,:3Kaes CHrMaHa Pi y 1948 poui no nepeMllp'a Ha 38-itl na a
aeJi anistmt apo6HaN 3 iiianivF,ob Kopec* o6Mitt
II paHeHNMNHeeinbHHKaMH(anianrH 3RCi1HynN5.800 iy~i1C
TIB a KOMyHICTN3BepHyAHBniIIHTaM600 oci6) flea Kopefi

i .. Id wttiOHyIOTb 3HOBa nIBACHHNXTpanARaTbCA 6paTOB6Ha
41 3KepTBHT8 HOaa KOAHCbMOIKep03ropiTHCb rpOMaARHCbKa
Biilia 60 BOHNnuRHOBOXO4yTb carap6aTa 1liBA Kopek) RK
i'lepBOHi KNTBIIUi3arpa6HnH 4)OpM03y

B TH3KHeaHKy"Wnax llepeMorn g 33 1963 p 6y
. -AO noMilueHO urn KHTafCbKiKOMyHiCTHno4aaH HBHOBO06
cCTpimoeaTH rapMarHiM eorHeM npH6epewHi OCTp0BHKIMoii

Ta Marcy ski e a pyrex Haui0Ha1bHOrO Kwraa Toffy ii y
iliBA Kopec nepe6yaaTo me a 1963 p Aei AHBi3ii'Akita OH Ta
661,000 caMoo36pocunx niLAeHHItx Kopeiiuia Bce ue p0
6wTbCR 3a npOTOKO.laMH 3'13A18 BKi1(6) i KOMINTepHie
CCCP 111o6 anrpaTN Mail6ynt* ai4Hy s CCCP rpe6a ham
no4NHaTN IT IAAgepeottoro Kpewla a gepaoHH* KHTai1'era
rayni B noisy rpOMaAuHCbKyBiilHy niA KOHT'ponea 06'CAHa
Nix Hauiil I cnIny acnm acix XpHCriMHA311 ToAi np ^".-ti
CHBBeCbKOMyHi3My CBlTITa NaCTaHeCnpaIOKHU%MNN ._ b
)Klit 3EMAi B 3AOpo819 nawltl noalTNUi xpICTIRHCbKNx
wARX13C BOpOrOMBARCHe3KNAdBCTeO BOpOrN 4 Karam

""i.ICYCA XPHCTA
.4;.-I B "WARxy flepeMors g 9 1962 potty 6yna 3rsaus

_U(Orpyn3 52-ox KHTe4CbKHXapn icrle tueHH wrexmt goaHOM
AO aHrniilCbKOT6a3H itOHKONrgOrO npn4HHoa 6ya nanieHH4
rOAOA

AtroHln Anomui 3anoatt wn atom 'crimpy silt KNrall
ace y 6.8 erohirra a 3ano3N4eHHfi 6yAH3M 6ya an:maomHa
y isro (Txna Ty6IAhebKa pe*iria) Bonn BHrpaam BiilHy a

65

6o ibnneeHKN as Mapkd erciato-aadhewcNMis nannarm
3KOMyHi3yeaJINaci CaTealnil AepwaaH CCCP 3a TBKHMHnaa
HBMHBOHK110cna6.TRK/TbMail,Ke BCi XpnCTiRHCbKiAepwaaH e
CB1TiTA XORyTbnoHeaoAtmt ix moist rHpaHrrsom

A31A

KHTail i Kopen B crapo-uHBini3oRaNiM i kynbTypHiM
KMaa awe a 1946 poui 6yA0 BHAHOKOMyaicrwHI pyxN
(npllw 6oiixor sy HauioHanbHiil acai6Aei Toluo) BeAeHi 3a
I A HOMMapKCHCTCbKO-ACHiHCbKOTOKOMIHTepHy KOMyH03My
KHTaIOHa/I6IAbwe nowHpaaa.H 3ani3unt4HHKt1CCCP *xi AAA
AerwoT clot TOproeenbHo KOMyHIKaulinpOBeAHJ38~II3HH4
Mil MANXact AO UeHTpanbHOT48CTHHHKlrraa

OCHOBHHKOMi AIAepOMKNTafCbKOTKOMyHICTH4HOTflap
6ya Mao Tce-TyHr aKHi1crab ronoaolo ueHrpanbHoT pa

AH npaRniKHR KHTaIIlCbKOTHapoAHboi Pecny6atmn a 1949
poui Y eepecHi 1949 poky KoMyHiCTHnporonoCilnX CBOT3a
KOHHB Ui"'iOMyKHTBa Ta CTBOpHAHKNT81fCbKyHapOAH10Pe
cny6nNKy a 4oy F.H~TIRIIcrag npeM'Cpox 4epaoHOro KNTa,o
KOMyHiCTH1104aJIH CeKpeTHOHIATOTOBJIRTHKNTai%UiBi nia
HI4HIIXKOpeiluiR AO rpOMa uIHCbKOTBIIHH 3 fliBAeHHO&0Ko
pec* Tatum wnaxoM i3 xonoAHOTsinHH B Kopec npnilwao
AO KpuBalfiT 6paTOP614B4o1 Bii%HNAM 25.6.1950 poKy
Hi4HiKOpeI'iui3p06HAH iHBa3ilOHa 1liBA Kopec MA 10:10
paHo KOpeliChKOro 'iaCy no aaKIR4eHwo IKOpel%CbKOTB111HH
6onbweBNljbKl THpaHH3arOCTpHAHCBOa AHCUHnAIHyy BHKO
HaHHiKpHMAIBCbKOin'RTHnfTKH fi nOyamt nepeCJliAyBaTH KH
TalICbKe HaceAeHHl1peniriliHO Ii HauionaAbHO Ha CBOIOKo
MyHICTH4HyKaMnauilO CCCP npH3H84HJiN5 6iAbnOHIBpy6Aia
AHR7.11.1959 poKy

HaceaeHHR KHTaa AOXOAHTmrote AO 700 ItiAbnOHIR
once a A311 cnoKOIO He 6yAe KHTalicbli KoMyHiCTN:1ARHy
IOTb Noay ai9Hy IU06 aarap6aTH AAAKHnaa 6inbWe '3eMni 4
niAKOpNTNco6i kiwi NapoAN iXHi naaHH B fOANKTOB*HI
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KHra*uL.MN(1894.95 pp.) Ta pocignaMN (1904-5 pp.) OT7K! e
A

1A6y~ .cnilbHi ManeBpK hIAiilcbKHx aMepNKaHCbKNxTi
nONii 6yAa aCTaHOBAeHOroCBITOBOIOnOTy'rO 6pwraHCbXNXAeTyHCbKHX3'.AHanb

fpOA8H KOMyHi3MyB 1nooIT 6iAbw nOMiTHi B pooh. Y THA*HeBHKy"CBo6oAa q 170 1963 p 6yno 11aApy
HN4HXOpraHi3aUigx a Tim COUTAAiCTN4?lanaprix c AOCHn ~ 1̀KOBaMOUt0 CeCTpa IHAifCbKOrORpeM'.pa Hepy Rani Bing
CHAbHa i7peM'ep Mao Tce-TyHr HeAaBHQCKa3aa .n apax co ` JIAKWMi(iatUIT AKa 040Aro iaAiilcbxy AeMeraubo Ha Tene
UTAaICTN4HOTnapTi% um "Bopom6e npoTH 3AA npoBa jrr `'*piWHIOcede) reHepa.lIMoi AcaM6aei 06'.AnaNHx Hauiil a
dl KNTailoAmmTa

HnON~uAMNf0($ MyCNTb AOCArni merle ' ABHna 1110a MHAUpaXyIOTbCA3 MO)KAHBICTroHOBOI3
.(Atm Xo.nojna Billma cenaropa (leHCNabaaHll 3AA -- aTdKN Ha 1111010360Ky KOMyHICTN4HOfOKNTdro OCIHH 1'O
crop 148) ro PoKy B "Cao6oni q 176 1963 p 3HaxOaKMOu10 i111UA

.BROHCbIjiCOUiL CTH KOMyHICTHanpawaloTb 6inb 5 emcnaaa B npHKOpAOHHHIl3 KOMyHicTN'HNMKHTa.M
We ROBHI6a>KaHHAAnOHI

riManAi'1

.'I 3riAH0 3 n RaraHAOro 4e OHO
" CbKNIITePeH TPH HOBiAHBi31Ta oprani3ye TPN AdabWi 04)1

m KNraro B ocTdHNix aN6opax Aiao K utflmo n08iAoM.leRO o10 6inbwe me mamma 36pOT i BiII
AROHII ~Aaliroea name* ~~''~

Aepmaa (3ay'IeHa a R'CbK0801'Opo6Pl"HH40ronapli.ro) 3AO6yaa BHplAy U10 npKO6iunaa AMepnka, ante ;lamina AO
.we .',,147 3 467 MiCUby fapAAMeHTl AnOHI (Ai6epanbui AeMOKpHa ''1,iHAIT a pewTa HBCni B HafKOpOTWOMymad Ha niACTaBiBH

.THnpeM'epa IKeAH 3Ao6yAN 301 Micub)t BriAHO 3 npHIIHAT r.111e3raA8HNX4ipa3 Mo)KeMoCMInOCK83aTN titO a A311kOANCb
TAM"fany 06opoHH a 1951 poui a finoHi ute 3anwwHao

" Biiha Ho8a 6yAe..
CA
1u1bNNBiIIM

CbKO
napTH3AA.MepoRROHONIy

p
MaMOAIe6y{%6yTIdilTHBli%HHIa'3HpawHMicTaMB..N.KoMy

TepNTOp boo-KNrs TaM KOMyHTCTWPIIQyxH Ta 6oAbwe811ub
t. Ka nponaraHAa AoxoANTb 4epe3 KHTaiI 3a F18pKCNCTCbKNNN

.holm BONAa ozim 3 Ha{%BIUltneebflHxmulti y BTnb" OAAHaMN6yaa 3opraHi3oBaHa TaM 4epBOHa napTH3aHKa
.B3IATCbK1no3NUli - CKa3anN3Haeui nncbMeMHHkaMBo t~ po3ropiaaCA rpoMaAAHCbxa Bi11Ha Ronepaa 20.1.1951 p ne

.HATe)K iIOTeHUIONaJIbHOt OAHOro HaI16iAbWaRANBOBNXHa pepeaABCA TAHcKa60poTb6a Mi)K 4)p8HUy3aMH Ta KOMyHIC
ycam > TNMHOIOnapTN3aHK010 AHA 21 7 1954 p niUnmcbmo nepe

.RaerapAgAb Remy nPailM NIH1CTep400-MIA1OHOBO
MNp'AB'.THMy J1AOCyTa KBM60ATa >KeHe

""1llltxy IlepeMorH 'I 27 1963 p 3HaxoAHlr\#.l.Or HBCeleuH11iH1tT aNr)AAa 6inbWe Ha CnaaeTHOrO ReBTpa . B
as

JTAOCiAani aiA6yBaroTbCA6oT Mi>*Ibil1CbK8MHHtBTpaA1CaiCTa a Menowa (MIHICTep06op0HN) 3HOBa o68NHyBa4ylOTb
rtpo-KOxyH13M(Mwlce He npaeAHBe) Tie i npOKOMyBiCTH4HNMHainni.aMN IlaTeT-JTAO AKHMflOn0

.HanpyilleHi BiAHOCHHH!Mil 3 MepaoHNM KNTB.M Na '''MararoTb niBHi4NO-B'CTHaMCbKIalilCbKOBi a'eAHBHHA TlpeM'
nOrpaHH4HiIl nonod e Ao KparbocTN He3Aro6AHgwMNKOMy :.a".cP Jitocy CysaHa TioaMa e 3axxonoTalnd% UHMxoHluaixroM

t
. HICTN4HiKHTat1CbIiBII%CbKaSH08 BMKpwynaJH a 20-TH xi ,''f 60 MOA(en0NOBNTHCA3HOBa rpOMaAAHCbKaBIIiHa a THAO-KN

.aOMerpoay 30Hy uto npocTAra.rbCA o6a6iq IHAifICbKO-KH TWO B T1iB.a B'.THaMI npOAoBIcyIOTbCAonepaniT MOTH Ko F.TaAchKoroKop.ony (ANB "Wagx fepeMorn"'I 33 1963 p.) MyNICTN4HHXRapTH38NiB i tlepeCaiJtyaNHp TyQHCTib qNM

bola
Tb 4aCTi

wanes pmebae
i/1KH IK

"epTBN

B
Ao ymic.Tbc11 KapTm

ia
3A 6yAyb AaeaTN me 2 pnt

TIMSIH iT B "Mum flepeMorN6y o no iiuttpom110,mmmo B6IHAemcI'T
` eiiicbIoey AOnOMOryMB nieA B'CTHaMy (Awe mina npeca)
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CMeH ue aHTHnHaKpaiHa 83AOB* 4epaoHOro MopH
AKO"1KyJbTypa 6yna onowans the a ceMircbxiii MOBI3 We6N
HBCeaeHHHnpnilnLto *AWNS y 4-oMy cronerri nepeA Hap
Xpncra a a 1949-50 pp 61abwiCTb RcHAiecbsoro HHA

6110 aHBaKOBaHOAO i3pai no ilOMiTHi TIM M8pK r'
'KOMyHiCTN4HipyxH A nponararAa B "WAsxy IlepeMorH"4
27 1963 p 3HaxoAllMO tuo a EMeHi sa6HTo 4-ox i nopaxe

, HO 18-Tb 6pH'raHCbKNXBouKie sKi fOMHJIKORO386iyKaJINC1
'-cryAM 3 npOTeKTOpary a AAeHi

AAeN e niA 6pwTiI%C1)KHMnpoTeKTOpaTOMT 33 "BMA
Tiw KpaBH KoioHi IRO cyciaye a Apa6cbKNM i '4epeoiHN
MOpfMHAe 6yaa samcma 3eTymcbxa 633a a II-ill tail BIIiHI
KOMyHicrwnn l pyX TaM 30BC1MHe nOMP1'HNII
Jlc6anow ue amwIHa KpaiHa Kepoaana uue rITTiTaMN c
apaMeiluaMN tKa 6yaa 'tempo 4eoncbKOT UHBi1i3aUiTAep

gt

%

ipan (1lepcix) Mercyc 3 CCCP Ta KacnihcbKHK Mope*(pan - ne KpaiHa pHxcy onitoMy Ii TlOTK)Hy6ararcrea cumam Ta BHpo6ie raprrfx Kapneria iXHAAep*aaa 6yaa niA oKynauieto Poch (aTpaTHaa KaeKa3bKi 3eMai 3a TpaKTBTOM18131 1828 pp.) Ta Bplrramii ipanui c sippytowt3ot wMiTaMM-ceKrapiammo MaroNeTamcTBa a Aep icaea a KOHCTIiTyUi%H010MONapxicio
CNabliwil ftaUiOHaJi3M y 1951 Joni 6ya niA6ypemmll

KOMyuicTH4HO1pnapricto TyAera (nepeeancno pO6iTHHKHAwepea oJltnH) TaM KOMyH13MCNCTeMaTHgHO36iJbwyerbcq Ta
eHKOHrOTbca MJiAHNMapKCNCTCbKO-.11eHIHCbKHXnpOnBraHAMCTia i THpauin

B "Wraxy nepeMorn a 39 1963 p 6ylto noMiuteNo uto Tiepcia 3anerHHaa ypaA CCCP tuo soma me A03BOJ111Tb*aAHii% 4yxili Aepwaai no6yAyeamH paKeTHi 6a3H Naceoiil TepmropiT A a "W ilepeMorm K 6 1963-ro poKy3raAyRaloce uto ilepcis rocrpo 3anporecTysaTa nepeA6o3bweamumcKM ypaAOM 6o niA 4ac CTyAeHTCbtcNX38KOJoTie y Terepani 3aKOJ1oTHHKBMnoMarajn Knout MOCKOaCbKOro H000.7bCT88

naKicrap a AOMimiclo BearKoT 6puTaHlT Ta A0 900MiabiloHOaol TepNropl7 Ha.1e*HTb AO (NAII I1pOA93 KOMyHi3My 3HaXCMTb cepeA po6iTHHUTea
Aaramicran Henaltb Apa6i Ta CNpla Aarauicrap Mexcye 3CCCP 1i aHTH4Ha KpaTHB MarOMeTBHN KOMyHI3MnOMiTHHi1y niBHi4HHilltacTNHI KOponiacbKa nape o$iuillpo s+AaiAaAa HiMe44HHy

Hens Mae 6iabwe rfuAycbicoro Nace*ensa Ta 6yAAHCria 4AKi roaoparb TH6eTe-6ypMancbKoto MOBOK)KoMyNi3MTaM Maliite me nOMITHNII
Apa6im ue alTnt4Ha KpaTHa na nycrssax Ae an

POCTaiom K03N 7'a aietti KOMyNi3MTaM me npOaaaacTbCe

ue am-ma KpaiHa Ae KOMyricTH4Hipyxn
Yk sailmte me noMiTHi HeAasso Bnaja KpHBaao s3.ywnna cnpo
, 6y AepwasHOrO nepeaopory npOTHBHHKiBCy4aCHOrOOpe*H

'i=.sy rem T'a$ep (oacTynHHK npeM'cpa CHpu) 38ABHB tuo y
cnpo6i nepeeopoTy 6paJH y4aCTb sifCbKOBHKIIn uieinbni
Boss nosecaw 003Hy HeBAa4y OAHIsrHHyJis a 6oio ii!w1 e

ye'A31feHiT8 CTBHyTInepeA CyAOM(AHB "WJIAX
1~` t

r M 30 1963 p.)
~L (p8H Mae Hall6iJtbwe apa6CbKO-MOBHHXMar'OMeTam 3a

2"' .'nljtpsBHy KOMyHicTN4Hyp06oTy B ipaxy 33CyAMeHOwiCTbOX
r 'CTBpWHHTa OAHOtOIIHBiJrAH8 p13H1KapH a'33HHUb (eiA 1 AO I

[i".15
pp.) B ipaKy cTpa4emo 28 KowyHicria aiAnosiAaabnHx

sa Macaxpy a M KipKyK 1959 posy (Alts "Waax ilepeMorn
II 27 1963 p.)

INAove3(H 6araTa ma niaaeimi pecypen 1i arpo-aicoai
npoAyKTH XpticriwwcTao Ta uiei.'tbauia nowupi is 'ra+n 6y,t
AHCbKi8 riHAyCb!i MOH3XHs (HAII KOMyHICTH4HipyXH Ta

nponaranAa "noMiTHi cepeA po6iTmItuTaa



Cnmer ue HaAcTapwa IHTHtlHa Aep*aea 'AstittkoT icropiM a mama 3 4241 p nepeA Hap XpHcra Tam mein s OKOAHUinipaMiA AIKyRaaacf noeTeca Jleca ,Yxpaimca
KOMyHICTH1IHipyxx A nponaraHAa nOMITHaCepeA p06iTHHU718 CCHnTy CruneTCbKHf ypRA 3a60pONHB AITaKBM(1iMAex
Ho-A$pHKaNcbKOTPecny6aHKH nepe.iTam noHBA TepHTopiea Emory (Alts "Wax ilepeMorn at 33 1963 p.)

xcasa CaMOCT,AHaWA 1.1.1914 poky KoMytic rwmj pyx11 TamMAO nOMiTHi

TpaHCI1opAaHilt OOAe* RaAecrxxa t3paTAb) -
rOpHCTHAi HepoAIogHAKOHTNHeTA4pwcH Ae 3HaxOANrbcaHaw XpncTHRHCbKO-icTOpHgHHilEpyca.imM (3painb - ue aNTN4xa Aepxcaaa )KKAjBAe BONNrafe6HO po3'nLm Na xpeCTi Icyca XpHCTa 3a npeaiAeltra XaiMa BalfuMaxa 6yaa combHa )KNAiscbica KOMyHicTHSHaoprani3an1R "WTepH )KHAN
warn caolo "rewe4 rosy (4HTepec) noaiTxky Ta KoonepyK)Tb i3 KOMyHICTBMH

3NJOTN OpTOAOKCaAbxi*11AK B'iHItWIH38KOAOTHa
EpyCvwMi A~t~li Ta BHMara,ogn npHnHHemu *iRnbHOCTHAeuKNXXpNCTIRHcbKHXrpoMaA 3ivroTH Strontium HanaAN Ha moan uepKOBHi 6yAHHKH nOIwu(Nnt npRMitlteHHR
noTyp6ysaBwx me nxwe MOItaXHxbi Moxaxie we II AireilWOT1RHACbKOiwKOAH OpTOAOKcanbHi *Halt B TOIL 'Cnoci6
npoTeCTyeaJln npoTH XpNCTIRH RKi Hi6HTO HaMara,oTbCR
noWHpITI csoi BnAHBNA cepeA aciAia (AHB 'ToMiN YKpaTNH SI 39 1963 p.)

HoBNh ypRA s I3paini CTBOpItBJieai EWKOJIb AO IMO
r0 8ailiwis 613bWiCTb MIHiCTprsi3 nonepeAHboro ypRay Bet
rypioxa KO:INWHif I3painbcbKHA npeM'cp Belt rypiOH MUMK88 *NAifCbKHil HBpiA 336yTH npOCTKTNriTacpiacbke MN
Hyne HiMeg4NHH mom 3 Her) B atom Ta Apy3CHbOCniBnpaWOB*TN(Lilts "Warm RepeMorH a 27 1963)

Af pHlca BMe AOCAPaeAO 200 MturbfiONosoro HacexeNMA

. .t

ETOnbt 3riAHO s TpaAHUiMtH EToniR 6y/1a ocHOBa

# a B 1000 pp nepeA Hap XpHcra nepwHM CNHOMCo.loMo

Hi ypoANCeHHMKoponeBoto We6oro Common Eroni'i co8e

f11BIM/MX 33 36pOK1Ta AOi10MOry mca 6yJ1a BHCHSanaNI KO

t McytticTHSiHyEasy wnlona*ci s A4Ipuui sebum Stud Naafi e

sarpo*eui (Alts Ai HeiiKeA Pak o4 KoMMyHi3Mt
o

n Kaaarorn Aep6i KOHH. 3AA CTOp 159) '..

rBlnek rrana Mail Ta Eeawll%CbKe Ko11ro Are mr

CCCP i 'iepsonoro KHTaio npHnaxnN Text AO reixeT (KoHo

t KpH) Ae 6yJH coecTcbKi BiIIcbKoBi 6a311 COBCTCbJCIarenm

a,TaKif cirri nepeixanu AO 6exbriiicbroro Koxra Ae ni3Hiwe
t TrPeM'EP ilaTpHC JhOMyM6a (npOKOMyHICTWIHINd%AiAeP) 6ya
I

npHMyweHHilix 3BIAT3MBNrHaTH
AKR 21-ro mororo 1961 poky OH 6yA11 aBTopHTeT

Ii $*11TH cloTx c t uto6 npeAxopoHHTH watinbRy BltlHy B

Konro 1IHR 2-ro cepnHR 1961 p KHpia AAoyan bye yxHa
aeHxA KOHroabcbKHMnapJRMeHTOM Ha npeM'Cpa Konroab

cbKOiPecny6nHKH
Y THxcHeaHKy"WJiHX RepeMOrN H 39 1962 p 6y

30 noMituexo uto B iTilH Karan3i (6e3r KoNro) npHtlwno B

OCTaKHbOMy4aci 3Hoaa AO 36poflHHx CyTH9oKMint KaTaHria
CbK010rcaHAapMepielo Ta 8i1iCbKBMHueHTpaabHoro KO rOt[ee-
3iecbKorb ypRAy 6oabwenmtKH 3HanM uto

KaraHr1111niA3eMHIpeCypCH ToMy A TBM sa3anapa3NTyB
MNxpeMniscbKoro KoMitrepny

B Maxi rraKi Ta reixeT Tenep MapXCNCTCbKHI%COW.

f ufi3M Mailrce saaMep KBaMe HKpyMar nepWHA npe3H
+ACHTrraKCbKOTpecny6amtH AeICROPYHasulo iloro Aep*aaa
t e nOAi6HdIOAO Coaikai3My rIiMeM Neo6XIAKOC IoHTpOnbO
BaNa coecTaMH

JU6bt TyHbbo Mapolaco is CyAaa "-~ ue nepeea;)KHo
nyCTexl Ae *Ham 8 17 Cron MOpNCKH(apa6CbxO-)KHAiBCbKe
HICeJeHH11Ta II AOCI 13NA18CbKO-KOMynlCTN'IHI$11!111811TIM

b 4"paNUiT TOUto
9t



1

!
i'r.

i=:3AA ,..,...ANA7-ro ci4HA 1961 p nporonocMlrf Aono,O Hirteubrci WHAM no4at npMT*A*aTM y 1815 poufAAAHt3ale*HHA Aep*aa A4)pr cK Jlaocy (1HAO-KNTaf) Ill F Celt,apAN4Ni*NAM Maan CBOto 3aepXHiCTb AO 1830 pOKy a
HH rabid Mani CnsnTy MapoKKO Ta Ka6JirHCbKHXOCTpOe siATax KHAN HiMeubKoro noXOA*eHHA BCTaHOBHAHCBOIO
is (3axi.x aiA MoPoKKa) Ind Tenep TM6iAbwe CHMnar03
10Th 111* uiJiOMyCCCP y " 6i16WICTb (npN67H3H0 10,000 CBOro HacemeNHA)y ubOMy

B kin= Ammon At~plocM iao y~ oi pool WeI)aMH cHHaror i uBHNTapie 6y/1H ecnancbtci KHAH
pY Ts EapecbKi WK03H6yui 3aCH08aHiy 1731 pow lloxopomdi 3a

170BrnponeraHAa C 30BCIMMcHWeHOMTTHi BuennA Ta xapwraTItmri TOBapnnCTaa6ynm 3opraHl R
3AA AMep~ nowt NIaiOTbHeCH 25 =p0KOpnopOBaH1(06'CAHaHi) y 1832-1847 pp EcnaH6)R ~::HrMlrl

iHdNBlAya7bHHXKJno6ia T08apHCTa rpyn i CHHaroria y 3 I.w";.AN Ky)lbTypHi A rOpAi "nocTenemlo 36ilbwynaanCA iHTe
DiJtA 4,000 31 ubOrO C CHHarorc nonaA 1,000.000 AoampiB rpaJlbHO (Hepo3PHBHO 3BA3aHO) B N(HTTK)K0.lOHl 31)1 811
ai6pano xowrpm6yuiT (BKABAKHAaHHHH onoaarxysaHHA) 4,i':y

*gyp pecny6msKH BTIK3IOgHBIA n071iTNinnx nepec thy
pi4 to BMCpHKBHCbKHM,*HAaMN AKi AOnOMaraK)T'bT8 oaep Arf

aan EcnaHi 6 T1opryra tiT eoHN 3pOCTBJINa 3AA 3 6inb
a*yiOTb ui oprani3aul AMepNKaltcbli KHAN cxnaAaloTbcA 3 111010nOWaHOK)

TpbOX BH3Ma4HHXrpyn eCnaHUI HIMui A "pocimi Hail6iabw ';t',. c,eSap.mme BpeTC'rm0 AMePw l 06'eAHanocA y 1915
arroprTeTMNMM A eTHi4HHMHTaM C ecnaccbci i1 mimeubKi pOrti Da npOMOU1C10(nIABHIueHHA) tKOHOMI4HOT0COUtAmb
AK a pOciAcbKi KHAN a HaulalKaMN X03apCbxnX i Tampcb ""'11010 pemir111Horo 6 HByKOBOro A06p06YT1,B .xnboro %melt
KNX K0408HHYNXnneMen AKi npui1HAAN10aa113My 18 CTO a TXHIMnpe311AeHTOMc 11aeNA H 6apoiac a AHpeKT0
JfiTTi pOMCeK3eKyl H c riMan M HaAApi TxHC npecoae ~ivaa

ECnaHCbKi )KHAN TlepwKMH *NA8MH AKi OceinviCA AHUTBO3BCTbCA"Eat repMaHuo
.,,w.B aMepmKamcbKHXKOJOHiix npn6yno opMrivaAbno 3 EcnamT uewrpaablRa Cec~apAH411a )KNalacbKa Cyrn1 rb4lcTb

T8 1lopTyrani 1iwi 3 HHX npn6yJnt WAAXOM4ept3 riiBA AMtPMOI6yma CTOBapHwena (o6'einana) y '1941 pOUi 3a
AMepwKyT 33 "CecpapnNgni KHAN Bowl Ocun cnepwy s HPOMOUiCIOKyJrbTypH pemiriT i Ao6po6yTy cec4apAH4HHx
HbIo AMCTep,QaM(Hbto T'10pK) y 1654 poui a 3iAT8K hr *NOB TXHiMnpe3n)e1TOM c CIMOHC Hecci.N a CexpeTaWNXMiCTaXB3AOB* AT7AHTHnHOr0no6epe*ACA AO an! H peM a BtTa.lic HaxMiac CIMon C HecciM a TaUO)K
Kaucbxol pe8O1110811Tx 6yJo Ao 3,000 y 3AA 8)K Ao 1815 TOM CairoaoI 4 eaepawi CeiapAN4HOT CyCnimbHO

~
poky Ti Mali*e acl 6ymN eCnancbKOTOnOXOA*eHHA ''"MaAH) o6'cAHaHOTy 1944 poui ANpeKTOpOMEK3eKyTHBH

BaraTo 3 "Cet~apANgHHX *HAIR 6 .H 6araTt AMn ."'reNpiX B 6eca0 UA opraHi3auiA 3Marae Ao 06'CAHaHHABcix
ubor0 4acy M* THM AK inwi 6ynN MaHApylo4HMNKpaMa ce4)apIMCTia y sCBITI3a fOMiM4KlTxHborO iNTepecy it A06po
parrs Ta M8J7HMH'1!dprlaUAMNNBOHH6yJrn Hacngel 1 ropAic i 6yI7TtO Cec)apzagnocTH Ta p03rl1'AAaANapNCToxpaTcrso *NQi8 'r 1 .HlMeubacl WHAM Mi7K 1830-80 pp 200 TNCA4*HAiBCTBa 61on 1815 poxy cepe* HNX OCeAHAMCb"AWKeH3H48i CTea npH6ymo Ao 3AA 3 HiMeM'NHHR 3pocTa104N AO)KHAN (noAbcbKO-MieubKi pO.NHH) AKi Ao3a01IHAH "aW BepTHHH MIJIb110HABONN'BIAp13HAAHCA30HCIMVIA TOpAHX
KeH3HTaM BUtaiayBaTH CBOTCNHarorn (ecnaNcwcnx *Male) f eCnaHCbKHX*HaiB-KOAOHiCTIBBONN 6ymN He o6p83oBaHHM11'OAltaK Bonn Aep*BJn,cb OKpeMOaLt MIX I npOTNBHJr11~CbTX (HeocuiA%eHHMH)y 6iAbWOCTi iaoJrbOBaHOTreHepauii reTia,HUNwJ1106HIMCOOpiAriemno AKiCniWNANAO 30,A Ta CBOCTsoli BoNH saraj no 6yatw Ts z
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amo npautotowo.1m Ta nienpmemintemmm emirpawramm Sara 'qpom y hoc AHAweaec y 1950 pouf 8-i' Paab
TO 3 IXHIXxenapTmewroemx KOaMHHUb(CTOpia) y 6i.ltblllHlt pe CBiAqefniaTa waxPancTaol:hp MICTaX 3.LLA c naM'ATRAKAMMrXlfiX TOpl'OBeAbMfX(6113Me r 2 Olaln BapT MHAIBCbKlin3araabltMll MeltaAaCeP

.171-1 coemx) cnpirrmocTel
.6npaelrreab) KOMyttiCTH41fOrOItenfli BopKep RKNA.BIAKH

f rLt OCHO8MCo uormoip mpppcw3my nocritnote TBep.a Ilya AaBaTll AeOMaRi ITOOattTliaHICT6 IlepBORIIXKO
atemx "4epaommx aieepie Te Ilto xaniTaxiem AeAlKHr4e Olin (it Myn B
P03aaam,ca nix mom Nato* Ta BiATBOphl-bIUJMXAO KG .3 rePraPA Alicacp (xota poAacelma 4-m4 )

... MyM13My(Kamexicm 1HTe.l.KiA)KeHCCepaic 3a cepoem 1953 , pi) NaqaabHMKKOIKyHiCTH4HOrOWitHryHCT8a %Kan 6y8 3a
p.) KOMyHiCTK-)KHAKnapani3roTt y e6i.KOMy,aomis (nu_no.Carla Kpi3b ptutio ems 30-r0 cepnmn 1962 p.)

.t CyA)KeKH6aepmaamo a aiuTax sepHyscs a &Tony Ta me

roJCNi we$oM
XCHA011aewe AaaMO 3aWOMy8aaa as y.e4'1904 nP;on:i Hoyt"3"aHicyAmen npo

mapecmacbKoo KOMyHI3M3aso3ouic team xompicTm a came 'A.Ba Herpoec reapi BimcTom Belt
caiTom TaK uco y 1973 pouf awe AiTm6 npes AnseHrayepa cTaxeA (Aide Amami CTaKea)
rramyn Komyffit-ramn a 3,11A AmepaKamcbei *KAN ue lean B Biximmcom rme6epT rplm (rpin6epr) Dim .aennac

PaHTK aTeicTa4mo-eoutiacbKoro Kpematt Ta aoporm ",(4pamtic Eares Baxapoa) Kamm Biwrep (Ownmn Kapnoxom6o
Immix HaliiA ropo*an 3IIA B96C6KOr) raTtC (Icpaenb ParencTpnx) TS IPSIHr I10

MI PYaBeabT y 1938 pouf Komi NauRm 3amop 1 Taw Bci 'mama 6yam maid RK 11o3iT61opo 3AA 3 Hitx

vomit 100 *mein OT)Ke BIN811TKANKaaCaOrO am6acaxopa s 17-rh 6YAo aPewTo8aHo Aepmaaaam yoPaRailifIgm 3M a

n6peP''o.Tili"YK,paelfiena*3aeTanPec934.ii!aIlm3eonprolloyeBaepmormem3aAapsnpi!n:nupbezrokecHy
npomi 6y,mt cxepoaami "Peu Koxcnipaci 1HCanS AMepixa
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-VJ BJ 01hI9AU3ad 91293Hv31H1wOf8 '0J112CHI1VUXHHMU.3111I
-Awox-odl.3am gdoludaj !Lein9 a dovvvaa Adau 'u!J.deu
VHKHJ.31HAPLOx-OHhHu311(BHO1fBHaeadwduou $ BNeahuLae 3!v
wVJ 09 'a[ox0ua oJOHhHl4LOU9 OJOHhIWOHOxaavWaH 3L'!h g

-u XHHhHJ.3IH/(woxppf xw9 oHeaolmademm 3vavdv) - llmv
WWWe38 'alhlyv xHHYlaodu xHUMU.3!HAWOx4 I OHVUOlm

-Wave una31w oJOYAaxw xcaoltodua lvaA3aHaa a om 'gj.oisfi
-laou3 'd Ego! vs zit l IP .HJOwadau imam a

.'uHHaHOdogee*14 mewed '.oloxAd OIOHC!utC '68 'J 3outod1HOx xi we3 Om 'UIHOJef xHH
"eU OY WeNbu.3HdXaH-~ NVVMc YILa !Hula [!180118) u-![ Ou f u!u!voU XHHladxa3 t eXHBOx93ula Axitaidou OJOHhHJ.3!HAWOx

'4 'olea,ledau lfHVO.L3 !HOmHA3Va s!nuAA xHx930evedeu,, oJOa3 ov 3eaHwA .L3lxdeW od13eM dolwJalHrf IvaA.auag
xHm!HuAdx vla IUg1oume!dltla ovew wpaoe lnaolr3Hwodu !Hx1 . A HWHHBi11991OJ.3eh a HHautLdeu IHaltoxnms !x43HH9Am 'MV
s'.OIO1IIW Y!u mHw xllf'WB.Lammo HVHxfIx93umuedau OM -exltLeuWH3 HW!HXIel 2113!HAwox WOL3NhKHMHL"asawAV C
'HMe3NUAxod .961 I4Huda3 ow-o !Haw oletuedeu a ", H3H1odo9 91H3AwilvaAfauag A .LdAoxHeJg .LNVHfadU 'Walt

.'alv++K HXYwin ad9oi a3g all HxHdawd 'Yalu XBHledxA XH,HhhiJ.BdxoWavolavod.LHox Vlu Nh xixAd XHHhH.L3INAW
.~y(logod Aa!v AHaHdlt!u sH 3avu!v3eC oWxdu d333 a -ox-H'LHB2 3 101NU94CU33d!x43Hex!H!WOTfBl exld e13om 'dog

w.. HJ.Ha uHwHHW "oHvAd1 3 Wl oMHXOu ahe%no 'Ada1. -eexa 'Ada11 'N19wOi1'Ox amrn !nudawd 'velj_! ''HHHdawb
-xedex OJOHu!nBt!HHgAl !H,1HaJdV Hunk 1139101edBJ3 !m Tale !HItlU u1HiOltOXA 91oigjewadau (dodge gHhH.L31H.twox

el (YHA uHx93ah) OHILa03A)( xah!9AM do9Haj 'Ye1lu 1H81"304)a) i\010U0XBC !_ wododaL w1083 644.3IHAWON
Bx u!HXLBy HVHxc91OIAH8Uam91t19 am olewued,t a ".i 'woxAd whHhHJ.3!HANOxwHH9UeHOlneHda.LH!C !Hea

.'HWel "A1,af OH3!.L3 HUAd.i1801HOd41-OHhH.WIH.(iloxIHXI'(000'pg -
"31HAWOxHWHH91B1091t H1CH31083 BUvHV3,bwet al.L:!Hodau eHllHaJdd a '000'09 ulvllfedg :0101 f) IIJdeU IOHhHJ31N
sudeu BHdK1tAU0l!'AVBUBHxAd Ix93de aLrodu 1083 a Kum -AWOxBIHavh carom Ov 9ioi81'3i+hwHrnHdawd U!H9ied.LHaU
-oxadau amdoxaueHxa s391oIBJBweH lxK 'Hi+ettHxr lHeaoHeuo A '(ueaJedc l} ox!3xaly 'dolteel3 'Ifla!vog 'eH!1HaJdd) xex
Wet a KI.laaval vl e3adu 4H13owulewdoHaN 'Hxued.L3 lx1IJA% -HUgAU3ad XHx93He)Hdawe-ox93HHlev X0-9 A oH9lt8J3Y 3AH
xra~ "uumnicNvew A3ad9d 30HaAg xexA'd XHa!L A O8L11HN! -3! >s}ideU eHhHJ31HAW0~'(anw! 'Hx)(NNX 'O!Yed) !nNdawy
-xlaodu om 'Axod 1,"96[ x1+3adaa OJ-0 !Haw 0 311UIIHl1Ha.Idy: 4 'Yalu a .fuBJBUOdu 4HI04131HAWOxeH a1dmtov v!Ho[l91'1w
aWxlHHamI83 xHmeH f! HHL'0 "xbrum9ltIY xHx9381fuw Out 001 YvHou 91oleVHa HXNaam911'09:a3HdawV eilNavalj[
el Hdu 3 !J.deu ILLHxfs,ag .IHaH3adiodu !Hog !3adud 3oNaArs '(OldBJHp 'HOldamaig) 'exHJ3o,1 VHOd 'Yad
pmvoi.3 a 'A .ogod AHaHdvlu 9Jrtvaa HHOQu al 'eHllNa.ldr{ w3!ada 3HaxcvlvvajH1 H3!vafam edALvdally AHwlwouam jlnedJ!ww1 lomluav1 C B81381VNXC3129L199eH -of XX olwJ.3HdoxHa) Alfa) xeaexcdav XHx93Hs113HdxX!30
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POPHCrie Bonw t 'ACNaMH niAniAhNOToprani3aulT "36po "k xOMy8i3My) Txxiji Kmai3M 6y8 6a3oBaHNA Na TaaiyA1 Ta
.cum Ana 6operMn 3a Haulouanune mi3 )JIemn"r 1(0 npar ~yAgaHi ApyKy Rid sNKOp1RIOaAN cBoe cnipN iyt
Ne A0 nOBaJIesna pe)KNMynpe3HAenTa &eTaKKypa rt p paBgafIRi 01,0bCi lie HWAN6 TBapi1Ha11iN

TXHA TOBna (ByfHuA) op Hi3inianaJ1a a}Ir:tmcbKy6pNTiiiC6Ka ryAHII
is

(RIBA AMeplilc
Badil

na KOxr J
Hi

geAAi itl reu 3axx6pa~i
1'tMlCt epjr

epeninic
41A nptMffpOa py

Ily3bK BOAIO(B
Ha TPOH

AKi
AKOea it

38O
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i
KBTAKpHAH

HiCTCTN4I
nKHMHpona

B NaCi4aci

.IieAAIA>KeeH ca M0i6paH~li MapXiCT-.?eHIHICTY 1962 po B ` 3a Kapna eb
Ul THCA41CTpaltKyBaAOnpOTH AepXABHOrOypAAy Ta KHAa.P"~rpaH"PT

.Uy3bA
T

fiKOBa) 6" peAIPIFIHIntpecAlAyBaHHA Ta '>~opNAN M

6ya
AN f1.7A111K8MH

.naHCTBa AHrau Ta [110TnAHIt11

H8 AepmasNy Ralli(il0 RO ByANUAX
CrpalTR~`

" peAiriAHi CeKTN 3a ptcny6ANNH (17 non.) CeKTa K)pIA
yxrajlbTepv i r is.).uHaiJIBHKAbHNMHNKa1)!mPAAOBUAMH

KnfpKaMN
A(yceKpgHTenerapiAMN6npoTHCTyIOgN Crpo

41oxca 6y11a nepec.IiAysaHa a 11 npHXHAbHHKHBNiMirpyBaAN
.MM 3aXOAaMypaJ(y A)KereHa BpHri.%cbKaryana MOHferra ~Ae6urbWOro AO AMepxKH npOTH ptCny6AHKAHCbKOIBAaAH

'+ BHcTynuAs ipJhAHAuATa WOTAAHAiACBOIMBOROAIHHAMy HO
.ti

"ia

raAAf a 3 AeP61 KOHHtKTIKB
t Ha f DiA,ICTOPIIAHrJ11 BCAaBHBCAKpoMBeJlb AKNABib Arm mN

P
-may

3aKOpAOHHySOAITHKy3a ocrainix CTIoapTia y napnA
yroa Ky6olo B nluA AMdPIU (A

"XT~ 3AA)B
BenoiaimouBpHraHin Komi B1.4IAMHopMaKAt npa6~ Ao

~
'. McHri BNTSOpiulaCAnapTha KBirMA*(peBOA10uii1Hanaprif) Ta

AHr iTa 1066 poui or*e sin matt ywe xcnitia y csoTMTpe
t

:"I 6Y 6imblu KOHcePBaTNBHHMHTa Bsa)l~aIH tno
HyaavHK) (Haug8NHK)) 3sa navyaasni KOpO.iABABapTa B)I(N F inane KOp0J'A nOXOAIITbBiA BOrA A nporn Hei mown anC
AN 6yAN BAit 6aHKtpaNH Ta HauiaAKaMHBIAbHOiMacosepi E ,'TYITaTH

lime B p8MuRX 381(08) uei% noaiA 3auep naBca B
3 AKHX99% -6yno K)AaicTamH (aNTN-XpNcriAKaMN) Teoco l " Anrnii Ao HaAnoniumNX'iacie AnapxicTaMN uvx gads nepe
Os (npu3HaBaHHA BHUiNx MA I .IzocliA)KyBaHNATx) Beau a `113NIHO6yA8 MapKCNCTNKapio Mapxc nponaraf*yeaB cepeA
KNACxi,a Bi:Ibna Maconepia IAAIOMIHI3M(CeKT Axel '(MI N f ~RfAlAu18 iUO BOHHHiKO.RNHe MOWTb 3po6HTH anaCHOTpe
.npnnxcynaJlH Co6i cHdy 6a4HTN SANKAyxiu - npHM Baia eOJ110li OT)Ke Amine gy)KHHUiMOAfyTbTMue 3p06HTH )1(N
PIA 18-re CTO.RiTTAXpaMiBHNKNP03eHKpaiiuepn '(HIM.) AIBCbKCTouapncrBO (HlMeubKO i% pociACbxO MORHi*HAM)
ceKpeTHi rpynN AKInOXOAATb3 aHT114HOroErnnry - np11.Ht 040J1108aHe by

po aHa
Tomacom

KOMeni,Lco
M 3I

'AeHH cmHKO-c~iJIocod)cbKOroroaapvcrua 17-ro conirri -84 pp ( P Y )l BaraT
TMco=.B HiMiMeggHHiA romninii main eM6lcMOK) 6yAa TpoiHAa A i Hi3auifl i TOBapHCTB6yAN i~ynAOeani *HAaM A

XpeCT) i Tn 3Ao6yaaAN caoi hAeiiBEA )KNAiBCb,OiWaft ':.UTAAI3MOMTa inTepHauIOHaJIi3MOMBnANBAAHnoAITH4N0 Ha

(eBpefcioa TaAHa !farm 3 *HAiBCbKHXKHHr BOpO)KeHHA3 :1 -5-TY KO.70Ky
.Kapr) BOHN npawonaAN 3aBCIANAAA ABAbwoTAeCTpyKrne XaTm Bai%UM8H6y poCifCbKNM'Ha AKNIICrab` w
xoi (pyAHyIo oi) mew MaKWNHa maul ',Inaba (caiTOn 'HO name Ha >liHAiucreo Mimi( CBOTM3MarBNHAMAO BCTa
.,rAA,luocrapacmca ace ycyn)'TN) CoUINAi3M4N KOMyHi3MBONN "..NOMdHHA)KN.1i8ChK0faAeCTHHH
aanchAHAIIO71y KOpNCTbCRITOBOrO)cnAiecrea Ta 6yAN TeX j Carp BiNCTON ypgwr ye A
rias"repMaHi3MOM (HIMe44NHa 6yAa 6a3olo )KNAIBCbKNX4)iHaHCVBaHbTa naN-repMani3My ". Be:NKe nOCna6aeHNAHop
AiACbKNxNapOAIBI n81tuKpeMINxsoCy BNAJIR paco.oro nNO



(j s "Ke.eAien iH eMisxceuc Cepeic sa Tpaaem 1961 p.)
trop r'yA3eHKO3838 OCO6HCTOnOAK Poroea (ANpeKTOpa KO

1'MMyHICTH4HOTWniOHaxci) AKHi%r080pi18 tlOMy ut0 A-p K.'myC
'!j A-p EAAes HaHN Men (3aMKNeHi 6yAH y a'83HHui 3a wnio
. Kasca Mimi() Gym KOMyViC1WIHKMHareHrawa npo o 'n
K!joNiC Text AO BptrritlCblcOro roeepMaHCTBa TH ~

"Waax i iepeMoru 3 1-FO 6epe3HA 1950 pony no3ae o ~i-p`
KA88yC "yKC (COBCTCbKHAareHT) AKHif nepenae CecpeTN

r'aTOM60M6HAOCCCP 6y8 BKapAHHt%Ha 14-Tb MT TK)pMH

l Tpaaeub 1955 p.) KoMynicrn cnpAMyBamt ceoe nponareH
" Ay a C6C PaAioasauuri a cable

1 15.X.1951 p repast,* feast nonnpas susuaHHA step
BOHOTOKHTafCbKOro pexluMy Ii AOnyttteHHA 'tepeOHHX KM

. TalluiB AO 06'CAHSHIllt Hamill

KOMyHiCTHHH116areHT (,line "Haeceix 13 KBiTHA1954 p
aura "Meplcyp sa T08BeHb 1957 p.)
_,~" CaMyemb Ta EAAewBpo1nuaH AKi06waxpyeaJnt Axce6
~;Meca (Hirri) PyreiH i 6yAH cyaxceHi 3a $22,500.000 cniAb

Horo siCKy B MoHTpeafi y 1931 pouf Bpo$Mann noxoAH
i SAN 3 Mani ro6u AKi onepyea ni "Aanu,oroM Irorenia y Kassa

Ai B AOABTKy EJima 6po4IMaH 6ya "KO-4enp HQM

C (cnianpehciAareneM) AonOMOrOBOTKaxnaHiT AO
."Y1943 poni CaMyeAb 6po4)MaH bye Hatl6iAbw CHJibHHMMa
`!~NaTOM(6araTHpoM) Jlilcepia y CeiTI fPKNtlbye Text rOAOeoio

KaHaAitlCbKO-)KNAiaCbKOrOKOMITeTyTa xail6iJtbw eo6oe'A
"AH AAA 3 ulenlrn Hawo Aepxca,H-KaBa ! ypyOIO 310AH11010CepeA espetiCTea a Kanaai

KAetrop
ryA3eHlto "". j

Aii KOMypICTH9Hi
BRAHBNKenH'TiCC$ ( HaB.tpouK.1HT'rcTieeAAil:0Gm+11cTeatCepeic"yKaua3a.YANiICoaercbgHf W14)epnnflCbKi11napKCOBcrCbK0 aM6acaAHMai1HOTraejAKNtIyriK y 1946 pour 3 BCAHKOIOKIAbKjCTK)AOKyMeHTiBAO KaHaAiflcbKNX"aBT0PHTeTHNX'HHHHKiB Ae BHKpHByCK) KOMyNICTIMHy~CeicperHy WniOHaxt COBCTCbKOTaM6acaAN TBepANe suo arena mawBNKpHB6yAN M86ft aCI CMHI (3aK0pA0HHi) MHAH
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6041)
(Asa ",Qiaepc Jieouapma Aura) JioHAOU Amin (crop

Y "Waxy RepeMorN a 27 1963 p 6yAo rtoMiutenonio 3 BeTHKo6puraH11 .an aneHO Tperboro celcperap* HexoCA08aubKOT8M6aC8AH y JlOaAoHi f"ipermscaA rOAAHB %KIMnpoBaAHB WnHryHCbKy IiAAbHiCTb
Kama Tail KoxynicnN4ui npoeo.caropK 30a.NNKU aarenru n.1eHTalorbca no uivoMy 6oxcoMy Caiij Tim "ay'MUR Kpe,.vIjeCbKNXnapa3NTIB He MNHyAaj1 KaHaAH A iHTepHaltiOHaJIbN011KOMY.11CTN4H015-To-1 KOAOHH6yAa BKA104eHa rn

~(_p P06CpTH8Ce1kHHita Ka a OnnetiraI1KaXHaKTNBjlM
IHaHC aB i

xnanatxcTplHtca
eca TextOAOBHHa3 ABOBiACOTKOBOF0MHAiBCbKOro ~NaAI y 1946 p000l (HausaAKH MapKCa$ea,I EtlraTbca Ta JieniHa ~+.,~Y;KOMyHicTN4HHX 1 Oro 6pari 6yJtNHe tp Po3e ul(6epr) CeM K ) KOMyHICTaMIIBIN 0)KeHHBCA sAOB010KaTepnnOlO rappICON

c JLaBU3q Wyrap r C r
aPp (K Kot~e) Mecapow opnrillaAblte npi3eHlue) AKa XOANAaAO JICHIN

nn'% 13 XfH1j18KOK))r~CpaGtb rann OiH
~ C BeHHhHr (MOuaHa

dsy,.p~MaNreupuK rappk Ta R bn,Bop rorn.MAIaAA
JRHroH C C

Dpe.a Po3en6epr 6ya HACHOMKaNattiticbioro nap raMewry AJKapwe BN6opgoro mystery a MoNTpeaxj min Mae Ao6putiAOCejATa CKpatinnjl roJloc BiH npII1Xa8 AO Kana1tH 3 flodbuti 3MIHHe 0806 npi38HUle Ta 6ya BHKpNrNtl3a Ae xcaBH3Pa3y BiH He 6ya AenoproBaHHii 883*A AO 11oJbuti Ta C treynep BipNNMxcnrejteM KaHaAHCeM Kapp 6ya opraHi3aropoM KoMyHicrw oT 1180T11(Jinn) AKHI npH6y8 AO Kamm 3 CCCP 'rnpi3BNUle Ta 6yB BnKpifTH638 uep)KaeH Spa
WHIM

Bo onianiJn Hy aKTHBHiCTbMae ceacyeaHHA rot oxcaH a
3a

roBepMancrei BNRBHaocs uto 6araro ny6ANgHNx AiJepiB 6ynoBxCNBBHOAK 3HapAAAA

C6K01WKOAHB 1931 POui a MOCKBITa 6yAa KOMyniCTKOK)
Moro 6AH3bKHMHKOJucraMH30 OX AIT 6yB Cretan Henbcou
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.
eitl+CbxyMOpaAbHiCTb(npHM min y meAinn AIM 19-ro &pe3 .

in 1954 poKy) AHe "Ken Iwr Cepaic 3 AMA 1956 p0

p,P .CaoaaubKi KOHCepeaTHaxi XpHCTIAHetrpoTeecTysaAH

pponaraHAi A-pa WMOnbKH PenroHa Ta 6oro 6paroai Pail

emsmosi Crae6eposi i BiniiMcaM y KaHaii (KiCepaic 3

KA1956 p.) )KHAN C 6inbw MaTepiOAiCTaMn
na "rewH ~

pvrn (6H3HecMeHAMH)Ta naTpiOTH'HO 'H p
eMOC1CaMOCTMHOTAep)KaRH-13paIJ10 a eTiKaIOTbTaM Ae Kpa
1qe (TaM SaTbKieuLHHa Ae Ao6pe '- roeOpHJIH 8HTH4HI

pHMAAHH)3KHAHB sKeniTan PinopTS 13 15-ro corns 1958

POKY38iAOMAAIOTbISO B HOBOCHHOMynepioAi 3 13patnn en

airpyeano AO KaHBAH UIOHanMtHWe5,000 oci6 BOHH ayT

npwCTaAHAO HCHAiecbCOro"Ky6Aa Ta n6aiOTti npo MaTepi
XKbHlmums. cepeA xpHCTMKHCbKOrOHaceneHHH KataAH AKi

He mo6Aarb mac me me mo6HAmkyca XpSrra nepen pO3n'AT
TAM

"AHTm-Kom1yHicT PinopT Orman - Kama

6ys0 Te* 3raAaHO npo KOMyHicTH'Hi'enunei )KHAIBCTBaa

paBionHCHJebHiCSC IAAJIluyc ilaBJllHr CKaTT HipiHa Kmld

111AMopii Mum i`isaynoT Ten Ennen Ta
IniA Erpes6epr alma y Haropony ui'y Jlealina as

} aiTepaTypmy nepecNJncy AO AspaaMa Oen6epra 4nenH -_

JAMeHTiB-KOMyH1CTHAK cl)peA Po3e(H6epr) ,40pHC 1
ff ceH Bi.IAMMKap*aw AHceimec Arrepik A A. Men

. Ta It S CHnbc6epr a BHeceHi y peKOpA (pecCTp) cpnlopHAa
,uiT aoAHHxAOCTaBy KaHani (313iAOMneHHAy rain ny6niKauiT
'R Benwa 3 23-ro eepecns 1961 p.)

KoMyHirrimma marina s Cyi6ypax OHr ..Kaman

'aawraky'Bana 6 nopasHAa Olnlna Teams AKHAnpawosaa ce

peA TXHbOTFOAOTHy 1961 poui
Kan T T thpoaoe aren't coBeTCbKOiwnioHa*CI AKH6

t npnlxae y niralcy (TIO-104) 3 xopow "4epaoHoT ApMil
CCCP s Orraai Xop "4 A. s MocKem (180 wields) - qe

napTinui A arewTm a CCCP

82

12.X1.1950 p Maxc OplAMan emcnoexs ceolo onoSSW* to awrn-KOMylicTH9Horo cellaropa t'mnenn onepa 3Roam 3AA Ta roeopsa )Keepi,ogo npo naHi Oneny 'rarareKAoerTAC I3 Kani.OpHii Ta 3HeBa)KasCeHaTOpaHIKCOHa
21.X1.1950 p i1aHi Aopora Crielc o6opowaqpBOHHIIKHTat%(y XOAOAHinsikfi 3 KaHaAOIO) &Io eiH noBHHe.i 6yTH AonyuleHHn AO 06'cAHaHHx Hauin

KyJTbryple nose CSC y 1951 poui cnohaoposano 6araTO npOMOkUie BKnpgHO 3 A-pox &pOK 41W03bM SepTpaHA Pyccents A"p AHHa CApofA A-p IeeH KaMepoH npo$Open n
y

Kapso SiHrep AKi*AMMAN penirhoXpH-TaAlOpSAbCTiAHCbRy
14.V1.1953 p Kapao BytcsopTr aTaKyaas aHTp

HOMyHiCTaCHi'MaHa Pi
19.VII.1953 p Anna *panic o6oponMa es3Ha m

spits s O6'civalnz Hauiil AJIA'lepBOHOrOKHTaIO
17.1.1954 p Poiuicep Sammie (npeAcij aTexb gKroaoma AMepHKancwcoTUHBinbHOTJIi6epaahHol MHO sro

sapxwenin 13 He MCHW40-Ma KOMyHICTBMH6ya 'rem cneuiAnbHHMcniKepoM (npoMosueM) y CSC AKH6 BTaKysas ce
Haropa MeK Aprypa A o6opoHAe 3aCyAlKeHHx9epnoHHx niAe
pia y 1949 pool npoTHCTaBHeCAeipHHM npHCAraM Aep)K8BH Ta 1MMirpaui1IHNMnOAicaM AXi 3a6opOHATH AOnyuueHHA
wepBOHHXno 3AA A TxHi AOAnbHiAOMaraHHA$iAHOCHOAeminx OCO6HCTOCTeIITeTb i3 OHauin

15.1V.1954 p PaAcp Jlenn nepe*as coon awiuins Bawixrroiy nepee CSC o6opoHAn4H A-pa Po6epra On
nenranMepa AKH6 M80 KJIOnOTH3 CeKpeTHHMHAepm8BHHMm
OpraHaMH3AA 3a CTOBapHWtHHAis niATpHMKyKOMyHICTIe

2.V 1954 p MaTTcs ranbTon niATpHMyelae AonyWeiss wepeonoro KHTan so 0Ha6n
12.VIL1954 p Amebic M MlHni$13Heaaxcab '11mw

KaA-Welca
PieHO >tc y icaNaAifcbKIAApaMi 6yam npoAyKTs CSCSKI csoen KOMyHicrnwnolo nponaranAon nexTysasm epic
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36poao Aam KBHa)[N TO iXHifl Ban :V[eabHN4yx i Baal piioTMOCKBHMaroMMeAaHU1-pAtICTl 3MaraK)Tb AO "KO
WTaPi
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i) p0 'TH.. KOIKyxa N$,,,tp18.*NBBKo3KHIiiXBWIIIHiMoNIe airep BH60 aX y
. . 6yao npOiH HboroOcT8T04HO MyCNMO rrBepnepAHTH w0 6araro 3KN.Iq ..~~ pO3 r Pei1Hl~enbA (Hb{o-AopK) 6yB 6yTnerepoM.chKHx 613KeHUia6y.10 KOMyHICTaMN)KNAN 308dM me Um

melt KapT y P

pNCyK)TbcniHWHMNHaUiHMN(Amt y imitation CI% M Cc `'~pprlBl eM CTIIpT8MH6 811bKOrOAHMN)9 'ioro Ha66inbwe
Ha) Boxes 3aCBoijv aivJ1elTNq,i MtTOANrereaH (HiMc t>bQNCTanN7KNANB R iJti 6o npN "BOjlu{ BiJUsa3KNiyuenine
KH)~"iJTocott)-co isaicT) Ta K MapKCa ao C o x MaTepim3if ~. " ~~.TN4HHXn0311Uiti 1 XOTInN 6 CTBTNii H$ RbOMy KOKult,IeTi Taxi napxa'i (Tax 38811113KNAiBHa YKpaTHi3a fOnb
KpNMIHanbH)IMIIAywory6aMN MinbAAONienboKanbHHx x pKOT OKynaull) p03KnaA8)OTb HBWy NaUIOHa.'11cTH4HyA)Hllb
pix-TiHH HOi

y CBITiTa HHW.aTb TT npoBiaHNKiB BONN Bni3a)OTb y
.4epeoln,w .1ntepaMN areuraMH 5-OT KOJiOHHe a 6h BYrib alp3K8BHHX noniTN4HHx BKII.ItiAaHOro KONTNHelfTYT$

.WoCTi,KHAN Ce A HeaaBHix Kowls is-rmmmx areiTia K N ~A16HHMH MapKCNCTCbKHMNMe OA$MN X04yrb 3HNUlNTH
.HIHB Gopr MOHIoyT3 6yno 80'1 xiB )KNAIBCbKIMfie ecix P y

.~ X HCTiHH CBiTi
.TTIo 6yno 3aiAOMreHHH wo X40-50 3KNAiacbKllxHa KOBUie item( 6apoHN AHr3TIT6oH'rbcH BMCpTHB aTOMOeiii
6y

7NiwnHi
y uiii 3Ki $ AO 16i81 6 BOniIOTb 3KNTNnix KOMYHICTHfHHMpe)KHMOM TipHM

MK*3aiwenllx y 1948 poufane 1948 poui y.--Tb 3KNA8 :10 Ta
A-p Paccenb) 6araTO aMepvKaHCbXHX"*NBOTaTHx '-`

.B 1 ReN1Hy 1923 pouf ecraHOBnRBco61 epa3oK IinH Tie {ue Aoci "iTHHCTByHKa i xyniraflhTb i3 Vcpe
.Hy wo6 "cnepwy 3arap6aTH EBpony OnlcJm M$CH A3ii a TIO1lIT61op0My CCCP hid nJ ml080 j(OTIOMOranl 4 Ka
IIiAT$KOKpy>KITN 3AAr y yTbavid 6 A OCT$HHiM6acriOHOM Ka Bi BHHHU~NTNKy6NHCbKNXHBUIoHaaiuiB - Hanxpaw ux

RP
 nIT8JIbMy Mu He 6yneM0 ix aTaHyBaTH 1$e ece cnaae ~1 ila *lOj)O3K*H3AA (AIH PaCK i AHCBHTHa Ky6y) T$KC8MOtea
Wi pyKH~me A03p1JIHAOBOq (AHB 1tf Kaseti Inl'fix 'KauBAitlCbKHXnoniTNKiB "He 6anepylomb KOMyH1CTH X

.esTeJulA)Kele r _~cep* 3a cimeib 1955 poiy) ~nnbxHI~wHcTi (npNM EHAp)o)
*1K y 6onblueaHub,iii 3KOBTNeeiflpeBOJrauiT a 1917

f T$KaNMHNMcTonaMH
BCTHUNHBA
aHaaNaaKpxirnl p naprHE38HH Aep*a$

.pouf Jii tepaMll 6yJH 3KHan Tax i !tom a ninepaMN 'CTOBapH n03$ "3ani3HOlo 3aCA0HOlO993MaraioTb Ao "noWHpCHHHnpOC
.WeNbWRioNa3Kiy Cairi B MIX 6yna B3acMHa KOMyniCTNtlifa *oPY 11 cnpaa Te Cn

cN ceom
HaPoty

n OM}."i6ap0N.M Ta.AOROMOra(a6pov xapvi i T iH.) Anf1 oCHOBaNHHCioHf3My "toio am apOCTaiOTby Xy
.(iAefHa capefCbKs TeKia Ta 3MaraHMI BiA6yAYeaTN cao,o 85
84



apNCTOKparaM 3axolty i Mo*yTb KOANCb"3acryKaTNpi a.7acNOro *NT ta 6o ue riots MapKCNCTCbKaMcTa!
y `

Bow Bai3aPOT10y 3aKyTKM)KH1tjaCTaaPLunoiorbcx nil( npK6paNHMH Ta 3
atRHMIItach

cnafo~i6Ha ma *uj Rp138NUt8 ~ aI06 RKCb
Hen

no
Jta asxoro

(-airy) oco6a nAnHOSq aicrartacx Ao Hen"aueNTp~i (KlHtttb~~60 To1I1Aaim
TOAi Bate ,taHiTi ~teprtaej3aiTHNXi 3PoCTaK/Tb (-a) 7~ArHe'yam CBOIXnila

iTHItX
*t

y CNAyNa KOpHCrb 9epsoNOro KpeMJatHINCbKNX
e

Aa:tbuie Ma
T

K)Tb 3a rtaaNaMN MapKroP n rt'ttTHKoao ~bKOro Ka6iNeTa J TNpaHia CCCP NVNKiertapTiiiHa

7EPBOHI THPARR

"Pail
novae 6yayaaTNPats xepBoHoro MaficftecraAoraHAa ui nJKHN EHre,bcrepMaNCbKOrO COUjRJIj a

lieuju Na 6aaa iajiuj su paeanA Crajju canori arrasXopowj MHCAiTcxiKOMynnBKNX"eyaH,A BCIOJINCyHe6opoda.NA rosoea KoMitrrepnyTa ii muuiti zuKTarop KpeM.TATPOtIKICTCbKN6
KONKypeHT-AeCOOTSIKNJKCKpfeaapaacx manta 3eMAs

XN*aubxi areTCTNYHirtapai3NTN.1TeHIH-*H,4 3aB3RTNjl KaT YKpaTNNThorn anry6Ha noHa 7 Minbliouia rOaOAOMHa6Kpautor0 NaceaeuH'ABe.NKOTYKparNNMaxaa i canoroM KyputuNcbKNil XPyutoe3acay*eux6 CTaxaHoBeub KOax03119no6peubKye 11Na 6axaaafuiny3aTNi1 spar apmcriANCbKNXnapofe

11o6y2tyBaa BINTlOpMyHapollie
I 06MavyCTbCA y XpnCTirHCbCijlKpoal
IlailoT ao3yHri ao CB01TXrapHi3oHia
Wo6 He enacTH a "nauty saxilLHboMy tomcod

BxKeCMepd*Tb ra311 MOaepHHXaTOMie
Y*e rOTycTbca HOBO aeT 6epayria
3p06ANTb Cyn MNAOTa noniJi
13 eMre6iecbKNx Tpynia!

Topoiro - 15 Reptant 1963 p

Aerop
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3"~ Kameaiev IHTeAniAuKeHCCe aic 3 Ce nHA
1956.p 3HaxoAIMO ulo "i3painb He 6ya CTaopemHn ropoMCa
smut i3painlo HKi C CHRAKOCMUAMHIOAH *lN nanam K)AeT
BoHHnpnwv.N k*HAiBCbKype.iriio me somll me t paconw ws
oou aM/1... BeHk(eMiH4)piiMeH (*H,QiaCbKHniHAyCTpiR11iCTi3
Hbwo-flopKy 3AA) cKa3ai 1110"lojiiTHYHHii CiOHi3MHe e
MOGRIOYeHHMpyxoM acHAia i3 Empom Cxi.Hi espone
XcnANHe Manll 30BCIMpacoeoro n iCTOpHYHOrOKOHTa
ila.ecTHNOIo IXHi cnajkocvui (HacniAHIKH) He 6yni IMew
KBHURMNTXHbOiO6iusnoT 3eivi BORN 6eanocepeivbo a Ma
K8AKaMHX03apCbKOrO XaHCTBa(uapc-rea) 3 12-r0 CTOAiT
i'R X03apH He 6ynn CeMiTaMN a ,TypCbKO-i)iHCb'KNMHMOH
'l oabCbKHMHKOYOBHKaMHaid nps68H3H0 B 1-OMy CTO.'tiTTl

. "HaM 6pa rie Na omax xa ryaaaHi 3HyulaJNCb H8AHaMN*HANMN yAapHM yABpOMB HeBOniI po3i6'eii gepsomi no.7KH"..
TlpNcnia 1

CMepnb cMepTb AAXBMCMepTb
CMepTm MOCKO8CbK0-)KHAiRCbKIAKOMyNilB 6iA KpIBaaif mac OYH aeAe(3 HapoAHOi nicmi YKpaiHN eMH 3pOAHAHCb13 KpOBHmapoty,)

*wan AK HaiIiic me Ji o6HAHTa HNUivn Bate erNnTRmt apaMlnui (CNpis) BaBliaomui iparui (ITepciR) apa6HpHM.iRHH nopTyraJbui HiMui 3a A iITAepa Ta He A106HaN ix i yawl yKpaimul 3a KHR3ABoroAIMepa Benpnoro 3a TXAecnorcrso s 10-oMy cTojli"rri no Hap I XpicraHand icropHKH AyMCeCKponyJ pNO npo ue same-toonOAaroTb WO X033pH (npaUIyKH *HAiBCT3a) 6yAH KO*lOBHMN naeMeHaVIHi CHJIbHOIOTyp*leHHMH OKI fPHMBHAMtaAN3npmsoNcbKKx TepeHia onauyaaawv npv6epe* )Kq Kacnig TaB 8-oMy CTOniTTi CTBAHAecnOT8MH (rneTOM aHaMHKpNMy (Ha KaaKa3i 3BanN Tx IKapaTMaMu.) BoH pHCTynH.7H Ha *NAiacbIy aipy Ta nowNpHJNCR Ha Kassa! ,KpNMyTa Ky6aii IxHiil uap nasal Karam BONN saxoaajici maKpNMy 3 ma3a010 "KapaiMia Ixye XaHCTBO3HHUM8 CBATOCX38 y 969 p no Hap XpnCra MoMcai,ao luo a Toro MacyHawOi iCTOpil aom 3 HaMHeOpOryvoTb B'l0 XOTIAQaa9090AiTH KHTBCbM KH83IBCT8OM

Tto Hap XpHcTa BHeMirpynaam 3 A311AO CXiAHbOTEsponn
"Taw Rolm 3po6Hnv Mory*le uapcTAo Aalloro *lacy (800,000
KR.KM.) Biagi 7-ro CTOniTTRno Hap Xpmcra Txnin KOPOAb
ipni%HRBIoAai3M 3a AepMCaBHype iiruo a 3 HIM biAbwicrb

HaCeneHna XO3ap11 fepeATNM He 6y1io 3raAKH npo X030p
JIM 6yAI MMAaMHTa UtO BONNnpn6yni 3i CBRTOT3eAui
1'e A3bl:pe1 J UAIHTa.'tb (aMepNKaHCbKHnMIA) y ceoTA
'sir icui "Asa 'lima 13paTalo CMIAHBOBiIMi*lye Imo 3KHAH
CXIAHbO-CapOneilCbKOronOXOAMteHHR"MaloTb Ay7Ke MaieHb

+IIyKiAbKiCTbCeMITCbKOTKpOBH vie noXOARTbBIAX03ap CH
'.pincbKNil aM6acaiop AO 3AA OapiA 3enveuuive 3aaana
6iAbUliCTb MCHAiB-CiOHICTina HCYHCTOKPOBHHMHpOCi

,,(AiKC a citing 1956 p.)
A-p Ascot Sir (aMepr calcbKHII o4 iuep-cxonicriu)

csoin KHNMCui"Ai Anpn Kloprafn Oaep AMepilca TBep
ttl'tAHTb 1U.061JIbWa YaCTHHaaMepHKaHCbKHX*HAIR a HatuaA
" XaMH (nOTOMKBMN)X03ap Poch 1-(t XO3apCbKe naeM'A MM
'~XBHCTBO~8 6ilbWOCTI Hasepnynoca AO 10AaT3MyB 8-oMy cTO

AiTTi Bowl me man M*OAHOroKOHTBKTy3 aHTHYHHMHam
smut Bi6iiT AoKa3oM a ue um 6inbwicm muds ubOro KOH
SHHewry BIeMirpyuena 3 Poch Ta a CyMt3MHX KpaTHxoaap

`cbKOT rpynn



B KNNecui A J.N.TIHTaj$ Ha crop 215-223 3HaxoaNMO u(O reneajbori4Ha cnaAKoeMHICTb11aiecTNHNa 3aNOTO8aNa3a 2,000 poKie K)aaii3M e CTBpwo ecHAiaCbK01oMOHaiCTHqHoa (eipa a oAHoro 6ora) penirielo )KHAiBCTBOnepeiiHAAO BipoaHe4eHHA10Aai3My3 pi3HOM3HITHO-MfWaHHXpac 11n0Pia auTH41SOrOHaceaeHHA ilo.1oBHMa3 NH* 38yTb ce6e amN
AMR MOaCAHBHMNHact(aAKaMNririTia (HapoA Maaoi A3ii Ta
CMpii ao 1800 pp nepea Hap Xpxcra npHM Kanaao
KiA) a hula 3eyrb ce6e Hau(a lcaMNnneMe XaHaaHy..

3 crMniTcwtwt naM'ATHNKOasxnopTperia (MOHyxeHTie) 'tepnsy o iu(o eepei matt owl 04i 'ra 6AboHnKHyeaTeBOAOCCA..~KHAMCXiAHbOTERpOnH (AwKeHa3M) MSTH Ay*e
MaaeHbKy KiAbKICTbCeMITCbKO"1KpOBH X03apN MaAN pICN
npautyKia (npe1lcia) exiaHbo-eBponelicbxoro ecnAiarrea (k

pa
riTAepiBCbKe noxoaecesni (npenKN poAOBb) M"OryTHbO-MO*AHee OAHHM13 naeM'A aeCATKa (1 ZTb) BHMep.ThxnAeMeH i3pai uo (*Ham po3nuMAN icyca Xpfcra ka xpecT

riTAC0 3HOBa BHHHULHBCOTKHTAM )KNaiBCTaa MOP)Mi)KTMMAK BalluMaH MOece 6yrs Hautaico X03apiB.HaaepHMKieAO K)Aai3My(i-Hl npe3NAeHT 13paiAlOTa Aiaep CiOHi3
My nicx 1920 p.) AKi He Manx aHTponoaori4Horo (HayKanpo Apiell) pecneKToaaHoro cnopiaHeHHA AO ilaJIeCTHHN
(IpaKToi e Te uto 6araro XpuCTIlfiHMoecyTb MBTN66'ibwe
.epeliCbKO-j3paiAbCbKOTKpOBHy CBOTXe(HAaX Ni)K y 6iAb

WOCTiaiA TxHix cyCiAie) tX03apCbKi *HAM He C CeMiTaMNwe 6iabwe CxoScHMH(noA16HHMH)AO *HAIR AKi C Ty61AMcbKi (Micueeo-HyecAeani) ao i"lanecTHHH1%~I[O Cepens oro
CxoAq OTece BOHNe 3 4NCT01 CepefCbKO-bpaTAbcbKOTKpoBH Miec 6iJibWiCTb 'MX AKi 6y/1H HearpoMaMeceHi1(He *Hain
rypTOM) ~ AAb4)peA JivAiHTaAb y CBOI-i%KHNetui "3ailo
HigM aHA ai MHaA icr Kpi3ic Pea Poea rOCTHKa3 liMe
Weprouy ONTailpo - KaHa*a)

Six 6a4NMo 3 noeHwe3raaanoro MaTepiauy To aN
Aiscrso noxoaicm ycix pac axi a Glamor's icoonepygn

r
"~ d

rf

a1ie( co6oa Ta a6atOTb npo coif NapiA - MiwaHNHy Tlpaa
Aa, Wo BOHNCnipMTyaabHO n04yeaK)Tb ce6e naAeCTHHWAMN

,Q3KNXnpautyKH "38MOpAyeaAH 3a McTOAaMNa5TN9HOr0 TM
r pail TBa ICyCa XpHcTa AK photo* HHUtHANHaw HapiA Ha

,yKpaui (xo3aps riTAcpiaui nOTOMKNecHniecTea)
,'icy"'. MapKCHCTM(HiMeubKl ropoacaHH) aonoMaralr

NOei Ha eMirpaull no ai6yxy scowTHeeoi peeOAIOuii y
pOui noaepHyTHcs Ma3aa ao Pocii npitnyCKBK)4N AOronO

rpoM pOCiACbKiAiMnepli HiMlti ao)oaaaH 3 6i.olo MoCK801o
'''aoHH a niAroT08AAA11rpyHT )KNAIBChKinKOMyHiB lPocii T8 Ha

;YKpaHi 38 JieHiHa a ocTaHHbo riTAcpieul (ecHAo-xo3apn)
MOplt`Veb7NecHaie 11OBHu(e3raAaHix03apcbKi TMpasN 6yAN

JacopCTOKHMNAeCnOTaMHHa YKpaTHiTa MOpAyBBANpeAirillHO
HauioHa.7bHo3piAe yipaiHcbie HacenennA a 68poni

fic "11aneoAicTN4Ha YHpaina (300,000 pp so Hap XpN
cTa) 6yaa CKpoaaaaeHa noraHaMH aTeicraMH xpHCTisHa.MN
yCAKHMHpecpOpMoeaHHMH3atlAaMH aONa A KpHBaBHTbCAAanb

~ Wt *Nao-KOMyHICTHMHMMHaTeicTn4HHMH THpaHaMH Maps,
"l cHcTcbKo-AeHIHcbKa)KNAIBcb1cawaiixa 3HNU1HAaHaM MIAbnO

~~NNHaflKpalnnx AyW AKi nueKaAH CnipHTyaJtbHOpec1SrcilHO-Ha
~~ uIoHaJlbHITpaaHuii Ha c80ill aeToxTOHHIIl3eMAieiA nalleoniTy

4 Moacy Tyr CMLTO3raAaTN uto Mailece uiae ceoc m1T
"TA a 4yco HapiKaHHATa noropay cynpoTH )ICHaiBCTea CI
1lpHCTiAHCb(ciny6Aucau11 He MO)KyTbix MHHy*rncepea

;';.TTM BORN 6yAN waxpaAMH 6 aMasiaMN (aKTopi mo60 N=

KH) y awl* INTepecax Ha YKpaiHi ecepAH saw xai6 i Kyps
't npOTe BOHHHaC He AK)6wnc 9 Koonepyea?nl 3 HaWHMHOKy

naNTaMHTa AOnOMAraAHiM HaC HNUtHTHIBow 3a rpowi 6y
+h 11116 "rHaaH K03y Ha ApMapox a TO 6 "npoAaAH CBOIOMaTip
+41c+981rpowi roeopnAH B HNCHa 3Y3 ixHif ToproBeJibH11i1

xHCTnepeeNutyaas noaeiyas TXHiTpaAHUJiTa iaeaAi3M a e11a
3HANTBM ne MO)KHa6 utocb 3apo6ItTH

)KHAN 6yAN gaCTNHHOiNCTpyMeNTOMnOAbCbKOTIMne

piaAiCTNIHOinoaiTNKN"Ha 3Hiluetc Pyci Ta nOMaraiN now,
CbKHM"CTWeAAbua8l11tasapKaM Mnuwr11 peairi1IH0-NaQ1oNa

90
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nbltoro Haworo "roll~ (AAAbKanit rocn0 a.Tcillcbxo-uapcbKoT HeBOAi noAi6Hi 7KHAiRCtMiTHBBOpor cannpoTH Haworo BjJpoanteNHA Bo,n eiAHOCHAHCA3 noropAO1AO ',mom "JUlona 11xaxna AKi 6aIaAN AciAaM "36ygyBaTH 30nor1tf NEC no4epe3 %pHe mope uto6 cKAHMorn nePOT'11 no HAOMyAo CBO.T06iToRaHO1 3eMJ1i, RAye C Cyxtal y rOMOHiYKpaTHH 3 4epBtMI 1963op.uto
M

)KHANXOTiAH6 Ti.1bKHnapa3HryBartl Na nOneROnetnuMICIX HapoAiB i CTpawHANmac "Monce.Boto 3Mi.to aka Hi31iT0 3a.1AKAAaA nontep.a cn nPTcbky (3Ha106ya xpau(NM ~1lariKOM3a Maces ornte me MoIc
~
Omnixaanb6aM n*NJiRcraa) Tx 3HeHaanAino ante 6araro

'plc
Ceiry oTme Hexui yeantato

AeP>tiTb mot BORNH! RORanN taMjawl* nasty cR0-x paCOBHXi HaItIOHaJJJ$X CynepHHKif yanti
3 Pyi arettTa Moctcam-- 1KHja LLTeapu6apra 3armnya25 TpaRHR 1926 p a 1-TapinxirOAOBHHjl OTaMaH Rii%CbKYI-iPCItMOH11eTmopa npo ;Korn *HAOBa Ute i1Ui P03Ma.1bOByRaAaAHBORHMHiK8 HKa~y a eaHHCSIIOIOTh

po
iloro Ao noirs4HHx TepopmcTia cao.T MiunummH Ilma 23TpaaHA 1938 p 3rHHya RIA Btt6 IIHA 23

u3raAaoox Timis y POTTCP*aMi 1pos1$HNK OYH minx Carem KOHOBaneub CniRynaCttmx CAaRNYCC-ii THOpeub Kopnycia Ci4oamx CTpiAbuiB nepworo CO6opHNubKOro BiiiCbKOBOmB'CAHaoHAf1K noKOBHItH 040.110B88AHBi3IPOCC YKpHBaaHx 60RX ni,Q rpe6iHKO10 XBBCTOBOM TiPOCKypoaOMCTapoioHCTAmTNHOROMi y caaauil1 Kapa64aTmcbtiitl nepeMOiTeopeub i KOMBHAHpYBO (Yip BifcbKoaa Oprani3aUiq) 3acHnemmKaceyKpaT"HCbKOTOpraHi3au1iT ilpauccticox HauioHanicria (OYH) Ta IT 11poaiAmmx OAN0 b 'iAeonorie yKpaimcbKOro HauiouaJI3My ri0J1iTHHHNi1TanaHT CTPITer yKpaTHCbKOTpeas,ouiT TaKTNKCyCninbHO-nOJIITNHNOTpo6,r. N XHIHHNKpeBOfiOUillmo-atnaonwom nmmla ma a&3eMAAX yKPaTHCbKNX
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<<\1-7

Lie ace 32 Hawe Ao6po Ta Tx napa314TyaaHH11Na Na
uijApiAHill 3eMni YKpaiHi Bonn BRCeHaneamo 3a6ynr 3a

~Typt "role (Hawox AAAbKi8I3 CIA) AKi BNrOAyBaANTXC80
"b17ni6oMi xypMH Txni CypUi II Xaflkn Hepa3 MaoAenb (12-Tb)

.'jiypel nonepeMauyaann tuo6 He '6yno "TpaclMHe (nporwrne
TXHIMTpaJNuiHM) nepeA KynHOM TopryaaamcK 3 V

..ra3AeMH no OAHOm rpow11Ka (nOAi6HOro UeHTa) Sa Cj
-"K11,nOnbW.l ant HapewTi "ciriT (311a4HTbcq"Ao6pa"-e) Ta
^ yKa Wapi TpHCABCAAK 8111388118 3 Kanwyxa cTapi rpo

...-wNKN (0081 BIAK7aAa.1ama ni3oiwe) AK yam '"110BwexoOT
SUKOnN (HapOAHA) fORaJHAH TM T 3B .Ky4KN (6yAO'Ka

2Ae MoJn1Bcapa6iu) To RCA*U1088 anryiyaaaa AHRH11Mr0
a000M "Ax Bail! Pycxi roT Ha mac HanaAailoM1 Pa6ynoi1

$P= ,Qsnbwe R cm... Rae Ha *aAb MHAiBCbkiwaxpai4KH Mp0
;'jpBnN 60 CyA He Mir 3aCyAHTNAiTell..
,yL KapHKaTypylOVnHaworo rOAOBHOTOOTIMIHa CNMOHa
~TTeTAIOpya CAinaam He 3raAyIOTb nplM O A-pa BonomiMTlpa
~7(AO.1HHUbkoro (An "roMiM YKpa1HN H 38 3n 1962 p.

krTop 3) AKOrOaMepsiaoul HarOpOAHAN"Top4oM 0 1 lIN
';6epTi 3a 38CAyrN B o6opomi *KAiB y eepnni 1919 pony
AS,,TaiHWNxutttpO.1K)6JIIHHXyKpaTHutRAO TXHboixo3apcbkoT pa
_rcH o A-p Boa KnoAHHubKHll napoX YKpalocbioT 11paeocnaB
,t HoT LIepKRN (YTll() B HbloapKy ue rcNBN11 10 ~Metn

AKHIIBp1TyRaB maims 811 nOrp0My a %menbtNKy Ha
W.ra..,,y 1919 poui KOALATO o6ypeHe HaCeAeHHAno6A113bloro ce M

r.'RKe aropino BHBCJIAOKniAna.Ty *HAOM OAHI.T XaTH BNpy
wivo Ao MiCTa 11106 BIAnaTHTHICA38 3anoa1 oy wKOAy

;mflpHHNH0Io TpareAT 6yAO Te MO AOHbKaimmATBCbKorOKyn

tun
8 Cr1i Hexanexo XMeJbHHKa Ta.MHO BHEIwjfa MINN( 388

CenaHNna O6ypeonl% THMTi 6amio niAna.NB XaTy MITI y
8ncniAi ooro 3ropino ulna Cerro Toil y XMenbnrllcy nepe6y
Rae 13 BiAAi1oMyKpaTHCbKOTapMiT TOAiwHiil6Nailop BOtoAH

" MKp KAOAHHUbKNiIBin mamma CeAlHaM AKi XOTL'IH811
=10nuaTNTNCAHa 31U118x3a cnMeHHA ena n*o CJIIA36epirarw

npaaonopAAOK BCTaHOBAeHH11811&AO,OMOAOAOTyxpaTHCbKOT
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AepwaRN )(NAInCbKa rpomaAa rtiR npOBOAOMpa6ima Wanio;TMBem iO3e4)a Jixcpa amcAOBH.laOKpeMynOAAKyMaiiOponi Boa
KAOANNUbKOMy

"Ai ,Q)KyIW Hb103 b HbloapKy nNCan UIO npe3ufleu13paimo fuaK hew BHABHBOKpeMe3alnTepucyaarnq CnpanOn O A-pa Box KAoAHHUbKoroiloni6HNx noAiii 6yA0 6iAbwe y 1917-20 pp. a 3oKpeMa a poem JiiKBiAauil *HAIR riT
JlcpirtuRMu OttpeMy 3acnyry Mae CA naM MHTponoAHT Am
Apll~ WenTmubKNii i floro 6paT Ta iryiem KAItMeHTiii Hawe yKpaimcbKe1Hace.reHHAnepexoayaaJro 3HaloMux MMUAien0
Kp/ITBKaxy CToao.ax niA uepKBamll (npHM 6iAA fltne0.70
4NCbK) Ta Aa8aAN `IMxapqi 11 OAR 3a 1110 caMi nonaANCII11TIOpMH4N 6yAH 3aMopAosaHj recraniBUAMm

B *HAi8CbKOMyxcypnaai "Tyr Mopren 3 6-ro Cepnlnl1962 poKy BMIUtemoKopoTKy saMITKy A "ailMana AKoroOCb 3MiCTy nepeKAaai ma yKpa mcbKy MOBy
"Y 11apm*i NeAaBuo noMepaa 100-AITHRyKpalHKa CO

$ia riHTerKo Boma 6yna MaTip'to MoJIoAOTMomaxNmi iM'Kf1KOT3aAHwHTbCAcanTHM cepeA )lcuAia MonarnMA Mapia nit
'AerrKo CH2I1a pa30M i3 ACNAaMHa OAHOMyuiMeubKOmy KOH
UeHTpauitiHOMyTa60pi niA 4ac 11-Tcairoaol sinful Boma CTaBHAaCa4'3Ke AO6pe AO BCiX)KmAifcbKHxCnina'A3Hia B KOHU
Ta6opj OnuHHABCAaoua npN TaKmx o6CTaBirnax

WHOM pa3y rewTanieui rHaAN rpyny acaAin (voaoBIKiBj mimic) Ao KomuTa6opy Mint HHMH6yaa MoAOAa*M
KS AKa 3 HemoaanM Ha pyKaX AeABe TArAacfl 3a 1CO.1OHOIO
Momaxnun MapiR rinAemKO flea cnocrepirajta uell tTpawmHii
noxiA Hapa3 niA(SirAa AO oAHOro 3 rewTaniBUie i nowenKN
UIOCbAOMyCKa3aAa rewianiaeub MOMeHTaQ,bHOBNBij3i3 KO
AOHN*limy 3 AmTuuo,o a TI Micue 3afH11ia Mapia lilaleHKO

Pa30M 3 iHwHMH*epTBaMH 3aaeAH MOHaxuHK)AO ra
30BOi tcaMepif i TaM BOHa3rHmyAa 3 pyK HauHCbKHxy6Hj3Hn
Kia WHAiacbKa *WK 3aAHUA1.'1aCKlips )KNTTIi nepe6yBae
Tenep a 13paTAj CBOc XMTTa Botha 3aM lPlyt CBaTOMyWW1
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808i Monaxuni Mapil i n.iem co ("BiCHNK OO'CY 3 Tpaa
j 1963 poKy) - Ana "Waax ilepeMoru 4 26 1963 p
,""'r YKpamui HIKOAHHaSiTb He CTaBHAHniA mods npaaa
MKAIBHa iCHyBaHHa TpaKTyK)4H TX Ha CBOtii TepHTOpii aK

aoaHOnpaaHNXcniarpoMaa1H Haw HapoA HIKOAHHe 3a

bts Ixmix peliritino-HauiOHaJtbHHX npaa Ha yKpaINCb
1orpa4)i4Hni TepwropiT 6yaa:lo uto ytcpaTHui BHMaraA 66

Bi)anoniAa.7buinpOBiANNKHA*HAiBCbKOrOHapoAy Ta Aep)Kaasi
r 11y)KI13pa1AIoBHaRHAHMK 3pO3yMIHHAAO BH311OAbHHX3Ma

f'afb yKpaIHcbicoro HapoAy Ta trans B o6opomi iioro npaaa
Ka taMOCTiI'1HeAepxcaase )Ktrrrfl b 06:1141111iHaCTy'ny MOCKOB

rc.1c0-60AbWenHUbKOrOKOAONIAAi3My
v 13Halo 3 OfloBiLBHHACTapWNXyKp8TNUiaTa 3 npaK

'rites 1110.cHAHace 6y/1m Ha yCAyraX 'y*NHUin i no6oploaa
,AS nawi mauiOHaJlbHipyXN H8 yKpaTNCbKHXBCM7fIXBONN6y
AK AOHOU1HKaMNno.liuiT OKynanTia YKpaiun npawoaanH y

,,CMEPW-i (po3aiAKa) Ta HKBA 6yAN npoaiAHNMH4AeHaMlt

BKii(6) ma YKpaIHi Bohm 6y:1H 6pexymaMN y 4epaomiii Ap
iii Ta PyAOT ApMaAN (apMIa KOMymic'neHOI 4eXOCAOBa44H

un).1llo wKonax YPCP AicTasaim noxBaAH Ta McAaJi 3a
aTelcTNgHe Ha84aHHAmawoll AITBOps Ha 3Y3 Ta anxsaAAAN
13-Tb AiTHboro rlaaJIHKa-repoa Ta niouepa CCCP annA Ao

-SICAO HK,BA C8oro 6aTbKa KKNii6ya 4ACHOMCBY

1106epe)KHiiiYKpaIHi Y'HTeTb CepeAHboT WKOAH (A
alma) 1.1yKepManHa BaANHixoria BHKHHyTH3 nepwOrO KAa

<Cy il04aTKosoi WKOAHy'enmwo KKa y WKO.li nepexpeCTn
.aaca Ue c AOKa3OM alto Dim me Man )KOAHOropeairij%NOro

;RBHXOaaHHAIAA CBOIX6aTbKia i pa6inia wino
Xr. Y ANT4Hi stuns 6yas anepwe KOAbOHICTaMNTa piAbNN

KaMNEf11nTy Txsa paca Ta 4)i3iOHOMia(BNpa3 pHCN AHUA

XapaKTep) aiApi3NAeTbCa a1A eaponefluia (4epaOHO-)KOaTO
wlcipi rop6aii HOCHMiwani pncn o6nnri14A$aerMaTNKH wax

paT Ta 6pexysu rewe4vrspi (icynui ii npoaaaui) EBponm T
as "Aepylln AKIIX3y)Ke HeHaaiu Lin riTAtpiaui Ta mmumms
no KaueTax y esOTMPafXy (caMi MIIAIIroaopaTb 1110npona
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no Ix 6,000.000 SypwrnH liaxae ABWBiU"i r in.) riracpiaui fOAiTH'HO 38CT8BJIAJINh*NAiBCbKynOaiui,o (3 KOpOTKNMH naAKaMH) a KOHUeNTpaKaXI8o6 yrpHMyB3TH T3M HopiAOK i KapaJH CBOIXCMepTeAbHNKiaa nia KiNeub BOHN3IUIutHJINA *HAiacwcy TNM'acoay noniuio Lf.McnmBNMHa BOrA6).nr Ti aKHM 8Aanoca a'TeKTNno3a path ;rivrepa i Ti aki*Hail a INWHX KpaiHax i me nepe6yBaJN a rirvcpiecbKiMpaAXy
Tepninn ,fOAi6HO A ylcpaTn i re iNWi HapoAN niA Tx;two o,ynauicr0 6o mom no 6yANHKax6yni Hansen TOeCTI4MapyKOM "1101l4AAHA16ep a'ncc! "Hyp 4 ip oi!'e!(HINe"HHa noHaA ycel Bce Ana HiMuiB!) T8 iswi HaulrcriaCbKi KAN'i r'lepes TaKi KAH'i I TepOpsCTN'Hi McTOANTa NeNaBICTbno iHWNXHauin BOHNnporpa'io ocraHHo ei1ilHy-

noBHa Kanirym,nia Hi.+re"HHN TA 3aliH'erma nii1HNHa ecix
4rpoNrax 6yao 8-ro Tparnin 1945 p o roA 12.01 no nurmo'i
Hi.Me"HHy po3napuenioea,H (po3AiJHAH) Ha 'ereepo ra TENKO 6yAe II 3HOBA"BCTaTHHa HOI'N 8 *RAN 3a AOAapI Ta
npHnoMO'i CHA OH Airiwwp AO BAacHOi Aepmaep - 13paIIaa ra MaoTb "CBOO npaeAy CHJIyn Boa* 3 npe3NAeKroMXaLMOMBaliuMalloM Ha 'oni (civetb 1949 p.) IBOHHAiCreAH Bin HIM[IiBBiAWKOayBaHHqTa CyAH.THriTACpiBCbKHXKO
AA60paHTia foAAKM 3a "Ne6i*KKs foAbuti roBOpHAH "B.c
Kp6a Gory TaK Byr Ky6e a6o ylpaiNui "Kaki 3a xni6
May 3a BOAy KpOB3A KpOe! 'K "KaTI03i nO 3aCJry3i i TiH >KIrrza ace ceoc npaeo BnONCrrujKOJINCby peairililHe npaHo or*e cnoAicMoCfr um pa6iuoei "Ao6eHbKN Ha rinoaImaim Moticeeey cMJy-Marilo ra Cononosoay MyApiCTb..XON BOHNTHCWIa.MHAIT 6AyKanN nO CBITi AK "Bi'Hi 7r*HAHam cboroAHi Ha rrbo6yei BNAHi[OTbrpaHNui muniHcblCOiiCaMOCTiilHOTJ*'ep>lcafn 3 HanHCOM"13PATJIb a A3u Ta BOHNHe 3a6opOHA10Tb BiABiAyeaTN IHWHMXpuCTiANBMTCpIINCTIXPHCTOBI wanxH A Micua ae sa cAbo3ax Marepi 6oxcoT
Ti Kpoei Icyea Xpvcra pOCTyrb atmeoafmyf vicelnn foci txmeo
aleyrorb ixvB%caaeemmsA )iYX 1 npsrsnymm rmse6Ni no
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-~moi loae*W1M y IXHIAHpNBaB1A6paTOa6/m Ill 1 r~aie6

iCropii a o'rax xpHCTiaHCbKOroa*ryt. KoMaHAep f'a'lcon

uyMyBaBWHBHyTpjWHionOAiTHKyI3pa:no BIH )IOBbnwrh 1110

,-6inbwicTb Kpicei a i3paiabcbkoMy nap.7AMettri eanMarorb No

`M~rNjCTNnpOKOMyHICTN(AiioTb y KOpiCTbKOMyHICTiB)Ta co

pjaAICTHTenepiwsi KOMyHiCTH'HianJuI H Ha CepennoMy Cxo

pe3y:IbTBTOMwOro c BTpy'aIIHH a mmaiBCbKiC C
";Ta CCCP Mom's AofyMaTHcb t1t0 ue e 30BCIMKO Ic

N p'Ha rpa iuo6 cnpoaonyBaTH A emrruyTH 3axin y nosy
'sapecmcrchko-aeniHiacbey peBomon K1Ta smarm CBOTexc

.naH3Napi naaHH AO ROBOTirropill CCCP
"Biabie Caoao (11 cepnHa 1962 p.) Ta "Ulnae Tle

peMOrH", 50 3 25 ANcronaaa 1963 p noAaloTb no aiiOMa

iAOMa uto 10-ro KBITHa1962 poky a M Hbroapiy (6 Hwo

fdopKy) npeAcTaeHHKN3 JrcIAiBCbeoiOpraHi3aw s "B'Hai1 Bpnwr

-eawaHy8a.TNKOJIHWHbOro(6yaworo) o$iuepa ylpaTHcbKOTap

MIi Bo.ioiHHHpa CrenaHOBN'a KnonHHubxoro sa re um He

`AonycTNn no pi3Hi 'elude y 1919 poni 3 ylpaTHCbKOrO6olcy

y~N8TOM%6emeri Nano y'aCTb KOJIOn1BCOTpinpeACTaBHHKiB
MO 3 !li

50-rem He 3Hailwoaca OArur HKHnHe Haraapyaa6 nocrynysaH
'HA UbOro mina AKNil3 Henaencrn AO XpHCTinHI niMCTH 11(0

'sAOro Ao'Ka Bpi1Wna 3aMim 3a yxpaiHuS-xpHCTiRHHHa na

'f 1158aaaCHHMHpyKaMH )(wry CBOEIAwn i milli i

"i4cnpHgnHHBHoman uinoro ceaa a a napi s b"NMmemo

6e3neKy niMCTHpea )K5ABMNsky 3ynHHHBHaroponmcHNi%re

nep crapumHa B C KaoAHHUbKHnL(e w c pealrlAHHA 4,aHa
T1+13MHandal

1(en .asaTH3at pe$epyeae lo3e$ Jhxren nto AoMy

jlnKTyBaJIa i1'oro cnpaea BIH Ha ocKapmenms 1 TaHb6y yK

pa1HUI6AO'AaB Kamy'H "Bararo ToMia nHAano npO nOrpO
MN B YKpaiHi a 'ac pesoiioull Me Aerlue 36Nparn Owns

Him 41aKTH Ao6pa Lien cam JfiXTeH uto apy'NB Me

t J[aAK) yKpa"IHUeaiKa0AHNUbKOMya INWNMnpkCyrnim i H!

KHHya 6OJOTOMy Biyi!npHCyTHIM



*mad IXg3Vl'sos 918hV1a3 omeedHV all IIX *rum OY 9Jal1
-SHIN 'WSN1SHS4I '*WSHJ4WI3N1HSs HJAHMXSS'VOL WHXK
'XM1193WHdllueU XNWe3 NNHUHAULL3OUe 9 shOX

Ilavour XHH3ahi HIIJJ.3HdX
jgVHJ.odu 9JO1eJBWNa!Xs 'e!YN)K ev!V !ve 3AaoxBdHa !veil
*am um oat 'Agoaauu.odu aroma= mums
'NHl13Hdx m,eodovs AwouUlvghu &wonder wgJ.ahox :mom 'a
WHHhaHoxom 'BIdwsOd xuuB.L ov 4uIvoxov 'u.u.A3u s Mwsll
-Alm HwHHaldBHavaeduss 'g13ppcuo9sag Imgaalmi>i(

:amxu 1h.bU A 1!!UBUtU 'Yeu)IHdUSH'1161 'NW
-eVBUBNHWHVHVVIaedu3aHYadau xi s39JJiHOdog 3ehouzoa s
'e!rH)K 913!HHHhoV6s3913Adee1 xxxs a 'XHmN! V Al vVavU
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XHX93HKIJ.3HdXNHHaIcada9eowe3 HIXHHJ.3H!'HxAdrla NIAg an
i!H 1H9L"vHO!neH'A3ed 01Hx! eadah HvA9 aN KNHeeAV(L'31d
-au } 9JalavHaN sn "xVXOdxHmN! a "dd .5.!-9b.1 a !uod
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"aMpeIrVJ.IV Vx
YBJC swA9 J.A.Laxca om odu '(oadoxaluoU oHtdg) jlvJHy

1 Xca.i Xt~ '("N! '1 ! pt4ompalj aowogvv) 'clawed)! '3LJ 'Jda9 "
HuH)K &Kai NvA9 AWCIHAWON9.WNdo3 em !nHdawy ,

811,11 NwSHAJuum HWHHNOVOJ"yg "doi.3 "d oj6(
-3oHaAg '.old a!9Ax3a)t Na sldaIO3ew OM lade "w 'amp '07
'(lmHl BJ 9vaxHed4) 'dainty mods)/ 'HIJON NB~I( 'JdA9!d4) i

fig! a .AveHOlheHda.LNj OJ-1 NHIIrh Xca1 HL'A9 Nwemox
td3BwtaH '9ve.eu '3xdeW ovdeN :elvinc wodoal *as Vet
-A9 e!XOd xH-0L8i s eraAwOXvx9EAnxed4) amdaj "s!Yuxc wod
Owls WA) VIIOIt0aad IHhI.WIHhwoI HONIIh w&xey

"amHeou exreJS evAq "~
WKS om odu 'alltHXCLPti orAg 'a*mavh 0Zg am 'd L161 s gag 4
-03 Awomdau "ognolvoead AHhHJalHAwoI HIreJBwou3 !mm!
"!m 'd3adm 'am 'slum pall 'HAN :NXHeg 1X93a!rmw "a!n`4`
-avoaad IU.LIBwou3 iI3od Or evxjHdu Axdota-oI9H S alne!x:'k
v4 -e1VHIKNwbH103 vWOX9Y1111s UHx9nody "a1YHXCOLIV

ascot-Ndx ! dlaJ oNaouOJ an
~ lijedmA 'i!3od 'maws '!HHmdMt

-Vw ~IHeu33 a jm xvoead .HrH)K dvveM moH% HAN Sr3g_
'l!Hx'1t0dy 'H!Half :mwvxHHalda) OJo!! B.L Awe!HAICox HWKn
--(I HWHHBOVOJ'HWKImAd! &thrndom u 3 'ola!daNO3vWS !HBS

HwVlmHYNX(0171 'OYIOr(e 1*5 !HvoJO93 axc eh
"e!l 0dJOU Hh .AWfNl

lW33H.LH8 OioHHhNdu '1933 Oil IjL3HBBHIHNWemmumraHdU3
HVA9 lwe3 am!Jaehlleu 'HUH90d6 ad9ow wj lxN 'sou 4t.Lol
Ahevuwi wows iiHOa IJN '.exl1IHHJK!minim 3 aN NVHXCOm'"

'o1Hhe9 oJo.L a awe 'd LOV pitudeu V !YCLs elf jNed9ls
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pe.TirillHo-NauiOHaabNOTBopOxc,emi Na 4y*iA semiMN nOBNHHIHOAAKyBaTHBO-Y u(O 36epir HaM )KHTTRpe HaWHX*operoKKx oxynaHTis

11or8aa010 C Te UW Haug BH3Ha4tHiAIA4i Naf'83ypOnKOHTaKT3 *HAaMH sae raHb6010 C re XOJIHBORNHe CKaACyTb*HARM npaBAH a old cepex TxrboT Heo6'CKTNBHOTKpNTHKN Tpe6a AoMaraTNCABiA HNXcTYnOBBHHRCe ubOi'O IHTeA1reH'rHOTOnoPeA ycix XptiCTIAHy CBiTi AOMaraTHCApeRi3n(npoBiptoeauHA) TXHix3acaz Ain i KJIHgIB Hawi npeAcraaHHKH 8 nOcepe jfNKN Hexaii 388CIAH6yAyrt yKpaiHUAMtt:commili wyxcill ,depxcaai ii o6opoHAKrrb Hawi "npaila Hexait3a8CiAH naM'ATa,,Tb CJi08a icyca XpHCra "ByAbTe sroponNisec 3M11i nporri me roay6N! (3raAye npo ue TexcWaAXNubKNils "roWOili YKpaTHH 3a anvil 1963
A-p rp

KpiM CNMOHaileTatopH *HAiBCbKiBBTOpHa CBOTifIcTOpi BoporyIOTb Ta o6KNAaIoTbaaliKOIO6oraaj XMeabmNUMKOrO OTaMaH C ileTi opa 30BCIMn03HTNRHOCTaBHRCAAO*HA18 y 'BH3B0.7bHHX3MaraHH8X 38 CBMOCTIfNICTbYKpaTHHor*e B XMeabHHUbKHIlHe Bolo a8 i3 *HA3MH aae 3 nonaKaMN RKHx wnsx 8 MiutaHCTBOrHo6naf yKpaiilctKe HaceJieHNA fioacTafHA B XMeabHNUbKOrOy 1648 pouf Oro peaKUielOnpOTH HauioHaibHOi.0 I COuiAAbHOrOhoneaoaeHHA yxpaliHUIBHO.YAKaMHCHAR 3 MOM YKpaiila CTaaa AO 60pOT`61f niiconyaana icnyaan,n HcijIH s YKpaiHi 3 'uhoro Macy*HAi8cbKi ihrenexryaaicrH 4epaonoro 3alcpawenng wnparbHeNaBHCrb*HAie AO ytcpainuia
Y 18 i 19-ox croaiTTAx *HAN MaaN BH3HaNeHinoCaAN Ha reTbMaHCbKHXABOpaX )KHAN8 YKpaiHi M8.7HBiA BiKiB"06irOBaNy 3eMAK) lOabCbKa T8 MOCKOBCbKafOairuKa16-18 cr Bonin Main )KHAa-noAfigHNKucepe* csoix nmxoAi!B Hixc MaTH

YKpaiHua-KOAA60paHTaAKHR388*AN 6y3 HeneaunM eaeMeHTOMpOCIIICbxoiiMnepiT (uapcsKa 'fn xomymicTHwNa) Bararo armpit icropiT *HJiiBCTaa CTaBNTbCAPopO*e AO yKpaincbkoro HaceaenHA ocKap*ytogn Tx as oco6aHinA 3HTHCeMiTN3Mspore 'tom asABJRaTb 6iabwe 06'eKrnH

;inocrn cnpasxcHix csoix peniriilno-HauionaJbmnx rpiwmHKis
.''BONN3a6yBaloTb yxce npo ceo'1 Kpnn1N Cnpn4HHeHi a3iWra

MNII am,pHKaHUAMHa CTapOBI1HiAK piRHOw Menwe Kpn'iaTb
',Lupo norpoMH amain nix KAH4aMn "Bell xcinon lenacail Po
*CHOi 4H "Wicen waallne 'oxen! (crpiJtATN CBHHAIHXx*N

,i8) I T in Koin yIcpaimui BHCTynHAHnpOTH 'lyxcorO
tlauTBa 6 o60pOHAK)4Hiwrepecn YKpaiHN TOM BCCHp Can ie BHCTynam nOJ1AKHII *HAIL KH13b ApeMa me~p u

4 BeubKNll He W8AHBTexc *HAIBCbxuX nOTeHTBTia ((Saran i
snaHBOea oco6a 6ararnp BeniKNil wH MoryTHlii nail) a yc
iiCTeHCbKiM38MKy BepHaBCbKNX i10ARKn 11 WHAM 3ByTb B
jC'XMeAHHubxoroaOporOM ui tax7u Ta )KNAIR 6o uIAnXTa UM

`p1Aa Bopowy nponaraHAy s YKpainI a man rpoMaUNJat s

~4,pyKax noeancnl KaniTanm II HMM/IBMIAOOpyAy N
`

BorAan KopuHT y caoTf cTaTTi "YKpaTlnli )KHANi

I nponaraHAa H railoaepa (AHB "roMi YKpaTHH n 30 sa
20-ro ammo 1963 p.) 3raAyc MO B XMeJIbnuubKOMy"npx

. WHBaPITb xnellMO aHTHCCMITaABrop H ranosep y cnoiii
~ KHHxmlliBHxsa.'aoc ApeMy BHwneaeubKoro um BIH 6ye nail

aKTNBHiWNMy cnpaBax !spells ma YKpaiHi Bin 3pO3yMiB u(0
nponaraHAa norpi6Ha me rlofbMi a 3a TTxopAonaMH a

Eeponi i AO ubOrO BIHBH6paR xcnAiBCbKOrOremora i nHcb

,rei.MeilHNKapa6nna Hanna ranoaepa 6ambxa AKOro B6wro a
mac nOBCraHHA1648 pOKy

Maras railoaep HapoAHaCAa OcTpO31 'MAO 1
41 Ky 6aTbKO HaTBHa 6ya pa6iHOM (CBAIueHHHK)AKHIIA88 AO
4 My smarmy ocRiry T8K IRO Ha-ram npnn6aB co6i tnasy ma
:l nagnoro B'leHorO 3 BH6yxoM noncTanna rpa6ixcHNubKa bat

Aa s6Haa 6arblca Havana y 3aciaai Ae some oapywemiil Ha
TaH $CHBy AOMicsoix Terris foMy UOIU3CTN.iOBTC'H AO Hi
memmom eiATaK AO ronAAHAiT a a 1652-IM p Ao BeHeuii
B 1654-iN poui Harm nepeixan AO MOAAaaIl ae 6ya pa6H
MOMa Acax i 0oiWailax a y 1670 p sim acme yxce a Mopa
sax Ax pa611n i cy*aa B 13-Tb poxis ni3Hiwe sin aarnnys
Tpari'HO nix mac TypeubKO-aecTpillCbKOl sillnN KbAN sill



CbKa rpat,a E TeKeaj co
YHrapiw-6poa

( 103a rypKie) 9ao6yax Mien
Pa6NH HaraH raHOSep yce eeoc 3Uni n HHayloain j Tewroi4 4Hin aiRJrbnoCri T1epe6yeaa4H s HicieeqgHHi n y rOAafHAiT 8IH Hanncas KHN)KKynpo nOBCTAHHR

Itil y'i'ik Bor*aria XMeJibHNUKOrO Bin cam y neptfitx AHRXpeaaoTa He 6ya o4e8HAUeMcnpaexcnjx nouin roMy A noes aani 6a3yK)TbCRHa p03nOBiARXi aereHaax yrixagia Ta 'IHtpOpxauiRX KpyriB Hacrasaeunx aopomo AO yipaincbcoi cupsan H ranoaep 8R Ha Meri onncarn y mitt xm xcuj Tpa re.100 )KH*iR 8118yraujX y BinHy yKpaTHCbKOrOT8 fOabcbKOrOHapouia Rica Ma"T8 6 RHKOHaTHname noJdtrngneBin y caoin npaui aKxnantoc SipeMy BmuHeeeubxo Ric BN3HagHoro Bo)Kj1 XOq Ilea Maniar (Be/HKHA6ararnp) Ha Taxinox8aart a icropii 308CIMHe 3acayxcna Mix( noarncaMK 6yno6araro BN3Ha4HHXT8 yCniwNNXy AIR.TbHOCTiCTapwNH 38Apexy BHWNe8eUb'Oro ale aM6iuT (xBacroiui nnxa) Kas Ta CwibHa Aoro napris BNMaraj noaecrH aenmKy nponaranay a Aoro KopHCTb uto Tex( i 3po6i,e AoMy Har , ranoRep
Ha tan npenaraHAHenill KHir3i Hetecrrj *Halacbxi icTOpHKH6a3yi)rb cacti TAepaxceHHRnpo B XMenbH$/UbKOrORK BOpora *Haig q 1 CBMoro S1 BHWHeBegbKoro H ratioRep 38eXH4yc RK ''Apyra 13pai1R j He3pp8N11HOrorepotKHHMKaravoeepa "Be3oaHR oo4am enaana y BeneuT 1652potty 6y.ra wNpoxo BiaoMa a eBpOnencbMIXAepxcaeax i apo6HJ(a CBOTAiao Kox(Ha KHHx(Kaa Ti pOKH6yaa wnpOKO ANCKyTOaaHa 60 KHH)KOK8HX0.41180MaJIO Ta Haxaamr iX 6yJn{HeRe:inKj OCraHHbo 6e3OAHR oa11a10 foRgNnaCR B aHrJiinCbKiAM08i (E6nc o$ Aicnep) y Hblo-fopiy Bcio arrapxiro(6eamataR) THX po,ie aerop a as HHMicropmm HcHAIBcraaacaaaaioTb Ha B XMeabHHUbKOrOA yKpaiHCbrotAx6epy4H AO year o6'EKTHBHHXTOrogacHHx nojIA TamyMp)KNTrR CbOroAHi TRxcKOANCKyTyBaTHnpo anogHHN a-nepea6iabwe art 300 porch na abowaabNOMy KoHrimenrt Mad am
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goAHMOAH80810(Hi reepA'(eHHR npo HHHUuyeaHHR*11118 ri

'ysCpisURMH(xo3apcbci nopaxyHKH) asepHeHi npoTN nonR

Kii 6o MiCURMacoaoro MOpAy 14Tnepieui p03MiCTH811Ha Te

pirropii fonbuti npo uto TyT y*e 6yno 3ranaHo nonepea
8100 1'1OAi6HiapryMeHTH (AOBOAHAOKa3H) He n08HNHi 6yTx
~xlepeJtOM xis noRas(Hnx icTopwcia xi6aiuo Heo6'ex HBHO

jaR npOnar'aHAHCTiBHeCBiAOMHXCIO y HBWinMHHyBwHHi
YKpaiHCbKO-*NAiBCbKOTOfMT8HHR CbOTOAHi 'i~1 C

po38'838TH Ha Cnl.'ibHy KOpnCTmMOAepHNxRacie Ta .Man6yT
riocTH MHHynHx noain He Moxcaa Bwe nposipwrn Ta o6'cK
flIBHOTX 3MIHHTH)KHAN He MO*yTb BMIHHTHceoei 1103HUii
0 no*iil crapol iCTOpT Ta o$iuiiiHO He MO)KyTb aannRTN

IlpHXHAbMOrOCT8HOBHW,8AO eTHMHHXi MOpanbHNx npae yK

ipaincbicoro Hapoay 6o cy'iacxi o6craeHHH He crsopioiOTb 1tJnr

;uboro npnroworo A peaJrbHOro rpyluis
)KNuiecTeo saeciAK a ui6Re aMiuNxrx b repecx nepeonoro
MvVIOKi3 xony 6y8WNx iCTOpH4HHXfOAiin gepe3 caw He

;gecHiCTb waxpancrao Ta aecnorctaO Ha HyxcNX seMnRX

f)KHAiaCTHO3181Cil1HQ sA1611e3MIUHHTN1HTepeCNHepeOROroO
KpeMJta is noHeBOntrN inure xpncr?RHCbKeHaceneHHR3eMnd

'` BoRHa auap'icraMH MaAHceKo*noi Rinbuo'iXPHCTiRHCIKOTAep
x(aBN CBlTy is npaMyloTb AO noBaJieNRN*Irma exoHOMi'HNX

1pecypcie 1 MOpaAbHHXTpaAMI.if ycix xpnCTIAM airy BoHM
CBOIM4)1HaNCy8aHHRMTa MaTep1gJIbHHf1'iN4muc7'OpaMRHe

MO)Kyrb penirIAno-HauitnraJibNHx brell immix nap0AT81
Cimm131MT KoMyHi3Mrre 3nii%CHM'bnngtIB gepeoROro KpeMJvsTs

;,i11088eKCnau3M MapCHCTCbKO-HeHi1iRCbKHx$1Jlocotpie npona*e

'w~B "gystOMy Mopi Xp1CrIturcbKOro csiiy

r+r` KOMYHIC WIHHA BN3BOJiHTEJIb YKPATIUI

Marra Cypui 0AHy K03y
Ta A Ty Anna AO KOnroay
Calla diva Ha rpa6ni
R paxyc TpyAOAHi
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11
A Iloro AyxoBHit"Tapaciaeub MHKoaa MixHorcbxsft

y cBOTM"BiPYIO nncas "WaHyit AiSHiBpiAHOrOKpalO He
Hamm Aoro Boporis sxesawail nepesepTHie - BiACTynHHKia

It
i Ao6pe 6yAe uiJIOMyTBOilOMyHapOAOBip T061 (Toluca 5-Ta)

. , Oxynaui HawoT asroxToHHOT YKpaTHHala n HCBAyie
{ BIA'CMHOHa HauiOHaJlbHil ceiAOMOCTiylpaTHuis Isom 3po LH

AMB11CAy)KHHKIBnepeKHH4Hxia i 3paAHHKIB BHCJiy*HHKH
.e spaAHHKH nepeKHH4HKHHLO3paAH:iH yKpaTTHcbKHilHapiA I

niwiH Ha CAyw6y MOCKBiH8.'iBIOTbC1Ha%6inbWAIHBopOra'MH
yxpaiHCbxoT Hauii y TaopgocTi Tapaca WeisyenKa

T WeBgeHKOCBOTMCAOBOM3aKaMeHyBa'BHa aixm acix
j yKpaTHUiBOKITATJH pyKy s oxynaHTaMH-BOporaMH piTHH
:k Ta BHxBa.9A.7H"HOBOCoTe4ecTBO Bin CBOTMCHAbH
L mums ubo "HitgeMny 6paTilo npHCJymHHxia i

%t''."oTtgeCTBa moaoro pa6ls Roro 1 niAHi*xlB "rp,sa MocxaH"
Its Ta BapWaBCbKeCMITTA

T Weeaemco emnwoa ma 6opom6y *x Remind t"yc 1
rrpnplK:.1

C ..."flo6oplocb 3a Meue Bor
Aa 3BepWHTbCA"..

Bin noecras sa rpa8ny - xaf To 6yne eMeprb xait iloro
CnaAATbeoporn ex CnaaHAH ryes - oAHa CB?AOMiCTbutO
noacrae 3a npaaAy saAae 1ioMy siAsars cnan 8 mymHOCTH
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..."A THMl oCOMnepeeepTHl
Hexall niApocralorb
Ta nOMO)KyTbMocxaaeli
ToCnonapiosaTH"..

(T illeagenxo)

Hi xoporn Hi canHl
TiAbKH.lieHiHHa CTIHi
Ta noxa3ye pyxwo
KyiH iXaTb 3a MyKOIO..

6aTbxy JieHIH! AailTe Mwm
Bo axe BOWiMaPOTbxpma

:BA ute TpOXHfIAPOCT7Tb
To BCi TaHKHpo3HeCyTbl.

Ax! Mantle Byc
Mac oyi KJiK)C!
raMexI Mowxy raweln
Bo HacraB nnoxoit qac

Ci AT Most Cypui!
Bor pa6ogiil !mac cTpoTTca
HaAa HyTb no)KaaTb..
ByAboT Jyrwe xax Aa Enre,bca

rioxywana capei;cbxa ciM'A
Am y ny3ax 3arpaJlo!
He 6yAtr 6oaibwe X3XHInpyreTb
BO Hac 3ACCbOKeHbsaMaJO

Asoft Grano Iirb Jlyrwe eeceatil
Yme KOAXO3HnOCTpotai
3aryai MawiHHnaposie
Aa Haw Kpali Aaporii4

Moiiwe! (Dep ayc Cypui
Kim re! Mot pi61'IoHKOI
flpiHeCi MCHACTaxaHKiKBONA
Hy Ii sanailott TixoHbKO..

Aopora crpaxa most poAHan
MHOro B Hell xecoB noacl i pei
A Apyroit Taxof CTpaHH Ht sHaa
rat TaK BOAbHO..AiWiT ge3osex7!.

Topowro - 17 Repent 1963 p
Amp



(nova "Cos

I iterpo R61tONb-Ipoimi1 AKHlI6ye *axmmRH.Mnp0

st:>t1it

T WeBqunto y noeii "Po3prrra Noma (9 mtown'sBiM 6a'nr y flerep6yp3i 6araTO yKpaTHuis 1110sa6yi C3oio
6ar611iaUtHHy"Alin AiA2 He3a6yTHi".. npouBwHCb.. "y pi3HHUK)jMOCKaAe3j". IeANga b MO

Hi"..
Ke UapcTBO roaopRTbnO-MOCKOBCAMCTN,aa10TbC11CBOCIIMORNCaoe-I6aTbKieutHHMCTHA3BK)TbCRnpH3HaTHCb7tTO'2011NTaIfj --'(1TX 6aTbKie AiTHfPOCAasARK)TbBOpOriByKpaiuCbKOro HapoAy Ta 3888 Tx y CBOIx reopax "pa6aMH 3 KoftapAOloHa Ao6i

BeAMKHiiWeameHKo nepecTepiraa AiaNaT-yKpa1HOKcno6Me KoxatH gylKHluuie i fit wyKa.'H i oro ifacTA Ta. Ae iloroHeMac a TBOpHAHCBO1OpOAHHy pO36yA0ByaaANCBOK)piANy'wry ',motorman icao,o npa8Ay ma ceoU%&mill 3eMAi a cable
"Koxaiireca Kopno6pHBi
Ta me s MocKaAAMH
So MocKaaj vita moAH
PO6aaTb AHxo 3 BaMH"..

(floeMa "KaTepHHa")
Y MicrepiT "Bem1KHi3Abox ancaivlmc uto &or noKa

pea CMepno Hawy AiBgHHy 'ma ranain KONAuapeai flelpoai 1
y BaTypHNi po36HBwi 1 Ma3eny irwiii Bor siAO6paa *MT.
Ts wo 6yAyvN ute MaAembKO1oyCMixHyaac1 Ao uapsui Ka
TepHHHH

Bim KpmTwcvBBBHawy iNTeAireHgia Mo.. "Rd mootaN$ m 1cpiMCBOCII"..
"A Mint HaMHi 3eMJAKt
1Ie-Ae nporJRAalOrb
ilO-MOCKOBCbKHTaft i gewyTb"..

Bim 38epaya yaary CROMy6paT06i y ANCTax
fnwH McHiHe no-mocxOBCbKM

a no mammy"..
BiMCepeA MOCKOBCbKOCOOKpy)KeMNane XOThB1'o110ptTM 'fy7KO10M08010

"Ba Mi Kascy
roeopNrb A sMiK!
'ra me may"..
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1843 p.) micas
."Cream MOTaapnoaatiF )KNAOBi HiMOTi

"CTenH MOT3anpOAaHi
Ha gyrciii

po6oTi"...(
2 BIN amc 3paAHHKiaHanxcas npopourBo

.. "XTO 6 TN He bye moll 6m TN &p.0 pa6
me 6ya To6l 'repots He noaiparrb

.3paAa Hau1THati6i.ibwfit rpix CyIWOTNgel i Aoro KapaeTbcl
%Tomtit Ha 3eini ate ii ma He6i

.0.
(O OptewKo y cao l KHHIKequi"WeegeHKO npoTN
MocKBH y 1949)

ceRTa npaBAa Haw BensKHf flpopoK T f

,WeBgCHKOTa t%OrOAyXO8Ni1T1pO8iA11HKMHKOna MIXHOBCbKHII
MenOMHAA:111CAXTO 3 mawsx amen i HaniTb gyIKHHUiR36011

QOTyeaaTXHinpopogi CAOBaTa BiAcTynHEBiA Ca0c1 Ha1tiT Bo

?NHKapalsca ma 3eruci b KapalorbcS Ha He6i

1144-` Ito TSKNXrpiwHHKia HawO"1peair1i1H0-HaUIOHaltbHOTrla
I LILTuwie*arb

BoKaTopoM i arellroM MrB (MiHicrepcTBO i"ocyAapcTSe
.Be30naCHOCTi)33p8AH11KHatuOTO HapoAy 3aKOpAOHOM

aONb BQo.IIBCAa ABopoei non Bygag AKHi16ya artRTOM
4mmAIBcbKO-KONyHiCTH*HOTOHKBA ute a nepwoT oKynauiT

3Y3 6oabweBHKaMHB 'sac ii-COTc&onnT sinful aim bye two
Bo aTopom HKBA B HyTpi Crit (COI03 reTbMauuia Jlepscas

\IHNKIB)
Ta HaMaraBCSBai3TMs pRAN COUillAkTiB

OnHH nunicb no Bit%Hia MK)HxeHi A61'OHb t~18abW$
so Nni3 y pRANOYH xe npoBOAHe npoeoftaTOpcbKy po60Ty
nto6 AOBecTHAO po3KO.TyOYH Ta BHKONaTNaTeHTaT Ha CA
H C Baiuepy A CTtubKa i Ma gaenie YrBP Pe6eTa

a Ta o rpIHbOXy BiM C8010 areMTypay po6oTy sia y kopsCTb
Mr6 cope* yxpalnCbKOro *MepMKaMCbKOTOYM pocrncbKOro
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I

-om 'xa veveaumvlu exvlacod exgnsaamgvog an  .aoxvle
-cod aux93Qw1Hep a Noakes UNHvH131 'XHHllvV anedu x011
odu Ylg)lH liadau 11,LHhvla3011glaeW 93NVOx !dlo3 'A.Logod
0063 1Lt3aa anleda .CIOwCN1BW90111'10111Nxc4It3HaXHx9UHaaima
'-9vog xxtrlacod jox93detrew or aear(gdaa BdehaU 'hod 1161 ml
-vAd1 or Imaadae v1g 'AJ.ogod Ahvla.od /l1y.aiou'NVae

~

N1mK!dalawlhvla.od II(V!uour!a HVBdHQ plc 'a!dsrew edeh ;"
-all a 'arXHhltla.od xI1,8911HE61m9v09K38ewH4Lam9uIg *VH1agl
'hhala AHladxa3 Wj NLtsA1meira )KeHltag u -edehajt o1 'Hwy
-va.edeueolved .l alxHhvla.od-a113H.LXmedeu xaxlnMaamgVog

dome ex HVeueie Weevil HVo)l '1gMH 9aasdox
_ duatu3 odu 1xelHOX MU .l g.LaA.K,aeH deHrog U qr.

-ahaU '1r1tl11eCi(W0x9naW!Ha lnedu IlV1taoxvle.od aowInua`
-am911'09 UHHBIf3lueAg UHN8'(8803etg) VOd w0J11eu3llla1t
wHHVO ereaalledu81u3 a $3eLeal(1xea.HOX el e)Hiedx/( xui
audio a IWeltllmlllfea VH08 !nod 1161 A a.xuaam91t0g AW(.L3?
-Vta a113!U'!HLnmUHdl3 a tHHBeXO) !Va3 8 IL'011103WOXA wel
aueaanedu v1 NHHhIVV"joV aplH8am9L'Og rlu ermlladau "c(:
0161 A exll 'aHdl A (1J.leudexce elf oJoHay.(J.3 vva3 a
-oH1rld aojj W88!VN)KewOUCHa) h1180VNaCf aodlg ju iu
N0J.Haae .l 31o.I1,6 ae.x,aaH HIV Axod 1161 lHUda3-IHU11Vg
'TgMH 0J0HhH.L3!Hl(WOx-Ox93811tH)K913Hdox a 119xcdv3 10111?
-Iva err Nadal 1903 iloisraa.oJHdu vl (eHodol3 ex9naw!H)l_
aueudexeg eH 9101e1txcjadau HNOa 'xeleudex a Huuhhaw!Htr
SHHewovea 3VJ.3 HLrox 'exHH91taW ll HdaVNeg HRO 1881HO)r''t
uan HJ.r(HAarw 91aA9odu ! xeuadaa xHl cm .Hx113 !Okapi
-cod 1ox93lllutJHeedam ojwlndg 'aloud)! aV19 wahllolt3x9r04l'

I w h iDwlxu c td391a.(.ts as deuvog ll edahall .evedexou b
Ig eaWlr3arog Bl vHOduW) Bue13aJ allHale-alxuH91flU3

`It!MCI elrJ1130V 9131aHL$auedu3 tHlllnaVOaad ave '91aexI1c
ILL ilHllt joa01HOd4 I1HHaHt(3adaua u39101LL3Hdox lnHHhova
'Alogod Sx93dolexoeodu aHxi Be H1ea,(lmade xj HreruAl1Y
-ee Hl3!-93 HItOM "wavalxal~ wod-V .1 91aamedua!u3 moo,
Asox93dxvew ou a '(AVlmrla oJox93HiedxAHlodu) wodag wo..
-am a u3v.oifu el iox ous.wal j1Hly ou 'v11R-HRo HHawe

wi
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g1KV9od an moil olwlnA9 '(ER Nadu A xwuvao.ugdoe
-au) ERJO a u+avav or ucvaadau Alogod I moms em RJ.m
"edigeu ditew 1 alfilu err .X113 dHhomacod 9.Louf.wweJdo
HNOa'leudex OY saaH.HVgeu iuoddI mrom 'ouelJal or sit
-NamOHltla 01083 dalxedvx 91aSaoxi.3ewe l! Klnt!DYlu OJOIt
-hu1311tuH01nvHHJ.odu Alogod Ax93dolexoeodu glaeldal.od
NHOg 'A..ogod Awn Axel ela uuxe '(waxceutrag) woduHVog
wolavo c AgxcAdi u anedualu3 3Acbeeu Hla 'dd qq-.p61
8 'laoa9j S 8 !I 9oJod1l 'wlltox a laouelmar lnvla.od
Wx93d111rew OH3ehOHald gLLIOK13 Ma 'dd 11-2161 g

'a0x1la.od aoxga
-devew a a3g.L3A.5,ac oxvuam el eaoagjj OV K391ae131v a
Hwelehaly HwHugreHOlneu a 3ex11J( Nla '(exHH9vaW 'V 'xlrOu
HRO Hllva"j "O e1 eheJOd v!dJa.od) ER3O eH euelmaj
dodal U3aehou HVO)j "UO3HxXKmIlt0XO8 Hweuec&u4eu moth

mm1am:m1o%C K3aeaAlmelHOx el !a3ux a een!L"OuoxhNaa!H
"Awom-ox93atf ixc e!de3lwox C Oloinro wo.utvtHewox adg sr
a!uo a 'IwHd)j vH radaxcl xuao14itH !HOdoXOQ1x9nawlu udu

BHx(Av3 Hla HNl}e8jox93.L3ao3-ox9naxpi Axlewou eH
'xolea.od IOX9nuaam9Uog ! tox9n3w
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Menbtnata ane CB peeonauh%noi OYH Aonmuttyeana CMone
ubKOro Ta npn 3yCTpi4i CA n CTenaH BaHaepa nepeAaa nomc

,~~}-A McAmnacosi tloro npaaowaropcwci nxmnt (cram na a dit
` * uIuI nit xaraMH we 3axoAHe TOAiname A McAbmnaK)
i 3 KiHUeM6epe3HA 1946 potty CMOAeubKOMy"KosaAesl

fOxos3Hynaca Nora H8 rpa6excax i Bla nonea y HiMeubKyTqp
My Bipnnf BHC.IyaCHHKM1'B cKaaaa KpMMiHanbHNMfOAiUaHM
npH apewryaanHi uto sin e 4AenoM OYH (M) Ta Mas y xari

I

6N 3A06yTN 0061 AoBipa Ta BKpaCTNCAB 3B') 3KN3 yKpaTHCbKHM
niAni.TAAM(Axe "CYPMA H 20 1950 p. crop 16-Ta)

AHapiA ronOaxo bye KBTOM7KN1[ilCbKO-KOMyH1CTN~t
HOro Mrs

t
KHcRi aipHNAcayHI8Ka KpHBaBOro Rocw1$MCTa

AiHa A KpeuAtt niAAH.%3paAHHKyKpaiHCbKOCOHapolty
Cowen (WaxboM) tllBapu6apT AKN11HapOAHBCAB

CMO.TeNCwKy(POCIA) y 1886 pOUI Ta nptt8HAa 4)paHuy3bKe 1'0
poxcaNCrao y 1925 pouf Hai AKNMcyA BiA6yBCA18-ro )KOBTHA
1927 pOKy BIH 4ya KOMyHiCTH41INMareHTOM4tpBOHOIMOCKBN
Ta 3 )KHJtiBCbKOr.onoxo**eHH8 3 pyK AKOrO3rHHys y lla
pH)KiAHR25 Tpaawa 1926 potty rO.TOBHNnOTaMaH Bi11CbKYHP
CNMOHller nopa

AHA 23 TpaaHtt 1938 potty 3THHyBBiA BH6yXy MOCKOB
CbKO-)KHAIBCbKOInCKeAbHOiMaWHMNa POTTepAaMi npoaiAMtiK
OYH (OpraHi3auin YKpaTHCbKHxHauioHanicTia) noAK Ce
reH Kowoaa efb

BorAaH M CTaunmcblOIA mcHA6yB Text areHroM
)KHAieCbKO-KOMyHiCTHgHOr0K1.& AKOro rOAOBOIO6yti AAex
caHaep HiKoaaesi4 Weacniu T8 HIKITH C Xpyntosa AKNil
CBOCIO3aTpyTOK1WnpHu-nicTOneiO3 UTAH-KaAiCMy6H8 15 *oa
THa 1959 p y MIOHXeHiilpoaiiuHKa OYH cA n CTenaHa Ban
Aepy A H WeAcniH noKANKaa y6Hawo ;to caoro yPAAy s
MocKay Ta iOpy4Ne AOMyrpaiory npo HarOpoA)ICeHHAAoro
OpieHOM HalaHutOI MACH38 BHKOHBHHAMOpay Ha C BaMAe
py Micro CaMOK)36pOeto nepeATNMei* y6Ha yKpaiHCbKOTOeK
3HAbHOrOnOAiTHKaJleaa Pe6eTa a MIOHXeHiAHA12-ro AcO8TH>f
1957 potty

Ta,Nx areHris-a6NaHHK(B Haftcpawsx AtoAef XpHCTi
aNCbKOi'OCBiry a 6i.bwe no ecix *ep icaaax caiTy or)Ke npo
BIAHHKHHaWHXpyXiB IOBNHHinpo ue ace naM'ATaTNTa 6yTH
rOTOBHMNTX nepex rpwTH 3a TBKNMH.areHTaMH-86HBHHKaMN
noamtHO WyiaTH ace ytpaiHCbKe HaceAento Ta 6eperrw CBOT*
npOBiAHNKiaBit nOHOBHOrOKOH$;IiKTy MN nOBHHHlwaHy8a
'nc A 6eperTH caoix npoaiAHHKiB uto6 Mn He UM 6inbwe Ta
KNxKO.TbOCaabmNXBTpaT y HawoMy HBpOAi KoTpi BCeulAOBIX

'p"'AanHC1tHawiA HeannmtiA npaui A7w3AiAcHemmnawoT cniabnoT
iAeT

A CMOUteubroc*bye npoaoKaTOpoM 6paT0a61nrimoT
pp13HiAKNAbye 3aaHrawosaHHA 6illopycbxnM aABOKaTOMW.
CTapHM8reHTOM ACHAisCbKQ-KOMyHICTWIHOTOHKBA AKHn6ys
.ynOBHOea)KCHHMpenaTpinuifnoto KOMiCiCK)COBcTCbKoep a
.ilpoxypoea B MaHxetti npll TtoptceHwrpace (TIOpKeHB

.0
fOXOAHTbBIH b PaBH PyCbKOTTa )KHBCAtCb y pan

ulT ttcHA nepeATH.MaHcTynaa nil[ CBOTMnpannHBHM npi3BH
%tiuteM nx Kosaab MHKOAa foro wa%Ka a MIOHXCHipo6nAa

BCAKi3.104NHH(MOM AO 4 a6pHKN Ae BABCHHK6ya y6HTH8
-MOM to pecraapaHy Ae 6ya y6MrsA nopriep i 6yna nepe

'k-CTpiAKa3 naiiuieio Healta.nHABOOMAO MOA04apH1npM Kau
Maepwrpace rpa6irc 3anacia wKipH 3 rap6apni y MiAb6eTc
roC$eH) Ta TepOpH3yBato A a6NBaAa HCBHHHHXAn)ien

iM Mr& Aaaano AOpy4eHHA ut06 y4aCHNKNTHX 6811A
".t npOAa311ANa yKpaiHCbKino.TSTM4HiOpraxi3attii Ta a OYH 11106

y BHna,BKynpaaoaneHHA Eau HTa Ha rapa4oMy e'HHKy A apeW
y Ty 4Cpe3 HiMeubKy 4H anhsHrCbxy no.iuito KOMnpOMiTyBaTH

nepenoeciM.Ty no.TiTHnMyopraHi3aulto
A KOpHCTa104H3 nOBOCHHOTTXypTOBHHH CMOAettbKOMy

aAa.TOCanponi3TH s pAAHOYH niA npoaoAOM nOAK A Meat,
..14,2NNKa Bin HaMaraBCa nponxaTNCA TaKOMCy paAM peao iA

;."Hoi OYH aAe HaTpanHBwH Ha iH$opMaropa CB skull 4
Aoro CeKpeTH Bin XOTIBAOnpOBaAHTHobi OYH no a
Ta 6paTOB6HB40TpiaHI a Ha BHnanoK apeurry Aoro noniuieio
KoMnpoMiryaaTu obi OYH BiH Matt y nn ntl e68TH none A

4
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HeACralibHy JtiTepaTypy U[06 b MICUR KOMnpOMITyBIITH
OYH(M) CMOAcuIkoMy rpO311na AOBrO.7iTHRTK)pMa aae co
BCTCbKiMailopm ilpoxypoa i Cyxoe (npaBHi AOpaAHHKH111.)
CTz'.pii%OrOonimyHH He 3aJ muniam CBOrOC06a4Ky 6e3 fOMOIli
s 6iAi CMo3mubkni%3r0aOCH13CHHa "pOAiHy Ta 16 cepnnj1946 pOKy BiA'IXaa 30608'93yI04HCb TaM ace BipHiWe CJty*HTH MI6 (Jima "CypMa 4 28 1951 p. crop 16-19)

7 AHApycntn at-6otnt (nia-amaAbc$a6eT) AKHfla As
a 3an1.116ypry 3yMiB nponxa HCI B olcpyMeNHATpbOXn0

JtiTH4HIiXOpraHi3auiil OYH(M) pe8OJiK)Ui1tHOiOYH Ta Colo
3y rcThMaIIHin Iioro d)aHTa3i1npOBOKaTHBHOIIp060TH CnpHmHHItAHnOBa)KIiC3arOCTpCHHHBiAHOCHHMil( 06i OYH Ha TOM
TepCHi Ta AO BOpOMHC4iMIM CXiAHRKaMH1 3aXiAHHKaMHBIN
TeM BnCBHHBuco npOBIAMenbHHKiacbKHIBiiAaBBHpOKHCMepTH Ha 4nCIIi0 pCBOA)OUiiiHOiOYH Bim 6ya p03KplITNl 38 CBOT
npoarncauiii Ta BTIKAecb 3a OKCaH Ha i%oro Mice np1tXOAHAH iuWi (COTKH1 THCA4i) Oki HaMaraimca npOHHKHyTHB yK
paiNchke caMOCTili1mubmeCepeAOBHU(e3aKOpAOHOM(ABB "CypMa M 28 3a 1951 piK crop 19-ra)

Pomall BapatuoacbHH6 bye 6OCBHKOMYBO Ta vJteHOM
OYH a piR1iO4aCHoarC.4TOMnOAbCI,Koino.iiuiT Ta npOBOKaTOp
(Alu.MaHax "lemony YKpaiHH 3a 1946 piK crop 169) Y
KHNWUIBoaoAuMItpa MapTHHuH "BiA YBO AO OYH (crop
72) TCM3raAycTbCa 1110aim 6ya 4AWHOMYBO RKHi1niwoa ma
"niAUtengH 1%cnoicycn nonbcbxoi noaiiiii Ta cTaa nposoKa
TOpOM fOro BHpcKAHCRCTapeHbKipOAH4i116p8T He roBOpl1
411 a*e npo OCyA UiaOi CyCniAbHOCTn Bye aacyANteto i1 Ta
onyuteHHfl yciMH i BMepy TIopMi

il KoHcesmncIa (melt nYH Ta OYH) RKNR6ya xi
McUbKHMpO3BIAHHKOMHKOro CyA OYH BHKHHyBi3 paAib
('But 3'130 AO OYH B Maprltiw crop 72-ra)

Pi4apA Bpllii (ApyMHHa JKHAiaKa)6ya TM recta
iliBCl"KHMpo3aiAH11KOM(AIIB "BiA YBO Ito OYH B Map
THHURTa "Bicri 3 YKpaiHH 3 1960 p.)

Roro BHCnawl MOCK08cbmiKare6irn4i 3 AopymeHHHMAP
-ti3aX HiMe44HHH uto6 orpyi rn T1pOBIAHHKaOYH c* naM

CTenana 6aHAepy B 1953 polti Bim npfMiTHR He Mir MOM4
~aBAaHHHBHKOHaTHOTMCKi'& BIAKl3NK0101lOro AO CXiAHboi
HIMe4411HHAwl 13 MOBTHaBHCTynaa BIH TaM Ha BMW 0
Hil 6olbweBmcaatn npecosil KoH epemuiT Ae WHpxa
raHA3 uto C Baniepy orpyia 63 naM AMHTpOMHCbxis

CTenaH Jli6rOJIbf bye npOBOKaTOpOMi HIK4eMHHMstem
TOM4epsouoi MOCKBHJiITOM1953 p an* noHBHncma aAMIHIC
TpaUiT "YKpaliCbKOrO CaMOCTIi1HHKaAKHI roBOpHa MO aim
nOXOAHTb'i3 BonHHi Ta 38iJIbHeHOAoro (AK HIMUA)3 COBCT
CAKOron010Hy BiATaK BIH yTiK i3 CXIAHbOi30HN HiMe44HHN

r Ha 3axiA Ta xo a n03HailOMHT14CA3 yxpaiHCbKHMnolliTHIMHM
''+ *NTTAMy MIoHXeHi 8K piBHOMI3 AeAKHMHHaWHMHnoJ1iTH

KBMHBIH"HIMeUbi 'tome AOROMOrTHyKpaTHCbKiflBH313011bnin
cnpaai 6o c RC?WKHMnpMXNAbHHKOMYKpaiHH

06 1pH 3ycrpi i 3 HaWNMHOpraHi3aniAMNa MIoHXeni Dim
MAMAS 4'iaKT 1110A06pe BonOAiCyKpaIHCbKO10MOBOlOTa BIH
HapOAHBCAHa BofHHi a 1907 p y CTapiil OnemcaHApiaui B

4 1914 poui Bill 6ya BHBe3eHHfi3 pOAHH0tOa r.H6HHy Pocil
4 KOANAOTXHbolMICIteBOCrnHa6mommacAtppOHT BHBe3eInlx iH

* Teploaano 6i.A Capa ro a Ae A nOMepaH flor0 6arhmo Ma'1l
'r 1 CeCTpa 68 Bill 3aJHW11BCATaM i3 6paroM Y

1917o6ivaa nepeixatl AO CBOIXANAbKiBTporepie ski
POMHaXHa fOaTaBU1HHi Ae nepeixaa TaKOM Aoro AAAbKO
3al$epr TaM aim 3aKiHIMBAeCATH.iiTKya BIATBKy4NBCAa
e.elTpoMexani9noMy TCXHIKYMIBye T8MaKTHBHNMKOMCOMOAb
UeM aMe 3a n06HTTH MHAa 6ya apewroaarnil Ta no ABOx
TNMHHX,TropMHi%Oro6illbwe AO WKOJIHHe npHIIHAAN3aflt.ep
TH 6ynn 6arari Hennann i penpeCOSami wow J1i6ronbu macro

' p03nOBIARBnpo nepecalAyaaHHa Aoro pOAHHH3al4)epra maCTO
t ;apewryllaAH aHMaraK)4HBiA Hboro 30AOTHXpy6.tia 1:1ipen
4! peck (Napm) 3altepra 3aKiN'nvINCRTHM Ut0 iloro eHKaReAHC

TN noalcw H y aaaCHOMyCaAKy- TBepIHa C Jii6roJlbu

nyis

1
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Bill Milan Igo me Maa aianoaiAHboT npaui Re Ko..H
oncemmacs 3 O.7en to (Aoxxoto CToaspa) B PoMNax Ae A BoHa npawoaa.ia B "ITpoMxapmTop3i TOAi aim 3a II AonoMOroK)
.aicraa Tam npawo 6yxra.'rbrepa B 1933 pouf Jii6roAbu ylLIeneTiaui $roaoc,mca Ha npmeopAonny 3acraay HKBA no
Ao3a j 36HpaTH BOBHyB npHKOpnOHHinCMyli CCCP 3BiAT3M
aim nicraec ma Himair Ao CaaayTN4is Ae A ',Nino Hanoi's roc
noAapA (me KoArocnHNKa) ropiaxoto Ta utac ivao nepenwoa
COScTcbtto-noabcbxml KOpUGHY M Jiyubtty Ha B0.IHHi n0.7b
Cbtta no.iuiN nocaAHAa lioro Ao TIOpMH Ta npoaipHAaAoro NeAocsrmeHy cnpasy uiAHil Micatb me ma iHTepaeHttin 3a 3aneaHeHHAAAAbKaTperepa iloro 3BiAbHHAHa smut
Bin.3aamuHBCA IKHTH

B 1939 poui .ni6rOAbu TperepH A 'mug miMui (ma niA
CT3BICoeeTCbKo-HimeuwcoroAoroBOpy) nepecmawntca a font
aty Ae a paflomi Bapwaam BIN oaepteaa seawKHA M8crOK
Tam noi.TNKaam Aoro B mi.Meukty apMito Ae aim nepeilwos
areuTypHNI BNWKIAy xapaKTepi nepexaanaaa y'HHi "3oHAep
Onpepa (oco6ANBHAKepisHNK) BiATa alit 6ya arewroM-ne
peKaaaameM 6-ro eiAAiny OKB ("O6epttomalAo Aep Bep
MaxT") Ha Tepemi foAbuti Ae Mas TiCHi38'A3KN3 recTanoM 1
amcbKosolo KOHTpo3aiAKoIoKomi Aoro niA03piaaAN a xomTaK
TI 3 napTm3aHaMNcepeA cOBcrCbeme rpOMBAAHTO AOMy6y
A0 TerKO BiAKHNyTHTaxi AoHOCH60 3a NNMo6croroeau Ao
ro wetti raynTMam AKHA3a J1i6ronbua Aykte WBNAKOBm6Na
CA akt y noaxoBHHKa a TOAi nOpeKOMCHAyHaBAoro y BNUty
po3BiayaaAbny tummy axon Kepyaae reaen 3 uic wxoAH Jii6
rolbu y 1945 p 6ya npH3HaxeHml Ha 4 poHT Ae 6paa y'tacTb

o6opomi &epnimy Ta ma npHKiHui KaiTNA 1945 p novas y
COBCTCbxmAnOAOHB yHit(.opMi 3ammaAHoroCOlAara Ae nepe
*mB Ba*Ki xBHAmHNCBOrO)KHTTAXBOpia i wrparna TaM 6a
raTO 3AOpOe'A B ceoTA po3MOai Bin nporoBOpHBCA Ut0 3a
3HaHHa pOCiACbKOTMOBHBill noverwnx coal CBOenepe6yeaHHA

Ta60pi fOAOHeHHX
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. riiCAA3aiAbHeHHA3 nOAOHyam nepeTxas acnrn AO AaM

4JAepis npe t toscbeoro panomy s CxiAHin HIMemmmmiAO CBOrO
ABOpiAHbOrO6paTa Tperepa Ae Becb yaC AyMaB npo ereyy

'")0 "3axiJwboT HiMemmmm Iu0 nobly BAatOCA3po6IrTH 3a AO

ynomoroto aremrypl B ciami 1953 potty Bin novas y Ta6ip yrri
ti,Kaviey 3axiAHboMy &epaiHi a alaTai nepeixas AO csoci TiT
''IKN Ao BaAbcpen6IoTTaab Ha AopyaeHHn areHTia yep
i',Kpew to alit nepeixaa Ao MtoHxeHy 6asapiA alma 3aaep C
!ccaoc aaeAanna s6HTIt Jieaa Pe6eTa T8 Crenama BaHAepy

. Calla Aoro 6iorpacNvma AereKAa Ta niAO3piAiCTby
sB'A3Kax 13 noAhItimHM yxpaiHCbKHMcepeloaHuteM raMVBaAm

Aoro wnioma*y a KopHCrb HawMx eoporis Y MomxeHi Bin
Teat crac maemoM"HimeubKo-yxpaiHcbIOr Tosapmcrsa iM

'rat Ta 3H3XOANTbTAKO* 3HafflOMCT80cepeA miMeubKoi
ny6AHKNAAA ynerwemHA mole 38'A3K181 WnioHaNci sift 3aK

5aaaac aaacHNil pecTopaH T M "CTe4lamcxaae3e B AKOMy
JnocTilHo maw-oar 6e3nAaTNi nptiimarra 3 rpiwMH alit 30B

CiMHe gHC.lITbcq Ta iuo8e4Opa BIHTpaTHTblCyMHmicaimOto
43apo6iTKy (300-800 mm MapoK) MOBJIRH wo Mac !WANK

npu6yrxi 3 pecropamy A OAepmae a1AwxoAysamm (AKyTiKam)
;,.Ta 3a 30.10TO 3oprani3oBaHe a VaC eifHH.. Bin y ceofoMy

pecTopaHi 3aTpy1HNBTiTKy 6epTy i xy3NNa a BC! ue AaaaAO
,~3pO3yMiTH um C 3aalramcoeammil y mina miMeubein TaEM
-:Hin po3BiAysaAbmincayw6i

BiN 3anpowysae Tent ma cool npnilnwrra y yy*Hx
tj Topanax Ha uto TeIK emTpamas BCAHKiCyMHrpoweil I TM
t "rocTHHHNA HiMeub roAysaB CBOTxKAiCHTilfa N3COMniAcm

'ggnysaa crpaan cneuimabNHMHnopowxamm a onic nt Aoro KAi
k cHTHnepeacnaanH CTpaWHi 60Ai B WAyHKax TH*HAMHy a1

KapNax
1 oro p03KpHB611 naM MHCbKie AKOro Jli6rot ,u "Bus

p 'Kate 3a cuoro npmwTena Jii6ro,bu 1 noro Kare6icTH nyCKa
aH amid HanOr'HAHiWinpouottauit ruo6 BHKAHKBTHanapxiIO

.'cepeA HawHx plum i Aoro 3NHU*HTH36 CBOTrpoweei niAKyn
Crsa 1 T n KoAH elm no6agna wo yKpaTmui no'HHan'rb Ao

. 115



-al<ualsa VIHVaouallsod 'anv.lavido 1oN93aldavua9 lusysvl'~
u muumuu an ammo Iaan9roJgllf aeIAHouodues lua "141
-1HN6Hdu 9 M1r31u*v NJHIlt 3BHHhOUeJ.4110 OJO6 09 '01013 4
wpeos N1eaA3oJ.3ec axcow Nla xomodou ban o1 'Awo6 aee'c
-v I3 dagaa dlr "Adavueg eHBUJJ3 H1jAdJ.Oovewalrei mots
'xomodou 6HU19 AWO6811hAd8H!a AWOh;Wu 'AdavHeg "~
"WBU"V9 MHHaHA3A0.1ox911HH9vH3gu91318HYxCOWHJ.uAmmu
plod 1961 A Awo6 asaAHOUOdues ~,daga8 d '1 'H! '1 !
-114x( 0109 9!30U3 NUUH.HOHrerxOY 'HdattHeg 'NVU 'r3 HHOdi
-OXO C HW91TOlr$3111H2BNl1I1.HHBr86C82W 1418'.141114x(0J09H V

c 913OU3 H1Hh8Ha e1 Hdl110ltaJ3Hgo3o xj 1u2eaoaec `1x21
x 9Hx9CHI19WHH NuHHOHe13a90111'HHHBVavg8eW HIgh

".egAmBx ! vdalTHeg HlreldaaHdu, AJeaA AHaoioJ AwoMnHdu''
'NNd311uag11nB.1HUJdoa NWelmeth WalNWHx19311lvdNAac N1SJld
-alaou3, Awo6 UHhAdov e1 e1Ha1B 01oa3 v 0106 eeeAgdaaes
.daga8 dolxov, own 'wa etrdaal w18 'omol 'piaXHow a d
11HHaV03BHQIOH91CHOIfBH-OX93HH113HdXVada3 H11I11ruuIHdAl.Ha.m 1083 odu e1 IIro imadau ! Huo)imIIa Ix9nHaam91'og 10834
odu H3allreax e.L ,11191rouul(( eH a1nHa.Idu 3083 HholAhAdx
-adau 'gitmto19oJ.ee j3oa3 vie moms vvhou n9IOJg11f

'ANBW3ouOJOx911
Naam9I109 9131H91rHIVAHdevHaJar 01083 odu w!w.A3Hdu H16C
101301011 1$1N8e13vgel HHHhhaWIHAHOCAx9313803 eH 3111A

NIa mwvwodlou VadaU AXBd13 Is 0111'VHHlf3.l H9WAV310Nt
-91teaAvla.od IOx9naWIN-09HYlXe6VJHa.V 0JOHHe).od MI oJ06
HuHaBJaltadu aY 'IH!ldag Awo9Hvlx3 a oI!nHada4iHox vH Axod

61 HHL8OxC.1 v119VOJ9!1f HVJHJJ(a HHOa '11Adx3
AWOx't

a
a $JHL"m62HHJ.3!ga,1BxHI(Ox311'8'AdAJHaje .x91alrvadI

6 v1 enwioJgljf odu H1vaAges eehou a*A vodeH
'HI '1 1 113aHaedU3all Nta WHN

HIY88C WHX938193.1exW1083IC V 'O11111oHINCel IouvH !aalrol
ox9ve vm 6amoda uled..Ha !xHCae ve lwdou 61x9fHeam9ro9,'

A 91HYH3 NIe Om 'Ine!daYHe9 H.HrvvAxedeod WHHC Om 'MN
-Avlr3adau 1IHVwvle iuule84OIW eH d3)) oY H I)lHv1tvla 0J
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-o 0111'NvudoaoJ avglf "eHdoaoJ as wwu s UNhL9 au vii
-9UOJ9!If a111HjedxA a 01XI14A3eh 0101 'Mira V Wain ION
+10d08C 13083 82avVOU aH H18 111HJVHOU3adOx61083 a

"HHVja 01 HHHUUA93dauaH61130U eH HLBX!adaUaum!d
-He H!Q 'H.u.Hx! Axaucag em AVszJo own 'xHTiIH1t91IvHx1083
UHWOVIBOUHla Axod 1961 OIOH3ag'HHHhhaW!H.! )!JA 'qv a1
.adah ea 93 Axog HHHe8Avlr3adau AX!Heu A e80HC aellou
Nia W03eh E '8!11H.1,11d3lAOD 11W!0113!E
-HUA80HE 92h011 a1 '!HaXHOIWa $38HHHUAC220142 H!2 1961 IN
-udaa a v '111'211oft oao6 (uaevuaadau ,naulo.e)HH

.,""-Ad,a4l3owls HJ.Hd!eadau gown 'AH3XHOIWOlt HMV
-xnHdu oxvld a*Av xe,Lvla v '! deJJJA11n a H3ae8ox3 H!8
eXHHahad2H>tOJ06 C IOHVOO.OVvdOUVC '81na!daVHv9 IN aexah
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ahautpacce 67 6o s uboMy smutty nlaaiplia+s mute via ca
Max mettle Iloro opraubau1ii

J1i6ro..bU naAHyRaB 3aaHrakcyaaTH Ao CBOTX3a8AaMb
6a nat AMHTpa MNCbKOBOronpoBiAHOro 4neHa OYH ca
nat C BaHaepv min nocriiiwo 6yaac s '6yaImny Uenne
ainwTpacce 67 roeopna Aaabu)e aim Ha KOn$epeHnil y
CXi1HhOMy bepTiHi Bin Tam npH3HaBaacl AO C80ro Aywe
iy6HnrO 3aa airq T8 turn HORi-HOBi npoioKaui tuo6
3ao nm MOCKBHnpHnNeaTM MIMnTMa BNKOHBHHMUbOrO 3n0
'INHy wieH08 iiposoay OYH Ca nai A MNCblcisy
JiNHTpO MHCbkia 6yB 3HaHHf ylpaIHCbKOMy Haceaemmo T8
noMep oTace Jli6roabU Me Mir OnpOKHABTHAOMyAK1CbKae
Sera 60 8iH na%HVBas 3HHUIHTH6n n3M A MHCbKOBa
npORi.iHOro 4neHa OYH MKHf nOMir yKpa`IHCbKiilCninbHOTi
p03KpHTNnpaMatlne o6am4A areHra CCCP C Jld6ronbus

B Aanbwux CROI-XnpOBOKaniAX Jli6roabU 4 aHTa3yccuff Aec iHiUiT Ta o6BNHyBanyc ix y Iloro npoTHAiAx 1H)K
A Cy.NMy A Mimosa Kawy6y i nnna i Uinepy aci xo
MyTb i3 HNM"p03KlrTaTHCA AK i3 CKO6OM(4nea KM)
ANA 9 Ci4HA 1956 p (TpeTNil AeHb Pi3ABAHHXCAST)

T11AKiHenb CBOro BNCTyny Ha 6epniHCbKiil KOH4)e
pe nti Jli6roabu comas uto CKo6a 3niKRiAyaaAH 6aHAe
piaui A AMHTpO MHCbKiB melt iipOBOAy 34 OYH noMep
aNil 27-ro '6epe3NA 1960 poKy npM3HaacR AoMy uto sin
y6Ne ca tiara CTenana BanAepy niAcnnaewi IloMy AO TAn
OTpyTy 3 Aopy'eHHa Toro caMoro RBe6epas

Mywy TyT yciM npHraAaTM u10 B AeHb 3HNKHCHHa
Kare6icra CKo6a Apyr I Kawy6a nepe6yeas a iTaaiT Ha
ABOTHH(Heeilipi3ABAHil%BiAnycTui a Uinepa i rHNn CHAIM
TOAi B TK)pMi BiA6yBaIOHHHecnpaBCAaNB0 Aosropi4ay Kapy
aMepmcancbKOro CyAy 3a aerce no6Hrra Ta nepecrpawenns
3paAHHKai-yaafl OTMteBORNHe MOraM06NTM6oabweBHnbKOrO
CKo6a npo uto 6pexas Jli6ronbu ma Kon$epeHniT CxiAMbo
ro Bepainy

Bea opaniKepoala 6onbweBNKaMN nposoxanii J116

i roabua rane6no nposaanamca iilonaswN s naniKy uto Ailc
b. HHII 86HBHHKMO)Ke 6yTH po3KpHTHII BOHN TAX HeBAanO

3a6pexaJwce uto caMi 3AetacicysaJnt cede ceoCIo 6pexneeo
(line 0Wnax flepeMoris 4 50 1961) Tax nocrynacoTb
yci areHTN nepBOMOiMocKaw I1106 Hat ycix XpnCTi
Caa6HTN MopaabN0 n03a rpalfUAMH CCCP a BIAT

'~ MHTH3aJK)MaeHHXAyweemo XpMCTiAHCbKIAywl Ta R Ora `"
r TH* lx Ann XOJIOAHO1CBOCiBiiAHN3 1KOi MOMCe11 p03rOpi
~._.MCA MapKCHCTCbKapeaoJnonia noncom Toro MOrJaf

6 nouJMpHTHCAKOp*OHNCCCP a TOAI BHHNmHTNBCiXnp0
BlaMMXxpnCriAMCbKNxmomeii Aepwcas csiTy 3a ixei npoTN
Ail Cepea MNpnoro KOMyHIC.rlmo-npoaerapewcoro xaceaee
MN TOIUO

12 iBAH M BHCAPA RHaAlilmna AI'EHT
'TEPBOH01 MOCKBH

lean M BHcara tie cTapnf arewr I npoROKaTOp
i3 spinal .11enitta a Kneel min wniottysaa Aus KpeMniR
cbKOro KrB Bin 6y8 y KOHTaKTi3 B M "CTaWHHCbKHM
(RHaAiI%HHKs)y MK)HxeHl 3axinne HIMe44HHa

X BorAan M CTawHHCbdHII Ha CBOIIOMynOnITWIHOMy
CyAl s Kapnbcpyre Ana 9-ro )KOBTHa1962 poKy
uto sin npo 1 M BHCary Aoeiaaece eli Ceprin -=

s 6iacbscoro 3
1

Ka CxiAHboro BepaiHy Ae 9 AicTae aA=
pecy A-pa Jieea Pe6era (Mlonxen Wae6inr "pane-Ho
3e4wTpacce)

lean Bncara HaneeMO bye Ao6pe e1iwxoneHHA Kl'Bi
X

CraMN ~-r 4)OTorpa4)aMH aKH6 $oTorpa$yeas yci MiCUC
. Ae nepe6yBaan 4N ABJAJIHCIyKpaTHCbKinpoeiini oC06H AK

{ A-p Jies Pe6eT i TipoeiAHnh OYH ca tiara Crenan BaHAepa

.04 OaKTOM c Te um sons s BasapiT Maaa sate Ao6pe
aoprani3oaasy wnMryvCbKy waxy sal AiAmt s KOpICTb
Kpnaaeoro KpeMna Bin bye crapHM 1 Ao6pHM 6oabweeN
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ubKNM arenTOM KaTOM me ripWNM 3a 11 F16nonq A
ftenepy A ronosxa C Wsapu6apra BajKlxa A Calo
Aeubxoro AHApycnWHHa-BoAHa C Jii6ronbua M B CTa
WHHCbKOrO4H Hanlrb 1HWHXfOnepeAHHKill AK npHM P
BapalloacbKHil IT KoxesmuKis Ta PH4apj Apnf (nonbcbKiTa HlMeubici areMTK-nposoKar pK Jima (LI)AAx tlepeMorusn 42 1962)

lone Crib BEHHEPCTPEMA - ue 3AeMacicosam,R
AoarOJliTHiil 6onbweaHubKHf areHT y WaeuiT (T 3B .Wn11
ryH-MailCTeps) 4KHil anp000r gc 15-TK poxia nposasaeMOCKBiHa116iAbw(TacMHNui CBOCT6aTbKiBU114HH

BiH npauasaa y WBeACbKiA po3BiAysanb11i6 Cny ic6i
Ta snaMennro OpicaTyBaRCA B cnpasax o6oponv JJJeeuiT
npo um 3 nepworo AMcepena seas napTiAnKil anapaT 1 K1B
CCCP BiK M in CHAHTbTenep y uexrpanbHi6 TIOpM1
eJ1AHrrOnbMens y CTOKrOAbMi

fipouec BenneperpeMa mac aiA6yTncs nisnboT ocean
B ubOMy pOul fipnnyCKaloTb 1110 ilOro-B'A3HA38CyAATb Ha
10-15 pp CAOCMepTHOisB'A3HHui BiH C TAMniA He3BH4afHO
A6a6AHB010OXOpOH010Ae foMy me BIAbHO3 HIKHMKOHTaK
TyBaTNCATa KOM(HHtlIlOrO pyX 06CepByIOrb CTOpO)Kiy B'A3
HN4iii KennT Hasim niA *lac iioro CHy a Kenil nepe6yaac
AorJAAa4 AKHil me 3BOANTb13 BetreperpeMa caoix onei1

LL.(o6,BeHHepcTpeMa me sriK 13 TK)pMN To n1neA
CbKHiI ypAA 3anAAHysaa nepe6yAosy uie1 TK)pMN a AKiil
Maa 6m nocraTN ofpeMiA naaiJbAoN (oxpeMa KpHra 6yAis
JIA) se MO)KHa6 6e3ne4No npHMICTNTH11ai%6inbworo wnN
ryna Waeuii - CTira BenneperpeMa B iloro nasinbfonl
Ma,OTb 6yTH Hat%MOAepniwiTeXHi4Hi 3aC06N AKi yHeMOMC
JnosarNMyTb wnKryHoaI BTe4y 13308H1 B lion) KaMepi 6y
Ae 're* saincTaAIolana TeneaiaiilHa HaAa84a CTaHuin 3 Ao
noMOroro AKOTAorAAAani s TIOpMi 06CepnyBaTHMyTb KoMt
>FINiIpyx a'AsHA KpiM uboro s riopMi 6y*e cicpinnena TIO
peMHa c'roposca AKa AicTane CneuiUAbHi BKa3iBKN AK Mat
6eperrw CTira BenneperpeMa KowTN 6yAOBN Hid TK)pMll
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V
a iT anawryaaHHA 6y*yrs Konrryaarm nnwntmxls mold

cyMN rpowetl
AK Wneuis Tax 1 Komma lima KpaTHa ainbnoro

ceiTy au11Wna 6 6araro Itpaute AKu10 6 saMicrb an*asamm
)rpouli ma 6yAOSy T1OpMAAA WRHrynie AOKnaAMMa3yCHAb

TONy HanpAMi ut06 nnenaTH BiAnOpHiCTbCeoro Hac
HAnepe* MocnoacbKO-6onbwealubKolo iHl4illbTpauicJo

,NHKalfHAM) BHCAIAOMAKOI a Ay*! cnpH11104a aTMOC$epa
,XAApn3pocry aopoxcoT wnuryllcbKoT po6ora
Z MOweMO CMiAd CKa3aTN 1110 BiAbMIHapOAN Cafry
4SnpHCBA4yK)TbAy*e Maso years BNUte3raAaHHM saco6aM

:oxopoHIi 6e3neKN BOHN4OMYCbwyKaioTb KOHTaKTlBi3 4ep
OHOI0MOCKBOIOTa AonoMaralOTb TI He3aMiTHOnpoHNKaTH

yy XpHCTIAHCbKiAepacaBH i MOpanbHO Tx po3KAaAaTn (AM
>;'(WAAx ilepeMorni 4 34 1963 p.) TaIcHMNMcTOAaMHso
.ua AOnOMaralOTbKoMiHTepHOSiKpems AO e,cnansll CCCP

"?Ta MapKCHCTCbKHXanomie
BoAbwesxubKi arewrm po3Knany B 1949 pouf Mann

ynleepCHTeTia no CTyAiMMMCTOAHKNTaKTNKH is 3MICTy

r6pexni
a ui,a AIAnbHiCTb fle3iH4rnpMy (wnpllTb AesopieH

rauia a ycix no3acoacTcbnnx Kpaivax) nivnMrana npona
traHAHBHOMy BIOpoBi KOMin4,opMy Tenep TaKi WKOAHne

peBaMwHOpo3MiuteHi no caTeniTHHx AepMCaeaX CCCP
.'-BNWKOAKHOtbBIAnOBiAHHXnpOBOKaTOpiBTa arenTIB y

(SiAbWOCTNace ue 3B'A3aHe 3 TXHIMHTypNCTBMNs care
) Mrnix *epwaB 1 BCAKHXMHCTUiB XOpiB I TaHWOBanbHHX
:6'rpyn AKi KOHTaKTy10TbcA3i cBO-IMNareHTaMH a IHWNX

P,yep
icaaax flepesa*Ho BoHH $iHaHCylOTb CBOIXarenria aa

i esponefcbKHx Aep*asax nose CCCP a 'Ti n ne 6esne4No
rAOIM(A*aIOTb AO IHWNX4aCTHHCaiTy SOBCIMHe3aMiTHO* m

inWHX p03BIA0K 4acro-ryCTO p0611ATh ue nIAKynCTBOM4e
?:pes ye:1mmmMiscnep3Kaannx Toprisuia IMnopria Ta CKCnOp
,;iTis YCAKi11aKa3NMOCKBNMO*yTh AerKO nepea03NT11Ce a

6yAbAKHxTOaACTHNx11pH6Opax xsp'ax i T n ecennx areH

"rTis CCCP Tpe6a aMiTH anwyiysaTN TSKMXcronoApamlias
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brpaHTOei
(BN goro npHTxann CK)AH6uAysarnl Si Tyr poA

*eHHA ane noTAy ma YKpaiHy BMHpaTHS.. inure
Txui 3aBAaHHHMHa HOBIMKOHTHHeHTiC OCAa6 oaa

TH A 3nariAHK)BaTH HaCTpoT He3aAOBOAeHHH ut0 qaC AO
t *lacy nocTalorb HacniAKOMBICTOKnpo 4)aiTN Tepopy cTa
':BHTH Tx nuA CyMHit BIABepTaTH elA HHx yeary a 3auiKaB

i,AeHHH CnpllMOByBaTH B iHWHAMK i T n OCTaHHiM%
~1KapHriAHHM3aBAaHHHMe nOMaraTH 3il%THHa Manitui

a KOHTNHegTaabmiapNCTOKpaTHAO ubOro He3Ai6Hi.. 6ysaeUl0 BOHNnHHbHylOTbAbOKanbHHXet4opHepiBs HKi e OAHHMH a HaAKpau&Hx ropo*an AboKa.bnoT Aepwarn a Txni
nJlaTHi t6llrwaTHS (6araTi apnc'ToKpaTH A T in.) po6AHTb
po6oTy AAH gyH(NX arew rie Sync ulo poAxceHeub AaKoi
M'CueeocTH napa3HTye AJIA eny>lcnx rpn6ies a Haw 6iAH1111
AHAbKO6.nynac 6e3 po60Tn 6o Him 414opneps a KOMynicTHKanaAH Aoro He e6aAeprorbs (He AOKygaK)Tb nm He Typ
6yaTb) iiwi eoaijn 6 Boioea rn 3 JlboKanbmmmm4awucraMH A HauiouaJIicTaMN U(o6 TiJIbxn He Apa,KHHTH tcano*mi
Kie AHAHXpyi.osas.. RKulo TM TyT t4)opneps oT)Ke me
nxaf Hoca Ao 'mama KoMyHicTies 6o we Te6e 3aapew
Tye nOJ11uiHHTi 3aBeayTb do 60)Keeiabnoro ,QOMys Ay
MaIO MO BCIMue 6yAe 3po3yMifnM..

ArenTN Taxoro ,Qe3iuepopMy thou nepeeakcno He
nOe'H3amo 3 AbOKanbHOK)TxnboIO CiTKOIO wnionaxci mH 3
KOMyHICTaMNBomm nepeeancno npaualoTb Ha tiHAHBiAyaAbmin po60Tis A OpicmTyloTbc* Ha nponaranAHBHy TaKTNKy
KOMin4opMy Ta wnpHTb .Ae3opicnTauiw) I 3anayTaHicTb y[CiX nwTannax CCCP Ta caTefiTHix Aepxcaa (npHM NWT
crpanxm po3xoA)Kennq HSUIOHaabHHXnapriA i penirif i T
in.) Bomm nanepoeoK nponaraHAOlo Hi'oro me Tyr me
eAiIom TOMy A WyKatTb yce HOBHXo6'eiTit tCeOfOrO
Hacrynys enepAoA 3a 6aTbxa A coni'Ko KpeM.t !. IxHiN
3anaaHHHM no3a aaJi3HOlo 3acioaolo 0106 3an.yTaTN e6yp
>tcya3ia aMepmKaHcbxoro KOHTHHCHTysB cynepe'HocTHX Tax
Iuo6 yHeMo)KANBHTHTMAOBipRTHCBOTMaboKaabHHM A)Kepe
AaM in4 opMauiA Taxi BHcHyncnnKHKpeIAH macro BAa,)Tb
noaiTH'HHx eMirpanrie Ae3epTNpie i3 4A (4epeona ApMiR)
pOA)KeH11iBAanOT qN cyciAHix xpaTH TOM He aHaK)'N Ule
AbOKaabHOTMORNTa TepHTopfvabnux TpaAnulA a BIKEXome
6yTH AHKTaTOpoMa ypnAi Ta mart pi3HHX caoTx tK03aq
Kie-in.opMaTopies i T iN TaKHA .Aoayn ecepocilcbxnfs
Mae B)Ke CMIJVICTbCKa3aTN yRpaTHChKOMynOMMTHmHOMyeMI

paJ1icTepouuHMs eiJn noAyMuHM I noMaraTH 6eanapTI Him
CniAKaM ypHAHmxie mH iHTesirenTit nncbMeHHHKie TeaT

0 paJbHHX po6iTHHxie BiAnoeiAHOlO MIW3HHHOlOnpaBAH A
6pex'i AeaopicHTyeaTH ny6Jli'Hy oninilo 3aTpOIOBaTHTi SA
poM CyMHiBy Ta HeneenocTH Taxi 3aBAaHHH enMaraK)T
npnpoAHboT iHTeJlireHluiIA TOHKOCTHTa BIAnOBIAHOrO3HaHHH
npo(ncM oco6HcrocreA i ncnxosorlT oKpeMHx Hapotle To

r My WKOAHTa 6K)pa TaKOrO )le3in$opMy tfOCTpOCHOs pl3Hi
5F AAA oKpeMHx rpyn xpaiH y CBiTI (RHKopncTano ..CypMy)

n 3 sox AonoMiwny AiTeparypy)
.K' Jiboxanbni KOMyHICTHf nepeea)KHO 416n3Hecoauis AAH

nOwupeHHH Aetuo nponaraHAHenoro i Kpauwx iHTepecie
KpeMAH Ta CaTesiTHHX n.aTHHX HahMHTiB HKi nepeBa)KHo

Y tBOIOIOTbs 13 CBOTMH4tl3MfHHIKaMHHapoAas MO npOeaAHTb
.CBOTo6'cxTNBHe pelirifno-HauioHaAbHe *Hrrs Ta TuleKa

r xrrb CBOTTpaAHuiTHa ubOMy KOHTHHenTiByeac ulo nbJ
Hi KoMyilicTH HaMaralOTbCH napaJi3yeaTH Hawe peA
HauionaabHe )KHTTHHa BHrHaHHiA 3HeCAasimTHCBOTMH1
naraHAHBHHMHKpHTHK3MHHaw npOBiA i T ill

. 6epaiICbIcHA KOMITeT3a nOBepHenna Ha poAIHy y
r ceoTX nponaraHAHBHHX 6powypax yCe 3a'IHCABIOTbeH3Haq

MIX HauiOHaAICTiBAO areHTie XpHCTiSIHCbKHXAepxcae I BO

ports CCCP HKi eOK)BaAH3 HNMH3a CaMOCTIAHyCo6opny
YKpaTHcbxy LIep)Kaey Ha CBOTAnpaAiAIBChKO-88TOXTOHHIA
3eMAi-YKpaTHI3 naAeOAiTH'HHXgaCie Y mmx HaI001fanbHO
BH380AbHa npaua OYH e npoeoxauielo y XpHCTIHHCbKHX
Aepxcaeax CBITy Botts HaelTb npauieHHKiB iPO YHPPA Ta
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mow oY Lxod 6961 Y!a 1191tV IDO 0a0w1wW cl 9u1 u '^
-Cu VA9 11'9W8)O J 'U uneJ98 Om '3IWUKeCHxel V 't9ttd
e.L V'ycwv83O HL13 9HHhIJOIOXH3UUNH9VewdoIaH3ehOWxUev
wl3MOc Hle o9 'laJ.3aH9a Awo9n a Igo sc woxIllvou win"
-nix a Jalve''dA c l}H>i93HexHdaws ltacNd ,do1Hll

'e!d1Itog !mam
-um s1 N1oeuxc loa3 odu armour uae9v N1ed)o13Hdv !Hx!

'el4dalHlwo) XHx93alltwad)4 HHVIIU1x93Jay3xdew 304391YC
 s1 g a aLi.H.edeu vHAwox sx93alvMw "w a mower
-1113 Ioxgn&eamgvo9 vada3 mace eH wl ait9 9NXK'exmitori 0*

.'"`', avuCadu oJ083 HWH98c9 HHOa9naHix nu el lax3ow
h NJ.adxa3 lHaewcdaY NveaVVHaou lxs 'HexccldoJ xIOV14

HveaAJH!HIdx3odu am (V17E oda9 auYlv3) 190 s 'eHlvel
oJoaeuudx Ameu a interne 911aeH XHxfa! el a11311(VHOln
-VN H61J.3Hdx XNmeH criveaAJHIHIdx3a mue)Hdawy

d .961 'IX 'ZZ SHY aeioxoV 0J0% aWJ.0
'HKVU9Nx93VOX30WH1eHOMNe9om 'IYaHHa)4 "~ "xc~j ."cadu
VC amnia u&xu '"d 2961 a y oY iAHdaaou '9uravoxm +..
-Ha "big oY auwaudaeou odu d,33 a HYeZe9we Iox93Hex
-Hdaws Avofl.oY aw)oduou xe1Ylg "Hxod Ndl wet aead9ad
-au Vi $32HHa*O al 'd)J3 0Y UVXlH0Hla "d 6y61 8

'AW.!HAwoi alneeH.lle .uoyod
IOHHHhOItCIOH913daeHY0Y 0J09 N1(K1(ao10.1vtu!xx 'xuuoadah
uweallvue Y!U a g H1a 111191-Q! Y!9 'AxH!Yaa0U ANVJOUVC
N1Yle of ten's oJou airy "1lol1t4 L wo3od.ew 3eh 939HMK
aA9 'NVoxm Io9HYada3 HmuHhHpl3 3H 'WE - iH1mlx91e9 $
uioa3 A atw3W a9a3 Kvt aHvoxeHC aH 9uxs 'aodxou oJox9n

.-~:v Vo9 mu an - 1tq rg3O 9aadaj w mcuuigfl
"1eexcdaY Weser

a HwexAd NWHlMu.3111AWOxe 91.01exl(m ONYIJVHudU 'flaw
-xl/du !d9oY 91aew pis 'HemcodoJ xloa3 xumedx9eu 91KV9a1(c
aN HHOa NvOx 'eH9vu3 evl(9 eaexcda! KHxI 9om '9iAhox mg
N11WHdulxs,lr "(01dvH3 "Y3 'widu) laexcdav 9Ioe3 A Hlsa

-I(xNJ.IItou ouhIlvwo9IuuY 9lalwe aH airy 'uAeH XIhHhI.!V0U
w.alN3dae aL luahilxvg 91aew lxic 'NYaj "H1311(eHOlnvuu

tZl

l,wHms4u 93lxic Nxivl1 a 'hu13lHAwox u.oiAdaYv9a as alxis
-ysdA XNx9391YvHexXNnnawO1V63xs1 '(ex3ed VHI~ Axvla.od
iH91Klnau3 Nh AH9paeoduaH Cadah A9AX eN 1He3NY 9H1(VY
-eaH) WE Hexcodoi xumedneu V1131vVH01fVNXHx93HH9
"1()t HuH111HHHaHeodJ3e)4 AWO1VYOdO9HuJOWOUOYel (x3ed
H!Tr) Woda9111(0U wux93aivwadx Cl 91KHvJllrAx 4el.Ledx013
-tide XHLLJ.0aiNca XHx93HexHdawVOlvJe9 '(imr sy 91(a3
"3Vd d-Y 'wudu) WOWHxcadwuNhH13!HAwoxnu wow 910iurOa
ILL!H918 UhNhlWW.VV NJ.dawa K391609 HHOde9 'Mari

"'N1KIfl.Od dalle JWOWIHHIt11aX91H
-IKON a an 'cevxodoga oJo1 K39.LOIewlidJ a '!nvdu .a9 @1
Nx9ned9axc-OH 91KYOx HHaIh IHXIa 'lnHHdAY vH41Han 91HHe1
"30 91oieYHe HHOB "(e) alxuleuws3 ! upon 000'olv
IW.IImuua avow HveHe)4 KIMYV1TE Kod9 VHde3Ynl(H 'daedu3
I(H)Kea an (KHHehAdla) oi!nHadac0dalui 91aeY11xvta
e1 4(31U) claw odu doalou XIIHhMJap'AwoX-Ox93a1YHxcXHJoa
-aiHloh Hwevdow 9Jr(ead 'Milne)! 63VE ! IAIIH9vayy sue9
9!)4x1 01 'a3od9 oioudeavxAH K3913A9dAu H03diU da131H
-lw w9edj mei Hvo)4 "(HxHllvou Ihe903) HHU!a ioudavaow
-dal Hwealdaxc N1e13 9L(h0x am HYEHe)4.fHledw( NHoil
(""a19womelex XHx93H119Ax.I 9L(9ew (AVVHV)4VUIHeeOdax3

! 914(vA9 Hlaxed !Hdavb 0J 'aod9 AHdatb awiiiudu vYvH
-e)4 Hvoxa om 'am 9lemed.a (evA3ou vusivadat) ev9kl
OJOHhH131HI(WO)rl1Ydow NhOW) Inn Ol 'IYaHHa)4 'Cade
e lna!Jdol e1 O1VH 'IIHOdo90 media xungvlu3 KHHas911-3A oY 3LJVWCHYexe) d3!wad11 'HO3dqj i9 'If 111(0)4
(9Z oJJiodoj 'Jaaa '13 Hla)t 09Z lido Aia.L!wO)4OJOx93HK,a

-ou3-ox9391veHe)4 oelnHHaeVHV "affil) xllmm! 9 exudVA(y
'h9Lme)4 'KIte3J.Hag eaev3odBB 'ehHaox93g euH3O a!HVU 'ex
-9na1~ eaev3odlj H9V )ITl AaovoHwe.31veHlwudx Hw1oa3
91aeaMCeH xex9YNJ.uad l xe131(uweu xloa3 A moil "eaomAdXemlldeaol exHHc d-ex91e9 oJoaeeidx raeda oJoHhi13iHAw
-ox 0J09HXI Ylu-C alhex!L( XHHhNll1(ou XNmeH X13a H1(H1mm
-se NHOe 9om 'weaexcdaY wHx93HK113Hdxwl3a Hleadlmor
-ou 9 NYl1OX xioxsl XS 'NwelNaJS Nw!083 Nlll9odou 31a
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NNMNWAAXaMH npaui aneKo He aa11AeMos a cTBopsMo
Hapxia Ta Ma4tito a AaHif Aepicaai i .no*Nays turn step

kpoHorO KpeMnit Ta AAA6OJIbWCBHUbKNXnponaraNAHCTiB TN

'paHlB i pi3HNKIBy CBITi
KOANCb133H KOTARpeaCbKHf 6yAHTeJb HauioHaAb

iNoro scitrra Howl Uo6N y 18-oMy CTOnjTTi nicae
!Oast Hapoh ntHpo mo6HTb c oio 6aTbxiBwxHy A

"nepeMO)Ke minima aopor 6o cepue cNnbniwe mix rapRaT
:Napo* IK1HUi nepeMo)Hels (3raAana natti E ratleep y cite

eMy ny(5JINMHOMyBHCTyni AHB crOMIH YKpaTHHs 33 13-ro

t pasme 1961 potty ma crop 3) Bond wiapxicrw ftd mil Ta

*IIOMNJ110Noci6Ntncia xpNCTiAHCbKNXAep)caa AaiOTbMONCnHBIC:rb

4po3aNBaTNCN )KNAdBCbKO-KOMy1IiCTH9Hiil mailut A arenTaM

,mepaonoro KpeMJvs Aerop

12

1962 potty nepe6yeae y CCCP Ta nepeuaa coBCrcbxii% smut
T CMNNiIKOA$MepNKBHCbKOIMOpCbnOinixoTN y mciA aim OM
CAyAcNe Bin Mir y CCCP CBO6iAHO13AHTHno CoecrctKOMy
COlo3i 9HM He MO* Tb KOpHCTyBarNCA3BN4atlni Yy*HH!(i
Bin 6ya TpowciCTOM (3a TBepA)KennaM painHCbloi twat)
Ta aMepKKanclKHM WnHryHOM(npNM M MCHCbK) TO 4oMymate A03soneuo iloMy noaepHyTNCA AO 31IA Ta tl y AO
AaTKy merit C06i ma mammycoecrctey rOpO)KalKy-KOMyHIC
TH4Hy WnHryi lc .. MociBa Hhcwui me annycicac 33 KOpAON
ropo)caH CCCP,t 33 BHIMKOMCBoIx BHWKOAeHNXareHTia yMocKai 4H B Jleninrpatti

yepe3 TaKNX Aep*aannx nonirNKia Ha ubOMy KOHTN
NeHTi MyCItMOit mm TepniTH tue 1%TYT MOpanbHO Ta Mare
piAAbHoai,Z KOMyHiCTH'IHHXnocinaic THpan i areHTia *Kt 3a

Ham C Tlermopy E KoHoaafbul Jl Pe6ere Ta C
6an&epy a Ha KiHeltb i CaMOro npe3NACHTa311A ,gxcana 4s
KeHHeAi

flan iIaN i'JIa*yH aeTOp KHN)Ke9KNsB CiT5IX Mi)K
HAPO1 HiX 3MOBHHKiBs 3oBCIM He itOMNNNCTbCKmoan
raHHrb multi* (6aniy) BCAKNXMaTepinmicrmgHux 4tinocoOa
i 30prati30BaHnx 4a6iaHicTia (coui,uIicTNvna CMeraHKa) AKI
aleJw4ytoTb MOCKOBCbKyiMnepilo Ta Ti couiiuicTH4HO-MapK
cNCTCbKHiSCyCninbHHilAu Bin i Tyr wallas rest npo$ Cil
MOpa reppnca AKHIIAoKa3ye uto nonirrnca AMepnKNnp*Mye
AOCouIRii3My 3riANO 3 flA it*MN MiICHapoAHboiMa4)ii (CTOp
25-Ta) )KNAiectwo"KoMynicmm'mIarerTN BAi3aKOTbIONy ro
aoettmA ilpoeia 311A Ta A io 06'c uiaHNx Hauiil

B tWnexy TiepeMOrn 3a 7 1 1963 p 3raAyeT1,01
1110KOHCHHIICOBCTCbKHiInpeACTaaHNKAO OH y HlIo-AopKy
88ANC3CTbCA6onbweaIubKHM area roM (TOMaC Jjo*c aMe
pttKanci icn i cesaTOp) B ocraHHix 9-ox pOKaX YPAAYBIHH)I
B OH aiK)1Heno 8)(e 16-Tb MOCKOBCbKO-6OJibweBHubKNeWCiN
ryHiB (AeJeraru KaNueAAplfni cJyac6oBui)

L(e BC! a BHABOM6paiy nwAITN4HOroalaNNM Ta Aep
)KaBHOPOBNpo611enna npOBIAHNXrpoMuAaN 31IA 3a noei6
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)KH,41BCbKO-KOMYHiCTHtiHA MOPAJib HA YKPATHi
Mopaxb - ue Hayxa npo Ao6pi o6H4ai Ta noBeAiNKyAKa TICNO noe'n3aHa a eTNKoio (Hayica npo o6H4aAHicrb)Emma -- ue CTyAITTa ou mxa noBeAimm 'mown y cairniMopanbNHx npNNa(Nnie ICTopn4N0 niAKpino 6araro Teopii%IuOAOAyWI MyxNmmNA BiAnOBigaJibNocTi3a Aoro aic ii
.HTyiltiomicTN (Biu ynH AOraAKOBUi)AK npNM PycconiATpNMyBaa imo Aywa JiK)ANHHa caocpiAmoto Ta niA6ypyc Mopanbni aicuiT IMnipiuiCTm (KOMTe Jiaxe Amon

CTK)apT Min) noncutoaanm eTHKy AK npoAyKT Bmpo6nerni4N AocaiA ,Lemci 4inoc04H wyxanN a6comoTHOi eiw moi mpNTepii (MipmmoA.A 'AKOTCbAyMKN)B penirii iAeaniCTH (iTnaTOH Mawr) 6a4NAm 6a3y CTNKNB McTacpi3mui (4acTHHa SiAoC04IT Ulo 3ai'iMacTbc HaAnpNpoAniMHpe4aMN) rereAb I
Mapxc y4NJH nw eTHKa c ap6HTpOM (MHpoRNA4N TpeTlAcbKHACyau) Tepwropii imwi (AioaeA 41.eAiic Amer)) B'HAnWO eTNKa C iH4ulBiAyanbHo,o KOHTpoAeIo

KOMymit-nmma MOpaj!b rpyHTyc rbcl Ha 38XHCTi eft
HapoAmoi BJIaCHOCTima 3aCO6H BHpO6HNuTRa BKnn)4ac B CC6e rn6oicy 6inbWOBNUbKyimeilHiCTb BiAAaHICTbKOMyHICTH4Hi11napTii A hrrepecaM Tpy,QAtuNXNI060B AO KOMViiCTNgROT
AepacaBH noaary AO JK)ACbKOjriAHocrH CoilismicTH%HeicTaBJieHNAAn npaui Ta 6epemmocTi B ocnoel KOMy,IcTH4moTMO
paabHOCTI AeHCHTb60pOTb6a 3a no6yA08y KoMyHi3My HaABHUUIMMOpaabHHM3WCOHOM KperepICM paAAHCbKOiCTNKHI
60pOTb6a 38 no6yAOSy KoMyHicr Moro rycniAbcrsa

KOMyaiICTH9HaMopaab n06yAosama Ha aCHOB1MarepiBAiaMyA aTei`3My (ma CHCTeMiT 3B AiAAecTimmor0 MaTepi
aIn3My) 6o.TbweB11KHeopoace CTa&'(ATbOCAAO BCAKOTy)eAiriTa 0006AH80 AO xpmcrlAmcTSaf 3 nepwax me poKie peeoJno

li eoHN po3xxuyml acoprroxy 6opoTb6y 3 XpHCTiANCTBOM1

,apewTyRa.lH
pO3CTpinIORammTa HaniTb Biwa..TH Cnyacmre)ER

r,epxam

nposauvAH awrmpeniriAmy nponaraf1iy 4epe3 WKO

M KOMCOMOAbCbKinioHepcbxi A npoReciiiHi opravi3aldT 4e
xiNO TeaTp Oprafi3yBaJn1 awrI peAinAu1 My3eT;pe3 npecy

C0103H6e360)KHHKIBi T iH
LIA 6opoTb6a a peniricio me npmnHHAAacbA0 p

boro 'lacYmime Ha6Npana Tpoxm immix 4,opM Tenep,~~N
KOBCbKi6o.7bwe8HKH 6inbwe HanoAAraloh ma anrepenirbilmy
nponaraHAy npwTArylo4m AO Nei mayxosuie MaiOTb norms

AH MOpa.'ii "eBAanbHOT (nomiTwenifi NanpnMOK KOMyHi3My)
KaniTaniCTN4H0ii(eKCn1ya7'auiA KABCy6ypacya3iT) Ta npOAe

'TapCbKOTAxi C pywiiikOK) CNJI0) a pO3RNTKymourn (Sea
AaJIbHHii- KaniTaJIiCTN4HHA- KOMyHicTm4HHA MK AO
"6e3KAacOe0r0 CyCninbCTRa) TpaKTyio4H JK)AHHy AK pi4 Ma

.TepiAJlbHy 3anepe'yK)4N immysaHHAAywi AIOAHHHTa bm3HaH
mn vuco M)KHTb s OCHOBlXpHCT1AMCb1OTMopani (BHKopmc
Tano"RN3R0.7bHHAUTAAX4 3 3a 1962 p. crop 282-4 AK*0
nOMiacHNAMaTeiAA) "f

4 Y 1959 pole MICbKKOMnapTiTT6onbweBNniR BiAKpne y
M 4epniaunx "6ynnNoK areicTa Tipp paAi 6yANHKy CTBO

pewO ceiuil KpvTNKNnpaaocnannoT peiiriT peniriilnoro CeK

Ioaai3My Ta npOnaraHAH Hayxoao-npnpoinm4mXks TapcTaa
3HaHb Y '6yANHKy RAawTo8yIOTcn Bt4OpN 3 AOnOBi

4,imbMaMNNa awTHpeAiriilni TeMN noon sraHAKrrb ann
.i mqn esanpOWeHNA Ha niAnpNCMCTBa B AOMoynpaRAiHHn
2 ycranosH A y46osi aaxnaAN 3aaep6oahni Kr6 npo9&aacmi
J TNTIHBHCTynaK)rbHa TBKHXai6paRHnx is RHraAaHmMHK.ft1?RC

"po3BIH4yIOTb"AkTaMH Ha CaAU(eHHHKIBi Bipnmx TXBopo
:.,Mria NapoAy'! ,ilanbwy Bace p06OTy BHKOHyKOTbCyAH rpo

MaACbKOCTs (AHB eroMin YKpaTHHbH 11 3a 1961 pin)
"B YKpaimi A 6imopyci npoTAroM 1961 poxy 3aM

t: 'memo 1,500 uepnoa fipwinnoio 31MxHeHnAuepxos a THCKCO
BeTChKOropeacvMy 3eJIHKinOAaTxmA Tpowesi naps ma

KAaAeHlNB uepxosHi TpOMaAN AK teat SCAema KOMyUICT10t
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solo napriea aTeTcTN'lNa nponaranaa cnpfwobata Na siA
crpaweHHn moxef BiA peairii (Ans (Um ilepeMorm) a 4
as 1962 piK)

Ha 6yxosnmi 3 uepKOB nopo6aemo wnmxxipi ASS CcinKN
36ixcxca B THX me uepieax RKiute 3aanwNaxm 6orocayx6H sisnpasa,K)TbcH He yKpaiHCbKOIOa poci*Cbxo o MOBOio
3aMicm yKpaIHCbKNXCa,UteNNKie OKynauiAHa Baama mac
'manna MOCKOBCAKHxnonia (6arioweK) MocKaii ma ByKOBNHi niA KaC HaWHXBCAHKOAHIXCBRTp03paXOByIOTbTaK U106
He npHAinwTNnpH4IAiB 60pOwHa (MyKN) Alin Hacenem n ByKOBNHH3 *BHHMHIMipOM u106 yxpaiHui CBRTKyBaJHBeaHK
Jlein 6e3 nacoK (ANB IWJUIX IlepeMorN) s 27 3 7 ammo
1963 pOKy)

ilo3aMHKaxo Tex 6araro uepxoa y7Ke Ha 3aKapnar
'no(KapnaTcbxa YKpaiHa A Caosa"Nma) Ta nopo6aeito 3
mix ny6ai4Hi KOMyHiCTH'lHiAOHH TOU1O 3aMKHeHo nOHaa
AeCRTOKHawnx uepKOB y Jibsosi y 6araro ma 3Y3 MocKOB
CbKI A .'1eHIHCbKinapTiAHi Ka6imeTNBKii(6) Ta K16 BNWKO
ataH 6araTo yKpaIHCbKNXnoniB-KareBicTie ski npawoiorb
RceuiJO A:1n 'eprosoro Kpe.aH XpucrirHCbKe HaceaeHHH
YKpaIHn npo uc ame 3Hae TA He Aae ao mix cnosi1(aTNC1l sit
piBNO)KHe Axe AOIXHIXenporupeairithmx ITT) (xpaMia..
BCi smut a nnwe 60abWeBNubKNMNareHTypaMN a ui non
Tt'rbKH "KHra10Tb Ha XpNCTiAHCbKyAywy AK "KOTNK Ma
MHwxy") HapOA )IOaNTbCH6OrY TNxueM noaa flOMOMuto6
NIxTOHe no'lya TOUto

TlepeATHM nepecaiAysaaN Haceaemmt uiaoT YKpaTim
HaujoHanbHO a Tenep i peairifHO Ta HeMae Kpautwx BNraRxia
Ha MaA6y'rHe Hawa A1Opa.TbXpNCTIRHChKa3aNenajta'e Haul
HauioHaai3M npNnrHeHHA 3OBCIM OTxe Ha 3MIHN npnAwos
KOMyni3Mi KOMyMicTWIHaMOpaAb MapKCHCTCbK0.,11eHIHCbxOro
MHAiBCbKOroCBiTOranAy Hawa HafiHo&wa reHepauiR Mace
aeHHA YPCP (YKpaiNH) neAarorilmo nc,xouiorigno A AWN
no crae BoporaMN XpNCTHRHCTBama YKpaTHi a asroMATN'lHo
sOporaMH csoix 6amiis piANi A rid po*HMNNa MBTCHKy
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A Na emrmaMHi He MoxcaUBOHaM Tx nepexosys*TN KopeCnoH
AeliuiAHn\in 'N iHWHMHwanxaans 6o Bci inowrosi nepectla
KH a CTporO ueH3ypoRaHi naprifiN.M anapaToM 3CMAO-KOMy

kHN Na Hawif XpIC HIIHCbKiI3eMai YKpaIHi
Hawa naaeoaiTN'lHa YKpaT a smosa y meson! KpHBa

Boro KpeMJIH AC HapOA Moue MauiOHaabHO-XpHCTNRHCbK
cao6oatn cnpaBeAiireocTH A aio6osm AO CBOro Haw Be
KHAWesveHKo nncaa uto "Cso6oaa 6a3yerbcn tut trips

'~yAHBOCTia 3 TOM BKXOAHTbWO A CB060Aa Na ;,no6oBi CBO
'` 6oAN NBMHIXTOHe AaCTb AapOM a MyCHMOTi BH60poni C06i

6 caMi si 36poea s pyiax wo 3ycrpl'laeMO aasciiu s Hamm
peairiAno-NauionaabNHX ny6aiKaulAX nose "3aJ113H0103SCJIO

%Mom (CCCP) B nicmnx YlA cniBaCTbcs
...CTOrHVTb 6opH A naaaKrrb cena

TXKJiRTHAKoMyHap naamTb
Ocb we xRl1 NHa Rapp *lac macrame
HacTaHe CyA I KaTOBime 3MTbl"..

Haw MAHApiBHHA.inococp rpiropif 'Caton CKoaopo
Aa 3a HauiOHaabHO-peairiiHe no6yvlceHH51 HawOro HapOAy
I8-ro CTO.7ITTA6y 3B8HHM"YKpaIHCbKHMCoxpaTOM i
ARUIOIOaKaaeMic,o nKHA13 COI1iAKOIO3a fORCOMXOAHBniA

_'"uepKea\1H Ha npMapKOBHXMalaanax y xoaoAHOMy caAKy I
1 ANNAnpIttuinaK)BaB CBOIM"xHBHM CJIOBOMI BaacHHMnppKJi

t AbM B1MUiMOpaabHl n011ynaHmn 3aKJIHKaRAo6ysaTp 3H
NR 3ana.nosa6 AO no6oBM npaBAMA piAHOro Kpaio Ta saox
IlyaaB no "A06pnX Ail! CBiAHapOA

Y CBOIX"IJIOCO4)CbKHx(MyApnx) tMCaHHRXBill AOBiB
noTpe6y caMOni3HAHHRa s immix nponoHysaR niTH sa BpoA
McHNMHAXMJIOMTa wyK$TH macro s CnoKO10Ayw1 A y orOAI

ta BorOM.
Bit picas Tex Mopaai3aTOpCbci Bipwl Ta MaR A06pO

AifHNA BnJWBHa MaWe rpoMaxsHcTBo Bit (Sys ijeAHOa am

t AHHOKITOrO 'lacy MaB 4HCTi nor.'rnAH Ha YKpaiucwci C11paBN
Ta dye nepeAOBNMMHCANTeaeMcaoro asropcbxoro 4$Cy Ta
XOTIB6a'lnrN ceoTx amen KpaUUHMNn UtaCJIHBiWMMH



hp am so non's s XpncTmnceacoMy aft! 6o tome Tani iI$
pa3HT11MONtyrb "38TpyITN Nasni Hal%MOJfoAIDlAymi".

z BynbMO 'lynni ma "rropoxci Hawnx npas nosa rpa
NuHMHCCCP iuo6 y Hawn%Hanmosiwin icropiT YKpaian me

,6yso anapxin i noMHJros Hawnx nposiLHHx loosen sntci3Mara
MyTbCR3a peJiiriiino-HauioHallbni npasa BinbnoT Yic

OMyA KOOpAHHynMOCbpenirinno A napTilTHo [u06 MN
NJIbHiTd aNHHLL(HJtifBCiXH3WHXnapa3NTia i BNKOpiHNJIN3i

CBONpHAla yCRKyaTeTCTN'lHyTa HeyKpaTHCbKyMOpaAbClpeA
NawHXpeliriiino-Hauionalcbnnx Ayw y ceiTi aKi Manes 6 on

'TN nposiAnnMn s'osban HawoT Man6yTHboT ueaane*noT Vs

tam B oANin is nicenb YiiA cnieacTm.ca
Via ...fen piLHHn 6paie 3axoay A CxoAy

CAHancb y NBCa yAapmdii MOHOAtT
Mn YKpaTHiaI6opeM Ceo6osy

i po3i6'CM 3arM01111nbKNiiseCb eel??"..
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T Wea'lenso 6ys AyxosNM y'NeMAoaaAHO CKoROirsmalls)KHTTs CBRTNXsTa noOANHOKin uiO
sown

uisuepsBn Bin 6ya so6pe o6i3HaHHA 3 nesarori'lHHM1 3acaAiMN Bac.ufin Benrnoro Aoana 3onoToycroro ca ABrrpnropig Bejirnoro A iHWHxToro 'lacy Tapac Lilesme o 8ioam AMOCKoMencbKHf 6yin aH3nd'lHHMIfBHXOaHNKaMNearn'of A Mopaxi na YKpaini we n AOCiC 3KryanbH{ nesaroraMN ceps* Haworo HaceJfeHHRHa anrHaHHi T7Ke na6ns reupnxa necTaJioui aenilKOro waanft
."-~

apcbKIaflu pcbOro,.Onesarora A sifc.aos oeas AoroTBopax .AyiMKify MIX nlAarOri'lHHx
i'ipnst...."[LIo6 swot me vs' 6o To Boise cJfosoTO Cepite no Boni 3 BOroM PO3MOMBTo cepUe ute6e'le rocnoMHalo cAasya .nymsa span caira na xMapi rpm"..,Qo6pKM neAaroroM 6ye Text i isan Oparno RKHf anXoay3as 1 HIBso COMM 3OJiOTOro Hawy AiTBOpy n MOAOAbnor Boxosi'MHp IZOpOWeHKOmamas "BarbicoM YKpaincbfcoiIINrR.oi AriepaTypu (A-p Balm Ji17paui Ilan ~paHSa") Bin 6

yuie y
17eAarbpoicinTa memos oroti "6i6JIinunA MoiiceA ns to nposasms acAoo6iusnoT 3eMni CKaTHCTOq Ta 6e380AH010 nyro HapOAHbOrO)KHTTXBiH lKXOayBaa NOBefp pnH

NawM
HNXi AywKNx6opuin 3a spaute Man6yTNC

Taten
Bin Haw'BeJfnKNAY'lHTeAbpicas

'faun Ta YKpaIHN
"ripNnse 'lac i TH OrHHCTHMswumYspaino 3aCRCwy HapOAie aoJibHiMROaiTpycnew Kansas enepemewcs Becicnttomnposor,w 4opnKM Mopes misfit Bonii 3raRneW RK Xa30THAOMOBHTHnno caoif xaTi i no Cao7 noni"..

TOMy A scuao-KOMyfiCTN,. "aba+fb J[J4t nac e
Kaabf10ro ffnli to WTI c~

~10rO 1~~fo-Bauio
yMUETrs ffKOfOMycfrMOsofoea

t
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WO AB )KNABCbKNR KOMYHI3M TA AHAPXICTHHAWOMY JIIOACTBYT
Bate Repwi point arHAiecbKO-6oJlbweanUbkoi peewit)111TRPHHCCAIIMiabiiOHHalOACbKHX)KepTa Ha YKpatni &oAbrwearUbKi 6anAH,HeuiaAHOHHU(KJHHaWNXamen naJIHJINyKpai'HCbKiUepKBH,tPyilHyBafii 6yAMHKHHawnx MiCT Ta rpa6yunit mine HaceneHHA

3 1922 pokoM 6oJrbweenubKNi1 Tepop Na6yeae rvreHOBOPOxapaiTepy 0006aHBO a YKpaTHi 4eia (6oiIbweaHUbKNAn0ltigillrrHA opraH) apeurryeanla 4NCACHHHXiHTe.7ireHTia AKi 6yAH He6e3ne4HNMH(Ha Imo IyMIcy
CbKHX

60abWeaHabKOi CHCTCMHBOHN 3HMU(HJINMiJIbROHNHaWNXCCJIAH(3aMO)KHiXi CePegHAKiB)Y 1921 peel 60AbWeRHKNHaBMHCHOOpraHi3y88JtH HaYKpaTHirOJIOA BIA AKOrO3FHHyJIOAO ABOXMi.7bfONiBJ101[ejl(Tliaaeu,a YKpai><a) Y 1929 pogi noganace mamma Kate*THai3aujR 1L106 3arHaTH yxpaTHCbKNXMAN y KOArOCRH6oJlbwe8HKM HaBMHCHeopraHi3yaamt maw Ha YxpaTMi y
Aen
1932-33 pp. a HaCaiAKOMToro BHMepao A0 8 MiabfOHIBJuo

Bye ronoA Ha YKpaTHiA y 1946 pogi BOJrbweeNKH3araHATri MWJ1bAOHNAK)j1eAy KOHUeHTpattiilHiTa6opR 1[e BOHN*Half a XOAOAironoAi TOOKKiInpagi Ta BMNpaJINa r*arKHXMyKax Miar AKHMH6yJro H8A6ifbWe yKpaiHUiRMOCKOBCbKi6OJIbWCBHKHBHa03HANMiJ1bfOMHyKpa'jpale a A3h0 (Ha UiJtHHy)
WTy4HO opraNiaoaaHNii aHei3 Ha UIJ'HHyMae RoAetAHy McTy
1 TBpwwycwrmmorel TA)KKOnpagroeaTlt MN MoCaoaCbxO-6oJweBHumor mum

2 3MeHluyeaTMKilrsKicm Haematite YxpaTm a6o actt
MiAIOBBTHi%OrO3 MOCKBHHaMH

BORN WHpoKOBHKOpHCTOBY10TbAOHOCM*Minn ma 6a
TbKis i nponaraHIWIOTb "repoilCTBO (npHM RaBaHK AO
HICCeOrO 6aTbKa AO HKBJi 3a npHHaJle)KHiCTbAO CBY) OT
me maim JUoAH )KHByTb y Bi4HOMyCTpaXy J1K)AH
OAHH0AHOrO RPHXOByIOTbCBOTAyMKH CTMOTb3aMK rf

r caMi co6j (Jima "CTpax nnCbMeHHNuipdtem4 3eH4hA
HOT- "BH38ONbNNi%W.nox q 3 3a 1963 pie crop 285-86 pp.)
)KHAO-KOMyHICTHBHHHU(NJTHHBWHXJIIOACAa IHWHX3KOMy
Hi3yeaJIN Ha CaiA JIu &OJrbWeBHUbKiHayKOaui Bilien HOBa
JIMKOMyHi3Mcepe* MOJIOtI A CTapwHx amen nponarammmo
Ta ny6JliKatdRMH

KOMyniCTMHi $iJrocotIM YKpaTHN rOaOCITb ti1MeK
Twnwi% MaTepialri3M Ta areicTMgHi Ae4imiuiT 'npoTot Bork
xpNCTNAHCbKOTMopaJti A UepKOBHOrOKyJIbTy Ta peniritlHoi Hauir)H37b11HXTpaAHUiil (RPHM O I CTOAKeenq 11 ~Q JIoAiIl
B A )RHHJ1eBCbKMAM T ryJIAK M XBHtpHKOB i PAA
immix)

1 KOMydicTM4Hi netarorM YKpaTHN e)KHeamTm pi3HNx
3 aTeTCTWMHXMcTOATa BHXOBy1OTbHawy MOTOAby KOMyHiC
t TH4HOMyAyCi TXHiRCHPOJIOPNHe BIPATb y XPHCTIAHCb

wy A no3arpo6oae 11 acMrrm orate Tax camo marls
tote ROKOJriHHAJ1oriKa CCCP amen:4ae KyJIbTy ceiri a Ay

'' maim yce npo A06p06yT Ta CKCnaH3i10)KNAIBCbKOTOKOMy
1'4 HI3Myy XpHCTIAHCbKOMyCBITIR03A rpaHHUAMHCCCP Taia

Calla nporpama A y BCIXimmix Hayioeuia CCCP
PaAAHCbKiUHCbMCHHNKHYPCP m xeamnon miwe xo

MyHICTWIHHAJtaA Y CaO-IXTeopax 1NWHinoeaiT Ira noes ere
MoatyTb o6ifmmcA 6e3 KOMyHICTHyHHXcale Tom) Weft C
KOpHCTyeaTHCAMaTepiRJIBMMXeMaboeoro MNKomi &Exams
BoaoAHMHpa COCIOpn i T R THnie AJrri HayKMCepeA HBWMX

~~ MOAOAWHXROKOJtiHb
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..."Ue nogyTTA y HaC Ne 38iNHe
um 3 TNXgacis 3 TNXAHia KOJM
HaMpociSHH noMorJte
npormarb flermopy 3 YKpaTNn".

(Po3Ata 1Y)

.r 1927 p.)
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flpaM I "A aipio a "3aripro KOMyay Wpm TIM 6o
7KeaitbHO utO No7KHa'aMeprN (M XanmoBHii *its BatMaprNmeub y YBO AO OYH")

2...."Toll actyxaJOvHCb a>tccepue 6Nto s rpyANBci AiTH Liynoacbici nogyxm enepw ctoBa
Tlpo re uto JiaHi ccm 6ya MapKc - ae.uxi IKMNLUo BgaTb po6iTmnKia AK 3A06ysaTH npaBa"..
t'lya I(ynos Tx xoAy KpoK 86NBuie A oKynawra
flpHHNKCinB TeMpaBi 38 OJbXOBCbKNMMOCTOM
Konwra uOKOTATbrerbMaHcbKa n'A"e 6amxa
Tipow,ata no ny rax Bpi*gwrb cratbmNil wo*OM"..

(MHKONa Baxcam)
(Roma 'Sarum A cam,. crop 146.156 piK 1938)

.Hi,Ame6y)y3aaMN mTb
IAirb OA Meese! rerb iaiTb
XOq MMA 3HafOMi 68'm8 Bac
MiJK ctyr BHroacb,oro at pax

(floe3ia "roman, (1952) crop 150-165)
Bowl oTyr crnpgarb wicr air -
TipoKAAroro BpeMN caiAt
rAAHb- AOTaro OCbCroanuA
KOANCburine A Moro aiT1tA"..

(MHKOAa6aXIM)
(ibm "XpmcroMariq YKpaTncbtcoTJ1ireparyps a 10-ro

aAacy crop 144)
3 Bwro*w.ucp Coctopa ("XpeC roMaTil YKp JilTepatypo s 10-ro Lucy crop.91-94)

"1 BCemeal A3lopgamb wBHAKix01n)ANixaaaii ace Medi 3a80A NeanNHHOLIOKOTNTb
i BOpOTOKc cpattHrb npo MHHygiMHti
Roam noacranN Mn i niw.H flermopy 6HTb"..

(TioeMa "3NMa 1921 p.)
130

..."B aaJciao anoe HauxienO Juney
3a6ya a PURIM pinta..
KOMyHiCTN4HyYKpaIHy
A TaK iio mot
Boma MOH..Memi ApyroT
Y>tceme rpe6a ma skid

..."Haw napaBO3 snepe* arm
B KOMymi6yneM cKOpO..
HaM 61JIbwe HIKyANiTN
118AHaMNaopi.. sopi..
MN Ail% THX XTOsNCTynaB

ie s 6iA ma UeHTpa.TbHyParty
XTO napaa03N 3a811w88
i limos ma 6apmxasH

' (floe3iA "BiAnoaiAbf

` csc cxopogena uBiAnoeiAbs ma maKtemmubKi am

paAAHCbKIanXBaTKNyKpaTHCbKNX6ypHCya3HNXNauiOHBticTi

3aKOpAOHHiAnpeci cTOp 94 TaiHNH yKpaTHUAMN6yfi1
""811U,te3raAaHimaws noels AKNXi3 rpiXOM noMiulyaaTn a Ha

;,wmx ny6aiKauiax no3a rpaunuaMN CCCP Y acypna.xi "By

kiwi q 1 3a 1953 pit ma crop 17-iA 6ya noMiuteHHArummer

(3'TAXNBenycbMO o6pa3JNSOro sMicTy) i8aHa'6arpA110r0 na

t'Hy i7 Bosomy

1,.,t, "AK s flex nopN 6)08 Coctapa`-'` He ginaa Aoro flevmopa
AK a Cocapa 6ya fierxx)pa
Poacrpiiaa Aoro Comps
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MItKOna CKpHRHNK(HanHCaa 250 Apyxoaanix npaub)bye CnpaBAi BiAAaHHrinapTll KOMyHiCT1 6JI13bKHilCni8p06iTHHKJleHiHa Bin aims uto napTin AificHo Hece HauiOHaabNyfOAiTH4Hy Ta COUIRJbny CB06oAy BCIMHapOAaM 3oKpeMa A
YKpaIHi BIM 60pOBCR MK npOTH yKpai-HCbKHXCaMOCTiiIHHKIB AeMOKpaTH4HHXCHn 06'.AHaNHX 8 YKpaIHCbKiilHauioHaJbHifi PaAi Ta 83aralli npoTlt YKpaTHCbKOiHapoAHboi Pee
ny6.TiKH (CKpNnHHKaipHB y CRIAKy3 poCIf%CbKHMNKOMyHiCTaMN) .

An-mad 'pNMARHNroe0p vni "AiCKOP1Z1A WBIOMrIJTEPYMKBE MArHYC PEC flECCYJibAEAHT "He3r0Aa rpoMaARH 3H11111NnaHepa3 BeANKiAepMtaBl KoMyHicTN 1i anapxicTHgHi rpynn YKpaTHH3pylinysaAH Hawy CBMOC
TilTHICTba maw HapoA ocTaauecn HeBi.nHHKaMHHa CBOTilia
AeOAiTH4H0-aBTOXTOHH1113eMAi

AO aHepxkTNylotx rpyn YKpaiHN MNna4HCAHFMOiilax
H'teUie K04y6e1ll iCKpN OCKa7KHIHOCH ra.!araHlt I T inHaw BenHKHii f11e84emco o6CTomBa8 peaorlpuiAHi pyos()(MelbHHUbK1111Ma3ena i'OHTa &OryH f1aR.noK HantiaallKOTa iHWi) Ta HeHa8HAI8npHCAyM(HItKIBMOCKBH"(CKOpORaACbKH11flOnOBn4 CaMifA0BN4 PO3yMOBCbKHil)llKi ;"Jni3aannaTHHKHOapnt i TOU(O Bin HapiKan CNrbHOHa 1CORy6eT8k
Kim mode i raNaraniB 11(0ROHRwaweni Ii enoranuis 'Xi 3
3a311pOCTNado "AAAnaKoMCTBaHeutacHoro no amt npoAaBaTHce6e a OTHH3HyMOCKOBCbKHMXaH3M npo HKHXMaAloBaAH Jf YKpaTHKa(tBORpnNRs) Ta JTKIAMHAaCTapHUbKa-4epHHXiBCbKa(tOcTanniii cHir)) npo uto A RHCae A-p A Amnon a tAnbManax i oMony YKpaiHNu 3a 1959 p. crop 45
All AMHTpo AoHuoa Kogy6eIe I ranaraHia (BhIKHH4eHKa
CKpNnHHKaf1eTpOaCbKOrO)See "MOAepminn flfBelliaMH"iip0rpecHcTaMN.

AO aHapXICTHgHHXrpyn Ha YKpaTHI'Ipe6a TaxOM 311
'1HCANT'N6yHT ABOXeANifpOBNX-ANBi3i1111RIA KOMaHAyaaHmum oT AaHNAa 3e.eworo (TepnNna) Ta OnencaNApa AaHaeHKa a Apyriil noaoeHHl ci4HH 1919 pony

{

I

A 3eneHHti niAHRBaiAKpHT11a6yllT npoTK AHpeNTopit
YHP a aiATak }mix ma TeplTopilo OKynoaany COBCTaMIIBits

AyMaB 1110npH AonoMO3i CBOIX6aTbKiR 3Ao6yTN (PaaRH

CbKy BJaAy B YKpaIHi 11omonioaaTtl Ti 3enenitii-Tepnnl0 y
CBOIXpo3MOBaXi3 EBreHOM KoHOBaabueM i 11oro ynoBHOBa

IIKeHHMH
BHMaraRycyneHHR AHpeKTOpii Ta 3aeeAeHHH"paXRH

cbKOT*mat a caMocriiinitl "TpyAonitl Pecny6niui

VY1lyy
C KoHnnaneub) B Aoro wra6i 3HaxoAHBCHcTapwin a

oHK0 HKHIlywe bye y 38'03KaX 13 60nbweewcaMH T8 3r1Alb
4-3 TXiHCTpyKUiRMHBnnwaa8 Ha 3eaeHoro Ta iloro o rO'ICHHH

npo 1110He 3Ha8 3enenHi% IleperoBOpH YCC (YKpaincbui Ci
408I CTpinbui) a HHMHe AoeeAN Ao Hiyoro or*e YCC 811a

pltnN Ha Hboro niA O6yxosnM-Tpnninnn Ta BOHH8.'1OIKH1t
Caoa 36pOIO (3 AyMKOIO3ene"oro) AHH25-ro ci4HR 1919 po
Ky (Amt .YKpaiHa 8 Ao6i AHpeKTopil YHP) A-pa MaTaia

;"CTaxoaa TOM 2 crop 154-8) rlpo Bc,o um eAcneAltuiilHy
KaMnaHilonpoTH 36y1nonanoT AHBi31i3enenoro-TepnH:la onN

tr Call KOMBHAHpi3 Wei rpynn COT ANTIS Kpe3y6
BynT TT-OTAHinpoecbKOi AH813ffOTaMaHa OneKCaHApa

AaH4eHKa Hasic Ten( BenHKI WKOAHAnn o6OpOHHOIcnpaRH
YKpainn 3a YHPecny6niii Or AaH4euKo rpas 6inbw naCHd

Hy porn! He npoTHCTaBItBCRp03KAaAOBiflpo60Ti 6onbWe
ankle 16opoTb6icTi8 HKI niA6ypnAH BORKinuicT AliRi3iT He

.11THHa tppoHT Ha 1iepHlriaLjnHi 6inbwiCTb BOHKIB110-
81311tACMo6iri3yeanacIs (po36irJHCR AOMie) AHwe M
3arnwn.acH rboHJbHOIO OTSM3Ha AaH4eHKa apeWTOBaHO3

L "iloro ABO3Ha4Hyn03HUi10a 6yHTi Ta tAenopTOBaHOs Ha npH

MyCOBH11no6yT y ralummi (Hal6iAbwe 36NpaJHCH a CTatiH
CJaBOBi Tenep !Ratio eapaHKIBCbK) fli3Hiwe ronoane KOM*

HAyeaHHHApMii YHPecny6iiis TX noCTHraAO AO c iy*6n a

1~ nepeopraHi3oeaHill apMiT
, ByHT o611ABOXAHInp08CbKHXAHei3ill He bye 6o,bwe

.BHUbKNMa AMMO 6y8 AHKHMtnaUHt0i3MOMH(yMnpoTROpeH
NH) UH 6opoTb6a Ile Arta teitlNOIO 3 WIaCHHMHapoAoMS 1110

BMaAbOByeanHCOBCTO4IiAbcbKialTOplt 06HAaa of 6ytnn cTa
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pa 6 cB0'IX enoBCT3HuIBXy coon IIOJNTHKyTi nornMAN Ha

anapXi4Hee CyCniabCTBOI Bin XoTis CBOTMHIppaSaMK rBH3BO
nHTNs TpyAOBe CeJRHCTBOsiA BnaA116ypaKya3ii 1 nOMiIuNKIB

a Aepma8HHx ypSAOauie
Bin C80TJIHCTHniAnuCyBaB THTyJIOMtBaTbKO Maximo

(MenewKO) a c oix rMaxItieu.ia 3Ba8 (noecTaul1AMNf AApo
%oroaarony aiA caMora novaTKy 6yno HacrpoeHe *rote n

'TH attain (oxenntno 3a BHCTyn )xMAIBCbKOICOTHiB rya
oni y 6epe3Hi-xaiTHi 1918 poxy - CBiA411TbMaxim) )Ku

N-anapxicTH 3oacim He 6y.N B (tore saroni Cniaxa Maxim

.3 6onbwernuaMH trpoMNAH 6ypatya3ia (aril( TKx um MaJIN

futoue6yab npH co6i a6o y CBOIMnnMewKaHHi) "palny3btti
ecnanc6Ki iaetlii anapxlcTi (He 3Haio n npaBAn npo Nboro)

nlxaBHnNCRTa mown Maxna Ha !Mitpanil
B nepwiM nepioAi 6opoTb6n MaXHiRUiRflpOTH A,HpeK

vopii YHP B CniJui 3 6onbweRHKaMIt a6potini cm Maxim
He nepecmranr oa11oi TxeR4i tnoscramie* niA 6e3nocepeAHi

tMN H3Ka3aMit Maxna Like a rpyAHi 1918 potty Maximal naa

t JIoca npHCAHaTHAOee6e Sarin 4leaopa LQyci anal cnoxa rNy
Ha noni6mnx anapxicTnnuux OCHOB3XAIRS pisno6i3KHo AO

aim
ma KaTepunocnaauttINi Bin crab 3aCTynHHKOMy 3a

)k,roHi Maxim (BIAAin KitmoTN) Ta 6ya y6wruii y 60x) 3 6osb

,weanxaMII y 1921 poui
Kiuno ra a MaXHOBiMaaroHi (Mafia KinbKiCTb) M*Jl

caoT T 3B..eTa'aHKH} - 4oTHp0KOneCHiniABOAK(80311)
a RKNXMaxim ca.waa n0 KinbKOXniwux tnOBCTaHUis. BCer

(6apoxao1 (noacTatntin sanacn xap4io aMyeiuilo Ta Baaran)

1BCRKy Ao6H4y 9 ctopocTpiif) UNM cnoco6oM aarim Mir y

,t(iaocT1 Aywe CKopo nopywyBaTHCA B Tepelli Ta BHnepeAWy
BaTNnixory (roionHa 4acTHHa apMi'I) J[NpeiTopiT YHPeCny6

P{JIiKN R coBeTiB Ha nepwii% .TagaHuis 6ya mantic the BTe

4ewl a Ha OCTAHHIl the 3AOfOHew.
Y AerelAapr ix onoRiAaHHRX(MKuHK) SKaXOANMOUtO

BIH MABCBOTrpowi-6aHKHOTH emnmcaui na nOnOTHis gHCT4

;,.MaxNIBCbKHMraCJiOM(KAHKKO10)
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AHCRnicji Toro ix Mocxaa ma no'arxy ci4HR encaana 6ynaCBOTABi HOTNAO ypiAy YHP (BHUte3raAana KHHlKKa TOM2-i9 cTaop 158-9)
MaxnoBa SWAM y cnIAUIa 60AbweemlaMn 1918-19 ppHaHecaa Halli6inbwe wKOAHB 4acax YHPecny6niin HeceJleHHR Karepunocnaea 6yno B61JIbwOCTiMOCKOBCbKO-)KHAIBCbKCAKe TOAiy 3Ha4Hin 4aCTHHiCHMnaTH3yBa)O3 6yAbaxolo BnaA0x) a 6yno HeraTHBHO Hacrpocne Ao BCRKOIyKpaincbnojAepaxaBHorm 6onbweaNKH AicTanH AonoMOry IAA aHapxi4HOro 3aroHy niA npoaoAoM HecTopa Maxim Ta npH KiHltirpy*HR 1918 petty TMBAanOCRCninbHHMHCHITMHBNnepTHyKpaTHCbKeBiriCbKO3 KaTepHHocJaBa (4 eAeiixo) Maxim 6y6TICHHMCninbHHKOM60nbweBHl(bKoi arpeciT Ta npoaa*ua pyTHHHubKypo6ory y 1918-19 pp Maxim A oTaMal MaTBitI

Cpmropiia (Xepconutwna) Hapo6Hnr BenunoT wKOANAmt yKpa mct,KoT o6opoHHOT BitHN MaKCHMMaxim nOXOAH613 CyARi1-long At 6yno 6araTO *KNAi6Tam 30praHi3yeanacq npoTMauapXi4HOTrpa6i)KHOi 6aH,tH AmmnIJ*TpRMHABARANYIPSAll oxpeMa H(NAiachKacoma ma no-rim po3rpoMnna ueii MaxniBCbHHilaiapxicTuxtnta satin (nNcaB Maxno)
li3Hiwe atiHKa Ma'am y ceotoMy AHCTi3 t'ynRit-fio.I(Tam y4HTe/noBana) AO KHCBa nHCana MO KY mac TyT 3'R3HBCR63HAHT Maxim HanaAac aim TyT Ha 3aMiaKHiwHXfit/

AO ma AyXOBHHKiBTa Ha iHTeniremnito Tpa6ye Ta R6HBaeMn iioro Ayme 60TMOCAAK 'HAMM CMepKHe me BHXOAHMOHa Bynnun 3amnnacmo ABepi Ta 3aaiwyemo 3acn0HN Ha six
ma uto6 He BHAHO6yno caiTna (MenewKO y tHoBNli Wmx 9)

Bin 6ys B OAHif 0006i t3aKOKo*a8UeM, rOJOBHHMKO
MaNANpoM cyAAeto Ta KaTOM (CTpiSIM NeBHHHHXAlOAei%Na
Micui) Bin roaopna yce AOMBHOIOMOCKOBCbKO101408010 Ti
6yB AeCHOTOMAKNiiHeAOBip'518MyApiWNMBit ce6e AiOARMi
HeH3BHaieTx CrrcuiRabHo aim MCTHBCRHa npaBocaaBHOMyAy
XiBHHUTBy(noRiCHB npaeocaaallof o CBRiiteHHKaa Ceni Pow
AtCTBeHui - nNcaB CaM Maxim) Bin SOBCiMHe BTacMNN4y
(40



eron KyMO me *ypfCb s MaxHa rpowi aaaemtcbs(MNUNK- CTOp 26) yaalKaeTbc* anraAK010 MaxHIBVI'OBOAHANCA0O-3BipCbKOMyXapaKTepy 3 6e36opOHHNM11*iHKaMH HacHAyBaAHI (Ai P--x.pxiaARHcbxol YKpaTHH c,rop118-20) ANB eYnpaTHa s Ao6i AHpeKropi YHP A-pa Matsin CTaxonoro TOM2 CTOp 172-83)
Jiea WaHKoBcbKHti y ceofii KHHxte*Ui nYKpaTHCkKaApMim a 6opoTb6i as Aep icaenierbs (crop 141) 3raAyc moe,W'axHoRaaHapxictngna rpyna ma KaTepKnocaaautl,Hi MRAaAO 25 THCRV6atHeriB i wa6cab no3a TepeHaMH Aiti YHPaAHBKa He BH3HaBaaa *oAHoT BAaAHHa YKpaTHiTa 6opoaaca no

vep3i a yciMas
11 Ta6opexxo y caoTil nAacToaiti xiume Ui n I eiTan

uepHHtt no13A 'CTp'nbuis (Aarc6ypr 1948) araAye uto Api6HNti OTaMaWINKOCKIAKa6ya AHKTaTOpOMyKpaiHCbKOTaHapXicrwn o rpyns y M PianoMy AH1{29-ro Kaima 1919 ponyARK rpiM a RCHOrOHe6a BAapnAa ua asiCTKa Ha BC10yKpaTHCbKyapMilo 40pOHT3aXHTaBCRe3paAas - saroeopHmc NoaaKN 6 crapWHHH CA'AOMme OAHa HOBHHa noARKH cTBO
pnawn canto Aepmaey nonani Hacryn ma Boston. Ao nomncis
yrb c t Ocximco e4epaoHis Test aaBOpywHmteb AO HIM npn6yAH HOBiCHAHs

(PyIHK 4)ponry micas OctciAKOaoro 6eWxeTy a Pismo
my Hi4HM6yao HanpaeHTN Bce 3By*yeaAacb Tepwropia NaRKii1yKpa"IHCbKi3dB3RTUiynepTO 060pOHRAHCA'MOTH vr1CAlHHOro aopora 3 Jiyw,xa HATHCKaJHnoAAKit saxonnAN aecnoniBaHOHawi CKAaAH36pOTi B3AAN6araTbOX K03aKiBTa Craptun y noaous.. (gyp 61 e3arn6e.b CTpiabugS)

A-p tZMwrpo ,Qoxuos (eTapaciaeubs rpyna MimeXH MiXHOBCbKOro)y CBOTXnNCbMeHHNUbKNXTaopaX vacTo
3raAyc 4 pa 4ty3bKOr0 nnCbMeHHNKaM BappeC AKHt1nHCaamo .HaN Tpe6a 'omen Miulo saxopiHeHHx a Hamill semi aHarm% icropii a HauioHaAbni6 CRIAOMOCTisRK Test aHaxo
AItMOy iloro npaulx racAO $paHuy3bKHx UJeea.ic a tpeeAavbaoT OpaWUii A60roai Moa ,tywa OT iHI -, MDITTA
142

- awe moo noro same 6paKyean AeBKKMIaWHM

pOBiAHIIKaMnapOAy B MNHyJIOMy
,nOMHARTHCR ale JHOACbKaCnpuBs) Ta 00MHAKlt

npaIAAK)TbAIOANHy roBOpHAHaHTHIIHipHMAAHNAAe tax

~r10M11AOKy HaWi11M11Hy1WHHi6y110 B)K1 3a6araTO Me

OTepnie Haw HapoA a Hawa HatlMOnoAwa reHepaw ~..~
PlIaKaMN3 H3WNXny6AiKaui6
pHM 1 J[OiCTOpNVNipact - Hawi aNa3oHKH smoaamr a

ipaHURMH aJle a HHMHa)KHBaAHCBTa pOAHA$B'A NIX

A1THCAOB'AHHHa AOnOMOryKAHKaAHHOpMaHt11ea iN
wi npHCTaeaANAOrepMaHUia i NNUtHANHaw HaA6a8NB
Ha YKpalHi

KHAacivacm - 6paTH Misc co6om aotoean Si araN

*yeaAN 'y)KHNUia AO CBOTXTepwropivAbHHX i cnopiA
HeHHx IHTepecie

reTbMaHH po6HAN Hepeammi C010311a My*HHrtB
MN AKiJ ORAH3alCiAH y CBOIOKOpHCTb

I-wa Cal-roes siama Hawa eniTa He nopo3yMiAa
CA 3 AHTAHTOK)npo Mati6yTHicTb caMocTii%noTYKpa
THN a po61111api3Hi HeO6AyMaHiyrOAH Si aKTN Slab
cop (27-H8 npe311AeHT3,QA) noANKTynae flOAbuty ma

yKpalHcbKnx 3emasx KACMBNCO(t)pantty3bnHtl np 1

ep 3aaHHti cTHrpoMS) mica= rumps (noo.*
Ha 3Y3 (3axiAHi YxpalaCbni 3eMAi) AeuiKima (p
AHHH)Ha CY3 (CxiAHi YKpaTHCbni3erai a cam spo
6ma BHCaAKyB Oneci oT*e ix TaM Hawi TpOXH eno
MO4NAN>a 4opHOMy Mopi
CKOponaUCIKHt1Y3113c0103 13 Heicnyao'OiO we TOJti PO

rciao BHHHHHeulco a 6oabwernnc 'H ileTpyweBN s Ae
iniiciNOMs IleTnmpa 3 noamaMH Boporu NHwaimamammals py
KaMHnpommmHaworo NaU1o*anicTN4H0ro pyxy

iHWe:.Meabmixiani) B;AOKptMNAHCABlA 4tTapacie
1de) (MNK M1xHOBCbKnf) i e6Ay*RTbs CaMi (npaeAa mo

InoaK A MCAbNHK3HaSWOBCn1JIbHyMcTy a KpCBHRKOM'OAK
C KoNoaa*bueM) Aaabwe - pO3AOp Mist wax A Meab
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PenrNHKOM
Ta CA n C 6aNAepolo (OYH) Ta 6par a6meerborauis MNKOnu ,le6eAA

B noRc6pa3aX 6yna trpoMaAa iM MNKonMI AparoMaHOBas (3a MapKCOM
(JIYAH

eMiNM) n TIt AKNx6oponttcAHawi Nauiomanic H Ta YHM) Tay
Bacmab HH4 (Hbto-RopK) a caoMA6powypi npOeOKe7'OpaMNHawHX inert Ha3NBat KOHOBa1t1.uA11'lenbHNKa6aH,1ePy Ta Jie6eAA BIN 4)anbwKBo TBepANTb 'no BONN6yntt TaKOMt4y*HMN arefTaMN (Mo*e ne 6ynn AKicb KoonepaUn

Timnax?Hawmx
npaub Na 3oRHIwNbOMy4N

nponaramaNBNOMy..) 1

)fCypuan eMici* YKpaiHNS oronowyaas UIo B6NBHNKaMN IiaHAepN 6ynn Bacttnb Kpy (none KoBanb t.ICMiWs)M MaTBiCHKO(tMNpONS) Ta OX HMOBN4cnianpauto 3 6onbweaHKaMH (annmc tomb npona aHAy 3 6obWCRrnbKNXnaMnneTia 13 BepniHy nOMaraPoTb H(HAO-KOMyHt eGpexartt) - 4OMy me nOMituCHOCTaWHHCbkOrO3a e6tinCTBO AKNfAICTae 8 Air B'83HIlUi?1) flpaBAa uto ROHMcnpa!MAOTa OOACHNANnpo tie a cainytogNx 4NCnau a biiciT YKpaiNns
- A Tenep npmraAafTe co6i maul penirilimi Ta napTiliHi CROW. tiff ace ue c mama ANnnOMarmnma G noniTH4Na npatjA tiff 6yAeMo CmnbHOPOmagic* 3 TaKo ekoonepauicto?s TTwtia orb mac i 38naNOBylOTbHa HaMN Naafi

Aep*antBoportt
a To8i ji 3axiAHHii CBIT me emece mac ma Ameryntx Hauili1.

He BCTHAafMOCACBoeTpIAHOTMORNTa penirilimo-NaItiomanbHllX TpaANuIII a HeciMO Ouio tueronnys ma 6y*oeyHawoT OMpiclNo stood xaTms He3ane*tuoT YKpaimNlHe ry6iMo CeocT eKO3aubcoT KpoBNs a 4y*IM e6armisTa me 6y4bMo (AparoMamiecbKNMN TKnaMHs mourn aimtfiana Typos mama rpcK a A pyciif1 4enoacKs flfl Aparo samia AJA p03Kaa8Poi C81AOMOCTII41naRS (KOALAT e6a
yKpatmC6KOTHauiONanbHOi Ri

tAypmnx xaxaoss
P ) co6i mac-my yKpaimun AJMAparoMaNistti He BIAOKpeMMOBaA,,Cba

;3nnaamHcs) R MOCKaIKMNOW (3 Mxnymix *no K floso
HHHa CTOp 15-Ta)

flpo$ M fl AparoMamoB (4epeoiH6 Ma$icro *topr
XOCMOnoniTi3 WeHeBH iI I-amo oro) 6ya HeBiApoAHemSMp0
IAHHHOM(,amemre y cpaTHyc Hauiome pyccyc) Ta 6yB aim

ccoecbKHX norngaie (T 3B tMOCKOBCbKHilnmcs) Rim
'man T r WeB4enKa (Ha3aaa HeyKOM) nncbMeHHHK
ys .lieenubcoro 3a tXMapts (Ha3Rae AypHeM) Ta np04 Me

~rJIAHaOromoecwcoro sa eMocKanb-4apiaHNKs (mamas HeyKOM
`WepJlaTaHOM 3H AypmceiroM crop 62-3)

floniTHKy Ta crpareria npoli M R AparoMamoaa ui
HHs"'me AeHici i Menbryloe a me csiaoMi yipaTuull Apa
roMaHiauI (Ocmn Ha3apnyc Ta BaCHnb flattens() couisnic

m) HaMaranmcs 3MamosaTH lima 40paHKa KOMyHiCTOM(crop
53) B rann4NHi BINnOWHpyBBBMocKORCbKiKHH*KHIi 3Kyp
HanH Rim enepeKpynyHaBs Te)K Icropi'o YKpaTHN TOUIO

I(! Haw n nue sCTHA! TainMN yKpalHuAMNuse 6yAbmO

t
nose esani3HOK) KypTHHONMHa BnrnaNNK)!!! Bite 4ac mailsN
UtH1 mob MN6yJtH K3pIAHMHyKpaimummm)9..

eXaii 6or dace mom My*Ia1 Bo mac tat me* sHMa

trat CtuebHOrOAyxa i eeJINtcnx cepaena Teepiol sips I roro
mix Ito limy pyKla (roaen*)
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the Mo)ani ',Seminar sin mesaMO Aoro 06Ha)Kenpm AOKHHe A06'CMOCII
ANN
BOJITrO *VITAMorse ro

aolo imminent HiJKaepHyre,i
bHO,1 k

fraiqtr a JnHuaperao Hawes y H~o lkpe
(SoraaH XMeJbHHlIbKHA moTNA 1649 p.)IlpHVHH010aenmxoi YKpa1mcheoi ~eya COI(IAJIbHO-eKOHOM14HNiiTa a~pull 164$ pottyBoatel HaliJ01 u A PeJIirijlHO-KOHt,eCjljH rujTAo

a
Nai

autos pe
Bo

ii Bor aH 3mmoaiil XMe.nhim(bKiil~i1ull AIOAbMNTOrO H080tA1TCBjTOrAAdH
A10AbMNHOBO ~opMarBCAdMNPeJllriiiHNMNTa K He y AKNA6ya aH3Hd'tHNi)racnamm

niri HOI i
p y co6i nepeHi Hoeoi Aep.cae1101'OTIaC e aep*aBHNubkO-HauiomanhHOi iaeoJlorliYn pe4HOTracity4oMy CBiT~OrAAaoeiq)eOAanioMyPeaoJnogia B XMenbnitllbKQro Biap13HACTbCABIAnonePeAli1X nOBCTaHbAeCATNtirb i a4HHNAai'I aCeHal(iOHaabNOKIramoaep nncaa npo BNroacbKOro wo 'BIH TO 3wAAXTH6ya AopaAHHKOM

XMenbHNQbKOrOPet1floro pAeMoHaMN aid 1(bCyBanit XMeJA Ha hlonhm,y 66BOo cK6Ka3 pTaAMyai ; 3 Hboro caMOro 3 Aoro 11TOnip
ra Aoro ary6ys >Kticy aNAwoa Tonipii XMeJibHHgb,HA3vno6KH roeopmaimam iCTH HexaA nocJIywHNA6yAe BiAcwty 3o posccbaKOMyxro

ARoro commit 6y ni HepeanbuNMH Ta Ha o olo3tuixieBaBCATa 3HOsa BOJOBa,H3 eiACbKaMNXMeebHHiIbKOroo 3aRPHMip nOaam TeKCT npHCAru naHCbKOTI1IAAXTHHa BipHICTb
B

XMenhimuhKOMY(20 sepeim 1657NIA apani A pO3ipeaH,a COI03y 3 eiA
Pb)

38110 O)KCK
MO

HMHeraiment a Haanalm Ha aCiX
cbKOM

roil 6
KC

il6m
He'mac nm Ne c HPHeJda roil 6n NaA6trmaaK Ha

CnOAieannn Cni,lbno
146 a

Apo Bee wo TinbKN Mato 6 ITN Na mxoAy YKpaTNiocTepira
i eCNxOi npH113HITa 06'CAHBHHII3 fl M fl8110M rem* a

Tom i aiilcbKOM3anopomcbxHM nepecTepiraTnx (AHB Kane*
apellb YKpaiHCbKOiTpn6yHH sa 1948 p.)

ilepeActaacbia yMOaa aTpaTHta BCAKHArty3A icNy
BaHHABIJIeHCbKHilMltp 6yB AHBepCicIOnpoTH YKpaiHHT

CTynOMMoCKBHnpoTH C0103HHKaYKpaTHH 1116euii
Ha yCi ytpaTHCbKi AepncaaHi acnipauli

B mosTHi 1656 potty s t1HriipnHi sno*NJni XMeabHK

j fbKOMy 06ypeHi BipOAOMCTBOMMOCKBHnaTpiOTw4Hi Kpyrw

tcTapwpHH aeKAApauim eipttocTN A HenpHMHpennocTi a 6o

pOTb6i 3a CyBepeHHICTbAK AOCArHeHHAKpHeaBHXJIiT peBO
Jlmnli UA nOalA 3Halia AMAHa38010 Ct1HrHp$tHCbKOrOCOf My

`6yta BHABOMOCTaT04HO1KPNCTaA13au113AiACH2OBBHHXCAI
Told wo iaetiHO spOCna a npoueci repoi4HHx Air 6opomds

ilpOBi*Hy i f elo peaotmull BHCAOBHaCaMreTbMaH noah

CbKOMynocnoai J11o60B1/umcomy a xi ui 1653 potty (Sr n

48C KOMIBN )KNay'Oia TOMysemmoMy AOMIPi4Hnocnonwrol
It a 3rOAI Math AKHaA6iJbw1 mini Konen 3acnommnN Bac

rpYAbMHCBOiMNnepeA aapsapaMH Toni mimeo nOtbCbKe Ko

ptulhnCTBO 6yAM8o a CyciAax 3a3ApICTb a newt" a mid a
K038KMMN=SWAN nepeMarami Me Bin Toro lacy Komi Ti

. mo yBaktaloTL ce6e 38 CNHiBaboro KOpOAAiBCTBan0

pywaTM HBWIsimmoCTN paMNANHaw1 ronoBN KO3SKH

,t JIMKycaTMcu i xo4 y 3ea4HiA 4acTHHi ix no6wro ate we
to A cHHia KopOtiacrBa 3nusyno Komi Noma CTOpoHa Ha
raAaC C06i a38CMHInOpa3KNKOMtuOropotty TO BIAHORuACTbcs
UOMCTaI XOM6H npHi%wAOAO arOAN TO *Be ii Ha6MeuuDdA
npMBIA I naAMyApiwe roaoea Ne BHAyMaC1HwOr0 TpleaaorO
cnocoOy 3104HpeHH1160 ICHyc Titwcu OAHU 01o6 KopOXilICtso
nonwhite 3peKJocn ache mix npae Hid n1AHOCHrbNa nine

et PyCbKe KHA3IBCTeoI BiAA8JIOPyeb K038K8Mno BOJK)ANMHP
Abele flepeMNwtb ApoCtea. Ta WnAXT$Na ne Ile Ao3110
Ja1Tb xol 6N ii Tltbicw COTUN3ICT888CNR RIJOMy KopOilaCTBI
a Ko3aKN noKN Crave 36pol Ne aL*cT wmam sit akki pima
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(K0W-aeuittWBewCbKHiICOp3A3
T IN.) Ri*ror aNN11NHMy

paNCI
cMepri lean BNroacbKNii i)eanl

165
Ocra rOgH0

K

RopAA is
Y *UBTNi 1657 poKy

no born
'tooted oepagli ANnnOMaTNq,Om :Mk* 6w,N A
'toote

OM Ha 40T XMenbHHUbKNf OflNHNBCAeApyre ni#onj Roo
py6i*i yKpaTHCbKO-MOCKoecbKOia M,I 3K innsuiBHOro Ko3aub 01YnonaB 6inopycb jl eNCnaap

~K
eanno >rcttr eenNKOro reTb ata a3

niA Kpalcja i Ba
A

a Y eAi4oro Mp;i AaeaJNCb Pwe
.STaTOgtoro mammon! nonbcbKoro

iMnepinni3My i
13113BOJieHH113-niA MOCKOBCbK01OnhKH3 i6CHHJINCbnepej ,CMepTp BSNBy CKan A Riff we

TON
Meq

A sme
si Y coin Meg i npapiK

reT6M 60r
OMAN TO K03aKN31101I6YJ[yTb BIAbHi*

(Muni
*moment BMe

Aa XMenbHNubKNily pO3nayi KNny40TAi6a>tlalo p y 4NrHpnlii 6-ro cepn,A 16574N sa6e3neq,TN TArnicrb reopy BenNKO
potty

Mafia
Rana 6ynaey Roro cHHOBi'OpiceiXov T eTbMat

Weesetuo A.KOpA0 G XMenbNNubKOMPeecaaecb,y yroAys a MOCKB010n1ca i ItOro YK aHa oey,148 P sNSy

panHna CaMOCTiilHiCTbi AICTaAaCby MOCKOBCbKidanH Xo'i
IH eiA4yea8 neKy4Hil mane 3a MapHO nponnry KpOB

Oa WO 6opoANCb milt a AAXaMNsa mo cKOpoAuN cm+caMN
OCKOBCbIipe6pa* xo4 aiH He BBama8 6orAaHa XMenbHHUb
Oro BenHKHM He VBa*aB iloro AilfCHHMnpoBiAHHKOMHa

iui ane nce TaKil anoTe3yeae (yea>Icae as 6ora) XMenbluHub
IKoro 3a iloro noacTaHHA npOTH 1TOnbuti (BeAmA

sorename me Mir tioMy npo6a4IITH Repescnaecbuoro coto3y 3 "
K8010 3a ue teo3'CAHaHHAS yKpaiHcbKoro HapoAy 3 pociil
CbKHMWef9eHKo Hassleac XMenbHHubKOro IHepO3yMHHM
CHHOMs.. t60rA3HOM n'AHHMs... teenHKHM CAaBHHMTa He
Ayes

T r Wee4emto 6epOeca npoTH uapcbKoro iMnepiRAis
My Ta me xorie uto6 YKpaina niAAanacb ceoiil ecTapwiil cec
Tpis Poch a ocyAHB XMenbHHubKoro sa ilepescna8cbuy yro
Ay AKy pociRHII BIIKOp/1CTanHAKAOKa3 ,B03CAFnbHiTCnbHHXs

it
HaMipiB 6oriaHa ilpnHane>lcHicTb i CniB4yTTAiAesM KHpnno
MeroAiincbKoro Spat.cm AoKa3yc uto WeB9eHKo 6yn He 38
npeny'eHn YKpaimt AO Poch a sa BN3H8HHHnonnoi caMO
criiiHOCTHYKPAIHII a Naeirb 3a npm3Ha'etnm 38 YKpaiHolo
KepimHoi pons y CJOe'JUHUHHi 3a re nto6 HYKpaTHa 6yAa
yrnnbHHM Kameneme CJOe'RHCbKOiIpeAepauii

CyvactwK CaMi lno 3ipKa 3 icTopf4HoT nepcneKTHfH
cairn cy'acHocTH wHTTATa 4HHy BorAaHa AKIO H

rHJIOK)B XMenbHaubKoro C.yWHO roaopHm tYMep
IIKOT0Cnpan010 )KHBAenl MOrmt Ne BMipaTN HiKOnt CTapO
BNHHinpana i BOJIbHOCTiyKpaiHCbKi A ulAoro BiilCb1ta 3an0
po)KCbxoro~...

trorrpa ma6Jm naNa BMI11 ea iioro BHABTHNAXHCT
>bo)KA11,:oprani3aTopa crpaTera A AHnnboMara HaKpecIHBwK
Taxi HOBiMail yKpaincbKOT Aepnta8Ho nonirHKH AKiii Ha
cboroAHi t penonpuifrnMN Idea yKpaTHCbKOTAep)KaBHOCTH
AKoceni ceo6oAtt (omitting ni6ep-aTic) Mae npHKMCTH3011
BepCanbHOCTN HeAapMo iM'A XMern,uIu Icoro Aynae B uinif
EBpOni RK BeAHKOra pe4 )opMaTOpa EKOHOMi4H0-COulaAbHI
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anNui He gas AKKpOMBea BNWKOaem0ThHreairemuiT A as
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vCnoAapcTeo aAMIHICTpauiR SHOCHHHa CyCiANIMHAep)Ka"am - ace ue Tpe6a 6yno creopmrn ace aexcaao ma ttoro
6yna ue naAHNa niA KokcnnM nornnAoM Ne3amnauna

k nepepocras alotef emcokoo6AapoeaNHx AO Toro
C7Y0 iibBXOAHBy uapnHH He36arHeHOrO.. BCK)ANMOry'nm
saaiana pyxas

Y.+
'floc gory xsaaat Ha sixth caaea

Bi6CbKy AHinposoMy
Lilo s 6oncot aacxH 3arHaao nNWKN

K nOpTy BHcaAnoMy
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5/2f/64

To Legat Ottawa f

'roat erector FBI (105-82555)/

LEE BABYEY OSWAID

Enclosed is one copy of a ''mammary from Ukrainian
of a book entitled "The.Sinners written by Tolodymyr Nemyliwskyj

One copy is enclosed for Dallas for its information

The book was sailed to the Bureau in an envelope
bearing the return address Tolodymyr Nemyliwskyj 11 Elm Grove Ave.
Toronto 8 Ontario Canada telephone 636-0568

r
Tou will note that in the last paragraph on page two

and continuing on page three of enclosure statements are made
about Lee Harvey Oswald and his activities while in Russia
Your attention is specifically directed to the statement that a;"~
Oswald.gave the Soviets the secret codes of the U B Marines
in which be served

The Bureau believes you should make whatever arrange
ments you deem appropriate to have the author of this book
interviewed to determine from him if be has any evidence about
Oswald's activities while in the Soviet Union What is his

asis for these statements Does he have any sources in the
viet Union from which be has obtained information about

d's activities while there If so obtain all information
possesses regarding Oswald Handle promptly and submit results

a form suitable for disseninatio to the President's Commiss

p h
Saclosure 7

1 . Dallas (100-10461) (Enclosure)

so ,n route through for r

i,;,41 2 Vi64Q NOTE PAGE TWO
S"Fai

Ga"4! MAQNOOM



Airtel to Lega Ottawa
RE LEE HARVEY OSWAW
105-82555

t.LL. The book was in Ukrainian and the enclosure is a
summary of the translation of the book prepared by the
Cryptanalysis-Translation Section The book is appQreotiy an
anti-Semitic work The author mentions Oswald in chapter
seven There is no indication as to the source of his
information about Oswald Although his comments regarding
Oswald may be based upon .information be received from
general press reports it ih -passible he does have sources in
the Soviet Union which furnished him this it oraatfon and we
should interview biz about :;AIR Bufiles disclose no reason
why the author of this book should not be interviewed He has
written several letters to the Bureau and appears to be a chronic
compld.unt however this is no reason why he should not be
Interviewed concerning his statements about Lee Harvey Oswald
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McCone advised that he then conferred with Chief Justioe~ar n
and suggested that the Commission would want to examine-the book very
carefully and make certain that all of Buchanan's allegations had been a
adequately covered His point was that if the Commission did not revi~
the book it would always be subject to some criticism and second guesn
Warren commented that it might be to the Commission's advantage to cal
Buchanan for testimony. McCone told Warren that before such action we
taken the Commission should seriously consider all the possible conse

quences He pointed out to Warren that an invitation to testify befor
the Commission would give Buchanan the ideal opportunity to hold more Press
interviews solely for the purpose of propagandizing his book

r 1~f

DATE 5/ 19/64

~-.f S( .{dUONOY..w 4. M.!
UNITED STATES G.RNMENT

Memoraioum

Mr W C. Sullivan

You previously have been advised that the boo o Killed

Kennedy written by Thomas G Buchanan,.has created consi e"rable attention
in Europe You may be interested in the follo n information which was

voluntee ed to Agent Papich on 5/19/64 by Jo ~McCone~.pirector CIA:=

McCone advised-that about three weeks ago~'he was talking to
Fle Meier the former wife ofsGardne owtes the owner of Cowles
Publications She has been spending considerablg time in Europe and she

emphasized to McCone that Buchanan's book is something which should not
be disregarded by U S authorities because many Europeans are accepting
Buchanan's story as being-factual She stated that Buchanan has not only
impressed people with his book but has a been'impressive in the pr ss
and T V interviews,.' ~ ~ '1 '~ "r_ 1) c I L.,!i ~ r f~ 1 I>

REC-11 /O S .y "
1 Mr Branigan

"~

1 Liaison
OCRE ..:. . s

1 Mr Papich





Transmit the following in
(Type in plain test or cods)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Methodof Nailing)r L

Re Memphis airtel to Bureau 5/14/64

On 5/21/64 inquiry at Ashland Oil and Refining
Co. Ashland Ky. reflected WARD DISBROW was out of
city and not available for interview On that date JACK
FINKBONE River Transportation Division checked his records
and advised SA ROBERT L STOWE JR that the "Cotton Queen
was in New Orleans on 2/ 64 and on 2/4/64 was in Chalmette
La He stated that on 21/64 the "Cotton Queen was about
600 miles upstream on the Mississippi River en route to
Chicago Ill FINKBONE stated that the only time the
"Cotton Queen was in New Orleans this year was on 2/3/64

6) Bureau RM)
2 Dallas (100-10461) (RN)
1 Louisville
BLS :art
(6)

a MAY 2G 1964
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,TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
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Date 5/26/64

ReBuairtel dated 5/20/64 and San Antonio teletype to
the Bureau dated 5/13/64 concerning information obtained
from HARRY SMITH Manager, Greyhound Bus Lines Laredo Texas
in connection with Transportes del Norte (TDN) Bus Company
Ticket Numbers 39532 and 9511
V

On 5/22/64 HARRY SMITH Manager Greyhound Bus Lines
Laredo Texas furnished the only records in his possession
concerning TDN Tickets numbered 39532 and 9511 These records
are Form No S-37 T "Daily Record of Station Sales by Agents
at Laredo Texas. Form Number S-37 T dated September 10
1963 reflects that Ticket Numbers 39526 up to 39533 were so
on September 10,"1963 and according to SMITH were all
round-trip tickets to Mexico but he did not know whether or
not these tickets were round-trip tickets to Mexico City
SMITH 'explained that under the system utilized by Greyhound
in recording sales on Form S-37 T that Ticket Number 39526
would have been the first round-trip ticket sold on September
10 1963 and that Ticket Number 39532 would have been the last
round-trip ticket sold on September 10 1963 making total of
seven tickets so d on that date

Bureau (En
(2-Legat M

2-Dallas (10
2-San Antoni

'(AM R M)
i.) (105-3702)

61) (AM RM)
0

. REG

IltsdraiP

''W#r4
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The"total amount of the seven tickets sold was
$77.40 "SMITH pointed out that his records reflect"that
of these seven'tickets three of the round-trip tickets
were =sold for a` total` o>$18.00 and four weresold"for 4"4 ;;,

total-of 359 s
~~it~ .a s 1 f G Z`~ ,~K7'.t Jr ~ 1~~ :t ..y Yt+"~^L " ."+ ,'~ r~y^ r.~'"-tf""Rt r NT t 4 ! tr w r Nom . 'a ..l a s 4 J s it "~ t,'~

r rs r}. rw +"4--SMITH -eta ted thatvno additional~information ist, j'
-*recorded on Form S-37 T"concerning these tickets and that

he'knows they"are'round-tripp tickets since they are
recorded in Column 15 which is RT-1 indicating round trip
SMITH stated that his records do not reflect the *destination
of purchaser of ticket . .k

".~` '"_, ... '4111'"aif~ 7Y.rir~..sf't_ .~,.'1:',ifi~~a"-P.tt}V,j~;.ti .'. ~".Fc r .ir r "',,rf'~~

;t~~ = s ~f:~
.41

furnished Forin'S-37."T dated "December= 7,^ 1963
reflecting that TDN 'Ticket Numbers 9501 up'to '9525 a total

El 'rt. -of 24.~tickets were"!sold on December"1963 -for-a total
of amount of $240.00 SMITH explained that two of 'the 'above

tickets-were for $20.00,-"15 sold for $150.00 and 7 sold for

= $70.00 This makes a total of 24 tickets sold for :a total
amount of 5240.00

i,..,~ j T O :~ ;',..= ~ ~~
37. ;`;S MITH was questioned concerning the Form S T dated

December'-!_ L963 reflecting ,TDNTicket.Number 9511-,to be:.
a one-way -.ticket to Mexico City sold-on December `'7;`19 63
SMITH advised''that`therefwas a possibility thatb another ---"''' - -j

ticket bearing the same number 9511 could have been sold by
TDN in`'Mexico City but a sale of such a ticket would be very
remote and "one in a million.

SMITH further advised that Greyhound Bus Company
Laredo Texas sells TDN tickets and at the end of each

month the money from the sale of TDN tickets by Greyhound
Bus Company is turned over to TDN and a commission is charged.

,by Greyhound-on-the-sale of the TDN tickets

This relates to San Antonio teletype to the Bureau
dated 5/13/64 concerning remarks attributed to HARRY SMITH
Manager Greyhound Bus Company Laredo Texas to the

ffect that ,Ticket Number 39532 was round-trip ticket to -41. ~
'_ " e8ico.Cityhowever :he is'"not certain -if ticket=was`

-~~ic Mexico:City -This should:have read that Ticket Number 39522 ;`
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Date 5/22/64

1

(Priority)

.i
L .r

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM -SAC NEW ORLEANS (100-16601)

UBJECT LEE HARVEY SWALD aka
IS -R CUBA

ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

Re New Orleans airtel 5/20/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies and for
Dallas 3 copies of a letterhead memorandum pertaining to
the laundry mark and dry cleaning tag in the gray jacket
designated as X-42
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UN1 it STATES DEPARTMENT OF STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

la Reply,-Plan Rqw M New Orleans Louisiana
May 22 1964

On April 7 1964 Sit HARR STILLIE, execlive
Bu eau~Sle~OrleansI uisl~ap~,_po'lee Department advised
that his department does not maintain a central file on
laundry marks or dry cleaning marks

On April 9 1964 Mr G GUILLOT Sales Manager
.Rudolph Ramelli Inc. a laundry sup ly company. 502

'Poy'"drily:Street;.'New~Orleans. Louisianan observed photographs
of the laundry mark 30-030"and-the'dry cleaning tag B 9738
appearing in the gray jacket identified as K-42 Mr GUILLOT
stated that these marks looked like those possibly used by
Zip-Valetone Service Industries 123 Royal Street or the
D & C Cleaners 5435 Magazine Street Mr GUILLOT stated that.
according to his records the following establishments in the
New Orleans area use the Tag-O-Electric Machines

Wardrobe Cleaners
423 South Jeff Davis Parkway
New Orleans Louisiana

Spotless Cleaners
512 Pelican Avenue
(Algiers)
New Orleans Louisiana

National Cleaners
431 Newton Street
(Algiers)
New Orleans Louisiana

The following individuals observed photographs of the
laundry mark and dry cleaning tag on the dates indicated,which
appeared on the.gray jacket identified as K-42 They advised
that these marks were not made by their respective establishments
nor could they offer any suggestion as to which laundry or
dry cleaning establishment in the New Orleans area would use such
a marking system



April 15 1964

NUTCIA)ILLITIRE anager
National "Cleaner.a
431 Newton .Slrgat

A cars)._
ew Or1es.nA,_ LQiaeiars

6ril15 1964

H J.3(CLARK JR. Manager
otles~~"gangtsr

,512_Pel4can._AYenue
(Algiers)
New ,OrleaDs Louisiana
April 15 1964

}fa

Mrs LYDIA~fWATTERSON 'tanager
$vssell!s_Cleaners4_1m
3401_Tulane Avenue
April 7 1964

L DOME Maoagtr
D do C Laundry_and Cleaners

1~35`Magazine
Street

Aril '9.'1964

Mrs ELEANORJKNOTT .Ager
Ngw Danneel Cleaners

April 9 1964

SAt~ RUFFINO lIanager
Nu-Model Laundry and_Cleanej
42 5 1agdz ne Street
April 9 1964

Mrs HELENHOMAS Clerk
GH & W Q e mer.s_and..Dyera_..

2Magazin&.Street
April 9 1964

EDWARD FAVRE flant Manager,
CJ almette Cleaners and Ltyn.carzs

2801.1ulaj e_Avenut..
April 15 1964

HAROLD C.XLIBE Manager
Wa'rdrobe Cleanerswand ,Laundry
4suth el'yis Pa rkway

.2



ROSEMARY SCUDERI meager_
Zip-Valetone Service Industr g
123 Royal Street

Miss SCUDERI advised that the Zip-Valetone Service --

Industries operates eleven stores throughout the Greater New
Orleans area and that all of these stores use the same marking
system and that none of the stores use the markings which are
in the photographs of the gray jacket exhibited to her

In addition to the above establishments an additional
280 laundry and dry cleaning establishments in the New Orleans
area were contacted Individuals at these establishments advised
that the laundry mark,3O O3O,and the dry cleaning tag,B 9738
were not made by their respective concerns and neither the
laundry mark nor the dry cleaning tag appeared familiar These
individuals advised they could not suggest any laundry or
dry cleaning business In the New Orleans area which might use
ouch markings



May 28 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Reference is made to your letter dated.4'4
*larch 24 1964 and my letters dated April 8 1964 and

April 29 1964 concerning the laundry mark "30 030
which appears in the gray jacket identified by certain
witnesses as the jacket of Lee Harvey Oswald

Sincerely yours

ta~L i
rt.'

Mr Belmont
Mr Rosen
Mr Malley
Mr Shroder
Mr Raupach r

_
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Honorable J Los :Rankin 1
General Counsel .1
The President's Commission

` 1
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
May 22 1964 New Orleans Louisiana This memorandum
reveals the laundry and/or dry cleaning tag was not
identified as originating from the Greater New Orleans
area The identities of specific individuals associated
with laundries and cleaners who were contacted will be
included in a subsequent report ~-N;.:~

For your information over seven hundred
cleaning and laundry establishments were contacted in
the combined Dallas Texas and New Orleans Louisiana
areas without identifying the mark "30 030. Unless
specifically requested by you no further investigation
will be cond Led endeavoring to identify this mark

~
8r COURT Svc

105 6251090
6....

2 8
1 R E M"EBt

L Edgar
T. KHR:las (9)
~IeerM
tbiv
c.w.-4nclosures (2)
c.v.
O.L.
Era.

4ce1
110..
&du.e
T...1  
Trott.

~U319 Ma aoowD TELETYPEtmrrD



NOTE

Letter from the Commission 3-24-64 requested investi
gation in Dallas to identify laundry mark "30 030 which' ._
appeared in the jacket identified by certain witnesses
as that being owned by Lee Harvey Oswald Investigation
was extended into the New Orleans area Dallas completed
their investigation and results furnished to the Commission_
by letter April 29 1964 New Orleans has now completed

-

their phase and the identification was not established
Commission being advised that no further actions being
taken in this matter
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INCLOSURES TO THE BUREAU

Enclosed herewith-and attached to appropriate copies of this
306./

report/for ,e Burs are t}iree photographs eaclyof-Exhibits
C

C-308 C-309, C-310 Cf315 C-316 C-317 C-318 and C-319 and one

photograph each of Exhibits C-311 -312 C-313 and C-314

The title.of this case is marked .Changed to include in the

-,,title the alias H O LEE,'by which name OSWALD is reflected having
traveled on -his return from Mexico in October 1163

-t:-:i
t. t

Report of SA ROBERT P 43EMBERIUIG 4/15164 at Dallas

ban $14-10)

UREAU OF INVES'i IGATION
:.,.!.,--r",,

INVESTIGATIVEPCRIOO

5/28/64 11/22/63 5/28/64
REPORTMADESY av
.SA ROBERT P GEMBERLIItIG 08h

CHARACTEROF CASE
c1asaxed2,y4p...._.0v0 2//$)
*Exempt Irma Category (-9
Date of Decksailicadon Indefinite. ,.(r . stiti ,.

RCUBA. IS". ,

TWO photographs each of Exhibits C-31.1,.C-312,.C..313
and_

C-314 have been previously furnished the President's Co=ission

(REGISTERED MIL)
NEW ORLEANS '(100-16601niNFO) -

r 'ANTONIO (105-2909) (INFO)
$

'
(REGISTERED

(REGISTERED MIL)

MIL)

crAlt7
JUN 3 19M

`

by the

SANBureau

Two photographs each of Exhibits C-306 C-308

povw

SPECIALCHANGENT
.C-309 C-310 C-31 3

6DO NOTWRITSINSPACESOEWW

DIESMADE

DALLAS

BUREAU

(105(100--1082555)461)

(ENCS.-31)
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.ORLEANS AND SAN A]TONIOi (INPOR1QATIODt) tiy~`
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IAPORMNTS

fi.-"4jdentity of Source pile Where Located

Dallas T

Dallas

11a s :Texas

COVER PAGE

.6
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DL 100.10461

^1 ENCLOSURES TO THE BUREAU (cont'd)

'-enclosures for the President's Commission in the body of this
report,"with.those copies being attached to the copies.of the
report that are .designated as President's "Commission copies

.. .

c ;.In this regard the Bureau may desire to remove the
enclosure pages of this report that are disseminated to.,those
agencies-other than the President's Commission

te
%b.` 1 . .` _ .dam)

AAl1 leads in this case have been sat forth by teletype
or airteland are not being restated herein

One copy of this report is being furnished each of the
New Orleans and San Antonio Offices for information in view of
the extensive investigation conducted in those divisions

Instant report,.pages
270 and 27l

Instant report,.page
334 1

1

f ,`

.ate "qc A Y i \.~ 1
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INFORMANTS

On November 22-23,1963 the following Security
Informants and Potential security Informants of the;-New York
Division-were contacted by:the listed Agents but were unable

" to furnish-any information pertinent to this case

11/23/63
11/23/63
11/22/53
11/23/63
11/23/63
11/23/63

i 2/63
11/23/03

63
11/23/63

11/ 63
PSI 11/23/63
.PSI.:.s.sk 11/23/63

n/23/63

11/23/63

1/23/63
1233

--11/23/63
. 11/23/63

11/23/63
11/23/63
11/23/63

.roe 11/23/63

11/23/53.. r
11/23/63

SA JOSEPH T QUIGLEY
SA JOSEPH T QUIGLEY
SA A LEWIS BARNETT
SA A LEWIS BARNETT
SA A LEWIS BARNETT
SA JOHN J POVLITZ Jr
SA SEBASTIAN S MIGNOSA
SA SEBASTIAN S MIGNOSA
SA SEBASTIAN S MIGNOSA
SA PAUL THOMAS BAKER
SA PAUL THOMAS BAKER
SA PAUL THOMAS BAKER
SA PAUL THOMAS BAKER
SA

'AUL
THOMAS BAKER

SA PAUL THOMAS BAKER
SA CHARLES O DAVIS
SA CHARLES O. DAVIS
SA JOHN A HAAG
SA JOHN A HAAG
SA JOHN A HAAG.'
SA JOHN A HAAG

, SA ALESIO SAVIOLA
BA ALESIO SAVIOLA

..SA ALESIO SAVIOLA
SA ROBERT O JOHNSON

'SA ROBERT O JOHNSON
SA ROBERT O JOHNSON
SA JOHN If ROBINSON



DL 89_43

NYPO89-75

Informant

::pit1.117
~= so ;=

aeti

re'`a7`!s

I

Date

11/23/63
11/23/63
11/23/63
"11/23/63

'''11/22/63A
-`:.11/22/63

11/22/63
-11/22/63

A.1/22/63
11/22/63
X11/22/63
11/22/63
11/22/63

11/22/63
11/22/63

-11/22/63
11/22/63

A'"-11/23 63
11/23/63..:_.11/23/63
11/23/63

11/2363
11/23/63
11/23/63
11/22/63
-11/23/63

...11/23/63
`-11/23/63

Agent Contacting

SA JOHN E GORDON
SA JOHN E GORDON
SA JOHN E GORDON
SA JOSEPH M MULVANEY
SA JAMES P HALLERON
SA JAMES P HALLERON
SA JOHN J ELLIOTT
SA PETER J..LEIGHTON
LA PETER J.'LEIGHTON
SA HENRY P LATINI
SA HENRY P LATINI
SA HENRY P.'LATINI
SA HENRY P LATINI
SA HENRY P LATINI
SA ARTHUR J GREENE Jr
SA ARTHUR J GREENS Jr
SA ARTHUR J. GREENE Jr

'SA ROBERT K STONER
SA WILLIAM A FLYNN
SA FRANCIS E MURPHY
SA JOHN F MALLEY
SA BERNARD MC CABE
SA JOHN F MAHER
SA JOHN F LANGTRY
SA JOHN V GRIFFIN
SA FRANCIS J..SANDIN
SA FRANCIS J.` SANDIN
SA EDWARD H MADDEN
SA JOHN E GORDON
SA JOHN E GORDON
SA JOHN E GORDOI$

't

ei)

CONEa PAGE
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rice advised on November 23
1963 that former ad telephonically contacted
SA JOHN R ANDERSON from Chicago and advised as follows

He had in the recent past been associated
NA o A (LNU) who he described as a very

past two weeks or if she had any connection with the
assassination or'the President

The possibility existed that she was
it 22identical w

,e New Yor k
believed in Havana,_Culn No active investigation was

'.'- ,..contucted at the 'Seville and Crystal Bars New York City .6
inasmuch as there appeared no need to determine the

tht ti. whereabouts of all FPCC speakers atame

e :.1 r ,-..
ADMINISTRATIVE ,.. A 7-..

INFORMANTS

and fanatic member of the Fair Pla be-' '~ active
committee (FPCC) This girl traveled to f.ornla

"

and Texas in connection with FPCC activities The girl
had worked as a barmaid at the Seville Bar 71st Street
and Columbus Avenue New York City and had regularly
met with other FPCC member a'~ the Crystal Bar 71st
Street and Columbus Avenue New York City He furnished

. a description of this individual and advised that he
did not know of her whereabouts or activities for the

"='`=~ Investigation was conducted to identify
INA or ENA and informants contacted in the New York

area familiar with FPCC activities were unable to furnish

any information

. C': '..
....,.;.-."-. .". '.'':. ...t -7 ,. ..4:7.4 . :.;.'.. .: .



.

who resides
e.w_.YOrk urni shed

he requested be kept
..:,

d that one JAMES 0 RRAY
his mind and might be involved

e President He stated that
NSRP and that his'only known

furnished the following description of MURRAY

,...._ .,:...I.,i
' ...

Sex .i

whiion

-.e..,ghj....

,ib ',:,A '-: r
. _

DL 89-43 . ..
.. . .. -..:-.:...--,

.: The following informants in the New
York area were contacted inreferehce to this matter..
on 11/23/63

....

by SA JOHN E HEGARTY :...

by MAURICE H.LRBIERE

by SA C DALE SCIiWANTZ

..,. Also contacted was SA SABASTIAN S MIGNOSA
who was familiar with the West Side for.-,!-.. . . Cuba Committee.. ...

-.

th o owing informa'
confidential

47.He advis
is a person who comes to
in the assassination of
MURRAY is a me 12Qz_9LIlle
address is .0.0_.Georzia Aveme N.W. Washington D.C.
where he resides with.Hi-r-t-o't'her Mr FI-C)'FT-tit'gre-d''
he is of the impression that MURRAY is a Ku Klux Klan
member in the State of Alabaqand that he believes
MURRAYi ptlh isreseny someweren the south HOFF

Weight -., 145 lbs1
Build

' *
Slim.

Hair Brown '7.

This information was furnished to WFO
--.. by teletype dated 11/23/63.

..



Coi uvnicationo are still being received unger.:.this
Assassination caption which upon review are found to contain
information pertaining to OSWALD or his connection with the
assaaaination and such co nunications are being filed and re
ported in instant case captioned .LEE HARVEY OSWLD aka.` Also

.numerous cortunications are being received carrying the OSWALD
caption which contain no information concerning OSWALD or'his

.16

a

ov J may t

ti

4.DL 100-10461

AD!!IIIITSTRATXVB (coat "d)

. * The identities of the Agents participating in this
,investigation are reflected in this report c.,:

'..In connection with this report it should be borne
in mind that the Dallas Office has a separate case in connection
with the shooting of LEE HARVEY OSWALD captioned "JACK L RUBY

_.aka LME HARVEY OSWALD S as (Decaiaaed) VICTIM CIVIL RIGHTS
Dallas file 44-1639 Bufile44-24016.""It is also pointed out
that the Dallas Office has a separate case captioned,.."AS ASSINATION
OF PRESIDENT JO= FITZGE ALD KEL IrDY 11/22/63 DALIA.S TL*:7.8
MISCELLANEOUS INFORi TION CONCERNING Dallas file 89-43 Bufile
62-X109060

connection with the assassination,.and such communications are
being filed and reported in'the case bearing the Assassination
caption :For the nose part miscellaneous allegations `bearing

.on the Assassination are being reported in Dallas file 89-43 and
All others in the LEE HARVEY OSWALD case All information per
taining'to items of o'rict ce having a direct bearing on the
Assassination or concerning LEE EARVEY OSWALD are being reposed
under the LES HARVEY OGWALD caption

In sore instances inserts and FD-302 a contniin~d
in instant r.port may reflect Dallas file number as 89-43

-which was o.caaioned by other 'officals having submitted such
inserts or FD-30S'e believing same would bo'reported under the

Assassination caption 1

COVER FAOZ
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1"D.'13:NISTRATIVE (cont d) {

The information from the rocords of the Mountain
c= States Telephone &TolegraPh Coinpan Phoenix Arizona re

.r flected on page 406 f this reports was furnished byINI

P =~ The information from the rocords of thdSouthwestern
:-States Telephone Company Irving Texas reflected on "e 422

of this t. rt s made available b

The information from the records of the First National
*= Bank-of Grand Prairie Grand Prairie Texas obtained on 4/14/64

and reflected on page 502 of this re ort was de available by w

=The information from the records of the North Dallas
Bank & Trust Company 11811 Preston Road Dallas Texas obtaine4

4v on 4/14/64,'and reflacte "o 509 of thio report was made
available by

-.4 The information from the records of the First National
'TYBank Fort Worth Texas( obtained on 4/15/64 and reflected o c4

page 511 of instant report1.was made available by
~ _

Tho information from the records of the Wost Side
State Bank Fort Worth Texas obtained on 4/15/64 and reflected
on pages 512 .and 513 of this roport was made available by Mr

information from the .rocords of the First National
Bank in Grand Prairie Grand Prairie Texas bbtained on 5/1/64
and rof on "a o 519 of snot ant report was made available
by
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bOpy ;-f to t)i r f 4 t :t rn C+cJ4 Wit'1s

Repot of SA ROBERT P.` GEMBERLING. Office DALLAS '
Dot 5/28/64 :a^~L 1 et*, _ 4Fr

RAWOfficeFileN04 4100-10461 ~L::Z'~ =2 'ri ;r ButeouFileNot 10.5-82555,a

Ttrb LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Ss_ a d .7 :Ni s'~.Y ~3 tK a Yy .'1 :i:r. 1 1

.-a 1 j^~fi~t.~ . f 1 \ eZice .fir

Gorodea INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

.s't'ir

Group of individuals Who took movies of Presidentia) Motorcade
formed Dallas Cinema Associates Inc. 3/18/64 for purpose of
composing one film covering entire Presidential Motorcade for
commercial distribution Interview with members of corporation
conducted and copy of composite film obtained Review of film
does not reveal any pertinent pictures taken at time of

"a

4 t.
.

WD-Ied(=e 14-W

UNI ATES DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTFE tRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

assassination i`Film taken by THOMAS P. ALYEA WFAA-TV newsman
`Dallas Texas obtained which depicts law enforcement officers

searching Texas School Book Depository (TSBD) and the dusting
and handling of the assassination weapon.. Additional data re
lating to assassination weapon obtained Additional efforts to
trace purdhase of ammunition by OSWALD-negative Supplemental
listing of'exhibits by Item Number and description prepared
Investigation conducted in Dallas Fort Worth area in.effort
to identify visible laundry mark "30 030 in collar of gray

'cotton jacket identified as belonging to OSWALD and the visible

fdry cleaner!s.tag "B9738."_stapled inside this jacket with nega
tive results Investigation to locate source of identification

-bracelets"of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD reveals
braceletsof same type sold by H L Green Company Department
Store Dallas Texas and samples of same obtained Interviews
.with sales and engraving people failed to identify OSWALD as -:fy #

purchaser of such bracelets CHARLES R PEZET at this store
.recalls that during first week in October 1963 on a Thursday

evening he did engraving on an item purchased by a customer
but cannot recall customer or,if engraving was done on bracelet
Investigation concerning two traveling bags belonging to OSWALD

Thisdocument**Maim.either r.eoromeeaelon..or eoeeln.bose[ the MI It I the propertyet the P31andIsbawd to yourmew It sad
Itswagoneracesot tobedistributedoutsideyourap.6ri

Y ate:.-` "..i,..tio~



;DL :100-10461

*.and markings appearing thereon conducted at places of residenc
in Dallas _and Irving Texas . Investigation concerning .repair

,tag number,18374 bearing name "OSWALD Irving Sports-Shop
reveals reporter for."Dallas:Times Herald states he called
DIAL D. RYDER between1:30.A.M and 8:00 A.M. 11/28/63 at

hicb time.RYDER reportedly:.furnished the information con
(tained.in the "Dallas.Times Herald article of that date while
:RYDER admits receiving call:at approximately same time,..but
denies having furnished any information whatsoever to 'reporter.

:Two officers who participated in search of PAINE residence at
Irving Texas recall photograph identified as Commission

by attorney DAVID AARON WITTS in speech before Dallas Salesman

ship Club 5/21/64 based on public source material which sources

;identified by WITTS-in interview Additional reports of misc 1
?1aneous activities of OSWALD disproved. Additional allegation

Exhibit Number'5 and as FBI Inventory Number 369 being.-found in
,.:,:box with other photographs at Which time they noticed area

't:where license number on 1957 Chevrolet in photograph bad been

,,;torn out.";` Investigation reflects CHARLES F "RILSR Irving,_
:,Texas has :frequented residence of Major General EDWIN A
WALKER and is the owner of a 1957 Chevrolet Certain;other
photographs found in search determined to be of area surrounding

.WALKER residence by physical observation of area Photograph
Number 2,.Item Number.7 believed to have been taken during
period March 8 to 120 1963 Address of "3610 N Beckley

:`,appearing .on application for rental of Post Office Box 6225
:Dallas Texas on.11/1/63 signed LEE H OSWALD FBI Exhibit

'-':'D-17 determined to be non-existent .Additional FBI Laboratory
examinations made of various items of evidence including
perso al effects of OSWALD clothing of Governor JOHN CONNALLY
and identification bracelets similar to those of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD Individuals determined to have
contributed to full page advertisement in "Dallas Morning News

-11/22/63 signed by the American Fact-Finding Committee BERNARD
WEISSMAN Chairman state they did not intend any harm to come
to President KENNEDY_ b_ut_ advertisement was criticism of Presl
dent in a dignified Way Certain allegations made in book "Who
Killed Kennedy by THOMAS G BUCHANAN disproved Remarks made



r.r

l s

DL 100-10461 <t,.
trit,.fj ass

?of acquaintanceship between OSWALD and JACK L RUBY received
'and investigation concerning 'same fails to reflect any such

.-;'.association or acquaintanceship existed Financial data with
respect to certain expenditures and cashing of checks by OSWALD

'4 obtained..'''Records of Dallas .Fort Worth area banks checked

;for safe deposit box and other banking connections by OSWALD
or any member of his immediate family MARGUERITE OSWALD
mother of "subject ,:has contacted-FBI on several occasions and

,-"furnished information concerning her theories on assassination
*,-'and states "she is continuing her investigation into the

assassination Investigation has established that OSWALD ob
tained names of individuals with Russian background at-Texa
Employment Commission Fort Worth Texas Background i.nfor
mation developed concerning Mrs LYDIA DYMITRUK associate of
MARINA OSWALD,'and concerning Miss YAERO OKUIb who attended
party at Dallas Texas in December 1962 at which OSWALD was in

Attendance.'' MARINA OSWALD continues to reside at 629 Belt Line
Road Richardson Texas She has been exhibited photograph
identified as D-209 and states person standing to extreme right
with his right hand in his pocket is LEE HARVEY OSWALD MARINA

".OSWALD identified photographs of Commission Exhibits A-l and
-',C-254 as traveling bags of LEE HARVEY OSWALD U S Customs

"'.Baggage Declaration and Entry Number 3671685 executed"-by LEE H
OSWALD on 6/13/62 at time.of his entry into O S Bus driver
for Greyhound Bus Number 1265 from San Antonio to Dallas Texas
on 10/3/63 cannot recall seeing OSWALD

!
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III..INVESTIGATION RELATING TO PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
AND CRIME SCENES INCLUDING FBI LABORATORY
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ENCLOSURES TO PRESIDENT'S COMMISSIONS

Enclosed for the President's 'Commission are the -follow
-ing described exhibits together with information as to where the

..'YY results of '.investigation concerning such-exhibits are located,_.

Exhibit Number. Description Where Results of

investigation Reported
6,1

C-306 (Q-555) Hunting knife with black Instant report pages
and silver stripasd.l handle 278 and :279
in sheath received from
Imperial Knife Company

~'-" r,~ty56Inc. providence Rhode
Island

.C-308 (Q-559) Hunting knife with black Instant-report pages
', . and gold striped handle 278 and :,279

. in sheath received from i,:.
Imperial Knife Company

~ f:. i i Inc. Providence Rhode :c
Island . x.73

(

C-309 (Q-564) Box of twenty 6.5 mm Instant report pages
Mannlicher-Carcano 280 and 281
cartridges from JOHN -~
THOMAS MkSEN Mason's
Gun Shop 7402 Harry
Hines Boulevard Dallas
Texas

.C-310 (Q-565)_ Box of twenty 6.5 m Instant report pages
Manhlicher-Carcano .280 and 281
cartridges from JOHN K

FAa H.'BRINEGAR The Gun
Shop 11448 Harry ..i
Hines Boulevard Dallas
Texas

.



:;4

Gold ,paper covered box Instant'-report pages
from H L Green ,Company 151 171 285 and
Dallas .Texas__ 286 .

engraved name 614ttRSSA"

One men's hand-engraved
. expansion identification

bracelet from H L Green
r Company 1623,Main Street
Y Dallas Texas

-

f

S
Exhf it it Number

.!fetal plates bearing the
engraved names `MARINA
and ,"LRB

Instant report pages
151._ 171 285 and
286 ,a

Instant report pages
151 '171 285 and 286

Instant report pages
151 171 and 287

DL 1Q0-10461

Description Where Results of
i Zpvesti etion Reported

;,C-315 .(Q -571)_ <,,. One girl'sk'exponsion iden Instant 'report .pages
tificat iof bracelet 151 ,7,1718'..285 and

, , tained from H L Green 286
Cempany Da 11a s Texas

C-316 (Q-572j

C-317 (Q-573)

C-319 (Q-577)
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'ti A."` Movies Taken of Presidential Motorcade
and Formation of Dallas Cinema Associates .--:.

,.' Inc
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t.'? B. Film Taken at Texas Scohool Book Depository

. by THOMAS P ALYEA W1MA-TV Newsman

C Photograph in "Saturday Evening Pdst
Resembling LEE HARVEY OSWALD

.e.:,. .

D. Man Allegedly Seen in Window of Texas
Book Depository With Rifle According
MELVIN R KURR Oak Park Illinois
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DL 89-43
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"DALLAS TEXAS
NOVEMBER 22 1963

.. MOVIES TAKEN BY JOHN MARTIN

1

A

On December 11 1963 the Dallas Division advised
that JOHN MARTIN Superintendent of Safety United States
Post Office Dallas Texas took a roll of 8 mm color
movies of the Presidential motorcade in Dallas on

-_

November 22 1963 According to MARTIN the movies were -
taken of the motorcade as it neared the spot where President
KENNEDY was assassinated and he thought possibly he had a
shot of the window in the Texas School Book Depository
Building from which the fatal shots were fired According
to information available to the Dallas Division the film
was in the possession of Life Magazine New York City

On December 17 1963 the film take MARTIN
.was obtained by SA ROBERT J LAWSON from DICK OLLARD

Ti!!xland Life Inc. ~Oth Stre,,,ft./venue~ Ie fork ~tf
O he.N i d.date the film was forwarded to the Federal Bureau
of Investigation Washington D C for review

.

6
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FD-302 (Rev 3449)L ERAL BUREAU O
Ft

iNVESTIGAT

Date 4/2/64

MARTIN JR. SuEerinttnde of Sae y. Room 517
ite8 tates P st Office Terraina l At)nex 207 South Houston Street

tele a number RI9-3181,.advised he re at 9846 Shoreview";._
Road "Dallas, Texas .arid has telephone number DI 8-3546 MARTIN
said he was b . at o =

.
",~ ~,"~ ) RTIN stated.that following the assassination of

President JOHN F KENNEDY on November 22 1963 WYMAN PARR 4448
'South Marsalis conceived the idea of contacting others 'like him
-self who had-taken movies of the Presidential motorcade He stated

PARR got in touch with RUDY BRENK 4404 Ivy Street Mesquite Texas
_and BRYANT BOREN 605 West Vista Drive Garland Texas MARTIN

stated these three individuals contacted the other individuals
-which will be listed hereinafter and were able to compose a film

about-180 to 200 feet in length which covered the Presidential
.motorcade from the time the President arrived at Dallas,.Texas
until the Presidential motorcade turned west off of Houston Street
onto Elm Street. MARTIN said the twenty-five feet of film he took
was included in this movie and added that his film was the only film
taken in the immediate area of the Texas School Book Depository
Building Re stated the film he took does not show the assassina
tion of President KENNEDY or any view of the Texas School Book
Depository Building above the second floor The other individuals
listed hersinafter,took movies of the Presidential motorcade at
various points along the parade route MARTIN stated on March 18
1964 the below-listed individuals formed the 11as Cinema Assoc
ates Corporation and it has the address of gslat....Dffice Box 15521
Dallas xa J

MARTIN stated he believes this film is presently in
the custody of RUDY BRENK President of the Dallas Cinema Associ
ates Corporation He stated the-present plans.are to have this
film reproduced_by Technicolor and stated he believes Technicolor
is located in Rochester New York :MARTIN stated it is also planned
that Sanger-Harris Department Store Dallas Texas, is going to
have exclusive rights for a period of three months to sell this
film .He stated he did not know when the sale of the film would

r+
.

~.. si

.
of Dallas Texas DL 100-10461on .File

by Spacial A~ent$EUGBL~S F FETRAKIS & A RAYMOND Date dictated
SWITZER/cma/eah
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Ridge Drive Garland Texas telephone BR
.6-0140 MARTIN said her husband took the
movies but is not active in the corporation

tit
0{

DL 10.0-10461

comma ce .~t

"MARTIB advised that the following are members of the
Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation and each.will shars equally
i n any profit made o n the .sale of the _films ,1.

,RUDY BRENK President 4404 Ivy Street,*
.Mesquite Texas telephone BR 9-71485 .::;,".4 r

BRYANT BOREN Vice President 605 West
Vista Drive Garland Texas telephone BR
8-2397. lSRTIN said BOREN is employed as

Manager of the Sanger-Harris Camera Shop=

Mrs FRANCES HAYS Secretary 913 Forest .Ys

NY) N PARR 4448 South Marsalis Dallas Texas
home telephone FR 6-5918 business telephone..
FR 4..6465T.

GEORGE BHAWVER 4926 Frio Drive Dallas Texas
telephone FR 4-1119 He is employed by Greyhound
downtown, according to MARTIN

DICK ALLEN 4222_ Summit Ridge Street Dallas
Texa's telephone FR 4.3053 MARTEN said ALLEN
is employed by Hine_ Pontiac Dallas Texasg

Mrs HAZEL GOOCH 208 West Louisiana Street
Dallas Texas telephone unknown

Mr JULBS SPIEGEL 2723 CrestFidge Drive Dallas
Texas telephone -BR 9-2289 x:.c

,`
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.JOHN-1e.RTIN JR. 9846 Shoreview Road Dallas
Texas telephone DI 8-35461 1

;.: r~_;GEORGE ICINCAID Kincaid Photo Service telephone
v ;_RI ,1-3271 P RTIN advised KINCAID is not a member

i r:, of the corporation as yet but did take..some movie _
of the 'motorcade "'4 _

ALAN RHODES 4640 Cole Avenue -Dallas Texas em

ployed Sanger-Harris Camera Shop at Lamar and
_Main Streets Dallas Texas IgRTIN stated he

took 35 aft stills acid the stills were incorporated
.into the movie ..

,ALBERT BUNNELL 1314 English Street Irving Texas,
office telephone FL 2-4861 MARTIN said he ,is em

ployed at Love Field j

JOE BROWN, 7008 Hevenkamp Street Fort Worth Texas
.Can be reached at telephone number AN 2-4544

C W GRAY 11627 Fernald Street Dallas Texas
telephone DA 7-2972

FART STER 2 -Drtve,..Garlaa~d._Texas tell
1 phone BR 8-6918

Doctpr WARD SIGLER 6936 Lakeshore Dallas Texas
.telephone DA 7-3649

IRVING GEWERTZ 6422 Walnut Hill Lane Dallas
. Texas,_ telephone EM 1-7785

1'N

CHARLES MENTESANA 5103 Vickery Street Dallas
Texas telephone TA 3-0006 or TA 4-0803

TARRY THOMAS Route 1 Box 1820 Grand Prairie Texas
4j

ri r +tea _+y4404
40.4
~,,~ ?4.!yh "'` s .'*SCEfi Jg "t3'.
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Doti 4/14/64,
/

`-On April 10 1964, Mr
BDDIE

RKER saws $anager KLRD
-,> TVs nd Radio Stations advised he had obtained a copy of the 16

c 1 r film from the Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation of Dallas
rr Tex 8S%" BARKER related that this corporation had obtained numerous

strips cf,8 =film taken by citizens of Dallas Texas depicting
President JOBN F KEENEDY's visit to Dallas Texas on November 22

:l963,'and scenes taken outside of the Dallas City Building on
November:24 1963 when JACK RUBY shot LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the
basement of "that same building BARKER related that he had re

t.,. viewed the film and the.corporation had failed to obtain film
taken_at;thescene of the assassination on November 22, 1963

BARKER advised that he would have a 16 =black and white
copy made -of this film acid would furnish the same to the Federal

'Bureau 'of Investigation r

y v .. On April 13 1964 BARKER made available the black and
.white copy of this film A review of same fails to reveal any

pertinent film taken at the time of the assassination of President
KENNEDY or film taken in the basement of the Dallas City Building
at the time JACK RUBY shot LEB HARVEY OSWALD

r ,c ~ :.,

r .1

10
M 42 &13/64

~
 D,a llas Texas  File 'DL 100-10461at
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Mrs IVY L NDLE (E ZL GOOCH Za .a .t..leouiaiana

St et 'Dallas Tea advised she wrrs born November 28 1940
8,a and that on November 22 1963 she was em

ployed as a Cashier Checker at the A it P Grocery Store No 11
5011 Lemmon Avenue Dallas .Y

Mrs GOOCH advised that at approximately 11130 AM
the morning of November 22 1963 she left the store with the

permission of her supervisor and took up a position'on the side
walk in front of the store on the east side of Lemmon Avenue
intending to view the Presidential motorcade which was due to
arrive at that 'point shortly .after 12 ham She advised she
took with her an 8 mm movie cammra which she owned intending
to take a few feet of film of the motorcade as it passed She
advised the Presidential motorcade passed her position about
12ilO to 12:15 PM going south on Lemon Avenue and as the
motorcade passed she took several feet of film of the Preakti
dential car and some of the following cars She advised she
was alone at the time she took this film although some of the
store customers may have been at her elbow Mrs GOOCH stated
that following the passing of the motorcade she returned to
the store and to her check stand

Mrs GOOCH stated sometime around the First of January
1964 a Mrs IR\TDTG GBW RTZ called Mrs GOOCH at ho e advising
she had been contacting people having film in their possession
of the motorcade all along the route and she wanted to view the
film taken by Mts GO"7CH She stated the later met with Mrs
GEWERTZ and Mr BOR3N of the Sanger-Harris Caaamrati Shop in
order that Mrs GEWERTZ could view the film to sea if it should
be included in a group of film holders which Mss G+BWERTZ was

getting together to incorporate into a long film sequence of
the motorcade -She advised she was told the film was of good
quality and they asked her to join a group of several others in

:splicing her filet into the intended sequenosa She advised she
attended one of the film holders meetings and she recalls signing
corporation .papers for the incorporation of Dallas Cinema Associates

I `

./64 at Dana's Texas F41a >
DL 100-10461
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'Corporation which was incorporated in the middle of arch
{ 1964, with eighteen shareholders

HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY and 'to the beat of her knowledge
has had no contact or business with either of these individuals

J

.c.':...

i .r s

`.r.Hrs

GO0CH advised she is not acquainted with LEE

_

r AArs
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0

Mr GEORGE R KINCAID Ownsr Kincaid Photo Service*
3 3 -Routh Street Dallas,Taxaaa h addrees,.6326 T m.~ill

e,-Dallas was interviewed regarding his connection with 4
Da las Cine, Associates Corporation... KINCAID advised .he was

oe Y. L926 Comanche Oklahoma...:
r J
KINCAID advised his business entails still photog

raphy and that he is not specifically in the moving-picture
business however he has a Bell & Howell Optronic Eye 8 mm
Movie Camera.,.which he uses to take amateur action pictures.

` He advised that at approxi ttely 12:20 PM November
22 1963 he took up a position on the northNest corner of Routh
Street and Cedar Springs Road opposite his place of business
and took about one minute of film of the Presidential motorcade
at it passed down Cedar Springs.Road He advised he used Koda
chrome Fila .>"T;t

Mr KINCAID advised he is a personal friend of IRVING
GEWERTZ a local architect and he has done photography work for
Mr GEWERTZ in the past -He advised that sometime during the

early part of January 1964 he was contacted by Mrs GEWERTZ
and then by her husband IRVIN3 relative to obtaining his film
of the Presidential motorcade Mr KINCAID stated he turned
over the film to Mrs GEWERTZ and subsequently Mrs.,GEWERTZ
called him several times requesting he attend meetings of all
film holders but due to the pressure of business he was unable
to attend He advised he isubiaegzently became tired of being
bothered about the fit nand told Mrs GEWE she could have
the film without charge 'stating he did not desire to become
a participating member in the association Mr KINCAID stated
he is not nova member of the corporati r and has released all

rights to the film to the q WERTZ group

Mr -KINCAID advised he dots not know Lli Z HARVEY OSWALD
or JACK RUBY and does not recall haying ever seen them at any
time prior to their notoriety

Dan's Teems File DL 100-10461
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Mr SHAWVER advised that two or three days following
the assassination of the,President he took his roll-of film to
the Glendale Camera Shop at the Glendale Shopping Center,-444$
South Marsalis Dallas for developing. He advised this shop is
operated by one WYMAN PARR and upon viewing SHAWVER's film PARR
contacted him for the purpose of using his film jointly with sev

-oral other similar sequences of the Presidential motorcade PARR

4ybe,Mr

GEORGE ALDERSQ,g hltWV4R 4926 Frio Drive Da4as

told him he had bean trying to get soma people together with film
sequences and he wanted to use OHAWYER'n SHAWVER agreed to this
offer and the group consisting at that time of PARR DICK ALLEN

-RUDY ERE= and -SHAWVER began co-ordinating their film sequences
:.',.

Mr SHAWVER advised that shcrtly thereafter RUDY BRENK
called and-advised ha had been contacted by another group compos
ing similar sequences which -group waa.heads'd by a Mrs IRVINB
GEWERTZ of Walnut Hill Lane Dallas and Kra GEWERTZ had proposed
they join her group and put together and market this film in one
continuous sequence 'NW BHAWVER stated his .group agreed to this
offer and RUDY BRENK employed as Camera Editor*kt Sanger-Harris

'Camera Store,-Dallas;-did all -the editing and splicing of the
film eequences He advised the completed film was sent to Techni
color Inc. Burbank,-California for color retouching and the
initial order was for one proof copy Mx SHANVER stated the

-vk. NT,,:r .t.1w
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advised he is presently employed as a Ticket Agent at the
eyhound Bus Terminal 205 South Lamar Dallas and has been so

employed for the past nineteen years PHAWVER furnished his date

I.O....plamsfbirth as December 27 1930 Perrin Texas
cf

Mr SHAWVER advised that at about noon November 22
1963 he and his wife took up a position on the southeast corner
of Lamar and Main Streets,-Dallas intending to view the Presi
dential motorcade as it-passed that point Mr SBAWVER stated

'that as the Presidential car passed he took approximately eight
feet of 8 mm color film of the motorcade using a Kodak Scope
meter Movie Camera with Eastman Kodachromm.II

--..
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intent of their group is to place the film on the home movieT
Market and the Dallas outlet will be the Sanger-Harris Department
Store 'j s

Mr SIiAWVBR advised that on March 18 19640 his group
composed of eighteen film holders incorporated under the name

Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation and each of the eighteen
film holders received one share of stock

Mr SHAWVER advised the original film runs about 185
feet in length and a duplicate copy of film costs each member

approximately 124 per foot for duplicate processing :Re advised
the film had been sent to Technicolor inc. about April 7;19640

nd it was expected it would take two to three weeks for completion

.J .7 r _ . . ~ .
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{ Mrs FRANCES PAR YS 913 -FQr4s R ,dge_.DriYe rc
lass Texas advised she was porn Septembe .j.4"1936,,,Johnson

o nt Texas and that her husband CIA NCS_.BUGBZTF NAYS4 is

presently employed as Manager of SkilernnDrug Store 4900 Ross
Dallas.,:-

16
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` r Mrs HAYS advised that she is presently a-stockholder
of the Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation having contributed

approximately ten feet of film taken of the Presidential motor
cade by her .husband on November 22 1963 w. *4. '_s

Mrs HAYS advised that pictures were taken with a
Kodak 8mm Electric Eye Movie Camara using Kodachrome Film
and were taken by her husband from the southeast corner of Low

Alto and Lemon Avenue as the Presidential motorcade passed down
Lemon Avenue Mrs HAYS advised that upon completion of the
roll of film which contained pictures of the Presidential motor
cade her husband took the roll of film to the Sanger Harris
Camera Shop in downtown Dallas for developing She advised

shortly thereafter a Mr BOREN of the Sanger-Harris Camera
Shop contacted her husband and advised-he had been in contact
with a Mrs IRVING GEWERTZ who was interested in viewing the
film sequences of the motorcade which her husband had taken

Accordingly M BOREN made an appointment for them with Mrs
GEWERTZ and Mrs GEWERTZ came to-the HAYS residence one evening
to view-the.film Upon seeing the HAYS film Mrs GEWERTZ ex

pressed the opinion her film would be valuable as part of a
future commercial home movie film of the motorcade and asked
Mrs HAYS if she would care to join the group Mrs HAYS stated
she assisted Mrs GEWERTZ in contacting other film holders and
accordingly on March 18 1964 the Dallas Cinema Associates
Corporation was formed and Mrs SAYS was appointed secretary
of the corporation

Mrs. HAYS advised the completed film had been sent
to Technicolor Inc. 123 South Hollywood Way Burbank Cali

fornia on April 7 1964 for duplication and a proof copy should =

ON "Garland Texas File i DL 100-10461
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completed in two to three weeks

Mrs VATS advised she has not to her knowledge

ever met LSE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY nor has she had any

business dealings with any of them.
- ..I t. t
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Lemmon and Loma Alto on the west side of Lemmon Street at this
'intersection He said it was his intention to take-movies of

the Presidential Motorcade as it passed and he had taken an
automatic 8 mm Kodak Movie Camera with him for this purpose

' He said he borrowed this camera from Skillern's Drug Store
Number 25 and took about five or ten feet of film of President
KENNEDY and the motorcade as.the motorcade passed his position
around 12:05 P.M a -.

HAYS advised that in the latter part of November 1963
` he received a telephone call from a Mrs IRVING GEWERTZ who

informed him that she was-collecting film taken of the motorcade
so that her son could have it and inquired if he had taken any

ti

:DERAI BUREAU OF INVESTIGATs

Data 4/22/64

CLARENCE EUGEN HAYS Manager Skillern's Drug-Store
49 Ross Avenue, advised herresides at.~"_,a

f G r and u.2s x sue. He said be .was Q0,,a3s. at
B Texas..:-~ r "r "t4

y~ I a i v
-,HAYS advised that on November 22 1963 he was

employed at Skillern's Drug Store Number 25 4100 LonD Alto
Dallas Texas HAYS related.that at about 10:45 A.M on No- .
vember.22,1963 he-took-up a- position at the-"intersection of

Y..y film of the motorcade He stated be arranged to have Mrs
GEWERTZ view his film and following this they discussed the

possibility of getting other film taken along the parade route

HAYS said his wife yandMrs GEWERTZ contacted homes
and businesses along the parade route either telephonically or

physically to obtain film of the entire parade He said as a
result of these contacts a group was formed and later incor

porated under the name of the Dallas Cinema Associates He
'N

said the film of the parade is now being reproduced by-Techni
color Inc. at Burbank,-California He said it should be ready
for marketing in several weeks

A.y *OS

.". HAYS stated he ,did not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD ACK L
,fl t or have any information that would assist in the''-investi

gation of the assassination of President KENNEDY

r

8
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,..'J Mr *THOMe stated that on November 22 '1963 ..he was
working at Love Field when =the Presidential plane arrived at
approximately 12 noon He advised that,-in contemplation of
the arrival of President JOHN P KENNEDY he had taken his Bell
& Howell 8 am, Zoom Lens Camera using Kodachrome II film to
work with him that morning. Mr THOI S stated that due to his
employment he was allowed to take up a position just bff the
right nose of-the Presidential plane As President KENNEDY

.departed the plane at abont'12:05 PM he obtained about fifteen
feet of ..film of the right side of the President and his -pafrty
as they were leaving the 'plane and entering the Presidential

by Specie! Apenta Ra-XItDLfTAf ER x mbar= v Data dictated
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Date 4/17/64

LAe
.t~` " Mr TARRY RUG HOME was interviewed at his rest

nce Oak Valley Trailerourt Grand Pra irie,Jexts, ma iling.:Y
dress Route 1 Box 182D Mr THOMAS advised he was born

E vember 30 193~in Hug has Spring, Texas and has .been ems
ployed by Central Airlinesas `h~asaangsr Service Agent at Love
Field Dallas Texas since October 1 1963 r"-,

car. ~.f ..y _.

'Mr.'THOMAS advised that about the middle of `December
1963 he was contacted at Love Field by a Mrs G=WERTZ, who had

observed his picture in a news photograph published in a paper
and had -determined through talking to other employees at the
terminal that he was a Central Airlines employee He stated
Mrs GSMBRTZ-had told him she was in the process of contacting
various pees along the Presidential motorcade route who had
taken film sequences of the motorcade in an effort tat-purchase
their fills or-to exchange duplicate copies of film which she
intended to make into a continuous filar Mr..TBOW S stated that
about December 20 1963 at the suggestion of Mrs GEWERTZ he
took his -film strip to her residence and ran the film in order
that stile 'could see what it contained He advised she liked the
film and asked him lathe would care to join a group of film con
tributors for the purpose of splicing all available film strips
together into one long continuous film and ea~:h contributor
would gat be copy of the completed film for his personal use

19
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15
Kr THOW 8 advised that subsequently Mrs. a8 PS1~tZ

was so successful in obtaining film strips of value that she `
A

proposed to the group they consider producing the film for "'s
future home-movie consumption.` He stated that accordingly =
in"the middle of March 1964,"they formed a corporation with

the-eighteen participating members as single shareholders for.'`
the purpose -of reproducing and reselling the composite ryfilm  

;"Mr.` T$(lii S stated that at the timme of the.. arrival of
*We Presidential plane and during the time he filmed the arrival
Of President RHNNSDY and the departure of the motorcade "he "did
i-bbserve anything of an,unusual nature occurring ins that area.

.::.->.:.:-. . 2 L . t s i2ta

He
5
advised further he does not recall having observed

or had any-contact with LEB HARVEY OSW W at any.time .in the past

T
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,~ .NESTER advised that on November 22 1963 When the
Presidential Motorcade was proceeding through the downtown area
of Dallas he was at home painting He said he did not view any
part of the motorcade -u

NESTER said on Monday November 25 1963 NICK
o VAFIADIS a"regular customer of Sanger Harris Camera Department

and Records Shop Who has home telephone number CH 7-7650 and
S business telephone number-RI 8-0361 came to the store and said

he had taken some movies of the Presidential Motorcade He
left his 8 mm Kodachrome film with RESTER and requested that
NESTER send it in for processing When the film returned
NESTER said he and VAFIADIS viewed the film At the time

"

VAFIADIS took this film be was standing on Harwood Street at
Ross facing north

'"r Several days following this NESTER said he was
contacted by BRYANT BOREN an employee of Sanger-Harris Camera

Shop-located at Main and Lamar Who inquired if NESTER knew

of.any""film tht}t had been taken of the motorcade NESTER said
he informed BOREN that VAFIADIS bad taken some film of the
motorcade NESTER said be then contacted VAFIADIS and obtained
his film.of the motorcade. L;;

w

FD-002 (R.. 3.34k) OERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGAT(

Data 4/22/64

WILLIAM NESTER JR. Head of Stock Sanger-Harris
era Department and ecords Shop Akard and Main Streets ad
ed .he resides at_ 232 Alto Driv.arlsInd Tens ...NESTER said
was "o uat_2 915 C ica_go Illinois

RESTER said it was his intention at that time to
.exc+hange copies of film with others Who bad also taken movies

of the Presidential Motorcade However be stated as it de

veloped a Mrs IRVING GEWBRTZ organized a group of people Who
bad taken films of the motorcade and later incorporated this

group as the Dallas Cinema Associates NESTER said there are

eighteen members in this group and he holds one share of stock
He said he has a side agreement with VAFIADIS to share equally
in any profits made

.6/64 et Dallas Texas  File # DL 100-10461
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NESTER advised that he does not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD

or JACK L. RUBY and that be had no information that would assist

in the_investigation.of the assassination of President.,KENNEDY
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PARR owner Glendale Camera Shop 4448 ow
th'Marsalis advised he -presently resides at '3535 Tribune. ` '

.A artment 107 Dallas A He said he wasj=n

.).Ztt i
t PARR stated on November 22 1963 he was at the

above store on duty and did not iew the Presidential Motor
cads PARR stated that DAVID HO WAY an employee .of Trans

, Texas Airlines at'Love Field took 8 mm movies of the arrival.-.
-L of President KENNEDY at Love Field PARR said that DAVID

HOLLOWAY lives with his parents ,1 Mr and Mrs P D HOLLOWAY
604 Calyx Circle Dallas Texas ,`.telephone number FR1-1458:

--,' PARR stated that HOLLOWAY brought the film that he

by Special Agent ...

had taken of.President KENNEDY.s% arrival at Love Field on
I Noyember i22,-1963 to his store for processing When the

film was .returned to the store and HOLLOWAY then picked it

up PARR said he was informed by HOLLOWAY that the film
con-.,--ilt L Fild"tamed pictures of President KENNEDY'S arrva aovee

He said .they both viewed this film at the store
.i : . i-'%I =

0 "1 . PARR stated that at about the same time that

HOLLOWAY brought his film to his store DICK ALLEN an em

ployee of Hine Pontiac Dallas Texas also brought aroll

of filmlconeaining scenes of the Presidential Motorcade

.About a month following this PARR stated GEORGE SHAWVER

came to-his camera shop and requested PARR to make some "e

stills of President KENNEDY from his 8 mm roll PARR ad

vised that while SHAWVER was in the store he PARR received

a telephone call from Mrs FRANCES HAYS Garland Texas who

informed him that she was calling all camera stores in the

i Dallas Texas area to locate film taken of President KENNEDY.

motorcade At this time PARR said he and Mrs HAYS discussed

forming a group and putting together a film Which would cover
.

as much of the motorcade as possible
.1 .. i

"PARR stated he''recontacted DAVID HOLLOWAY and in

formed hint of the formation of the group and advised him.to
t dllh., g.t .

, 4 4 et Dallas Texas File DL 100-10461
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PARR said he was not a'cq'uainted with MS HARVEY OSWALD
He said he knew JACK RUBY only as a speaking acquaintance from
infrequent visits to RUBY club He said he had no other
association with JACK RUBY.''' PARR also stated that be'had no in
formation that would assist in the investigation of-the
assassination of President KEN~ISOY
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join.. PARR said HOLLOWAY informed him be was not interested and
'.. sold'his 'roll of film to PARR for $50.00

r ~.. Ei.ilrY:4fi
-- PARR advised be put Mrs FRANCES HAYS in =contact with

RUDY BRENK Who is employed by Bxline-Lowdon Company;-1818 South
Brvay Street -Dallas,-Texas,-business phone HAmilton "1-2177,
home phone .BR'9-'7148 who he knew had considerable "experience-as
an amateur'photographer PARR stated in March 1964 the'Dallas

" Cinema Associates was incorporated and BRENK was elected presi
'dent He said they have completed the film of the.Presidential

Motorcade and it is now at Technicolor Inc. Burbank Cali.
fornia for reproduction
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. DAVID PERC OLLCMAY Reservations Agent Trans
Texa Airways Love Field advised he resides in A.v_,ttwent

;MLA 5739 Gast n Avenue Dallas Texas HOLLOWAY stated
he ira's bprn..Eebruar...22+..193-7_ oche ste r New York

HOLLCAY related that on November 21 19638 he
learned that the President of the United States was scheduled

y to arrive at-Love Field at approximately 11:20 AM November
22 1963.- He said he also learned that the President was to=,
be accompanied by his wife V ce President JOHNSON and Mrs
JceNsos and Governor J ONNALLY and his wife He said s
that upon arrival at Dallas Texas this group was to proceed /4

by motorcade to the Trade Mart Building located at 2100 Stemmons

.7.Freeway Dallas Texas where President KENNEDY was to make a

public address ,HOLLOMY stated when he learned of this schedule
he planned to go to Love Field on November 22 1963 to see the
President and to take movies of him and his entourage.::.

. ..
HOLLOWAY advised that on November 22 1963 he left

his parents residence Mr & Mrs P D HOLLOMY 604 Calyx
Circle Dallas Texas and proceeded in his mother's car to

. Field arriving there at about 10:45 AM At about 11
':- o'clock HOLLOWAY stated he 'proceeded to Gate 28 at Love Field

where he understood the President was due to arrive He said
he-had his 8 mm Keystone Camera Model 60 loaded with Kodachrome
II Film with him and prior to the President's arrival took
some crowd scenes He said he also took some film sequences of

, the arrival of Vice President JOHNSON's plane as well as the
arrival of the President's plane HOLLCVMY stated he took about
five feet of movie film as the President and Mrs KENNEDY de

planed and also got one short sequence of'the President as he
was shaking hands with some individuals in the crowd who were
there to greet him He said the motorcade left shortly thereafter

.
Within a -fait minutes after the motorcade left Lov

.; ...ix. ..-..,
_1. ,f

;. . "25
../64 at Dallas Texas Fn DL 100-10461
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Field HOLLY stated he got into his mother's car to return
it to her. He said on the road leading from the airport two
young men were hitchhiking and he stopped and gave them a ride
HOLLOWAY related that at Industrial Boulevard and Stemmons
Freeway there was a traffic tie-up and he was obliged to stop
He said that,'while stopped he noticed there were eight or ten
pickets at this intersection He said they were carrying anti
IOSNNSDY banners and had tape over their mouths He said he did
not know the significance of the tape over the mouths of the
pickets MUMMY advised he was at this intersection for just
a couple of minutes and was then directed by the police officer
there to proeeed HOLLOWAY said he proceeded under Stamens

'.Freeway turned left on the access road and then onto Stemmons
Freeway. He said he proceeded a few hundred feet and te).stopped

.his car recalling that the Presidential motorcade would be along
on Stemmons Freeway proceeding in the opposite direction He
said he got out of his car with the intention of taking some
movies of the Presidential motorcade from the median strip and
was in the process of moving to this location when he saw the
red-lights and heard the sirens of the Presidential motorcade
traveling north on Stemmons Freeway at a break-neck speed Ha
said he thought the speed they were traveling was unusual but
nevertheless was able to get a short film sequence as the motor
cade passed near his position

HOLLOWAY advised he then returned to his car and
proceeded to his parents house He said he dropped off the
two young hitchhikers on Jefferson Street in Oak Cliff Upon
arriving home HOLLOWAY said he was met by his mother who
informed him that President JOHN P KSNNSDY had been shot
HOLLOWAY stated he remained at home for awhile listening to the
radio reports-and then as scheduled returned to his employment
at Trans-Texas Airways at Love Field

HOLLOWAY advised that a few days after Thanksgiving
he took the film of the Presidential motorcade for development

26
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to the Glendale Camera Shop 444 South )(arsons Dallas Texas
which camera shop is owned by WYMAN PARR HOLLOWAY stated on

leaving the film he informed PARR that the roll of film contained
some sequences of the Presidential motorcade and told PARR if
he would like he could review the film when it was returned after

being developed

HOLLOWAY advised that in early December 19638 he
went to the Glendale Camara Shop to pick up his film and,.at that
time he and WYMAN PARR viewed the film He said PARR expressed
an interest in it and said he knew of some others who had some
film.sequences of the Presidential motorcade

HOLLOWAY stated in the latter part of January 1964
-,~

he was contacted by LAYMAN PARR who informed him that a number of
people who had taken movies of the Presidential motorcade had
joined together and planned to put the film sequences into one
movie and to market it commercially HOLLOWAY stated that PARR
told him he could join the group and share in any profit made on
the film ,HOLLOWAY advised he was not interested and when PARR
said he would give him $50.00 for his almond take the gamble
on making this money he accepted gkRR.s offer and gave PARR
his film signing a release for any right to it HOLLOWAY stated
PARR also informed him that should he PARR make any money on
the film he would give HOLLOWAY an additional $100.00 He
further stated that PARR gave him a duplicate roll of the film
for his personal use

A week or so following the above contact by PARR
HOLIDAY said he was contacted by a woman name unrecalled whn
expressed an interest in his film HOLLOWAY said his informed
her that he had sold his film to WMN PARR

HOLLOWAY stated he did not know nor did he ever
have any contact with either LB3 HARM OSWALD or JACK RUBY
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BR'~DT6 CARROI.Ir OREN residence 605 West Vista

G11=4
Texas. was interviewed at his place of employment

ger-Harris Department Store Math and Lamar Streets Dallas

ens

Mr BOREN advised he is employed as Associate Buyer
for the Camara Department for the Sanger-Harris chain and

accordingly buys for all Sanger-Harris Stores throughout the

city however he maintains his offices at the Main and Lamar

store Mr BOREN advised he was korn_January 4 1927 in Ennis

Mr BOREN advised that on the morning of November 22

1963 he left the Sanger-Harris Store at Main and Lamar in the

company of RICK STEWART a fallow store employee at approxir

mutely 11:30 AM intending to view the Presidential motorcade

as it came west on Main Street Mr BOREN stated he took a

Bolex P-1 8 i Movie Camera from stock intending to obtain

some film sequences of the motorcade and in order to give RICK

STEWART some instruction in the use of that camera Mr BOREN
advised he loaded the camera with Kodachrome II Color Film and

he and STEWART took up a position on the southwest corner.of

Austin and Main Streets across tha street from the Sanger-Harris
Store and as the motorcade passed their position STEWART under

the supervision of BOREN,-took about ten feet of movie film of

the passing motorcade BOREN advised he did not personally
take any of the pictures however he is now the owner of this

film strip as he subsequently purchased the film from STEWART

Mr BOREN advised that aipprox +ately two weeks fol

lowing the .aesaesin'i tic i of the President a Mr & Mss GEWERTZ
to whctm BOREN had previously sold a movie camera came into the

store inquiring as to the possibility of BORE,N's having film

sequences of the motorcade and Mr & Mtgs CR suggested
they exchange duplicate copi.s of their film for their personal
use Mr BOREN advised that he then purchased RICK STEWTiRT's
film etiip and had a duplicate made which he furnished to

4/20(64 Deltas Texas 28 DL 100-10461
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GBWBRTZ Mr BORBN stated it was not until the middle of January
1964 that Mss GBWBRTM proposed the making of the unified film
strip comprised of sequences from numerous contributors for sale
on the home-movie market Mr BORZN stated he agreed to the
GBWBRTZ proposal and that a total of eighteen contributors,-in
eluding himself incorporated on March 18 1964 under the corpo
rate name of Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation

Mr BORBB advised that to the best of his know1 ge
and recollection he has had no business or personal dealings
with LEE BARVBY OSWALD at any time in the past
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CHARLES ALAN ODES head of Stock Sanger Harris
C ra Department Main and Lamar Streets advised he resides
a640 Cole Avenue Apartment 27 Dallas Texas RHODES

stated he has been in the United States for one and one-half

years and has been employed at Sanger-Harris for this entire

Period. RHODES said he was born Ju1Y,9,,1945 at Shipley
Bnglald was reared in  Austral.,,a and is a British subject

RHODES said on November 22 1963 at about 11:30 A.M.
he took up a position on the southwest corner of Austin and Main

Streets Dallas Texas for the purpose of taking pictures of

President KENNEDY as the motorcade passed his position RHODES
said he had a .35 mm Argue Camera with him and took three

pictures of President KENNEDY and Governor CONNALLY as the
motorcade passed his position at about 12:30 P.M

RHODES advised that RICA,STEWART Another employee
in the Camera Department of Sanger Harris also took pictures
of the Presidential Motorcade as it passed He said STEWART
was using an 8 mm movie camera RHODES advised that STEWART
is now employed by Sanger Harris in the Camera Department at

their Plymouth Park Store in Irving Texas

RHODES advised that Mr and Mrs IRVING GEWERTZ
6422 Walnut Hill Lane Dallas Texas were customers in the

Camera Department at the Sanger Harris Store He said while

they were in the store they had discussed the Presidential
Motorcade and President KENNEDY assassination with him and

with his supervisor BRYANT BOREN He said all wanted to get
as many pictures of the Presidential Motorcade as possible

just as a collector's item He said they finally "hit on the

idea of forming a group putting a film of the motorcade to

gether and selling it He said in March 1964 this group in

corporated and is composed of eighteen members known as the

Dallas Cinema Associates

He said the film that the Dallas Cinema Associates

-put together is now at Technicolor Inc.,Burbank California

1 39
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and When it returns and is properly reproduced Sanger-Harris
will have exclusive rights to market this film for a period of
three months He said this film should be on the market in
two or three weeks

RHODES advised that her did not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD
He said he knew JACK RUBY as a customer in the store and repaired
RUBY's Polaroid Camera twice He said he had no association with
RUBY outside of the store and knows nothing of his activities
RHODES stated he has no information Which wduld assist in the in

vestigation of the assassination of President JOHN KENNEDY

V

31
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RICHARD BECKE31'EWART Camera Department Manager Sanger

Harris epartment Store Plymouth Park Shopping Center advised he

resids,at b720 Greenwich Street, Dallas Texa. He said he was born

Qctober`31 1943 at Staten 41gnd.,,JNew York.

STEWART advised that on November 22 1963 he was employed
as a salesman in the Camera Department at the Sanger.Harris Department
Store located at Main and Lamar Streets Dallas Texas STEWART stated
that on instruction of his supervisor BRYANT BOREN he was familiarizing
himself with the operation of a Bolex 8 mm camera He said he knew
the Presidential motorcade was due to pass by Sanger-Harris Departmeut
Store and stated that shortly before noon or thereabouts he took up a

position on the southwest corner of Austin at Main Street He said
as the Presidential motorcade passed he took about.bne or two feet of
film of_President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY in the Presidential motorcade
He'said after the motorcade passed he continued to take film of the

general area to use up the film he had in the ciders. About a week

following the assassination of President KENNEDY STEWART said he
sent his film to Kodak for processing He said when the film
returned that'he BRYANT BOREN and ALAN.RHODES viewed the film
STEWART said BOREN wanted the film and he gave it to him

STEWART advised that ALAN RHODES also employed in the
Camera Department of the Sanger-Harris Department Store located at
Main and Lamar Streets viewed the motorcade with him and took some
35 manila pictures of the motorcade

STEWART stated he learned from BRYANT BOREN that a number
of people who had taken movies of the Presidential motorcade had

joined together and incorporated under the name of the Dallas Cinema
Associates He said this organization made a film of the Presidential
motorcade and planned to market it He said that BOREN told him that
if he BOREN made any money on the film he would give STEWART $50
STEWART said he is not in-any way affiliated with the Dallas Cinema
Associates.

STEWART stated he did not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD and has
never met JACK RUBY He laid he may have seen RUBY in the Sanger-Harris
Department Store but could not recall any specific instance

on 4 9/64 at Irving Texas Fla
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JULES ERNESTk PIEGEL Salesman Southwest Fixtures

.Coop any 907 Commerce Street Dallas Texas was interviewed

atk1is place of employment regarding film sequences of the

Presidential motorcade taken by him on November 22 1963
SPIEGEL advised he was born April 19 1916 . Frankfurt __Germany
and presently resides at 23 C.,zest_Ridge Drive,~Dallas 28,
Texas

FD-302 (Rev as-ss)

SPIEGEL advised that per the instructions of.the

_ owner of Southwest Fixtures Company the store was closed at
about 11:55 AM on the morning of November 22 1963 for the

purpose of allowing all employees to view the Presidential

motorcade which was scheduled at that time to pass-a block
from the store at 'approximately 12:15 PM

SPIEGEL advised he accompanied by GAYLORNGUISH
a fellow salesman at Southwest_,F.ixtures/'took up a position -on

the southeast corner of Main and Lamar Streets to await the

motorcade SPIEGEL advised that as the motorcade approached
he climbed on top of a metal coin-operated newspaper dispenser
to obtain a better view of the motorcade in order to secure some

8 mm movie shots with his camera He advised he took about two

to three feet of film using a Bell & Howell Zoomatic Director

Series utilizing Kodachrome.II 8 mm Movie Film SPIEGEL advised

that following the passing of the motorcade he took the remainder
of the roll of the crowds in the area and returned to the store

about 12:30 to 12:35 PM He advised he was unaware of the shoot

ing of the President until about 12:45 PM when a fellow employee
turned on a store radio

He stated that about the last of November 1963 he

mailed his roll of film to the Kodak Company for processing
and received the processed roll the first week in December
1963

SPIEGEL advised that about the middle of December 1963
he went to a camera store in the Casa Linda Section of Dallas to
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purchase some camera equipment and during the course of Conversa

tion with the proprietor he advised the proprietor he had some

film sequences of the Presidential motorcade .SPIEGEL stated the

proprietor told him he had received an inquiry from amts GEWERTZ

inquiring of persons with film sequences of the Presidential motor

cade and the proprietor asked SPIEGEL for his name and address
in the event this party called again

SPIEGEL advised that around the end of December 1963
he received a call from a Mr PARR who asked him if he cared to

exchange duplicate copies of film for personal use to which
SPIEGEL advised he agreed to attend a meeting to view ether film

sequences to see if he might be interested

SPIEGEL stated that around the middle of January 1964
he received a call from a Mrs BAYS who stated she would like to

view his film and accordingly made an appointment to come to

SPIEGEL's house to view the film He advised Mrs HAYS and a

RUDY BRENK visited his home that evening and aftet viewing his

film advised him they liked the sequences he had and asked him

to join a group of several film holders in making up a long film

for Which each participating member would receive a duplicate
of the composite film

SPIEGEL advised that following several meetings of

other film holders a group totaling eighteen in numbers in

corporated under the name "Dallas Cinema Associates Inc.,
for the purpose of distribution and sale.of the completed

film
on the home.movie market

SPIEGEL stated he has never at any time to his knowl

edge or recollection had any dealings either personal or business
with IIE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY

S3
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MIDST CH7 RLSS 3SANA was interviewed at his place
of siness Mantesena._ tracery 1814 Allen Street Dallas

tee concerning film sequences takeaalby
him of the Presidential

motorcade I~NTESANA advised he was born April 7,.1918 Dallast_
Texas and presently resides at 5103 ickery Boulevard Dallas J/(

1 NTESAi advised on the m rning of November 22 1963
he left his tocery store at approximately 11:30 AM in company
with ARDEN ILSOH a store a ployee and rode to the intersection
of Turtle Creek Road and Cedar Springs Road for the purpose of

taking 8 mm movie film of the Presidential motorcade as it passed
that point Ha advised he and WILSON arrived at that intersection

at about 11:40 AM and took up a position on the median strip on

Turtle Creek Road approximately one hundred feet north of the

Cedar Springs intersection to await the arrival of the motorcade.

He stated that as the motorcade passed his position he wasable

to obtain about ten feat of 8 mm movie film of the motorcade pro

cession using a Wollensak Movie Camaera with a 1.9 lens and

utilizing Kodachroma II Film MBNTESANA estimated the time of

the passing of the motorcade to be approximately 12:10 to 12:12

PM

MENTESAN& advised that immediately following the pass

ing of the motorcade he and WILSON returned to the grocery store
where he let WILSON out of the car and continued to the Katy
Railroad Freight Depot near the Texas School Book Depository
Building to pick up soma salvaged food stuffs which he had pre

viously purchased and it was then hs learned of the shooting of

President KENNEDY He raid he then took several feet more of

film of the turmoil in and around the Depository Building He

advised he sent this film to the Fox Film Company of Dallas for

processing

MBNTESA! adrLaad he is a member of the "Dallas 8 mm

Movie Club and sometime during the early part of Januarys 1964
a fellow movie club member one ALBERT BAIL called him at the
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store and told him that he BUNIEIi had been contacted by a Mrs
IRVING GBWERTZ concerning the film sequences which be had taken
of the motorcade He stated BUgi L told him Mrs GEWERTZ likewise
had a series of film sequences and was interested in exchanging
duplicate copies of film with others who had film of the motor
cade and Mrs GEWERTZ desired to view,MENTESANA'a film MENTESANA

.advised that accordingly he and BUNELL attended a meeting of
several other film holders and upon seeing his film on the screen
Mrs GEWERTZ was interested in obtaining copies of his film in ex
change for her copies to which he agreed

"MBNTESANA advised that subsequent to this original ar
rangement Mrs GEWERTZ organized a group totaling eighteen in
number of various film holders including himself and ALBERT
BUNNEI and that this organization incorporated itself in March
1964 under the name "Dallas Cinema Associates, Inc. MENTESANk
advised he hee attended all subsequent meetings of the corporation
and is under the impression the film is presently being prepared
for marketing on the home-movie market

MERMAN stated he has never had any contact either
personal or business at any time with LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK
RUBY to the best of his knowledge or recollection
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C W (initials Only GRAY 11627 Fernald Street, advised
he is 4Toyed as a buyer in the Purch.i iag Departmmntby

Campbell_Taggart sociated Bakeries telephone No FLeetwood 2-4861 6211
Lemmon enue Dallas Texas and was so employed in this capacity
on November 22 1963 GRAY said he was born March 7 195 at

McKinney,_Texas .-

GRAY said on November 22 1963 he knew the Presidential
motorcade was going to pass by his place of employment As a

consequence he said he had brought his 8 mm Keystone Camera to work
with him that day for the purpose of taking pictures of 'President
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY and others in the Presidential motorcade
GRAY said that at about 11:30 a.m on November 22 1963 he took up
a position on the median strip of Lemmon Avenue in front of Campbell
'aggart_Associated Bakeries 6211 Lemmon Avenue Dallas Texas He
said that at about 12:15 p.m the Presidential motorcade passed by
his position and he took some 'film of President KENNEIL as the motor
cede passed Several moments after the motorcade passed GRAY said
he returned to his office at Campbell-Taggart Associated Bakeries

GRAY advised that ALBERT BUNNELL,a stockholder of Dallas
Cinema Associates and also employed by Campbell-Taggart Associates
Bakeries 6211 Lemmon Avenue took some film shots of the Presidential
motorcade from the roof of the building housing Campbell-TaggartAssociated Bakeries

GRAY said he believes it was shortly after Christmas that
he had the film of the Presidential motorcade developed because he
also had some film on the same roll of Christmas scenes and his family

.He said the film Kodfichrome II was processed by the Lockwood Pharmacy
Lockwood Shopping Center Dallas Texas

GRAY advised that around early January 1964 he believes
he was contacted by telephone-by Mrs IRVING GEWERIZ1 who informe.
him that she had learned from ALBERT BUNNEU9 mentioned above that
GRAY had taken some movies of the Presidential motorcade She said
she was interested in seeing the film and would be willing to exchange

j
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some lm that she had for his She also stated that a group of
people-who had taken film along the route of the Presidential motorcade
were getting together and might possibly make a film showing views
along the route of the Presidential motorcade

S4ortly after his contact by Mrs GEWERTZ GRAY said she
viewed his film liked it and he subsequently joined the gtoup
which later incorporated under the name of the Dallas Cinema
AssociatespIncorporated GRAY said the Dallas Cinema Associates
Incorporated has put together a film of the Presidential motorcade
and planned to market it commercially He said the film at present
has been sent to Technicolor Incorporated Burbank California
and he:understands that the proof copy from which additional copies
will subsequently be made will be returned to the Dallas Cinema
Associates Incorporated in about one week

GRAY said he is not acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD or
JACK RUBY and to his knowledge has never had any contact with either
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ALBERT'LEW :UNNELL Assistant Purchasing Agent Campbell
Taggart sociated B eries -Incorporated, 6211 Lemmoon Avenue advised he
resides  13_14 English Street_ ,_ing T,_ exas s and has residence
telepho No BLackburn -l427."_,BUNNELL said he was born May-23,'1921
at rtl ~d _ Oregon_

BUNNELL addised that on November '21 1963 he learned that
the Presidential motorcade;was going to pass by Campbell-Taggart
Associated Bakeries, Incorporated,'on;Lemmon Avenue at about noon on
November 22,..1963.''_With this-in mind BUNNELL stated he brought his
Canon Zoom 8 mm camera to work with him with-the,fntentton of taking
movies of President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY and the Presidential motor
cade as it passed by Campbell-Taggart Associated Bakeries Incorporated
BUNNELL related that at about 11:50 a.m on November 22 1963 he took
his camera and went to the roof of Campbell-Taggart Associated Bakeries
Incorpor4ted,'which is located approximately 50 yards west of Lemmon
Avenue. From this point BUNNELL said he took pictures of three four
engine jet aircraft as they passed over the building to land at Love
Field 'He said the building is directly in the final-approach pattern
for planes landing-at Love Field.` BUNNELL said he believes he got some
movies of the Presidential aircraft which he estimated passed over the

building sa little before 12:00 noon

Later-, at -approximately 12:10 p.m. according to BUNNELL's
estimate the Presidential 'motorcade passed by Campbell-Taggart :+
Associated Bakeries,-Incorporated and be,took'movies of President JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY and the motorcade. He'said he was using Kodachrome'"II

,film and estimated that be took approximately seven feet of this

BUNNELL said around the early part of January 1964 be was
contacted by a Mrs IRVING GEWERTZ who informed him she was trying to

rcollect film sequences of the Presidential motorcade in order to have a
record of the President's visit to Dallas Subsequently BUNNELL
advised a group of people who had also taken movies of the Presidential
motorcade at variotis 'points along the route joined together for the

purpose of exchanging film so all would have.a more complete record of
the Presidential motorcade

39
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.. BUNNELL stated C.'.Y.-GRAY;'--a-fellow employee of-Campbell
Taggart sociated Bakeries:'Incorporated, also took movies.of the
Presiders ial motorcade 'BUNNELL'said.that GRAY was standing onths
median strip of Lemmon Avenue while taking MA movied. He said he
.informed Mrs.,,GEWERTZ of this and she later contacted C W GRAY

ii.,i .,. _ ., 0... .: .
.. . .

BUNNELL informed that.in the early part of Harch;1964,
i

theVgroup who had joined together,'and then mmbired 18 incorporated
under the nameof the'Dallas Cinema Associates when one of the members
of the group'got the idea that the'film containing :'the sequences;takea
by members of the group would be marketable BUNNELL stated-he =der

_stands that this film which had-been sent to Technicolor Incorporated
.Burbank California for processing would be ready for marketing within

.a:;fev days `He said that Sanger-Harris was initially going to have
exclusive rights for the sale of:thisfilm

. i i.,;+ ....7 1

BUNNELL'stated he did not know and to his knowledge had
never had:any contact with either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY
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RICHARD LEE i.1-EN residence 4222 Summit Ridge Drive Dallas
w interviewed at Hine Pontiac Company 2100 Cedar Springd d

Dallas ere he is employed as Assistant Service Manager. ALLEN advised
.he 1was bd September 16..192,jn..Dayton.,r.Dhio. and has been so employed
at Hine %Pontiac for,_thelast 14 years

.c
`t

ALLEN advised that on the morning of November 22,1963 Rinse
Pontiac officials released their employees at about 11:45 a.m.- r
to allow them to view the Presidential motorcade as it was anticipated
it would pass in front of the Hints Pontiac showroom facing Cedar Springs
Road. He advised that as he intended to view the motorcade he brought
his movie camera to work with him that morning which he described as a
Bell-and Howell Director's Model.having two lenses a wide angle and
zoom ALLEN stated that at about 11:50 a.m he took up a position on the
east side'_of Cedar Springs Road directly in front of the Pontiac showroom
to await 'the arrival of the motorcade and that as the motorcade passed
his position at approximately 12:15 p.m he shot one complete half roll
of film type Kodachrome II which he stated consists of 25. full feet

ALLEN advised that upon completion of the entire roll he took
the roll to the Glendale Camera Shop 4448 S Marsalis operated by
WYMANQPARR for processing

ALLEN stated that sometime during January 1964 a Mrs
GEWERTZ called him at'his.residence and inquired if he desired ID trade

copies of film with her He stated she'told him she was attempting to
contact numerous individuals who had obtained movie shots of the
Presides tial motorcade throughout its route and that her film clip was
taken not far from his position and showed him in her pictures and
therefore she was contacting him to determine if he would care to
trade a'duplicate of his film sequences for a duplicate of hers .ALLEN
stated he told Mrs GEWERTZ he had already turned over this film to W
PARR of the Glendale Camera Shop and that Mr PARR was likewise attempt
ing to obtain'other film clips from various individuals and that if
Mrs GEWERTZ would care to talk to Mr. PARR about his clips she would
be free to do'so ALLEN stated that 'subsequently the PARR group of
which he was a part later joined with the group headed by Mrs..GEWERTZ

.
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'-ALLEN stated he has never at any time met conversed with
or-had any dealings .with LEE,HARVEY0SWALD or JACK RUBY in"the past to
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and the tal group was subsequently corporated in March 1964,,,intor
Dallas C ema Associates Incorporated,1numbering 18 stockholders in all
ALLEN -stated he'"had viewed the completed 'film incorporating film '

sequences from all stockholders and he estimated approximately ten ,to
fifteen feet of hiss film was used in the final pictorial
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JOE CE~WN partner Air Line Ground Transportation

Company Love Field advised his company provides limousine service

betweeu allas"and Fort Worth,"iexas He stated he resides at 7008
Hovenk Street Fort Wort 18 Texas BROWN said he was born
May: 28 1%13 at Stoneburg T~exA.s . J 4

i
BROWN advised he knew:of the scheduled arrival of.President.

JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY at Love 'Field on November .22,-1963 and on this
date kept his"son JAMES DOUGLAS BROWN out of school and brought him
to work with him so he could witness the arrival of President KENNEDY
and his entourage and take movies of this event.-,Be said that around
11:20 a.m or so he,was at his place of employment at the Baggage
Reclaim area at-Love Field and it was at this time his son left him

_and went out to gate No 28 to await the arrival of the President He
..said when the President arrived his son took several sequencesof this
arrival.from different positions at the airport 'He said one film
sequence was taken from'the roof of the south concourse of the terminal..
building and another film sequence was taken fromiinside the fenced
enclosure at the-point of the President's arrival He said his son
'had taken his Wollensak Model 43 8 mm camera with'him for this purpose
He said the camera was loaded with Ansco color film.

BROWN stated President KENNEDY in his opinion was one of the
greatest presidents very special to him and in bupport of this opinion
related the following story ~ ','ic .r. .

BROWN said he was a sergeant in the First Marine Division in
World War II teas assied Serial No 46 19 42 and served from
September 1942' to March-15 1945 receiving an honorable discharge
He said during'this period of service he participated in a number of

'assaults.on.enemy islands He said on one occasion his division was

assigned to-assault one of the islands name unrecalled in the Russell
"Island group in the Coral Sea. He said his divisiton was brought to

this location by the destrbyer,'Mandley and during '"the night they
transferred from the-destroyer to 50'foot lighters He said in-the
particular lighter he was in there-were 11 marines and two navy
personnel,,a lieutenant-junior grade and a coxswain BROWN,stated that
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on th.dt ay tothe shore this lighter was hit by shore fire :-and knocked
out of mmission Be stated that for three days-this lighter was at

'the-"mercy of-the sea and all aboard had given up hope of beiug'rescued
He advised on the third night a 'navy torpedo boat PT 109,'.'-,answered
their signals. Within"30 minutes of this BROWN stated the destroyer
Helena pulled:alongsi.e'and rescued him and'the other men-aboard the
lighter Later BROWN stated he learned the"PT 109 was commanded by
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY and it'is-to-_KENNEDY that he and.the`other
members= aboard''"the -lighter owe :heir lives. BROWN said it-was because
of this that be kept his boy out of school and brought him :to Love
Field with him so he would have the opportunity to see President JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY.
f

~.~ r BROWN said he did not witness the arrival at Love Field of
President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY on November 22;."1963 azfurthier
he said at the time President KENNEDY was assassinated he was at his

place of business in the.ABaggage Reclaim area at Love Field
I

BROWN advised the film his son took of the arrival of

President KENNEDY and his entoutage was sent by him direct to Mont
gomery Ward for processing .1..1
-t 4

BROWN advised in late December 1963 or earyl -J ana ary
1964 he was contacted at Love Field by Mrs FRANCES HAYS and Mrs
IRVING GEWERTZ He said they inquired of him-if he'had taken any
movies of the arrival of the Presidential party on November 22,'1963
He said he informed them he had'not but his son had taken some film
sequences of the President's arrival BROWN advised he was informed.
by Mrs.`HAYE"and Mrs GEWERTZ they were attempting to contact people
who had taken movies of the President on his arrival on November 22
1963 Be.said their purpose in'doing so was to arrange en exchange
of f ilm between-people rho-had taken movie-sequences so all could
have a more complete record of'the Presidential motorcade on that
fateful day." BROWN said he wasin complete accord with what they
were trying to do and informed them that LARRY THOMAS another

..s employes at'Love Field had also taken some movies of the President's
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BROWN *stated after several other contacts with dirs
GEWERI a learned there were -approximately 18 .people who 'had taken
film sequences of the Presidential motorcade on November 22 1963
known to Mrs:'GEWERTZ and the idea evolved that if they puttthese=

;

BROWN stated he did not know and to his+knowledge never
had any contact with LEE

HARVEYj)OSWALD
or JACK RUBY. "
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film sequences together into a movie it could be marketed commercially
BROWN stated that on March 18,-1964 these 18 people including himself
incorporated under the name of the Dallas Cinema Associates,% Incorporated

'Be.said all of:"the 18'stockholders will share equally my profit
realized from .the sale oft .movie He further advised he believe
this film will be available for public sale sometime in June 1964
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BROWN said he did not know or ever have any contact with
either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY

. .
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JAMES DOUGLAS ROWN 7008 Hovenlmp,_0vised he is
eighth radestudent at Fort Worth Christian School.pJrt WorthsTexas
He -sa he was born September .10

'
1949 at HouOton Texas.s Be was-".

intery wed in the presents of-his.fitlier.TME PE ggBROWN

Y.r BROWN said that on.NoveMber 22 1963 he accompanied his
father toLove''Field Dallas,'Texas for the purpose of seeing
President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY and taking movies of his arrival
He said he:arrived at Love` .Field'between 10:30 a.m.'andl1:00 a.m
He said he took his Wollensak model 43 8 s ca a-with him for

....'i the purposeof taking movies of the arrival of President .KENNEDY
and his group. BROWN advised at about 11:15 a.m he procpeded to
the gate where President KENNEDY was scheduled to arrive Be said

believes the gate nuMbir was 28 He advised that around 11:50 a.m
the Presidential plane arrived and he took movies of this...,He advised
that after taking a film sequence'of the Presidential plane landing -

heclimbed upon the roof of the south concourse section of the -.
terminal building and got some.pictures of President and_ Mks KENNEDY

deplaning. He said after they'left.the plane he jumped down off
..of the roof and ran down to the fenced enclosure where he obtained

some more movie shots of the President and-his party He said he
'took between'10 and 15'feet of film of the President's arrival
'BANN said after he took the film he watched the'President get into

his car and leave the airport. Following this BROWN stated he

stopped'at'the airport restaurant had a Cokei and returned to the
,Baggage Reclaim area where''his father was working On the way to

'this location BROWN-said he heard from various t9ople that President
KENNEDY had been shot. *1

r ,r'
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.., SWARD YOUN SIGI2R, M D. 5 93 gsa ers...psiv.p.j.

'adv#

.;
d'''he specializes in orthopedic surgery and has offices

locb't d at 4217 Swiss Avenue .Dallas Texas. BIGLER said he
was rn June 101909 at Dallas Tsxae._

_

~} '~ ?~' 'SI=R said shortly before noon on November 22, 1963s
he took'up a 'position on the northwest corner of Harwood Streets
about fifty-feet north of McKinney Street Dallas Texas, with
the intention of viewing the Presidential motorcade and-taking

a. some movies of the President and his'entourage as the motorcade
passed his position BIGLER said he learned what "route''the 7

motorcade would take from an article he read in a'Dallas 'news
paper on November 21 1963 SIGLER said he had his 8 mm Kodak
Electric Zoom Automatic Camera loaded with Kodachrome II Film
with,him for the purpose of taking the film sequence "of the
motorcade''

8IGIER advised that around 12:10 PM the Presidential
motorcade passed his position and he was able to take about
ten feet of film of the President and the motorcade After
the motorcade passed SIGLER said he took his film to Fox
Studios on North Henderson Street Dallas Texas to have it
developed -He said a Mrs FRANCES SAYE -was working there
at"the time and he informed her that the roll of film he left

"contained a :film sequence of President Jai F KENNEDY's motor
cads

BIGLER related that toward the end of November .1963
Mrs FRANCES HAYS telephoned him and informed there were sev
oral people she knew who had taken film sequences of the Prasi
dential motorcade and advised that they had expressed a desire
to exchange film with others who had also taken film sequences
of the Presidential motorcade SIGLER said he thought this
would be a good 'idea-in'view of the assassination of President
KENNEDY since he would like to have as completea record of
the motorcade as possible

Dallas 'Texas DL 100-10461
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"`" SiGIER advised that around the *irst of March,-1964

Mrs.'RA4 tetephoned him and informed him that a group of about

_eighteen people had joined together for the purpose of marketing
a film made-up of sequences taken by them'of the Presidential
motorcade;`'-and inquired if he-would be interested in joining .'
this grbup.'':SIGLER said he:informed her that he would-be inter
ested.'='He said on March 90 1964 Mrs stopped by his homer
that he gave her the roll of film he had taken which contained
his sequence of the Presidential motorcade and signed anagree-

--"went to be a member of the group to be incorporated under the
name of the Dallas Cinema Associates He said each meiaber of
the Pallas Cinema Associates is to share equally in any:profit
made on the film L~ .. -:qnf.

..~ ` "
BIOFZR stated he has not attended any meetings ofu

the Dallas Cinema Associates nor has he been active at all.in
the corporation

SIGLER stated he did not know nor did he have any
a contact,"` professional or otherwise with either LSE HARVEY OSWALD

or .ThCK RUBY
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He advised therefore that.he left b
about 12:00 Noon on November '22,-1963 in the ~mpany"of Mr
MACK HARRIS an Ex1ine-Lowdon Company salesman and drove to
the vicinity of ff-a-iiaila-iErilil-tiiiits He stated he took
up'a position on the northwest"corner of Harwood and Ross
Streets.to await the arrival of the motorcade

He advised that as the motorcade passed at approxi
mately 12:20 P.M. he obtained about five to six feet-Of
movie film using a Camex Eight-Millimeter movie camera loaded
with Dynachrome color film -BRENK advised he subsequently
forwarded this film to the Dynacolor Company located On
Halifax Street in Dallas Texas for-processing 't=

BRENK.recalled that sometime during February 1964
a Mrs GEWERTZ called him at his place of employment-and;
asked if he would be interested in exchanging whatever film
be had of the Presidential Motorcade for film sequences which
she had taken BRENK advised he recalled that Mrs GEWERTZ

R3 l~ S
shop at

best vantage point available.t ..
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RUDOLF
VIKTO~

was interviewed at his place
f ployment,-Exline owdon Company,-1818 South'Ervay

S et,`Dallas Texas,-where he"is employed as General =
y S rvisor BRENK furnished his residence address as .4404

Ivy Street Mesquite .1.4,

=1 " BRENK advised be was boffin Ma 14 1920 in Mannheim
~ermanY, and entered the United States December 15,:1954, and

subsequently became a naturalized citizen in.Dallas,-Texas
in April 1964. ,;.~.., ~ ;'; r ,, y ~~ .

BRENK advised that be was aware of the forthcoming
arrival of the Presidential Motorcade a few blocks from his
place of business on November 22 1963 and ha he is the
Vice President of the Cinema Guild of Texas an eight-millimeter
camera club be decided to attempt to obtain some eight
millimeter color movies of-the Presidential Motorcade 'from the

`1b3v. -ia' -n+r

./64  t
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~
Dallas Texas

Date dictated 5/21/64

is the property of the FBI and to loaned to



residence that evening to see this film

. {^t BRENK advised that after viewing the film in the
f. PARR group and the film belonging to the GEWERTZ group he

told both PARR and GEWERTZ that he would agree to join in

this enterprise only if the two groups could agree to get
together and combine all film clips from members of.both groups
into one continuous film .Re stated after much haggling with

both sides they agreed ,to join together and both groups
numbering eighteen all including himself incorporated on

March 18 1964 into Dallas Cinema Associates Inc

a lla,~.lt~a1~` . :~Y~6t.'t+ wtt-J~ ~.M?r!+~ .'in._
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told him sha was referred to him by Mr ALBERT BUNNELL.,.who
was also a member of the Cinema Guild of Texas camera club
BRENK advised that after several such conversations with
Mrs GEWERTZ he agreed to take time to view her film and he

accordingly arranged for the use of the Community Room of
the Republic Savings and Loan Association one evening for a

meeting.` He advised he had been told by Mrs GEWERTZ that
there were several others with film sequences Who would also

~,_like to attend the showing and that several of these people
appeared at the Community Room and ran their tespective film

clips a.i .4-6 a f _. _
> ai.rte ~ .a

BRENK advised he did not at that time feel the

7.f.1 film sequences he had observed were of sufficient quality or
number to be df any value to him and he told Mrs GEWERTZ
that he'was not interested at that time BRENK stated,'how
ever that the following day he received a telephone call from

a Mr WYMAN PARR to the effect that he likewise bad similar
film clips depicting the Presidential Motorcade and asked
BRENK to view this film.. BRINK stated he agreed to view the
film clips by Mr GEORGE SHAWVER and that he visited PARR's

~ - BRENK advised that due to his greater experience in

editing and film processing all members turned over their

or) inalsto him for editing and that he ultimately combined
valuable portions of each original into one single film

i t b Y ..r V V
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He advised further he subtitled the completed '---t 7
film, which he estimated to be about one hundred seventy--'-'T

y-"five feet excluding the leaders having a running time -of

approximately twelve minutes at sixteen :frames a second:

r--BRENK advised that upon completion of editing and ;"`~
R -subtitling' he -sent the film to Technicolor Inc of Burbank,'`-`

California for further processing in an effort to achieve
-more uniformity-in shading-.and coloring He advised that
'the cost of the master film from Technicolor Inc amounted :j

44 to a charge of $13.50 from each of the eighteen members
.._,

_' T 'He stated be received the first answer print'-,from
_ Technicolor Inc about three weeks ago and after making a

-"few changes-at his request Technicolor Inc furnished two
other answer prints which be received May 16 1964

1c-. _ 1',3:E.! J

BRENK explained that bis group had signed a -contract
'with Sanger Harris Department-Stores of Dallas allowing

SangerHarris exclusive rights of sale in the Dallas area only
for a one-month trial period to allow his group to test public
acceptance:-'-.Hecceptance: He advised .the completed and packaged film should
be ready "for-sale in about the middle of June 1964 and'-the

'--contemplated retail price will be $24.95
y

BRENK advised that at no time in the past has he
f` had occasion to meet converse with or contact LEE H~,RVEY

.OSWALD or JACK RUBY _ ;~
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IRVING DAV GEWERTZ 22 Walnut Sill Lane),,Vige _e s
self-employed as 'an architect and artist He said he was born it
New Yo Cit in the borough of Manhatten on January 4 1923.GEWERTZ
was

i rvie d in the presence of his wife ANITA GEWERTZ.

GEWERTZ said that onNovember 22 1963 he was employed by
;ROSCOE DeWITT Architect 2025-Cedar Springs Road Dallas Texas

GEWERTZ advised he knew of the arrival of President "JOHN FITZGERALD
KENNEDY and his entourage on November 22 1963 and the'route that
this motorcade would take through Dallas Texas He said he and his
wife had planned to view the parade along with their son `!MARTIN ANSON
GEWERTZ,'who'was a sophomore at Hillcrest High School Dallas,-Texas

.GEWERTZ stated-that at around 11:50 a.m.or so on November 22 1963
his wife and son came to his office He said they all listened to the
radio and followed the progress of the President upon its arrival at

_ Dallas Texas. He said that around noon he his wife and son took
r up a position in front of .2025 Cedar Springs Road 'd i 1 is on the -"

north side of the street and awaited the arrival of the Presidential
motorcade. GEWERTZ said that at about12:20 p.m the Presidential

`y motorcade passed his position.-.-He said his son MARTIN,had their
Bell and Howell 8 mm Model 416 camera and was attempting to take
movies of the motorcade as it p'.ssed He said they had previously

=experienced difficulty with the electric eye on this camera and when
his son was trying to take movies of the motorcade again experienced
difficulty with..the electric eye on the camera 'He said'he noticed
his son-shaking_andabanging the camera and generally showing frustration
He said his son finally was-able to get a short movie sequence of"the
Presidential motorcade as it was-disappearing on'Harwood Street

_GEWERTZ advised that because of the difficulty his son had had with
the electric eye on the camera he became terribly upset because he had

.missed taking-movies of the Presidential motorcade GEWERTZ said
he felt sorry for his son and toldhim they would go to 'the Trade Mart
at-2100 Stemmons Freeway where the President wasscheduled to speak

proceeded to-the Trade Mart. He said they got as far as the service
road opposite the Trade Mart and observed the car bearing President

= and Mrs KENNEDY speed by on Stemmons Freeway .3e said a Secret

r"_R l..:tl.~
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this he returned7to

'On-the following day November 23 1963 GEWERTZ said he

2 " 4

.DL 100-104616 ,-. - ''::..
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Servic man''was lying across the back of the cari'as it weed.''` _

'GEWERTZ advised he did not know at the time what had happened but-.-
shortly learned on the radio that President KENNEDY had been shot

he'He said when he learned of-this -proceeded to Parkland Hospital.
on Harry Hines Boulevard where President KENNEDY had been.taken.. He
said they parked therefor quite-a whileobserving the activity and
at `approximately 2:00 p.m -the hearse bearing the body of President
KENNEDY left the ho6pital. He said his son took 'a film sequence of
the hearse as"it left the hospital GEWER72 advised that following

twork at abou2:30 p.m.

..
--.,'' and hia'family visited the assassination site and along with

manyk
'

others too movies of thiS
7 . 4_ . .. ,. ...

0..
= Within'a few days following the assassination GEWERi

said he and his wife took the film that their son had taken of the
Presidential motorcade to Sanger-Harris Department Store at Main

4 and Lamar Streets Dallas for developing He said they contacted
-BRYANT BOREN 'the manager of the camera department there's:and
complained -beaause the camera was not operating properly.-L,He 'said
-he had previously informed BOREN of this and had been adilised by
BOREN to try one more roll of film before doing anythingnything to the
camera GEWERTZ said in discussing the assasOination with 'BOREN
the thought 'developed of obtaining film sequences of the motorcade

'rs'ightfrom othe who mbring their film to SangerrHarris for pro
ceasing

,:i Following this GEWERTZ stated his wife began telephoning
otortadivarious businesses along the route of the Presidential ml in

A an attempt to learn of .others 'who had taken film sequences of'tbe
motorcade.'He said_that one of the petiple his wife contacted was
Mrs FRANCES.HAYb whose husband had taken a film sequence of the

' Presidential motorcade ,lie said she discussed this with Mrs HAY
'. and then the two of them began calling additional people 'in an

at temp to -learn of other people who had also taken movies of the
tiltd Oyrf-lli thide GEWERTZ his.8a,moarcae oowngs proceur.. . -4 , *4, . 4".,
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GEWERTZ exhibited a commentary which he said would be
included with each roll of film sold'and furnished a copy.of this
commentary which. is as follows =

"After the'tragic numbing hours of November 22 1963-and its
.fateful afteraath had settled into its place in history a pall
of self"recrimination misconceptions and unjust accusations

"still lingere&'in.the minds and hearts of people in this country
and abroad

.9
.

DL 100-10461
y

wife,` y d Mrs HAY got 'together a group of people who had taken
film s uences of the motorcade and this eventually led to the
formation by this group of the Dallas Cinema Associates,:-Incorporated...

GEWERTZ-advised the Dallas Cinema Associates inncorporated
:. :d the thought of putting 'together film sequences of the 'Presidential
motorcade into`a movie and marketing it commercially 'He'said he
felt that everyone should have'.an opportunity to:.view the last motor
cede of Prfegident KENNEDY.-s:_ ";rya .t :.

. ,l . sr

GEWERTZ stated this movie made by the Dallas Cinema
Associates Incorporated is presentlrat Technicolor Incorporated
Burbank California,-and should be available for sale sometime in

a
"Foremost amidst this background of suspicion was the

"besmirching.of the City of.Dallas and its citizens for the
supposed hostility toward the'person of the President and his

entourage Having witnessed the exact opposite of this in an

unprecedented show of warmth and affection towards the President
his wife Jacqueline and the remainder of his party including the

= then vice-president,Ayndon B Johnson in the course of his motor
cade through Dallas a group of citizens endeavored.to gather a

A":~ photographic record.of this particular event that would best
illustrate what they saw and to show the world the pleasant
warmthsnd'enjoyment that surrounded the President on this
t~ s -las t hour on earth.

.hi
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-documentary film on .the motorclade itself having concentrated
on the 'President's airport arrival and crowd scenes-along the

route,'".anticipating a complete story coverage on his luncheon
address before 'the gathered leaders of the city of Dallas a...
destination-never realized because of the assassin's:bulletO

~ Thus it was that the only available filmed record of .the Dallas
motorcade itself was that -taken by amateur movie-makers along. .
the route of travel

...
"After'an'exhaustive'search-wss made to locate people who had

;4...':-::.01'.taken.movie film of this particular event enough film was
dfounto'tell a coherent poignant story of November 22 1963_963).

when a-President and a city had a rendezvous with

-LI'71 "This film, 8 MM. 200 feet in length and in full color is

being presented by Dallas Cinema Associates Inc P..O Box

15521,:Dallas Texas under the title 'President John F

Unnedy'sFinal Hour Dallas, Texas November 22 1963 on
...:.=:.4-.:-... .1.1 . ,

t;y t.;L1417 fQ SI. I .. . ;a
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` Mrs IRVING (.NITAr EWERT 6422 Walnut Hill Lane,t was
intervi wed in the 'presence of he and IRVING-DAVID ERTZ
Mrs

%
RTZ said she was i r y 1 192 at Kansas City

Misno Mra GE TZ a4y sed "that on November 22 1963 s ie and her
son IN ANSO1g GGE~WERTZ born December 3 1948 at .Dallas Texas
as planned,went to her husb d `s place o ployment -ROSCOE DeWITT

.A4hitect,"2025 Cedar Springs Road Dallas Texas to view:the Presi
dential motorcade.' She said she and her son arrived there around

-11:30 a.m.-:She advised they listened to the progress or;the Presidential
moto*ade and "at about 12:05 p.m. .she her husband and son-togr up a

'position in front of 2025 Cedar Springs Road, which is'on the north side
of the stree4 to view the Presidential motorcade'-"as it passed this position
She said her son, MARTIN had "their 8 mm Bell and Howell camera with
him and attempted to take movies of President JOHN FITZGERALDKENNEDY
and the motorcade as it passed their position at approximately 12:20.p.m
She said the camera was not working properly and her son Swas completely ..
frustrated because he 'was unable..to get a satisfactory film sequence.')f

_the motorcade as it passed She said she and her husband felt very
badly because of this and told their son they would go to-the Trade

.Mart in Dallas where President KENNEDY was schdul,ed to speak She
advised they all got.intothe car and proceeded in the .direction of the

,,.Trade Mart and when they arrived at Irving Boulevard and the service
road of Stemmons Freeway they observed a number of pickets who were

.'awaiting the-President's arrival at the Trade Mart She said there _
...were eight or ten pickets. carrying a variety of signs;which -were

anti-President Kennedy and his policies and who also had tape over
their mouths. She said she did not know the significance of the tape
over their mouths but believed this was because of articles which had

appeared in Dallas newspapers a day or so before the President's arrival
She said these articles encouraged the people to warmly welcome the
President because of his.cvl3I+ to Dallas and not to engage in partisan
politics. The tape over the'mouth she said was ashow by these pickets
that they were being gagged and not able to voice";their opinion

She said that"shorily after their arrival at this position
they _heard the'sirens and saw the lights of the Presidential motorcade

proceeding north on Stns Boulevard She said-the motorcade was

.proceeding at'an unusually high rate of speed which surprised them_

on 1/64 ot Dallas Texas  Fit # DL 1OQ-10461

jti A RAYMOND SWITZER and
by Special Agent EUGENE P "PETib1KT,S"va Date dictated 5/22/64
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Within s few days Mrs GEWERTZ said she and her husband
took the film which their son had-taken of the Presidential motorcade
to the camera department at Sanger-Harris Department Store Main and
Lamar Streets Dallas to process it She .-said they had previously
contacted BRYANT BOREN wager of the camera department .and informed
him their camera was not working properly.* She said BOREN advised

them he could find no difficulty with the camera and instructed them
to try another roll of.film before sending the camera in for-repairs
She said because of the diffficulty their son had with the camera and
because they had previously complained about it to Mr BOREN-they
were somewhat bitter s inee the *Camera was not working properly at the
time of. the Presidential.motorcade She said BOREN informed them'
that -several other people had brought film in for processing and he
would attempt to obtain copies of these film sequences from -them so

they would have some ,record of the Presidential motorcade.'-_ Mrs GEWERTZ

":fit

DL 100-10461 S'

As it rat sed`their position she said she noticed a Secret Service
man ly over the back of the President's car who was pounding with
his fist on* the hull of the car in 'an "apparent show of frustration

_

Shortly after this, Mrs GEWERTZ said she heard the announcement over
the 'car radio that President KENNEDY had been shot and taken to
Parkland:.Memorial Hospital. Upon learning this Mrs GEWERTZ advised
she, her husband and son drove to Parkland Memorial Hospital On Harry
Hines Boulevard Dallas a Texas ,to :see 'what else would develop. She
said at approximately "'2;00 3 ""they okserved a hearse leaving the
hospital and encouraged her son'to.take -a movie of this which he did
She-later learned this hearse bore the body of,President"JOHN.FITZGERALD
KENNEDY 4 f

--. {
On the following day Mrs GEWERTZ stated she her`husband

and son visited-`the site of the President's aseassination'at'the
~--Texas School Book Depository building and took movies of .this general
area. She said 'they 'also went to the rooming houee on N. Beckley
Street where OSWALD had lived and took still photographs of ,this
residence.`.y_ ~:~:3:i'. ~. . ..t ..\'_ L.Z

1 ~ t~ a . * ,Z 1 r x `s_ r - ""711
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said ic as at this time she got'the idea of telephoning residences{
and;busl eases along the route of the Presidential motorcadegin
attempt tQ locate film She stated after telephoning a number of _.

people she located Mrs FRANCES BAYS-who had taken a film sequence
of the Presidential motorcade She "stated she informed Mrs RAYEa
what :she was,doing -and Mrs HAYS`.:"agreed to help her..locate other
film sequences of the motorcade:'4

3 :~

"r.. Mrs:;GEWERTZ stated-in the process of contacting'peo'ple who
had taken `film sequences of the Presidential motorcade she learned that
WYMAN PARR owner otthe Glendale Camera Shop on S Marsalis Avenue
Dallas Texas, was also collecting film sequences of the Presidential
motorcade She said she contacted Mr PARR and after some friction
and `disagreement with him his group and her group finally got together
and incorporated under the name of the Dallas Cinema Associates Inc

Mrs GEWERTZ said it was her original intention to secure

"film sequences of the Presidential motorcade for her own use and to

keep as a memorial to President .KENNEDY She said however after she
had made a number of calls such interest was elicited from the people
that she contacted that she decided any film sequences she might be

.able to put together should be made available to the general public
She said-this was the reason the Dallas Cinema Associates was formed.

Mrs..GEWERTZ advised that RUDY BRENK 4404"Ivy Street
i aqujts Tsaas,the President of the Dallas Cinema Associates edited

the film sequences of the Presidential-motorcade and put it together
into a movie She said the movie is about 200 feet in length and has a

.running time of-approximately 12 minutes .She said this movie at

present is at"Technicolor Incorporated Burbank gaiifornia,and
should be ready for sale sometime in June,'1964 Mrs GEWERI'Z stated
that in the process of telephoning various people along the route of
the Presidential "naototcade~ iFie learned that PHIL WILLIS 2824 Ava

Lane Dallas,'Texas telephone No EV 1-1326,-had witnessed with his
wife and daughter'the assassination of President JOHN FITZGERALD
KENNEDY and had taken still photographs of the Presidential motorcade
in the v cinity.of;.the Texas School 'Book Depository building. Mrs
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GEWERTZ tated she also learned that -0 B HMORE .4421 Byer Streets
Dallas exas telephone No.'LAkeside'8-5582,"bad taken still photo
graphs s mewhere in the vicinity of the Trade Mart Dallas,-Texas

Mrs GEWERTZ said she did not know and to her knowledge
never had-any contact with either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY

r .

i

v
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B Film Taken at Texas School Book

Depository by THOMAS P ALYEA

.L.;,~ WFAA -TV Newsman
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/
THOMAS PC4T.YEA newpma residence 2333 Lockhar employed

WF.AA Communications Center furnished the following information
_ 3

On.November 22 1963 he and RAY JOHN 'also employed by
:WFAA were driving'-back from covering President JOHN FITZGERALD

KENNEDY's visit at Fort Worth Texas and were stopped at-the traffic
light located.at.Commerce and Houston Streets Dallas Texas when a

voice,'`lateridentified as Chief of Police CURRY advised over the
police radio-"all units Code 3 Parkland. A few seconds later over
the commercial-.radio JOHN ALLEN,.WFAA.Radio Station,_ advised shots
had been fired at the President at"Houston `and Elm

tie 'I .2 i:'_ .'.I .s

ALYEA grabbed a fully-loaded camera a Bell &Howell 70 DR
'=16 mm. and three extra cans of film which along with the one can of

film he always carries in his back pocket gave him 500 feet of film
ALYEA ran toward the -interjection of Houston and Elm taking photo

'graphs as he went. _ Upon arrival at the intersection he .began looking
about for some sign of` a struggle or an arrest Be did not see the
President's vehicle which apparently was already racing toward

LParkland Hospital

He then noticed several people pointing toward the upper
floors of the Texas School Book Depository building and he'immediately
ran inside along with a number of others who appeared to be law
enforcement officers. Once inside,'he filmed the search for the
assassin and when the rifle was located on the sixth floor he photo

'graphed it in its original position He also photographed the

dusting of the rifle for fingerprints by the Dallas Police Department
Laboratory man.

.~
Be remained in the building until about 2:30 p.m. before

he was allowed to leave He had been in the building about 45 minutes
before learning the President had been hit by the rifle fire During
the time he was_ -inside.._p building he used up all 500 eet of -the
film moo Nx) &-Z.L L e T Z

He recalls seeing Captain WILL ITZ of the ,Da_ 1_as..Police  
Deoart ein along

ithJ

a number pf others a knows to be law enforcement

on! 3/ /64'44
*
et Dallas Texas

y  61
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office F inside the building but t..cannot identify-anyone else by name.
He did t see-LEE HARVEY OSWALD on November 22 1963 hiss
knowledge never seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD

ig.

He was the only cameraman inside the Texas School Book .%
Depository to.his knowledge on ;the early afterwon of November 22
1963"` kw

He had not previously contacted anyone in law enforcement
regarding the film he had taken in thewDepository since he had made no
secret of it while filming and it had been used extensively in tele

-vilion broadcasts both from Dallas and from CBS New York

He'advised the film has now.been cut and spliced with
`other film regarding the assassination and it is,no longer in

the original five rolls He stated WFAA would chib a copy of alf
of the 500 feet which they could locate and identify and furnish it

-to the FBI

t
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RM BUREAU OF IN`'CSTIGATION .

-BOB TURNER WFAA-TV Communications Center furnished a roll
of 16 mm film which was made .from the film shot-by TOM ALYEA on
Novembe 22,'1963, at the Texas School Book Depository Dallas,-Texas
The 'it contains the portions of ALYEA's filming which timid be "
identifi d'as.-being shot at the` above time and place

z TURNER advised the above film is all of that which is
:identifiable of the film shot by ;ALYEA in the Texas School Book

Depository on November 22 .1963.;3 t .'R
{

.9,,;Dal s ',~;xaR
63 File # DL 100-10461
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The`'16 mm film received from BOBS RNER XAA-Tit "DaU aa...;.,r
T!Xas-r o April.10 1964 which is film.shot by TOM ALYEA on November 22
1963 atJ he.Texas School Book Depository was viewed Film depicts
law enfo ementkofficers searching the Texas School Book Depository _
and the dusting and handling of the 6.5 M/M Mannlicher Carcano-rifle
Film also shows interview of a dark-haired woman apparently an
employee of the Texas School Book Depository and also shows an
outside view of`theTexas Sdhool.Book Depository ,'4

9

f .f,... r

Dot dietat.d 4/10/64
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C Photograph in "Saturday Evening Poet"
jiesembling LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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`" C P PHOTOGRAPH IN SATURDAY EVENING POST
.RESEMBLING LEE HARVEY OSWALD  -it

,On December 1 1963 a woman who identified
herself as ALICE LE GRAYSON 1 20 Bo1 ,QG,_$treet Baitimo
Marvland telephone the Baltimore Office of the'eae 1
Bureau of Investigation to advise that while reading the
December 14 issue of the Saturday Evening Post she:noticed
a picture of the Texas School Book Depository The ,photograph
was reportedly taken after the first shot was fired at
President KENNEDY It shows a man standing in the doorway
of the Depository Building Miss GRAYSON stated that the
photograph showed the man had features resembling those of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and she believed this photograph might
indicate that OSWALD was in a doorway of the building rather
than in a window when the President was shot

Miss GRAYSON had no further information concerning
this matter

1

f

66



employee of the Texas School Book Depository 51/4CL,)14w
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L 000-10461
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.f ` Previous investigation has-established that the
individual in the photograph appearing in the December 14
19630 issue of-the "Saturday Evening.Post depicting,a man
standing in the doorway of the Texas School Book Depository

~r"x`=y Building on November 22 19630-at the time o he assassi Y
nation of President KENNEDY was BILLY NOLA LOVELADY an
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D.':Man Allegedly Seen in Window of Texas

School Book Depository With Rifle

According to MELVIN R KURR Oak Park

,Tllinois
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t -"I an writing ,in regard to the newsreel
taken at-the .tine of President Kennedy's
assassination.-"'To clarify the film that
was kept running as your reporter jumped

bout of his car part of the motorcade .and
;ran towards the President's car

"Shona on this newsreel is a view of a build
ing,-presumably the Texas School Book

Depository,xfr
m which the shots were fired

FD-302 (Rot 145401

'~.., q ate\.l -: ".i s/ t "I`y~ -.".~ i Y _ t .
r3

r ;;.On December 31, 19630 Mr MELVIN ,J 8
W ne Oak Park I11 ino advised Compla nt Clerk
RANDALL~L WANof{t a ollowiag

~ f rT
r While watching a television rerun of the

assassination of President KENNEDY on NBC KURR and his
wife believed they saw a-man in the window of'.the building
in 'the ,,background of the picture. This man appeared to be
firing a,.-rifle and''in,the opinion of KURE fired worked

''.the bolt 'of the rifle and fired again After ;the second
shot the man threw the rifle to the side and stood up
Mr KURR advised that both he and hips wife believed this
man had been wearing a suit and tie and was not dressed
in the manner that OSWALD was dressed KURR furnished
Thermo-_ fax copies of the following communicationsA-hisletter to Mr REX GOAD NBC News Director and "the gpswer _.
received him -fromMr GOAD
y.Sr tt r A 'i"5' ~=.f S f 1 t at?7

"December 8

~l

1963

.~ OeoOo"Mr Ref Goad
_ .N B C News Directs -_ c _ . u:.iA

k A b;r; 40_11ockefeller Plaza r
`at~^.e~w York 1i ?.."+ t s s

.J ~~2~ 11r1 0i t',iw..V .'.-.~L t :' C)y t
+Tear Sir

rt

69

.7`1T
12/31/63' Chicago Illinois File

 CG 62-6115

wart
, i-a ..~ ` i

Complaint Clerk RANDALL L SWAN/rms
t
 Dot `'`dietat.d _12/31/63

by _ .
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newsreel again on television

'Thank yyou
`

.

"I wonder if you would be so kind as to
answer my questions I should also like 'xr
to know when N.B.C plans to show this

.F sr

CG 62-6115 `

On the upper right-hand corner of this film, ti
believe I saw a man fire a weapon, "reload

and f ire again then throw the weapon to
the side and at the same time stand

t
, F look .out of the window and then leave

` .~ tt'y "ti r. ;s -..:.._117::".Ly .."-*s ~ e-` .f.."~.{'
this was the case I wouidf very much like

to know'.,; (1)
-

Why was 'this picture not blown.
up and printed in the news 3 (

;..` _ papers -

_,ry {2) Y.. Why out of the millions of
viewers who saw the same film
no-one questioned who this man;"

,''~ was ~.
(3) Could it be my imagination and

.if so why then did 'I see him "
:work the bolt of the weapon when

at this time it .was unknown :by _
,:the public that a bolt-operated

tiweapon was used

"As to it being my imagination I should .add
"that my wife also remembers seeing a man atL

;'the window of said building but assumed
she saw it then it did not go unnoticed .,x

all other viewers
1 . . Y~.a

"Melvin R Kurr
.838 Woodbine Avenue
Oak Park Illinois 60302
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... "Mr Melvin R Kurr...1c.j

'Ar2F.-A LA.L"" 1 IX2,1838 Woodbine .3 . ....
Oak Parks Illinois. .
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r letter of December ,8This refers to you
dealing with 'f an made by a NBC cameraman at the

.'i time of president Keruledy ts7assassination

r4'4x
"of-la! ) stRRG RR

*, "We have not been able to spot the things

.you believed you had identified

am-Certain in any case that you
,t:-".

,:,- *7 realize that various investigators will leaver.t .s ',f
no avenue untravelled in seeking the fullest

facts in this matter _

i! ;1 feel sure that in some future time this
.1 3

in connectionfilm will be seen again on the air
3 with some program or other But this may be

pretty far in the future 7 fr4 ':ib.':- sv-

..?z
.?v 3 $

"Rex R Goad.
:Director

NBC News
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II DATA RELATING TO ASSASSINATION WEAPON AND EFFORTS
TO TRACE PURCHASE OF AMMUNITION $Y LEE HARVEY
.OSWALD AND RELATED DATA  1x

a ~ ist5 n !
s . A. , Data Relating to Assassination Weapon

B.. Efforts to Trace Purchase of Ammunition
`

by LEE HARVEY OSWALD and Related Data
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 ,Date dictated 4/8/64

WILLIA FULTON 5,64.E Fsrsrt gopp .z Tucson Arizona
furnished the following information

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date April 9 1964

FD-00! (ller.`1-!s;-t0)
~

FULTON while watching television viewed and -
heard a description of what be considered to be the murder
weapon used in the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY
FULTON concluded that it mast be a 6.5 caliber bolt action
rifle'of Italian manufacture bearing a four-power telescopic
sight and a "turned-down bolt He recalled having noticed
an advertisement for what be considered to be the identical
firearm in two nationally ci.m3:a!ed magazines and had
located these advertisement.:, one was in the November 1963
edition of "GUNS AND AMMO a d the other in the September 1963
edition of "RIFLEMAN".

_

FULTON explained thR.t KLEINS 227 West Washington
Street Chicago 6 Illino:~t;,'carried advertisements for the
weapon with what he ceserihed as the "unusual configuration
of a turned-down boltand a four-power high-mounted scope

He considered that the Chicago company may have
turned the bolts down tr acca&nodate the telescopic sight
He had not noticed any..nform tion to reflect the firearm
with those specificatitns,could be obtained originally from
any:other8ource

FULTON desired to furnish the above information
for possible assistance in this case
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--RICHARD DUPE estop Connecticut advised by telephone
that on November Z3;"I9b"3',"'yi Fiad viewed a telecast
describing the rifle recovered in Dallas Texas in
connection with the assassination of President KENNEDY
He..said that the rifle was described during the telecast
as a 6.5 caliber Italian carbine with a four power
telescope sit

POPE stated that from his viewing of the telecast and
.from the descriptive data furnished he believed the

rifle was identical with a rifle advertised on page 85
of the October 1963 issue of "American Rifleman which
advertisement was placed b lain Sporting Goods,,

227 Washington Avenue Chi ago Illin _

M

76 DL 89-43
1/23/63 New Haven Connecticut NH 100-18158

at Fil I

y SA'TRU U STALNAKER/acg 4/1/64
.j Dot dictated

." Tots docusant coutolns s.ltb.r r.comm.ndatlon nor conclusions of the FBI It is the prop.rty of tb FBI end la loaned to
youraQ.sayl It end lt contents are not to be dl.trlbut.d outsldo your agener
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Scope Sight on Assassination Rifle..

M

z<

r.
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nee

105-5158
100-10461::

The following investigation was conducted by
SA ROBERT S BAKER r

'cc AT SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA .. -_f ..t f

SlMOr 4ERVOS;.1825J,da T Rancho Road La Jolla
(a suburb of Sa Diego Ca13,f orr i A on~becem er`r;'I9~3

advised he had recently-read or heard over the radio or
television that the weapon used to assassinate President
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY was fitted with & scope eight manu
factured by Pantechnics,.Incorporated.

Mr ZERVOS stated that in May of 1963 he
-'.purchased Pantechnics Incorporated of Solana Beach

California from O R L. Industries Bedford Massachusetts
He said many of the Pantechnics company records were turned
over to him,'and he would be willing to check these records
in an Effort to establish whether or not LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was a past customer of the company..:.,.

Mr ZERVOS on December 3 1963 was advised.
that the assassination weapon and scope sight were purchased
from Klein's Chicago Illinois

as

it

,_

:4 .0LJ f ~ .

Jt a

r r





rifles showing such figures as 200 100 and 400 however
the column headed by Order Number 1243 dated January 24.='_ 1963"and bearing a vertical line drawn through the column

'makes reference only to a shipment of 100 of described rifles
.I which he noted is the shipment in question containing

Rifle #EC2766 %s _0L s . c+ r z
-t}} wx _ ",=

.i.t "` illt_. ~ i-r J:M.i_ -,Cf,:'~"_ f . _ r"_'f...,C"iv.,' _"
.Sri .= Mr. WALDMAN stated that the figures ''In

;~ adjoining columns namely "200 and "400 do not have direct
,~ reference to the shipment in question and have no reference

whatever to the shipment of 100 rifles containing the
specific ..weapon in question =

.~.,~ ~.. Mr WALDMAN reiterated that this Purchase Order
f as shown makes reference only to an order and subsequent.

shipment 'of 100 Italian Mannlicher-Carcano Rifles, Klein's
catalogue #C20-T749 He noted that at

`
the bottom-of f the r =

~_ Purchase Order is noted a receiving record bearing date
. February 210 1963 showing that ten packages which comprised

.4 =.,::.;. this shipment of 100 rifles was received on that date via
.s-~ Lifechultz Freight weighing 750 pounds and utilizing bill of

lading #3041342 Freight charges are shown as $39.53
.Further be noted that this form under column "Accounting''.

,. Department and "Extension bears Klein's extension #85000
~~h ;:" .. -. and shows that-the-receipt of the 100 rifles was-recorded for

accounting purposes on February 22 1963 Continuing
a':_"_ Mr WALDMAN stated that all entries contained on this Purchase

Order-were made by Klein's personnel r ,r,.J ~.
"Arr.44~ d

1`3- :':"wm" F "
"Continuing Mr WALDMAN stated that this "-

,,,,r "~t urchase of 0 rifles is further recorded on ten'"Customers
.~f.# Invoices o rescent Firearms, Incorporated 2 West

37the=".
,, ~

Stree New York 18 New York~.+ Each of these invoices Fi. l_ui-'ice :_.-----a"--"--""~..u _ _ _ _ -,__ _ _ _



#3620 which bears carton #3376 and lists this specific
y ?~x _ rifle as item #3 under caption "Serial Number. r

is `t +., .

"_.'~n= . . ;~"+.'...ti Mr,-.WALDMAN stated that all ten of the
customers invoices were prepared by Crescent Firearms ""`

. Incorporated and all entries made thereon were
-:.,;...apparently made by employees of Crescent Firearms

Incorporated Mr WALDMAN noted that this is an

.if. ,:.;. assumption on -his part however he can state emphatically
,ti that these invoices are received by Klein's as shown and k x

."~ that-'the entries made thereon are not made by Klein's

employees

.a Mr 'WALDMAN stated that further documentation

:~ ;;,~ : . "o! this -shipment is shown by Crescent Firearms Incorporated
.'''' invoice #3178 dated February 7 1963 made to Klein's

Sporting Goods Incorporated 4540 West Madison Street,'
Chicago Illinois which is concerned directly with the

e 4._s .:;. shipment of previously described weapons including rifles
bearing serial number C2766

..~ {. ~'"~''s Completing the documentation 'Mr `.WALDMAN'r'*tom. ti .
. stated "is RTeln` s "voucher and attached check both bearing

et." number 28966 The chock is dated March 1 1963,'` in the
"~ = ...~ f a.* cS! ~A ...~Ae Meve~1 a to ~'rPaf-P_nt .Fi~'e.armS Incorporated

..rzar.t -et! lNr 1f,'iir A



Efforts to Trace Purchase of Ammunition

}V LEE liARVEY OSWALD and Related Data
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SALE OF 6.5 MM MANNLICHER .:'::r;
CARCANO CARTRIDGES ..

On December 4 1963 the Chicago Division advised
GEORG ZUCKER Chicago Salea,,Rt2 sentative, entu y Arms
C__m~any St Albans Vermont on that ate furs shed hit e

namef f'3edTe to"Mi -d"1iad shipped 6.5 mm Manniicher
Carcano cartridges originally manufactured by the Western
Cartridge Corporation East Alton Illinois Among.varioua.
shipments handled by ZUCKER was one on December 7 1962
of 20,000 rounds shipped to Western Trading Company
4012 Oriegs Road Houston Texas which had been purchased
from Sloan's Sporting Goods Company Inc. 88 Chambers
Street New York New York . ._

.AT NEW YORK NEW YORK

On December 13 1963 HOWARD B.$LZER Pre eat:*
41ean';~ tng._!a*.dZ,_1nc.. Ohe~ker ..S~ a tlmni ed a
list of consignees to whom quantities of 6.5 mm cartridges
had been shipped by Sloan's during the period April 1962

.February 1963 At this latter date the supply of these
cartriAges-was depleted

On December 16 1963 the list of consignees was
furnished to the Dallas Division

fir iIi ILi a6:Ls".'6'M1U.ItNdCti'i!ataaf
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''n It is to be noted investigation has established the 6.5

M/M Mannlicher-Carceno cartridge cases found in the Tezas School

Book Depository building Dallas Teza'a were manufactured by
W tern Cartridge Company East ~ll1t"n.,,Illinais The Western

, ,-Cartridge Company has advisedtZ-7^.u.acture!four million rounds
of this ammunition in 1954

"
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On January 7 1964 Mr JOHN WIPES,.Deputy
aDirector Office of,Mnnitions._Control (MC) Department of ..
'State and Mr JOHN F DEPENBROCK Chief ArmsTraffId

'

division MC furnished the following information to Special
Agent (SA) KENNETH J BASER

"An informant of unconfirmed reliability who is an
officer in a surplus small arms company advised the Office
of Munitions Control on December 18 1963 that he was in
possession of firm evidence that the ammunition used to
assassinate President KENNEDY was imported into the United
States in contravention of Section 414(b) of the Mutual
Security Act of 1954 as amended

"The informant stated that the ammunition had been
positively identified as Winchester Western 6.5 mm (Italian)
that the ammunition was manufactured by Winchester in 1951-2
and that it was furnished to the Government of Greece under
the Greek Aid Program in 1952 or 1953 Further the informant
stated that two lots of this ammunition were exported from
Greece to Canada by a Greek national named FONTINELLIS who was
acting as an agent for International Firearms Montreal Canada

1e advised that Mry.TfCHBR is the principal ,$19ckbOlder _in 4
I oi international FirearmsCompany The informant continued that

one of.the two lots of the subject ammunition was sent from
Greece to Canada after February 1 1962 The informant
alleges that this ammunition was imported into the United
States in contravention to the section of the law that
restricts the return to the United States for resale any ammu
nition of United States manufacture furnished to foreign
governments by the United States under any foreign assistance
program He further alleges that there was no other ammunition
of this type available in the United States as it was manu
factured specifically for the Greek Government under the Greek
Aid Program The informant has reason to believe that the
ammunition was imported from Canada under the provision of the

"International Traffic in Arms regulations which exempts imports
from Canada where the ammunition has come from a third country
and has been in Canada more than one year. (22 CYR 123.23c)
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"The informant believes that the ammunition was
Aonsigned to Century Arms in St Albans Vermont based on
his knowledge that Mr SUCHER the principal stockholder
of International Firearms is a brother-in-law of Mr RAMJET_

--ICGINSBURG (phonetic) who operated Century Arms Accordingly
the informant concludes that S KLEIN could only have gotten
the ammunition from Century Arms who in turn obtained it
from International Firearms.

Mr SIPES noted that his informant's "angle on this
is that for years the small arms dealers have been trying to
get something done about trans-shipment of ammunition via
Canada to get around regulations which adversely affects their
business SIPES explained that we have an arrangement with
Canada allowing importation of various armament items providing
that the items have been in Canada at least one year This
latter condition seeks to eliminate in part shipments to'Canada'"
first which are intended for the United States

Mr SIPES also explained that a 1958 amendment to
theMutual Security Act_of 1954.prohibits the reimportation of
ammunitlbn into""the Unit d-States if this ammunition was
originally sent to another country under the terms of any United
States aid program a device to protect our own industry to
some extent If the ammunition used in the assassination of
President KENNEDY was part of any United States aid program
shipment to Greece it could not legally have been brought into
the United States for resale except for personal use by a
collector or for military use notwithstanding the United States
Canada agreement

Mr SIPES stated that the Department of State is not
taking any action with regard to investigating this allegation
about the ammunition He advised that State is definitely
interested in doing whatever can be done to tighten up
controls at the Canadian border with regard to ammunition

`importation and will probably have conversations with other
interested government agencies in this connection He stated
that the Office of Munitions Control would-be interested in
receiving any information pertinent to this which the Bureau
(FBI) might develop with regard to the information furnished
by the informant
A

:iJ
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By communication dated pril 7 1 640 the San Antonio
Office advised that on that date DSWEX_C BRADFORD,_ Austin Texas
had advised that while he his wife Mrs BRADFORD and Mrs
BRADFORD'S brother-in-law H B -WHITSON '5017 El Campo Street
Fort Worth Texas were in Morgans Gun Shop 1401 Jacksboro
Highway Fort Worth Texas on Friday at approximately 3:30 PM
just prior to-the Texas SMU Football Game which was played
on November 2 1963 an individual cams into Morgan's Gun Shop
and inquired about and purchased the last remaining rifle ammuni
tion of an unrecalled caliber that MORGAN had in his possession
at that time

Mr BRADFORD advised that he and his wife determined
the individual was LEE HARVEY OSWALD from photographs which had
appeared in Life Magazine Mr BRADFORD indicated he recalled
this individual who very strongly resembled the Life Magazine
photographs-as being rude impertinent and who stepped in front
of BRADFORD who was examining old.guns for possible purchase at
the time BRADFORD indicated that this individual purchased ap
proximately fifteen or twenty-rifle cartridges and departed alone
Mr BRADFORD did not see a vehicle or anyone in the company of
this individual
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Date 4/17/64

lUR WAY1.s ea,-.,r o :dorgan's _Gun Shop

11401
Jacksborn Bighva,. s t .1,4nat urir_g,.the deer hunt

0 Zang esaeon h.L ie nilAi t-of u'ilf6efs arc buy Western
, Cartridge Company ammunition for a 6.5 millimeter caliber

rifle He stated there were a goo many of these Italian
made rifles in this area. He stated about the only time
be had a demand for this type ammur_iticn was during the
deer bunting season November December and January Me
stated that he was a very close friend of MIKE HOWARD who
is a Secret Service agent and because of his friendship
followed very closely anything related to the assassination
of President KENNEDY Ha stated that he is positive that
LEE HARVEY OSWALD was never in his store He explained that
he knew most all of his custom,rs anti feels sure be would
have remembered OSWALD had OSWALD been in"his store on
about November 2 1963 He stated tnat be did not recall

-selling any 6.5 millimeter ammunition to any stranger
""r

Fort Worth Texas Ella DL 100-10461

by Spaclat Ag.ot D 'TOW CARTER /wvm Data dictated 4/11/64
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Mr HULEN V
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Data ~-J 5/1/64

ITSON 501 l. Campo stated his wife's
sister is a Mrs DEWEY BRADFORD Mrs. BRADFORD and her huOand
live in stin Texas The BRADFORDs were in Fort Worth Texas
d ring t.. early part of November 1963 to atter4 the football game
between Southern Methodist University and Texas which was to be played
at Dallas Texas DEWEY BRADFORD is interested in antique--guns and
Asked Mr WHITSON if he knew of any places in Fort Worth where he might
buy some He accompanied DEWEY BRADFORD and wife to Morgan's Gun Shop
on Jacksboro Highway DEWEY was looking at the guns when a young man
walked into the gun shop and asked for some rifle ammunition WHITSON
stated he did not pay any attention to this young man and was not in
a position to say whether he was identical with LEE HARVEY OSWALD or
mot He stated he doubted that this individual was identical'because
LEE-HARVEY OSWALD did live across the street from him when LEE HARVEY
OSWALD was about 17 years of age He saw LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the

neighborhood on several occasions and therefore believed if this had
been the'individual in the gun shop he would have recognized him
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Mr H V WHITSON 5CY 7 NI Campo Fort Worth Texas
.stn ed he has lived at that address ,for the past thirty-six

Yens

During the period about 1956 he was a 'salesman on

a used car lot owned by CLIFF !IAMBS at 901 North Main Street
Fort Worth Texas .About 1956 he noticed a young boy about
sixteen years of age riding a bicycle He saw this boy approxi

retely five or six times in a neighborhood Gulf Service Station

This Gulf Service Station is located almost directly in front of

hits home but the service station is an Camp Bowie Boulevard
The owner of this service station C C SWAFFORD told .him

this boy and his mother Mrs 06 LD lived at 4936 Collinwood

Avenue which is about one block distant frog his home but is

partially visible from the Gulf Service Station As he recalls
this young boy was always alone and was usually getting air for

h+e bicycle tires when he saw him in the Gulf Service Station
WHITSON stated he never had occasion to ttlk'with this boy.'"
WHITSON also noticed a woman sitting on a bun bench in front
of this service station 'and the service station owner told him

it was Mrs OSWALD the mother of the boy As he recalls he
saw Mrs OSWALD two or three times He is not sure he could
have identified LEE M RVEY OSWALD or Mrs OSWALD at this date
Ee stated Mrs OSWALD and son lived at the above address for
three or four months After they moved from the neighborhood
he has never seen Mrs OSWALD or her son

Shortly after the assassination of President KENNEDY
the Gulf Service -Station owner Mr SWAFFORD called WHITSGN's
attention to the fact Mrs OSWALD and her son LEE HARVEY had

lived at 4936 Colltnwood Avenue for trree or four months about

1956 He then recant-4 having seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD on a bicycle
in his service station on'some five or six different occasions

WHITSON stated that LEE FAR%'Y OSWALD to hi's knowledge
had never frequented the used car lot aw ..ad by CLIFF MAGBRB

.5./11/64 .t port Worth Texas File DL 100-10461
M

.by Special Agent D TOM C.?.R ER/e4h Date dictated 5/11/64
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poet agency 11end Its eoat.ats ore set to be distributed eatable tow egesee
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J C.WAFFORD 1051 Haskell Fort Worth Texas

stated he operated the Gulf Service Station at~"5001 Ca mpr

Bowie
oulevard in Fort Worth for the past 3.0 years In

Apri1;g1956 Gulf opened a new station there

During the summer of 1956 or 1957 Mrs OSWALD and

her son LEE HARVEY OSWALD moved into one of the apartments
at 4936 Collinwood Avenue The apartment house is across
the boulevard about one hundred yards from the Gulf Service
Station but is visible from the service station SWAFFORD
stated LEE HARVEY OSWALD was about sixteen years old and came
in his station on two or three occasions to get air in his

'bicycle tires

Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD caught her bus in front of

his service station She did not own a car There is a
cement bench at the east corner of his station for bus

patrons Mrs OSWALD would sit there If it were raining -

she and other bus patrons would come inside his station and

wait for the bus That is how he met Mrs OSWALD She was

very talkative She told him she worked for some downtown

store but he cannot now recall the place

He never saw Mrs OSWALD and LEE HARVEY OSWALD

together

He believes Mrs OSWALD stated LEE HARVEY OSWALD

was her son

LEE HARVEY OSWALD was always alone LEE HARVEY

OSWALD never said anything unless SWAFFORD spoke to him On

these occasions LEE HARVEY OSWALD would answer but never did

any talking Mrs OSWALD and her son LEE HARVEY OSWALD

only lived at 4936 Collinwood for about two or three months

He has never seen either of them since they moved

About two to three years later an article in one

of the Fort Worth newspapers carried LEE HARVEY OSWALD

_ ii

on 54 /64 ;t Fort Worth Texas  File f DL 100-10461

by Spiteiol Agent B TOM CARTER/de Dote dictated 5/13/64.
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picture and the story stated LEE HARVEY OSWALD had moved to
Russia

When the assassination of President KENNEDY occurred
be read that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been arrested This was the
first time he knew that LEE HARVEY OSWALD bad returned from
Russia

He stated to his knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD bad no
friends While living at 4936 Collinwood Avenue He stated be
bad no idea Who night remember Hrs OSWALD unless it would be
someone Who lived at 4936 Collinwood during the time the OSWALDS
lived there
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IL INVESTIGATION RELATING TO PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AND
x CRIME SCENES INCLUDING FBI LABORATORY AND

pELATED EXAMINATION

Listing by Item Number and Description
of Additional Exhibits

Efforts to Identify Visible Laundry Mark.
030 030 in the Collar of Gray Cotton
Jacket Identified as Belonging to LEE
HARVEY OSWALD

Investigation to Locate Source of Identification
Bracelets of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD

Traveling Bags of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Repair Tag for Gun in Name *OSWALD* at
Irving Sports Shop Irving Texas

Photograph of House of Major General EDWIN
A WALKER Commission Exhibit No 5 and
FBI Inventory No 369 and Related Photographs

Piece of Wood Removed From Bottom Window Sill
of Window at Texas School Book Depository

B Application for Rental of Post Office Box
6225 Dallas Texas

I FBI Laboratory Examinations Including
Translation of Foreign Language Material

" j
a.[J



A Listing by Item Number and Description
of additional Exhibits
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Set forth below is a supplemental listing of exhibits by
item umber and description which is in addition to the exhibits
listed on pages 30-79 of the report of SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING
Dallas dated March 10 1964 in instant case

Information in detail regarding some of these exhibits
is reported in the cases entitled ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION CONCERNING and JACK RUBY AKA ETAL CIVIL RIGHTS When
this has occurred the words "ASSASSINATION CAPTION or "RUBY CAPTION"
will follow the description of the particular exhibit

ITEM N0 DESCRIPTION

C 10A Replica of sack C 10 (K52)

C 227 Gray long-sleeved shirt (Q453)

C 228 U S Marine Corps overcoat liner (Q 454)

C 229 Beige long-sleeved shirt (Q 455)

C 230 -Pair of blue jeans (Q 456)

C 231 Pair of Marine Corps trousers in green wool (Q 457)

C 232 Pair of Marine Corps trousers in green wool (Q 458)

C 233 Beige short-sleeved sport shirt (Q 459)

C 234 Pair of blue outdoor shorts (Q 460)

C 235 Blue and white print short-sleeved shirt (Q 461).

C 236 Brown and white flannel-type shirt long-sleeved (Q 462)

C 237 Fatigue jacket U S.Marine Corps (Q 463)



75

76

'A HLDELL (From this film were made the J 1;.ihoto
graphs.)

Pair of khaki-colored trousers (Q 465)

Khaki-colored long-sleeved shirt with two D S Marine
Corps collar insignias (Q 466)

2
DL 100-10461

ITEM #0. pESCRIPTION

C 238 Pair of khaki-colored trousers (Q 464)

C 239

C 240

C 241 Khaki-colored long-sleeved shirt (Q 467)

--C 242 Khaki-colored long-sleeved shirt (Q"468)

C 243. Khaki long-sleeved shirt (Q 469)

C 244 Maki long-sleeved shirt (Q 470)

C 245 and
C 246 Pair high-topped shoes (Q 471 Q 472)

C 247 and
C 248 Pair of black Russian boots (Q 473 Q 474)

D 73 Band printed application for Commercial Employment
Service dated June 26 1962 signed by LEE R
OSWALD (Q 448)

D 74 .Russian book on cooking and other useful information
in which was found the WALKER note written in Russian

by OSWALD (Q 348)

Bracelet silver-colored engraved "MARINA. (Q 452)

Envelope and Mexican ewrittAn letter to Attorney
General signed ERNESTWLORE(Q 475 Q'476) ~--_

D 77 Reel of microfilm of transactions of Klein's Sporting
Goods Chicago Illinois including order blank for
Italian carbine Serial N C2766 and envelope from



ITEM N9

D 82

3
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pESCRIPTION
r ew)(/

Hallmark date book 1963 (calendar) obtained from
/7

Hrs RUTH PAINS 2515 V 5th Street Irvingt Texas,_
on December 1 1963 bearing h ndwritten'notations of -~'
Mrs PAINE..rL.".'111_ '/reA"C1 -~ r

79 Two empty boxes narked "6.5 Italian ammunition.

.D.80 Minox camera Serial No 27259 obtained from Mrs
RUTH PAINE 2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas (Q 477)

.D-81 Three Russia ublications obtained December 3 1963
from DENNI FSTEIN 6015 Bryan Parkway Dallas Texas
Titles of these Russian publications translated into
English by OFSTEIN are respectively "The Agitator,
"The Crocodile, and "Soviet White Russia jQ 478 .'q;480):

Four miscellaneous photographs found in Russian language
cook book of MARINA OSWALD who identified them as street
scenes in Minsk and Leningrad Russia

D .83 Folded card entitled "Rules for'Betting published by
Hipodromo De Las Americas S A Merico,'D F. obtained
from Mrs RUTH PAINE 2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas
December 4 1963

D 84 Three colored enlarge nts made from 35 mm transparencies
taken by STUART L4rR D Post fice Box 196 Balboa

Heights,_ Canal Zone depicting apprehension of 1 E`
HARVEY OSWALD -at Dallas Ts November 22 1963

D 85 Two magazine ads on "Klein Sporting Goods, 227 W

Washington Street Chicago 6 Illinois found at 2515
W 5th Street Irving Texas by Dallas Police Depart
ment

D 86 Transient register card of YMCA Dallas Texas for OSWALD
L S. Room 601 on October 3 1963 (Q 481)
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,ITEM 0. pESCRIPTION

D 87,A Check-out slip for D 86 dated "10-4 in name L H
OSWALD

D 88 Texas Employment Commission file on LEE H OSWALD

containing "Claim Record Card, "Last Payment Notice,
"Test Record Card, "Counseling Record Card, and

"Application Card.

D 89 Application for employment of LEE H OSWALD with Wiener

Lumber Company Dallas dated October 14,-1963 (Q 482)

D 90 Form W-4 "Employees Withholding Exemption Certificate,
dated October 16 1963 for LEE H OSWALD (Q 483)

D 91 Photograph and negative of sheet torn from calendar
month of October 1963 which reportedly bears hand

writing of LEE H OSWALD (Qc484)

D 92 Original invoice No A5371 (numerical copy) showing
shipment of Smith and Wesson .38 Special 2v Commando

by Seaport Traders Incorporated 1221 S Grand Los

'Angeles,:California to A J HIDELL Post Office Box

2915 'Dallas Texas

D 93 Shipping copy (alphabetical file) of invoice No A5371

reflecting the gun was shipped March 20 1963 This

shipping copy bears the number "510210.

D .94 Copy of Railway Express Agency Receipt No 70638

showing shipment one carton pistol to A HIDELL
Post Office *Box 2915 Dallas Texas March 20 1963
in the amount-of $19.95

95 Railway Express form bearing Receipt No 70638 dated

March 20 1963,.indicatins the balance of $19.95 due

Seaport Traders Incorporated 1221 S Grand Avenue
Los Angeles California had been paid It refers to a

_at
shipment that was to be delivered to A J HIDELL Post

.,
4

Office Bog 2915 Dallas Texas Shippers No 5371
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DESCRIPTION

Envelope postmarked November 10 1962 addressed to
New York Labor News Company New York New York bearing
return address L H OSWALD Box 2915 Dallas Texas

D 97 Xerox copy of auditor's stub of Continental Trailways
Bus bus ticket B112230 covering one way trhvel from
Houston to Laredo Texas and sold on September 25 1963

by Houston ticket agent No 12

D 98 Envelope postmarked Baltimore Januai 21 1964 containing
anonymous hand printed letter and newspaper coupon of the
Tatler Publishing Company Washington D C (Q 488)
(ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 99 Letter on Bureau of Prisons form No 70 dated November 23
1963 to Warden GOLLAHER FCI Seagoville Texas (Q 485)

(ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

100 Anonymous typewritten envelope addressed to "Letters to

the Editor, Newsweek postmarked Los Angeles and.

'accompanying typewritten le.ttsr addressed to Newsweek
dated December 26 1963 (Q'486)

D 101 Anonymous t e itten letter addressed to Senator
THOMAS CHEL.dated December 19 1963 signed
'R SERLING (Q 487)

D 102 Century Arms Incorporated Order No 8934 dated '
June 29 1962 reflecting sale of 700 6.5 caliber
Italian carbines to Aldens 5000 W Roosevelt Road

Chicago,-Illinois

D 103 Original list of serial numbers of 700 Carcano Italian

carbines received by Century Arms Incorporated from

Empire Sporting Goods Montreal Quebec Canada

(Serial No 1766 appears on the last page of numbers.)
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ITEM
J10.

DESCRIPTION

D 104A Twenty one items from Texas Employment Commission files
Austin Texas regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD (Qc69 Qc70)

D 105 Eleven photostatic copies of Texas State warrants issued
to LEE HARVEY OSWALD (Qc68)

.--D 106 Copy of Transportes Feontera Bus Company passenger list
of October 2-3 1963 The name "OSWLD is listed as
No 4 The original of this item is designated as J 8

D 107 One copy of Flecha Roja pt.asenger list September 26 1963
relating to LEE HARVEY OSWALD's travel in Mexico

. D 108 Handbill "Hands Oft Cuba found on 'porch at 4907 -

Magazine Street New Orleans Louisiana

D 109 W-4 form dated January 17 1956 in name of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD obtained from I R Michell Incorporated 442
Canal Street New Orleans Louisiana

D 110 -Eleven time cards of LEE HARVEY OSWALD obtained from
William B Reily and Company Incorporated.

.D 111 Five payroll time cards obtained from G F~(TUJAGUE
442 Canal Street New Orleans Louisiana. i7

D 112 W-4 form dated November 12 1955 in name of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD obtained from G F TUJAGUE 442 Canal

'Street New Orleans Louisiana

D 113 Two employees-records sheets in name of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD obtained from G F TUJAGUE 442 Canal Street
New Orleans

D 114 Release dated January 17 1956 signed by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD obtained from G F TUJAGUE 442 Canal Street

~ New Orleans

4.
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D 115% The following records from the Louisiana Division of
Unemployment Security: Two application cards LSES-511
one additional card LSES-512 Claim Record Card Form
IB-1 Interstate Claim Supplement Form IB-10r dated
July 21o.- Texas Employment Commission Form B-11
Interstate Claim Supplement IB-10 April 26 1963 and
note dated November 27 1963 regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD
with attachment

"--D 116 Roll of 16 mm duplicate.film print Qf movies by WDSU-TV
taken of OSWALD on three occasions

Silent film of OSWALD distributing leaflets at New
Orleans August 16 1963
Silent film of OSWALD's court appearance New Orleans,'-
Louisiana August 12 1963
Sound film interview at WDSU-TV on August 21 1963

Roll of 16 mm duplicate film print of silent movies by
WWL-TV showing OSWALD distributing leaflets at New
Orleans

Record'of radio program."Conversation Carte Blanche.
Broadcast August 21 1963 at 6:05 p.m over radio
station WDSU

D 119 Envelope postmarked Minsk September 11 1963 bearing
handwritten address "Lee H..0swald P O Boi 30061
New Orleans La. USA, and accompanying one page hand
written letter dated Minsk September 9 1963 beginning
"Dear Aleck it has been- and ending on reverse side
"Your friend Erick. (Q 489)
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Envelope postmarked Minsk October 28 1963 bearing
handwritten address "Lee H Oswald P.O Box 30061
New Orleans La. USA (address marked through
evidently by U S Post-Office to reflect address
2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas) and accompanying
one page handwritten letter dated-''Minsk Oct 28 1963,
beginning "Dear Aleck I hope everything- and ending
on reverse-side "Yours friend Erick. (Q-490)

.p 121 .Three pages of typewriting from the Smith-Corona portable
typewriter Serial No 4A303942 property of RUTH HYDE
PAINE (K 62)

D 122 Envelope postmarked Long bland ,City New York
-February 6 1964 bearing typewritten address "Times
Herald Dallas Texas Exclusive for City Editor,
end .accompanying two page typewritten letter beginning
"I've got to tell and ending "I sign myself Mr Z.
(Q 491)

D 123 .Four page handwritten letter in Russian with the
heading 2515 W 5th Street Irving Texas December 27
1963 which is a letter to MARINA OSWALD from RUTH PAINE

D 124 Known handwriting and hand printing of JENO*RKAS
(RUBY CAPTION) _ t).

D 125 Envelope postmarked "El Paso 2 Tex Jan 11 3 PM-1964
addressed to Mr JACK RUBY c/o Dallas County Jail
Dallas, Texas and accompanying a one page hand printed
note beginning_"Jack tell them nothing and ending
"Fair Play for Cuba. .(RUBY CAPTION)

D 126 Handwritten anonymous letter beginnins "To the Investi
gating Committee (RUBY CAPTION)
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ITEM 0 DESCRIPTION

D 127 Envelope postmarked "Los Angeles Calif 20 Jan 1964 AM
bearing indwritten address "The Prime Minister and

accompanying a one page handwritten letter beginning
"Dear Alec and ending on the reverse side "Why Kennedy
was shot"(Q 492) (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 128 Envelope postmarked "Sari Antonio Tex 1B Dec 2 1963
8:00 PM bearing typewritten address "Mrs Oswald, etc
(ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 129 .News clipping entitled "Oswald Looked Trouble Bound,
etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D .130 Envelope postmarked "San Antonio Tex 2A Dec 3 1963
7:00 PM bearing typewritten address "Mrs Marguerite
Oswald, etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 131 Two newspaper clippings One entitled "Officers Blamed,
etc. and bearing typewritten message other entitled
"Man Kills Minister, etc. and bearing typewritten
message (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 132 Envelope postmarked "San Antonio Tex 1A Dec 6 1963
4:00 PM bearing handwritten address "Mrs Marguerite
Oswald, etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 133 One page handwritten letter beg inning "Marguerite
Oswald you are, etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 134_ Envelope postmarked "Jamaica N Y lA'Dec 6 1963
7:30 PM bearing hand printed address "Mrs Oswald
Sr.,".etc. (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

Two page letter first page beginning "To an assassins-
and second page beginning "Take card of you- (ASSASSI
NATION CAPTION)



Marguerite Oswald etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)
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.,ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

136 Postcard postmarked "Jamaica N Y IA Dec 6 1963
.a9 6:30 PM bearing hand printed message on reverse side

beginning "Why don't you admit, etc (ASSASSINATION
CAPTION)

D 137 Envelope postmarked "Arlington Va. Jan 17 1964
8:00 PM bearing handwritten address "Mrs Marguerite

C Oswald, etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 138 Handwritten note bearing printed words "Strictly
'Confidential, etc (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)

D 139 Envelope postmarked "Fort Worth Tex Feb 2 1964 PM,
bearing typewritten and band printed address "Mrs

D 140 Slip of paper bearing typewritten message "So you put-
and ending "got the President. (ASSASSINATION CAPTION)



B Efforts to Identify Visible Laundry Mark
030 030 in the Collar of Gray Cotton
Jacket Identified as Belonging to LEE

HARVEY OSWALD
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The following investigation was conducted to identify
the visible laundry mark "30 030 in the collar and the visible
dry cleaners tag "B9738 stapled inside the gray cotton jacket
which has been designated K42

AT DALLAS TEXAS

On April 2 1964 Mrs GLADY8$JOHNSON landlady for
..1026 North Becklgy,._Dallas Texas telephonically advised SA R

NEIL QUIGLEY she could 65t--mien-tl.fy the laundry or cleaners
if any that was used by LEE HARVEY OSWALD.when he resided at her
rooming house

On April 1 1964 Captain A O JONES Forgery Bureau
Dallas police Department telephonically advised SA R NEIL QUIGLEY
there is no control file for visible laundry and dry cleaning
marks in the Dallas area

On April 6 1964 BUELL WESLEY OkAZIER jinployee,_Texas.
,School Book Depository lding advised SA E J ROBERTSON by

telephone-that he did nb-t-know any laundry or dry cleaners
used by LEE HARVEY OSWALD tX'i

On April 1 1964 the following establishments in
the immediate area of 1026 North Beckley Dallas advised SA QUIGLEY
and SA ROBERTSON that they could not identify the above laundry
and cleaning marks

LESLIE LAWSON
Grays Cleaners
1209 Eldorado

FRED GRISHAM
Clifton's Cleaners
1258 North Bishop

The following individuals who operate laundry and dry
cleaning establishments in the Oak Cliff area in Dallas advised
SA QUIGLEY telephonically on the dates indicated they could not
ide ify the laundry and cleaning marks

11;5
c
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DATE

3/27/64

3/27/64

3/27/64

3/27/64

3/27/64

4/i/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4

NAME

GEORGE HARMON
Holiday Cleaning and Laundry
5540 Preston Road

BERNARD SLATER
Fishburn Cleaning and Laundry Company
3200 Ross

Mrs JOAN KELLY
Alamo Laundry and Cleaning Company
400 West Jefferson

GARY KLEIN
Bell Cleaning and Laun
4815 Columbia

JIM MARTIN
Martin's Cleaning
3600 Ross

Mrs JIM BRIDGES
Acme Cleaning Canpany
932 West Davis

_BUTLER JACKSON
Annex cleaners
217 Jeff Davis Center

M LO MOODY
Cedar Crest cleaners
1723 South Ewing

YVONVE BLACKBURN
Crest cleaners
614 East Colorado

B H CALLAWAY
Edgecliff cleaners
903 South Denley Drive



4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

DATE NAME

Mrs E L HATLY
Edgefield Cleaners
502 Edgefield

JUDD AYRE
Fashion Cleaners
117 North Marlboro

JOHN C THOMPSON
Glo Cleaning System
4113 Gaston

HERBERT DENNIS
Herbert's cleaners
813 West Jefferson

ESTELLE MARRIET
Highland Cleaners and Laundry
903 South Denley Drive

FRED ADAMS
Holland Cleaners
202 South Hampton

BETTY THELMA
Horrell's Hand Finished cleaning
2004 West Jefferson

Mrs JESSE SANDERS
Laden Cleaners and Laundry Service
521 West Davis

J H SAMPLE
Marsalis Cleaning Company
303 Ncrth Marsalie
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DATE

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/61'

4/2/64

'4/2/64

j 4/2/64

NAME

CHUCK PHELL
Midway Cleaners and Taylors
109 WeSt Jefferson

ALTA BAUGUS
0,K Cleaners
940 East Jefferson

MATT MOSBY
Oak Cliff Cleaners and Fur Storage
830 West Jeffersoh

PHILLIP FORTON
Parisian cleaners and Laundry
2303 West Clarendon

ROBERT DIKES
Primo Cleaning Co
807 Hutchinson Road

MINNIE DERRICK
Quality Cleaning Company
632 West Jefferson

R A MILLER
R de W Cleaners
1319 Stella

Mrs J C OILLILAND
Rosemont Cleaners
509 South Rosemont Avenue

Mrs J 0 Emmert
Rucker Cleaners
2202 Cedar Crest

JOE RUSHING
Joe Rushing Cleaners and Dryers
1106 West Davis

't)
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DATE

442'64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4/2/64

4A/64

4/6/64

4/6/64

4/2/64

NAME

Mts PEARL HIGHTOWER
Trinity cleaners
1013 Vermont

DOROTHY NICHOLS
20th Century Cleaners and Launderers
2000 South Beckley

MARY JORDAN
Veteran Cleaners
1145 South Hampton

HENRY KING
Wynnewood cleaners
2210 Wynnewood Village

AT IRVING TEXAS

The following individuals advised SA R NEIL QOIOLEY and
SA E J ROBERTSON on the dates indicated that they could not
identify the laundry or dry cleaning marks

FANNY PACE
Harwell Cleaners
1319 South Story

Mrs V R FORD
Ford's Cleaners
2815 Carpenter Road

CHARLES W TAYLOR
Swiss Cleaners
200 West Sixth Street

Mrs BEATRICE MC KAY
Zip Cleaners
814 East Irving Blvd

b



The following investigation was conducted by SA R
NEIL QUIGLEY and SA E J ROBERTSON .

On April 6 1964 ,__tra _ ALTEg*SKITV Clerk Swiss _
Cleaners 200 West 6th Street advised she formerly worked at
Swiss Cleaners.NO 2 223-West Sixth Street which cleaners

.was dosed on about December 1 1963 and believes an individual
using the name OSWALD did some business at the cleaners She
is unable to recall any description of the individual and is unable

--to identify LEE HARVEY OSWALD as the OSWALD mentioned a Ove

On April 6 1964 JOLT L',XlvOGEL Bookkeeper 210
West-Irving Boulevard made available the receipt boole for
bcober 1 1963 thro gh November 22 1963 for Swiss Cleaners
No 2 formerly opera ing at 223 West Sixth Street

On April 6 `964 a review of the receipt books
as described above by SA QUIGLEY and ROBERTSON failed to
reflect anyone having used the name OSWALD



.DOROTHY COONROD
A-I Cleaners
209-A West Min

April 7 1964 "r

The following individuals at Dallas Texas on the dates

indicated advised SA R NEIL QUIGLEY telephonically the machine

laundry mark '030 or '30 030 and the machine dry cleaning mark

'B9738 are not identifiable with marks used in their laundry

ATE

It A. LIVINGSTON April 7 1964
A Coin Cleaning Center Inc
1504 South Buckler

Mrs KYMA WESTERN
ABC Cls*nars & Laundry
6920 Harry Hines Boulevard

LOUISE Dot
Aladdin Cleaners
143 pleasant Grove Shopping

Center

Mrs BERNICE ALLEN April 7 1964
Allen Clear ers
*6 Richardso 's Heights Village

Mrs RUTH SHUMAKER April 7 1964
American Dyeing & Dry Cleaning
4110 Worth

April 8 1964



Mr YOUNG also pointed out the 0030 coald possibly
have been printed by-a -Tag-O-L.ctric Machin. as it can bs

employed to mark directly on the clothing

On April 8 1964 HARRY L ISS,._Fsesideat,-Southern_
Cleaners S u.ndry..Supply.Xonpany,.._Inc,s 150 01ase S Ieet. allae.
Texas advised SA QUIGLEY and SA E J ROBERTSON he has been in

e business in the Dallas area for thirty years

On April 7 1964 BA RR]E~;T6L 7G ij Man_age r Dallas
Tailor A Laundry Sup ply 502 Second Dalljas,_Texts advised -a
A NEIL QUIGLEY and SA THOWS"T `'TRBTTIS JR. he has been in
the laundry supply business for over twenty years

Upon viewing a photograph of the grey cotton jacket
142 he stated in his opinion the laundry mark in the collar
would be 0030 and not "30 030. Re feels the first 0300 at

-- best is a partial printing which did not talc and the last "030
is the actual number

Re feels the '030 was printed by a National Laundry
Marking Machine in view of the spacing which is wider than the
normal laundry marking machine The National machine is spaced
slightly larger since it uses an inked pad rather than a ribbon
as other machines The extra spacing on the National machine is

necessary to keep the print from blotting when applied to clothing

He stated the dry cleaning tag 089738 was made by a
Tag-O-Lectric Machine -~ ;.;M

In his opinion the only way to identify the laundry
mark and dry cleaning mark with a particular laundry would be
to match the machine to the printing on characteristics peculiar
to a particular machine The machines are not widely used in
the Dallas area and are used for the perpoee of eliminating
the use 'of the .customer's name
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Upon viewing a photograph of the grey cotton jacket
X42 he stated the laundry mark is the collar could have been
made by a National type machine The dry cleaning tag in the
jacket was no doubt made by a Tag-O-Lectric Machine Neither
machine is widely used in the Dallas area to his knowledge
Be does recall selling a Tag-O-Lectric Machine to the BAKER
Brothers who operat`d the Irving Cleaners in Irving,.Texas
several years ago

V

Ea stated he would have no way of determining how many
cleaners in the area did have Tag-O-Lectric MarChines and knew
ok no way to obtain a list of such cleaners

On April 8 1964 Mrs EDITHSKNCOXK Lasco Supply`
Co,RnY L.Arving_Boulovard D~allss,._?ax.~s advised 8A QUIGLEY
and SA ROBERTSON this Lesco Company deals in cleaner supplies but
does not handle any type of marking machinery _

On April 8 1964 RUTF Irving Cleaners 116
South Jefferson,._ Irving,._Texas advised SA QtIGLEY and SA ROBERTSON
the Tag-O-Lectrin Laundry & Dry Cleaning Marking Machine has not
been used for over four years The cleaners nw uses a hand-marking
system which is faster and more efficient

Upon viewing the pbotxraph of the gray cotton jacket
X42 she alvLeed the laundry and dry cleaning marks are not
gl.miliar to her

On April 8 1964 Mrs V R aRDi Ford's Cleaner 2815
Carpenter Road Irving Texas, advised BA =OAT aad BA ROBr'-EON
she has been in the cleaning businese for thirty-six years in the
Irving Tama area

Upon viewing a Photograph of the grey cotton jacket
K42 she advLasd no one in the laundry and cleaning business in

e Irving area used marking equipment like the one on the jacket
.4
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The following investigation wry coud.uc:Le by SA R NEIL

On April 10 1964 BILLIE RAMHALL :B &_M Cleaners 30124i_,_
East lain (formerly Gene's tie-Hour Cleaners) on viewing a photograph
of the gray jacket 142 advised the laundry mark and dry cleaning
mark were not familiar to her

At Dallas Texas

-On April 9 1964 HARRY YOUNG City Manager Dallas Tailor
and Laundry Supply 502 2nd Avenue advised the only Tag-O-Lectric
machine in Irving Texas belongs to the Baker brothers who operate
the Irving Cleaners

YOUNG advised VIS jsxeileMarking Machine Company
Kansas City,_ issouri re idence 18x.-E.--48th Street Kansas City
Missouri is the representb:tive for Tag-O-Lectric laundry marking
machine in the Texas-Louisiana area and would probably know the
location of each machine in that area

On April 9 1964 JI? 'ATT Assistant G4:moral Manager
Blue Ribbon Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service 3824 Cedar Springs
Dallis Texas advised telapbSnioa ly his firm uses a Tag-0=Lectrtc
type marking-machine however no letters are used in'their coding
system only'numbers

On April 10, 1964 Z,Eb fat B cutive Vice President
Dallas Tailor end Laundry_ Supply 502 2nd kr-au'4,a vised-telephou ally
t}ie dry 'cleani4 tag '39738 on 'the gr+.;v jacket tK42 is without a
doubt the mark of a Teg-O-Ltc tric e s r-k ing marching since it uses a
double offset stapling device which attaches to .he fiber strip in
the center ".

1
r
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1 The only Lnine maf::iaei s iu Danes1as to ! r 2E.. tZhY's knowledge..
are located at White Star Laundry and the Blue R.bben Laundry In
Fort Worth Texas the only such maohinas to his knowledge are located
at the Modern Laundry Sunshine Laundry Bill's-Cleaners and Launderers
and Rodriguez Laundry

Be feels the "B prefix on the white colored fiber strip
indicates a sub station and therefore a large chain type laundry

.operation. He feels it quite possibly is a large chain operation in
Louisiana such as the Chalemette chain

The following individuals advised telephonically on the
dates indicated they could not identify the laundry mark or the dry
cleaning mark on the gray jacket 142

April 9 1964

LEONA SHIPLEY American Laundry Company 301 2nd Avenue

IRENE TOUNGATE Anderson Cleaners 1800-A North Haskell

MARVIN BATES Ana Arbor Cleaners 1911A= Arbor

GREEN LADD Arlington Park Cleaners 1818 Record Crossing

Mrs J W LIVINGSTON Artway Cleaning Company 4206 S.
Oakland

HATTIE TODD Autry Dal Cleaners 2809 S Lancaster

ANNIE D POWELL Avalawn Cleaners and Dryers 3923 Cedar

Springs ..

Mrs JA}IES BARR Avon Cleaners 4343 Lavers Lane

JOHNNIE BURDETTE B & B Cleaners 1105 East Main



VIVIAN SALINAS Beaumont Cleaners 1401 Beaumont

CORA KNOWLES Beckley Wood Cleaners 2126 South Beckley

Mrs FRANK FOX Beeman Avenue Cleaners 5012 Beeman Avenue

Mrs LEXIE ADAIR Belvick Cleaners and Laundry 2815
Greenville

BETTY VOLTS Bert's Cleaning and Laundry 116 Walnut
Hill Village

Mrs A T..DICL N Best Cleaners 4601 Bart Grand

HATTIE BWTT Bast Yet Cleaners 1619 South 41and

.C D BILLINGSLEY Billingsley Brothers Cleaners,4233 Ross

Mrs WILLIAM L CULBERTSDN Bill's Cleaner 3131 Knox

Mrs PEARL BOSTICK Bostick Cleaners 10218 Midway Road

FRANK BRANNAN Bra an's Nu-Way Clearers and Laundry
3101 Knox

3
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BILLIE BACCUS Baccus Fifty-Minute Cleaners 4316 S Oakland
(also Dutch Maid Cleaning and Laundry 2606 Forest Avenue)

EDITH MILLRORN Baker Brothers Drive-In Cleaners 329 East

.Jefferson

JERRY'HARMON Bailey Cleaners 8519 Hillcrest

.TON DAY Beacon Cleaners 111 S Beacon



r
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MAYFIELD BRYAN Bryan Arden Cleaners 8413 Preston Road

ERIC MOORE Broadway Village Sixty-Minute Cleaners
244 Broadway Village

PAUL OMSTEAD Brooklawn Cleaners 2411 W Kiest

IRENE ISHMAL Brown Cleaning and Laundry,.1100 S Haskell

Mrs MYRTLE PRUTT Bryan Street Cleaners 4313 Bryan

R B CRUMP Centerville Cleaners 1504 Centerville Road
4

LUCILLE RANNE Chaney Cleaning Company 1906 N Henderson

CLARA PUCK Chaney and Sons Cleaners 4914 Spring Avenue

CY SMITH Choice Cleaners 4530 E Lovers Lane

GEORGIA WARD Christie Cleaners 111 E Polk Street

RAY WEATHERFORD City Cleaners and Laundry 303 W Main

L F CLARK Clark's Cleaners 2731 Grand

GRADY CIA* Clark's CleAnera and Tailors 4516 S Oakland

A A CATES Classic Cleaners 28084 Marsalis Avenue

Mrs M D.-HERDON Classified Cieanari 1408 N Fitzhugh

CLAUDE CONSTANCE, Constance Cleaners 4745 Maple

VIRGINIA TOMPKINS Cowboy Cleaners 118 Northwood Shopping
Center

WILTON BOUND Crown Cleaners 5336 Lindsey

117
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T J TRIP Crz Launderette 9733 u:~bbs Chapel Road

ROY CURRAN Curran's Drapery and Curtain Cleaning
3601;McKinney

CATHERINE TRAYLOR Custom Cleaners 4817 Bryan

Mrs L A SIMMS Dallas Cleanorama Company 111 N Barry

R N CREEKMORE Dallas Cleaners and Tailors 4309 Oak Lawn

SAM GRAY Dallas Leather Cleaners 1620 N 'Fitzhugh

BESSIE HAMMOCK Dalworth Cleaners,"1408 W Hain

ETHEL HIGGINS Dai i'el Cleaning and Laundry 6301 Hillcrest

MAX HUFFAKER Days apd Night Dry` Cleaning Company 2815
Live Oak

CHARLES STUBBS Debonair"Cleaners 4626
S4asI

Road

DEE HANEY Dee nd Rattle Cleaners 804 S Beacon

CLARENCE PAINTER Valet Cleaners (also D .uae Cleaners and

Laundry 2920 Maple and Executive Cleaners 4213 Oak Lawn)

Mrs PAUL WALTON Desoto Cleaners Salt Zino

CHARLES BUYBEN,_Pickie's Cleaners 7532 S 'Lamar

H J PACKENIUS Dixie Cleaners 4720 Myrtle

SARAH DIXEN Dixen's Star Bright Cleaners 2620-C Hiliburn
Drive
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LOUISE STAbNONE Don's of Richardson 62 Arapaho Village
(formerly Garland Laundry and Cleaning)

LIZ WILSON Dossett's Dry Cleaners and Laundry 9069 Garland
Road

IS H HIGHBINGER Elite Cleaners 4910 Ross

ISADORE MILLER Enquire Shine and Press Shop,",1322 Commerce

Mrs WALTER PHILLIPS Esquire Cleaners 6613 Hillcrest

LEQUET* HARMON Fairview Cleaners 1317 E Main

Mrs LILLIAN MERCY Famous Dry Cleaning and Pressing Plant
2562-A Cedar Crest

HILDRED SULLINS Fashion Care Incorporated 10601 Garland

"OLAN FITTZ Fittz OK Laundry and Dry Cleaners Incorporated
4520 McKinney

Mrs MARTIN WEBBER Ford Plant Cleaners 8033 Ferguson

ESTER MAE DOUGLAS Forest Avenue Cleaners 2728 Forest
Avenue

RUBY HOLCK,Forest Cleaners 3261 Karla Street

OTIS FOSTER Foster Cleaners 5013 W Lovers pane

.04

Mrs FRED FOSTER Fred Foster Cleaners 2308 W. Illinois

NINA FRENCH French D D Cleaners 4113 Lome Alto

Mrs J C SCHINDLER Frenci Dry Cleaning Company 1840
N..Henderson

119



Mrs BESSIE CALK Grove Laundry 8116 Lake June Road

Mrs.-IDA DUNN Friendly Cleaners and Laundry 725 S
Cockerd Hill

BEN FRISHMAN -Irishman's Cleaners and Dry1:Goods 6903
Greenville

BILL WHITLEY Jack frost Cleaning Company 4120 W
Jefferson

Mrs B N FULLEN Pullen Cleaners 2920 Oak Lawn Avenue

J C MATHIS Gaston Avenue Cleaners 4413 Gaston Avenue

INSLE GAY Gay's Cleaning and Pressing Shop 2311 N Hall

April 10 1964

Mrs C. B CASS Gil-Rob Dry Cleaning Company 2441'W Riest

VIRGINIA FOX Gilpen Street Cleaners 51 N dilpen

Mrs.'DEWBRE Glen Oaks Cleaners and Laundry Service 123
Glen Oaks Village

MOSES JORDAN,lGrand Prairie Laundry and Dry Cleaners
1900 Sberman

JOHN GRAY Gray's Cleaners and Laundry 4201 Colonial

Mrs HUDSON GRIFFIN Griffin Clcssoers 2502 MetropOlitt.

CLAUDE BOUTEN Griffith Cleaning Shop 2503 Valley View



601 S Center
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IF Mrs IRMA HARRISON Harrison's Cleaners

BILL JOSEPH The Hatitorium 315 M Aboard

Mrs C H HAYNES Haynes Cleaners and Laundry 6929
Scuyene

Mrs BERTA PAICIAIAN Mesquite Cleaners (formerly Bunn's
Cleaners) 113 S Bryan

MARIE DAVIE Burbank Cleaners 8517 Denton Drive

J E THOMAS Charles Owen Byrd Dry Gleaning 3301
McKinnOy'Avenue

Mrs LOIS LEWIS Capital Laundry and Cleaners 1518
Greenville

W L.'CAPPS Capps Cleaning and Laundry 2504 Ann Arbor

Mrs S BOWING Carroll Avenue Cleaners 805 N Carroll

RAE ARGENTBRIGUT Casa Linda Cleaners 8652 Garland Road

HAL BONNER Casa Vale Cleaners 1223 Easton Road

ELMYRA REYNOLDS Hi-Vue Cleaners 5507 S Beckley

H A RHODEN Hilltop Cleaners 3101 W Davis

.CHRISTINE REkSE Hodges Cleaners 4415 Lovers Lane

BERMAN GOLDFARB Hollywood Cleaners and'Laundry 2316 Oates

PAULINE ROBERTSON Honey Springs Cleaners 3618 Bonnie
Yew Road
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THOMAS R HOPkINS Hopkins Cleaners 404 N Main

K JOHN JOSEPH Howard Cleaners and Launderers 4842
Gaston

CLAUDE SMITH Inwood Cleaners 7815 Inwood

W B JAMES James Cleaners 4822 Junius

0 B WALLACE Jimmerson Cleaners 2514 Peachtree

VKL A JONES Jones Quality Cleaners,11111 Oakland

FRANK JORDAN Jordan's Coin Operated Dry Cleaning an&
Laundry 316 Monticello

Mrs ROXIE BARKER Maple Cleaners 5234 Maple Avenue

ELIZABETH CUDD Maple Lawn Cleaners 5511 Denton Drive

GRACIE WILLIAMS Marathon Laundry and Cleaning 411 EL

Ervay

JOHN KNIGHT Knox Street Cleaners 3211 Knox

CHARLES HIREZIE,Lakewood Laundrymatic 6341 Prospect

J K BOUKNIGHT Laurel Weave Shop 6005 S Beckley

WILLIE ZACEY Little World Cleaners and Tailors 4602
S Oakland

Mrs IRMA FORD Mirrorette Cleaners 2530 Metropolitan

122



MRS EUNICE WALKER Manager

McCarley's Launderette and
Cleaners 5310 Junius

National Drapery and Curtain
Cleaning Company

Kleen Klos Kwik
1004 Preston

Kwik Cleaners 112
piedmont

The following individuals at Dallas Texas on April 10
1964 advised Special Agent E J ROBERTSON telephonically that
they could not identify the laundry and dry cleaning marks on the
gray Jacket K42

C.'D BILLINGSLY Manager

J E MC CARLEY owner

MILDRED ROSEN owner

GAY FRENCH Plant Supervisor

SUGAR MANNING Manager

LOUISE HENSON

CLIFTON KNIGHT Owner

JEWEL MILLER

ANN JOSEPH

Progress Laundry and
Cleaning Company 501 Preston
Royal Shopping Center



DL 00-10461
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Name

CLESTE CRISLER

MRS D B KONKLE Clerk

LEE'BOSHER Owner Lee's Dry Cleaners
107 East Davis

Firm

La Mode Cleaners
4804 South Lamar

Laundroluxe Cleaners
and Laundry
4019 West Jefferson

RACHEL OILMORE

MODIE MUENCENBEROER

F W MC KEAVER Owner

LAWRENCE EVERETT Owner

FAY AYERS Clerk

Mrs C M BRANNON Owner

ANN ADAMS Clerk
`

Lisbon Cleaners
4224 South Lancaster

Lomo Alto Cleaners
4110 Lomo Alto

Mac's Cleaners of Oak Cliff
715 East Saner

magnolia Cleaners
2512 Foreman

Majestic Cleaners
4304 Lemmon

Manhattan Laundry and Dry
Cleaners Company
207 Prather
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The following individuals were contacted telephonically
by SA THOW S T.TRETTIS JR.,at Dallas Texas on the dates indi

cated They could not identify the laundry and dry cleaning marks

on a man's gray jacket Exhibit X42

,1pril 9 1964

Zipp City Cleaners 11318 Lake June Road
Miss GLEKYYS STRICKIAND Clerk

Zip 60-Minit Cleaners 1818 Main Street
H C RADY Owner

Zenith Launderers & Cleaners 109 North Carroll
Mrs LUTA MATLOCK Supervisor Marking Department
Mr JIM GIASSCOCK Superintendent Laundry Department

Young's Cleaners 2424 South Hampton
Mrs WINONA YOUNG Owner

Wilshire Cleaners 6108 Mockingbird Lane
Mrs ROBERTA GOLDWATER Owner

White Swan Cleaners 2305 Abrams Road
J Z BOLLING Owner

White Star Laundry & Cleaning Company 4535 Cole
Mr WARREN TYSON Plant Superintendent

Weber's Cleaners & Laundry 8033 Ferguson
MARTIN WEBER Owner

Weaver Cleaners 7400 Harry Hines Boulevard
F W WEAVER Owner

Wade Way Cleaners 10914 Second Street
JOHN ,WADE Owner
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Turner's Cleaners & L.uydsrers
7024 Snider rlaza
PRANCES EDWARDS Clerk

126

ii

Village Cleaners .317 Southeast 14th Street
Mrs ANN SINCLAIR Manager

Village Cleaners 115 Lake Highland's Shopping
Center LEO PUTZEL Owner

Viking Cleaners 9015 Lake June
Mrs IWRGARBT FAIN Finisher

Varsity Cleaners 6606 Snider Plaza
LENA EDMONDSON Owner

Vanity Cleaners & Dyers 6338 Oran
GEORGE DYE Tailor

Valwood Cleaners 13115 Denton Road
Mrs ETHEL KAMMERER Clerk

Valet Cleaners 3504 McKinney Avenue
JUANITA BREASHEARS Manager

Urban Park Cleaners 7008 Military Parkway
EARL JACOBS .Owner

Universal Cleaners 2508 South Beckley
ELLA BOYD Manager

20 Minute Speed Clean Laundry & Dry Cleaning
305 Park Forest Shopping Center
Mrs JEWEL KT LIZ R Manager

Tuxedo Cleaners & Laundry
Mrs BARBARA TONEY Manager



'Terry's Laundry is Cleaning 3011 Commerce
*RIE HULSEY Bookkeeper

Star Cleaners it Laundry 10750 Ferguson Road
HERMAN GOLDFADEN Manager ... 3r..r

.HERMAN HASLER Owner..

e
. "

t

4

w
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Town i Country Cleaners 2015 South Edgefield
Mrs FRANKIE SARPOLD Manager

Town it Country Cleaners 911 North Belt Line Road
Mrs. SETH AAHN Manager :.-L=:t-:-ic._

Top Hat Cleaners it Laundry 7012 Bruton
Mrs NORMA STEGALL ,Clerk A...

?'..
Tate's Cleaners 2632 South Harwood
ALBERT TATE Owner 1

Sylvan Cleaners 1824 Sylvan
JACK HARPER Owner

Sunshine laundry it Dry Cleaners
4011 Maple Mrs MEDI CHANDLER Clerk

Superb Cleaners 2718 Second Avenue
GLADYS HOLSTON Clerk

~

Stokenberry Cleaners 3217 Colby ~;
Mrs CHARLES STOKENBERRY Assistant Manager

Stinnett Cleaners 529 Singleton Boulevard
Mrs R STINNETT Manager

Star Cleaners 6s Laundry 420 North Lake Shopping Center

S.

t I

Irv

.4~rt -.'t "i
.127
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Snider Plaza Cleaners,6728 Snider Plaza
`

Mrs OLSNE BAILEY, Manager

'..ma A R HOUSE,.-Owner

Skillman Cleaners, 1911 Skillman
Mrs E M.-TERRELL Manager

,; Capp's 'Cleaners 2504 Ann Arbor formerly
"r Cleaners Mrs W L CAPP Manager

... 128
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.

Stallings Cleaners & Tailors 5527 Columbia s

Mrs MARY COLLIER manager-:
_ tee

= Spotless Cleaners 801 Second Avenue - + -':A
W D. HARRIS Owner:. ": _

1"t .r ` ;4;0. "'ry;~"~1.1~"vrte a "..d~~ ~i~',"r"Vr~A~:. .j _ R "{~,i _

Sparks Dry Cleaning & Laundry 3419 Lombardy Lane
Mrs LUCILLE WORRELL Manager -

Sparkle Cleaners & Laundry 3222 Falls Driver
Mrs. INA AUSTIN Clerk__ ~ _ 4__~ -..~`.. ,fir ~ `

. '-t R_

Sparkle Cleaners 302 North Main
ANNA REYNOLDS Manager ""--E

Sordelet Cleaners 1906 South Harwood
A.-L WAMERS Routeman ~
.;~..~

Sno Cleaners 5937 Lovett

Smith's Cleaners 9014 Garland Road
RICHARD OCH( Manager

Don Small Cleaners 216 East Main,
-EUNICE WAY Clerk`

Service "f r

.z

JJ

_y..:ta.rr -as.+..~r.. JV~aa:wr~at. aF...c.a.,i .1r1la'saar49-i!
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Opril 10 1964

1 ~
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5.r

~` Royal Cleaners 420 North Gilpin
Mrs M BYRD Managernc .1

Ross Oak Crest Cleaners 211 South Corinth Street Road

----X.

_-4

M

~"r

Ti
ti 0

pR

. Second Avenue Cleaners 4502 Second Avenue " ..y<
Mrs CLYDE SMITH, Manager

.}
r '"-Scyene Cleaners,%.8117 Bcyene Road
:,,~ ,FRANCES DATRIDGE Clerk :e~_._..__

-.:.:.Saner Avenue Cleaners, 310 East Saner
PATRICIA I SSELL Owner

.1
` Benders Dry Cleaners,. 121 East Church ":4,

E. T SANDERS Owner _

s Russell's Cleaners 1020 Elm Street
.Carrollton Texas ERNEST RUSSELL Owner

Rushman Cleaners,".120 South Lancaster,.
" ROY L CHAPW N Manager

~. _ =. Royal Dutch Laundry & Cleaning 5003 Lannon

:r
r Mrs ALICE 'MORROW Clerk

.,.F.,t

WILLIAM ROSS Manager

Rose Cleaners,.-4207 west Jefferson
Mr:.JAMES ROSS Owner

Rochester Park Cleaners 5916 Bexar

35,~
MARY JONES Manager

'1r7y7i
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: .Riley One-Hour Cleaners 4825 Lemmon Avenue ,
Mrs RAY FERGUSON Clerk

T ..
sr x,= X34

r

Rhea .Cleaners & Laundry 5029 Nest_ Lovers .Lane.
*Mrs. MARY E SHORTER Manager _

. Re-NU Cleaners .4107 Urban

~.4

130
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WILLIAM B COOK Manager

.a
i

Jo
4 :-:I t . .7.

00-10461/eah

Ray Cleaning & Laundry 5029 West Lovers Lane
MARY E SHORTER Manager i

=c _

Rainbow Laundry 1206 Peavy Road, r( _
Mrs ANN DESMOND Manager .t

r
Prewitt's Cleaners 4002 Urban

..TRAVIS IRVIN Manager

Prestonette Laundry & Cleaners 6138 Luther lane
"JOHN BYE Manager

Preston Road Cleaners 8219 Preston Road
FRED GILLILAND Manager

Powell's Cleaners 3629 Colonial
.Mrs EVELYN EVANS Manager

.;. Porterfield Cleaners 9911 Garland Road
ROBERT PORTERFIELD,'Owner

c ~_

Polk Terrace Cleaning & Laundry
ADDLE DOWNING Clerk

"I

:.Pleasant Grove Cleaners 8011 Lake June Road,
::JOHN BOATWRIGHT Owner

.t
'.. .`.i "

.V '!
k wR1~sryw'r

"r 7 ~.1 S y



Mrs DORIS LOCO Clerk
_ .^_~:.

Paraar..al 'Cleaners 105 'Hensley
Mrs W WEITE Manager

-.Persian Cleaning Company 3416 Greeville a r
r .

Mrs L A YOUNG Clerk
k '.. ('--j).C."i

:Perfecto Cleaners 2919 Greenville Avenue
R D ROSS Manager

I.'i ~ .::.
...Peerless Cleaners, 3014 Gaston

Mrs ELIZABETH ABRAHAM Manager
.

.Peacock Clesnsrt 4518 "Lcvere Lane
INEZ 1 RPER Clerk

f s .Plaza Cleaners i Laundry 170 Cage Linda Plaza,
PART IANGFORD Manager y <_i

Piper Cleaners 4822 Dolphin WADER PIPER Manager

:Pioneer Cleaning & Laundry 2401 McKinney ,,

-Paschall Cleaners 5520 East Grand
Mr C E PASS L Manager

. ,Pars'y Cleaners, 72.12 .Lake June
JOE BAKER Owner

.~ . ..i
'-.Parks C:eaneYa. 24,279A North Fitzhugh

L F TION.PSON Clark
`

''Park Cities Cleaner 6927 ELUicrest
Miss GEORGIA BAKER Finisher

A .~'"_ ,.-_t~,..Y ,.`"`. :"`. ~".."is-"7 .-"
."r L ~r .~"i.'1ate. "~rL..

!



,The following individuals at Dallas Texas advised
SA ROBERT J. DENEEN telephonically on April 10 1964 that they
could not identify the .laundry mark number on the dry cleaning

',tag on the gray jacket IC42

.;~f ~< faster Cleaners & Laundry 3520 Oaklawa.`
DEBORA THOIO.B .~ . ;<

. a
.*

Mercury 2022 Second
" ~ .__ ._ _ 7 .

;.. ;r.~~
` _

Street

_ !tiller's Cleaning & Laundry
Mrs EUNICE MILIZR `_

u
Mister Capital 1420 Preston
Mrs EDITH MARTIN

t Mockingbird Cleaners 5638 Mockingbird Lane.
Mrs J D FERGUSON

Modern .Cleaners 4217 -Bryan
.. Mrs J C SIMPSON

Muller Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Mrs TRUSILIA WHORTCM

Mustang Dry Cleaners 327 North Greenville

Norwood Cleaners 106 East Davis,
"Mrs CHARLES E N0RWO0D

.Northridge Cleaners :1823 Gus Thomason Street1~
Mr DWAYNE FETHKENATER ` -~ t ` ~',,



Oaklawn Cleaners 2920 Oaklawn Avenue ft.! -.`
Mrs B. N PULLER

a

i

Odom Cleaners 2738 South Beckley

e Mn sS A DA MOOD.`

P B Cleaners 2700 South Srvay
OVSLIE IUlIK

.0

~a3 } l~

a
4

t pit ts. C*
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``
.1` :"> .Nu-4Tay Cleaners & Laundry

f.4c .~. a -Mrs. PRANK BRANIO.8

Oakland Cleaners 3213 South Oakland,":'',:-:-. ,."c
Mr:'-PAUL WILSOM

3
.J

-*L~.._9

.:'"~

.fi

-.

-ii

'a i7r " _ "r _.
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The following individuals were contacted telephonically
by IC JAMES VON WHITE on the dates indicated They could not identify

-the laundry'-and dry .cleaning .marks on the man's gray jacket Exhibit
K 42 "yr `~'i

,..Mrs PEARL,MILLER Monarch Laundry and Cleaning, 2832 W

Lancaster Fort Worth Texas

Mr. JOHN OLIVER,..Haster 'Cleaners and Laundry,. 3805 Camp
Bowie, Fort Worth Texas ~.

ti " , X

4105 Camp Bowie Fort

:Street Fort Worth Texas

Mrs' IRENE SULLIVAN Cascade Cleaners and Laundry "1700
W.'-7th Street --Forte Worth Texas r y

BARBARA RICE Hills Dry Cleaners and Laundry
'4940 Camp Bowie Fort Worth Texas

Mr W -0 HOLDEN Art Cleaners,-3013 White $ ttlement Road
Fort `Worth Texas

'
w

""~ r''' '. "rye T . ..~ rP.^ .

"y,i" -.'`w
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....L.r ter n v r

"t~! ti,i "e'_'t~i ~1r *" t ~ r E=".BAR,or. I.,-+T. :1 r ", :ow% f

: Mrs 'NELL BROOK Association of Qualified Dry Cleaners



Mrs EULA WEATHERBY, One bay Cleaners,' 5240 Camp _Bowie
Fort Worth Texas ,s...._

Mrs. CHARLOTTE WALKER,'Roast Cleaner 3901 Benbrook
Highway Benbrook Texas

_ _

April "9 1964lCont.)

JOSEPH H KIMBELLJ W & 0 Cleaners 4915 Camp Bowie
Fort Worth Texas r `

"`
..a z~.

~

..,April 10 1964

~Mr IKE WILSON 7-11 Cleaners General Office, 3303 White
Settlement Road Fort Worth .Texas

JUANITA BOSWELL 7-11 Cleaners 5717 Camp Bowie,_Fort
Worth Texas

MILDRED OSTEIN 7-11-Cleaners Incorporated 3909 Camp
.Bowie Fort Worth Texas

Mrs. CORDELL MATTdEWS Fiehburns W B Cleaners Incorporate4
4800 Camp Bowie,. Fort WorthTexas a ''-

Mrs CLYDE ilENSHAW Cousin's Cleaners 4125 W. Rosedale
Fort -Worth, Texas t.

Mrs,.MAXINE MORRIS Hiett Cleaners,"3603.W 7th Fort Worth
Texas--:_



DL 100-10461'
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P. R. Mc CLINTON Elite` Cleaners 7613 Weatherford Highway
Fort Worth Texas

JAMES B ABLES Ables Cleaners 1621 8th Avenue Fort Worth
> Texas

JACK S.'PALTON Ace Cleaners 3307 E Vickery,--Fort Worth
Texts "

RAY CAPBRTON,:Ray Cleaning 4723 Camp Bowie Fort Wo=th
Texas's` :

Mrs LILLIAN FEELER Zenith Cleaners 8151.iiite Settlement _
Road Fort ,Worth Texas 1. _

,7

f

A1

A

L -Z REAVIS,'Reavis Cleaners 8733 Highway 377 Benbrook
Texas

CLAUDE K BROWN ABC Cleaners 1121 W Magnolia Fort Worth
Texab.

-

"r i ~..i t
_.4

V e ".f' J.. "t '!~

.136
t

Aril .10 1964 (Cont.)

Mrs..ETRIEL'JARMDN Fort Worth Laundry and Cleaners 1307
Main StreetFort .WorthTexas

Mr.' LAWRENCE ALBRITTON ''Albritton's Cleaners :3803 N ~=

Vickery Fort Worth .'Texas

Mrs ,C A FROST :Antoinette Cleaners 112 W." Berry
Fort Worth Texas"'f

4%777
1. .f

April 15s 1964

JOHN BOW,.Benbrook Cleaners 8322 Highway 377,'Benbrook
Texas

im

.a-4

.~* .h Y a,
"'A~ f



._

I
sAr,pril 15 19 4 (Coot .)

WILLIAM C YOUNG Alamo Cleaners 1811 Vaughn Boulevard
Fort Worth Texas

.. ` r. t + . ~~ .f .. .i -
*EDWARD A. .BACKUS Back Us Laundry and Dry Cleaning 1551

JOHN W GATTIS Gattis Meadowbrook Cleaners 3632 Meadow

brook Fort Worth Texas
"~ " fF~ ~

WILLIAM B LSCAVA,,LaCava's Incorporated 709W Magnolia
_Fort Worth Texas

THOMAS P LILlY Lilly Dry Cleaners 2676 B Vickery,
Fort Worth Texas a

.0

f

s

.CARROLL D CONLEY Conley Cleaners and Laundry 3807-'
Southwest Boulevard Fort Worth Texas _":

''~

`! t.
JOHN C FINLEY Finley's Cleaners 6 Westcliff.Center
Fort Worth Texas

-RADFORD R WILLIS W B.-;Fishburn Cleaners Incorporated
1212 Main Fort Worth 'Texas a

rJOHN L BIGLER Forest Hill Cleaners 3162 Mansfield

Highway Fort Worth Texas

DERALD J RATIGAN,,College Cleaners 1329 C Berry Fort
Worth Texas :

"a n

+

W Berry Fort Worth 'Texas

P J DONOHUE Berry Brothers and Donhue Incorporated
1209 Pennsylvania Fort Worth Texas ""

MORRIS E HINESIEY,"Circle Cleaners 3004 Blue Bonnett"y
Circle Fort Worth :Texas

."F'.~rFes

:.=

100-10461

s -t

'v-1 7
' Mrs FRANCES LITTLE Little's Cleaners, 2218 Evans

Fort Worth Texas '_



--!%
+

..Al :.fi+-`.~

April 15 1964 (Cont.) )

BD KAPLAN Nobby Cleaners and Laundry 3039 Hemphill
Fort Worth,:.Tezas, :_

ROY COOPER River Oaks Cleaners 4829 Green Oaks,,Fort
Worth Texas. "..;~ S.. _ ,.:. a a

PHILLIP R. ) cCLINT ON Royal Cleaners, 1327 N Main
<

Fort Worth -Texas *.mss ;.i:~r:r~:~ _

0

-`
a{ -.

CLARENCE L SHEPHERD Shepherd Cleaners 107 Roberts
Cut-off Road Fort Worth,.Texas

EDWARD P HENNESSY Snow-White Laundry and Cleaners
3126 -Gordon,_ Fort Worth Texas .

Mrs."KATIE RYAN Southern Cleaners 1306 W Magnolia
Fort Worth .Texas

LLOYD L BAITS Sylvania Cleaners Cash and Carry 1506
N Sylvania,- Fort Worth Texan _ . .%; ""_ f

RAYMOND B GREER University Cleaners 2709 W Berry
- "

Fort Worth Texas 74= ::"

-"w

-rr:

"

4 r""r

"138
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"4

RAY THOMAS Zip Cleaners 3324 W Seminary Fort Worth
Texas _~:.....0 _

S:~L KING,-Avalon Cleaners 1111 NW 21,:,Fort Worth Texas

B -ROOSEVELT HUSTON B & B Cleaners 700 Missouri Fort

Worth, Texas "

AUBREY L BAKER Baker Doc Cleaners 1602 NW 21 Fort Worth
Texas

;rt~.'.i st "a

J+M

1 Y i

"a



.y - WILLIAM B ANDERSON Beat Cleaners/ and Laatiaaderers
1700 W. 7th Fort Worth 'Texas y.

= v

t
;' LARON MITCHELL Blanton's Dry Cleaners 1611 Evans

t .;s Fort .Worth Texas 4:.+.f ~;.;~.
~'"...

-N .. CREATHM N HARRIS Blue Bonnett Cleaners .2259 Hemphill
Fort Worth Texas .

JAMES R AYCOCK Bobby's Triangle Cleaners 2100 Azle

Avenue Fort Worth Texas _

s ERNEST G WINES Bonnell Cleaners 5406 Bonnell,,Fort
WorthTexas . k

EARL BOYNTON Earl Boynton Cleaners 1420 W Berry. Fort

Worth Texas

EDWARD W BRANCH E W. Branch Cleaners 3.536 Hemphill,.
' Fort .Worth Texas "'s

L B BRAZIL Brazil's Cleaners 111 B Burst~Boulevard,
Fort Worth Texas

OTTAB A THIBER Broadway Cleaners 3233 N Haltom Road
Fort Worth Texas

C QWEN AUSTIN Capitol Cleaners 1117 Burton Bill Road
,Fort Worth Texas . ,

i
SUSIB WAGNER Cherry Lane Cleaners 606 S Cherry Lane

.Fort Worth Texas

CHESTER L CI ! Chester Cleaners 2200 Clinton Arlingt



"ANASTASIOS`'PANAGOPOULAS,_Chokes Brothers Cleaners 106 W

9th Fort Worth Texas

t

7
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Mrs. MARGARET BURKS,'-Claybrook Cleaners 2510 Ward Avenue,
Fort -_Worth,'.Tezas

DERALD-J RATIGAN,:College Cleaners 1.329 K...Berry Fort

Worth .Texas a.

LEONARD H COPLIN Coplin's Custom Cleaners .1225 W

Magnolia Fort Worth Texas

.LUTHER J LESTER,=Corner Cleaners 4901 Ramey,-Arlington
Texas _.

SAMUEL L COSTELLO Cotton's Cleaners 2425 Forest Park

Boulevard Fort Worth Texas

B'. "E CARTER Cowboy Cleaners 1200A E Berry;':Fort Worth
Texas : r

Mrs FAYE J DAILEY "-Dailey's Cleaners 615 NW .25
Fort Worth Texas

CHESTER J REED De Luxe Cleaners .4222 Hemphill Fort

Worth Texas ..a '_ _ _

.Mrs. IRIS D EATMON Eastern Hills Dry Cleaners 5572
Meadawbrook Fort Worth Texas

T A SPARKS Eastridge Cleaners 4309 NE 28th"Street
.Fort Worth Texas

D J EICHOR Eichorn Cleaners and Hatters :17.07 E ~"
Vickery, Fort Worth Texas



,.

.~t.'April'15 1964 (Cont.) = r a
.-.

t,""" "~. ate j` . .. 'p . 1 +

WAYNE A ESTES Estes Cleaners 5636 Bonnell,.:Fort
Worth Texas :
tiK a"1 t~ ~ "i1: --:.,t- rr--T s l C ,
WILLIE 0 ;l AWSON Evans ,Avenue Cleaners '1201 Evans
Arlington -Texas _ : ~~

acr,'Sa . '" J{`~r :"/ L1't't . -"} .F `~ ~.. r.Y a'_ ;M"``_ !1M"-'.-a ~,r.

'JOHNNIE ANDERSON Exchange Cleaners and -Dyers,a.112 W

Exchange Fort Worth Texas

LARON MITCHELL Expert Cleaners 800 Cliff,.Arlington
Texas ~ . . .o ^

= JOHN G FINLEY Finley's Cleaners 3203 Belgrade Road
Arlington Texas _

CY A WILTON Jr. Fletchers Cleansers 2321 N.-Beach
Fort Worth Texas "

',Mrs:4ROXIE FROST J N Frost & Son Cleaning Center
4329 -Wichita _Fort Worth Texas

OLINE L '"McCRARY Gateway Cleaners 4065 E Lancaster
Fort Worth Texas.c

JOHN W GATTIS Gattis Meadowbrook Cleaners 3632 Meadow

brook Fort Worth,.Texas = `

Mrs GERTRUDE KADEL,`Glenn Garden Laundry end Cleaners
4232 Wichita 7prt Worth Texas

.

_

TROYG THOIPSON Glo Cleaning System 740 N. .Sylvania
Fort Worth Texas

.

-rl^ Mrs MARGARET'S.'STRICKLIN,Goodman Cleaners .2101 Evans
Fort Worth Texas ..~



April 15,,5.19f~.'c

WALTER C DYER, Gunn's Cleaners 325 S Henderson
'tort Worth Texas ~ t

Mrs IDL GUYNN Guy= 'a Cleaners 113 Z Hattie
Fort Worth Texas ti = . s 'Y

Mrs IRENE .Z. LSRRCE, Hallmark Cleaners 6940 North-South

Freet Fort Worth, Texas ~ Y ~. ;.,.

"JOE S MCALLON Highland C1ea ere 3259E Dean Road
Fort Worth -Texas -

W WHEAL ROUEN Bolden Valet Cleaners 3544 Denton

Bighw&y Fort -Worth, Texas

W O'NEAL HOLDEN Holden's 3013 White Settleuoent Road
Fort-Worth "Teams

SAM S CHOOIZR Holiday Cleaners and Laundry 3401 Z

Belknap Fort 'Worth Texas .j

WILLIAM Z. HUTCHINS Sousa of Hutchins Cleaners 4$43
White Settlement-Road Fort Worth Texas

CHARLES J TRUE Indian Oaks Cleaners 7213 W Comanche

Trail Fort ,Worth !Tu ea

&ARL W JBNNINCS Earl W Je3r.ings Cleaners and Dyers
1309 Hemphill Fort :.Worth Texas _

=
y c " "1. J.Z ' ,

THOMAS YELL Jr. Rell Cleaners 6609 Z Lancaster
Fort.'Worth Texas .:r .',.l



ALVA A FOSTER Majestic Cleaners and Tailors 109 E
..10th Fort Worth* Texas ;j

:.:;:$ RAY LANCASTER, Lancaster Cleaners 2100 .College Fdrt
Worth,. Texas -"- :

.~ _

MELVIN O LAWYER .Lawyer's Cleaners 608 Isbell.Road
Fort Worth,-Texas ..- t.-;:

,fit-~ " ~

s ~ _t
.:c SAM RITE Rite's Circle R Cleaners 3400B Camp -Bowie

Boulsvard Fort Worth Texas 1 :

T::I.AANB M McANIJLTY,,Mac's Cleaners 3117 Mansfield Highway
.;Fort Worth

HAZEL MAPLE Maple's Cleaners 4300 Wichita,'Fort Worth
Texas .`

` .FELS~C MARSHALL .Marshall Cleaners 3916 Hemphill Fort
s "

Worth Texas "..r.,,;-. ji ~_
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April 11 1964 (Cont )

$ "t HARRY A DENNIS Moder n Laundry and Cleaners 419
' " Jenni s Fort Worth Texas r

t
-lair. A G MOORE Moore Cleaners. 2263 College Fort
Worth Texas

JACK HENCKLBS Natatorium Laundry Company 428,Hemphill
Fort WorthWorths. Texas^

w

THOMAS P PETERS Peters Cleaners 909 Houston,. Fort

.Worth, Texas ..+R

.3,.Mrs ROBE IB CL8l Apron Cleaners 2951.V.~1BRS Pink
fn t ~ Butler Fort WorthTexas"
t~~ :<~`t "~ f r t. tin ./ Z LF

x) r >r d"[ +/t t s 'u l" ).-*."sQe 9 R * t I , r M1[t if~~.~
~ 1 . f t ~ o , ~6 +t. F .. L 1 .! I ~+y ~ .

11 .414 f son_
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at

C s

JOAN R.'SMITUTIELD Medallion Cleaners and Laundry
6512 Camp BoyLe Boulevard Fort Worth Texas

~ . "~.
s ('L.~r 4."Ar .r :-.r ) Oc.`"i

"NEDMITEFF,=Ned and Johnnie Cleaners 3204 N Main
Fort Worth Texas = "jd. G_,.:.

WILLIAM R. INBLLGROVE "Odor Less Cleaners 310 4 Wayside
Fort Worth, Texas

T.'WAY'NE PARK Park Cleaners 911 E Berry Fort Worth

:Mrs.JUANITA CLAYTON Park Hill Cleaners 2970 Park Hill
Drive S...Fort -Worth Texas

WAYLAND H TALIAFERRO,'Perfecto Cleaners 108 N Riverside

.Drive Fort Worth Texas
.

..J B PERKINS Perkins Clei ners 2716 "Vaughan Boulevard
Fort Worth Texas Yi;" ;y" " .1. pr [ 9r1rr i/ ac.4 r . . . i }"" f tM



.~. a., --~".t ~A t R.

.I t I kJ w..

.Mrs LANA BL! Seminary'Cleaners 4430 Frazier Fort Worth
Texas

f
VrY "I. f i rr.t "..:.L f

T ~f

y " ! + i

Tr 145

CLAUD R SWEARINGEN, Poly Cleaners and Laundry 1512 Bishop
',Fort .-Worth* Tern ..~... ~ _

J GARLAND COOK Progress Cleaners and Lau ndry 1627
Park Place Fort Worth Texas :. "~

.L4-0"i 4 1 '` tf.c x114+1 f ` 5 ._1 y.~ f

RUSSELL V LA VBLLE,-Quality Cleaners ;4743 Z Lancaster
Fort Worth -Texas =.~....<

`

.:1 `"'_,1 ms'sf. ,L ,"_"it
L Z RBAVIS Reavis Cleaners 403 College Fort Worth
Texas

-.KENNETH WESTMORELAND,'Ridgevale Cleaners and Laundry,
3317 Fairfield Fort Worth Texas ~ ..

:F
r ~

.

.CORBIN B BELL Ridglea Automatic Laundry and Cleaners
3200 Winthrop Fort Worth,'.Texas

W.ONEAL HOLDEN Ridglea Cleaners 5916 Camp Bowie
Fort""Worth Texas r

LEON S..'"MANOR Rite-Way Laundry and Cleaners 3316 Olive
Place Fort .Worth Texas

.HENRY PARKER Rcyel South Side Cleaners and Laundry
922 Bryan Fort Worth Texas

LEON SAMPI Sample Brothers Cleaners 2701 Stalcup Road
.Fort Worth, Texas

, "V "e 'i ~ fir

WINFIELD .S SAMPLBY, $ampleyls Cleaners 3007 S Univerr ity
Fort .Worth Texas . ! " .

"rr
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v im
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-ROSALIE STACY Stacy Cleaners 2012 Stalcup Road Fort
.Worth Texas

Worth Texas

-F

t

_.L

k

f _"r
ti -'

April 15 1964 (Cont.) 4`n
Win" .:4 . _ c~ rig

`.CL&RENCB L SHEPHERD,:Shepherd Cleaners 107 Roberta
Cut-off Roads Fort Worth .Texas r~ ~ ;

,I..~ .i I ,5 rte! i . ". a < t 7,. F,~ :~"~t
t~

I
J. EDWARD KOHLER Snappy Cleaners 3603W Rosedale,-'

y . ...Fort Worth Texas . _

J B. HILL South Main Cleaners 1712 S Main Tort_
Worth Texas

DOROTHY L..BARRETT South Side Laundry and Cleaners
1001 W Magnolia Fort Worth Texas "

CARLOS MARTINEZ,.Sparks Cleaners 2409 NE 28th,-Fort
Worth Texas

RALPH Y MILLER Unique Cleaners 3200 Avenue G Fort

AUBREY O STAMPS Stamps Cleaners and Laundry 3509
Hemphill Fort Worth, Texas

JEFF R Si'W ERS Summers Cleaners 4458 Hemphill Fort

Worth Texas

J NOLAN MURPHY Jr. Sunshine Cleaners and Laundry
1200.x. _BeP # ie .yort Worth Texas

SCOTT L DALY Superior Laundry and Dry Cleaners 1220
N Main Fort Worth,.Texas

f::-3=-;"Mrs EFFIE S SURBER Surber Claimers 1412 N Ma
'Fort Worth Texas s

~~.$ r s

t "+ lot Vs . r..:i i ` T~ Y

N"
r4grasIi4g...tousu .'-1 l.tw...:c:.r.r 7bonali+



WALTER B. WEEMS Weems Cleaners 3001 North-South Freeway "+
-Fort Worth Texas :rs

SAMUEL H SCROOLER White Star Laundry and Cleaners .713
Missouri Avenue Fort Worth Texas

4 Y

Worth _SAMFLEY
TCD Cleaners 3007 S University Fort

Wo~'Texas ti=.. :t _ 2.r "! .ty -.J ~. 1!" _

fir 3
r

~ CLINTON THAMES,' Thamed Cleaners 609 S Jennings -Fort
Worth Texas .... r"r wi< MIS . f w_ j

.~ ~.'Ji ..r 4:n '.p". r'~Y "ice :sF r-. 3-4 .04
:', RAYMOND GREER University :Cleaners 2709 W. Berry, Fort

~ r Worth Texas .... _ l.. s .r.:.:~ ._

....::.. ~_ ..Mrs MAURINE MILLIORN Vii Cleaners '3639 Ryan Fort
Worth Texas.r. ._ -~~ .I . ~~i~ ... +~_ .cry

FRED H. FOREMAN Wichita Cleaners 4124 Wichita Fort

:Worth Texas _ i.cr _. .>

C Worth .Texas _ _ _._ ,LL_

` C W WAXEFIELD and .HENRY SMITH, Dallas Tailor and Laundry
Supply ,..1350 E Lancaster

.:. u
... "... _..1.L.5 !t
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Mr (PM) PELLERIN JR. Pellerin Laundry Machine

L\L~tY" L:L~

.,,: .Sales address unknown
.: : ,.~ RUBEN C HEN 513 South Lopez Street

1 "it ,4 f f q{"~+~'`/",o Iv .f -A=

4
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f

tr.~t.1 te

00-10461 ~~'
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Under date of April",11. 1964 the Kansas City Office
advised that.on that date Mr AL DAVIS Textile Marking Machine
Company,4ansas City Missouri, had advised that he does not
know the'.-location 'of all-cleaners using Tag-O-Lectric machines
in Dallas-and Fort Korth Texas and New Orleans Louisiana
Mr DAVIS suggested contacting a Mr TYSON at the White Star
Laundry 4535 Cole Street Dallas Texas and in the event Mr
TYSON could not be of assistance he suggested the following
jobbers be contcted in Dallas "_

HENRY MILLER, Dallas Tailor Supply Company 502
Second Avenue

~~ Mr KRISS Southern Cleaners and Laundry Supply

. Company 146 Glass Street ` l
GEORGE DURDIN Lasco Supply Company 2219 j.

; .Griffin Street

DAVIS advised that the above jobbers in Dallas
Texas also cover the Fort North Texas area

Z .Mr. DAVIS advised that he has not worked in the New
Orleans area in two years and does not know the present location
of Tag-O-Lectric machines in that area but suggested contacting
the following jobbers all in New Orleans

RUDOLPH RAMBLLI Rudolph Ramelli Inc. 1700 Poydras
Street ti'_
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! Under date of April 14 1964 the Bureau 'advised that
none of the other items of 06WALD'e clothing available contained

" any dry *cleaners or laundry narking that were similar"or could
= f be associated with the "30 0300-'laundry marking and the -'B9738

dry cleaner tag appearing on 'the x-42 -jacket. J
As a,.t .L. .r. '1 ".~! 'i/ .:. J Vii.. i.v . 1

~h
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4/24/64

4-rJam

~~ iI` VVVVr ~i 1.AVV ~ i l"iVWr OVA r -
` echnical Research Bureau furnished the following l
:sr formation concerning the laundry and/or cleaning marks

ocated on 1C-42 a gray jacket: r

The Laundry Mark File maintained by that depprtrnent
pertains to laundrydry and ,cleaning establishments in the
northeastern section of the United States with occasional4
submissions from other sections of the country The im rinted

pertains to the retail cleaner or launderer and the second
group to the individual customer The imprinting of tha
number into the cloth is indicative of la steam laundry
or a dry cleaning plant which sends its work out The
B-9738 stapled ticket is indicative of a "one hour cleaner
or an establishment which performs work on the premises.
For an effective check however the area where the garment
was cleaned or laundered-would have to be known according
to Thompson ; _

'c."s,4~ IDS

Mineola New York  Fil
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Y..
Investigation to Locate Source of
Identification Bracelets of LEE "

..RVEY OSWALD pnd MARINA OSWALD
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M xf On April 8, 1964 SA Je HALE McMENAMIN purchased a --

silver-colored identification bracelet from the jewelry counter
p

of t *'H. L. Green Company,'-1623 Main Street Dallas -Texas This
brac et was sold as a "girls hand-engraved expansion ident" '_
brace et for the retail price of $1.00 and was contained in a gold
colored cardboard box bearing a price tag with the following infor
taatioa ...r

'ywr
t

7 `
.~~'.~ .+rt ~` McCrory.

~. _`My z. ..~ a PJ _
i

~"'",,""..:,1._.~ra ' '. yS. _ ~i ."0 1(.311 ~ _'~ _ .tye rJ. :`,. tf.j:..a = "1"_'%

The "bracelet and box were marked for identification by
.SA McMENAMIN 4 .." -a L

i .,,:t . ,rl~ 5 . .yam f Z. t". . . ::1~ .._
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C/( F Ai CN u G/L
ZET 57_ 3 liad Street~Dal as Texas

~.> Oar"8/64

; Mr.. CHARLES
advised he operates the H.-L Green Watch Repair Company located in =

the slain ,floor of the H L 'Green Company Department Store 1623 .,'r
Main S reet",7'Dallas Texas Mr PEZET advised that prior to November
1962 swatch concession was located in the basement of this store
that,h moved his operation to the third floor of this same building
just prior to Thanksgiving .day 1962 and has been in .his present.

-location on the main floor of the H. L Green Company _since :March
1964 ." t .1 ..LjF. ~ 4wt.~'LV ..~ r ~."~i1.~.:.,r ` t i.iir -~a"...~ ~. ~.j Fraj

1.. y -rte ~1'.` ta :" r 1 ~~ ~..
~

f Mr PEZET was shown photographs of the expansion identifi
cation bracelets belonging to'LEEHARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD and

-..he stated he at one time stocked cheap bree.elets similar to the ones
in the photographs but does not have this type of bracelet in stock
at present.---,.He said he was

,not
to recall whether the bracelets he

previously stocked were identical with those in the photographs and
'would be:unable to resolve this since his records would not show the

type of bracelet he previously handled Mr PEZET advised that
bracelets of this type'have,the decorative border machine engraved'
on the name plate when they are received and that the only additional

-engraving would be the name desired by the customer He examined the

engraved name'='Marina on Mrs OSWALD's bracelet and advised this work
was very similar to work done by him He said it appeared to have
been done by an electric Burgess Vibro-graver type machine and that

although he.does not use one at present he has employed this type of

engraver in his work in the past W PEZET said that in order to be

positive he-would like to engrave the name "Marina on some test

.-.plates to compare with the name shown io"the photograph He then

engraved the name MARINA on two test plates and compared these

engravings with the name appearing on Mrs OSWALD's bracelet After
a careful comparison Mr PEZET advised it was his belief."he had

engraved this name on the bracelet Ile observed that due to the
.vibration of the engraving tool,-no two name engravings are exactly
identical but that since the formation of the letters in'-the name
MARINA was the same as his writing 'it is his belief

thqat

he engraved

.~",)~
this name 'M. .:" ..~w--.`~".1".fa'L"1 ,. ". _~"+ ..~ :`! T ,.s fbi .

1 // 1 1 t~ a

it "L .;fin::?,t::r ~:."t 61A .."wry .._y.~ , + .{.{'tit. ~ fin r.i

1..':1 r'6 +,..i ..'. 44 two 4. 53 i'I./~t
/8

"! ~.. t '_ ~ 'r N
1115!"-1Q~i01 ~","~

m Dallas Texas .Fn
" J HALE McMENAMIN and r A S "~j t V.

RAYMOND J FOX:Vm Dat dictot"d 418/64  

Y'.te doculo.nt cattalo* *either roeouto.odattoas sot ooaelosloos of the FBI It to the property of the FBI itnd to loaned to
youreg"*ayi Q oad its cements are not to be dl.trlbut.d outside poor f.~tt

"t"d .I. H -'PSI7'i ,ft +"p.-:t .} r~
t
"ts S . -sI"-s '.. _
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he advised he was unable to recall OSWALD as a customer of his =

watch
4op=at any location in the H L Green Store ~=`=

'Be-added however that it was quite possible OSWALD may
have purchased-articles An his shop and he would not recall-him since
he'-waits-on numerous persons during the-course of his business day

.= _
Be stated he.c6uld not..recall OSWALD as a watch repair -customer at his
shop =` He advised that until one month ago he did not keep='a name
file:on customers":and accordingly-'was unable to determine whether

.OSWALD might have been 's customer of-his at any time.= :~:";,~-~ r", r t
ell i . ` ".~ .:. c.J1 s...`"... '"_

Be 'was shown photographs of 'the bracelet of LEE HARVEY
"OSWALD;and stated that while-the bracelet appeared similar"=to those
-sold by him atone time he"ia-positive the name "Lee engraved

thereoQ was not done by him

Mr..PEZET was shown agirl's silver-type metal expansion
identification bracelet bearing the stamped mark "japan !which had
been purchased by SA J HALE McMENAMIN on April 8 1964 at the "
jewelry counter of the H L Green Company After examining the.

1.-;'bracelet construction and machined decorative border engraving on
the bracelet he advised it was his opinion the bracelet was identical
to Mrs OSWALD's bracelet before the name "Marina was added

Mr PEZETrecalled that in October 1963 the electric =-r
engraving tool being used by the girls working at the jewelry
counter of the R L Green Company broke down and he was asked
whether they could use his Burgess Vibro-graver He said since he'
was using a larger engraving machine at this time he readily agreed

. ,He advised he did not normally do engraving work for the

purchases made by customers at the S.' L Green jewelry counter but
does recall that in the first week in October 1963 be believed
on a Thursday evening, he received a call at his shop on the thirc

' floor from one of the EL L Green Company's managers on duty that

night who asked him whether be might be able to engrav@ a purchase
for a customer The manager,'who he believed was either KEN WOMACK
or BOB WEBER ,informed him that the girl who normally did do the

.n %._
+ i t " :t'.i 4+AFL.

%,~{:ny,"+T4.`~4 '4La "r "eM-."~" * r ~ t.
.

r J.r
n~,V ~,~
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Irj jt f "+Mpt....-h1 r<"". J=7 -~ .~ J .e r .a t.i -1 r

.'4':-.r~/w~ i t".i'Ai tJ'}e 4t t .:r3.iea j a +
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engraving "-Hr. PEZET who 'is '6 ` tall stated that while engraving
this purchase he-had the impression of a shorter person who was the
customer standing near by waiting the finished article. Be added

ate did not observe this person closely at any time and was unable
to say whether it was a man or a woman.

t c _ti Ott:" r<i.4c

Green Company on.the main floor where be engraved an item purchased
by the customer. He-was unable to recall whether this was a bracelet
qr so other item Be said neither 'could he recall the neture of 'the

--..engra ng naf could v.t definitely say whether he had engraved the
- name INA at this t .:'Mr..PEZET pointed out that since the

..article was 'not purchased from him he paid very little attention to
:'the customer"and the article and could not now recall 'specific

details concerning either. 'Be said the jewelry counter was using
his engraving machine at this time but had also repaired.their own
machine 'and he could not state which machine he used to make this

a.."4
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--engraving was away from the counter and he desired PEZET to expedite
the sale. He said he proceeded to the jewelry counter of the H L
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AVALOS Mexchan isg,-,tivgt,,~Jewelry,~d.
L Green Comp 1623 Main Stela

ez&s viewed photographs of a silver-colored expansion,,identification
bracel t bearing the engraved name "Marina and advised it was similar
in* design to ",a bracelet sold by the H L Green Company She they

:.~ viewed a bracelet presented to herby SA.J HALE McMENAMIN-which was

purchased from the jewelry counter of this store after which she
stated she thought it definitely to be the same design as the bracelet
appearing in"'the photographs -Miss DAVALOS continued that the border
design on the name plate of the bracelet-is done by the manufacturer-

and-purchased with-the border design already etched however any names

engraved into.the name plate are done by employees ofthe.H L Green

-Company.

i Similarly,. Miss DAVALOS viewed photographs of an expansion
bracelet bearing the engraved name "Lee on the name plate of the-
bracelet-and identified this bracelet also as being handled by_the
It L.-Green Company ,Sheistated that on occasion she waits on.cus
tourers at the jewelry counter and when engraving is required is .
capable of this type of skill but that the names MARINA and LEE as

they.appear.on the above bracelets were not engraved"by her

Miss DAVALOS advised that *the H L Green Company is one
of the stores owned by the McCrory McLellan Green Stores Corpotation
and"in"the Dallas t Fort Worth area there are four other stores in
this chain which handle these bracelets both of which are purchased

= from Originalities of New York Corporation 890..Broadwayyo w Cork City
She stated the bracelet purchased by SA J HALE McMENAMIN-is purchased
as a girl's band-engraved expansion identification bracelet order
No 1231 while the bracelet bearing the engraved name "Lee is
believed by her to be identical with order No 1220 and-purchased
from Originalities of New York as a men's expansion identification "

bracelet..: ! 1.
1 . ~_ 1 ` r .~ "~~

+
T" " " t

Miss DAVALOS stated she is not .aware that any other stores
'in-Dallas carry this bracelet other than the H L Green Company at

fir ".V.V 1-. .1 / . ~
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-1623 4in Street Dallas McCrory's 383 W -Jefferson Dallas the
H L reen Company 901.Souston Street;"Fort Worth Texas the

McCrory's Storer 401 Houston Street Fort -Worth Texas,* and_ the

.McCrory! s 'Store,+ 6305_ Camp Bowie Blvd. Fort Worth .Teza*.; f
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'"' fits PELINDIG ~ 3111 W. Jefferson Avenue
V

Da11asY;'Te xasI -Yw.T"t1.v Y .."~{.-..ty.0"l."Y
advise she is employed d as cashier and pa roll clerk at the H ~

mp~e_ ~,,~ 'b2 Street,---Dallas Texas..Green o an de $ n tore~7

r

4...t...''

"
PD403 Mew $44) ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA

Dot 4/10/64

s d -t a personnel records system of the store is 'not .set up

by individual departments due to the turnover of personnel and
transfers within the store of employees from one department to
another She said for this reason it would not be possible to `'=

determine from her records the names of girls who had been'employed
--at the jewelry counter of this store during the period March through

October 1963 :.-T -A-'' -404. r$
J t .ai

'sLt;s 1t3 ti 1,t t I+i~4- *: p.}.tZ ,~j "!":!~ }~ ~~ Zj.....th Zvl :1.V`~ .Ffr,a

Mrs.` LINDIG suggested that these names be obtained from

-either JUANITA DAVALOS merchandise b.yer for the jewelry and

cosmetic department or from Mrs VEL.M SCOTT the floor supervisor
who arranges the working hours ,for girls in these departments Mrs

LINDIG stated neither Mrs DAVALOS nor Mrs SCOTT are required to -

keep records for these` girls and that both would have to rely on__
:their personal knowledge and recollection of these employees i

...j r
>"r ~,
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JUAN ITA..DAVALOS,Merchandise Buyer, Jewelry and Cosmetics
Department E L-.. Green Company, 1623 Main Street -advised 'that the ;act

'identities .of,-.the girls who were employed on the jewelry 'counter 'of.
this 4ore"...on October 3 1963,~.and October .4 1963 are .as follows -`

~
i

Dots

who was :employed by ;.,the .store from September 1963 to
October 18 1963._ r.

"tits ('"'! ..vLs .a .

?D401 UW..14:40 ERAL BUREAU OF IN'JESTIGATICr~ ,~ it y S-:i

BRENDA JOYCE -DANIEL 8407 Nislqually Street Dallas Texas
who has been employed by the store from October 24 1962

._ ;~ --_ to the present and .'is presently "employed at the stationary
iir. :c '.counter.if it "z;--h.. " -~~~~r :c .1.-~_ v;'.{+i.t" ~.1"~i -.v. Sr

tom`
-'+

:;~" L1. ..3 e f .= ,,'r.--t. "t. r.l i .1 . .L~~JEG'~'..il:"...(r t ,~ ~

. '.. -,-.:7.:'.::-SANDRAEIAINEKINSLOW 3911 Palacios Dallas Texas

w "ate

"~i"t .i ~'~ sr . ;..* "."may

.*t.,
{~Sl,,.}

. _**
. "1 ".G". .'~ `l "~:-r . ~...:!'."

;" s'_ . l`~ "J"i y ~. Q ]rte ~'1r"-.i .) t .

f Z'"7" a...A .7 f i



at the jewelry--counter during this period of time r="
eA
1.t PAT STONE .~::~..s :<_ _.~ =D.:i

DORIS BRADLEY -`

.. SANDRA KINSLOW and Y 1
BRENDA DANIEL

Mrs SCOTT said she did not have completemmes:or addresses
for these,girls.but'believed'they could be obtained from the payroll
records

^L== lirs.-"'SCOTT advised'she believes a young school girl
worked part .time at this counter but stated she could not recall
her name

Date '10/64
Y_ 1- __~ I

VEI T 770 hpitge 5.. rpet. Dallas Texas
= advised she l is employed as supervisor of Department No 25 at '(e

L Green mp,uay.sdepArtaQent,,ttQ a",.,.1623 Main Street Dallas,-'Texas
,;and t is department is made up of the drug and cosmetic counters -`.+

She sftid one of her duties as supervisor is to arrange the working
hours for the girls employed at the jewelry counter e .11 =

t ',Yi'~ mss. a }~ .~ .i1Ja 's.< . Tr ~..`t ~'`~ '~ i "~
?fry SCOTT advised she has no records to show exactly

which girls worked at the jewelry counter during the period March

through October,.1963,`but from notations in her workbook,regarding
the hourly= schedules, "she believes ,the following girls were employed

Fib # DL 100-10461

4/9/64
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a information *tithe jewelry counter for part Eime employees in the
'absence of the!employee's full tame

a..LINDIG advised she was unable to determine employment

11r tii gi

418/ 64 Dallas i Texas 161
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of 4/10/64
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.a _

~ "~ Mrs PEGGY LINDIG 3111 W Jefferson Avenue :Dallas ,Texas~
"-advised the personnel and payroll records of the H L Gre man

~~ depa~ tmenoore 1623 Main Street Dallas Texas contained the.''.:
._ 3~.fo1 owing -informat n regarding .employment of the following persons:

g
PATRICIA NE .34O Lake .Cliff Drive Dallas Texas

:L2
' was gmpIMO t this store from September 3 1963 until

March of 1964. , /'AeS Wm* f .a tv,v s

'1 i-'K .""r r 4 ".N31S ec~~i~ "ST Q~~NAa cx.~s
;,DORIS ELAINE BRADLEY 5407 Pa rry Avenue Dallas;'Texas

---'s

was employed at this store from March 26 196.3 until

`a .e April 1964.:.: s . ~""~ =~x ~..

BRENDA JOYCE DANIEL 8407 Nisqually Street Dallas Texas
employed at the store from October 24 1962 through the

.present and presently employed at the stationery counter

SANDRA ELAINE.AINSLOW 3911 Palacios Street, Dallas Texaa
who was employed at the store from September.21 1963 =

1 _
throuf,hOctober 18 1963?t_.t

arr
v r vs:{".mot. . i .__."" i :.rt v '4, :I

s1,t t'.
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Miss BRENDA JOYCEOANIEL 8407 N4ILl rest advised
.she recalls that during October,,1963 she was as a sales
.girl ,t'the jewelry counter--of the W.r.,gen  Company She was =

.''`' shows phatpgraphs of the bracelets-of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA"
OSWALII and after examining the engraved dalges appearing'-on the

r"'a bracelets 'stated that neither of these nalses was .engraved
max_

by

1 _"i, . ~ ..:.
~

"./7_I :-. ..

;.z c `t .r Miss DANIEL was shown a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and she stated she could not recall OSWALD as a customer at the

';;" IL L Green =Cpmpany store at, an time. ~`: r "","=-~t u=- ..
lIL,"-!-"..~. 41N.V~ ..t~ ..'+ ,.1."A.v~~ J 'v -a ~~"w t:y ,`~"`a C'lGl '+ `.

i L :"''ice as.._ t _
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"= Mx WOMACK viewed a photograph of a bracelet
r belonging to MARINA OSWALD which bears the engraved name "MARINA

on the name plate of this bracelet and advised that although he
":.._ has done some of this engraving in the past the engraving on

this bracelet was definitely not performed by him He pointed
out however after viewing photographs of this bracelet he

~ `_ does recall that the bracelet mentioned above which he felt
required the services of CHARLES PEZET to engrave was similar

-*-"'I in type-to that appearing in the photograph as he recalls the
same plate :on the bracelet Fad a curved rather than a flat eurfage

i is

u '~ ". .

FDa02 (R $44) ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI

4/14/64.pot

:.e.r re sit

.. .. Mr XENNE 4OMACK, 3915 Buena Vista ApartmentyD
Dallis e_as,, advise he is currently employ'~d-as-a ages

E o e_t re pleasant oye_DDi>z&  las
"~= Texas hiaving formerly been employed as a store manager-with H." L

.Green Stores, Inc. 1623 Main Street Dallas, Texas -

'Mr WOMACK advised that in early October 1963 at Wit
.6ioO or 7100 PM which would have been on a Thursday evening

as the-store does not stay open that,late on other nights he
~ recalls that the girl at the jewelry counter called for him to

assist in-engraving an identification bracelet He stated he 6'`
~ examined...the bracelet and decided he would rather obtain the

services 'of Mr CHARLES PEZET who runs a watch repair concession
--- within the confines of the .H L Green Store and called upon

.him to come down from his quarters on the third floor of% the store
and perform this piece of engraving.

WOMACK stated he cannot now recall who the girl was
on duty at the jewelry counter that particular evening and paid . .~~

:gin no particular attention to the customer and had no conversation
"with this customer He pointed out the.only thing he can recall

"'is that the customer was a male but 'from viewing the photograph
-of LEE'HARVEY OSWALD, advised he could not determine whether

this customer was identical with OSWALD

4.fr
:fir ""e ~ , yv . .3
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`.r" ', r-. _
=" Miss SANDRA ELAIDIKINSLOW 3911 Palacios Street Dallas -

Terms. advised she was 'em loved at-the H ,L Gree_~ ny  8,,rtment
sto a in"downtown Dallas during Septe er and October, 1963 however

she` quite 'positive 'she 'never worked at the jewelry counter at any
times She-said her,maip employment at this store was at_the hairy:

goOds counter-"and she worked for a short period of time. at the = '1
cosmetics counter Kiss KINSLOW stated.she never did any jewelry
engraving at any time .bile employed at this store r C J.

A photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was shown-to-.Miss
KINSLOW and she advised she-had never seen this'persoa'in the store '

at anp!'tIme U.1 I w__ ;ad tt z ':I .*; Air-fret
~'."j" .-fa. p r r C* t. 6. -r tw f i47 '~.a4 ..~ ba J {.r

-'..:~ri~ "~ .'_{"aMHI:V.w =r:.."'Y t .w:b:i.. -a~-(`.U"ti--r_t:-.F.'47r vrY:rwIn~l.i..
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Mrs.. DORIS ELA RADLEY :54QLParry-'Street---Dal as&"Texas~
advised she was _employed by the S L -Green Com an apartment 'store

downtown Dallas from March un a first week o ar
1964 She said during this time she was mainly employed at the-,--;..-)
jewelry.cbunter although she did fill in at other counters occasionally
She said her normal hours of employment were from 9:30 a.m `

to
5:30 p.m daily with the exception of Thursday of each week when
she .worked from 9:30 a.m to

9:00(
p.m `

'1,.
~r

;. ~ 'yi}...b~ti "~`=,s ~` -~l~.IN ^ c M.'t".iYl e.".1S. .` ". ,I " 4.1-..~F T..t1t~ ~"{ f.. s
f!""`'"~~,~ =.-Mrs ..-BRADIEY was shown photographs of the expansion -~

:identification -bracelets belonging to LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his
-1_ -wife MARINA OSWALD She said she feels sure these bracelets-are

exactly the same as identification bracelets which.were'sold at the
'-` jewelry counter _of the H L.-Green Company store. She examined the

name engravings on both bracelets and said she'did not engrave either

_
of these names Mrs BRADLEY advised she could not determine who had

r .engraved these bracelets but'-it was her belief they could have been
done by CHUCK PEZET who sometimes engraved articles for the jewelry
counter employees. Mrs BRADLEY stated that occasionally articles

-.were sent to Mr.-.PEZET on the third floor of the Green Company
''.'department store building when other personnel were not-.available to

engrave;them. She `said she also recalls that Mr. PEZET came to the
"

counter on several occasions to ,engrave articles for,"the'.employees.

BRADLEY advised the only other person she could recall
ly who may have 'engraved articles at the jewelry counter in-,addition

' to those furnished by .the personnel department was LINDA RAGLAND
who'was.a student at Woodrow.High School and who worked part time

at the 'store at the jewelry counter f ti

" A photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was shown to Mrs :.BRADLEY
. and she .advised she had never seen this ,person in.the .store at any
-! time -fL !

4i



,. RAYMOeTD J FOX and J .HALE MC MINA IN at Jjaj,,,a '_T,4.L rte ., _

::t Mrs LVCI MILT 341Lake Cliff Drive
1 advised on April 13 1964

`
that Mrs PATRICIA STOKE no anger

:~ ~ resides' at this address She said that Mrs STONE rented an
apartment in her home for a period of a few months and moved
out about February 15, 1964. Mrs MC MILLEN advised that ~.

w mars STONE 'left no fo rding address but she believes that
her mother Mrs BEM FPXMMt G 431Arfiona Street Dallas

'Mat. may know her present address

"_,~. Mrs BEUIAH FREMMING 1431 Arizona Street, Dallas "+
` Texas advised on April 15 1964 that her daughter PATRICIA

*'= STONE was employed by the H L Green Company Department
`+. Store, 1623-Main Street Dallas Texas until approximately
'% ~~~ three weeks ago Mrs FREMMING advised that 'PATRICIA is married

to TOMMY STONE and that until Saturday April 11 1964 both
resided at 4315 Bryan Street in Dallas Mrs FREM G stated
t hat PATRICIA husband is gan alcoholicland that she quit her

~ job in order to take care of him She said that PATRICIA and

:
..ber husband moved kw* the apartment on Bryan Street ".on Saturday

April* 11 1964 and she does nvt kn #v their prssant".address

"*'Y ,~-} ` ,"'T' Mrs MINING stated that PATRICIA and her husband
have moved on various occasions in the past and the only way
she could learn her daughter's address was when PATRICIA called
her after several weeks absence. She stated that she and her
husband have made numerous efforts to locate her daughter ..

< PATRICIA since .last-Saturday with no success.

Mrs FREMMING a dvisad that in the past when TOMMY
STONE has

been[drirhfng)far
saveral weeks PATRICIA has taken

~ . hilt to his parents ham in Grand Saline Texas and she feels

-7 4,:."i : they'may be living with his parents at prasant She said that -;.;t





Date 4/17/64

Mrs PATRICIA STO= 4;15 Bryan Street Dallas Texas

appeared at the Dallas Office of tun l oat's'! tx u of Investigation
on April 16 1964 at which tune she advised she had just returned

to Dallas from Grand Saline Te:ae where she hai been residing with

the parents of her husband TOMMY STONE

Mrs STONE stated she was employed by the H L Green

Company department store 1623 Main Dallas Texas from September
1963 to March 1964 and that during this time she was employed
mainly at the jewelry counter although she also did some work at

the cosmetics and novelty counters

Mrs STONE was shown photographs of the identification
bracelets of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his wife MARINA OSWALD and after ..

--examining both shs stated they appear to be identical with bracelets
sold at the jewelry counter of the H L Green Company She said

these bracelets appear to be the same as the bracelets sold to the

store by Originalities Incorporated of New fork City

Mrs STNS examined the engraving on both the bracelets

and she said that neither the name LEE nor the name MARINA was

engraved by her She pointed out that she estimated that approximately

twenty.of these bracelets were gold each weak and it was extremely
difficult to recall any particular sale Mrs STONE advised she was
unable to recognize the engraving on the bracelets but stated the

engraving could have been done by most any of the employees Mrs

STONE said that in addition some engraving was done at this counter

by Mr (CHARLES PEZET w!` operated a watch repair counter in the store

'and that this engraving could have been done by him

A photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was shown to.Mre STONE

and she advised she could not recall taviag eae3 him as a customtr at

the store at any time _

Mra STONE stated she and her husband plan to move ba;' into

an apartment at 4315 Biyitin Street Dallas Texas

168
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On 4/13/64 .w ,Dallas Texas File l DL 100-10461

 Dot dictot.d 4113/64

M

Miss LINDA CARO RAGLAND 3110_Minoco Street;,,Dal4s4,1exas
advised she was employed. by the B L Green Company de1artment store
at downtown Dallas from August 22 1963 to October 4 X963.-Shsaid
during this period of time she worked at the jewelry counter from
1:00 p.m until the store closed Miss RAGLAND advised she did quite

_a bit of jewelry engraving during this period and that the evening
hours were her busiest She was shown photographs of the identification 1
bracelets of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his wife MARINA OSWALD and she i

identified both bracelets as being-identical with the type sold at the
H L Green Company department store She examined the name LEE engraved
on one of the bracelets and said she is positive she did not engrave
this name With regard to Mrs OSWALD's bracelet she said she did

-not believe she had engraved this name Miss RAGLAND stated that due
to the vibrations of the engraving tool-it was difficult for her to i
determine who might have engraved the name MARINA on this bracelet.
"St}e pointed out that an identification bracelet is particularly
difficult to engrave since it cannot be placed'flet on the table and.'
the expansion band interferes with the engraving procedure

Miss RAGLAND advised that since her.last day of employment
with the H L Green Company store was October 4 1963 she clearly
recalls that on the night before she worked until 9:00 p.m and this
was a Thursday evening She said it is her recollection that during
that evening a man purchased a bracelet as a gift however she is
unable to recall vibo engraved this bracelet She was shown photo
graphs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and was unable to identify him as a
customer at the store at any time She advised however that it is

possible he could have been the person who purchased the bracelet
on the Thursday evening before she left-this employment but could
not definitely identify him

Miss RAGLAND advised she believes that CHUCR"PEZET engraved
some articles at the counter on her last evening at the store but
since sdoony sales were-made she is unable to recall the exact
circumstances under which he did the engraving

169
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Mr WALTER L CHILDRESS Manager of McCrorys Department
Store 383 W Jefferson Avenue Dallas Texas advised his store
does not sell expansion identification bracelets distributed by
Originalities Incorporated 890 Broadway New York City Mr
CHILDRESS stated his store is not equipped to engrave jewelry pur
chased at the jewelry counter ",~_
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On April 11 1964 St :. 1:!A-I I z_? g= purchased
a man's hand-engraved expansion identification bracelet from
the jewelry counter at the E L Green Store 1C23 Main Street,
Dallas Texas for the retail price of 81.00 Th s bracelet
was marked for identification by SA * NENAt4IN

."a

y71

on  .4/11,/64  at  Dallas
Texas  File DL 100-10461

by Special Agent J HAIR IC ICNAKIN/eah Date dictated 4/14/64
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,_cation labels .and it was,noted they are printed on slick white--paper --.

~.in red ink:and the words "Continental Trailways".appear across the
top of the sticker followed by three ruled lines and the words
"Name Address City. 'Printed across the bottom of the sticker

...Are the words,,"Route of the SILVER EAGLES. BENTLEY advised these
:.-stickers have a sensitized adhesive back indicating the stickers
'.'fare affixed to the baggage by -peeling off a paper backing which

:protects the adhesive surface BENTLEY advised the adhesive backed
identification label has been in use by Continental Trailways sines

;;.Kay of 1962 and that previously the company utilized string-tie
::_identification labels similar to the baggage checks.:

1z_ .3
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ENTLEY Supervisor,_Stationery Supplies
4

Coninen
Trailways 150 Jackson Str tDallas,easwas exhibted tpho o t:.
graphs of -two t.` aveiing bags determined to bepossibly the grope ty

,,of-LEE HARVEY OSWALD and identified as Commission exhibit A-1 a
blue cloth zipper bag and Commission exhibit C254 a green clot

i..bag known as a "Bee 4 bag

:,.. ....:Upon viewing photographs depicting portions of two paper
stickers affixed to the.top surface of the "Bee 4 bag and a photo

% graph depicting the top portion of a baggage check tied 'to the handle
-"of'the "Bee'4 bag BENTLEY identified the adhesive stickers as

sensitized identification labels utilized by Continental Trailways
for customers! convenience in further identifying the bag and BENTLEY_

7-identified-the stri &.tee-tied to the handle as .the top portion of a
Continental TrailwayB baggage check _ ._

BENTLEY furnished samples of the adhesive backed identifi

BENTLEY stated his records reflected that the first.grjder
,t.zfor the new sensitized identification label was placed in April

.;-1962 for one million labels'and that delivery was made on May 23
=1962 at which time the labels were immediately dispersed to all

,<,Continental Trailways outlets The labels are described as 1 1/4
inches by 2 7/16 inches-i-.size and are shipped 1,000 per roll

"1,7"BENTLEY stated these labels are purchased from the Printer Allen
and Company Post Office Box 169 Arlington Texas ,

4/30/64 .t Dallas Texas
File l
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T _ With'regard'to the photograph depicting a torn upper

.portion of a'baggagb check BENTLEY advised the baggage check _14
affixed to the handle.of the `;Bee 4 bag in the photograph bears

the number 2-1125-2'in the upper',right-hand portion and the words

"Form No T-13 in the upper left-haid portion indicating that this

is a portion of a baggage check discontinued since January 1964

BENTLEY stated the baggage check'now'in use is identical in format

with the-exception"that the printer's mat number set forth in the

upper right-hand corner'is now No 2-4672-3 and that the upper"llIEt",
hand corner now bears the Continental Trailways symbol instead of the

words "Form No T-13. BENTLEY added that in addition the new tag_words
printed in black ink whereas the discontinued tag was printed in &I

blue ink BENTLEY advised the first order for new baggage check

No. 2-4672-3 'was first 'placed with the printer August 31 1963

however,.due to the large backlog of old tags in the hands of the _..

printer,'this baggage tag was still-in use as of January 1964

and in fact, the last order of the old tag was received in early

January 1964 BENTLEY was unable to advise as to the significance
of-the printer's mat number located in the upper right-hand corner
of the baggage check, however BENTLEY stated baggage checks for

the Continental Trailways system are printed by the Ennis Business
Forms Company Ennis Texas..'

_
BENTLEY observed further that the brown manila patch at

the top portion 'of the baggage checK.bears the words "Continental

Trailways Dallas Texas."'.'BENTLEY advised,that'all baggage checks

for the Continental Trailways system which are dispersed through
t

the stationery `apply center in Dallas bear the same designation
"Continental Trailways Dallas Texas, and that this indicates

simply that'the baggage checks are handled through the Dallas

stationery supply center. BENTLEY stated that the Dallas stationery

supply center supplies all Continental facilities throughout the

states of Texas and Arkansas and the Rocky Mountain area He stated

'that other stationery supply centers are located in Omaha Nebraska

Alexandria Virginia Wichita Kansas. and Los Angeles California

and that supplies including baggage checks dispersed through those
centers would accordingly bear the name of the supplying city

:.
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'., With regard to the photograph depicting yellow chalk

'markings on the side of the _"Bee 4 bag BENTLEY advised he is s

thesContinental Trailways system within the realm of his experience
does not utilize such system.and he feels sure this method of

-identification is not in usd;.by any other bus company
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appearance to .the baggage check. .!

With respect to the baggage check,.TOLMAN advised the torn

baggage'check portion pin"the phgtograph as being fixed to
the "Bee 4 bag is of atype discontinued by'Continental Trailways

'about January 1964 indicating this tag was undoubtedly issued to
a customer prior to that time

" 1
176

Dallas Texas
On et

;'` . EUGENN F PETRAKIS and

by Special Agent  A RAYMOND SWITZER vm
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_i CYRUS S~LMAN Di * nf_ T ft -Ses COntinenta.3
Trailwy8 3l5 Continental& ,`+, .Dallas Texas was exhibi ed photo

graphs .of two traveling bags identified aaa Commission exhibit A
'a blue cloth,zipper bag and Commission exhibit C254 a green ci

bag'known as a'"Bee 4 bag which bags were possibly the ropert
LEE HARVEY OSWALD . ~

` "
-Upon viewing the photographs depicting two partial stickers

_affixed on'thee top surface of the ,"Bee s4, TOLMAN readilf identified
these stickers as portions of sensitized adhesive identification,labels

"which are furnished t customers at the time the customer 'checks his
baggage into_,t ie bus ita'tion pieparato y to his departure'.-;The customer
is requested at'that time to fill in his name address,'and4city"on

:'the face of the label and to affix the !adhesive backed label on to his
--'the-customer's, big TOLMAN advised these sensitized labels are-the

only such labels utilize by Continental Trailways in'the'general
,course of'busiiess and that the two photographs of the portions of
-the top surface "of .the "Bee 4 bag represent the top right-hand portion"
"'of one label and the other portion represents the lower left-band

corner of an identification label

.~~ TOLMAN pointed out further that the sensitized adhesive
''identification label has only been in use by Continental'Trailays

.Company since the`spring.of 1962.. Prior to'that time TOLMAN advised
the company bad utilized a string-tie identification tag similar in

TOLMAN advised the format of both tags is identical with
.the exception that..the-words "Form No T-13 set forth in the upper

,left-hand corner of the discontinued tag have been replaced with a

Continental`Trai.ways symbol and the new tag is.now printed in black

It to Ws peop.ttr of the FBI
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ink whereas -the previous tag was printed in blue ink ~

TOLMALviewed the photograph of the "Bee 4 reflecting
markings in yellow chalk consisting of the numerals "9/26 and a
third indistinguishable mark abov4 the "26. TOLMAN advised that
Continental Trtq.lways has a strict policy against marking or

defacing the' customers bags in'any way and all identifying markings
and data-are'affixed to the customers bags by string-ties'or adhesive

;labels TOLMAN stated further that he was not ataare of any system of

.marking"customers''bags with chalk utilized by any bus company .
railroad or'airline operating in the Continental United States

__TOLMAN suggested however that this system of marking would be
'`

unique in itself and might possibly be prevalent in Mexico or used

by other foreign travel services
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Doti 114/64

Dallas Continental Trailways

'5/25/62 '.. 200,000.tags Dallas Continental Trailways

-" t LEONARD P BRIG Fink ijal,,Vice Pre s ident",,e,.Enasy,~us He s s
Forms 214 Knox 'Street,EpI.e" T.p_xcs.. advised"~tba't for the last

gears his company as been commissioned by Continental Trailways
print baggage-checks as well 'as-other material for that company
accordance with a nationally adopted format -GEHRIG exhibited a
Continental Trailways baggage check formerly printed for and utilized

by Continental Trailways bearing in the upper right-hand corner of
the tag the number 2-1125-2 and bearing in the upper left-hand corner

---C."''For"m No.-T-13. GERRIG explained that the words "Form No T-13
=represent a format'recomnended by the Interstate Commerce Commission
.for use 'by'-'all. common carriers and isa generally accepted and widely

owed form. GEHRIG explained that the number set forth in-the upper
right-hand-corner-represents a printing mat number and that all

-.baggage checks printed according to that format bear a printer's
,number for reference purposes.

GEHRIG stated the initial order for this tag was received

'by is firm fra Continental Trailways on March 14 1962 requesting
-,a printing of 600,000 baggage checks tags using printer's mat No

-2-1125-2"for format GEHRIG advised there was a total of two orders

'",under printing mat No 2-1125-2 and that periodic shipment of these
orders waa made in 1962 and 1963 as follows

. .

Order of March "14 1962 For 600,000 tags blue ink
Series 300-001 through 900-000

. 1c ...t Amount, .. For "

._,4/11/62 200,000 tags

5/28/62 200,000 tags Dallas Continental Trailways

..Order ofJanuary.11 1963 For 750,000 tags --blue ink

.;_ " -~~ i Series 100-001 through 850-000

IS and
by Special Ag.nt NJ) SWjT7.ER t yEZ Daft dictatod 14164
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ti r. -Shipments ~~, "e ':Amount

3/29/63 _ _259,000 tags

ti "7/15/63 250,000 tags Dallas Continental Trailways

Third shipment completed = ` '.-'.: --`
y 10/30/63 --Break-down as follows

"y Y~ 'E'= 10/8/63 -Twow'cartons ~ Shipped
.": -= 10,000 tags

10/9/63

A
i

- ~` ' ~10/1 63 Seven cartons

-Two cartons

For _ ... %-: e

Dallas Continental Trailways

Shipped 15,000 tags

Shipped .70,000 tags ~"
sip,"
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"''.''''''"lo/3063
`

Sixteen cartons Shipped 155;000 tags
+h "irk.".Y w. "'"~i-ty rl "r.r. 1 r..i. .t .~ ".r'.rirr

. _'~",..~~.~,:.~ -.'f . .'t TOTAL ,250,000 tags.r

GERRIG advised that the initial order for the new tag under. '~

'`printer's mat.No..2-4672-3 was placed August 31 1963 by Continental

'Trailways and;;indicated only'minor changes from the previous baggage
check in that Continental requested the new tag be printed in black

:ink and that the words "Form No.`T-13 in the upper left-hand corner

,be replaced with the Continental Trailways copyrighted symbol
GEHRIG advised.the first shipment of the new baggage check was made
on January .13 1964 for-.175,000.,tags ,which were shipped;to Continental

Trailways .Dallas _ f , .

"
GEHRJG advised that the printer's mat No 2-1125-2 has no

"significance in establishing when a particular tag was issued or

.through what -Continental Trailways station other than to signify the

tag was furnished to-a"customer sometime between April 1962 and

January;\ 1964 GERRIG advised that all baggage checks furnished to
the Dallas Office of Continental Trailways .likewise bear the words

,t-"Continental-Trailways Dallas,..Texas on the brown reinforcing
patch at the top portion of the baggage check

l'~
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',McREE was also exhibited a color photograph of Commission
_Exhibit C254 which is a cloth bag green in color known as a 'Bee 4
~bag It measures approximately 24 inches long by 18 inches high by

11-inches.wide...This bag has markings on one side in"yellow which
;appear to be the date '9/26 and an unreadable mark above the numer

al '26 which may be an initial On the top portion of .C254 are two
-~'--fragments of w t appear to be bus company stickers and a awall decal

believed to..bee trademark of the bag Attached to the handle of
C254-is the;top portion of a baggage check of the Continental Trail
ways, Da11as Texas.`,{This bag was .also believed to be the property

. of,.LE HARVEY_ OSWALD i!"r , t..~~..1 :~1 raw+.~*..~J.~ .w .:~ ..
,

he could not-'recall seeing LEE HARVEY OSWALD at the time h

v 4

w

/4/64

1
y ~

tr rrr

18 0

File #
DL .100-1046 :

Date

..t

JOB McREE ~ecreta;Y .o` ReB~,dsnco.~ Yout}g. sn's
Christian Association (YMCA) 605 North Brva_y advised ...check
o e'celptB 'for.October 3 196 reflect at RAE G BARKER
Desk Clerk registered LBE HARVEY OSWALD on tober 3 1963

'"I4cRBE said to the best of his recollection h did not..see.L8Z
HARVEY,OSWALD_when he registered into the =

t-1 -
Opg.

_95McRZE was exhibited a color photograph o ssion .t
Exhibit A-1,`a cloth zipper bag blue in color with black plastic

-edgings and .two black plastic handles This bag has a zipper at
:j the top and on one side .It .measures approximately 21 inches long
;'by"11 inches high by 9 inches wide There are no markings on this

bag,which_was believed to be the property of LES HARVEY OSWALD

After viewing the above photographs McRBE said to the
best of his recollection he has never seen these bags,and stated

e regis
tered into that YMCA on October 3 1963 or when he checked out
on October 401963.

w f"t=r r
.
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RAE G RKER "osk C k ~s Ch iari.Associs
tion (Y1CA) 605 North En advised he was on duty as Desk Clerk

:from :00 PM to 3 :"t PM on tober 3 1963 BARKER said up
a review-of receipts for Octo er 3, 1963 he would estimate

.up

'.~.be registered LEE BARVEY OSWA into than YIMA Room 601 be
the ht rs-of 4:00 PM and 4:30 M .He said he could not recall
registering OSWALD ilesmuch a he registers numerous people
throughout the day

.` BARKER was exhibited a color photograph of Commission

.Exhibit A.1 "a cloth zipper bag blue in color with black plastic
"~ edgings and,two black plastic handles This bag has a zipper at

. the top and on one side -It measures approximately 21 inches long
by 11 innkhes high by 9 inches wide There are no markings on this

"
bag which was believed to be the property of 1.88 1 RVEY OSWALD"t ..

BARKER was also exhibited a .color photo raph of Commission
Exhibit C254 which is a cloth bag green in color known as a 'Bee
4 bag It measures approximately 24 inches long by 18 inches high
by'll inches wide. This bag has

sltrkings
on one side in yellow

.= which appear to be the date 09/260 and an unreadable mark above the
numeral 8260 which may be an initial On the top portion of C254
are two fragments of what appear to be bus company stickers and a
small decal believed to be the trademark of the bag Attached to

:the handle of C254 is the top portion of a baggage check of the
Continental Trailways Dallas Texas This bag was also believed
to be the "property of LEE IIARVEY OSWALD

BARKER said he cannot recall ever seeing these bags and
stated hee-does not know what type luggage LEE RARVEY OSWALD had at
the time he registered into the Y1CA on October 3 1963

tj'DL 100-.104 1
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Dat" 5/4/64

` ` v _
^ Mrs B RSR LL 5932/ Dram advise she worked part.,,

time as a new Jerk_ at..the_XQung Men'e Christian Association

EzvayDallas Texas. Mrs MARSHALL said sh
, ..was so employed between the hours of 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM,'.on

..'October 4,-1963 Mrs MRS1 lLL said she recalls the name LEE
i HARVEY OSV41LD and recalls she-checked him out of the Y1CA sometime
"'. between noon and 4:00 PM to the best of her recollection She
.t~'said she recalls'the incident because she thinks the name OSMLD

is a very ugly name She said-to the best of her recollection
~~,C61tALD was= alone ~ t;:-. -- _
'~` r .1 I"} f'.~ilw~ "r:S L ate:3 -.a :d C f'X11 '~~. "i ..-.a f"T.'=~~-r r'I.".~ ..~ k . ~ ~ 2

"-"`~ .Mrs W RSFALL was exhibited a color photograph of
Commission 'Exhibit A-1 a cloth zipper bag blue in color with

t black plastic edgings and two black plastic handles This bag
has a sipper at the top and on one side -It measures approximately

~y21 inches 'long by 11 inches high by 91 inches wide There arsine

markings on this bag which was believed to be the property of LES
'I` BARVBY OSWALD

- ..y

.Mrs. MARS13ALL was also exhibited a color photograph of

;1 Commission Exhibit C254 which is a cloth bog green in-color
"

'known as a "Bee 4 bag It measures approximately 24 inches long
by 18 inches high by 11 inches wide This bag has markings on* one

``:side in yellow which appear to be the date "9/26 and an unreadable
;4.:r mark-above the numeral "26 which may be an initial On the top

portion `of C254 are two fragments of what appear to be'bus company
stickers and a small decal believed to be -the trademark of the bag
Attached to the handle of C254 is the top portion of a baggage
check of the Continental Trailways,.Dallas Texas This bag was
also believed to be the property of LES HARVEY OS14A D

After viewing the above photographs Mrs MRS} LL Stated
:I -she does not recall what bags OSWALD might have had with him when
,1 he checked out of the YMr.A on October 4 1963 .She stated he probably

placed any bags he had on the floor on the other side of the four-foot
", high desk from where she was standing She stated she would not

have been able to sae any bags thusly placed She stated she recalls
'.v nothing further about this incident



state positively the bag in his'possession at that time-is identical
to the photograph of Commission exhibit A-i Sheadvised -she
could recall no name tags or-other identifying data affixed to the

bag and has;"no-'way of-identifying the bag further _

;Fa.$03 p1.. sa-eel ~ k:1 E s'itAL.SkiREAL` Or OkVESTt'

k w + 4_

"a
Mrs MARY LEDSOE 621 H Ma:sails Dallas Texas advised

LEE HARVEY OSWALD formerly rented a.room at her residence.from
. October-7 through ~14 1963 4

,iL"wMzs BLEDSOE viewed `photographs of two traveling bags believed
-to'have possibly been'the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and identified ,

as Commission exhibit A-1 a blue cloth zipper bag and Commission
exhibit C254',"a green cloth bag known as a "Bee 4 bag for possible
identification. Mrs BLEDSOE stated 'she recalls that at-about 3:30 p.m
.on Monday;-'October 7 1963 ti OSWALD entered 'the house

'.carrying a small-zipper-type bag "similar in appearance to the photo
graph depicting Commission exhibit "A-1 however she is unable to

`'''
Mrs. BLEDSOE stated 'further that on that Monday afternoon

OSWALD.left the'rooming house shortly thereafter and'returned in a
little while`carrying'a second larger bag but she stated.she is
unable to say-if this bag is-identical to the photograph of the

""Bee 4 bag exhibited to her.:.,She stated she paid little attention
'to the-second bag and'would be unable to state even if the bags were
"of the.same type. She stated further she does not recall observing
,any tags or'labels or'other markings on .the larger bag which she

observed OSWALD carrying and ;therefore she has no way 'to further

identify it: 7 - ... r

4/30 64 " Dallas Texas 183
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* ``~.~ltr "`
IIpon viewing these photographs Mrs JOHNSON advised she

:,-'recalls seeing :LEE HARVEY OSWALD in possession of a bag similar in size
type and color to'-the photograph of the small blue bag identified as

'Commission` exhibit A-i She advised she does not recall observing
OSWALD in possession-of this-bag at the time he rented the'room but
stated she believes she observed him leaving the rooming house at

-about 11:30 a.m. Saturday morning November 16 1963 which she
believes was the only weekend OSWALD spent at the rooming house and

:_,stated she observed him walk across the street in the-direction of A

_ Mrs:"GLADYS JOHNSON 1026 N Beckley Dallas Texas owner
of rooming house where LEE HARVEY OSWALD formerly resided-in Oct
and November;--1963 was exhibited photographs of two traveling b
identified 'as Commission exhibit A-1 a blue cloth zipper-bag a

',JCommission exhibit C254 a green-cloth bag known as a "Bee 4 ba
for possible identification.

er
s

:r !I Yft -ft r~t 4"1". ~J! ":z" '~ rr.t ".t ,t 3 1 "is

coin-operated"laun omat She advised she was of the impression at i
:that time that the Vag contained dirty laundry and that he was"_.taking.4

the bag'and contents to the laundry to wash his clothes. She stated
OSWALD returned to the rooming house about 45 minutes to one hour
later and took the bag to his room Mrs. JOHNSON advised that upon

,observing the photographs of the bags she does not recall any tags
or'other marks of identification on the small bag r.:--

.i :~ "./ li c '.. ..'.. :....1. . . Lam

.'j- = ` Mrs JOHNSON further advised she does not ever recall

seeing.the-large,"Bee 4 type bag at any time in her rooming house
or otherwiseya in the possession of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

. f . I f .'.L'1..
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following information after examining colored photographs of

.Aitems designated as Commission Exhibits A-1 and C254 A-1 is a
blue'cloth zipper bag approximately.210.x 11 x 9/ C254 is
a green cloth bag known as a 'Bee 40 approximately 24 x'18 x

-r. On October 4 1963, When Mrs PAINE arrived at her rest
dence in Irving Texas LEE HARVEY OSWALD had already-arrived at

.her home and-she-did not_see what luggage if any be brought with
him at that time

.~ t"~.~y~~"...r;~ 71 ~ y "~~~;r 3._ .r .mot _ft1:[ . .

,~ " i'~ l-= =On October "7 1963 When OSWALD left Mrs PAINE's home

.:. for'Dallas,'-Texas he had with him a bag similar to that depicted
in the photograph of Commission Exhibit C254 and she believes
this is a photograph of the bag Which be had with him at that time

` 'Mrs PAINE advised she does not recall seeing the figures
09/26 at any time on the bag carried by OSWALD on October 7 1963

;.or on a similar bag at any time.

At the time RUTH PAINE and MARINA OSWALD moved some of
the OSWALD effects from New Orleans Louisiana to Irving Texas

Mrs PAINE's Chevrolet Station Wagon she does not specifically
.'recall any bags resembling Commission Exhibits A-1 and C254

""`'~ Photographs of the fragmentary stickem and tag on Com
'.''mission Exhibit C254 were shown to Mrs PAINE at Which time she

stated she does not recall seeing these before and does not know
When they were put on.Commission Exhibit C254

.185

On April 24 1963 RUTH PAINE recalls taking LEE HARVEY
OSWALD to the Continental Trailways Bus Depot in Dallas Texas at
Which time he took his luggage into the bus station apparently
checked it and returned to her car She recalled be had two

.green duffel bags a t_an portable Russian--made radio and some
suitcases but cannot specifically recall Whether these suitcases

geaembled.the photographs of Commission Exhibits A-1 and C254

.n 5/1/64 `.t Irving Texas
' t ~ BARDWELL D ODUM and

by Spode! Agent .4.* DOYLE WILLIAMS/eahtds
r r
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'-i = - )Irs PAINE advised after examining replicas of the

fragmentary tag and stickers found on Cm:mission Exhibit C254

,.that she cannot recall seeing any such items or fragments of

:such at any time 'on-Commission Exhibit C254 or any bag re
.sembling this exhibit. .` 'q=

'I(rs PAINE'advised that she is-unable to elain the

.significance .of the number 0.70 appearing in the photograph of

7' a fragmentary sticker found on Commission Exhibit C-254 and ad

vised that if this is a part of an address she has no idea as

.to at address it is
J
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ROBERT OSWALD was interviewed at the office of

A,A
e. 5/5/64  -at Dallas Texas  File DL 100-104.61

.-:r ~a t. _Yeti .. _
by Spode! Agent BARDWELL D ODUM/ds Dot dktot.d 5/5/64

This doese.nt eoolot*e ootth.r r"o.moo.ed"tlon for ooeolvotons of the rel It to Umproperly of ft /'8t s.d L loaned to
_ youreq.sey It toadIto ooet.nls at* not to A d4ttlbet.d outside your actual f _

'?D-302 (R.v $-039) f '. ERAL BURETJ O'r,'INVLSi IGAI s

Date 5/5/64

is WILLIAM A. MC KENZIE attorney Fidelity Union Life Building
;;{_Dallas Texas and :furnished the following information

}__ ~ He examined colored photographs of items designated
":'- as Commission *Exhibits 'A-land C254 A-1 is a blue cloth

tzipper bag 'approximately 21" x 11 x 911 'C254 is a green
-,:_cloth-bagknown-as-a "Bee 4"-r'approximately 24 x 18"x 11

,
'.'. 's

` " ._
tOSWALD advised that be ie 'sure that these ''are

photographs'-'of .two'-bags belonging to his brother LEE HARVEY
..::=OSWALD -deceased and =that he =first saw ,them about June =1962

` =

at which time `LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his wife 'MARINA moved .":z

into the ROBERT OSWALD home at 7313 Davenport Street Fort
.Worth Texas.. This was after LEE and MARINA had returned

_'.from Russia.`'"-They stayed at ROBERT OSWALD's house for three
or four weeks .leaving about July 1962 and taking the two bags
depicted inithe photographs with them when they moved

ji f r""~tj 4.11'tyir . Zti llt. % i L.:5 :' aia.:.

s:'"~'" Y-,r :Jr ROBERT -OSWALD examined the photographs of'fragmentary
stickers and`a.tag found on C254 and stated that he does:'not

-_'recall ever seeing these items on Commission Exhibit C254 He
further stated he does not know When they were affixed to
Commission Exhibit C254 He examined what appears to be sell

d-in the photograph of'one of the fragmentary stickers and stated
that while 'he had never noticed this sticker before he believes

= that the'7'is a part of the address 7313 Davenport Street Fort

;Worth Texas which is ROBERT OSWALD's previous address Where he
..lived from May 1 1957 to March 4 1963 He stated that from

time to time his brother LEE HARVEY OSWALD used this as-a
home address since ROBERT OSWALD was the only one in the family
Whose residence was fixed during this period On March 4,,1963
ROBERT OSWALD moved to Route 5 Box 140 Malvern Arkansas

ROBERT OSWALD examined the marking "9/26 above Which

:".;.appears an initial in the photograph of Commission Exhibit C254
and stated'that he does not recall seeing this marking previously
and does.not know the significance of this marking and does not

s Si

d..ti P :._ ,.yrs.



Dallas City Jail

ROBERT OSWALD advised that be has no knowledge of What
if any buses were utilized by LEE HARVEY OSWALD between Dallai
and New Orleans New Orleans and -Mexico City or'Mexico City and

Dallas and in fact knows first-hand of no bus trips made by
LEE HARVEY OSWALD using Continental Trailways buses

sae4( ;el+ IVA:0V 0
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ROBERT OSWALD examined replicas of the fragmentary tag
and stickers found on Commission Exhibit C254 and stated that he

..'cannot recalr.seeing--any such items or fragments thereof at any
'time on _Commie ion,V41ibit C254

%..,.. . t . .....
c"': -"'ROBERT OSWALD stated that be bas no idea WhetherLEE

:HARVEY OSIO.LD.had .the,bags identified as Ccrmmission Exhibits A-1
and.C254 8-with him in New Orleans Louisiana or in Mexico City
or whether he had them in his possession When he arrived in Dallas
in October 1963 since he did not see LEE HARVEY OSWALD from

thanksgiving 1962 until November 22 19638 When as saw him in the

t Erse t e'vntefIlt te. is Cstis.rEI
swiftnq."n:y tltus.d t1b,anntenl4era uol SGL 6atss1ssy ts



Mrs RUTH PAINE 2515 West 5th Street Irving Texas

personally accompanied Special Agent BARDWELL D ODUM to.the

Greyhound Bus.-Depot at Jackson and Lamar Streets Dallas 'Texas
"and to.the Continental Trailways Bus Depot 1500 Jackson Street

Dallas Texasi;in order that she could positively identify to
of.these two bus depots she took LEE HARVEY OSWALD on

April 24 1963

'took OSWALD to the Continental Trailways Bus Depot

5/6/64

4 ". I

viewing both of the above-mentioned bus depots
at DallasoTexaso Mrs PAINE stated that she is positive she

t)
t

t:y

-.'
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!.1,.! At 6:30 p.n -on November 24 1963 an anonymous male

caller'telephonically advised SA EDWIN D KUYXENDALL that at
aboutJI

5:30 p.m he.learned from an unidentified sack boy-at Wyatt's
Supermarket Plymouth Park Shopping Center Irving Texas, that
LEE HARVEY OSWALD on Thursday November 21 1963 had his rifle

sighted at the Irving Sports Shop, 221 Irving Boulevard,..Irving
Texas. 8e said he.could furnish no further details concerning this
matter and does.-not know if it is true or how the boy found oat this
information ":i!~~~,,,.~ ~"~ .:~_ r"._.

..The-above anonymous male caller sounded as if he was a

normal stable individual but.said be did not desire to identify
himself.. ,:-~t:a .::.~ ""_._ .

lY

,. _i _ ~~ .
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" '~ OnNovember 25 1963, 8k EMORY B HORTON proceeded '

to Irving Texas and found the Irving Sports Shop was closed

Neighborhood"inquiry revealed that the owner of the Irving
Sports Shop was a WOODROW GREEDIER, who was reportedly 'then

'visiting at an unknown address in East-Texas In'GREENER 's

absence 'an'employee , DIAL D YDER 2028
Texas 'was 3-contacted 'at his -home at Which time he. stated "-

that he had,''on 'November '23 -1963 'found a repair 'tag bearing
.the name "OSWALD RYDER and SA HORTON then proceeded -to the

` Irving Sports Shop Where the pertinent repair tag was examined

ti by SA HORTON and the interview continued
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on 5/13/64 --
`d Dallas,` Texas

` ;+ BUGENS P PETRAKIS and
by Sp.c1 I Ag.nt " A RAYMOND SWITZER/da
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,JOHN advised that he received a telephone call
sometime between ""3:00 and 3:30 P .M of that day from an`

'anonymous .male-caller whotitated that he believed "OSiaLD {
,had had a sifle~sighted at a.gun shop located in the 200

"-"~ block on~'Irvin Boulevard in `Irvin Texas JOHN advised

Y{she-interpreted the name "OSWALD".to mean LEE HARVEY OSWALD
He stated be recalled asking the anonymous caller where he

. obtained this -information and that the caller 'declined to

....elaborates The caller did not support bis statement by 7 _

e any.bther-corroborating information and for that reason
~`` JOHN did ,pot place too much credence in -the story

"t`
"'' ,~" V

JOHN advised however be decided to offer this
.''hinformation.to-law enforcement for whatever it might be

't
RAL BUREAU OF.INVESTIGAI

i ;
-+ Pete 5/14/647

193
a

} RAY OHN elevisio ews Department Channel
WFAA-TV corner Your/`~~ and Houston Streets

,..t """.advised that "he recalls that on the afternoon of Sunday ,
". --"November '24 ;:1963 following* the 'shooting of LEE HARVEY

= OSWALD he 'arrived at his office at approximately l sOO P.M
to coordinate the recent news events

worth and he accordingly called the office of J WILL

-;-`.FRITZ,"Captain,'Homicide and Robbery Division Dallas Police
about 3:45 P.M and furnished this infor

oration to Detective FAY TURNER of .that Division =

{
JOHN advised he could recall the anonymous caller

had avery husky deep bass voice and was definitely.aale
t

JOHN stated be bas never had occasion to his
recollection to talk to either Mr GREENER or 14r RYDER of

" the Irving Sports Shop either'.'in "person or by telephone and
yin any case-feels-he would be "unable to recognize the voice

of the anonymous caller if he .beard it again `;~~"

'~~~ _1!
'"JOHN advised the-caller was on the line only -a

tai,
, matter'of seconds and that no other conversation took place

_to the bestof his recollection..
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Mr 'CHARLES VOODRO REENER Tewi
was interviewed at the Irving Sports Shop 221:1 Irving

..,Irving,,.Texas,..vithich.GREENER stated he owns

.z` Mr GREENER stated he*cannot recall stating to anyone tat
be could fix the date that the Irving Sports Shop repair ,tag bearing
the name-"OSWALD".was prepared between November 4 and 8,.1963 and
does not recall.stating it appears the gun for that tag was .brought
in between those dates He said be 'oply recalls stating be was out
of Texas during'the period-November'l through 13 1963 and he is
confident"thatrif the tun represented by that*tagwas brought pm it
was brought LnwbLle be, GREENER was out of the store 'smile has no

recollection.whatsoeveraregarding the transaction

Mr GREENER was asked if there is any question in his mind

-,,that arm-represented by the repair tag bearing the name:"OSUALD

,was'brbught-into-the store 'Mr.1REENER said he had answered the

-previous question:as he did 'as be was 'recently interviewed by a-. !

representatiye-of the.President's Commission and that person
pressed him GREENER .on the point of whether the pertinent repair
tag represented an actual gun and repair job Mr GREENER-said 1
it his his opinion that the repair tag represents a bona fide

transadtion'pointing out that DIAL RYDER has been employed by him
.'GREENER for the past six years'and during that period he has found

RYDERto be .a good steady,reliable :employee and he has never
known'of RYDER doinganything 'wrong therefore he has every

:Jconfidence'in RYDER He said he GREENER goes away and leaves
..the entire business in RYDER's care "and I never worry a minute

about the business.

Mr GREENER stated that the number o n the pertinent
'repair tag means absolutely nothing and is of no use whatsoever in

attempting to fix the date that the repair tag was prepared He
.stated the'repair tags come in boxes of approxlpately 500 and when

':they open a box they dump.--them out on the workbench and make no
effort whatsoever to use them in sequence Na stated that when work

, is brought in the person accepting the work will reach over pick up
... .

. ,.C. . r
eft 5/4/64  s"t Irving Texas

by Spoclal Av it EMORY E HORTON:vmo
.,t y ...,
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a repair tag ;and fill it'out and t hey may take 'a tag from any pa t*
of the batch of tags'yn 'pa 'the workbench --,,-.':'
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_GREENER stated that the fact that the claim check portion
was still attached means nothing because 'in nine out 'of ten cases the

' claim check 'stub is 'not 'detached from,the repair ticket":and given to
the customer Re "pointed :out that `he has found that tom require a

;claim check' is .not practical a rz t customers will not bring the
:claim check .with .them when they 'pick up their equipment there4o re

he ,does not wake any effort to require claim checks e-;.,

Mr. GREENER stated that he did cause a "review to ,be made
of his cash'register tapes for the ten day period in early 'November
1963 yhen 'he was away from 'the store andjound several entries for
even $6.00 `amounts.' He poi6ted out that due to ,the number of $6.00
entries 'found he realized that would be of no help in determin4ng
when the work,_,:called for on the pertinent repair tag would have been
picked up i 'therefore, he made no "record .of .the $6.00 entries located

i. ,fit i.,. ._ _ ...

Mr. GREENER stated that they the GREENERs lave checked

every way possible to in down the date that the r above .referred to

repair 'tag.was 'preparedt"and/or'the item picked up by the -customer
and .there is`` no earthly way the date can be more closely established.
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DIAL D 'RYDER 2028 Harvard (BL 3-4876) was interviewed at
"his place of a n~J!loyment Irving Sports-Shop 221 E -Irving Boulevard

"-"`Irving, Texas . Mr "RYDER said he first noticed repair` tag No 374
which bears the'name of "OSWALD as the owner of the gun =to be

;repaired on'-Saturday November 23 1963. Re stated that on tha

+,'occasion he,=RYDER was cleaning off his workbench it being cluttered
with various 'tools, shop towels and repair tags and it was during

.i this
clean~i.ng up that he noticed the tag bearing the name "OSWALD.

_ '.` Be pointed out -that the tag 'attracted his attention as the name
t'.."OSWALD had been mentioned .'frequently in the news on November 22
'Y and 23'1963 `:.."~ }

i ~ R
-0c.` J T ~CaTl I e0 p'.h .f` .s "ti fv ti 'i ~ Pr .h j

}~ } "`n~Mr.'RYDER stated that prior to fiding the repair tag he

--_.had no recollection of doing any work for a person named OSWALD even
though he had heard the news of the arrest of ME HARVEY OSWALD and

.had seen his picture on television on numerous occasions on
.November 22,and 2.3 1.963

~ ` ~ Mr. RYDER said he usually prepares repair tags in pen as

. he carries a ballpoint pen in his shirt pocket but does recall that
on one occasion-on an unrecalled date during the first two weeks of
November 1963 when he had'used a pencil during the greater part

f of a day. He recalled that on the date he had used a pencil he made
.a trip to Chllum and Boren Company Dallas Texas and picked up some

items of unrecalled nature He said he has not made any review of
::t his records to try to identify the day that he used a pencil and

"visited Cullum and Boren Company in downtown Dallas as it would be
very difficult to determine that date from his records Further

".T`if the date were determined he questions.that it would be of any
f=`-real significance as far as establishing the date that he prepared

repair tag No 18374 because he does not use a pen exclusively
-A-pointing out that frequently a customer will bring a gun or other

work into the store and he RYDER Will pick up a repair tag and

.1,,;.pencil from his workbench and prepare the tag Re stated that on
A '.other occasions be will_ sign items in pencil if a pencil is handy

or if someone hands him a pencil when giving him an invoice or ether
item to be signed

196
at 5/4/64 "~ Irving Texas File

DL 100-10461
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~ f i J t Mr RYDER stated that there is no other sports shop loc tied
:within several blocks of that area and the Irving Sports'Shop is tt~e

~:only place-that has a gunsmith located within a few blocks disc e

of the furniture store formerly operated by Mrs EDITH WHITWORTH
on E Irving 'Boulevard ,o i f!''::.t i _ _ . L.%
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..:, .,,. Mr R,
(CzB),".,1509_Elut'(RI 2-6115) maravailable for review each invore
that reflects a 'sale to ''Irving Sports Shop 221 E Irving Boulevar
Irving Texas,:during the period November 1 through 14 1963 The yA,s --s''.
review of the invoices reflects.the following pertinent informati

.ssse*.' i-rN se -s L..DU

1.,...-I
...... Dart /6/64

*. . ..e

LEMENTS Office Me.r.s .,n and Boren Comp y

...',i . 4) e-B Invoice No 27897 was picked up by RYDER at the
-4-IC-B Gun Shop on November 12 1963 at which time RYDER

%signed the invoice in pencil acknowledging receipt of
. .,_ the items listed therein The parts called for in the

.; 4.2invoice are gun parts with a total cost of $10.67

3) C-B Invoice No 27898 was signed by DIAL RYDER in pen
having been picked up by EY'PER at the C-B warehouse on

,:.',.November 12 1963 -The items called for in the invoice
consist of sporting equipment The total amount was

. . 34

r"C-B6) Invoice No 28030 was signed by.DIAL RYDER'in pencil

4. .

'l):z C-B Invoice No 27263 signed by -DIAL RYDER in pencil on
[November 6 1963, acknowledging receipt of the materialr

1 .r. identified on the invoice The order was picke d up at the
4.-1r-tr,.

C-B Gun Shop and consisted of gun and reel'.parts with a
7

of $3.10,4 I ,'s MQAprice e . f
A

7...,T 1
7't

c'!) !'-74 it 6:7_7"....,
2) C-B 'Invoice No 27264 signed by DIAL RYDER in pen on

November 7 1963 'thereby acknowledging receipt of the
...-items listed on the invoice The total amount of the
,.-:"invoice is $138 0 and was picked up by RYDER at the '-

...
main store ii

.. :...; it ' .4 .. ; : .:
.3) :C-B Invoice No..-27392 is signed by DIAL RYDER in-pen
,-,-'.thereby acknowledging receipt of the material called

....for in the invoice on November 8 1963 The material
-.called for on the invoice consisted of parts and was

f `
picked up by RYDER at the C-B Gun Shop .,f .

:v. ...
7 '19877i-r.
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) .with the items called for in the .invoice having been

_picked up by RYDER at the C-B Gun Shop on November 13

of $19.17: :1

.!) .,asst f .A . l l w 4 -L f ~. ~ ~ ~_
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1963 The invoice lists gun parts with a total cost
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DIAL D RYDER 2028.Harvard (BL 3-4876) was interviewed at
his place of employment Irving Sports -Shop,221*E Irving Boulevard,
IrvTexas. ~ ie~si r t+

picked up at Cullum and Boren.Company in downtown Dallas .on the 4

occasion of his visit when be recalls using a pencil in early_,.
November 1963 :

~' r
Thtit dt th Cllm and Boren invoices signede pernenaa oneuu

...by RYDER during the period November 1 through 14 1963,-were reviewed
"with RYDER,',including the nature of the writing instrument used by

him to sign the invoices After considering this information Mr
''-RYDER said it would not help as he still cannot.recall what he picked
..up on the occasion he had in mind when he used a pencil during the

entire day-as-related to Officer..F.^M TURNER of the Dallas Police

Department
if

;,.% 11 'art" ~

.Mr RYDER stated he .has no recollection of what items .he

200.7
ott

`
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JOYCE (Mra. BC9 0 Z;,LAWAY '1241 Marl,.nn Irving
xas (BL 4-7191) was interaai,,ewcd at the home of Mrs EDI ;

',;315 South Jefferson cIrving,JTexas. Mrs HOLLAWAY
said )ITN WHITWORTH is her HOLLAWAY's mother

Mrs ROLLAWAY said she and her husband have two sons
they being JEFFRY LYNN ROLLAWAY who was born October 10,:.19638
and BRYAN DOUGLAS HOLLAWAY Who was born October 28,"1961 Mrs
ROLLAWAY said herf children -are Mrs WHITWORTH's only grand

. children .; t:.::

r r Mrs ROLLAWAY recalled that soon after the assassi
nation of president JOHN F KENNEDY on November 22 1963 Mrs
WHITWORTH told her that When she WHITWORTH first saw'the
picture of LEE HARVEY OSWALD-on television she thought be looked

".....familiar Later When Mrs WHITWORTH saw pictures and/or beard

=r the dOscriptions of OSWALD's wife and children Mrs WHITWORTH ,_
p then thought she recognized the OSWALDS as a family that bade _ = "`

L been in WHITWORTH s furniture store in the recent past and Whom

r Mrs WHITWORTH referred to a sports shop She said her mother

...mentioned the family that came into the furniture store had two
small daughters as Mrs WHITWORTH said she told that family

,that they and her WHITWORT$'s daughter should get together as
the HOLLAWAYS had twosmall sons...

lire ROLLAWAY said she understands there was another
woman in the furniture store atthe time the above-referred to

hi family came into the store but she ROLLAWAY does not know

t the identity,,of that pereon.a: s~.y~ "}

1
Mrs HOLLAWAY said her mother undoubtedly referred

the family to the Irving Sports Shop as that waa the only sports
:..a rasashop in that -area of Irving Texas.

.'_ ..i:~."~J/~ .Ir k _
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'Mrs EDITH WHITWORTH 315 S Jefferson (BL.3-2538) stated
she formerly operated the Furniture Mart, a furniture store s.-at _
E..-.Iry g Bouleyard ',Irving Texas having closed the business during
the lat er part of Jarluary,:.1964 ,..:_.,.t

.
Mrs WHITWORTH said ,she 'is confident in.her own mind that .

the man 'woman and two small children who visited the Furniture
Mart on November 6 7 or 8 1963 as she has previously related,
were LEE HARVEY.PSWALD,i MARINA OSWALD and two small.children

4.. .....-,As . .
...

Mrs:WHITWORTH stated'that on the occasion of the'visitd
:LEE HARVEY OSWALD entered the'store and asked for an unrecalled part

for a gun. Mrs WRITWORTIi said she told hiin the gun shop had moved
and directed him to a gun shop that had a tuasmith that was located

nearby She stated she does not specifically recall which gun shop
she referred OSWALD to but in all probabIlity'referred him to the

Irving.Sports'Shop which was only one block east of the Furniture
Mart She stated she might have referred him to! Ed's Pawn Shops.. --_,--..
.616 E Irving Boulevard which is operated by ED.FULBRIGHT She

explained that WARREN GRAVES previously operated a gun shop in the

'space occupied by the Furniture Mart but GRAVES sold out
FULBRIGHT in'early 1963 but continued to work for FULBRIGHT at -

Ed's Pawn Shop therefore she might have referred OSWALD to that

shod in .,view of her acquaintanceship with GRAVES._ fr
g"..'

Mrs WHI1VORTH recalled that after she gave OSWALD
directions to the gun shopye noticed that-'she had furniture and
stated he would be needing some furniture within two or three'Veeks

sand started looking around She said she started showing h,im used
furniture and talking to him trying to determine what he was really
interested in and during this period they were joined'-by woman who
was carrying a baby and accompanied by a two year old girl She said

..she later saw pictures pf the woman on television and in the news

papers and now'knows her to be MARINA OSWALD wife of the late LEE
HARVEY OSWALD .She started talking about the children and LEE HARVEY
OSWALD told her that !the baby was two weeks old at that time which

brought to mind her grandsons as one was born October 10 1963 and

:'.:. ":.".'-. .4 :
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the oth wasorn October.28;1961. which made tte~ fit_.
birthda s near that of the OSWALD baby She further pointed-out

-that he older grandson was near the age of OSWALD's older daughter

Mrs.-WHITWORTH stated she knows that the couple-who
_visited the Furniture*Mart on'the-above occasion were LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and .MARINA OSWALD She `a aid-LEE HARVEY OSWALD was wearing a
white shirt and a dark 'sweater while MARINA was wearing a=car coat
believed to be blue ":She said` she has no recollection hots 'the two

year old daughter was'dressed:and only recalls the baby was 'wrapped
in a blanket O unknown color and description
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. EDWULBRIGHT owner Ed'.s P.wa....Siop was interviewed
at hiss laced of business 61 Fng,_,.Boulevard,,,,,,Iryin Texas
Mr FUL RIGHT stated he bought'out W.'A GRAVES in-January 19`3

.at`whi4 .7:time GRAVES was operating a small gun shop in the space
occupied by the Furniture Mart on E. Irving Boulevard Irving, 'z t.

""Texas FULBRIGHT stated that"GRAVES continued to work for him
FULBRIGHT for a period of four weeks after he bought the business
with GRAVES being terminated on February 16 1963 He stated during

-this period *of time GRAVES worked at Ed's Pawn Shop 616 E..Irving
.z8oulevard as a gunsmith and he FULBRIGHT has not had a gunsmith

or performed-.any repair work on guns since GRAVES was terminated

'Mr FULBRIGHT stated'he has observed numerous photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD during recent months and he has no recollection
whatsoever of ever meeting or seeing LEE HARVEY OSWALD and specifically
has no-recollection of OSWALD ever visiting Ed's Pawn Shop or making
inquiry regarding any :type of gun repair
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Mrs GERTRUDE (J T UATER was interviewed at her residence

141 S Rastings,-at which time he furnished the following information

Mrs HUNTER stated she visited in the Furniture Mart sta..
furnitd store previously.lgcated on E Irving Boulevard,:Irving,'/-.
Texas frequently during the latter months of 1963 She explained the

furniture Mart was operated by Mrs EDITH WHITWORTH and she HUNTER
would go to the furniture store on Wednesday and/or Thursday afternoon
of each week to make plans with Mrs WHITWORTH for attending the Irving
High School football games that were held on Friday evenings She
said she alwals:arrived at the Furniture Mart between.1:0O;.and 2:00 p.m
and would leave ;between 4:.00 and 4:15 p.m j "", ".-:~ ~~~"e.~~

Mrs.-HUNTER recalled that on one of her visits which she
feels sure was November 6 7 13,'or 14 1963 shd was at the Furniture
Mart visiting with Mrs WHITWORTH when a young man who Mrs HUNTER-
later learned was LEE HARVEY OSWALD came into the store and asked if :
the gunsmith was in explaining that he OSWALD wanted sometting_fixed
on his gun but Mrs HUNTER does not recall"the nature of the work he

wanted performed. Mrs HUNTER said she does not recall that LEE HARVEY
OSWALD had a gun in his hands at".the "time he was in the store She

_recalled Mrs.-WHITWORTH referred OSWALD to an unrecalled gun shop which
had a gunsmith and she only recalls the place to which OSWALD was

."referred is located east of the Furniture Mart in Irving Texas ,She
recalls the`place.to which OSWALD was referred is to the east as
OSWALD started to turn east on to Irving Boulevard when he""left noting
that Irving Boulevard is a one-way street west She said that she
HUNTER told OSWALD it would be.necessary for him to proceed west on

Irving Boulevard ,to the traffic light turn left one block,, and then
back east to the gun shop to which he had been referred.:..

Mrs. HUNTER recalled that during the conversation with OSWALD
who was accompanied by his wife and two small girls Mrs.-:EDITH
WHITWORTH had jokingly referred to trading a little boy for one of
the OSWALDS' little .girls _sue each family would have a boy-and a girl

-She stated that in"referring to the little boys Mrs WHITWORTH was

making reference 'to her granda

~
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color She-:.stated she-recalls LEE HARVEY OSWALD was neatly
dressed wearing .urqecalled casual clothing'and a jacket of.unrecalled

iT1

DL .100-10461 '
4.tit '.. ..j

.''t Mrs.-.HUNTER stated that on the occasion of the visit to the

the only persons in the car driven by OSWALD and she recalls 'the car
Furnitur Mart LEE HARVEY 0SWALD0.his wife and two children were ;=

as being a 1957'or:1958 Ford two-tone blue and cream She said she_
is confident that'LEE HARVEY OSWALD was driving the car as there was
no one else .in"the car with LEE:HARVEY OSWALD MARINA OSWALD and.
their small daughters.'-:44;.

.e C.
.!,:,' Mrs. HUNTER said she is confident the car was a blue and

cream 1957 or 1958 Ford as she-has''friends in Houston, Texas who owe
A blue and white 1958 Ford and her brother-in-law has a 1957 Ford
therefore when the OSWALDs parked in front of the furniture-store
she observed the-car and immediately thought of her friends.in
Houston, Texas.. -0..

4,---

Mrs. HUNTER said she is definite that the man and woman
with small children'who visited the Furniture Mart on the'abovo

:referred to occasion were 'LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD with
-their children: -She said then she HUNTER,'first saw -pictures of the

OSWALDs on television and in the newspapers she was sure-she bad
seen them but could Apt immediately place the occasion that she bad
seen those persons.: 'She said that a few days later she.again visited
the Furniture.Mart-and at that time 4he'recAlled the couple who had
visited the''etore and realized they were 'LEE HARVEY and MARINA OSWALD
She said she'thetn mentioned this to EDITH WHITWORTH and Mrs.-WHITWORTH
told her that.she,'WHITWORTH had previously realized the couple who
visited the -storewere.the OSWALDs but had not mentioned this fact to
Mrs HUNTER. .'

Mrs HUNTER stated that on the occasion of visiting the
:.,Furniture Mart MARINA OSWALD was not neatly dressed wearing a jacket
-,!ofunrecalled description but believed to be either orchid or purple
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,..'T_ this company on October 16 1963 and worked continuously at :.
eight hours per day from October 16 1963 through November 22
1963s without missing any day's work During this period of
time be-was off only on Saturdays and Sundays and November 3.1

4 -.1963 which was a 'company holiday ' _

reguar working of 8:00 A.M to P.M.,veays pe

It should also be noted that previous investigation
~ <y has reflected that Mr ROY S%'TRULY Warehou ana er Texas

School Book Depositor Dail s TexasL advised that the men
working at the warehouse of the Texas School Book Depository have

l t 445 fi dr
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"~~ It should be noted that 'previous investigation has '"
.1,. established that Mr H S AIKEN, Bookkeeper Texas School Book

L,_Depository Dallas Texas made available the official payroll
records for the Texas School Book Depository which records

specifically_ covered employment of LEE HARVEY OSWALD.-t": _

'These records reflected that OSWALD first worked for =

week with a lunch period from 12:00 noon to 12:45 P.M He
stated however that they do not have to punch time clocks,''
and there was no one Who kept a strict accounting of the time
they took for lunch. Mr TRULY advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
was one of these employees and these are the hours he'was

1 assigned to work
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~LEONYHHUMBERSON I~fagg,,,,.tvftt's Food Plh~mo Park

ShoppjCenter was asked if any information.bad come to)iis attenE 'n

::to the ffect..that one,of the sack boys at that store had any information
to the 4fleet that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had on Thursday November 21,
1963 1'.s rifle sighted at the Irving Sports Shop 221 .Irving Boulevard

.Irving -Texas. HUIBERSON said he had not received any such information
and very .seriously doubted that any employee would have information
like that without it coming to his _attention

HUMBERSON said he would contact all of his employees at

Vyatt's Food Store and question them to determine if any of them had

--.any information to the *effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had his'rifle
sighted at the Irving Sports Shop He also said he -would determine
from them if they had any information at all which would assist in

investigation of the assassination of President JOLT FITZGERALD_
'KENNEDYKENNEDpY ~l~ic~ r

.y
.
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LEON HUMBERSON Manager Wyatt's Food Store,llymouth Park

Shoppin Center stated he questioned all of the.employees at that
..store t learn if any had any information that -LEE HARVEY,0SWALDL.:on :-:.

Tburs Noyether 21,0.1963 had .his rifle sighted at the-Irving
-Sports hop 221 Irving Boulevard Irving Texas Be stated that
all advised him they had no information relating to this incident
and none which would assist in the investigation of the assassination
of President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY -...'.:.. .

14L HUMBERSON further advised !leis positive in his 'own mind
because of the notoriety the assassination of President JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY bad reached at that time that if any employee
had any information relating to LEE HARVEY OSWALD it would have been
a-common topic of discussion amng'all the employees at that store

HUMBERSON stated the Wyatt's FooCStore located at the

,.Plymouth Park Shopping Center is the only Wyatt Food Store
.

_located in Irving Texas.

DL 100-10461
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FD402 (Row 3-349)

issuance of a subpoena duces tecum directed to Mr RONALD
Compaay,; _MAPLES, Supervisor Southwestern Bell Telephone

Port Worth Texas ~~
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Date 5/11/64

Records of the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company,_,

"_-Fort
Worth Texas which office covers the Fort -Worth '

Suburban area as well as the Metropolitan area,,reflect'`the
` onl unpublished telephone number in the name of OSWALD was

" tl of Lieutenant JAMES R OSWALD 97th Bomb Wing Carswell
Air orce Base Fort Worth for PE 7-3453 connected June

~
1963.. This number was changed to PE 7-4368 on February_ 18

.1964 and was disconnected March 31 1964 t .n.

j at ;r The above information is available only upon the

r i

5/8 64 et Fort Worth Texas File
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~~ The records of the &outhwestern Bell
Telephone-CompanyDallas Texas reflect the only unpublished telephone

-. number presently on record in the Dallas Metropolitan and

Suburban"area in the name of OSWALD'is that of MARINA OSWALD
629 Test Belt Line Road Richardson Texas telephone number

L
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Dote

ADams 9-5642 connected February 29 1964 Records of this
office further indicate no unpublished numbers in the name
of OSWALD during October-November 1963

.j ,The above information is available only upon'tbe
Issuance of a subpoena duces'tecum Which should be directed
to Mr BURROW Chief Special Agent,-Southwestern Bell

Telephone Company .Dallas Texas .`

',a

 File
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Dot dictotad 5/8/64
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Miss NAOMIABRIEL Administrative.Assistant to
valets Manager R L._ Polk-and Company 7168 Envoy Court
Dallas Texas publishers of Polk's City Directories for

tbe4 Dallas Fort .Worth area furnished the following in
formation relative to preparation of the City Directories
by her firms

Miss GABRIEL explained that the Dallas division
of R.-L Polk and Company covers a six-state area of the
southwestern portion of the United States and that the
company employs in this area approximately two hundred
travel enumerators who are continuously compiling resident
information of principal communities throughout this six
state area Groups of travel enumerators are dispersed to
these areas where scheduled compilations are made and the

company enumerators then hire local individuals in their
respective communities to conduct a door-to-door canvass
to obtain the desired information Each resident is asked -

to supply the following informations head of household
wife (or spouse) number of residents 18 years of age or
older occupation of all occupants at each address whether
householder owns home or rents whether residence has a

.telephone

'The house-to-house canvasser is furnished a list
of specific addresses and is asked to obtain information re

garding occupants at all addresses including apartment
dwellers and occupants of rooming houses Who have taken up
residence in excess of one month The canvasser is required
to make three personal contacts in an effort to obtain the
desired information and if canvasser is unable to contact
the resident on third attempt a self-addressed card is left
at the residence with the request it be filled out and
forwarded to R L Polk and Company Dallas If the card is
not returned within.seven days the canvasser will resort to
-secondhand information that is neighborhood contacts in
an effort to obtain the information

File
DL 100-10461
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t Miss GABRIEL advised the canvass is so comprehensive
the company estimates less than one-half of one per cent of
all residents of a community are not listed and this is

usually at their request In many of these instances a house
holder may desire not to be listed in the directory but in
such cases the available information regarding the householder
is listed anyway unless he furnishes a personal signed letter
to R L Polk and Company confirming this request A check of
these records by Miss GABRIEL revealed no such letter having
been received from an OSWALD

Miss GABRIEL advised further that upon completion
of the compilation the results of the canvass are reviewed

by checkers at the Dallas office for correct .spelling and other
entries and are then sent to the R L Polk and Company printer
in Hutchinson Kansas for final assembling and binding

Miss GABRIEL advised her records reflect that the
1963 Irving Texas Directory canvass was started December 3

1962 and was completed January 5 1963 and the completed
d irectory,was delivered to R L Polk and Company customers in

April 1963 The canvass for the 1963 Dallas Directory was

started September 22 1962 and completed January 12 1963

The completed directory was delivered to Polk customers
June 21 1963

The canvass for the 1964 Dallas Directory was initiated

December 1963 and completed March 19 1964 and is presently

being printed at the R L Polk and Company plant 1 South

Lorraine Street Hutchinson Kansas This directory is expected
to be delivered to directory customers around June 1 1964

The canvass for the Irving Teas Directory was started May.4

1964 and is expected to take'five weeks to complete It is

contemplated this directory should be ready for distribution in

August 1964

The Fort Worth Metropolitan Directory was delivered i

,_tck irectory customers in November 1963 and the Fort Worth

213
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Suburban Directory was delivered October 6 1963 The canvass
for the 1964 Fort Worth Metropolitan and Suburban Directories
has not yet been initiated

Miss GABRIEL advised the results of the canvass for
the 1964 Dallas Directory which is now being printed are not
available at the R L Polk and Company Dallas office and a
proof copy of the composite directory is not expected to be
received by their office until the end of May 1964

.214



NORMS DEAN 'OSWALD,.,4~.2. 5th Street,. Da 1las N '~

A review of Polk's Greater Dallas City Directory
pub ished by R L Polk & Coapsny 7168 Envoy Court Dallas
Texas 1963 Edition by SA EUGENE F PETRARLS reflects the

following individuals listed under the surname OSWALD This
Dallas City Directory includes in addition to metropolitan
Dallas the suburban cosaaunities of Cockrell Hill Fruitdale

Highland Park and University Park

Mrs BERG AWALD 817 Fletcher Street Da1Zf

Mre CIARA OSWALD 4518 Sower Street Dallas

Ij.LLIAM A} GRACE L. and I hTHLF !4/QSWA LD 1600
Sylvan Street Dallas

LOUIS wA LD "iaployed .h oma s .P la t ing Wor'1c8_
491LSouth Lamar Dallas resides Mesquite TexasZ

LOUIS E andROsBMAR toSwAO 4030 Glenridge Road

JESSIE J OSWALD 2625 Stovall Dallas

,` All of the above individuals were previously inter

viewed on December 10 1963 with the exception of JESSIE J

OSWLD above noted and all advised they had no business dealt
Lags whatsoever with the Irving Sports Shop Irving Texas and

had no repair work performed on a rifle or any other weapon at
that shop at any time in the past



A review of the May 1963 edition of the Greater Dallas

Alphabetical Telephone Directory by SA EUGENE F PETRAKIS revealed
the following individuals listed under the surname OSMAW

1
DL 100-10461
EFP eah

JOHN OSWALD JR. and IcRGARET SS`tALD 503Q
Wren Way Da lla s~  //E X r.)  S

L E4 SWA D 4013 enridge Road Dallas L.f$A _..~

W M and KATHLEEN OSWALD 1600 Sylvan Street
Dallas,

ROBERT M OSWALD 924 Wateka way Richardson Texas

All of the above individuals were previously interviewed
on December 10 1963 with the exception of ROBERT M OSWALD
above noted and all advised they had no business dealings 'with
the Irving Sports Shop Irving Texas and had no repair wo*k

performed on a rifle or any other weapon at any time in the pest

A revtsw of the May 1964 edition of the Greater Dallas

Alphabetical Telephone Directory by SA EUGENE P PETRAKIS revealed
the following individuals having listed telephones in the surname
OSWALD

J J OSWALD 2625 Stovall Circle Dallas

JOHN OSWALD JR and M E WALD 030.Wrin_ ray..
Dallas

L E OSWALD 4013 Glenridge Road Dallas

W !I and KATHLEEN OSWALD 1600 Sylvan Dallas



DL 100.10461

N D OSWALD 620 West 5th Street Dallas Texas
(previously intervi$wed 12/10/63 at 612 5th Street
full name NORMAN DEAN OSWALD)

40
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A review of the 1963 and 1964 Telephone Directories
for arland Texas by SA EUGENE F PSTRAKIS revealed no listing
for an OSISLD

A review of the 1963 Telephone Directory for Irving
Texaj...by SA PSTRAKIS revealed a listing r a J

A.40SWALD,_423
H~hes D It is noted that JERRY A WALD 423 Hughes Drive
Irving Texas was previously interviewed on December 10 1963
at which time be stated he had conducted no business with the
Irving Sports Shop Irving Texas at anytime in the past

A review of the 1964 Telephone Directory ffir Irving

Texts by SA PETRAKIS revealed one listing in the name DSLOY-
'WALD 2218 Concord Street. Irving,,,,jexas
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.I A review of the 1963 Polk's Mstropolitan Fort Worth
Cit Directory by SA EUGENE F PETRAKIS revealed the following
individuals listed by the surname of OSISLD on page 750 of that
"ditio i$

if CHARLES L OSWALD 2821 Northwest 31st Street
Fort Worthy

JBWEL LD 2.82LWorthwest 31st Street Fort Worthy

JOHN G OSWO.LD 1824 6th Avenue Fort Worthy

MRGUERITE OSWALD 1013 .5th Avenue Apartment 6
Fort Worthy

.j BERT _L. and_ A.D (.f O6WA ,._.?313 Davenport Avenue
Fort Worth

(Note MARGUERITE OSWALD and ROBERT L OSWALD are
known to be mother and brother respectively of
LEE HARVEY 'OSWALD.)
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A review of the 1963 edition of Polk Port Worth Texas
Sufi ban Directory by SA EUGENE F UT2ARIS revealed only one
resident family listed with the surname OSWALD that being
CH RLZS B and H%BBL OSWALD 3520 Labadis Drive Richland Hills
Texas residing in suburban communities surrounding metropolitan
Fort Worth Texas This directory encompasses residences in
the following suburban communities

Redford
Bsnb oolc
Bdgmcliff
Zvermsn
Forest Sills
Haltom City
Hurst
Remodels
lakeside
UN Worth Village
North Richland Hills
Richland Hills
River Oaks
Saginaw
Sans= Past
Watauga
West Worth Village
Westland
Westover Hills
White Settlement

A review of the 1963 edition of Polk's City Directory
for the cities of Grand Prairie Texas and Garland Texas re
vealed no listing for anyone with the surname OSWALD

A review of the 1963 edition of Polk's City Directory
for Arlington Texas revealed a listing for We CLhRA OSMLO
705 Dugan Street Arlington Texas



M C OSWALD 10135th Avenue Fort 1tor1t Texas.
(known to be mother of LEI HARVEY OSWALD)

R L OSWALD 7313 Davenport Port Worth Texas
(known to be brother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

i
A review of the Greater Fort Worth Alphabetical Telephone

Dit tort of larch 19630 by SA EUGRNB F PETRAKIS revealed the
following individuals having listed telephones with the surname
OSWALD Note this directory covers outer suburban areas as well
as metropolitan Fort Worths

C E.WA LD and SHERRY? SWA .3520 Llsba ddiis
Drive Richland Hills Texas = ,e . ) ,._i

J G OSWALD JR. 1824 6th Avenue Fort Worth
Texas
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A review of the March 1964 Port Worth Alphabetical
Tel.phone Directory by SA EMS= P PSTRARIS revealed the fol
lowing individuals having listad telephones under the surname

WALD

C E and SHERRY OSWALD 3520 Labadie Drive
Richland Sills Texas

K C OSWALD 2220 Thomas Place Port Worth
Texas (known to be MkR3 RITE OSWALD mother
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
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ROBERT LE f SWALD 1009._Sierra.,_ Denton ,.SeXcasr,_
telephonically advised that he had never taken any firearm
fo repair to the Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving
Bode yard Irving Texas at any time and that he had no
kn'o ledge of any other person ever having taken any firearm
to this establishment for repair

..r ""r

rt.e.3
at Dallas Texas

11
File DL 100-10461

by Special Agent ROBERT B GEMBERLING/ds Dot dictated 5/18/64
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Dot 5/14/64

_ of any type and to the beet of his knowledge 'they would like
wise have had no occasion *to visit Irving Texas at any time
in the past . _

.~.

He advised further that there is no family
relationship between himself and LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that
to his knowledge he has never met or conversed with LEE HARVEY
OSWALD at any time in the past

:RAL BUREAU OF INVESYIGA`l

HAELES EDWAi OS ,, residence 1520 Labadie n~iv ._
ic'hlan Hills Texas was interviewed at his place of`business

Eds SuperSafe Grocery .Bedford Texas. az :g-4,27.1-:
y-y~1","i '~"~ -~~ . f ... ~~t7L f . ,'.I't`s

,OSWALD advised that although be has resided in the
Riland Hills area for over twenty years be has never been
to Irving,-Texas at any time during this period and does not
own a rifle or other firearm He stated,-therefore be has
never conducted business or.tvisited the Irving Sports Shop at _

r:'r any time .in the past :F: .
=``Y:.:~jj ,. ..

-"r ` .':f't ! .i r ~~ 1 I .,~t~ ~ "~I Vii_ "! i ~
`_ advised his 'family consists of himself, his

wife.JggZ and his 19-year old daughter SHERRY OSWALD and
that neither his wife nor his daughter possesses a firearm

.\

" -''%.;""
en 5 /64' 41 Bedford Texas File # DL "100=10461_

:" r.-EOCENE F YETRAKIS and
:-,.by Special Agent ."~.. uy)ACi TDi~SWT Z.F~R d Date dictated 5/14164
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OSWALD at any time in the past
,;"* t N

,t

,.~I ii

tb ptop.tq ot.th.,cat _oed t 1oao.d to

Dote WAZ64

JOHN GBOLSEfi1~OSWALD, JR. 1824 6th Avenue J,-Fort
-Worth 'Texas, advised he ..was

a n a res ent of Fort Worth Texas for about fourteen
-` ye s and has been continuously employed for General Dynamics

.COta any in.Fort Wort ,. n :..:,,7 C~~ j'sw rns4 .~~.//

OSWALD advised that he has never at any timer
transacted any business Whatsoever with the Irving Sports Shop
in Irving Texas and has never visited this shop at anytime
in the past .to his recollection Be stated further,= that he

;does not'own _a rifle of any caliber and although he is the

possessor.of.;a ..12 gauge .shotgun he has had no repair':work
performed on:this or any other weapon at any gun shop_.in the

-.last several years v :"s t ) _ ~,4

OSWALD advised .further that there is no family
relationship existing between himself and LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and that he has never met or communicated with LEE HARVEY .

4
225

2/64 Fort Worth,-Texas DL 100-10461'-en _,~_ et T ,file i~ _ _
~ . , y EUGENE F PETRAKIS and

"by.Specis .Agent"+ RAYMOND SWITZER/ds pate dictated __-5/14/64
t s
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"JOHN GHOLSEN7OSWALD III 1824 6th Avenue Fot,.,
...Worth,* Texas .,age 20 advised be is the son of JOHN GHOLSEN
0SW JR. and resides with his parents at that address

.~ "',s OSWALD advised be does not own a rifle or .any *
ot2i firearm and has never transacted any business with the 19
Irving Sports Shop in Irving Texas at any time in the past
and in fact is completely unaware of its location :

z.~ "~ '-~t Se advised, further that to the best of his
J knowledge there is no family relationship existing between_

himself and LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that to the best of --bin
recollection he has never met .conversed or communicated
with LEE HARVEY OSWALD at any time in the

a

.shM 7,~

by Specie Agent ,,R R YMQND SillTZ&RV4B
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-DEWY OSWALD 2208 Co.cord Street Irving Texas

advised that he and his family have been residents of Irving
Tex since January 1 1964 having been transferred by his

emp yer from Seattle Washington to this -city Ee advised ..
ormer"address in Seattle Washington prior to his move

to I wing,:Texas,.was 11343 Alton Avenue Northeast, Seattle

OSWALD .advised that although he is the owner..of

several bunting rifles he has had no repair work performed
on any of these weapons since'his arrival in Irving Texas

visit to Allis city r j .r ~;.I.

OSWALD advised to the best of his knowledge there

is no family relationship existing between himself and LEE
tHARVEY OSWALD and he has bad no occasion to mee

with LEE HARVEY OSWALD at any time in the past.

.and his arrival in Texas on January .1, .1964 was his'-first.:

A. .

~y la.'w'i" Lai ~ J . . ....~~~:.:..

I!y Special Agent

r
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The following investigation was conducted by SA's
EUGENB F _BBTRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZERs _

- Mrs LILLIA~ INS, 2819 northwest 31st Street
Port Worth Texa",".j,_advised on May .11 "1964 that she recalled
an OSWALD family had previously resided at the next door

a .address of 2821 Northwest 31st Street for several months but
7 had moved :.out :approximately in the middle of February-1964 .:..

'and `rare _last known to her to ..be residing in "the -2200 block
on pearl _Avenue in Fort Worth

kf/45,"_t = i

rJ+1rs E)OlA14A.SH landlady and owe of the duplex
apartment at 2220 gearlvAvenue Fort Worth a4visOd on May 12

-1964 that -CHARLES OSWALD resided at that address ...from
approximately the middle of ebruary 1964 until May 6 1964
at Mich time they moved to the Diamond Hill section of yort
Worth,.but:.that their-prase street address was unknown_to
her.. :i-.:.._ L.:,... :."_ _ ..._

,
.l

--' r She advised OSWALD was residing at that
address with his motl~gr Mre JEWEL OSWALD and a family
friend a Mrs E?HE KENNEDY She advised CHARLES OSWALD was
an assistant pastor at a Church in the Diamond Hill section
of Fort Worth and further believes him to be employed on a

part-time basis by the City of Fort Worth in an unknown capacity
She could offer no further information relative to his present

T. Whereabouts

Mr HOMER MC GADGH Sanitation Department City of
Fort Worth advised IC 4hMES VON WHITE on May 13 1964 that
his^records indicated CHARLES L OSWALD presently resides at

. 2511 Lincoln Avenue Fort Worth Texas $_

i 'i~ ~.:...
/IV.--1 ` y t +7. +

2 M V
+r..~ .~.iJ
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'`"y+ CHARLES LAN f WALD was interviewed at his present
residence of 2511 Z jn n-JubBnue Fort Worth Texas,--with _
reg dto`the possibility he may have had a rifle repaire

.::e-at a Irving Sports Shop in Irving Texas C HA,eZ,ES 'L OS-` AL O

-.:... fin 'J.(S.t2l''06'r-A-0
_ OSWALD advised that he was born December 19 19.314

~4n West Lebanon, Indiana and has re;"-c `ae -In""""Fort Worth for

4
1 directly, indirectly or otherwise..

`ice b t :. re. it t+ t Z.
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about five years e s ated he is presently the assistant
" pastor of the Apostolic Church.by Christ Jesus located -at -`

3120 North :pecan Street in Fort Worth Texas. = ~ ~
'"'7:,

.'~j""` OSWALD advised that he does not possess a rifle
or any "other firearm of any type and has never owned a f ire
arm in his lifetime He stated further that he bas-never
had occasion to transact any business at the Irving Sports
Shop in Irving Texas and 'in fact recalls being in-Irving
on only one occasion in the pasta :.~;.:r

OSWALD advised,' further that there is no family
i relationship between himself and LEE HARVEY OSWALD to-the

best of his knowledge He pointed out that OSWALD is an

adopted name given him by his adoptive parents in"Indiana
He stated, further that to the best of his knowledge he
has never met or communicated with LEE HARVEY OSWALD,''

r
4061,

64 et Fort Worth .Texas
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` Norm Shop from Mrs CLARA OSWALD in Deceer 1963 and that
at that time Mrs OSWALD told sus MC COLLAR she was leaving
the Dallas area for her original home in West Virginia to

engage in business Mrs OSWALD told her she was leaving the
` area in view of all the many telephone calls she bad been

receiving due to the notoriety which the OSWALD name was re

ceiving at that time and that her business had fallen off to
a great extent

It is noted firs CLARA OSWALD was previously inter
viewed on December 12 1963 at 453 Park Row Arlington Texas

:..with negative results

_.~. vr
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The following investigation was conducted by SA's
ti 'BDGENE y,` PETRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZER on My 11 1964:.

s i.":~
..~i"

. .:t t . t X11. . .a

},:fir `"i t Mrs 11ELDOHOOKER, present.resident 705 Dugan Street.
A lington Texas advised that a Mrs CLARA SwALD formerly re
sided at'that address un it October 1963 When she moved to 453 w V,n
jxtk RQwin A.rlin to ~e-near-'her place of business Mrs
ROOKER advised CLARA OSWALD formerly operated the Merle Norman
Ce metics Shop located at 943 East Park Row in Arlington and
although.she is no longer connected with this'business Mrs
HOOKER advised she felt the present owner might be able to
fur-614h the present Whereabouts of Mrs._ CLARA OSWALD.: ..~G

Mrs OPAL C CQLLOE owns S..SDrnan CQmeticso.
943 Bast Park Row rl z Epp advised she purchased the Merle

T

" tr
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she does not know .LEE HARVEY OSWALD and
S %a.iA'C.i.
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,,Dtu.,AIS kW-5
Mrs.-JESSIE (BILLIE W_+ILD 2625 Stcvall Street advised

ides at that address with her husband JESSIE and her son,t s
She stated her husband is employed by SmithJO age 14

Deteo ve Agency and Nightwatch Service Incorporated,* 610(N Akdrd v

..Street Dallas Texas She stated he installs fire alarms for this
company Mrs."OSWALD advised no one in her family owns a high
powered rifle and she is sure no one in her family has ever.visitdd
the Irving Sports Shop, 221 ,Irving -Boulevard, -Irving Texas .

OSWALD said

"~
_ -.-1 'T .is not related to him

tp

431

on 51 /64 at DsIl ~ Texas
' A RAYMOND SWITZER and

by Sp.c 1 A9.nt ',EUGENE F "PETRAKIS:vm
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OSWALD and;had"never heard of him or seen him other-than on

television=following the assassination of President JOHN:FITZGERALD
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JESSIE J OSWALD advised he resides at 2625St 1]_ tr

Dallas Texas,, and is employed as a fire alarm installer by Smith

Detec ve enc and Nightwatch Service Incorporatedu 610 N
Akfdtreat Dallas exas

Sc
/i&.I0

= OSWALD stated he does not own a high-powered rifle He

said he has never.been to the Irving Sports Shop 221 Irving
Boulevard Irving Texas. .;~-...:.. ,4'4 '0"

t'-e;.-i"Y7 ("" ""`:":"'+'!" (# .a ~~" .!.i'."`"~wi~.`..'.L ....':... l"".:t""..?~"~. 'L1h`fr".~~:f.:
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``
OSWALD informed that heis not related to LEE HARVEY

,,r.y,:,,..wa 14:4.t9. 32
ol '11 64 ,r Dallas Texas  File  DL 100-10461

.A RAYMOND SWITZER and _
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Number 70450A *assigned to the 9th Bomb Squadron of the'-7th
;""Bomb Wing,.Carswell Air Force Base Fort Worth Texas,'"was

~. _ previously intervri awed by the Los Angeles Division at Castle
= Air Force'Base Merced California on January 28 1964,

where he was on temporary assignment with the 329th Bomb

DL 400-10461 r
'i ,yam'~~~ a ".: %1 K r ."t..s:t =._ "~L

It is noted Lieutenant JAMES R OSWALD Air Force
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Squadron :as a student Results of this interview have -been
reported previously.',:..;-.-'s ,wr ` :. . .

s~. . ':
~ CHARLES ECK OSI,"Carswell Air Force Base Fort

";:_.

Worth laxas-r advised IC JAMES VON WHITE on May 13 .1964
that Lieutenant JAMES

RT
9SWALD`is no longer assigned.to "

Carswell Air Force Base and his present address is Post
- Office Box 1203 Blytheville *Arkansas
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Reverend and Mrs OSWALD
have established a good credit rat in Richardson Texas.-

Mies ASB 0R~ advised the on y other OSWALD listed in
her files t MAMM OSWALD 629 Belt ine Road Ri.hara "on Texas
She said MARINA OSWALD is .the widow o LES HARVEY OSWALD She
said she had no information in her fi es regarding MARINA OSWALD

The following investigation was conducted by SAs.;r
ND SWITZER and EUGENE F PETRAKIS as

On May 12 1964 Miss p Ry SUE AS}IFORD Manager
Merchants Retail Credit Association Richardson Texas advised

that[her'lagency reports-credit information only for residents of
Riche dson Texas =:.".y ~.< . =_4 H .:.u"r w~:". f.-.4 . r w

yam _ ty~. /1
tared a check of her file disclosedCIies ASIiFO

that a Rev ROBERT SWALD and wife -ONA..J
Wateka i-cb d~3a eias:"She said Rev OSWALD is affiliated a
with the Southwestern Baptist Church 106 N Francis Dallas
Texas Miss ASHFORD stated the file indicates that Rev OSWALD

el4o worked part time for the Lincoln Liberty Life Insurance

Company and for the Interstate Life Insurance Company both of__
Dallas Texas Miss ASRFO] advised this file disclosed that
ONA JOLENE OSWALD was employed by the Richardson Independent

"School System Richardson Texas
F-t-/ orS

i~ S

C ss ASHFORJsaid that t I 'a

reside at 924

N.I 74C ti ES

;''. O May 13 1964 JI ONARD -3 st

Dallas Texas stated ha knows that Rrv RO RT

August but informed that he did not have
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On May 12,;1964 EL ER 5 South a.Bgptist-Church,,_
-.106-N Francis Dallas Texas advie d that Rev ROBERT M OSWALD

"moved-f r of 19.3 He said he had no other
information regarding ROBERT-WAL but stated that JIM LEONARD

.1123 St Joseph Street Dlllaa Taxes would know how to.locate
-Rev ROBERT Zi OSWALD.

oseph Str
M O.Q moved.in
his present addresses
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Bea Mrs. Y G LEVELAND 3815 Penrod Dallas Texas would

have v OSWALD present ad resit ;,./

s+ -GC 3815 Penrod
, On May 13 .1964 Mrs Y

Dallas Teas advised that Rev ROBERT M OSWALD and "wife ONA

-JOLENE roved from their'residence at 924-Wateka Richardson,

Texas in August 1963 She stated their present address _ia .
303 Jefferson Natchitoches Louisiana s .241 s _ _
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The following investigation was conducted by
ND SWITZE R and EUGENE F. PETRAKIS on May 12 1964 r

SAa

er 1960 ".they saved to 2101 Parxott Street Taco
said this is*the-only OSWALD that appears in their
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.MissWILLIE GOODRICH Reporter Merchants Retail Credit

Association Carrollton -Texas, advised that credit agency in

addition to reporting credit information for Carrollton Texas
:.also reports credit information-on the residents of. Farmers

Addison . and Coppell Texas
"3 L : .i.J .i 1 . . .r a'15 ",."j~J ... "~ -~ ~ ~.~.~vL ~',` s~ f

Miss GOODRICH stated a search of her files disclose no

-'one by the name of OSWALD as being a present resident in.any of the

towas covered by that 'credit association.
a i s ..,u..:a._ c L .

/Ili 'rr'fl+P S
v'rt Miss GOODRICH advised that DAYLOS BRYAS{ WALD and

wife C CS formerly resided at 1408 Rosemont,TCarrol.Iton Texas
but in.Dece

.Texas... Sh
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.Dallas Texas

Detective FAY
Da olica;.D shape
Sunday November 24 1963

.he-was n duty in the off
a tale one 'call-from one
news staff for Channel 8
recollection this call w
3:45 to 5:00_ p.m..i ,

TURNER jid and Robbez yisior
advised he recalls that on the afternoon of

following the shooting of LEE HARVEY O;WALD
ces of Captain J WILL FRITZ and he received
RAY JOIN who he knows to be-a member of the

AA-TV,-Dallas To the best of
received in his office at apprdximately

TURNER advised he has no information whatsoever indicating
the identity 'of this anonymous caller other than that 'furnished .to
him by Mr RAY JOHN of Channel 8 news and in fact was not aware of
whether'the'caller wash male-or femalw.prior to this interview
TURNER advised further that he has discussed the matter of this

anonymous call in connection with the Irving Sports Shop with
other members of his department and none were able to furnish any

. substantial information leading to the identity of this individual

'"J " -s He -advised -JOHN told him "that he JOHN had just received a
call at'the Channel 8 offices-from'an anonymous caller to.the effect
that "OSWALD had taken a rifle to a gun shop located in'the 200 block
on Irving Boulevard on November 21 1963 to have the rifle "sighted-in.
TURNER stated he checked the city directories in his office and deter
mined that the Irving Sports Shop was located at'221 E Irving Boulevard
in Irving Texas and this appeared to be the only shop of its type
within-several blocks of that address -TURNER stated be contacted the
Irving Sports-Shop and talked to a Mr GREENER manager of that
establishment retarding this information as received from the
anonymous caller and that GREENER told him he and his employee RYDER
had discussed the matter of the assassination in connection with repair

J.work they may''have done in their shop but that neither could remember
having done any work for LEE HARVEY OSWALD 'and in particular could not
recall having performed any work 'on a Mannlichet Carcano -rifle ~ihich

,rifle was believed at that time to be the assassination weapon

7'11t doe.o.st coalmines.lsh.r recommendationsnot 000clasloas of the FBI It so the proper' of the FBI sod Is loaned to
, Toaragencrt l madIfs coolants or* sot to be dletrlbuted outside your agentsr CA_ . ... a..t. ._:... _ ~._ . ..:... .. . .t ha p'r.tot b ll.e r3l :c'lv
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tort (Kitson U sad u oostato at* pot to bo dtotrtbot.tatstotd lost saaaay " :j

File
DL "100-104.61

by Specie Agent EMORY g IIORTON/ds Date dictated 5/18/64
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A

Mr CHARLES WOODROW GREENER 2015 Rosebud Irving "=,~
Texas was interviewed at his place of business Irving Sports
.Shop 1-East Irving Boulevard, Irving Texas >%~~ ~ ~;= ~-~

RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIO

Dot

FD-302 (Rev $44$) .!
'.l}"j

..1
5/18/64

a

e
. Mr.-GREENER stated that he first saw and learned of

the"ex~etence of an Irving Sports Shop repair tag bearing-the.
name 'OSWALD on a date that he is confident was November'-28

""1963.- He explained that he recalls this occurred on a date -

--,When the store was closed that was a few days after the Presi
dent was assassinated therefore, he is sure that it was Tv
Thanksgiving day,'November 28 1963. He said he was contacted

:by representatives names unknown of a television station and
he accompanied them to the Irving Sports Shop where pictures
were-made which pictures later appeared on a television pro
gram

.
%,,-. I ft.-GREENER said he was also contacted by a reporter

of the-'Dallas Times Herald newspaper Who said he the re
porter had talked to DIAL RYDER by phone regarding the work
performed for someone named OSWALD before RYDER had been inter
viewed by an Agent of the FBI Mr GREENER stated that be does
not know the name of this reporter and has no knowledge as to
how this reporter might be identified other than the fact he

-assumes this reporter is the individual who wrote the article
that appeared in the "Dallas Times Herald of November 28,4"
1963 "y,~:... ..M . z y'"ta +

Mr.-GREENER stated that he has absolutely no idea who

might have made the initial calls regarding the possibility that"
LEE HARVEY OSWALD had work performed by the Irving Sports Shop
He stated that he does know that a Mrs WSITWORTH who previcu sly

'` operated the Furniture Mart on East Irving Boulevard about one
block west of the Irving Sports Shop has stated that OSWALD his
wife and Children were in the Furniture Mart in early November
1963 looking for_ a gunsmith. therefore suggesting the possi
bility that Mrs WHITWOETH may have made the initiating telephone
call ; '.
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Mr.-GREENER speci fically denied making any telephone
calls which he did not identify himself to anyone advising
that OSWLD had any repair work performed or gun sighted-in at
the Irving Sports Shop."., ~.r ~~t ._
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oM ta loaned to

DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA t

.Mr DIAL D RYDER 2028 Harvard, (BL 3-4876) was
'interviewed at his place of employment Irving Sports Shop

st Irving Boulevard Irving Texas :"

Mr RYDER stated that be definitely had not talked
to any representative of any newspaper or other news service
prior to being contacted by Special Agent EMORY"E HORTON
Federal Bureau of'Investigation on November 25 1963.-:He
stated he found the Irving Sports Shop repair tag bearing the
name "OSWALD` as customer on November 23 1963 but bad not s"t_.=

.; told anyone other than his wife about finding the tag prior" :-_
t o being interviewed by SA HORTON on November 25 .1963.-:..-r =

Mr RYDER stated that he has no recollection of
:talking to any reporter or representative of the "Dallas Times
_Herald newspaper at any time and definitely did not talk to

"i'::.any representative of any newspaper or news service prior to
the article appearing in the "Dallas Times Herald on No

,.vember 28 1963 He stated that at approximately 7:30-A.M.
November 28 1963 his telephone rang and when he answered
it the person on the phone identified himself as being with
a newspaper, believed to be the "Dallas Times Herald and
asked Mr.'RYDER if LEE HARVEY OSWALD had any work performed

: at the Irving Sports Shop RYDER stated that he told the
individual that he "had no"comment at which time he hung
up 'the phone and immediately removed the receiver from the
book thereby making it impossible for other calls to be made
to his, RYDER's residence RYDER explained that When he re-
ceived this telephone call he was asleep therefore he was

*"someIhat drowsy at the time he answered the phone resulting
in his not recalling the name of the person calling him on
that occasion._

... M RYDER stated that he was contacted on November 28
1963 by reprOsentativep_if CBS-TV at which time pictures were

r made that-later appeared on television In addition he wits
.contacted on the same date November 28 1963 by a reporter

~.~ name unrecalled Who represented some newspaper located in
Tr

M
./64.-. ~ Irving Texas ~~E)

by Sp.cioI Ag n EMORY E HORTON/ds
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Washf on D C He stated these were the first occasions of
being contacted by representatives of news services:a,::,=

Mr RYDER stated that he was very disturbed and is
still quite irritated over the article that appeared in the.
"Dallas Times Herald" newspaper on November 28 1963 in which ::-.
he RYDER,'-is quoted as furnishing information contained in the
article. Be stated that he did not furnish the information

t. appearing in that article has no idea who may have furnished
--this information and concluded by stating that if he can learn

the identity of the reporter who prepared the article 'lithe
-= reporter will have me to fight "

)4r RYDER specifically denied making any telephone -

+4.~ calls in which he did not identify himself to anyone advising
that OSWALD had any repair work performed or gun sighted-in at
the 1tv).ng Sports Shop.
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Sheriff's Office every day except Thursday and
a`'-~. Sunda tc) c.C.A ~_~ifE~NtlrtC

'`'- DARWIN AYNE alternate lice repo rter tlho
." handles Police Department and Sheriff's Off ice 44

on,rhuraday and in the absence of CARTER a

Herald Heald sa3re Dallas Texas was exhibited a clipping
:'taken from the "Dallas Times Herald edition of November 28

1963 captioned "OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING SMART
_advised upon perusal of this article that on Thursday No

vember 28 1963 be was at home as a result of a virus infection
and therefore did not read the rewrite on this article which
was routed over *the City Editor's desk SMART advised the re
porting and rewrite of this _article could have been handled by_
the following reporters .. r l ''./_

d-iJc

GEORGE ARTER -.lice re-or = attached to the
~" ,:.Dallas Police Department and Dallas County DII LL 1 S ;Ctrs

The following investigation was conducted on May 18
1964 at Dallas Texas by SA's EUGENE F PETRARIS and A.. r_
RAYMOND SWITZER s . . s =~!,r:

.r
-a"4 ' -RSNNET'~MART City B i~or._ 4th Floor "Dal

V

-HUNTER 8CHM1DT JR. county reporter .ho handles

fti arc
. e uPoy

;y

-a ,`:rtt er4-a'a .~-tr.1{~'jamt ."J J a.._tfll -t _
DL 10 10461r'.'.,-17. j.. ',

I -.", r

STEVENS Lewrite auk MLao may have handled
`'" " '= the rewrite of this anti e S:EVF Tesentl

is on vacation,:4,9 :. 4Li s /2 a,tJ -//e decO c/ t
JAMESXL'EHRER city reporter

" all outlying areas o a rov ng reporter basis
':including Irving Taxes.

The above--noted article was exhibited to GEORGE CARTER
DARWIN PAYNE and JAMES LEHRER,-and all advised they did not write

-. this article and could not recall anything else concerning it

{"`"JAMBS LEHRER however,-stated be recalled this matter had been
Z4 bandied by HUNTER SCHMIDT JR. and that SCHMIDT had written the

e upon receipt of information whi_'h he believed was based
oo tipannymus

."( iQfrr b . 1 fii\"r.t-.. =.r..r~ _y.sM;v_7 .1Lt.t.:.a1.dfatL"-tV _ ...r SAL!"7A%
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HUNTER SCHMIDT JR., county reporter "Dallas Times
Herald Herald'Square Dallas,'Texas was interviewed re %.

gard an article appearing in the November 28 1963 edition
= of t "Dallas Times Herald captioned "OSWALD GUN SIGHT

NOU TI` ZN IRVING 1 ::r ":r `.i7
` ;-J i

.I..T 'advised be --__,,_a writing this article-on

November 280 19 3 q :4:r :..

SCHMIDT advised the telephone was answered by an

individual claiming to be DIAL D RYDER of 2028 Harvard Street

}

;ia J
ERAL BUREAU OF INVEST IGATI

Dot 5/19/64

-the morning .of November 28 1963 in his offices on the fourth
floor-of the .Times Herald Building. He stated that.on the

morning of November.28,-1963 he arrived at work at:7:00.A.M.,'--
as.is his usual custom and,'as he entered the city newsroom,
he was advised by other reporters already'on duty to the. }

effect that information had been-received by them that the

_-Dallas Police Department was-in possession of information that

LEE HARVEY OSWALD bad had a telescopic sight mounted on his rifle

at a suburban gun shop He stated he was told that a gunsmith
by the-name of "RYDER bad mounted a scope on a rifle for an

-individual'by the name of "OSWALD and that thi8 matter was

-currently being investigated by the Dallas Police Department
SCHMIDT stated the gun shop allegedly was located in the .L

suburban.community of Garland,'.Texas and this matter was

,brought to his attention inasmuch as he was.assigned to handle

the outlying suburban areas _ " t,

8CHrlIDT.advised be checked city directories for

Garland and surrounding areas and was-unable to locate a gun

shop employing an individual by the name of RYDER He stated

he then checked city directories for the name RYDER and de

termined that DIAL D. RYDER of-Irving Texas was employed by
the Irving Sports Shop, located on Irving Boulevard in that

city He stated he attempted to contact the Irving Sports

Shop by telephone but after receiving no answer then called

DIAL D RYDER at his residence SCHMIDT estimated the time of

his call to .be between 7:30 and 8:00 A.M. on the morning of

.".rte ?"s1'ixft'"b s ! g a "s .e

5/2$ 64 '3a Dallas Texas .9J43  File DL 100-10461

.";4 4.~ EUGENE F P ETRAKIS and ?I

by Special Ag.nt -_RAYMOND SWITZER/de Date dictatedr 5/19/64
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=helpful and cooperative in-answer to SCHMIDT's questions and,~,:
appeared to be very happy.to"furnish answers to any questions

submitted .by SCHMIDT ~ t . _,::~.

SCSMZDT stated RYDER advised him be was employed at
the Irving Sports Shop located on_Irving Boulevard in Irving
Texas and that part of his-duties consisted of performing

DL .1

ktigglAMICeNCReRCCAME .,t4

`
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104$1

Iry ,.Texas and that after identifying himself fully as,a
-repot er for the "Dallas Times Herald newspaper in Dallas,

Texas he then asked_,RYDER if he had attached a telescopic sight
;; to a rifle forF a man named OSWALD SCHMIDT advised that it was

obvious from the opening conversation that he had awakened RYDER
-and RYDER made mention of the fact"that he was quite sleepy and
--had .not slept-well the night before. RYDER however was very

pair work on..rifles and other weapons for customers of that }
.- sports shops'and,"in the course of his business be recalled

having attached a telescopic sight and bore sighted a foreign
made rifle for a customer named OSWALD about a month prior.to
that time RYDER told him be could not recall the make of the

:. rifle , although he believed it _to be foreign made but..would be
unable to. further identify

.M " " ."rte "1 ."~"1~ .

~'. 'Y -RYDER explained to bin that be had located an -undated
ticket made out to one OSWALD reflecting the notations,:drilling
and tapping $4.50, and bore sighting $1.50 total charges $6.00
RYDER explained this-ticket could only reflect that be had `

drilled and tapped screw holes for mounting a telescopic sight

.r... and that according to .the charges reflected on the ticket the
work done on the rifle would consist of drilling three holes for

which be charges $1.50 each,:and the other $1.50 would seflecti

charges for-bore .$ightia4 aa",.U -_ ::o_

SCHMIDT advised RYDER went on to explain to him in

detail the-significance of the term "bore sighting which SCHMIDT

interpreted to..mean the alignment of the telescopic sight_to the .

*. rifle re.for "accurate shooting.!=41 ".ti ,

j :}!.SCAMIDT advised he recalled RYDER volunteering that
ipso ras he could remember the customer OSWALD bought 'no

s
ammun tion for .this rifle from bin
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;.SCSMIDT advised be recalls specifically questioning

. ."
.1 .4

RYDER"as to the further description of this OSWALD for-whom "

RYDER allegedly "performed "this work but-that RYDER.explained
to him that be bad performed work of this type on a great many.,

" rifles during that time of_year as the hunting season was:_ .:~

approaching and he :had no recollection whatsoever of the.indi-:
vidual'namedOSWALD for whom be performed this work SCHMIDT
advised 'thatat the conclusion of the'interview RYDER appeared

.:-very cordial and he recalled RYDER inviting him to recontact"
-RYDER at any time in the future in the event he desired:further
-:information in this regard . ~_

-;.c "~ vim r f . :.,
'. ,:`

_
SCHMIDT stated that based upon the information re

ceived from..RYDER be immediately sat down and wrote they article

_captioned !OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING and that after

:submitting:it to the rewrite department for approval,'it_was
dispatched by messenger to the press rooms immediately thereafter

so that it could be included in the next edition of the "Dallas

Times Herald"..SCHMIDT explained that be believes this article

came out in:the 11:00.R.M edition although be could not be

positive.asthere.are.five editions a day of the."Dallas Times

Herald".:":SCHMIDT,advised the article appeared in the lower left

band corner of the front page but did not carry his by-line He

stated 'however the article was well received and he recalled

tanswering"several inquiries that day from other members-.of the

press and television media so

SCHMIDT advised that while at his residence the evening
of November 28 1963 be observed a taped television interview on

-.`,""the 10:00 o'clock news of CBS Television in which RYDER denied

:;"x furnj.shing any of_the information to a "Dallas Times Herald

.reporter as set forth in thearticle and although RYDER indi

cated the possibility existed the Irving Sports Shop could have

performed :work for LEE HARVEY OSWALD without the knowledge of

RYDER, RYDER did.not.mention the work ticket or any of the items

~'A. Misted,thereon as be had to SCHMIDT early that morning and in
r off( denied baying furnished the contents of the article as

writt a by SCHMIDT
ik-T

:'!
.t > >,~ r ` {



-time

=morning of November 29 1963 as related above 8(HMIDT denied

.:;having any other source of information for the article of No
-vember 28,1963 and reiterated the fact that all the information
set forth in this article was furnished to bin solely by DIAL D

`.'-RYDER in the course of their telephonic conversation between
,7e30 a 418:00 A.M on the morning of November 28 1963.

^
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, SCHMIDT advised he was naturally upset over the denial
by RYDER `and the following morning November .29, "1963;"at
approximately 9:00 to-10:00 A.M. he telephoned the Irving Sports
Shop again and spoke to a Mr GREENER the owner of the'shop -He
advised GREENER that the :information set forth "in his article-of
the preceding day was exactly.as".related to him by RYDER and that
be had no..other source of information He asked GREENER=:if "'~'3 "
RYDER had discussed this matter with bim and inquired as '=to "'the 'i

,: reasons Idly RYDER had denied furnishing him SCHMIDT this infor=
-nation. SCHMIDT stated GREENER advised him that he GREENER was
completely unaware of any of the information set forth in the
articl4 of,November.28 1963,'until"he was contacted by CBS
Television reporters on the afternoon of November 28 1963 and
after being interviewed by the television reporters he cpnfronted

-RYDER with the facts set forth in the newspaper article but that _
RYDER denied furnishing any of these facts to any reporter at any

SCHMIDT stated GREENER told him that RYDER did admit
=-"receiving a :telephone call in the early morning hours of No

vember 28 1963 but that he denied furnishing any information
to the caller.. '"`

SCHMIDT .stated that as a result of the conversation with
GREENER and the denials of RYDER he did not pursue the matter any
further and wrote nothing else about the Irving Sports Shop

. .SCHMIDT advised the only time be has ever spoken to
RYDER was on the morning of November 28 1963 and the only
occasion he has had to converse with Mr GREENER was on the
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s It is pointed out that DIAL D RYDER and HUNTER SCHMIDT
JR. the reporter for the 'Dallas-Times Herald were interviewed

simultaneously by different Agents-on May-18 1964,"at Which time
they were not aware of the information being furnished by-sash
other 'It should be noted that HUNTER SCHMIDT JR states he
called RYDER between 7:30 A.M and 8:00 R.M. November 28,'1963
at Which time RYDER'reportedly furnished the information-contained

f in the 'Dallas Times Herald article of that date captioned
.-'OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING While RYDER admits receiving
"'a call at approximately the same time on November 28 1963 but

denies having furnished any information Whatsoever
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JAMES M ENGLISH Captain Property Bureau Dallas Police _
Depar nts.advisO he recalled .* transfer of the material,from the

-Dallas once Department to the FBI Office on November-26 1963 but
he did! ot physically observe any of the evidence or material contained
in the oxes.-.;-He advised he was told the evidence was obtained froa
the residence of .LEE HARVEY OSWALD N Beckley Dallas Texas

..Mrs RUTHand from .the ..res idence jof I:AINE at Irving Texas "..:
J!

Captain-ENGLISlt related _that he remained at the FBI Office
during the

-.not recall observing the photograph of the house of Major General
-.`.EDWIN A.WALKER which has been marked as Commission exhibit...Po..5

,time the inventory was taken of the evidence but he does

-and as FBI inventory No 369 !-.

.Dallas Texas  File # DL 100-10461
:

. Dot dictotadby Sp0clol Avon IVAN D LEE:vm 5/19/64 "
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,) -by Sy.CiOl Agont. IVAN D LEE:vm oat dictato_ 5119164

'i-EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA Kan

vS
Mr.r,HERMAN W HILL Clerk Property Room Section Dallas .s

.Police Department advised he accompanied the evidence from the-Dallas
'Folic partment'to the-FBI Office on November 26 1963,but he lid
not::O ically touch any of the material contained in the several boxes

_.nor di he actua1ly assist in the inventory of the material

After viewing the photograph of the residence of Major General
EDWIN A WALKER which has been marked as Commission exhibit No 5 and
as FBI inventory No.-"369 he advised he had never obserliedthis photo
graph'previously. HILL related that inasmuch as the photograph is _

'contained in!tbe.inventory'taken on November 26,-1963 it-must have
been present in the material that the Police Department released to the

`'FBI on November 26 1963.

Daft 5/19/64

.
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Dot 3/19/64

Captain JOHN W FRITZ Homicide and Robbery Bureau Dallas

Polic Department advised he did not personally review all of -the
slater 1 and evidence that was seized by his officers from the -4

-resiJ ce of LEE HARVEY OSWALD located at 1026 N Beckley Street
Dallas,_ or the material recovered from the residence of Mrs RUTH
PAINE in Irving, Texas "in that it was only in his possession .-

approximately two or three days . .

'H-After viewing the photograph depicting the residence of

Major General EDWIN A WALKER which has been marked .as Commission
exhibit No. -5 and as "FBI inventory No 369 Captain FRITZ state be
-does not recall this photograph among the material he reviewed prior

...to turning it over to the FBI on November 26 1963

(. .-s>. I_ .. ";.

./64A'+'"Dallas Texas

` cfai A .nt IVAN D LEE:vo
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He-stated at the time he observed this"particular p hoto

graph0be surmised that OSWALD had evidently taken the license plate
.number area out of the photograph to keep anyone from identifying
the owner of that automobile.:-STOVALL stated he does not recognize

.the residence_ in the background of the photograph and he has not

: conducted any investigation to identify the owner of the automobile
He advised he is positive the photograph was mutilated as_ shown in
Commission exhibit No 5-at.the time they recovered it at the PAINE

....residence STOVALL stated he did not participate in the search
of 1EE HARVEY OSWALD's residence located at 1026 N Beckley Dallas
Texas.
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Mr RICHARD S.-STOVALL Detective, Homicide and Robbery-.
Dallas 'Police Department,'advised he was one of the four

s'who:searched the`residence`of Mrs RUTH PAINE in'Irving
for material that belonged to LEE HARVEY -"OSWALD He stated

he was assisted in this search by Detectives GUY F ROSE,--JOHN P.
ADAM IK and HENRY M MOORE.'. , -.: ~ .", _ _... r ct `

After viewing the photograph depicting the residence of
Majot General EDWIN A WALKER which has been marked as Commission

= exhibit No.5 and as FBI inventory No 369 he advised be-recalled
observing this photograph on November 23 1963 He stated tbia _

,photograph had been found in a cardboard box along with-several other

_photographs which was allegedly the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

rte
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Mr. GUY F ROSE Detective Homicide and-Robbery Bureau,
Police Department advised be had been present and assisted
search of the residence !of Mrs RUTH PAINE at 2515 W 5th
in Irving Texas for property and evidence belonging to LEE
OSWALD., He stated Detectives JOHN P ADAMCIK "HENRY M MOORE

and RICHARD,S STOVALL"werethe'other officers present during the
:search -Be advised he recalls finding a box containing photographs

;... at the residence and:taking..it to the police station

After viewing the photograph depicting the residence
....of Major General EDWIN A WALKER which has been marked as Commission

:exhibit No 5 and is FBI inventory No 369 ROSE stated .he recalls
_observing this photograph at.the time they had seizedOSWALD's

material from the PAINE residence. He advised 'at the time"he"bad
:,noted-that someone had torn out.a section on the automobile which

".area'contains.:the license plate for the 1957 Chevrolet. He advised
--:he 'did not recognize the residence in the background and that he

'has done no investigation to determine the owner of the vehicle He
stated he definitely recalls that this photograph marked as
Commission exhibit No 5 was one of the photographs recovered from

.the PAINE residence and that it had been mutilated-at the time they
had recovered the box containing the photographs
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After'vieving the photograph depicting the residence of .,.

M JOHN P ADAYCIK Hiidd Rbb :Breau Dallasr..,omce anoeryu
folic Department advised he was one of the officers that searched
the idence of Mrs..RUTH PAINE located at2515 W 5th.Street in
Irvint Texas. He stated as he recalled he was assisted by Detectives
GUY F.1 ROSE,'7 HENRY M MOORE, and RICHARD S STOVALL He stated tLay
gathered up.a'considerable amount of material from this residence
butt he does not personally recall any of .the photographs that were

:Xajor ,General EDO A WALKER which has beep marked as Commission
exhibit No .5 and as FBI inventory No. 369i he advised he did not
recall this particular photograph He stated he 'is positive that
if he Lad handled this photograph and noted that the license plate
number area on the automobile had been ripped out he would recall
seeing this particular photograph.
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the residence of Mrs RUTH PAINE at 515 W 5th Street in

Dallas
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HENRY M MOORE, Detective Homicide and Robbery Bureau 'r. ..:..
Police Department advised he was one of the detectives .Aio T-.t
d

Texas to recover the material at that residence belonging'to
LEE HARVEY:OSWAID He stated he assisted three other officers
Detectives GUY F ROSE RICHARD S STOVALL,"and JOHN P ADAMCIK,in
the search but that he does not recall any particular-photograph
recovered from that address b -1i ,: 'thc:c

After viewing the photograph depicting the residence of

Major General EDWIN A WALKER which has been marked as Commission
exhibit No 5 and ..as FBI inventory No. 369 he 'advised he had never

-'seen tt}is particular picture prior to May 18 1964

etr% :'.~
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Mr MY *M TURNER Detective .Homicide and Robbery Bureau
....Dallas once Department advised he was one of th4 officers who:4

mare the-residence of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which was located at
1026 Beckley-in Dallas TURNER stated-he vaguely recalls recovering

several-k.hotographs from this residence .After viewing .the .phototAeph
of the"r.esidence of Major General EDWIN A WALKER which has been

-narked as-,Commission exhibit No.'15 and as FBI inventory No. 369
stated he does not recall* this photograph being among the material .

taken from the Beckley Street address
A,f i. T: -, -:.'' :1'
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W.WALTER E POTTS Detective Homicide and Robbery Bureau
Dail Police'Department,,adviaed he assisted in the search of LEE {

'HARVEOSWALD's'residence at'1026 N Beckley but does not recall!
recove ing any photographs at this address After viewing the photo
graph of:Major General EDWIN A.,.WALKER'a residence which has been
marked as Commission exhibit No 3 and as FBI inventory No 369 Le
advised he had never seen this photograph before
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Physic ~~ ela
GENE EDWIN.A.~ LKE waif
made '~f SAs ROBERT M BARRETT and IVAN D LEE on y
was:de rmined from this observation that the photograph depicting
the'residence of=Major General EDWIN A WALKER marked as"Commission
exhibit No 15"and as FBI Inventory No.'-369 is identical =with the
rear of WALKER'`' S residence= r4 '

. 'a ~;" "" E!:,r! "1"tl'(:`~~.~ -Fi: :~:r~"~.SJ ay. ~a.t ."i i.~ ~ ~'~ ".'c `.R t'i. ~ y...-A
f

Philbi M 18 1964fhll bhidysca"oservaton"onay, o te aeyen
the residence of 'Major General EDWIN A WALKER and comparing the
photograph"taken=by SA IVAN D.` LEE on February 1 1964 determined .that
the photograph listed as photograph No 2,Item No. 7 was taken in _ . i
the alley at the northeast edge of the property line of Major General

.,EDWIN A WALKER i "residence looking to the southwest ..- 3 M

.
=~

On 18 1964 phySical observation of the Missouri
Kansas and Texas railroad tracks which are located in .the victinity -_
of the"residence of Major General EDWIN A WALKER was made ,by
SAs ROBERT M BARRETT and IVAN D LEE It was.determined that

"--photograph No.,5,Item No 6 was taken with the individual taking
._the photograph facing south by southeast approximately 67 yards from

hhb lfN Sfdd wldhwere te curine o 'ewmantreet i exteneou cross te
-railroad tracks. It is noted that Newman Street runs in a soiith

bservation of the rear of the residence o
.R 4011 reek Boulevard Dallas

easterly to a northwesterly direction -and it would intersect the
,= railroad at a point almost due east of the Dallas Theater Center.

a-` ' In the photograph marked as photograph No 5 Item No 6,
the bridge railing observed in the middle of the picture is identical
with the one which crosses over Lemon Avenue East The building in

"the left center of the photograph is identical with the Stoneleigh
` Aotel What appears to be a building or structure to the left of

the .Stoneleigh Hotel and just to the right of the metal utility
pole (which is 'on the left-hand side of photograph) is a large air
conditioning water-cooler: To the"left of the metal utility pole
is a dark object which appears to be a building This is identical
to the apartment house roof line of the Turtle Creek Apartments
In the middle of the photograph and just to the right of the railroad

864 Dallas Texas DL 100-104617OR File1 1
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bridge*railingan electric utility pole with a transformer can b
.oboe d extending above the trees Also observed on the right-! -i

sad 4 ge of the'photograph are telephone poles with a heavy telephone
'cable running between-the poles In the physical observation of

the area all of the above items were.noted by SAs BARRETT and LEE.-

-fa

i

By autonx bile mileage',from the parking lot at the Dallas
Theater'' Center:which'is located approximately 200 feet from where
the photog4aph was taken it is 0.7 mile from Major General;EDIN A
FTALKEB a residence
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It has been determined from examination that ~the picture
's identified ,as Photograph No. 2. Item No 7 depicts the alley

behind the residence of Ka j or General EDWIN A WALKER -40l1 Turtle

,Creek Boulevard Dallas Texas .0n the right side of this photo
in the background there is depicted a multi-story building

that is under-construction which building has been identified as

21 Turtle Creek Square 3883 Turtle Creek Boulevard ,.Dallas Texas
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Date 5/20/64

This doesfssst contains asithor r4peono.ndotlonoac eonaNsi000 of the TM It the prowl) of the rill end is loaned to
toot sooncy sod Its .outsets ors sot I Impdistributod ostsldo pail somsey .

PASSMORE 314 Cottonwood Richardson Texas

5-2838) stated he is a Cons tru ctor with the Da las

ra 1 Eous ing Administration 1621 w
as,-"Texas.. . " .41 4 :. 'Xrit

N .1` IX=p Mr PASSMORE said he has been-assigned.,1- s
in 1962as the inspector on-a high-rise apartment nowbeing corn

pleted at-3883 Turtle Creek Boulevard Dallas Texas same being

known as 21 Turtle Creek 'Square. Mr. PASSMORE said he maintained
''.

daily construction progress logs on the construction of 21 Turtle ... _
Creek SqUa _ t -a ,_ , 4-1

Mr PASSMOR3 viewed Photograph No 2 Item No 7 and
identified the high-rise building under construction depicted in

that photograph as 21 Turtle Creek Square Mr PASSMORE with .

Spetial Agents ROBERT X BARRETT IVAN D ME and EMORy E
c''HORTON visited the area where Photograph No...2 Item No 7 va

taken at which time Mr PASSMORE viewed the building known as

21 Turtle Creek Square as it now appears from that position and

compared its present appearance to the view .depicted in Photograph
No 2 Item No 7 s -w

..
Mr PASSMORE produced a 35 mm slide taken by himself

that depicts 21 Turtle Creek Square and said this slide was made
"fr at the time the building was completed to its full height but

before the-penthouses were constructed After studying the slide

;.. and Photograph No 2 Item No 7 Mr PASSMORE stated Photograph
j` .s No 2 Item No..7 -appears to show one more bey on the construc

tion elevator tower than does his slide .From this Mr. PASSMORZ

opined that Photograph No 2 Item No 7 was taken after the

* twenty-second floor of the building was completed and the form ..
for the shear wall was being raised on the northeast corner of

.,s
the building so the concrete could be run thereby forming the

supports for the roof..-. ... .0 1
. .

Mr PASSMt then referred to his daily construction

logs-and determined that the building was at''the stage of
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ruction referred to above on March 8 12 1963 8e pots ed
ere do not appear to.be any workman depicted -In.,Photograph
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In'one of the photographs depicting the rear of Major
General EDWIN A.! WALKER's residence and marked on the back of thek.
photograph as DL 36, a 1954 Ford bearing 1963 Texas license PL 9139 "s

is observed on the right-hand side of the photograph =ray<,~
4

.. -,On May 21 1964 )Srs `JOE MOBLEY Clerk Dallas 'Count#
Tax Office advised 1963 Texas license p te.PL 9139 was`issued:to a
1954 Ford two-door owned by,,JOSEPH B RAKE 11720 Alston Lane
Dallas, Texas =P,.v . ~ a

"r

.;, two-door bearing 1964 Texas license plate NM 2893

The Dallas Texas_City Directory for 1963 does not contain
the tame of JOSEPH R DRAKE under the alphabetical listing and
numerical listing by street y e

x

Dallas indices are negative concerning the name 'JOSEPH-k.
DRAKE t.*,, ~ . _ 1 z

In connection with the photograph listed as President's
Commission Exhibit No.'"5 and as FBI inventory No 369 -it is noted a

1957 Chevrolet is 'sitting in the driveway and that the .area containing
the license number has been mutilated In an effort to identify the

owner of this vehicle, Detective H ,M HART Dallas Police Department,
was contacted on .May 21 1964 and advised as follows

~ "''.HART stated in investigation he has conducted concerning
sitors to the WALKER residence he has ascertained that CHARLES FA

_j IB&.of 2046 Rosebud Strttx. Irving Texasy has frequented the w

.WALKER rest ence T stated'`kLLBR is to owner of a 1957 Chevrolet

" Dallas indices are negative concerning the name .CHARLESXIEDL
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TRULY pointed out that each of the adjacent windows
of similar type had a.3/4"-thick molding for weather stripping
purposes running along tJ:sill and that this particular window
was the only one with this strip missing
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ROY S TRULY Warehouse Supervisor Texas School
Book Depository '(TSBD) 411 .Elm Street Dallas Texas advised .v
that recalls that on the afternoon of November 22 1963';
foil Jag_ the-assassination of President KENNEDY, that Lieutenan

Y of-the D llas_ Pol epartme _C gaboratory was r),Li 'icolle ing numerous items of possible evidentiary-Value,-with ---/
the assistance of several detectives on the premises of'the
Depository Building.TRULY advised however he does not spe
cifically recall accompanying Lieutenant DAY to the sixth'floor-.
of the TSBD to remove a piece of molding from the windowibelieved
to-have been lased by LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the commission_of the
assassination .of President KENNEDY ~

TRULY accompanied interviewing Agents to the sixth
floor of the Depository Building and pointed out the window
believed used b y OSWALD The window was observed to be a
wooden frame doublehung window containing four lights-in

.4 each window half,. and was located on the southeast corner open
ing to the south. TRULY, through tape measurements determined
the window-to-be *39 1/2 wide by 70 7/8 high and containing
eight 15 5/8 by 17 5/8 glass lights Examination of the window
sill determined that a 3/4 strip of wooden molding was missing
and TRULY advised the window had been untouched since the assassi
nation and,:-as it was the only window with this piece missing,
be believed .this strip of wood in question probably had been
removed from the sill by Lieutenant DAY Examination of the
sill disclosed four nail holes Measuring from the east end of
the window to each of the four nail boles the following distances
were noted s

1 5/8"f 14 9/16"j 26 1/160f 38 1/16
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.Date 4/24/0

,.J`i 30,iv'Lieutenant CARL MY of the Crime Laboratory Dallas 4

r : P ice Department advised that during the afternoon of ""'4'r ...
2 1963 he removed a small piece of wood which had the col*

:.

g 'en painted on two sides one side was painted pink and one
side was unpainted Re stated he removed this wood from the:t
botton window sill where it was nailed for the purpose of

7 examining it for latent fingerprints

-w Thee window where this wood was located is situated
` on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building

where it was believed that LEE HARVEY OSWALD fired the shots
that killed President KENNEDY and struck Governor ,1OHN CONNALLY
LAY related that prior to the time he was tp examine this wood
it was decided that it should be turned over to the FBI and
sent to Washington D C. for examination by the FBI Laboratory

?' and he :accordingly furnished this item to Captain GEORGE DOUGHTY
Crime Laboratory who in turn released this item to represents
tives of the Dallas FBI Office _ :
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On November 23 1963 an application for the rental
.::~ of Post Office Box 6225 located at the Terminal Annex Post

Office Station Dallas Texas dated November 1 19630 and signed
-t LEE H.. OSWALD _was obtained This application is identified as

Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory Exhibit D-17} "t s ~. r .~ .

.-{ ,Thl.s application stated that the name of the firm or
corporation for which the box was being rented was thr
for Cuba Committee an rican C ibertiea Onion LSE H

.OSWALD's home address reflected on this application was 03610
N Beckley S

The following investigation was conducted by SA I MES

On May 5 1964 a check of the 1963 Dallas City Di
t :rectory.failed'to reflect 'any 3600 block of North Beckley Street

in'Dallas Texas '.:~~ ...j ._ _
s

5,...1964 a physical check of North Beckley
:Street,~.Dallas Texas, revealed that such street continues north

to the 3000 block.'," There is no .3600 block of North Beckley Street

c
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sales record on which the data .2 Oct
--" 1963 has been stamped with the date stamp

used by the ticket salesman of that company
at the Mexico-City terminal FRANCISCO ALVARADO........

.:.% t '":." This is sample from a passenger manifest of
.0.11riti 17 Transport's Frontera used for the purpose of

.recording thereon the 02 Oct 19630 darts stamp
in use at the Mexico City terminal of. the bus.. '.'r ) line..

patcherFRANCISCO ALVARADO era a lower shelf in
Transports Frontera ticket salesman and

..

the Mexico City baggage termal of that conpany
d ALVARADO believes the-questioned manifent

was located by the manager of theterzaial. CZa.
. 6?.,"'6'.:S5 i 16t.:6"..., 7310 t:t -*

S

-t . r
April 9 ;964 the FBI Laboratory furnished the

following information concerning a document axam.1aation requested
by Dallas 'T-1 on March 31.t 1964
..

_ ....
Specimens received 4/2/64

'
:'.".r0L.( .11.6.!

Resubmission of 0332 ....
(Transports Frontera bus company passenger list

covering a trip made by bus No 340 from Mexico
'T-1.4 City to Laredo Texas 10/2-3/63 bearing the

.Old ith ft N 4)swane spaceor seao.

K73 A form of Transports Fronts= bus line used
'11-'"' as a passenger manifest reservations and

...I

M74 One block of forms for Transports Frontera bus.. .
line which allegedly tilers used in connection

-. with the operations of...that company during most
t .1 of the month of Octobqr 1963

. ...I 1... in

This block of forms is bound togstrJaer at the top
..,..;-,-.. !. in pad form by a gum-type substances According

.:..--I..:..f to Dallas T-1 specimen LK74 was found by.I.-y



The date stamp impressions on K73 are similar
'in size and style to the questioned impressions at the
bottom of Q332 but the K73 impressions have a different

r

.v

100-10461

7_
"A"GILBERTO LOZANO GUIZAR and torn from the~ j~ ~..

' -block of forms -for delivery to the Mexi
a

sc__an 2
` "Y~,Y .~. tx~ .authorities who retrieved it at the bus {

terminal

-i .t..::-I.... of examinations! l >> a ~ ~~ . tor;?

M
spacing between the "T in "OCT and the 01 in 01963
which indicates a different date stamp was used The

:date stamp impressions on 1(74 are similar in size style
4;7 and spacing.to the questioned impressions on Q332 but

these questioned impressions lack sufficient signifi
cant details to definitely establish whether the same

r 'rubber stamp was used on 1(74 and Q332
.

~L-x. `. ."" The handwriting format and appearance of the
,block of manifests 1(74 agree with the handwriting
format and appearance of Q332 In addition indented

'': ,writings and extraneous marks were noted on Q332 which
indicate that this sheet was originally on top of the

~% present top sheet in K74 :

No indentations were found on the present top
s heet in X74 which correspond to the writing in black
.ink on the top two lines of Q332 the black ink writing
on line forty and immediately below this line or the
handwritten notation in red at the top of Q332 in the

,, a wording "Tranaportes Frontera.

. With respect to the handwritten entries on
Q332 fragmentary portions of these entries were found
to bA"'indented on the present top sheet of K74 except *-:,

.~: " . no .indented handwriting was found to correspond to the
:. ~ Oswald entry on line four of Q332 and the handwritten

~ 'entries on lines .eight and thirteen of Q332 did not :~
produce any corresponding identifiable indented im

~ t 5SpYressions
on the top sheet of K74 s
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Under date of April 722 0 1964 the FBI Laboratory
furnished the following information concerning an examination

3

Q506 C257 Shower spray attachment

Q507 C258 Treated cloth in paper container =

Q508 C259 Marine Corps belt and buckle

'~ J~..tLii
Q509 C260 Pencil

Q510 C261 Sea bag

". f " ~ ~ r , "~
Q514 C265 "-Pair `Dt men's black gloves

"Q515 C266 ,Brown and gray leather cap

+ y 5)

10 A.44

&I

~
00 10461 = x _ " .,K :-T

..:".. -requested by the Dallas Office .on March 16 1964s

Evidence as follows obtained from ROBERT L OSS LD
.. Denton.Texas on March 15 1964:-At

Q503 C254 -"Val-pak type suitcase -.~

Q504 .C255 Texas flag small
f - *+i.1"":!". r ,;,

Q505 C256 Master lock (padlock)

Q511 C262 Carton for "Vigran chewable vitamins
r t n'.1 r

Q512 C263 Set of long underwear

Q513 C264 ,Three ties
:ate-.+

=

.".
,y

.":...Q516 C267 ,Two mufflers .*

c
"

tomi 9517 C268 Sumner khaki overseas hat
.f

s
"I .-`f~ D!:'33.0 LLJ. ~1~. .i ..'3J ~,. ..i F "t r .:w

..

:co
",:e~Si.
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4535 C286 Book entitled 'The Iliad ...Homer

".Q531 .C282 Knit shopping bag

Q532 C283 Green winter overseas bat (USMC)

Q533 C284 Book entitled V I LENIN .MARX
1 7 ~ ENGELS MARXISM

,0Q534
(C285 Book entitled 'Baby and Child Care r

~ - Dr Benjamin Spock

'r....

1r
."X i

r.a

ti Os

"'.'ir,. S

s "V `I
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273
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"..Q518_..C269 Chess set (board and 27 'pieces) and
-dominoes (15) '" . f

Q519 "(C270 Extension :cord "c

4)520 (C271 _Pair of shoe trees %.stt"~-...:z
4,J

Q521 C272 Can of black'shoe polish

Q522 C273 .Pencil sharpener

.Q523 -;,.C274 Sea shell-j <i is ._
. . .r 15 .M",s. t , 7 _ V

Q524 ff C275 Green eraser
_.. ".r. ,a.

Q525 C276 Shoebrush

.;Q526":.:C27.7 .Coloring pencil. . .

Q527:_ C278 Shaving brush

Q528 C279 ..Schick box for electric shaver

Q529 C280 Manicure set

Q530 C281 Miniature silver spoon broken

J
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7 Q536 -C287 Book entitled "Perfect Lovers Guide and
other stories Stephen Leacock

Q537
C2rr88

Book entitled "Squibb Product Reference

Q538-.C289_ Book entitled "Short Russian Reference
C:-,,4 Grammar* S :~:"{

Q539 C290 Book entitled 'Russian Elementary
Course I'

L

.-s

y

-" "~

r}*

r

DL"T

i

t,? " ~:.

r`e

~ .

v-e

r

'-, } >f

Q540 C291 Book written in Russian language ("Idiot
:: by F M.: Dosttoevskii) _

LIt'r Q~ .

Q541 C292;Book written in Russian language ("USSR
.s -1960 Annual")

Q542 --C293 Book written in Russian language '= Lr

("International Electrotec'hnical Iva
t~~~'i:~.:+= =-Vocabulary') .:.. T incep

9543.::-C294 'Book written in Russian language ("Practical
Aids for Cutting and Sewing")

-s:
Q544 C295 Book written in Russian language ("Newspapers

. 'and Magazines for USSR-1963")

Q545Y"C296"-Book written in'Russian -language ('Course in
. Spanish Language')

t', ~~+~ i ~;c "ti a'~t -.sinCf" .._

Q546 ~ C2,97 ''Cellophane tape one roll
'.i .~r"ai>t .+!':~ . fir 1 r:i '"i'"'t:

Q547 C298 Small fuse (electrical)
~

~~Q548 C299 Pair of dice
~:` .. + .~,~y t.. ~ r

.Y,,,.,.,
Q549 C300,.Twenty-nine dominoes said one box
r"".~.7

^/.tvri
~. ..~ Japan! 1 . . _I _.~Nitlr+ ! . "~y~`If-~ ""~ . I I

,kr rskiy .i .t "{ { i

.r s
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4:272
ago LWhen Aunt Lillian suggested we all

to visiting you ever since several weeks

Marina and Z have been looking forward

0-10_461 ;"rrt "47.*...a .i.j

Q550 1 C301 _ Pencil sharpener

4551 C302 -,.Carriage bolt
.'A .,.;`

Results of examinations

No microdots or hidden cavities were found
in the examination of Q503 through Q554

,at;.
0552 _C303. Clothespin

Q553. C304 Sheet of white bond paper located in book
r

Q554 C305 -Cardboard box

'ro~~ sL i~. ~~_~ --., j . ,_ ,_

In the book Q543 C294 between pages 360
and 36.1 there were three blank sheets of paper one of
Which contained indented handwriting believed to be
that of Lee Harvey Oswald although no positive de

termination was made due to the nature of the indented_
handwriting The indented handwriting consisted of
the followings

"July 9 ,....;.

a



it.may even be that the Russian

will be able to meet my wife and speak

Russian with her While we are there

French. Marina can speak some at least

she studied it in the 3rd through 7th

'Sincerely

LBE

The sheet of paper Q553 .C304 did not

-.contain any indented handwriting
i

-.
~"

Q511 C262 isa carton for 'Squibb's
"Vigran chewable multivitamin tablets The carton

is empty Nothing unusual was noted from an exams
nation of the Griffin shoe polish in Q521. C272,"i
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Nothing of secret writing significance was
noted during the examination of Q533 C284 through *

.Q545 C296 and Q553 C304
""
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.a :.Under date of April 10 1964 the FBI Laboratory
furnished the following information concerning an examination
requested by the-Boston Office on Karch 18 and 24,E 19641- -=

Specimens-received-from FBI Boston on 3/19/64 cf

Yl 3 r L J ~ t.

DIi 00-10461 A
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4tt

t produced by the same die that used on B5
y,!~i Z7"f

f l
4t Y"Nll~t .jjq t rrr..yw "i2 ". ",L

f
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, a
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Dallas Office as having been recovered by the Dallas
Police Department from the residence of Lee Harvey Oswald
in Dallas Texas

The knife C308 is identical in all respects
to B5..._C308..and -B5 are 3 1/40 in length and have four
inch blades The blade of each knife bears the stamped

t

r 1..1. r a r I T ~"~

Q555-=C306 Hunting knife with black and silver=b,.,
-striped handle in sheath received

` `
from Imperial Knife Company In

: corporated providence Rhode Island

Specimens received from FBI Boston on 3/26/64

'~= Q559 "'C308 Bunting knife with black and gold

_~

"s ''y "
striped c]le in sheath received

-t "
. .from Imperial Knife Company In

= ;-.: corporated Providence Rhode Island

~~,
= Results of examinations

>
The knife c306 has a black and silver striped

handle and in this respect only is different from the
"'r

knife B5 previously submitted to the Laboratory by the

inscription 'Imperial Prov R I USA. A small figure
t :representing a crown appears over the second "i in the

;v ,` word "Imperial on each blade The die used to stamp
the inscriptions in C308 and B5 produced individual

=z . . microscopic characteristics Comparison of these marks i
t ;~ ,;. { resulted in identifying the marks on C308 as having ,been



.. These.sheaths.could have originated from the same source
- 'however in the absence of individual characteristics

--,.., .it cannot be definitely_ stated that they were made by the
.7% same manufacturer.. .. _

.&f
I. C308 and B5 have black and gold striped''.. handles.-:.: 4

C308 and B5 are contained in sheaths of
identical construction and physical.characteristics .

'1

.
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1hich are the same in all observable physical
characteristics as the C6 C7 and C38 cartridge cases
found in the Texas School Book Depository Building._

~.;:_ The bullets in these cartridges are soft point "_
hunting type bullets and are not the same as the full
metal jacket type assassination bullet and bullet

fragments M examination of these cartridges re
vealed m banical marks An the extractor grooves which
are of -t` tyRe produce& by the 'shell holder of a

reloading tool When a bullet is pulled from the

cartridge case

Rai

date of April 100 1964 the FBI Laboratory
.r furnished the following information concerning firearms

= examination .requested by the Dallas Office on March 31 1964s
.' i'r'e=~~ ~.`r a.::.. ,. (1z~
.&

Specimens received 4/6/64
.i f>~. r . ! _'y iir. t. ecY 'L :..ib~( P

."t`y Q564 C309 Box of 20 6.5 man Mannlidher ''''"-Carcano
. `

cartridges from John Thomas Maser ~
Masen's Gun Shop 7402 Harry Hines

f , Boulevard Dallas Texas04. r
~

.y3t. J
. Q565, C310 Box of 20 6.5 mm MannliChet-Carcano

.* = cartridges from John H Brinegar The
' = A =}`'~ ! Gun Shop 11448 Harry Hines Boulevard

Dallas Texas

Results of examinations
. taw . .

"'';;"..' The cartridges in the C309 box were comprised
0 of Western 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano cart d ases

The 6.5 ran Mannlicher-Carcano cartridges in

r the C310 box are the same in all observable physical
Characteristics as the cartridges represented by the

assassination bullet -and -bullet -fra nts Cl through
" C3, and the C6 C7 and C38 cartridge cases as well

the C8 cartridge from the C14 rifle

;.~. . 80
r
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However nothing .was found from an examination
of the cartridges in these two boxes to indicate-Whether

_4
or not the ammunition used in the assassination came

Ii
from either of the sources 'represented by C309 and C310

.:..e .4t ....L.iaa i -. 4 ,(.l.a I.Jf ~
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4/9/64.1 This material was obtained from the President's

~"~ ,~ "Evidence as'-listed on attached pages Personally delivered
1! *.''by Special -Agent.Robert B.-441X of the FBI Laboratory on

this hole could be due to ones or more of the aforementioned
.

-A e r

A "`

DL 100-10461
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'FBI Laboratory furnished the :'_ 0n April 22 1964 the
follow g information concerning a Firearms Spectrographic
examination.`requested by the President's Commission on April 9 1964

- Commission at the re4uest of Arlen Specter Staff Attorney
'"? is .~"~1 ! ~ :)-.t

"Q566 C311:i i Black suit coat worn by Governor John Connally

"Q567 C312" Black suit trousers worn by Governor John Connally
"... :t( '. :.'

"Q568 C313 .White dress shirt worn by Governor John Connally
: . ~)nc,F^~w7~.~ L -1( wor'.Lc . '.

';Q569 C314 Necktie'worn by Governor John Connally-Leze_
:fir ~:-"1 -1 . .

"Results of examination ;I= 1

'L."Each hole in Governor John Connally a coat, shirt and
trousers has 'the general -.appearance'of a 'bullet hole and could
have been mad by a bullet No hole was found in the tie

"The hole in the back of-the coat is approximately 1/4
by 5/8",being elongated.in a horizontal direction '-The

elongation could be due to one.or more of the following (1) a
bullet passed through the cloth at as angle to the-surface (2)

-elL ..-"~ the cloth was folded when a.bullet struck (3) the bole'was made
.`'

by a mutilated bulletnor(4)"abullet strucksideways-"
4 "d~.+. ~ Yen tai it ',T I.) 'i"'" a

'"` . ,C7 "The bole in the front of the coat is approximately 3/8
~.~ in diameter and cLrcular:.in shape =~-3 -'

!'The bole in the .sleeve is approximately 3/8" by 5/8

.."~ being elongated in a horizontal direction The elongation of
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can shift from their normal position on the body There is no

way of determining from an examination of the clothing whether
such.a bullet may have followed a straight line path or may have
been deflected in the body 4

... ~
ti

"Nothing was found to indicate which holes were entrances ',".
shirt and trousers were cleanedand which were exits .The coat.

prior to their receipt in the Laboratory which might account.
for the fact that no foreign deposits of metal or other sub
stances were found on the cloth surrounding the holes Further
no characteristic position of the fibers of the cloth around
the boles which is one of the factors considered in determining
whether a hole is;an e_ntranceror an exit hole was found The
Sizes of the "hole's in the clothing do not necessarily aid in
this determination since a hole can be enlarged if a'bullet
strikes at an tangle sideways or partially `sideways,-or if it

.

Aigi{

4 r

Lt
4 t283 ,.,
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DL 100-10461 `

j

~

'~` '-"It is to be noted that holes corresponding to the thr
es-referred to above were found in the shirt Due to the

f e essive tearing of the cloth none of these holes=were well
defined. 1 ;:.

"The hole in the left trouser leg'is approximately 1/4
in diameter and roughly circular in shape 'L _Oe c ::.:c..,
::. ~i.r2~L'?l (lac y.L "... l":.L) ~.".
~~+ "It_ was deterwined from the locations of the holes in

the coat and shirt that a bullet entering the back,,passing
undeflected through the body and leaving the front would have

passed through Governor Connally at an angle of approximately 35

-degrees downward from the horizontal'and approximately 20 degrees
from right to left if he was sitting erect and facing forward at

..the time he was shot These angles are such that it would-have
been possible for Governor Connally's right arm and left leg to
have been in direct line with the projectile Any change in
Governor Connally's position would affect the angles set out
above The possibility should not be overlooked that garments
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asses through a fold in the cloth Also if a bullet.:ia ..
: t

"` ...irregularly mutilated .;an~ entrance hole -could be larger than
I.`,;'t. an exit hole , r . 1 t, A _-.AN

V

.r a

204 ,

1~''"r "It was .not possible from an examination of the clothing

;r to~tdetermine whether or 'not all of the holes were made by the
same projectile or projectile

fragments"_.,,c.L:,:..,,wa1-~

.d
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Under date of May 6 1964 the FBI Laboratory furnished

," the following information concerning an .examination requested by
,:` the Dallas Office on April 9,..1964:.. x-~ '.. ,; ~ :;":i =a:
'i"1( .~ r .. VI11"\ Cli1 .J` -.lf ") "I t~b'ai~"C.+4_"/. .-.r t "L "y~.i '!`

!Y Specimens received 4/10/64 _
,r f . .. fi

.Q5711 "-.C315 One girl's expansion identification bracelet
c,~.s~y obtained from R L Green Company Dallas

Texas . _.._z
Q572 C316 Gold paper-covered box from B.L'Green

-'y z Company Dallas Texas
.0573 ;C317 Metal plate bearing the engraved names

.~~ t .."Marina and "Lee S _

.Q574 .C318.-Metal plate bearing the engraved name "Marina
JJ:,"~~"~+i1 .1 ti -.FICtiC:ri . "~i z. ~ rt Z.:S.N

Results examination .
`

. The "Marina bracelet D75 was compared with
the C315 bracelet obtained from the R L Green Company
Dallas, Texas Several links of the D75 bracelet were

identified_as having been marked by the same machine as

several-of the links.of the C315 braceleti.therefore
these bracelets have a common origin

./. r fit 'r, .= .

'": ..The hand engraved borders on the D75 and C315

bracelets are similar in design but were engraved..with
tools producing different individual microscopic
Characteristics. .i i" _ . . ":._ the

The differences could be due to the use of

"different tools or to changes in the cutting edges of
the same tool through sharpening

A tool with a vibrating stylus was used to

iscribe the name "Marina on D75 'There are not
_

ufficient individual microscopic marks of value for

;r dentification purposes in the 'name "Marina on D75 or

117X. r=



the metal plates C317 and C318 Further there "=
. ` e not sufficient individual microscopic marks of

:value for identification purposes in the name "Lee"az,:
on the C317 metal plate or .on Lee Harvey Oswald's_ :i :1<~ ...'.-t.
bracelet:.-(D35) previously.eubmitted _~ R >

.~'~ `~
= 'i

The box 'containing the D75 bracelet was
. "~. found to`be identical in type .size construction 5 `

.".and composition to the C316 box Further the card-:,Y...
board and cloth fillers in'the boxes are of the same.
type size shape and composition ..The catdboard -..t
box fillers are both .stamped "Japan.

label"-inscribed 'GIRLS Hand Engraved
E.X"P"A"N"S"I.O"N IDENT is glued to-the cloth filler

DL 10

.:.,

10461;
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,~yi.''..a.-saz~-a s'~+i~'~. ni~M'"iL~l-'{!Sw~1"v",V~a!
+a ".. r

of the C316 box At the -corresponding location onu-ec
D75 box a label has beenthe removed.

bottom of the C316 box bears a small
white:price tag inscribed 'Mc CRORY'S 0 12311 1.00:021

`i.' indicating a price of $1.00. This label is self * '~._
adhering and pan be removed without leaving a residue..:
on the box. No price tag is present on the D75 box

" Due to the limited nature of the name
"Marina engraved on D75 and the name 'Lee on D35
and due to the nature of the engraving tool it was
not possible to determine if the engravings on D75
and D35 were prepared by the person 'who prepared the

,engravings on C317 and C318.
.". y ~

.. v_

_ l
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Specimens received 4/17/64
1.

"yi .~..-.I~ r .t""s.t ~.1~~ w~ "t 2.'_ mot.. 'r..J .~~ .i.l "r
i r Q577 C319 One men's hand-engraved expansion

"` identification bracelet from H. L.
Green Company 1623 Main Street

-1.c V4 1 4
Dallas Texas
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Under date of April 24 1964 the FBI Laboratory
furnished 'the following information concerning an examination
requested by the Dallas Office on April 16 l 9 6 4

! "..4 . .."v.j 'l V 4 ..u..~ .Ja 1'4J~-c =1J

tY ~ Results of examinations

e '. ` The Japanese bracelet C319 was compared
with the Japanese identification bracelet D35, '.
that belonged to Lee Harvey Oswald C319 is
identical in physical construction to D35 Further
the machine engravings on the name plates of C319
and D35 were identified as having been made with the
same machine Therefore these plates have a common

origin

qn igriNtriJ4:Z_.Y.ol
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On April 8,-1964,`the Identification Division
- of the Federal Bureau of Investigation advised that

.bad conducted an examination of International Exchange :
Order Number 43599 issued in Mexico City on October 1,'f'~=
1963 to one Mr:=E `O LEE for travel from Laredo Texas
to Dallas Texas and Greyhound ticket number 8256009

.

issued at Laredo,-Texas,'-October 3 1963 for travel from

--Laredo Texas, to Dallas Texas and no latent fingerprint
impressions of value for identification purposes were -_

developed on these documents
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A. Remarks of Mrs RUTH PAINE Regarding

Information Furnished to President's
Commission Being "Leaked to the Press

B. Leaflet Bearing Large Black Prints "OSWALD * "
'.= ` Y'.:.s WAS A LIBERAL BEFORE HE BECAME A COMMUNIST

w :"r"~ -> Printed and Distributed by CHARLES H RIPLEY. i
~

C. Full Page Advertisement in Dallas Morning

f,rw

,.~',~.'F s .'...

E. Remarks Made in Speedh by Attorney DAVID AARON
t. WITTS Before Dallas Salesmanship Club Dallas

Texas liay_21,"_1964,_.and Basis for Such_;="
1 Remarks .;=

by THOMAS G BUCHANAN
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DL 100-10461

OTHER INVESTIGATION RELATING TO LEE HARVEY OSWALD

t,1 .1
...h izv

News on November 22 1963 Signed by American
Pact Finding Committee BERNARD WEISSMAN,--

"~ '! Chairman
j` i S .

D. Allegations Made in Book "Who Killed Kennedy
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_ :"i~ _ _A. Remarks of Ma RUTH PAINS Regarding 7
.-:j Information Furnished to President's

_ =`i~ :.:t'~.~ Commission Being "Leaked to the Press
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Date 4/28/64

Mrs."RUTH PAINE 253.5 West 5th Street furnished the

i foll4ing information _

. .~ When she-was originally interviewed by Agents of the

FBI garding the possibility of her making available letters
and notes'received from MARINA OSWALD by her she at that time

declined to furnish-these items, primarily because of the

"personal'nature of these letters and notes hav g to do with

'the marriage difficulties of RUTH and MICRAELfAINE,.and'LEE
and MARINA 'OSWALD `One reason that she declined to furnish

;these letters at-this time was that she felt that information

being furnished to the Commission had on occasion been 'leaked

to the.press !./zo,t)f 4 Cf.& )rrrlfCh
r/~ //../lr-', ';/ / / ~A"~~ //1/7

She based this opinion n upon the factthat-about

February28 or 29 1964 she had received a telephone call from

a member of the press in Whit~h she was asked if she "knew about _

the rifle on October 23 1963 She stated that from the way

Y the question was asked she was of the opinion that the

.questioner had received information about the notation 'Oct 23

in the left-hand upper corner of Mrs PAINE s calendar for the

month of March 1963 Mrs PAINE stated that no one had discussed

this notation "Oct 230 until she was asked about it by Agents
of the FBI.a short time before she received the telephone call

from this member of the press She therefore concluded that

'tee the information about this notation had been "leaked from

authoritative sources She stated that she did not believe that

the questioner had the full information since he did not mention

that the notation appeared on a calendar but he had enough in

formation to ask the question about the significance of the date

t;` "October 230 1963 t

She stated that she is unable to recall Who the man

was that called her and asked this question since she talked to

s so many representatives of the press sine November 22 1963

.but that she believes it was either JACK GGUTE of the .Loa
" 'Angeles Bureau of the New York Times or ISAAC bOI/LEVINE a

.r "/ T f/ /5 f ",7 / . y "r"
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BARDWELL D ODUM and
`. by Sp.t'L Agent '..)U NNSNa C! r,TrEtiEDZ.T.Se~Sl ._._.- Dote dictated 4/28/64
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.twrit whose 'home is in Waldorf Maryland .rre. ., .
.

Mrs PAINE also advised that since her first observation

sbe has also theorized that the person asking her this question
might have obtained his information from MARINA OSWALD since this

d testified before the Commission and that..was after MARINA ba
MARINA could 1iave been ,shown the calendar with the notation on it

Or may have 'asked directly about the entry "Oct 230been 7.
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BECAME A gOMMUNIST Printed and

pistributed by CHARLES H RIPLEY  .'
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~ ` w B. Leaflet Bearing Large Black Print '``y

:;;'t . i . "OSWALD WAS A LIBERAL BEFORE HE
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y 1 1964 there was received in the U S Mails

, from Mr.''J 7AWE Px gr,B Director, WRR Ra ip.,~,FaiL.P XL ~

"Da~11_g T xas. a leaflet on white paper 8/ by 11/ in size

'., bearing large black print ..OSWALD WAS A LIBERAL BEFORE HE BECAME

A COMMUNIST" At the bottom of this leaflet there appeared the

.1 following 'CBARLES H._"RIPLEY,c`-3801 Cole Ave. Apt 4201 ~.F
Ef Dallas 4 Tex~+s'of

.
a .s

Mr. LOWE stated 'in a note turn ished with the leaflet

that the leaflet had been placed on the bulletin board at WRR

.',Radio with the written
comment

in ink with an arrow pointing

=',i towards the name "RIPLEY on the leaflet The nuts are still

.here* .~f 7--u

'/S .._a5
t"r+ 'l "_ -t _ _

~
. ,fir

..

Mr. LOWE stated he took this leaflet from the bulletin

board and was furnishing it .to the FBI as it was felt t h e FBI
J

=,__.might be ,interested in such _material and its source _::.bera _
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*t RIPLEY said he receives numerous letters in the mail which
are critical of him and his conservative views He exhibited two'of

r,.%

6 4
`

_ Dallas Tee
A RAYMOND SWITZER and

Aginp"ctn~ EUGENE F PETRAKIS:vm

Tht decumbentcontains sender r""osa"d"tton nor oonolu.ton of the rillYostgeese'j U and U fleetest ate sot to . dlettibut"d outside roar anima

RIPLEY stated the assassination of President JOHN FITZGERALD
KENNEDY was a'tragedy and dealt areal blow to the conservatives He
said he had no information which would assist in the investigation of
the assassination.of President KENNEDY

and an" "extreme rightist. He said he is not a member of the John
Birch Society but operates on his own and said that anything he has
printed-he always affixes his name to the printed material..,:.-

:I. :.' .t
si

?Did02 Me. $449)4-tl
_...AA..a.~ - y4 Y is .ir~.r s

""r.-riERAL BUREAU Or INVEST IGAe .11AW0 At-.AAA

Dat. 517/64

IPLEY 380 LCJ2.Ze,.,Av.ertue,,.,,ApArtment 201 advised
he is a loured bby Ne{ an arc,us allas Texas as a watchman RIP Y
said he as born October 31 1894 at ShullsburgWisconsin:,, RIPE '.'.s--_
said'he s-a veteran of both World War I and World War II

`'_ ` .RIPLEY was exhibited a "=throw away which was 8k inches by
'11A inches in size and bore the printing "OSWALD WAS A LIBERAL BEFORE

HE BECAME A COMMUNIST." At the bottom of the "throw away appeared
the name "CHARLES H RIPLEY j 3801 Cole Ave. Apt 201 Dallas 4 Texas.
RIPLEY said he _had a number of these "throw aways".printed and had.
"handed out"".'a "few of them : .~,~.. "-_

=.RIPLEY said he would describe himself as a "rank conservative

Regarding.the ""throw away bearing the statement "OSWALD WAS
A LIBERAL BEFORE HE BECAME A COMMUNIST, RIPLEY said he*"got this out
to humiliate the liberals and to show they are one'step away from

being communists 'RIPLEY stated he knows OSWALD was a liberal because
he read an article in the newspaper which disclosed that OSWALD
attended a meeting of the American Civil Liberties Union at.Southern
Methodist University Dallas,.Texas He said he knows OSWALD was a
communist from a'statement attributed to OSWALD which appeared in a

-newspaper to the effect that OSWALD said.he was a Marxist. RIPLEY
stated a Marxist is the same thing as being a communist. RIPLEY

.stated this is the only information he had that OSWALD wasta liberal.
and a communist.
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these tters-"and both contained the statement "You some kind of

a nut something. RIPLEY said he is used to this-type of criticism

and it oes not bother him
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-"'y" C Full Page Advertisement in "Dallas
. Morning News on November 22,-l963.:.y

Signed erican_F"act_Finding,. : ."

CCommittee pERNARD ISSMAN Chairman
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RINNAN 811 Wilson Building who resides
r18 employed as an indemadeatt__Q,~.LS).Pe..t~C

`

vieed he had s licited funds which had been used to pay fir s
e advertiseme which appeared in the "Dallas Morning Newis,

November 221963. This full-page ad was signed by the

: ( t 46 0 an

4/22/64

\t ..'.~
"

American Fact-pinding Committee BERNARD WEISSNAN Chairman
rt GRINNAN said a could think of four individuals who contributed

:r% somewhere aro d "1,50Q !give or -take a hundred,",.which was used

alt z .,.to pay for th ad in the "Dallas Morning Neva. '4!

He said the
BC a friend of BERNARD WEISSMAN at a steeting'of an .,
organization 'called the 'Young Americans for Freedom. H

said IARRIE SCHMIDT and BERNARD WEISSMAN were soldier friends

." having served in the Army together and through IARRIE SCHMIDT

~..N be became acquainted with BERNARD WEISSMAAN IARRIE SCHMIDT ` ~_ .

.1 ~ wanted to protest the visit of President EKNNEDY to Dallas on

November 22 1963 in a dignified way= therefore, they got together
and LARRIE SCHMIDT wrote the ad with some suggestions by GRINNAN

GRIN stated he did not write out anything when the advertise

went was being written Be said the four contributors for the

s"::", _ advertisement read the advertisement before publication
.. .

r ` '~ GRINNAN stated that the American Fact-Finding Committee

was a paper name only and that no organization sponsored this

;" _ t advertisement other than the American Fact-Finding Committee .
"'~,"' whhich nams they made up He said that if anyone composed the

American Pact-Finding Committee it was himself IARRIE SCHMIDT
.and a fellow named BILL from Baltimore, Maryland who was a

friend of IARRIE SCHMIDT and BERNARD WEISSMAN He said he was

pretty sure that BERNARD WEISSMAN took the advertisement to the

, ,t 'Dallas Morning News and lade arrangements for its publication
= He said they intended no personal harm to coma to the President

source of the funds to pay for the ad. xegardfnq tai
rertis went he said he was reluctant to give the names of the

contributors bacsuse he did not want to hurt anyone He said

%4 +er De 1Za s Tozer .:.

Agent ltAL .TAN M 4B WX b Dot dictated 4/22164
6 :. .,r .:. KUYKBNDALl/~sah .~,.....

rd dooss.sat ooetslss s.tth.t r.000ssadettons apt oonetooloas Ofthe FBI ft I the prop.rtr of Ih FBI end Is tossed t
Tow 'gooey It sad Its fleetest* eta sot to be dtatribet.d outside roar oo.sor
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{'_ -[ti, .7i '~ 0% .~ .:`r it_

desired to contact these contributors, who in turn may hai
s

elicited
funds from other sources prior to making these names

,M ava ilable J .f~4i` "1 / l""t "~"-L. /G 4 'i.. d " .r'! t ~~((."

8e was told that the president's Commission on the
Assassination of President IBNNBDY had specifically requested
be be interviewed to determine the source of the funds used to

pay for the "Dallas Morning News advertisement Ee stated be
r ; would contact the contributors to determine if they had any ob

-jection'to the release of their names and would call the inter
:0

Agents on April 21 1964

.
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*it 3 s l5 PM Mr JOSEPH P GRINNAN 811 Wilson
ding an independent oil operator advised by telephone

he-did not desire to be interviewed on April 23,`19640
use .he wanted to consult with his lawyer Doctor ROBERT ` =
IS*'who is currently in the 'race for the Republican nomina

tion"for the United States Senate He said Doctor MORRIS was
believed to be in Amarillo Texas ,and would be in Dallas on
April 24,1964.! Be said that after .consulting with Do ctor MORRIS
he would contact .the Dallas FBI Office

3/64 ,0t Dallas Texas  File  DL 100.10461

. by Special Agent ` N RARIAN BRCIKb/eah

TAIedocumentcontains o.fA.r r.comm..datto.e so conclu.cons et t1 rel tt t 1A prop"rtr of tbo rer.~ .pow ea..orl ti unlit* oont.nte u not I be dl.ttibut.d o.t.ld rout .p.er. .



the Assassination of President KENNEDY had contacted our Bureau

Mr ;'GRINN AN advise
'=

I

Office on April 24 1964 ;after he had made contact with his
attorney, Doctor MORRIS...~`~ :"J fir i it'."~
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4/24/64
"Date

i ,~ ". _ 1
At 1:11 PM Mr -JOSEPH P GRINNAN 811 Wilson

:` Bu ding, independent oil -operator was contacted by telephon
r~:^"" an advised that he was still waiting to hear from Doctor ROBERT

MO IS regarding information concerning the source of 'funds for
the ''Dallas ..Morning News advertisement on which he-had previously _
been contacted.' Be was told that the President's Commission on

'~ Headquarters in Washington -D C. and had requested to be advised
on .April .24,:.1964 :whether he wouldwould-make this information available.
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g'November 22 1963 signed by the American Fact-Findin'.
;A Committee BERNARD WEISSMAN Chairan was bec hd:4c -,m,ausee an

-the other individuals responsible for this advertisementt_ - considered it a dignified"way of protesting the policies of
President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY with due respect to the
office of the President Mr GRINNAN stated the contributors

-;.:""to'the fund which was used in payment of 'The Dallas morning
is News advertisement were `as follows .1

attorney,,was at that time present while Mr GRINNAN was

furnishing
the-above information =

t = Doti 4/24/64
.y.

0 i
 "-L At 3:35 P.M. Mr JOSEPH P GRIMM 811 Wilson 's

:<';~,=. Bu lding an independent oil operator telephoned the Dallas'''-'
FB Office and stated he'wanted to give the information con

ing the funds for''The.Dallas Morning News advertise
mett Which.had previously been requested of.him Mr. GRINNAN
stated he preferred to_give:_the"information on the telephone
at that "time.:r ~"_-:~z~.~..:.:> _ i,de

w w s Mr. GRINNAN 'stated'that the reason the full-page -
advertisement was placed in The Dallas Morning News on

-H R BRIGHT an'independent oil operator with
offices in the Mercantile Commerce Building
Dallas Texas

-:.EDGAR CRISSEY,'an insurance man with offices
~ :: ?"":'~ in the Fidelity Union Life Building Dallas

Texas Who resides at 3320 Villanova Street
.:1... -Dallas Texas

NELSON BUNKER HUNT an independent oil man with
-:'a -.offices in the Mercantile Securities Bu ring

Dallas Texas who is the son of H L UNT
a well-known DaDallas oiill,man

4
All of the aforement`i63f~~CP'~ons reside in Dallas

" Texas and Mr GRINNAN abvised that Doctor ROBERT MORRIS his

GRINNAN stated he did not know-the amounts each
`;~"~" of the contributors gave to the fund but felt that they bad

4/ nDallas Texas
"-
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'~ .W HARLAN BROWN/d8
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Special Agont
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C'% sot cited funds from others for the purpose of paying-:for
advertisement

the
`Re stated that at first be thought be =-"

y t (GRIN'NAN) had been a contributor 'to the fund but bad determined

upon checking that be had not contributed anything toward the

"~
fund used`for.the payment of.theadvertisement in the newspaper
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1 N Data

. Mr. HARVEY ROBERT{(BRIGHT who is also known as"B right J

an inde"endent oil operator of the firm of Bright and Schi rcanttle
Cont rat B wa`s'int`e r~'tewed"cammen"c irig at 10:48 a m mad, was
advise ~Cthat he did r of have '"to make 'any statement and thatr any

` ~

,state t he'did = e could be used against him'in a court-of law Her
was advised he'had right to consult with a lawyer before making any.'.
statement .'r~.,.4 C

L`t+ I d `"/
J~/ 1P H7''0

'BRIGHTtstated he'desired to be interviewed in the presence
of his attorney ROBERT PAYNE who sat in on'the interview

Mr. BRIGHT stated he did not know JACK RUBY or LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and had had no contact orlealings with them at anytime

BRIGHT stated that sometime prior to the time the full page 1

,advertisement which was signed by the American Fact Finding Committee

,appeare'd in the "Dallas Morning News on November 22,"1963 he had

been solicited to :contribute to such an advertisement -.BRIGHT declined
to give the names of the persons who had contacted him terming them

-"A".and "B." He said-that "A first called him and asked him if he

would make a contribution to such an advertisement and BRIGHT agreed
,Be said that later'"A and "B came to his office 'in the Mercantile

'tContinental.Building in Dallas which was two or three days or perhaps
a week prior to the time the "Dallas Morning News ran this advertise

-went. "B,"! according to BRIGHT stated he did not have the money to

put up for the advertisement and Mr BRIGHT stated he put up "B's

money for hint and considered it in the nature of loan.'"He said".he .N

currently carries it on his books and 'it is believed that "B owes him

'$300 or $400 now but did not remember whether all of this was for the
advertisement BRIGHT stated he wrote put a check for "B's con
tribution'for the advertisement as well as for his contribution and

that "3 signed notes for the amount owed BRIGHT BRIGHT stated she
had not-collected any money from "B and that .the money contributed

'for the advertisement was his own and was not supplied by any other

persons He advised he-did-,not solicit any funds from others in

-connection with this matter. He remarked that,he might have"bank
rolled "B for this _contribution as he did not know whether "B was

./15/64
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make t full contribution and then he BRIGHT would nott bey a "j~~`
..

,
contra tox. Her said be would have to contact tt Btt to determine
if-"B ould pay.;the entire amount of the contribution BRIGHT
decline to give the names of the people who had contacted him as
well as the amount of his contribution as well as the* amount of the
contribution of ""B. BRIGHT stated that the advertisement which

appeared in the~._'''Dallas Morning News on November 22,1963;"had been
read to him "over :the telephone but declined to give the* name of the
individual who'-read it to him

The interview was terminated at 11:05 a.m
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9-6 Mr. EDGAR R CRISSEY an *;surance mawassociated with
F.-White & Associates ;,1115 FidelUnion Building, who 'resides

at 33 Vi anova Street, Dallas Texas was w se that~e ~tid
not e make any statement and that any statement he did mkt
could e used against him in'a court of,-law He was advised that
he could consult .with a lawyer prior to making any statement ". 11

*.~ ".~. f .aL.~r'4~ ~.J w i .::. 7 ".te

" "`
-CRISSEY stated he was not acquainted with LEE HARVEY

OSWALD or JACK RUBY and never had had any contact with either of
them. 'CRISSEY collected contributions he related for the in .-t
sertion of an advertisement in the 'Dallas Morning News,"-.on
November 22,'1963 which advertisement was edged in black, and

signed by the American Fact Finding Committee BERNARD.WEISSMAN
"Chairman.'"CRISSEY stated he-bad never known WEISSMAN but so
licited contributions at the'request of a friend JOE GRINNAN.'

.",.CRISSEY stated he contributed $15.00 in cash for this advertise
went In the "Dallas Morning News. and bad collected la all

approximately $135.00 from two or three other 'people He dew.
clined to give the names of these individuals stating the money
was collected as a matter of confidence and he promised them at
the time that their names would not be divulged He stated that

. these people who had contributed to him he was sure did not
know OSWALD"or RUBY The approximately $135.00 collected by

" him was turned 'over to JOE GRINNAN.for expense .concerning the

insertion of the advertisement.

"'JOE GRINNAN contacted CRISSEY about one week prior
to November 228 1963 stating he desired to place the advertise "_

ment in the *Dallas Morning News, and requested him to solicit

funds for an advertisement to be placed in the "Dallas Morning
News. CRISSEY understood that the Legal Department of the

"Dallas Morning News, had reviewed the advertisement prior to

-1 its being run in the November 22 1963 issues of the "Dallas

""~ Horning News. -CRISSEY stated that they had very little time

in which to obtain -contributions and he understood that BUNKER

HUNT had contributed and a person known as "BUM BRIGHT with

offices in the Mercantile Continental Buildings was also a
contributor.

en 5/1 64 ''0'
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W. HARLAN BROWN and EDWIN _ ,`.
by Special Aa.nt a ds .Dote dictot.d 5/15/64
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.CRISSEY stated the last thing they wanted -was :for
somet7iing to happen to President KENNEDY terming the insertion
of the advertisement as being ill-timed He said that"ao
organization sponsored the advertisement that be knew of;= }

although it waa signed by BERNARD_WEISSMAN Whom be did not_
ft rknow ~

4 " I "~f Phz~t ..I~~jj ~.t T ~"~.Y ti V+.~~M s .s.~wt"~T""~E~~~~ ~{..~ f ~+"i:l..aY. T~.4 L̀ati"~t.i3='.c""t~ i:f

CRISSEY stated the article.was written by a man Whoa
name be did know at the time but Whose name he had forgotten...

"._CRISSEY stated he saw a proof copy of the advertisement prior

,. to its being run in the newspaper .'He believed the newspaper
advertisement cost approximately $1,500.00 and stated he.did_
not .wish to reveal .the names ,of persons Who contributedoj?. ...
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BUNT readily admitted having contributed cash'to JOB
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"= 1~
. qtr bt8I80N BUNKE S 10 4508 Lakeside Drive,` with

offices on'ths 7th Floor rcantile $ecur t es Building an =.ff = T
lad perat:Qr at the outset of interview requests

~i ''thm his secretary call his attorney prior to being intervi

He s therefore,'.'interviewed in the presence of his attornei,,~

jlt' _I }/j!~ ~.y Ksr.~1+ T.F~( Vu-KCfe.-',TVN~ i.

GRIUNAN for the purpose of placing an advertisement in the !Dallas

Morning News." This advertisement appeared on November "22 -1963
'.and was signed by the American Fact-Finding Committee. -HUNT r T

,Y, termed it an article which asked some embarrassing questions of

President KENNEDY He said he could not recall the amount he

`contributed but believed it to be between 4200.00 and 9300.00

Be-gave the contribution to JOE GRINNAN in cash merely reaching
in his pocket and pulling forth the contribution He exhibited

-this by reaching in his pocket and exposing a roll of bills"while

being interviewed He said JOE GRINNAN contacted him several days:-

.before the "Dallas Morning News ran the advertisement and told

.;him by telephone that the "Dallas Morning News would publish .

this advertisement.'-Be later came by the Hunt office and re

ceived the money,.Mr HUNT related

'',80NT was unable to state whether he had read the.

article prior to publication but 'stated that GRINNAN might
have read some of it over the telephone or might have told bin

about it. .Hs stated the article was a criticism of President

KENNEDY in a dignified way 'He stated the money contributed by
him was his own money and he did not solicit or obtain contri

butions from any other person

HUNT 'stated he did not know LEE HARVEY OBWALD or JACK

RUBY and stated he had never had any contact with them He did

not know the names of others who had contributed toward the cost

of the advertisement and did not know BERNARD WEISSMAAN whose

name appeared on the advertisement He understood that

NBISSMAN came from New York from reading the papers,.he said

-~ ~'` ~ 'i +ram t"~ p
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I
HUNT did not know of arty organisation who had sponsored

th advertisement and did not know anything o icerning the American

Fact-Finding Committee He did not know who prepared this advertise

ment for publication and remarked that the timing of the advertise

ment was not too good
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.The following investigation was conducted concerning

allegations contained in a book Who Killed Kennedy?", by THOISS

G BIXIADAN among which allegations were the followings
_

.;~ DLV BA AN claimed that Dallas Police Officer J D TIPPIT

;LIB HARVEY OBMha and JACK RUBY "all lived within a few blocks .

{-. of epch other c He also claimed that,JACK RUBY'S sister Mrs._
1"aRADI'! had ,told reporters that RUBY and TIPPIT were "like two
. .brothers He also stated that TIPPIT was alone in his police

--car when standing orders for police in Dallas as in other cities

are that radio cars of the type TIPPIT was driving must have two.

policemen in them "._ s :t.;: ~.e~.a .t t .:.. 11.4._cc =. -.zt;.f
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Then-d anc mthi idence of J b. "TIPPIT (deceased)
at 238 Glencairn to a rooming house-at 1026 N." Beckley Street

(where LEE HARVEY OSWALD-was tenting a room under the alias.-of 0 L

-LEE as of November 22 1963) via the mast direct traffic-'route r
available is-7.0 miles :

The distance from 1026 N. Beckley Street (described above)
to 223-S. Ewing (described above)_ via the most direct `traffic

at 23 .Glencairn to the Marsala-Place Apartments ere-JACK RUBY ;-
resided as of No ember 22 1963) at:223 S Ewing -via the most

-direct traffic r ute.available is 7.0.miles

Fi"" v ...tr.

-Thedistance from the-residence of J D PPIT (deceaaed)}

Dot. 5/21164

The following was personally observed by SAs ROBERT
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Kra EVI RANT Aa.,_tment i OlOaDwnpl a -

A rtments 3929 Rawlins street Dallas Terri, sister of
.'s J_ K RUBY convicted murderer of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was

i erviewed at her apartment
~ioi~iPGL

/ yv 7`
460410

` ! `Mrs GRANT advised she is 55 years of age and has
resided in Dallas Texas :on and off for the past 22 years,.,_

+""~~ during'which time she has been engaged in the nightclub and
"43 ., restaurant-'business She advised she has most recently. #

acted as the manager of the Vegas Club 3508 Oaklawn -Avenue,
Dallas =Which club was at one time principally owned her :

" "brother,'"JACK RUBY Mrs GRANT explained JACK RUBY was the

_,,, principal owner of both the Carousel Club in downtown Dallas
and the Vegas Club and her brother had requested her
assistance in managing the Vegas Club inasmuch as be "needed
someone .to .trust"--to manage one of the clubs

Mrs GRANT was apprised of a statement set forth
in a recently published book entitled `Who Killed Kennedy?'.'.
by THOMAS G BUCHANAN to the effect that JACK RUBY's sister
'Mrs GRANT`. had told reporters that JACK RUBY and Officer
J D TIPPIT allegedly killed by LEE HARVEY OSWALD were

t 'like two.brothers Mrs...GRANT advised that she did not at

any time4 either before or after the assassination of
A President JOHN ,FITZGERALD KENNEDY or the murders of Officer

D TIPPIT and LEE HARVEY OSWALD make such a statement to"`
any reporter or group of reporters She advised further
she has never met conversed with or even heard of a writer
or reporter by the name of THOMAS G BUCHANAN and -further,
would not make such a statement under any circumstances
inasmuch as the statement 'allegedly attributed to her is

completely
untrue and

without
foundation - = "j h

` 1;0: is Mrs GRANT S4nceded however that on at least one
occasion she has made the statement to a group of reporters

". to the effect that her brother JACK RUBY was always friendly
" and hospitable to all police officers who visited his place of

business or with whom he had made personal contact during his

~ ~.~ .4
t`:~rr~

.)&.m.t "tom+.r1rr';7""..." tj "i."ia~ .-r
+J/
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.77 "fre silt visits to the Dallas Police Department. Mrs.'-GRANT
t explained further that due .to the nature of the business

that JACK RUBY was engaged -in as many as two or three visits
a night'by pairs of police officers principally from.the Vice -_

Squad, were made on official business to the Carousel Club
` personally:managed by JACK RUBY as well as the Vegas _Club ..

and that these visits consisted of a walk through the club by n
.these officers to.obaerve the clientele and that these " .a ";r
officers would depart shortly

-

-sr

Mrs GRANT advised she believes she recalls observing
a police officer come into the Vegas Club on at least one
occasion wearing a nameplate identification badge on his shirt

"`'.,5 pocket bearing a name closely resembling TIPPIT She advised

," however she could not be sure of this fact and could not

...
.

.j
r _

~
L 0-.10461

r

.71

.l

;.She advised on other occasions a police officer would
coma into one or the other.of the clubs to use the'telephone at
the personal invitation of JACK RUBY and that she felt ovs~
the years -JACK RUBY became acquainted with about half of the

members of .the Dallas Police Department

: = Mrs.'-GRANT advised however that of the members of

--e. the Dallas Police .Department she felt no more than half a
'dozen were considered by JACK to be good friends of his and
that of these.officers JACK frequently spoke of them to her =

and to others... She advised therefore that in.her opinion,
;. if Officer J D TIPPIT had been considered by RUBY to be one

of these friends she feels sure RUBY would have made _mention

-of this friendship to her.~

positively state this officer yas identical with Officer J D

TIPPIT She advised further however that sometime in De

cember 1963 she had occasion to observe a photograph of Officer

J D TIPPIT in an unknown detective magazine carrying a story
which she believes to have been captioned *What Really Happened

llas and that upon observing this photograph she felt
officer was somerlhat familiar to her and that she felt at `'-

+ t 215 ,_
_" ""w.T.~~i"..

iii,,,w.



-that-time Officer TIPPIT may have visited the Vegas Club on
official business approximately one month prior to the.e
assassination. Mrs GRANT advised however she could.:not
be sure of,this fact and feels she may have observed other
photographs of Officer.TIPPIT subsequent to his.death Which
may have caused her to believe she had seen him personally. "

-~~s.e-: f't:'Q .i-'( f "'~. c' rye" t . 4;."..n~n'jX"I
7.1 : 'T Mrs.GRANT advised-the only reporter or writer in

~~ Which she has confided to the extent of revealing friends
associates and t history of herself and JACK RUBY is a
Mr WILLIAM R WOODFIELD of 12336 a Street St ud io

1
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. California, a professional writer Wht4 she and JACK RUBY
commissioned 'to write a story about RUBY's life in an effort
to raise funds for her brother's defense She advised the

`''.story ghost written by WOODFIELD was captioned "My Story
by JACK RUBY and that the completed article was sold to a"
number of syndicated newspapers throughout the country OaO
of Which she recalls to be the "Houston Chronicle ..r

Mrs GRANT advised therefore that any allegation
.to the effect that she told reporters that JACK 'RUBY and

Officer J D TIPPIT were "like two brothers is completely
false inasmuch as she most certainly did not make this
statement even to Mr WOODFIELD
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It should be noted that on page 153 of the report
of Special-.Agent MANNING C CLIEMEDITS dated December 19, 1963

-,_ at Dallas t Texas captioned JACK L RUBY also known _as
_t:.. LEE HARVEY OSWALD,also known as (DECEASED) VICTIM CIVIL.,1..3

RIGHTS.,-interview of GAYLE M PPIT Detects jj._Specij1 "i

;.',+:Services Bnreau 'Dallas Police Department home address
10831 Cotillion on December 16 1963 re've`a~ea"at YIPPZT
stated he had

-2d
occasion to"contact RUBY numerous times

in connection th official business while RUBY was operating
the Vegas Club and the Carousel Club
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ij CaPptain JAMES M SOUTER (NA) residence* 5614 Bell Street ''''

Dallas a Platoon Commander Radio-Patrol Division Dallas Police
_

nt, furnished the following
.

` `.

Captain SOUTER has .been a member of the Dallas Police Depart
meat for 23 years'

. :..rs~_ ~. _a ..
`rldJ .s bt~i4~"ii." "J je.( '.'~'i~a::'".Y 6"'~a "pS-t-ic 'i_

The Radio Patrol Division is divided into three7shifis.t'r
The 'day shift works from 7:00 a.m.` until* 3:00 p.m the 'evening
shift works from 3:00 p.m until '11:00 p.m. and the "late night 'shift

works from 11:00 p.m::until 7:00 All officers assigned to the ".'_

Radio Patrol _Division 'are assigned to a platoon and there 'are three

platoons in the *division Each platoon rotates ips working hours each
month 'so that during a three month period each platoon will ,work one
of'the 'above shifts then the procedure is repeated

..L" air .fa",~""~i"a {"a / [:T ~` ._ -''~, ."_ '~li~I~ T '"~"

Captain'SOUTER advised it is the policy of the 'department
"that about 80% of-the patrolmen working the day shift are assigned

alone to a .squad car or-unit The remainder work with another officer
or "partner,'! and not necessarily the same partner each day... All.`

patrolmen assigned 'to the night shift and late night shift *work in

pairs or two patrolmen to a squad 'car During the night shift
l

between 4:30 p.m:'.and 6:00 p.u&,"several "partners are assigned to

-directing traffic,''alone in heavily congested areas 'During this

period their''respedtive partners are alone in the squad'cars but
after 6:00 p.m the 'officers'`working -traffic rejoin their "partners

.in the squad cars. This is the only exception to the policy

i.. 1 t -*re t`"1.4--7,;7-C ".:...I a" ",i .~`..i i c., r. .J yy



or the "late night shift, then repeat this procedure.f~ -

Sergeant OWENS.advised it also is Police Department policy
that about 80% of the patrolmen working the day shift work alone
while during the remaining two shifts all patrolmen work with a

''!partner or with another patrolman in the squad cfir
and no

necesgarily the same partner each day. OWENS stated that Officer
TIPPIT was one".of hose 'patrolmen-working-the day shift who was

working alone. OWENS advised during -the day shift on November 22
1963 there were about 13 or 14 squad cars operating out of the Oak
Cliff'Sub-station and that three of these were two-man units while the

remaining were-one-man units.. TIPPIT according to OWENS,-was one
of the latter:`

Sergeant CALVIN B OWENS residence 1830 Melbourne Dallas,,;,;.
*.assign to the Oak Cliff Sub-station, Dallas !Police Department

furnis d the-following _"r ..

a Sergeant OWENS has been a police officer for 23i
had known Patrolman J D TIPPIT for about 11 years prior to the death
of TIPPIT on November 22 1963..'.During this 11 year period OWENS
had been TIPPITIs supervisor for about 10 years was his supervisor
on November 22,-1963 ':.For about-six months to a year prior to his
death TIPPIT had been assigned to.District 78 in the Oak Cliff area
of Dallas. Trom November 1 1963,-until his death TIPPIT had been -.-v

assigned to the day shift working from 7:00 a.m until 3:00 p.m._
"Sergeant OWENS explained that lit is Police Department"policy.that

the Patrol Division ..rotates its working hours each
montk

therefore
each patrolman,_will work one month -from 7:00 (ion uoltil 3:00 p.m or
the "day shift, then one month'from 3:00 p.m until 11:00'p.m or
the "evening-shift, and then one month from 11:00 p.n until".7..00 a.m...

years and
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Salesmanship Club Dallas Texas ~_7
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"" '1.s shocking as the tragic assassination itself
is the use which has been made whether by ignorance
or by plan to turn the 'murderous act o! a Communist ...r
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The Thursday May 21 1964 issue of "The Dallas Times
Herald1 newspaper contained the following article captioned as

+. follows=v ,-,.~ .1 . . . .K i
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_ 'Zallas tttothz David Witts told the Dallas Sales
amnship Club Thursday that the city is being falsely
accused throughout the world for a tragedy in which it
had -no guilt =

_ a L

.

into a vicious complaint against Dallas and Texas,!,
ltr Witts said at a noon luncheon in the Dallas ~_ 7

Athletic Club

'Mr Witt charged that in all communications media
a massive"effort has been made to cover up the fact that
the assassin was a Communist ;-~

":..He told the group that when Lee Harvey Oswald
defected to* the Soviet 'Union he took with him such
important military code and electronic secrets that
the Marine Corps had to change its whole system of
codes on the West Coast

-''1' 'The speed with which Oswald obtained a Russia
visa when it normally takes from 60 to 90 days indi
cates `the Soviets -gave him special attention, the
lawyer said 'He either had a visa while still on."

_duty as a Marine or received one immediately cutting
throug+h're{3 tape. j ~...~ ~. _.

:"", "lair Witts said that among other things that'would -:8
'indicate favored treatment by the Soviets for Oswald =

.was his Job in Minsk where he could not possibly have' .'
.lived on the income the Soviets claimed he did r~"

.r G. .~i .,..j ` 321
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fied ever since by the Comma tat. ha said . _
...v _

""`'That was the party line and it has been ampli

SL 100-0461 _0
T0 '` '1 ' ~T

.;"...r3~ ..... . Vs.a t f .fi "~ L .Zr~ y_ EFP ^^'~"~~ ~yaw"a~if~E.a r.~:"L r a.."L~.~.:".IG"./!1":.YwC/ 1j.a .i .. r
e Dallas attorney said Minsk was also.-the 10-41

~~ 1"'r.'....'w = .r ...i t J.r. w .. .
.:~ cation of a Soviet assaasi'n! school

"Prod on that salary he travriled enjoyed social

life,;abet and married the relative of a Soviet intelli

genes 'agent all fitting .the pattern for espionage -agentts
.1. rt4 . . ~'"

the lawyer said.
~ ..~~ :aG '"~" _

-firy[T ~ ...-p :",~ .~ . 1 1r "., ya .. .} ... ..`y .. ,:..:y _ .
4% """~'"`w ~/. `

mitts said that when Oswald "re-defected";-back,= .a a, ''iii
to'this country the Soviets granted his visa and passports
for his wife immediately and while the U B embassy paid
for his trip someone else paid for his wife's .} " ~~"i ~. 1A"'"'w~'".\"t :""i c.:4'4i =at .tea :". ._a .r . _ t%r_ 'i741 "'".`L `!!Oswald received unusually special treatment by
the-Soviets and this would not have been done unless it
was of some use to the Soviet intelligence service, Mr.

.:Witts said,.:. _ . / ... `i.. y. "Lr mar.,..'. M..'1. -.~ * ~" ..t

.He said the first news bulletin from Radio Moscow
after:t a assassination was that the shots were fired by

, }~
right-wing extremists.. . x

'MrWitts told the club members that Dallas =is.
one of the truly great cities of the world acid he con
sidered it time for Dallasite* to speak up in defense

:,3r
of the cit ._ ,. _

.y., !Ai."t "4 ::/Vi '~ 'a._ "4~:. "r'~ ""`at.a _ ....
_'.`t~"+F ` t""gedemonstrated his statement that a continuing_

'smear campaign is being conducted against Dallas by
holding up copies of national and international magazines

-r` books and newspapers .describia:q Dallas 'shame.! 4;,,,"_

''Mr Witte told the group that -guilt was not col- y,,~ .",
"~~ Iective and that a fundamental truth of Chris fatian,ith

was being ignored by those who would try Dallas as a whop
ratherthanthe -man whocommitted the crams.!._

goy 5? ICI t ~.-L ~
_

_ s 51! i dAds t r :ar AA .,r
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ti

WITTS explained that although be is not a member of
the Dallas Salesmanship Club nor does he have any business af
filiations with this group, he was asked to attend the .luncheon
as a guest speaker by a banker friend as he is frequently called

upon to speak at similar functions and is considered an enlighten
"ing speaker'on legal phases-of general business activity Re ad

vised that on this occasion however he digressed from his usual
speaking format and developed the theme as set forth in.'this arti
cle in retaliation to the volume of bad publicity about 'the City

.;~ of Dallas and its citiiens which has been no widespread in the
"{ last several months. He stated it was about time someone.spoke
"

up in defense of the City of Dallas and he decided to take it
~'' upon himself to do so on this occasion.. '.:''s

2 64 -Dallas Texas 323
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'':.'.?aAVID AAR ITTS ~,t~t___r ley Room 1000 Vaughn Building
Commerce Street Dallas Texas advised he is engaged in t.he

pra ice of general civil law as a partner in the firm of "Witts
and wing at that address WITTS advised he was December
13 1920 at'DentonTexas-L and presently resides at .997i.&
Street =Dallas with his family.. -.' " =-4`

/
C ti-i."a~'. :v ;i~ ". t SJ tc.

.._ KITTS was exhibited an'article published in "The Dallas
Times Herald"'newspaper dated Thursday May 21 1964,. captioned
"Defend Dallas lawyer Vrges in which the article sets forth
certain allegations concerning-communist l affiliations of LSE
HARVEY OSWALD allegedly made by him WITTS before the Dallas
Salesmanship Club on May 21 1964 KITTS was asked to specifi
cally advise interviewing Agents as to the basis for the alleged

--facts set-forth therein and-the circumstances surrounding his
speaking engagement

.--, WITTS advised that the statements attributed to him in "~

`" this newspaper article were in fact made by him before an as
semblage of the Dallas Salesmanship Club at their monthly business
luncheon which was in this instance held at the Dallas Athletic

L. Club Athletic Club Building 1805 Elm Street Dallas on Thursday
. may 21 1964 y1L' :zC-"3..'' t

~.f..1
.



.`~ KITTS emphasized that all of the statements made by
'" him regarding IZE HARVEY OBWALD as set forth in this article

:were based upon other articles and items in several periodicals
---and that the alleged facts as announced by him at this luncheon

;_.< were taken in text from these articles and news items KITTS
. stated he has no private source of confidential information as

-'"1 ter ..~L+Jp phh1 t..:h 7;.. I::.n.c...~ ::,. .~~. d :7%, ..~ "r

KITTS was asked to specifically point out in these publi
cations the text upon which he based his statements in answer to

;. the following questions relating to statements made in the ,article
of e Dallas Time a Herald Kay 21 1964 ...

L~ .~ _ ."~ "J t+` L ~ "fit". "{
. ,! "~ A

Mega rds the LRE 1ARVEY OSWALD .case and it was not his intention
- to offer personal conclusions concerning the coamunistt...c background

of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. ;. _

... MITTS advised the articles from which these alleged
facts were taken are aa..follows :.~ -s .%

United States News k World Report issue of ':

December .9 .1963;_

United States News & World Report issue of "a
December 16 1963 ,_

Pamphlet captioned ."Washington Report, published
by American Security Council Executive Offices
'and Rdsearch Center 123 North Wacker Drivs,'.c.._r

.Chicago Illinois Washington Bureau Offices.-
1025 Connecticut Avenue NW Washington D Q.T

;Western Office t.5931 West Blouson Avenue Culver
City California issue of March 16 1964 aon
taining article captioned Background for
Assassination. -KITTS explained this "Washington
Report pamphlet was furnished to him by a friend
and that he KITTS is not a subscriber to this
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` 1) Statement that 0SWALD was a Cossxunist

tip": Obtained from general tet of "~tashington

1

0-10461.
~eh-~U~,..t

`+" ~

x 6'4

yif
..r

4) Statement that he may have obtained his visa
while still in the United States Marine Corps

and eight. 4L`4` ".
Y

:+ 't";'y " ''w`4b 3 _ L''b -"r

. A

141;4-64

/t

Report pages one through four."^ .

~~'
2) .Statement that when LEE HARVEY OSWALD defected

~ =

to the Soviet Union he took with him such .im
" " 7~ portent military code and electronic secrets

that the Marine Corps bad to change its Whole

system of codes on the West Coast .
ti

Obtained from United States News & World

tJ. " Report article of December 16 3,963 Which
. publication was quoting article from the

.s vC r f
"Washington Evening Star. Article att ibuted
these statements to a Captain JOHN F

DONOVAN.al
of the fates Marine Cor~

Taw
4-1

3) Statement that 06WAID received "special attention
.-e . in receiving a Russian visa ~,` .. s `

Obta ined from ""Washington Report" pages four
`s

.
and five -

:iv 1'`~ = =Obtained from "Washington Report, .page-_~ 5 Pam
'graph 3 .:. ~.:

of ..L

K -~ 'S) _'Statement` .o the effect Soviets gave favored
treatment to OSWALD as he could not possibly
have lived on that salary Y...N

Obtained from ""Weshington Report" pages seven 'r ..:

1 f 4_4 F ~ I K y i

.t "r C



.4

.
,v..7) .Statement that08WALD married a relative of a --%.:-.

-:. Soviet intelligence agent ;1 :- -.
Obtained from United States Newi is World Report

0-10461 -.4.

.as .r .,f -.a. *7..a..e ,-..

Statement that Minsk Russia was the location
.of a Soviet assassins! school -:i'it

,...
.Li Obtained from,.!WashingtonReport page 8 para.

(MR NA 'a) trip to the United States.

.& the.shots were fired by-right-wing extremists

issue of December 9 1963

private in

K +IPr.;.i 'x-

...a r -7. 7
144

-. ....

,..;. . 4

. issue of December 9 1963
t . 0h ".I.". . . -. 1 *

! 8) Statement that someone else paid for his wife! .

Obtained from "Washington Report, "page 9 para
graph 20 .1 ,

...
statement to the effect that the first..

... news bulletin from Radio Moscow following the _
assassination of president IOSIINEDY stated that

:.. ;Att
w--.-; 1i obtained from United States :WWII& World Report _

WITTS furnished a photocopy of the .Washington Report
dated flarch 16 1964 to interviewing Agents however,.-,he was
unable to locate exact text taken from the two.issges of United

. '4 States News & World c

WrPTS volunteered that he was not scheduled to make
.any further speeches in this regard in the future and had no

intention of conducting his own 'Warren Commission,* FBI or
N* oth vestigation into this matter

. )
. 4

14..3N . .
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*
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H Allegation by HART K JOHNSON That Governor
CONNALLY Was Target of Assassination Rather `=s=

Than -President KENNEDY

I _
t

*a
r ,e

-"w
-.DL

.74 t.

100-10461
"~ V "~"~ ~ f ^ Mt .. !

SCELLANEOUS ALLEGED ACZIVITIES OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Alleged Association of LEE HARVEY OSWALD With
GONZALO ANCIRA Who Rented Port Office Box 29150
Dallas Texas in May 1963 Which Post Office
Box'Previously Rented By OSWALD .

Allegation
~

by RAYMOND B CARNEY News Director
of"Radio Station KBEA Mission Kansas That '!''.Au
He Believed He Was in Contact With LEE I~.RVSY''
OSWALD During May .1961 . _ ""T

Allegation by Mrs MARTHA DOYLE That LEE HARVEY
OSWALD Tried to Rent Car at Hertz Rent-a-Car
San Antonio International Airport Sah Antonio

Allegation by JESS EASTERLING That LEE HARVEY

OSWALD His wife and Two Small Children Spent*
a Night at Skyline Motel Route #11 West of

Pulaski Virginia;.'in September 1963
f

Allegation by VERA EDENS That LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Did Not Kill President KENNEDY

! Allegation by Mrs MARY L HAMMER That Former

Neighbor in 1957 at Sun Valley California ~' ""

Identical to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

907 Allegation by OTTIS DAVID HONAKER to the Effect
'a* LEE HARVEY OSWALD .`Brainwashed' by Communist :::r

Party-Leaders Who Conspired to Have Assassination

;4 _;.Committed ~"



..Allegation by BENJAMIN C WARD That He Had "
Been With LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Suamr 1963
and Had Loaned Him Money-

P A l lega t ion Individual Using Mama JERRY PELLEGRINO
Who Appeared at Saab M*tor Company Bethesda
Maryland in Early 1963 Resembled LEE HARVEY "OSWALD

` ';.

Allegation That Individual in Telephone Call From
Jerry's Wagon Wheel Phoenix Arizona to DELORES

...:" .,y "1CONSTANT Dallas Texas on Novamt.ar 24 1963
Remarked ''OSWALD Got The Big Mousy and They Will

Allegation pmt ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER Associated
With'LEE HARVEY-OSWALD in Mexico City Prior to ;'
Assassination ..y ,";,t

',At PL

"I

A'~

DL ,100-10461 .y s r -~ a"'.;'i',4.c! -.tq .i
R

a` "'.t Li x.7`1 z Z~:J:.` . :-,

Allegation by RO6ALYND LAIDLSRThat Shs Had
Seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Brooklyn New York 1
in-About February 1963 :"_

Allegation by PETER MCLAUGHLIN That LSE IARVEY-f''.4

OSWALD'too'Indivviddual
With Red Hair ~~,Identiccal t~

/yName of JOHN OT O BRIDGE ."vta .. S.t .~ .. y.~ I~~
ti } `~

~a~'l."-~ -k *[..iota .t'+ ~ e ~ +`

K Allegation by Dr FERNANDO PBNABAZ That
:FIDEL

;,

CASTRO'Connected .With Assassination

L Allegation by ROBERT ADRI1.N TAYLOR That IN
.:_ _ Possibly Purchased Rifle From LEE WiRVBY

. OSWALD in March or *April 19631 .1

T,,. K. .Allegation by *MICHAEL VAUGHN CRAMER That 'Be f'~=... "r

Stood Within Three Feet of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
~ When -OSA LD Fired The Shots at President ZENNEDY r

N Allegation by That She
Spent About o Hours With LEE HARVEY OSWALD
About Seven Days Before Halloween 1963

Rs

r f<rr

ter
{ DTever Find It.
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r
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how to Assassinate :the President as Furnished by.~. ._
.mot _ ?y 5

Mr.I FvE DAUGHERi i <a~ "~74 -,.;~ o w ',` a CfL'1 "i 7
.+"N

U :.,Allegation Owner or Manager of Riviera Club

Castroville,'.Texas Was LES F RVBY .OSWALD's Brother

Allegation That Bon-in-Law (DAVID MILLER) of Woman

Residing at 2307 Finley Road Irving Texas Conspired

writing -FLEE OSWALD Was Here in Yellow Ink Faun

in U S Post Office :Waterloo Iowa +:r

.`~"4~,Aiii~7.r7~S2X~.~:11'~fr~-~'.'3:,~iM~".~~F'~.7r_!l~lS":~1~['_
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=-".'a A -Alleged Association of LEE HARVEY OBKALD
. .F "_`.. ?Ry_ .With GONZALO ANCIRA Who Rented Post Office

` _ "A.*",-~ _ Box 29158 Dallas Texas in May 19638 Which

l,,iraj.,,;,,;,,""Post Office Box Previously Rented by 08WALD ..
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^. ,"' 1 t *hiss 7RANC IANTON 6619 Ascot Lane/telephone
t. 8-7943 'who is map_ nod as a'Bookkeeper at e North Haven

s ~ry. Yc rdens 7700 Northaven Road exas telephone EM

5316telephonically advised s e een sorting .out soma
o d magazines at her residence and came upon Time Magazine :7

r ::-'issue ,of June '21 3.963 which bore_ the address label _!LEE R

:.z OSWALD, Box 2915 Dallas ,21 .Texas. ._~.. y`
yt t7s~"ra t` '+ "!t-,"?!Jf f~l -494-4%0'1 "9t -':~ ..~. 4 .t .J=

y'.w".-r r t ~ g

"_ r
'" Miss BU.NTON stated this issue of Time .Magazine Coei

tained,a photograph of President 1EDY and Attorney General
.ROBERT 10ENNEDY . v

.a s :4 T amt1 ...:Y .tom" r i t/ ,:f i

Miss BIANTON stated she had received this Time Maga
. . sine sometime in approximately the latter part of June 1963

from GOrNZALO ANCIRA with whom she was working at the time at s
the Wade Corporation Hartford Building, Dallas, Texas She

'~":4~.="" stated G(ZALO ANCIRA is an Engineer for the Wade Corpora-tic**
;t .,'and resides at 1803 Cooper Irving Texas telephone BLackburn

3.2965.'r-,.Shs stated ANCIRA has made frequent travels to Mexico
fir`^:'~~": and that on the day of the assassination of President KENNEDY

she asked ANCIRA if he 'was going to watch 'the Presidential"-
:.motorcade to which ANCIRA replied *He's 'not my President

"4 6r words to that effect She stated that for approximately
'7:_tlt two weeks immediately after the assassination ANCIRA disap

peared _from Dallas for reasons unknown to her 'L'> _.,~
T

d 1+L. _.r "q ,~ 810 :i."t.` t V~ f

. v: Miss BIANTON stated she did not know if ANCIRA was
acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD but that he did give her

-.'the Time Magazine which she now has in her possession bear

ing the address label of LES R COMP-~"% +i . y ) y . 7C 4
*

.7;1 At the time Miss BIANTON contacted the Dallas Office

.;.~~ ,2~~3 she at first refused to divulge her name stating she did

by pietoI'Aa"nt EO~BRT Po GZMBERLINe 1,64
.b
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Miss BLANTON said GONZALO ANCIRA resides at 1803 Cooper Street
Irving Texas She also said she believes he is a Mexican National
and owns-a rather large ranch in Mexico which he frequently visits

:.~ Miss BLANTON stated on.the-day of the Assassination of President JOHN
-FITZGERALD KENNEDY she asked ANCIRA if he was going to.watch the

Presidential motorcade to which ANCIRA replied '.He's not my President,

4/27/64

f 113 104Sr
-"

Miss FRANCES BLANTON 6619 Ascot Lane who is employed as a

bookkeeper at the North Haven Gardens 7700 Northaven Road Dallas,c,,
dvised she had'been'sorting-out some-old magazines at her
e on'"Sunday "Apr$l 19 1964, and came upon "Time magazine

`
No.`25 dated-June 21;'1963 with the printed label addressed

0SWALD,"Box 2915,--Dallas 21 Texas Miss BLANTON furnished
this issue"of-'"Time",magazine which bears the label with the following

ppr.~int~ing
'DEC 63 OWA 9991SL97T780321 LEE H OSWALD BOX.2915

TEXASDALLAS 21 ,. -47.,Aj":r "v :'ai.1:J~ i.. };~ ';h-v ! J_ +'~~-"~ t.,. ~ s". ,. ~.., ,.'[ 1. ~~..f` ~.`"~-Z.7 r> .I..r _~"~~at.:.Z.:~i~:.,~ ~'".~L~ _ 15 .J:-L""~3 Yt

` ~'R'
"_''' Regarding this magazine, Miss BLANTON stated in-the *tatter

part of June,= 1963, she was in.GONZALO .NCIRA's office in'the Hartford
". Building Dallas, -Texas and among the mail on his desk was this issue

-ef'"Time magazine Miss BLANTON-said that ANCIRA is a.self-employed
consulting engineer with offices'adjacent to the'Wade Corporation

,_where Cie was employed as a secretary at.the time She said ANCIRA
was employed on a contract basis by the Wade Corporation on a contract

`y ,that that-corporation was in`the process of fulfilling.':;: . "~ ",.

Concerning 'the above issue of "rime magazine Miss BLANTON
said she checked the"cover.and noticed it contained an article con

erning ME RS which she was interested in reading She said
she asked ANC RA if she could.take the magazine home with her and he
said it did not belong to him -He then requested Miss-BLANTON stated _
that she give the magazine to him and when she did he with ink

-.scratched.through bhe name and address appearing on the label on the

magazine. She said ANCIRA then handed the magazine back to her and

,she took the magazine home to read On the'following day Miss BLANTON
.stated ANCIRA asked for the magazine and she informed him she had left
it at home and he told her it would be all right for her to keep it

!j.-r "x 41 ~ "
.
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Miss IBLANTON stated-she^ did not know if ANCIRA was i _

is acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD but stated he did give her tbe"_
above-described "Time magazine bearing the address :label of LEE I

OSWALD. Miss BLANTON said on Sunday k..April 19 1964 while she was
sorting through some old magazines at her residence she noticed

i-that the above magazine was addressed to LEE H OSWALD and"".said it

DL 100-10461 :,:.z . y 'i_

.l ..yit..4 '"r +. r a~~ .a " ._ _ti ~ ~
_

t She stated for approximately two weeks_or
'immedi ely following the assassination'of President KENNEDY;`-'.;'

ANCIRA isappeared from Dallas-for-re talons unknown to her but she

;.presume betraveled .to Mexico:-'. .~_//_` ~~~ _ oy

was at .this time she decided ,to furnish this information to .the FBI
a _
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On"April 22 1964 Dallas Confidential Informant---T

~,.:tadvise that Post Office Box 2915 at the main office, U.'S. Post
Office Dallas Texas, was rented to LEE H OSWALD from October 9
1962 to May 14,-1963. Dallas Confidential Informant T -2
stated on'May-20 1963 GONZALO ANCIRA rented Post Office`Box 2915

sand presently bolds this box t s '
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the effect that -he 'said'wfinen` asked if he were intending to view

.the Presidential motorcade "He's not m/''Yresi#ent, ANCIRA stated

.,that inasmuch as he is a Mexican citizen he was simply referring

, ro- -rh -:t
ANCIRA= Rm 1305 Hfd Bildi DllT,00','artorungaas .-exas

advised;he .i,s'.seIf-employed as a consulting en sneer with offices
adjacent` to the-Wade Corporation and resides at'"803 Coo er Dr
h ANCIRA said he was born December 1  ~SaM
NidalRo i Nuevo Leon Mexico,, and stated he is a citizen of Mexico Be :=
said he ttended Southern Methodist University and that hi,e wife and s ,L
three .ch ldrea'.are Americea.:citizens ."~ .~;t ~r`''f~r;r-Ftt .11 ._ _ ~ a~ *..t _,L"iJ lef.a

ANCIRA said.he obtained Post Office .Box 2915 at.the Main Post

Office, Dallas, Texas on May 20,;.1963. He said up until :the assassi.
nation of President KENNEDY there 'was placed in his.box mail addressed to
LEE H:.OSWALD He said most of this mail consisted of what appeared to
be 'foreign periodicals originating from Russia ANCIRA said he would
mark through the address .and note on ,this mail that it was not for this box
and would then ;return it to the mail ,d4op in the Post office.

ANCIRA was exhibited f"Time magazine Volume 81 .No 25 dated

June-:21 1963,.pith the printed label addressed to LEE H OSWALD Box

2915 Dallas 21 ".Texas which label had been scratched through with 'ink..

:ANCIRA was..'asked if he recalled seeing this particular magazine be$6re
and further "if .he had loaned this 'magazine to Miss FRANCES BLANTON who

;.was an employee.of Wade Corporation Hartford Building Dallas Texas
thetime.the -magazine was issued or.if he had loaned this magazine to

any other person. ANCIRA stated he cannot recall ever seeing this
- Magazine or loaning it, to anyone He stated however that it. appeared

he did scratch. through ,the name and address appearing on the label
because this is the way :he usually marked the mail addressed to OSWALD
which was placed in his box Lc-Lsw~a: d

;.
' ~ f "t

ANC~,RA said he could not recall the names of any of the

foreign publications or periodicals addressed to OSWALD which had been

placed iii his box He advised he 'could not recall the names of any
domestic publications or.periodicals addressed to OSWALD which were

y laced in his box s

Regarding the statement allegedly attributed to him to

by speck Agont."..jUGENE F PETRAKIS:vm
:t) f

" ~~ "'',lrV r.6. .
documentcontains a.lth.r r000mmeedatlomsnor eonchsioms of the FBI tt ts the property of the FBI and to towns to

:s_ yourep.norl u set Ile ooel.ete are sot to be dletrtbut.d outside your epemcy
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.,~ c. .t. "'f''. ANCI
;. .,Ct1,,. or .RUBY and to ..,s L_,...,_a.._ had no contact with either

M J4 v

RA stated he was not acquainted with LEE HARVEY

.1

+a

r

.0 I

4

. r .ap

to-that"fact-without intending to disparage the President"of the
L. United-States in -any way whatsoever ANCIRA said he didTnot'view
. .. the motorcade and when-he first .heard of the-assassination-of

President KENNEDY be was in front 'of the Southland Building and a
:pass g motorist_ informed him that the President had been shot./ t

.assassination-Of
l '

ANCI stated he was shocked and amazed that the'=
,Presi ent KENNEDY could occur in the United States ANCIRA stated

e -he returned ,immediately to his-offices and subsequently learned
over the radio aE the Mth of President KENNEDY and he left the= "

;, office at approximately 2:30 p.m and while an route to his residence
Li" in Irving,'Texas he heard over:the radio that one LEE HARVEY OSWALD

was"consideeed a suspect in the assassination Recalling the =`=
":' previous boxholder of Box 2915 through which he had been receiving

;mail he immediately returned to the Hartford Building intending }~
to notify the appropriate authoritiee.":"of this fact and located a
uniformed police officer"near the building and advised this officer
of this fact He accompanied the officer to the Main Post Office

.,and after verifying the previous boxholder to be LEE H OSWALD the

0 "of f ider telephoned his headquarters.
"r"-t. 4 s~ a..7.".~ 4. a _ . v __ .,. ~ ;J -s..

ANCIRA advised further that he is the owner of anw1818,000
-t acre cattle ranch in the state.of Nuevo Leon Mexico and is required

to make frequent business trips to that property and as a result
intended to visit the ranch .the weekend of November 23-2!,_'.1963

_Following the assassination of.President KENNEDY however;'he learned
the United.States-Mexican border was closed-on Saturday November 23
1963. He, therefore, delayed his departure until Sunday November 24
1963 at which .time he departed for Mexico itith his wife and three
children While en route to Laredo Texas Ile learned via radio

-.. broadcast of the killing of LEE HARVEY OSWALD Sunday November 24
t~ 1963 He advised that per his usual schedule he remained in Mexi.$

for four to five days before returning to his home in Irving Texas
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Kansas That He Believed He Was in Contact
With IBE HARVEY OBWALD During May 1961
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Allegation by frs MARTHA DOYIE That
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.`i T"dh H RCv"t;` Mrs MARTHA DOYLE employee!ertzent-a-ar,

San Antonio International Airport Office advised_ that she

t'A,:lci-4
' ,:believes that theOSWALDs may have tried to rent .a car

11th i from her sometime ago She could not recall the date . ~"
'i

= fdid ild h bith She said-=._ an -sat couaveeen sx mons ago.
;r ~"`= it is very possible ,that this was on a Thursday night

~";ti= ry~~ ~" v .{.j ".yta i i 1"
.=19 Mrs...DOYLE said that they did not rent a car ^

. from her and may have tried to rent one from one of. .~
:"SlR~

.v,pointed
'i

the-other car.rental companies at the airport and 1
out6'therefore that 'it is very possible that employees ~.

~t ~."sa~ l...cti,s"+i.4! * .A'tVcnAL`b0ntAU'Vt-iii ca W1~ .3 -""..
v+ f r *

by
~~ ( ~ r ^

~~"> 1r:

`"_ of those companies:"ould recall this incident and the _
` "E' date on which it occurred She said that possibly some

.?r` other employee of Hertz Rent-a-Car might recall the
:=incident _

'

`
.she said the couple in question appeared art,~

"idh h hd ahildithi unkempt and( drty an tey mayavea c w
. them .t-(...,I mot :

.t t .Ac".
sti +1 _
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f' Mrs MART HIpOYLE who was m loved at Hertz Rent-A-Car
Companyi _International Air ort advised t aH-t-About sixweeks"'""'
rior to November 2'77-1-9-6 a .accompanied by a woman
and an infant'of several months o age came to the office >_ :.~
and the man stated he wanted to re an automobile Hs

"`
`'}a

stated he was-driving a friend's car hick she did not see
She asked him for a credit card 'and he did not have one Aw -_ `" ''
He stated he=was.in the publishing buss ss The woman had .,..;F
nothing to say and was smiling the entire_ ime they.,wet~e )
in the

t""~̂ /I;r
office ..' 'f ~ 4tt a ~ 1Fa

Mrs. DOYLE refused to rent the man automobile '.Y
She stated she reported this 'man to the FBI at San Antonio

-:"as possibly being identical to LEE HARVEY OSWAL w o s e a
seen on television when he was shot and killed in Dallas

';:Texas She"also saw OSWALD's'wife on television when he
'was buried 1 -

+ ` .I
Mrs DOYLE stated her only reason for ,reporting the

*man and the woman as possibly being identical to OSWALD -e
and wife was that "I have never encountered people of

.:this type before at the airport.

She states she would not be able to identify the
;man as being OSWALD nor the woman as being his wife She

described the man as follows
ry

Age
1~ `: f

Approximately
27 years '~ F!

Height . .~ .. ,~ r:. b g ~:.. t _ x
. ri Weight ..:,: 145 tl150

Hair `
Light brown . .:e..

v `
Eyes

`
t + .~ Not recalled

Dress Shabbily dressed wearing
-K =~ white shirt which had

turned gray

-a -..t1i 7.41'"'.f8o j ~ e .wa. 4.*. '" s" .x t:,r
is -v v. . r .j ~~ y .

by SA OM E HEAL/Csh 4 `
Dot dictated 4/7/64 ' "
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.:.J~:_',~,,"ai".:".. _ --~ between knee and ankle '

s .... wearing blouse
.= :.--:.. ~* _:~: >~ .:~ _a Had a foreign ,appearance

possibly because of
._~ manner of dressy

of a

}=s She described the woman as follOMs
F t ` " z.-~

_.~ ~` ~-~." ~ ~ ~
sr 4 . fs,*~1 wi ~ ~a" t .q

}s-.r-.-Age t .~ .~,y.::~c~ Approximately 27 .years tee.-4. Height _ ~ ..: ~ 515 .4/Pi ~

s: 'Weights -125 pounds c /Pi
it

;a
i "i.~... -4.O j. M Black P,g-g'rr !J"-._r

s'"4
4,"7s Eyes ~S ~ I.e..14 recalled

F. .a Other Two upper front teeth slightly1 .. a.4 ,. a
-chipped and noticaabl

a ... stained brown ;~ ..
.::Dress ~'~.Y"-~+:, *Wearing dark skirt %. !,.:4. .40

W''.* . length about halfway

6..F
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On .11/27/63

Miss JOAN.'tUNSMORE who was employedby_National
Car Rental Agency International Airport advised she recalled
a man accompanied by a w and an infant who had been
in the Hertz and National Rental offices which are
conbined several weeks pri to November 27 1963 She
stated she had a definite . .oltection of these people
in view of the fact the in t was sucking a pacifier and
the man would take it out c the baby's mouth and then put
it in his mouth and back in the baby's mouth

Miss DUNSMORE st.1 ft he had seen LEE HARVEY
OSWALD's photograph in .iii ass?a3er but she would not
be able to identify the mgt ao being identical with OSWALD
nor his woman companion as icing identical with OSWALD's
wife She stated she could net recall what the man or
the woman looked like

N4

of San Antonio. Texas Fite it S A 89-67

by SA TOM E NEALlcsh Dote dictoteck/7164
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D Allegation by JESS EASTERLING That LEE
HARVEY OSWALD His Wife and Two Small
Children Spent a Night at Skyline Motel
Route #11 West of Pulaski Virginia in
September 1963



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI(

JESSREASTERLING Qiner and Operator of Skyline hotel
located on Route_#11_ West of Pulaski Virginia advised ~n
September 1963 he believes.Z.BE-HARVEY.OSWALD his wife and
two small children spent a night at his motel He stated when
the individual first checked into the motel he had a beard
however after shaving the individucl appeared to look more
like JACK RUBY than LEE HARVEY OSWALD

He added that the man whom he believed to be OSWALD
advised him he had been to Centerville Ohio and was headed
West He described the two small children accompanying this
individual as being about three years and four months in age
respectively

EASTERLING stated that the individual signed his full
name when registering and he thereafter kept the
registration card on his desk because hetiever had anyone
by the name of Oswald stay here before He stated that he
has since destroyed the registration card

EASTERLING advised that this individual and his
family stayed at his motel only one night and he did not observe
the party when they left He could recall no details concerning
the automobile they were driving or any further details con
cerning them

He concluded by stating that he has been thinking
about this individual for some time and since he believes
him to be LEL HARVEY OSWALD he decided to report the incident

.as it may be of interest

F46

2/13/64 Pulaski Virginia Richmond 89-34
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 File
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Sheriff J HENRY HALL Pulaski County PulaskiVirginia on February 13 1964 advised SA FREDERICK A COOKthat JESS ASTERLING owner of the Skyline Motel near PulaskiVirginia



E Allegation by VERA EDENS That LEE HARVEY
OSWALD Did Not Kill President KENNEDY

48
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In response to a telephone call to the Dalla /FBI Office
requesting that a Special Agent contact him Mr JIM,XCOLEMAN was
contacted at his office,46_Andjcn treet Dallas Texas on
April 10 1964 by Special Agent E J ROBERTSON

_
Mr COLEMAN

operates the Coleman Advertising Service'at this address which
is engaged in religious advertiTing:'""

Mrs COLEMAN received a letter postmar ed Dallas .
Texas April 1964 containing a letter from RA`EDENS,_1509_

ast4n_Av9n ,Plano ..Texaa with four mimeogra h sheets
enclosed A eview of this material reflects that it is
anti-Jewish in nature and contains the following paragraph

"Lee Oswald did not kill John Kennedy He only
shot at General Walker to try to show he MEANT
TO KILL HIM when he agreed with the C I A & the
Kennedys to do so He ne ver meant to kill him
Marina Oswald told that Iee told her he shot at Gen
Walker...this to The World to vindicate her husband's
honor THE BEST SHE KNEW HOW She wanted the C I A
to know Lee kept his word to kill Walker Oh what's
the use in,opening your mouth....THE WHOLE DAMN WORLD
is gone crazy Minds are as blank as the day it is born

eview of the files of the Dallas FBI Office reflect that
RA EDE _has been publishing a mimeographed form anti-Jewish
d anti nited Nations in nature since September 1950
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F Allegation by Mrs WIRY L HAMMER That
Former Neighbor in 1957 at Sun Valley

'California Identical to LEE HARVEY OSWALD



The following quoted letter was received by the
Department of Justice from Miss MARY I .RIMER,_8216 Wilbur
Ayenue ._Reseda California f and was ac ncwledged by Assistant
Attorney General HERBERT J MILLER JR.s

"United States Attorney-General
Robert E Kennedy
Washington D C

"Honorable-Sir Well over a year ago I received
a letter from 'Assistant United States Attorneir
General. Mr Miller advising me That my com
plaint I had asked your help for had been turned
over to The Department of Justice Criminal Investi
gation Dept. May I remind you again about This
Matter Since last June I have very pati4Mtly.
waited for some results regarding this investi
gation if the complaint justified The ccnse3eration
'Attorney Genel Miller Criminal investi ;aticn We
as American citizens would be entitled to some kind
of an answer
On The front page of a recent copy of Life Magazine
There is a picture of Oswald The MA^ accused of

killing our dear dear president He is holding a gun
(I have seen ones like it and ammunition or shells &

clips (Cases) 1 of each 1000 shells & 1040 clips
That were removed from Camp Pendelton By teenager's
training in Boot camp
I-have also at one time _ 1957 seen Mr pfrr~2
What his relation ship was to an Austin Texas
seventeen year old girl was I could not say
She had three very small children and was not

married obvious by each had a different father She
had a relative A woman also living on this street



and a man k s name acts 'Garfield -son, His
11jfather was a City official i Aoetiu Frl3 for

many years His name I Believe wal Miller.
This Leon A graduate of Anr_apolt has influence
enough to Be able to use these young hoot camp
Boys to steal Moreover This same person That
is Garfield Leon is guilty of other serious
violations That has to do with The treasury
Department therefore S w,:.1"i very much like to
know Just row strong th!.e dha.racter is With
The Federal Bureau to get so much consideration &

protection & one of The parties had so much pro
tection That he could go to Denver Colorado take a
13 yr old girl out of a Catholic orphanage Bring
her to Sun Valley California Where this Leon was

living aseociatesa of Ex co x ista & Night Club
Owners (shady owns & involve there young teen

agers in crime Austin Texas & Dallas apparently
is Where their roots were Because The Man Who

Brought The girl from Dever Colorado is a staunch
out spoken commani,et & was closely teeociated
with the Cuban coaasel
He received arm full of Moscow Literto:re & subscribes
to the Moscow New papsra & knew c'haraeter in Detroit
& other strong bolo! for The Ccsom.niet parties was in
Sun Valley only a few weeks & what to %Nrk for Lock
heed
Just how may I ask can such a Man get so much protiction
and all involved with these you r b,p all graduates of

an Excellent Catholic Boys eohool Boast of organi
zaticne Mat no one can enter
Mr Attorney General I also w;ast to know Who The
F B I Man was That came here to our ?me to pick up
the material The gam shells etc & Never returned

'Many L Hamer
82 16 Wilbur Ave
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On April 9 1964 Mrs MARY L HAMMER 8216 Wilbur

Avenue Reseda California advised SA VINCENT J O'NEILL that
in 1957 while reaiding on Dora Street Sun Valley California
she had been a neighbor of a man whose name she cannot recall

Recently she observed photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD in a
"National Magazine and feels that this former neighbor is
identical with OSWALD She could not recall any descriptive
or backgro"i information regarding this individual but
believed`hrwas living in an adulterous relationship with a

17-year-old girl Who moved to Sun Valley from Austin Texas

At that point Mrs HAMMER became incoherent and
could not develop a single train of thought During this
interview Mrs HAMMER continually referred to nationally
prominent persona as individuals she met in everyday life
such as her grocery clerk and delivery man Mrs HAMMER
was unable to furnish any further information concerning this
individual she believed to be identical with LEE HARVEY OSWALD



G Allegation by (OTTIS DAVID HONAKEq to the
Effect LEE W RVEY OSWALD 'Brainwashed by
Communist Party Leaders Who Conspired to
Have Assassination Committed



*`f
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During the evening of April 22 1964 Mr OTTIS
HONAKER 4624 South 32nd Street Tulsa 7 Oklahoma appeared rt
the Dallas Office of the Federal Bareau of Investigation and
furnished the following information to SA EMORY E HORTON

JACKAURKETT (deceased) who previously resided in
Tulsa Oklahoma was a former employee of Mr HONAKER when
HONAKER owned-and operated the Century Manufacturing Company
51st and Sapulpa Road Tulsa Oklahoma which employment was
during the period of about 1929 to 1942

During December 1963 BURKETT act ng on a regBt
of Mr HONAKER became friendly with BROUDE 1UNDIADGE a
CommunistJarty--(CP) area leader who resid s at an unknown
address in Tecumseh Oklahoma BURKETT told HONAKER that
while intoxicated~BRUNDADtriave the following information
to BURKETT who relayed same to *TAKER

On November 11 1963 NIKITA7KHRUSHCHE` Premier "USSR
called to his office in Moscow,'Rusaia two of'his "leading
helpers, identities not further known and told them "This
damned KENNED't has thrown on the brakes and I want him killed
and I want it done so the American people will think an American
was responsible for his death.

The two "helpers then gave the orders to the two
Communist USA leaders in Washington D C. identities untaer
and they called a meeting in Washington D C. of about seventy
communists which meeting was held during the evening of November

11 1963 At the meeting the two USA CP leaders told thr ec
sembled group to casually and suggestively let it be known around

Washington D C. that President JONd F KEDY should make

trips to the southern southwestern and western states of the
United States so he would be seen by the people and children
to "make them feel better. This resulted in the President's
decision to make some trips during the latter part of November
one of which was to Dallas Texas on November 22 1963



The two CP USA leader then called PEARL RIPPBY
white female approximately sixty years of age a mambas of

the Communist Party who lived in an unknown town-in tAti

pioaiaa~ J"Mr "HOtAKER stated that he learned RIPPBY was a
meeler of the Communist Party in 1942 while in Washington*
D C. on defense contracts He said he has fully reported
the information on PEARL RIPPBY and BROODER BRUNDADGE an

area communist leader in Tecumseh Oklahoma to the Oklahoma

City Office of the FBI

Returning to the current matter Mx HC AKER stated

the CP USA leaders called PEARL RIPPBY and BROODER BRUNDADGE

and an unknown person who resides in Fort Worth Texas and

-assigned those persons the job of assassinating President JOHN

F KENNEDY

The three RIPPBY BRUNDADGE and the unknown party
met at the bus station Fort Worth Texas at about 11:00 AEI,
November 21 1963 There they reportedly learned the President
would not go through Fort Worth Texas but would visit Dallas
Texas They than took a taxicab from the bus station in Fort

Worth Texas to an unknown bus station in Dallas Texas They
then proceeded three blocks east and one and one-half blocks
or one-half block south from the Dallas bus station where

they rented a room in a rooming house located on the west side

of the street The three persons then walked around Dallas

and picked out a building where aches books are stored as

'being the likely place for the assassination PEARL RIPPBY
than want after LEE HARVEY OSWALD who she had apparently pre

viously met under unknown circumstances She brought OSWALD
to the road.*g house where the three were reetding and they
"brainwashed him and promised him 810,000 to help than kigl
President KENNEDY OSWALD departed the rooming ho.z a at ap
proximetaly 11:00 PM November 210 1963 after agreeing to
assist them with the planned assassination
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3-The following morning Nov4:m sr 22 196,3 VON%LD
raturmed to the above referred to rooming hoax* and brought

,two pistols and a rifle MAID ax.d BRttAknOE t.'hi a ptiooeedad
to has bock storage building previously
BROUDER BRUfiUDAD'3S shot the President two tixss oaa time in
the as ick and one time in the head BRUNDADGE then shot the
Governor of the State of Texas one time BRUNDADGE than had
COMM take the two pistols but leave the rifle and inatructad
OSWALD to proved hone as fast as he could asking him to run
all of the way and told him OSWALD that if he should be
stopped by the police he should shoot his way out The ides
behind this plan was to get OSWALD killed by the police Rs

portedly two police officers tried to capture OSWALD with
OSWALD killing one of the officers but being captnrsd by the
other officer who possibly had sons help OSWALD was then
taken to the Dallas City Jail by the officers who took him
into custody

RIPPBY BRUNDADGE and the third conspirator from
Port Worth Texas were afraid OSWALD would tell the entire

story so the uown conspirator introduced PEARL RLFPBY 'to
a falls named RUBY. RIPP$Y brai washed LUNY for a day and
a half that being the a ftarnotm of Newts 22 am:I November

23 1963 mud am the following morning Nova mbar 24 1963
BRUNDADGE aand the Fort Worth conspirator told RZPIZY that
OSWALD was to be transferred that morning fz:a* tat Dallas City
Jail to the Dallas County Sheriff'e Of2Lce

RIMY than hypatotf zid RD T and had RUBY go into
the Dallas City Faits Building and shoo OSWALD two t g
The three co skirators than eke;art-sd Dallas T .5 wend retuw..:ed
to thaix r ags a tLve loos that Jae RZPPRY to an unknown town in

Florida BRUNDADGE to Tecu eh Oklaboxa and the third peraon
to Fort Worth Texas

7
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After returning to FloMLda PEARL RIPPEY started
bragging about killing President =NEEDY Her actions in
this regard were reported by unkne9rn Florida communists to
the communist leaders in Washington D C. and the unnamed

leaders had PEARL RIPPEY killed Ot an unknown town in Florida
on an unknown date which was about five or ten days after
the assassination of President KENNEDY

Further BRUME%DGE tga=BURKETr that he BRU DADGE
hat killed twentyeeight persons in the State of Oklahoma
BRUNDADGE said he choked his victims to death and.they were
found dead with the causes of death being undeterminable

.Further,.PEARL RIPPEY allegedly has killed thirty-two parsons
in the State of Florida using the same method

MARKER stated that JACK BURKETT furnished the above
information to a party or parties unknown to HOk AF R and about
one month after the assassination this being during the 'attar
part of December 19638 BURKETT was shoved in front of a car
by unknown party in Tulsa Oklahoma and killed

Mr HONAKKR stated the above constitutes the only
information he has regarding the assassination of President
'KENNEDY and explained tht this information was given to hie
by JACK BURKETT prior to BURKETT death which was around
Christmas 1963

At HO iAIR furnished the following

info?tion

ra
garding himself J i ~s

.7.i
In ,~'l elf Ram OTTIS DMVXDDHOKAK

Races White
Sex le
Birth data 4 43,x S as o I
Haight S'6
Weights 145 lbs



Hairs Black graying
Byes Brown crosassd and waars lassos

Marital status Married wife GOLDIE HONAFER
Children Doctor JACK HOMKER M D (born

1926) Fredrick Oklahoma
JIMMY HONAKER (born 1928) Major

General U 8 Air Force and
flies the President's plane

LUCKY SUS (Mrs BILL) JOHtilit3C L
(born 1934) 920 South Bra
vine Tulsa Oklahoma

Residence 4.24 South 32nd Street Tulsa 7
Oklahoma (owns home) (no photo)

'Employments Unemployed
Arrests Denies ever being arrested

Mr HONAKBR stated that in about 1951 BROUDER BRUEDADGE

put out a:rumor that he HONAKER was mentally ill HONAKER said

he then voluntarily turned himself in to the marital hospital
Denita Oklahoma Where he was confined for six or seven months

being released in late 1951 or early 1952 as mentally competent.
Mr HONAKER explained that he asked the County Court Tulsa County
Oklahoma to have him HONAKBR committed to the mental hospital
but after his release from the Venita Oklahoma hospital which
declared him competent he returned to Tulsa County Oklahoma

presented the evidence to the County Court in that county which

"restored my legal competency so I could again transact business.*

Mr HONAKER denied ever being confined to any other

mental institution or having been treated for any mental condition

since that date

_ Mr HONAKER stated he made the trip from Tulsa Okla

homE to Dallas Texas on April 22 1964 and proceeded i diataly
to the Dallas FBI Office after arriving in Dallas= therefore he
had no Dallas address but said he planned to return to his hams



in Tulsa Oklahoma April 23 1964

It Waite noted prsv.oua information has been re

ported regarding HCNAAER BRUNDIADI3 and others saran appearing
in the report of SA 3AHES E * .PRIS dated January 27 1964 at
Oklahoma City entitled "LSE HARVEY OSWALD INTERNAL SECURITY.
RUSSIA-CUBA.

3S6
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FD-$02 (R.. 1-2540) FE 4AL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 4/27/64

JUDITH BROWN Clerk Central State Griffin Memorial
Hospital Records Department Norman Oklahoma furnished the
folling.information as obtained from the files of that agency

The records reflect that 0 D HONAKER entered the
hospital on February 6 1959 by certification of the Pottawatomie
County Court on petition by JACK D HONAKER M.D. 121 North
Ninth Frederick Oklahoma who is a son of the patient

Case history of.HONAKER reflects his mental disability
had existed since 1950 and he had been confined to the Eastern
State Hospital from 1955 to 1957 He had.been treated as an
out-patient clinic on September 22 19580 at Central State
Hospital in Norman Diagnosis by staff members of HONAKER's
mental condition classified him as schizophrenic reaction para
noid type manifested by delusional thinking suspiciousness
hostility hyperactivity hypomanic demeanor euphoric and
inappropriate affect pressured speech irrelevance incoherence.
loose associations delusions of grandiosity (owns many plants
is'worth millions is a famous industrial manager etc.) delusions
of-persecution (people are after him trying to ruin him and his
family police and.FBI involved) severely impaired judgment and
lack of insight

HONAKER's history at the hospital has been one of
continued unauthorized absences as.follows Admitted February 6
1959 AWOL September 2 1959 returned October 28 1959 AWOL
August 30 1960 returned October 6 1960 AWOL June.6 1961
returned July 19 1961 convalescent leave November 16 1961
returned March 24 1962 AWOL July 9 1962 returned August 13
1962 AWOL July 1 1963 returned July 3 1963 AWOL September 19
1963 returned September 24s 19630 AWOL April 22 1964

Mrs BROWN pointed out that the hospital does not have
finances or organization to return AWOL patients and its policy
is to notify the county of commitment after a patient's unauthorize:l
absence and it is thereafter necessary for patient to be recommitted
unless he returns voluntarily At present HONAKER's status is
AWOL
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4/24/64 Norman Oklahoma File OC 105-783 w,

SA DONALD H SLOAT /Pi
Dater dietat.d 4/27/64

1 documentcontain neither ).commendations not conclusions of the FBI tf tithe properly of the FBI and ts loaned icv agency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency



H Allegation by HART K JOHNSON That Governor
CONNALLY Was Target of Assassination Rather
Than President KENNEDY

362



"Gentlemen

"In connection with the sad happening last
Friday in Dallas I have not seen an account that
the shots actually were aimed-at Gov Connelly and
-not at the President

"From the 6th floor to a moving street vehicle
there could be a thousand feet distance A bullet
aimed at a human head at a thousand feet at a target
moving at 20/25 MPH well could miss by the distance
separating the Governor from the President (possibly
3 feet) enough so that aimed at the advance.target
actually hit the object behind

"It is possible the assassin aimed at the
Governor the possible object of his complaining
letter published and actually hit the Preseident
purely by miscalulation

"At least it's a thought

"Hart B Johnson

363

On November 26 1963 a letter postmarked November
25 1963 at Chicago was received at the Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation at Chicago Illinois This letter is
set forth as follows

"Hart K 4 Johnson
_Sales presentative
1611tascbe~[,venue_

Chicago 40 Illinois
Nov 24 1963

"FB I
Chicago Ill



I Allegation by ROSALYND LAIDLLR That She
Had Seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Brooklyn
New York in About February 1963



RE ROSALYND LAIDLER
292 GAI11 I D PLACE
BROOKLYN NEW YORK

On February 7 1964 an individual identifying
herself as ROSALYND LAIDLER 292 Garfield Place Brooklyn
New York telephonically contacted fir J LEE RANKIN
General Counsel President's Commission stating she had Seer
LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Brooklyn Near York approximately one year
ago

AT NEW YORK CITY

335



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

Miss ROSALYND7LAIDLER 292__Garfield Place Brooklyn,
New__York interviewed at her residence furnished the
following information

About one year ago she saw LEE HARVEY OSWALD on e `===
the corner of Fulton and Jay Streets Brooklyn at a time
he was distributing pamphlets for the Fair Play For Cuba
Committee She overheard him talking to another male
unknown and stating he was unhappy with President KENNEDY
OSWALD made the statement he had purchased a rifle from a
mail order house in Chicago Illinois and was planning to
kill the President

At this juncture Miss LAIDLER became incoherent
and irrational and the interview was concluded because of
her condition

On 2/8/64 at New York New York
iA AS

File 'NEW YORK 89-75

by SAS EUGENE W O'NEILL and
J J O'FLAHERTY mms Date Dictated 2 4

236



by SAS EUGENE W O'NEILL and
J J O'FLAHERTY/mms Date Dictated 2/8/64

Mrs AGNES LAIDLER 292 Garfield Place Brooklyn
New York was interviewed at her residence and furnished
the following information

She is the mother of ROSALYND LAIDLER whom she
described as being 30 years of age and mentally unbalanced
Her daughter has been receiving psychiatric treatment for
the past ten years and is always imagining things

She endeavored to prevent her daughter from
making the telephone call to Mr J rEF RANKIN stating
there was no truth to any of the statements made by her
daughter

as 89
On 2/8/64 at New York New York File # New York 89-75
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J Allegation by PETER MMLAt HLIN That I
HARVEY OS%%LD Identical to Individual
With Red Hair by Name of JOHN OTT9(E

-M 7 ran



it ,= /.

PETER,'4C LAUGHLIN 360 Magnolia Avenue Jersey City
New Jersey by letter dated December 27 1963 to the Attorney
teneral of the United States Washington D C. asked if
.LEE OSWALD was a red-haired man He indicated he was in
Mexico from October 3 1962 until November 3 1962 at which
time he met a young American who told him he had been in the
United States Marines He also noted this man had a barracks
bag full of books

Mr MC LAUGHLIN was contacted on January 21 1964
at the above address and he stated he sent the letter since
he had never read in the newspaper regarding the color of
OSWALD's hair but did read he had been in Mexico during the
above period of time in 1962 When advised that OSWALD's hair
was not red in color he stated it was definitely not OSWALD
whom he had met but recalled the name given by this individual
as JOHN OTTO BRIDGE He stated he had met BRIDGE in Mexico City
in October 1962 and had been told by him he had been in the
United States Marines He noted BRIDGE had a Boston accent

\ and was very-interested in reading

Os MC LAUGHLIN volunteered he was fifty-nine years of
age was born_in a small town twelve miles from Glasgow,_
Scotland camp to the United States in 1927 after attending
school until fourteen years of age and working in a steel mill
in Scotland was in the U S Army Air Force'from 1942 to 1945
as a radio operator has had different jobs in various parts
of the United States in particular in the Transit Bureau of
Philadelphia the Scio"co Golf Club Columbus Ohio and at
the present is employed as a kitchen helper at the Harvard
Club 27 West 44th Street New York New York
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AlleVion

by Dr FERNANDOXI NABAZ That

FIDES STRO Connected With Assassination



Mr ED/HERBERT News Director+of KIVT,_Fort Worth
Texas stated Dr FERNANDO PENABAZ appeared with him on the
10:3 P.M program "Point of View Channel 11 KTVT but
neve mentioned anything about the assassinations however
earlier in the day at 3:00 P.M. ROY*0OPER of Television
Station KT.VT.~_covered a speech by Dr PENABAZ at Calvary
Presbyterian C}urch _

(FERAL

BUREAU OF INYESTIGATtJ

Date 5/14164

1D-302 Mew 3-3-S!)

A summery-of'whaf ROY COOPER stated PENABAZ mentioned
in his speech is being set out below

DAVE NAUGLE news commentator read COOPER's report
on the 1100 P.M news which came on immediately following
"Point of View HERBERT stated PENABAZ is a prominent Cuban
in exile who lives in Coral Gables Florida

Dr PENABAZ was introduced to the gathering of about
one hundred by retired Air Force Captain KENNETH RYCKER
PENABAZ startled his audience by claiming that FIDEL CASTRO

definitely had a hand in the assassination of President KENNEDY
in Dallas on November 22 1963 The Doctor said he had reliable
information thap jhe IDepector_GeneraLof CASTRO's Cliban Air, Cut')
Forte QUINTIN--PINO was waiting at an airfield near Dallas to-To
rescue LEE HARVEY OSWALD following the shooting of President
KENNEDY According to PENABAZ PINO was to fly OSWALD to

Mexico but OSWALD he said panicked after the death of the

President shot Officer TIPPIT and was captured before he
could make a contact Dr PENABAZ said if OSWALD had not

stopped by his rooming house to change clothes the plan might
have been successful His contact supposedly did not recog
nize him because of the different clothes he was wearing Dr

PENABAZ said the FBI is checking the story
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on 5/8/64 et Fort Worth Texas  Fil.I
DL 100-10461

by Special Agent .B TOM CARTER/ds Oat* dictated 5/14/64

TM documentcontain neither r.commeodatlons nor conclusion of the FBt It is lh proportr of the FBI and to loaned is
pour.a.nerl lt and lt contents are not le be dyttibut.d *Vold roar (peeler



Previous investigation has been conducted concerning
statements by Dr FERNANDO PENABAZ concerning the assassination
as reflected in the report of Special Agent JAMES J O'CONNOR
dated March 30 1964 at Miami Florida
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L Allegation by ROMERT ADRIAN TAYLOR That
He Possibly Purchased Rifle From LE$ BARVRY
OSWALD in March or April 1963

?73



r D-302 (Her 3-3-39) FERAL BUREAL OF
INVESTIGATION

ROBERT ADRIAN kTAYLOR residing in A_ artment _l,__at_the _
-corner of Jelmak-Avenue and Hard Rock Road Grand Prairie Texae

advised
his mailing address is Route 1 Box 125G Grand Prairie

Texas TAYLOR said that since April 15 1964 he has been em
ployed by the City of Dallas Dallas Texas driving a wrecker
for the Police Department Wrecker Service TAYLOR said he was
born June 13 1916 at Loyalville Pennsylvania

TAYLOR said he was previously employed as a mechanic
at the Shell Service Station on the southwest corner of Rock
Island and Story Streets Irving Texas He said while thusly
employed in March or April 1963 two men drove into the station
complaining of engine trouble in their car He determined that
the generator of the automobile needed repairs and total cost
would be $11.50 to make these repairs TAYLOR stated that be
tween the two they did not have $11.50 at which time the
passenger riding in the car asked him if he would like to buy a
rifle TAYLOR replied that he might be interested at which time
one of the two men opened the trunk of the car and said "There
it is

TAYLOR asked what kind of a gun it was and received the

reply that it is a "0 SLx. TAYLOR advised he took the weapon
out of the trunk looked at it and offered $12.00 The driver
of the vehicle then said "You're not going to let it go for
that You paid $34.00 for it. The passenger then replied "No
we need the money.

TAYLOR advised he obtained $12.00 out of the cash drawer
and purchased the rifle He then proceeded to repair the generator
and charged them $11.50 which they paid and departed TAYLOR
stated he does not recall the make and model of the automobile but
believes it was a 1959 Chevrolet As to the exact date that this

transpired TAYLOR said he.could not give a closer approximation
of the time he purchased the rifle other than March or April
1963 He did state he believes it was on a Saturday in the morning
hours

This doeum.nt cantatas sotthor socom..ndatlo"s oar conclusions of the FBI If-10the property of tb FBI sod Is loaned to
your.goocy It and Its coat.ots are sot to bo dytfibutod *staid* your adsssy

on 5/13/64 at Grand Prairie Texas

A RAYMOND SWITZER and
by Special Agent EUGENE F PETR6KIS/eah;d8 D dicrot"d 5/14/64



30.06 Caliber It contained the marking "U S Rock Island
Arsenal Model 1906, and has Serial No 66091 TAYLOR said
he was of the opinion the rifle bad never been fired as it had
a great deal of grease in the barrel It appeared to him the
rifle was a typical surplus rifle that was probably released
fnr sale by the government during the last five or ten years
TAYLOR said When he purchased it he is sure in his own mind
.the rifle was in exactly the same condition as When it was
issued originally by the government He said he has seen many
similar-type rifles

TAYLOR advised that since purchasing this rifle he
has "sporterized it He said he removed the top part of the
wooden stock and shortened the forepiece of the bottom of the
stock He said he removed the sling the front sling holder
the metal bands that held the top part of the wooden stock and
also removed the movable peep sight In addition TAYLOR stated
be'filed down and bent the bolt actuating arm so it would not
interfere with the telescope sight Which he later had installed
TAYLOR advised he had the gun drilled and tapped (four) for a
scope mount at Johp Furrer's 1112 Sowers Road Irving Texas
TAYLOR further stated that he purchased a Herter's 4X Scope
direct from their factory at Waukesha Wisconsin Which he mounted
on the rifle He said that he at present does not have the
scope on the rifle and has stored it for safekeeping TAYLOR
said he did not shorten the barrel of this rifle

TAYLOR advised that on November 23 1963 he was watching
television and upon viewing LEE HARVEY OSWALD commented to his
wife "Say that looks like the guy I bought the 30.06 from.
He stated however he cannot be positively sure the man who sold
him the rifle was OSWALD He stated he feels that it was OSWALD
since upon viewing OSWALD on television he immediately thought
of_this rifle and at that instant thought OSWALD was the man
Who sold the weapon to him

On reflecting back TAYLOR stated he had never seen
either of these two men before He stated there is a possibility
the man he believes to be OSWALD came into the station several
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PL 1-10461

weeks to a month later after he had purchased the rifle from him
and he was at that time a passenger in another automobile this
time driven by a woman He said he cannot recall what kind of
automtbile the woman was driving and would hesitate to give a
description of it Further TAYLOR stated he is rather doubtful
that the individual from whom he purchased the rifle was ever seen
by him either prior or subsequent to the time be purchased the
.rifle He-said he may have seen him another time but he is not
aura

Concerning this woman and male passenger Who be thought
to be the man from whom he had purchased the rifle TAYLOR said he
is very doubtful that this actually was LEE HARVEY OSWALD because
on reflection he recalls the person from whom be purchased this
rifle had promised to give him two boxes of ammunition for the
rifle He said he is almost sure that if OSWALD had been this
person in the station at that time be would have remembered him
because of the promised ammunition

TAYLOR related that it is his practice each year to go
deer hunting during the deer hunting season He said the deer
hunting season for the State of Texas for the year 1963'ranfrom
November 15 1963 through December 31 1963 TAYLOR advised that
during the first week of deer season he took this rifle with him
to the home of his son-in-law and daughter BENJAMIN and SHIRLEY
MOM 592Ca roll_Drive Killeen Texas He said this address is

"just off Fort Hood Texas where his 4-in-law BENJAMIN MOKH
is assigned as an SP5 TAYLOR said that during the first week
of deer season on some day before Novemb r 22,,1963 this gun
was registered by either himself or BEND INXMOKU with the Provost
Marshal at Fort Hood Texas for use in deer hunting on the Fort
Hood military reservation He said this rifle stayed at the resi
dence of BENJAMIN and SHIRLEY MOKU until the last day of deer season
December 31 1963 when he TAYLOR brought it back home with him

TAYLOR made available this rifle for examination by the
FBI Laboratory



It should be noted that previous investigation has
established that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was employed in Dallas Texas
at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc. in March 1963 and until April 6
1963 and that he left Dallas for New Orleans Louisiana in the
latter part of April 1963

The fofegoing investigation supplements that reported
on pages 71 through 73 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT P
GEMBERLING dated December 23 1963 at Dallas Texas



K Allegation by MICHAEL VAUGHN CRAMER That
He Stood Within Three Feet of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD When OSWALD Fired The Shots at
President KENNEDY
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An anonymous letter postmarked March 12 1964
at Reno Nevada was received by the Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation This letter sighed
"a friend indicated the writer 1;ould assassinate
President JOHNSON when he appears at the Democratic
Convention at Atlantic City New Jersey during August
1964 In addition the writer in the first paragraph
of this letter stated in part "If you believe it or
not I stood within three feet of LEE HARVEY OSWALD when
he fired the three shots that killed the i:ic'Fer lover
KENNEDY and wounded CONNELLY you probably think this is
from some crack pot but c&on't.



On April 13 1964 MICHAEL VAUGHNNCRAMER was
interviewed at the San Francisco County Jail 7th floor
P ice Headquarters San Francisco California where
h was being held on local charftes and he furnished the

sirried statement and information set forth below

The signed statement is as follows

"San Francisco California
April 13 1964

"I Michael VaughrCramer do hereby make the

following voluntary sined statement to Thomas D
McGoldrick and John P McHu^h who have identified
themselves to me as Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation I have been advised that
I do not have to make this statement that I have
a right to consult an attorney prior to making any
statements and that anything I say including this
statement may be used against me in court

"I was born onust294 1934 at Atlantic City
New Jersey._ permanent residence is 15_:North

yen on Avenue Atlantic City_,,.,Ne1 _J.erse,} I was
last regularly employed as a room clerk in the

Schenley Hotel Atlantic City New Jersey

"In March 1964 I mailed a letter to Mr J

Edgar Hoober the Director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation from Reno Nevada and signed this e1'-t'4
letter "A friend In this communication I stated
among other items that I stood within three feet M
of Lee Harvey Oswald when he fired the shots that
killed President Kennedy

"My statement with reference to Oswald was

completely false I do not know Oswald and to the
best of my knowledge I have never met him On the

day that President KENNEDY was shot I was in

Washington D.D C'---

pft4-13-64
San Francisco California SF E9-58

.File r

bySAs
THOMAS D I!C GOLDRICK 6 JOHN P 4-14-64

Date dictated

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the F8 and Is loaned to
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"I do not care to com"ent on the reasons
that I wrote the above mentioned letter to Hr
Hoover

"I have read this statement which consists
of this and one other page and it is true to the
best of r y knowledge

"Witnessed

"John P Mc Hugh Special Agent F.B.I

"Thomas D Mc Goldrick Special Agent F.B.I.

CRAMER while declining to state why he wrote
the above-mentioned anonymous letter to the Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investi^ation mid advise that he
placed the statement regarding his being near LEE KAR EY
OSWALD when the latter fired the shots that killed
President KENEEDY in the first paragraph of his letter to
insure that anyone who read the letter would becone
interested in said letter and read it to its conclusion

CRAMER advised that on the day President KENNEDY
was assassinated he was in Washington D.C He related
that he had arrived in Washington approximately three days
prior to the President's assassination and remained there
until the day following the burial of ?resident KENNEDY
While in Washington D C. according to CRA"ER he had
no residence address but spent te evenings sleeping in
the bus station on New York Avenue in the northwest section
of Washington D C He indicated that while he did not
see anyone he knew during the period of tine he was in
Washington D C he spent considerable time at a bar known
as the Caiety Buffet on northwest Ninth Street near New
York Avenue

CRAMER continued by advising that about eight
o'clock on the evening of the assassination of President
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;KENNEDY he was in front of the 'thite House to observe
.;events transpiring theca He noted that he was intoxicated

at the time and that because of his intoxicated conditicn
he was questioned by an officer who he believes was
assigned to the District of Colw:bia Police Department
This officer did not arrest or book CXAMEe but marely toot
his name and his permanent address which he furnished to
the officer as 515 North Trenton Avenue Atlantic City
New Jersey

By way of background CRAMER advised that he
has a criminal record involving petty thefts in Philadelphia
Pennsylvania and Los Anreles California

CRAMER indicated that he has spent time as a
mental patient in the Philadelphia State Hospital
Philadelphia Pennsylvania on two occasions The first
of these occasions took place in the latter part of 1962
when he was committed to this hospital by the Philadelphia
County Court for observation The second such occasion
took place in 1963 when he was committed for four months
for observation again by the Philadelphia County Court
Philadelphia Pennsylvania On the occasion of this
second instance he was likewise committed to the Philadelphia
State Hospital

CRA!ER stated that following his release from
the hospital after four months in June 1963 and as a
part of his therapeutic treatment he was under the care
of Dr ABRAHAM BARON a psychiatrist with offices in
Ventnor New Jersey
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DT Allegation by 71:ast
She Spent About Two Hours With LEE WtR.Y
OSWALD About Seven Days Before Ha llowen 1363
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Grand Prairie appeared at the
Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and furnished
the following information

She stated she wanted it understood that she would re
ceive no publicity as a result of furnishing this information
and pointed out further hat she is married a her husband is
a long-time employee of

tated she is convinced that she spent about
two hours with HARVEY OSWALD between 8x00 and 10x00 PM
on a Thursday night about seven days before Halloween 1963
She stated she was supposed to be out callin for her church on
a visitation program but a girl friend wanted to
run around so she took her to the residence

Grand Prairie Texas,.,.telephone
yea of IlrV She stated ow

ition to working for LTV is

On this pa z icular evening .w r..#a. . -was_ at
home and introduce to OSWALD LEE who she believes is
identical to LEE HARVEY OSWALD after seeing pictures of him on
television She stated LEE received a telephone call soon after
she arrived and y coat on the telephone was "Yek a
Later LEE told a was working at either the Texas Hook
Store or the Taylor Book Store and he had been w g there
only eight days ommented that did not
have to worry about LSE's wife as she lived in Irving Texas
LEE stated he had a room in-Oak Cliff

Later on some mention was made of coffee and
said LEE made real "ood coffee and mentioned he had been o
LEE's room asked what nationality he was and
answered for him saying He is Barbarian. tr'.eked what a

by Special Arent
BARDWELL D ODUM/eah

Dots dictated 5/19/64

feat aa.aert B and Bo coat.nto are not to toodtotrtbut.d outside rout og.aer



During the latter part of the visit LEE received
another telephone call and said "It's about time ain't it?*
Thereafter he was on the phone for fifteen to thirty minutes
mostly listening and occasionally interjecting *Yeh.

About 10:00 PM LEE left with a tall da rkeaded
young man .i comas driving an -old-model car He had come for
LEE could not further descrjbe him.

D%100-10461

Barbarian was and replied *You've read about the Romans
haven't you?` stated she still did not know what he meant
but dropped the nquiry

During the evening stated LEE was writing
and would have it finished by Thanksgiving 'LEE told
the book was about life inside Russia and he'claimed to

vs been there

During this period of abou w hours LEE was drinking
only coffee Th. "there except were drinking beer and
whiskey bu = =w because she had to return to the church
was not drinking anything but coffee

stated she 4tha ght.,po more about this incident
10 until the assassination of presiden JOHN F KENNEDY on

November 22 1963 She asked f she recalled
meeting OSWALD LEE 'and replied that she was getting a
divorce and 414 not have time to get mixed up in a~~. else

so asked about this man and claimed
that evenin "= a a ret time and the las

ever seen LEE is no longer around
although he frequented home from February 1963 until
about Christmas 1963 He is originally from Michigan
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};r described the person introduced to her as OSWALD
LEE as a wh to male 24 5'5 140 lbs. medium complexion dark
eyes dark brown hair slicked down wearing old clothes clean
and neat having a tattoo of a dagger with a snake on his left
forearm She asked him what this meant and he stated it meant

...Don't tread on me. She then asked him what he meant by "tread
and he said You know don't step on me.`

At the termination of this interview *quested
specifically that she be allowed to look at a photograph of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD She was shown a photograph of LSE DARVEY OSWALD
made by the Dallas Texas Police Department November 22 1963
and stated she believes this is the same person she met but she
twice asked if the interviewer was positive that this was a
photograph of OSWALD She stated the man she met looked younger
but she believes the man she met as OSWALD LEE is LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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by Special Agent

at 5/20/64 Alt Dallas Texas  23 8
 File # DL 100-10461

ROBERT P GEK ERLEN0/ h Date dictated 5/21/64

Doctor EARL FORREST ROSE County Medical Examiner

Pi$icland
MAmoria1 Hospital Dall*a Texts advised that during

tale autopsy parformad om the body of LEE UNRVEY OSWALD on
November 24 19638 no tattoo of a dagger with a snake wail noted
on the left forearm of OSWALD

Doctor ROSE referred to his Autopay Report No H63-356
a copy of which he previously made available and stated that
had there been any such tattoo on the left forearm of OSWALD
a notation concerning same would have been reflected in his au

topsy report

Doctor ROSE added that had there been any removal of

a tattoo from the body of LEE HARVEY OSWALD within a two-month

periof prior to the autopsy evidence of same would have been

noted and so recorded in his autopsy report

Doctor ROSE stated he could unequivocally state that

there was no tattoo on the left forearm of OSWALD and that no

evidence of the removal of a tattoo was apparent at the time
of the autopsy

This doeum.'st contest's*n.lth.r r.eomm.ndations not conclusions of the FBI it 1 the prop.rty of th FBI and le Iaansd S
youraq.ncy 1tand Its cont.nts at* not to be disttibut.d outside your aq.acy
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0 Allegation by BENJAMIN C WARD That Ha
Had Been With LSE HARVEY OSWALD in Su m ar
1963 and Had Loaned Him Money



On March 13 1964 Dallas T-3 0 who is an elected public
official advised he received a letter from BENJAMIN C. WARD 822

Summitt Street Montgomery Alabama in which letter WARD indicated
that he had been with LEE HARVEY OSWALD last summer and had loaned

him some money
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The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent SPENCER H. ROBB at Montgomery Alabama

On March 25 1964 JOHN D CHAPMAN Contact Officer
Veterans Administration Regional Office Montgomery made
available the claim file of BENJAMIN C WARD under Number
C21637384 A review of this file reflected the following

A report dated February 9 1962 by Dr C C ALLEN
of the VA Hospital at Tuskegee Alabama reflected that the
patient a 24 year old white male who was admitted to the
hospital on September 27 1961 shortly after his release
from the Alabama State Mental Hospital in Tuscaloosa had a
history of uncontrollable violent and destructive behavior
involving the destruction of two radios at different times
and there was a suggestion that he may have been out of touch
with his environment at least temporarily

This report continues that WARD intelligence
lodgment mental capacity and trend of general knowledge appear
well maintained but insight is lacking This report reflected
the diagnosis of Schizophrenic Reaction Undifferentiated
Type manifested by rigid affect impaired memory poor
insight history of irresistible to destructiveness and
uncontrollable temper now in remission

The report of Dr C C ALLEN of the Tuskegee VA
Hospital dated June 28 1962 reflected WARD was discharged
on that date against medical advice for refusal to submit
to disciplinary action after committing an infraction of
the hospital rules This report reflected that the patient
was adjudged competent

Another report in this file was that of Dr T J
THOMAS dated October 22 1962 reflecting a Neuro-psychiatric
examination at the VA Hospital in Montgomery Alabama This
report reflected as follows

The veteran is incompetent He is very limited
in his social adaptation and has made no economic adjustment
It"is probable he will soon need to be hospitalized on
account of the problem he creates in the parental'situation
Patient was diagnosed as Schizophrenic Reaction Undiffer
entiated

A report dated January 10 1963 by Dr C C ALLEN
of the Tuskegee VA Hospital reflected WARD was admitted
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November 21 1962 and discharged December 20 1962 The
psychiatric diagnosis this time was Schizophrenic Reaction
Undifferentiated Type manifested by history of episodes
of impulsive behavior of a destructive nature and insomnia
chronic and moderate The report continued that-the patient
was considered to be competent although it was doubted that
he would make a sustained social adjustment

r CHAPMAN advised that it was clear fromERARD1
file that WARD should be hospitalized for mental treatment
and care owever WARD mother constantly declined to
permit

(WAR
to be hospitalized for a sustai d length of time

Mr CHAPMAN stated it appears the only way ~1ARD~]can maintain
any semblance of fitting into society is through a constant
use of strong tranquilizer drugs

On March 25 1964 a check of the records of the
Montgomery Police Department and the Montgomery Co y
Sheriff's Office failed to reflect any record of LmENJAMIN
C WARD

On March 25 1964 Assistant Chief of Police E P
BROWN Detect v Division Montgomery Police Department
advised that (WA has not engaged in any activities which
have come to his attention
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On March 25 1964 BENJAMIN C~\WARD 828 Summit
Street Mon tgomer rAlaba maw was interviewed at Ms 1-iii1

WARD advised that due to an extremely nervous
system he has a custom of walking to the downtown Montgomery
area quite frequently about two or three o'clock 'in the
morning At approximately this time in either January or
February 1963 he had walked to the Trailways Bus Stafit n
in Montgomery to buy a magazine He observed three or four
men sitting at the coffee counter drinking coffee and engaged
all of these men in a general conversation for several
minutes He did not obtain any of the names of these men and
has no recollection whatever concerning the things discussed
but he does know that it was nothing of any particular import
which they discussed during this time

After the photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was
published in newspapers magazines and displayed on television
WARD advised he recognized these pictures as being one of the
men with whom he talked at the Trailways Bus Station on this
occasion He recalled that he heard one of the men with
this person call the man identified by him as OSWALD by the
name of ART

WARD stated that he saw this same man on one other
occasion which was the Friday before Labor Day in 1963 WARD
stated at approximately 1:15 PM that date he caught the
Greyhound Bus from Montgomery to Mobile Alabama for the
purpose of going to Pensacola Florida later to the dog
races While in the bus stati6ff ii Montgomery prior to
boarding his bus he met this same man identified by WARD
as LEE HARVEY OSWALD and talked to him for some ten or fifteen
minutes in the bus station This man apparently had been on
the bus when it came into the Montgomery station as he was
permitted to board the bus before the passengers who were
getting on for the first time in Montgomery

After boarding the bus he again had a lengthy dis
cussion with this man and after telling the man he was going
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to Pensacola from Mobile to w.ateh the dog races this man
stated that he too would get off in Mobile and go to
Pensacola with him although h planned to go to New Or1e.?~s

WARD stated that he and the man identified by h.im
as OSWALD arrived in Mobile at approximately 6:00 PM and almost
immediately caught a bus to Pensacola where they attended the
dog races Both returned by bus to Mobile arriving about
midnight and he WARD obtained a room in a hotel across the
street from the bus station however the man identified by
him as OSWALD stayed at the bus station stating he was going
on to New Orleans WARD stated that he has not seen this
individual since that time

WARD stated that the man identified by him as
OSWALD never did tell him what his name was and he never did
ask the man for his name WARD stated that he and this man
did not discuss anything in particular concerning where the
man had been and where he was going what he planned to do
and as a result he knows nothing whatever about this individua
as a result of his conversations with him

WARD was asked if .he loaned this individual some
money and he stated that he had not that they had both bet
on the dog races and this man had won about $800 in this
manner and he himself had won about $125 on that occasion

WARD was asked if he had observed this individual
in the vicinity of the State Capitol in pntgomery

Alabama rduring the time Attorney G1 ROBERT INEDY was v s ng
in Montgomery WARD stated he did not go around the capitol
during the time Attorney General KENNEDY was in Montgomery and
has no idea if this man was in that vicinity He stated that
he does recall that the visit to Montgomery by Attorney General
KENNEDY was on the day after he had seen the man identified by
him as OSWALD at the Trailways Bus Station in Montgomery in
January or February 1963

WARD was asked if he were convinced beyond any
doubt that the man he had met on the two occasions in
Montgomery was identical with LEE HARVEY OSWALD WARD stated
that he could not swear that this individual was definitely
LEE HARVEY OSWALD however based on this man.s appearance and
OSWALDts appeearance as depicted in his pictures he feels
rather certain that this man .identical with OSWALD



P. Allegation Individual Using Name 'JERRY
PELLEGRINO Who Appeared at Saab Motor
Company Bethesda Maryland in Early
1963 Resembled LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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RE JERRY PELLEGRINO
.BLADENSBURG MARYLAND

On December 3 1963 Mr. WALTER ANDREW KOOPMAN
Saab Motor Company 4922 Cordell A..enue Bethesda Maryland
telephoned the headquarters of the Federal :Eureau of Investi

gation Washington D.C and advised that the photograph of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD resembled a man who had come into nis
place of business early in 1963

Mr KOOPMAN was contacted in person on December
3 1963 by Special Agent LELAND L HUDSON of the Ealtimore
Division concerning this individual
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"RE JERRY%PELLEGRINO
.BLADENSBURG ,.M&MW D

On December 4 1963 Mrs GEORGE M HARRIS Jr.
4000 52nd Avenue Bladensburg M r1land advised Special Agent `J
ROBERT L LANPHEAR that GENNARO ELLEGRENO also Known as ,.

JERRYVPELLEGRENO
had rented a room from.her from about March

to MS 1963 He had a mother Mrs GENNARO PELLEGRENO who
lived at 500 E 119th_Btreet N.ew._y.or1 .35,_ New York telephone f
FI 8-442'0 PELLEGRENO gave Mrs HARRIS his place of`employment---
as an electronics firm and provided her with the same telephone
number he had given WALTER ANDREW KOOPMAN On his arrival he
had displayed Army discharge papers which indicated his age
as about 35 Mrs HARRIS further described PELLEGRENO as
white male short and stocky having dark close-cropped
and as being a crackpnt with some association with the John
Birch Society

Miss HELEN WHITE Personnel Department Fairchild
Stratos 5006 JacLson Boulevard Bladensburg Maryland ad
vised Special Agent LANPHEAR on December 4 1963 that her
records show J PELLEGRINO was an employee of a sub-contractor
of their firm the Arde Engineering Company 11 Hill Street
Newark New Jersey and had been employed during March 1963
as a structural designer



a 12/3/63w Bethesda Maryland  

SA LELAND L HUDSON:mjh
Dots dictated

Fits I BA 89-30

12/4/63

FD-302 Mew 1-25401

Mr WALTER ANDREW KOOPi4AN who resides at 2404

tarallel
Lane,.$ilver Sprii Maryland was interviewed

at his place of business thetSaab Motor Company at 4922
Cordell Avenue Bethesda Maryland KOOPMAN furnished the
following information

In the current issue of U S News and World Report
on page 59 or 69 there appeared a close-up photograph of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD who is accused of the assination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY Upon seeing this photograph
KOOPMAN stated that it looked very much like a man who came into
his place of business on Cordell Avenue sometime between
February 15 1963 and March 15 1963 KOOPMAN advised that
the person resembling OSWALD called himself JERRY PELLEGRINO and
had come to him to determine whether he would be able to
trade his Volkswagen for a Saab During the conversation
KOOPMAN advised that it became quite obvious that PELLEGRINO
was not interested in trading cars but was more interested
in talking which he did at length

PELLEGRINO stated that he had been living in either
St Louis Missouri or St Louis Illinois but had lost his
job a week or ten days earlier PELLEGRINO spoke a great
deal about the "shape the country was in and the lack of

leadership

K00,PMAN advised that a few days later PELLEGRINO
returned briefly to his place-of business and left a picture
post card in an envelope This card had a picture of the
United Nations Building and imprinted across the picture
was "The House That Hiss Built. On the back of the card
was the printed words "Isn't it time we did something about
this KOOPMAN no longer has this card however PELLEGRINO
at the same time left a manila envelope addressed to Mr
JERRY PELLEGRIM 500 East 119th Street New York City 35
New York The manila envelope was apparently a business
envelope from Allen-Bradley Company Quality Motor Control
136 West Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee 4 Wisconsin

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
youragency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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Enclosed in the manila envelope were the following

A complete reprint of testimony of Dr SCHWARTZ
contained in the U S Government Printing Office Document
number 92964 Stamped in the margin of this document was "Four
Freedoms Study Group Post Office Box 3815 TA 2-1271 Kirkwood
22 Missouri.

A one page reproduction of an Encyclical Letter
of HIS HOLINESS POPE PIUS XI issued in 1937 entitled
"Atheistic Communism (Divini Redemptoris)

The Wackenhut Security Review Volume 3 Number 3
dated March 1963 entitled "Communism and You.

Hillman/Mac Fadden Pocketbook by NATHANIEL
WEYL entitled 'fled Star Over Cuba.

A por.`:etbook distributed by Christian Crusade
Box 9?7 Tulsa Oklutoma entitled "Communist America Must
It Be by BILLY JAMES HARGIS D.D On the inside of the
front cover was the following pencil notation

c/o Mrs HARRIS
JERRY PELLEGRINO
400b 52nd Street
Bladensburg Maryland
UN 4-4531
Work Fairchild Strata's
extention 26
5006 Johnson Street

Mr KOOPMAN advised that he has neither seen
nor heard from this man since he left the pamphlets
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Allegation That ARNOLD LOUIS KESSL R

Associated With LEE HARVEY OSWALTJ in

Mexico City Prior to Assassination
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On March 20 1964 Dallas T-4 advised that be was
Mexico City until approximately two weeks ago. While in Mexico
City he had occasion to visit the Casa de los Amigos operated
by the American Friends Service Cotnmittee in Mexico City While
visiting the Casa de Ios Amigos be met one ARNOLD (last name
unknown) who was residing at the Casa de los Amigos

ARNOLD had in his possession a press card Vhioh
identified him as an employee of the 'Mexico City Times but
he was not employed by that publication at the time be met in
formant In addition informant was unable to furnish any infor
mation as to Where ARNOLD was working at the time

ARNOLD related he had been in Mexico City for approxi
mately four months and commented to informant that be Izabal
dinner with LEE HARVEY OSWALD on the occasion of the latter's
visit to Mexico City prior to the assassination of President
KENNEDY ARNOLD did not say where this dinner engagement took

place nor did he relate any of the details of the conversation
be bad with OSWALD on the occasion of this dinner Informant
advised he did not learn whether ARNOLD met with OSWALD on any
other occasion either in Mexico or elsewhere

Informant described ARNOLD as a white ale American
twenty to twenty-four years of age 5'10 160 pounds blond

hair ruddy complexion and full mustache Informant noted that
ARNOLD claimed to be from Berkeley California

Informant concluded by stating he has no'additional
information regarding the above matter no further description
of ARNOLD and no idea u%ere ARNOLD is living and working at the

present time

On April 7 1964,"Investigative Clerk DAVID L DE WEESB
reviewed at the _Passport Office United States Department of

States a passport application dated September 9 1963s for ARNOLD



The aforementioned records contained the following
description of KBSSLBRs

.LOUIS KESSLBR born September28 1942 at Detroit Michigan
This application was filed at San Francisco and revealed that
a passport was issued to him on September 10 1963 at San
Francisco

The aforementioned records reflected that KESSLER"
.permanent address was 28246 pinehurst,_DetrQitA..Michign His
approximate date of departure from the United States was
October 1 1963 and he indicated be intended to stay abroad
six months His proposed itinerary was Brazil Peru and
Argentina and the purpose of his trip was to visit relatives
in these countries

The aforementioned records contained a photograph of
ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER dated September 10 1963 A copy o this

photograph was exhibited to the original source in this attar
Who advised that he met 'ARNOLD while visiting the Casa de los

Amigos in Mexico City

The aforementioned informant advised on Aprlil 14 19640
that ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER was positively identical w,tth the
'ARNOLD be met at the Casa de los Amigos

Recor of tho ''hiversity of California Berkeley
.ilect that Ah.'LD LOUT (KESSLER born September 28,i

1942 Dev'.i_t Michigan was -a 'itt to the Unive s CEyò `Cali._
.fornt Berkeley iii the spring u. 1962 and officially withdrew

Ser 1mber 1 1963 for lack of mon
~'
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The aforementioned records contained no information
reflecting KSSSLER"s intention to return to the University o!
California and the only relatives shown in these records are_
his parents SAM KESSLER and PAULINE BUCKLER KESSLER 18266
Pinehurst Detroit Michigan



Subsequent investigation was conducted to locate ARNrr

LOUIS KBSSLER He was located and interviewed the results of 10,7
have previously been reported }ZSSL! R stated during interview ts."t

he had at no time it ZZZ 1RVBY CGI1A )
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A Allegation That Individual in Telephone
Call From Jerry's Wagon Wheel Phoenix
Arizona to DELORES CONSTANT Dallas
Texas on November 24 1963 Remarked
"OSWALD Got The Big Haney and They Will
Never Find It.`
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Dale April 9 1934

Records-of the Mountain States Telephone and
.Telegraph Company Phoenix Arizona contain the follow n

inforaations

Oa Novelber 24 1963 at 11:25 AM an unknown
individual placed a person-to-person telephone call Iron .:
telephone number 275-6621 listed to Jerry's Wagon Wheel
4100 Bast Van Buren Phoenix to DELORES CONSTANT Dallas
Texas area code 214 telephone number 528-5243 The call
lasted for six minutes The caller vas overheard saying
"Everything went wrong in Dslls.s Police have been
looking for the checks. Tha caller also stated "OSWALD
got the big money sad hey till aever find it.

The above information can only be lade public
in the proper proceeding upon the issuance of a e.abp eta
duces tecun which should be directed to LAWSON V SMITR
Vice President and General Macager Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph Company 16 west McDowell Road
Phoenix Arizona

/24/63 Phoenix Arizona Fite # P% 89-42
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PRATT said the reference to the money and the
Police was concerning a burglary which occurred at his -r#
establishment on the night of November 23 1963 PRATT
could not recall mentioning the name of OSWALD However
he did ask his girl friend about all the trouble in Dallas

Dot d'ctot.tl 4/8/64

TD-402 (s. $.!$41) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST ON ":mob x

Dot pril 9 1964

JERRY7PRATT,,aner of _Jerry _Tagon_Theel
4100_East_ Pan Buren,phg0p4,;_Ar *ona stated that be le r

t~
the person who made a telephone call to-his girl friend
DELORES CONSTANT-at Dallas Texas on November 24 1963:-gv

on a
11/24/63 Phoenix Arizona PX 89-42

8A ROY * REGER :btg

Tits foces.at coet.la* a.ttbet tseoswaf.tloes sa eoaela.toes of tits Fat It to I ptop.rty et tLs FBI sat is lorse4 to
roar .q.scy It oaf Its easiest ere sot I be dt.tNDst.f ost.lf* yew 4Oese>r.



11/24/63 Dallas Texas File #
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11/2S/63

Mrs DELORE /CONSTANT neatkright .700 Fairfax:

qtr t f advised she received a teleFbone call on Noverber Z4 F
1963 from a friend JERRY PRATT owner of Jerry's Wagon -Whe91i
4100 East Van Buren Phoenix Arizona She advised that PRATT.

informed her that when he opened his business establishm nto

that date he found that it had been burglarized

According to Mrs CONSTANT PRATT stated that "they
failed to find the big money and only took some change and checks

from the bar. She stated PRATT also commented concerning the

"OSWALD case and remarked that there had been considerable ex

citement in Dallas to which she agreed

by Special Ag.n1
JOHN V ALMOhTfea2t Dat dictata

This soc.a".t teetotal s'ta'r r"co..o.dettoa..or eouebisto...1 we Fai tt Is tt.s prep.rty of Is rat sat Is tosr.t %a
your .gouty d end Its co.t".ts are sot is b distributed outside your eg".c7
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8 Allegation That LEE HARVEY C WAID in
Welch West Virginia November 11 1963
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RE ALLEGATION THAT LEE OSWALD WAS IN WELOH,
WEST VIRGINIA November 11 1953

On December 2 1953 Mr FAUI HARRISON Superintenden
Susquehanna Toll Bride Perryville Ha.;'landL advi'se~ '"" ~y
SA GLYNN W EILAND -that on 'beceia'ier 1x1953 a former employee
of his at the toll bridge ODELL S.)fbANGER.'?IELD$ had attempted
to reach him via long distance telephone but was unable
to do so CANGERFIELO left the following message with an
employee at the bridle and asked that it be given to Mr
HARRISON "OSWALD who killed the President was reported
to have been in Welch West Virginia on November 11 1963
while Vice President JOHNSON was there.

Mr HARRISON stated that he ha fired TANGERFIELD
in 1957 for being unrelia le due to his Arinking habits
He added that `'rc.NGERF~:EL^ tied returned to West Virginia
He had recentl,GG heard t%e

LANGERFIEL
gas arrested for

bootlegging at Iaeger West Virginia nd that he was reported
to be living there `

On December 2 1953 miss LEEDA KIPRO:J Secretary
to RUSSELL DAVIS4 Personnel Director State of Ma 'land
State Office Building Baltimore Maryland advised SA J
STANLEY ROT7 that the only address,they had for DELL S
DANGERFIELT~was that in 1557 when he resided at OD 1
Box 17M Elkton Maryland ?ANGERFIELD] was emplc ed as a
guard at the Susqueiianna'fiol Bridge Perryville Maryland
from April to September 1957

On December 4 1953 the Pittsburgh Division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation advised that on December 3
1953 DELL SYLVESTER!6ANGERFIELZ)had been interviewed by
SA FRAICIS E BURKE at Redbird near Iaeger West

ANGERFIEL!had advised that a coal miner whose 3entity
he could not recall mentioned to him about December 1 1963
that he .had heard that LEE OSWALD President KENNEDY) s assassin
was seen in Welch Wst Virginia November 11 195;, at
a celebration attended by LYNDON B JOHNSON then Vice President



N

BA 89-30
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Chief of Police CLEVE HILTON Iaeoer West V rginia,z
advised SA BURKE on December 3 1963 that )ANGERFIEL
a heavy drinker and totally unreliable Chief of Pol ce
BUSTER DODSON Welch West Virginia advised that no

rN
allegation o

OZALi
's pre -eace in Welch West Virginia

as indicated byANGERFIEL had been reported to Chief
DODSON and he doubted the s ory

Since previous investigation placed OSWALD 1a =

Dallas Texas on November 11 1953 no further investiga
tion was conducted concerning the foregoing allegation



Allegation That LEE HARVEY OS%ALO Kst
With FIDEL CASTRO`s Agents in Msxico
for Instructions as to how to Assassinate
the President as Furnished by Mr LE$
DMAUGHERTY
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c ....r -_:_. ,=:.mot ,c._ t
Dote ,4/21/54

On 4/1764 ttr LEv !U^:i:^TY P ?c.x-433_;.

'laT.J
'icon_:ay.,__CaliftlC^. , furnisha4.i the Collote:nt ir

nmation to Sl "AX DISC'-'i

"r nau.''her tv _ 4 rf t r,"d trot nffiC.?tr rrt'~entl '~`
-"ter=:ir. for 'astern Iutn Co..ean and is te,,ne.re vii .i tint
in the "ebble teach Contort *re '

Durinp the latter Hart e f reb"ruar", 1364 "r..
!)=uehertv tent Pe Eastern t rl.n" rlirht fro-* Tarn.
rler5da..tr n,11ac T'x'c 1%0 Fli^ht t,?d oneinated
i -.1-v-

rloriel an vas to terrirete either in
Phrenix Arizona or ,lbunueraue '!ems "^xico "ben he r-ot
on the mane he eat dc:m next to t:x+ Cuban er.ctcra (obste
tricians) "he had boarded the f lieht "iafi f oridr
One vas an older man who sat next to the i'indet and stoke
alnest no Enpli rh The ether 'lac about 45 vearF of re :.
and was en route Okl ahema Ci tv Ok1ahere s'he"e he had
cbtc ined a of ition as a :esidert rhysician :n an Okla
hera City hosni tel a "as acccm ni ee on the cl ic-'it by
3 'rife ane either t o or three *rill chi3dren

This doctor v hose wr.e Daueherty cannot recall
said he ha4 racent1v come to the United States from Seain _

and the only wan he could eet out of Cuba ae tc ec to
S e ir and thereafter obtain a visa to cof%e to the United
Stater ire indicated that he had been e'ueatee in the
United States before World :ar II tad served as al in
tarns at St..'lincent's Iios;aitel in Ae York City during
World 4ar

!'s the n1ane ar.rroached Dallas Tex+ this
doctor asked mr nau hert what he thous t about the
assassination of :'resi.3ant ):ennecty Dau^.terty re r-lied
that it had been a horrible thi:r apse 'pondered whather
the truth t:ould ever be knot4n to the ?cer_ca-1 neenle
The doctor renlied that the truth would het be "ublished
for at 3e'st ten nears and that "e !me. Lee 't"_rvev Harald
had been to "exico nr?or to the time of t aesassinetiof =
and had ret with sore of ridel Caetio's arents for instruc
tioU: ae to her to ar.Sp7sin3te the .reai'eitt Is dtd not
sa hoer he hid such knct'let3^e tut 1"'s state ent vas to

.the e`fect that ha had k'tc-><,led-e that ruck veto true  
facts and not a theoru that the doctor h?a )eveloo4d

i)
.117/64 "ebhle '.Each C41i`ornnie File I " 89-Se

Dote dictated 4/21164

This doc.ws! eoetates ssttt+st ,.coaasdattoes sot *cachalot of ttfo re! tt Is I property of UmFat *.d is loos* to
poor*gooey II and Its coolest* we sot to b* dtstrR.t*d outside your blotto ,.
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!)aurhert thought about the conver=at=on
later and wandered 'Ic'. the doctor coul 1-we 'o nue::::
knot,ledpe about the President's -3ssa,sinition when he
suanose l vas in Cuba until recntlt

He nt?ted that the exact date of the f li"ht
could be established at Nev Orleans Louisiana as it
was the day the "Ccttcn lueen arrive there 'or the
wardi '=ras and ne.srarer ?ho tograa?,ers were on hand
to take her picture



Inveetigation baead on the information furnished by
Mr LES DAUGHERTY la reflected in the report of Spec.al Agynt
HARVEY B MURPHY dated N.ty 14 1904 at Oklahoma City Oklahona



U A egation That Owner or Manager of
Riviera Club,_Caetroville T ei_Wa
LEE HARVEY OSWAIDIs Brother



DL 89-43
SA 89-67

The following investigation was conducted byA JOHN N KCHtiY=

AT SAN ANTONIO_ TEXAS 1

On November 30 1963 JANET fl BRIEDEN ClerkSan Antonio FBI Office advised that on that date hers:
sister MARY LYNN BRI~EppEN had advised her that a friendof MARY LYNN's TOMMYj~ESTES of Devine Texas hadadvised MARY LYNN on///,t~~-,henight of November 29 1963,'that the an who either owned or managed the RivieraClub in Castroville Texas was thought to be ASWALD's
brother
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Ooto April 14 1964

CHARLES J HITZFELDER Sheriff Medina County.~
T as advised that to his knowledge the brother of LEE f
H .VEY OSWALD does not operate manage or reside at the

i -iera Club in CastrDyj~lle Texas., Sheriff HITZFELDER y{ R
nIormed that he has no in ormation that OSWALD has any

relatives at this place

HITZFELDER dvisetd this club is owned And a
ranaged by one DAVID ONIGFELD who has resided there for
several years and w o originally is from Paterson New
Jtylly_ He said HONIGFELD is a former opera singer and
allegedly holds a law degree He said HONIGFELD(has
low morals and associates and entertains prosti utes
and caters to convicts and the criminal element
HITZFELDER said that he has raided this club several
times and apprehended wanted felons and escaped prisoners

Sheriff HITZFELDER said to his knowledge
HONIGFELD has no contact with OSWALD

s

418
04 11100/63 =

,w Devine Texas Fit # sA 89-67  
DL 69-43

Doe diceat.d 4/14/64
a

Tilts does .Qt contains asttt..r r.eolnsusdattoss sa eonehstoos of the FBI It Is the propsrty of till FBI set I to.a.t lo
?oat opsscy pond Its contests or* not to b dtstrtbat.4 outside you aa.ael.

`._ ~ _



DL 100-10461

V Allegation That Son-in-Law (DAVID MILIRR)
of Woman Residing at 2307 Finley Road
Irving Texas Conspired With L88 HARVEY
OSWALD in Assassination Believed to Haw
Been Made by MARION B MAIM Formes
8bn"-in-Late



X20

On April 238 1964 Mr ROBIE OVE Justice_of the

Peace Dallas County :Texas telephonically advised SA CHARM
T BROWN JR. as follows

Mr LOVE said his wife received a telephone call from
an unidentified colored man who advised Mrs LOVE he is the

yardman for a woman residing at 2307 Finley Road Irving Texas
This unidentified colored man told Mrs LOVE he desired to report
some information to Mr LOVE because he knew Mr LOVE and he had
been 'scared to death to say anything about this previously ba
cause he was afraid they might "kill him.*

The man told Mrs LOVE he was working in the yard at
2307 Finley Road Irving on the day of the assassination
November 22 1963 He overheard the woman who lives at 2307

Finley Road talking to her son-in-law on the telephone at :
which time there was a conversation reflecting the son-in-law
had conspired with LEE HARVEY OS%ALD to assassinate the President
On November 22 19638 this unidentified son-in-law arrived in

Dallas Texas,,and visited with the woman living at 2307 Finley
Road This man allegedly came from Tennessee or Georgia and

reportedly left Dallas at 2:20 PM on November 22 1963 after
the assassination to return to Tennessee or Georgia The woman
at 2307 Finley Road supposedly had a great hatred for President

KENNEDY

This unidentified man told Mrs LOVE he had worried
over this matter for months and he desired to get it off his
mind

SA CHARLES T BROWN JR. checked the Criss-Cross

Directory of the Dallas area at which time it was ascertained

LEWIS rPX~ ASHBURN resides at 2307 Fin ey toad.~7 iAg,.Sexas.~

8



Mr LOVE did not know whether this telephone number
applied to the yardman or to the woman residing at 2307 Finley
Road Irving

DL 100-10461

Mr LOVE in furnishing the above information stated
his wife obtained a telephone nurber 08L 5-6249,0 and believed
that number was connected in some way with the call from the
yardman

A check of the Dallas Criss-Cross Directory fails to
list a listing for "EL 5--6249.0 ;... _

t

421



Tlta documentcoatetas aetther recons.endsttone ace .oncts.toes of the rat A to tae property et Me FBI sat Is tossed Is
?oer egesc7i II eat Its contests are sot to be dtatrtbat.d outside your sassoi
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Oats 4/28/64

The records of the Southwestern States Telephone
Comp ny Irving Texas refl elcthcr.e 't er BL 5-6249
is 1 3ted to MILDRED BERNICE~ 3tCLICK of 2307 Fir ley.Road
Iry g Texas!

Records indicate this telephone was connected

that residence on March 14 1964 and that subscriber CLICK i
is presently employed as a clerk,at_Jamsone_ Pharmacy 219

Jefferson Davis Center Dallas Texas

.The above information will be made available upon

-.the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum which should be directed

to Mr WILLIAM P BSSLINGER Division Manager Southwestern

States Telephone Company 210 South Main Street Irving Texas

422 r,:A

o+t 4 4/64*  et  Irving
Texas  

 fit
DL

100-10461(

by Special Asont .Data dictated 4/27164 _

SN2rzER/eah



On April 29 1964 Lieutenant JOE HUBBARD Irving Police
Department Irving Texas telephonically advised that at-9:00 P.M
April 20 1964 Officer WALTER LIPSCOMB Irving Police Department
received a telephone call from an unknown male telling the police
to go to 2307 Finley Road and they would find a man that was
wanted The caller then hung up

Lieutenant HUBBARD said that at 9:30 P.M on April 25
1964 Officer LIPSCOMB received another telephone call believed
to be from the same individual who stated that he bet that Georgia
would like to know who was at 2307 Finley Road and that the caller
then hung up

Lieutenant HUBBARD advised that at 10:05 P.M on April 26
1964 Sergeant W L DRAKE Irving Police Department received a
long distance telephone call from Captain A L HUTCHINS Georgia
Bureau of Investigation Atlanta Georgia Captain HUTCHINS ad
vised Sergeant DRAKE that the Georgia Bureau"of Investigation
telephone operator had received a long distance telephone call
from a person who stated that he would not tell his name because
he did not want to'get killed but that there was a woman who
lived at 2307 Finley Road Irving Texas who had a eon-in-law
that knew who killed the three Georgia policemen Captain HUTCHINS
advised Sergeant DRAKE that the caller then hung up

Lieutenant HUBBARD stated that inquiry at 2307 Finley
Road reveals this is the residence of Mrs BERNICE CLICK who

purchased the property from LEWIS MAX ASHBURN-recently According
to Lieutenant HUBBARD MARION B MEHARG is the former son-in-law
of Mr CLICK whose daughter and her present 'husband qtr nd.Xr.q
gAVI!RI.LLER,_ reside at 125 Northern Avenue,_ Apartment.Number-2,
Atlanta Georgia telephone 377-4168

Lieutenant HUBBARD advised that he is convinced that the

telephone calls above were made by MARION B M.EHARG and that he has
sent teletype to the Georgia Bureau of Investigation advising
them wit he_suspects such call they received was from MARION Bit
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Previous investigation has bee:i conducted concerning
MARION !MARC and information attributed to him which is se

forth on pages 49 to 56 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT.
P GEMBERLING dated December 23 1963 at Dallas Texas and

pages 99 through 118 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT P
GEMBERLING dated January 22 1964 at Dallas Texas. `
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Mel-facts developed tiiltconnect ion with the information ~~

s allegedly furnished by MEBARG were presented to Assistant U 8.`;~'~
r Attorney B H TIMMINS JR at Dallas Texas on February 14.. ~

''i 1964 at which time be advised that after reviewing the results----;--':-.,
of the investigation he was declining prosecution with respect =::'a
to MEHARG making false statements4 ,and impersonating a Q S -'

the facts "indi-;'`:=Secret Service agent because he did not believe .
k .-cated an offense which could be proved in Fedeal Court U

:cffurther 'stated that the facts 'indicatedthat a'domes tic situatIOU -w,-._
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responsible for the alleged actions of MEIIARG and that he did

"not believe the Federal Court should be used to solve such a 4 r~
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five days a week approximately twenty-five people -on eac
st= - shift He exhibited the addressing machines which are

presently in operation preparing different tax forms for
! mailing ~ pr.! _

It was-observed that the forms are received in _
large cardboard cartons and fed into the machines in :Y"
stacks of approximately fifty forma The machine attaches

a pre-printed adhesive address slip to the form and they ":K:~ ~> "j~

emerge from the machine in a continuous process They are *

thereafter gathered .into bundles for each town or placed _ia
-Y; mailing bags: ;:"'".:, `"_~c .~-'r iL f =j c~ wv

~ .,in .;l:130'fir "! 'f.-llr! ti r ""rt Tom. K 4 s ` yi t 'yrk ."~+ aya _
g '` ~'"'~` .'rtr The addressed forms are given a very rapid and ~"'t -;z
3 t;f cursory examination which Mx WIGNALL said was only for` r ~'~

a

the purpose of detecting address slips which are not firmly ;.~ "

~-~ attached or which have been folded over He said no attempt

is made to'remove forms to which an address is not attached,ttrA
as these -are later discarded by postal authorities end the

operation is too rapid to attempt to examine the forms
:T

~4.
they emerge from the machine. He said that marking pens "~~

-with various ink colors are available throughout the area;x=t .A;
v .3* .which include the addressing machines and he was unable

f;"~ ._ -_ suggest any way in which it might be possible to identify
the employee who had written on the form in question. -r---t
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VI ALLEGATIONS REGARDING ACQUAINTANCESHIP OF LEE W RUBY
OSWALD-AND JACK L RUBY

Investigation Relating to Mrs BERTHA CHEEK a
Sister of Hrs EARLENE ROBERTS the Housekeeper
at 1026 North Beckley Street Dallas Texas

Allegation Contained in Article in May 17 1964
Issue of The "National Enquirer Linking LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and JACK L RUBY :~".

Photograph Allegedly Depicting JACK L RUBY Among
Bystanders During Presidential Motorcade

Allegations Made by EWING E CLEMONS

E Allegation Unknown Bail Bondsman Attempting to Raise
Bail for JACK L RUBY Same Individual Who Accepted
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Investigation Relating to Kra B RTHh
CHEEK a Sister of Mrs FARLSNB OBERTS
the Housekeeper at 1026 North Beckley

le

Street Dallas Texas
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The following information in part supplements inform.

tion previously Bet forth on Pages 453 through 462 of the _report
of SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated December 23 1963 at Dallas
Texas and on Page 397 of the report of SA-ROBERT P GEMBERLING,__y{
dated April 15 1964 at Dallas Texas relating to BERTH CHEER.

It should be noted that previous investigation has es
tablis ed that Hrs BARLBNB ROBERTS the housekeeper for Mre..,-'
A C 8a-MS0N 1026 North Beckley Street Dallas Texas where
OSwA *as residing at the time of the assassination is a sister
of Mrs BERT} CHEEK

%
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVES1

Oot April 9 1964

~ ~ ,."'may J~"g
JESS,LYNCH "painter at the Glen Canyon Dam Prajecj

for the Merrit Chapman and Scott Cofitrac ors Page Arizona,;
furnished the following information
.ry

During 1959 or early 1960 LYNCH managed a rooming
house at 5212 Gaston Avenue Dallas Texas which was owned ;y
by Mrs BERTHA CHEEK Mrs CHEEK's sister a Mrs JOHNSON,= ~ '_'
also helped in running this establishment From the pictures
of Mrs JOHNSON seen on television LYNCH believes that she
is Mrs A C JOHNSON renter of the room to LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

Just prior to LYNCH leaving his job as manager of
the rooming house two Cuban males rented a room in the
boarding house at 5212 Gaston-Avenue for a period of about
six weeks Both Mrs JOHNSON and Mrs CHEEK appeared to be

quite "friendly with these two Cubans LYNCH gave no
further description of these two Cubans nor any information
relative to their actions or reasons for being in Dallas

LYNCH indicat both Hrs JOHNSON and Mrs CHEEK
have receivedtkental car4in the past and Mrs CHEEK also
owned the Twin Oaks Apartments in Dallas

11/23/63
631

Phoenix Arizona Fist PX 89-42

SAC E L BOYLE :btg oat aictat.a 4/8/64

'Tlrts~ocv...t contains a.Ith.e r.ce m..dattons nor soaelvatoes of i .-F81 A I the property of 11*rat aa1 Is toaa"4 to
sour aa.acrf 11and Its cantata ors soil* be 4L.tr&bat"!Inlaid* pool o4.attp _



Dot. 4/22/64

Mrs BERTHA CARDELTAXW;LP tC IEEK advised she resides z=~~
at 5901 NillcI;e t in Dallas where be telephone number .iLA.1-2705

1 She said she had been interviewed by persons from the
Advisory Staff of the~`President's Commission on the assassination
of President KENNEDY at Dallas Texas on April 14 1964 and they
had requested her to mA.ke available records of property which sue
owned in Dallas durivg 1958 through 1961 on Gaston Avenue in Dallas
Texas and for the calendar year 1963 for alt property 'she owned in
Dallas Texas

She said these records were in storage and she mould have
them at her residence on April 20 1964

.Ott 4/18/64
.-~ _ _ rte_...

SA ARTHUR E CARTER:vm 4/20/64Dot t! ctot.4

Tht doc.o.at contains a.tth.t t.eoac.ndottona aor cooeia.toa of tWoFBI It to t1mptop.cty of the FBI .ad Is tooa.d to
lout og.acyt It cod Its eont.ots .r* cot to b dtstrtbut.d costal! toot 4Q..C1



on 4/20/64 .e Dallas Texas

SAs ARTHUR E CARXER and
RICHARD L WIEHL:vm

Mrs BERTHA CAVELIA ('VOI=LE) MEEK 5901 Hillcrest

Dallas Texas advised the formerly ray i icd at 39] Swiss Avenue
.Apartment 2,.Dalla-s where her telephone w.iwcr was TA 7-9301 She

said silk received a notice dated April 7 1964 from the President's
Commisaion on the assassination of Prei ident KENNEDY which advised
she uld be called to appear before the Advisory Staff of the
President's Commission at Dallas Texas. She said she was called
and did appear before the Advisory Staff of the President's -t
Commission on Tuesday April 14 1964

At that time she was questioned by Mr GRIFFIN at Dallas

concerning her acquaintance with JACK RUBY Mrs CHEEK said she*
reported that she had read RUBY's advertisement in a Dallas newspaper
some years ago exact date not recalled to the effect that RUBY
wanted to sell one-half interest in a club Sbe said she was unable
to recall the name or location of the club She did recall that
RUBY wanted $12,000 for the deal and she snd;RUBY could not reach
an agreement about it

She said JACK RUBY contacted her in about November 1963
to see if she.was interested in investing $6,000 in a private club
Mrs CHEEK said she met with JACK RUBY who would not name the location
of this club so she did not enter into any contract or agreement with
him on the deal She said she has not had any other dealings with
JACK RUBY

Mrs CHEEK said she told Mr GRIFFIN she had complete
records concerning the renters boarders and workers who have rented

or worked for her at rooming houses and/or apartments in Dallas
Texas She said she told Mr GRIFFIN s'ze would make the records

available for the President's Commission if necessary

Mrs CHEEK said Mr GRIFFIN did not examine any of these

records She advised that her'sister EARLr NE ROBERTS was employed
as a caretaker by a Mrs JOHNSON at 1026 N Beckley in Oak Cliff in

Dallas Texas in 1963 while LEE HARVEY OSWALD rented a room at th"-t
address prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY at Dallas on

November 22 1963 She said she

Dot* d;ctot*d W2n/64

ffo documentcoatetas neither r.comm.adetioas .a conclusion of tb raI It Is the proporty of the FBI sad Is Iooa.d,o
:oar aq.acTj Ueod U co.t.ate ue sot to be dt.trtbuted *staid Yourogoser



Mrs CHEEK said shg owned And/or operated the following
properties at Dallas Texas,.during the period 1958-1961

$

and
the knew of no association between I.EE HARVEY

JACK ;RUBY

5212 5302j
and 5410 Gaston Avenue Dallas Texas

Mrs CHEEK said the records reflect the names of roomers
boarders and workers but they do not indicate the particular
address of the individual person with regard to the building or
room in which the person resided She said she owned 5212 Gaston
Avenue from-1948 to 1961 5302 Gaston Avenue from September 1958s
to about 1961 and 5430 Gaston Avenue from 1950 or 1951 to about
1958 Each of these properties was a rooming and boarding house

Mrs CHEEK said she owned and(or operated the following
properties at Dallas in 1963

501-11 II Ewing (Twin Oaks 32 unit apartments

708 N Zangs Boulevard (four unit apartment building)

1206 Hutchins Road (one family dwelling)
x

1211 Hutchins Road (one family dwelling)

4513 W University (a duplex dwelling)

She made the records relating to the r .ntere boarders
and workers that had to.do with the foregoing properties available



on _ 4120/64 of
SAs ARTHUR E CARTE and

by RICHARD L WIEHL:vm

On April 20 1964 Mrs :BRTH& CARDELIA (VOGLE) CHEEK
5901 Hillcrest telephone LA 1-2705, Dallas Texas made records
avails le covering name and/or address of her tenants boarders
and wooers for the period 1958-1961 inclusive'at properties located
at 5211 5302 and 5430 Gaston Avenue Dallas Texas She also
produced the records of all tenants for the year 1963 at properties

.located at 3518 Gillespie 1206 Hutchins Road 1214 Hutchins Road
3914 Swiss Avenue 501-11 N Ewing 4513 W University and 708 N

Zangs Boulevard

.Eight rolls of 35 mm Kodak High Contrast Copy Film were
made of the above records They were numbered from one to eight
inclusive and represent the following records

Roll No 1 Rental records on persons residing boarding
or working at 5212,.5302 and 5430 Gaston
Avenue in ,1958.

Roll No 2 A continuation of above records plus
miscellaneous records of persons residing
boarding or working at addresses described
in Roll No 1"(1958)

Roll No 3 A continuation of miscellaneous records
to the end of 1958 plus records of renters
boarders and workers at the Gaston Avenue
addresses for the year'1959

Roll No 4 A continuation of the 1959 records

Roll No 5 Records for 1959 to end of year

Roll No 6 1960 rental records and records of tenants
boarders and workers at 5212 5302 and
5430 Gaston Avenue

71U docseoat ocelot's potato r.coay.adott000 .a conclusions of its rat It is tts propattl et the FBI CAIU Io.a.d is
Post eQoaeZ"tltt..d It goatee's ate sot I bs distributed outside lost egoacq



Roll No 7 . A continuation of 1960 records to end o

year plus records of 1961,entire year ,a
Gaston Avenue addresses

Roll No 8 1963 rental records on property located at
3518 Gillespie 1206 Hutchins Road 1214 -R

ter= Hutchins Road 3914 Swiss Avenue 501-11
N Ewing 4513 W University and 708 N

Zangs Boulevard
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B Allegation Contained in Article

May 17 1964 Issue of The "National

Enquirer` Linking LZE W RVEY OBWALD
and JACK L RUBY



a
chief of Police JESSE E g'RRY Dallas Police _Department ,;

Dallas Texas...was contacted and shown an article appearing in the 5
May

171
1964 issue of the "National Enquirer. This article was

captio"ed "Washington-Insiders Rocked By Report of a Fantastic Letter
Link Ruby & Oswald Shocked Officials Near U S Justice Dept Letter
Blocked Their Arrest Seven Months Before JFK Slaying Washington
Insiders Are Talking About a Fantastic Stpry Calling...Ruby &Oswald
Pals. This article was written by JOHVHENSHAW Enquirer Washington
Burean_Ctlief..~ This article was datelined Washington Chief CURRY 1.1

read this article in its entirety and stated that (1) he and his

Department had never heard of LEE HARVEY OSWALD prior to the ->=.-_

assassination of President KENNEDY on November 22 1963 (2) that
the Dallas Police Department had conducted a thorough investigation
concerning the attempted assassination of Major General EDWIN A.H
WALKER but that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had never been considered as:a

suspect (3) Chief CURRY stated he had no information linking RUBY
and LEE HARVEY OSWALD to the plot to assassinate General EDWIN A
WALKER (4) Chief CURRY very emphatically and categorically stated
be had never received or heard of a letter to his Department from the

Department of Justice regarding a request not to arrest LEE HARVEY

OSWALD or JACK RUBY (5) He stated he had never been requested by

any official of the Federal Bureau of Investigation not to arrest
LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK RUBY

Chief CURRY concluded by stating there was absolutely no

truth whatsoever in the allegations'made in the article and termed

them sheer fantasy and a figment of somebody's imagination
s

5/7164 .~ Dallas Texas  Fa. DL 100-10461

SAC J GORDON SHANKLIN and
by Special Agent .SA VTNCENT E 3 D.E lN!im Dat dictated.[$ 4

rd doc.i".At testate* *slaw recommendation sot conch sloes of t~ PBf t is t1 property of 8 rat 4 is tossed to
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Photograph Allegedly Depicting JACK L RUST

Among Bystanders During Presidential Motorcade
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On April 29 1964 Mr FELIXIIARKER 10225 Lake Gardens

Prise Dallas 18,Texastelephone DA'7-3408 Whooperates a

Martinizing dry cleaning establishment telephonically advised
SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING that he had been shown a large photograph :_

approximately eight by ten depicting President KENNEDY in his
motorcade and that such picture also depicted bystanders very

clearly

Mr PARKER stated that the above-described photograph
had been exhibited to him by Mrs WANDA SCHAFER Who operates
Hurst Reweaving 2722 Greenville Avenue Dallas Texas He stated

that Mrs SCHAFER did not state from Whom she had received this

photograph and Mr PARKER states he does not-know the actual

-location reflected in the photograph Mr PARKER stated however
that one of.the bystanders depicted in the photograph resembles

JACK RUBY

Mr PARKER stated that be felt Mrs SCHAFER would be

most happy to make such photograph available for any purpose it

might serve in the investigation of the assassination of Presidentti
KENNEDY and for this reason was making the above information

available

440



The following investigation was conducted by SA's EUGENE
F PETRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZER on May 5 1964=

Mrs C D (WANDA)XSCHAFER,'proprietor.and sole owner
AyrsReweaving Shop 2?22._Greenville Avenue,_ Dallas Texas
residence 5545 Vickery Boulevard Dallas was_contacted at her
place of bu mss regarding a phot raph n er`possessioa
allegedly depicting an individual r sembling JACK RUBY viewing
the Presidential Motorcade Mrs S ER exhibited a blown-up
black and White photograph St by 10 in size taken of the
Presidential car carrying President JO F KENNEDY and party by
a group of spectators In the upper rig t hand corner of this

photograph stands an individual wearing a edora hat *hors Mrs
SCRAPER pointed out resembled to her a phot raph she had ob
served of JACK RUBY

yybr -Mt
Mrs SCHAFER advised that her husband,TCHARLES DAVID

4CHAFER,",..is eppIpYe4 as a cutter at the Egan Printing Copany.on
Ross Avenue in Dallas and that-sometime-duriag-thi middle of
December 1963 her husband brought home this blown-up photograph
Which he stated he.had obtained from an employee of Egan Printing
Company

Hrs SCHAFER was unable to advise who had taken th

photograph or the location there the photograph was taken.

Mrs SCHAFER advised she felt there were numerous other

copies of the photograph in her husband's possession which could
be obtained at the Egan Printing Company

Mr CHARLES DAVID SCHAFER was contacted at his place of

employment Egan Printing Company 912 Ross Avenue Dallas re

yarding circumstances surrounding his obtaining the photograph..
depicting the passing Presidential Motorcade SCHAFER advised a

copy of this photograph bad been furnished him by a fellow em

ployee Mr AARON FOSTER Foreman of the Cutting Department at



Egan Printing Company and that it was his impression that FOSTER
had made a large number of copies of this photograph for the
benefit of all the employees who desired a copy.

SCHAFER was unable to advise who took the original.
photograph or the location Where the photograph was taken.,

AARON/FOOSSTER ,yoreman Egan PPrinting Company',! advised
that sometime during the middle of December 1963 an employee at
Egan Printing Company One P V EARDEN came to work one day
with a blown-up copy f a photo raph of a portion of the Presi
dential Motorcade an that FOSTER borrowed the photograph from
BEARDEN and had the P`toto Processing Department in the plant re
produce approximately fifty copies of this photograph to be
distributed to fellow employees Who desired a copy

FOSTER stated-that-BEARDEN"t ld him he had purchased
this picture from an unknown Negro male who was selling these

photographs on Forest Avenue in Dallas for $1.00 BEARDEN told

FOSTER however he did not know the identity of this Negro nor
did he know from what location the photograph was taken.

Mr FOSTER made available a copy of his photograph to

A review of previous investigation conducted in case

captioned JACK L RUBY= LEE HARVEY OSWALD (Deceased) VICTIM=
CIVIL RIG TS reveals a like photograph was submitted to the -

Dallas Office on
January ,1964 by"a Mr MORRIS EINKRANTZ of

5 01forest Lane Dallas,WEINKRANTZ advised that several days
following the assassination of President KENNEDY be purchased an

enlarged photograph of President KENNEDY and the Presidential

party from a Negro identity unknown now Who was selling these

photographs on Forest Lane in Dallas WEINKRANTZ stated the Negro
told him the photograph had been taken of President KENNEDY in hie

automobile as it was turning from Houston onto Elm Street and that
JACK RUBY was standing in the background When this photograph was
taken Mr WEINXRANTZ said the man with the hat standing in the
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upper right of the photograph behind the man with the camera in
his hand had been pointed out to him as JACK RUBY and WEINKRANTZ
stated he thought this photograph might be of some value to this -f
Bureau y

SA MANNING C CLEMF.NTS Who had previously interviewed
JACK RUBY over a period of some three and one-half hours on De
camber 21,-1963 viewed the photograph on January 10 19640

"previously aktxnitted by WEINKRANTZ an$ advised the photograph
does not in hie opinion incline anyone closely resembling JACK
RUBY

A comparison of the photograph submitted by Mr
WEINKRANTZ and the photograph in possession of Mrs SCHAFER as
well as emplcyees of Egan Printing Company reveals these photo
graphs are identical in every way and were obviously enlarged from
the same negative

It is further noted that previous investigation as

reported in case captioned 'JACK L RUBY LEE HARVEY OSWALD
(Deceased) VICTIM CIVIL RIGHTS reveals the following em

-ployees of the 'Dallas Morning News interviewed December.4 19630
hhave asserted that JACK RUBY was present in the advertising office
of that newspaper from at least 12800 Noon to.1,30 P.M. No
vember 22 1963 and that JACK RUBY could not therefore have ob
served the Presidential Motorcade as it passed the corner of Elm
and Houston Streets

GEORG MAYOR a tart 1~='ver i8i g,Div_ision,_~Qall3s.
Morning Newel. corneYo g and Houston Streets

,DallAs (observed RUBY 12830 P.M. November 22 1963)
DON J.rtAMPBELL acivartia i.ng_salesman (observed RUBY

from 12800 Noon to 12:2:25 P.H. Nove "-r 22 1963)
BILLIB A AY advertisi aalec~man (t"served RUBY

from 12840 P.M to 11830 Y.M. Noven:"~ r.22
1963)





"Dear Tex
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On April 10 1964 Detective if M BART Special Service
Bureau Dallas Police Department Dallas Texas made available a
letter dated January 7 1964 directed to L N 'tEX! SDMtR DS

_713 Sabine street -Dallas..3,_TBxzs postmarked at Tracy Cali
fornia on January 7 1964 from SWING B.CIBMONS 2;A&_Westi

Carlton Tracy California This letter stated

V.P

Re) the Oswald Ca ee I t t s very probable that when
Oswald secured rooms away from his wife that it was be
cause he had a 'girl he was dateing...Also its very
probale this "GIRL was one of Ruby's GANG...Also its
probable this 'GIRL may have also Boomed in this
samehouse and that rubenstien made the DEALS with OSWALD
through this GIRL.. And its very probable this GIRL may
NOT now be around because she ray have been disposed of
.. Silenced Jew style (Lea three words written in longhand)

'If you know any State Operators working on this
case which can be DZP LRD ON check this out with them
so they can work from this angle...It may require private
investigation that is soap one to seek rooms at this
house live there and get acquainted even with neighbors
who may have seen a GIRL coma there with C WLD or leave
with OSWALD and perhaps it can be learned WHO the GIRL

is and her connectto s with gun .~..~... It is unlikely
jtubenstien made a direct dw,1 with C*wald but went through
someone else had soma me else rake the pay off which
could have been the 150 r:+sillae xepn:ta3 POUND in HIS Apt..
Proba lv thirty 5.00 bills (30 hltlm

generally ,'e_d nc-v throughout the Nation
that this gubenst ea was the KAN behind this killing but

to fdr SURE this so-called INVESaIIA ING CONNATTES is NM*
going to even TRY to get the PACTS about it but rather do all
it can to COVER UP PACTS...The GIRL angle fits the known
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!evidence even points to it csw< ld with this Apt
AWAY from his WIPE and Baby indicates Osw3ld had a
REASON to `rant another place eo ae to MEET someone

`

probalv a GIRL...I am much inclined to beleive there
IS a GIRL involved and this will be the KEY to it all
but naturally they will SILENCE HER if there is any
suspicion shown but inn this case this GIRL has a `Y
FRIEND she has FOLKS she has a HISTORY end this is
VIP..:All question bays anus rs but the X has to be
FOUND and in this case its very p.ral"_=__1I. even very
likely the X is a GIRL that is the GO BETWEEN
Rubenstien and OMM..

r 'Personally I do NOT have any confidence any more
in any PUBLIC INVESTIGATOR connected with either Federal
or State Cases I know soma of the OLDER FBI boyar were
as straight as they come and I also know how their hands
have long been tied that if they did uncover anything
it was useless to report im...Yo1 know this too and -
perhaps know time of these OLDER BOYS many of whom have
been weeded out scxA tb ago...Put there ARE some of
them that 12 still around and still able to DIG OUT
FACTS..

"I myself beleive this TIPPITS who was killed was
placed or Stationed near the WARE HOUSE to GET Oswald
the minute h4 ran out the door whether he knew it or vK
not probale he did not even know:: I also peieive
Oswald did NOT go out of this Building where he usually
went out but via another do....But I do sh:.ve TIPPITS
knew OSWALD on 811HT.. E e for SURE this KX E had

_

CONNECTIONS with tea DAw s PO&n DEPT else he could
not have operated like he owa..ed tha Folios Station and

is very likely there was either someone or some few
who knew what the score was .. connected with the POLICE
DEPT...of DALLAS TEXAS.. Even with a GRAND JURY investi
gation these DAYS with BAND or JEW PICKED JURYMEN there



is not tauch hope in this..

"Even if the LADY who runs the rooming house TOLD
these so-called INVESTIGATORS that Oswald hld C;RL
they would never disclose it...But its for bilk that
OSWAID did NOT have this ROOti simply to get away from
his wife and be ALONE by himself..

'If the SHERIFF'S DEPT there wanted to see some
re-action some SWEAT.cut an E!lypSTLEN'S MUG .if they
arrested some of RUBY'S GIRLS and be SURE that RUBY
knew about it this HIKE would start squirming like any
SNAKE does.. If it COULD be the GIRL that OSWALD was
tied up with then the KIKE would that is IF they are
NOT in Control also of Sheriffs Dept. the KIKE RUBY would

probably go into spasms and fits...

Detective BART also wade available a Photostatic copy
-of what is believed to be the reply of EDMUNDS to this letter

which in part stated as follows

'Referin9 to your suggestions re Oswald-Rubenstein

investigations You may rest assured all points you
mentioned have been covered recovered and are still
under investigation by competent honest Dallas officers
Sheriffs Officers and a special omtfngeat from the

.State Dept of Public Bafety..There is probably quite
a bit that will come out when Rubaastein's bail hearing
comes up Jan 20 and far more in reserve for his tra ial
I know of NO TEXAS LAW1iN IV THE GROUPS M :`IMED WHO
HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE TRUTH BEING WiDE PUBLIC BY THE
SPECIAL WARREN COMMITTEE or any other Johnson may appoint.
However this may not bottle up all information perm
nently sinec "leaks simtItsr to the 'note Oawald wrote
on the attempt he made to kill Maj Gan Walker are sure



"to occur...AT THE PRESENT TIME INFORMATION IS NOT
BEING RELEASED THAT MIGHT HAVE ANY BEARING ON RUBY'S
TRIALS..MIGHT ALSO ADD NONE WILL BE RELEASED BY DALLAS

POLICE SHERIFF OR DEPT OF SAFETY UNTIL IT IS USED IN
COURT.

Another letter was produced by Detective HART dated
January 16 1964 to EDMUNDS which Detective BART believed
was from EWING E CLEMONS which stated as follows=

"Dear Text

`I have this date received a very interesting
REPORT re the DALLAS INCIDENT as its now being called.
and feel I should inform you of some of the high points
in it....

"The Rooming Souse where Oswald roomed was at
1026 North Beckly Street..

TOswald and wife were taken in by a Mr Mrs.
Paine an ENGINEER and Mrs Paine had a Station idagon
which evidently was used to take Oswald to Old Mexico.
and other Places (last three words written in longhand)

"Bernard Weissman and another New York jew drove
from New York City to Dallas to place an AD FULL PAGE
in DALLAS Papers..

The Palates were evidently members of the "American
Civil Liberties Union, and took Oswald to meetings
with them.

Mr Truly, is the Manager of the Texas School
Book Depository and Mrs Paine called Mr TRULY and

got Oswald the job there.. Evidently TRULY was on



"rive anti-Communists were seized and held by
Dallas Police for POUR DAYS ssLzed within moments
after the shooting of Kennedy...do you know who they
were if they were Anti-Redo (Last eleven words written
in longhand) ,e:o

s

~TaeobTRu~ae*.$+,Len its reported was in a Dallas

Eews paper Adverts taOffices placing a AD for i
OINT and the Kennedy passed this Office others ran

to window to see Kennedy go by but EuheRStien never
bothered to take a look.. Was Kennedy really an IDOL
to Jtubenstien

"gubenstien seemed calm until it was announced
that Oswald was goin to _ LK& and THEN becamnicy

Mrs Paine evidently attended Antioch College
and the University of Pennsylvania is a UNITARIAN..
She sheltered and transported Oswald BUT no photo of
her or her husband bias ever been made public...WHY??

"its very probable someone in Yellow Springs
Ohio may have some News Papers or items which mention
left wing activities which would show what _Ws Paine
did-while attending Antioch which was VERY ACTIVE in
the ABOLITION of the HtAC COMMITTEE ..

-.0 "Oswa ld's wife is reported to be a HIGHLY SKILLED
PHARMACIST Mrs Paine studied Russian and was able
to .talk with Oswald's wife it a reported the only person
who was and did talk with her..

Oswald's wife's name before marriage was Marina
Pruskova reported to be a very attractive girl._



"Oswald and wife arrived in USA from Russia
June 13-62 Michael Paine is reported to have offered
to publish a BOOK for Oswald is there a Publixsher
in Dallas by this name ????

A copy of the letter believed to have been written

by EDMUNDS to CIEMONS dated January 19 1964 was made avail
able by BART which stated the followings

"Dear Mr Clemonss

"Yours of the 16th Jan received and contents
noted Your statements seem to be eminently correct
with one glaring error in par 8 on page 1.0.-1

"The facts are that Rubenstein was in the Dallas
News advertising office at Young & Houston Streets
which is 8IX BLOCKS south of ELM ST & HOUSTON WHERE
THE KENNEDY CAR WAS WHEN BE WAS 'LIQUIDiATBD'..Ths
advertising office has no windows facing NORTH
therefore any view of the Kennedy caravan or parade
frq that location was L apossible..The news-building
is six blocks South and on the southeast corner.
Kennedy's cached already turned WEST on the Elm St
approach to the triple underpase..Even from the roof
of the News Bldg or from any window facing north
a person COULD NOT RAVE SEEN THE KENNEDY CAR or
parade..However one could have seen the Texas School

book Depository from such a vantage point..Incidental
ly Rubenstein was stalling around the Dallas News Ads

Office and used a phone from there at about the time
Kennedy was shot...RUBY SET UP A PERFECT ALIBI FOR
HIMSELF THAT WAS AND WILL REMAIN SHOT PROOF AS FAR AS
HIS PERSONAL POSITION AT THE TIME ACTUALLY WAS...He
seemed very nervous to persons in the office and later.
cancelled the advertising he placed for the Saturday
and Sunday papers..No part of this corrected date
should be taken to mean anything beyond what I have

stated--Rine tip j for the hits of k liquidation

is fetter perfect..



Par re PAINE'S occupation.He is an area
nautical engineer with BELL HELICOPTER,_ near Ft
Worth in Tarrant County Texas and is separated from
his wife who resides in XRVING TEXAS - between Dallas
and Ft Worth..I do not know if they are divorced but

they are and were separated t(pen Oswald liquidated JFX.

'1 turned the Chronicle tsar sheets over to ray
old friend Sheriff Bill Decker and prssu.e hs turned
them over to Henry Wade Dallas Cow-sty Dist Atty within
48 hours of their receipt by sea..

Rubenstein's Bond hearing corned up tomorrow
(Jan 20) in Judge Brown's Court and Belli is trying
for release on bail and for a change of venue to Fort
Worth where a Jew stooge in a State or in a Federal
Court could rssde We'll know what success he has
when this hearing is overt/ They are running additional

psychiatric testa and an electric 'brain wave test! on

Ruby today apparently Belli hasn't gotten the right
Psychiatrist for the Defense so far

Z will probably be talking with Sheriff Decker
after the Bail Bond deal is disposed of and shall show
him your letters for his inforwation..I an of the opinion
that all points you have mentioned have been and ARE

pEOHG very thoroughly covered..Qn fact know several
are still being checked but an not in a position to
discuss any part of thew..Bslli obviously wants to

definitel_ put the monkey on pawslds back for the
assassination end plans to try to do so during the
Bond hearing..As of now it looks as though he won't
be able to introduce that evidence.



On July 16 1963 Detective DON BTRINGPELLCW Special
Services Bureau Dallas Police Department advised that L K
"TEX EDMUNDS is well known to the Dallas Police Department as a

very elderly and eccentric old an who writes numerous letters
and attends various anti-integration meetings

Detective HAR deecribed EDMUNDS as fanciest
4

Races White
Sex= Ks Is

Ages :70
jie fights 6

.Weights 250 275 tbs
Hairs Graying

_

Remarkss Wears thick glasses
blind sloppy appaarance*
retired

almost

Detective H 14 HART elated that L K "TEX
EDMUNDS is a well-known segregationist in Dallas and he had
received information that EDMUNDS t 10 gx to the National
States Rights Party and the Indignant Write Citizens Council
of Grand Prairie both organizations being segregationist
groups EDMUNDS according to HART is anti-Newish and anti

Negro and is a chronic and frequent letter writer to newspapers
(Characterizations of the National States Rights Party and In

dignant White Citizens Council are attached)



involving the assassination of President KENNEDY

File # SF 89 58

rD-302 Mlles 1-2545) OERAI BUREAU OF INVESTI

pat April 23 1964

Mr EWING E CLEMONS 225-C West Carlton Tracy
California furnished the information set forth below one 9 t* T
Apri 22 1964

-Mr CLEMONS advised that following the assassination
of President KENNEDY he became intensely interested in the case
particularly as it related to LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his alleged
responsibility for the assassination

In connection with the above he has corresponded with
Mr L M "TEX EDMUNDS of Dallas Texas and has advanced certain
theories regarding possible connection between LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and JACK RUBY

Mr CLEMONS stated he has no information in his possessio
to substantiate any of his personally held theories :about JACK
RUBY and LEE HARVEY OSWALD and added he has no information
regarding this case that has not been made public in one form or
another

Finally Mr CLEMONS advised he has no data reflecting
any efforts upon the part of Federal or local authorities ta/1 ~ ....p

any facts a connection with the investigations

r53
p~ _4/22/64 o,Tracy California

tSAs DOUGLAS Q ALLEN & JOHN P MC HUGH cslD ct"~.cict 4/23/64" ..~
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Allegation Unknown Bail Bondsman Attempting
to Raise Bail for JACK L RUBY Same Individual
Who Accepted Literature from LEE HARVEY CGWALD
at New Orleans Louisiana



On !ovember.t24,,.1963 Hrs ROBERTVBURRETS T-twerso City
Michigan advised SA ROBERT U SMITH that slhe was watching a Columbia
Broadcasting System television broadcast of a movie In which LIMB T
HARVEY OSWALD was passing out literature on a street corner in IQ(
Orleans Louisiana

Hrs BURRETT advised that she then switched t~ a 1oc~l Traverse
City television station and watched an Interview with a bail bondsman

...who is a friend of JACK L RUBY and who was attempting to rais3bail
money for RUBY She advised this bail bondsman was the same persanJ
she,saw in the first program accepting some literature from OSWALD
Yrs BURRETT advised she 'was unable to furnish the name of the bail
bondsman



Employment Data at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc
and Texas School Bock DaEository Dallas Texas

Z Results of Checks at Dallas .Fort Worth
Area Paaks for Safe-Deposit Box and Other
Banking Connections by LEE HARVEY OSWALD
or Any Member of His Immediate Family

Interviews with Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD Mother of
LEE HARVEY OSWAW and Data Relating to Her Theories
on the Assassination

Record of M3dical Treatment for Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD and ROBERT OSWALD at Fort Worth Texas

E Associated Acquaintances and Others Allegedly in
Past Contact With WE HARVEY OSWALD

1 Investigation Reflecting Kenner in
Which Me HARVEY OSWALD Obtained Names
of Iadiri"'eals With Russian Background
in Dal:a a-Fort Worth Area

3 Information Coaceraf.ng Miss YAEY.O CE .!I Who
Attended tarty at Dallas Texas in D3cea bar
1962 at Which WE BJ R`EY GSW W in Attendance



DL 100-10461

forz,a tion Reflecttnq RICHOIAS PETRULLI
and ROBERT WBBS^sER is Russia About Sam
Tim :as LEE IARVSY OSWALD . -'=

Investigation Relating to GEORGE EEIDEL
to D6terzine Any Possible Co nectioa With
LEE WRVEY OSKALD

Interviews with RItU NIROIAEV! CSWALD nee
Prusakova also 1c o as Kra Lea Harvey Oswald
and Data Concerning
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E Employment Data at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall
Inc. and Texas School Book Depository
Dallas Texas
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Mr S L MALONE Secr taty-Treasurer Jaggars-Chiles
Stovall Incorporated 522 Browder meted ell ccTpany records
pert ining to the employment of LEE H OSWALD were turned over to rte
Hr AMES M. De PRATO Special Agent Internal Revenue ,Service 4
2101,pacific Avenue Dallas Texas on Noveatber 23 1963.."He said r
these records consist of the following r_

Employee Identification.Questionnaire (employmen
application) prepared by LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

Twenty-six (26) checks paid to OSWALD by Jaggars
Chiles-Stovall Incorporated as salary during
his jemploymept

Correspondence with Texas Employment Commissi.n to
Jaggars.Chileo-Stovall Incorporated He said OSWALD
was referred'to that company by Texas Employment
Commission. :_

Mr.,MALONE stated the only other records he has that pertain
to OSWALD's employment..by Jaggars,Chiles-Stovall AIicorporated are his
Employee's Withholding Exemption Certificate dated October 12 1963
signed LEE H OSWALD,;prepared in the name of LEE H OSWALD 35191
Fairmount,-Daljas Texas Social Security Number 433-56-3739 and the
Time Records maintained by OSWALD He said OSWALD prepared a Time
Recor on each day worked during his employment of October 12 196t
throulh April 6 1963.'-He exhibited the Time Records and it was

ngted.each contains OSWALD's name hours worked and datp tit the top
and below that is a listing of the jobs worked on that &re listed
by job number and customer's name The Time Records are for,the
followipg days

10/12/62
10/15-19/62
10/22-27/62
10/30-11/3/62
11/5-10/62

-1 1Z 71&2

J%

Oo 3/18/64 of Dallas Texas Fit I DL 1 dQ t D46t

Date d'tctot.d
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11/19-21/62 ,

11/13-24/6
11/26-1211/62
12/3-8/62
12/10-14/62
12/17-21/62
12/24/62
12/26-29/62
12/31/62

'1/2-4/63
1/7-12/63
1/14-18/63
1/21-26/63
1/28-2/1/63

=

1/4-2/8/63 i
2/11-16/63
2/18-22/63

- .}

2/25-371/63
3/4-9163
3/11-16/63

_

3/18-23/63
3/25/63'(two reports one for "Mon and one for "Tues."
3/27-30/63
4/1-6/63

Mr MALONE stated that all handwriting and handprinting
appearing on each of the above-described documents was prepared by
LEE HARVEY OSWALD except the foreman's signature appearing at the
bottom of each of the employee time records

Mr MALONE stated the above-described records conapitu'.e
the only records still in possession of Jaggars-Chiles Stovall
Incorporated that pertained in any way to the employment of-LEE
HARVEY OSWALD Mr MALONE furnished the above-described Employee's
Withholding Exemption'_Certifica,te and Time Records.:,_ `_



Mr O V CAMIBBLL Vice President Texts School Bookf
Depository (TSBD) 411 Elm (RI 7-3521) stated that all records
pertii) ping to LEE DARVR1 OSWALD% employment at TSBD have previous
been 'furnished to Agents of the FBI He stated the only employee
records maintained by.TSED that would contain OSWALD's handwriting
and/or signature are OSWALD's application for employment and '=..r=.-
Employee's Withholding Exemption Certificate which have previously
been furnished

Mr CAMPBELL stated the only records maintained by Texas
School Book Depository that would show the hours worked by OSWALD
are the payroll records reflecting the employment of OSWALD from
October 16 through November 22 1963 Mr CAMPBELL pointed out
that these records are prepared in their entirety by Mr H S AIKEN
employee of TSBD and OSWALD did not participate in any manner is
preparation of same He stated TSBD does not utilize a time clock
or other device to record an individual's times-of arrival and
departure as such information is maintained by Mr AIKEN and

employees in the warehouse are paid in cash are not required to
sign any type of receipt for their pay therefore there is no
additional record pertaining to OSWALD's employment at TSBD
Regarding the payroll records mintsined by TSBD Mr CAMPBELL

pointed out that copies of same had previously been furnished to
an Agent of the FBI

TS1sdocsm.at toetetae a.ftttot tocosm..datfoas nor eoeeis.looa of tt+ Fee if to h property of tit F81 s.t ts to.a.d a
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Expenditures of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Results of Checks at Dallas Fort
Worth Area Banks for Safe-Deposit
Box and Other Banking Connections
by LEE HARVEY OSWALD or Any Member
*flits Immediate Family
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Expenditures of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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-CHESTER A N RX% 8 Jit. 250 Carroll furnished th
following informatioas

s `i
IEE OSWALD rented one aids of a duplex at 2703 Mercedes

Street from about July 1462 to Oltober 1962 RIGGS does not-
have old rental records to reflect exact data of c.upxncy OSWALD
paid $59.50 a month for _this duplex and alw-sya paid his rent in
cash

All the utilities at this address were in the name of
RIGGS OSWALD paid the water gas and electric bills in addi
tion to his rental of 859.50 T h utility bills came to RIGGS
and he or one of his exployasr woad take them to COWALD
Sometimes OSWALD would posy R33-13 or come of Ida aen in cash for
the utilities but in moat instances OSxALD paid the utility
bills direct to the companies in Fort Worth RIGGS stated OSWALD
did not have a telephone in this duplex

The utilities averaged approximately 812.00 a month for
gas water and electricity RIGGS does not have any of the old
records to reflect the exact figures on the utilities Re rented
some similar-type apartments with utilities and ha always charged
an extra 812.00 a month to cover these bills He bad kept a
record of the utilities on similar-'type duplexes and they would
average about $11.00 per month

.
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4 F~ " Mrs NANNIE M TOB 8 E02 Elsbath Street Apartment
furnished the following informations A

4?Y
t LEE HARVEY OSIQ.LD was reluired to rake utility payments

for electricity only during the time he resided at 604 Elebeth -,~
Street Apartment No 2 Dallas Texas between November 3 1962
and March 3 1963 All other utility payments were Included in
the rental amount of 868 per month

Mrs TOBLA8 stated that electricity was furnished at
this address by the Dallas Power and Light Company Dallas Texas

55
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Elsbeth Street Apartment 2 Dallas Texas She furnished the
following summary of transactions In this account

by Sp.ciat Agent

a

Dot 4/9/64

Mrs PAT DOUGLAS Personnel Section Dallas power end
Light Company 1506 Commerce Street advised that the records
of his company reflect that Account No 700-1-2780-2 indicates
tha this account number was assigned to LEE OSWAL 604

Date
Kilowatt Amount
hours Billed

Amount
.Paid

Date
paid

11/3/62 Cut-in date

'12/18/62 182 $ 7.13 $ 7.13 1/4/63

1/18/63 84 3.64 3.64 2/5/63

2/19/63 88
_

3.76 3.76 3/1/63

3/20/63 54 2.64

4/19/63 44 2.16
=

4/23/63 16 .66 (final bill)

TOTAL $19.95_ $14.53

Mrs DOUGLAS advised that the records of the Dallas
power and Light company disclose that no deposit was ever placed
with this firm by LEE H OSWALD

4/9/64 et DALLAS TEXAS fit
DL 100-10461

E J ROBERTSON/les .4/9/64
Dot dtctot.4
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The following investigation has previously been reported
as set.forth on pages 106 109 110 and 112 in the report of SA
ROBERT P GEHBERLING dated December 10 1963 at Dallas Texan
A summary of expenditures made by LEE HARVEY OSWALD for rent and
utilities while residing at 214 West Neely Street Dallas Texas.
as previously reported is set forth as follows=

Date en as Lights Water

3/2/63 460

3/4/63 65 deposit)

3/8/63 410 (deposit)

4/1/63 460

4/4/63 ~_ $2.97

5/1/63 None

TOTAL $120 $10 None 87.97



r ._.
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Dote 4/10164

008 R MC REE Secretary Young Men's Christian
As ociation 605 North Ervay Dallas advised that LEE
HA VEY OSWALD paid a-total of $9.00 for room rent at the
YMCA in Dallas for the period October 15 1962 through
October 19 1962 OSWALD's room rent for this period was
$2.25 per day MC REE advised OSWALD paid $2.25 for a
room he rented on October 3 1963 He advised payment for
all of the above was made in cash on a daily basis MC REE T
said he had previously furnished information regarding
OSWALD's room rental payments to an FBI Agent and bad made
Photostats of the receipts for October 15 1962 October 19
1962 and sent them to the President's Commission staff in
Dallas

by Speciot A9ont THOMAS T TRETTIS _JR./les Ids Data d~ctottad 4/9/64
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Date 4/10/64
'4

H t3 WRIGGB Assistant Postmaster General Post

Office 400 North Ervay Telephone No RI 9-3365 furnished .,4
.following informations

On October 9 1962 LEE H OSWALD rented Post Office.
Box 2915 General Post Office '400 North Brvay Dallas Texas
On October 9 1962 OSWALD paid three months box rent of $4.50
On December 24 1962 OSWALD paid three months box rent of $4.50
On March 22 1963 OSwALD paid three months box rent of 64.50..:-~

On May 14 1963 OSWALD gave up the Post Office Box =
and no refund was made since the Post Office works on a quarterly
basis and less than three months was left on the box rental.

+ Y

4/9/64 .61 Fn g DL 100-10461
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6189
6315
6557
6677
6797
6952
7067
7192
7296
7419

Mr D S WAIFS Storr Controller Montgomery Ward West 7
Street Store stated his comipany tit. cashed the following Leslie
Welding Company payroll checks which were payable to LEE OSWALDt<V

July 21 1962 $ 46.82
July 28 1962 53.01
August 11 1962 50.79
August 18 1962 46.24
August 25 1962 47.15
September 1 1962 47.96
September 8 1962 46.24
September 15 1962 46.24
September 22 1962 46.24
September 29 1962 35.68

Mr WATERS stated he could identify these checks by his
company's stamp on the reverse side'of the checks He stated there
was no fee charged for cashin any of these checks He stated that
according to his records LEE OSWALD did not cash any other checks

his store He explained that when an individual cashes a number
of checks the cashiers usually prepare a name card so they may refer
to it He stated he had made a search and found no such name card
for LEE.OSWALD which indicated to him that OSWALD bad cashed only
payroll checks at his store He also stated it was his company -

policy for payroll checks to be cashed only at the cashier's office.
He stated he had a frequent turnover in employees in the cashier's
office and there was only one employee working there now who cashed_
some of the above checks He identified this employee as RUTH
THOMPSON He stated from his records he would say that LEE OSVALB
had not attempted to cash any other checks He stated in his retail
store there are more than 200.salesmen He stated-it would be .

virtually impossible to determine if OSWALD had or had not made any
purchases from his store'or how often be had visited this store He
stated-OSWALD was residing in July August and September 1962 at
2703 Mercedes Avenue which is only a short distance from his store

~.:_11 yrol l
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checks He stated also that the Leslie Welding Company is located

only a short dietence from his store and because of this his

company frequently cashes payroll checks of employees of the Leslie

Welding"Company Be stated he had no other information that might
assist in tracing any of OSWALD's expenditures



Mrs RUII TNOhFSI 233 Hel i reek Drive Fort "Worth Texas
stated she had been etepleyed for &h. r Pi t three or four years by

"Mcntg mery Ward at their 7th Street s')re es a cashier She is
.eviplo ed in the csshier'e office She stated she and the other-4
eieplof ees in the cashier's office are the ones who cash all payroll fix
checks which are tendered to the store for cfsbing She stated st1eY
recalled cashing some of the Leslie W:-td:.ng Company payroll cbecks =
for LEE OSWALD She expl c iced that d )ring the time she has worked
in the store she has cashed several checks for only two individuals
who used a passport for identification She stated because of this
she remembered LEE OSWALD cashing some of his payroll checks during
the months .of July August and September 1962 She furnished these
dates after refreshing her memory by examining the protostat copies
of the Leslie Welding Company payroll checks during those three months
which checks were issued to LEE OSWALD She stated so-far as she can
remember these are the only checks she ever cashed for LEE OSWALD
She stated after the assassination of President KENNEDY she saw
LEE OSWALD's picture on television and immediately recognized him
as the individual who had used a passport to cash payroll checks
issued to him.by the Leslie Welding Company She stated she has
no other information concerning LEE OSWALD and this is the only
transaction she had with him

1 a

On 4120/64 et Fort Worth Terse Fit .DL 100-10461

dr SA B TOM CARTER:vm
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Mr RAYMOND L ECYD Assistant Cashier West Side State
Bank, Fort Worth Texas stated after examining Leslie Welding Cofrpany

payroll check No 6422 dated August 4 1962 in the amount of $57.27;0

payabtf to LEE OSWALD that this check was cashed at his bank Accord

ing tq.the stamp on the check he stated it was cashed by his teller_
No 5 on August 10 1962 It bears-the following endorsements on the
reverse side of the check "Lee H.-Oswald,.R L Oswald 7313 Davenport.
Mr BOYD stated this indicated to him that ROBERT OSWALD had cashed this
check for his brother LEE OSWALD Mr BOYD stated ROBERT OSWALD had an
account in his bank up until about March 1963 at which time he closed
the account Mr BOYD stated so far as he knows LEE OSWALD never did

any banking with his bank Mr BOYD stated naturally there would be
no charges for cashing this check as ROBERT L OSWALD had an account
at the bank He stated he had no other information concerning LEE OSWALD



ate Check No

2/27/63 4922
3/27/63 5511

-4/11/64 Dallas Texas DL 100-10461Fits iof

Mr MAX FACTOR 8602 Edgemere Road Dallis Texas advised
..be is the owner and operator of the Msrt Discount Liquor Store locate

at 415}South Ervay Street Dallas Texas. He examined photostats o}f
the following checks all-of which are Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall
Incorporated payroll checks to OSWALD except check No 4288170 Which
was OSW'ALD's -1962 Income Tax Refund check All checks were cashed by
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and Mr FACTOR identified them as having been
Lashed at his store

1/23/63 4203
2/20/63 4781
3/6/63 5072
3/13/63 = 5217
3/20/63 5364
4/2/63 4 288 170
4/3/63 5663

Mr PACTOR advised he identified these checks through the

store stamp which is used by him for all checks cashed at his store

He was shown the following additional Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall
Incorporated payroll checks of OSWALD which were cashed by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and advised these checks were not cashed at his store He said

.-they appeared to have been cashed at the Mercantile National Bank

Mr FACTOR advised that from store records and his own
recollection the following information was all he had concerning
OSWALD':s other possible transactions

2 A fee of ten cents is normally charged by Mr FACTOR

SAs RAYMOND J FOX and

by J HALE McMENAMIN:vm  ,oat drdat.a 4/13/64
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Fost eg.scyj It .s1 Its contests are sot It b dt.vtDd.d'it.tds row.g.scy



DL 100-10461

for skiing checks to persons other than regular customers Iie ",
coul not recall OSWALD as a customer and assumes he must

charged him a ten cent fee for each check

LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not cash any other checks at

his store

LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not attempt to cash any other

checks at his store =

LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not make any other
purchase

from his store to the best of -his knowledge.

t9 6 LEE HARVEY OSWALD visited his store apparently only
to cash the above checks

Mr PACTOR stated he had no other information which

may be of value in tracing LEE HARVEY OSWALD's expenditures



p 4113/64 e+ Irving Texas "._ ftl # DL 100-10461  

SAs A RAYMOND SWITZER and

7 ERWIN stated he had no information regarding OSWALD which

may be of value in tracing OSWALD's expenditures He did state that

.Mrs R W .i gular cus-tom

of A 6 P Store No 72 and shops in the store about three times a week

loos oq.self It and Its contsts are not to be dt.tttbrt.d outside Tau !goon

ERAI BUREAU Or ItUVESYIGAY

by

TROY ERWIN Manager A & P Store No 72 209 Williamsburg

-Center viewed a copy of check No G493187 drawn on the State of Texas
byte State Comptroller of Public Accounts dated October 1 1963

pay said that he a
a e to L N OSWALD in the amount of $33. ERWIN

CARL'SELF who was the assistant manager at the time the check was

cashed and Mrs GEORGIA TARRANTS Cashier can authorize a check to

be cashed at A & P Store No 72 ERWIN said SELF has since been

transferred to A & P Store No 122 located at 7979 Belt Line Road

Richardson Texas

ERWIN advised as follows concerning the above-described check

He said the check was definitely cashed at Store No 72

but since no initials are legible on the face of the check he could not

tell who authorized that it be cashed He said the check was cashed

sometime after 3:00 p.m..on Thursday October 31 1963 through close

of business on.Friday November 1 1963

ERWIN stated no fee was charged for cashing the check

ERWIN stated to his knowledge OSWALD did not cash any
other checks at A b P Store No 72

ERWIN advised to his knowledge OSWALD did not attempt to

cash any other checks at A 6 P Store No 72

ERWIN stated to his knowledge OSWALD did not make any

purchases at A & P Store No 72 He said that because this check was

drawn by the State of Texas it would not have been necessary for

OSWALD to make-any purchases to get this check cashed

ERWIN advised that OSWALD was possibly in the store on

more than one occasion but stated he definitely was not a regular
customer at A bt P Store No 72

11ls doc.is.nt contains asltb.r r.joso.odattons sot cone! stone of UseFBI It Is Ms prop.rtr of Me FBI "sd l leas.* M
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Mrs GEORGIA TARRANTS Cashier A & P Store No 72 209

_Williamsburg Center viewed check No G493187 dated October 1,1963

draw~gg on the State of Tees by the State Comptroller of Publics
Acco tnts payable to L. H OSWALD in the amount of $33 Mrs TARRANTS

also'viewed a photograph of LEE UARVEY OSWALD

Mrs TARRANTS advised as follows concerning
.. .... .

Mrs TARRANTS stated as best as she Tecallsf'on Thursday
night October 31 1963 LEE HARVEY OSWALD appeared at the cashier's

cage and presented the above check to her and requested that it be
cashed 'She stated the check was endorsed on the back LEE-H OSWALD
-and"since the check was payable to L H OSWALD she had him place that
endorsement above the endorsement LEE H OSWALD She said since this
was the first time she had seen OSWALD in the store she called the
assistant manager CARL SELF to the cage and he authorized her to cash
the check Mrs."TARRANTS said this was the only occasion she recalls
ever seeing LEE HARVEY OSWALD

I
2 Mrs TARRANTS said no fee was charged for cashing the

above-described check.

3. Mrs TARRANTS Said to her knowledge OSWALD cashed no
other checks at that store

Mrs TARRANTS stated to her knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD
did not attempt to cash

any
other checks at A & P Store ,No. 72

Mrs TARRANTS said she has no knowledge of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD making any purchases at A & P Store No 72 She said they
cash a number of unemployment checks at their store and no purchase
is required

Hrs TARRANTS advised she does not know if OSWALD ever
visited A & P Store No.,72 on any prior occasion s

7 Mrs TARRANTS said she kad no information that would be
of value in tracin LEE HARVEY OSWALD = -x end r

Tits accesses contains s.ttK.t t.cosm.sdolions sot conclusions of the FBi tits the prowl of the FBI sad Is loosed t
youregescrt B and its contests ore sot to be distributed *staid* rout avow

4!13/64  Irving Texas

SAs A RAYMOND SWITZER and
,EUGENE F PETRAXIS: a



CARL SELF Assistant Manager A & P Store No 122 7979
Belt Line Road advised he had formerly been the assistant manager'Y4Cti
at A P Store No 72 located at 209 Williamsburg Center Irving

_Texan during the period September 1961 tc April 11 1964 SELF
viewed check No 6493187 dated October 1 1963 drawn on the State
of Texas by the State Comptroller of Public Accounts payable to
L H OSWALD in the amount of $33 SELF also viewed a photograph of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and advised as follows concerning"the above
described check z_

1 SELF stated the above-described check was definitely
cashed at A & P Store No 72 He said he does not recall that he

'"authorized that this check be cashed and said he does not know why
there are no initials of a store official appearing or} the face of the
check

SELF stated no fee was charged for cashing the above
described check

SELF stated he has no knowledge that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
cashed any other checks at A &.P Store No 72

4 SELF stated to his knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not

attempt to cash any other checks at A & P Store No 72.-.
1

5 SELF advised he does not know if OSWALD ever made any
purchases at A A P Store No 72
"~

6 SELF stated he does not know if LEE HARVEY OSWALD ever
visited A & P Store No 72 but stated OSWALD definitely was not a

regular customer at that store

7 SELF said he bad no information that would be of value
in tracing LEE HARVEY OSWALD's expenditures or source of income.

Ott 4113164 Richardson Texas

SAs A RAYMOND SWITZER and
a ~.?r

._EUGENE F PET RAMS! via
{

.Dot dictot.J 4114164

TM docei..at eontstss a.tth.r r.eoma,.m4atton..ot conch.tooe of the rat It Is 11 pto..rty of 0 P8l a.d Is Sequoia*
;our oa.acy tt ood Us contests at* sot to be dt.trlbet.d ostsMo yeas .a.se>.
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check

7 DE GENKART advised he bed no inf.,^ &iiatien i hich would
AsSist in tracing OSWAID'e exp.w.ditttrelf

..r

s

4114/64
sj. . _ t -.y r t .l v a '.t s l. ~:?i ~al.~ ..s. P '~ :S r i

'~-

GILES DE GENHART )manager A & P -St_ore No 8 107 E
-Jefferson Stretet advi.ed he has bde-I w negex of that atnre for the

paOt 18 years DE GENHART viewed a copy of check No G532220 dated
October 8 1963 drawn on the State of TQ s by the State Comptroller
of Public Accounts in the amount of 16 payable to L H -OSWALD
DE GEUHART also viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD _

DE~ GENHAd advised as follcr's regarding the above-described -`

"Y
'D4Oi (Rev 1-254W

1 DE GENHART stated the above-described check was
definitely-cashed at A &.P Store No 8 on October 15 1963 and
according to the time stamp on the back the check would have been
cashed between the hours of 8:30 a.m and 4:30 p.m 'DE GENHART stated.
be was not working at A 6t P Store No 8 on October 15 1963 and was
not in the store on that date

DE GENHART stated no fee was charged for cashing the
above-described 'check

DE GENHART advised to his knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD did
not cash any other checks at A Et P Store No 8

DE GENHART stated to his knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD did
not attempt to cash any other checks at A & P Store No 8

DE GENHART advised that to his knowledge OSWALD did not
make any purchases at A & P Store No 8 He said that because the
above-described"check was drawn on the State of Texas it would have
been cashed without OSWALD husking any purchases

DE GENHART said he believes OSWALD has been in A & P
Store No 8 although he could not definitely stare any particular
date or time He stated however that OSWALD definitely was not a
regular customer

0 .4113164 of Dallas Texas Fit # DL 1OO-1(461  

SAs A RAYMOND SWITZER and
_ oat dictot.1 4/14164

This doesm.ot coatatas watts. raosm.edntioes conelustoos of the FBI It to tas yroy.ttf of the FBI sad to Ioo.oc to
tout ag.ocyi II sod Its cost.wts are sot to bo dt.ttibat.d oatsido your egwo f



Mrs IMOGENE BORMAN Cashier A & P Store No 8 107 E
Jefferson Street advised she has been c,)ntinuously employed at this

-store for the past 18 years Mrs BORtit!.N viewed a copy of check No
G532220Ldated October 8 1963 drawn on the State of Texas by the
State Comptroller of Public Accounts in the amount of $6 payable to
L H OSWALD Mrs BORMAN also viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY-' Yr
OSWALD Mrs tBORMAN advised as follows concerning the above-described
check

Mrs BORMAN stated the above check was definitely:cashed
at A 6t P Store No 8 on October 15 1963 between the hours of 8:30 a.m
and .400 p.m She said since no store official's initials appear on the
face of the check she authorized that it be cashed and did cash it
She said she cannot recall the exact instance since she daily.cashes
hundreds of checks

Mrs BORMAN said no fee vat) charged for cashing the above
described check.

Mrs BORMAN stated to her knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD
did not cash any other checics at A t P Store No 8

.Mrs BORMAN advised _to her knowledge LEE HARVEY OSWALD
never attempted to cash any other checks at A 6 P Store No 8

Mrs BORMAN said she did "not know if LEE HARVEY OSWALD
ever made any purchases in A 6t P Store No 8e .

6. Mrs BORMAN advised she believes she has seen LEE HARVEY
OSWALD in A & P Store No 8 on occasions but could not recall on what
dates She did state LEE HARVEY OSWALD was definitely not a regular
customer

7 Mrs BORMAN stated the had no information that would be
of value in determining LEE HARVEY OSWALD's expenditures

-_ _ ._ ...~
on 4113164 et Dallas Tcxes fit DL 100-10461t

SAs A RAYMOND SWITZER and

br EUCEh't.;~'~,_PETRAKiS"vm Dot dictated

Tits documentcoatable o.1tb.r recommendation nor coacivtoa of the FBI A t tie property of ti F81
roar ne.ncy It nod tt coot's are motto ire Jtatrtbut.d outside roar neonate



Dote

Mr CHARLES NUWLTN Vice F'"tsItcrt ? rcan;ile National
Bauh Dallas Texas araIh.ed 4 elcdsz !1tc cpL .s (f tre fcticwing
ch cks all issued by Jaggar_s-^.2:11,by--Stovall 'nc. Dallas Tarots 4
pa able to LEE H O3 rAID end identified e i Sc being cashed at
the Mercantile National Banks _. _ x << ,+ `

Amount

841.21. ~_~
49.61
49.41
62.11 r.
67.47
69.53
67.19
71.58
65.33
56.94
49.28
67.10
54.78
69.14
72.34
59.14
54.78
57.98
74.38
34.48

4/10/64 ALIA S TEXAS
_et Fit

DL 100.10461

FD402 Pt.. 2-3-S91 ERA BUREAU Of INVESTIGAT

as
4/16/64

1 Date Check o

10/17/62 2101
10/24/62 2255
10/31/62 2408
11/7/62 2560
11/14/62 2714
11/21/62 2864
11/28/62 3016
12/5/62 3169
12/12/62 3322
12/19/62 3472
12/26/62 3620
1/2/63 3767
1/9/63 3912
1/16/63 4058
1/30/63 4348
2/6/63 4492
2/13/63 4639
2/27/63 4922
3/27/63 5511
4/10/63 5811

Hr.-II L N advised that with regard to checks numbered
4922 and 5511 be is able to determine from the teller's stamp on
the face of each check that both were cashed at the Mercantile
National Bank rather than Mart Liquor Store in Dallas Texas and
that Check No 56630 dated April 3 1963 in the amount cf 874.28
was not cashed at this bank as no teller's stamp appears there,.g

Mr NOWLIN examined photographic copies of the fallcwing
checks all drawn +fin the .;8.1 ilIlLr 61 National Bank,Elnbaret,E2linois

_ U..

b7 Specie Assaf $ AYMOND ~~ & J_ RALY..~...- Dot dictot"d 4/13/64
MENtAMZN/leVeah

'rate doo.R"sl eowt.tas a.tth.r r.eoas..tattoas .ot eoaetastoes et t1s Psi tt to t1e pops. et the re as! Is hewed N
.tsw.Tj It .04 I coat..! are sot t be 4t.tKlst.4 *staid yew.g.w"/



DL 100-10461

Frenklin Park Illinois end paya;+Ia t:+ 1_:E C3SA1.~. Mr
NCWLIN identified each as having her cai.hed at the Mercantile
National Banks

Date Check No

10/6/62 ::._ 7511 145.81
10/13/62 7619 9.67

Mr NOWLIN advised that from a review of bank records
and contact with other bank employees the fott'4ng information
concerning OSWALD's other possible transactions at the bank was
obtained

3 LSE OSWALD did not cash any other cbe:ks at the bank

LEB OSWALD did not attempt to cash any other checks
at the bank to his knowledge

OSWALD did not sake any pur:.h;ass of any other bank
services at any tine to hie ka :lmd e

His visits to eta b .'k appear to Later bean only to
cash the abo a cha ::kis

Mr NMLIN stated that he ha no infowtion from bank
records or otherwise which v.r.sld ass.s& in tracing
any other sxperd :taros by 0SWAL7
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rD.302 (Tte )-3-$ ) DERAL BUREAU Or INVESTIGATI

Date

10/24/62
I/2/62
1/30/1
12/12
12/1 /:x2
11/1!/6

.4/10/64 DALLA "_'k Ct.Set
.rte?"-1:?lFits 1 i

h 4.y r
Dots

advi3ed she is er. i .'. b -ta1'r ";t !;~. . -a-"`t:a
flatinal Bank D~~2 .st y.'3 s:. 1".'~rtlt~~.i `: '. wi:
checks cashed by tsr Fa:.'_
Mercantile t+'itic._:ai :a if `.7
to LEE H OSWALD LL

-.~ h f.t:,-:r eheckaYrs _AIa'ET 9.!rt ge"1 f..c~ ire_ k.~:
_.t:ftwerecashed by kzi 3:;WA"_.. 3 A..pt to
cash any other cheeal

S

SA RR11 Q::h .T FOX & -

6r Spsciol Agent . Y AEALi I,~ t"r="s+` 'j`'-g Doh dictotsd

Teats4oc.ee.t eoatetes s.tther r.eoee.n4otloas wooeonetrsloas et t1 POt tt to Me atep.rty el Me FBI ani b toa.rrt tss
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s

Date

$41.21
49.41
62.11

6679.53.19
71.5$

54.78
69.14

PD.3o2 (R.. 344e) ERA BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

Dore 4/14/64

DOROTHY JEAN O'CONNOR 655 Peal Road Dallas Texas
adhised that she is cnployed as a teller tor the Mercantile
Nab.onal Bank Dallas Texas and identified the following
checks drawn on this bank by Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Ine.''% t ,Y
payable to LEE H OSWALD as being cashed by her She stated
the following checks all contained her stamp as Teller No 1.`

Check No _.. Amount

10/17/62 2101

ii~lb22
2408
2

11/21/62 2364

12/5/622
3016

i~9 63/~
ti 3620

1/x6/63 4058

Hiss O'CONNOR advised she cannot recall any other
checks cashed by her for LEE .}IARVEY OSWALD or any attempts
on his part to cash any other checks She stated she has
no clear recollection of her transactions with OSWALD and
was unable to state whether or not he transacted any other
business with this bank

ASr

{"I
Oe 4/10/64 et DALLAS TEXAS  File #

DL 100-10461

SA RAYMOND J FOX &
by Special Agent J HALE MC MENAMTN/les Date dictated 4/13/64

llta 10o.ii..t *Wets s.ttD.r t0000naod.ttoss *or soset..toas of ta.~FBI tt to t)~ prop.rtl or dto let 0.4 is koala b."W s woes Mas/ It stoots ere sot to b 4L.tttbst.t *stilts loot oi.see
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rD-sot pt...34-sp ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA1

Dote 4/14/64

Miss WANDA LEDWELL 1212 l:ourtain Lake Road Dallas
"hex e advised she is employed as Te1lFr No 7 :A the Mercantile :;=

National Bank Dallas Texas and identified following check 88

being cashed by her at this bank. She stated she is able to

identify this transaction by a stamp on the face of the 'check
bearing her number es No 7

Check No 4492 dated February 6 1963 drawn
on the Mercantile National Bank Dallas Texas ;> f.>
by Jaggars-chiles-Stovall Inc. payable to
LEE.H..OSWALD in the amount.of $59.14

Miss LEDWELL advised to her knowledge OSWALD ha
no other transactions at her window

en .4/10/64 DALLAS TEXAS

SA RAYMOND-J FOX 4
by Sp.ciof As.nt .3. AL MC MENAMTN/1e$ pats dictot.a 4/13/64

!'tits t.*saat eo.tot.s settt+sr tseoat000d.ttoos sot .onehstoss of t)s r.L'tt Is Os prosody of OmFBI at to toss. to
boat sssacri tt osd p..o.tsato ors sot Is 1 tt.trtbst.t oatslds yosr.asselt
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.L ~a. a ti

! ).3e2 (R.. 3-3-Set DERAL BUREAU OF INYESTIGA

Oat 4/14

Mrs RUTH REAGAN DURDEN 59'47 Luther Lane Dallas cs
Texas advised she is employed ea a teller by t a mercantile
Na t7onal Bank Dallas Texas Mrs DURDEN identified check t
No 5811 drawn on this bank by Joggers-Chiles-Stovall Inc.

`

Dallas payable to LEE H OSWALD on April 10 1963 in OW i

amount of $34.48 as being cashed by her at her window She
stated she was able to identify this check by her'stamp on the
face of the check identifying her as Teller No

5.

4j10/64 Alt DALLAS TEXAS  Fits # DL 100-10461

SA RAYNOND J FOX
by SD.ciat Agent T~ HAT F MC t.''LFNAL~17 e8 Oat 4".ctot+4 1L13/64



.vt DALLAS TEXAS

SA RAYMOND J PDX ~t
by Sp"clol Ag.nt T 1aAL MC j~tNA eB Dot. icfot.a 4/13/64

0A 4/10/64 Flip
DL 100-10461

TM doe.s.st eoatota...ttt. r.eoss..dottoa..ot coaahaloes of t1 FBI It I t1 Fop.tty et the fat sod M toos.d ITooteq.oclt N sod It **stoats W sot to b dtalttb.t.d ostaMs yo.t egooei

ro-soz tR.v )-04$3 OERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA1

Dote 4/14/6

WILLIAM LEE 11GLYE8 7139 !'""11 1 lls it:ive Dalisa ~
ad i.sed he is employed as a teller ty the Here_^-tile 2;3tional

Bank Dallas Texst And identified Check i;o 4E_9 drawn on
this bank by Jaggars-dales-Stov ll Inc. Dallas payable to=~_R=*` ~*

LEE H 'OSWALD in the amount of 04.76 as being cashed at
Window He stated he was able to identify this check by hie'=

stamp on the face of the check bearing his stamp as Teller No 9

.Mr HOLMES advised he cannot recall cashing any other
checks for LEE HARVEY OSWALD or any attempts on OSWALD
part 4o cash other checks at this bank He advised he has
no independent recollection of cashing this check for LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and to his knowledge OSWALD had no other financial :.

transactions with this banking institution

. 2



Amount

ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI

Date 4/14/64

WY

Miss NBLSEIIE E HARE 71105 Ir "vood Road Dallas
advised she is Teller M 12 at the Mercantile ;rational Dank
Dallas Texas and -identified the following checks by hera
Otamp bearing this 'number as being cashed by her. All checks . .f
are'drawn on the -Mercantile National Bank by Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall
Inc. Dallas and payable to LEE H OSWALD

Date Check M

Miss HARE advised to her knowledge no other checks
were cashed by her for LEE HARVEY OSWALD nor did he attempt to
cash any other chocks

4/lo/64 DALLAS TEXAS Ftt #
DL 100-10461

SA RAYMOND J FOX &
lty Special AQent _ J HA ?J A?4t r/lea Doe dicroet tl 4/13/64
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SA B TOM CARTER vls Dat di ciot.d 4115165

tUtKAI'tiUKtAU Of INVtWUjA11UN

Mr E L CARTER Jr. Credit Manager Montgomery Ward Fort
Worth Texas residence-1912 Martel stated his records reflect LEE_

-OSWALD purchased a television set from his company on September 22 1962
At th time of the purchase he listed his address as 2703 Mercedes
Fort ?orth Texas Sometime later he changed his address to Yost}
Office Box 2915 Dallas Texas At the time of the purchase
bought it on credit and as he had no previous credit record with

Montgomery Ward and was unable to furnish any credit references a

co-signer on his credit purchase was required His brother ROBERT L
OSWALD signed the note guaranteeing payment ROBERT OSWALD listed
his residence as 7313 Davenport,.Fort Worth Texas

On his application LEE OSWALD listed his age as 22 married
Wife's name MARINA one dependent He stated he had been employed
for four months as a welder at the Leslie Welding Company on White
Settlement Road in Fort Worth where he made $250 per month. Prior
to his employment with Leslie Welding Company he stated he had been
in the U S Marine Corps for four years pnd was assigned to the base
at El Toro California

Mr CARTER stated this television set'was purchased by LEE
OSWALD as reflected on their sales ticket No 528-98 This ticket
reflected that LEE OSWALD 2703 Mercedes Avenue Fort Worth Texas
on September 22 1962 purchased one television set for $127.40
including tax No down payment was made on this set and no payment
was ever made on it On October 10 1962 the set was picked up at
the above residence of LEE OSWALD at his request OSWALD stated the
set was unsatisfactory and requested that the set be picked up and
the sale be cancelled Mr CARTER stated this was done and this is
the only transaction that was handled with LEE OSWALD by his compare

?at doe.m..t co.lat.e s.ttti.t r.00awadattoa+s marconela.toos o! ta FBI tt Is ttte arop.rty of 0$ FBI sad I loosed te
pooragency It end Is coolants are sot to tr dt.trtbut.d outside loot eg.ae7



Dote

t n.30t (new 3-341)
MERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

April 15 1964

q '-'Yvac=t-...r
C JACI TRICE Adninietrat"tlr Dalian County Eo;:pitsl ,r \

District. Parkland Memorial fcsrital 6701 Harry Hines Boulevard
rade.'available a Zrroz copy of all .the hospital enords perta inlrtg
to MARINA OSWALD hs.r baby AUDREY 1cARlAA RACeSt icSMALD the 'r` 7 emu
statement of charges for birth and the charity rite-off listing
for these charges tt.e above conpriecs the corple to record in this
latter as of April 13 1864 7i Ms .

Concerning NARITA OSWALD k.'r file Case No.-22341
contains the following fords set out in the order as they appear
in this file maintained by Parkland Memorial Hospital

"Social History dated Septeziber 30 1963 which
contains an affidavit signed "Mrs M Oswald stating that she
had no assets no savings and that her bust,and LEE H OSWALD
was unemployed This fora indicates MAR:kA OSWALD was inter
viewed by Interviewer WELLS

PRICE advised that the above named WELLS Is DOROTHY
WELLS Interviewer Out-Patient Clinic Parkland Memorial `=
Hospital She resides at 2406 East Newton Circle Dallas
Texas PRICE stated this is the first contact that MARINA
OSWALD had with the Parkland Memorial Hospital

Next appearicg in the file are four sheets showing.
results of laboratory examination naaaly"miscellaneous Request
for blood type "Hematology report "3srologl.` report and"I ematology

report all dated October 1 1963 _

A'Surgical Pathological Beport"dated October 11 1963
with Dr OLIN shown as taking a cervical smear and ALICE SMITH
X,D. making the-pathological diagnosis as negative for malignant
cells next appeara in this file

PRICE stated that Dr OLIN Is LES:ER G OLIN M.D*
2235 Tort 'Worth Avenue Dallas Texas He is an obstetrics
and gynecology resident at Parkland Manorial Hospital ALICE
SMITH M.D. according to 'PRICE resides tt 3326 Blackburn
Street Dallas Texas PRICE stated that SKXT3 is on the staff
of the Southwestern Medical School Dallas Texas

1}
.y. r

,gyp
.4/13/64 ,et '_Dallas Texas Fil # DL 100-10461 "

A RATMOI?D SWITZER and _
by Special Agent E''J3ENZ P PETR ISJnc_  Dot dicto?.4 4/15/64
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Following the above is the 'Ifiagncsis and Summary
Abcorwhich discleee that MARINA OSWALD was admitted to
Parkland Memorial Hospital oc October 20 1963 and discharged
on October 22 1963 The back of this fors discloses that
MARINA OSWALD bad a spontaneous undraped controlled delivery
of one viable living white fetsle born at 2241 hours on
October 20 1963 The bottom of this &beet is signed by J 7
NERD Assistant Resident Y.D and by N BROPRT Attending Staff
MD

PRICE identified NERD as JA ES F HERD M.D. 1114
'North Winnetka Dallsss T,xse and IIROP..Y to EDMUND BROPHY M

10103 Crestover Dallas Texas

A"Eeport of Xnergency Roes Adniesio!f'asxt appears is
this file and discloses that X RlML OSWALD vts admitted to
Parkland Memorial Bospitel oc October 20 1963 at 8:56 Iii "by
COWAN Attached td this form is a note that MARINA OSWALD

prefers not to have much scesthssia and that news or questions
should be given to RtTR PAINE telephone nuaber BL 3-1628 Y

PRICE identified COWAN to JAM 3S W?Ad COWAN a fourth

year medical student at the ULiveraity of Texas Southwestern
Medical School Dallas Texas I-EICZ said O WAN resides at
1011 Belew Street Irving Texas

PRICE said that }MARINA OSWALD made no application
for Admission to the kpspitsl other than that Lade at her first

appearance at the'.he4pital on Sfpteabar 30 1963 as contained
in ber"Social Distort

.Tha"Admitticg Buneary'ia the next fora appearing in
this file and indicates that MARINA OSWALD was staying with
friends at 2515 West Fifth Street Irving Texas It also
indicates that her husband IEE B OSWALD was employed by the
Texas School Book Depository at 150.00 per week

Next appearing in the file is the ''Admission Emote
.Labor R6cordis igr d by RUPERa LU .D 2Ri

PRICE idontified LUNDXREN se RJPER WALTER 1')M-REM JR
a fourth year medical student at the t!r.iversity of Texas South-"
western Medical School He said LUNIREN resides at 3515 Travis

Steet Apartuent 109 Dallas Texas.

Yf
"

The "Pregnancy Record"next appears in the file and
indicates that MARINA OSWALD was first examined on October 11
1963 at the Parkland Memorial Hospital This record it unsigned..
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October 20 1963 signed by R W LUN IREN and approves by Dr
MIDGETT

}
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A fora cantaining'7regcarcy Progress Noted is next
in the file and indlcatee that LIARI*A OSWALD .ts eeen by OLIN .~-s
(LES TER G OLIN M.D.) on October 11 and 16 1963. ti;.

.
The "Staff Progress rotes"are next in the file and

indicate that MARINA OSWALD delivered a daughter on October 20~<i=~:~~
1963 This form is first signed by R W LrtI!Y RE next by
HIDGETT and next by J F HERD

PRICE identified LW DUEN as RIJPERT WALTER LUNDGREN JR.
previously mentioned MIDGET as W K MaIXTh'IT a resident physician
who resides at 1112 Mohawk Irving Texts and HERD as JAMES F

'HERD M.D. another resident physician

PRICE advised it would appear from the record thatthe baby
was delivered by RL'PERa WALTER Ltfl(3 REN JR. under the supervision
of Dr 11IDGETT and Dr HERD _

The"Raster laboratory Sheet dated October 20 1963
is next in the file _ .

Following the above is ths"Physician's Order Sheep dated

The aphis 'Chart showing the pulse and temperature
record of MAR1dA OSL'LD for the days of October 29 21 1963 and
to 8:00 AM on October 22 1963 is next in file

The next form appearing in the file is the."Tirses
Hbtes covering MARINA OSWALD's lkepitslization from October 20
through 22 1963

The last for appearing in this ills is entitled
"Report of Emergency'-Rocm Adsiseion which for according to PRICE
was used for .MARINA OSWALD's six weeks pest.partum check-up The
fors is dated December 11 1963 and signed C WRITE

PRICE identified WESTE as CECIL WHITE M.D. az =.~
obstetrician and gynecologist reaident'at Parkland Memorial-.
Hospital who resides at 3126 Parker Street Irving Texas

= Concerning AUDRBT MARINA RAYS OSWALD her file
Case No 22347 contains the following ferns set out in the orders
as they appear in her file maintained by the Parkland Keaorial
Hospital



Next appearing in the file is a form captioned "Staff
Progress Notes",-dated December 11 1963 and signed by C WHITE
previously identified This form reflects notes made by Dr
WHITE at the time of MARINA OSWALD's post partus examination It
indicates a normal post ps.rtus examination

#93
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.4 First appearing in this file is an"Admitting Summar
Which indicates that AUDREY MARINA RACHEL OSWALD was admitted
1to Parkland Memorial Hospital on October 20 1963 at .11:30 PM's -:
and discharged October 22 19630

Next appearing is a copy of the above form furnished
the Business Office at Parkland Memorial Hospitals

A"Newborn Chart"next appears in this file and contains
the"gplivery RAom "Record and'Thysical Examination and"Staff

"Progress Notes and the "Phys iciads Orders for AUDREY MARINA RACHEL
.OSWALD

The "Dlivery Room Record"is signed by LUNDGREN, previously
mentioned the"Physical Xxaaination"is signed by N R MORROW N.D

PRICE identified MORROW as NEIL R MORROW M.D. a
pediatrician who resides at 10714 Coogan Street Dallas Texas

The"Certificate of Birth"for AUDREY MARINA RACSSI
OSWALD next appears in the file and is signed by MIDGET previous
mentioned Attached to the"Certificate of Birth is a "Newborn
Identification card which bears the right index fingerprint of
MARINA OSWALD and the left and right footprints of the infant

.'OSWALD =

"Nurses Progress Notes next appear in the file covering
baby OSAALD's hospitalization from October 20 to 22 1963 and
indicates that the baby appears normal

The-next form appearing in this file is a "Baby
Identification form in which M OSWALD identifies the baby being
released to her as her child

~-_ The last form appearing in this file is a"Report of

Emergency Room 3dnission dated December 11 1963 This for
discloses that RACHEL OSWALD was brought in by Secret Service
for .her six weeks 'check while her mother is in for the six
week post partum check This form was signed by J C KIDD M.D
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PRICE identified KIDD as JACK C KIDD U.D who
specializes in pediatrics and who resides at 4609 Southern ~;''4
Dallas Texas

PRICE also furnished a copy of the following documents

One page of the charity write-off listing for December
31 1963 which shows the account of MARINA and baby OSWALD in
the amount of $74.50,.and $25.00 respectively PRICE added that
no charges were made to MARINA OSWALD for the care and treatment =
she received at the clinic of Parkland Memorial Hospital and

_
-..r

the above was a complete write-off of her hospital bill

PRICE also furnished a copy of charges for MARINA an
AUDREY MARINA RACHEL OSWALD showing their hospital bill to
be $74.50 and $25.00 respectively

i
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SA B TOM CARTE R vm Dot dictotod 4116/M

Mre JEAN CR&'ES Boel.Wsper Leslie Welding Company
Incorporated 200-E North Vacek'Scre=r. st.Ated it is her company`s
polidy to hold back the first week's pEy and after working one week
each-employee is paid on Friday The check is dated Friday She
stated if a special request from an employee is made the check would
be made out on Thursday She stated all of her company payroll
checks for the Fort Worth shop are mane up in their headquarters
office at Chicago Illinois and are drawn on the Elmhurst National
Bank at Elmhurst Illinois The cancelled checks are returned to
her headquarters in Chicago where they are retained She stated the

headquarters of hercompany is listed as Leslie Welding Company
Incorporated 11241 West Melrose Franklin Park Illinois _-`-

This docsm.ot tontatos s.tthet tscotsta.sdattons soy cosetestos..t tt FBI it is tD property of tn fat asi I toas.d t
roar egeocys It sod Its contents ar sot to bs dtstttbat.d *ststd* yont ta.se
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ERAI BUREAU Or INVESTIGAT

Mr ROSERw L 8 O AD Pre i,tAot .+agiars-Chiles-Steval1
Company Inc. -f2 Erc Street esv3'ed that ywpany policy
provides for all payroll checks to be prepared sal dated -on
Wednesday of each week and issued to all employees oneach
Friday He stated that no checks are issued before Friday and =K +
that at the time LEE HARVEY OSWALD was employed by this company
this same policy was in effect .=

r t 4ot.s.st .oatotso motet. r.e000Asdattosa sop tosefr.toes of tl rat It to Os property of 110III sal to loss. Is
you *gooey Msad its coots are sot to be dtaIrtbot.4 o.utd yov *y.sey
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Results of Checks at Dallas Port Worth
Area Banks for Safe-Deposit Box and Other
Banking Connections by LEE HARVEY O6WALD

or Any Member of His Iumediate Family



The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent ARTHUR E CARTER on the dates indicated

April 13 1964
Mrs MADELINE SWOR Secretary
Citizens State Bank
200 Main Street
Richardson Texas

April 13 1964
ROBERT A SNOW Bookkeeper
First Bank and Trust Company
First Bank and Trust Building
Richardson Texas

April 13 1964
CARL HENDREX Cashier and
DELBERT S TODD Vice-President
First ?rational Bank of Garland
700 West AveZue A
Garland Texas

April 13,1954
JOE STOVALL;Vice-president
Garland Bank and Trust Company
Garland Shopping Village
P O Box 1500
Garland Texas

April 13 1964
Mrs WA!OA BEASLEY Assistant Vice-president
First National Bank of Mesquite
Mesquite Texaso

This list of names (LEE HARVEY OSWALD A HIDELL
A J HIDELL ALEK J HIDELL ALEK JAMS HIDELL H O LEE HARVEY
OSWALD LEE O H LEE ALIKSEI OSWALD L H OSWALD LEE OSWALD
LEE H OSWALD LESLIE OSWALD MARINA WALD MARGUERITE OSWALD,
ROBERT EDWARD LEE OSWALD JOHN EDWARDPIC) was checked against 72t'lr
the records of the various institutions which included checking  
accounts savings accounts safety deposit rentals commercial -":=
loans and note cases with negative results on the dates indicated
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April 13 196
Mrs I7EZ CAR".ER Accountant
Mesquite Savings and Loan
410 West Main
Mesquite Texas

April 13 1964
H H JAMES Clerk
Mesquite State Bank=
917 military Parkway rf
P 0 Box 438 _
Mesquite Texas

April 14 1964
H HANCOCK JR. President
First National Bank of Carrollton
Carrollton Texas

April 14 1964
KENNETH J HUGHES Cashlerand Assistant Vice-President
Dallas County State Bank
P O Box 38
Carrollton Texas

April 14 1964
RICHARD W T"G_KAS Cashier and
JOH1 COOK Assistant Cashier
Central Bark eM Trust
12875 Dennis Road
Farmers Branch Texas

April 14 1964
GENE GLAZIER Vice-President
Irving Bank and Trust
formerly Irving State Bank
110 North Main
Irving Texas

April 14 1964
KENNETH MC ADAMS Assistant Cashier
First National Bank of Irving
F]ith Street at Nursery Road
Irving Texas

499
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April 14 16I = r ~r t
GARLAND LAN N AM SIce-fr'eident ant Cashier
Southwest Bank sn-i Trust
West Irving Boulevard at Grauwyler
Irving Texas -. .._

'April 14 1964
WYLIE STUPPLEBEME Director
Citizens Savings ani Loan
Grand p eirle Texas

April '14 1954
W NORMAN GILBERT Vice-President
Grand Prairie State Bank
200 West Main
Grand Prairie Texas

+

April 15 1964
HERBERT FAIR President
First National Bank of Duncanville

Duncan~v5i~lle9
Texas

Ap
ail MARY IKIR4BY Secretary

Seagoville State Bank
P O Box,
Seagoville Texas

Each of the abcve persons advised after observing a
photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD that they had never seen a
person resembling LEE HARVEY OSWALD prior to November 22 19630_
when he was arrested at p*llas Texas

i
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.On April 14 19E4 WTL".E 8eV7I! 1i xecutivs
Vice President First Ea k .c xl BtAN of Gra A Prairie Grand
Prairie Tsxxs sria:rzhvl tb reoc r a al the t ab cc cern'.ag
LEB HARVEY OSWALD A HUM A..7 RBA3LL ALE J MULL .=
ALEK JAMBS =DELL R O I1SE HARM OSWALD WE O H IZE
A LLKSR I OSWALD L H OSWALD LIZ OSWALD II H OSWAIDs
LESLIE OSWALD MAMA 08nLD 1 113i a%TE O6WAW ROBBIL BDW)R
LE E O6,LQ JOEIZ ED RD

Hr S .VPPLE E (Z a4cieai SA As"rLrR E OARZR the &AY
accounts identifiable with the above aurora ware the followings

~c ount No 15 081 listed as The OSWALD Trust rand by_SAMES
~?%RTiN and MARINA N 03wALDj Account No 69 186 listed as

Hrs W RICA OSWALD Post Office Box 1407 Grand Prairie Texas

The above check of records covered checking. savings
and loan accounts and.safe deposit box rentals
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The s-*cord* of t',a Fire! r:~ zc,~A1 ~a:sk of Gra.id _tom

Prairie Grand Prate* that in December 5,
1963 JAMES H MkT2f $r.3 ARXK N 03wALD o o.tad an account ra_ }

The OSWALD Tru*t Fund, No 15 01 by executing an authorized
signature form in the ntma of "Tbe CO ALD Trutt Fund. On
December 68 1963 *7,450.53 Stan deicaited a;ed dspaeits con
tinued in this account throlgh February L3 1964 when they
totaled 834,649.92 _ pz

Charges were made against this account in the follow

ing amounts on the doves indicateds

;::.Fir.#

85.04 DAtezber 13 1x63
81.02 Dace.Ser 23 1953
82.15 December 23 1963
825,000 January 7 1964
875.00 January 98 1964
50 cents February 3 1964
82.00 February 7 1964

No explanation appears for the above withdrawals

Another account No 69 186 wee opened in the name
of Mrs W RINA ,OSWALD Poat Office Box 14078 Grand Prairie
Texas on February 14,.1354 with a deposit in the amount of
8805.44 This sccouat was cloaad out on M rah 25 1964

The above race .spy be obti:,cei by iaeuan:e of a

subpoena duct's tecusn to Mx 1 Z 83UFFL sZPI 8xeyuy.v+n Vice

President First Natlwxl lank of G:t .d Prairie C."ezd Prairie
Texas

by Sp.clat Aped AR-IRO'R R CAR R/sst'3t oate dictated 4/16/54

flats loosest **stela...ttb.t r.eoaa..detto*s sot eo.ets.toa..t the FBI It to O property .d Sol Itt sal 4 nos... N
foot "Q+scll Msad ft* .o.t..to es* motI V dt.tttbst.d o.tstd yew steam
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The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agents J HALE MC MENAMIN and RAYMOIi'D J FOX

AT DALLAS TEXAS

_Records of the hanks set forth below were reviewed
by listed bank employees in order to determine whether the

-facilities of these banks have ever been used by LEE HARVEY OSWALD
under his true name or the following names he has been known
to use in the past

A,HIDELL
A J HIDELL
ALEK J HIDELL

:.

ALEN JAMES HIDELL
H 0 LEE

"ALIKSEI OSWALD
L H OSWALD
HARVEY OSWALD LEE _
O H LEE
LEE OSWALD
LEE H QSWALD .
LESLIE OSWALD

In addition to the above names the names MARINA OSWALD
MARGUERITE OSWALD ROBERT EDWARD LEE OSWALD and JOHN EDWARD PIC
weke.also checked against the bank records

These bank employees have advised that there is no
record that any persons using the above names have used anyy
facilities of these banks at any time This includes checking
savings and loan accounts and safe deposit box rentals

503
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Bark Employees
Furnishing

Name of Bank Information Date

Wynnewood State Bank LINDA MC COWN Secretary 4/14/64
501 Wynnewood Village to MAURICE A THARP

Vice-President and .<=
MODINE THOMAS Safe
Deposit Department

Northwest National Bank JAN MC C0 NELL Secretary 443/6k
of Dallas 201 Walnut to the cashier Mrs
Hill Village EVELYN BEALL Cashier and

Safe Deposit Supervisor
and HERBERT L ADAMS Vice
president

American Bank and Trust CARL COREY Head Teller 4/13/64
Company 415 South Zangs and Mrs RUTH SALKELD
Boulevard Safe Deposit Department

Exchange Bank and Trust BOBBY WILLIAMS Cashier 4/13/64
Company 100 Exchange and Mr WILLIAM ROGERS
Park North Safe Deposit Department

4/14/64East Dallas Bank and Trust Mrs DOROTHY HAND1 New
Company 2325 Gus Accounts and Safe i
Thomasson Road Deposit Department

South Oak cliff State Mrs BETTY HALL Secretary 4/14/64
Bank 1415 East Illinois to Vice-president PEARL

SMITH Safe Deposit
Deparment and EUGENIA
THORN:ON Receptionist

Bank of Dallas 3708 Mrs CAROLYN MOREMAN $/13/64
Lemmon Avenue Assistant Cashier and

Miss NANCY HUTLENDER fSafe Deposit Department

a



Mercantile National Bank
it Dallas Mercantile
Bank Building 1800'block

Casa Linda National Bank Mrs ELAINE MAC PHEE
234 Casa Linda plaza New Accounts and Safe

Deposit Department

TOMMY JONES Cashier,_
and IM03ENE PORTER Safe
Deposit Department

EARL L COPELAND Vice
President and MARGIE
MINCHEW Safe Deposit
Department

Hillcrest State Bank of
University park 6517
Hillcrest

DL 100-10
RJF:1es
3
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Oak Cliff Bank and Trust
Company 250 West
Jefferson

Preston State Bank 8111
Preston Road

RALPH B .UNNELS
Assistant Cashier Mrs
MADGE BURKHEAD Safe
Deposit Department and
Mrs JOYCE ROSSI Safe
Deposit Department

D R PORTER Executive
Vice-president Mrs IRENE
RYAN Safe Deposit
Department Mrs LUCY
NUCKABEE Safe Deposit
Department and Mrs JOY
LETTIERI Safe Deposit_..
Department

Mr Y C FI.EMING
Assistant Vice-president,
Safe Deposit Department
Mrs ANNA DUVAL Safe
Deposit Department and
Mies CAROL BU XHART Safe
Deposit Department

4/15/64

4/14/64

4/14/64

4/15/64



JAMES WEST cashier and 4/15/64
BETTY RUTLEDGE Vault
Custodian

Fair Park National Bank PAUL JESTER JR. Cashier
854 Exposition .and JERRY PASCHAL Safe

Deposit Vault Custodian

r r r yi y
4
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The following were contacted by Special Agents EUGENE

PETRAKIS and A RAYMOND SWITZERt ., ~..

Bank Employees
Furnishing _

-Name of Bank Information Date

Republic National Bank
Pacific and Ervay

W K THURMAN
Assistant Auditor

4/15/64

Grove State Bank
1520 South Buckner

JOE LOWE Vice-President 4/15/64

Buckner State Bank
3637 North Buckner

EDWARD L VINT President
(Bank has no Sate Deposit
Boxes for public rental)

4/15/64

Industrial National Bank BILLY WALLACE Cashier 4/15/64of Dallas also known as
Industrial Bank snd Trust
Company 1825 North
Industrial Boulevard

r

National Bank of Commerce LELAND E STENTON 445/64
914 Elm Street Auditor_ t

First National Bank in ROY B LAMBERT Auditor 4/15/64
Dallas 1401 Main Street and JACK W JOHNSON Vault

Custodian

First Citizens Bank
926 Lockwood Village

. .+rrs 3̂
iy

4/15/64

0
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4/15/6kWENDELL FRANKE Assistant
Cashier and Mrs MARTHA =
CORNELIUS Vault Custodian .-~

4/15/61=

7
per 501.
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Name of Bank

Bank Employees
Furnishing .-'
Information Date

3"N
--c

treenville Avenue State
Bank 1827 Greenville

JACK MAYS Vice-president 14/15/64
."i

444
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Bank of Services and
Trust 1115 Commerce
Street

Lakewood State Bank
6344 Gaston

J B LINDQUIST
Cashier (Bank has no
safel deposit boxes)

Merchants State Bank
5217 Ross

Texas Bank and Trust
Company corner Main and
Lamar Streets -e

Empire State Bank 1808
Main Street

V P SCHUMACHER President,4/15/64
and Mrs MONTY BARNES
Vault Custodian_

BILL LYDAY Vice
President and MARY
DILLON Vault Custodian

GASTON WOOD Vice-President 4/15/64

All of the above bank employees observed photographs of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and each has advised that OSWALD has never
leased a safe deposit box at any of these banks under the above
names or any other names

On April 14 1964 Kr MARLIN MYERS Vice-President ate
Cashier of the North Dallas Bank and Trust Company 11811 Preston
Road Dallas Texas advised Special Agent RAYMOND J FOX that
recorde of thi$ bank fail to show that LEE HARVEY OSWALD under :.his true name or other names listed above has used the bankingfacilities of this bank at any time in the past Mr MYERS =A
stated that in addition there is no record that MARGUERITE OSWALDROBERT EDWARD LEE OSWALD or JOHN EDWARD PIC have ever used the
facilities of this bank Mr..MYERS said that Mrs MARINA OSWALD '
does'have a regular chec ctng account at this bank at the present ltime

,mow>yS+.--t '7



Photographs of LEE HARVEY CSWALD were observed -by Mr
fYERS and Mrs DOROTHY OSBO.RN Safe Deposit Department and tv_

both advised that OSWALD.}'.AS never leased a safe deposit box at >
this bank under his true name aliases or any other name ,~~>=
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Records of the North CallAs Dank and Trust Company 4 ~

11811 Preston Road Ds11as Texaco disclosed th?t Mrs MARINA 411
OSWALD opened a regular checking account at tris bank on }. axe
February 18 1964 under-the name Mrs MARINA OSWALD with SD`,R At
initial deposit of $390.95 Mrs OSWALD is listed as the only
person -entitled to make withdrawals from this account Theme-~
records show that Mrs OSWALD does not have a safe deposit box
or utilize any of the other facilities of this bank at this
time

The above information can be obtained only upon
issuance of a subpoena duces tecum which should be directed to

'Mr MARLIN MYERS Vice-President and Cashier of the North Dallas
Bank and Trust Company..

5 9

at 4/14/64 of DALLAS TEXAS F00 V DL 100-10461

by Special *Agent RAYMOND J FOX,/les .}pat dictat.d 105/64

T1ts focusses coel.tns a.ttA.r rseosr.adattoa* as conels.toas of Me rel p Is t10 Dtop.rtr of Me FBI oaf I loose/ Ntour y.aayj e.ad Ito eoateats vs set to I dt.trlbgt.d ost.tds yogi aaesey ,;.>_
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Tha folXo+ac'...s.Z Ln eatf :=it"..ton was craducttd ty SA'S
EUGENE P Pa:E A:i,B and A BA Z SMZER on April 20 1964

Mr WM J w aDt& Vita rrs a ideat and Cashier Park
Cities Bank & Trust Company corner Mockingbird Lane and Preston

Road Dallas Texas searched the bank records for checking ac

counts savings accounts loan records and safe-deposit box
records concerning the following names LES I RVVY O WALD A.p
HIDELL A J LX ZLL AL J MULL Al?.K OAKSS MIDELL H O

LEE HARVEY CQW LD I!2,.O H LW Ad SI Q .I,D L B OSWALD
LEE OSNt W IiE H QS LII. IiSL Z O W W )c Rt C WMD MaRGUERITB
OS WALD ROBERT EDWARD LEE OS LD JOHN EDWARD PZC

Mr HARDIN advised he could locate no record under any
of the above mass

LUCILLE t EH Vault Custcdtan observed a photograph of

LEE HARVEY O W LD and adciasd ohs is poa.ttva 06WALD did not at

any time maintain a safa-deposit box at Park Cities Bank b Trust

Company under his true name or any other name

510
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Roco:ds of the'Ftrot ?la'.3r:sal Danl r",r,al4.4 e At
ROBERT L OSWALD bad a savings accr.unt at the f i?St Nation ~~3a
Bank Which was opened ..n August 268 1955 w th .r:n initial ,=;T
deposit of $241.88 This account Lad a high bslance'cf
.$271.18 on September 19 1955 ani was closed on Jcly 9 t .s
1956 when the balance of $37.86 wad withdr aw:l This was
under Account Number A52233 <. . ~ x._~

The records indicate by a signature card that
ROBERT B OSWALD and LEE H OSWALD had previously had savings
accounts at the First National Bank in 1951 which had been
closed in 1952

There was no record of any otter account nor a safe
deposit box in the names of LEE HARVEY OSWALD A HIDELL -;rr
A J HIDELL ALEX J HIDELL ALEX JAMES BIDELL H O LEE _
HARVEY OSWALD LEE O H LEE ALEKSEI OSWALD L H OSWALD
LEE OSWALD LEE H OSWALD LESLIE OSWALD MARINA OSWALD
MARGUERITE OSWALD ROBERT EDWARD LEE-OSWALD and JOHN EDWARD
PIC

The above information is available only upon the
issuance of a subpoena duces tecum which subpoena should
be directed to Mr LLOYD FAULK Auditor First National Bank
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A savings account in the name of LEE H 0 LD <:-~ ";~-~ ,,
railing address U S Marine Corps Air Station Et Toro

.=_ Santa Ana California was opened December 8 1958 with a `}r
cash deposit of $200 On June 3 1959 interest of $3.00
was credited to the account The account was closed September
14 1959 when the total amount on deposit of $203.00 was with

.t drawn _ (This has previously been reported) =,.~ tr

ROBERT L OSWALD 4936 Collingwood Fort Worth
Texas opened a savings account on July 13 1956 with a de

posit of $220.00 This account was closed December 38 1956,
. when balance of $20.00 withdrawn :.

On December 3 1956 an account was opened in the -:-~
name of Mr or Mrs ROBERT L OSWALD 4910 East Lancaster, Fort

Worth Texas with a deposit of $376.13 At the time the ac
count was opened ROBERT L OSWALD indicated employment at
"Convair. ROBERT L OSWALD account closed March 13 1963
when balance of 670 withdrawn On March 4 1963 check in the
amount of $997.928 payable to "Cashel was drawn on OSALD's
account and cashed at the teller's window at the West Side
State Bank This check did not -bear an endorsement

The records indicate that tha ROBERT L OSWALD.ac=
count was assigned No 659128 and the address was changed to 7='

7313 Davenport Fort Worth Texas but no date was indicated
in available records

Individual ledger sheets indicate deposits made

to ROBERT L OSWALD account during the period January 1960

through February 1963 were semi-monthly paychecks of ROBEtt

L OSWALD

According to the record checking account No 659235

DL 100-10461-''-'i
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to the account of MARGUERITE C OSWALD Betwaen December S
1963 and April 15 1964,'the balance ran in the low four figures
The current address for MARGUERITE C OSWALD is listed as 2220
Thomas Place Port Worth Texas

The records reveal MARGUERITE C OSWALD opened a
savings account on July 31 1962 with a 8100.00 deposit and
the currant balance is $3,600.12 Current address listed on
savings account is 2220 Thomas Place Port Worth Texas.- =
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'` waa opened at the West Side S tate Btnk January 21 1963 witI
a deposit of $217.66 by MARGUERITE C 4SVOtLD 1013 5th Avenue
This is an active current account with a current balance of
42,707.61 .ysNr x_,n". J:Wis _y L ..,I a -.. -Nl.z ." ..k

Individual ledger sheets on MARGUERITE C OSVOtLD
account reveal for the period January 1963 through November
1963 the balance fluctuated between 8200.00 and 1400.00

On DeceMber S 1963 a deposit of 81,000.00 was made

The records also reveal that M R3UERITE C OSWALD
2220 Thomas Plate rented safe-deposit box No 1607 at the West
Side State Bank on Decesber 26 1963.

The above information contaihed in the records of
the West Side State Bank is confidential and should not be
disclosed except upon the isauance of a subpoena ducal tdCUrl

The proper person to whom the subpoena ducas teems
should be issued in the event the records are to be used in any
court proceedings is KLEBER V JENNINGS Cashier and Vice :_- _.
President

Ty ~t YY`1+11k
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_` .The following i.ndividr.al# at the banks listed below
were contacted by SA ARNOLD J BROWN on the dates indicated

.to determine if such banks had any type of account including
s safe deposit box under any of the following namest_4

LEE HARVEY OSWALD A HIDELL A J HIDELL ALEX
J HIDELL ALEX JAMES HIDELL H O LEE HARVEY OSWALD LEE
O. H LEE ALEXSEI OSWALD L H OSWALD LEE OSWALD LEE S '=
OSWALD LESLIE OSWALD MARINA OSWALD PARGuERITE OSWALD ,~tie s.r,
ROBERT EDWARD LEE OSWALD and JOHN EDWARD PIC

All of such individuals contacted at the respective
banks advised there was no record for any of the above-listed max
individuals with the exception of the Port Worth National-Bank
where ROBERT L OSWALD bad a personal loan in 1958s

R W RIPPLE Vice President and Cashier
Arlington State Bank Arlington. Texas
April 168 1964

ARVELL W BOYD Vice President Azle State A '.
Bank Azle,'Texas April 16 1964

BOB STONE Vice President Arlington National
Bank Arlington Texas April 16 1964

BILL SHAW Vice President and Caehier Bank
of Commerce Fort Worth Texas April 14 1964

C C WOMACK Vice President City National Bank .j
Fort Worth Texas April 15 1964

T P BOWEN Vice President Continental National
Bank Fort Worth Texas April 14 1964

R N BRANS Vice President Farmers and
Merchants State Bank Burleson Texas.
April 16 1964

VIRGIL RANSDELL Cashier First National Bank
gc -:-f

Grapevine Texas April 16 1964 4. I
FRED LUTTRELL Vice President First National

Bank Arlington Texas April 16 1964';`

"r`~Ys"_
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SAM BOWMAN Vice President First National
Bank Euless Texas April 16 1964

BLEASE TIBBETS President First State Bank
Euless Texas April 16 1964 r -_

O L %ITT Assistant Cashier Fort Worth
National Bank Fort Worth Texas April 14
1964

JOHN FAWCETT Vice President Gateway National=
Bank Fort Worth Texas April 15 1964 --=

Mrs JOSEPHINE HUTTON Assistant Cashier
Haltom City State Bank Haltom City Texas

April 16 1964
RONALD BARON Assistant Cashier First

National Bank Hurst Texas April 16 1964
B J READY President Mansfield State Bank

Mansfield Texas April 16 1964
G W WILEMON Vice President North Fort Worth }

State Bank Fort Worth Texas April 158 1964
CHARLES C BRINKLEY President Northeast

National Bank Richland Hills Texas
April 16 1964 .

GARLAND TINER Cashier Ridglea State Bank
Fort Worth Texas April 15 1964

PASCHAL WHITE Cashier Riverside State Bank
Fort Worth Texas April 16 1964

ELWOOD MC KINNEY President Security State

-Bank River Oaks Texas April 158 1964
WILLIAM A MOORE Assistant Vice President

Seminary State Bank Fort Worth Texas

April 16 1964
G R NAMES Vice President and Cashier South

Fort Worth State Bank Fort Worth Texas

April -15 1964
BOBBY J COOPER Vice President State Bank of

East Fort Worth Fort Worth Texas April 16

J H BRANEM Vice President Tarrant State is

Bank Fort Worth Texas April 16 1964

5
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The following individuals ubo have custody or were
in charge of safe deposit boxes at their respective banks were
contacted by SA ARNOLD J BROWN on the datea indicated and a
photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was exhibited for possible
identification All of these individuals stated they had no
recollection of LEE HARVEY OSWALD renting a safe deposit box
in the name of OSWALD or any other names

OUIDA BOST Arlington State Bank Arlington
Texas April 16 1964

PLOY M WELCH Azle State Bank Az%e Texas
April 16 1964

SHIRLEY BRATCHER FRANCES NAFZIGER and DORIS
MANOR Arlington National Bank Arlington
Texas April 16 1964

REDA WALKER and NELL MC MANN Bank of Commerce
Fort Worth Texas April 14 1964

-Mrs It W (ALICE) MACK City National Bank
Fort Worth Texas April 15 1964

Mrs ODIS COLEMAN Continental National Bank
Fort Worth Texas April 14 1964

GEORGE BRANSOM Farmers and Merchants State
Bank Burleson Texas April 16 1964

VIRGIL RANSD.LL First National Bank Grapevine
Texas April 16 1964

JERRIE FERGUSON First National Bank Arlington
Texas April 16 1964

JUDY RUNYON,-First National Bank Euless Texas
April 16 1964

MARY BODIFORD First State Bank Euless Texas
April 16 1964

JEAN FLAHERTY Fort Worth National Bank Fort
Worth Texas April 14 1964

ELIZABETH CARPENTER Gateway National Bank Fort
Worth Texas April 15 1964
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MILDRED SNODGRASS and COLLIE FREEMAN Haltom
City State Bank Haltom Texas April 16
1964

JUANITA GERLACH First National Bank Hurst
Texas April 16 1964

MARGUERITE MALONE Mansfield State Bank
Mansfield Texas April 16 1964

RUBY BOX North Fort Worth State Bank
Fort Wortb Texas April 15 1964

MARJORIE RING Northeast National tank
Richland Hills Texas April 16 1964

ANITA SEARS Ridglea State Bank,lFort Worth
Texas April 15 1964

NELLIE ALLEN Riverside State Bank Fort Worth
Texas April 16 1964

ERLENE COURREGES Security State Bank River
Oaks Texas April 15 1964

CECILE BLOODWORTH Seminary State Bank Fort
Worth Texas April 16 1964

NADINE HENRY South Fort Worth State Bank
Fort Worth Texas April 15 1964

JESSIE JOHNSTON State Bank of East Fort worth
Fort Worth Texas April 16 1964

JUNE GRIGSBY and FREIDA SMITH Tarrant State
Bank Fort Worth Texas April 16 1964

LOLA HILL Union Bank of Fort Worth Fort
Worth Texas April 140 1964

VERA PORTERFIELD University State Bank Fort
Worth Texas April 15 1964

IRENE STIMSON Everman National Bank Everman
Texas April 160 1964

OZELLA JOHNSON and BESSIE BANKS Southwest
National Bank Fort Worth Texas April 16
1.964

BETTY.FLEMING West Side State Bank Fort

Worth Texas April 15 1964
RUTH RUNYON First National Bank Fort Worth

Teas 'April 14 1964
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Records of the First Kati .~.,1 Bank in Grand Prairie
reveal that on January 7 1464 a charge of 825,000.00 was made
to the account styled .The OSWALD Trust Fund opened December

5 1963 by JAMBS H MARTIN and MARINA N OSWALD Account No
15 081

This 825,000.00 was used to purchase Cashier's Check
No 47773 in the amount of 825,000.00 on January 7 1964 at
the First National Bank in Grand Prairie Payee The OSWALD
Trust, signed by N D BLACK JR. Cashier

Cashier's Check No 47773 was marked 'Void` and was

replaced by Cashier's Check No 478068-dated January 14 1964
amount $25,000.000 Payee First Nationa] Bank -of Fort Worth
signed N D BLACK JR. Cashier on the First National Bank

in,Grand Prairie

Cashier's Check No 47806 was endorsed "Credit To
The Account Of The Within Named Payee In Accordance With Payee's
Instructions. Absence Of Bndorsement"Guaranteed First National
Bank of Fort Worth Fort Worth Texas Trust No 42-1295.

Itls noted in the upper left-hand corner of the face
of Cashier's Check No 47806 are the words The OSWALD Trust,
which has been scratched through

The above information contained in the records of
the First National Bank in Grand Prairie is confidential and
should not be disclosed except upon the issuance of a subpoena
duces tecum

The proper person to subpoena is N D BLACK JR.
Cashier in the event the records are to be used in any court

proceedings
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Records of the First Nat is eL Bank of Fort Worth
reveal that on January 20 1964 iruet Acc-funt No 42-1295-was

"opened at the First National B k of Fort Worth in the name of
JAMES H MARTIN and JOHN HORNS as Co.Trustees for MARINA
OSWALD and children

The Trust Account was opened with an initial deposit
of 425,000.00 with the deposit being Cashier's Check No 47806
in the amount of 525,000.00 dated January 14 1964 Payee First
National Bank of Fort Worth and drawn on the First National Bank

Ann Grand Prairie Texas

According to the records there was one additional
"deposit_ of $1,940.00 on March 25 1954 being a Cashier's Check
but the records do not reveal any additiocal.information regarding
this Cashier's Check However the reco s reveal the deposit of
$1,940.00 was forwarded by WILLIkK FODLING PrincipJ.. 'est

york.Area,_aoint School System,.1800 Bannister Street York
Pennsylvania

_f--- ___

The trust is handled by First National Bank's Trust
Committee and all but approximately $100.00 of the $25,000.00
has been invested in various stocks and bonds at the discretion
of the Bank's Trust Committee

The caeb balance in the trust is approximately
42,040.00

The records contain a complete list of all the stocks
and bonds in Which the funds have been invested and there have
been no other withdrawals from this trust fund

The above information ccotained in the records of the
First National. Bank of Fort_ Worth Ls cos gidential and should not
be disclosed except upon the Lsszanca of 'a subpoa a daces tecum

The proper person to s pc"ax,.a ST Chi RBACR
Trust Officer First National Bak cif For` w~'>~"'t-~! "e event
this information is to be used in a3y court procaedLngs

'~ i
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C Interviews With Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD
Mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and Data
Relating to Her Theories on the
Assassination
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MA7 2h T'Mrs.RGUERITEpSWALD220Shom4s Place rt Wort,exas ~
telephonically-contacted the Fort Worth Resident Agency on Thursday'~
April 30,"1964 at approximately 11:00 a.m She desired to have
three Agents come out to her home and see her regarding information
that she had in her possession and also'some information about a~
photograph She said she was going to have photostats made of this
photograph

Mrs OSWALD was telephonically contacted around 3:00 p.m on
April 30 1964 and advised that it would not be possible to have three
Agents contact her on that afternoon She said that was satisfactory
as she had changed her mind and was going to see her attorney and that
she wanted to turn this information over to the 'President's Coimaission

Ea:vm

Mrs OSWALD called the Fort! Worth Resident Agency on Friday
morning May 1 1964 around 11:00 a.m She said she had driven over
to Dallas and after arriving there had changed her mind.and returned to
Fort Worth Texas Upon arriving in Dallas she had decided not..to_give
this information to her attorney or the President's Commission She wanted
to turn this information over to the FBI and requested Agents to contact
her at her home =



FD-302 (R.w 3-3.30)

Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas Place furnished the
following information

She owns a Sonomatic tape recorder which she purchased for
$39.95 She uses this machine in recording some conversations on her
telephone and also in recording conversations with individuals in
person On,th fight of April 28 1964 she telephonically contacted
GLORIA RCER 41000 Univ_ers .ty._ ive. in Fort Worth Texasz Miss
MERCER is a sister to Mrs ROBE WALD who lives in Denton Texas
Miss MERCER is employed as a teacher icy the public schools in Forte
Worth She talked to Miss MERCER about the family about misunder
standings in the OSWALD family and also about her testifying before
the President's Commission Mrs OSWALD made a tape recording of this
conversation The next day she was playing the entire tape-back and
she noticed that part of the conversation was garbled and she could not
understand it The tape ran for about two minutes and she said it
sounded as if someone was talking in a foreign language She believed
it was Russian or French She could hear a man's voice in the back

ground on one or two occasions Mrs OSWALD played this portion of

.the tape for Agents and it sounded as if two or more conversations
were recorded on this particular part of the tape The last part of
the conversation with MERCER!was clear Mrs OSWALD believes someone

living in-the vicinity of her home or the home of Miss MERCER was

shooting a beam into her home or the home of MERCER and in that.way
was interfering with telephone conversation Mrs OSWALD believed this
unknown party was listening in on the conversation and she believes she

picked up some of this foreign language when the unknown person left
the key open on 'his'. machine and .'he_ did not know she would pick up
his'.; conversation She was unable to explain how part of this con
versation was garbled and the other part of it was clear

During the past several weeks Mrs OSWALD received cards
and letters from_a Mrs FLORA FILKO HYATT 402 Valentine Street
Apartment 1008 Houston Texas Mrs HYATT advised Mrs OSWALD she
had valuable information regarding her son and it would be worth her
while to come to Houston to talk to her in person Mrs OSWALD drove
to Houston around April 18 1964 and visited with Mrs HYATT for about

. 5/1/64 n Fort Worth Texas 23
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one half day Mrs.,liYATTis 70 years of age Ws HYATT said she
did not believe LEE'HARVET OSWALD had shot President KENNEDY She
said there was a lag a conspiracy involved in his shooting between
top officials eiman-Marcus store in Dallas/and officials of
Sakowitz store in Houston Texas They were members of an organization
known

asr'Black
Ax and this organization dates many years back into

Germany HYATT advised these officials communicate with.each other
and transmit information in their store ads in Dallas and Houston
newspapers Mrs HYATT had some newspaper ads to explain this method
of communication to Mrs OSWALD After looking at some of these ads
and the wording in the ads Mrs OSWALD believed the story as told to
her by Mrs HYATT

Mrs OSWALD exhibited One ad from the "Houston Chronicle
dated March 29 1964 This ad concerned table settings of silver
and china The title of the 'ad was "Tables are Turned and read in part

."Twelve of Houston's prominent hosts have created table settings for

your pleasure. Ws 'OSWALD interpreted this ad to mean twelve of
Houston's prominent leaders and officials of Sakowitz store were
involved in this conspiracy

Another ad exhibited by Mrs OSWALD appeared in the "Houston
Chronicle on March,22 1964 This ad had a drawing of a woman with a
hat on her hand and a bracelet on her wrist Mrs OSWALD said'the
bracelet stood for handcuffs and this ad was connected with.the don

spiracy by the use of these handcuffs Another ad was cut from the
"Dallas Morning News dated April 30,;1964 by Neiman-Marcus`itore in
Dallas This'd had a picture of'a woman wearing a'pearl necklace
The ad covered a number of pearl necklaces The headline on the ad
read "The Connecting Link. s OSWALD definitely believed tOiis meant.
there was a connecting link between Dallas and Houston and this was a
vital message in the conspiracy against her son Mrs 9$WALD advised
she was going to follow the ads between these two stores and believed

they had a definite bearing on the conspiracy against her son

521i
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Mrs OSWALD was in Dallas during the RUBY trial and
stayed at the Jefferson Hotel She became acquainted with a white
female 38 to 40 years of age tall dirty blond hair but does not
recall her name This woman .introduced her to three French newspaper
men and they had dinner one night at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in Dallas
The French newspaper men were interested in a photog b of Mrs OSWALD
and she posed for a photograph for them The woman said she was from
San Antonio and was in Dallas to go to.work forlAeiman-Mas{cu company
in looking through the Associated Press book "The Torch is.Paaied,
she saw a woman on page 13 wearing dark glasses with a scarf around

-her head She believes this photograph is identical with the woman
she met at the Jefferson Hotel She does snot know her name but
believed she was involved in this conspiracy against her son as she
said she was going to work for Heiman-Marcus in Dallas She 7klso
believed this woman was involved as she was in this picture very close
to the car occupied by President KENNEDY
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RE MRS FLORA FI KO HYATT
also known as
Flora Filke Hyatt
Mrs William Harvey Hyatt

The investigation at Houston Texas was conducted
by SA1s GRAHAM W KITCHEL and EDWIN DALRYMPLE

The following letter was received by the Attorney
general in Washington D.C.

"Houston Texass April 17 1964

"Honorable Attorney General
Mr Robert Kennedy
Hi kory Hill McLean V

"Dear Siri

"I am enclosing the address of a lady who
says she has important information concerning the
death of your brother the late President The
assination she claims is still well guarded
secret It was a Plot --carried out by the mem
bers of the Highest Echelon o the Synddicate
called The Members or the use of Ax.T T f

"Details are available by --Mrs Filko
Hyatt,-402 Valentine,-Apt loo8,-Houston Texas
Telephone PS 3 1765

"She has tried again and again to bring this
to your attention she has called your office five
times and left her number three times Feb
second 1964 she called the WHITE HOUSE BETWEEN
eight-thirty and nine and asked for you but was
refused

526



"/S/ Berta Phillips

"/T/ Miss Ber a hillips
517 Taft Street,,w

Houston 6 Texas
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"She also claims her mail has been sabetaged
since June 1959 when she first tried to bring
the technique of the Syndicate to the attention
of Mr Herbert Hoover She asked me to refer this
knowledge to you for her She has the information
but will not discuss it with anyone but you If
you can get in touch with her you may get some
valuable information 'Why don't you go to the
F.B.I.? I asked 'I was there November 13th
1963.

"Mr Kennedy please I do not want any publicity
I know nothing about these Organizations,-am just
trying to help I hope My impression is it is
family affair,-She spoke of book that is being
written

"The lady mentioned in letter lived next door to
me in same Apt Building in 1963 she is German
but came to America about 1935

"I am well known in city Captain Willis of
Police Dept._ knows me well

"/S/ Berta Phillips

On May 4,-1964 miss BERTA PHILLIPS 2517 Taft
'Street Houston Texas advised she had written the above

letter to the Attorney General at the request of Mrs FLORA
PILKO HYATT She stated she did not know whether or not
Mrs HYATT was a "mental case, but Miss PHILLIPS statcd"nhe
"talked of people dressed in black. She stated Mrs HYATT
had informed her that she "heard voices and received much
of her information in this manner Miss PHILLIPS stated
she had.at first thought Mrs..HYATT was a spiritualist but

c27
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has now decided she is not because Miss PHILLIPS stated
that she is a spiritualist and for this reason knows
Mrs HYATT could not be one

Miss PHILLIPS stated that according to Mrs HYAT2
it had been "told to her ear that the plot to assassinate
President JOHN F KENNEDY was made in Houston She stated
Mrs HYATT told her that the main individuals involved in
this plot were MrASAKOWITZ head o  kowitz Department__
Store and FREDXNAHAS a local news reporter  171(0

Miss PHILLIPS stated that Mrs HYATT was divorced
from her husband and she feels this divorce was brought
about by Mrs HYATT's peculiar actions She stated in her
conversations with Mrs HYATT she could get no actual sense
out of her Miss PHILLIPS pointed out that she herself had
no information whatever bearing on the assassination of
President Kennedy and her action in directing a letter to
the Attorney General was based solely on her desire to
assist Mrs HYATT who was apparently reluctant to write
this letter herself Miss PHILLIPS pointed out that she is
88 years old and due to her frail condition is unable to go
about the town without assistance

On May 4 1964 Mrs FLORA FILKO HYATT 402 Valen
tine Apartment 1008 was interviewed and furnished the
following information

Mrs HYATT stated that she had requested Miss
BERTA PHILLIPS a friend of hers to write a letter to the
Attorney General to bring to his attention certain informa
tion which had come to her attention through demons who
spoke into her ear

She stated she has learned that the Attorney
General was interested in the syndicate known as Cosa
Nostra but she wanted to point out to the Attorney General
that the Cosa Nostra was actually the lowest echelon of the
syndicate It dealt only with the physical aspects of the
criminal situation in the United States and the world
She stated she was in touch with the highest echelon of the
"syndicate through demons and "werewolves who were con
.tinually with her and spoke to her when she was in private
In her left ear Mrs HYATT repeatedly referred to what
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she called her frequent contacts with the metaphysical
world pointing out there are sometimes five or six "beings
speaking to her at once and imparting information concern
ing happenings outside the physical world to which normal
people are restricted

Mrs HYATT 'stated that she felt she could be of
assistance to the Attorney General in his investigations
of Cosa Nostra and had in the past endeavored to contact
him by telephone and through the FBI

Mrs HYATT advised that the higher echelon.of the
"syndicate was made up of members of the House of Ax She
Stated that in 1959 she had tried to bring this information
to the attention of former President HERBERT HOOVER by let
ter She stated since she has not received answers from
letters of this type she feels that her mail has been de
layed or misdirected through activities of members of the
House of Ax

She stated she had "explored the syndicate and
has determined that there are only two men who are willing
and able to act against the syndicate and these are the
President of"the United States and the Attorney General
Mrs HYATT explained that her efforts to relate this in
formation personally to the Attorney General were based on
her belief there were very few people capable of under
standing the metaphysical world and she doubted that FBI
Agents had had adequate training in this specialized field
to equip them to handle such information

In regard to the assassination of President
Kennedy Mrs HYATT states that as is frequently done by
werewolves she feels that such a demon could have entered
the body of LEE HARVEY OSWALD assassinated the President
and then returned the body to OSWALD She stated in several
murder cases which received considerable newspaper publicity
in the Houston area she feels that the accused in these
murders was not actually the one involved but his body was
being used by werewolves

She stated it is also possible that President
KENNEDY was nbt shot from the Texas Book Depository Build
ing because werewolves could shoot him with a soundless
gun from any position c 29
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Mrs HYATT advised that the Attorney General
could learn a lot from her through the study of the activi
ties of the members of the House of Ax

When questioned for specific statem sco cern
ing the circumstances of President IcENNEDY's ssassination
Mrs HYATT related that a voice told her on ovember 18
1963 that two businessmen from Houston had gone t Dallas
on that date She identified these men as Elul CRINGER
owner of a_arge jewelry store in Houston and a SAI;O1dITZ
Za of the owners of the $akowitz artment Store .Mrs
HYATT stated she felt these two men were top leaders of the
House of Ax and the trip to Dallas was undoubtedly related
to the plans for the assassination of President KENNEDY
Mrs HYATT does not believe either of the above men was
personally involved in the actual shooting but they had
exerted their power through metaphysical forces acting on
LEE HARVEY OSWALD She stated information of this nature
is received by her not only from voices but also from "the
stars.

Mrs HYATT stated that she had had difficulty in
bringing the above information to the attention of any
responsible people because it seemed that no one wanted to
listen to her story Mrs HYATT stated she had been able
to relate this information to Mrs OSWALD the mother of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and she understood that Mrs OSWALD had
recorded her information on tape Mrs HYATT stated she
expected Mrs OSWALD would turn this tape over to the
Attorney General

Mrs HYATT advised that she was born and raised
in Germany and came to the United States in 1927

The files of the Houston Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation reflect that FLORA FILKO HYATT was
interned on December 29 1941 by an Alien.Enemy Hearing
Board sitting in the Southern District of Texas This
board held that HYATT entered the United States as a quota
immigrant at Houston Texas on December 22 1927 under
her maiden name FLORA FILKO Prior to her marriage and
after her separation from her husband she did household
and domestic work for moderate compensation She also re
ceived help from the Family Service Bureau in Houston
after separation from her husband
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The H ng Board set out that based on informa
tion furnished Tars HYATT is almost fanatical in her
loyalty to HIT R and to Germany and has so expressed her
self on numerous occasions They point out that the only
excuse for her attitude might be that she is mentally un
balanced on this subject She has also been in frequent
touch with German propaganda agents if not one herself
The board pointed out there were found in her possession
several photographs of HITLER and of German troo s in
action and writings containing Nazi propaganda

The records of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service Houston Texas reflect that Mrs HYATT is an alien

Mrs HYATT is described as folldws
.c

.~
Name FLORA 'ILKC ATT
Aliases Flora Filke'(yatt

Mrs William Harvo tt
Born February 21 1895

-Forst ermany_...
Age -6
Height 5'3
Wetght 135 pounds
Build Medium
Hair Greying
Marital status Divorced
Residence 402 Valentine Apartment 1008

_ u'stons-Texas
Occupation unemployed

r31
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At 12:00 noon Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD telephonically
contacted the Fort Worth Resident Agency and furnished the
following information ,;)

At about 11:45 A.M. Ma 1 1964 she received a
telephone call from Mr CHARL L U S Secret Service
Fort Worjh,_Tex_as In this ,conversation,.31r KUNKEL stated al f kr
he had a letter that he obtained from the FBI The letter
was dated December 6 1963 postmarked Jamaica New York X (r l x

Mr KUNKEL advised Mrs OSWALD he would like to come out to
her residence'and ask her some questions about the letter

Mrs OSWALD does not remember this letter and cannot
imagine Why he would want to talk to her in regard to this
letter

During the course of the conversation Mrs OSWALD
asked how to spell the name KUNKEL When she was advised it
is spelled K-u-n k-e-1 she said she thought it was spelled
C-o-n-n-a-1-1 She said she remembered him and at this point
she became hysterical and went into a tirade She said she
remembered him at the Inn of the Six Flags on the day of the
assassination of President JOHN P KENNEDY She continued
that KUNKEL and another Secret Service Agent Whose name she
cannot remember were with MARINA OSWALD and the two babies
Mrs OSWALD stated that KUNKEL made the statement that there
was no doubt in his mind that LEE HARVEY OSWALD assassinated
the President because his rifle was found on him Mrs
OSWALD related that she told him 'Well Just because it's
his rifle does not indicate that he assassinated the President
He is innocent until proved guilty.

Mrs OSWALD referred to MARINA OSWALD throughout the
conversation as the Russian wife and two babies

Mrs OSWALD said she told the other Secret Service

Agent,"Why the nerve of that guy Who does he think he is
The Secret Service Agent according to Mrs OSWALD stated

32
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"Well Mrs OSWALD you will have to forgive him because be
helped guard Mrs KENNEDY for 20 years. Mrs OSWALD said
she told the Secret Service Agent "I will not forgive him
because there's no sense in anyone making a statement like
that about my son.

lirs OSWALD said she was .deathly afraid of Mr
) UNKEL and is afraid that he will harm her Mrs OSWALD said
she will not let him in her house because she is afraid of

..him and does not want to have any dealings with him

Mrs OSWALD was advised that Mr IWNKBL would have
no reason to harm her that he is probably just coming out
to her house to inquire about the letter

At no time during the conversation did Mrs OSWALD
request any assistance from the FBI or to see an FBI Agent
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At approximately 12:40 S.M.. Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD
telephonically contacted the Fort'Worth Resident Agency and
advised she will not talk with Mr CHARLIE KONKEL U S

'Secret Service Agent Fort Worth Texas as she is afraid of
him She does not know whether to give this information to
the "Warren Commission or not

. 5/12/64 N Fort Worth Texas  Fi~a DL 100-10461

by Specie Agent ARNOLD J BROWN/ds Date dictated 5/12/64
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At approximately 221 P.M. May 120 1964 a summary
of the foregoing information received from Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD was furnished by SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING to SA ROGER
WARNER U S Secret Service Dallas, Texas and shortly there
after the same information was made available by SA GEMBERLING
to CHARLIE.KUNKEL V S Secret Service Port Worth Texas
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by.ap 11QpOt IC JAMBS VON WHITS/Ub Dot dictatod 5/18/64

Mrs !MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas Place telephoni
cally advised that she would like to present new evidence in
the case of her son LEE HARVEY OSWALD

She stated she had received in today's mails letter
which she would like to turn over to the two FBI Agents who in
terviewed her recently at her residence She inquired as to
the names of these two Agents and she was informed that the
Agents were SA EARLE HALEY and SA ROBLEY D MADIAND She then
requested these two Agents to-come out to her residence and
pick up this evidence as she was afraid to give this informa
tion over the telephone'as her telephone is being !'bugged.
She further stated that she had reported this to the Southwestern
Bell Telephone Company but they had done nothing about it and
there was nothing else she could do She stated that she knew
the FBI was not .tapping her telephone line She was assured
by Investigative Clerk AMU VON WHITE that,the FBI was not
*tapping .her telephone line

7'hls docoai.al oostsins math. t.aoos+.ndatton .Or eonchanosa of tA Rsl ft IS the prep.' of lb Ft! ..4 I loosed tO
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Mrs MARGUERITE C MOLD 2220 Thomas Place Fort
Worth Texas mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD furnished the fol

lowing oral informations

Mrs OSWALD stated that it is her belief that there
is "someone in this town with a badge thwarting my coves.
Mrs OSWALD said she says this because she believes that Fort
Worth Police Car No 338 is near her all the time and as a
matter of fact for the past two months she has observed this
particular car on the west side of Fort Worth on the east side
of Fort Worth and points in between and believes that the
car surely must be following her

Mrs OSWALD said further that it is'her belief someone
is listening in oa her telephone She said she has called this
to the attention of officials of the telephone company and they
have assured her there is no one listening on her telephone=
however Mrs OSWALD said she intends to again call this to
the attention of high officials at the telephone company and
request they send a personal representative out to look at her
telephone lines

Mrs OSWALD said further that it is her belief her
mail is being opened before she receives it Mrs OSWALD said
she now has a post Office Box which is 9578 and is located
at the Arlington Heights Substation at Fort Worth She said
she receives all her nail at this Poet Office now and does not
have a home delivery even though letters come to her addressed
to her street address oa Thomas Place.

Mrs C WALA h.bited a letter and envelope which
envelope was postmarked May 16 19E4 at Fort W rth Texas
and the letter within was signed by an A HITLOCK 309
Grace_ 0treet .Ja _wprth Texas The letter in substance
was that WHITLOCK told Mrs OSWALD "It's took, about you
having to drive a ten-year-old car and now have a new car.
The letter continued by saying that she and her ei"hty-five ear

WA Burin e
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first period of her troubles that the checks were cashed and
Mrs OSWALD had not even thanked them for the checks

Mrs OSWALD further stated the letter had been opened
when she received it from her Poet Office Box and the end opened
had been stapled closed She said she immediately called this
to the attention of Mr REDDING Superintendent of Mails at.the
Arlington Heights Post Office Substation and Mr RIDDING had
given her a typewritten memorandum to the effect that the letter
had been cut open and stapled Mrs OSWALD said it is possible
this letter could have been opened for some reason by.WBITLOCK
prior to WHITLOCK's mailing the letter and that she,_'Mrs OSWALD
was`attempting to telephonically contact WHITLOCK in order to
ascertain this but to date had been unable to contact this
person Mrs OSWALD said that if WHITLOCK did not open this
letter herself prior to mailing that this is another example of
her being "thwarted.

Mrs OSWALD said-further she believes her sOn is inno
cent of the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY and she
is continuing her investigation into the matter She said the
President's Commission in Washington D C. apparently'ran't
do anything because there is a "Red working on the.Com+nission
Mrs OSWALD exhibited a newspaper story datelined Washington
D C. May 11 1964 by United Press to the effect that Senator
) RL MUNDT South Dakota said in the article that a "Red front
man had been hired as a hundred-dollar-a-day consultan for the I
Warren Commission, and described this man as ~JOR)4 gitaR The
article continued by saying that MUNDT told the Senate he under

,atood that 'possibly a second representative from a-communist
front organization-is-employed by the Commission Mtsg OSWALD
stated she intends to write Senator MUNDT and obtain-the-name
of the second individual with whom he is concerned who is working
on the President's Commission in Washington D C Mrs OSWALD
said this is one reason she is continuing her private investiga
tion into the matter as she does not feel 'justice will be done
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Mrs OSWALD said NORMAN REDLE:H is Mr RANKIN's right-hand _
man on the Commission Mrs OSWALD said she knows this from having
testified before this Commission

Mrs OSWALD stated she bad made charges against two Secret

,eryice Agent to the president's Commis ion at the time she testi
fied and that these two men are III OWARD and CHARLES KUNKEL
She said she first met both of them a the Inn of the Six Fiago T--.-X
at which time KUNKEL appeared to be 'very upset.` She said this
was shortly after the assassination at which time she her daughter
in-law MARINA OSWALD and MARINA'a two children were taken to the
Inn of the Six Flags Mrs OWXALD said she asked MIKE HOWARD
"What is wrong with him? pointing to KUN EL4 and said MC 1ARD told
her KUNKEL was upset because he had guarded JACQUELINE KENNEDY for
two years

Mrs OSWALD said she is actually "afraid of HOWARD and
KUNKEL and does not want anything to do with either person Mrs
OSWALD said about two weeks ago KUNKEL called her on-the telephone
wanting to make an appointment concerning a letter Secret Service
had and she refused to allow him to come to her home.

Mrs OSWALD said further she believes that PETER GREGORY
a person who was interpreting for the Secret Service at the Inn of
the Six Flags MIKE HOWARD and CHARLES KUNKEL were the ones who
influenced MARISA OSWALD not to live .with her or to have anything
to do with her Mts OSWALD said at that time ROBERT OSWALD her
son told her that MARINA did not want to have anything-to do with
her and the reason MARINA would not talk to her was because of
"Just the way you're acting now Mother. Mrs MAID-said the
was acting no more than'a mother would under the circumstances
Mrs OSWALD said that ROBERT will not have anything to -do with her
at the present time and does not contact her She said MARINA
-OSWALD does not contact her
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Mrs OSWALD said further it is her opinion MIKE HOWARD
and CHARLES KUNKEL influenced MARINA to sign a contract with a
man named MARTIN and an attorney named THORNE and it is her
belief these two would be cheating her two grandchildren out of
money

Mrs OSWALD said further that when MARINA OSWALD went
to Washington D C. to appear before the President's Commission
that she left the small child in-Dallas and Mrs OSWALD said she
believes MIKE HOWARD made MARINA do this on n threat that the
child would be harmed if MARINA did not'do what HOWARD told her
to do Mfrs OSWALD said she knows MARINA well enough that she
does not believe MARINA would have ever left her child in Dallas
and gone to Washington D C. alone unless ills had left the
child due to a threat from MIKE HaAARD

Mrs OSWALD said that all the information concerning
KUNKEL and H RARD had been-given by her to the President's
Commission at the time she testified before them Mrs OSWALD
said 'I fully expect to be recalled by the Commission in the
future to give more evidence.

Mrs OSWALD stated.she trusts no one any longer in
this matter but the Federal Bureau of Investigation and she
does not desire to give any information to anyone Mrs OSWALD
said 'Ws are on the same team, because the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is investigating and 'so am I. Mrs OSWALD said
she was going to continue her investigation into the assassination
of President KENNEDY
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D Record of Medical Treatment for Mrs
MARGUERITE OSWALD and ROBERT OSWALD
at Fort Worth Texas
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.On March 2 1964 Mr WILL".AM MC KENZIE attorney
for MARINA OSWALD and ROBERT L OSWALD advised SA VINCENT E
DRAIN that a REX JOHNSON a physician in Fort Worth Texas
had treated ROBERT OSWALD and LEE HARVEY OSWALD during their
youth and that be was furnishing such information in the event
it was desired to conduct any investigation pertaining to this

On March 10 1964 a check of the Fort Worth telephone
directory b ..SA EARLE HALEY failed to reflect "a listing for a
Dr SON in  Fort Worth A check of the names of all
physics s and surgeons listed'-in Fort Worth also failed to
reflect the name Dr REX JOHNSON.,j5o 5

On April 13 1964 Mr WILLIAM A MC KENZIE attorney
for MARINA OSWALD and ROBERT L OSWALD at Dallas Texas advised
SA VINCENT E DRAIN that with-regard to his having furnished
previously the name of Dr REX JOHNSON at Fort Worth as having
treated the OSWALD children several years ago in Fort Worth he
had s nce learned that this doctor's name was actually Dr REX
J OWARD who has offices at 930 5th Avenue,..Fort_Worth

`~Fexas telephone number ED 5-4174
/. /) (4o idgl Sd

4
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Mrs MAXIN S KER Business Manager Rex Howard
Clinic 930 Fifth Avenue furs

ff UI'R A 7exr
Records of the clinic"'reflec* Mre MARGUERITE

OSWALD 3124 West 5th first received treatment at this clinic
under Dr REX HOWARD on August 11 1959 She complained of

pains in her right shoulder and neck She stated these pains
were caused by an injury received while working for King Candy
Company at a local department store in Fort Worth Texas
She claimed a box fell.on her face while working behind a

candy counter She was last seen by Dr REX HOWARD in October
1959 Mrs OSWALD also asked Dr HOWARD to write some kind of

letter to a branch of the armed services telling them she was

injured disabled and needed her son LEE OSWALD dismissed
from the service to provide for her Dr HOWARD refused to

write any type of letter

Mrs OSWALD did not pay for any medical services
until she received a settlement from the insurance company
for the accident which happened While working for King Candy

Company

In August 1959 Mrs OSWALD listed ber address as

3124 West 5th Street In October 1959 she listed her address

as 1013 5th Avenue in Fort Worth

ROBERT OSWALD was treated by Dr REX HOWARD as an

emergency patient at Harris Hospital in Fort Worth on July 18

1961 for pains in his back He later came to Dr HOWARD for

treatments of these pains and was dismissed on February 1

1962 He paid his bill promptly

LEE HARVEY OSWALD has never been a patient of Dr

REX HOWARD

At the time of.the assassination Mrs WALKER and

Dr HOWARD discussed the OSWALD family and they recalled Mrs

OSWALD the mother and ROBERT being patients but commented
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that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was never a patient and they did not
recall ever seeing LEE HARVEY OSWALD Mrs WALKER recalled
that Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD talked a great deal about her

hardships and that everyone was against her

Mrs WALKER advised Dr REX HOWARD is out of the

city and will be gone for-epproxis.ately two week. She
stated Dr HOWARD could not add any information other than
that whidh is shown in the medical records of the clinic
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E Associates Acquaintances and Others Allegedly
An Past Contact With LEE HARVEY OSWALD

'Investigation Reflecting Manner in
Which LEE HARVEY OSWALD Obtained
Names of Individuals With Russian
Background in Dallas Fort Worth Area

Background Information on Mrs LYDIA
DYMITRUR an Associate of MARINA OSWALD

Information Concerning Miss YABRO OKUI
Who Attended Party at Dallas, Texas in
December 1962 at Which LEE HARVEY OSWALD
in Attendance

Information Reflecting NICHOLAS PETRULLI and
ROBERT WEBSTER in Russia About Same TLme as
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

.Investigation Relating to GEORGE HEIDEL
to Determine Any Possible Connection With
LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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1 Investigation Reflecting Manner in
Which LEE HARVEY OSWALD Obtained
Name of Individuals With Russian
Background in Dallas Fort Worth Area
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Mr PETER PAUL'~GREGORY Geologist continental_NationalBank_
_Building was recontacted and furnished the following information

TeX(
GREGORY.rrecal1ed that when LEE RAR OS fifst-4ontacted

him be told him/that he had obtained GREGORY'S name from someone at
the For QrtJPublic Library GREGORY has conducted classes in
Russian at the Fort Worth Public Library for about four years Be
stated he had made inquiry at the Fort Worth Public Library but had
been unable to locate anyone who had talked to OSWALD and might have
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by Sp.cial As.nt

Mr N
ARK Atorney Ridglea State_ Bank Building

T
/

.u ished the following formation
 w __._

`_

CLARK recalled that during the first interview he was not _
.vpure as to the source of OSWALD\in obtaining the name of Mrs CLARK

%Iut
first thought it might have been the F rt Worth Public Library

He later talked to his wife Mrs :GAL and she said that when
OSWALD called her the first time he tol her he had obtained her name
from some person at the Texas Employment Commission CLARK further
advised that his wife vaguely recalled that OSWALD might have told
her the name of this person was SMITH but she was not certain as to
this information CLARK advised that his sister works at the Texas

-Employment Commission and one of his aunts was employed there for
many years until her death three years ago He related that many
persons at the Texas Employment Commission are acquainted with him
and also know that I s wife is fro$ 'rance and is of Russian descent
CLARK stated he and his wife had made some inquiry out of curiosity
to try to learn the name of the person who gave Mrs CLARK'' Hire to
OSWALD but they had not been successful

r lie
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Mr ARLISS7~VIXON,er.,9rt_Worth Pu_bli_c Library
furnished the following information

He and his assistants had checked all library records in
the past but had failed to develop the names of any individuals at
this library who might have given the name of PETER GREGORY to LEE
HARVEY OSWALD NIXON was unable to furnish any information concerning
any person who might have given this name to OSWALD
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Mrs VIRGIN rA iALE 6473 Fortune Road,_employed in the_
Jo ,lecemept_Diyision of Texas Employment Commission furnished the

~ olllowing information

She recalled LEE HARVEY OSWALD quite well and she sent him
out on the job to the Leslie Welding Company Mrs HALE stated she
did not give the names of MAX CLARK or PETER GREGORY to OSWALD but
she believed that Mrs ANNIE LAURIE SMITH of Texas Employment
Commission might have furnished the name of CLARK to OSWALD

.5/13/64 "t Fort Worth Texas File DL 100-10461

EARLS HALEY and
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Mrs ANNIE LAURI1r MITH 301 S Bowen_Road,.Arlington
?exas employed as a Counselor at a Texas Employment Commission

.furnished the following'-information

She has been so employed for the past nine years She
interviewed LEE HARVEY OSWALD in June of 1962 when he came to this
office seeking a job OSWALD had not been to the employment office
before and was not sure as to his qualifications for any particular
type of job In applicants of this type the Counselors interview
these persons to obtain their background their job experience
and try to advise them the type of job they might best be qualified
for Mrs SMITH talked to LEE HARVEY OSWALD on two different
occasions She recalled that at times he was quite cooperative

-"then other times he acted rather moody and did not want to furnish
some of the information

Near the close of the last interview LEE HARVEY OSWALD
mentioned to Mrs SMITH that his wife was from Russia that she-
could only speak the Russian language and he would like to get
acquainted with any persons in Fott Worth who might speak the
Russian language and in this way his wife could talk to them and

maybe they could make more friends in Fort Worth Mrs SMITH
advised she is personally acquainted with Mr and Mrs PETER PAUL
GREGORY and she wrote the name of Mr GREGORY on a piece of paper

:showing the office number and phone number of Mr GREGORY and she

gavel this to LEE HARVEY OSWALD During part of this conversation
a Mrs HALL,sitting at the next desk to Mrs SMITH overheard the
conversation and mentioned to Mrs SMITH that Mrs MAX CLARK who
lives in Fort Worth is of Russian descent and speaks Russian and
also French Mrs SMITH recalls Mrs HALL wrote the name and

phone number of Mrs CLARK on a slip of paper handed it to Mrs

SMITH and she in turn passed it on to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mrs SMITH advised she was not personally acquainted with
Mr or Mrs MAX'CLARK but had heard of them She stated that Mrs
HALL never talked to OSWALD and she only furnished the'name of
Mrs CLARK to Mrs SMITH and she in turn gave it to OSWALD

tj
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Hrs SMITH stated that LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not discuss

any politics or anything about the governments of the United States
or Russia and that she only talked to him about his past
employment and the type of Work he had done prior to going to
Russia also the work he had done in Russia and if he had done

any work since he had returnid from Russia She stated he wanted
the names of these individuals so that he and his wife might visit
them and OSWALD's wife would then be able to talk to these people
in Russian since she could not speak any English
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2 Background Information on Mrs LYDIA
DYMITRUK an Associate of MARISA OBWALD
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Mr MAX CLARK attorney Ridglea State Bank Building
furnished the following informations

His wife is "a White Russian Who was reared in
France and CLARK met her in France during World War II Her
family still resides in France Mr and Mrs CLARK had become
acquainted with practically all persons of Russian background
in the Dallas Fort Worth area

CLARK advised he had known LYDIA DYMITRUK since she
moved to Fort Worth during the fall of 1963 He bad heard of
her in Dallas prior to that time but was not personally
acquainted with her

CLARK related that LYDIA DYMITRUK was born in Russia
and that she later went to Belgium Where she lived in Brussels
for a number of years She still has a sister,who resides in
Brussels and DYMITRUK corresponds with this sister at regular
intervals Her mother still resides in Russia and she communi
cates with her mother through the sister in Brussels Belgium
CLARK did not know the name or address of the sister or the
mother.

DYMITRUK was previously married While she lived in
Brussels but he did not know this husband's name She was
later married to a man named PAUL DYMITRUK Who has lived in
Dallas for a number of years CLARK was not personally
acquainted

with
,PAUL DYMITRUK

LYDIA DYMITRUK resides in an apartment 3542 enh

llStreeOf
She goes with a boy friend named ALNLERER ~,1ho

resides in another apartment at the same address of 3542 Kent
KLEINLERER is a Frenchman and came to this country from France
He is employed by Lomo Industries Inc. of Fort Worth Texas

CLARK advised that LYDIA DYMITRUK,'.in his opinion is
not too smart is slow to catch on to things iri this country
and that she had a great deal of trouble learning the English

en 5/6/64 at Fort Worth Texas File DL 100-10461
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language She speaks fairly good English at this time but still
has a decided accent and sometimes has trouble with the proper
words She has always talked about the United States Ina very
friendly manner. She likes It in this country and does.not care
to go back to Russia or even to Belgium CLARK bad never heard
her make any derogatory statements concerning the United States
She does not impress him as being the type Who would be involved
i,n politics or know much about the operation of any type of
government

CLARK and his wife have been fairly good friends with
DYMITRUK and YLEINLERER for the past six or eight months
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Miss SURITA STEPHENS Personnel Department Neiman
Marcus Store furnished the following information from ber

'employment records /
s N-c fr!~arOtc

~

An application of LYD YMITRUKf reflects 'DYMITRUK f)/ i!
was employed by Neiman-Marcus in Fort Worth on November 18 ~(! !
1963 _ She is still employed as a saleslady in this store

Her residence address is listed a3 3542/ Kent Street Fort
Worth. Texas Her divorced former husband's name is not shown
She has no children and did not list any relatives The person
to notify in case of emergency was reflected as Mr ALEX
KLEINLERER 3542 Kent Street Fort Worth Texas a friend

, ' / ..t (/,, j /,r /.
Her application listed the following previous employ

cient record /id Ir4fie/1 L:rfi
f

Attended beauty sdhool Brussels Belgium date not ~

cashier in the evenings 1962-1963

The employment record reflected that the information
from former employers in Dallas Texaa was favorable

LYDIA DYMITRUK's date of birth was reflected as

April a 1926 intussia

J
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Mr JEFF WOOSIEY Chief Clerk of Immigration it
NaturaliFation Service Dallas Texas advised that their
record All 755 475 for LIMA DYMITRUK nee BERDDAMSRRJA
reflects she was born pr 2 1926 in Rostov USSR was
divorced from MRBL RELBT and was married to PAWEL
DYMITRUK who in 19 9 'aided in Room 609 at the
Dallas Texas

L ,erki
Mrs 'DYMITRUK made application waste=-die "United

States on December 3 1958 giving her ad ress at that tizae
as 56 Rue Americans Ixelles Belgium B e gave her destina
tion in the United States as he1(~,,huf;baand listed her nearest
relative in Belgium as AN ER NS JA sister who resided J(_

at Rue B Bradford 66,x Eek,_Be1gium Her description" i
was listed as height 5.30 eyes blue hair black weight
125 nationality Belgian Ethnic origin Russian race white
sex female She stated is this application that she resided
from 1926 to 1942 in the Soviet Unions from '1942 to 1945 in
Germany from 1945 58 in Belgium Mrs DYMITRUK listed
her father as IN ~i@BRDOAN XI of Chizaaka ja l2 rvoaraieky
Poselakt~g~ tav boa,_ y8_R mother ILOVA sans address

This file reflected that Visa Petition 825385 on
Mrs DYMITRUK had been approved by the Iaigration & Naturali
sation Service Office in Detroit Michigan on January 7 1957
The petitition'was made by her husband This visa petition re
flected that Mrs DYIC;TRUK was convicted on September 17 1952
in Belgium on the charge of adultery and fined fifty francs
She stated she had applied for and been refused a United States
visa on September 25 1952 She also stated in'this application
for In igraetl that she had 'remitted several times at parties
of a group of Soviet patriots in Belgium between 1949 and 1952

Mrs DYMITRUK according to these records held a
Belgium Pasaport,.Nor.G033463/6572 issued on September 28

.1956 good until September 27 1960 She was granted Immigration

.) l
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Visa No 1044 under the USSR quota on January 29 1959 by
the United States Consulate in Antwerp Belgium and she
entered the United States on March 4 1959 at New York City
on the 8S United States.

Mrs DYMITRUK'$ file also reflected affidavits from
THOMAS TYcE6LLOwAY Field Secretary of the.American..Bible
Society of .Dallas Texas who stated he knew Mrs DYMITRUK's
husband and stated he was of good character having joined
the

First Baptist Church in Dallas on June 29 1958 Mts
ANNA 8 LL of Dallas Texa s j Mr J

Jun!
29

of Dallas
Texas and Mrs J833I$ FFERS Director of_the Young
People! JQciety_at the First Baptist Church in Dallas also
furnished affidavits as to the good character of PAWEL` YMITRUK

This record on Mrs DYMITRUK reflected that of March
20 19590 she furnished the address of 814 Mount Auburn Street
Dallas Texas On July 15 1959 she furnished the address of
4448 Abbott Street Dallas Texas giving her employment as
with -the Sam wing Company in Dallas On July 9 1963 Mrs
DYMITRUK stated she was at that time living at 3737 Carolyn
Road Fort North Texas having previously lived at 4635 McKinney
Street in Da llts On November 23 1963 Mrs DYMITRUK furnished
the address of 3542 Kent Street Fort Worth Texas

r
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.t On December 5 1958 Mr PAWBL DYMITRUK contacted the
Dallas Office of the FBI and advised he is presently residing
in the downtown YMCA Dallas Texas Mr DYMITRUK requested
to speak to an Agent of the FBI and was interviewed by 8A JAMBS
P BOSTY JR

DYMITRUK stated he was originally from the Soviet Union
having served in the Soviet Army during World War II and is
presently a refugee in this country having fled from the Soviet
Union during World War II

DYMITRUK stated he contacted the Dallas Office of the
FBI to determine if he could obtain a security clearance since
due to his Russian background he finds great difficulty in se
curing employment DYMITRUK was advised that the FBI does not
grant security clearances and this office would not be able to
assist him in this matter

On May 23 1961 Mr PAWL DYMITRUK who at that time
gave his address as 312 North Gilpin Avenue Apartment 202 Dallas
Texas contacted the Dallas Office of the FBI and requested to see
8A JAMBS P UOSTY JR

DYMITRUK stated he was having difficulty obtaining a

job in view of his Russian background and stated he had recently
divorced his wife and that everything was going wrong and he wanted
the FBI to assist him DYMITRUK was again advised that the FBI
does not grant security clearances and that there was nothing this
office could do to assist) m

v ./
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PAUr IMITRIK 3785 Legendary Line Apartment 123

Dallas Texas advised he was formerly known as PAWEL DYMITRUK
and that he is presently employed as an Engineer with Geophysical
Services Inc. a division of Texas Instruments with offices in
the Exchange National Bank Building Dallas Texas.)

pr
-/xu 4hhff i

Mr DIMITRIK advised he was formerly married to LYDIA
DIMITRIK nee BERDJANSKAJA also known as LIDS DYMITRUK
DIMITRIK advised they were married in Belgium in July 1956
and divorced in Dallas.on December 21 l96u "'DIMITRIK stated
that according to his former wife she was born in Rostov on
the Don in the USSR and at age 15 she was taken together
with her older ester ANNA to Germany as a slave laborer
Following the end of World War II DIMITRIK advised his former
wife and sister both married Belgium citizens whom they had
met in Germany,"and they moved to Belgium DIMITRIK advised
that his former wife's first husband's name was KARL last name
unrecalled but he does recall it was a Flemish name DIMITRIK
stated his former sister-in-law was married to a man whose last
name wasPDUCHAT She is qv_ ivarced and is living with a
Russian whose last name 11ACKIWITCH first name unknown
This Russian was allegedly formerly in the Vlassov Forces
during World War II

6,a G/.,~ /

DIMITRIK advised that his former wife's parents still
reside in the Soviet Union and that her father ies arrested by
the Soviet Army when they reoccupied Rostov because they had
not evacuated Rostov in accordance with Soviet orders Re
was therefore accused of collaborating with the Germans
and was held in Soviet prison for a number of months before
being released

DIMITRIK stated he met his former wife through her
sister ANNA in 1954 having previously mat his former wife's
sister while studying at the University of Louvain DIMITRIK

.stated that,before he met his former wife she had been living
with a man named VASILIY last name unknown According to
DIMITRIK this VASILIY had been active in the National Labor

~ st Dallas

((
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Alliance (8wS) an anti-Soviet Russian emigre organization and
had served as a Lieutenant in the Vlassov Forces during World
War Ii DIMI;:RIK explained that he also had served in the
Vlaasov Forces which was a large force of Soviet citizens who
fought with the Germans against the Soviet Union during World
War II being made up mostly of captured Soviet military troops
DIMITRIK further stated that this individual named VASILIY later
returned to the'Soviet Union and he has heard conflicting stories
as to the reason for his return some people flames untscallcd
stating that he VASILIY had been pressured into returning
through pros:sure on his parents in the Sovist Union other in
dividuals names unrecallsd stating VASILIY was actually*
Soviet agent working in the V'lassov Forces and later in the NTS
forces and reporting to the Soviets as to their activities

DIN TRIK"stated he did not .elieve his former wife
ever knowingly assisted VASILIY in any pro-Soviet activities
Be stated hisfo wife was opposed to communism and the Soviet
Union. However he has no proof whether she did or did not
assist VASILIY

DIMaTRIK stated that prior to the time he Beet his
wife when she was married to a Belgium citizen nBaed 1~WftL
last nsass unknown his farmer wife had attended saverai social
meetings and dances given by the organization known as-Uhitsd
Soviet Patriots in Belgium which DIl6ITRIK described as a pro
Soviat organiz.atioc DIrlTRIR stated that from information
available to him his wife was = Aar doctor's cars and was
suffering fro* what Di :RIK described as see tal trouble and
the Belgium doctor whose naxa ha does not know advised his
former wife to associate with other Russian-speaking individuals
She then attended 'swaral social mastings of this group prior
to her divorce from has first husband DIXXTS.IC stated that
after his first wine divorced 'her first husbind she began
associating wAth Russians who wars active in the NT3 and appar
ently mat VASILIY through this group since he was reportedly
quite active in the NT3 DI1&IR advised that his former wife
was also acquainted with the'leadar of the *'S in Belgium but
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he does not recall his name However DIMITRIK does recall
this individual suffered from a lung disease He also recalls
she was a friend of a taxi"driver name unknown who was active
in the i11TS at Br zssels .Belgium and a woman nam last
name unknown who is now in New York City

DIICTRIK stated he began living with his former wife
about six months-before they were married which was in July
1956 and he DIMITRIK did not want to become associated with
the WS and his former wife then stopped associating with these
individuals DIMITRIK stated that he married his former wife
about two days before he left Belgium to come to the United
States in July 1956 and he finally succeeded in bringing her
to the United States in March 1959 DIMITRIK stated he came
to the United States first and then got'the necessary papers
to bring his former wife to the United states

~,/~
DIMITRIK stated that when he came to Dallas he met

GEORG!?) U IE on one occasion but did not associate with BOUEE
or his group since he DIMITRIK is a Baptist and BOUT was
associated with the Russian Orthodox Church in Dallas DIMITRIK
stated that his former wife li $car was a member o e Russian
Orthodox Church in Dallas and therefore associated wi GBORGE
BOUHB and his friends

DIMITRIK stated that he never at any time ever met
LEE HARVBY OSWALD or his wife MARINA OSWALD and to the best
of his knowledge his former wife never met either individual
However he is not certain she could not have met the OSWALDS
after their divorce in 1960
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Miss DUNYA CAMM0t Deputy Clerk Domestic Relations

Court Dallas County Texas advised that their file 60-7257 re

flects that on December 15 1960 LYDIA BERDJANSKAJA DYMITRUK

filed a divorce suit against PAUL DYMITRUK

This divorce petition reflects that they were married

on June 27 1956 in Brussels Belgium and had resided in Dallas

Texas for more than one year and had separated on December 13
1960 There were no children by this marriage and PAUL DYMITRUK
resided at 4448 Abbott Street in Dallas The attorney was COOPER

BIANKENSHIP On May 8 1961 PAUL DYMITRUK filed a petition
w giving all rights in is divorce suit and on May 12 1961

a Mrs EUGENIB SIMSO ELSON 4107.Gi1bert.Street Dallas Texas
filed an affidavit stating that LYDIA and PAUL DYMITRUK had been
residents of Dallas Texas for over one year On May 12 1961
Judge BETH WRIGHT of the Domestic Relations Court Dallas County
Texas granted the divorce
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Mrs LYDIA DYMITRUK 3542 Kent Street Fort Worth

"exam, advised that she first mat MARINA OSWALD in either October
or November 1962 when a friend of hers named ANNA LLER asked
her to assist MARINA OSWALD in taking her sick chil to a doctor
lire DYMITRUK stated it was on a Tuesday that she went to MAIN
OSWALD's apartment in the Oak Cliff area of Dallas Texas and
then took her to Parkland Hospital in Dallas Texas .They ar
rived at this hospital sometime between 9:00 AM and 10:00 AM
and the doctor present said that there would be no doctor to
see children until about 6:00 PM that evening Mrs DYMITRUX
stated they then went ta.the Children's Hospital in Dallas Texas
but were refused service there so she took MARINA OSWALD back
to her apartment but since Mrs OSWALD's little girl was still

ill she agreed to return that evening and fake MARINA OSWALD and
her daughter to the Parkland Hospital

Mrs DYMITRUK stated she returned to the apartment of
MARINA OSWALD shortly before 6:00 PM At this time LEE OSWALD
had returned from work and had started eating his supper When
MARINA OSWALD told IFS OSWALD she wanted to take the baby to the
hospital for treatment he told her that it wasn't necessary
that there was nothing wrong with the child However after
arguing with LES OSWALD for a period of time he finally agreed
to accompany them to Parkland Hospital After arriving at Park
land Hospital t'nty examined MARINA OSWALD's daughter and gave
her some medicine They than gave LEE OSWALD a slip and told
him to go to the cashier The cashier asked LSE OSWALD where
he worked and he stated that he didn't work that he did not
receive unemployment compensation and that he lived through
the assistance of his friends Mrs DYMITRUK stated MARINA
OSWALD understood snout% English to know what LSE OSWALD was
saying and she called him a liar in the Russian language The
cashier then gave LES OSWALD a slip of paper and he put it in
his pocket and walked out without paying

Mrs DYMITRUK stated the next time she saw MARINA OSWALD
was in about May 1963 when she Mrs DYMITRUK was working in a
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Wyatt Grocery Store in Irving Texas !S.RINA OSWALD entered

this store with a woman *o Mrs DYMITRUK stated she later

learned was Mrs RUTH PAINE Mrs DYMITRUK stated she talked

to MARINA for a short while then Mrs PAINE started talking
to them in what Mrs DYMITRUK described as broken Russian
Mrs DYMITRUK stated she asked Mrs PAINE if she was of Russian
descent and how she learned Russian Mrs PAINE told her she

learned Russian in College and Mrs OSWALD was staying with her

so that she Mrs PAINE could improve her Russian languages
ability

MARINA OSWALD then advised Mrs DYMITRUK that her

husband LEE OSWAlD was now in New Orleans and had a job and

that she )RD OSWALD would join him in that city very shortly
Mrs DYMITRUK stated MAMA OSWALD and Mrs PAINE then departed
in Mrs PAINE"s station wagon

Mrs DYMITRUK advised that to the best of her knowledge
her former husband PAUL DIMITRIK had never met or talked to
either LEE or 'MARINA OSWALD

Mrs .DYMITRUK furnished the following background 'in

formation on herself

She was born on April 2 1926 in Rostov on the Don)

USSR maiden name RE-KrISANSKAJA In 1942 when she was not

quite sixteen years old, the German Army captured Rostov and

shortly thereafter took a large number of the young people from

the city back to Germany as slave laborers. Mrs DYMITRUK stated
she and her older sister AN were among those taken to

Germany They were bpth assigned as domestic helpers in

Thvsseldorf Germany Shortly before the American Army captured
, ""this city 't in 1945 all non-Germans were removed to a prison
camp and shortly before the American Army arrived -Mrs DYMITRUK
stated she together with her sister and two Belgians escaped
from this camp When the American Army arrived the various
non-German groups were placed in camps according to their na

. tionality and she and her sister went with the two Belgian
.citizens to the'Belgian camp rather than go to a Russian camp
since it was learned that all of the Russian citizens would be
forced to return to Russia and she and her sister did not desire

cf
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to return to the Soviet Union because they realized them was
a much better standard of living in western Europe Mts
DYMITRUK advised that a short time later a French Army Officer
came to the camp where they were staying and told Mar and her
sister they would have to move to a Russian camp However when
they told this French Army Officer they did not desire to return
to the Soviet Union he said that the only way they could avoid
this was to marry Belgian citizens Mrs DYMITRUK stated she
had been living with KARL.VERBIST a Belgian citizen so she
was married by an American Army Chaplain to him and thus per
mitted to remain in the Belgian camp They were later trans
ferred to Liege Belgium and finally returned to her husband's
home in Antwerp Belgium

Mrs DYMITRUK stated that during this period the Soviet
Government was permitted to send repatriation officers throughout
western Europe in an attempt to talk Russian citizens into re
turning to the Soviet Union Mrs DYMITRUK stated she was con
tacted several times but refused to return to the Soviet Union

In 1949 when she was still married to KARL VBRBLST
she attended several social meetings of the Union of Soviet
Patriots in Belgium Mrs DYMITRUK stated she knew that this
organization was pro-Soviet and was controlled by the communists
however she went to the meetings for social reasons to meet other
Russian people and to dance and see movie films Mrs DYMITRUK
explained that at this time the Belgium Government would not
force any Soviet citizens to return to the Soviet Union so-she
felt perfectly safe in attending meetings of this organization
for purely social reasons even though she knew this organization
to be communist controlled Mrs DYMITRUR stated that after
1946 she started receiving letters from her mother,.who advised
her that her father had been put in prison by the Russians for
a short while in 1945 apparently because her father would not
retreat from Rostov when the German Army occupied that city Her



Mrs DYMITRUR further explained that another reason
she attended meetings of the Union of Soviet Patriots in Belgium
was because she had what she described as mental trouble and also
had considerable trouble with her mother-in-law and father-in-law
and the doctor urged her to associate with other Russian people.
Because of these troubles Mrs DYMITRUK stated she then left-her
husband in Antwerp and went to Brussels where her sister Ate.
now named BOUCNAT resided

4
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-f
'mother urged Mrs DYMITRUK and her sister to remain in Belgium

qpd sot to return to the Soviet Union

6cf '
Mrs DYMITRUK stated that while in Brussels she began

living with a man named VASILI~STENKO who had formerly served
in the Vlassov forces which Mid DYMITRUK described as an Army
force which fought .with the Germans against the Soviet Union during
World War II being made up of Russian prisoners of war KOSTENKO
according to Mrs DYMITRUK was a Lieutenant in the Vlassov forces
and when she met him he was a leader of an anti-communist group
which Mrs DYMITRUK stated was called either Cvomr or Chohp This
group was not connected with the National Labor Alliance (NTS)
but cooperated with the NTS and was made up of former members of
the Vlassov forces Mrs DYMITRUK stated she lived with KOSTENKO
for two or three years and left him because he drank too.much.
According to Mrs DYMITRUK she helped KOSTENKO in his work in
this organization but she cannot recall the names of any other
individuals in this group Mrs DYMITRUK stated that KOSTENKO's
father was allegedly a Russian engineer who was shot by the Soviet
Government because of rlligious beliefs and that his mother was

allegedly Polish and he had escaped being sent back to Russia
after the war by posing as a Pole

Mrs DYMITRUK stated KOSTENKO was a very militant anti
communist and had tried to join a group of individuals who were

parachjted into the Belorussia area of the Soviet Union Accord
ing to Mrs DYMITRUK this group was captured immediately by the
Soviet Government as soon as they landed and they were all al
legedly shot KOSTENKO then became quite upset about this matter
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anQ stopped associating with his Russian friends in Brussels
Mrs DYMITRUK stated that she had meanwhile left KOSTENKO and
she later heard he went to Germany and then returned to the
Soviet Union Mrs DYMITRUK stated she did not believe KOSTENKO
was a Soviet agent and she stated that he was a militant anti
communist and had returned to the Soviet Union because his at

tempts to fight communism through refugee groups had apparently
failed and she believed he had gone back to the Soviet Union 1 ~
to fight communism inside the Soviet Union

When Mrs DYMITRUK was asked how she thought KOSTENKO
could fight communism from inside the Soviet Union she merely
stated that she was sure be was an anti-communist and not a
Soviet agent

Mrs DYMITRUK stated she read in a Russian language
newspaper in Belgium of KOSTENKO"s return to the Soviet.Unien
but has heard nothing further from him or about him

Mrs DYMITRUK stated that a short time later she

began living with PAUL DIMITRIK who immigrated to the United
States in'1956 Mrs DYMITRUK stated that in 195Z when she

attempted to join him in the United States she was denied an
American visa because of her past membership in the Union of
Soviet Patriots in Belgium However after two or three yeats
her former husband succeeded in getting a visa for her and she
entered the United States in 1959 Mrs DYMITRUK stated she
and her former husband were divorced in Dallas in 1960 and she
has not seen her former husband since that time

Mrs DYMITRUK stated that she wanted it to be known
that she was never a"dothmunist or a communist sympathizer and
was not pro-Soviet in Slay manner and hooped to become a citizen
of the United States in the near future
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3 Information Concerning Miss Y EKO OKUI
Who Attended Party at Dallas Texas in
December 1962 at Which LEE HARVEY
OSWALD in Attendance



travel to the United States in 1959 ~._ "-~7

As a matter of background Miss OM advised her father
was a practicing attorney~in Bumoto City Japan until the time
of his death pproximately four years ago and that her mother
Dirs TOX II--'is presently a Certified public Accountant operat
ing accounting firms in Bumoto Citand ltakayamac City Miss
ORUI advised she attended Wasada University in Tokyo for three
and one.half years majoring in business Administration and
Economics She advised she did not receive a degree from this
university but lacks only the submission of a thesis which
she plans to submit upon her return .In addition Miss OKUI

/5/64
1 Dow:

YAE OKUI 564E Loring Drive Apartment 149
Dallas,-Texas was ontacted at her residence for interview

4 Kiss OKUI advised she was born January 19 1933 f "

Tokyo Japan and resided at the residence of her parents 843
Yamashita-Chol_$umoto.City,-_8yogo Prefecture Japan -until her N =

completed seven years of study at the Bogetsu School of Profession.
al Flower Arrangement at Tokyo for which she received a :Teacher's
Certificate allowing her to practice professional flower arrange
srant teaching throughout the world Miss OKUI advised she is
further proficient in Kato music which Miss OKUI described as
a large thirteen.string instrument which is quite popular in
Japanese symphony orchestras Miss OKUI Stated she 'likewise
holds a Teacher's Certificate in this instrument and she accord
ingly has conducted several classes in Kato music during her
residence in Dallas

Miss OKUI advised that in the Spring of 1959,.upon com

pleting her studies at the Sogetsu School in Tokyo she came in
contact with a Mr OZAWA President of Ozawa & Company Oeaka
Japan which company is the Japanese agent for Schwabach tarots
& Company a Dallas corporation dealing in cotton exchange Miss
OKUI expressed a desire to Mr OZAWA to visit the'United States
for cultural purposes and accordingly Mr OZAWA arranged for her

employment with Mr GERARDO WEINSTEIN President of Schirabach
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Peru 6tCompany in his offices in the Cottan Exchange Building
Dallas Mr WEINSTEIN agreed to act as Miss OKIII's sponsor for
a two-year period during her employment by him in the United States
and ao^crdtngly she arrived in the United States and Dallas Texas
in the Sinner of 1959

2
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Miss OKUI explained that due to the diversity between
.her he land and that of the United Stantes she requested Mr
KEINSTEI employ her as a governors in his home it thm beginning
to allow her to ac quo int herself with western world customs auch
at bayie.g Saar groceries and other domestic differences..

Miss OKUI stated she continued her employment with Mr
WEINSTEIN until :approximately June or July 1961 when she obtained
a position with Nippon Service Inc. 13 West 46th Street Saw
York City whereupon she took up residence in New York at 22 East
9F.th Street Miss OKUI explained thet Nippon Service is operated
as an American representative for the Takashamaye (Fhenetic)
Department Stores Japan's largest department store chain Miss
OK?I advised she was employed for Nippon Service under the direct
supervision of Mr MICHIO KUSRI President of that company until
her return to Deilas in August 1962 She advised she returned
to Deiles'at the request of Mr NMI to act as the southwestern
representative for Nippon Service Inc She explained her duties
wars privily in the public relations field in that she was re
quired to make numerous contacts with southwestern firma having
Ca-ramose connections in the name *flair company

Miss OK= stated that upon her return to Dallas in
acquit 1962 she took up residence with the family of Mr & Mrs
1Aa.RE LESLIE 11415 Hillcrest Dallas Texas Mr =SIZE at
that time was Y1c:a President of the Naimen arcue Department
Store tai D+silee She advised she resided with the IESIZS family
until the Spring of 1963 when Mr ales MUSE becsms separated
and she than c upied a Tu,At bonsai to the rear of the rer..idsnce
of Mr & Mrs I= STARR 5710 Chatham Hill Dallas President of
T2:Che-Gc ettinger Department Stogie at the r invitation Miss

41
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C%Vl stated she has lived at her prevent address for about six
months

Miss OXUI stated further she is no longer employed by
Nippon Service Inc. as she has terminated her position with
that firm in preparation for return to her home in Japan Miss
ORSI is sckednled to depart the United States on June 10 1964
Ti NIX Lines from San Francisco Califftra,ia t however she intends
to remain in Dallas until the end of Maya 1964

Miss OKUI related that in addition to her services with
Nippon Service Inc. in the southwestern area of the United States
she factures on an average of two to throe times a meek before
ladies clubs and other similar gro s in the art of Ikabana the
gaFaz.ese art of flower arrangement and in Origami the Japanese
art of peper folding Miss OKUI engages in these teaching lectures
as a fres-lartispeaker for which she receives a fee

Mass OK= stated that while attending a chat bar mimic
concert is Dallas approx tely four years ago she became me
Tainted with s,Mr LEY7RONSCN who is a widaly\acclaimed cellist`
and prude teacher is the Dallas ,r~ea Idea OKUI characterised

T :7CRC C as+a Latvian by biirth;=wh--speaks Ruasi*n fluently
and is convsrsent in several other lns.g+.agea and it was through
its AR " she had occasion to become acquainted with Mrs &_Kra.
Is She advised she has attended several function iR

'V4'1 tine 'c'om my of Mr ARONSON as a g'rest of the FORD family and she
recalls attending a party at the FORD residences in the company
of Mr JOI.Efy in the latter part of I .lmbeze 1962 Miss OKUI
advised this party wxa held at the North Dallas residence of Mr
& Mrs FORD 14057 Srookcrest Drive and that this .party was oc
mimed by the -(aelva'f ction of the R,se :n holiday season whie.
she explained La held a few days foLla :ng toe Christmas season
in this country
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Mies OKrJ3 recalled that upon arrival at this party
she was introduced to a large nn r of people in attendance
pons of whom she can recall nnw but she dogs recall being ls=
trcduaed to an individual who she aaw knows was LSE SiRVBY
OSWALD and his wife MARINA who were also in attendance at
the party Miss ORIII stated she recalls further having a con
versation with )ARX1 OSWALD* through Mr ARMSOx as interpreter
And sha rsaeic^ed a good deal of attaotio fro the guests at the
party iutw z* ;h a *ha was the only Oriental in attendance Miss
OKVI recalled she diacusssd with MARINA OSWALD the fact that she

--MRR.IIO4. had recently arrived in the United States and had had little
or no opr ort4nity to see the country and get acquainted with the
poop,.e

leas OAVI farther stares she does recall having a dis
cussion with MARI A'a husband whoa she now lrcewa to be LSE HARVEY
OSWALD concerning Ikebara or flower *rx ngsaunt and OSWALD to
this base of her recollection rtuaried her about how she liked the
White! Statea in relation to Japan insofar as the customs of the
peepia9-wers concerned Shs stated OSWALD did not at any time
broach the .subject of politics and if he had she would have
la-tan iatiaqu to In that regard as she tabas little interest in
that subject

less OK1 s .atad that if there was scxoe consternation
byway of the quanta at her d{ ac:asssien with OSWALD she was Dot
aware of it and in fan feels center Mr AR( C was at her
slde at all t"sa~e~s that ova ::,g Mira Ora 'natal further that
that was the first and lest tans she had ova mat or talked to
str,%.a r LM3 MAVRY 4S I.D or his wife *RIM OSWALD and in fact
did not at any 'Ammo kzzcxw his nensa until OSWALD received notoriety
as a result o+ the aeaaKaeai7aetLrsm of Proz+i4ant 1i D+y Masi=OKUI
also stated that to the beer of h r xacoll ztilme I+ir AROfSQP3
did not at least not to bar expsers any displeasure over her
dtscu,sLotn with I0Z HARVEY OSMLD and sshe stantad she feels certain
he would Mrs motioned it had that been trait
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GE WEINSTEIN President Schwabac_h Perutz and Company
Room 1610,_Cotton Exchange Building 608_N St Paul Dallas Texas
was interviewed at his offices regarding the employment of Miss YAEKO
OKUI'itt the spring of 1959

WEINSTEIN advised that his firm deals in the purchase "t
and exchange of cotton throughout the world principally in the Orient
and that his company is represented in Japan=by Ozawa and Company a
brokerage firm located in Osaka Japan He advised that in the spring
of 1959 he desired to employ a Japanese girl as governess for his
children and discussed this matter at length with Mr GEORGE PERUTZ
a member of the board of Schwabach Perutz and Company and that Mr
PERUTZ advised him at'that time that his wife Mrs PERUTZ was
acquainted with a well-educated English-speaking Japanese girl residing
at that time on Awaji Island located about ten miles off the coast of
Kobi ,Japan WEINSTEIN stated Mrs PERUTZ accordingly contacted this
Japanese girl who he now knows to be Miss JAEKO OKUI and inquired of r
her availability for a position in the'United States as governess
for Mr WEINSTEIN's children WEINSTEIN stated Miss `QKUI answered
Mrs PERUTZ inquiry by return mail to the effect she would be very
much interested in employment in the United States for a period of two
years and that upon being advised of this by Mrs PERUTZ WEINSTEIN
communicated with Mr OZAWA of the Ozawa Comp ny in Osaka Japan and
requested his assistance in arranging a two year temporary visa for
Miss OKUI WEINSTEIN stated he through his attorneys submitted the
appropriate forms to the Immigration Service reflecting his intentions
to act 'as sponsor for Miss OKUI in the event her visa were granted and
promising round trip transportation from Japan to the United States and
return

WEINSTEIN advised arrangements were made by Mr OZAWA through
the.U S Consul in Tokyo for a two year temporary visa for Miss OKUI
and that Miss OKUI arrived by'ocaan.liner to San Francisco and subse
quently Dallas in the middle of the summer of 1959 Be advised Wes
OKUI immediately took up her duties as governess at his residence and
remained in that position through the entire two year period ending in

approximately July 1961 He advised Miss OKUI then arranged through
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WEINSTEIN stated that during the tenure of her employment

F'6
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subsequent friends she had made in Dallas for an extension on boil
visa.a4d upon the expiration of her employment period with him-she
subsequently obtained a position with the Nippon Service Company
Incorporated in New York City which Mr WEINSTEIN stated he under
stands acts as United States representative for the Takashamaya
(phonetic) Department Store chain of Japan WEINSTEIN stated to
the best of his recollection she remained in New York approximately
one year at which time she returned to Dallas as a sputhwestern
'states representative for that firm WEINSTEIN advised he and his
family have lost contact with Miss OKUI subsequent to her employment
in New York City and have seen her on only three or four occasions
since her return to Dallas

at his bome.he jnd his family thought very highly of Miss OKUI and
found her to be a highly intelligent,welleducated and talented gitl
He stated she accepted her responsibilities fully and was always
quietly polite and unassuming while a resident in his household

WEINSTEIN advised he was not aware that Miss OKUI had
attended -a dinner party at which LEE HARVEY and MARINA OSWALD were
also in attendance however he knew that she had become friendly
with many of the Russian-speaking people in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area inasmuch as she had become a close friend and companion'to Mr
LEV ARONSON who he believed to have been of Russian origin and who
was fluent in the Russian language WEINSTEIN attributed this
association to their mutual enjoyment of parlor music in which both
were quite gifted rather than to any amorous relationship

WEINSTEIN advised that around the first of May 1964 he
received a letter from Hies OKUI expressing her intentions to return
to Japan and as he WEINSTEIN remained obligated to pay for her

passage home he accordingly arranged passage aboard the Africa Mara
scheduled!to depart San Francisco June 8 1964 He advised furthet
he has arranged for her belongings to be shipped-to San Francisco in
care of the William Diamond and Company Pier 23 for subsequent
shipment to Japan
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GEO PERUTZ Director Schwabach Perutz and.Company f
Room

1(10
Cotton Exchange Building 608 N St Paul Dallas Texas,

advise he first became acquainted with Miss-YAEKO OKUI through his
wife SIDNEY PERUTZ who he recalls met Miss OKUI at a flower t

.arrangement show in a Tokyo park sometime during 1956 or 1957 '-
PERUTZ explained that he and his wife -make frequent trips to the
Orient and most notably Japan as a result of his business interests
in that area of the world and that these trips are usually made in
the spring of each year for the purpose of selling cotton Sutures
to Japanese textile mills and other.,purchasers He advised that Miss
OKUI and his wife became.close friends sad in fact his wife has
visited the OKUI home on several occasions and he recalls his wife
spending a full week with the OKUI family on one occasion PERUTZ
stated that following their return to the United States Miss OKUI and
his wife corresponded frequently regarding floral arrngements and
other Japanese cultural arts in which Miss OKUI vas quite proficient -.

W PERUTZ recalled that W GERARDO WEINSTEIN President
of Schwabach Perutz and Company""mentioned to him early in 1959 the
need of a governess for his children and that he Mr PERUTZ
suggested to WEINSTEIN that he discuss his needs with Mrs PERUTZ
as she was acquainted with a number of talented Japanese girls who
would be desirous of employment in the United States He advised
Ws. PERUTZ recommended Miss OKUI to Mr WEINSTEIN and WEINSTEIN

"subsequently made arrangements with Mr OZAWA of Ozawa and Company
the Schwabach Perutz and Company representatives for a two year
temporary visa for Miss OKUI to the United States He stated Mr
WEINSTEIN was required to furnish proof of his intentions to act as

sponsor for Miss OKUI during her stay in the United States.dnd he
recalls Miss OKUI arrived in the United States and in Dallas in the

early summer of 1959 PERUTZ stated Miss OKUI and Mrs PERUTZ
continued on-friendly terms while Miss OKUI was employed for Mr
WEINSTEIN in Dallas but that following her employment in New York
Miss OKUI and Hrs .PERUTZ drifted apart as Miss OKUI found many
new friends in Dallas and neither he nor Mrs PERUTZ have seen Miss
OKUI more than five or six times in the last three years

's
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Mr PERUTZ advised he could furnish little information

regarding Miss OKUI's background or family other than that she was
a well-bred highly intelligent young lady of 9bviously good heritage
however he felt his wife Nks.'PERUTZ could furnish more information
of value in this vein
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Mrs SIDNE ERUTZ 11405 St.,Michaels Dallas Texas
pdvis she first met Miss YAEKO OKUI at a flower arrangement-sh i
being eld in a Tokyo,2Japan park early in the summer of 1957 and
that dua to their ua to interest in flower arrangements and as Miss
OKUI had a fluent mastery of the English language,"she and Miss OKRI
became well acquainted She-stated Miss OKUI expressed an avid
interest for life in the United States and its customs and that she
and Miss OKUI exchanged ideas on this subject She advised she too
was interested in the customs of Japan and accordingly visited the
residence of Miss OKUI and family at Miss OKUI's request on several
occasions She advised that Miss OKUI at"that time was residing
her mother and two younger sisters on Awaji Island off the coast of
Kobi Japan and that on one occasion Mrs PERUTZ spent a week on

Awaji Isla -with the OKUI family

Mrs PERUTZ advised she recalls that Mr OKUI YAEKO's
father had been a prominent attorney in Japan At one time but that
in 1957 he was already a bedridden invalid and that she knows he has

subsequently passed away She stated Mrs.-TOYO OKUI mother,of YAEKO
is a Certified Public Accountant and operates one or more acdounting
businesses in Japan from which she has sent her youngest daughters

"including YAEKO to college Mrs PERUTZ advised from her recollection
the family consists of an older sister whom Mrs PERUTZ has not met
but who she knows to be married ton English naval officer who is
now retired from the service and living in California name unrecalled
She stated YAEKO is the-next old4t sister and that she has two other

younger sisters who are both to her knowledge still living in Japan
after having completed their college education names unrecalled She
advised she has heard indirectly through Miss OKUI that she also has
a half brother living in Tokyo who is married to a member of the

prominent MITSUBISHI family Mrs PERUTZ believed she also has
another brother who has been hospitalized for some years in a mental
institution somewhere in Japan Mrs PERUTZ was unable to furnish

,any other information regarding the family or background of YAEKC
OKUI

In regard to the attendance of Miss YAEKO OKUI at a party
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at which LEE HARVEY and MARINA OSWALD were also in attendance Mr$
PERUTZ(stated she did not find this unusual as Miss OKUlfrequentlr
attend*d Russian gatherings in the company of Mr LEV ARONSON a`
noted ballas cellist and music teacher who she believes to be of
Russian origin and who has many Russian-speaking friends in this area
Mrs PERUTZ advised she is of the opinion Miss OKUI would have had no
social relationship with either LEE HARVEY or MARINA OSWALD other
than through mutual attendance at one of these Russian gatherings and
knows that Miss OKUI has never` mentioned the OSWALDs to her at any
time either before or after the assassination of President KENNEDY
Mrs PERUTZ stated further that she feels positivet.there could be
no social relationship between Miss YAEKO OKUI and LEE HARVEY OSWALD
inasmuch as their obvious cultural and educational levels are so
diverse

I
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MICHI SHI 67-?7 136th Street Queens,_ New Yor11~~
w s interviewed a the o ces of the Nippon Ser'ice,Incorpdrated
1 West 46th Street New York New York Mr KTSHI is the

esident of the Nippon Service Incorporated

He said he is"acquainted with Miss YAEKO OKUI and
that she is a young attractive lady who resides in Dallas
T xas She is a native of Japan and is a charming person
posme3sing above average intelligence He described her as

a person who has many friends and acquaintances and one who
has an engaging personality

To the best of his knowledge Miss OKUI arrived in
the United States from Japan in the spring or summer of 1959
She moved to Dallas Texas and was employed by an unknown
firm in Dallas for approximately two years

KUSHI advised that he was formerly a Vice-President
of the Takashimaya Department Store 562 5th Avenue New York
City which is Japan's largest department store chain The
Nippon Service Incorporated represents several Japanese
firms in the United States and his representatives contact
numerous firms throughout the United States He wanted to
etlain the above since it was in this connection he met Miss
CXCr In the summer of 1961 he travelled to Dallas on
business and he met Miss OKUI while contacting firms He
offered employment to her and in the summer of 1961 she came
to New York City She was employed by the Nippon Service
Incorporated but assigned to the Takashimaya Department
Store for sales training She worked until the summer of
1962 when she returned to Dallas to serve in the public
relations field for his firm She was required to contact
firms in the Southwest with whom his company had business
relations Miss OKUI contacted him about two weeks ago and
telephonically advised she was returning to Japan around the
last part of May 1964
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He advised he is not aware that Miss OKUI attended
a party in December 1962 which was also attended by LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and his wife MARINA He said he is not closely
t"Rsociated with Miss OKUI but he feels sure she would not
have had an opportunity to meet OSWALD in her business contacts
This party evidently was a social affair and not in relation
to her business contacts He felt.sure she is not in a
position to discuss politics in the United States and based
upon his association with her she would not enter into any
discussion of politics

He pointed out Miss OKUI is a professional flower
arrangement teacher and is quite proficient in Kato music
Sbe engages in teaching and has held lectures in regard to
the above in the Southwest but he would doubt she ever met
OSWALD through these lectures

He has no basis for his statement but stated Miss
OKUI probably met OSWALD once and only once and probably did
not even recall him

He has no record of OKUI's employment to the best
of his knowledge but while in New York City she resided with
Mrs KAZUKURA an accomplished flower arranger in New Qrk
City
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4 Information Reflecting NICHO \PETRULLI
and ROBERT WEBSTER in Ruaaia About Sams
Time AS LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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NICHOLAS PETRULLI` ROBERT E WEBSTER -s +
Two individuals in the Soviet Union 0959)% j
about the same time as LEE HARVEY OSWALD'''_ 'F `
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The following investigation was conducted by:,
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AT SAN D7ECt4, cACTI+O JA_

Attorney_at Law 1505 United States
on January 8 1364 made available an

.ror Tne a ego Union dated November L 1959
The article reads as follows

"Ex-Marine 20 To Renounce U S For Russia.

"Moscow Oct 31 -'-Lee Harvey Oswald 20,
a recently discharged U S Marine from Fort Worth
Texas disclosed today he had taken steps to
renounce his American citizenship and become ._ `.:.

"a Soviet citizen He said the reasons for his }
move were 'purely political.

"
""

' will never return to the United States
for any reason, Oswald said in a room at Moscow's
Hotel Metropole

.'No Regular Job ,"~ T...r

'The..yow Texan declined to give ray -details
on his background -or.the exact reasons for his
decision However, a U.U.S Embassy official said
Oswald had told him he arrived in Moscow on ";_f
Oct 13 immediately after his discharge from ''3
the Marine Corps and had no regular job in the..~ .. -,:....United States . . -1

i~.`:r '(Oswai d's mother Mr arguerite Oswald, a
` r lives ort Worth His aster-in-law Mrs.'"t

'` t R. Oswald of Fort Worthy said 'He wanted to t ',a r
.`i,;~ + travel a lot an a e a out going to Cuba

rr This is a stupid thing he a doing.') e

_
`"+/~` 'r , A..4 r:yY.'` "i. ''r "y>y si~ 1 t"~~ -".

i Jam , 4"'01 tl .r̀ "'.iL A.4 .y ''t . ...
y.! uarY JVf '.. "-~ '.i~.awsll s.410s.L:..,x".a_..,pirySaG.~.!S:.7Rr?M=~'"~I J1::s11!4.~d~.+ram a.".



and decided .to keep his V S citizenship
Robert-Webster of Clevelanci completed formalities
for taking Soviet citizenship 10 days ago.. .=.fy -

''~ ,
' *Oswald said he hoped to hear from the

Soviet authorities 'within a few days on
request for Soviet citizenship.* .

. .T.(
.....

Mr YISIW explained that he is a retired General
.
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Third American
'r r :N.
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.,r *Oswald is the third American in recent ':
months to apply for Soviet citizenship upon

. arriving Moscow.
*'-Ir :;I _

-.. -.. Nicholas Petrulli of Valley Stream.,
filed a renunciation form then changed his ain$l...

Investigation has been set oui to interview

....
of-the United States National Guard and maintains an index
mainly from newspapers on persons alleged to be connected

He stated he was bringing th_ with subversive matters.is
information to the attention of the FBI since the above
newspaper article indicates PETRULLI and WEBSTER were in
Moscow Russia, about the same time as LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

..

NICHOLAS PETRULLI and ROBERT E WEBSTER
--
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5 Investigation Relating to GEORGE
SEIDEL to Determine Any Possible
Connection With LSE HARVEY OBWALD
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RE GEORGE HEIDEL

The following information supplements investigation
previously set forth on page 242 in report of SA WARREN C DE BRUEYS
dated December 8 1963 at Dallas Texas and on page 2 in report
of SA DAVID J REID dated December 17 1963 at El Paso Texas
captioned ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER.

506



Born _ 1910
Height 5'8
Weight 150 pounds
guild Slender
Bair White crewcut
Children Two

DL 89-43
NY 89-75

AT WHITE PLAINS NEW YORK

On December 5 1963 Mr KEN 'xN~IPP owner of the Texaco
Service._Station,_ 101 West. Post_.Road,. White Fla ns ..New .Yorks advised
SA THOMAS P LYNCH that his father W C KNAPP now deceased
formerly employed GEORGE HEIDEL as a mechanic for about five years

:until September 1962 when HEIDEL suddenly left and said he was
going to Houston He stated HEIDEL was separated from -his wife

..had one ton JEFFREY now in the United States Air Force in
Wisconsin He stated that Mrs HEIDEL -lives in New Rochelle

On December 5 1963 Mrs JACQUELINEIDEL 192 Drake

yenue,._N Rochelle New York' advised-SA JAMS E Goat
GEO IDEL deserted her 15 months ago around September of 1962
and she has not seen or heard from him since She stated about
three months ago an unrecalled bank called her regarding a loan
her husband had taken out that this bank had his address as 1105

Autry_ Street Houston Texas and that he reportedly worked at a
-Chevrolet agency at 4807 Wake Forest Avenue Houston Texas She

described her husband as follows

On December 10 1963 the above information was furnished
to the Houston DivisiOn .to further identify HEIDEL and any possil-le
connection he might have with LEE HARVEY OSWALD
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Hr WILLIAM lC KENZIE attorney for MARINA OSWALD
advised that MARINA OSWALD continues to reside at 629 Belt Line
Road Richardson Texas He stated there were no new aevelop
ments on anything of interest to the Bureau He advised that

any information they developed would be brought immediately to
the attention of the Dallas Office of the FBI

W;l[air
i //<ic Aef/zf c...
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(At 10:45 a.m. Mr IENRz\BAER law paitner of WILLIAM

McKENZIE telephonically contacted SA VINCENT E DRAIN .He-stated
'McKENZIE was out of the city for the day and in McKENZIE'a absence

BAER was cont cted on the morning of April 24 1964 by one JLLIPYE
(phonetic RE who claimed to be a special reporter for TX

Imo,,Nuveau ~andide .ms~gazine or newspaper of Paris t Fr ance located"''"'
at 27 Rue de Louvre He was accompanied by one

JI,OIAC
GAMMON

These individuals Wanted to.fnterview MARINA OSWALD they .~
were contacting the widows of LEE HARVEY OSWALD J D TIPPIT and
JOHN F KENNEDY to write an article in their newspaper or magazine
as to how these people were faring to date BAER told them he could
not give them permission to interview MARINA and they would have to

.Pee McKENZIE He stated they left his office and he has no further
information concerning them
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not speak of being fined or otherwise approached for payments
of any money on leaving Mexico

.n 4/27/64 ,N Richardson Texas  Fib I _ DL 100-10461

Dote 4/29/64

MARINA OSWALD was interviewed at her residence 629
Belt Line .Road".

She ywas uestioned concerning information received
from PHILIP N DER VORM regarding the difficulty A young

tir American had a Kilometer 26 while riding on the.Del Norte bus

,V/ from Mexico.City en route to the United States Border which
/ was the same bus on which OSWALD traveled from Mexico to the

Border MARINA stated OSWALD had not told her about any diffi
culty he had with any Mexican offitials or other persons while
he was on his visit to Mexico An September October 1963
She said she does not believe OSWALD had any such difficulty
or that he was removed from a bus in Mexico She said he did

was also shown photographs ,of l9i,RX._LOUISB
AM4CHO n_ \Patterson as information has been received that

this person possibly knew OSWALD while he was in Russia Upon
viewing these photographs MARINA said she did not recognize
the person therein depicted and did not know this person by
name She said she did not believe OSWALD knew this person
as she had never heard him speak of such .a person

MARINA was questioned concerning the possibility that
LEE RVEY OSWALD was photographed with a Mrs MARLILLORBTTA

ofJ'ort Angeles Washington Miss RIcN and *Mrs
1

tF
MONIl RAMER all residents of the United States while they
were on a visit in Minot Russia in August 1961 MARINA said
she did not know of any such photograph which had been taken
although it was entirely possible OSWALD had become acquainted
with such persons and had had his picture made She was not
aware however that such had occurred

by Sp.dal Agents WALLACE"R HEITMAN & RIMRD Imo_ Date dictated 4/29/64
WIEHI/eah
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MARINA CSWALD was irltervie d at her residence 629
Belt Line Road Richardson Texas

She was exhibited a colored photograph Which is
labeled D-209 and Which depicts three women two men and a
small boy standing near a small white actomobile,with a large
building in the background and a statue of JOSEF STALIN on
the left She stated that the person_ standing to the extreme
right in this photograph with his right hand "(the only one
visible) in his pocket is LEE HARVEY OSWALD She said she can
recognize his features his stance and his shirt

She was also shown a photograph in black and White
_ :ieh depicts two of t s women shown in the previous photograph

number D-209 the small boy the two men and wadditional man
standing to the extreme right This photograph also had at
appears to be the same large building in the background and had
the same automobile in the foreground She identified the man
standing with both hands in his pocket second from the right
as being LEE HARVEY OSWALD She said she can recognize his
features his stance and his shirt

She was also shown a colored photograph which appears
to be the same scene as that depicted in the black and white
photograph described above She again identified positively the
person standing Recond from the right as bei g identical with
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

MARINA OSWALD said sho can revell that snmetime during
the summer of 1961 which was the year of her marriage LEE
HARVEY OSWALD had mentioned he had met some American people in
Minsk She said she recalls OSWALD had gone to the store for
some groceries and upon returning mentioned that be had seen
these people She said she remembers OSWALD remarked the
American people had told him OSWA.kD he could speak very good
English OSWALD did not tell the American people that he was
an American himself
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MARINA OSWALD said she cannot recognize any of the
other people in the above-described photographs She does not
know whether or not the occasion When OSWALD met the American
people in Minsk is the same as depicted in these photographs

MARINA was questioned concerning the traveling bags
used by OSWALD on his trip 'to New Orleans Louisiana in April
1963 and on his trip to Mexico in September-October 1963 She
said she canvat recall exactly but believes OSWALD took two
bags on his trip from Dallas to New Orleans in April 1963 When
be preceded the family on that move She emphasized that her
memory on this point was not very good She said she believed
OSWALD took the blue canvas zipper bag Which he owned and whidh
is depicted in the photograph labeled Commission.T ibit A-1
and the larger folding green canvas bag Which is labeled Com
mission Exhibit C-254 She was exhibited both of these photo
graphs and identified each as being the property of OSWALD

She said again she cannot remember well but believes
OSWALD took only the blue zipper canvas bag (Commission Exhibit
A-1) on his trip from New Orl,mns to Mexico She emphasized
that she had not been in New Orleans.at the time OSWALD left
and therefore could not ba sure What he bad taken with him
She seems to recall that the larger green canvas bag (Commission
Exhibit C-254) was at the PAINE garage at the time OSWALD was in
Mexico but again she cannot be sure of this She said she cannot
recall What bags or bag OSWALD had Latin possession at the time
he first came to the PAINE house after his Mexico trip but she
believes that be did have the blue zipper'bag with him (Commission
Exhibit A-1)

MARINA was also exhibited photographs depicting torn

baggage stickers and Check each labeled C-254 and she said she

cannot recall specifically that she had seen these torn stickers
or Check on any begs owned by her husband LEE HARVEY OSWALD

She was also exhibited the new and unused stickers and

baggage check obtained at the Continental Trailways in Dallas but
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she could not identify them as being similar to any stickers or
tags she had previously seen on any bags owned by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD

MARINA was again questioned concerning the method of
transportation of LEE HARVEY OSWALD to the.PAINE house on his
first visit after his Mexico trip She said she recalled she
previously bad advised in an interview with the FBI that Mrs
PAINE had picked OSWALD up at the bus stop in Irving Texas
after he telephoned the TAINE house and brought him to the PAINE
house She said she cannot be definite in this however because
she does recall that on one occasion OSWALD caught a ride with a
Negro person some4here in Irving and was brought to the PAINE
house She said it was possible that Mrs PAINE had not driven
OSWALD from the bus stop in Irving to the PAINE house on the
occasion of his first visit to the PAINE house after the Mexico
trip She said she recalled on one occasion When OSWALD visited
the PAINE house that Mrs PAINE's automobile was being repaired
She said it was possible this was the same occasion that OSWALD
bad caught the ride with the Negro person She said however
that she is,not completely sure of this as she has no way of
connecting the two incidents

MARINA OSWALD
t4s

questioned as to Which bus line
OSWALD had used When he raveled from Dallas to New Orleans in
April 1963 MARINA said she cannot remember the names of the
bus lines but can recall that she and Mrs PAINE accompanied
OSWALD to the bus station on the day before he left When he
checked a bag or two bags at the bus station -She said this bus
station was located near the bridge separating Oak Cliff from
downtown Dallas and the buses in the terminal were large light
colored buses with a picture of a running dog thereon She also
recalls the bus station was quite near the Texas School Book

Depository Building Where OSWALD held his last job

In this connection it is noted the Greyhound Bus
Station is located within a few blocks of the bridge separating
Oak Cliff and downtown Dallas and within a few blocks of the
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Texas School Book Depository Building Whereas'the other bus
station .in Dallas the Continental Trailways is located a
few blocks east of the Greyhound Bus Station and further away
from the described bridge and the Texas School Book Depository
Building

MINA was asked if the numbers 09/260 Which appear
on one side of the valise depicted in Commission Exhibit C-254
bore-any significance or if she recalled seeing these numbers
.She said that these numbers had no significance to her and she
could not specifically-recall them appearing on.the bag

MARINA also advised that the partial number.WhiCh
appears on the address sticker of Commission Bibit C-254 does
not have any significance to her because she cannot recall
seeing this sticker on the bag

MARINA was questioned as to what valise OSWALD took
with him When he left the PAINE residence for Dallas immediately
following his visit to the PAINE residence after his Mexico
trip She said she believed OSWALD took his blue zipper case
to Dallas and perhaps also the other green valise but she
cannot now recall Which he took or if be took both



u-,ut tn...s-r"s~i " '` tuCttAi:Z'Cii`.i:'A iitf . -

MARINA OSWALD was interviewed at her residence 629 Belt

MARINA was also questioned concerning her knowledge of
LYDIA DYMITRUK

She advised she first met LYDIA DYMITRUK at *a DECLAN
FORD's house in Dallas Texas about the time she had temporarily
resided with Mrs FORD She said this..was about a year and a half

C
1

() 5/14/64Dot.

Line Road

She was questions concerning her aunt POLINA VASILIEVNA_
SAKOV~ILOVA,/who is her mother's sister She stated her

unt's husbend is YUR ILOV They have three sons VALENTINE
YURIEVI ILOV DER YURIEVICR IIk11AILOV .and VLADIMIR
YURIEVI ILOV Her uncle YURI is a building engineer She
said h-e~r aunt POLINA had sent money to her and her sister when

they were young
Sheaid

she had never sent any money to_her aunt.

MARINA said her aunt and uncle live in 1Charkov_t___Russia
at the address Trinkler Drive She said she believed the address
.on that street vas ou_se 5 Apartment 7../Her aunt and uncle lived
at this address when she visited-them on a vacation trip-in 1961
after she was married to LEE HARVEY OSWALD

MARINA said she personally does not know anyone by the
name of IRINA ALEKSEYEVNA MIKHAYLOVICH LAVA OLWCHKA MARUSYA or

A.-6LYA and she has never heard her aunt or uncle in Kharkov mention
these names !~=

MARINA cannot recall any other address where her aunt
and uncle have lived in Kharkov

MARINA said the name "ILOVICH, if a Russian name
would be used as a middle name rather than as a last name If
this name "MIKHAILOVICH or "MIKHAYLOVICH was a Belorussian name
it would very probably be used as a last name rather than a middle
name

II .t 0 * v1 1K .it
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WI If lie a E-c&r_J

'the latter used her automobile totake MARINA her baby JUNe` l' 0'J
and LEE HARVEY OSWALD to Parkland Hospital in Dallas for-the 7
purpose of having JUNE examined by a doctor there At this time
the OSWALDs lived on Elsbeth Street in Dallas MARINA cannot
recall exactly how it came about that LYDIA DYMITRUK topk them
to the hospital but she bgglieves she requested DYMITRUK for this s
favor She recalls DYMITRUK came into their home 'on 'this
occasion When they arrived at Parkland Hospital it was found
the doctor who was to examine the baby was not there DYMITRUK
returned MARINA and JUNE (LEE HARVEY OSWALD was not present on

.this trip) to the Elsbeth address and in the early evening
DYMITkUK again took MARINA and JUNE to Parkland Hospital. LEE
HARVEY OSWALD accompanied them on this trip

MARINA cannot recall the exact details of what transpired
at the hospital on this occasion She cannot recall whether any
questions were asked LEE HARVEY OSWALD as to his employment or
whether any request was made that he pay for the treatment of his

daughter JUNE

She can:recall again seeing LYDIA DYMITRUK at a store
in Irving Texas when she was living with Mrs RUTH PAINE Mrs
PAINE and MARINA gent into this store MARINA saw LYDIA DYMITRUK
and the latter came over to greet MARINA MARINA introduced her
to His PAINE The three of them thereafter had a cup of coffee
MARINA was pregnant at this time and LYDIA DYMITRUK commented on
this fact MARINA said she had gone to New Orleans to join her
husband in May of 1963 and as her second daughter,_RACHELLwas
born,_in.October_.of 1963 this meeting with LYDIA DYMITRUK s

11Tau-e taken place out April or May of 1963 /
tit no later ~ ''

,iY~II7'
%~./ rgs

MARINA has
__))

again seen LYDiTRUR recent* at"the
Russian Orthodox Church in Dallas This last time that MARINA ~'"''
saw... LYDIA DYMITRUK was on May 4 1964 when the Russian
Easter services were celebrated at the Russian Orthodox Church
in Dallas



MARINA said she does not particularly like LYDIA
DYMITRUK pnd has never been friendly with her She said LYDIA
has spoken very tittle about her past life She advised she does

know LYDIA lived in Belgium prior to coming to the United
States She knows LYDIA is divorced and the husband lives in the
Dallas area She has heard LYDIA state that the latter has a
sister in Belgium at the present time MARINA does not know PAUL
DYMITRUK the former husband of LYDIA She said LYDIA DYMITRUK

speaks good Russian and she understands that she also speaks
Flemish
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The records of the Central Office of the U S
Immigration and Naturalization Service Washington D C. were
examined on May 8 1964 by Investigative Clerk DENNIS Z
ADDINGTON as pertaining to LYDIA BURT Vhoae mother is IRINA

EYEVN IKHAYLAVICH kiich name is spelled as IRENE
K CHAILgWITSCH r~~ mwnigration file MIKHAYLOVICH reportedly
resided in Xhalrk ussia; ihich is the same town in Which re
side MARINA OSWALD's aunt and uncle POLINA VASILIEVNA PRUSAKOVA
1IKHAILOVA and YURI MIKHAILOV the spelling of Which is somewhat
similar that of MIKHAYLOVICH This Immigration file concerning /'"#tom
LYDI URT the daughter of MIKHAYLOVICH reflects the following
informations /1., L.n.etAt. i~r f ~'~;;~

..May 27 1925. at Charkow (Charkov)
Ukraine Russia

June 4 1952 New York New York
via SS Washington for permanent
residence destined to join her _
husband Lieutenant DONALD
LAVBRNZ 13RT at 1652 North f s,o 1J_~
Hillside Wichita,_Hansas

Nonquota immigration visa #328
issued by American Foreign .i
Service Berlin German on

April 4 1952 ('r ~=~"~ t.~ ~

Passport #374/51 issued by Ministry
of Interior a German passport
for Non-Nationals issued
February 6 1952

Alien Registraati.on
#A 8 320 383

#1352 filed District Court of

Geary County at Junction City
Kansas on June 16 1955

BEVERLY K:%NSEN 214 King Avenue
Fort Riley Kansas a`Thiousewife
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DONALD L BURT 1st Lieutenant
U S Army Fort Riley Kansas

Naturalization Naturalized in District Courtof
Geary County Junction City
Kansas on June 18 1955 under
Certificate of Naturalization
*C 7 256 793 as LYDIA BURT

Children
ELSE (MARN~CHAILOWITSCB name

also appears as MARY ELS4<BORT
born_November 11 1944_t
Baus c+hlott .Germany

JANET LYD~ born June S ,1950
at Aschaffsenburg,_Germany

JULIE ANNE)SffRT born September ..16
1952 at Fort Riley Kansas

DIANE 4fe;BURT born February 26
1955 ate Fort Riley Kansas

Husband
Lieutenant DONALD L BURT. 1652

North Hillside Wichita Kansas
born October 6 1924 at Coldwater
Kansas= married February 2 1952 .-
at Berlin Germany

Mother
IRENE MICHAILOWITSCH nee PANOWA

address unknown

Father
GEORG MICHAILOWITSCH (deceased)

111 >~

Namesome
persons traveled with

CWO:and,1Krs DORDRICE
Captain n and Ws FREDI 3UL LINEE /Ne Zee
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Residences 1939 to 1943 Ch.arkow USSR
August 1943 to August 1944
compulsory labor camp at Lemberg
and Litsmannstadt Poland t

0-August 1944 to October 1951
Pforzheim Schwaeb Hall
Jiederwerrn and Asdhaffenburg
Germany October 1951 to
present (March 21 1952) Berlin,
Germany June 4 1952 to June 18
1952 in transit) June 19 1952
to July 22 1952 605 Hest 13th
Street Junction City Kansas
July 23 1952 to June 19 1953
210 Ring Avenue Fort Riley
Kansas June 20 1953 to present
(June 16 1955) 215 ]sing Avenue
Fort Riley Kansas

Description (1955) Fair complexion blue-gray eyes
blonde hair 505 135'pounds

The file indicated that ELSE (VARY) MSCHAILOWITSCH had
been assigned alien file number A 8320382

The file contained a letter from DONALD L BURT to
Immigration and Naturalization Service date'! July 3 1952 Fort
Riley Kansas He enclosed address record cards of his wife
LYDIA BURT and stepdaughter ELSE MICHAIWwITSC3 He stated that
to that date no alien registration nu ber bad been received by
either of latter since their entry into the country on June 4
1952 and was inquiring regarding same

On May 8 1964 Contact Representative ABE KRICHEFSRY
Central Immigration and Naturalization Service,'Washington D C.
advised Investigative clerk ADDINGTON that alien file number
A8320382 for ELSE (NARY) MICSAILOWITSCH is charged to the District
Office of Immigration and Naturalization ServiceKansas City
Missouri as of November 22 1955

E01
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On May 15 1964 Mr.-Z C WEUPZ Contact Representative
Immigration and Naturalization Service Kansas City Missouri spade
available their alien file number A 8320382 This file revealed
the following in the name of ELSE MICHAILOWITSCH

Application for visa and alien registration dated Marsh

21 1952 to the American Consulate at Berlin Germany (number
I-1077985) name EIRE MICHAILOWITSCH occupation school girl
lost permanent residence *37 Loewenhardt Damn Berlin-+Tempelhof
Germany age 7 nationality German race Germany eyes gray
hair blonde complexion fairy height 4'lh born.11/11/44 at
Bauschlott Germany (proof birth certificate) stepfather
Lieutenant DONALD L BURT 1652 North Hillside. Wichita Unseal
mother LYDIA BURT nee MICEAILOWITSCH Port of Embarkment
Bremerhaven Germany arrived in the ited States on the Steam
ship SS Washington at New York New York on June 4 1952 under
Section 6A3 of the Immigration Act of 1924 Visa Number 18102

non-preference quota German Passport Number C II1290/51 issued
by the Ministry of the Interior March 19 1952 valid until
March 18 1954

Also in this file was a Certificate of Arrival for ELSE
MICID~ILOWITSCH female date of birth November 11 1944 at
Germany entry June 4 1952 by ship at New York New York A
number 8320382 under Section :of law 6A3

Alien registration address card dated July 21 1952
revealed that ELSE MICBAILOWITSCR former residence 1652 North
Hillside Wichita Kansas present address 605 Kest 13th Street
Junction Street Geary County Kansas

602
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VIII MESTIGATION REUTIVE TO SUBJECT'S TRAITS

United States Customs Baggage Declaration and
Entry'Number 3671685 Executed by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD on June '13 "1962

Interview of Bus Driver for Greyhound Bus
1265 from San Antonio to Dallas Texas,.00
October 3 1963

Negative Check for Flight Insurance for INE
HARVEY OBWALD at New Orleans September 1963

.Alleged Visit to American Museum of Atomic

Energy at Oak Ridge Tennessee on July 26
1963

6113 .
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A United States Customs Baggage Declaration
and Entry Number 3671685 Executed by LEE

RVEY OSWALD on June 13 1962



Re United States Customs Baggage
.Declaration and Entry Number 3671685

On November 22 1963 United States
Customs Collector JOSEPH KELLY advised SA AMBROSE I
CONROY that his employees had located the United
States Customs Baggage Declaration and Entry Number
3671685 executed by LEE H OSWALD on June 13 1962
at the time of his entry into the United States

On November 23 1963 KELLY furnished
this document to FBI agents of the New York Office and
copies were made

The original document was returned to
Mr KELLY and he stated that it would be available by
subpoena and he would be the person to be served



B Interview of Bus Driver for Greyhound
Bus 1265 from San Antonio to Dallas

Texas on October 3 1963
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BEN lf~JULIAN 4400 Madlin Street Mesquite Texas
ad ised he is employed by he_Greyhound Corporation as an extra
bu driver

r
JULIAN stated that his Driver's Daily Log reflects

that on October 3 1963 he was driving Greyhound Bus 1265 from
San Antonio to Dallas Texas Be advised he left San Antonio
at 7115 AM on that date but cannot recall seeing LEE HARVEY
OSWALD on this bus JULIAN said there was no incident on the
bus or any other happening which might make him remember who his
passengers were at the time Be could offer no further informa
tion of any value

by Spocial Apont THOMAS T TRETTTII1 JR./les tech Dot dictoted 4/9/64
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C Negative Check for Flight Insurance for
LBB HARVEY.OSWALD at New Orleans
peptember 1963



609

Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD's Flight Insurance
.At New Orleans September 18 1963

On November 27 1963 Mr CARL
SLEISCHACKER Supervisor of the Air Travel Department
Fidelity and Casualty Insurance Company of New York
141 Livingston Street Brooklyn New York advised
that the insurance records for September 17 and 18
1963 were presently unavailable

On November 29 1963 Mr SLEISCHACKER
was recontacted and advised that a check of his records
for the month of September 1963 made against the
name of OSWALD and all known aliases for a possible
purchase of flight insurance out of New Orleans for
Shreveport Louisiana failedto reflect any record
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D Alleged Visit to American Museum of
Atomic Energy at Oak Ridge Tennessee
on July 26 1963
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The following investigation supplements that contained
on pages 505 and 506 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT P

GEMBERLING dated April 15 1964 at Dallas Texas and on pages
three and four of the report of Special Agent JACK K MURPHREE

.dated April 10 1964 at Knoxville Tennessee

4
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by SpacIet Aunt E J ROBERTSON/les

!"D-007Mew 3449) DERAL BUREAU OF 1NVESTIGAI

Doti 4/10/64

Mr F PIER wOOD,.JR. who resides at 413 La Sa_l_le
ee.t,_8ichardson Texas was interviewed at Room 202

Patterson Hall .Southern Methodist University Dallas Texas
and furnished the following information

Mr Y 1OD was displayed a copy of the visitors register
American Museum of Atomic Energy and immediately identified
his signature and address on this register under the date of

July 26 1963 It was pointed out to Mr WOOD that on the
line immediately below his signature and under the date of
July 26 1963 there appeared the name LEE H OSWALD Mr
WOOD stated he did not observe the person placing this name on
the visitors register after he had signed it on July 26 1963

Mr WOOD explained that he had been granted a scholarship
to attend a summer workshop for administrators on higher
education for adults at the University of Tennessee Knoxville
Tennessee He visited the American Museum of Atomic Energy
as part of the seminar course attended at the University of

ennessgg,_ He stated that on July 26 1963 a Friday he
attended class until 11:30 AM and thereafter with several

.other students proceeded to Oak Ridge Tennessee to visit
the American Museum of Atomic Energy He stated he remembers
the group waited for approximately 30 minutes for a new tour
to commence During this period of time between 1:15 PM
and 1:45"PM he signed the visitors register

Mr WOOD stated that he hat! observed LEE HARVEY
OSWALD on several television broadcasts and had seen his picture
in numerous newspapers and magazine articles and to the best
of his remembrance he never saw LEE HARVEY OSWALD at the
American Museum of"Atomic Energy on July 26 1963

He further explained that there were several persons
waiting in the lounge area of the museum fora new tour to
commence and no one conducted themselves in such a manner as
to attract attention

Mr WOOD was displayed a picture of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Dallas Police Department No 54018 taken November 23 1964
After viewing this photograph Mr WOOD stated it did not

.refresh his memory and he still does not remember seeing
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD at the.American Museum of Atomic Energy at
Oak Ridge Tennessee

Mr WOOD advised he could furnish no additional
information concerning the name LEE H OSWALD being on the

register of the American Museum of Atomic Energy and could
think of no other person that might be able to furnish
additional information regarding this matter
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FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE

The April 6 1960 edition of "The New York Times
ewspaper contained a full-page advertisement captioned "What

r s Really Happening in Cuba, placed by the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (FPCC) This advertisement announced the formation
of the FPCC in New York City and declared the FPCC intended to
promulgate "the truth about revolutionary Cuba to neutralize
the distorted American press

"The New York Times edition of January 11 1961
reported that at a bearing conducted before the United States
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on January 10 1961
Dr CHARLES A SANTOS-BUM identified himself and ROBERT TABER
as organizers of the FPCd He also testified be and TABER
obtained funds from the Cuban Government which were applied
toward the cost of the aforementioned advertisement

On May 16 1963 a source advised that during the first
two years of the FPCC's exisldnce there was a struggle between
Communist Party (CP) and Socialist Workers Party (SNP) dements
to exert their power within the FPCC and thereby influence
FPCC policy However during the past year this source observed
there has been a successful effort by FPCC leadership to minimize
the role of these and other organizations in the FPCC so that
today their influence is negligible

On May 30 1963 a second source advised that the
National beadgdarters of the FPCC is located in Room 329 at
799 BrowAway New Tork City According to this source the
position of National Office Director was created in the Fall
of 1962 and was filled by VINCENT "Ted LEE who now for?ulates
FPCC policy This source observed LEE has followed a course of
entertaining and accepting the cooperation of many other organi
zations including the CP and the SUP when he has felt it would
be to his personal benefit as well as the FPCC's However LEE
has indicated to this source he has no intention of permitting
FPCC'policy to be determined by any other organization LR'E

-feels the FPCC should advocate resumption of diplomatic re.ationx
between Cuba and the United States and support the right of
Cubans to manage their revolution without interference from
other nations but not support the Cuban revolution per se

The CP and the SWP have been designated pursuant to
,Executive Order 10450



"The Dallas Morning News,* Dallas Texas on July 28
1963 stated that a newly formed Dallas County organization
opposed to the Kennedy Administration the Supreme Court and
the Negro drive for civil rights would holds its first member

ship drive at 9:15 PM Sunday (July 28 1963) on the west side
of Mountain Creek Lake at Armstead and Cardiff Road

Grand Prairie Grocer Nob Joiner President of the new

Indignant White Citizens Council (IwCC) said the organization
numbering:thirty members in Grand-Prairie,-is a white group
"indignant at the injustices thrown upon us by the present ad

Winistration the colored race the Attorney General and the

Supreme Court. Objective of the group wAs to picket when
and where Negroes demonstrate for civil rights the newspaper
related



On November 26 1957 a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held _
in Knoxville Tennessee on November 10 1957 An article
in the November 26 1957 issue of the "Greenville Piedmont,
a newspaper of Greenville South Carolina reported "the
recent formation of a new political party to be known as the
United White Party. According to the article the party was
formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville Tennessee at
which many klansmen were represented The UWP was reported as
being opposed to all "race mixing Arganizations and individuals.

The Juli 1958 issue of "The Thunderbolt, self
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party (NSRP) reported that rank and
file "States Righters had merged with the UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party, with national
offices at Post Office Box 251 Jeffersonville Indiana

In November 1958 a source advised that the NSRP is
composed of past members of klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites

Issue Number 19 dated June 1960 "The Thunderbolt,
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville Indiana to Post Office Box 783
Birmingham,'Alabama

On June 17 1960 a source advised that Edward R.
Fields the Information-Vdrector of the NSRP is the individual
who "runs the NSRP.

"The Thunderbolt continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith
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Alamo Laundry and Cleaning Company
Albritton Lawrence
Albritton's Cleaners
Alexandre Phillippe (phonetic)
Allen Mrs Bernice
Allen-Bradley Company
Allen Dr C C
Allen Cleaners
Allen Dick
Allen John
Allen Nellie
Allen Richard Lee
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A-I Cleaners
ABC Cleaners ,
ABC Cleaners and Laundry
A and P Store No 72 Irving,;"Tezas
Ables Cleaners
Ables James B
Abraham Mrs Elizabeth
Ace Cleaners
Acme Cleaning Company
Adair Mrs Lezie
Adamcik Detective John P
Adams eAnn
Adams Fred
Adams Herbert L
Advertisement full page in "Dallas Morning

News on November .22 1963
Aiken H S
Airway Cleaners
Alabama State Mental Hospital in Tuscaloosa
Aladdin Cleaner
Alamo Cleaners

111
136
111
476
136
136
131
136
106
116
252 253 254 255
124
107
504

297
207 461
111
391
111
137
106
136
136
590
111
398
391
111
8 14 23
61
518
41
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76
324
330 331 332
334 335
115
141
139
33
115
106
136
229

267 268
397
121
514 517
115
514 517

270
60 .61
63, 64
504
268 295 448
111
297 298 300
303 305 307
309 "310
401
115
612

M

610 613
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Alvarado Francisco
Alyea Thomas P
Alyea Tom
American Bank and Trust Company
American Civil Liberties Union
American Dyeing and Dry Cleaning
American Fact-Finding Committee

American Friends Service Committee
American Laundry Company
American Museum of Atomic Energy
American Museum of Atomic Energy at Oak

Ridge Tennessee
"American Rifleman Advertisement placed by

Klein Sporting Coods on page 85 of the
October 1963 issue

American-Security Council
Ancira Gonzalo

Anderson Cleaners
Anderson Johnnie
Anderson William B
Anguish Gaylord
Ann Arbor Cleaners
Annex Cleaners
Antoinette Cleaners
Apostolic Church by Christ Jesus
Application for Rental of Post Office Box

6225 Dallas Texas
Ards Engineering Company
Argentbright Rae
Arlington National Bank Arlington Texas
Arlington Park Cleaners
Arlington State Bank Arlington Texas
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Aronson Lev 572 575 579
Art Cleaners 134
Artway Cleaning Company 115
Ashburn Lewis Mau 420 423
Ashford Miss Cherry Sue 234
Ashmore O B 55'
Association of Qualified Dry Cleaners 134
Austin C Owen 139
Austin Mrs Ina 128
Autopsy Report No M63-356 388
Autry Dal Cleaners 115
Avalawn Cleaners and Dryers 115
Avalon Cleaners 138
Avon Cleaners 115
Aycock James Br 139
Ayers Fay 124
Ayre Judd 107
Azle ,State Bank Azle Texas 514 517

B

B and B Cleaners 115
B and H Cleaners 138
$ and M Cleaners 114
B and W Cleaners 116

Baccus Billie 116
Baccus Fifty-Minute Cleaners 116

Backus Edward A .137
Back US Laundry and Dry Cleaning 137

Baer Henry 590
Baggage Check 180 181
Bail Bondsman Attempting to,Raise Bail for

Jack Ruby 1 454 455

Bailey Mrs Olene 128
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138
138
116
138
131
131
514 517
504
507
518
100.
181
122
507
382 383
515
115
146
120
115
108
116
116
504
442
498
116
116
116
106
145
116
136
173
557
557
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Baits Lloyd L
Baker Aubrey L
Baker Brothers Drive-In Cleaners
Baker Doc Cleaners
taker Miss Georgia
Baker Joe
Bank of Commerce Fort Worth Texas
Bank of Dallas
Bank of Services and Trust
Banks Bess ire
Barker Eddie
Barker,-Rae G
Barker Mrs Roxie
Barnes Mrs Monty
Baron Dr Abraham
Baron Ronald
Barr Mrs James
Barrett Dorothy L
Bass Mrs C B
Bates Marvin
Baugus Alta
Baxley Cleaners
Beacon Cleaners
Beall, Mrs Evelyn
Bearden P V
Beasley Mrs 'Wanda
Beaumont Cleaners

_Beckley Wood Cleaners
Beeman Avenue Cleaners
Bell Cleaning and Laundry _

Bell Corbin B
Belvick Cleaners and Laundry
Benbrook Cleaners
Bentley Shan
Berdjanskaja Anna
Berdjanskaja Lidya

"t



560 565
557
137
116
116
139
116

17
79
116
116
123
116
524
519
116
106
563
331 332 335
139
183
518
139
114
116
145

'130
139
517
125
139
121

Berdjanskaja Lydia
Berdjanski Ivan
Berry Brothers and Donohue Incorporated
Bert's Cleaning and Laundry
Best Cleaners
Best Cleaners and Launderers
Best Yet Cleaners

g er John L
Bill of.Lading No 3041342 Lifschultz Freight
Billingsley Brothers Cleaners

Billingsley C D
Billingsly C )

-Bill's Cleaners
"Black Jae
Black N D. Jr
Blackburn Carl
Blackburn Yvonne
Blankenship Cooper
Blanton Miss Frances
Blanton's Dry Cleaners
Bledsoe Mrs Mary
Bloodworth Cecile
Blue Bonnett Cleaners
Blue Ribbon Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Blutt Nattie

Bly Hrs Lana
Boatwright John
Bobby's Triangle Cleaners

'

Bodiford Mary
Boiling J E
Bonnell Cleaners
Bonner Hal
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53 57
28
480
124
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116
116
135
560

'562
"117
122
120
136
514
121
51s
285
518
514
126
473
139
88
88
86
160
161 165
114
139
515
'116
133
116
124
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Boren Bryant

Boren Bryant Carroll
Borman Mrs Imogene
Bosher Lee

,Bost Ouida
Bostick Cleaners
Bostick Mrs Pearl
Boswell Juanita
Bouchat Mr
Bouhe George
Bound Wilton
Bouknight J M
Bouten Claude
Bow John
Bowen,"T P
Bowing Mrs S
Bowman Sam
Box gold paper-covered
Box,-Ruby
Boyd Arvell W
Boyd Ella
Boyd Raymond L
Boynton Earl
Bradford Dewey
Bradford Mrs Dewey
Bradford Dewey C

Bradley Doris

Bradley Doris Elaine
Bramhall Billie
Branch Edward W
Branham J H
Brannan Frank
Brannan Mrs Frank
Brannans Nu-Way Cleaners and Laundry
Brannon Mrs."C.M



517
514
517
139
139
126

.49
7 8,'14 24 58
368 369
106
417
417
305 307
303
305
280
515
139
117
134
117
491
491
136
117
392
43 46
9
43 46
361

"355 .356 357 359
117
117
117
311 312 314
506
600

B Cont'd
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Branso.M George
Bransom R "N
Bratcher Shirley
Brazil L E
Brazil's Cleaners
Breashears 'Juanita
Brenk Rudolf Viktor
Brenk Rudy
Bridge John Otto
Bridges Mrs Jim
Brieden,,Janet M
BriedeR Mary Lynn
Brightt "Bum
Bright H R

....Bright Harvey Robert
Brinegar John H
Brinkley Charles C
Broadway Cleaners
Broadway Village Sixty-Minute Cleaners
Brook Mrs Nell
Brook lawn Cleaners

..Brophy E
Brophy Edmund K D
Brown Claude M
Brown Cleaning and Laundry
Brown E P. Assistant Chief of Police

Brown James Douglas
Brown Joe
Brown Joe Cern
Brown Judith
Brundadge Brouder
Bryan Arden Cleaners
Bryan Street Cleaners

Bryan Mayfield
Buchanan Thomas C
Buckner State Bank
Bullinee Mrs Fred
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132
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39
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115
153
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.140
455
211
600
601 " .
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600
180 181
118
129
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Bullock Mr Glen

Bunnell Albert
Bunnell;-Albert Lewis
Bunn's Cleaners
Burbank Cleaners
Burdette Johnnie
Burgess Vibro-graver type machine
Burkett Jack
Burkhart Carol
Burkhead Madge
Burks Mrs Margaret
Burkett Mrs Robert
Burrow Mr R A
Burt Diane Lee
Burt Donald L
Burt Lieutenant Donald
Burt 1st-Lieutenant Donald L

Burt Janet Lydia
Burt Julie Anne
Burt Lydia
Burt Mary Else
Bus Company Stickers
Buyben Charles

Byrd Mrs M

626
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120
106
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591
443
461
111
136
111
121
139
128
128
121
121
337 339
314 317
517
121
140
489
242
499
82 280
401 402
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CBS-TV
Calk Mrs Bessie
Callaway B B
Calvary Presbyterian Church
Camacho Mary Louise
Campbell Don J
Campbell O V
Canada Earl
Caperton Ray
Capital Cleaners
Capital Laundry and Cleaners
Capitol Cleaners
Capp Mrs W L
Capp's Cleaners
Capps-Cleaning and Laundry
Capps 1q L
Carney Raymond B
Carousel Club
Carpenter Elizabeth
Carroll Avenue Cleaners
Carter B E
Carter E L. Jr
Carter George
Carter Inez (Mrs.)
Cartridges 6.5 Mannlicher-Carcano
Casa de los Amigos



121
505
121
134
370 371 412
413
117
106
117
499
361
85
355
560
127
117
117
129
121

481
429-431
432 433 435
139
139
170
117
140
117
137
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Casa Linda Cleaners
Casa Linda National Bank
Casa Vale Cleaners
Cascade Cleaners and Laundry
Castro Fidel

Cates R A
Cedar Crest Cleaners
Centerville Cleaners
Central Bank and Trust
Central State Griffin Memorial Hospital
Century Arms
Century Manufacturing Company
Chackiwitc'h Mr
Chandler,.Mrs Nadi
Chaney Cleaning Company
Chaney and Sons Cleaners
Chapman Roy L
Charles Owen Byrd Dry Cleaning
Checks issued by Jaggers-Chiles-Stovall

Inc
Cheek Mrs Bertha
Cheek Mrs Bertha Cardelia (Vogie)
Cherry Lane Cleaners
Chester Cleaners
Childress Walter L.
Choice Cleaners
Chokas Brothers Cleaners
Christie Cleaners
Circle Cleaners

628



500
498
117
514 517
548
117
117
548 550 554
551
117
117
117
117
139
140
144
144
198
444 445 448
453
235
423
422
105
228
148
109
349
517
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C Cont'd

Citizens Savings and Loan
Citizens State Bank
City Cleaners and Laundry
City National Bank Fort Worth Texas
Clark Gali Mrs
Clark Grady
Clark L F
Clark Max
Clark Mrs Max
Clark's Cleaners
Clark's Cleaners and Tailors
Classic Cleaners
Classified Cleaners
Clay Chester L
Claybrook Cleaners
Clayton Mrs Juanita
Cleaners Mrs Robbie
Clements Mr J R
Clemons Ewing E

Cleveland Mrs Y G
Click Mrs Bernice
Click Mildred Bernice
Clifton's Cleaners
Co9gins Mrs Lillian
Cohen Ruben
Coin Cleaning Center Inc. A
Coleman Jim
Coleman Mrs Odis
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College Cleaners
Collier Mrs Mary

Commission Exhibit A-1
Commission Exhibit C-254
Conkright Dolores
Conley Carroll D
Conley Cleaners and Laundry
Connally John (Governor)
Constance Claude

'Constance Cleaners
Constant Delores
Continental National Bank
Continental National Bank Fort Worth

Texas
Continental Trailways

'Continental Trailways Dallas Texas
Continental Trailways Baggage Check
Continental Trailways Buses
Continental Trailways Bus Depot
Cook J Garland
Cook John
Cook Mrs W W (Alice)
Cook William B
Coonrod Dorothy
Cooper Bobby J
Cooper Roy
Copeland Earl L
Coplin Leonard H
Coplin's Custom Cleaners
Corey Carl
Cdrnelius Mrs -Martha

140
128

593
593
408
137
137
282
117
117
405-408
514

517
173 174 176
178
179 182
178
188
185 189
145
499
517
130
111
515

371
505
140
140
504
507



Corner Cleaners 140

Correspondence with Texas Employment
Commission to Jaggers-Chiles-Stovall
Incorporated 459

Ccstello Samuel L 140
"Cotton Queen 414
Cotton's Cleaners 140

Courreges Erlene 518
Cousin's Cleaners 135
Cowan James Wyatt 491

Cowboy Cleaners 117 140

Cramer Michael Vaughn 378 380 381

Creekmore R N 118
Crescent Firearms 78
Crescent Firearms Incorporated 79
Crescent Firearms Incorporated Invoice

#3178 80
Crescent Firearms Incorporated Customers

Invoice #3620 80
Crest Cleaners 106

Crisler Cleats 124

Crissey Edgar 303

Crissey Edgar R 307
Crown Cleaners 117
Crown Launderette 118

Crump R H 117

Cudd Elizabeth "122

Culbertson Mrs William L 116
Cullum and Boren Company 196 198 200
Curran Roy 118

Curran's Drapery and Curtain Cleaning 118

Curry Jesse E 438

Custom Cleaners 118



127
140
140
133
18 21 30 32
40 48
7,.8 10 11 15
16 29
5 34 36 38 42
45, 50 54 58
118
118
499
118
297 298 300,-302
303 305 307 309
443 524
465 466
320 323
112 114 147
148
259
238 240 241 242
243 244 321 323
324
1181
146
410
410
160
159 161 162
118
557
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Dahn dirs Seth
Dailey Mrs Faye J

Daileyk Cleaners
Dainwbod Mrs B A
Dallas Cinema Associates

Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation

Dallas Cinema Associates Inc

Dallas Cleaners and Tailors
Dallas Cleanorama.Company
Dallas County State Bank
Dallas Leather Cleaners
"Dallas Morning News

Dallas Power and Light Company
Dallas Salesmanship Club
Dallas Tailor and Laundry Supply
Dallas Tailor Supply Company
Dallas Theater Center
"Dallas Times Herald

Dalworth Cleaners
Daly Scott L
Dangerfield Odell S
Dangerfield Odell Sylvester
Daniel Brenda
Daniel Brenda Joyce
Daniel Cleaning and Laundry
Danilova Anna

632
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Dasch Cleaners 118
Dasch,John 118
Datridge Frances 129
Daugherty Mr Lee 412,413,415
Davalosa Miss Juanita 156,158,159
Davie Marie 121
Davis Al 114,14
Davis Russell 410

'Day Carl (Lt.) 265,266
Day Fon .116
Day and Night Dry Cleaning Company 118
Debonair Cleaners 118
Decker Bill (Sheriff) 451
Dee and Hattie Cleaners 118
DeGenhart Giles 479
Del Norte Bus 591
DeLuxe Cleaners 140
.Dennis Harry A 144
Dennis Herbert 107

Depenbrock John F 84
DePrato James K 459
Derrick Minnie .108
Desmond Mrs Ann 130
Desoto Cleaners 118

40ewbre Mrs 120
DeWitt Roscoe 52,56
Dhn Louise 111
Dicken Mrs R T 116
Dickie's Cleaners 118

Dikes Robert 108
Dillon Mary 507
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Do Canted

Dimitrik Lydia 560
Dimitrik Paul 560,565,568
Dixon Sarah 118
Dixen's Star Bright Cleaners 118
Dodson Buster 411
Don Small Cleaners 128
Donohue P J 137
Don's of Richardson 119
Dosaett's Dry Cleaners and Laundry 119
Doughty George (Capt.) 266
Douglas Ester Mae 119
Douglas Mrs Pat 466

Downing Addie 130
Doyle Elmer 234

Doyle Mrs Martha 340,341,342
Drake Joseph R 263
Drake Sgt W L 423

Dry Cleaners Tag 'B9738 105,111,112,114
149,150

Dunn Mrs Ida 120
Dunsmore Joan 344
Durdin Ruth Reagan (Mrs.) 486
Durdin George 148
Duval Anna (Mrs.) 505
Dye George 126

Dyer Walter C 142

Dymitruk Lidya 567,560
Dymitruk Mrs Lydis 553,554,556,564

596 597 598
Dymitruk Lydia Berdjanakaja 563

Dymitruk Paul 554,563,598
Dymitruk Pawel 557,558,559,560
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E F White & Associates
E W Branch Cleaners
Earl Boynton.Cleaners
East Dallas Bank & Trust Company
Easterling Jeas
Eastern Hills Dry Cleaners
Eastridge Cleaners
Batman Mrs Iris D
Eck Charles
Edd's Super Safe Grocery
Edens Vera
Edgecliff Cleaners
Edgefield Cleaners
Edmondson Lena
Edmunds L M 'Tex
Ed's Pawn Shop
Edwards Frances
Egan Printing Company
Eichor D J
Eichor's Cleaners and Hatters
Elite Cleaners
Bison Mrs Eugenie Simsolo
Emmert Mrs J G
Empire State Bank
Employee Identification Questionnaire
English James II
Ennis Business Forms Company Ennis Texas
Enquire Shine and Press Shop
Erwin Troy

307
139
139
504
345,346,347
140
140
140
233
224
348,349
106
107
126
445 452 453
202,204
126
441,442,443
140
140
119,136
563
108
507
459
249
174,178
119
476



Esquire Cleaners
Eselinger William P
Betea Cleaners
Estes Tommy
Estes Wayne A
Evans Avenue Cleaners
Evans Mrs Evelyn

119
422
141
417
141
141
130
124
516 519
S32
94.-103
504
141
94 103

Everett Lawrence
Everman National Bank
Evans Hedger
Evidence Items Listing of
Exchange Bank and Trust Company
Exchange Cleaners and Dyers
Exhibits Listing of
Expansion Identification bracelet

bearing the stamped mark "Japan
Expansion identification bracelets

belonging to LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and MARINA OSWALD 153

Ex enditures of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Expert Cleaners

462,463



Fain krs Margaret 126
Fair Herbert 500
Fair Park National Bank 506
Fair Play for Cuba Committee 268 615
Fairview Cleaners '119
Famous Dry Cleaning and.Pressing Plant 119
Farmers and Merchants State Bank Burleson Texas 514 517
Fashion Care Incorporated 119
Fashion Cleaners 107
Fawcett John 515
Feeler Mrs Lillian 136
Feltner Lilly 135
Ferguson Mrs J D 132
Ferguson Jerrie 517
Ferguson Mrs Ray 130
Fethkenater Mr Dwayne 132
Filko Flora 530
Film "President John F Kennedy's Final

Hour Dallas Texas November 22 1963 55
Film Taken at Texas School Book Depository

by Thomas P Alyea 60

Finley John G 137 141

Finley Mrs Mattye 135

Finley's Cleaners 137 241
First Bank and Trust Company 498
First Citizens Bank 506
First National Bank Arlington Texas 514 517
First National Bank of Carrollton 499
First National Bank in ,Pallas 506
First National Bank of Duncanville 500
First National'Bank Euless Texas 515 517
First National-Bank Fort Worth Texas 511 518 519 520
First National lank of Garland 498
First National Bank of Grand Prairie 501 502 519,320
First National Bank Grapevine Texas 514 517
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608 609
84
572
596
122
109 113
119
109 113
147
119
137
108
136
515 517
537
549
441 442
143
119
119
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First National Bank Hurst Texas
-First'National Bank of Irving
First National Bank of Mesquite
First State Bank Euless Texas
Fishburn Gleaning and Laundry Company
Fishburns W B Cleaners Incorporated
Fisher George
Fittz OK Laundry and Dry Cleaners Incorporated
Fittz Olan
Flaherty Jean
Fleming Betty
Fleming H C
Flemming N B
Fletchers Cleaners
Flight Insurance for Lee Harvey Oswald

at New Orleans September 1963
Fontinellis
Ford Mr and Mrs Declan
Ford Mrs Declan
Ford Mrs Irma
Ford Mrs V R "

Ford Plant Cleaners
Ford's Cleaners
Foreman Fred H.
Forest Avenue Cleaners
Forest Hill Cleaners
Forton Phillip
Fort Worth Laundry and Cleaners
Fort Worth National Bank Fort Worth Texas
Fort Worth Police Car No 338 I
Fort Worth Public Library
Foster Mr Aaron
Foster Alva A
Foster Cleaners
Foster Mrs Fred

.
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119

F Cont'd

Foster Otis
Fox Mrs Frank 116

Fox Virginia 120

Francis Curtis E 516

Franke Wendell 507

Frazier Buell Wesley 105
Fred Foster Cleaners 119
Freedoms Study Group 399 "1

Freeman Collie 518

Frewming, Ids Beulah 166
French D:D Gleaners 119
French Dry Cleaning Company 119

French Gay 123

French Nina 119

Friendly Cleaners and Laundry 120

Frishman Ben 120
Frishman's Cleaners and Dry Goods 120

Fritz J Will 193

Fritz Captain J Will 237

Fritz Captain Joha W 251

Fritz Captain Will 61
Frost and Son J B Cleaning Center 141

Frost Mrs C A 136

Frost Mrs._Roxie 141

Fulbright Ed 202

Fulbright Edward 204

Fullen Mrs 120

Fullen Cleaners 120

Fuller Mrs B. B 133

Fulton William 75 r

Funk Ovalle 133
Furniture Mart 202 204 205

206 238

Furrer John 375
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212
381
352
498
120
141
515 517
137 141
137 141
134
134
120
120
178
225
114
518
52
9 13 30
11 14 16 18
21 36 37 398
44
56
52 56
52 56
500
130
108
124
120
120
285

Gabriel Miss Naomi
Gaiety Buffet
'Garfield Leon
Garland Bank & Trust Company
Gaston Avenue Cleaners
Gateway Cleaners
Gateway National Bank Fort Worth Texas
Cattle John W
Gattis Meadowbrook Cleaners
Gavrel Clepners and Laundry
Gavrel J G. Sr
Gay Insle
Gay's Cleaning and Pressing Shop
Gehrig Leonard F
General Dynamics Company in Fort Worth
Gene's One-Hour Cleaners
Gerladh Juanita
Gewertz Anita
Gewertz Irving
Gewertz Mrs Irving

Gewertz Mrs Irving (Anita)
Gewertz Irving David
Gewertz Martin Anson
Gilbert W Norman
Gilliland Fred
Gilliland Mrs J C
Gilmore Rachel
Gilpen Street Cleaners
Gil-Rob Dry Cleaning Company
Girl's expansion identification bracelet

.~ 640
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G Cont'd

Glasscock Mr Jim 125
Glazier Gene 499
Glen Canyon Dam Project 431
Glen Oaks Cleaners and Laundry Service 120

Glenn Garden Laundry and Cleaners 141
Glo Cleaning System 3.07 141

Goad Rex 69

Goad Rex R 71
Golden State Arms Los Angeles

California 74

Goldfaden Berman 127

Goldfarb Herman 121

Goldwater Mrs Roberta 125

Gooch Mrs Hazel 8

Gooch Mrs. Ivy Randle (Hazel) 3.1

Goodling William F 520
Goodman Cleaners 141

Goodrich Mrs Durwood 600

Goodrich Miss Willie 236

Gorgab Thomas 426
Grand Avenue State Bank 505

Grand Prairie Laundry and Dry Cleaners 120

Grand Prairie State Bank 500

Grant Mrs 312

Grant Mrs Eva 314

Grant James 74

Graves Mrs Jgan 495

Graves W A 204

Graves Warren 202

Gray C W 9 37 40

Gray Cotton Jacket Identified as Belonging

to Lee Harvey Oswald

641



Green H L Watch Repair Company 153

Greener Mr 237

Greener Charles Woodrow 238

Greener Woodrow 192
Greenville Avenue State Bank 507

Greer Raymond 147

Greer Raymond H 138

Gregory Peter 539

Gregory Peter Paul 547

Greyhound Bus 393

Greyhound Bus Depot 189

Greyhound Bus 1265 from San Antonio to
Dallas Texas on October 3 1963 606

Greyhound Ticket * 8 256 009 287A
Griffin Cleaners 120

Griffin Mrs Hudson 120
Griffith Cleaning Shop 120

Grigsby June 518

Grinnan Joe 307
Grinnan Joseph P 298

Grisham Fred 105
Grove Laundry 120
Grove State Bank 506

549-551

607

309
300-303

G Cont"d

Gray John
Gray Sam
Gray's Cleaners
Gray's Cleaners and Laundry

--Grayson Alice Lee
Green H L Company

120
118
105
120
66
152 154 156
159-166 168
169 171 285
287



550
504
347
142
515 518
515
352
351
350 353
118
113
499
504
118
599
510
488
399
106
116
119
131

271
505
3.42
280
75
142
142

Guizar Gilberto Lozano
Gunnels Ralph B
Gunn's Cleaners
Gun Shop The

Guns and ammo
Guynn Mrs Ida

Guyn.n's Cleaners

Hale Mrs Virginia
Hall Mrs Betty
Hall Henry J (Sheriff)
Hallmark Cleaners
Haltom City State Bank Haltom City Texas

Names G 'R
Hammer Mary L.
Hammer Miss Mary L
Hammer Mrs Mary L
Hammock Bessie
Hancock Mrs Edith
Hancock H. Jr
Hand Mrs Dorothy
Haney Dee
Hansen Beverly R
Hardin Tom J
Hare Helsene E
Hargis Billy James D.D
Harmon George
Harmon Jerry
Harmon Lequetta
Harper Inez



127
483
127
399
139
397
49
128
121
410
121
263 445
369
109
127
129
121
107
121
121
16 18
8 23 24 44
47 53 58
16
585-587
587
144
498
138
518
135
438
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Harper Jack
Harper Mrs Mary
Harpold Mrs Frankie
Harris Mrs
Harris Creath N
Harris Mrs George 14. Jr

Harris Mack
Harris W D
Harrison Mrs Irma
Harrison Paul
Harrison Cleaners
Hart H M (Det.)
Harvard Club
Harwell Cleaners
Hasler Berman
Hassell Patricia
Hatitorium They
Batly Mrs E L
Haynes Mrs C H
Baynes Cleaners and Laundry
Hays Clarence Eugene
Hays Mrs Frances

Bays Mrs Frances Marie
Seidel George
Seidel Mrs Jacqueline
Benckles Jack
Bendrex Carl
Hennessy Edward P

Henry Nadine
Renshaw Mrs Clyde
Renshaw John



123
123
371
107
491
491 492
117
340-342
135
118
119
142
107
109
558
250
146
518
505
134
121
411
137
514
122
418
3.21
121
142
142
134
3.42 3.45
3.42
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H Cont'd
SAGE

Henson Louise
Herald'Dry Cleaning Company
Herbert Mr Ed
Herbert's Cleaners
Herd J F
Herd James F. M.D
Herdon Mrs M D
Hertz Rent-A-Car
Hiett Cleaners
Higgins Ethel
Highbinger S H
Highland Cleaners
Highland Cleaners & Laundry
Hightower Mrs Pearl
Hill Anna S
Hill Herman N
Hill J B
Hill Lola
Hillcrest State Bank of University Park
Hills Dry Cleaners and Laundry
Hilltop Cleaners
Hilton Cleve
Hinesley Morris B

Hippie R N
Hirezie Charles
Hitzfelder Charles J
Hi Vue Cleaners
Hodges Cleaners
Holden Quality Cleaners
Holden Valet Cleaners
Holden Mr N O
Holden W O'Neal
Holden's

r~
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Holiday Cleaners and Laundry
Holiday Cleaning and Laundry
Hollxnd Cleaners
Rollaway Bryan Douglas
Rollaway Jeffry Lynn
Rollaway Joyce (Mrs Bob G.)
Holloway David
Holloway David Percy
Holloway Mr and Mrs P D
Holloway Thomas T
Hollywood Cleaners and Laundry
Holmes William Lee
Hole ton Gladys

'Honaker Goldie
*maker Dr Jack
Honaker Jack D. M D
Honaker Jimmy
Moniker O D
Honaker Ottis David
Honey Springs Cleaners
Honigfeid David
Hooker Mrs Weldon
Hoover Mr Herbert
Hopkins Cleaners
Hopkins Thomas R
Horrell's Hand Finished Cleaning
House Mks A H
"House of As

142
106
107
201
201
201
23
25
23 25
558
121
486
127
359
359
361
359
361
354 355 358
121
418
230
527 529
122
122
107
128
526 529 530



142
524
524
122
87 539,-540
542 543 544
423
505
118
499
504
127
208 209
307
303,.309
205
278
74
440
441
138
423
142
515
526
526 531
523 526 527
528 530 531
526 531
591
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H Cont'd

House of Hutchins Cleaners
"Houston Chronicle dated March 22 X1964
"Houston Chronicle dated March 29 1964
Howard Cleaners and Launderers
Howard Mike
Howard Dr Rex J
Hubbard Lieutenant Joe
Buckabee Mr s Lucy
Buffaker Max
Hughes Kenneth J
Rullender Nancy
Hulsey Marie
Humberson Leon
Hunt Bunker
Hunt Nelson Bunker
Hunter Gertrude (Mrs..J T.)
Hunting Knife
Hunters Lodge Alexandria Virginia
Hurst Reweaving
Hurst Reweaving Shop
Huston E Roosevelt
Hutchins Captain A L
Hutchins William E
Hutton Mrs Josephine
Hyatt Mrs Filko
Hyatt Flora Filke
Hyatt Mrs Flora Filko

Hyatt Mrs William Harvey
Hyde Mrs Marie Loretta-



DL 100-10461

Identification bracelet bearing the engraved
name "Marina

Identification bracelets of Lee Harvey Oswald
and Marina Oswald 151

Imperial Knife Company Incorporated 278
Indian Oaks Cleaners 142
Indignant White Citizens Council (IWCC) 452 616
Individuals with Rissian Background in

Dallas Fort Worth area 546
Industrial National Bank of Dallas 506
Industries O R L 77
Inellgrove William H 144
International Exchange Order No 43 599 287A
Internal Revenue Service Ogden Utah 426
International Firearms Montreal Canada 84
Interviews with Marina Nikolaevna Oswald

nee Prusakova 588
Inventory Evidence Items C1OA C227-C248

D73-D140
Inwood Cleaners
Irvin Travis
Irving Bank and Trust "(formerly Irving State Bank)
Irving Cleaners in Irving Texas
Irving.Sports Shop Irving Texas

94-103
122
130
499
113

194
201
216
225
232
243

190 191 192
196 198 200
208 209 215
218 223 224
226 229 231
237, 238 240
309
117

Irwin Ivan
Ishmal Irene

Jackson Butler
Jacobs Earl
Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc



22
499
122
422
136
558
142
142
513

405,`.406 407 408
506
122
108
61,193 237
433
379
430 431
516
105'#'184
362 363
506
359
410
518
542
518
616
105
129
122

'DL 100-10461

J Cont'd

James -Cleaners
James R B
James W B
Jameson's Pharmacy
Jarmon Mrs Ethel
Jeffers Mrs Jessie E
Jennings Earl W
Jennings Earl W. Cleaners and Dryers
Jennings Bieber V
Jerry's Wagon Wheel
Jester Paul Jr
Jimmerson Cleaners

'Joe Rushing Cleaners aid Dryers
John Ray
Johnson Mrs
Johnson President
Johnson Mrs A C
Johnson, Charles R
Johnson Mrs Gladys
Johnson Hart A
Johnson Jack W
Johnson Lucky Sue (Mrs Bill)
Johnson Lyndon B
Johnson Ozella
Johnson Rex
Johnston Jessie
Joiner Bob
Jones Captain A O
Jones Mary
Jones . Quality Cleaners



141
126
138
107
142
142
106
605
228
351
400 402 404
107
403
403
288
355

134
505
122
122
109
120

122
123
121
122
607
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SAGE

J Cont'd

Jones Mr Ray
_Jones Tommy

Jones Velma
Jordan Frank

"'Jordan Mary
Jordan Moses
Jordan's Coin Operated Dry Cleaning and

Laundry
Joseph Ann
Joseph Bill
Joseph M John
Julian Ben R

Radel Mrs Gertrude
Kamanerer Mrs Ethel
Kaplan Ed
Kee Mrs Margaret
Kell Cleaners
Kell Thomas Jr
Kelly Mrs Joan
Kelly Joseph
Kennedy Mrs Ethel
Kennedy Robert B
Kessler Arnold Louis
Ressler Cleaners
Kessler Pauline Buckler
Ressler Sam
-Rhintuleva Galina
ThrushChev Nikita

-650
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T
PAGE

K 'Cont'd

Kidd J C (M.D.) 493
Kidd Jack C (M.D.) 494
Kiestwood Cleaners 123
Kimbell Joseph E 135

Kincaid George 9

Kincaid George R 13

King Henry 109

King Marjorie 518

King S L 138

Rinslow Sandra 160

Rinslow Sandra Elaine 159 161 164

Kiprow Miss Leeda 410

Kirby Mrs Mary 500

Rite Sam 143

Kite's Circle K Cleaners 143

Kleen Klos Rwik 123

Klein Gary 106

Klein S 85

Klein Sporting Goods 76

Rleinlerer Alex 554 556

Mains 75
Klein's Catalogue #C20-T749 79
Klein's Sporting Goods Incorporated 78
Klein's Voucher and Attadhed Check both

bearing number 28966 80

Klihr Charles F 263

Knapp Ken 587

-Knapp M C 587

Knife Bunting 278

-651
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INDYLX

FAME

R Cont'd

Knight Cleaners
Knight Clifton
Knight John
Knowles Cora

`'Knox Street Cleaners
Kohler J Edward
Konkle Mrs D B
Koopman Walter Andrew
Kostenko Vasiliy
Kramer Mrs Monika
Kritchefaky be

Kriss Mr
Krieg Barry L.
Kunkel Charles
Kunkel Charlie
Kurr Melvin R.
Kushi Midhio
Kwik Cleaners

L

Lacey Willie
Ladd Green
Laden Cleaners & Laundry Service
Laidler Mrs Agnes
Laidler Rosalynd
Lakeview Cleaners
Lakewood Cleaners
Lakewood Laundrymatic
Lakewood State Bank

123
123
122
116
122
146
124
396-398
567
591
601

148
3.12
539 540
532 534 535
68-71
571 580
123

122
115
107
367
364-367
143
123
122
507
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N EX

Lambert Roy B 506
LaMode Cleaners 124
Lancaster Cleaners 143
Lancaster E Ray 143
Langford Martha 131
Langguth Jack 291
Laningham Garland 500
LaRue Mrs Irene E 142
Lasco Supply Company 113 148
Laundroluxe Cleaners 124
Laundry Mark File 150
Laundry Mark "030 111 112
Laundry Mark "30 030 104 105

112 149
Laurel Weave Shop 122
LaCava William B 137
LaCava's Incorporated 137
Lavelle Russell W 145
Laws Cleaners 124
Laws Thelma 124
Lawson Leslie 105
Lawson Willie O 141
Lawyer Melvin O 143
Lawyer's Cleaners 143
Lechinger Lewis 530
Ledwell Wanda 485
Lee H O 287k
Lee Vincent "Ted 615
Lee's Dry Cleaners 124



DL.100-10461

r
INDEX

GE

Lehrer James 242
LeNeuveau Candide Magazine or Newspaper 590
Leonard Jim 234
Leslie Warren 571
Leslie Welding Company Incorporated 495
Leslie Welding Company Payroll Check

Np 6422 473
Leslie Welding Company Payroll Checks 470 472

Lester Luther J 140
Letter ated December 6 1963 postmarked

Jamaica New York 532
Lettieri Mrs Joy 505

Levine Isaac Don 291

Lewis Mrs Lois 121
License No 1963 Texas PL 9139 263
License No 1964 Texas NM 2893 263
Lifechultz Freight 79

Lilly Dry Cleaners 137

Lilly Thomas P 137

Lilly Velvetone Dry Cleaning 143
Lincoln Life Insurance Company 234

Lindig Mrs Peggy 158 161

Lindquist J B 507

Ling-Temco-Vought 385

Lipscomb Walter 423

Lisbon Cleaners 124

Listing by Item Number and Description
of Additional Exhibits 93

Little Mrs Frances 137

Little World Cleaners and Tailors 122

Little's Cleaners 137

Livingston Mrs J W 115

'Livingston W A ill



124
131
420
67
294
506
492
491
491 492
514
507
431

DL 100-10461

INS

Lomo Alto Cleaners
London Mrs Doris
Love Mr Roble
Lovelady Billy Nolan
Lowe Jim
Lowe Joe
Lundgren R W
Lundgren Rupert
Lundgren Rupert Walter Jr
Luttrell Fred
Lyday Bill
Lynch Jess

Mac's-Cleaners 143

Mac's Cleaners of Oak Cliff 124

MacCammon Jim 590

MacPhee Mrs Elaine 505

McAdams Kenneth 499

McAnulty Dane M 143

Met moon Dunya 563

McCarley J E 123

McCarley's Launderette and Cleaners 123

McClinton P R 136

McClinton Phillip R 138

McConnell Jan 504

McCown Linda 504

McCrary Cline L 141

McCrory McLellan Green Stores

Corporation 156

"McCrory's 152

McCrorys Department Store 3.70



McCulloh Mrs Opal 230

McCaugh Mr Romer 228

McKay Mrs Beatrice 109
McKeaver F W 124
McKenzie William 589 590
McKenzie William A 187 542

McKinney Elwood 515

McLaughlin peter 368 369

McMann Hell 517
McMillen Mrs Lucille 166

McRae Joe R 180 468

'Maple Lawn Cleaners

M & K Cleaners 143

Magers Cliff 89

Magallon Joe S 142

Magnolia Cleaners 124
Main Cleaners and Laundry 124

Majestic Cleaners 124

Majestic Cleaners and Tailors 143

Mallette Everett R 143

Malone Marguerite 518

Malone S L 459

Maloy, Katinka A 426

Manhattan Laundry and Dry Cleaners
Company

r 124

Manning Sugar 123

Manor Doris 517

Manor Leon S 145

Mansfield State Bank Mansfield Texas 5150 518

Maple Cleaners 122

Maple Hazel 143
122

656
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7

Maple's Cleaners
Maples Mr Ronald
Marathon Laundry and Cleaning
Mardi Gras
Marriet Estelle
Marsala Place Apartments
Marsalis Cleaning Company
Marshall Cleaners
Marshall Mrs Eva
Marshall Felix
Mart Discount Liquor Store

:Mart Liquor Store
Martin Mrs Edith
Martin James E

Martin Jim
Martin John
Martin abhn Jr
Martinez Carlos
Martin's Cleaning
Marusya
Masan John Thomas
Masen's Gun Shop
Mash Mrs Emma
Master Cleaners & Laundry
Mathis J C
Matlock Mrs Lula
Matthews Mrs Cordell
Mayor Georgia
Mays Jack
MeadoWbrook Cleaners

143
210
122
414
107
313
107
143
182
143
474
481
132
501 502 519
520
106
6
7 9
146
106
596
280
280
228
132 134
120
125
135
443
507
143
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jNDC

K Cont'd

Medallion Cleaners and Laundry 144
Medical Treatment for Mrs Marguerite Oswald

and Robert Oswald 541

Meharg Marion B 419,423,424
Heller Anna 564
Men's hand-engraved expansion identification

bracelet 287
Mentesana Charles
Mentesana Ernest Charles

9
35

Mercantile National Hank 481,505
Mercer Gloria Jean 523
Merchants State Sank 507

Mercury 132

Mercy Mrs Lillian 119
Merle Norman Cosmetics Shop 230

Merritt Chapman and Scott Contractors 431

Mesquite Cleaners 121

Mesquite Savings 6 Loan 499

Mesquite State Sink
499

Master Earl 9

Master William Earl Jr 21
Metal plate bearing the engraved name "Marina 285

Metal plate bearing the engraved names 'Marina
and "Lee 285

Michailowitsch Else 602

Michailowitsch Else (Mary) 600,601
Michailowitsch Georg 600

Michailowitsch Irene 599,600
Micheilowitach Lydia 602

Midgett If K 492

Midway Cleaners and Tailors 108

-658
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Pb :Ex
PAGE

M Cont'd

Mikhailov Alexander Yurievidh 596
Mikhailov Valentine Yurievich 596
Mikhailov Vladimir Yurievich 596
Mikhailov Yuri 596 599
Mikhailova Polina Vasilievna Prusakova 596 599
Mikhaylovidh Irina Alekseyevna 596 599
Miller David 419
Miller Mr and Mrs David 423
Miller Mrs Eunice 132
Miller Henry 148
Miller Isadore 119
Miller Jewel 123
Miller Mrs Jewel 126
Miller Mrs Pearl 134
Miller R A 108
Miller Ralph E 146
Miller's Cleaning & Laundry 132
Milliorn Mrs Ilaurine 147
Millron Edith 116
Minchew Margie 505
Mirrorette Cleaners 122
Mister Capital 132
Mitchell Laron 139 141

Miteff Ned 144
Mitsubishi Family 578

Mobley Mrs Joe 263

Mockingbird Cleaners 132
Modern Cleaners 132

-659



504
87
'86,87,88
135
301 302 303
129
493
493
208

406
124
132
538
146
132
507,509
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M Cont'd

Modern Laundry and Cleaners 144
Moku Benjamin 376
Moku Shirley 376
Molck Ruby 119
Monarch laundry and Cleaning 134
Montgomery Ward 470,439
Moody Mylo 106
Moore Cleaners 144
Moore Eric 117
Moots Henry K 252,253,254,255
Moore Mrs J.A 132
Moore Mr R G 144
Moore William A -515
Moreman Mrs Carolyn
Morgan tea yne R
Morgan's Gun Shop
Morris Mrs Maxine
Morris Robert (Dr.)
Morrow Mrs Alice
Morrow N R (M D.)
Morrow Neil R
Mosby Matt
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph

Company
Muencenberger Modie
Muller Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Mundt Senator Karl
Murphy J Nolan Jr -

Mustang Dry Cleaners
Myers Marlin

..660



517
-528
591
510
144
506
344
132
123
437,438
560,567
112
353
452 617
371
282
144
316
109
549
138
507,509
515,518
515,518
331 332
132
504
132
132
481
133

DL 100-10461

Nafziger Frances
Nahas Fred
Naman Miss Ribs
Nash Lucille
Natatorium Laundry Company
National Bank of Commerce
National Car Rental Agency
National Cleaners
National Drapery and Curtain Cleaning Company
"National Enquirer*
National Labor Alliance
National Laundry Marking Machine
"National Magazine
National States Rights Party (NSRP)
Naugle Dave
Necktie worn by Governor John Connally
Ned and Johnnie Cleaners
Newspaper, *Houston Chronicle*
Nichols Dorothy
Nixon Mr Ariiss
Nobby Cleaners and Laundry
North Dallas Bank & Trust Company
Northeast National Bank Richland Hills Texas
North Fort Worth State Bank Fort Worth Texas
North Haven Gardens
Northridge Cleaners
Northwest National Bank
Norwood Mrs Charles E
Norwood Cleaners
Nowlin Charles
Nu-Way Cleaners & Laundry



ew York Corporation
Osborn Mrs Dorothy
Ostein Mildred
Oswald Audrey Marina-Radhel
Oswald Mrs Bertha
Oswald Mrs C
Oswald C E

508
135
490 492-494
215
221
221 222

DL 100-10461

TNpEX

O.K Cleaners
Oak Cliff Bank & Trust Company

_ Oak Cliff Cleaners & Fur Storage
Oakland Cleaners
Oaklawn Cleaners
Ochoa Richard
O'Connor Dorothy Jean
Odom Cleaners
Odor Less Cleaners
Ogura Mrs Kazuko
Okui Mrs Toyo
Okui Yaeko

Olechka
Olin Lester G.
Oliver Mr John
Olya
Omstead Paul
One block of forms for Tranaportes

Frontera Bus Line
One Day Cleaners
One Hour Martinizing

108
505
108
133
133
128
484
133
144
581
570 578
569 570 574
576-580
596
490 492
134
596
117

270
135
135



GE
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0 Cont'd

Oswald Charles
Oswald Charles E
Oswald Charles Edward
Oswald Charles L
Oswald Charles Land

`Oswald Mrs Clara
Oswald Daylos Bryan
Oswald Deloy
Oswald Deloy W
Oswald Grace
Oswald Grace L
Oswald J A
Oswald J G. Jr
Oswald J J
Oswald Lieutenant James R
Oswald Mrs Jessie (Billie)
Oswald Jessie J
Oswald Jewel
Oswald John Jr
Oswald John Gholsen Jr
Oswald John Gholsen III
Oswald Kathleen
Oswald L Z
Oswald Louis E
Oswald M C
Oswald Mabel
Oswald Margaret
Oswald Marguerite

228
220
224
219 228
229
215 220 230
236
227
218
236
215
218
221 222
216
210 233
231
215 232
219 228
216
225 226
226
215 21$
216
215
221 222
220
216
503



0 Cont'd

Oswald Marina N
Oswald Marina Nikolaevna
Oswald Mary
Oswald N D
Oswald Norman Dean
Oswald Ona Jolene
Oswald R L
Oswald Mrs R L
Oswald Rachel
Oswald Robert

Oswald Mrs Robert
Oswald Robert E
Oswald Robert Edward Lee

Oswald Robert L

PAGE

90 219,-222,
507 510 511
514 521 522
523 532 534
535 536 5410
543 544 583

537
165 168 169
185 202 206
211 234 2910
490 491 492
494 503 5070
509 510 511

520 532
539 540 542
553 562 564
565 573 575
589 591 592
593 596
501 502 S19
588
215
217
215 217
234
221 473
583
493
187 473 S39
541 543
523
511
503 507 510
511 514
219 272 473
489 511 512
542
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133
109
118
473
291 450
185 189 249
25x 253 254
255 290 291
476 491 565
597
118
121
136
140
600
77
108
510
131

DL 100-10461

;R
-0 Cont'd

RAGE

Oswald Mrs Robert L 512
Oswald Robert Lee 223
Oswald Rev Robert M 234 235
Oswald Rosemary 23.5
Oswald Sherry 221 222 224
Oswald Trust Fund The 501 502 51.9
Oswald Vada M 219

..Oswald W N 216
Oswald William M 215
Oswald's employment by Jaggers-Chiles

Stovall Incorporated 459
Oswald's 3.962 Income Tax Refund Check 474
Oswald's Lee Harvey employment at Texas

School Book Depository 461
Owens Sgt Calvin B 319

"Ozawa Mr .570
P

P B Cleaners
Pace Fanny
Packenius H J
Pactor Max
Paine Michael
Paine Mrs Ruth

Painter Clarence
"

Paklaian Mrs Bertha
Palton Jack 8
Panagopoulas Anastasio
Panowa Irene
Pantechnics Incorporated
Parisian Cleaners & Laundry
Park Cities Bank & Trust Company
Park Cities Cleaner

665
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P Cont'd

Park Cleaners
Park Hill Cleaners
Parker Felix
Parker Henry
Parkland memorial Hospital
Park T Wayne
Parks Ben
Parks Cleaners
Parr Wyman

Parr Wyman Hulan
Parry Cleaners
Paschal Mr C E
Paschal Jerry
Paschall Cleaners
Passmore Ben B
Patterson Mary Louise
Payne Darwin
Payne Robert
Peacock Cleaners
Peerless Cleaners
Pellegreno Gennaro
Pellegreno Mrs Gennaro
Pellegreno Jerry
Pellegrim Jerry
Pellegrino J
Pellegrino Jerry
Pellerin Mr (FEU) Jr
Pellerin Laundry Machine Sales
Penabaz Dr Fernando
Perfecto Cleaners
Perkins Cleaners
Perkins J B
Persian Cleaning Company
Personal Cleaners

-Personal Effects of,Oswald Obtained From
Robert L Oswald

144
144
440
145
388 490
144
143
131
7 8 14 27
41 50 58
23
131
131
506
131
261
591
242
305
131
131
397
397
397
398
397
395-399
148
148
370-372
131 144
144
144
131
131

272,277



PAGE

576
578

144
144
582-584
163 168
153
169
108

382-384
527 528
119

65

248
503 507 510
511 514
266

264
144
371
131
131
131
131
130
371
374
212 215
130
6
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,INDEX
P Cont d

Perutz George
Perutz Mrs Sidney
Peter's Cleaners
Peters Thomas P
Petrulli Nicholas
Pezet Charles
Pezet Charles R
Pezet Chuck
Phell Chuck
Philadelphia State Hospital Philadelphia

Pennsylvania
Phillips Berta
Phillips Mrs Walter
Photograph in "Saturday Evening Post

Resembling Lee Harvey Oswald
Photograph of House of Major General

Edwin A Walker
Pic John Edward

Piece of Wood
Piece of Wood Removed Prom Bottom Window

Sill of Window at Texas School Book

Depository
Pink Apron Cleaners
Pino Quintin
Pioneer Cleaning & Laundry
Piper Cleaners
Piper Walter
Plaza Cleaners & Laundry
Pleasant Grove Cleaners
"Point of View
Police Department Wrecker Service
Polk R L and Company
Polk Terrace Cleaning & Laundry
Pollard Dick

667
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P Cont'd

Poly Cleaners and Laundry 145

Pope Richard 76
Porter D R 505
Porter Imogene 505
Porterfield Cleaners 130
Porterfield Robert 130
Porterfield Vera 518
Post Office Box 2915 469
Post Office Box 2915 Dallas Texas

Rented to Gonzalo Ancira
Post Office Box 9578 Arlington Relights

Substation Fort Worth Texas 537
Potts Detective Walter E 257
Powell Annie D 115
Powell's Cleaners 130
Pratt Jerry 407 408
Preston Road Cleaners 130
Preston State Bank 505
Prestonette Lauhdry & Cleaners 130
Prewitt's Cleaners 130
Price C Jack 490
Primo Cleaning Co 108
Printer Allen and Company 173

Progress Cleaners and Laundry 145

Progress Laundry and Cleaning Company 123
Pruitt Mrs Myrtie 117

Prusakova Marina Nikolaevna 588

Pruskova Marina 449

Puck Clara 117
Purchase Order *1243 78

Putzel Leo 126

-668
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R 6 W Cleaners
Radio Station NSEA Mission Kansas
Radio Station WRR
Rady N C
Ragland Linda
Ragland Miss Linda Carol
Rainbow Laundry
Ramelli Rudolph
Randall Virgil
Rankin Mr J Lee
Ranne Lucille
Ransdell Virgil
Ratigan DeraldJ
Ray Billie A
Ray Cleaning
Ray Cleaning 6 Laundry
Ready B J
Reagan Cleaners
Reavis Cleaners
Reavis L Z
Redlich Norman
'Red Star Over Cuba

'

Reed Chester J
Reese Christine
Re-Nu Cleaners

145
108

108
337 339
294
125
165
169
130
"148
517
365 366
117
514
137 140
443
136
130
515
135
136 145
136 145
538 539
399
140
121
130



PAGE

196
190
506
543
128
121
130
121
9 32
30
134
145
145
145
515 518
79 80
75
464
130
293-295
356-358
145
138
515 518
416-418
429 430 433
121
129

DL 100-10461

,INDEX

R Cont'd

Repair Tag No 18374
Repair Tag for Gun
Republic National Bank
Rex Howard Clinic
Reynolds Anna
Reynolds 8lmyra
Rhea Cleaners & Laundry
Rhoden H R
Rhodes Alan
Rhodes Charles Alan
Rice Barbara
Ridgevale Cleaners and Laundry
Ridglea Automatic Laundry and Clearers
Ridglea.Cleaners
Ridglea State Bank Fort Worth Texas
Rifle Serial No C2766
"Rifleman
Riggs Chester Xllen Jr
Riley One-Hour Cleaners
Ripley Charles 8
Rippey Pearl
Rite-Way Laundry and Cleaners
River Oaks Cleaners
Riverside State Bank Port Worth
Riviera Club Castroville Texas
Roberts Mrs Earlene
Robertson Pauline
Rochester Park Cleaners

-670.



504
129
388
252-255
129
108
123
129
131
129
505
129 138
129
145
449
454 455
108
148
517
518

.108
129
129
129
506
505
138
371
194 198
192 196 200
238 240 243
247
130

DL 100-10461

Rogers William
Rose Cleaners
Rose Doctor Earl Forrest
Rose Detective Guy F
Rose Mr James
Rosemont Cleaners
Rosen Mildred
Ross Oak Crest Cleaners
Ross R D
Ross William
Rossi Mrs Joyce
Royal Cleaners
Royal Dutch Laundry & Cleaning
Royal South Side Cleaners and Laundry
Rubenstein Jacob
Ruby Jack L
Rucker Cleaners
Ruddlph Ramelli Inc
Runyon Judy
Runyon Ruth
Rushing Joe
Rushman Cleaners
Russell Ernest
Russell's Cleaners
Rutledge Betty
Ryan Mrs Irene
Ryan Mrs Katie
Rycker Captain Kenneth
Ryder Dial
Ryal Dial D
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DEX
AGE

S

Saab Motor Company Bethesda Maryland 395 396 398
Safe-Deposit Box and Other Banking

Connections by Lee Harvey Oswald or
Any Member of His Immediate Family 462 497

Sakowitz Mr 530
Salinas Vivian 116
Salkeld Mrs Ruth 504
Sample Brothers Cleaners 145

Sample J H 107

Sample Leon 145

Sampley Winfield 147

Sampley Winfield S 145

Sampley's Cleaners 145
Sanders Dry Cleaners 129
Sanders E T 129
Sanders Mrs Jesse 107

he San Diego Union. dated November 1
1959 483

Saner Avenue Cleaners 129
Saentos-Budh Dr Charles A 615

'Saturday Evening Post December 14
1963 issue 66 67

Schafer Mrs C D (Wanda) 441

Schafer Charles David 441

Schafer Mrs Wanda 440

Schindler Mrs J C 119

Sdhmidt Hunter Jr - 243 247

Schmidt Larrie 298
SChooler Sam 142
SChooler Samuel H 147
Schumacher V P 507
S chwabadh Perutz b Company 570
Schwartz Dr 399
Scioto Golf Club 369

Scott Ruth 113
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Simpson Mrs J C

Cleaners
Shaw Bill
Shawver George
Shawver George Alderson
Shepherd Clarence L
Shepherd Cleaners
Shipley Leona
Shirt white dross worn by Governor

John Connally
Shorter Mary B
Shumaker Mrs Ruth
Sigler Dr Howard
Sigler Howard Young M.D
Simms Mrs L A
Simpson Irene

282
130
111
9
47
118
518
132

Sincalir Mrs Ann 126

Sipes John W 84

Skillman Cleaners 128

Skyline Motel near Pulaski Virginia 347

Skyline Motel Route #11 West of Pulaski

Virginia 345 346

Slater Bernard Fishburn Cleaning & Laundry 106

S Cont'd

Scott Mrs S T. 8r 167
Scott Mrs Velma 1580 160

Scyene Cleaners 129

Seagoville State Bank 500
Sears Anita 518
Second Avenue Cleaners 129

Security State Bank River Oaks Texas 515 518

Self Carl 476 478

Seminary Cleaners 145

DL 100-10461

Semina tate Bank Fort Worth 515 518

514
8,23,50
14
138 146
138 146
116



PAGE

609
82
242
490
550 551
122
129
117.

231 232
518
147
406
504
110
144
128
146

.128
128
518
498
138
132
128
318
.515 518
146
504

"w

Y
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INDEX

S Cont'd

Sleischacker Carl
Sloan's Sporting Goods Company Inc
Smart Kenneth
Smith Alice
'Smith Mrs Annie Laurie
Smith Claude

,Smith Mrs Clyde
Smith Cy
Smith Detective Agency and Nightwatch Service

Incorporated
Smith Freida
Em:xh Henry
Smith Lawson V
Smith Pearl
Smith Mrs Walter
Smithfield Joan R
Smith's Cleaners
Snappy Cleaners
Snider Plaza.Cleaners
Sno Cleaners
Snodgrass Mildred
Snow Robert A
Snow-White Laundry and Cleaners
Soniap Mr E M
Sordelet Cleaners
Souter Captain James M (NA)
South Fort Worth State Bank
South Main Cleaners
South Oak Cliff State Bank

-.674



33
128
146
146
119
592
128
146
146
127
571

State Bank of East Fort Worth Fort Worth Texas 518

Stegall Mrs Norma 127 s

Stenton (eland E 506

DL 100-10461

INDEX .PAGE

S Cont'd

South Side Laundry and Cleaners 146
Southern Cleaners 138
Southern Cleaners and Laundry Supply Company 148
Southern Cleaners and Laundry Supply Company Inc 112
Southwest Bank and Trust 500
Southwest National Bank Fort Worth,'"Texas 516 518
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Southwestern Bell Telephone Company Fort Worth

.'Texas 210
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Sparkle Cleaners 128
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Starr Lee
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Stinnett Cleaners 127

Stinnett Mrs A 127
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Stokenberry Cleaners 127.

Stone Bob 514

Stone Eugene "Duck 166

Stone Pat 160

Stone Hrs Patricia 166 167 168

Stone Patricia Ann 161

Stone Tommy 166 167 168

.Stoneleigh Hotel 258

Stovall Joe 498

Stovall Mr Richard S 252 253
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Stovall Robert L
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Stricklin Mrs Margaret E 141

Stringfellow Detective Don 452
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Taylor Charles W
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.TCU Cleaners
Technical Research Bureau

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

37.7-4168 Atlanta Georgia 423
528-5243 Dallas Texas 406
BL 5-6249 Irving Texas 421 422
PE 7-4368 Fort Worth Texas 210
PE 7-3453 Fort Worth Texas 210
275-6621 Phoenix Arizona 406
ADams 9-5642 Subscriber Marina Oswald

.Richardson Texas 211
Television Station KTVT 371
Terrell "Mrs E M 128
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Texas Employment Commission 548,551
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Tippit Gayle K
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Tippit Officer
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'Tompkins Virginia
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Top Hat Cleaners and Laundry
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Walker General
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Walker Edwin A.
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Walker Mrs Maxine
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Walters A L
Walton Mrs Paul
Walter Howard B
Ward Benjamin C
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5/28/64 11/22/63 5/28/64
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SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING I
OF

eah
"CHANGED* CHARACTEROF CASE
LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka H 0 Lee

etc

IB-R-CUBA

The title of this case is marked "Changed to include in the
title the alias H O LEE by which name OSWALD is reflected as having
traveled on his return from Mexico in October 1963

$AFERENCEt

Report of 8A ROBERT P GEMBERLING 4/15/64 at Dallas.

P
ANCLOSURES,s TO THE BUREAU

Enclosed herewith and attached to appropriate copies of this
report for the Bureau are three photographs each-of Exhibits C-306
C-308 C-309 C-310 C-315 C-316 C-317 C-318 and C-319 and one
photograph each of Exhibits C-311 C-312 C-313 and C-314

Two photographs each of Exhibits C-311 C-312 C-313 and
C-314 have been previously furnished the President's Commission
by the Bureau Two photographs each of Exhibits C-306 C-308
C-309 C-310 C-3 5 -316

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
comes mama
10, BUREAU (105.82555) (BNCB..31)

(REGISTERED MIL)
1 NEW ORLEANS (loo.16601r (INFO)
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1 SAN ANTONIO (105.2909) (INFO)
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OALEAS (100-10461)
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DATE 5-24-64

1 Liaison
1 Wannall
1 Putnam

Memoranm

W C Sulliva

FROM

SUBJECT ARTICLE'KENNEDY KILLED BY RED
CAPTIVE PILOT WAS TOLD APPEARING
IN 5-22-64 ISSUE OF THE WASHINGTON
"EVENING STAR NEWSPAPER '(-Po

-- / C".(if
Captioned article datelined 5-22-64 San Francisco

California related that the Army released on 5-21-64 a transcript
in which one of two newly released prisoners of the North Korean
communists said his captors told him "with a big smile of
President Kennedy's assassination and said a "loyal Communist Party
member did the shoots The article attributes the above statement
to Captai_n_charltoa ,_  ypltz a helicopter pilot who was released by
the North Korean communists 5-15-64 after being held prisonerp'for a
year I J f / .

/
This matter was discussed by liaison 5-23-64 with

Lieutenant Colonel John Downie Office of Assistant Chief of Staff for
Intelligence Department of the Army Colonel Downie advised that
Army Headquarters files here in Washington D C. contain no
elaboration on Captain Voltz statement Colonel Downie said that hi
records show that Captain Voltz did in fact make the statement when
he was released in Korea 5-l5-64 At that time according to
Colonel Downie Lieutenant General Thomas W Dunn the Un ted Nations
Commander in Korea met Captain Voltz and Captain Ben...1 t 1 the
other released prisoner and during a conversa't1on with the two
captains General Dunn remarked to the captains that President Kennedy
had been assassinated to which Captain Voltz said he had heard this
from one of his captors who told him that a loyal Communist Party member
did the shooting I~ t f

When Captain Voltz and Captain Stutts were returned to the
U S at San Francisco they were not permitted to be interviewed by
newspaper reporters because of their very poor physical and mental
condition In lieu thereof the Army provided the reporters with a
transcript of the conversation that had previously taken place between

.General Dunn and the two Army captains Colonel Downie added that to

this date the Army captains have not been debriefed by Army intelligence
He said their physical and._mental condition is such as to preclude
debriefing Army doctors estimate that they.will not be able to beJ
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Memorandum D J Br Ian Jr
to W C Sullivan
RE ARTICLE "KENNEDY KILLED BY RED

CAPTIVE PILOT WAS TOLD APPEARING
IN 5-22-G4 ISSUE OF THE WASHINGTON
"EVENING STAR NEWSPAPER

1debriefed for another two or three weeks At the present time
according to-Colonel Downie the two Army captains are confined
to Letterman General Hospital located at The Presidio Sixth Army
San Francisco California

ACTION

We are having our San Francisco Office contact the G-2
Sixth Army to obtain a copy of the above transcript and to also
obtain the results of the debriefing of the two Army captains with
specific reference to statements regarding the assassination of
President Kennedy

IND2



told on Thanksgivingday aboutthe assassination He said theNorth Korean who told him was
"very proud of the fact It was

'with a big smile that he said
!President Kennedy had been
'shot by some loyal Communist
party member in the United

!States.
Capt Stutts 31 said he

learned of the November 22
assassination on December7

"But that's the only thing
they told me about it They
wouldn't give me any more
informauull said Cali owL$

The WashingtonPost and
Times Herald

The WashingtonDaily News
The Evening Star
New YorkHerald Tribune
New York Journal-American
NewYorkMirror
New YorkDaily News
New York Post
The NewYorkTimes
The Worker
The New Leader
The WallStreet Journal
The National Observer
People's World

SAN FRANCISCO May 22 The transcript was released
(AP). T 6 e Army released lust before a news conference
yesterday a transcript in which with the two captains and their

,one of two newly released pris
wives The men arrived here

iwednesday

loners
of the North Korean They were captured May 17Communists said his captors 1963 when their helicopter wastold him "with a big smile of shot down by North Korean!President Kennedy's assassins ground fire The U N colntion and said a loyal Commu mand said they were on a rowrust party member. did the tine patrol of the Korea demilis

Totingtranscript was of a con tarized zone and accidentally
between U Gen.strayed into communist terrl

Thomas W Dunn United Na
versation

lions commander in Korea and
'Army Captains Ben W Stutts
and Charlton W Voltz helicop
ter pilots who were released
last Friday after being held
prisoner fora year

Capt Voltz 27 said he was!
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Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
/ (Priority or Methodof Mailing)
i

_

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

(Type is plain text or code)

Date 5/6/64

(3 BUREAU (ENCS.-10)
1 HOUSTON (105-1091) (ENC
2-DALLAS
RPG:eah
(6)

(INFO) 20'41V 9 1964

Aar n  
Mr Miter ..._
Hr Cr -t--.r ...
`Ir r "ti a
Mr (7n:wort
Mr I ."
Mr Er-rut
:qtr (jai .__~._
Mr T."gr.-n

Mr avrl
Mr r."tter..___
Tel "Roam
Min R,tm":s

ROM SAC ILIAS _ 100-10461) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY 0SWALD aka
IS-R-CUBA
00 DL

Re Dallas teletype to Bureau 5/1/64 reflecting
results of an interview with a mother
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which was conducted at her request

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of a letter
head memorandum reflecting the results of the interview y
with Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD One copy of such MN is being/
furnished the Houston Office for its information in view 1
of the fact Houston has been requested by Bureau airtel
4/27/64 to interview a Miss BERTA PHILLIPS and a Mrs FILKO
HYATT The latter individual is mentioned by Mrs OSWALD
The Bureau airtel tollotiston carried the "Assassination
caption However it is now felt the results of the investi

gation at Houston should be included in a subsequent report
under the OSwi3LD caption and for sake of clarity it is
believed Houston should furnish Dallas twenty-five (25) copies
of the inserts or FD-302's reflecting the investigation re

Guested in the above-mentioned Bureau airtel which will be

~C~ incorporated along with the results of the interview with
0 Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD



The interview with Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD was co
ducted by SA'S EARLE HALEY and ROBLEY D MADIAND

DL 100-10461
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UNIT?i
TATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

J

Dallas Texas
s

May 6 1964

IiARVEY_ O$WA

Mrs WIRGUERIT OSWALD  2 12Q_T,Dma.B ptace,__Fort .Worth
Texas telephonically 6ontacted the Fort Worth Resident Agency
on Thursday April 30 1964 `at approximately 11:00 AM She
desired to have three Agents coma out to her home-and see her
regare.img io.'o tibat that.she had in her possession and also
eoo imfor.-.stun abpnt a photograph She said she was going
to have ybotoetats made of this photograph

Mrs OSWALD was telephonically contacted around 3:00 , =Tr
PM on April 30 1964 and advised that it would not be possible
to have three Agents contact her on that afternoon She said
that was satisfactory as she had changed her mind and was going
to asa hoer attorney and that she wanted to turn this information
over to tha President's Commission

Mrs OSWALD called the Fort Worth Resident Agency on ,;"=
Friday morning May 1 1964 around 11:00 AM She said she had
driven :r 'sr to Dallas and -after arriving three had changed her
mind and returned to Fort Worth Texas Upon arriving in Dallas f
she had wac:ided not to give this information-to her attorney or
the President's Co:tatssi on She wanted to turn this information
over to this Federal Bureau of Investigation and requested Agents
to contact hsr at her home

Oa May 1 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas Place
Fort Worth Texas furnished the following information

She owns a Sono atic Tape Recorder which she purchased
for 439035 She uses this machine in recording some conversations
on her telmphixoe and also in recording conversations with individu
als in p mane On the night of April 28 1964 she telephonically

cOPIE3 bESTRO.'Y

21 MAR1 1913
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'years of age Mrs HYATT said 'she did not believe L:E IARVY
OSWALD had shot President INEDY She said there was.a .large

ar .

r
+

Rs LEB HARVEY OSWALD

contacted GLORIA JEHSRCBR 1000 pniiax ity Drive/
~F

rte

Wortta,_Texza, Miss MERCER is s sister of Mrs RCBER!;s
who lives~ in Denton Texas Miss MERCER is employed as a
teacher inthe public schools'in Fort Worth She talked to
Miss MERCER about the family about misunderstandings in the -,
OSWALD roily and also about her testifying before the Prasi

 .-dent's Commission Mrs OSWALD made a tape recording of this t
conversation The next day she was playing the entire tape
back and she noticed that part of the conversation was garbled
and she conld not understand it The tape ran for abet two
anjnutes and she said it sounded as if someone was talking in
a foreign-language 'She believed it was Russian or French
She could hear a man's voice in the background on one or two
occasions Mrs OSWALD played this portion of the tape for '.y

Agents and it sounded as if two or more convareatic s were re
corded an this particular part of the taps The last part of
the conversation with MERCER was clear Mrs OSWALD believes Y =

someone living in the vicinity of her home or the home of Miss
} MERCER was shooting a beam into her home or the home of MERCER

and in that way was interfering with telephone convaraation

Mrs OSWALD believed this unknown party was listening in on
the conversation and she believes she picked up some of this
foreign language when the unknown person left the key open on

his machine and Xis did not know she would pick up h i
conversation She was unable to explain how part of this con
versation was garbled and the other part of it was clear

During the past several weak OSWALD received cards
and letters from a LMrs.._.FLORA_FY / 1TT,._ 402__Yalenti e..Street~_~
Apartment I.008 Houston Texas j Mrs HYATT advised Mrs C WhLD
she had valuable information regarding her son and it would

.YrV worth her while to coma to Houston to talk to her in 'person
:Mrs OSWALD drove to Houston around April 18 1964 and visited
with Mrs HIATT for about one-half day Mrs HYATf is seventy a
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a sp+racy involved in this shooting between to ficials of

i 1eimaa-Marcus :Store in Dallas and officials o Sakowitz Store

ouston,Texas_ They were members of an oaizatioa kxiawu
as BlackMAx and this organization dates many years back into ,{t5

many WATT advised these officials communicate with each-: '7'''' 
other slid transmit information in their store ads in Dallas` and

'Houston newspapers Mrs WATT had some newspaper
a x

>ads to 'ex
plain this method of conearsnicaticn to Mrs CSWALD After locking
at same of then ads and the wording in the ads Mrs OSWALD be
lieved the story as told to her by Mrs WATT

Mrs OSWALD exhibited one ad from the  Houstonn Chronicle  

dated March 29 1964 This ad concerned table settings of silver
and china The title of the ad was  Tables Are Turned and read
in part  Twelve of Houston's prominent hosts have created table`
 settings for your pleasure. Mrs OSWALD interpreted this ad to
mean twelve of Houston's prominent leaders and officials of
Sakowitz Store ware involved in this conspiracy

Another ad exhibited by Mrs OSWALD appearled in the "Houston Y
i Chronicle, on March 22 1964 This ad had a draiiing of a woman y-~

 l..with a -hat on her head and a bracelet on her wrist Mrs OSWALD Phi
said the bracelet stood for handcuffs and this ad was connected
with the conspiracy by the use of these handcuffs Another ad
was cut from the "Dallas Morning News  dated April 30 1964
by Neiman-Marcus Store in Dallas This ad had a picture of a
woman earing a purl necklace The ad covered a number of pearl

t

necklaces The headline on the ad read The Connecting Link.
ti  Mrs CSWALD definitely believed this meant there was a connect

Lag link between Dallas and Houston and this was a vital massage
in the conspiracy against her son Mrs OSWALD advised she was
going to follow the ads between these two stores and believed

fythey had a definite bearing on the conspiracy against her son

Mrs OSWALD was in Dallas Taxes during the RUBY trial
and stayed at the Jefferson Hotel She became acquainted wits
a white female 38 to 40 years of age tall dirty-blonds hair
but does not recall her name This woman introduced her to three
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Res LEE HARVEY OG"WALD

.

French newspaperman and they had dinner one night at the Statler
Hilton Hotel in Dallas The French newspapermen were interested
in a photograph of Nrs OSWALD and she posed for a photograph
for them The woman said she was from San Antonio Taxes,.and
was in Dallas to go to work for the Neiman-Marcus Company In
looking through the Associated Press book "The Torch Zs Passed,
she saw a wean on page 13 wearing dark glasses with a scarf
around her head She believes this photograph is identical with
the woman she met at the Jefferson Hotel She does not know her
name but believed she was involved in this conspiracy against
her son as she said she was going to work for Neiman-Marcus in
Dallas! Shs also believed this woman was involved as she was
in Otis picture very close to the car occupied by President '
KENNEDY

4
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ARREST AS IT RELATES TO MARINA OSWALD HANDLE IMMEDIATELY
C~

RELOMMIW (10) 105-82555 (Oswald)
SEE PROS_

N0T11sCFFICENOT R0 ~
199 Jun a5 )

j
9

UUr".! ;". YELLOW OF
S

5-20-64

1 Tom Curran
1 Branagan
1 Lenihan

4PLAIN TEXT

TELETYPE

i Belmont
.Rosen

ullivan
1 Malley

TO SACS NEW YORK
DALLAS

FROM DIRECTOR FBI

CHARLES WILLIAM DEATON AKA C W DEATON ED Al JOHNSON

ITSP-FBW

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE MAY EIGHTEEN LAST IN CAPTIONED MAATTER

BUREAU IS NOT INTERESTED IN TM COMMERCIAL DEALINGS AND

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN MARINA OSWALD MOTHER INDIVIDUALS

INCLUDING JAMES H MARTIN IN TM NATTER ENTITLED QUOTE LEE HARVEY

OSWALD UNQUOTE NEW YORK SHOULD IMMEDIATELY ADVISE WHITHER TT

DEEMS DESIRABLE THE INTERVIEWS OF CHARLES R LASATER HOWARD AND

BELL REALTORS JACK D FUNDERBUROB AND JAMES U MARTIN IN

CONNECTION WITH TIME INVESTIGATION IN CAPTIONED MATTER. NI YORE

SHOULD ALSO IMMEDIATELY FURNISH THE BUREAU AN ORIGINAL AND FOUR

COPIES OF A LETTERHEAD MEMO CAPTIONED QUOTE CHARLES WILLIAM

DEATON UNQUOTE WHICH CONTAINS IDENTIFYING DATA RE DEATON AND

INCLUDES DATA RE HIS ARREST ON MAY THIRTEEN LAST AND DETAILS RE

DATA FOUND IN HIS POSSESSION IN THE SEARCH INCIDENTAL TO THE



NOTE Denton is an outstanding confidence man who operates an
advanced fee racket wherein he offers to make loans for a certain
fee of the loan principal He was arrested by NYO 5-13-64 on the
basis of one of his fraudulent schemes and was indicted 5-15-64 and
is being held on $50,000 bond In search incidental to arrest
copies of correspondence were found which indicate that a number of
individuals (Lasater Deaton Howard & Bell Realtors Jack D
Junderburgh and James H Martin former business manager of

Teletype to SACS New York
Dallas

rem CHARLES WILLIAM DEATON AKA C X DEATON
ED A JOHNSON
ITSP-PBR

Marina Oswald) were involved in negotiations for motion picture
and TV exploitations of Marina Oswald We have not been following
the contract negotiations or commercial ventures of Marina Oswald
Her former manager Martin is presently suing Marina for breach of
contract and the case is pending in a local court in Dallas Upon
receipt of recommendations from NYO further consideration will be
given to interview of the individuals named herein 4{.such interviews
pertain in the criminal investigation of Charles William Deaton
Upon receipt of the LUX from NYO re Deaton it will be disseminated
to the President's Commission for its info at which time the
Commission will be told we are not conducting any investigation of
such commercial or contract negotiations of Marina Oswald
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5/28/64

oBGENT

r  TO SAC DALLAS

FROM:DIRECTOR
ry

(105-82555)

LEE HARVEY MA1D...A18 R CUBA
-,i

IDENTIFY COMMUNICATION PREPARED FOR DISSEMINATION TO

COMMISSION IN WHICH APPEARED ACCOUNT 07 SA DARNELL ODUM CONCERN

ING HIS CONTACT OF MARGUERITE OSWALD ON EVENING NOVEMBER TWO

THREE LAST ON WHICH OCCASION HE DISPLAYED PHOTOGRAPH OF

UNIDENTIFIED MALE WHICH PICTURE WAS FLOWN TO DALLAS -FROM A

MEXICO CITY IF ACCOUNT OF THIS E'3TARCE HAS NOT BEEN SUBMITTED

TO BUREAU IN FORM TO DISSEMINATE DO 80 IMMEDIATELY ALSO FURNISH

COPY OF THE ACTUAL PICTURE DISPLAYED ON ABOVE OCCASION TO

MARGUERITE OSWALD AND INDICATE IN COVER COMMUNICATION HOW PHOTO

GRAPH IN QUESTION CAN NOW BE IDENTIFIED AS THE ONE DISPLAYED TO

M OSWALD COMMISSION ADVISES THAT
MARGUnIcT! jW2s.-SA

_31

TESTIFIED THAT PHOTOGRAPH DISPLAYED TO Hill 'V BY COMMISSION WHICH
r.C

WAS OBTAINED FROM BUREAU DIFFERED IN SOME RESPEleTeFROM IPHOTO

GRAPH DISPLAYED T9,. PER BY SA.ODUV POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT
1..t

.DIFFERENCE IN PHOTOGRAPH MAY LIE IN THE WAY THE BACKGROUND WAS
;'.TA

fSH COPY OF EXACT PHOTOGRAPH DISPLAYED

'dam=

Tolsoa- Belnaval  
Mohr
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
MU:tech
Eva
Gala
Room
Ssltivoa
Tavel
Trotter



NOTE

(7) CP 19 JIM 1 tr.,! 1.1
)

Liebeler of the President's Commission talked with

To SAC Miami (105-3342)

From Director FBI (10542555)

LET HARVE tSSNA ?_.,,_t
'18=N-CUBA

1 ble
1 than
1 anigan

5/28/64

ReTPrep of SA Lionel B Belanger 12/10/63

Your attention is directed to page four paragraph
I :three of referenced report wherein mention is made of a

(cartoon which allegedly appeared in an issue of "Revolucion,
j datee'of issue not specified The President's Commission has

requested that investigation be conducted to actually determine
whether such a cartoon did appear in this paper The Commission
has requested that if the cartoon did appear in the paper
* copy of it be forwarded to the Commission

Miami shou14 through its sources review issues of
this paper for November 1003 Determine if the cartoon did
appear.._ If so forward a copy of the issue in which the

/cartoon appeared to the Bureau immediately

Tampa (105-2142)_ _
;~ ( ,~

r I _ .  ~
MG:mac

Supervisor Schutz on 5/25/64 and made the request for further
investigation regarding the cArioon.in question The allegationabout the cartoontwas made by one Fernando Penabaz on a television

To.. ___ taped interview midi) by WESH-TV Orland) Florida who stated
 that about a week before the assassination a cartoon appeared . .r

Ca in "Revolucion depicting a coffin bearing the name of John F >-.f
Conrad  Kennedy with Castro standing by laughingDel-each
Erato r x
Gala
Svlllvm
Yawl
Trotter t i. ~61Tel*Roos
Hoge /



Transmit the followfng in
(Type in plain text or cods)

 AIR MAIL -REGISTERED MAIL  
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

Via AIRTEL

FBI

Date 5128/64

390

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (P) ti

0
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS R CUBA

WEEKLY AIRTEL

OSCAR FERRINO St Anthony Hotel BUCK WEST INS
and A R VELA Laredo National Bank all Laredo Texas
recontacted and daily liaison maintained for any information
relative to current location of ALBERT OSBORNE aka JOHN HOWARD
BOWEN

Bureau will be advised immediately of any
positive information obtained

(Bureau (AM RM)
2-San Antonio

4 GRAY-V .ao4

Approved:6 1 1( ~'ri f Sent M
Special Agent in C'barge 0

u~Ftl s t JiE?r ~Ib';o  ~fwfia~v.~YY''r

A



Transmit the follovring in

AIaTEL

FBI

Date
5/2754

(Type in plain text or code)
FLATN iI XT

Mr SeLmont_4_
Mr Mater..-__.

Mr Crli_i.la/

ash..!

Mr c'
Mr It

iMr It
Mr Tad
Mr T ter._
Tek rows
Miss 110k-we

-Miss -ct~-~

TO DIRECTOR aF:31 (105-825.35)
(%TT SECTION CIIII F W LRANNIGO)

;MON SAC NEW Y~flJ (1o3-38431)

STJBJECT L3E HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUDA

Enclor ed "or t'ic information of the 7ureau is a
clippin from t%v j/26/6 second edit-` parse 23 column 1
"NY !lcrld Tc1 c T captioned "HARRI i','T_ Doubts
About Dallas in which she makes some critical statements
concern{n this Bureau /J /.

For the further information of the "Bureau HARRIET
?rAN iIOFNE for many years wrote a daily colurm on television
and radio for the "NY World Telegram but during the recent
part her column eras placed in the srenaral section of the
of .pap's and chc writes on general topics

)

1) (;ir1) :,
 i,/~` AMY 281



I
T HAS always seemed to be that the conspiracy
theory of history makes its strongest appeal to the
weak-minded I refuse to believe that some plumed

and belted earl wrote Shakespeare's plays I decline to
accept that gypsy crone who calls herself Anastasia
as the daughter of the Czar

Such notions are of course revealed truth to people
who know there are hordes of Communists In the State De
partment and armadas of flying saucers Out There I sit
in the skeptic's corner That's why I am astonished to find
myself somewhat troubled by the recent spate of writings
here and abroad suggesting that Lee Harvey Oswald may
not have been the assassin of President Kennedy

These writings let me say quickly are not conclusive
In any sense Rut they do cast certain doubts on the official
case against Oswald

A dramatic piece of evidence again tneoncluslve eras
the photograph reproduced In the weekend papers Taken-4
at the very Instant the President lurched forward in his eat
the photo showed a dimly familiar figure In the doorway of
the Texas Schoolbook Depository Enlarged several times
the figure bears a marked resemblance to Oswald Wa* It
he If so how could he have been at the same moment six
flights above the street firing a rifle!

If we are to believe the FBI the man In the doorway
was another employee of the depository a man who rejoices
In the name Billy Lovelady

From the day of the assassination a considerable body
of opinion in Europe has inclined toward the conspiracy
theory One of the most talked-about books in England is
"Who killed Kennedy by an American expatriate Thomas
Buchanan

Buchanan's main theses are not new But they remind
one again of how very touchy the FBI has been in Its brief
almost noncommittal replies to the inevitable questions

Because there were five bullets (Buchanan insists) and
because one apparently entered Kennedy's throat from the
front he feels there must have been two assassins

Buchanan's conclusion Right-wing oil-rich Pallas hired
left-wing dirt-poor Oswald to do the awful deed then sup
plied a second killer in case Oswald weakened or missed the
target

A more scholarly case has been marshalled by a Canadian
a former Rhodes scholar now teaching sociology at Berke
ley $2f MordecaiBrienberg says in The Spectator (a 'slim
but influential British weekly) that District Attorney Wade
changed his statements on half a dozen crucial points He
takes the official version of Oswald's movements after leaving
the warehouse and demolishes it step by step

Rrienhcrg also finds It odd (list the doctors who worked
an valiantly on Kennedy have now been forbidden to discuss
the rain particularly since he says their report cannot be

rnnciled with police reports
In his meticulous way the professor finds It significant

that Oswald had in his possession the private phone number
of the FBI official In charge of "subversives in Dallas
"This information is not obtainable from the Dallas phone
directory, he writes "Moreover the agent had contacted
Oswald several times before the assassination" Could Os
wald he seems to be asking have worked as an Informer for
the FRI

Whatever the merits of these writings the question of
who killed Kennedy will doubtless be argued by historians
still unborn As citizens the aspects of the case we should
find most troubling are the ineptitudes of the Dallas policethe carelessness of the Secret Service and the arrogant
above-the-fray attitude of the FBL In a democracy there Is
no place for "seecet police, however holy their reputation



MALES WILLIAM DEATON aka
Bdward Arthur Johnson

feurairtel 5-21-44 enclosing five copies of a letter
head memorandum concerning captioned subject dated 5-21-64,.

Your attention is directed to page 'one paragraph 2
of your instant letterhead semorandus,indicating 'Doatoa is
currently being-held in $20,000 bond Tour teletype of
5-18-G4 indicated subject was being hold in $50,000 bond
Please clarify

Your attention is also directed to page 2 paragraphs
2 3 and 4 of your letterhead memorandum The grammar in each
of those 3 paragraphs is poor and it is most difficult to
comprehend what is involved in each of the 3 ag reemonts.mentioned
Those 3 paragraphs should be rewritten to make this data
completely clear In addition in setting forth identities of
Lasater Bell Deward and funderburgh sot forth identifying data
concerning those individuals if available This would include
place of employment and residence address

This ratter should bo given the immediate attention of

your office and an amended page 2 of your letterhead mosorandurt
submitted immediately to the Duroau Form errors should be

charged:to responsible personnel who initially prepared the
instant letterhead memorandum

~~~. r z j $tom

/. r ,.105=82t5 Oswald)
. .3

/ k's

NOT Py.~,.,
_".

19 JUN 2



Airtel SAC New York (87-34325)
re CHARLES WILLIAM BEATON aka

ITSP-FBW
(87-73718)

!OTB Subject is a confidence man who was arrested in New York
5.13-64 In search incidental to arrest copies of correspondence
were found which would indicate a number of individuals (Lasater
Beaton Bell Howard Funderburgh and James H Martin former
business manager of Marina Oswald) were involved:.in negoations
to exploit Marina Oswald Upon receipt of the amended data from
NYO details concerning this matter will be disseminated to the
President's Commission



V
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

For the information of the Houston Division Legat
letterhead memorandum dated 4/7/64 reflects that Mr EULALIO
RODRIGUEZ was listed on the Passenger-Reservations list of
Transportes Del Norte 8:30 a.m bus 10/2/63 His destination
was reflected as Houston Texas and his ticket number was
reflected as 13742 This letterhead memorandum further notes
that RUIZ MEZA described the man seated next to him on above
mentioned bus as being tall heavy and about 54 years of age

3 Bureau
r

-
Dallas (100-10461) !C Q ! t -~ r

2 Houston

i

hl
FBI

1

Date 5/28/64

Transmit the following in 1
(Type in plain text or cods)

AIRTEL AIRMAIL 1Via
(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1

-------------------------------------------------------

SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909)

Re Bureau airtel to San Antonio and Legat Mexico
dated 5/20/64 which set forth a lead to contact EULALIO
RODRIGUEZ.

It is to be noted that referenced airtel pointed out
that this individual (RODRIGUEZ) sat next to RIJIZ MEZA on
Transportes Del Norte buses from Mexico City to Laredo
October 2-3 1963 RODRIGUEZ was described as tall heavy
age about 54 and of Mexican extraction He was traveling to
Houston Referenced Bureau airtel furnished address of
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ PERALES at McAllen Texas

On 5/25/64 SA HAROLD H CROSSETT interviewed EULALIO
.R PERALES McAllen Texas who denies having been on the bus
and whose description definitely does not fit that furnished
by RUIZ MEZA

2 San Antonio '""`~ `rJ

(9
JMK/cas

 O
' 4 t AY 30664

%C

'V
Approved  Sent M Per



:SA 105-2909

J
This individual was of Mexican extraction and was traveling
to Houston Texas .RUIZ MEZA could not recall this person's
name but believed he might be a,resident of Mexico ..=He also`
believed this individual may have had a U.S Border Crossing_
card in his possession This person sat on the bus next to
RUIZ MEZA to San Antonio Texas where he departed the bus

.., HOUSTON
h

AT HOUSTON TEXAS .. i 3
4 t

If this has not already been done by Houston will
attempt to locate the EULALIO RODRIGUEZ mentioned above as
being listed on the Passenger-Reservations List for the
above,mentioned bus
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Date
t
i

5/21/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL  1
) 1

(Priority or Methodof Mailing

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

'FROM

-SN DALLAS (100-10461) 0)

RE {LEE HAR_VEYOSWALD,~ aka
IS R CUBA

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/12/64 enclosing
a letterhead memorandum reflecting information furnished
by the mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD Mrs MARGUERITE C
OSWALD

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting additional information furnished by Mrs
MARGUERITE C OSWALD who had telephonically requested she
be contacted

Prior to contact with Mrs MARGUERIT
on may 18 1964 Bureau clearance for Agents to contact her
was obtained from Mr OTHO A EZELL Number One Man to
Section Chief WILLIAM BRANIGAN at approximately 2:00 P.M.
May 18 1964

No local dissemination to U S Secret Service
at Dallas is being made UACB It is pointed out however
that the letterhead memorandum submitted with referenced
airtel was disseminated locally and in the event the
Bureau feels the enclosed letterhead memorandum should be

"disseminated to U S Secret Service at Dallas it is re

quested t ~~ureau so advise
Q~~

Enc."% )C_-5e e Se;v~tF .~-~
G~ `

-~~

RPjias ~
~ R 5 r/y i 1.1s t,~,,25 116i

G Rif / a  

ra .;`tlP3 9 1957(
Approved  Sent M Pee

Special Agent in Charge
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DL 100-10461

The results of the investigation set forth in

the enclosed letterhead memorandum will be included in

the next report submitted in captioned matter

a

2

vim 'A,`



Dallas Texas
May 21 1964

8 O

11 -li UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF
aaFEDERAL BUREAU OF IIVESTICATIO1

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On may 18 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas
Place Fort Worth Texas telephonically advised that she
would like to present new evidence in the case of her sons LEE
HARVEY OSWALD

She stated she had received in today's mail a letter
which she would like to turn over to the two Special Agents of
the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Who
interviewed her recently at her residence She inquired as to
the names of these two Agents and she was informed of the
identities of the two Agents She then requested these two
Agents to come out to her residence and pick up this evidence
as she was afraid to give this information over the telephone
as her telephone is being "bugged She further stated that
she had reported this to the Southwestern Bell Telephone Com
pany but they had done nothing about it and there was
nothing else she could do She stated that she knew the
Federal Bureau of Investigation was not "tapping her tele
phone line She was assured that the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation was not "tapping her telephone line

On May 18 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE C OSWALD 2220
Thomas Place Fort Worth Texas mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
furnished the following oral informations

Mrs OSWALD stated that it is her belief that there
is "someone in this town with a badge thwarting my moves.
Mrs OSWALD said she says this because she believes that Fort
Werth Police Car Number 338 is near her all the time and as
a matter of fact for the past tuw months she has observed



this particular car on the west side of Fort Worth on the
east side of Fort Worth and points in between and believes
that the car surely must be following her

Mrs OSWALD said further that it is her belief
someone is listening in on her telephone She said she has
galled this to the attention of officials of the telephone
company and they have assured her there is no one listening
on her telephone however Mrs OSWALD said she intends to
again call this to the attention of high officials at the
telephone company and request they send a personal representa
tive out to look at her telephone lines

Mrs OSWALD said further that it is her belief
her mail is being opened before she receives it.4Mrs OSWALD
said she now has a Post Office Box which is 9578 and is
located at the Arlington Heights Substation at Fort Worth
She said she receives all her mail at this Post Office now and
does not have a home delivery even though letters come to her
addressed to her street address on Thomas Place

.Mrs OSWALD exhibited a letter and envelope which
envelope was postmarked May 16 1964 at Fort..Worth Texas
and the letter within was signed by an AL~AIWHITLOCK _309
Grace Street Fort Worth Texas The letter in substance
was that WHITLOCK told Mrs OSWALD "It's too bad about you
having to drive a ten-year-old car and now have a new car.
The letter continued by saying that she and her eighty-five
year-old mother had sent two $5.00 checks to Mrs OSWALD during
the first period of her troubles that the checks were cashed
and Mrs OSWALD had not even thanked them for the checks

Mrs OSWALD further stated the letter had been opened
when she received it from her Post Office Box and the end
opened had been stapled closed She said she immediately called
this to the attention of Mr REDDING Superintendent of Mails
at the Arlington Heights Post Office Substation and Mr REDDING
had given her a typewritten memorandum to the effect that the
letter had been cut open and stapled Mrs OSWALD said it is



Res J,EE HARVEY OSWALD

possible this letter could have been opened for some reason
by WHITLOCK prior to WHITLOCK's mailing the letter and that
she Mrs OSWALD was attempting to telephonically contact
WHITLOCK in order to ascertain this but to-date had been
unable to contact this person Mrs OSWALD said that if
WHITLOCK-did not open this letter herself prior to mailing
that this is another example of her being "thwarted"

Mrs OSWALD said further she believes her son is
innocent of the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY
and she is continuing her investigation into the matter She
said the President's Commission in Washington D C. apparently
"can't do anything because there is a "Red working on the
Commission Mrs OSWALD exhibited a newspaper story datelined
Washington D C. May 11 1964 by United Press s to the effect
that Senator KARL MUNDT South Dakota said in the article that
a "Red front man had been hired as a hundred-dollar-a-day con
sultant for the Warren Commission, and described this man as
NORMAL REDLICH The article continued by saying that MUNDT told
the Senate he understood that "possibly a second representative
from a communist-front organization is employed by the Com
mission Mrs OSWALD stated she intends to write Senator MUNDT
and obtain the name of the second individual with whom he is
concerned Who is working on the President's Commission in
Washington D C Mrs OSWALD said this is one reason she is
continuing her private investigation into the matter as she
does not feel "justice will be done

Mrs OSWALD said NORMAN REDLTCH is Mr RANKIN's right
hand man on the Commission Mrs OSWALD said she knows this
from having testified before this Commission

Mrs OSWALD stated she had made charges against two
Secret Service Agents to the President's Commission at the time
she testified and that these two men are MIKE/HOWARD and CHARLES

--XUNKEL She said she first met both of them at the Inn of the
Six-Flags at which time KUNKEL appeared to be "very upset
She said this was shortly after the assassination at Which time
she her daughter-in-law MARINA OSWALD and MARINA's two

3

.rte.. . -f
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Res J.EE HARVEY OSWALD

children were taken to the Inn of the Six Flags Mrs OSWALD
said she asked MIKE HOWARD "What is wrong with him?";
pointing to KUNKEL and said HOWARD told her KUNKEL was upset
because he had guarded JACQUELINE KENNEDY for two years

Mrs OSWALD said she is actually "afraid of HOWARD
and KUNKEL and does not want anything to do with either person
Mrs OSWALD said about two weeks ago KUNKEL called her on the
telephone wanting to make an appointment concerning a letter
Secret Service had and she refused to allow him to come to her
home

Mrs OSWALD said further she believes that PETER__
-dREGORY a person Who was interpreting for the Secret Service

at the Inn of the Six Flags MIKE HOWARD and CHARLES KUNKEL
were the ones who influenced MARINA'osWALD not to live with her i
or to have anything to do with hey Mrs OSWALD said at that
time ROBERT-OSWALD her son told her that MARINA did not want
to have anything to do with her and the reason MARINA would
not talk to her was because of "just the way you're acting now
Mother. Mrs OSWALD said she was acting no more than a mother
would under the circumstances Mrs OSWALD said that ROBERT
will not have anything to do with her at the present time and
does not contact her She said MARINA OSWALD does not contact
her

Mrs OSWALD said further it is her opinion MIKE
HOWARD and CHARLES KUNKEL influenced MARINA to sign a contract
with a man named MARTIN and an attorney named THORNE and it is
her belief these two would be cheating her two grandchildren out
of money

Mrs OSWALD said further that when MARINA OSWALD
went to Washington D C. to appear before the President's
Commission that she left the small child in Dallas and Mrs
OSWALD said she believes MIKE HOWARD made MARINA do this on a
threat that the child would be harmed if MARINA did not do What
HOWARD told her to do Mrs OSWALD said she knows MARINA well

enough that she does not believe MARINA would have ever left her

4
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Res j.EE HARVEY OSWALD

child in Dallas and gone to Washington D C. alone unless
she had left the child due to a threat from MIKE HOWARD

Mrs OSWALD said that all the information concerning
KUNKEL and HOWARD had been given by her to the President's
Commission at the time she testified before them Mrs OSWALD
laid "I fully expect to be recalled by the Commission in the
future to give more evidence.

Mrs OSWALD stated she trusts no one any longer in
this matter but the Federal Bureau of Investigation and she
does not desire to give any information to anyone Mrs OSWALD
said "We are on the same team, because the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is investigating and "so am I. Mrs OSWALD said
she was going to continue her investigation into the assassi
nation of President KENNEDY

5
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:,/,egat Mexico (105-3702) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka
IS-R-CUBA

i
L `

mar
,eme s

0 01,,,.

.I1 ED STA'1 ES CO J` TENT

Menaorandt.ura

rectu Ftl1 '1^5-325f5) .DATE b/18,64

C}i'i7AENY;IIL

51.1,-AsI,j)*tt
15143

Cavil .0 .10ied by SG,r
ENCLOSURES Mrasse

DIlctoofoe.la i from et_ f 67 t(}

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are twelve (12)
copies of a summary letterhead memorandum including
Table of Contents and Index dated and captioned as above

1.4f. t
REFERENCES

._
Bureau cable No 59 dated 4/22/64 Mexico City

it ..cable No 416 dated 2/28/64

t ADMINISTRATIVE

Joint Report

-, s.~ The enclosed summary letterhe d ~ ~~ f
constitutes s e orting efforts of .. K

and V ~j a Inver i r
n connection erewi as con ~ . a ~~~ x

""tof the Mexico City Office as reflected in connec is with
'the "SOURCES Section hereof

r 0 *g

i Act
Letterhead Memorandum

t
The enclosed summary letterhead memorandum was

`.prepared in an effort to compile and summarize investigation

5fconducted
in Mexico with respect to the travel and activities

k 5 -`Bureau (Encs 12) -T
~ ( t

(1 Liaison Section) /1 _ 3709
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Description of Contents of



MC 105-3702

in Mexico of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and a large number of
allegations which developed in this country in connection
with OSWALD and the assassination of President JOHN F
KENNEDY While an effort has been made to document as fully
as possible the sources of information relating to the report
in several instances this office received information from
the Bureau or a domestic field office by telephone or cable
with respect to which it was not possible to establish full
and complete documentation as to sources of that information
however in order to make the summary complete more readable
and more congruous some items of information were utilized
in the summary without the usual documentation thereof In
those instances the information as summarized was attributed
to the Mexico City Legal Attaches files

All the information of substance appearing in the
enclosed letterhead memorandum has been reported previously
to the Bureau in form suitable for dissemination

Investigation by Bureau Agents

As the Bureau is aware early phases of the inves
tigation in Mexico of the travel and activities of OSWALD

I were handled by various agencies of the Mexican Government
and also by symbol informants of this office Since Mexican
Government investigators were contacting numerous sources of



MC 105-3702

data in connection with OSWALD's travel hotel accommodations

I
etc. it became delicate and difficult for symbol informants
to follow in their footsteps without considerable risk to
their status as informants and the security of this office



MC 105-3702

SOURCES

concealed
ecause ini is in ormation fur

nished unofficially and on a
confidential basis)

s"TSB

The identities of those sources are as follows

Source Identity

First Confiden Mexico City Legal Attache
tial Source Office and Legat file
Abroad



conceale
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CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been
classified "SECRET in or "_ o rotect the Bureau's

p ig y sen i security
w o are providing information on a continuing

basis involving possible espionage activities against and
other information vital to the internal security of the
United States Inasmuch as some of the information obtained
by these security informants and recorded therein is known
only to those informants improper dissemination or utili
zation of that information could result in the loss of these
valuable informants whose continued o.eration in behalf of
the Bureau is of paramount interest

COPIES

For this reason two extra copies of the letterhead
memorandum have been prepared and are being held by this
office pending advice from the Bureau concerning the dissemi
nation proposed above
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Will continue to pursue vigorously all outstanding
leads and new leads which develop in connection with this case
reporting promptly in form suitable for dissemination the
results thereof
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The information recorded herein was furnished by
a confidential source abroad who on November 22 1963 was
advised of the assassination at Dallas Texas of President
JOHN F KENNEDY of the United States of America and was
instructed to institute investigation for the purpose of
explaining all aspects of LEE HARVEY OSWALD's connections
and contacts in Mexico possibly with any enemies of the
United States of America and to evaluate the possibility
of any foreign direction in the assassination of President
LEI(NEDY

II TRAVEL TO MEXICO BY LEE HARVEY OSWALD
(September 26-27 1963)

OSWALD's Application for United States Passport
June 24 1963

United States State Department records disclose
that on June 24 1963 OSWALD applied for a United States
passport at New Orleans Louisiana stating that he intended
to depart from New Orleans during the period from October to
December 1963 for proposed travel as a tourist of three
months to a year's duration to England France Germany
Holland Rurssia Finland Italy and Portugal He was issued
United States Passport No DO 92526 at New Orleans on
June 25 1963

This passport was valid for three years for travel
to all countries except Albania Cuba and those portions of
China Korea and Vietnam under communist control

This passport was found among OSWALD's effects
following his arrest at Dallas Texas on November 22 1963

OSWALD's Mexican Tourist Visa

Oh November 23 1963 T-1 a confidential source
abroad advised that the official records of the Mexican
Government reflected that one LEEL HARVEY OSWALD had entered
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Mexico on September 26 1963 at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
and had departed Mexico at the same place on October 3
19630

On November 24 1963 source made available a copy
of the Mexican form FM-S (tourist card) used for the entry
of this person into Mexico The FM-8 is reproduced on the
following page

The FM-8 bears No 24085 and was issued on
September 17 1963 by the Mexican Consulate General in New

Orleans Louisiana As noted above it was issued in the
name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD It would appear that the comma
was placed on the card in error inasmuch as the signature
appearing on the original and duplicate portions of the
FM-8 is LEE H OSWALD OSWALD listed his profession as

"photographer, stated that he was 23 years of age and
married and presented a birth certificate as proof of his
citizenship The FM-8 was valid for a single journey to
Mexico for a period of fifteen days

According to the rubber stamp impression appearing
on both the original and the duplicate copy of the FM-8
O3tlALD was admitted at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963
by Mexican Immigration Service employee HELIO;'TUEXI-,MAYDON
A rubber-stamp impression on the original of the FM-8
indicated that he departed Mexico_at Nuevo Laredo on
October 3 1963 his departure having been handled by
Mexican Immigration Service employee ALBERTO ARZAMENDI`CHAPA

By way of general information T-1 has stated that
Mexican tourist cards are issued in duplicate The duplicate
copy of the card is picked up at the time of entry into Mexico
of the bearer of the card The latter retains the original
of the card until departure from Mexico at which time the
original is picked up at the port of departure Both the
original and the duplicate copies of the card are date-stamped
at the port of entry and in addition the original is date
stamped at the port of departure
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Reproduced above is the original portion of the Mexican FM-8
with which LEE HARVEY OSWALD entered Mexico on September 26
1963 and departed therefrom on October 3 1963 Although he
is known to have traveled by bus from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico
City his mode of travel is not recorded on the FM-8 which
was retrieved and cancelled by ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA at the
time of his departure No space is provided on the card for
recording means of travel upon departure and no such infor
mation appears on the above card The back of the FM-8 contains
no information other than printed "instructions and warnings
to the traveler in Spanish English and French 1
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On November 27 1963 Father ANTONI 'MORENO Sacred
Heart Catholic Church 215 North 16th Street Edinburg Texas
advised in Edinburg Texas that Father RICHARD LAWRENCE

)PHILION who formerly resided at-this-address obtained a
Mexican tourist card on about September 17 1963 with which
to enter Mexico He added that Father RICHARD LAWRENCE
PHILION is"now assigned to the Santa Maria Magdalena Church
in Tequixistlan Oaxaca Mexico and that his mailing address
is Apartado Postal No 93 Salina Cruz Oaxaca Mexico

T-2 a confidential source abroad advised that
Father PHILION stated at Salina Cruz Oaxaca Mexico on
December 13 1963 that he had obtained his Mexican tourist
card form FM-5 No 4373765 at the Mexican Consulate in
New Orleans Louisiana on September 17 1963

Father PHILION examined various photographs of
OSWALD and he could not recall any person of OSWALD's
description being present at the Mexican Consulate in New
Orleans when he obtained his Mexican tourist card

Father PHILION advised that it was his best recol
lection that he was in the Mexican Consulate in New Orleans
at about 1:30 p.m on September 17 1963 and that he arrived
shortly before the Mexican Consulate was scheduled to close
He recalled that his tourist card was the last one issued
on the day bf September 17 1963 and that one man and a
woman were present at the Mexican Consulate when he was
securing his tourist card He did not recall any individual
resembling OSWALD while he was at the Mexican Consulate'in
New Orleans

(C) Results of FBI Laboratory Examination
of 03WALD's Tourist Card

Mexican tourist card FM-8 No 24085 issued on
September 17 19630 by the Mexican Consulate General in New
Orleans Louisiana was forwarded to the FBI Laboratory
Washington D C. for examination and on December 6 1963
the FBI Laboratory concluded the following after examination
of the tourist card issued to OSWALD

4
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"It was concluded that handwritten OSWALD signatures
on the two portions of the tourist card FM-8
No 24035 issued to OSWALD by the Mexican Consulate
General at New Orleans Louisiana on September 17
1963 were written by LEE HARVEY OSWALD

''No latent fingerprint impressions of value were
developed on OSWALD's Mexican tourist card.

Closing of United States-Mexican Border

Immediately upon receipt of information of the
assassination of President :(ENP;EDY the Mexican Government
closed all border traffic between the United States and Mexico
for the specific purpose of forestalling the escape of the
assassin

The Mexican border was reopened following the appre
hension of OSWALD

Mexican Newspaper "Excelsior, November 25
1963 Issue re OSWALD's Trip to Mexico

On November 25 1963 Mexican newspaper "Excelsior
published at Mexico D F. Mexico (Federal District of Mexico
which encompasses Mexico City) contained on page 1-A an
article in the Spanish language a translation of which is
as follows

VISAS HERE (MEXICO D F. MEXICO) IN ORDER
TO GO TO MOSCOW VIA HAVANA

"LEE tLi;RVEY Oo:zALD alleged murderer of President
XENNEDY and who was assassinated by JACK RUSINSTEIN
entered Mexico on September 26 last with a
tourist card which our Consul in New Orleans issued
him on the seventeenth of the same month with
his birth certificate which he presented accredit.
ing him as an American citizen
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"Excelsior has confirmed that on September 26
1963 he crossed the border at Nuevo Laredo
Tamaulipas and the following day arrived at
this capital by vehicle highway

"According to inquiries made on the same
September 27 OSWALD went to the Consul General
of Cuba in Mexico in order to obtain a transit
visa because-he'was thinking of traveling to
Moscow via Havana

"The Consul EUSEBJ AZCUE indicated to him that
in order to issue him the visa which he was
soliciting he had to consult directly with his
own government The operation therefore would
require from ten to twelve days

"LEE HARVEY OSWALD because of his irritable
temperament had an argument with Consul AZCUE
and departed from his office giving a hard slam
to the door as he left

"The following day or on the 26th of September
OSWALD interviewed the Consul General of the
Soviet Union accredited in Mexico in order to
solicit his corresponding visa for entry into
the USSR

"He supported his petition with the fact that his
wife was a Soviet citizen that he was a militant
communist and that he had lived for throe years
in Russia

"OSWALD told the Consul of the Soviet Union in
Mexico that they could easily verify his words
by communicating telephonically with his wife
who could be found lodging in a hotel in New Orleans

"Following the normal procedure carried out in these
cases the Soviet Consul indicated to him that he
would first have to consult with his own government
and that the lapse of time for obtaining an answer
was from three to four months

6
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The apparent murderer of President LENNEDY
again became angry and repeated the scene which
he had made the day before at the Cuban Embassy
arguing with the Soviet Consul and departing
highly disgusted from his office

"OSWALD returned to Texas on the third day of
October through the border at Nuevo Laredo
Tamaulipas

"The inquiries which have been made to the present
in Mexico apparently indicate that LEE HARVEY
OS!YALD had no interviews with highly placed
officials at the Soviet Embassy or at the Cuban
Embassy accredited to our government.

Checks Made on Compania de Aviacion Passenger
Manifests for September 26-27 1963

T-3 a confidential source abroad advised that on
November 25 1963 FERNANDO,''FARIAS Assistant Sales Manager
for Compania Mexicana de Aviacion (CMA) Balderas 36 Mexico
D F. stated that he had caused a careful check to be made
of all CMA passenger manifests for CMA flights between Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico and Mexico D F. and for all
CMA flights between Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico and
Mexico D F. for September 26 and 27 1963

FERNANDO FARIAS stated that there were no passengers
listed on these manifests using the name LEE HARVEY OSWALD
or any name variation thereof

Check at OSWALD's Port of Entry into Mexico

On November 25 1963 HELIO.TUEXI MAYDON Mexican
Immigration Service employee advised at Nuevo Laredo Mexico
that OSWALD entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 using a fifteen-day tourist card issued September 17
19638 by the Mexican Consulate General at New Orleans
Louisiana
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TUEXI MAYDON had no independent recollection of
OSWALD but considered that OSWALD may have been in the
company of a young American couple

An exhaustive search was made of Mexican Immigration
records at Nuevo Laredo which disclosed that there was only
one young American couple whose entry into _D.lexico_may have
coincided with that of OSWALD This couple was named BILL
and ELAINE ALLEN of Miami Floridan _

'"~

On November 27 1963 TUEXI MAYDON advised that no
.information had been developed regarding the exact time or

specific mode of travel of OSWALD at the time he entered
Mexico He stated that OSWALD's entry into Mexico on
September 26 1963 took place between 6:00 a.m and 2:00 p.m
as he had handled OSWALD's entry and he worked this shift at
the border port of entry at Nuevo Laredo He added that
OSWALD's departure from Mexico was at Nuevo Laredo Mexico
on October 3 1963 between 12:01 a.m and 8:00 a.m and
that this shift was supervised by ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA
Mexican Immigration Service employee

On November 27 1963 MARIO DELAVALLE,PLATA Mexican
Immigration Service employee Nuevo Laredo Mexico advised
that no Mexican Immigration Service employee who was on duty
at Nuevo Laredo when OSWALD entered or departed from Mexico
had any independent recollection of OSWALD by photograph or
otherwise with regard to his entry or departure from Mexico*

(H) Check of Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) Baggage List
for Passengers for September 26 1963 Trip
from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F

The baggage list for passengers for September 26
1963 of the Mexican bus line Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) for the
bus which left Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico at 2:00 p,04
on this same date reflects that there was a total of 18
pieces of baggage The baggage list reflects the following

8
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PABLOr-VASQUEZ

Second piece of luggage attributed
PABLO VASQUEZ

4 ALFREDO13RISENO

5 RO %SORQUIS

T lGONZALEZ

ANDRES
rRALES

8. Second piece of luggage attributed to
ANDRES MORALES

Gpe. MARTINEZ (possibly GUADALUPE or Capt MARTINEZ)

(FNU0%7EN

HARRY J ITCHELL i

Second piece of luggage attributed to
HARRY J MITCHELL

Third piece of luggage attributed to
HARRY J MITCHELL

LEE H OSNALJ

"15
(FNU)kBOWEN (believed identical with JOHN H BOWEN)

Second piece of lugg gd attributed to BOWEN

JOIj
' McFARLAND ::4

18 Second piece of luggage attributed to JOHN McFARLAND

The driver of this bus was listed as ROBERTO MORALES

The baggage list has the number "18 at the bottom
which according to the Mexico City terminal manager of Flecha
Roja signifies that 18 pieces of luggage had been checked and
ticketed on that bus

S E C R E T
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JOHN Il~BOWEN was identified from Mexican Immigration
.records as 30 ye^r: of age born Houston Texas a United
States citizen residence Houston Texas Mexican tourist
card was issued to him at Nuevo Laredo Mexico on September 26
1963 upon presentation of his birth certificate

. HARRY JMITCHELL was identified as 41 years of

age a United States citizen a lawyer residence Palmyra
Missouri Mexican tourist card was issued to him at Nuevo

T-4 a confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past nO~vie-od on December 16,
1963 that he had talked to

ROBERTT9
ioRALES driver of the

Flecha Roja bus No 516 on Septem er 26 1963 and
MORALES stated he could not recall the passengers on the
trip of September 26 1963 because so much time had elapsed
and since he makes two round trips between Nuevo Laredo and
Mexico D F. each week he could not recall any information
regarding OSWALD or any other passengers who were on the bus

r

Laredo on September 26 1963
a

ANNIE MARJE\AITCHELL was identified as apparently
being the Tyife of .RAY J MITCHELL above 22 years of age
a United States citizen residence same as husband above

Dr .JOHN BRYA .lMcFARLAND and his wife Mrs ANNA_
MERY RE,ItdcFARL:.ND 10 Fulwood Park Liverpool Eng1an3
here-iotervieaed in England-and"advised they were on the
Flecha Roja bus from Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico to

Mexico D F. September 26-27 1963 They stated that

they observed the following during this trip

OSWALD was on this bus trip traveling alone and
he sat next to an 80-year-old man described as
a United States citizen who appeared to be
60 years of age and who resides in Cuernavaca
State of Morelos Mexico and in the State of
Tennessee in the United States This individual
was identified further as a school teacher who
taught in India and Arabia and currently was
writing a book on the Lisbon Portugal earthquake
of 1775

-10
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During this trip OSWALD spoke to two Australian
girls in their mid-twenties who boarded this bus
in Monterrey State of Nuevo Leon Mexico and
these two girls got off at Mexico,.0 F. Mexico

OSWALD left the bus alone at Mexico D F

Jith regard to thq/,first-individual described by
the McFARLANDs JOHN HOWAR1 OWEN listed above with tourist
card FM-5 No 4329926 was considered possibly to be the

elderly United States citizen who sat next to OSWALD and
he could be contacted in tare of Calle Carranza No 4-A an
Martin de Texmelucan State of Puebla Mexico Extensive
investigation to locate JOHN HOWARD BOWEN was made and the
results are set forth hereinafter

With regard to the two -Australian girls in their
mid-twenties these girl were considered identical with
PATRICIA CLARE ROSHLEIGHriINSTON 22 years of age Australian

citizen native of Fiji 'Islands bearer of Mexican tourist
card FM-5-No 4225635 issued August 24 1963 by the Mexican
Consulate in New York New_ York home address listed as

22 West 23rd Street New York New York and PAMELA LILLIAN

,MUMFORD 21 years of age English citizen born Fiji Islands
bearer of Mexican tourist card FM-5 No 4225836 issued the

'same date and place as that of JINSTON According to Mexican

';Immigration records WINSTON and MUMFORD entered Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo on September 25 1963 one day before OSWALD
entered Mexico.......

PATRICIA IJINSTON and PAMELAYMUMFORD advised the

following on December 17 19630 when interviewed in the
United States

WINSTON and MUMFORD boarded a bus at Monterrey
State of Nuevo Leon Mexico on September 26
1963 at 7:30 p.m. en route to Mexico D F
Both identified OSWALD as a passenger on this
bus and both observed him sitting next to an

Englishman who had lived in Mexico for thirty
years This latter individual was described
as being in his late sixties heavy build gray
hair balding with a distinctive English
accent and both believed him to be retired
from business

11
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WINSTON and MUMFORD recalled that OSWALD intro
duced himself and exhibited to them his United
States passport OSWALD advised tWINSTON and
MUMFORD that he had lived in Russia for two years
and that he had had a hard time getting out of
Russia OSWALD stated that he had been in Japan

OSWALD made no comment concerning communism or
Cuba He did not state why he was traveling to
Mexico where he was going and he did not advise
concerning his occupation or future plans

OSWALD stated that he was from Fort Worth or
Dallas Texas He was observed to be traveling
alone He had only one piece of luggage and a
smallzipper bag He wore a gold wedding ring

OSWALD recommended that 17INSTON and MUMFORD stay
at the Hotel Cuba Mexico D F. where he claimed
that he had stayed several times before He
pointed out that this hotel was inexpensive but
that he was not staying at the Hotel Cuba on
this trip

WINSTON and MUMFORD recalled an English couple
aboard the bus This couple is considered
identical with Dr JOHN BRYAN McFARLAND and
his wife Mrs ANNA MERYLE REID McFARLAND
mentioned above

\j JOHN HOWARD BOWEN who has been known as Reverend
ALBERT-OSBORNE and has resided at Calle Emilio Carranza
No 4-A San Martin de Texmelucan State of Puebla Mexico
and 4114 Drummond Street Montreal Canada was determined
to be the holder of Canadian Passport No 5-605377 T-2
advised on January 7 1964 that BOWEN while posing as
Reverend ALBERT OSBORNE stated in Mexico that he was
acquainted with Reverend JOHN HOWARD BOWEN and furnished
misleading information concerning the alleged whereabouts
of BOWEN

-12
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On January 28 1964 T-5 a confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past adyiaed
the records at the Mexican Ministry of Gobernacion (Ministry of
the Interior) reflect that ALBERT OSBORNE was ordered deported
from Mexico on April 5 1958 through Laredo Texas OSBORNE
had been charged with selling an automobile in the Oaxaca
Mexico area without paying the import duties These records
reflect also that in 1958 OSBORNE was known as JOHN HOWARD
BOWEN and was located ih Mexico and determined to be without
proper Mexican immigration diapers

On January 30 1964k T-6 a confidential source abroad
advised that inasmuch as ALBERT OSBORNE had been illegally in
Mexico he would be detained for deportation if located in Mexico

BOWEN was interviewed at Florence Alabama on
February 8 1964 and advised that he recalled making a bus
trip from Nuevo Laredo Mexico to Mexico D F. on September
266-27 1963 and sitting next to a young man whom he described
as 29 years of age 5 feet 8 inches tall 150 pounds in weight
with thin blond hair and a dark complexion who appeared to be
of Mexican or Puerto Rican descent This individual went to
sleep soon after boarding the bus and after a lunch stop at
Sabinas Hidalgo Mexico this person moved to the back of the
bus where he reclined on a seat and went to sleep BOWEN claimed
that he did not talk to the above person and was unable to
identify press photographs of OSWALD

BOWEN stated that he is acquainted with an ALBERT
OSBORNE described as a Baptist preacher or missionary from
Canada and while in Oaxaca Mexico in 1958 BOWEN misplaced
his identification papers and during a census taken at Oaxaca
he borrowed OSBORNE's identification papers BOt1EN claimed
that he had never before or afterward used the name of OSBORNE

Interviewed further at Nashville Tennessee on March
3 1964 OSBORNE admitted that he had used dual identities as
OSBORNE and JOHN H BOWEN for many years in Mexico and the
United States He continued to deny any knowledge of OSWALD
however
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(I) List Obtained of Entry of All Non-Mexican
Citizens on September 26 1963 at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico

T-1 who is thoroughly familiar with the workings
of the Mexican Ministry of Gobernacion (Interior) furnished
the following information concerning the procedures utilized
by the Mexican Immigration Service in connection with the
entry and"departure of non-Mexican citizens into and out of
Mexico It is to be noted that the Mexican Immigration Service
is a part of the Mexican Ministry of Gobernacion

Tourists usually enter Mexico on a Mexican tourist
card There are two types of such cards one being called
the FM-8 which is valid for a stay in the country of only
15 days and one designated as FM-5 which has validity for a
180 days stay in Mexico Both types are issued at Mexican
Consulates throughout the world and can also be obtained
from the Mexican Immigration Service at border ports of entry
FM-8 tourist cards also are available at airlines ticket
offices and tourist agencies

At the time of entry into Mexico the traveler
surrenders the duplicate portion of the tourist card and
both the duplicate and the original which remains in the
possession of the traveler are stamped with a rubber stamp
which shows'the name of the Mexican representative handling
the entry the date of the entry and the locality of the
port of entry Then the traveler leaves Mexico he surrenders
the original portion of the tourist card and it is stamped
with a rubber stamp which carries the name of the Mexican
representative the date of the departure and the locality
of the port of departure

Each Mexican port of entry is required on a continuing
basis to prepare a form called form FM-11 The FM-11 for both
entries and departures is prepared each "quincena (fifteen
day period) Entries and departures are set up on the FM-11
in chronological order and thereafter within each date the
names of the tourists are listed in alphabetical order
Basic information appearing on the FM-11 is taken from the
tourist card presented by the traveler At the time the FM-11
is prepared a number is placed on the tourist card these
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numbers being in sequence according to the alphabetical.
order of the names within each date and thereafter by date
By way of example the first traveler in alphabetical order
entering at a port of entry on the first day of the month
or a "quincena is assigned number 1 Thereafter all
travelers entering that port on that date are assigned
numbers in sequence according to alphabetical order This
sequence continues on the second day of the month and
throughout the remaining 15 days of the "quincena.

T-1 made available for examination the forms FM-5
and FM-8 for all non-Mexican citizens entering Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo as tourists on September 26 1963 as well as
the copies of forms FM-11 containing the recapitulation of
the entries to Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on this date

From the tourist cards (FM-5 and FM-8) and the
copies of the forms FM-li the following summary of infor
mation concerning each person who entered Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo on September 26 1963 has been obtained The
summaries have been divided into those persons traveling on
form FM-5 and those traveling on form FM-8 since the forms
FM-11 are so set up The number appearing before each name
is the number which appears on form FM-11 The following is a
brief resume regarding each person who entered Mexico on
September 26 1963 Information was available regarding
the mode of transportation on entry a brief description of
the person the residence listed proof of citizenship-was
shown and the Mexican Immigration Service employee who
handled the entry and this information was set out in detail
in memorandum dated March 16 1964

MARGARITA%gLANIS FM-5 No 4329957 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

JOSE R.jALFARO FM-5 No 4496450 issued
by Mexican Consulate Dallas Texas
September 19 1963
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NORLERTA;AVILA FM-5 No 4329958 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

1INFREIJ BARNES FM-5 No 4516631 issued
by Pan American Airways Miami Florida
September 5 1963

JOHN H BOWEN FM-5 No 4329926 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

SARA MARQUELA'YANIS DE!tHAMPSAUR FM-5
No 4212610(issued by Mexican Embassy
Panama Republic of Panama August 14 1963

MARJORIE FERWCHARLES FM-5 No 4234731
issued by Mexican Consulate Kansas City
Missouri September 19 1963

ANDREW WEBSTER HRISTOPHER FM-5 No 4052670
issued by Mexica Consulate Laredo Texas
September 25 1963

.~

SAMUEL'ESTRADA FM-5 No 4329955 issued
.by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo

Laredo September 26 1963

BENNIE H FABER FM-5 No 4329980 issued
by Mexican mmigration Service Nuevo
Laredo September r 26 1963

OSCAR ENRIQUE"GALLARDO FM-5 No 4363772
issued by Mexican Consulate General New
Orleans Louisiana September 9 (possibly
19) 1963.

ELSIE'GIBBS FM-5 No 4329708 issued by
Mexican 'Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963
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LUISICMAGUER FM-5 No 4158246 issued
by Mexican Consulate General San
Antonio,_Texas. September 24 1963

Miss J M ,HENDRICKSE FM-5 No 4359974
issued by Mexican Consulate Toronto
Canada August 19 1963

S E C R E T

382 MARIA CONSUELO/?1ATAA.GONZALEZ FM-5
No 4329707 ,Issued by Mexican
Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

333 JOHN BRYAN McFARLAND FM-5 No 4383754
issued by Mexican Consulate General
New Orleans Louisiana September 14 1963

ANNA MERYL REID McFARLAND FM-5 No 4363755
issued by Mexican Consulate General New
Orleans Louisiana September 14 1963

MICHAEL NOVOA FM-5 No 4351992 issued
by Honorary Mexican Consulate Newark
New Jersey Se tember 18 1963

TOMAS JERIE .OWENS FM-5 No 4329625
issued by Mexican Immigration Office

'Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

JUANITA A.'PEREZ FM-5 No 4496449 issued
by Mexican Consulate Dallas Texas

September
19 1963

ANIBAIIPLEITEZ FM-5 No 4363773 issued
by Mexican Consulate General New Orleans
Louisiana September 9 (possibly 19) 1963

JOSE,'HUMBERTO'PLEITEZ FM-5 No 4363774
issued by Mexican Consulate General New
Orleans Louisiana September 19 1963
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EI4IL`SAINZ FM-5 No 4455632 issued by
Mexican Tourism Department New York
New

York
September 20 1963

TE;1ESCACCIATOREiSAINZ FM-5 No 4455631
issued by\Mexican Tourism Department
New York New York September 20 1963

MtTTHE%ASCHILLER FM-5 No 4329524 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

RICHARD RALP.SCHWARZE FM-5 No 4331251
issued by Mexican Consulate Detroit
Michigan September 23 1963

CHESTER STANLEY STEMP FM-5 No 4449875
issued by Mexican Tourism Department
Houston Texas September 25 1963

TEODORO OSCQFKREVINO FM-5 No 4329956
issued by Itexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

VIOLA MARIA ANIS DE~`YIGGIANO FM-5
No 4212612 issued'by Consular Section
of Mexican Embassy Panama Republic of
Panama August 14 1963

ANTONY S ATNE FLT-5 No 4404229 issued
by Mexican onsulate Phoenix Arizona
September 23 1963

FLOR DE MARIAtiSUCRE DE\ 'YANIS FM-5
No 4212611 issued by ,onsular Section
of Mexican Embassy Panama Republic of
Panama August 14 1963

TOBIA "1 OZENZEW'ZAREMBER FM-5 No 4052668
issued by Mexican Consulate Laredo Texas
September 25 1963
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762. FELIX;ALONZO FM-8 No 626144 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

763 APOLONIOiALVARES FM-8 No 626133 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

{

CAMILA`ALVARES FM-8 No 626134 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

JUAN\ALVARES FM-8 No 626135 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

BERTHAf4VILA FM-8 No 626242 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963 AVILA's tourist card
was cancelled at her request and was not
utilized

BERTHA AVILA FM-8 No 626242 It is noted
that this listing carries identical infor
mation as set forth under No 766 It
appears that the two listings of this
individual on the FM-11 were done in error
since she apparently did not enter Mexico

768 TED C :'',BLAND FM-8 No 624673 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

STEPHEN ALA RILL FM-8 No 47905 issued
by Miami Office of Mexican Tourism Department
August 13 1963

ELAINE ESTERMAIA'BRILL FM-8 No 47906
issued by the Miami Office of the Mexican
Tourism Department August 13 1963

HARVEY MC MPBELL FM-8 No 626139 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963
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.FRANK.CANTERBURY FM-8 No 624669 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

FERNANDOCARRILLO FM-8 No 626230 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

R ALECOR CAVAZOS (possibly ALECOR CAVAZOS R.)
FM-8 No 628140 issued by Mexican Immigration
Office Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

N ARNALD AVAZOS (possibly ARNALDO
-t-CAVAZOS_N.) FM-3 No 626141,-issued by

Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

TI*IADO'&CHAPA
FM-8 No 626365 issued

by Me*ican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

CHARLES\(DE"7WEY FM-8 No 626231 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

ROBERT V.\ DUBLIN JR. FM-8 No 133158
issued by Mexican Consulate Laredo

'Texas September 26 1963

JOSE'BENITOf$SCOBAR FM-8 No 133155
issued by Mexican Consulate Laredo
Texas September 26 1963

OLIMPIA BENITEZ DE,.ESCOBAR FM-8
No 133154 issued by Mexican Consulate
Laredo Texas September 26 1963

REINA>ESCOBAR FM-8 No 133153 issued
by Mexican Consulate Laredo Texas
September 26 1963
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JENNIFER JULI '`FELLOWES FM-8 No 624676
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

SUSANA SELINArOSTER FM-8 No 62467
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

LUCIANO G,.~:OARCIA FM-8 No 626229 issued
by Mexic n'Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

AGAPITOGONZALEZ FM-8 No 626234 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

ELVIRA,yGONZALEZ FM-8 No 626235 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

ROBERTO)GONZALEZ FM-8 No 626238 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

7880 DOLORES'GUARDIOLA FM-8 No 626241 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo

.Laredo September 26 1963

789 H ARTURO UERRA FM-8 No 624668 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963.

JODEYE (last three letters questionable)
(BRANrANDS FM-8 No 626138 issued by _

Mexican-Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963 Instant individual
appeared to sign her name as Mrs JODEYE_

/ .ANDS

ERNESTIN ,WHIT HANDS FM-8 No 62613T
issued by Mexican Immigration Office.
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963
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NELLIE L. HARDIN FM-8 No 626364 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

BRIANiAQUES FM-8 No 330187 issued by
Mexican Consulate San Diego California
September 18 1963

FRANK"JIMENEZ FM-8 No 626233 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

ABRAHAM/ICAPLAN FM-8 No 626226 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

RENhTJitRAMER FM-8 No 447251 bearing
the Stamp of Mexican Consulate General
San Francisco,_ California but no date
indicated This form bears a typed date
of September 26 1963 apparently inserted
upon bearer's arrival Nuevo Laredo

DIETRICHrKRAMER FM-8 No 447250 bearing
stamp of1Mexican Consulate General San
Francisco _California but no date indicated
This form bears a typed date of September 26
,1963 apparently inserted upon bearer's
arrival Nuevo Laredo

EDITH V KUNTZ FM-3 No 510259 issued at
San Antonio Texas (issuing office not
identified) September 26 1963

FERNANDO\I:OZANO1GARCIA FM-8 No 626132
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

WILLIAM HENRYMASON FM-8 No 626232 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963
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ANGELINA MAeGONZALE7\MENDEZ FM-8
No 626037 issued by Mexican Immigration
Office Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

HARRY J MITCHELL FM-8 No 624674
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

ANN MARIE)bITCHELL FM-3 No 624675
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

ADOLIO40RALES FM-8 No 626145 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

MARTINAkMORENO FM-8 No 626236 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

BUELL,MOORE FM-8 No 625566 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 26 1963

HARVEY OSWALD LEE FM-8 No 24085 issued
by Mexican Consulate General New Orleans
Louisiana September 17 1963

808 MAURICE-1 UELLET FM-8 No 32060/196
issued by Mexican Consulate General
Montreal Que. Canada September 19 1963

809 KENNETH GRENIERkPECK FM-8 No 625567
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

8100 YOLANDA A.'bELRAMOS FM-8 No 623793
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

8110 ROESLY}ROBERT FM-8 No 623924 issued by
Mexican'Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo*
September 26 1963
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FLOa2EpCE 'r.\ ROCLEVITCH FM-8 No 623795
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

ANTHONY PAUL ROCLEVITCH FM-8 No 623794
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

RAFAE,L RUBEN]RODRIGUEZ FM-8 No 625625
issued by-Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

ROBERTO GONZALO(ODRIGUEZ>SPINOSA
(carried on FM-11 as ROBERTO GONZALO

-"-IESPINO~RODRIGUEZ) FM-8 No 133156
"'iissued by Mexican Consulate Laredo

Texas September 26 1963

JORGE ANTONIO ODRIGUE ESPINOSA FM-8
No 133157 issued by Mexican Consulate
Laredo Texas September 26 1963

JOSEFAVRODRIGUEZ'INMAN FM-8 No 626131
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo edo September 26 1963

1MIN ROMERO;CRUZ FM-8 No 626143 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

RICARDO;SANDOVAL FM-8 No 626363 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo :September 26 1963

GEORGES ALBERT-SPINNER FM-8 No 626362
issued by Mexican Immigration Office

.Nuevo Lare o September 26 1963

RICHARDrTRETTON FM-8 No 626239 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo ;September 26 1963
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NANCYSTREETT (tourist card signed as
NANCY C.=-STRETTON) FM-8 No 626240
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

M JOHNiSZUCHY JR. FM-8 No 625632
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

(This individual,appeared to sign his
name as JOHN M,I SZUCHY JR. on instant
tourist card.r

THOMAS J OGER FM-8 No 626142 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

MAURICIAtTALLE D TORRES FM-8 No 510398
issued by Mexican Tourism Department
San Antonio Texas September 25 1963

VICENTE V..TORRES FM-8 No 510399 issued
by Mexican Tourism Department San Antonio
Texas. September 25 1963

JUSTINO>T$EVINO FM-8 No 626227 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

ABELINA P DE REVINO FM-8 No 626228
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963.

ALFRED9TREVINO FM-8 No 626554 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

ESTELA S TREVINO FM-8 No 626555 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo Septemb r 26 1963

ESPERANZA DE ALDEZ S. FM-8 No 6246714
issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963



BENITOTO:.1ASALDEZ FM-8 No 624670
issued by .iexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo 'September 26 1963

JUAN ALDEZ FU-8 No 626136 issued
by :text n Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 26 1963

t
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834 MARIA ELSAALDEZ Fli-8 No 624672
Issued by :Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

835 OLIVIA,VILLARREAL F:1-8 No 626237
issued Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

(J) Persons Interviewed in Mexico Who Entered
Mexico September 26 1963 at Nuevo Laredo

a confidential source abroad advised that
JOLONON BANDECK residence 18652 Kelly Road Detroit Uichigan
stated at\Nonterrey Nuevo Leon,lilexico,_ on December 11 19634
that he is a retired jeweler and he traveled from Monterrey
to Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 in his personally-owned
automobile He again entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on
September 26 1963 and returned to :3onterrey

He had no contact with OSWALD and he could not furnish
any information concerning him

a confidential source abroad advised that
ANDREW WEBSTER CHRISTOPHER residence Lerdo de Tejada 320-A
Guadalajara State of Jalisco Mexico stated on December 16
1963 that he entered Nexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 in his personally-owned automobile

He was unable to identify photographs of OSWALD and
stated he had not observed OSWALD in Nuevo Laredo at the time
he entered Mexico

a confidential source who has furnished
reliable inforation in the past advised on December 13
1963 that CARLOS LMAGUER;ECHARTEA residence Calle Lice Jose
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xeria Bocanegra No 1105 Colonia Industrial Monterrey
Nuevo Laredo Mexico had stated that he and his wife
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 in
their personally-owned automobile and that they had not seen
or heard anything about OSWALD until November 22 1963

T-4 advised on December 18 1963 that_GUILLER:.1O
\NEVI V LLAR residence 217 ge st Johnson Street San Antonio

Texas and Mrs .'.iAR1T1 QTERO`)PABLOS residence 1101 Pecan
Street McAllen Texas who had entered.).lexico..by automobile
on September 26 1963 at Nuevo Laredo had no pertinent
information concerning OSWALD and they had not observed him

T-8 advised that HARVEY'TUTTLE residence Calle 6
No 208 Atemajac State of Jalisco),,Mexico stated on
January 4 1964 that he entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo by
bus on or about September 26 1963 which exact date he could
not recall because he did not have in his immediate possession
his tourist card

He could not recall anyone resembling OSWALD at
Nuevo Laredo or on the bus on which he traveled

T-10 a confidential source abroad advised that
CHESTER

STANLEY'\TEMP
residence 7223 Jarnecke Avenue

Hammond Indiana,,.employed as a mathematics teacher American
High--School San Salvador El Salvador stated in San
Salvador El Salvador on January 14 1964 that he entered
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 on the first
bus which crossed the border on this date at about 6:00.a.m
He traveled to Laredo Texas by Greyhound bus from San
Antonio Texas and boarded a Transportes del Norte bus in
Nuevo Laredo Mexico He traveled from Nuevo Laredo to
Monterrey Nuevo Leon by bus arriving at the latter place
at about noon on September 26 1963 He took a train from
;Monterrey to San Luis Potosi State of San Luis Potosi
Mexico and Mexico D F. arriving at noon on September 28
1963

He could not identify a photograph of OSWALD and
stated that he had not seen him



(K) Interview of ROBERTO MORALES Driver of Flecha
Roja (Red Arrow) Bus No 516 from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico City on trip for September 26 and 27 1963.

T-11 a confidential source abroad advised as follows

On March 14 1964 ROBERTO MORALES driver of Flecha
Roja bus No 516 on September 26-27 1963 from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico D F. Mexico furnished the following inforiation

He could not recall specifically the trip Which he made
on September 26-27 1963 from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City
because he has made numerous trips and seen a large number of
passengers since that time He was shown the baggage list
recording the names of some of the passengers on that trip and
stated he is not acquainted with any of the names and does not
know any of the persons listed He was unable to identify
photographs of OSWALD and of JOHN HOWARD BOt7EN true name
ALBERT OSBORNE MORALES stated that his co-driver from Monterrey
to Mexico City usually is ALFREDO1GARCIA\CERVANTES who resides
in,Mexico City address unknown to him '\

On May 14 1964 ALEJANDROOSAUCEDO manager of the
Mexico City terminal of "Servicios Unidos Autobuses Blancos
Flecha Roja S A de C V. (The Unified Services of White
Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated) Calle Heroes Ferrocarrileros
45 provided the following information with respect to the Flecha
Roja baggage manifest mentioned above

The baggage list reflects it was prepared for bus
No 516 which departed from Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas at
2:00 p.m. September 26 1963 driven by ROBERTO MORALES The
number "18 encircled at the bottom of the list indicates that
18 pieces of baggage were checked and baggage claim checks
issued for storage and handling in the baggage compartment of
the bus and revision by Mexican Customs

SAUCEDO affirmed that the number of passengers depart
ing on the bus from Nuevo Laredo is not specified on the baggage
list and that only the persons who check and become responsible
for one or more articles of baggage are listed thereon He
pointed out that unaccompanied baggage also may be sent in this
manner and the presence of a name on the baggage list does not
insure that the person actually traveled on the bus



(L) Interview of ERNESTO HERNANDEZ co-driver of
Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) Bus No 516 from Nuevo
Laredo to Mexico City on September 26 to 2 1963

T-12 a confidential source abroad advised on
April 21 1964 that ERNESTO HERNANDEZ co-driver of Flecha
Roja (Red Arrow) bus No 516 on September 26 to 27 1963 from
Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. Mexico furnished the following

He resides at Aldama No 4 Tizayuca Hidalgo Mexico
and for the past nine years he has been employed as a bus driver
for the Flecha Roja bus company

He has no independent recollection of having been
the co.-driver of bus No 51G on September 26 to 27 1963 but
when his recollection was refreshed he stated that for the
first and only time he had been the co-driver for ROBERTO
MORALES on bus No 516 on the trip from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico
D F. on September 26 to 27 1963 He normally does not work
as a co-driver with MORALES but did recall having substituted
for MORALES regular partner ALFREDO GARCIA CERVANTES

He was unable to identify the photographs of OSWALD
and JOHN HOWARD BOWEN He could not associate OSWALD with
anyone he might have seen in the past He had seen photographs
of OSWALD in the newspapers following the assassination of
President XENNEDY but he did not associate OSWALD with anyone
he has seen

He was shown the baggage list for passengers for the
above trip and he did not know any of the names on this list
He advised that it was difficult for him to distinguish one
trip from another or to recall individual passengers in'the
absence of a particular incident which might occur:on a trip
He could not recall the above-mentioned trip made by bus No
516 the portions of the trip during which MORALES had operated
the bus or between what points he HERNANDEZ had driven the bus

He could not furnish any data to assist in identifying
OSWALD as being a passenger aboard Flecha Roja bus No 516 on

September 26 to 27 1933
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III OSWALD IN MEXICO CITY

(A) :New York Times Newspaper Account

The Western Edition of the "!New York Times,

datedpecember 3 1963 carried an article by"Correspondent
PETER"ZIHSS which is reproduced hereinunder and reports
information purportedly gleaned by the correspondent in
Mexico City

"OSWALD FOLLOWED LONELY PATH DURING
RECENT VISIT TO MEXICO

"Inquiry Finds $30 Could Have Covered
All Expenses of Month-Long Trip

- His Travels Are Detailed

"By PETER KIHSS

'"Special to The New York Times

"MEXICO CITY Dec 2--More lonely steps along the
trail of LEa H OSWALD in the last autumn of his
life came to light today

"Evidence turned up concerning the trip that
03WALD made here in late September and early
October presented a picture consistent with that
pertaining to other periods in the life of the
accused assassin of President KENNEDY

"The Mexican Ministry of the Interior disclosed
that the results of its intensive police inves
tigation had indicated that OSWALD was alone
here The ministry's findings have been trans
mitted to United States authorities.

"Indeed few mysteries remained as to 031T1LD's
trip bore following painstaking inquiry The
investigation disclosed that the often impecunious
OSWALD could have financed his entire trip to
Mexico Sept 26 to Oct 23 with less than $30-
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thus apparently disposing of the question of
where he could have obtained substantial funds
for the trip

"Newsmen identified the bus line on which OSWt.LD
traveled from Nuevo Laredo across the (border)
to this capital and back It was Transportes
Frontera

"At its office on Buenavista Street a clerk
LUCI3 LO?BZ said the Mexican police had been
given the lists of passengers on that run that
the line keeps

"Investigators were understood also to have
checked a number of the guests who were at the
Hotel Comercio the hotel where 03Wi.LD stayed
He was the only American among a clientele
composed mostly of Mexicans and a few Cubans
the latter apparently exiles

"The Cuban Foreign Ministry has confirmed that
OS:"ALD while in Mexico City sought a Cuban
visa on .sept 2 as a transit traveler to the
Soviet Union The ministry said that when
OS1YALD was told the consulate could not issue
such a'visa without Havana authorization he
left 'visibly displeased. The ministry also
said such a visa would not be granted unless a
visa had been previously issued by the country
of destination

"Met Delay on Soviet Visa

"The Mexican Interior Ministry.said OSWALD's
effort later to get a Soviet visa had also been
met with a consular statement that there would
have to be a delay A Mexican official said
OIWALD told the Cubans and the Russians he was
a Communist who had lived two years in the Soviet
Union and had married a Russian woman



"The police investigation was reported to have
found no indication that 0SYILLD had visited
anyone else of political interest

"Cuban exiles opposed to the regime of Premier
FIDEL C!^3TRO have been trying to check on
03:7;.LD's activities here 20 far they have not
turned up anything of consequence This is a
sprawling city of nearly five million inhabitants
but even in this multitude OCWtLA's tracks have
been uncovered

"03i1LLD took a 2:30 P.M bus Thursday Sept 26
from Nueva Laredo for the 750-mile trip scheduled
to end here Friday Sept 27 at 8:30 P.M The
one-way fare on the Frontera line is $5.71 at the
exchange rate of 12i Mexican pesos a dollar

"There are at least two-score of What Mexicans
call humble hotels within a radius of five
blocks of the bus terminal OS.1.LD appears to
have been fortunate to have found the well-kept
Comercio on block-long Bernardo de Sahaguan
street named for a Spanish colonial missionary
who befriended Indians

"For 16 pesos a day--$1.28--he got room No 18
with private bath in the four-story glazed
red brick hotel

SEKuT ILN P RED IN..NDEZ desk clerk said
O3W LD ha \arrived alone and had left early
in the morning and come back late at night
He had no visitors

"The hotel proprietor GUILLERt0 G.'.RCIb was
'shocked when investigators found 03t7~'"I.D's
signature on the registry Mr GLAM admired
President KCENIIEDT as a friend of Mexico and a
Roman Catholic He had never connected the
name of his guest with the assassination



"O=LD had one leather suitcase about two
feet long He wore short-sleeved shirts He
talked only briefly with the night watchman
and the chambermaid in 3panisb

"Next to the h tel is the tinchroom La Esperanza
Mrs DOLOitE^ ti NIRFZ D ARRFRO a widow who has
run the neat eating p ace for six months re
membered having seen OSWALD three or four days
She said he had eaten there only once

"A Chop for 21 Cents

"He had a lunch of steak and rice which came
to about 26 cents The costliest item on the
bill of fare is a chop cooked to taste for
about 21 cents

"Mrs 3e.33E33 said OJ J LD's Spanish had been
hard to una'erstand and he had eaten alone in
silence

"Newsmen calculated that 03W/LD could have
stayed within $8 for meals in Mexico for eight
days He paid $11.42 for bus fare $6.40 for
five days rent and 50 cents for a special
15-day tourist card he got in New Orleans
Sept 17 These figures add up to $26.32

"On the same block with the hotel are a number
of modest apartment houses Across the way is
a parking lot .At the end of the street is a
typical little park with stone benches The
neighborhood is the Guerrero District largely
commercial

"OS'i LD left Mexico City on Wednesday Oct 2
on a Frontera bus that was scheduled to depart
at 1 P.M and arrive at Nueva Laredo at 6:30
A.M Thursday Oct 3

"A Mexican Interior Ministry official suggested
that 03:/.:L% might have spent most of his time



here which included a weekend as a tourist
perhaps also taking in some movies

"It is believed 03::;_LD left New Orleans on Sept 24
after having sent his wife to Dallas the previous

-day with a friend He vanished from his cheap
apartment there on that day without having paid
his rent

"He is believed to have hitchhiked to Laredo on
the American side of the border where he arrived
Sept 26 It was his custom to travel by hitch
hiking wherever possible

"It was presumed that he probably hitchhiked north
to Dallas from Laredo on his return from Mexico
City He arrived in Dallas the evening of Oct 3
and checked into the Dallas YMCA The distance
from Laredo to Dallas is 475 miles.



(B) OSWALD's Visits to Cuban and Soviet
Diplomatic Establishments
Investigation by Mexican Authorities

ma "e ava a e a copy of a signed
s a ement wic a been made by SILVIA DURAN to the Federal
Security Police on November 23 1963 'A translation from
Spanish of that statement is recorded hereinunder

"At the City of Mexico Federal District at
6:00 p.m of November 23 1963 the undersigned
Captain FERNANDO GUTIERREZ BARRIOS Assistant
Director of the Federal Security (Police)
proceeding legally with witnesses present makes
record that with the presentation in this
office of Mrs SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN for the
purpose of being interrogated concerning the
matters which are herein set forth this document
was prepared

"Promptly upon the presentation of the person who
under normal conditions is called SILVI'TIRADO
DFj):DURAN having been warned to tell the truth

f -=and~ advised of the penalties which are incurred
by those who furnish false testimony described -
herself as follows that her name is as recorded .,
25 years of age married without religious
preference an employee literate a native and
resident of this city with domicile at
Constituyentes #143 Apartment #3 with respect
to the matters under investigation declares

.that she has been legally married to Mr HORACIO

'IsDURAN\NAVARRO since November 5 1958 and-id-the'
mother of a child named PATRICIA who at the
present time is three and one-half years of age
that in the month of July or August of 1961 the
deponent was invited to join the Mexican-Cuban
Institute of Cultural Relations which at that
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time was directed by Attorney AGUSTIN CUE
CANOVAS as a Coordinator and although she
does not recall specifically who it was that
recommended her she can clarify that for some
time previously she was friendly and visited
with frequency the employees of the Cuban
Embassy being a personal friend of Ambassador
POR OVDO as well as the Cultural Attaches
TEREb t3OENZA and LUIS%ALVERU as well as with
the female employees but principally with the
secretary of/Consul EUSERIO ASCUE Miss
MARICARMEN%OLAVARR I of Spanish nationality
but a relative of ASCUE that at the Institute
the activities were exclusively of a cultural
nature and were attended on occasions by the
afore-mentioned Cultural Attaches and some
Cubans but in a greater number by Mexicans
always artists and intellectuals without any
political discussions although she recalls
that at the time of the October Cuban crisis
in connection with the threatened invasion of
Cuba and the subsequent blockade of the island
by the North American Government they listened
by shortwave radio to the news from the 'Prensa
Latina (Latin Press) on the basis of which they
made up a bulletin which was read of the news
that they had listened to directly from Havana
agreeing also to the effect that Cubans and
Mexicans attending said meetings discussed the -

political problem of Cuba on a private basis
without doing so in any official character that
the declarant was receiving a salary of 500
pesos ($40 U.S.) monthly in her capacity as
Coordinator at the Institute with her work
schedule being from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m daily and
the money for the maintenance of the Institute
itself coming from a monthly subsidy from the
Cuban Embassy the amount of which she is not
aware but also with each one of the members
paying a quota and also contributions were
received from persons whose names she does not
recall because usually they were made anonymously
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being unable to fix the monthly receipts
although she was the person who personally
received all of the funds received at the
Institute that ip'addition to the speaker
only Mr PELIP4-ROJAS who worked as a
secretary at the Institute during the mornings
received any monthly salary in the same amount
of 500 pesos ($40 U.S.) with the remainder of
the money which was received being used for the
payment of rent and other expenses connected
with its operation That in the month of
December of 1961 the declarant and her husband
made a trip by air to Havana Cuba paying for
their own transportation but all of their
expenses of their visit to that city and the
greater number of the cities of the island being
paid by the Cuban Institute of Friendship with
the People and the House of Culture so-called
'of the Americas, the trip having lasted fifteen
days without their having any contact or con
nection during this trip with officials of the
Cuban Government That as the speaker has already
stated she has been a sympathizer of socialism
and Marxist doctrine for several years having
studied philosophy and existentialism and
particularly she has sympathized since its
inception and sympathizes with the Cuban Revolution
That approximately three months ago she began to
occupy-the position of Secretary to the Cuban
Consul in this city Mr EUSEBIO ASCUE who -
ceased to function in that capacity some five days
ago on Monday the 18th of this month having
been substituted by Mr ALFREDO MIRAVAL Y DIAZ
clarifying at this time that from the beginning
she began to work in that capacity as a temporary
measure as a result of the death in a traffic
accident of her friend MARICARMEN OLAVARRI who
had been occupying that position until some person
should arrive from Cuba who would assume the same
having had under her responsibility the adminis
trative operation and preparing the visas which
are issued as well as handling the applications
for such visas which invariably are sent to the
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Ministry of Foreign Relations Government of
Cuba for its approval having obtained this
position directly from former Consul ASCUE with
whom she is very friendly and for whom the
speaker even organized a farewell party in her
home which was attended by almost all of the
officials and employees of the Embassy and the
Consulate except the Ambassador That the
speaker does not belong to any political party
and never has attended manifestations or meetings
nor has she given lectures or speeches which her
husband has done since he has written several
articles for the newspaper 'El Dial (The Day)
(pro-Communist Spanish language newspaper pub
lished in Mexico City) that she has never been
arrested for any reason nor even on the occasion
of the visit to Mexico of Mr JOHN F KENNEDY
which caused her a great deal of personal satis
faction because of the benefits which it would
represent to the country That yesterday while
sbe was working at the Cuban Consulate where she
is employed from 10:00 to 2:00 and from 4:00 to
6=00 p.m daily and where she receives a salary
of 1,500 pesos ($120 U.S.) monthly just before
their time of departure at noon a friend commented
to her that she had been listening to the radio
and heard a news item to the effect that President
KENNEDY had suffered an attack in which they had
fired three shots at him as a result of which she
called her husband on the telephone and they dis
cussed this news and he advised her that he
already knew about it and referred to said attack
as 'monstrous, and they agreed that upon meeting
at their home they would discuss the matter which
they did during their dinner hour but in a very
brief manner since they did not know all the
circumstances of the attack and the name and
description of the presumed author of the same
its having been only that night that they read
in the extra (edition) the news relating thereto
and subsequently on the radio at her residence she
heard the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which caused
her to remember that this name refers to a North
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American who in the last days of September or
the first days of the month of October of the
present year appeared at the Cuban Consulate and
applied for a visa to Cuba in transit to Russia
and based his application on his presentation
of his passport in which it was recorded that
he had been living in the latter country for a
period of three years his work permit from that
same country written in the Russian language and
letters in the same language as well as proof
of his being married to a woman of Russian
nationality and being the apparent Director in
the city of New Orleans of the organization called
'Fair Play for Cuba with the desire that he
should be accepted as a 'friend of the Cuban
Revolution as a result of which the speaker in
compliance with her duties received all of his
data and filled out the appropriate application
and he left to return in the afternoon this
time with his photographs and the speaker
recognizing that she exceeded her duties semi
officially called the Russian Consulate by
telephone because of her interest in facilitating
the handling of the Russian visa for LEE HARVEY
OSWALD but from there they answered her that the
operation would require approximately four months
which annoyed the applicant since as he affirmed
he was in a great hurry to obtain the visas which
would'permit him to travel to Russia insisting
that he was entitled to them because of his back
ground and his partisanship and personal activities
in favor of the Cuban movement the declarant's
not being able to specify because she does not
remember whether or not he said that he was a
member of the Communist Party but that his wife
of Russian nationality was at that time in the
city of New York from where she would follow him
although his place of origin was the afore-mentioned
city of New Orleans that as soon as OSWALD under
stood that it was not possible to give him a Cuban
visa without his previously obtaining a Russian one
because the former was for transit he became highly
agitated and angry as a result of which the
speaker called Consul ASCUE who at that time was
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in his private office in company of his ultimate
replacement MIRAVAL but came out and began to
argue in English with O3VJALD in a very angry
manner and ASCUE concluded by saying to him that
'As far-as he was concerned he would not give
him a visa, and that 'A person like him in
place of aiding the Cuban Revolution was doing
it harm, its being noted that in their discussion
they had been referring to the Russian socialist
revolution and not the Cuban its being stated
by OSWALD that he had two reasons to request the
visa with urgency which were one that his
permit to be in Mexico was expiring and the other
that he had urgent necessity of reaching Russia
that in spite of the argument the speaker handed
to OSWALD a piece of paper similar to that which
she writes at this time in which she recorded
her name 'SILVIA DURAN, and the telephone
number of the Consulate which is '11-28-47, and
at any rate she initiated the handling of his
visa application by sending it to the Cuban
Ministry of (Foreign) Affairs from which a reply
was received in the normal manner some fifteen
to thirty days later approving the issuance of
a visa but conditioning it on his previously
obtaining the Russian (one) although she does
not recall whether OSWALD subsequently called
her or not on the telephone for the Consulate
which she had given him that all of the conver
sation which the speaker had with OSWALD as
well as that of Consul ASCUE with him was in
the English language since he did not speak any
Spanish and that upon seeing his photograph
which appears in today's newspapers specifically
in the newspaper 'El Dia, she immediately
recognized and identified it as being the same
person that she has been referring to as LEE
HARVEY OSWALD That on only one occasion the
declarant attended a reception ceremony at the
Russian Embassy which was given on the occasion
of the visit of the astronauts GAGARIN and
TERESHICOVA on the personal invitation which the
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speaker received from he Russian Consul YACSSOY
when the latter visited ASCUE and MIRAVAL and
delivered to them their respective invitations
at the Cuban Consulate That .with respect to
her in-laws LIDIA and RUBENtDURA.pNAVARRO the
former on various occasions"attended-with the
declarant the meetings which were being held at
the Institute whereas the latter only did so
on one or two occasions in connection with
exhibitsAf paintings and with respect to BETY_

f SERRAOA_ZUCAR the wife of RUBEN she has at ays
remained aloof from these activities although
all of them are of leftist ideology but do not
actively participate in any activities that
BARBARA ANN BLITS TRESMOND ESQUIVEL and AGATA

~ROSENOi,GARCIA ar'e friends of BETY and the speaker
has known them very little and superficially
as a result of which she knows nothing about
their activities and ideologies and in connection
with the gentleman who she now knows is named
BENTLEY she had never seen him before and
supposes that he is a friend of BARBARA since
she noticed that he was talking to BARBARA when
they were dining at the home of the deponent
being present her husband AGATA and LIDIA
whereas the others were at the home of her brother
1n-lal6 RUBEN That she has nothing further to
declare and after reading the above she ratifies
and signs the margins in evidence thereof
The above document is closed authorized and
witnessed

Signed Assistant Director of Federal Security
Captain FERNANDO GUTIERREZ BARRIOS

Witnesses Lic (Atty.) FERNANDO ORTIZ DE LA PENA
Lic CARLO3 DURAN LANZ.
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Ina e copy
o a report dated November 25 recording the results
of investigation by Agents of the Mexican Federal Security
Police (Direccion Federal de Investigaciones DFS) A
translation from Spanish of that report follows hereinunder

"In connection with the assassination of the
President of the United States JOHN F KENNEDY
it was reported that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had
previously been in Mexico as a consequence of
which appropriate investigation was conducted
the results of which are as follows

"l LEE HARVEY OSWALD was in Mexico having
entered at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas (State) on
September 26 last as a tourist proceeding from
New Orleans and departing at the same place on
last October 3rd

"20 It was confirmed that he had come to Mexico
to apply for a visa at the Cuban Embassy for
transit enroute to Moscow

Toward this objective he established contact
with SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN a Mexican 'SILVIA
DURAN, whom he interviewed on two occasions
since she is an employee of the Consulate
responsible for making the arrangements necessary
for this type of visa and completing the cards
with data concerning the applicant an indispensable
requisite for obtaining a Cuban visa

Through her he made contact with the Russian
Consulate for the same purpose

"When it was learned that the above-mentioned
SILVIA DURAN had been one of the contacts made
by LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Mexico said lady and
her husband were arrested in order that they
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might be interrogated advising in their
statements as follows

"INTERVIEW OF HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO Mexican
by birth son of a Chilean father and Mexican
mother He said that his occupation is that
of Industrial Designer holding a teaching
position on this subject in the National
School of Plastic Arts a dependency of the
UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
National Autonomous University of Mexico)
where he receives a salary of 1,400 pesos
($112 U.S.) monthly 40 years of age married

without religious preference domiciled at
Constituyentes (street) #143 Apartment #3
in this city that the first eight years of
his life were spent in Los Angeles,_Calif_ornia
and subsequently he cae to this capital with
his parents RUFINO/'DURAN and LIDIA NAVARRO DE
DURAN and later they went to Santiago,_ Chile
to live remaining there for a period of'a year
and one-half later returning with his brother
RUBEN to Mexico being followed later by his
sister LIDIA and his mother that he entered
the National Agricultural School at Chapingo
where he studied for five years for a career
as an Agronomist and as he had learned drawing
in the San Carlos Academy he chose to continue
studying that art which served him as a basis
for specializing in Industrial Designing which .
he now follows being a teacher in that subject
in the School of Fine Arts of the UNAM spending
his free time in private work as.a Designer for
which he receives an income of approximately
5,000 pesos ($400 U.S.) monthly that in 1950
he was married to a French woman LUCILLE DEJARDIN
with whom he fathered a son named PAUL DURAN
DEJARDIN who at the present time is 10 years
of age and with that marriage having lasted more
or less six years and with the breaking up of
that matrimony on November 5 1958 he entered
into a new marriage contract with his present wife
SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN with whom he fathered a
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girl named PATRICIA now 3i years of Age
that when he became acquainted with his present
wife she-was working as a Secretary in the
Proteo Gallery and later she and other persons
among them Prof 1:GUSTIN CUE CANOVAS the
Cultural attache of the Cuban Embassy and others
began to organize the Mexican Cuban Institute
of Cultural Relations 'Jose Marti, in which
she served as a Coordinator and for about the
last four months she has been employed as a
Secretary in the Consulate General of Cuba in
this city first having worked with the Consul
EUSEBIO AZCUE and now with MIRABAL receiving
a monthly salary of 1,500 pesos. He acknowledged
that his ideology is leftist and in sympathy with
the Cuban Revolution adding that this is the
reason why he permits his wife to work and engage
in her present activities He stated that when
he discussed with his wife the assassination of
President KENNEDY having heard the name of the
presumed perpetrator LEE HARVEY OSWALD she
immediately told him that she believed that he
was the same individual who in the latter part
of September or early October had been in the
Cuban Consulate applying for a Cuban visa in
transit to Russia that she had attended him
herself and handled his visa application papers
but when she notified him that he would first
need a Russian visa and that his application
would have to be sent to the Cuban Ministry of
Foreign Relations which of course would
require several days OSWALD became angry and
lost his self control as a result of which
SILVIA called the Consul AZCUE with whom the
applicant had a violent argument He added that
he had not seen nor had he personally known LEE
HARVEY 03WALD and in December of 1961 he (DURAN)
made a trip to Cuba accompanied by his wife
paying for their tickets himself

"It is pointed out that at the home where the
DURAN couple was detained at Herodoto #14
Apartment A the home of the brother-in-law of
SILVIA DURAN named RUBEN DURAN NAVARRO the
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BETT ERRATOS DYDURAN related that she was_born
in the Republi "of Honduras and has resided in Mexico for
the past ten years is 33 years of age and has never belonged
to Any political party or entertained leftist ideas She
explained that she resides with her husband RUBEN DURAN
NAVARRO at Herodoto #14 Apartment A

h n
LIDIA DURANTNAVARRO VDA (widow) DE'FLORES advised

that she is 35 years` of age,Thaving been boral li Chihuahua
Chihuahuas that she-resides at Luz Savinon Street No 1211
-Apartment 2 and is employed'in the Tourism Department and
the Mexican Sports Federation She denied having political

f affiliations or sympathies She explained that she is the
sister of RUBEN DURAN NAVARRO and had been visiting them at
the time the investigators arrived at their apartment

AGATA ROSENA GARCIA related that she was born in
the Capital (of Mexico) and resides at Rivera Street No 63
Colonia Las Aguilas She denied having any political
affiliations or being of leftist ideology and explained that
she is a friend of the DURANs and visits them frequently at
their home

f.

(None of the individuals listed below as having
been interviewed admitted knowing OSWALD or having any infor
mation concerning him Therefore the data concerning them
is being summarized rather than recorded in full.)

RUBEN DURAN NAVARRO advised that he was born in
Los Angeles California is married to BETTY SERRATOS is
38 years of age a decorator by profession and has applied
for Mexican citizenship He related that Calle Herodoto #14
Apartment A is his residence

BARBARA ANNy33LISS stated that she was in Mexico as
a tourist and has beenliving in the country for the-past-
eight years and resides at,Bahia de_ Magdalena #125 that
she is divorced

from-JUAN,rSQUIVEL
a Costa Rican citizen

I
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persons who were visiting at that residence
were arrested and their background data is
recorded below
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who presently lives in the United States and has a monthly
income of $800 per month from the estate of her father
which is administered by a firm in 'dashington D C She
explained that her father ALONSO BLISS formerly owned a
sugar plantation on Trinidad but presently resides at
2585 Bayshore Drive Coconut Grove Miami Florida dhe
explained that she had become acquainted with BETTY SERRATOS
some three months earlier at the apartment of CARMEN PINO
and they had exchanged visits with each other thereafter
because of their mutual liking for recorded music She also
stated that she had met SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN at a concert
but had no friendship with her

,
CHARLES E ,BENTLEY explained that he is 27 years

of age and was in Mexico as a tourist having resided for
the previous three months at Palermo Street No 9 Colonia
Hipodromo in Mexico City that he had been trying to obtain
employment as a salesman for the Sonora Cattle Company that
he had served in the United States Marine Corps from 1954 to
1957 and had no political affiliations or leftist ideas
He explained that he had met BARBARA ANN BLISS and BETTY
SERRATOS some two months earlier and was visiting at Herodoto
No 14-7 because of his friendship with them

The signed statement of SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN and
data connected therewith which is recorded above was obtained
and the translation thereof from Spanish prepared by T-13
a confidential source abroad

(D) Hotel Accommodations of LEE
ALRVEY OSWALD in Mexico City

OD November 26 1963 T-14 a confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past advised

that following a check of the registration records of numerous
middle and lower class hotels in the downtown area of Mexico

City he had ascertained that on September 27 1963 LEE HARVEY
OSV!ALD had registered at the Hotel del Comercio located at
Calle (Street) Bernardino de Sahagun No 19 and approximately
eight blocks from the commercial heart of the Mexican capital
The records disclosed that OSWALD was registered as the

occupant of room No 18 until October 1 1963 and was deleted
from the hotel guest list on October 2 1963



According to source there were only three employees
at the hotel and some of them were able to recognize OSWALD's
photograph as having been a guest at that establishment but
could recall virtually no information concerning the circum
stances relating thereto

OSWALD's Registration at Hotel

T-1 made available photocopies of the registration
records of the Hotel del Comercio Calle Bernardino de Sahagun
No 190 Mexico D F. which reflect that on September 27 1963
OSWALD registered at that hotel as "LEEL HARVEY OSWALD USA
Texas PHOTO US citizen and was assigned room No 18

The owner and manager of the hotel GUILLERMO GARCIA
LUNA explained on March 3 1964 that upon arrival a guest is
required to register in his own handwriting however as long
as he remains at the hotel thereafter the name is transferred
to the registration list for subsequent days by the manager
or his assistant

Examination of Handwriting on
Hotel Register by FBI Laboratory

On December 11 1963 a photocopy of the above
described page of the Hotel del Comercio registration book
was submitted to the FBI Laboratory for examination of the
"LEE HARVEY OSWALD signature appearing thereon

In a laboratory report dated December 18 1963
the FBI Laboratory stated that examination of "Qc333 photo
copy of page of registry book of Hotel del Comercio Calle
Sahagun 19 Mexico City with signatures of guests registering
on September 27 1963 Line 18 bearing signature 'Lee Harvey
Oswald. had been made with the following result

"It was concluded that the LEE HARVEY OSWALD
signature on Line 18 of Qc333 was written by LEE HARVEY
OSWALD whose known writing appears as 1{4 and K5 in this case.

The information recorded hereinunder was furnished
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3 Identities of Persons at Hotel
During Same Period as OSWALD

A review of copies of the pages of the Hotel del
Comercio registration book for individuals who registered or
remained at the hotel from September 26 1963 through
the night of October 1-2 1963 revealed the following with
respect to their names city and state of origin room or
rooms occupied and date or dates of occupancy

Because of the fact that some of the names were
abbreviated and others not decipherable Hotel del Comercio
owner GUILLE

0rARCI UNA assisted in clarifying those
names

Name and Residence Room No Dates of Occupancy

ISABEJXSALAZAR y comp 1 September 26 and
Durango Durango 27 1963

J ASCENCION1ERRERA 2 September 26 and
Durango,_ Durango 27 1963

POLO'DUENAS 3 September 26 and
Aguascalientes Ags 27 1963

ANTONIO/OLIVA y Sra
Mexico D F Ilex
(Musician) s

4 September 26 27
29 and 30 and
October 1 1963

28

POLO DUENAS
Aguascalie tes Ags

5 September 26 1963

FERNANDO VALENZUELA 6 September 26 through
Chihuahua Chihuahua October 1 1963

ANGELICA PEREYRA 7 September 26 through
Torreon Coahuila
(Housewife)

October 1 1963

ERNESTO-.LI!IA \JUAREZ
Reynosa Tamaulipas

September 26 1963
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.Name and Residence

MARTIN GUERRERO
San Luis Potosi .S.L.P

JOSE LUIS MACIAS
Chihuahua Chihuahua

PEDRO.gUIJANO
Torreon Coahuila

MANUEANTOS
Jaltillo Coahuila
(Farmer)

URBANO.TORRE3
Guanajuato Guanajuato

GABRIELiCONTRERAS
Ciudad Juarez Chihuahua

JULI \ LINEN
San Luis Potosi S.L.P

POLO DUENAS
Aguascalientes Ags

POLO DUENAS
Aguascalientes Ags

Room No Dates of Occupancy

.9 September 26 through
October 1 1963

.10 September 26 through
October 1 1963

.11 September 26 through
October 1 1963

 12 September 26 27 28
and 30 and October 1
1963

13 22 September 26 and
October It 1963

.14 September 26 through
October 1 1963

.15 September 26 through
October 1 1963

.16 September 26 1963

17 16 September 26 through
and 17 October 1 1963

.18 September 26 1963

PEREZ%PLIEGO
San Luis Potosi S.L.P

SANTOS REDROZA
Leon Guanajuato

MARIV RESENDIZ
Saltillo` Coahuila
(Businessman)



Name and Residence Room No Dates of Occupancy

POLO DUENAS
Aguascalientes Ags

f 22 September 26 1963

ENR IQkGARZAT
Monterrey Nuevo Leon

23 September 26 1963

OSCAR LOZA 25 September 26 1953

POLO DUENAS 26 September 26 1963

ARTURO CHAVEZ
Ciudad del Maiz S.L.P

27 September 26 1963

POLO DUENAS
f

28 September 26 1963

MANUEL SERRALDE 29 September 26 through
Monterrey Nuevo Leon October It 1963

LEOPOLDO-'DIAZ
GuadaluPe,,Guanajuato

30 Jeptember 26 1963

MARTIN'SUMAYA
Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

5 September 27 1963

FRANC ISCO MORALES 8 September 27 through
Reynosa Tamaulipas October 1 1963

RAFAEL~ ROCHA
Torreon 'Coahuila

13 September 27 1963

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 18 September 27 through
(Photo.) October 1 1963

ROBERT'O''LOPEZ
Mexico D F. Mexico

22 September 27 1963

JUAN FCO ROCHA
Durango Durango k

24 September 27 1963

O3CAI% 'SANCHEZ DE LAS RO$A 25 September 27 through
Monterrey Nuevo Leon 30 1963
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23 30 September 27 and 30
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Name and Residence

.ALFREDO.GARCIA
Guadalajara Jalisco

JOSETGAMES
Aguascalientes Ags
(Chauffeur)

ALICIA ,PLAZA
Aguascalientes igs
(Housewife)

JORGE4OQUE
Puebla Puebla

Sr. VILLA
Pueb a Puebla

/
Sr..RAMO Sta
Queretaro .ueretaro

FIDENCIO'GARCIA
San Luis Potosi S.L.P

CARLOS"MARQUES
Veracruz Veracruz

$r>PEREZ y fam
Chihuahua Chihuahua
(Businessman)

SrOIAMIREZ
Torreon Coahuila

SILVINO-MARTINEZ
Queretaro Queretaro

HARIO ALATORRE
Puebla Puebla
(Businessman)

Room No Dates of Occupancy

26 September 27 through
29 1963

.1 23 September 28 29
and 30 1963

.2 September 280 1963

September 28 1963

.5 September 28 1963

.13 September 28 1963

.16 September 28 1963

22 19 September 28 and
October 1 1963

.23 September 28 1963

.24 September 28 1963

.28 3 September 28 and
29 1963
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'Name and Residence Room No Dates of Occupancy

LEONARDO BEZERRA 2 September 29 and
Guanajuato Guanajuato 30 and October 1
(Businessman)

--
1963

RAUN AMIREZ 12 September 29 1963
Veracr z Veracruz

RAUL RAMIREZ 13 September 29 and 30
Veracruz Veracruz and October 1 1963

FERNANDO\MARTINEZ 16 September 29 1963

Guadalajara) Jalisco

ALFON BELTRAN 19 September 29 1963
Chihuahua Chihuahua

TOMAS\GALVAN 24 September 29 1963
Queretaro Queretaro

JESUS biEZ y fam 1 September 30 1963

JUAN EDRAZA (JULIAN"P \RAZA)
3 September 30 through

San Luis Potosi S.L.P October 1 1963

JESUS''GOMEZ 5 September 30 1963

MANUEL SANTOS 12 September 30 through
Saltillo Coahuila October.1 1963

SALVADOR HERNANDEZ 16 September 30 1963
Puebla Puebla

Cap. ESQUIVEL 19 September 30 1963
Veracruz Veracruz
(Military)

GUILLERMO FLORES 22 September 30 1933
Queretaro ueretaro

TEOFIL (TEOFILO)\VELAZQUEZ 24 September 30 1963
Irapuato Guanajuato
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Name and Residence Room No Dates of Occupancy

ARMANDQ`RODRIGUEZ 26 September 30 1963
San Luis Guanajuato
(San Luis de la Paz)

GREGORIO'IEREZ 28 September 30 through
Puebla Puebla October 1 1963

AMIREZ 1 October 1 1963
Monterrey Nuevo Leon

Cap-J'~OMINGUEZ 5 October 1 1963
Guadalajara Jalisco

ROSAS1%AM I REZ 16 October 1 1963
Celaya Guanajuato

Sr 1ONTOYA 23 October 1 1963
Puebla Puebla

FRANCISCO'GUTIELREZ 25 October 1 1963
Puebla Puebla
(Chauffeur)

FELIPE'ESCOBEDO 26 October 1 1963

ALFONSO'GARCIA 27 October 1 1963
Monterrey Nuevo Leon

4 Interview of Manager and
Other Personnel at Hotel

GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA advised on March 3 1964 that
be is the owner and manager of the Hotel del Comercio which
is located approximately five blocks north of the main east
west thoroughfare of Mexico City Paseo da la Zeforma and two
blocks east of the principal north-south artery Avenida
Insurgentes He explained that his hotel caters to commercial
travelers most of whom are Mexican citizens that it has a
total of thirty rooms most of which are equipped with a
private bath that for a single room the minimum rate without
bath is 13.00 pesos ($1.04 U.S.) and the maximum with bath
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is 20000 pesou (41.60 U.3.) He added that the hotel is in
the heart of the area of many of the bus terminals in Mexico
City and also is only a few blocks from the passenger rail
road station

GARCIA LUNA furnished the following observations
concerning the stay of LEE tiAAVEY OSWALD at the Hotel del
Comercio He received OSWALD and caused him to sign the
aotel registration book which is utilized in place of
registration cards He believed OSWALD's arrival had occurred
between 10:00 and 11:00 a.m The guest makes the initial
entry in the registration book with data which includes his
name place of origin occupation and nationality thereafter
so long as the guest remains at the hotel his name and
identifying data are transferred to the registration book
page for the current date after he has made payment in
advance for his room for the ensuing night Inasmuch as
payment is made in advance no effort is made to obtain an
exact home address for the registrant

The hotel has four floors and OSWALD was assigned
room No 10 (with bath) on the third floor at a daily rate
of 16000 pesos ($1.28 U.S.) The rooms on the latter floor
are numbered from 18 through 23 The hotel registration book
reflects that OSWALD paid for his room on October 1 1963
which according to GARCIA LUNA indicates he was entitled
to and probably slept at the hotel the night of October 1-2
1963 and departed therefrom during the day of October 2
1963 GARCIA LUNA stated he could not recall the circumstances
of OSWALD's departure nor the hour thereof but merely was
judging normal procedure on the basis of information in his
record

GARCIA LUNA advised that he speaks a few words of
English and received the impression that OSWALD neither spoke
nor understood any Spanish He had not observed OSWALD in
the hotel during the day nor had he ever seen him accompanied
by any individual or individuals He recalled that OSWALD
had been carrying a medium-size brown handbag which he
believed had a zipper and was either of Naugahyde or canvas
material He did not remember that OSWALD had ever worn a
coat and believed he usually appeared in a short-sleeved
shirt of a knit variety
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Inquiry was made of GARCIA LUNA as to other personnel
at the hotel who might recall OSWALD on the basis of having
any reason to notice or contact him and he stated that those
persons would be his assistant SEBASTIAN PEREZ and the maid
who cleans the rooms on the upper two floors MATILDE GARNICA

GARCIA LUNA stated that he was acquainted with a
few of the guests who were at the hotel during the same period
as OSWALD but did not have home addresses for any of them
He mentioned that several of the'guests of that period are
commercial travelers and return to the hotel from time to time

MATIIyDE[GARNICA maid at the Hotel del .Comercio
'-advised on March 3 1964 that she recognized the photographs

of OSWALD as being of the young American who had occupied
room No 1E for almost a week during the latter part of last
year She explained that she handles the daily housekeeping
duties for the third and fourth floors of the hotel comprising
rooms numbered 18 through 30 and ordinarily arrives at work
between 9:00 a.m and 10:00 a.m. leaving at 9:00 p.m. upon
completion of her working day

Mrs GARNICA related that she clearly recalls OSWALD
as few Americans stay at the hotel and was somewhat intrigued
by his presence there He had very few personal effects
which he carried'in what she described as a "small brown
zippered handbag, which was either of canvas or imitation
leather matrial She did not believe she had seen OSWALD
in the hotel on more than two occasions the day of his arrival
and the following Saturday as he was still in his room when
she checked to determine which rooms were available for cleaning
She remembered that when she saw him in the room on the
Saturday morning in question he said "good morning to her
in English and a short time later left the hotel

She never saw him with any other person and had no
conversation with him having received the impression that
he neither spoke nor understood Spanish

SEBASTIAN PEREZ HERNANDEZ desk clerk and assistant
to the owner of the Hotel del Comercio advised on March 10
1964 that he had not conversed with OSWALD but remembered
him clearly inasmuch as very few Americans have stayed at
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the hotel To the best of his recollection OSWALD left the
hotel each morning and did not return until evening possibly
after PEREZ HERNANDEZ had completed his working day and left
the hotel He stated OSWALD was alone whenever he noticed
him at the hotel and usually wore a knit short-sleeved sport
shirt and no coat or jacket

PEREZ HERNANDEZ advised that since OSWALD paid his
rent in advance for the night of October 1 1963 there would
have been little reason for contact with him on the presumed
date of his departure October 2 1963 and he was unable to
remember any details in this connection

On April 10 1964 PEDRO1RODRIGUEZ'i EDESMA advised
that he resides at aanta Clara State of Mexico and for many
years has been the night watchman at the Hotel del Comercio
his working hours being from 9:00 p.m to 9:00 a.m He
explained however that he often is able to leave the hotel
by 8:00 a.m or earlier if the owner and manager GUILLERMO
GARCIA LUNA has arrived to relieve him and handle reception
duties With respect to LEE HARVEY OSWALD's stay at the hotel
he furnished the following information

He clearly recalls the young American whom he later
identified in his mind as OSWALD and remembers that on the
date of the platter's departure from the hotel and on the
basis of sign language and the word "taxi, which he inter
preted to indicate that OSWALD wanted a taxicab RODRIGUEZ
walked around the corner from the Hotel del Comercio to Orozco
y Berra and Bernal Diaz Streets where he obtained a taxicab
which had just left a passenger at the "Estrella Blanca
(White Star) bus terminal He stated definitely that he did
not know the taxi driver and had not known or discussed.with
the driver or OSWALD the latter's intended destination He
said OSWALD carried his own luggage downstairs and waited in
front of the hotel with the luggage until RODRIGUEZ returned
with the taxicab

He believed OSWALD left the hotel between 6:30 and
7:00 a.m. since it was getting light when he went in search
of the taxicab He could not be more precise concerning the
time He believed that OSWALD gave him a small tip of one
or two pesos ($.08 or $.1S U.S.) for his assistance in calling
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a taxif RODRIGUEZ commented that While he had little
difficulty obtaining a taxi at the early hour it becomes
very difficult to secure taxi transportation between 7:30
and 8130 a.m because of the heavy traffic at that time

RODRIGUEZ related that to the best of his recol
lection OSWALD always arrived at the hotel late at night
"midnight or thereafter, but he never noticed any indication
that OSt'IALD had been drinking He never observed OSWALD in
the company of any person and did not recall his ever using
the only telephone at the hotel which is located at the
reception desk

5 Other Inquiries in the Area of
the Hotel del Comercio Taxi
Stands and Bus Terminals

On March 4 and again on April 10 1964 DOLORES
RAMIREZ DE BARREIRO advised that she is the owner manager
and sometimes cook at the small restaurant on Calle Bernardino
de 3ahagun (no number) immediately adjacent to the Hotel del
Comercio She explained that there is no commercial connection
between the hotel and her restaurant but because of its
proximity many hotel guests eat some meals at the restaurant

Upon viewing photographs of OSWALD Lirs BARREIRO
affirmed that she remembered him as a young American who-had
eaten several meals at the restaurant in.the late afternoon
over a period of approximately one week She said he appeared
at the restaurant after the noon rush hour or some time after
2:00 p.m. always alone and ordered his food by pointing on
the menu apparently with some consideration of costs .He
always ate the soup of the day rice and either meat or eggs
but always rejected dessert and coffee She thought this
unusual as the dessert and coffee ordinarily are included
in the price of the daily lunch but he did not appear to
understand this and always waved the waitress away if she
tried to serve those items She recalled that he also rejected
any efforts to sell him soft drinks which she described as
an important item in her business She estimated that OSWALD
spent from five to six pesos ($.40 to $.48 U.S.) for his meals

.She had assumed he was a guest at the hotel but never observed
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him contact or talk to anyone while at the restaurant

Inquiries in Neighborhood
of Hotel del Comercio

T-15 a confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised that he had interviewed a
large number of persons in the area of the Hotel del Comercio
among them car watchers taxi drivers restaurant operators
ambulatory salesman shoeshine boys newspaper vendors and
others displaying to them a photograph of OSWALD According
to source he had been unable to locate anyone who recalled
OSWALD

Interviews of Guests at
Hotel del Comercio

T-2 and T-13 advised that interviews of the'following
persons who were guests at the Hotel del Comercio during the
same period as OSWALD had failed to identify anyone who was
able to remember him

ALFON4a"tPERE PLIES~
Captain SALVADOR ESQUIVEJSEGURA
URBANG/TORRES4IENDOZA
MART INiGUERRERO
JULIO'LINAN
MANUEL, SERRALDE

Sources advised that GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA owner
of the Hotel del Comercio had,been able to furriab-some
identifying data concerning l tel guests ANTONIU%OLIVA

1FERNANDOrVALENZUELA,,ANGELICA~PEREYRA PEDRO QUIJANO GABRIEL
~CONTRERAS RODOLFO'RODRIGUEZ MARTI SUMAYA RAFAEL ROCHA

iJOSEiGAMES FIDENCIO GARCIA Captain CARLOS-DOMINGUEZ and
MARIO,,'RESENDIZ and -efforts are being made to locate those
indiliduals as well as identify and locate others who were
guests at the Hotel del Comercio during the same period as
OSWALD
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8 Reputation of Hotel del Comercio

On April 22 1964 inquiry was made of GUILLERMO
GARCIA LUNA by T-13 as to his opinion of how OSWALD bad
selected and appeared at his hotel and he stated that even
though the hotel is three blocks and "around three corners
from the Red Arrow bus terminal he considers his hotel to
have the best general aspect and appearance of any of several
in the area furthermore it is known by personnel in other
hotels that GARCIA LUNA can understand and speak a little
English He also mentioned that his hotel is filled to approx
imately ninety percent of capacity at all times because he
makes every effort to provide superior accommodations to
commercial travelers at competitive prices

On April 17 1964 T-16 a confidential source who
has furnished reliable information in the past and is in a
position to be informed with respect to the activities in
Mexico of Cubans and individuals of other nationalities who
are sympathetic to the Castro revolutionary regime in Cuba
advised that the Hotel del Comercio is not known to him as
being frequented by pro-Castro Cubans

On April 23 1964 T-14 who is well acquainted with
hotel operations in Mexico City reported that he knows nothing
unfavorable biith respect to the character and reputation of
GUILLERMO GARCIi LUNA or the Hotel del Comercio and considers
the latter to be a reputable establishment usually frequented
by commercial travelers and individuals of modest means

IV OSWALD'S DEPARTURE FROM MEXICO

The information recorded below was made available
by T-17 a confidential source abroad

Licenciado (Attorney) !j FAEL HERNANDEZ A
Assistant Director of the Department of Immigratioj jMexican
Ministry of "Gobernacion (Interior or Government) advised
that the files of that department reflect that LEE HARVEY
OSWALD departed from Mexico on October 3 1963 at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas He stated that the personnel records of
the Mexican Immigration Office at Nuevo Laredo reflect that



Lic.[JERNANDEZ OCH0j and the Acting Minister of
Government Lic LUIS ECHEVERRIA both had advised that con
siderable investigation had been conducted by several different
agencies of the Mexican Government for the purpose of ascer
taining subject's method of travel on departure and that in
view of the fact the name "OSLD had been located on a
passenger list for the 1:00 p.m trip of the Transportes Frontera
bus line from Mexico City to Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas on
October 2 1963 it was considered that OSWALD had traveled
thereon
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on October 3 1963 from 12:00 midnight until 8:00 a.m.
Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA was in charge of
the "Kilometer 26 highway checking station where tourist cards
are picked up from aliens leaving Mexico by highway travel
through Nuevo Laredo The name and date stamp of ARZAMENDI
CHAPA on the original tourist card surrendered by OSWALD upon
his departure from Mexico on that date were evidence of the
fact that his exit from Mexico occurred during those hours

Considerable investigation with respect to the
passenger list mentioned above including a check of the ticket
stubs at the Monterrey Nuevo Leon headquarters of the company
interviews of bus drivers and passengers and numerous interviews
of employees of the Mexico City terminal of the bus line failed
to confirm tbat OSWALD in fact had been a passenger on the
Transportes Frontera bus in question

(A) Interview of HERBERT ROBERT VOORHEES
Passenger on Transportes del Norte Bus
Traveling from San Luis Potosi to Nuevo
Laredo on October 2 to 3 1963

T-11 advised on March 26 1964 that HERBERT ROBERT
VOORHEES true name HERBERT FRANCIS\;VOORHEES who resides`:a__t
Celle Masones No 19 Apartment 10 San Miguel de Allende
Guanajuato Mexico furnished the following

On October 2 1963 he left San Miguel de Allende
Guanajuato at 7:30 a.m by a "second-class yellow bus for
San Luis Potosi San Luis Potosi Mexico where at about 2:40
p.m on the same date he departed for Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

,Mexico via a Transportes del Norte bus
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His bus arrived at Laredo Texas at approximately
2:00 a.m on October 3 1963 and following his going through
United State$ Customs and United States Immigration at Laredo
Texas he disembarked from the bus in Laredo rested at the
Southland Hotel and thereafter proceeded to San Antonio
Texas via Greyhound bus

He was certain that the Transportes del Norte bus
while ea route to Laredo Texas stopped in Mexico at about
1:00 an on October 3 1963 at the "Mexican Immigration check
station about twelve miles from the Mexican-American border,
where the lights were turned on and a Mexican,Immigration
official boarded the bus to check each passenger's identification
and travel documents

At this point the Mexican Immigration official ushered
off the bus a young American whom he described as about 20 years
of age five feet nine inches tall of medium build clean
shaven bareheaded coatless and cleanly attired in shirt
slacks and shoes The young American who had carried one small
bag had been sitting at the back of the bus Upon his return
to the bus after apparently being questioned for a few minutes
he walked again to the back of the bus As he passed VOORHEES
he mumbled in good English in a grumbling manner something
like "My papers were in order before and I don't know why they
bother me now - they took my pass before.

He clearly recalled seeing the American at the United
States Customs checking station in Laredo Texas at about
1:30 a.m on October 3 1963 when a Mexican woman's luggage
was being examined and the young American was standing by
The American was trying to dispose of a banana by eating it
hurriedly "gulping it down, and he was told by a Customs
officer that he could carry the banana into the United States
and did not have to gulp it down so fast

He recalled talking with a "Mexican-American man
who sat across the aisle from him This man was traveling with
his wife and spoke English and Spanish He could recall neither
his name nor his destination

He furnished as many other details about the above
'described trip as he could recall and claimed he could not
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definitely state that the young American was identical with
OSWALD however he considered photographs of OSWALD to be
similar in every detail with the young American who was on
the bus

(B) Checks of Records of Other Bus Lines

T-13 provided the following information

On March 30 1964 officials of the Autobuses Blancos
Flecha Rojas S A bus line made available passenger lists for
the four scheduled trips of that company from Mexico City to
Nuevo Laredo of October 2 1963 and no information identifiable
with OSWALD by any of the names he was known to have used was
located on those lists It was determined however that if
the time schedules of that company are maintained none of its
trips to Nuevo Laredo would arrive at the "Kilometer 26 highway
checking station between midnight and 8:00 a.m

On the basis of several contacts with Mr RICARDO
MEDINA BELTRAN manager of the Mexico City terminal of the
Autobuses Transportes del Norte bus line (hereinafter referred
to as Transportes del Norte) information was received from
him to the effect that "Secret Service agents Presidential
investigators Federal Security agents and others had reviewed
the passenger lists maintained by his company for its service
between Mexico City and Laredo Texas and that he had assisted
in those checks which failed to disclose any information
identifiable with OSWALD

MEDINA explained that the passenger list actually
is a card form on which reservations and ticket sales are
recorded and that after the particular trip for which it was
prepared has left the terminal it is cancelled to avoid further
confusion as the reverse side of the form is utilized for a
similar record at a later date He stated that the cancelled
lists are not a permanent record and are maintained only for
a short period of time following their use He stated that
he had set aside the lists for early October 1963 in the
event there should be further need for them nevertheless he
was unable to locate them He pointed out that apparently they

.had been placed inadvertently in a storeroom where tires spare
parts boxes of obsolete files and records and other materials
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Houston 13742

S.A 13920
N Ldo 12619
Ldo 61840 exchange
Mty~ 7915
Mty 99232
Ldo 9511
Ldo 8940

41

are maintained and that only a thorough review of all material
in the storeroom would reveal whether or not the list for
October 2 1963 was still in existence He related that
his company has two direct trips daily to Nuevo Laredo
Tamaulipas and Laredo Texas and that the bus which departs
from Mexico City at 8:30 a.m is scheduled to arrive in Nuevo
Laredo at 2:00 a.m the following morning-and would arrive at
the "Kilometer 26 checking station at approximately 1:00 a.m

(C) Transportes del Norte Passenger
List for October 2 1963

On March 30 1964 Mr MEDINA advised that he had
located the passenger-reservations list for the 8:30 a.m bus
of October 2 1963 and on the basis of consultation with him
and with several reservations and ticket clerks who recognized
their handwriting thereon the following data was obtained
therefrom as translated from Spanish

TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE

Wednesday Wednesday

MEXICO TO LAREDO

Sus No.332 October 2 1963

Drivers R (ROGELIO) CUEVAS R (RAMON) GONZALEZ -

Seat
No Name of Passenger

2 Mis';C0SIO
3 Mr A./MAR INEZ
4 MARGARET A WOLFF
5 ROBERTO P.)'r ONZALEZ
6 Ms H.~V ILLANUEYA
7 PAULAa RUS ION I

88 J
M DE CUBA

10 Operator
11 AUGUSTO,AGUILAR

Ticket
Destination No
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12 Chihuahuenses Laredo Tex 13688
13
14 Mr EULALIQ)RODRIGUEZ Houston 13921
15 A1Viajes Ldo 13619
16 PH.-IVAN DER VORM Laredo Tex 13927
17 JORGE'DAVILA Mty 716
18 JOSJBARRIGA Dallas 13740
19 'and wife U 741
20
21 Mr or Miss AGAPITO DELO S.A 13928
22 Guadalajara Laredo
23
24 II
25 'I
26 N
27 h

28
29

MEDINA explained that seats No 12 and No 15 had
been reserved for another bus line or travel agency and that
the company would have no record with respect to the identities
of the occupants of those seats

On March 31 1964 Miss ROSA MARIA OROZCO auditor
of the Auto Viajes Internacionales S A travel agency
(International Auto Travels Inc.) Lafragua No 4 Mexico
D F. advised that she had located a record of the sale by
that firm of a ticket for travel on seat No 15 of the 8:30
a.m. October 2 1963 bus of Transportes del Norte to Laredo
to ANASTACIOUIZ(MEZA She stated that the company had sold
this transportation to RUIZ MEZA for travel via the Transportes
del Norte bus line to Laredo and from Laredo to Chicago Illinois
by Greyhound Line

(D) Record of Location of
Transportation Sold to H 0 LEE

T-11 provided the information recorded hereinunder
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On April 1 1964 MACLOVIO'PORTILLO G. Superin
tendent of the Mexico City terminal of the bus line Transporter
Chihuahuenses,"3 A."de'C V (Chihuahuenses Transportation
Incorporated with Variable Capital) Berner Diaz No 5

._Mexico D F. and his clerk MARIA TERESACASARES caused the
records of that bus line to be searched for all tickets issued
for travel on October 2 1963 in an effort to locate the
names LEE HARVEY OSWALD O H LEE ALEK JAMES HIDELL and
V L LEE with particular attention to ticket No 13688

PORTILLO advised that no information had been located
which could be identified with the foregoing explaining that
tickets sold by his company during that period were in the
eighty and ninety thousand series eliminating the possibility
that ticket No 13688 might have been sold at that office

PORTILLO suggested that the transportation concerning
which inquiry was being made might have been sold at the Agencia
de Viajes Transportes Chihuahuenses S A de C V (Chihua
huenses Transportation Travel Agency Inc.) with offices at
Paseo de la Reforma No 52 Room 5 He telephoned to that
agency and was advised by a clerk ALEJANDRINA M DE%BUTCHEP
that the reservation order under No 13688 was available at
that office F

On April 1 1964 Miss TERESA\SCHAEFFERIBEQUERISSE
manager of the above-mentioned travel-agency located the
reservation and purchase order No 13688 and it was determined
to be in blank never having been utilized She reviewed-the
Transportes del Norte passenger list for bus No 332 for
October 2 1963 considering that the order number might be
12688 and this order No 12688 was located and also found to
be blank She insisted that her office had not handled the
reservation noted on the Transportes del Norte passenger list
shown her for October 2 1963 She was requested to review
all reservation and purchase orders issued for October 1963
by her office

A review of the carbon copies of these reservation
and purchase orders was made by the confidential source abroad
in the presence of Miss SCHAEFFER which revealed that reser
vation and purchase order No 14618 was issued to Transportes
del Norte in Mexico City for Mr H O LEE for seat No 12 from



Mexico City to Laredo Texas on Wednesday October 2 1963
at 8;30 a.m This information was printed in Spanish and
the reservation was confirmed by a Mri SAUCEDO At the
bottom of this printed order the date was indicated to be
September 30 1963] and the cost was listed as 93.75 1moneda
national (national money or Mexican pesos comparable to
$7.50 U.S.) Also at the bottom of this pr'iiited order was
the printed notice that the Agencia de Viajes Transporter
Chihuahuenses is an agent for the Greyhound Bus Line

Miss SCHAEFFER advised that former employee ROLANDO
BARRIOS had signed the reservation and purchase order and
apparently made the sale to Mr H O LEE She stated the
original of this form was given to the purchaser in order
that he could then obtain his ticket at Transportes del Norte
explaining that an original and two copies of the reservation
and purchase order are made and the original is given to the
purchaser one copy is kept at her office and the third copy
is forwarded to the main office of the travel agency which
is Transportes Chihuahuenses S A de C V. Avenida 16 de
Septiembre No 274 Ciudad Juarez Chihuahua Mexico She
made available the carbon copy of the above-mentioned purchase
order and stated she would search her files for any other
pertinent records

L'ubsequently she advised on the same date by telephone
that she had located Greyhound International Exchange Order
No 43599 for presentation to the Greyhound agent at Laredo
Texas and issued to Mr H O LEE This order was issued
against the Western Greyhound Lines 371 Market Street
San Francisco 5 California for travel from Laredo Texas
to Dallas Texas via San Antonio Texas

T-12 advised that on April It 1964 Miss SCHAEFFER
made available a copy of the Greyhound International Exchange
Order mentioned above which noted that Mr H O LEE was
traveling to the port of exit via Transportes del Norte The
order reflected it was issued on October 1 1963 for $12.80
U S by the Agencia de Viajes T Ch S A de C V. Reforma
52-5 Mexico City According to Miss SCHAEFFER the signature
of the issuing agent on this order form was that of ROLANDO
BARRIOS
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Miss SCHAEFFER's bookkeeper1 Miss NORMA ROMAN made
available the agency's cash receipt and disbursement ledger
which Miss SCHAEFFER described as a record of cash receipts
and disbursements of the business on a daily basis These
records disclosed that on October 1 1963 an entry was made
in the ledger reflecting receipt of 253.75 pesos ($20.30 U.S.)
from Mr H O LEE which was paid to cover the cost of a bus
trip from Mexico City to Dallas via Laredo Miss SCHAEFFER
explained that the entry reflecting receipt of cash is made
in the cash receipt and disbursement ledger on the day follow
ing the actual transaction She added that of the total 253.75
peso amount 93.75 pesos ($7.50 U.S.) applied to the portion
of the trip from Mexico City to Laredo and 160.00 pesos
($12.80 U.S.) applied to the travel from Laredo to Dallas

The above record reflected that the total amount
of 253.75 pesos was paid on Agencia de Viajes T Ch reservation
and purchase order No 14618 and that H O LEE was also issued
Greyhound International Exchange Order No 43599 to cover the
trip from Laredo to Dallas

The above-mentioned cash ledger reflected that the
letter "B appeared beside the name of H 0 LEE and Miss
SCHAEFFER explained that the letter "B represents the surname
initial of ROLANDO BARRIOS the former employee of the firm
who handled the transaction with H O LEE

The cash ledger also revealed that under the figure
of 253,75 pesos the amount of the cash transaction were
illegible handwritten initials and Miss SCHAEFFER stated
that those are the initials of ELSA MAYNEZ another former
employee of the firm acknowledging receipt of the 253.75 pesos
by MAYNEZ from BARRIOS for entry in the cash ledger b k

A
Miss SCHAEFFER advised that ROLANDO'BARRIOS was

involved in a financial problem with her agency for which she
discontinued his services She furnished his home address as
Bahia de Santa Barbara No 20-209 Mexico D F. and stated
he was last known to be employed at the Mauna Loa Restaurant
in Mexico City

On April 1 1964 Miss SCHAEFFER made available a
copy of a form captioned "Western Greyhound Lines (Division
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of the Greyhound Corporation) 371 Market Street San
Francisco California International Sales Report. This
sales report covers the period from October It 1963 to
October 31 1963 and Miss SCHAEFFER advised that recorded
on this form is a recapitulation of travel sales during the
month of October 1963 made by the agency as agents for the
Western Greyhound Lines in connection with which Greyhound
International Exchange Orders were issued to the travelers
There were twelve such sales recorded on the above-mentioned
sales report which reflects that the second entry or sale
made involved the issuance of Greyhound International Exchange
Order No 43599 to one passenger Mr H O LEE for travel
from Laredo Texas to Dallas Texas total fare for that
portion of the trip being recorded as $12.80 U S

Miss SCHAEFFER advised that the foregoing must be
maintained as a matter of permanent record in her office
because of Mexican Government regulations

On p ii 2 1954 T-11 was advised by Miss SCHAEFFER
that MARGARITA BASTIBA who also worked in the front office
while BARRIOS 'was present had informed her that she remembered
an American who purchased a travel order but could not recall
the date nor could she state it was OSWALD Upon interview
Miss LABASTIBA could only recall that the American was tall
wore disheveled clothing and had a great deal of hair She
could not be more specific about the date or the description
of the American

photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD were exhibited to
TERESA SCHAEFFER BEQUERISSE ALEJANDRINA M DE)BUTCHER NORMA
ROMAN and MARGARITA LABASTIBA at the Agencia de Viajes,.Trans
portes Chihuahuenses S A de C Y offices and these persons
were unable to identify OSWALD

(E) Interview of ROLANDO BARRIOS RAMIREZ

On April 2 1964 the following information was
furnished to T-13

ROLANDO BARRIOS RAMIREZ Bahia de Santa Barbara No
20 Apartment 209 Mexico D F. advised that formerly he was
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/On the same date bus drivers ROGELIO,'CUEVAS and
RAMON\GONZALEZ were contacted upon their arrival at the Mexico
City'terminal and advised that they reside in Monterrey Nuevo
Leon Mexico at Magna Vista No 232 and at Juan Mendez No
1407 Altos respectively Although they had no independent
recollection in connection therewith they were aware of the
fact that the company's records reflect that they were the
drivers of bus No 332 between Mexico City and Monterrey on

S E C R E T

employed at the Chihuahuenses Travel Agency and now is
employed as a cashier at the Mauna Loa Restaurant in Mexico
City BARRIOS reviewed the copy of the reservation and
purchase order No 14618 of the travel agency reflecting the
sale oh September 30b 1963 of seat No 12 on the 8:30 a.m
trip of Transported del Norte from Mexico City to Laredo
Texasj,on October 2 1963 and definitely identified the
handprinting and signature thereon as his own He also viewed
a copy of International Exchange Order No 43599 dated October It
1963 recording the sale to Mr H Oi LEE of transportation
by Greyhound Lines from Laredo Texas to Dallas Texas He
stated that the handprinting and signature on this document
were his and that undoubtedly he had handled the transaction
represented by the two documents

BARRIOS viewed photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and
advised that he was unable to affirm positively that he
recalled OSWALD in connection with the travel agency He
related that at the time OSVIALD's photographs were being
published widely in newspapers and magazines he was impressed
by the feeling that he had known or met OSWALD at some time
but had been unable to associate the feeling with any particular
incident or time

(F) Interview of Personnel at Transportes
del Norte Terminal Mexico City

On'April 3 1964 the Mexico
City

Terminal Manager
for Transportes del Norte RICARDO-MEDINA,BELTRAN reiterated
that he had no recollection whatsoever with respect to OSWALD
and explained that he has no contact with passengers except
under unusual circumstances since his office is removed from
the passenger area of the terminal
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On the same date salesman MIGUEL'SAUCEDO advised
that the handwriting on the passenger list under "name of
passenger of the word "Chihuahuenses opposite seat No 12
indicated that he received the telephonic reservation of the
space by the travel agency SAUCEDO did not recall the matter
and was unable to identify photographs of OSWALD in connection
therewith

Octob r 1963 They stated that they usually leave the
bus lit Monterreyonterrey and it was their understanding that on
October 2 1963 all passengers froth bus Noe 332 were trans
ferred to another unit which transported them to Nuevo Laredo
with a relief driver They viewed all available photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and stated they were unable to recall
his having been a passenger They pointed out that they rarely
notice the passengers and would not remember one of them unless
an incident or special circumstance created a special reason
for noticing and recalling them

On April 2 1964 ANGEL KIEL informed that he is
a ticket salesman at the Mexico City terminal of Transportes
del Norte and that he recognized his handwriting on the
October 2 1963 passenger list for bus No 332 in connection
with the items listed under "destination and "ticket number.
He explained that he undoubtedly exchanged ticket No 13688
for the travel agency purchase order and recorded the number
of the ticket before delivering it to the passenger CURIEL
viewed available photographs of OSWALD and stated he could
not recall him in connection with his duties at the bus line

Ticket salesmen CANUTO S ROJAS and JUAN'GASCON
advised that they recognized their handwriting on the October 2
1963 manifest in connection with some of the reservations
and ticket sales but upon viewing photographs of OSWALD could
not recall having seen him at the Mexico City terminal of
Transportes del Norte

LIEDINA and the four ticket salesmen mentioned above
explained that the diversity of serial numbers for tickets
sold on the passenger list in question is occasioned by the
fact that they each sell from different blocks of tickets for
the various destinations involved
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tG) Interviews of Personnel at Transportes
del Norte Bus Terminal Restaurant
Monterrey Nuevo Leon

On April 6 1964 T-7 interviewed the following
personnel of the restaurant located in the Transportes del
Norte terminal at Monterrey Nuevo Leon

DAVID'SANCHEg:-"GONZALEZ manager and cashier
MARIAOTILLA{TOVAR waitress
RAFA .LA(ZAVALA=GASTILLO counterman
MANUELkCUELLA81'OARCIA counterman

All four of these persons advised that they work a
2:00 p.m to 2:00 a.m shift and that all were on duty during
that shift on October 2-3 1963 No one else worked during
this shift

Upon being shown various photographs of OSWALD
none was able to recall having seen him in the restaurant at
any time

According to T-7 the restaurant is located within
the Transportes del Norte terminal in Monterrey there being
a ticket counter at one end of the terminal a waiting room
in the center and the restaurant at the opposite end of the
waiting room from the ticket counter

(Ii) Inquiry at Monterrey Nuevo Leon
Main Offices of Transportes del Norte

T-18 a confidential source abroad provided the
following information

On April 2 1964 RAMOREVINQ QUEZADA Vice
President and General Manager o Transportes del Norte at
Monterrey Nuevo Leon caused a search to be made for and
succeeded in locating an envelope containing'the tickets
surrendered by the passengers to the bus drivers for the
Mexico City-Monterrey travel in bus No 332 on October 2 1963
Among those tickets was No 13688 which reflected thereon that
it had been used for seat No 12 on that trip
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TREVINO advised that the company records reflect
that following the arrival of bus No 332 in Monterrey at
9:15 p.m. October 2 1963 all passengers destined for Nuevo
Laredo or beyond were transferred to bus No 373 which was
driven by ALVARO IBARRA and departed from Monterrey at 9:50
p.m He explained further that because the company has
thirteen trips daily between Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo no
effort is made to maintain a record of the passengers who
board the bus at Monterrey in connection therewith Mr
TREVINO explained that IBARRA recently married and resides
at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

On April 3 1964 Mr TREVINO stated he had located
the portion of ticket No 13688 for travel from Monterrey to
Laredo and that its presence in the envelope for that trip of
October 2-3 1963 was definite indication that the travel
was performed

(I) Bus Passenger ANASTASIO RUIZ MEZA
Identified Photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

T-13 advised as follows

On March 30 1964 RICARDO MEDINA BELTRAN manager
of the Mexico City terminal of the Transportes del Norte bus
line advised that seat No 15 of Transportes del Norte bus
No 332 for the trip of October 2 1963 had been reserved for
another bus line or travel agency and that the company would
have no record with respect to the identity of the occupant
of that seat

On March 31 1964 Miss ROSA MARIA OROZCO auditor
of the Auto Viajes Internacionales S A (International Auto
Travels Inc.) travel agency Lafragua No 4 Mexico D F.
located a record of the sale by that firm of a ticket for
travel in seat No 15 of the 8:30 a.m. October 2 1963 bus
of Transportes del Norte to Laredo to ANASTACIO RUIZ MEZA
This transportation was sold to RUIZ MEZA for travel via
Transportes del Norte bus line to Laredo and from Laredo to
Chicago Illinois by Greyhound line

T-19 a confidential source abroad advised as follows
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for RODRIGUEZ listed as Houston.) i '`

I,On April 5 1964 ANASTASIO RUIZ MEZA who resides
' at Sullana No 710 Mexico D F. and who is employed in

the Auditor's Office Customs Section Mexican Ministry of
the Treasury and Public Credit advised as follows

He was a passenger on a Transportes del Norte bus
which departed Mexico City at 8:30 a.m. October 2 1963
en route to Laredo Texas and occupied seat No 15 on that
bus Following his arrival in Laredo he departed on a
Greyhound Line bus with his final destination being Chicago
Illinois

RUIZ MEZA still had the Transportes del Norte ticket
stub for the Mexico City-Laredo Texas portion of the trip
the number of the ticket being 13619

As nearly as he could recall the bus departed
without delay at 8:30 a.m. October 2 1963 He believed there
were about fourteen or fifteen other passengers who boarded
the bus with him

He could not remember whether or not any Americans
had boarded the bus in Mexico City but stated that seated next
to him on the bus was an individual whom he described as being
tall heavy and about 54 years of age This individual whose
name he did not know was of Mexican extraction and was travel
ing to Houston Texas This person sat next to RUIZ REZA on the
several buses from Mexico City to San Antonio Texas where
he departed the bus Changes of buses had occurred at Monterrey
Nuevo Leon Mexico and at Laredo Texas on the trip north
(The Transportes del Norte manifest for the trip of October 2
1963 bus No 332 lists space for one EULALIO-RODRIGUEZ in
seat No 14 which adjoins seat No 15 with final destination

Directly across the aisle to his rear the seating
arrangements of the bus being staggered on either side was
a young "Ecuadorian couple assumed to be man and wife (seats
No 8 and No 9) He was not certain that this couple was
from Ecuador but believed they were South Americans RUIZ
identified a photograph of JUAN MATEO DE CUBA as it appears
on Mexican Government tourist form FM-5 No 36252960 as identical
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with the above-described "Ecuadorian. RUIZ also viewed a
photograph of ADA FRANCISCA(BISLIP DE DFrCUBA as it appears
on Mexican Government tourist form FM-5 No 3625295 which
depicts Mrs DE CUBA wearing eyeglasses RUIZ could not be
sure this woman is identical with the woman traveling in
the company of the person whom he identified as being JUAN
MATEO_DE:ACUBA He stated that the woman who was seated next
to DE CUBA was not wearing eyeglasses

(The above-described tourist forms describe Mr
and Mrs DE CUBA as being residents of Aruba Dutch West
Indies The Transportes del Norte manifest for the above
described trip lists space for J M DEk-_CUBA and one other
person in seats No 8 and No 90-

After departure from Mexico City at 8:30 a.m on
October 2 1963 the bus did not stop until its arrival in
San Luis Potosi San Luis Potosi Mexico at about 1:00 p.m
the same day After about a half-hour stop everyone again
boarded the bus for the trip to Monterrey arriving at the
Transportes del Norte terminal there about 9:30 p.m on
October 2 1963

RUIZ recalled that upon arrival in the bus terminal
in Monterrey everyone debarked and many of the passengers went
to the restaurant located at the Transportes del Norte bus
terminal to eat While RUIZ was eating at one of the tables
in the restaurant at the Transportes del Norte bus terminal
in Monterrey a young American was seated alone at a table
a few yards away from him to his rear He advised this was
the first time he had noted the presence of this person whom
he described as being about 27 years of age weighing approx
imately 130 to 135 pounds with brown hair about five feet
seven or five feet eight inches in height and of slender
build He recalled this same individual's boarding the bus in
Monterrey a few minutes after him

RUIZ viewed several photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and positively identified two profile photographs of OSWALD
as being of the above-described American youth who was seated
to his rear in the restaurant of the Transportes del Norte
bus terminal in Monterrey. He advised he had no doubt in his
mind with respect to this identification
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One of the photographs identified by RUIZ was a
photograph of OSWALD which had appeared in "Life magazine
depicting OSWALD passing out pro-Cuban literature on a
street in New Orleans Louisiana (This is a profile photo
graph of OSWALD showing his right arm extended and his torso.)

The other photograph identified by RUIZ was a
profile view of OSWALD taken at the New Orleans Police Depart
ment on August 9 1963 under New Orleans Police Department
No 112723

He had seen front-view photographs of OSWALD in the
newspapers following the assassination of President KENNEDY
however he pointed out that he did not associate the photo
graphs with the above-described American nor did he give any
careful or studied thought to their being identical to the
American youth

The American youth whom he described as being
OSWALD was dressed in a light-colored perhaps white open
collared short-sleeved sport shirt and was bareheaded
According to RUIZ this individual was not wearing a coat
He did not recall the color or type of trousers this person
was wearing his shoes or the luggage he might have been
carrying

After the meal stop in Monterrey which lasted
approximately one-half hour the passengers boarded a different
bus of the Transportes del Norte line and he observed there
also had been a change of bus drivers at that time He
recalled that the individual whom he identified as OSWALD
boarded the bus in Monterrey after he did and after he had
taken his seat No 15 he noticed the American youth.go
down the aisle past him He believed this person had taken
a seat in the right rear section of the bus or on the same
side of the bus where RUIZ was seated

He believed the bus arrived at "Kilometer 26, the
Immigration and Customs control point located about sixteen
miles south of Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico at about
1:00 a.m on October 3 1963 Upon reaching "Kilometer 26,
the bus stopped and an official whom RUIZ assumed to be a
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Mexican Immigration officer boarded the bua and proceeded
to review the travel documents of the passengers on board
He recalled seeing the Immigration official in the aisle on
his way from the rear to the front of the bus and hearing
him exclaim in English "Come on with me, apparently directing
his remarks to someone in the rear of the bus He then saw
the Mexican Immigration official go to the front of the bus
followed by the American identified by him as being OSWALD
He assumed some question bad arisen as to the American's travel
documents

The interior lights of the bus were on at the time
and he saw the Immigration official and the American get off
the bus and enter the small Immigration office located at the
side of the road a few feet from the bus RUI2 estimated that
from the time the American left the bus with the Immigration
official until the time he boarded the bus and again went to
the rear of the vehicle a period of perhaps three or four
minutes may have transpired

He recalled that after the American again boarded
the bus Mr DE CUBA left the bus and went to the Immigration
office and he assumed that there was some question with
respect to DE CUBA's travel documents He believed that about
one minute later DE CUBA returned and seated himself in the
bus The qnly two passengers he recalled having left the bus at
"Kilometer 26 were the American and Mr DE CUBA

He estimated that the entire operation of the
Immigration check at "Kilometer 26 lasted from ten to fifteen
minutes and shortly after Mr DE CUBA boarded the bus the
driver continued the journey to Nuevo Laredo where the bus
arrived at the Transportes del Norte bus terminal about 1:30
a.m. October 3 1963

All of the passengers left the bus in Nuevo Laredo
remaining at the bus terminal for a period of from twenty
minutes to one-half hour During the period the passengers
were in the Transportes del Norte terminal in Nuevo Laredo
he recalled seeing OSWALD waiting near the bus alone He did
not recall observing the American speaking to anyone
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He recalled that after a short stop in Nuevo Laredo
the passengers boarded the same bus on which they had traveled
from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo He recalled the American whom
he identified as OSWALD boarding the bus at Nuevo Laredo for
the trip across the International Bridge to Laredo Texas as
he remembered seeing the American go down the aisle to the rear
of the bus after he RUIZ was in his seat From that point
on he does not recall seeing the American again

The Transportes del Norte bus proceeded across the
International Bridge and in several minutes was in Laredo
Texas on the United States side of the bridge The bus stopped
on the south side of the United States Government building
adjacent to the steps which lead into the offices where according
to RUIZ he was vaccinated

All passengers left the bus and proceeded up the
stairway leading to what he assumed were Immigration offices
He stated that he and another person whom he described as a
short Mexican male of advanced age and who he believed had
boarded the bts at Monterrey were the only persons who remained
behind to be vaccinated

RUIZ estimated that the entire United States Government
processing operation at the port of entry was about one-half
hour in duration Everyone already had boarded the bus by the
time he had been processed by United States Immigration and
he was the last of the passengers to board the bus for the
short trip to the Laredo bus terminal

Upon reaching the Laredo bus terminal everyone again
left the bus After about one-half hour he boarded a two
tiered Greyhound Line bus in the Laredo bus terminal and
automatically seated himself in seat No 15 since he had been
in that seat all the way from Mexico City He estimated that
there might have been a total of from fifteen to twenty
passengers who boarded the Greyhound bus at Laredo

RUIZ estimated the departure from Laredo of the
Greyhound bus as being about 3:00 a.m. October 3 1963 and
the arrival in San Antonio Texas as about 8:00 a.m that
same morning He observed that everyone got off the bus at
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San Antonio and he believed the stop in San Antonio lasted
about one-half hour, after which the passengers boarded the
same bus and proceeded to Dallas Texas arriving at about
1:00 j.m on,the same dayl

RUIZ recalled that the top in Dallas lasted about
two hours and it was approximately 3:00 p.m when the same
bus departed Dallas for the Journey to Chicago] Illinois via
Tulsa Oklahoma

RUIZ recalled seeing for the last time the American
whom he identified as OSWALD when the latter boarded the bus
at Nuevo Laredo prior to the trip across the International
Bridge to Laredo Texas RUIZ believed that the American had
boarded the same Greyhound bus at Laredo on the morning of
October 3 1963 and continued the trip to Dallas Texas but
stated he did not notice him nor did he pay particular
attention to the other passengers

RUIZ did not recall having seen the American speak
to anyone at any time and it appeared to RUIZ that the American
was traveling alone He commented that the American had given
him the impression of being a quiet individual of a retiring
nature

RUIZ viewed a photograph of PHILIPPE PITER E VAN
DER VORM as it appears on Mexican Government tourist form
FM-8 No 624820 which VAN DER YORM utilized upon entry to
Mexico in September 1963 RUIZ did not recall having seen
this person as.a passenger on either of the Transportes del
Norte buses on the trip from Mexico City to Laredo in October
1963

(J) Interview of Transportep'del Norte
Passenger JOSE BARRIGEBERNAL

On April 6 1964 Captain JOSE BARRIGA BERNAL advised
T-13 that he is a retired officer of the Mexican Army and resides
in Mexico City at Gabino Barreda 104 Apartment No 3 He
recalled that on October 2 1963 he and his wife had traveled
from Mexico City to Laredo on Transportes del Norte and after
entering the United States had continued to Dallas Texas via
Greyhound bus He viewed available photographs of OSWALD and
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stated emphatically that he could not recall him as a
passenger He mentioned that the only passenger he could
recall was AGAPITO DEL\RIO with whom he conversed while
they were passing through United States Customs at Laredo
Texas

(K) List Obtained of Departure of Non
Mexican Citizens on October 3 1963
at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

T-1 who is familiar with the workings of the
Mexican Ministry of Gobernacion (Interior) made available for
examination the forms FM-5 and FM-8 for all non-Mexican citizens
departing Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas as tourists on
October 3 1963 as well as the copies of forms FM-11 containing
the recapitulation of the departures from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
on this date

Investigation in this case disclosed that OSWALD
departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963
OSWALD's departure was handled by Mexican Immigration Service
employee ALBE T ARZAMENDI\CHAPA

According to T-1 ARZAMENDI CHAPA worked the 12:00
midnight to 8:00 a.m shift on October 3 1963

Fgom the tourist cards (forms FM-5 and FM-8) and
the copies of the forms FM-11 the following is a list of the
individuals who departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3
1963 the list's having been divided into those individuals
traveling on forms FM-5 and those traveling on forms FM-8
since the forms FM-11 are so set up

The number appearing before each name is the number
which appears on the form FM-11

1 Holders of Forms FM-5

79 TEODORA HERRERA\ALVAREZ FM-5 No 4049060
issued by\?iexican Consulate at Lubbock Texas
September 25 1963
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PABLO',CALAMATEO FM-5 No 4049059 issued
at Mexican Consulate Lubbock Texas
September 25 1963

JUAN,t6ANALES FM-5 No 4049058 issued at
Mexican Consulate Lubbock Texas
September 25 1963

MANUEL:CAPIZ FM-5 No 4329753 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 12 1963

GUADALUPE'CAPIZ FM-5 No 4329756 issued
by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
September 12 1963

JUAN MATEO DE CUBA FM-5 No 3625296 issued
by the Honorary Mexican Consul in Curacao
Dutch Test Indies July 18 1963

ADA FRANCISCA BISLIP DE DE CUBA FM-5 No
3625295 issued by the Honorary Mexican
Consul Curacao July 18 1963

IGNACIA!CHAVEZ FM-5 No 4496345 issued by
Mexican Consulate Dallas Texas September
12 1g63

TOMASeGARZA DE-ESCAMILLA FM-5 No 4329952
issued by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo
Laredo September 23 1963

RAY`FOK FM-5 No 4326296 issued by Mexican
Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo June 12
1963 (It is to be noted that this individual
appeared to sign her name on instant form FM-5
as RAYrFOX.)

EMMA ELISABETH GOERITZYFRANK FM-5 No 4307615
issued by Mexican Tourism Department New York
New York June 10 1963
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80 MARCELINO RAMON'GARCIA\CASTRO FM-5 No
4478227 issued by Mexican Consulate General
Chicago, Illinois September 7 1963

ERNESTINA A DF GARZA FM-5 No 4327720 issued
by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
July 23 1963

EUGENE EVERALD1HUNTER FM-5 No 4193457 issued
by Honorary 'Mexican Consul Kingston Jamaica
British West Indies September 12 1963

VICTOR JOSEIH'KIMM FM-5 No 4097447 issued
by Mexican Tourism Department Houston Texas
April 10 1963

PATRICIA ANN'KIMM FM-5 No 4097446 issued
by Mexican Tourism Department Houston Texas
April 10 1953 Accompanied by minor children
KEVIN 3 years of age and TERRY 2 years of age

MARIA LUISA6UZ QE-'LOPEZ FM-5 No 4346726
issued by"Mexican Consulate Corpus Christi
Texas August31 1963

LAIIRENC>LOPEZ FM-5 No 4381039 issued by
Mexican Consulate Detroit Michigan August 8
1963

_

CORNELIUS D,-'LeFEVRE FM-5 No 4027798 issued
by Mexican Consulate Fort Worth,.Texas
June 4 1963

JESSIE E LeFEURE FM-5 No 4027799 issued
by Mexican Consulate Fort Worth Texas
June 4 1963

WILLIAM G LOPEZ FM-5 No 4381128 issued by
Mexican Consulate Detroit Michigan
August 27 1963
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MAMIE A MILLER FM-5 No 4329147 issued by
Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
September 7 1963

CHARLES MILLER FM-5 No 4455353 issued by
Mexican Tourism Department New York New York
September 4 1963

102 MA MAGDALENA'MORENO FM;-5 No 4329635 issued
by Mexican'Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
September 15 1963

MATILDEII.1URACCIOLE,DAVILA FM-5 No 3461434
issued by Mexican Embassy Caracas Venezuela
March 4 1963

JOSE NERI FM-5 No 4120593 issued by Mexican
Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo April 4 1963

MA CRISTINA CARACCIOLeDAVILA DE'PIEDRA FM-5
No 3461432 issued March 4 1963 at Caracas
Venezuela by Mexican Embassy

1064 MANUEL VICENT1'PORRASSRIVERA FM-5 No 4377279
issued by Mexican Embassy San Jose Costa Rica
September 13 1963

107 AGAPITO DEL RIO FM-5 No 4158202 issued by
Mexican Consulate General San Antonio Texas
September 13 1963

GLORIA,ROMERO FM-5 No 4329755 issued by
Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
September 12 1963

FRANCES MAUD ROSS FM-5 No 4234718 issued
by Mexican Co sulate Kansas City Missouri
September 11 1963

110 RICHARD T\.) CHUBERT FM-5 No 44964710 issued
by Mexican Consulate Dallas Texas
September 23 1963
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115 OTELLO%MERICHyTADDIA FM-5 No 4050009/900
issued by Mexican Embassy Caracas Venezuela
May 15 1963
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111 Mrs BEATRICE la SCHUBERT FM-5 No 4496472

issued by Mexican Consulate Dallas Texas
September 23 1963

112 SALVADOR SEGOBIANO FM-5 No 4366853 issued
by Mexican Consulate St Louis Missouri
September 12 1963

1130 MARIA'-SEGOBIANO FM-5 No 4366852 issued by
Mexican Consulate St Louis Missouri
September 12 1963

114 PHILLIP TRITSCHLE STEFFEN FM-5 No 4328866
issued by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo
Laredo August 7 1963

HARVEY H r'TUTTLE FM-5 No 4121947 issued
by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo Laredo
April 6 1963

HERBERT ROBERT VOORHEES FM-5 No 4325846
issued by Mexican Immigration Service Nuevo
Laredb June 5 1963

ANTONY S.;.WATNEY FM-5 No 4484229 issued
by Mexican Consulate Phoenix Arizona
September 23 1963

2 Holders of Forms FM-8

MARIA JUANAALANIZ FM-8 No 626392 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 1 1963

ORALIA GARCIA\MARTIN4YALA FM-8 No 626310
issued by Mexican Immigration Office,Nuevo
Laredo September 280 19634
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780 ROBERTO'BALDAZO FM-8 No 623799 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 28 1963

79 DOLORES BALDAZ~ROMERO FM-8 No 626318
issued by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 30 1963

800 RALPH kBANNIGAN FM-8 No 667990 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Ciudad Miguel
Aleman Tamaulipas October 2 1963

81 DARLENE L/BANNIGAN FM-8 No 667991 issued
by Mexic n Immigration Office Ciudad Miguel
Aleman Tamaulipas October 2 1963

820 EDUAR J STIEN FM-8 No 362357 issued by
Mexidan Consulate General Guatemala City
Guatemala October 1 1963

,
83 JOHN H.\BENNETT Departed utilizing form FM-17

No 518151 issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo October 3 19630 The form FM-17
is not used ordinarily by tourists but rather by
4czicons and foreigners having permanent residence
in Mexico Attached to the form FM-17 was an
official statement drawn up by the Mexican
Immigration Office in Nuevo Laredo which set forth
that BENNETT a resident of 10250 Haitian Drive
Miami,. Florida had been stopped on October 3
1963 at a Mexican Immigration check station
located 26 kilometers south of Nuevo Laredo At
that time BENNETT claimed that he had lost his
tourist documentation and stated he bad originally
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo A check of the
Mexican Immigration records at Nuevo Laredo dis
closed that BENNETT had entered Mexico at that
port of entry on September 8 1963 on FM-8 No
625114 From this it was obvious that BENNETT
had overstayed his fifteen-day permission granted
by the FM-8 and accordingly he was required to
deposit 200 pesos to cover any fine that might grow

S E C R E TC R E T
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out of his overstay in Mexico and he was permitted
to depart Mexico using the form FM-1 This form
described him as 53 years of age born in Nutley
New Jersey married accountant and proceeding
from Guadalajara Jalisco to Houston+ Texas by
automobile The dame information appeared on the
FM-11 Departure was handled by JOSE REBQLLEDO LARA

ELENA S DE(C4R0NADO FM-8
No.4680d2i

issued by
Mexican Immigrattioh OIffcei Ciu ad lei uel Aleman
Tamaulipas October 2 1963

DALLAS ZELMAYCLINE FM-8 No 5104 issued by
Mexican Tourism Department San Antonio Texas
3eptember'27 1963

PHILIPPE PITER E;VAN DER VORM FM-8 No 624820
issued by Mexican Immigration 61f ice Nuevo Laredo
September 24 1963

LEO CHRIS"EHLINGER FM-8 No 609060 issued by
Mexican:Immigration Office Piedras Negras
Coahuila September 28 1963

HENRY OLIVE EMERSON FM-8 No 624041 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 1 1963

ADRIENNE M J./EMERSON FM-8 No 624040 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 1 1963

ENRIQUETA-GARZA-GARZA FM-8 No 609132 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Piedras Negras
Coahuila

October
1 1963

CRISTEL G DE.GONZALEZ,'FM-8 No 624970 issued
by Mexican immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 23 1963

92 MA LUISA DE''GUERRERO%GARCIA FM-8 No 625650
issued by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo September 28 1963
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LEIGHTON COLIN ,HINKSON FM-8 No 454694 issued
by Mexican Consulate Belize British Honduras
September 24 1963

EDUARDO LUISYMARTINEZ FM-S No 510350 issued
by Mexican'Tourism Department San Antonio
Texas September 23 1963

%

ILDEFONSp1UNOZ FM-8 No 622097 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nueva Ciudad Guerrero
Tamaulipas September 29 1963

JOSEPH MICHAEI1fcDANIEL FM-8 No 625603 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 21 1963

MARY LOUI.SEIgcDANIEL FM-8 No 625604 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo

September)l
1963

JOHN O%RIAN FM-S No 6261.85 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 30 1963 (It is to be noted this
individual appeared to sign his name as

JO,
O BR IEN )

As h,s been previously reported this traveler
was OSWALD He was in possession of Mexican
tourist card form FM-S No 24085 issued
September 17 1963 by the Mexican Consulate
General New Orleans Louisiana under the name
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD The card was signed
LEE H OSWALD The card described him as 23 years
of age married and a photographer by profession
It indicated that he presented a birth certificate
as proof of citizenship Entry was at Nuevo
Laredo on September 26 1963 with an announced
final destination of Mexico City No means of
travel was shown on the tourist card either at
the time of entry or at departure on October 3
1963 The FM-11 listed his name as HARVEY OSWALD
LEE showed be was proceeding from Mexico City
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with a final destination of New Orleans
Louisiana and that he was traveling by auto
Records of the Mexican Immigration Service in
Mexico City contain no information to substantiate
that he actually was traveling by automobile As
has been previously reported the departure of
OSWALD was handled by an employee of the Mexican
Immigration Service named ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

i

105 ARNOLD'RIOJAS FM-8 No 622168 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nueva'Ciudad Guerrero
Tamaulipas October 2 1963

206 RICARDO'ROCHA FM-8 No 609133 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Piedras Negras
Coahuila October 2 1963

10 CELIA iARTINEZ Dp'1RUMSEY FM-8 No 510349 issued
by Mexican Tourism Department San Antonio Texas
September 23 1963

LUCAS/'PERALES JR. FM-8 No 625584 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 2 1963

MA LUISA'PEREZ FM-8 No 626610 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 2 1963

ANTONIO BI'QUIMBAR FM-8 No 826020 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 21 1963

BERTA ALICIA RAMOS FM-8 No 668003 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Ciudad Miguel Aleman
Tamaulipas October 2 1963

PABLO 'REYES;GONZALEZ FM-8 No 626181 Issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 30 1963



108 CLEMENT$.SAENZ FM-8 No 625609 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 24 1963

109 CHARLESrSCHMEDZ FM-8 No 626186 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 30 1963

110 ROBERT L..TARIN FM-8 No 609130 issued by
Mexican Immigration Service Piedras Negras
Coahuila October 1 1963

ELISABETHITARIN FM-8 No 609129 issued by
Mexican'Immigration Service Piedras Negras
Coahuila October 1 1963

BONIFACIO;URDIALES FM-8 No 626390 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
October 1 1963

HOMER)VAUHAN (possibly VAUGHAN) FM-8 No
625058 issued by Mexican Immigration Office
Nuevo Laredo October 2 1963

! 114 MARTIN L.AWILSON FM-8 No 626019 issued by
Mexican'Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 21 1963

(L) Additional List of Persons Who
Departed on October 3 1963 and
Entered on September 26 1963
at Nuevo Laredo  Tamaulipao Mexico

follows
T-20 a confidential source abroad advised as

In order to ascertain the identities of other
persons who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3
1963 utilizing-travel documents other than FM-5 and FM-8
tourist cards the following inquiry was conducted



On April 20 and 29 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief
s of the Travel Control Files of the Mexican Immigration

Department Mexico D.'F. made available the original FM-11
forms recording data concerning persons who entered Mexico
at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 and departed from
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963 with various types
of travel documents The original FM-11 forms relating thereto
were reviewed inasmuch as separate lists are maintained for
each type of travel document issued to travelers HERRERA
advised that the following is the complete list of persons of
record who entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26
1963 and who departed Mexico through that city on October 3
1963 utilizing travel documents other than FM-5 and FM-8
tourist cards He explained that these persons and those
previously recorded as having entered and departed with forms
FM-5 and FM-8 do not include all persons who entered and
departed at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 and October 3
1963 respectively as there are numerous individuals who
cross the United States-Mexico border daily who are not
documented by Mexican authorities including many Mexican
nationals traveling from the interior of Mexico to the United
States

T-21 a confidential source abroad compiled the
following from a review of the forms FM-11 described above

Departures of October 3 1963 of
Non-Mexican Citizens Traveling on
Form FM-6 Tourist Cards

FRANK W00DR0318LADES FM-6 No 077307

1Departures of October 3 1963 of
Non-Mexican Citizens (Children Under
15 Years of Age) Traveling on
Form FM-7

JESUS DE.,MARK (this child is listed alphabetically
on the FM-11 form to indicate his name is JESUS
DE MARK however the name could possibly be
MARK DE-JESUS) FM-7 No 89790

r



I Departures of October 3 1963
of Mexican Nationals
Traveling on Form FM-17

Departures of October 3 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Form FM-1

WILLIAM ALBERT SCHMIE'/ IUSEBO FM-17 No 106517

MARIO
CHUCA`fREYNO30

FM-17 No 51325

WALTER SCOTT,TURNPAUGH FM-17 No 11019

LAURAkLAUTERBACH DTURNPAUGH FM-17 No 11020

KEVIN KIMM FM-17 No 566256

TERRY''KI& F11-17 No 566257

LEONORA.CASTILL4.TORROELLA
FM-1 No 459400

MARIO DE
COT,yMUNOy~

SOTO FM-17 No 693742

CONCEPCIOf RUN1/ODRIGUEZ
FM-17 No 693743

FERNANDO9 ALDA7~0'FLORES FM-17 No 521780

RAUI,/DAVILA.HAVARRIA FM-17 No 521022

ARCADIO'ESCAMILLAyMARTINEZ FM-17 No 521647

GUADALUPE'GARZ)/ARRAMBIDE FM-17 No 526583
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MONICA JULIA \CASTRO FM-7 No 152138

JUAN JOSECASTRO FM-7 No 152137

FEDER;C07DIAZ FM-7 No 94256

MARGARITA GARZA FM-7 No 151335

FERNANDO,;GARZA FM No 151334
i%



ANTONIO ` GOMEZ GOVEA FM-17 No 521638
,j

RENATOGONZALE7'TALAVERA FM-17 No 281694

MANUEI/FLORES FM-17 No 089392

FRANCISCO"MAJEWSKVMADRAK FM-17 No 089393

S E C R E T

CARLOS AMADMAYAUDONLLOPEZ FM-1 No 681641

MICAELA DE JESUVMONTEMAYOR FM-17 No 632203

HECTOR 6OZC -ESQUIVEL FM-17 No 521758

HELIODOR/PEREZ 'GUEVARA FM-1 No 519391

SIM N/T,APIA FM-17 No 521701

Entries September 26 1963

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Form FM-6

NUNO
%TEOTONI9-1SEREIRA

FM-6 No 005361

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
(Children Under 15 Years of Age)

Traveling on Form FM

RICHAp;'CRUZ FM No 96364

JUANIT ,PEREZ FM-7 No 96363

Entries of September 26 1963
_

of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Form FM-14

PAULA MART~rLAWRIE FM-14 No 111332

//Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Form FM-17
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HOWARD
AILLIANtItEYNOLDS

FM-17 No 60079

LILY DE`i(CHICUROEJA FM-17 No 74182

ISAAC LEVY'LEON FM-1 No 74903

MARIO O.MENDIVIL FM-17 No 4160

IRENE ESTELA
\MENDIVIL

FM-17 No 4161

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Form FM-9

LOUIS 1cNOWLES FM-9 No 5844

ROGERKONCZAL FM-9 No 5896

PHYLLIS JEAJENSK FM-9 No 2000

DONALD
CHARLES~SOLOMME

FM-9 No 1752

Entries of September 26 1963
of Mexican Nationals
Traveling on Form FM-1

RODOLFD''ACEVED ~GUEVARA
FM-17 No 521689

CARLOS\'ALMAGUER~
ECHRTEA FM-17 No 521687

AGUSTIyCERDf!'REYES
FM-1 No 521685

MANUEL.ESCALANTE=GONZALEZ FM-17 No 521692

APOLINAARCI UARDIOLA FM-1 No 521691

RODOLFO RNANDE`.-MENDIOLA FM-17 No 521694

JOSE MARCOS,MAA\GALVAN FM-17 No 521686

ANTONIO MORENbARZA FM-1 No 521690

ALVAR ,ONTIVERO CANTU FM-17 No 521693
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FERNANDO
ANASTACITREVINONGONZALEZ

FM-17 No 635119

MARIA`"OTERO~PABLOS,\\FM-17
No 521676

S E C R E T

ELiVA VALLE RENDON FM-17 No 521677

JUANALAZAR(ESPINOZA FM-17 No 521648

JUAN-RODRIGUEZ'SAUCEDO FM-1 No 521678

PABLO'SILVAi ARZA FM-17 No 521679

PEDRO VILLARREALLGARCIA FM-17 No 521688

ALICI~IA RGUELLES'ARRATIA FM-1 No 651598

CELIA ALICIA,MARQUEZ DE-CHAVEZ FM-17 No 667155

ABRAHAM'tHERNOVICH FM-17 No 655719

ODETTE,CHICUREL lr BEJA FM-17 No 669402

SYLVIA-CHICUREL,BEJA FM-1 No 669401

CAROLINA'GONZALEZ DE"ESPARZA FM-1 No 693038

YOLAND1'F-LGUEROA''ARGUELIES FM-17 No 651599

MARIA FELICITAS'GALLARDO DE-FINLEY FM-17 No 693436

MARGARET
YOLANDA'FINLEY GALLARDO FM-17 No 693423

DONNA CAROLIN .4INLEy/GALLARDO
FM-1 No 693437

JOSE LUIS-'LLAMOSAS GUTIERREZ FM-1 No 521342

RICHARD HANS'SPECK1STHAMER FM-1 No 648799

OLGA_RIEFKOHL VIUDA D1'gAHMIEER FM-17 No 648800

LISOLETTE'FSTHAMER
M.k.l:ECK

FM-17 No 635119
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Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens in
Miscellaneous Categories

Sex
Marital Status
Document with which

nationality was
established

Final Destination

S E C R E T

NELSON ULIS S SCOBAR'BENITEZ traveling with
special document "Circular No 1091.

=In XARL"TZCHENTI{E traveling with form FM-i
Described as being a returning non-immigrant
of German nationality

CFTALINA ADA DELI ARMS ANIZARES traveling with
document classified as an "Oficio Bueno Para
3alir y Regresar al Pais (Memorandum of
Authorization Valid for Exit and Entry into
the Country.)

(M) OSWALD's Travel Documents and Mexican
Government Records

The following information was furnished by T-13
on March 17 1964

The travel document with which LEE HARVEY OSWALD
entered Mexico on September 26 1963 is described as a
Mexican Ministry of "Gobernacion (Interior) FM-8 and is
commonly referred to as a tourist card which consists of
two sections. an original and a carbon copy duplicate At
the time of O3t:ALD's travel to Mexico the FM-8 was valid
for a single entry to the interior of Mexico and residence
therein for no longer than fifteen days The original tourist
card utilized by OSWALD records the following data

FM-8 No. 24085 valid for 15 days
Full Name LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Photographer
Male
Married

Birth Certificate
Mexico D F
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Date and Place New Orleans La. USA
(of issuance) Jeptember 1 1963
Signature of Bearer LEE H OSWALD

It bears the stamp of the Consulate General of
Mexico at New Orleans Louisiana indicating issuance by that
agency and the date stamp of Mexican Immigration official
HELIO TUEXI MAYDON reflecting entry into Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas September 26 1963 The stamp for departure
is that of Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA and
the date shown is October 2 1963 Under normal procedures
the means of travel of the bearer upon entry to Mexico is
recorded with a stamped typed or handwritten notation however
this record does not appear on the FM-8 for OSWALD

A review of the original tourist cards (FM-5 FM-8
and one FM-17 the latter explained above') in the possession
of the Immigration Department of the Mexican Ministry of
"Gobernacion revealed that 79 persons documented with those
forms had departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
on October 3 1963 among them LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On March 23 1964 Mr MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief of
the Travel Control Files of the Mexican Immigration'Department
described the Immigration form "FM-11 as a "statistical record
to be prepared every two weeks on nationals and aliens entering
and leaving the country. Mr HERRERA explained that separate
FM-11 forms are submitted semimonthly by all Mexican Immigration
stations for entries and departures from Mexico He explained
that separate lists are prepared in connection with the various
types of travel documents presented and are submitted in
duplicate (an original and one carbon copy) to the Travel Control
Files for checking and comparison with the tourist cards or other
travel documents on which they are based

Under current procedures twenty names are placed on
each page of the FM-11 in alphabetical order by date and prior
to final filing these are reviewed by a clerk who may make
corrections and report possible discrepancies which might
require investigation in order to make certain that the
immigration laws of Mexico are not being violated The items
of information which are recorded on the FM-11 in horizontal
columns are chronological number (chronological listing number
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during fifteen-day period) identification document number
complete name sex age marital status nationality
occupation,'place and country of origin final destination
date of entry or departure type of vehicle in which traveling
date of entry date of departure (latter columns to determine
period of residence) and remarks

A review of the original tourist cards for persons
traveling as tourists who departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo
on October 3 1963 disclosed that in no instance did any
notation appear on the travel documents to indicate the manner
of travel of the bearer or the destination in the United
States upon departure from Mexico

It was observed that on the FM-11 forms the "desti
nation of the traveler at the time of departure was completed
invariably with the same information as appeared on the tourist
card as to place of residence place of issuance thereof or
a notation that the information was not available

FM-li Preparation and Utilization
by Mexican Immigration

Inspector JOSE MARIO DEL VALLE of the Inspection
Department of the Mexican Ministry of "Gobernacion, who
conducted investigation at Nuevo Laredo concerning the travel
in Mexico of LEE HARVEY OSWALD advised on March 12 1964
that the typist who prepares the FM-11 has no information
available to her other than that which appears on the tourist
cards He stated the typist prepares the FM-11 for persons
entering the country from the duplicate copies of the tourist
cards which are surrendered to the Immigration official at
the time of entry of the traveler The duplicate tourist
cards are then transmitted to the headquarters of the Immigration
Department in Mexico D F. with the FM-11 form for the
fifteen-day period

In the same manner the FM-11 form for departures
is prepared on the basis of data taken from the original of
the tourist card which is surrendered by the traveler to the
Immigration official upon departure from the country
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DEL VALLE acknowledged that the Mexican Immigration
Department does not have any major interest in "method of
travel or "destination of the departing traveler other
than to make certain that the individual who enters the
country with an automobile is removing the vehicle upon
departure He added that the typist who prepares the
departure FM-11 usually records the means of travel as being
the same as that appearing on the tourist card in connection
with the traveler's entry to the country however in some
instances she may "guess at the means of travel on the basis
of the usual assignment at the airport railroad station or
highway checking station of the Immigration official whose
cancellation stamp appears on the tourist card

On March 13 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief of the
Travel Control Files of the Mexican Department of Immigration
Ministry of "Gobernacion, and his assistant EDUARDO RIVAS
made the following comments concerning Mexican Immigration
records and procedures

The "means of travel and "destination data
appearing on the departure FM-11 forms are not information
in which the Mexican Immigration Department has any substantive
interest and are filled out by the typist only because the same
form is used to record both arrival and departure information
This information with respect to "arrivals is most essential
to assist the Immigration Department in maintaining a record
and control:of aliens who are in Mexico as temporary residents
without authorization to be gainfully employed There is no
source of information from which the typist preparing the
FM-11 can obtain data for it other than the tourist cards
data provided to her by the Immigration official who may
bundle a group of cards together and label them as having been
taken up on a departing train or other vehicle or her own
knowledge of the Immigration station where the cancelling
official may have been working during a particular period of
time

Inquiry was made of HERRERA with respect to certain
horizontal lines which appear on the FM-11 and he explained
that such lines are drawn to delineate between different dates
on the same page and also to designate an individual concerning
whom some research is being done or a report has been submitted
to some section or department of the Ministry of "Gobernacion,
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With respect to the fact that on the copies of the
FM-11 which were made available for study and review there
appeared under the "Remarks (Noi 16) column considerable
data concerning the date and place of issuance of the tourist
cardsa HERRERA advised that this information did not appear
on the originals of the FM-11 which were in his posgession
and he was certain that this informat on had been added on
the carbon copy in the office of the Assistant Director of
the ND rtment of Immigration Attorney RAFAEL HERNANDEZ
OCHOA jas of possible investigative assistance

On March 23 1964 Attorney FRNANDEZ OCHOAi produced
the carbon copies of the FM-11 forms relating to OSW D's
travel in Mexico and it was observed that column 16 thereof
had been completed in original typing with data from the
tourist cards as to date and agency where each tourist card
had been issued HERNANDEZ OCHOA explained that he had issued
instructions to a typist in his office to complete the foregoing
data from the tourist cards as of possible assistance in the
investigation with respect to OSWALD

With regard to the observation that the date of
issuance of OSWALD's tourist card was r orded in colu 16
as having taken place on "Sept 16/63, HERNANDEZ OCHOA stated
very definitely that this had bees a typographical on
the part of the stenographer who should have copied the
information .from OSWALD's tourist card to the effect that it
had been issued on September 17 1963



Destination

Monterrey

Monterrey
Lared
Laredo
Mty
Laredo
Monterrey
Laredo
Torreon
Laredo
Laredo

Mty
Laredo

OTHER INQUIRIE3 CONCERNING OSYALD'S TRAVEL

(A) Transportes Frontera Bus Line

On November 28 1963 and again on March 6 1964
T-1 made available the original passenger list or manifest
relating to departure No 2 of bus No 340 on October 2 1963
of the Transportes Frontera S A de C V bus line which
has its headquarters in Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico and
its Mexico D F terminal at Calle Buenavista No 7

T-1 advised that the above-mentioned passenger list
or manifest was evidence that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had departed
from Mexico D F on the bus connected therewith which had
left Mexico D F at 1:00 p.m and was scheduled to arrive
at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas (across the border from Laredo
Texas) at 5:30 a.m. October 3 1963

The information recorded on the passenger list is
handwritten the names are not complete and portions of it
are not legible however the following constitutes an effort
to reproduce as clearly as possible the information which
appears on the list

Seat
No

Ticket
No Name of Passenger

1 39633 Fco Saucedo
2
3 39634 Fco Saucedo
4 Oswld
5 10347 Sra Landeros
6 39648 Adrian Hernandez
7 10357 Juana
8 39649 Angel Gallegos
9 10348 Sra Morales

10 Pase Nicolas Gonzalez
11 10351 Rafael Flores
12 10354 Gautier (Ganstine)
13 Angel Perez
14 39650 Antonio Cazarez
15 10353 Sra Aguilar



The following information was made available by
T-13 on March 9 1964

Seat
No

Ticket
No Name of Passenger Destination

16 10355 Sra Franco Laredo
1 10352 Constantino Garcia Laredo
18 39659 Eliasar Gonzalez Monterrey
19 10353 Constantino Garcia Laredo
20 39661 Ynignes (Inigues ?) Mty

At the top of the manifest the name Transportes
Frontera is handwritten and in Spanish the following headings
are printed

DESTINATION Laredo DEPARTURE NO 2

ON BUS NO 340 DATE 2 MONTH October of 1963

The underlined portions are blanks which bad been
completed in ink

Following the list of passengers is the notation
"9 Laredo 7 Monterrey.

Handprinted at the bottom of the page appears
"DRIVER DIONISIO REYNA FCO SAUCEDO, as well as the numbers
"13 2.

On the left-hand margin of the manifest are the
handwritten figures "78 and "16. At thetop right-hand
corner thereof are the numerals "186, "41 and under these
"227. On the backside of the document are the numbers
"143.30 and "108.80 and thereunder as though a column of
addition "255.10.

On March 5 1964 GILBERTO,.OZANO'GUIZAR advised
that he is the manager of the Mexico'City terminal of the
Transportes Frontera bus company Calle Buenavista No 7
which has a franchise for "through service between Mexico
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D F. Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo Mexico but is not permitted
to sell tickets or pick up passengers at intermediate localities

LOZANO stated a complete study of Transportes Frontera
bus company records and procedures had been made which resulted
in the conclusion that the person designated as "OSWLD on the
October 2 1963 passenger manifest did not purchase a ticket
and could not have traveled on the trip to which it relates
He pointed out that the passenger reservations tickets sold
and passengers actually boarding the bus in Mexico D F. are
recorded on the form which is provided for that purpose and
maintained on a clip board on the counter from which ticket
sales normally are made by the ticket salesman and dispatcher
FRANCISCO ALVARADO He admitted that ALVARADO occasionally is
assisted during rush hours or a temporary absence from the
counter by the baggage handler LUCIO LOPEZ MEDINA who may
receive and record reservations on the manifest but does not
handle the actual receipt of payment for tickets

FRANCISCO:ALVARADO ticket salesman and dispatcher
for Transportes Frontera advised that be prepared most of
the handwriting on the October 2 1963 manifest on which the
name "OSWLD and destination "Lared appear opposite seat No 4
He stated he did not write the "OSWLD reservation information
and it was his opinion the reservation had been made and the
information recorded by the baggage handler LUCIO LOPEZ
With respect to the manifest for October 2 1963 ALVARADO
furnished the following explanation

He was quite certain that the individual designated
on the list as "OSWLD did not purchase a ticket and did not
travel on the trip relating to that manifest No ticket number
was recorded for that person and a search of the company's
records in Monterrey had failed to locate a ticket stub which
was not otherwise accounted for in connection with that
particular trip

ALVARADO and GILBERTO LOZANO stated the notations
on the back of the manifest referred to advances of funds made
by ALVARADO to LOZANO from the cash for repairs parts or
other requirements They related that 'the passenger lists
are not kept as a permanent record and when the manifest
was located in the "trash at the request of investigators
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of the Mexican Presidential Staff the blanks at the top of
the form had not been filled in as to time destination trip
number bus number and date but they had completed those
blanks from their personal knowledge in order to make that
data clear to the investigators They also had listed the
names of the drivers on the form at that time They affirmed
that the handwritten "Transportes Frontera at the top of the
document had been added by some official of the Mexican Govern
ment after the document was borrowed from them Both LOZANO
and ALVARADO stated they had no recollection of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD could not recognize his photograph as being of an
individual who had been at the terminal or traveled on that

.bus line and had no personal knowledge with respect to his
contacts and activities in Mexico They could offer no
explanation as to how Mexican authorities had arrived at the
conclusion that OSWALD traveled on the Transportes Frontera
bus of October 2 1963 but pointed out that after the name
was located on the manifest they had not been given an oppor
tunity of reviewing

or/checking
the data thereon

LUC ~IAPpZ IiEDINA baggage and freight handler at
Transportes Frontera related that he often assists the ticket
salesman by recording reservations and is quite certain he
wrote "OSWLD and "Lared opposite seat No 4 on the passenger
manifest of October 2 1963 He stated he also recorded the
reservations and ticket sales to "FCO SAUCEDO, one of the
drivers opposite seats Nos 1 and 30 "ANGEL GALLEGOS, seat
No a and possibly other items on the manifest He had no
personal recollection of OSWALD could not recognize his
photograph as being of anyone who had been at the bus terminal
and did not believe O3t7ALD had embarked on the bus ip question

T-12 furnished the following information

On March 31,-1964 GILBERTO"LOZANO(GUIZAR manager
of the Mexico City terminal of the Transportes Frontera bus
company Calle Buenavista No 7._pexico D F. emphatically
advised that the original passenger list or manifest relating
to departure No 2 of bus No 340 on October 2 1963 of the
Transportes Frontera bus company is an authentic record of
data pertaining to that particular trip



LOZANO pointed out that a passenger list is compiled
at the Mexico City terminal of the company for trips originating
in Mexico City and that following the departure of the bus
information relating to the number of passengers destined to
particular points is radioed ahead to one of the main offices
located along the point of travel In case of the above
described trip the information was reported by radio to their
Monterrey office LOZANO advised that once the information is
relayed ahead and the trip is completed for all practical
purposes they have no further need of conserving the passenger
lists as a permanent record

He advised that officers of the Presidential Staff
appeared at the bus terminal shortly after the assassination
of President KENNEDY seeking to review passenger lists of the
bus company for early October 1963 and it was found at that
time that the completed block of forms for most of the month
of October 1963 which included the above-described passenger
list was still in the baggage room at the terminal prior to
being discarded He stated he had torn the October 2 1963
manifest from the block of forms and furnished it to one of
the officers LOZANO advised that one Lieutenant ARTUBO-BOSCH
an investigator of the Presidential Staff had reviewed the
above-described manifest

LOZANO expressed the opinion that ARTURO BOSCH had
filled in the blanks in ink at the top of the form as to the
time destination trip number bus number and date and had
crossed out the date "November l, replacing it with the
notation "October 2 which appeared on the manifest LOZANO
stated BOSCH had done so on the basis of information he and

FRANCISC9/ALVARADO the ticket salesman had furnished to
BOSCH as an aid to his investigation of the matter

LOZANO stated the handprinted notation appearing
at the bottom of the manifest "Driver DIONISIO REYNA FCO
SAUCEDO, was also filled in by BOSCH

LOZANO advised that there definitely was only one
section of bus No 340 which departed Mexico City at 1%00 p.m
on October 2 1953 en route Monterrey Mexico and Nuevo
Laredo Mexico He explained that the notation "Departure 2
appearing on the top of the manifest which he believed BOSCH
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had filled out merely indicates the second departure of s
Transportes Frontera bus on that particular day October 2
1963 The first departure of one of their buses on that day
from the Mexico City terminal occurred at 9:00 a.m with the
terminal point being Monterrey Mexico He stated the second
departure of a Transportes Frontera bus from the Mexico City
terminal on October 2 1963 was the departure at 1:00 p.m
with the terminal point being Nuevo Laredo Mexico and the
passengers on this bus were recorded on the above-mentioned
manifest of October 2 1963 He stated there were three other
departures on that day from the Mexico City terminal the
third departure having occurred at 2:30 p.m with the terminal
point being Matamoros Tamaulipas Mexico the fourth departure
having occurred at 9:00 p.m with terminal point at Nuevo
Laredo and the fifth departure at 10:00 p.m with terminal
point being Ciudad Juarez Chihuahua Mexico LOZANO advised
the only bus operating on their line which would have arrived
at Nuevo Laredo between the hours of 12:00 a.m and 8:00 a.m
on October 3 1963 is bus No 340 which departed from the
Mexico City terminal at 1:00 p.m on October 2 1963

T-13 and T-21 furnished the information ubich
follows

On March 25 1964 FRANCISCO ALVARADO ticket sales
man and dispatcher for the Transportes Frontera bus company
at Mexico City advised that the above-described manifest is
an authentic document He stated he had prepared most of
the handwriting on the manifest With regard to the notations
appearing at the top of the manifest as to time destination
trip number bus number and date he expressed the opinion
that those notations were filled in by one of the Presidential
Staff investigators who reviewed the manifest at the bus terminal
shortly after President XENNEDY's assassination He advised
that the handprinted notation appearing at the bottom of the
page of the manifest "Driver DIONISIO REYNA FCO SAUCEDO,
also was made by one of the President Staff investigators and
he believed this person was Lieutenant ARTURO BOSCH

On March 25 1964 FRANCISCO SAUCEDO bus driver
for the Transportes Frontera bus company advised in Mexico
City that he had been one of the bus drivers who had driven
the Transportes Frontera bus No 340 on October 2 1963
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which departed Mexico City at 1:00 pdm4 on that day en route
to Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo He stated seats No 1 and
No 3 on that bus had been reserved by him under tickets
Nos 39633 and No 39634 however he did not recall for whom
he had made the reservations He said that on occasion he
reserves seats in advance for friends or relatives but never
does so for anyone with whom he is not acquainted He could
not recall who had utilized those seats on that particular
day He stated he was certain that seats Not 1 and Nos 3
were not used by OSWALD or ANGEL PEREZ

On March 25 1934 DIONISIO REYNA who was co-driver
with 3AUCEDO on Transportes Frontera bus No 340 of October 2
1963 advised at Mexico City that he could furnish no infor
mation regarding the individuals who had utilized seats No 1
and No 3 on the trip iA question REYNA stated he was quite
certain that OSWALD did not travel on that particular bus

(B) Inquiry at Flecha Roja
Bus Terminal

On March 7 1964 JESUS SAUCEDO comptroller at the
terminal of the Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) bus company Heroes
Ferrocarrileros No 45 Mexico City advised that the full and
complete name of the company is 3ervicios Unidos Autobuses
Blancos Flecha Roja S A de C V (The Unified Services of
White Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated) and that it provides
bus service to numerous localities within Mexico as well as
to Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas and Laredo Texas He explained
that two trips daily are made to Nuevo Laredo and Laredo
where the line makes connection with the Continental Trailways
Bus System of the United States departures from Mexico City
being scheduled for 3:15 p.m and 7t30 p.m each day and
arrival at Nuevo Laredo 19 hours later _

SAUCEDO advised that a passenger list is prepared
in duplicate for reservations and ticket sales for a given
trip the original is carried by the driver and the carbon
copy is transmitted to him for final checking and auditing
of the operation in connection with each bus

.:ith the assistance of SAUCEDO a search was made
of the passenger manifests of the company for all trips to



Laredo for October 1 2 and 3 1963 without locating any
information identifiable with the name LEE HARVEY OSWALD

OSWALD's Time of Arrival
in Mexico City

T-12 advised as follows

On April 16 1964 JULIO CASTRO employee of the
accounting department in the offices of the Flecha Roja bus
line Mexico D F. made available the ledger of arrivals at
Mexico D F. for the Flecha Roja buses The ledger records
separate entries for each day with the exact time of arrival
of each bus in Mexico D F. at the terminal

This ledger disclosed that bus No 516 of the Flecha
Roja bus line which made the trip from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico D F. on September 26-27 1963 arrived at the Flecha
Roja bus terminal Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45 Mexico D F.
at 10400 a.m on September 27 1963

Efforts to Locate Flecha
Roja Passenger List

T-12 furnished the following information

On March 19 1964 ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO manager of the
Flecha Roja-bus terminal Mexico D F. advised that the
original passenger manifest of bus No 516 which had traveled
from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. on September 26-27 1963
had been borrowed by investigators of the Mexican Government
soon after the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY He
could not recall the identities of the investigators and did
not know whether or not they intended to return the list
SAUCEDO stated the duplicate copy of this passenger list was
maintained in the office of the Flecha Roja bus line at Nuevo
Laredo and he would attempt to obtain this copy

On March 24 1964 ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO stated he had
determined from the Flecha Roja bus line office in Nuevo
Laredo that the duplicate copy of the passenger list for bus
No 516 also had been borrowed by unidentified investigators
of the Mexican Government and had not been returned



SAUCEDO stated he had assisted the Mexican'Government
investigators in searching for the passenger list relating to
the trip of September 26-27 1963 and was quite certain the
name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not appear thereon He added
however that the Flecha Roja bus line makes connection at
Laredo Texas with the Continental Trailways bus line in the
United States and if a passenger who had purchased a through
ticket to Mexico D F. from a point within the United States
were to-board the Flecha Roja-line at Laredo or Nuevo Laredo
no record of that passenger by name would be made on the
passenger list He explained that the passenger list mould
include a seat designation and ticket number in the name of
"Continental.

T-12 advised that on April 2 1964 and thereafter
ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO furnished the following additional data

He recalled that shortly after the assassination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY two investigators whom he described
as being with the "Policia Federal Judicial (Federal Judicial
Police) appeared at the Flecha Roja terminal Mexico D F.
and requested the original passenger list of bus No 516 of
September 26 1963 for review SAUCEDO remembered that the
two investigators examined the passenger lists filed by dates
in a storeroom at the offices of-the Flecha Roja bus terminal
and found the original copy for the pertinent date and borrowed
same He could not recall the names of the investigators or
the exact date they appeared at the office

3AUCEDO now recalled clearly that these two investi
gators whom he could only describe as being "in their thirties,
had the duplicate copy of the passenger list which apparently
had been at the Flecha Roja bus terminal office in Nuevo Laredo
when the trip for September 26 1963 began The investigators
stated they wanted the original list because the duplicate copy
was not completely legible SAUCEDO stated they had the
original and duplicate copy of the passenger manifest for
Flecha Roja bus No 516 for September 26 1963 when they left

SAUCEDO stated the investigators did exhibit to him
government credentials agency not recalled and advised they
were interested only in finding the passenger list for the
incoming trip of bus No 516 on September 26 1963 !hew
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SAUCEDO asked them if they were interested in locating a
departure trip they stated they were not explaining they
had just been at the bus terminal of Transportes Frontera in
Mexico D F. where they had located the passenger list for
OSNALD's departure from Mexico

On April 9 1964j JULIO CASTRO an em},loyeeof the
accounting department in the offices of the Flecha Roja bus
line terminal Mexico D F. made.available on instructions
of ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO the original passenger lists of the Flecha
Roja bus line which were kept in a stoteroom across the hall
from the accounting office and were maintained in a disorganized
manner] bound with heavy string in bundles and stored in bins

The available bundles for the period September and
October 1963 were reviewed without locating a passenger list
for bus No 516 relating to September 26 1963

During this search and review an untied loose
bundle dated October 5 1963 was located thrown aside in a
cardboard box on the floor of the storage room outside the
bin area This bundle was reviewed and found to include
passenger lists for dates September 21 1963 to October 5
1963 but no passenger list for bus No 516 for September 26
1963 was found

The information hereinunder was furnished by T-13

On March 24 1963 Captain FERNANDO GUTIERREZ BARRIOS
Assistant Director of the Mexican Federal Security Police (DFS)
advised that his agency had conducted no investigation id
connection with the travel in Mexico of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and
did not have in its possession any passenger lists from any
bus lines

On April 14 1964 the fact the passenger lists of the
September 26 1963 Flecha Roja trip from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico D F. had never appeared and were alleged to be in
the hands of an unidentified investigative agency of the Mexican
Government was brought to the attention of the Acting Minister
of Government Attorney LUIS ECHEVERRIA who issued instructions
to the Chief of the Inspection Department of the Immigration
Service Attorney SANTIAGO IBANEZ LLAMAS to make every effort
to locate the passenger list described above
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On May 1 1964 Inspector JOSE MARIO DEL VALLE
advised that he had been instructed to attempt to locate the
Flecha Raja passenger list and was making every effort to do so.

(E) Transportes del Norte Passengers
Originating in Guadalajara

On April 3 19G4 T-8 advised that the Linea Azul
(Blue Line) bus company affords service from Guadalajara
Jalisco Mexico to San Luis Potosi State of San Luis Potosi
Mexico to make connections with Transportes del Norte for
possible further travel to Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo Mexico
According to T-8 a reservations list for the October 2 19630
8:00 a,m departure of the Blue Line bus from Guadalajara
with San Luis Potosi as its destination reflects the following
information as best the names and other data thereon could be
deciphered

Name of Passenger Destination Ticket No

HILDAVQUEZADA N Laredo 77898
-- (*) ---- 99

JOT CRUZ Monterrey 00751
HIL 4.,QJEy'ADA N Laredo 77900 i (*m)
CECIL O,/CARDENAZ Monterrey 00749
JOSE/NAZO San Luis 14128
VICTORIAY AGALLANES (apparently did not travel)
MAXIMINQ".SQUIVEL Monterrey 00752
PEDRO GLEZ.AGONZALEZ) Monterrey 00753
AURELIO

HDEZ,,4BERNANDEZ)
San Luis 1362

(* Lines indicate second passenger or seat re
served in name of preceding passenger)
(** # indicates half fare paid)

Comprehensive investigation including a check of the
files of the United States Consulate visa records a check of
telephone directories and numerous interviews of persons
listed in the telephone directories with similar names were
conducted at Guadalajara for the above names of persons travel
ing beyond an Luis Potosi without identifying anyone who had
been a passenger of Transportes del Norte on October 2 1963
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(F) Transportes del Norte Bus Line
aeration Monterrey

The following information was furnished by T-18

On April 19 1964 RAMON'TREVINO'QUEZADA vice
president and manager of the Monterrey Nuevo Leon terminal
of Transportes del.Norte bus line advised that tickets are
taken up by the driver from passengers at the time they board
the bus and he deposits them in a manila envelope,-which is
provided for that purpose in connection with each trip of a
unit and driver He stated the driver makes a notation on
the outside of the envelope as to the number of passengers
traveling over a determined section of the route and the
tickets inside the envelope should coincide or balance with
the notation by the driver on the envelope

With respect to the records of the company for the
trip of bus No 373 on October 2 1963 from Monterrey to
Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas and Laredo Texas TREVINO advised
that he was unable to explain the fact that the envelope
carries the figure of "12 passengers from Monterrey Nuevo
Leon to Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas and Laredo Texas and
"1 passenger from Nuevo Laredo to Laredo although a total

of "20 ticket sections were in the envelope for that particular
trip He stated however that the notation by the driver is
a clerical function which he handles during the trip often
at night and under considerable stress and pressure and he
can only conclude that the driver made an error in writing
"12 rather than "19 upon completing his collection of
tickets and delivering the envelope at the conclusion of his
run

It was mentioned to TREVINO that the baggage manifest
for the bus which arrived at Nuevo Laredo in the early 'morning
of October 3 1963 had listed the number of that bus as
No 396 and he advised that this notation could only be a
clerical error by the baggage handler He displayed a copy
of a document referred to as a "traffic report for Transportes
del Norte at its Nuevo Laredo terminal for October 3 1963
which recorded that bus No 373 had arrived at that terminal
at 1:35 a.m with A IBARRA as the driver The "traffic report
for October 2 1963 registered the arrival of bus No 396
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at Nuevo Laredo as having to en place at 15130 (3:30 p.m.)
bn that date and its departuie from Nuevo Laredo for Monterrey
tas.recortied on the report for the following day as having
occurred at 2!30 a.m He pointed out that on the basis of
the foregoing records bus No 396 would still have been at
the Nuevo Laredo terminal at the time of arrival on October 3
1963 of bus No 373 and he assumed the baggage handler had
become confused between them when he made the erroneous notation
on the baggage manifest

(G) Ticketing Procedures by Transportes
del Norte Bus Line

The following information was fu nished by T-13

On April 20 1964 RAMO )MM)INA ELTRAN manager of
the Mexico City terminal of the Transportes del Norte bus line
advised that this company is affiliated with the Greyhound Lines
in the United States and is authorized and In a position to
sell transportation to any point in the United States He
stated that until approximately one year ago the sale of bus
transportation in the United States in behalf of Greyhound
Lines had been effected through a system of exchange or
purchase orders however in the interest of simplifying the
sales and accounting procedures Transportes del Norte ticket
counters are now stocked with Greyhound Lines tickets and make
direct sales in behalf of Greyhound as well as its own
facilities .He stated very definitely that the only record as
to the identity of any person purchasing Greyhound transpor
tation through a Transportes del Norte ticket counter would be
the recording of the seat reservation on a passenger list at
the point of origin or purchase of the tick to



VI MISCELLANEOUS INQUIRIES AT
MEXICO CITY CONCERNING OSWALD

(A) Telephone
Numbers in Oswald's Address Book

T-I3 advised that the following notations appeared
in the persona address book of LEE HARVEY OSWALD (translations
of the Spanish\language items appear in parentheses)!

Consulado de Cuba
(Cuban Consulate)

Zamora y F Marques
11-28-4

SYLVIA DURANs

Embajadh de la Union Sovietica
(Embassy of the Soviet Union)

15 1-55 (15-60-55)

Depto de Asuntos Consulares
(Department f Consular Affairs)

Cubanb Airlines
Paseo de la Reforma 56
_ 35 9-00

T-13 furnished the ol1owing information on May 1

The directory of the\Mexican Telephone Company for
the Federal District (Mexican Federal Capital which includes
Mexico City) published in September 1963 column 2 page 119
records= "CONSULADO de Cuba Zamora y F Marquez {names of
cross Streets) (telephone) 11-28-4700

Column 1 page 157 of the same directory reflects
:--.:. "EMDAJADA de la Union de las Republicas Sovieticas Socialisfas

en Mexico (Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics in Mexico) Czda Tacubaya (Calzada meaning highway



or street) 204 Agregado Militar (Military Attache)...(telephone)
15-69-8 Depto de Asuntos Consulares (Department of Consular
Affairs) C B 4etina (street name) 12...(telephone) 15-61-55.

Column 4 page 112 of the above-mentioned directory
records the following "CIA CUBANA DE AVIACION 8 A.
(Cuban Aviation Company Incorporated) PASEO DE LA REFORMA 56..
(telephone) 35-79-00. In addition to the foregoing which is
indicated as being equipped with two direct lines the following
additional telephone numbers are listed 46-75-04k 46-61-64
46-61-27 and 35-79-09

The April l) 1964 issue of the "Diario Oficial
("Official Daily") which states on the cover that it is the
"Organ of the Constitutional Government of the United States
of Mexico, records as emanating from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs the "List of the Diplomatic Corps Accredited to the
Government of the United States of Mexico. On page 15 of
the above-described publication under "Union de Republicas
Socialistas Sovieticas (Union of the Soviet Socialist
Republics) is recorded the data "Cancilleria y residencia
(Chancellery and residence) Calzada de Tacubaya 204 Telefonos
(Telephones) 15-60-55 y (and) 15-61-55. The foregoing data
is followed by a listing of names and residence addresses of
the Soviet diplomatic officials and their wives

T-16 who is in a position to be well-informed with
respect to the day-to-day operations of the Mexico City ticket
offices of the "Compania Cubana de Aviacion {Cuban Aviation
Company commonly referred to as "Cubana Airlines") furnished
the following information on April 18 1964

Most of the office employees at the Cubana Airlines
ticket office Paseo de la Reforma 56 Mexico City are Mexican
citizens and are opposed to the present revolutionary regime
in Cuba of FIDEL CASTRO Source advised that he would have
an excellent possibility of being informed of any visits or
inquiries made at the Cubana Airlines offices by an American
and he is thoroughly convinced that LEE HARVEY OSWALD did not
appear at those offices during late September and early October
1963 within the regular working hours Source viewed various
photographs of OS;YALD and also consulted with associates at
the Cubana Airlines office and reiterated his conviction that
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OSWALD had not been at those offices at any time

This source confirmed that the published and most
used telephone number for the.Cubana Airlines office is
35-79-00

(B) Possibility OSWALD Sent or Received Money

T-11 reported that on January 13 1964 ALFONSO FRIAS
Assistant Chief of the Bank of Mexico Police at Mexico D F.
Mexico advised that a check of the records of "Telegrafos
Nacionales failed to disclose any record of money sent or
received by OSWALD during the time he was in Mexico through use
of communications channels handled by that telegraph system

On March 6 1964 FRIAS advised that all banks in
Mexico including all branch banks were checked officially
for LEE HARVEY OSWALD and his aliases of O H LEE and ALEH
JAMES HIDELL and no information was developed that OSWALD
had received or sent any money through those banks during the
time he was in Mexico

PATRICIA WINSTON and PAMELA MUMFORD who were passengers
on the same bus with OSWALD from Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico
to Mexico D F. September 26-27 1963 when interviewed on
December 17,.1963 related that during the bus trip OSWALD
recommended that they stay at the Hotel Cuba in Mexico City
They related that OSWALD claimed he had stayed at that hotel
several times before and pointed out that the hotel was
inexpensive mentioning however that be was not staying at
the Hotel Cuba during his current trip

Inquiry was conducted to establish whether OSWALD
had in fact stayed at the Hotel Cuba during a period follow
ing his return to the United States from Russia in June 1962
to November 1963

On December 27 1963 T-4 advised that an exhaustive
search of the records of the Hotel Cuba located at Calle
Republica de Cuba No 69 Mexico City for the period June
1962 to October 1963 failed to disclose any registration



T-12 advised as
follows

On March 11 1964 ANGEL'~CELORIO manager Hotel
Cuba made available records of that hotel which were
rechecked for the period June 9 1962 to November 22 1963
and no record could be located for the name of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD or his known aliases O H LEE and ALEK JAMES HIDELL
The records did contain a registration for one ROBERTO LEE
who registered at the hotel on August 11 1963 was assigned
room No 27 and checked out of the hotel on August 21 1963
No further identifying data regarding this LEE was contained
in the records (OSWALD had been reported as being at New
Orleans Louisiana during that period.)

CELORIO advised he has been at the Hotel Cuba only
since November-11 1963 when he became manager and prior
thereto JOSEj'SANCHEZ who is presently associated with
another hotel\in Mexico City served as manager for about a
four-month period-and Mr RAFAEI AVALOS also now employed
at another hotel in Mexico City had served as manager for
a number of years

On March 12 1964 both RAFAEL AVALOS manager
Hotel Congrgso Calle de Allende No 18 Mexico D F. and
JOSE SANCHEZ manager Hotel Catedral Calle Donceles No 95
Mexico D F viewed a photograph of OSWALD and both advised
they could not recognize the photograph as being of anyone who
stayed at the Hotel Cuba during the time-they were managing
the hotel Both were of the opinion that if OSWALD had stayed
at the Hotel Cuba during the time they were in charge there
they would have recalled him Neither could furnish any
pertinent information regarding the possibility OSWALD may have
stayed at the Hotel Cuba in the past

AVALOS related he had served as manager at the Hotel
Cuba for a number of years until July 1962 and SANCHEZ stated
he had managed the Hotel Cuba from June 1 1963 to November 11
1963 SANCHEZ stated that during the period July 1962, to
June 1 1963 when he became manager the administration of
the hotel had been disorganized and there was no permanent



manager He stated that JESUS HERNANDEZ SANCHEZ and his
brother HIGINIO HERNANDEZ SANCHEZ both of whom he believed
were still employed at the Hotel Cuba would most logically
be the persons in the best position to know whether or not
OSWALD stayed at the Hotel Cuba during the period July 1962
to June 1 1963

if .---,_
JESUSAHERNANDE(SANCHEZ room clerk Hotel Cuba

advised on Marcti 13 1964 that he has been employed as room
clerk at that hotel for several years He stated that during
the period from July 1962 to June 1 1963 when the hotel
bad no permanent manager he and his brother HIGINI9,,HERNANDEZ

/ SANCHEZ performed the administrative functions at the hotel
r and had most contact with the guests

HERNANDEZ viewed a photograph of OSWALD and stated
he could not recall ever seeing him He further stated he
could not recognize the photograph as being of any person who
had been at the Hotel Cuba during the time he has been employed
there He advised that several months ago he and his brother
H_IGINIO had been shown a photograph of OSWALD by a local police
official and at that time both he and his brother were unable
to recognize the photograph of OSWALD as being of any person
who had stayed at the hotel during the period they had been
working there He added that following the publicity arising
from the assassination of President KENNEDY seeing OSWALD's
photograph in the newspapers and after viewing a photograph
of OSWALD exhibited by the police official mentioned above
he and his brother had discussed the matter and had agreed
they could not recall OSWALD's ever having stayed at the Hotel
Cuba

T-12 advised in connection with the possibility that
OSWALD might have attended a jai alai game in Mexico D F.
that the "Mexico City Daily Bulletin, a free English publication
circulated at hotels motels drug stores and tourist-type
stores in Mexico D F. lists daily the following'as a sport
event of interest
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"Jai alai the ancient game from Spain
can be seen every day but Monday at
Fronton Mexico Plaza de la Republica
at 7:30 p.m (men players) and every
afternoon except Thursday at 4:30 p.m
at Fronton Metropolitano Bahia Todos
Santos 190 (women players) Parimutuel
betting at both.

T-12 provided the following daat's

On March 19 1964 GUADALUPE'GAYTAN SANCHEZ care
taker and resident at the Fronton Mexico Plaza de la Republica
No 3 Mexico D F. for thirty years was unable to identify

\the
photogr ph of OSWALD GAYTAN SANCHEZ stated that ENRIQUE

T
RTINEZ DE VILLAGRAN has been the doorman at the Fronton-Mexico

or twenty ears and as such observes every person who enters
to determine that this person is properly dressed and not the
type who might cause a disturbance at the jai alai game

On March 19 1964 ENRIQUE MARTINEZ DE VILLAGRAN was
unable to identify O3C;ALD's photograph but stated the photograph
appeared similar to an American who had entered the Fronton
Mexico five or six months previously on several occasions for
a period of a week and a day He was not certain the American
could be identical with OSWALD nor did he have any specific
information about the American his whereabouts or his back
ground

On March 20 1964 IGNACIO'VADILLO B. the general
cashier for the Fronton Metropolitano .Bahia Todos Santos No
190 Mexico D F. stated jai alai is not played at this
Fronton The game played there is Fron-Tenis which differs
from jai alai in that the players do not use a cesta (a basket
fastened to the band of the player) but a racket similar to
a tennis racket is used

VADILLO B stated few if any Americans frequent
the Fronton Metropolitano and those who do so are usually
remembered VADILLO B was unable to identify the photograph
of OSWALD as an American who might have been at the Fronton
Metropolitano He suggested that OSWALD's photograph be
displayed to

ESQUIEI~TAPIA$OMERO an Inspector for the Treasuryr
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Department .of the Federal District of Mexico because TAPIA
ROMEIO is always on duty at the front door of the Fronton
Metropolitano to observe all customers as they enter

ESQUIEL TAPIA ROMERO viewed the photograph of OSWALD
on March 20 1964 and stated definitely that 03WALD had not
been at the Fronton Metropolitano

(E) 03WALD's Luggage

The following information was furnished by T-13

On Nay 4 1964 JUAI ERE GONZALEZ advised that he
is the chief of the baggage dePartmentat the terminal of the
Flecha Roja bus line Calle Heroes Ferrocarrileros No 45
Mexicof D F PEREZ viewed photographs of an olive-colored

.'B-4 bag with yellow chalk or crayon markings on one side
which appeared to be "9/26 and possibly an initial,of fragments
of stickers and tags thereon and of a blue zippered handbag
and affirmed that he has no recollection of those pieces of
luggage and did not recognize any of the markings stickers or
tags as being in any way connected with the Flecha Roja operations
He stated however that he recently entered Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo with a small zippered handbag of canvas material and
when he went through Mexican Customs the Inspector placed a
green chalk or crayon marking on the bag to indicate it had
been inspected

PEREZ displayed the various photographs to the baggage
handlers on duty at the terminal and they stated they were
unable to recall the luggage in question or make any explanation
of the tags stickers and inscriptions on them

On May 8 1964 the manager of the Mexico City terminal
of the Transportes del Norte bus line Insurgentes Sur No 137
viewed the photographs mentioned above and advised that he did
not have any recollection with respect to the two pieces of
luggage described above nor did he believe that any of the
fragments of stickers and tags thereon were connected in any
way with the Transportes del Norte baggage handling procedures
He expressed the belief that the yellow chalk markings on the
olive-colored bag were typical of the method used by Mexican
Customs Inspectors at Nuevo Laredo to mark luggage upon completing
examination thereof in lieu of a sticker which they sometimes use
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The manager RICARDO MEDINA BELTRAN displayed the photographs
to the baggage handlers on duty,and they affirmed that they
were unable to recognize either piece of luggage in connection
with any passenger but stated unanimously that they recognized
the crayon or chalk markings on the olive-colored bag as typical
of the inspection procedure of Mexican Customs at Nuevo Laredo
MEDINA also displayed the photographs to several Transportes
del Norte drivers and they were of the opinion that the yellow
inscriptions on the olive-colored bag had been placed there by
the Mexican Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo

On May 4 1934 SEBASTIAN PEREZ HERNANDEZ assistant
desk clerk at the Hotel del Comercio Calle Bernardino de
Sahagun No 19 Mexico City advised that he could not recognize
the photographs of either the olive-colored or the blue-colored
luggage as having been in the possession of a guest at that hotel

On May 8 1964 GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA owner of the
Hotel del Comercio affirmed that he was unable to recognize
the photographs of the two bags as having any connection with
OSWALD or any other guest at the Hotel del Comercio

MATILDE GARNICA maid at the Hotel del Comercio who
claimed to remember OSWALD as a guest at the hotel in room No
18 examined the photographs of the luggage on May 8 1964 and
stated she recognized the small blue zippered handbag as the
luggage which OSWALD had in his room at the hotel She pointed
out that she'had been impressed by the fact that he had very few
personal effects had noticed he did some laundry each day and
left the wet articles hanging in the bathroom and she was
quite certain she had not seen the larger olive-colored bag

On May 9 1964 PEDRO RODRIGUEZ LEDESMA night watch
man at the Hotel del Comercio examined the photographs referred
to above and stated he was quite certain OSWALD had been carrying
the blue handbag on the morning of his departure from the hotel
He claimed to be unable to definitely affirm that OSWALD had
been carrying the olive-colored bag as he could not remember
several of its characteristics but he expressed the firm
conviction that OSWALD had been carrying two pieces of luggage
He related that on the morning of his departure OSWALD carried
his own luggage down the two flights of stairs and waited in
the reception area while RODRIGUEZ went in search of a taxi
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When RODRIGUEZ returned with the taxi he carried the luggage
from the reception area to the taxi but still has the strong
impression that he had a bag in each hand RODRIGUEZ admitted
his recollection of the type and color of the luggage is Very
hazy and he does not wish to state definitely that he
recognizes the photograph of either piece of luggage in
connection with OSWALD

(F) Arrest Interrogation,and Physical
Condition of SILVURAN

With respect to the alleged arrest of SILVIA DURAN
the Mexico City daily newspaper "Novedades for November 30
1963 page 1 published an article translated from Spanish
as follows

"Gobernacion (Interior) advises concerning case
of Mrs SILVIA T DURAN

"The Ministry of Gobernacion advised last night
that Mrs SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN who was inter
viewed concerning the possibility that she might
have had dealings with LEE HARVEY OSWALD during
his stay in our country as a tourist was not
located at the Cuban Consulate nor did she request
authorization to serve a foreign government and
that in view thereof the investigation which was
made wds not in respect to her status as an
employee of the Cuban Consulate in Mexico

"It (the announcement) concluded by saying that
the woman in question agreed to go to the office
to which she was summoned and she was interrogated
without any force whatsoever.

On December 9 1963 DAVID ALKON appeared voluntarily
at the United States Embassy Mexico City identified himself
as an architect residing at Calle Fernandez Gonzalez Roa No
47 Ciudad 3atelite State of Mexico and furnished the follow
ing information to T-2
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ALKON is a designer of residential homes and has
a business arrangement with one HORACIO DURAN for the interior
decoration cf houses designed by ALKON DURAN is the husband
of 3ILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN

ALKON stated he has no social association with DURAN
but understands DURAN is procommunist and often holds Marxist
discussions in his home ALKON advised that DURAN had mentioned
to him that his wife had been detained and questioned by Mexico
City police about her knowledge of LEE HARVEY OSWALD DURAN
told ALKON his wife knew OSWALD because the latter had been
to the Cuban Embassy in an attempt to secure a visa for travel
to Cuba ALKON gained the impression that the wife was not
well-acquainted with OSWALD but only recalled he had been at
the Cuban Embassy after she read of the assassination of
President KENNEDY ALKON advised that it was his impression
that the wife's contact with OSWALD related only to the appli
cation for a visa and that her contact with him was very slight

ALKON said that DURAN commented to him that he thought
it was a mistake for Cuba to protest to Mexico about his wife's
being questioned by Mexican authorities since the latter had
a perfect right to question her about her knowledge of OSWALD
According to press reports the Cuban Government presented a
very strong note of protest to the Mexican Ambassador in Havana
with regard to the detention and questioning of SILVIA TIRADO
DE DURAN by,fexican authorities and this note was rejected by
the Mexican Government because of the unacceptable language
utilized therein

On April 4 1964 the following information was
provided by T-13

WILLIAM D SHANAHAN Editor of the Mexico City daily
English-language newspaper "The News, related that on April 3
1964 DANIELk.NAVAkRAMOS reporter for the Mexico City daily
'Novedades hadattempted to contact SILVIA DURAN and her

husband HORACIO DURAN at their residence in an effort to
obtain human interest material for a newspaper article he
was writing with respect to the OSWALD case NAVA had
experienced considerable difficulty in seeing the DURANs and
was allowed to enter their apartment with the understanding
that he remain no longer than fifteen minutes He was not
permitted to speak directly to SILVIA DURAN and was advised
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by her husband that she had suffered a nervous breakdown
following her interrogation by Mexican authorities and had
been prohibited by her physician and DURAN himself from
discussing the OSWALD matter further

(G) ELIZABETH CATLETT MORA's Concern
About OSWALD's Activities

T-22 a confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised as follows on
December 6 1963 , r

i /_ )
ELIZABET CATLE MORA also known as SETT"MORA

was very upset and excite over the involvement of'LEE HARVEY
OSWALD as the reported assassin of President JOHN F KENNEDY

MORA had indicated that the Communist Party of
Mexico was very interested in obtaining all information
available concerning OSWALD's travel to Mexico and particularly
data as to how much American authorities knew about this

MORA bad stated also that OSWALD could be linked
"to Mexico only through his activities before his trip to
the Soviet Union She was very interested in obtaining
information concerning the date that OSWALD departed for Russia
and stated that she considered it "terribly important to
obtain any press references to OSWALD's activities in New
Orleans Louisiana before he went to Russia She added
that if something regarding OSWALD's activities at that time
appeared in the press it could "blow the lid off and we could
all get fried.

MORA stated that she could not understand why the
investigation of OSWALD as .reported to the present time in
the press had not focused on New Orleans Louisiana rather
than Dallas Texas

MORA affirmed that OSWALD was well known in Russik
among the Americans who were there at the same time as he
and that he was "not that much of a nut, meaning that he
could not have undertaken singly to assassinate President
KENNEDY
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MORA stated that one MARY LOUISE PATTERSON also
known as MARY LOU PATTERSON whom she described as presently
residing in the Soviet Union and attending the "Friendship
School there knew OSWALD while he was in Russia Source
advised that MARY LOUISE PATTERSON allegedly is an American
from New York New York who now is married to a Cuban name
unknown to the source whom MARY LOUISE PATTERSON met while
living at the Friendship House in Moscow MARY LOUISE PATTERSON
is her maiden name and she and her husband reportedly are planning
to move from Russia to Cuba

MARY LOUIE EAMACHO new PATTERSON born March 15
1943 Chicago Illinois is the daughter of WILLIAM L PATTERSON
Chairman of the New York State Communist Party (CP) and she
is presently residing in the Soviet Union with her husband

= ROBERTO;CAMACHO Although not,knowh to have been formally a
CP members,CAMACHO is apparently accepted as such and is being
groomed for Party leadership responsibilities in the future
Her participation in CP sponsored and endorsed Marxist Youth
activities her attendance at and participation in other CP
celebrations and activities her attendance at the Patrice
Lumumba University in Moscow her unauthorized travel to Red
China and other participation in communist-type activities
further this conclusion

Source advised on January 6 1964 that MORA was
ill and would not discuss the OSWALD case with anyone

On January 13 1964 source advised that MORA had
made a statement that OSWALD "walked in cold to the Cuban
Embassy in Mexico D F. Mexico and the first person he
talked to was TERESA PROENZA Cultural Attache of the Cuban
Embassy

MORA further stated that as PROENZA did not speak
English she turned OSWALD over to the nearest person not
identified by MORA but described as being of higher rank
and knowing English MORA said that PROENZA allegedly made
the statement that the purpose of OSWALD's visit to the Cuban
Embassy was to obtain a visa to go to Russia

On February 6 1964 source advised that on'January 23
1964 MORA continued to be ill with an extraordinary amount of
eye trouble Source advised on March 7 1964 that MORA was
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still ill and would not discuss the OSWALD matter any further
with anyone

$ounce described ELIZABETH CATLETT MORA as a
naturalized Mexican citizen of American origin who formerly

-was a member of the Communist Party USA who now is a member
of the "Partido Comunista Mexicano (PCM Communist Party of
Mexico) and who on occasion has acted as liaison between the
PCM and the American Communist Group in Mexico (ACGM)

The published statutes of the PCM state
"The Communist Party of Mexico has as its
final objectives to construct socialism
and to build the communist society in Mexico.

The ACGM is a loose association of a pre
dominantly social nature of present and/or
past members of the Communist Party, USA
and their friends and associates who share
a common sympathy for communism and the
Soviet Union

(H) Information Concerning CHARLES SMALL
Bracelet Post Cards Race Track Pamphlet

T-22 reported that as a result of the assassination
of President XENNEDY and the publication of the facts concern
ing O3WALD'd leftist connections and his prior residence in
the Soviet Union many members of the ACGM were extremely
fearful, expecting police harassmen of all leftists

r
Source identified CHARLE -SMALL true name CHARLES

NELSON'SMOLIXOFF who was born in"Brooklyn New York On
March 16 1911 as being one of the most prominent associates
of the ACGM According to the source SMALL is a United
States citizen who resides in_Mexico and operates a
tourist-type store at-Calle-Niza No 47 where he sells silver
jewelry and other gift items Source stated that SMALL resided
in Miami Florida from 1939 to October 1954 when he moved
to Mexico

T-22 learned that in mid-December 1963 SMALL had
expressed concern that OSWALD might have visited his store in



Mexico as "many American communists when in Mexico D F.
appear at his store. According to source SMALL stated that
when accounts of LEE HARVEY OSWALD's involvement in the
assassination of President KENNEDY first appeared in the
Mexican press he consulted his personal records (for infor
mation about OSWALD.) Source reported that SMALL did not
indicate the results of the check of his records and did not
indicate that he recognized OSWALD from newspaper photographs
or that he was familiar with his name

T-22 advised that in the past some but not all
American communists visiting Mexico D F. have appeared at
SMALL's place of business and SMALL has assisted these
individuals in connection with their problems while in Mexico
D F

AccOrding to.source SMALL had mentioned that it was
fortunate that during the period OSWALD was in Mexico accord
ing to the Mexican newspaper accounts he SM4LL was asoy from
Mexico and in the United States Source advised that SMALL
departed from Mexico on September 15 1963 for New York New
York with his son DENNIS to visit his parents T-22
expressed the belief that in mid-December SMALL was building
up a defense against any possible questioning by Mexican police
Source explained that SMALL previously expressed fear of possible
Mexican police interrogation as early as the latter part of June
1963 indicating he did not know what difficulty he would
encounter during his proposed trip to the United States

Source further advised that in late December 1963
SMALL claimed he had been carrying his "red book at all times
since the publicity of the travel of OSWALD in Mexico because
he momentarily expected to be arrested by the Mexican police
and his "red book would prove he was in the United States at
the time of OSWALD's presence in Mexico According to T-22
SMALL felt he would eliminate any trouble from the Mexican
police if he were able to convince them that he was in the
United States at the time OSWALD was in Mexico

T-22 understood that in mentioning his "red book
SMALL had reference to his Mexican Immigration document attesting
to his immigrant status in Mexico Source added that a record
is maintained in this booklet or carnet of departures from and----
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arrivals in Mexico of the bearer and in the past it has been
accepted in the ACGM that "for a few hundred pesos it is
possible to have a record made of absence from Mexico without
actually effecting any travel

In early January 1964 according to source SMALL
continued to worry that he might have known OSWALD at some
time and that OSWALD might have visited his store while in
Mexico D F Source stated SMALL had no definite information
in this regard and was only speculating on the matter Source
was unable to develop any specific information to indicate
that SMALL might actually have known OSWALD that SMALL knew
anyone who knew OSWALD or that OSWALD had visited SMALL's store
in Mexico D F Source considered SMALL's concern about the
possibility that OSWALD might have visited his store to be
part of the general concern of members of the ACGM after reading
that OSWALD had been in Mexico

In connection with the possibility that a silver
colored bracelet considered to be of Japanese origin was given
by OSWALD to his wife MARINA NIKOLAEVNA OSWALD upon his
return to Dallas Texas from Mexico. about October 3 1963
T-22 advised on February 18 1964 that SMALL was not known
to handle imported Japanese merchandise in his store in Mexico
D F, which merchandise would be similar to the type of
bracelet given to Mrs OSWALD and added as follows

Post cards had never been observed on sale in SMALL*s
store at any time and this would seem to obviate OSWALD's
having purchased at SMALL's store six colored post cards
depicting scenes in Mexico which reportedly were among OSWALD's
possessions On February 18 1964 SMALL had not been known
to have available for sale or distribution any pamphlets exactly
like or similar to the pamphlet reportedly located among OSWALD's
possessions with the inscription on the cover page "Hipodromo
de las Americas S A. Mexico D F.

Source advised that additional inquiries would be
made at SMALL's store for any possibility that OSWALD could
have purchased or obtained the above-mentioned bracelet post
cards and/or pamphlet at his store and that a check also would
be made for these items at the four known outlets of Japanese
merchandise in Mexico D F
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On February 19 1964 source advised that careful
review had.been made of all the bracelets in SMM L's store
and none of these was of Japanese origin or appeared in any
way similar to a photograph of the above-mentioned bracelet

According to T-22 complete verification had been
made of previous observations that no post cards exist and
none are sold at SMALL's store in Mexico D F

T-22 advised that the six colored post cards depict
ing various scenes in Mexico which were in OSWALD's possession
were designed and manufactured by one FISCHGRUND one of the
two largest manufacturers of post cards in Mexico and that
these post cards are sold in a great number of stores in
Mexico

Source stated that a check of four known outlets of
Japanese merchandise in Mexico D F. was made and that these
outlets do not handle any type of bracelet which would be
similar to the one which OSWALD gave his wife

a confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised that 244 stores including
jewelry stores tourist-type gift shops and stores handling
silverware in Mexico D F. were contacted during the period
March 6 through 13 1964 without locating any store which
carries the type of bracelet which OSWALD gave his wife

This source concluded that OSWALD could not have
purchased the bracelet in Mexico since the import tax on such
an article not manufactured in Mexico could be prohibitive
for resale at a prciit unless OSWALD bought it from an
ambulatory street vendor in which case the bracelet might
have been smuggled into Mexico by a Japanese sailor at the
port of Acapulco Guerrero Mexico If the latter occurred
OSWALD might have had a problem upon presenting the bracelet
to an engraver in Mexico because he would have been handling
smuggled merchandise

a confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past contacted 59 stores in Mexico D F.
during the period March 7 through 14 1964 which included
jewelry stores stores selling silverware and stores handling
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engraving and was unable to locate any store which carried
the type of bracelet OSWALD gave his wife As a result source
did not believe OSWALD could have purchased the bracelet in
Mexico because the import tax on a bracelet not manufactured
in Mexico would prohibit resale at a profit T-24 stated that
if OSWALD bought the bracelet in Mexico he could have purchased
it from a street vendor who could have obtained it from a
Japanese seaman in Acapulco Guerrero Mexico in which case
OSWALD would have had a problem getting the bracelet engraved
because it would have been smuggled into Mexico

T-13 advised that on March 19 1964 DANIEL GALINDO
assistant manager of the Hipodromo de las Americas S A.
Mexico D F. a thoroughbred race track stated he was
familiar with the pamphlet entitled "Hipodromo de las Americas
S A. Mexico D F. GALINDO related that this pamphlet was
published by the race track three or four years ago explaining
in English and in Spanish the "Rules for Betting in 1-2
Selection and Quinielas.

This pamphlet was given wide distribution at the
race track and at souvenir shops hotels motels drug stores
and restaurants and for a time was inserted in the programs
on racing days for patrons of the track The race track still
has some copies of this pamphlet on hand but has not distri
buted it during recent years The same information recorded
in the pamphlet is now published in the racing program for a
given day whenever space is available for that purpose

GALINDO stated such a pamphlet could possibly have
been picked up from any of the numerous localities in Mexico
D F. where the pamphlet was previously distributed if copies
are still available but all the localities are now unknown
to him
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,VII ALLEGATION BY PEDRO GUTIERREZ VALENCIA

Basis for Inquiry

T-2 furnished the information which follows

On January 23 1964 ELDRIDGE A SNIGHT Regional
Security Officer United states Embassy Mexico D F. Mexico
made available a letter written in the Spanish language
dated December 2 1963 which had been directed to President
LYNDON B JOHNSON by PEDRO GUTIERREZ VALENCIA who described
himself as a credit investigator for a Mexico City department
store

The letter states that he was at the Cuban Embassy
in Mexico City on September 30 1963 or October 1 1963 to
conduct a credit investigation concerning an employee of
that Embassy and upon leaving he observed a Cuban in the
company of a person he judged to be an American also leaving
the premises of the Cuban Embassy According`to this letter
these two individuals were engaged in a heated discussion in
English involving "CASTRO Cuba and KENNEDY. GUTIERREZ
alleged that the Cuban observed by him at that time was
counting American currency and both persons departed from
the area in an automobile The letter continued that he had
later seen photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and had concluded
that the American seen with the Cuban was LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Inquiry on January 27 1964 at the credit department
of the Mexico City department store known as "Palacio de
Hierro, Calle Durango No 230 revealed that GUTIERREZ is
known there as a credit investigator

Interviews of GUTIERREZ VALENCIA

On January 29 1964 PEDRQGUTIERREZ''VALENCIA who
resides in Mexico City at Calle_ Florida No 9 Colonia Napoles
Mexico,_D..F. advised-that-he currently is employed at the
Palacio de Hierro department store as a credit investigator
and during the period from 1947 to 1949 he was the Assistant
Commandant of the Penitentiary of the Federal District located
on Calle Lecumberri During the period from 1943 to 1946 he
was connected with the management of the restaurant "Le Rendez
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Vous, in Mexico D F

GUTIERREZ related that when he was ssistant
Commandant of the Penitentiary Dr ESTHEPA whom he
described as a "well-known communist) was the Parole Board
Director at the prison He said that Dr CHAPA formally
accused him of being anti-communist at that time which was
a correct charge since he "most certainly was anti-communist.
He stated that Dr CHAPA was finally dismissed from her
position by her superiors

GUTIERREZ explained he had offered the above facts
for the purpose of substantiating his avowed anti-communist
sentiments during a long period of time

GUTIERREZ acknowledged that he was the author of
the aforementioned letter dated December 2 1963 directed
to President LYNDON B JOHNSON

GUTIERREZ stated that on September 30 1963 or
October 1 1963 he had occasion to go to the Cuban Embassy
in Mexico D F. in connection with a credit investigation
of a female employee of that Embassy and needing to interview
this woman at the Cuban Embassy at about 10:30 a.m. he had
parked his car on Calle Francisco Marquez just outside the
parking area reserved for the use of Cuban Embassy vehicles

On February 3 1964 GUTIERREZ stated that he now
estimates that he entered the premises of the Cuban Embassy
at about 10:30 or 10:35 a.m on October 1 1963 and departed
about 10:50 a.m. explaining that he had been able to fix the
time rather closely because he had located a credit report on
an individual he was investigating that date in Coyoacan
(municipality in the Federal District) and estimated he was
in Coyoacan at about 11:15 a.m on October 1 1963

On January 29 1964 GUTIERREZ related that upon
entering the Cuban Embassy on October 1 1963 he was able
to locate the woman about whom he was inquiring and she dis
played to him a card which identified her as a "Second
Counselor of the Cuban Embassy but when he asked her to
show him her carnet to identify her as an employee of the
Cuban Embassy accredited to the Mexican Government she said
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that an application had been made to the Mexican Foreign
Office but that her status had not at that time been
recognized or accredited by the Mexican Government GUTIERREZ
explained that this was an obvious falsehood as he had checked
at the Mexican Foreign Office previously and had found that
no information was on record for this female employee of the
Cuban Embassy and the Mexican Foreign Office had no knowledge
of her presence in Mexico

GUTIERREZ stated that he told the credit applicant
that she would require a "fiador (guarantor) in order to
have her credit application approved and she indicated she
could not furnish a "fiador, for which reason the credit
application was not approved by the department store and no
further action was taken in connection therewith

On February 3 1964 GUTIERREZ advised that an
exhaustive search of the credit reports made by him in
September and October 1963 revealed that ttie credit report
he made on a female employee of the Cuban Embassy at Mexico
City on or about October 1 1963 had been destroyed because
of the fact her credit application had been rejected He
believed she was employed in the Commercial Department of
the Cuban Embassy that being the section he visited when he
went there to contact her

GUTIERREZ further related as follows

Upon leaving the Cuban Embassy he paused in the
courtyard which leads to the outside sidewalk and while in
the process of lighting his cigarette lighter was bumped
by a person who was also leaving the Cuban Embassy and was
accompanied by an adult male American GUTIERREZ subsequently
viewed photographs of OSWALD and advised that it is his opinion
OSWALD was the aforementioned American It was his opinion
that the person accompanying the American was a Cuban basing
this assumption on an expression used by this person after
bumping into GUTIERREZ in the courtyard as when GUTIERREZ
excused himself the person responded in Spanish "Esta bien
Chico (that's all right buddy) a common expression used
by Cubans to indicate no harm was done



He described

Sex
Race
Nationality
Age

Height

Build

Hair
Complexion
Dress

Remarks

Sex
Race
Citizenship

Age
Complexion
Eyes
Height

Build
Weight

Hair
Dress
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this Cuban as follows

Male
White
Cuban
Appeared to be about

33 years of age
Short about 5 feet 3 inches

to 5 feet 5 inches
Very stocky and appeared to

be a person of considerable
physical strength

Black and curly
Very light for a Cuban
Wore dark colored business

suit with sport shirt open
at collar and no necktie

Wore no hat spoke English
fluently and1rapidly also
spoke Spanish with a Cuban
accent

GUTIERREZ described the American who was accompany
ing this Cuban as follows

Male
White
Presumed to be United States

citizen
27 to 30 years
Very light
Unknown
5 feet 9 inches to 5 feet

10 inches
Slender
GUTIERREZ claimed to be unable

to estimate weight but stated
American was not at all fat
or stocky

Dark brown
Wore beige or khaki-colored

slacks and shirt of unrecalled
type with short jacket or
windbreaker wore no hat
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Remarks Appeared nervous and had.
appearance of being:aggressive
was heard to speak only English

GUTIERREZ said that when they passed him the two
individuals were engaged in a heated discussion in English and
GUTIERREZ heard the words "CASTRO and "KENNEDY mentioned
He claimed he noticed that the Cuban had some American currency
in his hand and appeared to be examining or counting this money
He said that after the Cuban and the American exited through
the gate to the sidewalk on Cane Francisco Marquez he observed
the Cuban hand the money to the American and the American took
this money with his left hand folded it and pushed it into
his left-hand trouser pocket

GUTIERREZ related that this exchange interested him
and he followed the two individuals along Calle Francisco
Marquez until they turned left at the corner where he observed
that they entered an automobile which he described as being a
"Dina Renault, light beige in color and a fairly new or
current model The Cuban was on the driver's side The license
plates had white numerals on a black background the coloring
of the 1962-63 Mexican plates but GUTIERREZ could .furnish no
information as to whether the plates were for the Federal
District of Mexico whether the plates may have been "diplomatic
plates or whether they may have been from some state or
territory of Mexico After the American and the Cuban got into
the car they apparently drove away and he did not see them
further

GUTIERREZ advised he believes that the person he
considered to be OSWALD referred to the Cuban as "ERNIE on
at least two occasions during the conversation which he
overheard He expressed the opinion that the use of the name
"ERNIE may indicate that the Cuban's name may be "ERNESTO,
which would be the normal Spanish name for a person who might
be known as "ERNIE or ERNEST

On January 29 1964 GUTIERREZ examined twenty-two
photographs of current and recent employees of the Cuban
Embassy at Mexico City and stated that none of the photographs
exhibited to him is identical with the Cuban he observed in
the company of the American at the Cuban Embassy on October It
1963
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On February 27 1964 T-25 advised that inquiries
at Calle Tolteca Mo 53 Colonia Morelos and at various
business establishments in the immediate vicinity of that
address failed to develop any information concerning GAONA
ELIAS or the above-described 1959 Renault automobile Source
advised that the structure numbered 53 on Calle Tolteca is
actually a cow stable and unsuitable for human habitation
The address is located in an extremely poor low-class area
of Mexico City which is frequented by thieves

Inquiry was also conducted at Calle Tolteca No 53
Colonia Industrial at Calle Tolteca in Colonia Ixtapalapa
and at Calle Tolteca in Colonia San Pedro de los Pinos without
obtaining information which would aid in identifying ARTURO
GAONA ELIAS

T-5 advised that a check of driver's license records
at the Federal District Traffic Department revealed no evidence
that anyone identifiable with ARTURO GAONA ELIAS had been
issued a driver's license in the Federal District of Mexico
:source further advised that Traffic Department records do not
show that license number 26-58-61 had been issued as of that
date for the current 1964-65 Federal District license plates
and that license number 26-58-61 is a 1962-63 Federal District
license number

source further reported that no record could be
located at the Ceremonial Division of the Mexican Ministry of
Foreign Affairs that anyone by the name of ARTURO GAONA ELIAS
had been reported to that Division as a representative of-any
foreign nation in Mexico

The source also advised that no information identi
fiable with ARTURO GAONA ELIAS could be located in the files
of the Identification Division, Metm caitan Police of the
Federal District

T-2 advised on March 2 1964 that PEDRO GUTIERREZ
VALENCIA stated that he had never known or heard of ARTURO
GAONA ELIAS

The information which follows was furnished by T-24
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Source advised that on March 11 1964 REYNALDO
ROMERO FELIX was located in Ciudad Obregon and advised he had
sold the above-mentioned Renault automobile in July 1961 to
CLAUDIO\OLIVEROS of_Mexico City He described OLIVEROS as
having a questionable reputation as an automobile dealer and
related that OLIVER0S took the Renault to Mexico D F. where
he was believed to have turned it over to ERNESTO MITRANI
a Cuban who was engaged in the automobile business He advised
that ERNESTO,MITRANI has a brother by the name of ISAAC MITRANI
who also might be an automobile buyer

S E C R E T

Additional investigation at Mexico City which
included a check of the United States Visa records and the
files of the National Automobile Theft Bureau failed to
develop further identifying information concerning ARTURO
GAONA ELIAS until on March 4 1964 ANTONIOTSERVIN DE LA

",\MORA official of the Mexican Social Security Institute
reported that the files of that agency included a record
for ARTURO GAONA ELIAS and his wife IRMA%MENDIVIL DE'GAONA
as residents in the year 1957 at Calle Zaragosa No 800
Colonia Plano Oriente Ciudad Obregon Sonora

T-26 a confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that on March 11
1964 ARTURO GAONA ELIAS had been located in Ciudad Obregon
Sonora where he now resides at Calle Nuevo Leon 743 Norte
He advised source that he had sold the 1959 Renault automobile
motor No 744492 to REYNALD&-OMERO.FELIX who lives at Calle

:'r Sinaloa No 234 Sur Ciudad Obtegod

According to ROMERO this automobile was to have
been sold by ERNESTO MITRANI at Mexico D F.,,or to have been
sent to an American by the name of GUILLER -VILLY who deals
in automobiles at Chihuahua Chihuahua

(E) Inquiry Concerning ERNESTO MITRANI

On March 13 1964 MARGARITA MUNGUTA Visa Section
United Stated Embassy;\ Mexico D F. made available visa file
data concerning ERNESTO\MITRANI7,LEVY reflecting that he was
born December 29 1936,'at Havana;.Cuba and that he was the
holder of Cuban passport No 26367 issued December 1959
with expiration date in 1964
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The visa card contained a photograph of ERNESTO
MITRANI and he was described on this card in January 1961
as being five feet seven inches in height weighing 176
pounds of fair complexion brown hair and green eyes

On March 1 1964 photographs of ERNESTO MITRANI
LEVY were exhibited to PEDRO GUTIERREZ VALENCIA who stated
that the photographs of MITRANI definitely do not depict the
Cuban he saw in the company of an American at the Cuban Embassy
about October 1 1963

GUTIERREZ advised he believes that the Cuban observed
by him at the Cuban Embassy was not an employee of that Embassy
because this person had his late model Renault automobile
parked on Calle Tacubaya in an area which is used by the
general public for parking He pointed out that many officials
and employees of the Cuban Embassy park their cars on Calle
Francisco Marquez in an area reserved for their use

GUTIERREZ stated he believes that he would have no
difficulty whatsoever identifying the Cuban if he ever observed
a photograph of this person because he has the appearance of
the Cuban better fixed in his mind than the appearance of the
American he considered to have been OSWALD

T-19 advised on March 18 1964 that ERNESTO MITRANI
LEVY employee of the "Casa Vogue (ladies wear shop) Calle
Madero No 20 Mexico D..F. advised that about two years ago
he was engaged in buying and selling used automobiles in
Mexico He affirmed however that he is certain he did.not
buy a 1959 Renault sedan from CLAUDIO OLIVEROS explaining that
OLIVEROS formerly operated a used car lot in Mexico City but
due to OLIVEROS bad character and alleged fraudulent activities
he had been forced to close down the business and reportedly
had left Mexico D F. for his home in Guadalajara Jalisco
Mexico

MITRANI also mentioned that he had been employed in
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico D F. until 1959 however he
was unable to furnish any information concerning any possible
employee of the Cuban Embassy who might have had a 1959 beige
colored Renault in his possession in October 1963 or in
February 1964
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MITRANI stated that it is common practice for
.persons in Mexico to buy an automobile and leave it regis

tered in the name of a prior owner to avoid payment of sales
taxes He said that the 1959 Renault may have changed hands
many times since it originally was purchased by ARTURO GAONA
ELIAS of Ciudad Obregon Sonora in 1959

Upon recontacton March 24 1964 MITRANI advised
he had checked the incomplete records he still possesses for
the period he was in the used car business and had located
no record of a purchase of a 1959 Renault from CLAUDIO
OLIVEROS or anyone else MITRANI advised he had spoken with
his brother ISAAC MITRANI in an effort to determine whether
he might have a record of a transaction involving the afore
mentioned Renault but his brother likewise could locate no
record involving the 1959 Renault automobile

(F) Further Interviews of GUTIERREZ

T-2 advised as follows a

On February 20 1964 in an effort to ascertain
whether or not he could identify the Cuban and the American
he encountered on October 1 1963 GUTIERREZ examined three
photographs of an unidentified white male - several
of the photographs depicting different attire - and he could
not effect an identification In this connection GUTIERREZ
also examined twenty photographs of white male Americans who
had been in:Mexico City during September and October 1963
any one of whom could have been the American seen by him at
the Cuban Embassy GUTIERREZ affirmed that he could not
recognize any of them

On February 20 1964 GUTIERREZ also was shown a
photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which had appeared in "Life
magazine and which depicts OSWALD passing out pro-Cuban
literature on a street in New Orleans Louisiana With
respect to a profile photograph of OSWALD showing his right
arm extended and his torso from the waist up GUTIERREZ advised
that it does not appear familiar to him and that he cannot say
that this photograph in any way resembles the American seen
by him at the Cuban Embassy on October 1 1963 He explained
that during his brief encounter with the American and Cuban
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on October 1 1963 he at no time observed the profile view
of either the,American or the Cuban

GUTIERREZ agreed that a mistaken identification
from newspaper photographs of OSWALD which he saw almost two
months later would be very possible He insisted however
that he does not believe he is mistaken in his identification
of OSWALD

On February 20 1964 GUTIERREZ examined a photo
graph of former Cuban Consul General in Mexico EUSE8I0 AZCUE
and stated he has never to his knowledge seen AZCUE and the
Cuban observed by him with the American on October 1 1963
definitely was not AZCUE

On March 2 1964 GUTIERREZ examined two photographs
of MARIA LUISA CALDERON former employee of the Cuban Embassy
and stated that although these photographs looked familiar to
him and could possibly be the female employee of the Commercial
Section of the Cuban Embassy whom he had interviewed on or
about October 1 1963 he cannot be certain that these photo
graphs of CALDERON depict that person

In order to more readily pinpoint the date he had
been at the Cuban Embassy and observed the Cuban and the
American on March 2 1964 GUTIERREZ made available a listing
of 260 names of individuals concerning whom he had conducted
credit investigations for the Palacio de Hierro department
store for the period September 1 1963 to October 25 1963
who were approved for credit He stated this list represents
the basis for his pay as a credit investigator because he is
paid on an individual case basis for each person investigated
He pointed out that he is paid only for those applicants who
are approved for credit and that no records are maintained by
the department store of names of persons who are rejected for
credit Among those names mentioned are the names of 30 persons
investigated for credit by GUTIERREZ during the period from
September 27 to October 3 1963 GUTIERREZ explained that no
specific data appears on this list which would identify the
exact date he conducted the individual investigation on each
of the 30 persons listed but that he has estimated that the
names of the 17th and 18th individuals listed would have been
conducted on or about October 1 1963 He advised that the
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names of JOSEFINALORENZANA.HERNANDEZ and her "fiador,
RICARDO LORENZANA--RUBIN are the 17th and 18th names on
this )isting

GUTIERREZ pointed out that the names of LORENZANA
HERNANDEZ and LORENZANA RUBIN are significant in that these
persons were the subjects of his investigation in Coyoacan
on October 1 1963 and the appearance of these names on
the pay sheet in a numerical sequence indicating that the
investigations were conducted on or about October 1 1963
further substantiates information to the effect he conducted
the credit investigation of these persons on October 1 1963
as he recalled that he had been at the Cuban Embassy just
prior to conducting the investigation on the LORENZANAs

GUTIERREZ stated he had given much thought to any
other possible means of pinpointing the exact date he was at
the Cuban Embassy but had not arrived at any additional means
of establishing that he was there on October 1 1963 other
than from his personal recollection and the fact he conducted
a credit investigation of the afore-mentioned JOSEFINA
LORENZANA HERNANDEZ and her father RICARDO LORENZANA RUBIN
on that date

In furnishing further details regarding his reported
visit to the Cuban Embassy on or about October 1 1963
GUTIERREZ advised he had departed from the Consular Section
of the Cuban Embassy through the rear door leading into the
patio or garden section of the premises and departed from the
patio area through the main entrance on Calle Francisco Marquez
GUTIERREZ stated it was his impression that the unidentified
Cuban and the person identified by him as OSWALD had left
the building in the Embassy compound where the Cuban Ambassador
has his quarters rather than the Consular building which is
a separate edifice He said he could not be sure that the
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Cuban and the American had not left the Consular building
but when he was bumped by the Cuban it seemed to him that
the Cuban and the American were coming more from the direction
of the residence than from the Consular building

On April 25 1964 front view and profile photo
graphs of HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO were exhibited to PEDRO
GUTIERREZ VALENCIA who stated that these photographs of
DURAN in no way resemble the unknown Cuban he observed on or
about October 1 1963 in the company of the American exiting
the premises of the Cuban Embassy in Mexico D F

GUTIERREZ pointed out that he feels that the data
he had previously provided had exhausted his means of substan
tiating his allegation

(G) Inquiries Concerning Renault

On March 31 1964 FRANCISCO CHAVEZ ORTEGA Agent
for the Metropolitan Police of the Federal District advised
that he had ascertained from a check of the records of the
Mexico City Traffic Department that the 1959 Renault automobile
described above continued to be registered in the name of
GAONA ELIAS and appeared to have been licensed in the Federal
District of Mexico for the years 1964 and 1965 with the same
license number that it previously carried for the years 1962
and 1963

T-2 advised as follows

On March 7 1964 Attorney RENE NUCAMENDI an
official of the Mexican Federal Automobile Registration
Bureau (MFARB) Mexico D F. advised that the MFARB file
No 193630 contains the following information concerning
ARTURO GAONA ELIAS and a 1959 Renault automobile-registered
to him

A 1959 Renault "Dauphine four-door sedan motor
No 744492 serial No 5401098 was assembled in Mexico by
the automobile assembly factory known as "Autos Franceses
S A."(incorporated) Avenida Cuauhtemoc No 393 Mexico D F

This vehicle a model 1090 was sold in 1959 to an
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automobile agency known as "Distribuidores Sonorenses de
Autos Franceses S A. (French Automobile Distributors of
Sonora Inc.) located at Avenida Miguel Aleman No 242
Ciudad Obregon Sonora Mexico

According to the MFARB file this vehicle was sold
by the afore-mentioned automobile distributor in Ciudad ObregoD
Sonora on December 5 1959 to ARTURO GAONA ELIAS Calle
Tolteca No 53 Mexico D F

Attorney NUCAMENDI stated that the MFARB file on this
vehicle shows no transfer of registration from GAONA to any
other individual but such a transfer without notification to
MFARB is not an uncommon occurrence in Mexico

(H) Information From CLAUDIO OLIVEROS

The information which follows was provided by T-19

On April 7 1964 CLAUDIO OLIVEROS was located at a
Mexico City automobile parking lot at Parque Espana No 5
and advised as follows

OLIVEROS stated emphatically that he did not buy a
1959 Renault automobile from REYNALDO ROMERO a used car dealer
of Ciudad Obregon Sonora in 1961 OLIVEROS said that during
1961 he was hospitalized in Mexico D F. for an operation
and during that period he made no trips to Ciudad Obregon
Sonora to buy used cars

OLIVER03 stated that he could only recall having
purchased two Renault automobiles in the Ciudad Obregon area
in the past One of these automobiles was a used Renault
which he purchased during 1960 from the Renault car agency in
Ciudad Obregon and the other was a Renault automobile he
purchased from an unknown farmer in the Ciudad Obregon area
also during the year 1960

OLIVEROS claimed that he is well acquainted with
REYNALDO ROMERO and that this individual is known locally
around Ciudad Obregon by the nickname "El Rey. OLIVEROS
advised that REYNALDO ROMERO is mistaken if he stated that he
sold a Renault automobile to OLIVEROS in 1961 because he
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OLIVEROS has never purchased a Renault automobile from
REYNALDO ROLMERO

The following data was provided by T-2

On April 15 1964 CLAUDIO OLIVEROS who stated
he resides at Avenida Ejercito Nacional No 1049 Apartment
No 301 Mexico D F. related that following his previous
interview on April 7 1964 he had recalled that he purchased
a Renault automobile in Ciudad Obregon Sonora Mexico in
about July 1961 and transported this vehicle to Mexico D F.
where he sold the car to a "LIr DURAN, who was employed at
a furniture manufacturing establishment OLIVEROS vaguely
recalled that the buyer of this vehicle either resided or had
his place of business in the "Colonic Del Valle section of
Mexico City He also recalled this individual had a brother
who claimed he was married to an American girl

T-23 advised that it had been determined from
observation that HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO the husband of SILVIA
TIRADO DE DURAN operates a 1962 maroon four-door Volvo
automobile bearing 1964-65 Federal District of Mexico license
plates number 30-51-18

T-2 advised that on April 24 1964 CLAUDIO OLIVEROS
stated he had 1?arned from a former associate in the used car
business that an automobile sales receipt still in the
possession of the latter clearly shows that OLIVEROS sold a
1959 Renault motor No 7444492 to a "Mr DURAN at Mexico
D F. in 1961 OLIVEROS stated that this sales receipt was
signed by DURAN but the signature was somewhat illegible and
he was unable to read the full name It was brought to the
attention of OLIVEROS that records of the Mexican Federal
Automobile Bureau indicate the motor number of the 1959 Renault
under consideration is 744492 OLIVEROS stated that he is
certain that the motor number he provided is correct according
to the sales receipt which he personally had examined and he
indicated that he is convinced that this is the vehicle which
formerly was the property of ARTURO GAONA ELIAS of Ciudad
Obregon Sonora Mexico which he OLIVEROS had purchased
in 1951 in Ciudad Obregon



On April 25 1964 OLIVEROS advised that he had
recalled that the 1959 Renault automobile had been sold to

.the afore-mentioned "Mr DURAN at a lamp manufacturing
and sales establishment known as "Lamparas Duran (Duran
Lamps) located in the Colonia Del Valle area of Mexico D

(I) Inquiries Concerning DURAN Famil

On April 27 1964 T-25 ascertained that "Lamparas
Duran is located at Calle Amores No 327-A Mexico D F.
and is currently operated by one MARIO CARAZO who stated he
had purchased the business from LIDIA.DURAN Source advised
that the business apparently employed only three persons

On April 29 1964 T-25 advised that he had ascer
tained that LIDIA DURAN is a widow and has one or two brothers

On April 27 1964 T-5 advised he had established
from the records of the Passport Section Mexican Foreign
Ministry that LIDIA DURAN was born March 18,,1928 at
Chihuahua Chihuahua Mexico and that her full name accord
ing to Spanish usage is LIDIA DURAN NAVARRO At the time of
the issuance of a Mexican Passport in 1959 she was married
to one RAUL FLORES GUERRERO On April 29 1964 T-5 advised
that no record of HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO could be found in the
passport files of the Mexican Foreign Ministry

On May 6 1964 T-4 advised he had established
through records of the Mexican Foreign Ministry and of the
Federal Judicial Police at Mexico D F. that LIDIA DURAN
NAVARRO DE FLORES HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO and RUBEN DURAN
NAVARRO are the children of RUFINO DURAN*SILVA father
and LIDIA NAVARRO de DURAN mother

T-2 advised that on May 7 1964 CLAUDIO OLIVEROS
examined front view and profile photographs of HORACIO DURAN
NAVARRO and immediately identified these photographs as those
of the individual to whom he had sold a 1959 Renault automobile
at Mexico D F. in July 1961 OLIVEROS also examined a
photograph of RUBEN DURAN NAVARRO and identified this photo

graph as that of a brother of HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO After
examining these photographs OLIVEROS recalled he had known
the DURAN family about ten years ago when they resided on



Calle Panuco in Mexico D F. and late in 1962 he had
encountered RUBEN DURAN NAVARRO at the International Airport
in Mexico,.D F. and was told by DURAN at that time that he
was taking a flight to visit some of the European "Iron
Curtain countries possibly including Russia

On May 7 1984 DAVID'ALKON a Mexico City resident
with residence at Calle Fernandez Gonzalez Roa No 47 Ciudad
Satelite State of Mexico advised that HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO
the husband of SILVIA TIRADO DR DURAN currently operates a
red four-door Volvo automobile ALKON stated that DURAN also
owns a 1959 Renault automobile which was from Ciudad Obregon
Sonora and had been purchased by DURAN at Mexico D F. in
1961 ALKON recalled that DURAN experienced difficulty in
licensing the vehicle and mentioned that he had to correspond
with the previous owner in Ciudad Obregon in order to secure
additional data concerning the vehicle ALKON affirmed that
this 1959 Renault is a light grey color and definitely is not
beige in color He said this car is currently stored at a
Mexico City repair garage after having been involved in an
accident and DURAN has indicated he was not able financially
to pay for the repairs on the vehicle ALKON stated that to
the best of his knowledge DURAN has maintained possession of
this car since he purchased it in 1961

ALKON stated that he maintains a contractual relation
with HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO for the interior decoration of houses
designed by ALKON and also 1s well acquainted with RUBEN DURAN
NAVARRO a brother as well as with one sister who is known to
ALKON as "LIN. Concerning "LIN, ALKON related that she is
a widow and until about one year ago operated a lighting fixture
firm known as "Lamparas Duran.

ALKON stated that SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN the wife
of HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO was formerly employed in the Consular
Section of the Cuban Embassy at Mexico City and the 1959
Renault which had been the property of HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO
since 1961 had undoubtedly been used by the family for trans
portation to and from the Cuban Embassy on numerous occasions

ALKON made reference to th e fact that he voluntarily
had appeared at the United States Embassy Mexico D F. on
December 9 1963 at which time he reported that his contacts
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with HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO had left him with the impression
that contacts between SILVIA TIRADO DE DURAN and OSWALD
related only to the latter's application for a visa and that
her contact with him was slight On May 7 1964 ALKON
advised that his subsequent contacts with HORACIO DURAN NAVARRO
have not led him to believe the latter ever had any contact
with OSWALD and SILVIA DURAN's contacts with OSWALD related
to anything more than OSWALD's application for a visa at the
Cuban Embassy

VIII ALLEGATION BY YLARI~ ROJAS'VILLANUEVA
i  T  "

(A) Basis for Inquiry

"I ask you to forgive these few bold lines addressed
to so distinguished a person

"Mr ROBERT I am a Mexican by race and nationality
Also Mr ROBERT I am communicating with you because
I do not trust anyone in the matter I intend to deal
with

"I am referring to the death of your brother
Perhaps my information may prove quite helpful even
though various officials of the United States may
be involved and affected by it I your servant
am willing to identify them I will tell you only
later however with patience It concerns the plan
which I never thought would be carried out

"I used to be a friend of LEE OSWALD and also of
ALBERT as well as three more people I knew about
the plan but I never thought that it would turn
out to be a true plan

"I lost their friendship because I did not accept
to introduce Communist propaganda into my Mexico
To be more specific I separated from them and
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.never saw them again until I found out about the
death of the President your brother

"Forgive me for not explaining any more but it
is an extremely delicate subject for you and for
me I ask you to see to it that justice is done
now that this is in your possession

"(Signed) YLARIO ROJAS
Manuel Acuna 1367
Guadalajara

(B) Initial Interviews of YLARIO ROJAS

T-8 advised as follows

Upon interview on January 10 1964 at Guadalajara
Jalisco Mexico YLARIO ROJAS VILLANUEVA Manuel Acuna 1367
Guadalajara advised that in June or July 1932 he was
approached by an unidentified Cuban in a park in Mexico City
He claimed this Cuban talked to him about smuggling Cuban
propaganda into Mexico and promised to see him later in
Guadalajara

ROJAS related that the Cuban arrived in Guadalajara
by automobile about the middle of August 1962 and the two
of them drove by automobile to Ciudad Juarez Chihuahua
Mexico across the border from El Paso Texas On this trip
to Ciudad Juarez he was introduced by this Cuban to an
individual whose name he could not recall but whom he
recognized later by photograph as LEE HARVEY 0SWALD He
stated that after their meeting the three of them discussed
the introduction of pro-CASTRO propaganda into Mexico via
Cozumel an island located off the coast of the Yucatan
Peninsula of Mexico

ROJAS claimed that the following morning they left
Ciudad Juarez on a flight of Aeronaves de Mexico Airlines
and flew to Guadalajara after a stop at Monterrey Nuevo
Leon After their arrival in Guadalajara the Cuban gave
him 400 pesos ($32 U.S.) and told him he would receive further
instructions at a later date
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ROJAS continued as follows

.The latter part of December 1962 the Cuban
visited him in Guadalajara gave him 900 pesos ($72 U.3
and on the instructions of the Cuban he proceeded to
Cozumel by bus arriving there shortly after Christmas
1962 In.Cozumel ROJAS was met by two Cubans whose names
he could not recall and also by a Cuban woman whose first
name was CRISTINA Although he could not recall the names
of the Cubans he claimed to have them written in a notebook
which he left with DANIEL SOLIS a municipal policeman in
Cozumel and he affirmed SOLIS would not deliver the notebook
to anyone but him

About December 20 1962 OSWALD arrived in Cozumel
having proceeded there from Jamaica via Compania Mexicana de
Aviation (CMA) Airlines OSWALD the three Cubans and ROJAS
discussed the introduction of Cuban propaganda into Mexico
During the time of these discussions OSWALD and the three
Cubans stayed at the otel Playa in Cozumel and ROJAS resided
at the home of DANIEL-SOLIS OSWALD remained in Cozumel for
two or three days and returned to Jamaica by air and ROJAS
and the three Cubans remained in Cozumel until about February
15 1963 when OSWALD again appeared in Cozumel from Jamaica
and on this occasion stayed three days The day following
OSt1ALD's arrival an American by the name of ALBERT arrived
from Jamaica

ROJAS claimed the Cuban woman CRISTINA told him
that she the other two Cubans OSWALD and ALBERT had discussed
the elimination of President KENNEDY According to-ROJAS
she stated OSWALD was in favor of killing President KENNEDY
but ALBERT and the Cubans did not agree with OSWALD ROJAS
was told by CRISTINA that OSWALD had stated to the Cubans
that he and ALBERT had laid plans to eliminate the President
ALBERT had stayed at the Hotel Isleno in Cozumel and returned
to the United States via Jamaica the day after his arrival in
Cozumel

ROJAS claimed to have stayed in Cozumel until early
March 1963 when he returned by bus to Guadalajara

T-20 advised as follows
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T-27 a confidential source abroad advised as follows

On January 22-23 1964 YLARIO ROJAS VILLANUEVA advised
that he was born in Ciudad Manuel Doblado in the State of
Guanajuato Mexico but he did not know the year and guessed

-it-Was about 1932 or 1933

On January 21 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA Ministry 'of
Gobernacion (Interior) at Mexico City made available
Immigration records of entries and departures to Mexico at
the Island of Cozumel Quintana Roo Mexico and at Merida
Yucatan Mexico for the period from December 25 1962 through
February 1963 These records disclosed no information for
anyone with the name of LEE HARVEY OSWWALDand the aliases of
O Hs LEE and ALEX JAirNES HIDELL or any information identifiable
with the ALBERT referred to by ROJAS or the unidentified Cubans

(C) Reinterview of ROJAS

.,-"
He stated he also uses the name ELADIO'VILLANUEVA

,ROJAS and explained that his mother's name was ESTEFANIA ROJASA-
that his father whose surname was VILLANUEVA was not

known by him for which reason most of the time he prefers to
use his mother's maiden name ROJJ\S rather than his true name
from his father of VILLANUEVA

At this time he furnished further background infor
mation concerning himself as followst He completed the sixth
grade at a ranch school and in about 1949 he traveled to.the
United States border and crossed illegally into the United
States where he was employed at El Centro California by
a man named MacILVANEY (phonetic) who had-A.drainage and
irrigation business He was arrested by the United States
Immigration authorities but this agency allowed him to leave
the United States voluntarily Upon his return from the
United States he went to the ranch where his mother resides
and remained there for approximately three years after which
in about 1957 he went to Tijuana Mexico where he was
employed for approximately a year-by a bottling firm which
handled "7-Up. Prior to his departure from Tijuana,-he had
married his present wife MARIA YOLANDASCORDOVA DE''VILLANUEVA
After about 1958 ROJAS had only-odd jobs and stated he has
worked part-time during the period 1958 to 1964



With specific reference to his alleged knowledge
of OSVIALD and ALBERT and other unidentified Cubans on this
occasion ROJAS advised as follows

About August 14 1962 he traveled to Mexico City
and while waiting in a .park near the bus station of the bus
line "Estrellas de Oro and the hotel where he stayed he
was contacted by an unidentified individual who be.later
learned was a Cuban and at that time this person proposed
that ROJAS assist him in smuggling Cuban propaganda into
Mexico

About August 19 1962 the Cuban and ROJAS departed
from Guadalajara by air to the United States border at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas where he was introduced to a person who
he later learned was LEE HARVEY OSWALD At that time OSWALD
was accompanied by two other Americans ROJAS claimed that
the Cuban and OSWALD discussed amounts to be paid for smuggling
Cuban propaganda into Mexico thereafter about August 21 1962
he and the Cuban departed from Nuevo Laredo to Monterrey by
bus where the Cuban separated from him going to Mexico City
while he ROJAS continued to Guadalajara

About three or four months latter the Cuban arrived
in Guadalajara gave him 700 pesos ($56 U.S.) and instructed
him to proceed to Cozumel for further contacts in connection
with the smuggling of Cuban propaganda into Mexico

ROJAS departed for Cozumel and claimed that upon
arrival in Cozumel by accident he met DANIEL SOLIS a policeman
whose wife is ROJAS niece and he resided at SOLIS home-during
the entire time he was in Cozumel

During his stay to Cozumel he again met OSWALD
the unidentified Cubans one of whom was a woman by the name
of CRISTINA and also met with the American named ALBERT
During this period OSWALD came to Cozumel by plane on two
occasions and during OSWALD's two trips to Cozumel the plot
to murder President KENNEDY was discussed

During his stay in Cozumel he was friendly with a
Mexican Air Force sergeant whose name he could not recall and
whose assistance he sought to help him follow the activities



of the Cubans 0SWALD and ALBERT This person later was
identified as LEOPOLDO TORRE,S=CORTES Mexican Air Force
sergeant who is based at Cozumel airport

He claimed to have left at the home of SOLIS a
notebook which he alleged contained the names of the uniden
tified Cubans and the full name of the unidentified American
named ALBERT

He stated that the Cubans and OSWALD stayed at the
Hotel Playa in Cozumel and that ALBERT Stayed at the Hotel
Isleno in Cozumel

(D) Discrepancies in ROJAS Story

T-20 advised that on February 24 1964 a review of
the register of the Hotel Playa at Cozumel failed to reveal
any record of O3WALD or any information identifiable with the
Cubans mentioned by ROJAS for the period March 20 1963
through July 1963 It also was determined that the Hotel
Isleno in Cozumel was closed from April to August 1963

On the same date a review of the records of CMA
airlines at Cozumel was conducted for the period from March 20
through August 1963 and no record could be located for anyone
with the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD or his known aliases

When interviewed on January 22-23 1964 the dis
crepancies with regard to the information he had furnished on
January 22-23 1964 with relation to the information he had
furnished on January 10 1964 were pointed out to ROJAS who
merely attributed the discrepancies to his "lack of education.

On February 6 1963 ROJAS produced a slip of paper
which he claimed he had obtained from under the inner sole of
an old pair of shoes and he alleged the paper had recorded
thereon the names of certain unidentified individuals concerning
whom he had furnished information previously as follows

The Cuban woman whom ROJAS had formerly identified
as CRL TINA is listed on this slip of paper as CRISTINAGADEA
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The unidentified Cuban whom he claimed to have met

in Mexico City and with whom he later claimed to have traveled
to Nuevo Laredo and to Cozumel is listed as TONI FERREA

The individual referred to as the American named
ALBERT is listed as ADVVIN WALKER and the name of LEE HARVEI
OSVVOL is listed

A review of the manifest of Aeronaves de Mexico
airlines at Guadalajara for August 3 1962 included a listing
for HILARIO ROJAS as having flown from Guadalajara to Monterrey
on an Aeronaves de Mexico flight however this manifest failed
to reflect a listing for one TONI FERREA whom ROJAS identified
as the Cuban who traveled to the border with him

T-20 advised as follows

On February 24 1964 at Cozumel DANIEL SOLIS advised
he knows ROJAS as ELADIO'VILLANUEVA\RAMIREZ SOLIS produced

V,,/ ROJAS notebook and it'was observed that it did not contain
the names of the unidentified Cubans as claimed by ROJAS

,
SOLIS advised that during the period of time he

stayed in Cozumel ROJAS did not engage in any unusual activities
of any kind He said he never saw ROJAS in the company of any
unusual strangers nor in the company of any Americans or Cubans

LEOPOLDO TORRES CORTES a Mexican Air Force sergeant
Cozumel airport was contacted on February 25 1964 TORRES
advised he became acquainted with ROJAS when the two of them
arrived in Cozumel together in March 1963 He related that
he associated with ROJAS once or twice a week and that he had
never observed ROJAS in the company of a Cuban or an American
TORRES stated that he never was requested by ROJAS to keep
watch over or cover the activities of anyone in Cozumel
(ROJAS had previously claimed that TORRES had been of assistance
to him in watching over the unidentified Cubans and the
Americans.)
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(E) ROJAS Involved in JACOB S FLOYD Matter

On February 21 1964 MARIA ESPERANZA GARCIA
manager Sanborns airlines office Hamilton Hotel Laredo
Texas advised special Agent ROBERT L CHAPMAN of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation that she handled ticket purchase order
No A37240 with CMA on July 31 1962 which reflected that the
purchase order was made out to HILARI&VROJAS for an airline
ticket from Guadalajara Mexico to 'Nuevo Laredo Mexico
which was utilized by ROJAS on August 4 1962 GARCIA stated
that she had received a telephone call during the latter part
of July 1062 from Attorney JACOB S,.)FLOYD Alice Texas
concerning the purchase of a round-trip ticket from Guadalajara
to Nuevo Laredo for YLARIA V ROJAS

GARCIA stated that on July 31 1962 she received
a letter dated July 30 1962 from FLOYD enclosing a check
for $60.64 (U S currency) This letter stated "I enclosed
herewith a check for $60.64 covering a round trip ticket for
YLARIA Y ROGAS Chilarde 655 Guadalajara Jalisco This
trip Ts to begin on August 4 1932 and is from Guadalajara
to Nuevo Laredo and return. The letter requested a refund
if the ticket was not used and gave a residence telephone
number of Mohawk 4-6323 and office telephone as Mohawk 4-6551
Alice Texas The letter was signed "JACOB S FLOYD and is
on stationery of the law offices of Perkins Floyd Davis
and Oden

GARCIA stated that she had also received a copy of
a letter written by JACOB S FLOYD to ROJAS dated July 30
102 This letter advised ROJAS that arrangements had been
made for the District Attorney and a good interpreter to meet
with ROJAS on Sunday afternoon August 5 1962 at the Plaza
Hotel Laredo and that a round-trip airline ticket was being
sent to him through Sanborns as agent for Aeronaves airlines
It was pointed out in the letter that a ten-dollar bill was
being enclosed to ROJAS to cover expenses for food and hotel
in the event he could not make airlines connections on the
trip to Nuevo Laredo and had to stay in Monterrey overnight

According to the first confidential source abroad
on February 20 1964 District Attorney SAM H BURRIS and
Assistant District Attorney JOHN C CAMPOS at Alice Texas
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advised as follows regarding their association with YLARIO ROJAS

BURRIS and CAMPOS have been investigating the murder
of BUDDY FLOYD since 1952 ROJAS initially contacted the FLOYD
family in July 1962 by letter addressed to Jim Wells County
Texas officials claiming knowledge of a conspiracy by ALFREDO
CERVANTES and others to murder FLOYD and suggested a meeting
with JACOB FLOYD OR

On July 23 1962 ROJAS wrote FLOYD from Guadalajara
offering to meet FLOYD at the Mexican border if his expenses
were furnished as a result of which airline travel tickets
were sent to ROJAS

On August 5 1962 FLOYD BURRIS and CAMPOS met ROJAS
at the Nuevo Laredo Motel Nuevo Laredo Mexico At that time
ROJAS stated he owned a bar at Chapala Mexico where he knew
CERVANTES as a customer ROJAS stated CERVANTES held a meeting
with two Americans NORMAN NEOCON and LOUIS FEANO who allegedly
had hired CERVANTES to kill JACOB (BUDDY) FLOYDx JR ROJAS
furnished detailed descriptions of these men Before this
conference with FLOYD and his associates began ROJAS demanded
money but this was refused until information of value was
received At the end of the conference ROJAS was paid $40.00
by FLOYD in addition to expenses and was left at the Nuevo
Laredo Motel

The investigation of this matter was turned over to
BURRIS by FLOYD BURRIS then wrote to ROBERT ADAMS American
Consul,_Mexico City in this regard

On September 13 1962 ADAMS reported investigation
in this matter failed to verify the story related by ROJAS
He advised that no information was developed concerning NEOCON
FEANO or anyone fitting their descriptions driving a red Buick
as described by ROJAS

ADAMS further reported.that inquiry revealed ROJAS was
considered irresponsible and lazy and that he had apparently
learned of the CERVANTES case through an associate at Guadalajara

On August 16 1962 ROJAS in a letter to BURRIS claimed
that United States Customs officers had beaten him up on August



5 1962 which allegation BURRIS subsequently determined to
be false ROJAS again demanded more money and constantly
did so which money was not furnished

BURRIS stated ROJAS did not furnish any information
which could be verified The last letter received from ROJAS
was dated November 5 1963 in which he again pleaded for
money but this letter was not acknowledged

BURRIS and CAMPOS considered ROJAS to be "a liar
and a person who attempts to exploit others for money

District Attorney BURRIS advised he has in his files
all correspondence and records pertaining to this matter which
he would gladly furnish if needed and that he would be willing
to testify at any time concerning these matters if such testimony
would be needed

(F) ROJAS Admission of Fabrication

T-29 a confidential source abroad advised as follows

On March 5 1964 at Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico
ROJAS orally admitted that he had never known or met OSWALD
anywhere

On March 5 1964 GENARO ALFARO LOPEZ and Captain
ESTEBAN LOPEZ GARCIA agents of the Mexican Federal Security
Police at Guadalajara Jalisco interviewed ROJAS

They questioned ROJAS concerning his allegations of
knowledge of an alleged assassination plot against President
KENNEDY and of having met OSWALD ALBERT and other unidentified
Cubans in relation to this matter At that time ROJAS admitted
that he had fabricated the information

On March 5 1964 at Guadalajara ALFARO and LOPEZ
obtained a signed statement from ROJAS who as has been pointed
out also uses the name ELADIO VILLANUEVA RAMIREZ His statement
as translated from Spanish is as follows

"At Guadalajara Jalisco 1:30 p.m. March 5 1964
before GENARO ALFARO LOPEZ and Captain ESTEBAN LOPEZ
GARCIA Agents of the Federal Security Police a
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statement was taken from ELADIO VILLANUEVA RAMIREZ
who stated his name is ELADIO VILLANUEVA RAMIREZ
born Rancho Guayabo de Santa Rita Municipality of
Ciudad Manuel Doblado,-Guanajuato that he is married
30 years of age of Mexican nationality presently
engaged at his home in the making of 'huaraches
(Mexican native footwear) With respect to the letter
which he had written to ROBERT F KENNEDY Attorney
General of the United States of America VILLANUEVA
stated as follows

he information in said letter as well as his oral
statements to various United States Government officials
at Guadalajara are false and were fabricated by him
personally that he obtained the various names and
details of said information from local newspapers
further that the foregoing was done in the hope of
obtaining a reward he is willing to testify to this
statement if necessary and places his signature
and fingerprint on this statement to confirm its
veracity

"/s/ GENARO ALFARO LOPEZ
"/s/ Captain ESTEBAN LOPEZ GARCIA

VILLANUEVA signed to this statement the name ELADIO
VILLANUEVA RAMIREZ on the margin thereof and also placed an
inked fingerprint impression on the same margin

ALFARO and Captain LOPEZ advised that ROJAS had
admitted that the trip he had made to the-border in August 1962
was for the purpose of contacting JACOB S FLOYD details of
which have been previously recorded herein
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IX ALLEGATION BY GILBERTO-NOLASCO ALVARADO UGARTE
/ri

The first confidential source abroad advised that
on November 25 1963 GILBERTO NOLASCO ALVARADO UGARTE a
Nicaraguan citizen born January 31 1940 in Ciudad Rama
Departamento Zelaya,-Nicaragua made contact with the United
States-Embassy at Mexico D F. and advised the following

ALVARADO entered Mexico illegally from Guatemala on
August 29 1963 traveled to..Mexico D F. and subsequently
made contact with EDELBERTO'TORRES a Nicaraguan communist_
residing in Mexico City From this contact a plan was
developed for ALVARADO to travel to Cuba to study guerrilla
warfare tactics He had occasion to visit the Cuban Consulate
in Mexico D F. several different times for the purpose of
obtaining travel documentation for Cuba by furnishing false
identification papers as a Mexican citizen

ALVARADO claimed that the real purpose behind his
proposed travel to Cuba was a penetration mission for the
Nicaraguan Secret Service He stated that on September 18
1963 he went to the Cuban Consulate and while sitting in
the waiting room saw a group of approximately eight persons
enter the Consulate and the office of Cuban Consul EUSEBIO
AZCUE A person unknown to him was sitting at AZCUE's desk
A short time later while ALVARADO was standing near the door
to the men's room at the Cuban Consulate he noticed three
men conversing a few feet away from him One of them was a
tall thin Negro with reddish hair the second was a man whom
ALVARADO had seen previously holding a Canadian passport in
the waiting room of the Cuban Consulate and the third person
according to ALVARADO was LEE HARVEY OSWALD

ALVARADO stated that a tall Cuban joined the above
group momentarily and passed some United States currency to
the Negro

The following conversation between the Negro and
OSWALD was overheard by ALVARADO

Negro (in English) I want to kill the man

OSWALD You're not man enough I can do it
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OSWALD The people are waiting for me back there

ALVARADO stated that the Negro then gave OSWALD
$6,500 in United States currency of large denominations
saying "This isn't much. Of this sum $1,500 was for extra
expenses The Negro also gave OSWALD about 200 Mexican pesos

In a later interview ALVARADO stated that the
United States bank notes were in a small pack about one fourth
of an inch thick bound with a paper band which the Negro
broke before counting out $1,500 extra for expenses and $5,000
as "advance payment.

ALVARADO stated that OSWALD had carried a green
passport in his pocket and he believed he saw OSWALD wearing
a pistol in a shoulder holster but he was not'sure of this
point He stated that OSWALD had long shoes and a wrist watch
with a yellow-metal band According to ALVARADO OSWALD
appeared to be completely at home at the Consulate and to know
and to be known by Cuban Consulate personnel

ALVARADO was arrested and interrogated by Mexican
authorities on November 28 1963 and a copy of the interro
gation report by the Mexican authorities revealed the following

At the outset ALVARADO's story generally resembled
that recorded above He repeated to the Mexican authorities
the details of the scene in which he saw the Negro the
Canadian and the American conversing together the delivery
of the money to the American by the Negro and the conversation
he overheard

ALVARADO advised the interviewing Mexican officials
that upon seeing the photograph of OSWALD in the newspapers
following the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY he
recognized OSWALD as the American he had seen at the Cuban
Consulate

An excerpt from ALVARADO's statement to Mexican
authorities as translated from Spanish is as follows
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spontaneously and after reconsidering he
desires to state that the American to whom be
referred in the body of his statement and whom
be saw the .18th of September of this year in the
Cuban Consulate had a certain resemblance about
sixty per cent to LEE HARVEY OSWALD (assassin
of the President of the United States) That
after the assassination of President KENNEDY the
witness took advantage of this fact in his favor
to exploit it furnishing versions such as those
initially set forth for the purpose of provoking
an energetic reaction from the political point of
view on the part of the United States of America
against the government of FIDEL CASTRO RUZ and
that he had no motive other than the profound
hatred he feels for communism That all his life
the witness has dedicated himself to combating
communism and he regrets at this moment not having
accomplish3d his objective in the sense of causing
a reaction on the part of the American Government
against FIi'EL CASTRO.

Because of the fact that subsequent to making the
above-mentionel statement to Mexican authorities ALVARADO
claimed that he had changed his statement because of fear
be was interviewed at considerable length on December 5 and
6 1963 in Mexico D F. by representatives of the United
States Government

T-11 advised as follows

After reiterating his story ALVARADO was afforded
a polygraph examination on December 6 1963 During the course
of the examination he was asked "Is this the American you saw
in the Cuban Consulate At the time he was shown photographs
of OSWALD

Each time he was asked this question he definitely
responded "Yes, but it was noted that the polygraph indicated
a "deception response on these answers These responses and
those with respect to other questions led to the conclusion
that ALVARADO was a fabricator It was specifically pointed
out to him that the polygraph indicated that he was not being
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truthful in identifying photographs of OSWALD as being
of a person he saw in the Cuban Consulates and he was asked
for his explanation thereof

ALVARADO replied that he had full faith in the
polygraph and would not attempt to refute its results He
went on to say that the only explanation he could offer was
that he had seen an American in the Cuban Consulate on
September 18 1963 who resembled OSWALD and that upon
seeing the photograph of OSWALD in the newspaper he built
up within himself either consciously or subconsciously a
complete belief that the person he had seen in the Cuban
Consulate was OSWALD

On December 8 1963 Mexican authorities deported
ALVARADO from Mexico D F. to Managua Nicaragua

X MISCELLANEOUS INQUIRIES AND ALLEGATIONS
RELATING TO OSWALD

(A) Allegation by SALVADOR DIAZ VERSON
Concerning OSWALD and SILVIA DURAN

According to the first confidential source abroad
the iYhite House at Jashington D C. had received a paper
entitled "Possible Psychological Motivations in the Assassi
nation of President KENNEDY written by JOSE I LASAGA 2340
N E 7th Avenue Apartment 4 Miami Florida

This speculative paper attempted to establish-that
the motivation of OSWALD in the assassination of President
KENNEDY was FIDEL CASTRO or a CASTRO agent and that OSWALD
was so motivated during his trip to Mexico between September
27 and October 2 1963 The paper included the allegation
that OSWALD had an extended interview with the Cuban Ambassador
to Mexico whom he met at a restaurant on the outskirts of
Mexico D F. from where they departed together in the Cuban
Ambassador's automobile for a private conversation

,I
LASAGA had advised the Vhite House that he received

the above report from ANGEL~FERNANDEZ'VARELA an employee of
the Voice of Cuba in Miami,Florida who received the infor
mation from SALVADOR DIAZ VERSON who reportedly was in
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Mexico D F. doing some investigative work after the
assassination of President KENNEDY

SALVADOR IAZI RSON was interviewed at Miami
Florida and stated hat 'while in Mexico,_ D F. from
November 20 to 29 1963 attending the Congress of the
International Federation of Professional Newspaper Organi
zations he was at the offices of the newspaper "Excelsior
on the night of November 25 1963 He learned through the
Mexican press that the Mexican Government had arrested one
SILVIA DURAN that DURAN allegedly had OSWALD as a guest in
her house during his visit to Mexico and that DURAN had
placed 0SWALD in contact with officials of the Cuban Embassy
in Mexico D F

DIAZ VERSON claimed Dr BORRELL NAVARROS an exiled
Cuban newspaperman employed by "Excelsior, told Fiim that on
the day following OSWALD's arrival in Mexico D F. OSWALD
and DURAN went to a restaurant called the "Caballo Blanco
or possibly the "Caballo Bayo, where they met an official
of the Cuban Embassy DIAZ VERSON claimed he knew nothing
about OSWALD and the Cuban official's having left the restaurant
together in a car

~. L T-3 advised that on January 11 1964 Dr._EDUARDO
`A BORRELLNAVARRO a former Cuban cabinet minister who on occasions

writes feature articles for the Mexico City daily newspaper
"Excelsior",":and resides at 1303 Homero Street Apartment 301
Mexico D F. furnished the following

SALVADOR DIAZ VERSON was in Mexico D F. as he had
claimed and discussed OSWALD with BORRELL and other Cuban
exiles DIAZ VERSON also visited BORRELL at the latter's home

BORRELL did not corroborate the story credited to
him by DIAZ VERSON concerning the visit to a Mexico City
restaurant by OSWALD and SILVIA DURAN BORRELL stated he had
never heard this story or anything similar

BORRELL knew of no meeting between OSWALD and Cuban
Embassy officials other than the meetings which allegedly
occurred at the time OSWALD visited the Cuban Consulate in
Mexico D F BORRELL knew nothing concerning any visit by
0SWALD to the home of DURAN
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On January 17 1964 T-5.advised that he had been
unable to locate a "Caballo Blanco restaurant in Mexico
D F. but stated that there is a "Caballo Bayo restaurant
located on the outskirts of Mexico D F Source stated
that it is a very large typical Mexican restaurant which
does a thriving business Source advised that on January 11
1964 the photographs of former Cuban Consul EUSEBIO AZCUE
LOPEZ who was in charge of the Cuban Consulate at the time
of OSWALD's visit of Cuban Ambassador JOAQUIN HERNANDEZ
ARMAS of 3ILVIA DURAN and of OSWALD were shown to the employees
of the "Caballo Bayo restaurant and extensive interviews
among the employees of this restaurant were conducted without
locating anyone who could recognize any of the photographs
of the persons mentioned above as having been at this restaurant

(B) Information Furnished by ROBERT KAFFKE

T-13 who had occasion to interview ROBERT KAFFKE
on February 27 1964 in Mexico D F. advised the following

KAFFKE identified himself as having been a member
of a student group which visited Cuba in 1963 and he explained
that he had come to Mexico D F. to seek contact with the
Cuban Embassy in the hope of arranging another trip to Cuba
or to obtain assistance in making arrangements to travel to
Communist China as an observer or a teacher He mentioned
that he had made some inquiries with respect to the visit to
Mexico D F. of LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the hope that he could
develop an angle which would enable him to write a saleable
magazine article

KAFFKE furnished the following background data con
cerning his interest in OSWALD's activities in Mexico

He stated that within the recent past MARK LANE
an attorney for Mrs MAARGUERITE OSWALD LEE HARVEY OSWALD's
mother had visited San Francisco California on a lecture
tour and KAFFKE had attended the lecture and had spoken to
LANE at some length after the lecture

LANE told KAFFKE that "the FBI is so convinced that
OSWALD was responsible for the assassination of President
KENNEDY that it has ignored other witnesses and failed to
follow up various leads. LANE claimed to have seen an



affidavit in the possession of the Dallas Police Department
reflecting that the paraffin tests made of OSWALD had
disclosed powder burns on his hands but not on his cheek
suggesting from this that he might have fired a hand gun
on the day of the assassination but not a rifle

LANE advised KAFFXE that he had located four women
newspaper reporters who were between the underpass and the
point from which the assassination shots allegedly were fired
and these women had expressed the belief that the shots they
heard had seemed to originate from the opposite direction
from the Texas School Book Depository where OSWALD reportedly
was employed According to LANE the four reporters had
claimed that upon hearing the shots from the direction of
the underpass they turned in time to see a puff of smoke
and figures running along the bridge over the underpass

LANE also told KAPFB that he had seen (or had in
his possession) a second affidavit to the effect that five
spent bullets had been located following the assassination
rather than the three bullets which had been publicized in
the United States press He referred to those alleged
projectiles as follows

A bullet which appeared on the stretcher
which was utilized in removing President
KENNEDY from the official limousine

One bullet which lodged in the thigh of
Governor CONNALLY

One bullet which struck Governor CONNALLY
in the chest

A bullet which was found imbedded in the
presidential limousine

A bullet which was found on the grass
adjacent to where the automobile had been
at the time of the shooting

KAFFKE quoted LANE further to the effect that the
latter had information that two days prior to the assassi
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nation a "huddle had taken place at JACK RUBY's "Carousel
Club with the.participants being RUBY TIPPI'I (the Dallas
policeman allegedly killed by OSWALD) and an individual
whose name KAFFXE was unable to recall but whom he described
as the "man who had published a full-page advertisement in
a Dallas newspaper shortly prior to the assassination
charging President KENNEDY with being a communist.

XAFFKE expressed reluctance to discuss the above
described meeting stating that the information had been
obtained by LANE from a very confidential source the identity
of whom he was not aware and he referred to the information
concerning the meeting as being "real dynamite. He commented
that if the meeting had taken place it suggested a conspiracy
of the "radical Left or "radical Right and added that
perhaps TIPP'IT had meant to shoot OSWALD He stated that
possibly OSWALD killed TIPPIT contrary to the "conspiracy
and it became necessary for JACK RUBY to kill OSWALD

XhFFKE denied that his trip to Mexico had been
financed in any way by Attorney LANE but stated that he had
advised LANE of his intention of traveling to Mexico to
which LANE replied that be would be "interested in anything
he might pick up.

(C) Allegation by ROBERT EDMOND GALLANT
Janta Clara Prison Farm Santa Clara
California that OSWALD was in the
Cuban Embassy in Mexico D F. on
July 12 1933  I r 1

According to the first co fldential source abroad
on November 6,~l963 ROBERT EDMOND/GALLANT also known as
ROBERT JAMESGALLANT RODERT EDWARD>,GALLANT and General
ROBERTO EDMONDO COITEZ addressed -a letter to United States
Attorney General ROBERT F KENNEDY from Milpitas California,
where GALLANT was incarcerated in a jail farm

In this letter GALLANT alleged that he had been
supplying the United states Government "with vital information
as to the communist movement in Latin American Countrys
Mainly Cuba Brazil Argentina and Mexico. He-wrote-That
he held the rank of a general in the "Secret Underground
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movement in Mexico that he was known as "General ROBERTO
DE EDMONDO.CORTEZ Director of the Secret Army of Mexico
and that the Mexican Government did not approve of this
movement because its top brass is 100% communist both in
the Government Party and the Military.

In the letter GALLANT advised that he had sent a
long letter to President J F KENNEDY pertaining to this
matter He then furnished information regarding the alleged
shipment of arms and ammunition to Cuba He stated that he
had been risking his life for the last four years to obtain
information on the inside of the communist movement and that
if he were given his freedom to carry on his work he would
do all in his "power to aid the United States Government in
obtaining information from Cuba throughout to Mexico.

GALLANT was interviewed at the Santa Clara County
Jail on January 7 1964 and advised the following

After stating that he was bo__rn_on March 19 1922
and furnishing background information to the effect that he
was arrested by Texas authorities at Houston,_ Texas for
burglary and served for seven years at the Texas State Prison
at Huntsville Texas he related other experiences of his life
until in 1960 he moved to Mexico where he resided until the
fall of 1963 at which time he was arrested by Mexican
authorities and deported to the United States for having
written fraudulent checks

GALLANT stated further that he had been active.in
an anti-FIDEL CASTRO underground in Mexico for the past few
years under the name of General ROBERTO DE EDMONDO CORTES
that he had under his command a secret army of 3,500 men
throughout Mexico and that this group was an anti-CASTRO
force concentrating its activities against Cuban communists
in Mexico He claimed to have a "secret agent working in
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico D F. and alleged that OSWALD
was in the Cuban Embassy on July 12 1963 to obtain a visa
to Cuba and had stayed in Mexico for about one week at that
time

GALLANT's allegations concerning his underground
movement were unknown in Mexico and the results of a polygraph
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examination of GALLANT werefurnished on January 8 1964
it's being the opinion of the examiner that GALLANT was
suffering from delusions and that his story as summarized
above was untrue

(D) Allegation by HECTOR FRANCISCOVSERRANO

T-17 advised as follows

On November 26 1963 a local newspaper editor at
Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico was reported to have stated that
on Monday November 25,-1963 he was visited by one HECTOR
FRANCISCO SERRANO a news photographer from Culiacan Sinaloa
Mexico who told the newspaper editor that in late September
1953 he traveled by bus from Culiacan to Mexico City with
"LEE OSWALD. SERRANO related that they had attempted to
converse though "OSWALD's Spanish was poor, and "OSWALD gave
SERRANO a personal card and pamphlet in English with many
pictures of FIDEL CASTRO both of which later were discarded
SERRANO reportedly told the newspaper editor that upon arrival
in Mexico City he noted "OSWALD's baggage included a rifle
in a leather case

T-23 z confidential Source abroad advised as follows

On December 2 1963 HECTOR FRANCISCO SERRANO Calla
Rosales No 477 Culiacan Sinaloa advised that in September
1963 he had taken a Tres Estrellas do Oro (Three Gold Stars)
bus from Culiacan to Mexico City arriving about September 29
19630 On the way to Mexico City a person took a seat next
to him near Guadalajara He described this person as having
facial characteristics similar to OSWALD and the same apparent
age He related that this person had talked to him in very
poor Spanish on the trip from Guadalajara to Mexico City
He stated that he had seen OSWALD on television

SERRANO related that he is a newspaper photographer
and when the Soviet Astronaut GAGARIN arrived in Mexico about
October 10 1963 he went to the airport to meet him Being
in the crowd SERRANO was pushed to the front and personally
talked to GAGARIN SERRANO stated that he was surprised to
see the same individual who had been next to him on the bus
at the airport reception for GAGARIN
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(E) Allegation by LUIS PERNANDEZ,eGONZALEZ
/1

T-2 advised as follows

SERRANO advised that many photographs were taken
of the GAGARIN airport reception and among the photographs
which were taken was one which appeared on the front page of
the October 12 1963 issue of "Ovaciones, a Mexico City
daily newspaper in which 3ERRANO appeared with GAGARIN
SERRANO expressed the belief that in the background of one
of the photographs is the person he saw on the bus and again
at the airport reception

T-17 advised that a review of the photographs
appearing in the October 12 1963 issue of "Ovaciones
revealed that OSWi'LD definitely does not appear in any of
the photographs

SERRANO advised that the above-mentioned bus from
Culiacan to Mexico City arrived in Mexico City about September
29 1963 however O:iWALD apparently entered Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico on September 26 1,963 and is
reported to have traveled by bus from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico
City where he arrived on September 27 1963 and was registered
at a Mexico City hotel from September 27 1963 until October
1-2 1963

On December 2 1963 a person who identified himself
as LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ contacted the United States Embassy
Mexico D F. and advised that he had some information of
interest concerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD

FERNANDEZ claimed he resided at the Hotel Yale Calle
Mosqueta No 200 Mexico D F. that he was born on September
29 1936 at Tegucigalpa Honduras and that his only-living
relative is-his-mother AURORA GONZALEZ who resides at Avenida
28 de Marzo No 1300 Tegucigalpa Honduras He indicated
that he is in Mexico illegally having entered the country at
Tapachula Chiapas on or about September 19 1963

FERNANDEZ claimed to be a member of the Movimiento
de Liberation Nacional (National Liberation Movement) in
Mexico D F. and in connection therewith was acquainted
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with one SAUL LOPEZ whom he described as Press Chief of the
National Liberation Movement

The Movimiento Liberacion National
(National Liberation Movement) which

was formally organized at Mexico D F.
in August 1961 is an anti-United States
procommunist organization under the
partial influence of the Partido Comunista
Mexicano (Communist Party of Mexico)

The published statutes of the Partido
Comunista Mexicano (Communist Party of
Mexico) state "The Communist Party of
Mexico has as its final objective to
construct socialism and to build the
communist society in Mexico,

FERNANDEZ related that on or about September 28 1963
he met an American whom he came to know as JOtIN WHITE on the
street in front of the Hotel Reforma in Mexico City and again
saw this person on September 29 1963 in front of the same
hotels FERNANDEZ stated he has seen newspaper photographs of
OSWALD and was of the opinion JOHN t1HITE greatly resembled
O3:"ALD*

On September 29 1963 he accompanied WHITE and SAUL
LOPEZ in LOPEZ 1959 Ford Galaxie to Cuernavaca Morelos
where they spent the day swimming and entertaining themselves
at the Hotel Casino de la 3elva but did not register at that
hotel

FERNANDEZ stated that he last saw JOHN 1HITE on
September 30 1963 when i1HITE and LOPEZ left Mexico D F,
traveling to Monterrey Nuevo Leone in LOPEZ automobile

FERNANDEZ described WHITE as being about 23 to 24
years of age about 5 feet 6 inches in height and weighing
about 110 pounds He claimed that CIHITE could speak fairly
good Spanish and seemed very familiar with the Mexico City area

FERNANDEZ stated he had nothing further to offer
bearing on LEE HARVEY OSWALD but added that he was in need of
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assistance to go to the United States or elsewhere out of
Mexico because he feared that he would be apprehended by the
police in Mexico D F. and jailed if be were found in
Mexico without proper documentation He advised he was without
funds and had no gainful employment He was badly in need of
a shave and had an unkempt appearance

On December 4 1963 FERNANDEZ presented an undated
passenger ticket stub No 46218 of the bus line known as
Transportes del Norte which he claimed had been given to
him by %MHITE on September 28 1963 to have his baggage picked
up at the Transportes del Norte bus station

FERNANDEZ at this time again related he was in need
of assistance to leave Mexico and enter the United States

T-7 advised on December 4 1963 that inquiry at
the Transportes del Norte bus line in Monterrey revealed that
ticket No 46218 had been sold on November 30 1963 (FERNANDEZ
claimed to have been furnished the ticket stub with that number
on September 28 1963.)

T-20 advised as follows

On December 19 1963 it was learned from Attorney
SANTIAGO IBANEZ LLAMAS an official of the Mexican Immigration
Service Mexico D F. that FERNANDEZ had been detained by
Mexican Immigration authorities in Mexico D F. for inves
tigation concerning his alleged illegal entry into Mexico and
to clarify his citizenship status It was subsequently learned
from Attorney IBANEZ LLAMAS that on January 15 1964 FERNANDEZ
had been deported from Mexico to Honduras in view of his
continued claim of Honduran citizenship

On March 17 1964 Attorney IBANEZ LLAMAS advised
that investigation by the Mexican Government had revealed
that LUIS FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ actually was a Mexican citizen
and that he was considered to be insane IBANEZ also stated
that FERNANDEZ mother had been an inmate of a mental institution
in Mexico

On March 23 1964 IBANEZ advised that FERNANDEZ
had returned to Mexico from Honduras without permission of
Mexican Immigration authorities and again had been detained
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on March.4 1964 for questioning as a result of information
received by Mexican authorities that he had claimed to have
information concerning a planned attempt against the life of
French President CHARLES DE GAULLE incidental to DE GAULLE's
March 16-19 1964 visit to Mexico.

IBANEZ related that investigation by the Mexican
Ministry of Government had established that FERNANDEZ true
name is MANUFI.SANTAMARINAVMENDEZ He stated that two Mexico
City attorneys AUGUSTIN-ANTAMARINA JR. Avenida Reforma
No 76 Office No 3 and FERNANDO ARCE SANTAMARINA Avenida
Reforma No 7G Office No 1 Mexico D F. personally
identified FERNANDEZ as their cousin and informed the Mexican
investigators that FERNANDEZ mother AURORA MENDEZ.DE
SANTAMARINA is mentally afflicted and his father CARLOS
SANTAMARINA is deceased The two attorneys described their
cousin as mentally unbalanced and as a person who is well
known for inventing fantastic falsehoods

IBANEZ stated that FERNANDEZ or SANTAMARINA had
been released from custody on March 20 1964 after inquiries
had clearly established his Mexican citizenship and Mexican
authorities were convinced that most of his statements were
unreliable or completely false

(F) Allegation by ROBERT RIMES

T-7 furnished the following
J

On December 13 1963 ROBERT RIMES 301 Isaac-Garza
Sur Monterrey _ Nuevo Le_onMexico furnished the following
information

On or about November 6 1963 OSWALD allegedly
entered Mexico at Ojinaga Chihuahua 'and proceeded south
through the Republic of Mexico to the State of Michoacan where
he conferred with General LAZARO CARDENAS

HIMES stated this information was given to his son
DAVID by General SILICIA Commandant of the Military Garrison
at Ojinaga Chihuahua RIMES had no further particulars as to
how OSWALD was traveling or any additional information
regarding the matter
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HIMES advised that his son DAVID was engaged to
marry the daughter of General SILICIA,and during his early
December visit to Ojinaga the General had made the above
statement

In connection with the allegation it is noted that
Mr H S AIKEN bookkeeper Texas School Book Depository
Dallas Texas on November 25 1963 made available official
payroll records for the Texas School Book Depository which
reflected that OSWALD first worked for this company on
October 16 1963 and worked continuously eight hours per
day from October 16 1963 through November 22 1963 without
missing a day's work During this period of time he was off
duty on Saturdays Sundays and November 11 1963 which was
a company holiday It is noted in this connection that
November 6 1963 was a Wednesday

(G) Allegation by ANDREW CHAMPION that a
Friend of FRANCIS H FIEDLER of New
Orleans Louisiana was OSWALD

T-7 who had occasion to interview ANDREA CHAMPION
of Donna,_Texas at Calle Parras No 213 Montemorelos Nuevo
Leon Mexico advised that on January 2 1964 CHAMPION made
the following statement

CHAMPION who was born October 14 1900 in Santa
Maria,_Texas and served in-the-United States Marines in World

.'Wars-I and II in 1952 or 1953 be.catne acquainted with FRANK H
.;(!FIEDLER also known as FRANCIS H/FIEDLER at the Buena Vista

Hotel in Cuernavaca Morelos Mexico FIEDLER had stated-that
he was working on his doctor's thesis at the University of

'California Berkeley California that he was a teacher that
his studies were in "space work" and that he was mistreated
in the United States because he was Jewish

In November 1960 CHAMPION received a letter from
FIEDLER dated October 8 1960 which was addressed from 912
North Rampart Street New Orleans Louisiana and in this
letter FIEDLER stated that he was going to visit the Rio Grande
that he was "an American refugee from Cuba"; and that he had
given up his position as professor of literature at the
University of Hawaii "because of CASTRO.
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On November 7 1962 CHAMPION received another
letter from FIEDLER and on January 1 1963 two men suddenly
appeared at CHAMPION's home in Donna Texas One of the men
was identified later as JACK J FRAZIER 910 North Rampart
Street New Orleans Louisiana a neighbor of FIEDLER's
FRAZIER presented a letter to CHAMPION from FIEDLER in which
the latter asked CHAMPION to assist the two men in parking
their car and in obtaining instructions concerning travel in
Mexico

The second man whose name CHAMPION never learned
stated that the two of them possibly were going to spend their
vacation in Veracruz or Tampico and asked for the names of
some inexpensive hotels at these places The two men took
two sea bags presumably full of clothes and on the afternoon
of January 1 1963 departed on foot toward the Mexican border
stating they were going to cross into Mexico at Brownsville
Texas

On January 29 and 30 1963 FRAZIER returned by
himself stating that he had been in Tampico and that his
friend had decided to stay another month FRAZIER left in
his automobile after he had identified himself as the owner
of the Ryder Coffee House Home and Gallery 910 Rampart
Street New Orleans

With the publication of OSWALD's picture in the
national press on the day of President KENNEDY's assassination
CHAMPION concluded that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was identical with
the second man who visited his home on January 1 1963

CHAMPION stated that on December 1 1963 on his
return from a trip to Mexico he learned that he had received
a letter from FIEDLER advising that he probably would visit
the Rio Grande Valley in the near future and CHAMPION's wife
had dispatched a letter to FIEDLER stating that CHAMPION would
not be home for four months This letter was mailed on
November 23 1963 to 1123 Burgundy Street New Orleans

From the "Time magazine issued after the assassi
nation of President KENNEDY CHAMPION had clipped an article
wherein it was set out that a WESLEYVFRAZIER had driven OSWALD
to work on the morning of the assassination and CHAMPION had
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wondered if there was any association between the two FRAZIERs
and the information that 03VIALD had resided in New Orleans
CHAMPION stated that with this information he became more
convinced that the man who visited his home on January 1 1963
was OSWALD

Subsequent to the foregoing JACK J."FRAZIER 2106
Chartres Street New Orleans Louisiana advised in January
1964 that he had made a trip into Mexico in late December
1962 accompanied by HOWARD COHEN 611 Esplanade New Orleans
Louisiana He stated that he and COHEN toured the east coast
of Mexico went to Acapulco Guerrero Mexico and then returned
to New Orleans about February 1 1963

FRAZIER advised that he did not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and that HOWARD COHEN in no way resembled OSWALD

(H) Allegation by ALBERTO GODOY That Film
in His Possession Might Depict LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and JACK RUBY Together

T-2 advised as follows

On January 13 1964 SANDERS F ROSENBLUM of the
United States Information Service United States Embassy

4Mexico

D F. advised that a Mexican attorney named ALBERTO
GODOY appeared at the United States Embassy and related the
following

At 9:30 a.m on January 14 1964 he was planning
a private showing at the Cine Versalles Mexico D F. of a
film on the Cuban revolution which he had in his possession

GODOY had seen this film two years previously and
although he was not certain he thought it possible that the
film depicted an individual who possibly was identical with
LEE HARVEY OSWALD and another person who possibly was identical
with JACK RUBY

GODOY was not 'certain that the individuals in the
film Were identical with OSWALD and RUBY and was anxious that
an observation of the film be made on January 14 1964



T.2 advised on January 14 1964 that when contacted
on the morning of that date G000Y advised that the film had
been shown on January 13 1964 and that there was no one
available at the Cine Versalles to run the film again

He stated that reel No 4 of the film was important
because it depicted Cuban Premier FIDEL CASTRO's entry to
Havana Cuba at the conclusion of the Cuban revolution and
includes shots of throngs of people which could be enlarged
to possibly identify OSWALD or RUBY as being in the crowd

He made-no allegation of having seen or identified
OSWALD or RUBY in these crowds because he had seen the film
two years before this He stated that many communists were
present when FIDEL CASTRO entered Havana and he believed that
OSWALD and RUBY could have been members of these crowds in
Havana

On January 14 1964 he was shown photographs of
0SWALD and he was not familiar in any way vita the appearance
of OSWALD He also was shown a photograph of RUBY and could
furnish no information reflecting that RUBY was shown in the
film

On January 14 1964 GODOY reappeared at the United
States Embassy Mexico D F. with reel No 4 of his film
and stated that his primary interest was to sell the film
to the United States Embassy for a price of $1,000 (United
States currency) for the four reels of film

GODOY furnished no concrete data to substantiate
the allegation made by him on January 13 1964 that OSWALD
and RUBY might be depicted in his film

GODOY who appeared to be from 65 to 70 years of age
was unshaven and shabbily dressed and furnished his address
as 128 Calle Bucareli Mexico D F

(I) Letter to Attorney General ROBERT F
KENNEDY from ERNESTO FLORES LUNA

According to the first confidential source abroad
a typewritten letter in Spanish postmarked January 12 1964
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at Mexico D F. was sent to Attorney General ROBERT F
KENNEDY by one ERNESTO:eFLORE LUNA not further identified

This letter alleged that there possibly were certain
documents at the residence of VICTOR COHEN owner of a shoe
store in Tapachula Chiapas Mexico and allegedly an intimate
friend of FIDEL CASTRO of Cuba which concerned contacts by a
clerk of COHEN's shoe store and an unidentified man who delivered
shipments of documents from him (COHEN) to OSWALD and three
other persons not named who were to assassinate President
ADOLFO LOPEZ MATEOS of the Republic of Mexico This letter
stated that the writer of same was taking "the liberty of
reproducing with care certain documents which arrived from
Tapachula addressed to OSWALD. The writer of the letter
alleged that COHEN was FIDEL CASTRO's treasurer and that COHEN
had kept individuals of different nationalities in his house
including OSWALD

There were no enclosures to the above letter and
the identity of the writer could not be established

T-30 a confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On February 11 1964 A R GEHRKE British Vice
Consul at Tapachula advised that he was not acquainted with
VICTOR COHEN but would make inquiries concerning him

GEHRKE subsequently advised that COHEN is the owner
of the store "La Nacional, at 3a Calle Poniente No 35
(35 Vest 3rd Street) Tapachula which handles shoes cloth
clothing and general merchandise He stated COHEN is consid
ered to be a respectable businessman but is suspected of dealing
in contraband

On February 11 1964
of the Mexican Federal Highway pachula advised
that he knew COHEN well and that COHEN would not involve
himself personally in illegal activities for political reasons
He knew of no pro-CASTRO groups or activities in the Tapachula
area
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of Mexican Immigration
Service at Tapachula adv se on ebruary 11 1934 that be
was well-acquainted with COHEN whom he described as a
prosperous local merchant He stated that because of COHEN's
alleged contraband activities he has tried without success
to follow COHEN's activities and establish evidence of violation
of Mexican laws He stated that during the course of his
investigation he learned of no contacts by COHEN with North
Americans or other foreigners He stated he believed it to be
ridiculous to believe that COHEN would do anything for political
motivation He was certain that COHEN was not pro-FIDEL CASTRO
and that there were no pro-CASTRO groups in Tapachula

VICTOR COHEN CHARAFF who is the son of ISAAC COHEN
and considered identical with VICTOR'COHEN'SCHARAFF a white
male Mexican born July 19 1933 at Tuxtepec Oaxaca Mexico
5 feet 7 inches tall weighing 147 pounds with brown hair and
eyes of fair complexion by occupation a clothing merchant
bearer of Mexican passport No 282300 issued September 7
1959 advised as follows on February 11 1964,'at his store
in Tapachula

He is not interested in politics concerning the
United States Cuba or any other nation he is not pro-FIDEL
CASTRO and has never belonged and never will belong to any
pro-CASTRO organization

He stated that because he is a prosperous business
man and Jewish he has many enemies in Tapachula

The name ERNESTO FLORES LUNA had no significance
for him

He claimed he had had no contact with any North
Americans or other foreigners during the previous year that
no North Americans or other foreigners have been in his house
or rental units and that none of his forty employees are
pro-CASTRO

He was unfamiliar with OSWALD and unable to identify
OSWALD from a group of photographs exhibited to him

He recalled reading that OSWALD had visited Mexico
but knew nothing further concerning this visit
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VICTOR COHEN CHARAFF was cooperative in furnishing
samples from his typewriter for determination as to whether
this typewriter was used in preparing the letter forwarded to
Attorney General KENNEDY

Result of FBI Laboratory
Examination of Typewriter Samples

T-29 advised that on February 19 1964 the original
and carbon copy samples from the typewriter of VICTOR COHEN
were submitted to the FBI Laboratory for comparison with the
typewritten letter directed to ROBERT F KENNEDY by ERNESTO
FLORES LUNA

The FBI Laboratory concluded in a report dated March 3
1964 that the typewriter used to type the samples submitted
from VICTOR COHEN's typewriter was not used to type the envelope
and accompanying letter forwarded to "Jr ROBERT KENNEDY from
ERNESTO FLORES LUNA

Additional Efforts to Identify
ERNESTO FLORES LUNA in Mexico D F

T-4 advised that throughout February March and April
1964 the following efforts were made to locate and identify
ERNESTO FLORES LUNA in Mexico

The only reference which could be located in the files
of the numerous Mexican Government agencies checked for the
name ERNESTO FLORES LUNA was a December 15 1959 application
for Mexican Social Security registration as an employee of the
"Constructora Valle de Bravo S A. (Brave Valley Construction
Co. Inc.) Calle Oaxaca 93 Colonia Roma Mexico D F. Mexico
This individual indicated he was born in 1922 and resided at
Sierra Mojada Lot 51 San Isidro Tecamachalo State of Mexico
Mexico His wife was listed as MARGARITA DELGADO PEDRAZA He
was registered with Mexican Social Security No 153-22-157

T-4 conducted the following inquiry

At the "Constructora Valle de Bravo S A. it was
determined that no record could be located of the employment
of ERNESTO FLORES LUNA The "Constructora Valle de Bravo S A.
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was formed in 1959 when this concern was engaged in the
construction of a housing development known as "San Esteban
in Mexico D F. and the firm and its subcontractors employed
thousands of temporary workers It was suggested at the
"Constructora Valle de Bravo S A. that ERNESTO FLORES LUNA
might have been employed by one of the subcontractors as he
was unknown to the parent firm

Neighborhood inquiries in San Isidro Tecamachalco
State of Mexico which immediately adjoins the Federal District
failed to locate any information relative to ERNESTO FLORES LUNA

According to T-4 no documentation is necessary to
apply for Social Security registration in Mexico and any identit
may be assumed in making such an application Source pointed
out that the fact there has been no other activity or entry
with respect to this registration may indicate the registration
of ERNESTO FLORES LUNA was fictitious since efforts to identify
LUNA through numerous other sources had been unsuccessful

(J) Information from JOSE GARCIK LUCHICHI
That American Woman in Monterrey Mexico
Telephoned Dallas Before and After
Assassination of President KENNEDY

The first confidential source abroad advised as follows

On January 3 1964 JOSE GARCIA LUCHICHI a former
employee of the United States Embassy Mexico D F. and a
reporter for "The News, an English language daily newspaper
published in Mexico D F. furnished the following information
to the Regional Security Office United States Embassy Mexico
D F

An unidentified American woman who had rented a room
in Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico from GUADALUPE DAVILA REYES
at Colombia 345 Vista Hermosa Monterrey had telephoned Dallas
Texas from Monterrey several times prior to the assassination
of President JOHN F KENNEDY and again following the assassination

The unidentified woman allegedly revealed that she
was very happy upon learning of President KENNEDY's death and
allegedly played "happy tunes on the piano thereafter
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The woman's conduct reportedly was so offensive
to Miss GUADALUPE DAVILA REYES that she was asked to leave
and the woman's whereabouts was not known

T-31 a confidential source abroad advised on
January 15 1964 at Monterrey Mexico that Miss GUADALUPE
DAVILA REYES stated that the above allegations were completely
unfounded and without any basis whatsoever

(K) Allegation That STEVE KENNAN Might
Have Met OSWALD in Mexico

T-2 advised as follows

On January 22 1964 HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON a
graduate student of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
(National Autonomous University of Mexico) Mexico D F.
commented on an alleged statement he made the latter part of
December 1963 that a young American STEVE\KENNAN described
by ALCARAZ ARAGON as procommunist and from some city in
Pennsylvania,_ might have had something to do with OSWALD

ALCARAZ ARAGON advised that when KENNAN was in
Mexico in 1962 and 1963 he apparently was unsuccessful in
securing a visa from Cuban authorities for travel to Cuba

ALCARAZ ARAGON stated he could not identify photo
graphs of OSWALD as identical with anyone he ever observed in
KENNAN's company in Mexico or as anyone he had ever seen.

ALCARAZ ARAGON claimed to have no knowledge which
would place KENNAN in contact with OSWALD

On April 27 1964 ALCARAZ ARAGON was reinterviewed
and stated very positively that he had never seen OSWALD and
had no personal knowledge whatsoever concerning OSWALD's travel
to and activities and contacts in Mexico City He advised
that he can be located in Mexico City at Calle Chiapas No 160
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(L) Information From ARTURO ALCOCER RUIZ

'', .,/ T-10 advised that on November 27 1963 Attorney
ARTURO.'AL000ERUIZ Calle Masaryk No..51 Mexico D F.
furnished the following-information

At approximately 9:00 a.m. November 21 1963 he
and his wife DOLORES\AHEDO pEALCOCER upon departing the
Gunter Hotel in San Antonio,,_.Texasa for a shopping tour had
observed a very obese woman who was wearing glasses and a
green cotton dress was about 50 years of age about 5 feet
7 inches in height with dyed blond hair and weighing about
200 pounds This woman was standing in front of "Carl's
store near the Gunter Hotel

Upon returning to the vicinity of the Gunter Hotel
about 1:00 p.m. they again saw the same woman still standing
at the same location At that time President JOHN F KENNEDY
was passing down the street in a caravan and'they observed
the woman leave the area after the Presidential procession
had gone by

On November 22 1963 following the assassination
of President KENNEDY while still in San Antonio and while
watching a television interview of the manager of the guest
house where OSWALD stayed in Dallas Texas the television
camera during the course of that interview picked up the
same fat woman they had seen in San Antonio the previous day

On November 24 1963 ALCOCER and his wife were
watching a television program in San Antonio following the
shooting of OSWALD by JACK RUBY and while RUBY's sister was
being interviewed on television they became certain that
RUBY's sister was identical with the fat woman

ALCOCER expressed the belief that the foregoing
information might possibly indicate involvement of JACK RUBY
and his sister as conspirators in the assassination of
President KENNEDY
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(M) Information That ERNESTO RODRIGUEZ
New Orleans Louisiana Possessed Tape
Recordings of OSWALD's Spanish

T-17 advised as follows

On November 27 1963 a widow named Mrs MARIA
RODRIGUEZ DE LOPEZ made the statement in Mexico D F. Mexico
that her son-in-law a Cuban named ERNESTO RODRIGUEZ 212
Jefferson Parish New Orleans Louisiana telephone No
Vernon 5-9658 operates a Spanish school in New Orleans and
had tape recordings of Spanish conversations by OSWALD Mrs
RODRIGUEZ DE LOPEZ stated her son is opposed to Cuban Premier
FIDEL CASTRO

According to the first confidential source abroad
ERNESTO RODRIGUEZ President of the Modern Language Institute
New Orleans Louisiana advised that OSWALD contacted him on
one occasion during the last week of July or early August
1963 and inquired concerning a Spanish language course offered
at the Institute OSWALD did not take any courses and
RODRIGUEZ had no taped recordings of OSWALD's voice He had
no knowledge of OSWALD's Spanish-speaking ability
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On 5/21/64 Exhibit D-72 was returned to firs RUTH PAINE
2515 W.. 5th St. Irving,.Texas,_and she was advised the Commission f
has completed its study and use of this exhibit and has authorized i'%J

its return to her ._..
OMSift

Reurlet 5/4/64 returning Exhibit D-72

DATE 5/25/64

ti

e- AMLPORNsW ur .n.z .v .LO.,s VI
I'NITED STATE

Memorandum

DIREcToR FBI (105-82555)

eI+C DALLAS (100-10461

0
LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS -R-C UBA
00 DL

(4)

-3910

O 44.1964
(f/q



"l Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Branigan
1 Malley
1 4 J Trainor
1 Lenihan

May 27 1904

BY COURIER SERVICE

~r~.a....~~...~. ate. 1i

Ronorable .T Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Ii H
Washington D C

Dear Mr Bankin t

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum
entitled "General Edwin A Walker Information ".

Concerning dated May 21 1064,.at Boston Massachusetts
which is self-explanatory

For the information of the Commission
this Bureau does not contemplate conducting any
investigation concerning the data set forth in the
enclosure :. .
" .

:1 Sincerely yours.-- ..1 Edgat HooverNOT RECORDED.
199 MAY 27 1964

I
a MAT

closures (2)

REL:mhw (10)
NOTE General Walker made a speech at Dartmouth Bass.
on 5-10-64 wherein he stated that the Warren Commission

investigating the assassination of President Kennedy was

attemptig suppress an alleged relationship between

,Lee Harve Oswald and Jack Ruby The newspaper also reported
the nera IX-0r got into a pushing scuffle with a free
lance television photographer who was attempting to photograph
Walker during his speech Our investigation has disclosed "z
relationship between Oswald and Ruby and we are conducting ao

investigation concerning the instant indidegt,involving General
Walker

2 196
., 1

". 0.".

61 Jug
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.t

Mr Tal.on
Mr Belmont
Mr Mnhr
Mr Caenor
Mr C "%'h
Mr Conrad ._
Mr tlet,aeh
Mr Evans
Mr Gale
Mr Riven ". ~.Mr Sullivan
Mr ..el
Mr utt ._.
Tole Roost.,
Min *lames .
Min Gandy,._,_

ITELI NO

D88
D115

170.

346

349
I ". r t

f
e_,/r

1~

Irv)

15

428

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Ur Sullivan
1 Mr Malley

May 28 1964

By Courier Service

Honorable J Leo Rankin
Conoral Counsol
Tho President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast

.-Rashington D C

roar Mr Rankin

In accordance with the telephonic reque.:t
of Mr Richard Mosk on )lay 26 1964 evidenco moms
numbered D06 D115 170 346 349 and 426 worn delivered
to Mr Mosk on that sane date .._ r a

v
sY tau R sv~ Sincerely yours

03

62-109060 4 r
REN:bmm BJ Edgar Hoover NOT RECORDED

(10)
d

199 JUN 2 1964

NOTE This request was made to Section Chief Roy H.Jeyons
Physics and Chemistry Section FBI Laboratory -and was
delivered by SA Robert T Neill The above items are described
as follows

DESCRIPTION
a r.ah e

Employment application card
Unemployment Security Records State of

Louisiana
Public utility deposit slips (2) and

Texas Employment Commission form
'Information and ID card Division

of Employment Security Louisiana
'W Louisiana Employment Security voucher

and IBM payment card Texas,Employment
Commission u t j

' *

Form ID-14 Division Employment Security,
Louis n

X
1 ~,

:...
rD 4



M1IOy&t@OMr. Nrt sew"soma.N MwM. NOPP
UNITED STATES GOV3 JIMENT

Memorandum

Mr Belmont OATE 5-19-64

'ROM s A Rosen

UeJECI ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11-22-63 DALLAS TEXAS
MISC INFO CONCERNING
Bufile 62-109060

0
LEE HARVEY OSWALD .AKA
IS R CUBA
Salle 105-82555

JACK LEON RUBY
LEE HARVEY OSWALD VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS
Bufile 44-24016

To recommend the attached airtel be sent to all
SACs alerting them to the possibility the President's

1 Commission may wind-up its inquiry of the assassination at
an early date and to expedite investigation

Information available to the Bureau would indicate
the President's Commission will endeavor to wind-up its

inquiry into the assassination of President Kennedy sometime
during June 1964 While the field has been continually "

reminded to expedite investigation in this matter it is
felt this additional reminder should be sent to insure all

pertinent investigation is available at the Bureau at the
earliest possible time for dissemination to the Commission

It is pointed out even though the Commission
terminates its inquiry this matter will be maintained in a

pending status and the field is being so advised All

allegations received will be appropriately run out and

reported 0 5 "'<.~ ....`

RECOMMENDATION
~

=
L:_

58 JUN 3 ,?That the attached ALL SAC airtel be sent

Enclosure

21;j'n1 Mr Detoach 1 Mr Frazier
1 air Sullivan 1 r Mr Lenihan

1 Mr Conrad 1 Mr Hines
RDR:las (12)
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5 Bureau (Encs 12)f
(1 Liaison Section)
(2 Dallas 100-10461)

1 Mexico City ,ij
FER:plb `~ "

(6)
MA t O~~

sees Jetstss
41o.wccrp 0

ENCLOSURES +w
.` .i

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 12 copies of a
letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above.

REFERENCES

Bucabs #14 dated 3/27/64 #26 dated 4/6/64 and
#53 dated 4/21/64

Buairtel to Washington Field dated 4/6/64
Buairtel to Detroit dated 5/5/64
Rio de Janeiro letter and LAM dated 5/4/64
Mexico City letter and LHM dated 1/23/64
Mexico City cables #26 dated 4/6/64 #548 dated

4/15/64 and #619 dated 5/12/64

ADMINISTRATIVE

ReBucab #53 dated 4/21/64 requested that investigation
in connection with the statements made by HOMOBONO ALCARAZ
ARAGON be expedited in order that this matter might be brought
to a logical conclusion

In view of the nature of the original allegation
concerning this matter and ALCARAZ ARAGON's repeated affirmations
that there is no real basis for inquiry UACB no further
investigation is being conducted with regard to the allegation
which originated with a San Francisco Office source that
ALCARAZ ARAGON had stated to Miss BARRIE MILLMAN that an unknown
American had been in the company of LEE HARVEY OSWALD at

Sanborn`s
Restaurant in Mexico D F



The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified
-"Confidential in order to protect the Bureau's ~ ~..~ ~ ,;. ~-

and investigative activities by Bureau personne in connection .~, .
with this case _ z ~~



UNI L-!STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VpIES DESTROYED

In Rep Maus l4 as
Fa Nw

WASHINGTON25 D G

May 21 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that Miss
BARRI tMILLMAN a student at the University of California
Berkeley California who claimed to be engaged to marry
HOMOBONO/-ALCAR.Z!ARAGON a graduate of the Universidad Nacional
AutonoM'a de Mexico (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
at Mexico D.-F (Federal District of Mexico which encompasses
Mexico City) had made a statement in January 1963 that she
had visited ALCARAZ ARAGON in Mexico D F. in December 1963
and during that visit ALCARAZ ARAGON told MILLMAN that while
at the Friends Service Center in Mexico D F. he met an
American name unknown who wanted to go to Cuba to make a
"firsthand report on the situation there" that later ALCARAZ
ARAGON met this American at Sanborn's Restaurant in Mexico
D F. and on that occasion the unknown American was accompanied
by LEE HARVEY OSWALD The unknown American and OSWALD
allegedly told ALCARAZ ARAGON that they were working together
to obtain visas for Cuba and planned to travel there together
MILLMAN furnished no additional details and was said to be
reluctant to discuss the matter further

INITIAL INTERVIEW OF HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON

A second confidential source abroad advised that on
January 22 1964 HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON Calle Anaxagoras
No 232 Apartment 22 Colonia Narvarte Mexico D F. advised
as follows relative to the statements be allegedly made during
the latter part of December 1963 to his fiancee BARRIE
MILLMAN concerning OSWALD Q D

ZWO



i

!1

He had mentioned to BARRIE MILLMAN the possibility
that a young American STEVE-'KENNAN whom he described as a
procommunist from some city in Pennsylvania might have had
something to do with OSWALD He did mention to MILLMAN that
OSWALD could have been acquainted with KENNAN since both of
them reportedly were adherents of the communist ideology and
both had visited Mexico

ALCARAZ ARAGON stated be had never met anyone be
could identify as OSWALD in the company of KENNAN even though
be had seen KENNAN on several occasions at Sanborn's Restaurant
He examined photographs of OSWALD and was unable to identify
them as being of any person be had seen with KENNAN He
explained that he bad never discussed the possibility of a
friendship between KENNAN and OSWALD with anyone other than
MILLMAN and that his discussion with her was merely speculative
He stated it was obvious that MILLMAN had discussed his
conversation with her with someone in California leading to
the erroneous belief that he had claimed to have met OSWALD in
Mexico D F

,7~s11LL 'f l
'ALLEGATION S -BY- ROBERT.KAFF1 E

I
`

A third confidential source abroad advised that on
February 27 1964 TOBERT=KAFFKE who identified himself is
having been-a member of a student group which visited Cuba in
1963 made the statement in Mexico D F. that be bad made
some inquiries with respect to the visit of OSWALD to Mexico
with the hope that he could develop a novel approach which
would enable him to write a salable magazine article

The first confidential source abroad advised that
subsequently at San Francisco California KAFFKE stated on
March 20 1964 that at the "Casa de los Amigos (Friends
Service Center) be had met one "ARNOLD, whom be identified as
an employee of the "Mexico City Times, a daily English language
newspaper published at Mexico D F. and that "ARNOLD bad
commented that be had had dinner with OSWALD on the occasion of
OSWALD's visit to Mexico D F. prior to the assassination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY "ARNOLD, who claimed to be from
Berkeley California did not state where the dinner engagement
took place with OSWALD and did not mention details concerning
his conversation with OSWALD

-2



The first confidential source abroad advised that
"ARNOLD later was identified in April 1964 as ARNOLD LOUIS
KESSLER of Detroit Michigan who was admitted to the
University of California Berkeley California in 1962 and
was visiting in Brazil

INTERVIEW OF HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON ON APRIL 27 1964

The second confidential source abroad advised as
follows t

On April 27 1964 HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON who stated
be was residing at Calle Chiapas No 160 Mexico D F. appeared
at the United States Embassy Paseo de la Reforma No 305
Mexico D F. and after examining a photograph of ARNOLD
LOUIS KESSLER stated KESSLER definitely is not identical with
the American known to his as STEVE KENNAN

ALCARAZ ARAGON advised that the person known to him
as STEVE KENNAN had visited Mexico in late 1962 or early 1963
and had departed from Mexico many months prior to OSWALD's
reported visit to Mexico in September and early October 1963

ALCARAZ ARAGON related that he first became acquainted
with ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER in September or October 1963 at the
Friends Service Center located at Calle Ignacio Mariscal
No 132 Mexico D F. which is a charitable and religious
Center operated in Mexico D F by the Quaker organization
He recalled that KESSLER was still in Mexico when be had.been
interviewed on January 22 1964 regarding the statement he
had made to his fiancee BARRIE MILLMAN during the latter part
of December 1963

He recalled that KESSLER bad been employed by the
"Mexico City Times newspaper in late 1963-and early 1964 and
he had seen KESSLER at the Friends Service Center at the time
news appeared on Mexico D F. television programs concerning

.the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY

He could not remember that KESSLER had made any
comments at that time which would lead him to believe that
KESSLER had any knowledge of or was acquainted with OSWALD
He expressed the personal opinion that KESSLER did not know

.3



OSWALD and had not been in contact with him He mentioned that
KESSLER had commented to him that in the past he had been
sympathetic to the communist ideology and was trying to rid
himself of the stigma because his ideas in this connection had
changed He was certain-that KESSLER had never mentioned
anything in his presence which would lead him to believe that
KESSLER might have known OSWALD

ALCARAZ ARAGON advised that ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER is
the only American he has known who has the first name "ARNOLD,
and he did not think that KESSLER was acquainted with STEVE
KENNAN because the latter had left Mexico prior to KESSLER'S
arrival in Mexico He could not provide any information to
further identify STEVE KENNAN and did not know that KENNAN had
been in Mexico during the period of OSWALD's visit He stated
he had no knowledge that any of his acquaintances might have
been in contact with OSWALD

He pointed out that "a false alarm apparently had
been initiated by some acquaintance of his fiancee BARRIE
MILLMAN in Berkeley California to the effect that he had
stated that possibly STEVE KENNAN might have had something to
do with OSWALD in Mexico ALCARAZ ARAGON reiterated that the
report that be had met OSWALD in Mexico was completely without
foundation

INTERVIEW OF ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER IN BRAZIL t.

The first confidential source abroad advised that on
April 30 1964 ARNOLD LOUI9/IESSLER permanent residence
18266 Pinehurst Detroit 21 Michigan stated at Sao Paulo Brazil
that he bad never been in contact with OSWALD that he had not
made a statement that he had been in contact with OSWALD but
might have made the remark to someone that a friend of his
HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON had remarked on one occasion that he
had met OSWALD in Mexico D F KESSLER claimed to have no
details of the alleged meeting between ALCARAZ ARAGON and
OSWALD but recalled that ALCARAZ ARAGON had alleged that he
had been introduced to OSWALD sometime in the Fall of 1963
that OSWALD the person who introduced them and ALCARAZ ARAGON
had had coffee together at an unidentified place in Mexico
D F, and that he had no other information which would servo
to verify whether or not ALCARAZ ARAGON and OSWALD had met

4
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INQUIRY AT THE FRIENDS SERVICE CENTER
yEX ICOJ D F. RE ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER

The second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

%Pe' On May 11 1964 MrS AGNES~ODGGESHALL Director of
the 7'Casa de los Amigos ,Friends Service Center) Calle
Ignacio Mariscal No 1 2,'Mexico D F. advised that ARNOLD
LOUIS KESSLER had registered his address at the center as
18266 Pinehurst Detroit Michigan and that the records of
the center reflect KESSLER resided therein during the following
periods

October 25 1963 to November 11 1963
November 13 1963 to November 16 1963
November 30 1963 to December 1 1963
February 12 1964 to February 29 1964

Mrs OOGGESHALL stated that during late 1963 KESSLER
had beer employed by the "Mexico City Times newspaper for a
brief period and in December 1963 had secured an apartment
somewhere in Mexico City because even though he preferred to
reside at the "Casa de los Amigos, he had been informed he
could not reside there because permanent residence at the
center is not permitted

Mrs COGGESHALL is acquainted with ALCARAZ ARAGON
and advised that she would not rely on anything he might have
to say She recalled that ARNOLD LOUIS KESSLER had impressed
her as an intelligent and reliable individual She was not
well-acquainted with either ALCARAZ ARAGON or KESSLER but
Considered that of these two individuals KESSLER was more
stable and t thful

.1 "CasaPEACOCK Assistant Director at the Casa de los

Amigos, furnished the following on May 11 1964 /,.

Ae was aware that HOMOBONO ALCARAZ ARAGON had been
interviewed in Mexico D F. in February 1964 concerning
the comment he had made to his fiancee BARRIE MILLMAN that
be might have met OSWALD in Mexico

'000 fe'AtItimsititt



During his periodic visits to the "Casa de los
Amigos, ALCARAZ ARAGON had never indicated to PEACOCK that
be had met OSWALD in Mexico and PEACOCK doubted that ALCARAZ
ARAGON had any factual knowledge concerning OSWALD

PEACOCK stated that ALCARAZ ARAGON is a person
inclined to engage in "loose talk and that he was impressed
by the fact that he had been sought out and interviewed with
regard to OSWALD He pointed out that even though ALCARAZ
ARAGON had succeeded in obtaining a degree as an attorney in
Mexico be is actually "a weak character of questionable

-morals, He had knowledge that ALCARAZ ARAGON had boasted in
the past of "his connections in high places and had stated it
was through this influence that he had succeeded in his
scholastic endeavors

PEACOCK did not doubt that ALCARAZ ARAGON might have
told KESSLER that he had met OSWALD in Mexico because it is
the sort of thing which ALCARAZ ARAGON might fabricate as a
boastful gesture PEACOCK stated he did not know whether
ALCARAZ ARAGON bad or had not met OSWALD in Mexico but based
on his knowledge of ALCARAZ ARAGON's affinity toward "loose
talk he had learned to be skeptical of any statement made by
him



TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM

1)
4 LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105.3702) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

UNITED STATED v)VERl!MENT

M E M O R A N D U M

DATE 5/21/64

ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith are 14 copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCES

Mexico City cable dated 5/19/64 and Mexico City
letter and letterhead memorandum dated 5/20/64

ADMINISTRATIVE

The enclosed letterhead memorandum Is being submitte~in order to provide a disseminable report of investigation in ~
`y Mexico to date in an effort to identify locate and intervie

% persons who were registered at the Hotel Del Comercio
Mexico'City during the same period as LEE HARVEY OSWALD 4 =

As the Bureau is aware registrations at the hotel
were by name and place of origin only and in some instances
complete names and places of origin are not available Some
20 individuals who were at the hotel have been located and

,:.N) interviewed to date without finding anyone who could recall
the subject Investigation in this regard is continuing

SOURCES

The first confidential source abroad which4 t
"'.o r redication for the enclosed letterhead memorandum is
S
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MC 105-3702
_y

e second confidential source abroad is

The first confidential source is
furnished reports to SA HENRY C JOHNSON

The second confidential source is
furnished information to SA EDWIN O JOHNSO

The third confidential source is who furnished
information to SA ROBERT T NISCHWITZ

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi
fied "CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect the Bureau's operations
in a foreign country in connection with this case

LEADS

SAN ANTONIO

At

Will check public records and available sources in
an effort to identify locate and interview FRANCISCO MORALES
who occupied Room 8 at the Hotel Del Comercio from 9/27 through
10 1/63 and ERNESTO LIMA JUAREZ who occupied Room 8 on
9 26/63

At

Will conduct same investigation as at an
effort to identify locate and interview MARTI SUMA who
occupied Room 5 on 9/27/63

.MEXICO CITY

Will complete and report investigation to locate
and interview ALFREDO GARCIA and FERNANDO MARTINEZ



CONTRERAS
Will report results of efforts to interview,,GABRIEL

3

MC 105-3702

A

Will check public records and available sources In
an effort to identify locate and interview OSCAR SANCHEZ
DE LA ROSA ALFONSO GARCIA and ENRIQUE GARZAT

At

Will conduct same investigation with respect
to MANUEL SANTOS and will continue efforts to locate MARIO
RESENDIZ

Will locate and interview retired Army Captains
JORGE LOPEZ and ANDRES FUENTES ESPINOSA reportedly connected
with fiber workers union (Candelilleros),to determine period
they were at Hotel Del Comercio and whether or not they
observed subject

At

Will conduct similar investigation with respect to
PEDRO QUIJANO who may have been employed by an aviation
company and ANGELICA PEREYRA who is reported to be a nurse
by profession and will continue efforts to locate RAFAEL
ROCHA

At

Will conduct similar Investigation with respect to
RODOLFO RODRIGUEZ JOSE LUIS MACIAS ALFONSO BELTRN FERNANDO
VALENZUELA and Mr PEREZ and family a businessman

At

Will conduct additional investigation in an effort
to identify locate and interview JUAN FRANCISCO ROCHA ISABEL
SALAZAR and J ASCENCION HERRERA

~::_ -:.,WaaI



MC 105.3702
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Will conduct similar investigation with respect to
.JUAN Or JULIAN PEDRAZA (possibly PEDROZA) and FIDENCIO GARCIA

Will conduct similar investigation with respect to
ARTURO CHAVEZ

Will interview TEOFILO.VELAZQUEZ at

At

Will continue efforts to identify ROSAS RAMIREZ

At

Will continue efforts in connection with SILVINO
MARTINEZ* TOMAS GALVAN and GUILLERMO FLORES.

Will conduct similar investigation with respect to
GREGORIO PEREZ MARIO ALATORRE JORGE ROQUE SALVADOR HERNANDEZ
FRANCISCO GUTIERREZ Mr VILLA and Mr MONTOYA

(1) Will continue contacts with the owner of the
Hotel Del Comercio Mr GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA in an efr0 rt

~ "~ 1~ bALl~n1~

Will continue investigation in an effort to locate
LEONARDO BEZERRA

Will conduct similar investigation with respect to
RAUL RAMIREZ and CARLOS MARQUES
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Voniidentitl

to have him contact the Legal Attar s Office should any of
the individuals listed in the above leads appear at the hotel
and in an effort to obtain from him further iderit4.tying and
background data concerning hotel guests

Will continue efforts to identify and-interview
ANTONIO OLIVA and wife

Will conduct inquiries at the White Star bus
company in an effort to identify JOSE GAMES and if he is not
known at the bus company will contact other bus companies in
the area of the Hotel Del Comercio in an effort to locate and
Interview GAMES

At the
will locate and interview p one NRIQUE CARROL4

ANTUNA or the purpose of locating JUAN FRANCISCO ROCHA for
interview

Will reinterview GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA and
conduct other possible inquiries in an effort to identify and
Interview ROBERTO LOPEZ FELIPE ESCOBEDO JESUS GOMEZ and
OSCAR LQZA

f
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UNIT 'STATES DEPARTMENT OF j. _ E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTOIN2S D C

May 21 1964

,LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

Information has been received from a confidential
source abroad,"to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD registered
at the _HotelWDel Comercio,. Calle Bernardino.de Sahagun No
19 Mexico, D F. Mexico on September 27 1963 and continued
to reside at that hotel until the morning of October 2 1963

According to source continued investigation in Mexico
has been conducted in an effort to identify locate and inter
view individuals who were guests at the Hotel Del Comercio
during the same period as OSWALD and although additional
persons have been located none has been able to provide any
information concerning OSWALD's contacts and activities in
Mexico City

At San Luis Potosi San
,Luis Potosi ,Mexico

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past,-provided the following information
on May 7 1964

Captain CARLOS DOMINGUEZ President of the State
Organization of Veterans of the Revolution with offices at
Alvaro Obregon No 500 Room 20 advised that he and other
colleagues in that organization had been in Mexico City in
early October 1963 and had stayed at the Hotel Del Comercio
He states that he had been accompanied by ,PEDRO ZAVALA RODRIGUEZ

Hof Aguascalientes Aguascalientes JORGE/LOPEZ and ANDRES
FUENTES.'ESPINOSA all retired Army Captains and the latter two
being residents of So tio~ Coahuila where they are

pre DESTROYED zeta)
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sentatives of the local textile and fiber workers DOMINGUEZ
explained that his colleagues had remained more time at the
hotel than he and upon viewing a photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD advised that he did not recall seeing that person at
the hotel and was unable to furnish any information concerning
him

POLO ~~7UENAS iERNANDEZ .Oal.1 Dr Gonzalez Saracho
No 212 was interviewed and related that`hie.is 'thedirector

of~an orchestra known as "The tplo_Duenas_Orchestra_ and that
on September 26 1963 had been in exico City with hi musical
group which he housed at the Hotel Del Comercio althbizgh he
stayed with a relative

Upon viewing a photograph of OSWALD DUENAS stated
that he was unable to recall having seen OSWALD at the Hotel
Del Comercio during his several visits to that hotel Phot
graphs of OSWALD were displayed to the following members of
the orchestra who had been at the Hotel Del Comercio registered
under the name of POLO DUENAS and none of them was able to
recognize the photographs or recall OSWALD in any way

I N
EDUAR RENDODO CIASDUAR~Q
ANDRES O TIERREZ
ANTONT0I RTIZ
ANGE REGALADO(PEREZ
ELOY ALA=
ROSEND0.9NZALEZ
GUSTAVO.-DOPEZ
OCTAVIAN0~INGEL

On May 4 1964 a second confidential source who
has furnished reliable i ation in the past advised that
he had contacted HORACIO ARCIA the manager of the ._`Hatrella
Blanca bite Star) bus line terminal at Aguascalientes and f
had been advised"tht 'no"ecord'could-be-located'bt a driver

0

for that line named JOS'GAMES__9r~possibly JOSF QOMEZ. GARCIA
explained that many of the% drivers reside at.'Iocallties along



the route of the bus line and information concerning them
only would be available at the company headquarters in Mexico
City This source checked the Voters Registration Bureau
without locating any information identifiable with JQSE GAMES
or GOMEZ

The second source advise on M y 4 1964 that hetA
had located and interviewed ALICIAaLAZI~~JO Calle J
Jesus Consuelo No 410 Aguascalientes who advised that she

Wad-been regi6tered`at--tfie-Hotel-De'l Comercio for the last
few days of the month of September 1963 and ha,d.been

her sister
accompanied by her

YOLAND A,P
q rents JUAN and_ENCARNACICPLAZA end
',PLAZA a explained that the family had

been in Mexico City in order to contact the headquarters of
the Nat'l-dial-Railways in connection with the retirement of
her father and had spent very little time in the hotel The
four Persons mentioned above viewed photographs of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and stated that they could not remember him as a guest
at the Hotel Del Comercio

The first confidential source furnished the following
information on May 7 1964

Retired ArFT,Captain_ PEDRO ZAVALAYRODRIGtEZ was
located at aTI_ e iornedo No..?l48,_Aguascalientes and upon
viewing a photograph orLEE HARVEY OSWALD affirmed that he
was unable to recall OSWALD as a guest at the Hotel Del
Comercio 'j?'kXTt 0

At Guanajuato
Guanajuato Mexico

Inquiry was made at the Central Post Office the

Municipal Police Department and the National Voters Registra
tion Bureau at Guanajuato n ithout locating any information AA j:r
identifiable with LEONARDO<BEZERRA One MARIANO'$ECERRA
Calle.Hidalg_o No 36 was interviewed atlii K-it-S
advised that he-i's not acquainted with LEONARDO BEZERRA

At Leon Guanajuato Mexico

The first confidential source advised that he had

3



checked the records of the Municipal Police Department the
National Voters Registration Bureau and the Central Post
Office at Leon without locating any information identifiable
with the n e SANTOS PEDROZA 1pe.2ca

The second s ce advised that he had Interviewed
TRA QUILINd and MAR gRMILI#:PEDRAZA,at ,jeon1_GuanaJuato
and they had stated that SANTOS PEDROZA is unknown to th th

At Iraj uato Guanajuato Mexico

The first source advised as follows on May 7 1964

It was ascertained that TEQFI LAZQUEZ resides
at Calle Vallarta No 19 Irapuato and at he is a musician
and orchestra leader His daughter CARMENELAZQUEZ advised
that her father was in Manzanillo Colima fulfilling an
engagement with his orchestra and would return to Irapuato
within approximately ten days She recalled that her father OF "-t
had been in Mexico City in the latter part of September 1963
to attend a convention of musicians and that he had stayed
at the Hotel Del Comercio

At San Luis de la Paz
Guanajuatot Mexico

The first source advised that he had checked the
Voters Registration Bureau the Police tiles the office of
the Municipal Presidency and the Federal Treasury Office at
San Luis de la Paz without locating anyone who was acquainted
with ARMANDOINa6DRIGUEZI The source pointed out that San Luis /Hr' .

de la paz is a small town and he had contacted several families
with the surname of RODRIGUEZ without locating anyone who was
acquainted with ARMANDO Source expressed the opinion that the
registration for RODRIGUEZ as being from "San Luis Guanajuato,
might be for some other locality in the State of Guanajuato

At Celaya Guanajuato Mexico

"II/ Efforts were made to locate a Aerson named RO$_A._ ..
RQ3gS_RAMIREZ...through inquiry at the Central Post Office a
Check of the telephone company and the Municipal Police tiles

4
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.without locating any information identifiable with ROSA or
ROSAS RAMIREZ

Source related that extensive inquiry was conducted
in the State of Guanajuato in an effort to locate "Guadalupe
Guanajuato, as a municipality but it was determined that
there is no town of that name It was determined however
that there are several villages or ranches with the na}e of
Guadalupe and an effort was made to identify LEOPO
through the state office of the National Voters Registration
Bureau without obtaining any information which might assistl)1
in identifying and locating DIAZ

At Queretaro Queretaro Mexico

Source reported that he had conducted extensive
inquiry at Queretaro through inquiry in the telephone directory
the Central Post Office and the Municipal Police Department

ithout locating y information identifiable withTOMAS
AALVAN SILVINO TINEZ and GUILTERMO FLQRE$ Source advised

that-he had contacted numerous persons at Queretaro with the
surnames MARTINEZ GALVAN and FLORES without locating anyone
who was acquainted with the Individuals mentioned

At Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico

On April 28 1964 the second source advised that
he had checked the local telephone directory the files of
the power and light company and the Guadalajara Census Bureau
without locating information which would-identify the ALFREDO
 RCIA_and theRNANDgRTZNEZ who had been registers

the Motel Del Comercio in late September 1963 Source stated
that both names are very common in the area and that he had/4fry.1'O
interviewed numerous individuals whose names he had obtained
from the above sources without locating anyone who had been
a guest at the Hotel Del Comercio during the pertinent period

This source reported that one ALFREDOGARCIA,~AVALOS
had been identified as a resident at Calle J. C ,Orozco No
90 . Ciudad Guzman,...Jalisco bu -it'}iad`~been'determined that
GARCIA was away from home however his wife advised source
that GARCIA could have been in Mexico City during the latter



ROSARIOX1ERRERA Avenida Juarez North No 302

part of September 1963 Source was continuing efforts to
interview GARCIA AVALOS

At Durango Durango Mexico

A third confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised on May 11 19611
that he had conducted inquiry at the offices of the Federal
Voters Registration Bureau at Durango wi flout locating any
information identifiable wi h the IS L ALAZAR J

j `
1CSCENCI0t~ HERRERAj. and JU __ 1~C1 @ ~~QCH_A.~who fia3 been y

.t guests at theHotel Del Co ercio during the latter part of
Se ember 1963 A record was located for ISABELAIMANZA
DE LAZAR .21 years of age and a resident at Privada de
Santa-MariaJiQ.._500L who upon interview advised-'that-she

% has never been in ex City and she was quite certain that
I)y her husband JOSEJ.'SALAZAR had never been to the Federal

rO AA)/ Capital Source advised that having failed to locate any
7 (`Vtf

record of J ASCENCION HERRERA he had interviewed the
following persons with that surname without locating anyone
who could identify him

RUDOLFO&RRERA Fino Suarez Wesk1o,.,_AAL;._

ADOLFOHERRERA Cane as No 1115 t.!

DANIEL) ERRERA Calle Bravo No 3211 Du,n,IA)G!)/

OSCAR H iERRERA Voladores South No 525 /) yr^t

HILARIG/HERRERA
Calle 20 de Noviember

as Pa6

JOSE ERRERA LUGO Ab e1 4"-~

In an effort to locate JSABEL SALAZAR the following
were interviewed without locating anyone who could identify so
her

ANTONIO
LAZARRAVINA

Palma West
YNo ..135



./
JOSE PITACIO ALAZAR Zarco South No 310 P',A,0.hml r

.MANUEL SAALAZAR Pereyra West M 116;L ,..tom Y

FRANCISC Cinco de Febre ~l t1L.tC U
West No 1112

Source stated that with respect to the name AN
FRANCISCO ROCHA he had been advised by JOAQUIN QtTINONE AMAYA

JDrmer-chief._of_the,.Secret Service at Durango that he was /j;;Eyl'e
acquainted than individual by that name who also is known----'"
as "PANCHO'OCHA who travels to Mexico City with some
frequency as an administrative expediter for the Durango
teachers organizations an that he can be located through
a Colonel ENRIQ CARROLA7UNA an official. of th,Ministr~
fl ea-1 th an7 So al Welfare in the decal _Cgtpita.1 I 'Loa c

At Torreon Coahuila Mexico

The third source acv sed May 4 1964 that he i/ YJ l
had been informed by ARMANDDI GARC.1:~ ~AME~
Coahuila State Police_organization that one MARIOORESENDIZ
had been -locatedJat Gomez_Palaclo,_,Durango and had stated
that he had not been in Mexico City at they Hotel Del Comercio
in late September 1963 and had no inform tion whatsoever
concerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD.~  co

At Merida Yucatan Mexico

r ccording"to the first source abroad GUILLERMO
GARCIA LUNA owner and manager of the,Hotel Del Comercio

ad advised that hotel guests PEDRQJQUIJANO and ANGELICA
PEREYRA,1 both of whom were registered as being from Torreon

oahuila had been married while at the Hotel Del Comercio
and had gone to Merida Yucatan to establish residence

The following inquiry was conducted by a second
confidential source abroad on May 5 1964

A check of the visa files of the U S Consulate
by U S Consul PAUL S DWYER failed to disclose any informa
tion identifiable with PEDRO QUIJANO or ANGELICA PERM&
QUIJANO

7



ERNESTQABREUGOMEZ Chief of the Identification
partment.of.l-.he...Yucatin State._Judi al;P01iC edvisea~that

QUIJANO is a very common name in the State of Yucatan but
that a check of the records of the State'Judicial Police
and the Merida Municipal Police had failed to develop infor
mation identifiable with the above QUIJANO On the basis of
information to the effect that QUIJANO might be employed by
an airline ABREU GOMEZ advised that he had checked the files
of the Mexican Aviation Company in Merida without locating
any information concerning him ABREU GOMEZ.stated that he
had contacted and would continue to contact persons in the
area with the surnames of QUIJANO and PEREYRA in an effort
to identify and locate PEDRO QUIJANO and ANGELICA PEREYRA

At Mexico D F. Mexico

The first confidential source abroad furnished
information to the effect that the Hote) Del Comercio owner

ILLERMO GARCIA LUNA had advised that hotel guest ANTONIO
LIMA who was registered at the hotel with his "wife 9 ad

claimed to be from Veracruz Veracruz Mexico and to be
employed at a restaurant in Mexico City He related that
OLIVA had "broken relations with the woman who was registered
as his wife actually sending her away from the hotel for a
period of time later to have her return and he had some
doubt as to whether or not she actually was his legal wife
He stated further that OLIVA had departed from the Hotel Del
Comercio surreptitiously leaving a substantial hotel bill
unpaid and he had made considerable effort to locate him In
Mexico City without success

A fourth confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised on March 30 1964
that he had checked the records of several restaurant workers
unions in the Federal District without locating any informa
tion identifiable with OLIVA Source also stated that a
check of the files of the metropolitan Police of the Federal
District the Judicial Police of the Federal District and
Territories had disclosed no information which might assist
in locating and identifying OLIVA

8



HOTEL DEL COMERCIO GUESTS
INTERVIEWED TO DATE

The first confidential source abroad advised that
the following persons who were guests at the Hotel Del
Comercio between September 26 and October 2 1963 have been
identified located and interviewed and without exception
have been unable to identify photographs of OSWALD or furnish
any information concerning his having been in Mexico City
and at the Hotel Del Comercio during the above-mentioned
period

Captain CARLOS DOMINGUEZ registered as
being from Guadalajara but located at
San Luis Potosi

POLO DUENAS HERNANDEZ Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes Members of the Polo
Buenas Orchestra nine in number who
'did not appear on the hotel registration
records

ALICIA PLAZA TREJO Aguascalientes
Aguascalientes and her parents JUAN
and ENCARNACION PLAZA and her sister
YOLANDA PLAZA who were not on the hotel
register

PEDRO ZAVALA RODRIGUEZ who apparently
occupied room with Captain DOMINGUEZ and /.I `

was not registered

MANUEFRRALDE Monterrey and Mexico City

UR8AN0
TORREONDOZA

Guana uato

MARTII(3UERRERO San Luis Potosi

ALFONSQ EREZ%PLIEGO San Luis Soto i

JULIO INAN San Luis Poto

Captain
SALVADOfESQUIVEL4EGURA

Veracruz



Laredo 10/3/63 traveling with documents other than FM-5

e.,.On.LpalmwsMAYMYmaimes*Ga soreAID

Confidential

ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are fourteen(14) copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captionedas above which sets forth the names of those persons whoentered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas on 9/26/63and those who departed from Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on10/3/63 traveling with various categories of documentsother than FM-5 and FM-8 Mexican Government tourist cards
REFERENCES

Mexico City letter and letterhead memorandumdated 5/6/64 setting forth a list of persons who enteredMexico at Nuevo Laredo 9/26/63 and departed Mexico at Nuevnl b
and FM-8 tourist cards

ADMINISTRATIVE

L Bureau (Encs 14)
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second confidential source abroad is
an

1

MC 105-3702

SOURCES

The confidential source abroad referred to in
the enclosed etter Pad memorandum is the U

The third confidential source abroad is

The fourth confidential source abroad is

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been
'classified "CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect the Bureaus

et)operations in a foreign country

COPIES

Two copies of the enclosed letterhead memorandum
are being furnished for the San Antonio office which has
conducted extensive investigation in the past related to ti
material contained therein

'r
1af.! t al
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MC 105-3702

MEXICO CITY OFFICE

At

Will continue to vigorously and immediately
handled all investigation growing out of leads in this J
case and report results promptly

s

~L
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In Reply PleaseReferto
File No

Oto,sTiEsTEDYBD

t
4 1973

UNI1 STATES DEPARTMENT OF J uS1'ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON25 D C

CONE DE T AI
MAY21 1964

LEE HARVEY OSVIALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo State of
Tamaulipas on September 26 1963 aad departed from Mexico
at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963

A memorandum dated May 6 1964 recorded information
concerning those individuals who entered Mexico at Nuevo

Laredo on September 26 1963 and those who departed at that
same locality on October 3 1963 traveling with documents
other thee the baste banigrattem Service TM

2mmms me
Simms
Immigration Service for the dates in question

A second confidential source abroad advised as
followst

C O N F I D E N T I A L

f.mlt tom{
Excluded from tic

Downgrading
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

A third confidential source abroad advised as
follows

A fourth confidential source abroad provided the
following data

Per the ..,purptoe of agar

34 t following compilation of data was prepared on the
basis of a review of the original documents from which the
FM-11 .forms were prepared with the names of theindividuaas
listed .herein being recorded in the same order in which they
appeared in the memorandum mentioned above

DEPARTURES OCTOBER 3 1963

Departures of October 3 19634
of Non-Mexican Citizens Travel
ing on Form FM-6 Tourist Cards

i
FRANK WOODRO BLADES FM-6 No 077307 issued by

.t1~e Jexican--Consulate Belize ---British -Honduras.,.-on -Septem
23 1963 ..Entry to 2ex3co =sat .Sub to Lopez Quintana
Roo on September 25 1963;'"brbus Described as a British
subject 34 years of age married occupation commission agent
His place of birth is listed as Belice British Honduras and
his residence-address as 39 George Street slice British

-

Honduras His departure was handled by Mexican Immigration
official ALBERTO AMEND#CHAPA



C O N F I D E N T I A L

Departures of October 3 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
(Children under 15 years of age)

Traveling on Forms FM-7 /.)/'l^f'`y

11ARILD0UESUS...(on FM-11 form this child's name is
listed as JESUS D 6RK;_however it appears on form FM-7 as
MARK DE JE US) FM-7 No 89790 Described as an American
citizen male 15 months of age He entered Mexico on _
September 28 1963 at the International Airport Jex cow_ D F.
proceeding from Chicago Illinois with Mexico D F. as his
final destination He was accompanied by his mother MIC~IELA

4pONTEMAYOR DE7JESUS Departure,wa handled by Rican
Imigratio fficiahTEOFIL0OTESCOBEDOj j! 1.Ctt

1~llla tl rt t C y
MONICA JULI ASTRO FM-7 No 152138 -Described 'as----~--

an American citizen f male 1 year of age She entered Mexico
on September 15 1963 at Nuevo Laredo by autobus accompanied
by her mother MARIAMAGDALENAXkpRpNOL an American citizen
proceeding from La Mesa texas with Monterrey Nuevo Leon,Q''lr ?_
listed as final destination Departure was bandied by Mexican
Immigration official JOB POBLANO CORDERO

i :i t / f t -.1.7t,3
JUAN JO %ASTRO F -7"No 152137 'Described'as an

American citizen m le 2 months of age He entered Mexico on
September 15 1963 at Nuevo Laredo accompanied by his mother

~

MARIA MAGDALENA MORENO proceeding from La Mesa Texas with
Monterrey Nuevo Leon listed as final destination Departurel~f
was handled by ?Sexjcan Immigration_off-icial--J "OBLANO ORDEBO

..I/ /
FEDERICO DIAZ FM-I No 94256 Described as an

American citizen le 12 years of age He entered Mexico
at Nuevo Laredo on May9 1963 accompanied by his "Tiose
(uncles or could possibly mean uncle and aunt) proceeding
from Dallas Texas with Mexico D F. listed as final
destination Mode of travel not listed1 Deg arture was handled
by Itexican.lgration.~ff~c,iaL~ $ILSIG.4YEAMERRERA.

)ci,MARGARITAIGARZA,"FM No 1513357"-Described as being
an American citizen female 4 years of age She entered
Mexico on July 23,,1963 at Nuevo Laredo accompanied by her
mother ERNESTINAARZA who was traveling with form FM-5
No 4327721 proceedinfrom San Antonio Texas with Monterrey

?iFx'(1
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

Nuevo Leob listed as final destination Mode of travel was
not listed Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration
official JOB POBLANO CORDERO

FERNANDOVRZA FM-7 No 151 4 Described as an
American citizen male 1 year of age He entered Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo on July 23 1963 accompanied by his mothers
ERNESTINA GARZA who was traveling with form FM-5 No 4327721
proceeding from San Antonio Texas with Monterrey Nuevo Leon
listed as final destination. Mode.of travel not listed
Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration official JOB
POBLANO CORDERO

Departures of October 3, 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-17

WILLIAM ALBER CHMl SEBO (Departure was recorded
on FM-17 No. 521465 He resented as a document of identifi
cation form FM-2 No 106517 issued to him on July 6 2962
The FM-11 according to MACLOVIO HERRERA recorded this as ,.;')
FM-17 No 106517 which was set forth in the memorandum dated-
May 1964.) Described as being a male American citizen
47 years of age born at Arljton Wisconsin married occupation
company manager.'"Departurewas by railroad proceeding from
Mexico D F. with final destination listed as Laredo T_exass
Departure aas handled by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO
Dr4tON 4ILLER

'y (
MARIA & tfYNOSO (Departure .was recorded on FM-1

No 521833 He presented as a document of identification,,n l
FM-2 No 51325 issued on February 21 1955 The FM-11, ~,l7
according to MACLOVIO HERRERA recorded this as FM-17 No
51325 which was set forth in the memorandum dated May 6 1964.)
Described as being a male Chilean national 46 years of age
born_ at Santiago ,ale Chile Chile widower occupation ,sales il.---
director Departure was by bus proceeding from Monterrey el .k
Nuevo Leon en route Eagle Pass Texas Departur was handled
by Mexican Immigration official JOS _ REBOLLEDO'RA.---~r ~k "~. ..

r1,"4
WALTER SCOTT)T JVRNPAUGH (Departure was recorded on

FM-1 Nog 523322 He presented as a document of identification
FM-2 No 11019 issued November,17 1951 The FM-11 according

.J  'At J/

4
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to MACLOVIO HERRERA recorded this as FM-17 No 11019 which
was set forth in the memorandum dated May 6 1964.) Described
as an American citizen male 75 years of age born at Fort
Worth Texas married occupation businessman Departure was
by automobile proceeding from Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route
Eagle Pass Texas Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration
official JESUS GOVEA HERRERA

LAURAXt TUTERBACH DE URNPAUGH (Departure was recorded
on FM-17 No 523321 She presented as a document of identi
fication FM-2 No 11020 issued November 17 1951 The FM-11
according to MACLOVIO HERRERA recorded this as FM-17 No 11020
which was set forth in the memorandum dated May 6 1364.)
Described as being a female American citizen 70 years of age
bs mat_La. Crosse_,_Uisconsin,_ married occupation housewife
Departure was by automobile p oceeding from Monterrey Nuevo
Leon en route Laredo Texas Departure was handled by Mexican
Immigration official JESUS.GOT HERRERA _

KEVINi1iMM FM-1 No 566256 Described as being ~.,
a male American citizen 3 years of age born at."Near_ York,J J"f
U So A., proceeding from Mext o. D F. en route Lare o
Texas by railroad accompanied by his mother PATRICIA KIMM 1) t/who was traveling with form FM-5 No 4097446 iSgued At Ciudid---'_
Guerrero Tamaulipas on April 13 1963 Departure was handled
by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO DE LEON SILLER

TERRY /
MM FM-1 No 566257 Described as being

an American cit zen male 2 years of age born at "New Jerky""
U S A. proceeding from Mexico_ D F. en route Laredo
Texas by railroad accompanied by his mother PATRICIA KIM?!
Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO
DE LEON SILLER

Departures of October 3 1963
of Mexican Nationals
Traveling on Forms FM-17

LEONO06STILL TORROELLA FM-17 No 459400 Described
as a Mexican national f male 31 years of age born at_Toluca
State of Mexico single occupation domestic the presented
aa.d6dUment'o identification Mexican Passport No 28171,
issued June 1 961 She was proceeding from Mexicg D F.

_5
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en route San Antonio Texas by bus Departure was handled
by Mexican Immigration official JESUS GOVEA HERRERA

MARIO SOT
0126i

DE eOTE (This pers6p as listed
on the FM-11 form as MAARIO DEyz OT OZ CTO) FM-17 No
693742 Described as a Mexican naalmale 36 years of
age born at Tacubaya Mexico D Fuarried occupation
surgeon.--He presented -as

~
a-H-ocument of identification

Thr S
Mexican Passport No 37336 issued June 15 1963 He was ---
proceeding from Mexico D F. en route "U S A. by auto
mobile Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration
official JESUS GOVEA HERRERA

I"X ///j

C O N F I D E.N T I A L

t CONCEPCION E DRIGUEZ FM-17 No 693743
Described as a Mexican national female 46 years of age born
at Madrid Spain,Isingle occupation "employee. She presented

as a doctimeiit of 1identification Mexican Passport No 55683
issued September 18 1963 She was proceeding from Mexico
D Fes en route "U S A. by automobile Departure was
handled by JESUS GOVEA HERRERA Mexican Immigration official

FERNAND ALDAZ.F!ARES FM-17 No 521780 Described
as a Mexican national male 25 years of age born at Monterrey
Nuevo Leon,_Mexico married occupation service station attendant
He~aa entered'l~e cat Nuevo Laredo on September 30 1963
proceeding from Ch cago Illinois,_en route Sabinas Hidalgo T`  

Nuevo Leon by automobile Upon departure he was proceeding
from Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon en route Chicago Illinois
by automobile D parture was bandied by.Mexican Immigration
official JESUS GO,EA_HERRERA

RA AVIL VABRIA FM-17 No 521022 Described
as a Mexican national male 28 years of age born at.cienega
de Flores Nuevo Leon Mexico single .occupat on railroad
worker He`entered.Mexico at tuevo Laredo on September 5 1963
proceeding from East Chicago I cn jana en route Cienega de
Flores Nuevo Leon by automobile Upon departure he was
proceeding from Monterrey Nu 'vo Leon en route Chicago T_
Illinois Mode of travel not indicated Departure was handled
by Mexican Immigration offici 1 ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA



C O N F I D E N T I A L

ARCADIfl ESCAMILLA IT INEZ S 7 No 521647
Described as a Mexican national male 39 years of age born
at Sabinas_Hidalgo,.~Nuevo_L_eon,_ Mexico, married occupa i~on

listed as an employee. He entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on
September 23 1963 proceeding from Mission Texasi en route
Monterrey mode of travel not indicated Upon departure he
was proceeding from Monterrey en route Mission Texas by
automobile Departure was handled by Mexican Immigration
official JOB POBLANO

CORDERO..,,PL y
if t%

GUADALUPRZ AMBIDE FM-17 No 521583 Described
.as a Mexican national, male 59 years of age born at_Cienega_y

de Flore_s,.Nuevo Leon,/ married occupation factory worker He
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 19 1963 proceeding
from East Chicago Indiana en route Monterrey by automobile
Upon departure he waswasproceeding from Monterrey to Chicago
mode of travel not indicated (The FM-11 form indicated his
mode of travel upon departure to be by automobile.) Departure
was handled by Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI
CHAPA

nLNTONJ*bVEA

r~`~ n33,_

FM-17 No 521638 Described
as a Mexican natt o male 30 years of age born in Monterre),_
Nuevo Leon) married occupaion farmer Hentered Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo on September 23 1963 by automobile proceeding
from San Antonio Texas en route Monterrey Nuevo Leon Upon
departure from Mexico,-he was proceeding from Monterrey en
route San Antonio Texas by automobile Departure was handled
by Mexican Immigration official JESUS GOVEA HERRERA

RENATG ZALE TALAVERA FM-1 No 281694 Described
as a Mexican national male 38 years of age b r in_Zitacuaxp
Michoacan Mexico married occupation laborer He entered
Mexico of Nuevo-Laredo on April 9 1963 by automobile proceed
ing from Chicago./j.11inoia en route Zitacuaro Michoacan
Upon departure f m Mexicp,.he was proceeding from Zitacuaro
Michoacan en

rote
Chicago Illinois Mode of travel was not

indicated (The FM-11 form indicated his mode of travel upon
departure to belby automobile.) Departure was handled by
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

7
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7. No 681641

CONFIDENTIAL

C O N F I D E N T I A L

CARLOS AMADO rTAYAUDON P Z i FM-1
Described as a Mexican national ma di 28 years of age
born at Teziutlan,_.Puebla Mexico married occupation

merc nt He entered-Mexico atSonoita Sonora Mexico,, ,r
on August 25 1963 byau om bile proceeding from Los
Angeles California en route Mexico D F Upon departure
he was proceeding from Mexico D F. en route Los Angeles
California by automobile Departure was handled by
Mexican Immigration official JESSUSGOVEA HERRERA

MICAEI.A IONTEMAYOR DE'VESUSG/S,(This person was listed
on the FM-11 form as MICAELA DE JESU .ONTEMAYOR) FM-1
No 732203 Described as a Mexican na ional female 34 years
of age born at Vallecillo Nuevo Leon Mexico married 2:1A.:.:.---
occupation-housewife:--She entered Mexico at the International
Airport Mexico D F. on September l8 1963 proceeding from
Chicago Illinois with the final destination being illegible
Upon departure from Mexico she was proceeding from Monterrey
Nuevo Leon en route Chicago Illinois Mode of travel not
indicated (The FM-11 form indicated her mode of travel upon
departure to be by automobile.) Departure was handled by
Mexican Immigration

official
TEOFILO SOTO

ESCOBEDO.v-(1(
HECTOR OROZCO'ESQUIBEL FM-17 No 521758 Described

as Mexican national male 24.years of age born at_Monterrey_
Nuevo Leon married occupation employee Ike entered Mexico

at Nuevo L redo by automobile on September 29 1963 proceed
ing from H uston Texas en route Monterrey Upon departure
from Mexic he was proceeding from Monterrey en route Houston
by automobi e The name of the Mexican Immigration official
who handled his departure is illegible

/:.f ( 3! .
HELIODO PERE EVARA FM-17 No 519391 Described

as a Mexican national mal 32 years of age born at.,Candela
_Coahuila,".Mexico married occupation merchant He entered

Mexico at Nuevo
L.Lredo

by automobile on August 2 1963
proceeding from L redo Texas en route Candela Coahuila
Upon departure he was proceeding from Candela en route
Laredo Texas b automobile Departure was handled by
Mexican Immigration official ABF 'G`ORZOkUEZADA

.8
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, . r !%7
SIMOOAPIA'FM-17 No. 21701 Described as a _

Mexican natiodai\ male 39 years of age born..at..Monterrey
Nuevo Leon Mexico married occupation carpenter He

enteied'Mexia.At Nuevo Laredo by automobile on September 27
1963 proceeding from Seminole Texas en route Monterrey
Upon departure he was proceeding from Monterrey en route
Seminole Texas by automobile Departure was bandied by
Mexican Immigration official JESUS GOVEA HERRERA.

ENTRIES TO MEXICO SEPTEMBER 26 1963

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-6

NUNN
EOTON1EREIRA FM-6 No 005361 issued by

Consular Sec io of Mexican Embassy Lisbon Portugal
September 13 1963 Entry was by autobus with final-desti
nation in Mexico of Mexico D F Described as a male
Portuguese ci1izea 41 years of age married architect
Presented Portuguese Passport No 15297/6 issued by Civil
Government of Lisbon September 22 1961 which bore Mexican
Visa 79 dated September 13 1963 as proof of natipnali~y
Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official PEDRASTRO

MERQ~ /b4y.tr
Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
(Children under 15 years of age)

Traveling on Forms FM-7 _ f 4 .`mot !1(r/

RICHARD C UZ FM-7 No 96364 issued by Mexican
Consulate Dallas ,Texas September 20 1963 Entry was by
automobile with final destination of Mexico D F Described
as a male American citizen 2 years of ige pr reeding from
Dallas Texas Accompanied by Mrs._JUANI REZ and travel
ing with permission of parents" Entr handl d by Mexican
Immigration official ANTON AJARDOt 1 /jlK.r"ti

JUANITA PEREZ FM-7 No 96363 issued by Mexican

Consulate Dallas Texas September 20 1963 Entry was by
automobile with final destination of Mexico D F Described

9 I 1
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of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-3

Ct C O N F I D E N T I A L

as a female American citizen 5 years of age proceeding
from Dallas Texas Accompanied by her mother Mrs JUANITA
PEREZ Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official
ANTONIO RAMON GUAJARDO

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-14

PAULA MA TRIE FM-14 No 111332 issued by
Mexican Consulate General New York New York September 18
1963 Entry was by motorcycle but final destination in Mexico
was not indicated (Form FM-11 listed final destination as
Monterrey Nuevo Leon.) Described as a female American
citizen 18 years of age single student,.born New Haven
Connecticut residence address RFD No 1 Oxford Maryland
Presented birth 'certificate No.-8Ib50 as-proof of citizenship
Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official RA ANO

1

rUJILLO
r

idntr es 'Of September 26 1963

It is noted the following two named persons were
reported in the memorandum dated May 6 1964 as having
traveled with forms FM-1? however according to MACLOVIO
HERRERA the original documents utilized by these persons
were forms FM-3 The questionnaires (forms FM-1) which were
completed by these individuals at the Mexican Consulate
Laredo Texas and which were furnished by MACLOVIO HERRERA
on May 13 1954 were reviewed and disclose that these persons
were traveling with forms FM-3 upon entry to Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo on September 26 1963

MAN FLORES. FM-3 No 089392 Issued by the
Hexican Consul';-L redo Texas September 23 1963 Final
destination was indicated as Mexico D F. but mode of travel
was not indicated Described as a male American citizen 57
years of age single born Allende Coahuila Mexico
January 19 1906 radto'1engineer residence address given

-as-1314"Iturbide Street Laredo Texas Entry handled by
MexIcad"Immigration official TEOFILO SOTO ESCOBEDO

00 10
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.Gel{% f
FRANCISCO JEWS

~~//~
f{~~+1ADRAK Fll_3 0 089393 "-issued

by the Mexican Consu Laredo Texas,"_ September 25 1963
Final destination was indicated as Mexico D F. but mode
of travel was not given Describe a:r male Uruguayan
citizen 26 years of age single football player by
profession residence given as 1900 Cerro Montevideo
Uruguay Presented Uruguayan Passport No 32244 dated

-Wril 5" 1961 Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official
RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-17

k,/?d

HOWARD WILLIAM AYNOLDS (Entry was recorded on FM-17
No 521352 He presented as a document of identification form
FM-2 No 60079 which had been issued to him on November 4
1959 and which the FM-11 according to MACLOVIO HERRERA
records as being FM-17 No 60079 This was set forth in the
memorandum dated May 6 1964.) FM-17 No 521352 was issued
at Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963 by the Mexican Immigration
Office Travel was by airplane with final destination of
Mexico D F (Form FM-11 listed travel as being by railroad.)
Described as a male American citizen 38 years of age married
occupation "manager, proceeding from Laredo Texas RAYNOLDS
was listed as an immigrant in Mexico Entry was handled by
Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO DE LEON SILLER

LI EJA DL~;'CHICUREL (The FM-11 listed this 'person's
name as being LILY DE CHICUREL 8EJA Entry was recorded on
form FM-1 No:-669400.. *She presented as a document of iden
tification form FM-2 No 74182 issued May 7 1957 and
according to MACLOVIO HERRERA form FM-11 recorded this as
being FM-17 No 74182 This was set forth in the memorandum
dated May 6 1964.) Form FM-1 No 669400 was issued at
Nuevo Laredo September 18 1963 Entry was by autobus
with final destination Mexico D F Described as a female
Greek national 41 years of age married housewife born
Salonica Greece proceeding from San Antonio Texas."-She

Nas"listed as being an immigrant of Mexico, thfsidence
status having been granted October 28 1945 Entry handled
by Mexican Immigration official PEDRO CASTRO ROMERO



CONF IDENTIAL

ISAAB 4VY N (Entry wap recorded on form FM-17
No 686798 He presented as a docum nt of identification
form FM-2 No 74903 which form FM-ll) kdcording to MACLOVIO
HEBRERA recorded as being FM-17 No 74903 This was set
forth in the memorandum dated May-6 1964.) Form FM-17
No 686798 was issued at Reynosa Tamaulipas ico ---

September 16 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Mexico D F Described as a male Cuban
citizen 47 years of age married merchant proceeding

-r"~.
from New Orleans Louisiana born Cardenas,.Cuba He is
listed as being ad''I igrant of-Mexico Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

f/
&u ~

MARIO ENDIVIL FM-7 No 4160 issued at
Washington D C. 'eptember 17 1963 Entry was by

auto-311hmobile with final destination of Mexico D F Described
as a male Argentine citizen 51 years of age married and f
listed as traveling on official business with occupation -'~'`
given as Inter-American Development Bank Proceeding from --re
Washington D C try handled by ldgxican_immigration
official ZEFERI INOZA AVOS

.IRENE( SITE NDIVIL FM-1 No 4161 issued at c
Washington D C. Sept nber 17 1963 Entry was by auto
mobile with final destination of Mexic_o_ D F Described ~! %!~3
as a female Argentine citizen 21 years of age single
daughter of :MARIO O MENDIVIL a functionary of the Inter I ,,~,,",.YAmerican Development Bank Presented Ordinary Argentine
Passport No 5764995 bearing Official Visa No 2410 issued Oy
by the Mexican Embassy Washington D C September 17 1963s
Proceeding from Washington D C Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration official ZEFERINO ESPINOZA RAMOS

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Traveling on Forms FM-9

LOUI OWLES FM-9 No 5894 issued by Mexican
Consul Laredo exas September 26 1963 Final destination
given as Mexico-',.D:-7 but mode of travel not indicated
Described_as a female American citizen 20 years of age
minors student residence address 324 East Green Street
Bensenville Illinois born Melrose'Park Illinois February

'20;-1943 .Presented Passpdrt"No B531594 dated August 14

12
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1961 at Washington D C. as proof of citizenship Handled
by Mexican Immigration o ficial RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

ROGER ONCZAL FM-9 No 5896 issued by Mexican
Consul Laredo Texas September 26 1963 Final destination
Mexico D F. but mode of travel not indicated Described
as a male American citizen 23 years of age single student
residence address 870 Rochester Road

Rochester
Michigan

born Detroit Michigan September"27;'1940 Presented Passport
7Io;"D-678676 issued by *State Department 'on September 18 1963
valid until September 17 1966 bearing Mexican Visa No 188
dated September 20 1963 as proof of citizenship Entry
handled by Mexican Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

PHYLLIS JEA 4 ENBS (This name appeared on form FM-11
as PHYLLIS JE NSK) M-9 No 5895 iosuod by the
Mexican"Consul~redo,"'Texas September 26 1963 Final
destination Mexico D.'F. but mode of travel not indicated
Described as"a"female American citizen 20 years of age single
student residence address 218 Irvington San Antonio Texas
born Mineral Wells Texas

`
November l6 1943:7 Presented

'Passport No D505734 issued by Department of State Washington
D C. August 15 1963 bearing Visa No 391 dated August 29
1963 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

DONALD CHARLEBLLV,SOLEMNE (This name appeared on form
FM-11 as DONALD CHARLES S OMfE) FM-9 No 1752 issued by
Mexican Consulate General New York_ New York September 18
1963 Final destination Mexico D F.,-but mode of travel
not indicated Described as a male American citizen 21 years
of age single student residence address "50 De_rb7.Ave.
Conn., born New Haven Connecticut February 23 1942
Presented-Passport No b431319 issued by-Department of State
Washington D C. June 11 1963 bearing Visa No 23- (last
two digits illegible) as proof of citizenship Entry handled
by Mexican Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

13
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Entries of September 26 1963
of Mexican Nationals r "~
Traveling on Forms FM-17 .

RODOL C`EVED07. UEVARA FM-17 No 521689 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final 'rr
destination of Monterrey Nuevo Leon Described as a male
Mexican citizen 34 years of age married occupation given f'...L _
as privately employed proceeding from Chicago I~ 1pois
Presented Mexican Consular Cedula No 1153 as proof of
nationality Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official
ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

irf .foe
CARLO9 LMAGU CRTEA FM-17 No./521687 issued

by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas "~
September 26 1963 Entry made by automobile with final
destination of Monterrey Nuevo Leon Described as a male
Mexican citizen 31 years of age married privately employed
proceeding from Tokanville Texas Presented Mexican Consular
Cedula No 124 as proof of ciizenship Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

AGUSTINXCE EYES FM-17 IA
IT,i

o 521685 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 26 1963 Final destination given as Mexico D F.
and mode of travel listed as by automobile Described as a
male Mexican citizen 47 years of age married occupation
given as "philharmonic, proceeding from San Antonio Texas.
Presented Mexican Consular Registration No 446 dated April 1
1963 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration

official.PEDRO
CASTRO ROMERO

MANUFISCALANTE \GONZALEZ FM-17 No 521692 issued
y Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Fresnillo Zacatecas Described as a male
Mexican citizen 37 years of age married privately employed
proceeding from Chicago Illinois Presented Mexican Consular
Cedula No 3334 as prooY""of'citizenship Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

w 14
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ANTON I9OREN ARZA, FM-17 No 521690 issued _.. -
by Mexican Immigration Of ice Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas r X F,
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Monterrey Described as a male Mexican citizen
34 years of age married occupation given as privately employed
proceeding from Laredo Texas Presented Mexican "document of
identity as proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

r v rs

C O N F I D E N T_1 A L

APOLINAR ARCIA'GUARDIOLA F3 17 No 521691 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas /:VV'_.
September 26 1963 Entry was made by automobile with final
destination of Monterrey Described as a male Mexican citizen
27 years of age married privately employed proceeding from
"Uatht Foth, TTeet possibly Fort Worth) Presented Mexican
Passport No 623 6 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

AODOLF~NDE k1ENDIOLA FM-17 No 521694 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas /,.f re
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final._ --"

destination of Sabjnas Coahuila Described as a male Mexican
citizen 30 years Of age single factory worker proceeding
from Dallas Texas,_. Presented Consular Registration No 250
as proof of citizenship Entry bandied by Mexican Immigration
official JESUS GOVA HERRERA

JOSE MARC~~VAN 1$f7'%o.`521686, issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 26 1963 Entry was made by automobile with final K
destination of Mex co D F Described as a male Mexican .._

^."

citizen 55 years f age married worker proceeding from
Waukesha N onsi . With regard to nationality instant
form carried only the notation "Proved his citizenship.
Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official PEDRO CASTRO
ROMERO r

ALVARO TIVEROSXCANTU FM-17 No 521693 issued s?1`A`"
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final ~".
destination of Monerrey Nuevo Leon Described as a male
Mexican citizen 2 years of age single privately employed
proceeding from Eat Chicago Indiana,_ Presented Mexican

15
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Consular Registration No 2211 issued by Consulate Chicago
Illinois as proof of citizens Entr andled by Mexicali
Immigration official FRUMENC GONZA E EREZ.-;E-__.. __ . - w _ _

./..--
EL AL NDON FM-17 No 521677 issued by t f.4

Mexican Immigra ion ffi e Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
ff

September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final '')%I
destination of Monterrey Nuevo Leon Described as a
female Mexican citizen 32 years of age married housewife
proceeding from Laredo Texas Presented Consular Regis /_%X''f`
tration No 1964 as proo o citizenship Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ZEFERINO ESPINOZA RAMOS

JUAN .7SALAZARrESPINOZA FM-17 No 521648 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas I"
September 24 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Monterrey Described as a male Mexican

/7,,
citizen 33 years of age married privately employed pro
ceeding from Laredo Tgxas.,_ Presented Mexican Consular =
Cedula No 715 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by t .!
Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

JUANYSrAUCE 1 ODRIGUEZ FM-17 No 521678 issued
.~~

by Mexican Immigration'bffice Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas / ~

September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final LL
destination of Monterrey Nuevo Leon Described as a male /1R
Mexican citizen 46 years of age married privately employed
proceeding from Laredo Texas,__ Presented Consular Cedula
No 768 as proof of ci zenship Entry handled by Mexican_
Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA "

PAB 01ILV ARZA FM-17 No 521679 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas E '"% f:
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final---44"-
destination of Monterrey Nuevo Leon Described as a male /I!
Mexican citizen 31 years of age married privately employed
proceeding from Los Angeles California a Presented Mexican
Consular Cedula No 8040 as proof of citizenship Entry
handled by Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI
CHAPA

C O N F I DENT I A L
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PEDRO VILLARREAYy_~Lr~ARCIA FM-17 No 521688 issued 13105
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

hSeptember 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Monterrey Described as a male Mexican r--

citizen 36 years of age single privately employed ,_,.E.7.17
proceeding from Chicago Illinois Presented Consular
Cedula No 1899 as prooff-aiizenship Entry handled
by Mexican Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

r
ALICI.ARGUELLE3RRATIA Fed-1 No 651598 ...

Issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico. D F. ,.
September 13 1963 Mode of travel ap epepars to be indicated
as airplane with final destination of Mexico D F
Described as a female Mexican citizen 36 years of age
divorced office worker place from which proceeding appears
to be indicated as San Antonio Texas,,,,_ Presented Mexican
Passport No 65562 issued November 8 1962 as proof of
citizenship Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official
EDUARDO DE LEON SILLER

C O N F I D E N T I A L

CELIA ALIC A RQUEZ IiCHAVEZ FM-1 No 667155 .~
issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico D F. ,C4''
August 28 1963 Entry appears to be indicated as by rail
road with final destination of Mexico D F Described p .:'tomas a female Mexican citizen 43 years of age married
housewife proceeding from Washington D C Presented /l3G
Mexican Ordinary Passport No 28982 issued-September 23 ~-
1958 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

ABRAHA HERNOVICH FM-17 No 655719 issued by
Mexican Immigration Office Central Airport Mexico D F.
September 22 1963 Entry was by airplane with final
destination of Mexico D F Described as a male Mexican
citizen born RedanialA.Li.thuania 55 years of age married
merchant proceeding from San A tonic) Texas Presented
Ordinary Passport No 09508 wh ch appeiii.tb bear date .V
of issuance as March 31 1948 s proof of identity 1

Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO Dr
LEON S I LLER

f%
x if
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CASTRO ROMERO
Fri n5/

C O N F I D E N T I A L

y,..-,"- L.r
ODETTE CHICUREL 'fABEJA FM-17 No 69402 i issued

by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 18i 1963 Entry was by bush with final destination
of Mexico F Described as a female Mexican citizen ?rCl  

15years of age single) student ,roceeding from San Antonio
Texas, accompanied by her mothers Presented Mexican Passport
No 52763 issued September 5 1963 as proof of citizenships
Entry was handled by Mexican Immigration official PEDRO

SYLVI HICUREL BEJA FM-17 No 69401 issued % Lc
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 18 1963 Entry was by bus with final destination
of Mexico D F Described as a female Mexican citizen
12 years of age student proceeding from San Antonio Texas
accompanied by her mother Presented Mexican Passport-No
52761 issued September 5 1963 as proof of citizenship
Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official PEDRO CASTRO
ROhIERO

CAROLI 4"NALEZ DF(tSPARZA FM-1 No 693068
issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico D F. r f,jt
September 9 1963 Entry was by railroad with final
destination of Mexico D F Described as a

With
Mexican ~L~

citizen 45 years of age married housewife proceeding
from an Antonio Texas Presented Passport No 5668
issued by the Mexican Foreign Office Mexico D F.
February 6,'1961 as proof of citizenship Entry handled
by Mexican Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

YOLAN IGUEROA7~UELLES FM-17 No 651599
issued b Mexican ration Office Mexico D F. !r
SePtember 13 1963 Entry made by arRiane,-with final=- ~ 1

i-jSL^
destination of Mexico D F Described as a female Mexican.
citizen 7 years of age student proceeding from San

Antonio Texass Presented Mexican Passport No 00853
issued January 4 1963 as proof of citizenship Entry
handled by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO DE LEON
BILLER



C O N F I D E N T I A L

1yI
DONNA CAROLIN".FINLE ALLARDO FM-1 No 693437

issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico D F.
September 13 1963 with notation that-Me-Was traveling
with her mother MARIA FELICITAS GALLARDO DE FINLEY Entry
was by railroad with final destination of Mexico D F
Described as a female Mexican citizen 11 years of age
student proceeding from San Antonio Texas Presented
Passport No 54039 issued by the Mexican Foreign Office
September 10 1963 as proof of citizenship Entry handled
by Mexican Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

521342 issued by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo
September 24 1963 Entry appears to be indicated as by -~'

tavion'with final destination of Mexico D F Described
as a male Mexican citizen 40 yearn of age married

.irr I

ri
MARIA FELICIT ALLARDO INLEY FM-17

No 693436 issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico
D F September 13 1963 Entry was made by railroad
with Mexico D F. shown as final destination Described
as a female Mexican citizen 49 years of age married
housewife proceeding from San Antonio Texas Presented
Passport No 20906 issued by Mexican For iegn Office
May 8 1961 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

MARGARET YOLANDA FINLE jALLARDO FM-17 No
693423 issued by Mexican Immigration Office Mexico D
September 13 1963 Entry was by railroad with final
destination of Mexico D F Described as a female Mexican
citizen 12 years of age student proceeding from San
Antonio Texas Presented Passport No 54038 issued by
the Mexican Foreign Office September 10 1963 as proof
of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican Immigration ft t
official RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO i nI,~ ,

occupation given as "insurance, proceeding from Laredo T,:rr.-ti
Texas Presented Passport No 41520 issued by the
Mexican Foreign Office July 20 1962 as proof of citizen
ship Entry handled by Mexican Immigration official
EDUARDO DE LEON SILLER

C O N F I D E N T I A L
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

RICAHRD HANSSPECKTHAMER FM-17 No 648799
issued by Mexican Immigration Office at "Aeropuerto del
Norte (Monterrey Nuevo Leon) September 21 1963
Entry was by airplane with final destination of Mexico,.
D F Described as a male Mexican citizen 14 years of
age single student proceeding from San Antonio Texas
Presented Mexican Ordinary Passport No 35501 as proof
of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican Immigration
official EDUARDO DE LEON BILLER

OLGA I FKOHL VDA DE TAHMER FM-17 No 648800
issued by Mexican Immigration Office at "Aeropuerto del f
Norte (Monterrey Nuevo Leon) September 21 1963
Entry was by airplane with final destination of Mexico
D F Described as a female Mexican citizen 66

`
years

of age widow employed in home proceeding from San
Antonio Texas._ Presented Mexican Ordinary Passport No
4685 as proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican
Immigration official EDUARDO DE LEON BILLER

r t
LISELOTTE THAMER D0 SPECK FM-17 No 648798

issued by Mexican Immigration Office at "Aeropuerto del ,
Norte (Monterrey Nuevo Leon) September 21 1963
Entry was by airplane with final destination of Mexico
D F Described as a female Mexican citizen 4I`years of
age married housewife proceeding from San Antonio
Texas Presented Mexican Ordinary Passport No 4684

proof of citizenship Entry handled by Mexican Immigration
official EDUARDO DE LEON SILLER

FERNANDO ANASTAC TREVIN6 GoNZALEZ FM-17 No
635119 issued by Mexican Immigration Office at Central
Airport,__ Mexico D F.. September 19 1963 Entry was

;"~'r-kby airplane with final destination of Mexico D F _,___.L
Described as a male Mexican citizen 29 years of age
married office worker proceeding from San Antonio ____.`~.
Texas Presented Mexican Ordinary Passport No 61126

'Issued October 17 1962 as proof of citizenship Entry
handled by Mexican Immigration official EDUARDO DE LEON BILLER

-20
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

MARIAQTERO'PABLOS FM-17 No 321676 issued
by Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
September 26 1963 Entry was by automobile with final
destination of Mexico D F Described as a female
Mexican citizen 59 ears of age widow occupation given
as "Consul, proceeding from Laredo Texas._ Presented
Passport D-64 dated March 20 1962 Entry handled by
Mexican Immigration official ANTONIO RAMON GUAJARDO

Entries of September 26 1963
of Non-Mexican Citizens
Miscellaneous Categories

NELSON ULISES SCOBAR ENITEZ (Entry was recorded
on form FM-17 No 521380 which disclosed ESCOBAR was r
traveling with special document "Circular No 1091, infor
mation concerning which was set forth in the memorandum ;'Ff 44

dated May 6 1964.) FM-1 No 521380 was issued by the
1''IrMexican Immigration Office Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963

He departed Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963
proceeding fro.Monterrey Nuevo Leon en route Laredo
Texas by autobus and re-entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo

September 26 1963 proceeding from Laredo en route Monterrey
by autobus Described as a male Salvadoran citizen 22 years
of age single occupation listed as student Presented
Passport No 38585 bearing Visa No 3570 issued by the
Mexican Embassy in the Republic of El Salvador on August 15
1963 E try was handled by Mexican Immigration official
HECT..G6A PEZ_ ~

_ _

jj~rye
KARL HEIN~TZC ENTKE (This person is listed on

V form FM-11 as HEINZ KA ZCHENTKE) His entry was recorded
f on FM-17 No 5D538 He "resented'as a document of identi

fication a form FM-1 issued March 13 1963 Form FM-17 No
520538 was issued by the Mexican Immigration Office Nuevo
Laredo on August 30 1963 He departed Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo by automobile on August 30 1963,lrn5 eeding from
Mexico D F. en route Laredo Texas and re-entered
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on Septebber-"26 1963,.proceeding
from Laredo en route Mexico D F. by automobile
Described as a male German national 36 years of age single
occupation listed as student Presented German Passport
No B-3735847 as proof of nationality Entry was handled

21
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

by Mexican Immigration
official

RAUL LUEVANO TRUJILLO

CATALINA ADA D CAR ANIZAREZ (This p~crson"s
name-is listed on form FM-1 as CATALINA ADA D1 WCARMEN

.ej~ CAN_IZARES Entry is recorded oa form FM-1?-No 521243, ----~.
"which was issued by the Mexican Immigration Office at Nuevo

Laredo on September 15 1963 She presented as a document fo re
of identification an "Oficio Bueno Para Salir y Regresar ~_..`
al Pais (Memorandum of Authorization Valid for Exit and
.Entry into the Country) No 1674 issued by the Mexican f Ij.
Ministry of the Interior on September 11 1963.) She departed-
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo by automobile September 15 1963
proceeding from Mexico D F. en route Dallas Texas and
re-entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo September 26 1963 by
automobile proceeding from Dallas en route Mexico D.Y
Mode of travel was not indicated (Form FM-11 lists her
mode of travel as being by automobile.) Described as a
female Cuban citizen with status of immigrant in Mexico
31 years of age married housewife She was In possession
of Mexican Visa No 6186 dated September 13 1963 issued
by the Mexican Foreign Office Entry was handled by Mexican
Immigration official ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA

I i
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TO DIRECTOR (105-82,555)

FROM
DALLAj

100.10 461) 3P

FBI WASH DC
fEDrfAIIrAtAUOrPJUEST16ITII

MUiCATIGla
xtsCOM r
_TlI

MAY 2 1

TEL I

?fr TAl-e'er _
r ~r1rt~F
L'r Mrhr__.___
2'r C rrr__

r 4 ':.:..,

?I! Tv
77.G!
Mr r.,._~Mr ',.r ran
Mr Txtd
Mr ""r2i~i
Tcde g..n
Wis. II !!ues
kiss Gandy

LEE HARVEY
OSWALD,1 AKA, IS-R-CUBA

RE DALLAS TEL TO BUREAU MAY TWENTY-SIX AND BUREAU TEL TO DALLAS

MAY TWENTY-TWO CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS IN BOOK 'WHO KILLED KENNEDY? BY

THOMAS G BUCHANAN WITH RESPECT TO THE INDIVIDUAL EATING FRIED CHICKEN

AT TEXAS SCHOOL BOOD DEPOSITORY CTSBD)

ON MAY TWENTY-EIGHT DETECTIVE R L STUDEBAKER CRIME SCENE SEARCH

SECTION DALLAS POLICE DEPT. ADVISED HE WAS ONE OF OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO

SEARCH SIXTH FLOOR OF TSBD IMMEDIATELY AFTER ASSASSINATION RECALLS

FINDING SOFT DRINK BOTTLE AND LUNCH SACK WHICH CONTAINED CHICKEN BONE

ON SIXTH FLOOR RECALLS TAKING PHOTOGRAPHS OF BOTTLE AND SACK IN THEIR

ORIGINAL POSITION ANQ STATES BOTTLE WAS SITTING APPROXIMATELY THREE OR

FOUR FEET FROM LUNCH SACK HE STATED SACKIt AND BOTTLE WERE SITTING

NEAR FRONT OF BUILDING FACING ELM STREET AND IN THE THIRD AISLE FROM

HOUSTON STREET SIDE OF BUILDING WHEN LUNCH SACK FIRST FOUND IT

CONTAINED CHICKEN BONES AND TO THE BEST OF HIS RECOLLECTION A PEICE

OF WAXED'PAPER._ IIHFi.C$TATED ONE OF OFFICERS SEARCHING PLACE LATER EMPTIED
,.

DD

SACK LEAVING CHICKEN BONES ON FLOOR NEAR AREA WHERE
F,OUN,~D

END PAGE ONEt^
~~ !~ ~~ y I



PAGE TWO

STUDEBAKER STATED THAT IT WAS LATER ASCERTAINED ONE OF EMPLOYEES

OTHER THAN OSWALD HAD EATEN HIS LUNCH ON SIXTH FLOOR AND THAT SACK AND

BOTTLE BELONGED TO THIS EMPLOYEE AND THAT THEREAFTER NO FURTHER IN

VESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED BY POLICE DEPARTMENT CONCERNING SOFT DRINK

BOTTLE AND LUNCH SACK

LIEUTENANT J C DAY CRIME SCENE SEARCH SECTION DALLAS POLICE

DEPARTMENT ADVISED ON MAY TWENTY"EIGHT HE RECALLS A LUNCH SACK AND SOFT

DRINK BOTTLE BEING FOUND ON SIXTH FLOOR OF TSBD DURING SEARCH HE

STATED'O BEST OF HIS MEMORY THE CHICKEN BONES LUNCH SACK AND SOFT

DRINK BOTTLE WERE FOUND IN THE SAME GENERAL AREA ON SIXTH FLOOR AFTER

REVIEWING PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN OF LUNCH SACK AND BOTTLE HE STATED THEY

WERE FOUN! IN THIRD AISLE FROM HOUSTON STREET SIDE OF BUILDING AND
w

THAT THE BOTTLE WAS SITTING APPROXIMATELY THREE FEET FROM THE LUNCH SACK

LIEUTENANT DAY RELATED THAT IT WAS LATER ASCERTAINED LUNCH SACK s

AND SOFT DRINK BOTTLE WERE PLACED IN THEIR LOCATION BY ANOTHER EMPLOYEE

OTHER THAN OSWALD AND NO FURTHER EFFORT WAS MADE TO IDENTIFY PERSON

RESPONSIBLE HE STATED HE LATER DUSTED THE SOFT DRINK BOTTLE TO ASCER

TAIN IF IT CONTAINED PRINTS OF OSWALD WHICH EXAMINATION WAS NEGATIVE

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

LIEUTENANT DAY STATED HE MAINTAINED THE LUNCH SACK AND SOFT DRINK BOTTLE

I N HIS OFFICE FOR SEVERAL WEEKS AND AFTER DECIDING IT HAD NO VALUE TO

THE CASE THREW THE SACK AND BOTTLE AWAY

DETAILS OF ABOVE INTERVIEWS BEING RELECTED IN NEXT REPORT SUBMITTED

I N CAPTIONED CASE

END

J MS

FBI WASH DC
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue F Z
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

-71

QJ `,N
w

Reference is made to your letter of Nay 20,x`
1964 requesting this Bureau to conduct certain investi

gation in connection with the attempted assassination
of Major General Edwin A Walker

The investigation requested by you has been
instituted and the results of our inquiries in this

particular matter will be furnished to the Commission

upon receipt

In connection with your specific request to
forward to Sr Wesley J Liebeler of your staff items
one and seventy containing photographs number P-S and
number P-1 respectively there are enclosed the two
items requested REC 45

j
.! ~uH:_^ src Sincerely ours lt

J J
0115

como.FBI U Edgar Hoover na JUN 1 1964

Enclosures (2)
VA S MI 44

~T.loos

NOTE SEE
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Belmont
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1 Lenihan

Ma y 28
1964*

BY COURIER SERVICE

1
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Honorable J Lce Rankin

NOTE The Commission has received considerable testimony
bearing on the attempted assassination of General Walker and
has received the Dallas PD investigation concerning the
incident as well as results of investigation conducted by the
FBI and Secret Service concerning such incident Some of the
data furnished the Commission is at variance and Commission
requested we conduct additional investigation to resolve the
discrepancies For example Marina Oswald apparently has
furnished a somewhat different account of Oswald's alleged
activity in connection with the attempted assassination of
General Walker to Secret Service and to FBI The enclosures
consist of photographs which Marina Oswald felt may have some
connection to the Walker incident Mr Liebeler requested
he be furnished such copies of these photographs

-2



EARLVA W
C1r."vr

JC.HARD! R(IS?LL
JCl1'.NSHfRAIANCOOPER
HALLSOWS
GERALDR FORD
JOHNj.,.lcclOY
ALLENV.DULIIS

Dear Mr Hoover

t3
LISir

).LEERANKINal C.u..l

MAY 2 8 ?964

+ J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

v

s Jun/
~9E

PRESIDENT'/ Co1~MtSSION
ON TN!

ASSASSINATIONOT PRESIDENTKENNEDY
300MarylandAve NL
WashingtonD.C 30002

Telephone543.1100

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Pennsylvania Ave & 9th St N W
Washington D C 20535

The Commission has information that Earlene Roberts who was r
the manager of the house on Beckley Street in which Lee H Oswald
lived at the time of the assassination of President Kennedy may
hove been in San Antonio Texas on November 21 1963 at the time
President Kennedy visited that city

It is requested that Earlene Roberts be reinterviewed to
determine where she was during the day of November 21 1963 If
she claims that she was in Dallas or elsewhere on that day then
she should be requested to account for her activities so that a
check out con be made to corroborate her statements If she states!
that she was in San Antonio on that date then in addition she ~
should be requested to state why she did go to San Antonio

When Earlene was interviewed by FBI agents as late as December

23 1963 (See Clements Jon 8 1964 P.400) she resided at 1026 DccUcy
Street Dallas Texas Her sister is Berth Cheeks and as late as

April 14 1964 she was living at 5901 Hillcfest Dallas Texas

Sincerely



Letter received from the Commission 5-28-64 requesting
a reinterview of Earlene Roberts who is the sister of Mrs Bertha
Cardelia (Vogle) Cheek a wealthy woman who knew
Jack Ruby in view of their mutual interest in night clubs
Earlene Roberts was the landlady at Lee Harvey Oswald's Beckley
Street residence *t the time of the assassination Roberts
has previously indicated she did not take an active part
in the management of this address and has declined knowing
Oswald or Ruby The matter concerning whether there has been
74 Ge'ivpE.Grr.rv.,t between Oswald and Ruby has previously been

Tom" -thoroughly investigatyBelow

J'1ii t 0164

Airtel

)'"EC
To SAC Dallas (100-10461)

From Dir tor FBI (105-82555).31

JEE EY .OSwALD,.AU
IS R CUBA

ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

Enclosed are two copies of a letter from the .$
President's Commission dated May 28 1964 which is self
explanatory

Your specific attention is directed to paragraph 2
of this letter in which Earlene Roberts activities are to
be checked following the results of her reinterview dependent
on her location on November 21 1963

In view of the President's Commission anticipated ?y+
early windup Dallas is instructed to handle this matter
expeditiously and furnish appropriate letterhead memoranda
to the Bureau for dissemination to the President's Commission

Enclosures (2) 0
)CMR:las
(4)

ENOTE

4

6-1-64

CloeiD a
Evan
Po

___
_GIs ff C1

%lbws
T..d
TiotIn "-/ "'''



Transmit the following in

.'"-
On 5/25/64 I personally contacted LUKE CARROLL

'Managing Editor "Chicago's American. CARROLL stated that
MAGGI LY"ifld attempt to obtain the_Le would'Contact

information Hestated tit'he could not promise that she
would be willing to furnish the source of this information
but stated that he would do his best to obtain it He
stated it might take him a few days to resolve this matter
but that he would handle it as expeditiously as possible
and would be in touch with me

(Type is plain text or cods)

(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.FBI 0105-82555)fid

C C wide

Approved

a

C FBI

Date 5/26/64

Bureau will be kept advised

SpM ial Agent in r e.r,t
.  vb



NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO

1 Sisoo
1 Lenihan
1 Branigan

PLAID TEXT

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM:DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
0

I.Sl~ HARVEY OOSWALD IS t " CUBA

RE BUAIRTEL TO DL MAY TWENTY SIX LAST AND WFO AIRTEL

TO BUREAU MAY TWENTY EIGHT LAST WITS LRM COPIES TO DALLAS

BOTB CAPTIONED QUOTE LEE HARVEY OSWAID IS E CUBA END QUOTE

RE QUOTE NATIONAL GUARDIAN END QUOTE ARTICLE MAY NINE LAST

PAGE TWO WFO LM I BETS FORTH COMMENTS BY SECRET SERVICE

AGENT JAMES N HOWARD RE ALLEGED INCIDENT OF NEGRO MAN QUESTIONED

ON HIS PRESENCE AND DEPARTURE FROM TEXAS SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITOR

BUILDING ON ASSASSINATION DATE YOU SHOULD INTERVIEW POLICE CHIEF

JESSE E CURRY RE CIRCUMSTANCES OF ALLEGED QUESTIONING AND IF

INDIVIDUAL CAN BE IDENTIFIED ATTEMPT TO INTERVIEW HIM RE HIS

ACTIONS ON NOVEMBER TWENTY TWO ONE NINE SIX THREE Alfr.'J

QUESTIONING BY POLICE FOLLOW
INSTRUCT.IONS

IN REFERENCED

i i BUAIRTEL IN sumenaiiil ~1
~','c110N

0 /O
"/

:..--terv (I;~AMUItiCp11UNb
JMS :mac

1s SUN 2 191
Q(5)

JtIN l 1964
(~ +

ta~ 'TELETYPC/o

J
NOTE Pres dent's o__ J _ _ i _ _ L._ r _ate __

5/22/64 requestec
Tol interview of Secret Service Agent Mike Howard bis brother
Y.to .t IS: ".t i '"A
G Pat Howard "Deputy in Sheriff's Office of Tarrant County Texas,coa..e
Evan and Thayer Waldo Fort Worth "Star-Tc1egkba rspOtter,&o allegationsc.. .tROM

i  13 19efATd. Roark
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Teletype to SAC Dallas
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

CONTINUANCE OF POTI

in 5/9/64"National Guardian which alleged that Waldo received

information from Nike Howard of existence of a Negro witness who

saw Oswald shoot at President Kennedy Secret Service Agent

Edward Interviewed by WFO Agent 5/27/64 related that he heard

from Dallas Police Detective Jack Bryan about an incident

involving a Negro man questioned by Dallas Police on his

presence in Texas School Book Depository Building on assassination

date The Negro man had left the building hurriedly after the

shooting and when questioned later by Dallas Police stated

he had left hurriedly because he had a police record and feared

he would be suspected of involvemeft in the assassination

Dallas being instructed to check out this incident with.

Chief Curry and to interview Negro man If identified re matter

RI)Wt
/ ~V 5 DEPARTMENTOFASla~

V011t;+
WtlPiTTTICAtlpqC41MU ,CATIONSSEC1IO

JUN 1 1964

TELETYPE



SUBJECT

REC 45

cotHUN.o. NON -'--__.
N11-3M
UNITED STATES 6

Memorandum

DATE 5/25/64

Re Bureau airtel 5/21/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and for
Dallas two copies of a letterhead memorandum dated as above
.and captioned LEE HARVEY OSWAID at Newark New Jersey

Mrs MARGARET A WOLFF 2 Delaware Avenue Dumont
New Jersey interviewed at the Hackensack Resident Agency
Hackensack New Jersey on 5/25/64 by SA JOHN J KENNELLY

She was completely cooperative and appeared sincere
in her statements She stated that she was at the disposal
of the FBI at any time should the need for further interview
arise

L)(414 0i 0.4 A

yt.sw

it,'j

G / .....sts-w.,~ 67
d p,p 4"4 /

Ij)#j ji..
7 A'/.f A A.L...e ` o

*cc ..;2,0:Jrt)' '0/

- Bureau (Encs 5'3CRM
2 Dallas (100-10461) (Encs.2) (INFO) RY
1 Newark
JJK:CIMS
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In Reply PleaseReftr
FWJV.

UNITE TATES DEPARTMENT OF f. ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark New Jersey
May 25 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
-1=

On May 25 1964 Mrs Margaret A;1tlolff residence2 Delaware Avenue Dumont New Jersey occupation housewife -rteadvised that she was a passenger on the Transportes del Norte
bus operating between Mexico City and Monterrey on October 2
1964 She advised that she had completed a nine-day conducted
tour of Mexico and was on the first phase of her trip home
Mrs Wolff advised that when she boarded the bus in Mexico Cityshe followed a custom that she has of sitting in the first seat
behind the driver on his side of the bus She explained that
she enjoys traveling and enjoys looking at the passing country
side She stated that she was not able to retain this seat
because her ticket called for her to sit in the second row of
seats on the same side She was therefore moved to the second
row and occupied an aisle seat on the trip

Mrs Wolff advised that she was not aware of the
presence of the subject nor the presence of any individual of
American nationality on this bus She stated that she could not
now recall Oswald's being a passenger nor did she note any
luggage that appeared to her to be in any way out of the ordinary

Mrs Wolff advised that she is not in the habit of
conversing with strangers but did talk briefly with a woman
while seated in the first seat of the bus She stated that this
individual was of Mexican nationality 28 years of age and
married with no children She does not recall her name but-
would recognize her if she saw her again She identified a
second person with whom she had conversation as a male who
occupied the inside seat of the second row She advised he was
also of Mexican nationality spoke broken English was approxi
mately 55 years of age and although he did introduce himselfshe could not identify him with the name Roberto P Gonzales
However she stated that if she saw this individual again she
would recognize him Mrs Wolff advised that she was not in a
position to further identify any of the other passengers on the
bus It was her recollection that most of them were young and
noisy but she did not pay any particular attention to them

Mrs Wolff was shown a photograph of the subject and
she stated that she had no recollection of his having been on
that bus



Yrs Wolff was exhibited a photograph of the subject
and she stated she was certain that she had no recollection of
his having been on that bus

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

This\doc went contains neither recomme lotions nor
conclusions of th Federal Bureau of Investigation It is.the
property of the F and is loaned to your agenc7 it and its
contents are not !~o be distributed outside your gency
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Transmit the following in

Via A I !rPEL
(Pnoaey)

TO DIRECTOR,"FBI (62-109060)

FROM SAC
CHICA5(62-6115)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and Dallas 0
are one copy each of a portion of a new paper column ".~
appearing in a Chicago newspaper T is article ap
peared in a column written by MAGGILY in "Chicago's
American on 5/13/64

-~

The Chicago Division is not aware of the sig
nificance of this information if any and will conduct
no inquiry UACB /

~$ Bureau (Enc 1) Ii

1 Dallas (100-10461)(Enc 1)
1 Chicago

DWS:imf
(5)

.//2-,x,vt
,j,.,)

64

et

Sent M Per

0, 1s":.r
t

Approved
Spool pd~lgrEnl in Charge
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(MountClipping In Spec Selew

(Indicate page sawe of
newspaper city and st.t..)

/6.D0 THE Warren committee know this! That%4evaif
looker who dwells in Houston Tex. was in Dallas the morn
ing JFK was slain.and that her most generous gentleman
riend in MexicoCity phoned her from there and breathlessly

instructed "Get out of there at once! She took the f

Jet home u bir.ietimate friends-iartd.ens o~~ot r
Degedlystated that she "feels Lee Oswald was Castro

deputized murderer because Kennedy publicly pledged to
Cuban exiles In Canaveral and Washington "I promise you
X11that one day soon you will return to a free Cuba! Ow
source assures us that the lady is a nice person.not a Hama

roppa

CHICAGO AMERICAN
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Dot.
tdtftan GREEN STREAK
Author MAGGI E rALYEditor

LUKE CARROLLTitle LEE HARVEY
OSWALD

Characters

Classlfleetlos
SubmittingOffice 62-6115

 CHICAGO-

b N L:.Cia ~'t.y~



airtel

Ufd 3 1961i

5-21-64

1 Wannall -=
1 Branigan
1 Lenihan

To qt SAC Chicago (62-6115) PERSONAL ATTENTION -11
ue

Frost Director FBI (105-82555)

e ..r

Rourairtel 5-18-64 enclosing a nevspapor clipping which
contained an article prepared by Maggie Daly in the !Chicago
American on 5-13-64

You should immediately personally contact Luke Carroll
Managing Editor of the "Chicago American, and request the
identity of Maggie Daly's source for information in her article
of 643-64 in order that such individual may be interviewed by i
the FBI You should also ascertain from Carroll the name of the
woman alleged by Daly's source to have stated that she "feels
Lee Oswald vas Castro's deputized murderer because Kennedy
publicly pledged to Cuban exiles in Canaveral and Washington
"I promise you all that one day soon you will return to a
free Cuba: If Carroll is cooperative and furnishes the names
of these two individuals you should immediately set out
appropriate leads that they be interviewed for any information
in their possession regarding Lee Harvey Oswald or information
bearing on the assassination of President John F Kennedy

Results of your inquiries should be furnished to the
Bureau in report form suitable for dissemination to the
President's Commission

Handle I mmeff tel

1 Dallas
tf r

NOTE SEE PAGE "Z--MmaP A _
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"Airtel to SAC Chicago (62-6115)
re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS R -CUBA
105-82555

NOTE Maggie Daly writes a column in the "Chicago American.
In the 5-13-64 issue of the "Chicago American, Daly alleged that
there was an attractive woman who lived in Houston Texas butvho
was in Dallas on the morning Kennedy was slain Daly indicated that
her source of this information indicated this attractive woman
received a telephone call from her most generous gentleman friend
in Mexico City instructing her to "get out of there at once!
Daly's article alleged that the woman took the first jet plane
home and confided to intimate friends that she "feels Oswald was
Castro's deputized murderer SAC Chicago has previously
contacted Luke Carroll regarding other data which has appeared in
Daly's column alleging certain data in regard to the assassination
of President Kennedy Daly's information has been highly speculative
and inaccurate and when pinned down as to identity of the source of
such information Carroll has indicated source not available but
that he himself questioned the authenticity of the source's
information
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O r

SUBJECT

ro Director FBI (105-82555) DATE 5-21-64

FROM 1 Legat Paris (105-1067) (P.)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Re Paris letters 2-3-64 and 4-23 q J t`

Attached is one copy of the book f Who Rillpd
Kennedy's recently published in PortugaY by""Genera Protero

This copy of the book was supplied to the Pa is
Office by Mr FRANK J DEVINE First Secretary U.S Embassy .

Lisbon Portugal

It will be noted that the attachment is in th

Portuguese language and was written by the "General Protero
who wrote a letter to the U S Attorney General and to y
the President's Commission on the Assassination of the s

President as set out in Bucab to Paris 1-31-64 v /659 `';1

This attachment-is being furnished to the Bureaut
as of possible interest in connection with instant subject
natter No further action with respect to the attachment
is being taken by t Varis Office
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TRANSLATION FROM PORTUGUESE

From "0 Perigo Amarelo, (The Yellow Danger) an 80-page booklet
by General Protero "Apocalypse Collection No 1 1st Edition
published by "Mundo Novo Editions Post Office Box 20 Amadora
Portugal

(Translation of Chapter VII appearing on page 68)

Why President Kennedy Was Killed

Since the causes which have wrapped the assassination
of President Kennedy in Dallas into the thickest of mystery
continue to exist we have decided to bring a contribution and
possibly a material help to the clarification of the question
"Who were the masterminds of the assassination

In October,1949 four years after my conversion to the
Catholic faith and my complete repudiation of the high-ranking
communist position which I had occupied I had a conversation
in the Embassy,of the United States with Colonel Frank Sitter
military attache during which I had occasion to let him know
that I knew many things about the communist organization id the
United States many of which were unknown to the FBI

In the meantime Colonel Hitter was transferred elsewhere
and when his successor arrived I told him that since the
Department of State had not accepted a certain proposal I had
made concerning a loan to be granted under the Marshall Plan
for the purpose of combating communism without "bombs airplanes
and guns, I had resolved to disclose everything I knew about
the communist organization in the United States in a book to
be published at the proper time The new attache found my idea
"interesting.

COPIES TY DYED
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Now this time has come and the masterminds of %
President Kennedy's assassination will appear in a much stronger
light because of what we are about to reveal

We believe it necessary however to go back a few
years in order to learn how Russia outlined the communist
organization in the United States It happened in 1919 Lenin
had formed the Comintern and this latter decided to send to
the United States the best secret agents of its 138 sections
and subsections These agents entered the country by using
false names and all kinds of pretexts and soon gathered enough
information to create a far-reaching espionage network throughout
the territory of the United States

The reports of the secret agents were later studied
in the 20 divisions grouped into five sections of the
Cominform which had replaced the dissolved Comintern

Upon conclusion of the study the communist organi
zation of the United States was fully outlined This happened
in 1935

Alfred Wagenknecht was officially recognized as the
founder of the Communist Party of the United States of America
and his son-in-law Philip Weissberg who under the name of
Carl Winter had been the chief of the local committee of the
organization in the State of Michigan became his principal
associate These plans were drawn up in Russia and translated
into practice by a veteran Secret Service Agent His name
was Irving Postak and he was responsible for setting up the
committee of the leadership whose members were Francis Xavier
Waldron who from this time on began using the name of Eugene
Denis as the first Secretary General of the Party William
Zebulon Foster President Jacob Stahel a Pole in charge
of the agitation section of the National Communist Board of
the United States and later instructor of "Militants with
the help of a number of brochures which were published at the behest
of the Russians and were entitled "Progress of the Communist
International, "Why Communism and "Organization Manual.
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The internal organization of the Communist Party of the
United States of America was left in charge of Negro Henry Winston
while the organization of the workers was given to John Beattie
Williamson The "Daily Worker, the official organ of the Party
remained under the management of Francis Budrus who later on
repudiated communism and converted taking over the Chair of

.Economics in the Catholic University of New York The editor in
chief of the paper was Israel Regenstreif a Jew who used to
write his editorials under the by-line of John Gates.

In the meantime the organization was extending its
tentacles into other States Thus New York State was given to_
Robert Thompson Ohio State was given to a Finn by the name of
Arvo Mike Halberg who used the name Gus Hall Illinois was given
to Gilbert Greenberg who shortened his name to Gil Green Atlanta
was given to Negro lawyer Dr Benjamin Jefferson Davis who was
also responsible for representing the Negroes of the United States
in the Secretariat of the Party

In effect these twelve men were the true founders of
the Communist Party of the United States which from its inception
turned into a perfect espionage network for Russia For this
reason the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) had to contend
with this skillfully managed organization from the very first few
days and soon discovered that the propaganda material was being
distributed through clandestine channels Some of the titles of
this propaganda material are "The Communist Manifesto, by
Engel "State and Revolution, by Lenin "Fundamentals of Leninism,
by Stalin and "The History of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. The FBI also discovered that J Peters a great expert
at the service of the communists had been placed in charge of
writing and publishing a "Handbook on the Organization of-the
Communist Party, whose purpose was to encourage and incite
sabotage actions designed to bring about a revolutionary overthrow
of capitalism In other words the book was seeking to further
the "best way to establish a dictatorship of the proletariat and
a social soviet republic in the United States of America.

At about the same time the Education Department of
the Party in New York State published the "Guidebook to Discussion
No 3, a technical study book for each cell of the organization
of the Party The subtitle of this guidebook was "The Party and
its purpose was to teach the "Communist Vanguard in the tasks
it was supposed to discharge



In this book there are two very important references
One which appears at the end of the book is nothing more than a
translation of page 364 of the Soviet catechism which in Russian
is entitled "Vsesoyuznaya Kommunisticheskaya Partiya. In
Portuguese this title has been changed to "A Short History.
The second reference is a quotation from the article that Henry
Winston published in "Political Affairs magazine under the title
"Strengthening the Party Among the Workers of the Basic Industries.
In order to understand better that which will follow the preceding
clarifications were all important

The present organization of communism in the United
States is of much greater magnitude than is commonly known as
we are about to see The organization is founded on three different
classes of individuals Militants Adventurers and Sympathizers
These three classes or categories discharge well-defined tasks
In fact Russia knows beforehand that the implanting of a communist
regime in the United States is an absurd utopia because of the
social and economic standard of living which there is much higher
than anywhere else in the world

Thus the "Militants act as "decoys. Russia uses
them to keep the FBI busy or rather to distract it As is known
the FBI is the Department in charge of combating communism in the
United States The decoys keep the Department from duly concerning
itself with the activities of the other two categories or classes
of people That is why Russia made it possible for the FBI to
infiltrate a number of its Agents into the "Militant group One of
these infiltrated Agents is an intelligent girl photographer from
Greece Her name is Angela Colomoris Sbe has been on the job since
1942 Another infiltrated Agent is a Negro William Cummings
He joined Balunes Hidalgo and others who became witnesses for the
prosecution in the celebrated trial of the eleven principal
"Militant leaders of the Party This trial lasted approximately
nine months and was successful in causing the authorities the press
and public opinion to be somewhat distracted from the activities
of the other two categories of people who were busy in the espionage
field at the service of Russia The second category of people
employed by Russia are the so-called "Adventurers. This is by far
the most important category and the recruitments are made from the
most daring "gangsters. The people in this category are entrusted
with the most dangerous and dare-devil missions which range from
"scientific sabotage to the elimination of any individual whose
disappearance becomes necessary



These missions after being carefully studied are
carried out with such skill that it always proves very difficult
and often impossible to come up with the least suspicion or
shred of evidence as to the perpetrators of the "scientific
sabotage or the assassination as the case may be

For example let us take the case of new aircraft models
flying test flights The pilots are in constant contact via radio
with the control towers The towers in turn are following and
recording every individual facet of the testing It has happened
In more than one case that immediately after the pilot reporting
"All is well, a violent explosion has torn the aircraft to shreds
leaving absolutely no clue as to its cause Of course this does
not affect only the Air Force The Navy and other branches of
the Armed Forces have been affected too Suffice it to mention
the case of the "Thresher..

Night clubs are the recruiting grounds of the most
intelligent and dangerous gangsters for the "Adventurer category
of the Communist Party The Adventurers are remote-controlled by
masterminds who operate outside the borders of the United States
They live either in Canada as was the case of Colonel Zabotine
or in Mexico Needless to say the assignments are very well
paying

In this fashion based upon all that has been discussed
heretofore and within the field of hypotheses the conclusions
which are about to be presented as to a possible reconstruction
of the causes which led to the assassination of unfortunate
President Kennedy can hardly be disputed It-is our contribution
and we offer it to the Commission of the Congress of the United
States (sic) appointed by President Johnson to conduct the-investi
gation on President Kennedy's assassination

1 It is almost certain that there exist two people
who know who killed President Kennedy even though they do not know
the causes which determined the slaying

One of these people already disappeared from the scene
of the tragedy because it so suited the mastermind He was Lee
Oswald He always claimed that he had not been Kennedy's slayer
but there is no question that he prepared everything including
the proper lay-out in the book depository where he was working
in accordance with instructions that he must have received in
Mexico which he visited in September In order to stop him from
disclosing the name of the actual killer his disappearance was
planned in advance An aspect which should prove very interesting
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for the clearing up of this important case should take the FBI
on an investigation of whether the list of the customary patrons
of Jack Ruby's night clubs includes somebody with a name or nickname
or similar-sounding name of the person who received through the
mail the rifle with telescopic sights that was used for the
assassination

Another aspect of some importance should be an accurate
check of all fingerprints on the map which was used to prepare the
route which the Presidential motorcade would have followed Perhaps

,the fingerprints on this map include those of the true assassin
These fingerprints could be analyzed by the FBI and compared with
the numerous sets of fingerprints which the FBI must have of the
various and sundry gangsters This should lead to the identification

,of the real murderer

Even though he was not affiliated with the Communist
Party Lee Oswald was a'Sympatbizer. Generally speaking these
are the people that the masterminds use in preparing the "environment
for the risky missions that it is the job of the "Adventurers to
carry out

Jack Ruby knows only too well who killed President
Kennedy In fact we are convinced that he must have received
a substantial amount of money to recruit or "bring in the gangster
who did the killing

Since he was afraid that Oswald might reveal who had
committed this crime he kept very close to the authorities ever
since the investigation started and dreading that such a thing
might happen killed Oswald under the sympathetic eyes of the
Dallas police on whom he had a certain amount of influence

As for the masterminds and the causes which led
to the assassination the real roots may lie in Russia or in
China or in Japan

Russia has been working on a very detailed plan for
quite a while now whereby it intends to involve the entire American
Continent in a single blaze through the unleashing of civil wars
The actual execution of this plan started in Cuba with the help
of Fidel Castro bringing civil war to the very door of the United
States After the consolidation of the Castro regime Cuba has
been used as the shipping port of large quantities of arms supplied
by Russia and its satellites and destined to the terrorists in
Venezuela Bolivia Santo Domingo Haiti Guatemala Brazil etc +
These arms are designed to place the United States under the
dangerous threat of more and more communist regimes to be established



in those countries In addition when Russia installed its rockets
in Cuba President Kennedy who realized that they were aggressive
arms against his country reacted in the manner which is well
known now Russia lost its nerve because it likes war in somebody
else's home but not in its home The split between the Chinese
and the Russians as well as Fidel Castro's neutrality in this
conflict started at this time

It is a conflict which China is very skillfully taking
advantage of

In the meantime it has been brought to our knowledge
that right now Russia is conducting certain probes for the
installation in Brazil of the rocket launching pads and the rockets
which used to be in Cuba It is not known what progress has been
made with these probes On the other hand it is to be assumed
that Brazil and Russia were afraid that when the various American
Secret Services would acquaint President Kennedy with this
development the latter would react in a similar manner to the
Cuban case So Russia found a habitual solution and a most
effective one Kennedy was suppressed through a painstakingly
planned crime which took full advantage of the frightening espionage
network consisting of the communist organization in the United
States In order not to arouse suspicion and shake off the water
from its raincoat Russia quickly made a report on Lee Oswald
available This report had been prepared beforehand and the
Americans naively accepted it on its face value... This is-the
first hypothesis

As for the second hypothesis China is not unaware that
the attempts at a "rapprochement between Russia and the United
States are to be attributed to a common fear of the "Yellow Danger
which China will pose in a future which is drawing closer and
closer Now during the negotiations that took place between
Krushchev and Kennedy for the installation of a direct telephone
line between Moscow and Washington the intelligence service which
China runs-in Cuba found out that one of the reasons which led
to the installation of the above-mentioned telephone line was due
to the constantly growing threat of aggression posed by China

One of the points agreed upon called for Russia to promote
a clearing up of its relations with China for the purpose of carrying
on a better espionage work in connection with whatever plans Chins
had threatening both countries By means of the telephone line
Khrushchev would furnish periodical reports to President Kennedy
on what was going on Confronted with this situation in addition
to the disagreeable facts that Kennedy was protecting General s
Chang Kai-shek and financing his government in Formosa which



continues to be the home base of a large American fleet China
decided to have Kennedy assassinated inasmuch as it considered
him as one of its worst enemies especially in connection with
the recent conflict with India To this end China took advantage
of the very communist network which Russia has created immediately
outside the borders of the United States This is the second
hypothesis But there is a third one which still appears very
cloudy but which in our opinion should be carefully studied
It is based upon the following

On September 10 1952 Senator McCarthy experienced
no qualms in making a very serious public accusation He said
"Communism has secret representatives inside the American Government.
Now this serious statement was never denied What was Mr Stevenson
-doing in Dallas shortly before Kennedy's visit Perhaps this is
the key to the reason why Jack Ruby over and above the protection
which the authorities always afforded him stated to his sister who
was visiting him in jail "I have good friends Do not worry

Upon undertaking this modest work we said that we were
at the disposal of the North American authorities to reveal to them
one more thing of great importance which still remains to be
discussed However for this to happen we impose one condition
which is the following Inasmuch astte United States has powerfully
helped India in its invasion of Goa supplying it with money arms
and its support with Kennedy's blessing so much so that his wife
Jacqueline paid a solicitous visit to Nehru after the invasion
congratulating him on the aggression he had committed against
Portugal the United States must also commit itself to forcibly
ask India to effect a plebiscite in Goa in accordance with the
petition submitted by the National Liberation Movement to the
United Nations Organization This plebiscite should be in
accordance with those principles which are commonly referred to
as self-determination and which are recognized in the case of
certain nations and denied in the case of other nations depending
on the interests at stake

Therefore we shall reveal our information concerning
facts of major importance and of vital significance to the secret
service of the National Defense of the United States only after
a plebiscite is held in accordance with the request of the National
Liberation Movement There is no doubt that Goa Damao and Dio
will be once again territories of their legitimate fatherland which
is Portugal Without the fulfillment of this condition the United
States will continue to remain in the dark as to the above facts



The End

If the President's Commission on the Assassination of
President Kennedy really wishes to know who killed Kennedy according
to the letter that it sent from Washington to the author of this
book on January 16 1964 requesting his cooperation toward a full
exposure of the plot we will furnish a clue which will lead to
the desired goal This is the clue Let it conduct a vigorous
and painstaking interrogation of Oswald's wife who is a Russian
national in order to have her indicate the names of all the
people who have sent her gifts of many thousands of dollars Among
them a number of nameless donors have been very careful not to
disclose their identity One of them is the donor of a certain
amount which was paid so that she should declare that her husband
was the pertetrator of the crime

And also Jack Ruby knows who the gangster is who was
hired to kill Kennedy Oswald's mother is right when she says
that it was not her son who killed Kennedy...

If the clue which has been provided will be followed
in addition to identifying the assassin it will be.found out
that the masterminds of the assassination are Russian Cuban
Chinese Japanese and United States communists in accordance with
that which has just been disclosed in this book
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Hr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

tear Mr Hoover

Thank you for your letter of May 13 196h enclosing a
copy of the May 9 1964 issue of the National Guardian

The Commission would like the Bureau to interview Mike
Howard Pat Howard and Thcyer Waldo regarding the conversations
which are alleged to have taken place on or about February 9 1964
in Fort Worth and Dallas Texas c

Thank you for your assistance

Sincerely

0

tr.



;t SAC Dallas (100-10461)
34 ~

From
AG

Director 1'BI (105-82555)

/is LIZ HARVEY OSWAID

Attached is a copy of an article from the "National .)
Guardian of May 9 1964 which is captioned "Oswald case A ~~.
new angle.

According to the article Mark Lane claims that the M
United States Secret Service deliberately planted a false
story in the press to cast further guilt on Oswald By o
letter dated May 22 1964 the President's Commission requested
the Bureau to interview three individuals named 44the article:a
They are (1) eecret_Service Agent Mike (Idichaek Howard who
was previously assigned to the ort Yortf T x area Wand is
now on the White Rouse Det f the Secret Service in
Washington D C. (2) Pat ward eputy_Sheritt of _.._
Tarrant County Texas and beother of Secret Service Agent
Mike Howard and (3) Thayer aldo a report ed_for be_ 'ortJort

'l/8tar..Telegraa The President's Commission desires to have !!
1 those three individuals interviewed regarding conversations 0

which are alleged by the article to have taken place on or abot
February 9 1964 in Fort Worth and Dallas Teams concerning
the existence of a Megro witness who saw Oswald shoot at

'Ck resident tennedy

Dallas should interview Pat Howard and Thayer Waldo
and WFO should interview Secret Service Agent Michael Howard of
the White Rouse Detail Those individuals should be advised that
we are contacting them regarding Lane's allegations at'tho epecific
request of the President's Commission

A Submit airtel enclosing a letterhead memorandum suitable
Mot*
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
D.Looch

t.~
Bums ) for dissemination to thcLPresident'a Commission

aE I
At



NOT

Airtel to SAC Dallas
PE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

By letter 5/13/64 we advised the Commission of the
allegations in the "National Guardian 5/9/64 article which
referred to the existence of a Negro witness who saw Oswald
shoot at President Eeunedy and indicated that Tort Worth
Star-Telegram reporter Thayer Waldo had received this
information from Secret Service Agent (tike Howard and his
brother Pat Howard Deputy Sheriff Tarrant County Texas
We have previously checked out for the President's Commission
allegations regarding the existence of the Negro witness
and found no evidence for this allegation President's Commission
requested by letter 5/22/64 that the two Sowards and Waldo
be interviewed regarding conversations lane alleges took
place in TeLrurary 1964 which would indicate that the Howard
are the source for Waldo's article on 2/10/64 in the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram that the Negro witness to Oswald's
shooting President Kennedy did exist

s
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FBI WASH DC

'I F61 DALLAS

12W PM CST URGENT 5.22-64 MH

0 DIRECTOR 105-82555

FROM DALLA 100-10461 3P

LEE HARVE OSWALD AKA IS-R"CUBA

REBUTEL MAY TWENTY REQU$TING CERTAIN INFORMATION TO REFUTE

fP . (r ..

SR B611C::310) THEDIRECTOR
12 JUN 2 1964

O.WO1L"""_

I
JUr'1 1t~t,n

%./f Si e"r

~,,~IEDC1tAl Or
P FutENTOflUS1lE

COMMUNICATIONSSECTION.

MAY 221964 l

TELETYPE

Mr Tallinn
Mr B.linbat
Mr Mobr_
Mr Caeprr
Mr eallsbaa _Mr {.nnrad _Mr P.-1 vie
Mr spans _
Mr cafe
Mr T wen
Mr culi;'a
Mr Tacd
Mr Trutt r
Tel. Room
Mist ignfrftes
Miss Gandy

LEGATIONS CONTAINED IN BOOK HO KILLED KENNEDY BY THOMAS GJCHANAOI

WITH RESPECT TO BUCHANAN'S CLAIM THAT DALLAS POLICE OFFICER J D

TIPPITT OSWALD AND JACK RUBY "ALL LIVED WITHIN A FEW BLOCKS OF EACH

OTHER, IT WAS ESTABLISHED MAY TWENTYONE LAST BY AGENTS TRAVELING VIA

BUREAU CAR BY THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE AVAILABLE THAT THE RESIDENCE OF

J D TIPPIT AT TWO THREE EIGHT GLENCAIRN IS A DISTANCE OF SEVEN j

'NILES FROM TWO TWO THREE SOUTH EWING WHERE RUBY RESIDED ON NOV

TWENTYTWO SIXTYTHRE FROM THE RESIDENCE"0F J D TIPPIT TO TEN

TWENTYSIX NORTH BECKLEY ST WHERE OSWALD WAS RESIDING NOV TWENTYTWO

SIXTYTHREE IT IS SEVEN MILES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TEN TWENTYSIX NORTH

BECKLEY AND TWO TWO THREE SOUTH EWING IS ONE AND THREE-TENTHS MILES

WITH RESPECT TO BUCHANAN'S CLAIM THAT JACK RUBY'S SISTER "MRS

GRANT HAS TOLD REPORTERS THAT RUBY AND.TIPPIT WERE "LIKE TWO BROTHERS
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DL 100-10461
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AN INTERVIEW WAS CADE WITH MRS EVA RANT MAY TWENTYONE AT WHICH TIME

SHE STATED SHE DID NOT AT ANY TIME EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER THE ASSAS

SINATION MAKE SUCH A STATEMENT TO ANY REPORTER OR GROUP OF REPORTERS

SHE STATED FURTHER SHE HAD NEVER NET CONVERSED WITH OR EVEN HEARD

OF THOMAS G CUCHANAN FURTHER THAT SHE WOULD NOT MAKE SUCH A STATE

MENT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES AS SUCH STATEMENT ALLEGEDLY ATTRIBUTED
e

TO HER IS COMPLETELY UNTRUE AND WITHOUT F
OUEDATION.,4c ~ t

WITH RESPECT TO BUCHANAN STATING THAT i IPPIT WAS ALONE IN HIS

POLICE CAR WHEN "STANDING ORDERS FOR POLICE IN DALLAS AS IN OTHER

CITIES ARE THAT RADIO CARS OF THE TYPE TIPPIT WAS DRIVING MUST HAVE

TWO POLICE IN THEM, IT WAS DETERMINED THROUGH CAPTAIN JAMES M

UT PLATOON COMMANDER RADIO PATROL DIVISION DALLAS POLICE DEPT

AND SERGEANT CALVIN OWENS DALLAS POLICE DEPT THAT DALLAS POLICE
1WIFIMAPlas

DEPT POLICY REQUIRES THAT ABOUT EIGHTY PER CENT OF THE PATROLMEN WORK

ING THE DAY SHIFT SEVEN AM TO THREE PM WHICH IS THE SHIFT TIPPIT

WAS WORKING ON THE DAY OF THE ASSASSINATION WORK ALONE AND THAT TIPPIT

WAS ONE OF THE PATROLMEN WORKING ALONE ON NOV TWENTYTWO SIXTYTHREE
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WITH RESPECT TO THE ALLEGATION BY BUCHANAN THAT OSWALD MADE DE

NAND TO DALLAS POLICE THAT HE BE GIVEN RIGHT TO SEE A LAWYER AND THAT

THIS RIGHT WAS "RELENTLESSLY DENIED HIM DURING TWO DAYS OF "PERSIS

TENT QUESTIONING, THE FOLLOWING PERTINENT INFORMATION HAS PREVIOUS

LY BEEN REPORTED REPORT OF SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING DATED NOV THIRTY

SIXTYTHREE DALLAS PAGE ONE ZERO ONE PARAGRAPH FOUR REPORT OF SA

GEMBERLING DATED DEC TWENTYTHREE DALLAS PAGES SEVEN ZERO FOUR THROUGH

SEVEN ZERO EIGHT DALLAS TEL TO BUREAU FEB THREE SIXTYFOUR THREE PM

AND BUREAU LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION DATED FEB FOUR SIXTY

FOUR CONTAINING A SUMMARY OF THE INFO CONTAINED IN DALLAS TEL OF

FEB THREE SIXTYFOUR

NO FURTHER INQUIRIES MADE BY RESPECT TO LAST ALLEGATION AS IT AP

PEARS INFO CONTAINED IN ABOVE-DESCRIBED REFERENCES ADEQUATELY REFUTES

ALLEGATION

NO LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM BEING USBMITTED UACB AND THE ADDITIONAL

INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED WILL BE INCLUDED IN NEXT DALLAS REPORT IN CAP

TIONED MATTER

END

JS

FBI WASH DC

P

C R SULLIVAN



"Twenty months of the realities of life in the Soviet Union have clearly
had a maturing effect on Oswald He stated frankly that he had learned
a hard lesson the hard way and that he had been completely relieved
of his illusions about the Soviet Union at the same time be acquired a
new understanding and appreciation of the U.S and the meaning of
freedom Much of the arrogance and bravado which characterized him on
his first visit to the Embassy appears to have left him.

!
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UNITED STATES GC MENT

Memorandum

vSUBJECT

DATE 5/8/64

cc Mr..Tolson
Mr Belmont
Mr Rosen
Mr Sullivan
Ur Branigan
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Trotter
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Internal Security R -Cuba

The report of SA Carl E Graham of the Washington Field Office
dated 12/2/63 in the case of Lee Harvey Oswald sets forth the results
of a check of the records at the Office of Special Consular Services
Department of State by SA Kenneth J Baser on 11/22/63

These records show that OswaiA_misited the_American.Embassy_ jp
Moscow on 7/8 6 for the purpose ofindicating his desire to return to
'the iz. with.JUs..~i.fe I as questioned extensively by Emtiassyoffi
cials who concluded that he had-not expatriated imself and erefore

1
still remained an-American cflizen Of interest is th _tollowin froo&the report of the'-Addrihah~ldba'sty in Moscow concerning this interview
with Oswald

-

On 8/8/61 the State Department authorized the Embassy in Moscow
to anew Oswald's passport for~~irect.yeturn to the U.S only after
the Passport Office had determined that he had not expatriated himself

Oswald made a new application for renewal of a passport on
5/24/62 and his passport was renewed the same day Oswald and his
wile and baby left Russia on .6/1/62 and arrived in New York City on
6/13/62.

While there was an interval of almost a year after the
7/8/61 interview of Oswald at the US Embassy in Moscow referred to
above until his actual return to the US nevertheless the evaluation
of the Embassy officials as to the change in Oswald's outlook and
character is of considerable significance and is a matter of record
in State Department files Washington Field Office agents of course
had periodically reviewed State Department files and Oswald's visit
t the American Embassy on 7/8/61 was reported in letter from UFO dated

1/61 but not in the same detail as subsequently set out in SA Graham's
report of 12/2/63

AHB:C` i 6)
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Hr Tolson

I

lie have not been able to locate the name of the actual =_

consular official or official who talked to Oswald on 7/ /61 in Li ow

It should be noted that during my testimony b ore the

Commission I referred several times (pages 6135 para 1 6141 para.3

6193 last para. and 6194 first para.) to this evaluati n of Oswald

by the State Department

It should be noted also that the background of his matter is

Vset
forth on page 48 of the Director's brief on the FBI i vestigation

~of the assassination of President Kennedy

".c1efd .1
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Donald W Hastings M D
Professor and Head
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MEDICALSCHOOL
DEPARTMENTOr PSYCHIATRYANDNEUROLOGY MINNEAPOLISIA

May 26 1964

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington D C

Dear Mr Hoover

I am in the process of compiling an article for Modern
?Medicine on the psychiatric aspects of presidential
assassination for their issue of next November There
is as you are aware a good deal of information of

personality nature on the assassins up to Lee Harvey
Oswald but factual data on him is sparse Specifically
I wondered whether there had been time to obtain any
psychiatric consultation with him in the two days.he
lived after the President's murder and if there was
whether this data is public information at this time
If it is not it would be helpful to me at this juncture
to knqw about two questions

If the Warren Report will contain psychiatric
data on Oswald and

When this report might be available i.e. in
time for me to meet an early October deadline

vrmenSITY
o(11111CS01a

MEDICALSCHOOL DLrADTMtNTOF
PSYCHIATRYAHDNtVIIOLOOT
)IIHHtA.OL/S MINI) S14js

a

Thank you and most sincerely



I have received your letter of May 26th and regrets
we are unable to be of assistance to you

In accordance with President Johnson's instructions

NOTE Correspondent was investigated under the Atomic Energy Program
in 1950 No derogatory information was developed In 1961 he requested
statistical data regarding sex offenders His communicat:on was answered
12/7/61
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Sincerely yours

9 Edgar Rams

1Q /o c
~.c 39

June 1 1964

Dr Donald W astings
Department_of _Psychiatry and-Neurology---

,Medical School
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis Minnesota .55455

rri
OD n

14CI
x0

Dear Dr Hastings

the FBI conducted an Investigation regarding the assassination of
President Kennedy and related events Our reports have been
forwarded to The President's Commission and it will be the

responsibility of that Commission to determine what data should be
made public The FBI is not in a position to provide the information

you requested

You may desire to direct your inquiries to The President's
Commission 200 Maryland Avenue Northeast, Washington D C
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Nisi Gandy

BUTEL TO DALLAS MAY TWENTYTWO LAST CONCERNING ALLEGATIQNS IN

BOOK T'WHO KILLED KENNEDYI BY THOMAS G.X9UCHANAN WITH RESPECT TO

THE INDIVIDUAL EATING F
4

CHICKEN AT TEXAS SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITORY

(TSBD) BUILDING
-re " f ^f t . ! 1j

ON MAY TWENTYTWO LAST MR ROY S. TRUI WAREHOUSEMAN SUPERIN

TENDENT TSBD ADVISED BONNIE RAY
i

ILLIAMS VAS TSBD EMPLOYEE WHO /k

ATE FRIED CHICKEN ON SIXTH FLOOR TSBD ON DAY OF ASSASSINATION

ON MAY TWENTYFI(fE LAST WILLIAM H.1 HELLEy TSBD ADVISED

BONNNIE RAY WILLIAMS TOLD HIM HE HAD EATEN F
P-CHICKEN ON SIXTHr

FLOOR OF TSBD AROUND TWELVE NOON ON NOVEMBER TWENTYTWO LAST AND

THAT WILLIAMS HAD LEFT THE CHICKEN BONES SOME VAX PAPER AND A

BROWN PAPER BAG WHERE HE HAD EATEN THE CHICKEN

SHELLEY STATED ACCORDING TO HIS RECOLLECTION THE POLICE

OFFICERS FOUND THESE ITEMS ON THE SIXTH FLOOR THREE DOUBLE



DL 100.10461

PAGE 2

WINDOWS AWAY FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE BUILDING AND THE

OFFICERS ARE BELIEVED TO HAVE ALSO FOUND A SOFT DRINK BOTTLE EITHER

SETTING ON A BOX OR ON A WINDOW SILL NEAR THE CHICKEN BONES

ON MAY TWENTYFIVE LAST BONNIE RAY WILLIAMS EMPLOYEE TSBD

ADVISED HE TOOK UP POSITION AT THE THIRD DOUBLE WINDOW FROM THE

SOUTHEAST CORNER OF TSBD SOMETIME BETWEEN ELEVEN THIRTY A.M AND

TWELVE NOON ON NOVEMBER TWENTY"TWO LAST TO EAT HIS LUNCH WHICH CON

SISTED OF SEVERAL PIECES OF FRIED CHICKEN SOME BREAD AND A PACKAGE

OF FRITOS HE STATED HE ALSO DRANK A BOTTLE OF DR PEPPER WHILE EAT

ING HIS LUNCH WILLIAMS STATED TO THE BEST OF HIS RECOLLECTION HE

COMPLETED HIS LUNCH BETWEEN TWELVE NOON AND TWELVE FIFTEEN P.M LEAVING

THE CHICKEN BONES SOME WAX PAPER AND A BROWN BAG ON THE FLOOR BY THE

WINDOW WHERE HE CONSUMED HIS LUNCH HE STATED HE ALSO LEFT HIS DR

PEPPER BOTTLE SETTING ON A BOX IN THE SAME LOCATION 1

DETECTIVE R L TUDEBAKER DALLASrPD CRIME .LABORATORY IS

BELIEVED TO BE OFFICER HO FOUND EMPTY DR PEPPER BOTTLE AND HE VILL

BE INTERVIEWED UPON HIS RETURN FROM VACATION TODAY OR MAY TWENTY

SEVEN NEXT NO SPECIFIC INTERVIEW RE EMPTY DR PEPPER BOTTLE HAS

BEEN PREVIOUSLY REPORTED

END
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FROM DALLAS C100-10,461).4P
(~ A,cso /t!vvow.J e9 s

LEE HARVEY`QSWALQ AXAi=Ts"CUBA

RE MY TELEPHONE CALL TO SECTION CHIEF W A BRANIGAN MAY TWENTY

SECOND LASI CONCERNING SPEECH MADE BY ATTORNEY DAVID A MITTS AT

DALLAS TEXAS 0(J'I+A1Tf TWENTYONE LAST CONCERNING WHICH NEWSPAPER
i

ARTICLE IN HOME EDITION OF DALLAS TIMES HERALD MAY TWENTYONE LAST

~ 17J5 A At S 77 devs.Po

MADE REFERENCE TO STATEMENTS MADE IN SPEECH.

ATTORNEY DAVID AARON ITTS DALLAS WAS INTERVIEWED MAY TWENTY

SECOND LAST CONCERNING STATEMENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM IN HIS SPEECH

BEFORE SALESMANSHIP CLUB

MITTS ADVISED STATEMENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM IN ARTICLE WERE MADE

BY :HIM DURING HIS SPEECH AND THAT ALL SUCH STATEMENTS MADE REGARDING

LEi HARVEY OSWALD WERE BASED UPON OTHER ARTICLES AND ITEMS IN SEVERAL
.z r J

PERIODICALS MITTS STATED HE HAS NO PRIVATE SOURCE OF CONFIDENTIA1./

INFORMATION AS REGARDS THE LEE HARVEY OSWALD CASE AND THAT IT WAS NOT
a

HIS INTENtkON TO OFFER PERSONALCON4LUSIONS CONCERNING COMMUNIST

BACKGROUND of OSWALD -et
tr.

c .:'_..
I

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

WITTS WAS REQUESTED TO IDENTIFY THE SOURCE OF CERTAIN SPECIFIC

STATEMENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM IN HIS SPEECH WHICH HE DID AS FOLLOWS

NUMBER ONE STATEMENT THAT OSWALD WAS A COMMUNIST OBTAINED FROM

GENERAL TEXT OF "WASHINGTON REPORT, PUBLISHED BY "AMERICAN SECURITY

COUNCIL EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND RESEARCH CENTER ONE TWO THREE NORTH

WACKER DRIVE CHICAGO ILL. WASHINGTON BUREAUNOFFICES ONE ZERO TWO

FIVE CONNECTICUT AVE NORTHWEST WASHINGTON D C. WESTERN OFFICE

FIVE NINE THREE ONE WEST SLAUSON AVE. CULVER CITY CALIF STATES

ARTICLE IN ",WASHINGTON REPORT, ISSUE OF MARCH SIXTEEN SIXTYFOUR

APTIONED "BACKGROUND FOR ASSASSINATION.

NUMBER TWO STATEMENT THAT WHEN LEE HARVEY OSWALD DEFECTED TO THE

SOVIET UNION HE TOOK WITH HIM SUCH IMPORTANT MILITARY CODE AND ELECT

RONIC SECRETS THAT THE MARINE CORPS HAD TO CHANGE ITS WHOLE SYSTEM OF

CODES ON THE WEST COAST OBTAINED FROM UNITED STATES NEWS AND WORLD

REPORT ARTICLE OF DECEMBER SIXTEEN SIXTYTHREE WHICH PUBLICATION WAS

QUOTING ARTICLE FROM THE "WASHINGTON EVENING STAR. ARTICLE ATTRIBUTED

THESE STATEMENTS TO A CAPTAIN JOHN F CONOVAN U S MARINE CORPS

NUMBER THREE STATEMENT THAT OSWALD RECEIVED "SPECIAL ATTENTION

END PAGE TWO



IF RECEIVING A RUSSIAN VISA OBTAINED FROM "WASHINGTON REPORT,

PAGES FOUR AND FIVE

NUMBER FOUR STATEMENT THAT OSWALD MAY HAVE OBTAINED HIS VISA

WHILE STILL IN U S MARINE CORPS OBTAINED FROM "WASHINGTON REPORT,

PAGE FIVE PARAGRAPH THREE

NUMBER FIVE STATEMENT TO THE EFFECT SOVIETS GAVE FAVORITE

TREATMENT TO OSWALD AS HE COULD NOT POSSIBLY HAVE LIVED ON THAT SALARY

OBTAINED FROM "WASHINGTON REPORT, PAGES SEVEN AND EIGHT

NUMBER SIX STATEMENT THAT MINSK RUSSIA WAS LOCATION OF

SOVIET ASSASSINS SCHOOL OBTAINED FROM "WASHINGTON REPORT,

PAGE EIGHT PARAGRAPH THREE

NUMBER SEVEN STATEMENT THAT OSWALD MARRIED A RELATIVE OF A

SOVIET INTELLIGENCE AGENT OBTAINED FROM UNITED STATES NEWS AND WORLD

REPORT ISSUE OF DEC TIBER NINE SIXTYTHREE

NUMBER EIGHT STATEMENT THAT SOMEONE ELSE PAID FOR WIFE'S.TRIP

TO THE UNITED STATES OBTAINED FROM 'WASHINGTON REPORT, PAGE NINE

PARAGRAPH TWO

NUMBER NINE STATEMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT THE FIRST NEWS BULLETIN

FROM RADIO MOSCOW FOLLOWING THE ASSASSINATION STATED THE SHOTS WERE

FIRED BY RIGHT-WING EXTREMISTS OBTAINED FROM UNITED STATES NEWS AND

WORLD REPORT ISSUE OF DECEMBER NINE SIXTYTHREE

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

WITTS STATED HE IS NOT SCHEDULED TO MARE ANY FURTHER SPEECHES WITH

RESPECT TO INSTANT HATTER AND HAS NO INTENTION OF CONDUCTING ANY

INVESTIGATION OF HIS OWN INTO THIS MATTER

COPY OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLE BEING FURNISHED BUREAU BY AIRTEL THIS

DATE ATTENTION OF SECTION CHIEF WILLIAM A..BRANIGAN

END
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INFORMATIVENOTE

note
David A Kitts a former

Bureau clerk in 1942 is presently
practicing law in Dallas and is a
controversial figure there Be
has recently been the subject of
a memo because of speeches he has
made indicating some knowledge
of President KennedyIs assassi
nation and inferring he was a
former Special Agent of the Bureau

Attached are results of our
interview with him re his recent
speech before "Salesmanship Club
in Dallas He stated he has no
first hand knowledge of assassi
lation and derived his data from
ublic source material

May 24 1964
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1 Rosen
1 Sullivan

Malley
1 Branigan

6-2-64

1 Lenihan

sirtel

To SAC Dallas (100-10461)
e

Prom
Zrector

)'DI (105-82505)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS a . CUBA

"Life magazine for 2-21-64 sets forth an article
entitled "The Evolution of an Assassin. Page 69 of the "Life
magazine article sets forth results of an interview with
Mrs Clyde Livingston a former teacher of Oswald's nt the
Ridden West Elementary School On the same page there is also
set out an interview with Richard Garrett a former classmate
of Oswald's in elementary school

The President's Commission has requested that
Fars Livingston and Richard Garrett be interviewed by the
FBI for all information they possess concerning Oswald

Handle immediately and submit results of your
inquiries in a letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination
to the President's Commission

NOTE On 6-1-64 Mr Wesley J Leibelier a member of the staff of
the Prest dent's Commission noted that "Life magazine interviewed N
Mrs Livingston and Garrett both of whom furnished data bearing on
Oswald's personality in his elementary school years Mrs Livingston
informed "Life reporters that Oswald appeared friendly during her
association with him and was not hostile or stubborn Garrett
indicated he associated closely with Oswald during grade school and
indicated Oswald was a dominant boy but not particularly eager to
fight all the time Commission desires both of these individuals

,b
oierbe

interviewed re their knowledge of Oswald
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A IRTEL

Date 5/29/64
PIA IN TEXT Uc

(Type in plain test or code)

AIRMAIL 1

(Priority or MetJbdof Moiling)
---------------------------------------------

LEE HARVE OSWALD aka
IS-R-CUBA
00 DL

-ro
On 5/27/64 L HOUGH 42 Madora St Augustine...

Florida Owner of \C urtesylas & uel Company in St Augustine
Florida and W JE .M also of 42_Madora Street St Augustine
Florida whicfra rase is a trailer court appeared at the Dallas
FBI Office

'r_ r!( =~

Mr HOUGH advised SA RICHARD L WIEHL that he and Mr
BEAVER were staying at the Alamo Plaza Motel Room 343 Dallas
Texas and were seeking information concerning the present where
abouts of Mrs LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mr HOUGH stated he was attempting to-Obtain certain
possessions of LEE HARVEY OSWALD to be displayed in St Augustine
Florida on property which he owns which he states is a tourist
mecca

Mr HOUGH stated he has not obtained any of OSWALD's
possessions but is endeavoring to contact Mrs LEE HARVEY OSWALD
for this purpose He stated further that among other things
he has a man attempting to buy the station wagon which acted as
an ambulance used by "Neal Funeral Parlor in the burial of
OSWALD

9 JACKSONVILLE (105-824) (INFO)
2 DALLAS ,t~

_ _



.DL 100-10461

Mr HOUGH advised he'had contacted Chief of Police "
JESSE E CURRY of the Dallas Police Department on 5/27/64,
regarding the foregoing. 4

Mr BOUGH was advised by SA WIEHL that the address of
Mrs LEE HARVEY OSWALD could not be divulged to him but that
he might desire to contact her local attorney the identity of
whom was .public knowledge ,.Mr.-HOUGH stated the purpose of
his visit to the Dallas FBI Office was merely one of notifica
tion that he was endeavoring to secure certain possessions of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD for display purposes

The above is being furnished the Bureau for its in
formation and a copy of this communication is being sent to
the Jacksonville Office in view of the fact-that office covers
the residence address of Mr BOUGH.



DATE 5/28/64Director FBI (105-82555)

gat Bern (105-257) (RUC)
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OPTIONALPOSIA..YAvartAD(TOTSSA"OAN01.1100
UNITED STATES GO MENT

Memorandum

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS CUBA

Remylet 12/31/63

On 5/27/64 it was announced at the staff meeting
at the Embassy in Bern that the Embassy is about to approach
the Swiss Government to have the Swiss Ambassador in Cuba
request the Cuban Government to furnish what information it
may be able or willing to give concerning the activities of
OSWALD in Mexico and Cuba This is being done at the request
of the Warren Commission

Foregoing for information

Bureau
(1 Liaison)

1 Bern

HDG:mls
(4)
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Embassy'....'
0-Paris 80 .France
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Date May 25 1964

To Director FBI (105-82555)

a Legat Paris (105-1067) (RUC) :I -

Subject
t4

LBB RAA"01 VSWALD
or f  

IS B CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Paris.6/15/64 ,u~ ,v

On May 22 1964 the .35 aa colored s~ amentioned

t in reairtel was personally-returned to PSILIPP AN DSR
_!it VORM and he was thanked for his cooperation I cakng i"sir .`

There are no additional leads outstanding and this
,a case is therefore being placed in an RUC status subject to

being reopened in order to furnish to the Bureau any further
information of interest in the captioned natter which nay ~
cone to our attention in the tnture '~"~ "~

.i

Y.~
-.,'3 Bureau (1 Liaison) ,..,.4~~s~,;;".~~ "_

Paris
s
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TO SAC NEW ORLEANS (10016001)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD,_INTERNAL SECURITY .R CUBA

ACTIVITIES OP THE FOLLOWING GROUPS OUTSIDE TEXAS DURING THE YEAI

NINETEEN SIXTY THREE WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCES TO ACTIVITIES II

CERTAIN AREAS INCI,tJDING NEW ORLEANS
V

FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE PAREN FPCC END PAREN;!JUNTA

ER-ALL ACTIVITIES OF ABOVE ORGANIZATIONS ARE BEING PREPARED BY

a

I

TELETYPE

JUNE 1 1904
PL.IINTEXT

1 Branigan
VRGENT 1 -Warman

1 Lenihan
1 Nasca
1 -'Anderson

BUDED JUNE

THREE NEST V
ON

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION RAS RtqUBSTED A GEW3RAL STThNARY airy r
(

REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA PAREN SURE END PAREN DIRECTORIO.REVOLUCI ARIO1 >
r

ESTUDIANTIL PAREN DRE END PARENT APLHA SIXTY SIX SECOND
NATIO1L6

ZFRONT or BSCA~&BRAY PAREN OPERATION ALPhA SIXTY SIX END PAREN AND Z

'THIRTIETH OF NOVEI2BER MOVEI!ENT ~ ~ J J
N ,~

FOR INFORMATION OF NNW ORLEAi ENERAL SUMMARIES CONCERNING 0'

OFFICES OF ORIGIN AND NATIONAL GROUP CHARACTERIZATIONS WILL BE

t
INCLUDED THEREIN NEW ORLEANS PREPARE SEPARATE LETTERHEAD MEMORANDA

ff

c
I ER ORGANIZATIONAL CAPTIONS CONCERNING ACTIVITIES OF EACH OF ABOVE

v
ORGANIZATIONS IN YOUR AREA DURING NINETEEN SIXTY THREE INCLUDE

roI:
No

t ITIAL PARAGRAPH OR CHARACTER IZAT!QNS .1F. LOCAL GROUP
.[RALBURT/l!OF qqCasper 4CYARTII.NI CitM~

. i .S ,
Callahan `
om.ed
DaLeedt-,A ;cCI COMMUNICAT

1964
E
E  its ,3UN 1
no
SellIvaa
Tavel "fir ,`t Er
'row AAAi /
Tols
Mole Ogg/ .nu .a

fi
t

SEE NOTE PAGE TW
= '.a.d t
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IF DIFFERENT FROM NATIONAL GROUP.

.BEAR IN MIND SUMMARY SHOULD BE SUCCINCT WELL WRITTEN AND

SUITABLE FOR DISSEIINATION TO PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION TO BE INCLUDED

AS PART OF PERMANENT RECORD CONCERNING CAPTIONED MATTER IDENTIFY

ALL SOURCES UTILIZED IN COVER PAGES C TRANSMITTAL AIRTEL TO BE

SUBMITTED UNDER ABOVE CAPTION WITH ANY ADDITIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE

DATA DEEMED APPROPRIATE

THIS MATTER MUST BE GIVEN IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AflD MEMORANDA

SUBMITTED BY JUNE THREE NM

NOTE Commission has requested it be furnished summaries of
data of above-mentioned groups outside of Texas during the year 1963
with particular references to activities in Chicago Detroit
Los Angeles Las Vegas Miami New York San Francisco San Juan
and New Orleans Offices other than New Orleans have been separately
handled Commission also requested it be furnished reports and
summaries of data in possession of the four Texas offices concerning
the above groups as well as data re members active in the Communist

.Party Socialist Yorkers Party John Birch Society and Minute Men
in the State of Texas This request is also being handled separately

uWan SUMOOf11fifSTOTI011
S OF?XRIVE.NlOf 10

Kg

Ju

nOH

CpMMUN.N1 1964

`tELE NPE
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TEL"MI YPE TO 7 ORLEI.NS
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
to 5..e2555
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this matter your attention is directed to the report
.of Special Agent Robert P Gemborling dated December 23819630 8

Dallas Texas Page 743 reveals an interview with "`

ft) Marina Oswald in which she stated she had never visited a ~2.1
furniture store with Lee Harvey Oswald at Irving Texas

Additional investigation is being conducted
4749lating to this matter and upon receipt the results

swill
be promptly furnished to you y,.

03

Reference is made to your letter dated 'N
April 28 1964 in which you requested additional
investigation to resolve certain information previously
furnished by Mr Dial D Ryder employee Irving Sport Shop
concerning the repair tag bearing the name "Oswald.

Inclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
May 18 1964 Dallas Texas which contains this
information

For your additional information relating to

May 28 1964

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

BY COURIER SERVICE

1- Mr Belmont
1 Mr -Rosen
1 Mr Malley = .~
1 Mr Shroder
1 Mr Raup5li

t-d

'leg

105-82555
'62-109060

01.1 R E Lenihan
KMR;las (9) f

a Enclosures (2)
..,w .NOTE By letter dated April 28 1964,-the President's

Commission furnished a four-page request concerning the repair
c. tag marked "Oswald obtained from the Irving Sport Shop prepared

by Dial D Ryder The Commission wanted certain facts clarified
...much as was our Agent actually present when'.the tag was foundTrmw

,,..i* circumstances
under which NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO



t

Ryder became aware of the tag& existence The Commission
desired to know bow when and where the story concerning
the repair tag first came to the attention of the press
as the Commission is attempting to make a determination
concerning the veracity of Mr Dial D Ryder employee
and Mr Charles Woodrow Greener owner of the Irving
Sport Shop Inquiry was also to include whether all
individuals with a surname of Oswald have been contacted
to determine if any of these persons had repair work done
at the Irving Sport Shop One individual has yet to be
interviewed and Little Rock has been requested to expedite
this investigation

Mrs Edith Whitworth claimed Oswald and his wife
had visited her store allegedly looking for a gun part
subsequently she directed Oswald to the gun shop located
east of her store However Marina Oswald does not recall
ever visiting this store in early November

-2
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OFFICEOr ORIGIN
DALLAS

a
FEDER Q BUREAU OF 1"TIGATION
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DATEDATE INVESTIGATIVEPCR100

5125/64 5/21/64
RETORTMADEiY TYRO'S

DONAL') l. ATDERSON

CHARACTEROF CASE

IS R CUBA

RRFRRENCE Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/15/64

-RUCRUC

ADMINISTRATIVE
DATA

For the information of the Bureau .while conducting inquiry
0at Blytheville Arkansas Air Force Base in regard to the lead set

pet in reairtel about Lt JAMES R OSWALD it was determined from
the OSI of the presence at Blytheville AFA of MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD
an apparent relative of LEE HARVEY OSWALD Therefore MICHAEL

DAVIDOSWALD was interviewed

-Aa
COVER PAGE

10 w Bureau (1O5-82,555)(R.)
. Dallas (100-10,461)(RM)

1 Little Rock (105-406)
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Omc.s LITTLE ROC[

dw.o PlI Os 105-82,555

C.pr

Reogeteh DONALD L ANDERSO 4
pit 5/25/64

pod OiIlce fit as LR 105-406

1M~ LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY R G'tr84

Sv.eoas Lt JAMES RAND LPH RSWA!.D Blytheville Arkansas
Air Force Ease adbised that to was not related
to LEE HARVEY OSWALD nm:r dtd he have any pertinent
information concerning the rttle repaired at
Irving Texas Lt O W&LD advised he did tint at thlttime
nordoeshe now poe.aers Irby f i rya:-ns W1CHACL DAVID
OSWALD Airmtn Blytheville arkancar MT advised
that be has been sold ,!._at s_e is a second cousin
to LEE }LORVEs DSWALE Pe gated that he has river
met LEE IsA.RVEz OSWAIM or any member of LEE HARVEY
OSW4LD"s family and that w).ne hiss immediate
family has been in totlnn with LEE RA.F.%FY OSM ALP
or kny member of his im,tediate family Hecatee
of this k'ZL44EL Tt.1%fP 0%xAtJ had no per tiner.t.
information to prnvid+

EN

DETAILS

Tbte decu..st crutats* stalker teco.ue..d.ttons sou conclusions of the FBI It is the property of tae FBI end te loaned SO
Tout.o.say= It sad Its contests are sot to be distributed outside your newer
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i

Lt JAVES FANDOLPKI4t h AV 10$50A 34Otb Fomb

Squadron Blytheville tk rt as '!.ir Form Base advised
SA DONALD L ANDERSON of the FBI arid PF,F;R.AU pASFT.i of
the OSI that be is not related to t.F! KbR.F.1 OS%c%l.P Lt
OSWALD advised that he war *s="i.gned in the Pallas Fort Worth
area during November of 1963 hewing been stationed with the
U S Air Force there but that he had not token a rifle to
the Irving Sports Shop 221 Fast Irving Friulevard Irving
Texas to have a telescopic sight mounted Lt OSWALD advised

"'tbit he did not at that time nor does he presently own a
firearm of any type

s

2

Di 100-10,461
5/21/64 f Blytheville )lrkt sans Foo I.E L05-406

SA DONALD L AXDFRSO'/Fm Dote dictated 5/3)./64

9'At d000lsootcoma's s.lth.r t.000s..dettone not conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the FBI eat to loosed to
YQt a20110ylIt sod ft contests ere sot to bo dl.tr1butod out.fdo your agency



Sl2l/64Date dictated

MICRAFL DAVID OSWALD Ai :!ran Seee^d Class
AF 18 637 188 97th Field Maintenance Sq'itdr e Blytheville
Arkansas Air Force Bane adwisr.. -FA Dr,\AUI! L ANDERSON on
May 21 1964 of the following intormatien

He stated that a number of years ago be recalled
that be had read newspaper articles concerning the fact that
LEE HARVEY OSWALD had gone to Russia and had renounced his
United States citizenship e'atated that at the time an

{
aunt of his named ELI A41ETH SWALt1 who has since been married
and may be named ELIZAPF t Af t .4S _had exclaimed that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD was a second cousin to MYCNAE1. He stated that
he recalled that this conversation had taken place at $ic(regor
Texas

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD advised that he had never met
LEE HARVEY OSWALD either prior to or since this conversation
he had with his aunt ELIZABETH Pe further advised that to
his recollection be had never met any of t EE HARVEY O?N'AI.D's
immediate family nor to his recollection has any member of
his immediate family been in contact with the immediate family
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD farther advised that because of
the fact that neither he nor any other member of his immediate
family has been in any type of contact wf ih LEE HARVEY OSwALIt
or members of his immediate family he had ahenlutely no In
formation which would he pc"rtir.ent or shf:d any light in connection
pith the assassination of Vresidc nt .Tr . F EENNEDT

MICHAEL DAVID 05%AL advised that V S Air Force
authorities tts.i! previously talt(A to tst.a at.'ut hie re.lctionshtp
with LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that he had provided them information
identical to that provided dining this contact He advised
that be currently has a flight lire clear?nce 1t Tlyt.he ille
Arkansas Air Force 1;.'u a which be had Teen#.red d%ring t' last
three months He stated that he his bee! tsaigned at Plythet.ilie
Air Force Base since October 2 1983

The following deecriptior of A:!C!l%Elr DAVID ()Ewalt was
obtained from observation and intervIc+t

On _5(21/64 a Blytheville Arkansas ,F0.0 105:,406

SA DONALD L ANDERSON/gm
Ltd

Itl MO-10,461

This doc"n.pt confabs monitorr.000e.ndstlons ear conclusions of tb PSI It is the property of lb FBI suedis loosed is
yet sassoyl It and U ooat"sts at sot to btrdistributed outside your sosssy

e..os i"...ot I AL bW(tAU Ui al'.ta t w/ sitar
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LR 105-406

Name
Sex
Race
Age
Date of birth
Place of birth
!;eight
Weight
Hair
Residence

"Relatives

4*

k CeFt ft Ui 1 ALD
-kale

rhite
19
August 26 1944
Waco 7eaas

140 1t.I
Brown
806 Van Buren M regnr Texas
Mother VAR u3i LD 806 Van

Purrn 'P c regnr Texas
Sinter 1!M -1 D 806 Van

Borer) WcCrcgor IL s
P.-others -_40C D9 usa i LD 806

Van Fjure McGregor Texas
FiLL' "anti reneral Delivery
teat stile Texas TOMMY

kin lynx 4 v.cr.regor Texas
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Date .5/20/64

Transmit the following in

via ATRTrL AIRMAIL

(Type in plain text or code) i

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI (62-109060)
Attention FBI LABORATORY

",4 1

(/:?i

o.0

FZOi1 SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

SUBJECT LASSASSINATION.OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING

ReBuairtel to Dallas 5/15/64 advising that the President's
'Commission had requested photographs be made of the residence of
i i o General EDWIN A BALKER and that such photographs have as

4nearly as possible the same angle of view and composi(io~n as the

'photographs
obtained from the possession of jE".I'.ARVEY OS_T3ALDas

they may be subject to Laboratory comparison with OSWALD photographs

There are enclosed herewith four copies of an affidavit
of SA IVAN D LEE reflecting his procedures used in the taking of

certain photographs ,of the rear of Major General EDWIN A WAU ER's

residence on 2/1/64 The reporting of SA LEE's taking such photo
graphs is reported on page 313 of the report of SA ROBERT P
GE!'LERLING dated 2/11/64 at Dallas Texas Also enclosed are three

negatives and one print each of DL-36 described in'the enclosed
affidavit and two negatives and one print each of D1,-35 described
in the enclosed affidavit

It is believed the enclosed photographs will Lzot the
Cotcission's request and it is suggested the Bureau prepares
appropriate copies to be furnished ,3A the Commission /J''t



2

100-10461

The additional investigation in connection with iomlissian
Exhibit No 5 FBI inventory No 369 requested in another Bureau
nirtel of 5/15/64 which enclosed two copies of President's Comiss.ion
letter dated 5/13/64 is being submitted by separate communication
and the letterhead memorandum requested in this latter Bureau aittel
will include the data reflected in the affidavit of SA LEE enclosed
herewith

s

r

I



Rerep of SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER 5/15/64 at New
Orleans

Page 11 line 23 should read "...between St Charles
next street closer.... instead of "...between St
and the street closest....

Date 5/20/64

(Type in plain toot or cods)

via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

.

TO DIRECTOR,"FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW ORLEANS (100-16601)

LEE HARVEY WALD aka
0

IS R CUBA

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 10 copies each
and for Dallas 3 copies each and for Miami one copy of amended
pages number 4 10 and 11 for insertion in referenced report

On page 4 which contains the interview of RUPERTO
JERONIMO PENA the last line on this page should read"...persons
were pro-CASTRO and.... instead of "...persons where pro
CASTRO and....

Page 10 setting forth the interview with EVARISTO
GILBERTO RODRIGUEZ the next to last line on page 10 should
read"...walked to the far end of the bar.... instead of.~~
"...called to the far end of the bar....

Page 11 line 19 should read "...apparently on
Carondelet Street.... instead of "...approximately on Carondele
Street....

and the
Charles

le)

1cAP
G

%0 .LEureau (Encl.-30) AM
2-Dallas (100-10461) (Encl-4) RM
1-Miami (105-8342) (Encl-3)
2-New Orleans
SMC:gas
(8)

ed:.__ 2.L t'tL4JLI/  Sent

1964



CODE

RADIOGRAM

"0

E
.r
ds

r

Commission by letter 5-19-64 advised Roberts,:thh.
housekeeper at 1026 North Beckley Dallas,-Texas where Oswald
resided at the time of the assassination had reported that
at about 1:00 p.m. on 11-22-63 Dallas Police car Number 207 r
drove slowly by the front of her premises and honked the borne-/
several times The Dallas PD indicated that car 207 was not
in the vicinity at this time The Commission requests
appropriate investigation to determine if any Dallas police
cars were in the vicinity of the premises between the hours

::5of 12:00 noon and 2:00 p.n. on 11-22-63 /0S _ / D

When this matter is conpl.ted the Co
is~si~ni9~ 11

be immediately notified V JUr

`/p :i1W
S D

RFAU0
TIIf

TIC
U ARNI OF1USIICE

COMMUNICATIONSSECTION

_ JUN 2 1964

Tolima
B.'...
wok
Cespr
Callahan
Coated
w
Evans  
Cal
B...a
l.IUvaa
Tavel
Tal. B ,.--= E

WP
Cslik` MAIL D fEI.ETYPCUNIT

Ti.',.

Z

6-2-64
If regular radio contact
missed send by urgent
plain text teletype at

URGENT once

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10416)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEi OSWALD ABA IS DASH R DAM CUBA ATTENTION

CRIMINAL SECTION

REBUAIRTEL MAY TWENTY LAST RELATING TO COMMISSION

REQUEST CONCERNING PRESENCE OF DALLAS POLICE CAR NUMBER

TWO ZERO SEVEN IN FRONT OF MRS EARLENE ROBERTS PREMISES

ONE ZERO TWO SIX NORTH BECKLEY DALLAS

BY RETURN RAD ADVISE DATE WHEN LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM

CAN BE EXPECTED AT THE BUREAU

1 R B Lenihan

RDRtlaai(4)
NOTE



(Type in plain test or code)

39

Sent

Date 5/26/64

FBI

via A IRT8L

7
.

1
1
1
f
I
1
1

Transmit the following in 1

1
(Priority or Ward of Moiling)

4
1

----------------------------------------------- ------ T
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM
p'LEGAT

MEXICO (105-3702) (P)
U

SUBJECT LSE HARVEY OSWALD ABA
IS R CUBA

ReBuairtel to Mexico City dated 5/18 4 which enclosed
copies of San Antonio teletype dated 5/15/64 dealing with the
reinterview of ROBERTO RAMOS manager Red Arrow bus lines
Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico

The passenger list forms which were reviewed by
personnel of this office for trips originating in Nuevo Laredo
en route to Mexico City (included in Mexico City letterhead
memorandum dated 5/5/64) were all captioned "yenta de Boletos
(Sale of Tickets) and in all probability are identical with the
"Yenta de Boletos forms referred to by RAMOS In this
connection the passenger lists or "Yenta de Boletos forms
reviewed by personnel of this office do contain names of
passengers

The passenger List form refereed to by officials of the
Red Arrow bus line in Mexico City according to those officials
is synonymous with the Vents de Boletos form

On 5/21/64 information was received from CRISTIANO
ANDREANI L. superintendent and co-owner of the Red Arrow bus
line at Mexico City relating to the method of entering data
on the passenger list forms or "Yenta de Boletos form for
trips originating at Nuevo Laredo en route to Mexico City
which would serve to resolve in part the discrepancy between.A
comments of RAMOS and bus driver ROBERTO MORALES

8 Bureau
(1 Liaison Section)

,;~,~(2 Dallas 100-10461) I,~.:.. ~.
(2 San Antonio 105-2909)

I Mexico City 1
HJP:plb C4-lg)

Sly
(9) p-7 &b/Cf

e .gas4a
.prt.g

ApprovAk
JUN 4Pa4S ent in Charge



At the Red Arrow bus line office in Nuevo Laredo,.:.:.
when a 'bus ticket is sold for travel from Nuevo Laredo with
the final destination being Mexico City the ticket number
the name of the passenger and the final destination are
recorded on the passenger list or manifest prepared at Nuevo
Laredo

MC 105-3702

ANDREANI advised as follows

At Laredo Texas where the Continental bus line makes "A
the sale of Red Arrow bus line tickets from Nuevo Laredo to
places of destination in Mexico there is no record made of
the name of the bus passengers for the Red Arrow bus line
Only the ticket number sold and the point of destination in
Mexico is entered on the passenger list which is compiled at

:,. Nuevo Laredo No Red Arrow off ice is maintained at Laredo. .

If a bus ticket is sold at the Red Arrow bus line
:',.office in Nuevo Laredo for travel only to Monterrey or to

points other than the final destination of Mexico City then
only the ticket number and destination are entered on the
passenger manifest and the passenger's name is not recorded

Another instance in which the name of the passenger
purchasing a ticket at Nuevo Laredo for travel to the interior
of Mexico,"is not recorded is as follows

The Red Arrow bus line in Nuevo Laredo maintains a '

;,e ticket seller at the Mexican Customs station at the International
-Bridge in Nuevo Laredo In those instances when the ticket sale

is made at the Customs station for a trip of a Red Arrow bus
from Nuevo Laredo to the interior of Mexico the only data
appearing on the passenger list made up at Nuevo Laredo would
be the ticket number and final destination and the name of the
passenger is not recorded

The information received from ANDREANI is being
incorporated into a letterhead memorandum currently in
preparation

On 5/25/64 MANUEL SAUCEDO owner of Red Arrow bus
No 516 was contacted at the Red Arrow bus terminal in Mexico
City SAUCEDO advised that he-does not have the original
passenger list also known as "the ""yenta de Boletos fors

r whioh covered the trip of bus No 516 from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico City on 9/26-27/64 "He"stated the original passenger_

:e,. ..~."! ..+!:% "f.. l 1 f ,""~..wr jUPi..

-2
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MC 105-3702

list which is actually three separate lists prepared at
Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon and
Monterrey Nuevo Leon is turned in by the bus driver-at the
Red Arrow bus terminal in Mexico City upon completion of the
trip and filed in the Red Arrow offices in Mexico City The
owners of the buses do not take possession of these lists

COPIES

Extra copies of this communication are designated
for the San Antonio Office inasmuch as that office has
conducted extensive investigation in the past related to
this matter

At Mexico D F. Mexico:.

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and report
results promptly



Via  1
AIRTEL AIRMAIL

I

PD-'f Oa i P4343)

I

FBI

Approved
`_

6JUtki 4 19u~.~ent
i Charge

Sent U Per

Date 6/1/64

Transmit the following in
(Type I plain text or tole)

(Priority) 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC ST
ISUIS

(105-3665)-P

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS -R-CUBA

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/9/64 and WFO airtel
to Bureau 5/19/64 no copies to Boston

A review on 5/27/64 by IC EARL M RANEY of the Marine
Corps.ae.rvice records on file at the Military Personne
Records Center St Louis Missouri for RICHARD A

ISerial_Number _158.08 56,_ indicated he enlisted in tFie "U S
`Marine Corps on 11/28/55 and served on active duty until 11/26/58

at which time he was honorably released from active duty as
a Sergeant at Beaufort outh Q.a olina and transferred to the
U S Marine Corps reserve where he served in an inactive status
until 11/27/61 receiving an honorable discharge

Records reflected his home address as 729 West Main
St. Avon Norfolk Massachusetts in November of 1955 and
607 W Main St. Avon;-Norfolk;-Massachusetts in November of
1958 His father JOHN BAPTISTE CYR and mother ELMIRA EFFE
CYR resided at the same address as above November 1955

His brother-in-law JOHN BAGNELL resided at 115/
Willow St. East Braintree Massachusetts June 1958

(3) Bureau RM)
2 Dallas 100-10461)(RM)
2 Boston(Aaw/ . i ;t
1 St Louis ~:~"
EMR:er
(8)
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Ce

SL 105-3665

LEADS

BOSTON DIVISION

AT AVON MASSACHUSETTS

Will attempt to locate RICHARD ALLEN CYR Serial
Number 158 08 56 at above addresses and interview Find out
how well he knew OSWALD Where were they assigned together
What was OSWALD's work in Marine Corps when CYR knew him
Who was OSWALD's closest friend at that time How did OSWALD
spend his off-duty hours Question CYR thoroughly for his
recollections of OSWALD



NLAZIEXT

~FPCC AND THIRTIETH OF NOVEMBER MOVEMENT GROUPS LOCALLY NEW YORK fl
DASH THIRTIETH OF NOVEMBER MOVEMENT GROUP LOCALLY CHICAGO DASH

FPCC LOCALLY
s JUN 3 1964

IF ALREADY SUBMITTED St/TEL DATE SUBMITTED IF NOT HANDLE t

oleos
!moat

-LTA

1 " )1r Branig. r

1 M Lenihan
1 " Mr Wannall

1 Er Nasca 6/2/64 !;'eta
1 . Mr Anderson !;;N 1

URGENT
Jusl cE

OEP~RtNE

TO SACS CHICAGO (62-6115)
MIAMI (105-8342)
NEW YORK (105-38341).
SAN JUAN (105.6857)

FROM DIRECTORI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA BUDED JUNE ONE LAST

REBUAIRTELt TO RECIPIENTS

BOTH DATED MY T ENTY"TWO LAST ENCLOSING SELF-EXPLANATORY REQUESTS

FROM PRESIDENT'S CO)MKISSION

REVIEW OF DATA SUBMITTED TO BUREAU TO DATE BY RECIPIENTS

REVEALS NO LETTERHEAD NF.'IORANDA RECEIVED FROM FOLLOWING OFFICES

CONCERNING GROUPS INDICATED IN COMPLIANCE WITH PARAGRAPH TWO AND

ITEMS NUMBERED ONE TWO AND THREE OF COMMISSION'S REQUESTS

MIAMI DASH FPCC AND JURE LOCALLY ALSO THIRTIETH OF

eOYD
BER MOVEMENT BOTH LOCAL AND NATIONAL GROUPS SAN JUAN .DASH

IMMEDIATELY WITHOUT FAIL IN COMPLIANCE WITH PREVIOUS INSTRUCT-IONS

U.S DEPARTMENTOf 1US110E sL4i
COMMUNICATIONSSECTION

JUN 2
196

TELETYPE/;I



t
t

TELETYPE TO CHICAGO
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-6857

.SO THAT BUREAU MAY APPROPRIATELY HANDLE COMMISSION'S REQUEST

MIAMI AIRTEL MAY TWENTY-EIGHT LAST WITH ENCLOSED MEMORANDUM

RE SNFE DASH ALPHA SIXTY-SIX HIGHLIGHTS ACTIVITY AND BACKGROUND

OF SINE MINIMIZING ACTIVITY OF ALPHA SIXTY-SIX IN VIEW OF

COMMISSION'S SPECIFIC REQUEST FOR DATA RE ALPHA SIXTY.SIX

IMMEDIATELY RESUBMIT WIFE DASH ALPHA SIXTY-SIX MINORANDUM GIVING

BACKGROUND OF BOTH GROUPS INCLUDING DATA RE MERGER AND ACTIVITIES

DURING ONE NINE SIX THREE SO THAT STATUS OF ALPHA SIXTY-SIX

DURING ONE NINE SIX THREE WILL BE MISTAKABLY CLEAR TO COMMISSION

Commission has requested certain data re JUKE DRESNFE Alpha 66 and 30th of November Movement all anti-Castro
organizations and Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC) Information concerning activities of these groups in Texas has beenrequested for period 1/61 to 1/64 Review Of data furnishedto date,indicates above instructions warranted at this time

FEDERALBUREAUCTINVESTIGATION
COMMUNCAT

ENT
IONS SECTION

JUN 2 1954

T.EQEFYPE
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PLAINTEXT

QT

Branigan
j Wanna l l
1 ir Lenihan
I Mr Nasca
1 Mr Anderson

6/1/64

TELETYPE URGENT

TO SAC SAN FRANCISCO (10S-15246)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEYYOSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA BUDED JUNE ONE INSTANT

RE YOUR AIRTELS MY TWENTY"SIX LAST ENCLOSING LETTERHEAD

MEMORANDA RE ALPHA SIXTY-SIX DASH SECOND NATIONAL FRONT OF

ESCAMJ3RAY PARENTHESIS SNFE DASH ALPHA SIXTY-SIX END PARENTHESIS

JUNTA REVOL UCIONARIO CUBANA PARENTHESIS JURE END PARENTHESIS

AND DIRECTORIO REVOLUCIONARIA ESTUDIAN?IL PARENTHESIS DRE END

p a a~ IS

BY RETURN TEL ADVISE STATUS OF THE MEMORANDA RE LOCAL ACTIVI

TIES OF FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE PARENTHESIS FPCC END PARER

THESIS AND THIRTIETH OF NOVDIDER MOVDIENT DURING ONE NINE SIX THREE t

AS REQUESTED IN PARAGRAPH TWO OF COMMISSION'S REQUEST

VJ

J9 JUN 2 1964

President's Commission requested certain data re-FPCC,---

JURE DRE operation SNFE-Alpha 66 and 30th of.November Movement
Referenced San Francisco,(ji-irtels spebifically referred to JURE DRE

and SNFE-Alpha 66 however no mention made of FPCC or 30th-of

.~",~ November Movement in San Francisco area San Francisco appears to

.l.e.l iisinterpret Commission's request and above teletype warranted

--to assure full compliance at this im f 1
adhm
Lead ESTROYED Jg/ ip pRtr~co`xtOFn~sTicE f

:"'~ ~~plES
D

COMMU~11CAt10KS
SECTION

~.~ =i 1 ~t

.4
~ MAR) t'3 JUN 1 1964

.ew)

..1.R 'TELETYPElelaee .j~Body'-~~ 6 J U N 411 _i JTELETTPE um www111~



AIRTEL

F.BI

Date 5/19/64

(Type in plain test or code)

AIR MAIL

Approved

Tr f nsmir the following in

i

(Priority or MetAodof Mailing)

If a Y
re

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
fig rod)/

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/5/64 enclosing two

copies of a letter from the President's Commission dated

April 30 19640 requesting re-interview with Mr ROBERT
ADRIAN TAYLOR and Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/14/64 ad
vising that the rifle obtained from TAYLOR was being
forwarded to the FBI Laboratory under separate cover

Enclosed herewith are 10 copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting re-interview with ROBERT ADRIAN TAYLOR
which interview was conducted by SA's A RAYMOND SWITZER and

EUGENE F PETRAKIS

.Mr TAYLOR made available the rifle in his %

possession Serial Nunber 66091 on May 13 1964 at the

time of the interview Which rifle was forwarded to the FBI

Laboratory on May 14 1964

Cl M1 I C64
>



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseRefer
File JV Dallas Texas

May 19 1964

pEE HARVEY OSWALD

The President's Commission by letter dated April 30
.1964 requested that Mr ROBERT ADRIAN TAYLOR be reinterviewed

concerning the rifle which he had purchased from an individual
be thought to be LEE HARVEY OSWALD in March or April 1963

On May 138 1964 ROBERT ADRIAN AYLOR residing in
Apar_tm_ent 19at the corner of Jelmak Avenue and Hard Rock Road
Grand Prairie Texas advised his mailing address is Route 1
Box 125G Grand Prairie Texas TAYLOR said that since April 15
1964 he has been employed by the City of Dallas Dallas Texas
driving a wrecker for the Police Department Wrecker Service
TAYLOR said he was born June 138 1916 at Loyalville Pennsylvania

TAYLOR said be was previously employed as a mechanic at
the Shell Service Station on the southwest corner of Rock Island
and Story Streets Irving Texas He said while thusly employed
in March or April 1963 two men drove into the station cam

plaining of engine trouble in their car He determined that the

generator of the automobile needed repairs and total cost would
be $11.50 to make these repairs TAYLOR stated that between the
two they did not have $11.50 at which time the passenger riding
in the car asked him if he would like to buy a rifle TAYLOR re

plied that he might be interested at which time one of the two
men opened the trunk of the car and said "There it is.

TAYLOR asked what kind of a gun it was and received the

reply that it is an"O Six. TAYLOR advised he took the weapon out
of the trunk looked at it and offered $12.00 The driver of the
vehicle then said "You're not going to let it go for that You

paid $35.00 for it. The passenger than replied "No we need
the money.

TAYLOR advised be obtained $12.00 out of the cash drawer
and purchased the rifle Be then proceeded to repair the generator

01'1ES DrSTf10YED

44Wa5197,3
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Res 1XE HARVEY OSWALD

and charged them $11.50 which they.paid and departed TAYLOR
stated he does not recall the make and model of the automobile
but believes it was a 1959 Chevrolet As to the exact date-
that this transpired TAYLOR said be could not give a closer

approximation of the time he purchased the rifle other than
March or April 1963 Be did state he believes it was on a

Saturday in the morning hours

TAYLOR described the fle as a Springfield Bolt_Action
.30-06 caliber It contained the marking "U S Rock Island
Arsenal Model 1903, and has Serial Number 66091 TAYLOR said
be was of the opinion the rifle -hoc#-neverbeen fired as it bad
a greet deal of grease in the barrel It appeared to him the
rifle was a typical surplus rifle that was probably released
for sale by the Government during the last five or tan years
TAYLOR said When he purchased it he is sure in his own mind
the rifle was in exactly the same condition as when it was
issued originally by the Government He said be has seen many
similar-type rifles

TAYLOR advised that since purchas{ng this rifle he

bas "sporterized it He said he removed the top part of the
wooden stock and shortened the forepiece of the bottom of the

stock He said he removed the sling the front sling holder
the metal bands that held the top part of the wooden stock and

also removed the movable peep eight In addition TAYLOR stated
be filed down and bent the bolt actuating arm,.en it would not

interfere with the telescopic sight Which be later bjd installed

TAYLOR advised he had the gun drilled and tapped (four) for a

scope mount at John Turret's 1112 Sowers Road Irving Texas

TAYLOR further stated that he purchased a Herter's 4X scope
direct from the factory at'Waukesha Wisconsin;'which be mounted
on the rifle Hs said that he at present does not have the

scope on the rifle and has stored it for safekeeping TAYLOR

said be did not shorten the barrel of this rifle

TAYLOR adviss that on November 23 1963 he was watching
television and upon viewing LEE HARVEY OSWALD commented to his

wife "Say that looks like the guy I bought the.30-06 from. Be
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Re O.E HARVEY OSWALD

stated however he cannot be positively sure the man who sold
him the rifle was OSWALD He stated he feels that it.was OSWALD
since upon viewing OSWALD on television he immediately thought
of this rifle and at that instant thought OSWALD was the man
who sold the weapon to him

On reflecting back TAYLOR stated he had never seen
either of these two men before He stated there is a possibility
the man he believes to be OSWALD came into the station several
weeks to a month later after he had purchased the rifle from him
and he was at that time a passenger in another automobile this
time driven by a woman He said he cannot recall what kind of
automobile the woman was driving and would hesitate to give a
description of it Further TAYLOR stated be is rather doubtful
that the individual from whom he purchased the rifle was ever
seen by him either prior or subsequent to the time he purchased
the rifle He said he may have seen him another time but he is
not sure

Concerning this woman and male passenger Wl m he thought
to be the man from whom be bad purchased the rifle TAYLOR said
be is very doubtful that this actually was LEE HARVEY OSWALD be
cause on reflection be recalls the person from whom be pur`
chased this rifle had promised to give him two boxes of ammunition
for the rifle He said he is almost sure that if OSWALD bad been
this person in the station at that time he would have remembered
him because of the promised ammunition

TAYLOR related that it is his practice each year to go
deer bunting during the deer hunting season He said the deer

hunting season for the State of Texas for the year 1963 ran from
November 15 1963 through December 31 1963 TAYLOR advised

that during the first week of deer season he took this rifle
with him to the home of his son-in-law and daughter BENJAMIN and
SHIRLEY MOKU 502 Carroll Drive Killeen Texas He said this
address is "just off Fort Hood Texas Where his son-in-law
BENJAMIN MOKU is assigned as an SP5 TAYLOR said that during
the first week of deem season on some day before November 22 1963
this gun was registered by either himself or BENJAMIN MOKU with



Rot j,EE BIARVEY OSWALD

the Provost Marshal at Fort Hood Texas for use in deer bunting
on the Fort Hood military reservation He said this rifle

stayed at the residence of BENJAMIN and SHIRLEY MORO until the
"last day of deer season December 31 1963 When he TAYLOR

brought it back home with him

It .should be noted that previous investigation has
established that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was employed in Dallas Texas
at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall Inc. in March 1963 and until April 6
1963 and that he left Dallas for New Orleans Louisiana in the
latter part of April 1963

f
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Taylor's rifle assembled
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_ It has been determined in the Laboratorza rs e8t4Mnination

lof Taylor's rifle that it is a U S Rifle caliber .30-06 Model 190.o
.C)

-49

erial number 66091 manufactured at the Rock Island-lrseqUi1
ck Island Illinois The upper and lower bands have been removed

e front portion of the stock has been cut off the wooden hand guard
riginally covering the top of the barrel has been removed the rear
ight has been removed and replaced with telescopic sight mount blocks

the bolt handle has been ground down and bent so that it would not
strike the telescopic sight tube when the bolt is operated All other

. parts appear to be original unaltered parts The rifle has the standard .#,,,.
length of 43 1/4 The barrel has not been shortened The length of the Le 4
longest portion (barrel and receiver) is 317/8 The st t Ilion is
28 3/4 long which is less than the standard length of for a "non
sporterized stock
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May 28 1964.

i

1-Mr $elm nt
1-Mr Rosen
1-Mr Sullivan
1-Mr Malley
1-Mr Raupach Room 5730

fr."

w ~K By Courier Service

EX-103

Honorable J Lee Rankin
-General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue northeast ....
Wp:hington 'D C

Dear Mr Rankin

This is in response to your letter of April 30 1964 requesting
a reinterview of Mr Robert Adrian Taylor concerning the rifle he
purchased either in March or April 1963 Enclosed are two copies of a
letterhead memorandum dated May 19 1964 Dallas Texas which sets
out this information
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

Enclosed are two photographs of Taylor's rifle assembled and
two photographs of his rifle disassembled along with similar photographs
of a U S Rifle caliber .30-06 Model 1903 (Rock Island) from this
Bureau's Reference Firearms Collection

With the submission of the attached enclosures your request at
April 30 1964 is completed

Sincerely yours

Enclosures (10)
:.y

NOTE Letter received from the Commission 4/30/64 requesting reinterview
of Taylor who purchased a 30-06 rifle from an individual who he thought was
Oswald The Commission wanted Taylor reinterviewed to determine wheie.the_rIfle
was located on-11J22163 as well as determining the date on which Taylor
obtained the rifle and whether he had seen Oswald on any other occasion The
Commission desired specific information regarding the Taylor rifle's measure

"ments and photographs in an assembled and disassembled condition They also
...._wanted the_same technical information of a similar rifle as well as similar

The labbratory handled the technical data and -.~.photographs of this rifle 1
coordinated this matter,y,,itli the assassination Desk in Division VL ~._

This letter based on memorandum 5/27/64 Mr Belmont to N"r. Rosen
re "ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDEN T JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11-22 63 DALLAS TEXAS MISC -INFO CONCERNING.
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the bullet from the Walker residence Clh8

the revolver cartridge cases CLi-050

.VI
.t .t
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,.1 .. (2) the rifle bullet Cl

(1) the three rifle cartridge cases C6 C7 C38

(3) the two rifle-bullet fragments C2 and C3

(J4) the rifle cartridge C3 REC 11f,J
7 1

EARLWARRENChums*
RICHARDS RUSSELL
)(HisSHERMANcXOFER
HALEBOGGS
GERALDR FORD
JOHNJ Mt-CLOT
ALLENWDMUS
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PRESIDENT'SCOM.-+1SS1ON
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOT PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200MarylandAve N8
WashingtonD.C 30002

Telephone143-1400

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C

Dear Mr Hoover

During the course of the Commission's hearings expert
testimony has been elicited concerning various items of physical
evidence We would like you to determine and set forth in one
document where and by whom these items were found following the
assassination In each case the item should be shown to the
person who found it co thnt he can identify it by inspection
If he cannot so identify the item a chain of possession should
be traced between him and the first person who can identify it by
inspection However it is unnecessary to trace the chain of
possession forward past the first person who can identify the
item by inspection

As an example Lieutenant Day of the Dallas Police Department
initialled two of the three rifle cartridge cases at 10:00 p.m on Novem'ser 22
These cartridge cases should be traced back from 10:00 p.m to the
person by whom they were found at the time that he found them
The chain of possession need not be traced forward past Lieutenant Day

The items to be identified are as follows

394
a



the four revolver bullets recovered from the body
of Officer Tippit C13 et al

the six revolver cartridges found in the revolver
at the time of Oswald's arrest C51-054 and C137-C138

the five revolver cartridges found in Oswald's pocket
at the time of his arrest C55-059

the green-and-brown blanket C12

the brownish shirt C11

Oswald's hair samples C20-C25

{13) the wrapping-paper bag CIO

the four cartons found in the TSBD C40

Oswald's application for Dallas P O Box 2915 D17

Oswald's change-of-address card for Dallas P O Box
2915 D18

Oswald's Form POD 1093 for New Orleans P O Box 30016
D22

Oswald's Selective Service System Notice of Classification

Oswald's USMC Certificate of Service

the Selective Service System Notice of Classification
in the name of Hidell

the USMC Certificate of Service in the name Hidell

, (22) the Fair Play for Cuba Committee card dated June 15 1963

(23) the vaccination certificate signed Dr Hideel 444

f(24) the negatives B3

(25) the two photographs showing Oswald with a rifle D33



Also the following items which were used as standards
in testimony concerning questioned documents

1(26) Application for Employment with Cosmos Shipping Company
Inc. D28

(27) Affidavit of Support and three letters D6

V (28) Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall checks Dll

V(29) New Orleans Library card D16

,(30) Notes the Communist Party of the U.S has Betrayed
Itself 117

4 (31) U..S Marine Corps File D5

1(32) Passport Application June 24 1963 D3

L"(33) State Department File D67 f r S

034+)
Letter to ACLU D46.-/P ",. r _ r' t

(35) Letter to Secretary of Navy D4

'"(36) Letter from Oswald to Brigadier General Tompkins

(37) Commission Exhibits 55 56 and 66 (Letters in Russian)

Some of this information may have been set forth in your
various reports however we would like a complete answer to this
request set forth in a separate self-contained report

Sincerely

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel



SUMMARY FROM JAPANESE

Date of Publication May 1 1964

Publishes Yoneki Kobayashi

Publishing Office The New Bungei-Shunju
Company 8-4 Ginza West
Chuo-ku Tokyo Japan

This magazine is a monthly literary magazine with
no political overtones Previous issues have been received

This is ue contains an article entitled-Niswald
et le FBI ,swal nd the FBI) on nage 214 which was f
written by Thoma uchanan and tranSlated from French into
Japanese by Yukio=Kudo under the title, Oswald is Not the
Real Assassin. This article in the first of a series based
on Buchanan's book "Les Assassins de Kennedy, ("The
Assassins of Kennedy") Copy Right By L'Express 1964

Following the Buchanan article is another article
entitled/'Oswald the Impossible Assassin written by Joachim

'Joesten-and-translated from English into Japanese by Fumio
/atsuo under the title,,,PIfKilled No One, Copy Right By

Opera Mundi 1964 T1 "Japanese translation of this
article is also included in the May 1964 issue of Bungei
Shunju but contains no mention of or references to the
Bureau It takes the position that Oswald could not have
killed President Kennedy An editorial remark points
out that Buchanan includes Oswald as one of the assassins
whereas Joesten holds that Oswald could not havelbeen
envolved
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Via AIRTEL
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (100-409763)

,..r FROM SAC NEW YORK (100-117844) (p)

J/ SUBJECT MARK LANE
SM C
(00:NY)

Enclosed herewith are the original and 8 copies of a
letterhead memorandum regarding contemplated travel abroad by
the subject

Two copies are enclosed for Dallas in view of their
interest in this matter

Investigation continuing NYO

*
I

,=Bureau (Enels 9) (RM)
D~1-1,-105-82555) (LEE HA
12-Dallas (Encls 2) (Info) RM AM

(1-100-10461) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
1-New York (105-38431) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD) (312)
1-New York (100-152725) (CCI) (45)
1-New York

NOT 1:i.Cc D
Mr J;1i! !~.i

. The confidential source in the order ut
in the letterhead memorandum were and



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Re Mark Lane
Security Matter C

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on May 19 1964 that
Mark Lane during an appearance in New York City on May 18
1964 indicated that he was going to Europe on May 22 1964
According to the source Lane furnished no additional
information regarding this trip abroad

The "New York Herald Tribune newspaper dated
January 15 1964 page 7 column 1 contained
an article entitled "Oswald's Mother Hires Lane.
This article stated that on January 14 1964
Mrs Marguerite C Oswald mother of accused
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald announced she had
hired Mark Lane to represent her slain son before
the Warren Commission investigating the murder
of President John F Kennedy According to this
article Mrs Oswald stated she'had been in contact
with Lane during his stay in Fort Worth Texas
the previous weekend It was also pointed out that
Lane had accepted the case although Mrs Oswald
stated she had no funds with which to pay him

The "New York Times newspaper dated April 2s 1964
page 37 contained an article stating that Mrs
Marguerite C Oswald had dismissed Mark Lane her
New York lawyer

On June 10 1963 a second source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that at
a meeting of the New York Council to Abolish the

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



Res Mark Lane
Security Matter % C

House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC)
held May 28 1963,-at-74-Fifth Avenue New York
City Mark Lane was elected to theposition of
Vice Chairman of the organization.

Characterizations of the NYCAHUAC and the National
Committee to Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAHUAC) appear in the appendix hereto
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES C0MMITiEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications issued December 1 1961 by the Committee on
Un-American Activities U S House of Representatives
page 113 contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC)

"Cited as a 'new organization set up in the
summer of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Committce on Un-American Activities House
Report 127 on the Truth About the Film
'Operation Abolition, Part 1 October 3
19b1 p 5.)

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its
name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House in its
name thereby becoming known as the National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee
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NEW YORK COUNCIL TO ABOLISH
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
C 0 4MITTEE

On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Commaittee (NYCAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 19b0 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANK WILKINSON
Field Representative of the National Committee To Abolish
the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

A second source advised on September 17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961 a
copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish the
House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this
fight Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the
suggesi.on-of the Field Representative of the "National

-Commmittee to Abolish the HCUA (?:CAHUAC) namely that local
_ -' abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their

efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC still
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1962
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City area
have been so1i'i.tPd to support activities of the NYCAHUAC
dut~L ui.tendance at Cr club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West
34th Street New York City New York



Date May 12 1964

Tc Director FBI (t)O-35.1341)

.% AVM Legat Paris (10n-1793)(P)

.~1bjcct TI O:I S GITTIXGS "''('.
SECu ITY .ATT:fl "

!'.c3u et to Bait

Pursuant to __ns `:::ct ")r_s in ro iet there are enclosed

two copies teaof 'Les 1.ssa_ .':"i L ! :iet: by :OS LUC I.SAN

The latest of 'Le Nouve:.c CaL:t:1.Ci and

"L'_EXPreSS coatry.ined T.T 'z is Li n Ll in o:ema tiOi1 con(:eraing

iLJCJ.1ssini ti( . O tz:. 9:-.,si.c?:at gill bar ~ be alert for

a d<iit o :: 1form tion ,r tlis matter so that it can be

promptly f . hed to the _nreau



cc Mr Belmont
Mr Mohr
Mr Malley
Ur Sullivan

.4T'S COLk!ISSION (` Mr Branigan
kJ
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UNITED STATES COV..OMENT

Memorandum

Mr Malley and I went over to see Mr Lee Rankin Generat Counsel n
of the President's Commission shortly after 11 a.m today I took With
me a copy of the transcript of the Director's testimony before the
Commission with the corrections we had made as to typographical errors
et cetera I told Mr Rankin we would be clad to go over the transcript
with him as it was apparent that the reporter who took down the testi
mony had made some mistakes and had even left out some of the thought
in the testimony that this was understandable as the Director spoke at
a rapid rate We mentioned that Mr Redlich of the staff had called
Ur Malley this morning to state that he thought there were some correc
tions that needed to be made in the testimony inasmuch as he had been

present when the Director testified and the transcript was not entirely
accurate

Mr Rankin suggested that I leave the transcript with him so that
he could go over it personally and he said that he would be in touch
with me by Monday 5/25/64 in the event there was a need to discuss any
changes I told him that of course there had been no changes in the

ubstance of the Director's testimony Rankin said that the transcripts
of testimony will be published and consequently he wanted to be sure
that the testimony properly reflected the Director's thoughts He asked
if the Director had gone over it and I told him that he had and that C
the testimony as we had corrected it properly represented the Director's

testimony Iie reiterated that he thought it was important as the

testimony would be made public that it should properly represent the
Director's thoughts

Mr Rankin requested that we advise the Director that he Rankin
felt that the Director had done an excellent job in testifying before

'felt Commission Rankin further said "As you know the Commissioners
like the Director. 32 s-:-sue ---,.

With reference to that portion of the testimonyj.dg .izIg ,1vjth the
Director's suggestions on the security of t::e President and the memo
randum of 12/2/63.which we sent a copy of to the Commission Mr Rankin
remarked that the Commission had not previously advised us of the fact
that a request had been made of Secret Service for a copy of the memorandum
'rye had given to Secret Service and the request had been denied on the
instruc ions of r* Jenkins of the White House I told Mr Rankin that



Mr Tolson

in view of this it would be necessary for us to advise Mr Jenkins
that we hadisubsequently furnished a copy of this memorandum to the
Commission. He agreed and suggested that we advise Mr Jenkins that

)the
Commission had requested the Director's views on the security of the

'resident at the time the Director testified and had requested that a
copy of this memorandum be made available to the Commission that in
view of the fact that the FBI was of course under instructions to
cooperate fully with the President's Commission the Director furnished
a copy to the Commission Er Rankin said that if there are any
repercussions from the White House such repercussions will then be
directed at the.Commission rather than at the FBI

Mr Malley inquired of Ur nankin as to whether the Commission
would furnish us a copy of the testimony of the two Dallas police
officers relative to their alleged conversation with Special Agent Hosty
on 11/22/63 while Hosty and Lieutenant nevill were on their way to
the office of Captain Fritz Mr Rankin stated that the Commission
has been rigid in its rule that the testimony of witnesses will be
made available only to the witnesses themselves and it is up to the
witnesses whether they make the 'transcripts available to anyone else
He did remark that he nankin felt that the statements of Revill and
Detective Brian wore a put-up job particularly as Brian did not back up
1:evill's statement no said further that Brian told the Commission
that Ravill had asked him to put some statements in Brian's memorandum
which Brian felt he could not do Rankin said there was a division of
feeling on the part of the commissioners as to whether the police officers
Are telling a true story Rankin said that Brian further admitted that

r he"had dictated another memorandum which had been destroyed presumably
because it had been filled with handwritten corrections

In the discussion on getting copies of the transcripts of testi
mony of witnesses Mr Rankin said that Secret Service had requested
a copy of my (Belmont's) testimony and the Commission had refused to
furnish it in line with its policy I inquired why they wanted it
and Rankin said Secret Service is floundering somewhat with the problem
of what to do with the information we have sent over to them and is
seeking to establish criteria on what information they want Therefore
they would like to see what criteria we are using in disseminating this
information nankin said he told Secret Service that they should ask
the Bureau if they want this information I told Mr Rankin we had
not received any request from Secret Service

2



:Jr Tolson

tir Rankin again mentioned his feeling that some persons in
Secret Service are attempting to unload on the Bureau on the basis
that if the Bureau had given them information on Oswald they would have
acted upon it I asked Rankin whether this was kir Rowley's position

:and he said it was not

During the Director's testimony Allen Dulles brought up the
'Subject of a book "The Red Roses of Dallas, by Gun We asked nankin
whether be had this book and Rankin furnished us a copy The author

its
Nerin E Gun It is 215 pages long was printed in France and is

fin the French language We have sent it to the Domestic Intelligence
?Division with the suggestion that they check with Central Intelligence

Agency and see if there is an English edition so that we will not have
to wrestle with the French language

With reference to the proposed trip to Dallas which was scheduled
Ifor last weekend and rescheduled or this weekend 1r Rankin advised
;this morning that he is considering holding a conference of FBI and
I Secret Service representatives and his own staff to decide whether

such a trip is necessary and to 'try and curtail the amount of work to
be done in Dallas if such a trip is made

I must say that from talking with dir nankin today as well as
on previous occasions his approach on this whole matter is objective

.and fair and he has been very friendly During the discussion he
ac.v_ised that some of the Commission members had indicated that the
present duties of Secret Service should be turned over to the FBI
at least in the field of protecting the President He said that he
had pointed out that the Director traditionally has taken the position
that the FBI should be kept a small organization and its duties and
responsibilities should be limited as he (the Director) felt it is
highly undesirable to center too much power in anyone agency or to
develop what might be termed a national police force I told Mr Rankin

the was correct in this and over the years the Director had sought to
,avoid the concept of a national police force or the centralization of
'power Mr nankin said this has not come to the point that it is an
= issue but it might be that members of the Commission would again raise

this point during the conclusion and recommendation phase of their
report in this case Mr Rankin would see to it that the Director was
consulted by the Commission I suggested to Mr nankin that the simplest
way to handle this if it does become an issue is for the Commission
to send a letter to-the Director and I was sure he would express his
views forthrightly and succinctly



I will advise you as soon as Mr Rankin informs me of the
results of his review of the testimony

We will attempt to get an English version of the book "The ModMoses of Dallas) and review it and furnish our comments to the .'._
Commission

.!" _ L t Z"
'1r

I t 't

If you agree Mr DeLoach will advise Mr Jenkins that a copy
of our memorandum of 12/2/63 was furnished to the President's Commission
and the circumstances surrounding this
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Date 5/22/64

(312)

OS g2 .c

Transmit the following in

Via ALRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

----------------------------------------------------------------

TO DIRECTOR FBI (100-409763)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (100-117844) (P)

-'SUBJECT MARK LANE

~)SM-C (OO:NY)

ReNYairtel 5/20/64 and NY teletype to Bureau 5/21/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are 20 copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above regarding foreign travel
by the subject

Two copies are enclosed for Dallas for information in
view of their interest in this matter

The pretext interview on 5/21/64 was conducted
tele"honically by SA RONALD E YO ""er the .rise

"t`he pretext was made to a
female wno "en fled herself as the subject's secretary at the

4_ office of the CCI 156 5th Ave. New York NY (YU 9-6850)

Investigation continuing at New York

%Bureau
(Encls 20 )(RM)

1-105-82555 LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
(1-100 ) r

2-Dallas (Encls 2) (Info) (RM AM)

f1-100-10>60~ ~MT.JARKHAQVE}
OSWALD)

1-New York 105-38431) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
1-New York 100-152721 (Cc') (45)
1-New York 100-117844)

REY:jmk

CARBON COPY

Jb JUN 9 1964



UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JtOTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

(I

New York New York
May 22 1964

la Reply PleaseRefer
File Nei

Bureau 100-40976
New York 100-11744

Re Mark Lane
Security Matter C

Reference is made to Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) memorandum dated May 20 1964 concerning the subject's
contemplated travel to Europe on May 22 1964

By means of a pretext interview conducted by a
Special Agent (SA) of the FBI on May 21 1964 it was determined
that the subject was leaving the United States for a six weeks
trip to Europe on May 22 1964 via air It was determined
he expects to make appearances relating to the "Lee Harvey
Oswald matter on May 25 1964 at Copenhagen Denmark and on
May 27 1964 at Paris France It was ascertained Lane
also expects to visit Arhus Denmark after his appearance
in Copenhagen He expects to visit Brussels London Milan
Florence and Rome in the order listed after his appearance
in Paris It could not be determined on which airlines the
subject was leaving and whether or not Copenhagen would be
his first stop in Europe

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency
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32-109060
e JUN 3-11

0"%O"M10.+b MYT1001tSsIwOSGt. NOMOIV

DATE May 23 1964

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOXIN F KENNEDY DALLAS TEXAS
11/22/63

reference memorandum dated February 26 1964 from Ti
Griffith concerning a continuing project wherein the Bureau has
undertaken to furnish the Commission with photographs of all
Commission exhibits

On May 27 1964 Mr Melvin Eisenberg of the Commission's
staff called SA Marion E Williams of the Laboratory's Physics and
Chemistry Section and requested that a +:reau representative
take custody of the exhibits listed on ~..~ ;.tt.:ched list He further
requested that the Commission be !urnisa:;d with ;three copies of each
exhibit not previously reproduced

As a matter of record custody was taken of !atant
exhibits by SA Robert E Neill o4 the date of the regt ,

This work will be handled by an Agent Examiner of the
Laboratory's Document Section

*
ACTION Exhibits will be photographed or otherwise reproduced
and three copies will be supplied to the Commission as requested
Those items originally supplied to the Commission by the Bureau
will be kept in Bureau custody Items not originating from the
Bureau will be returned along with the photographs (Desi._ated by *)

Enclosure

1 Mr Belmo Enclosure /
1 Mr Rosen Enclosure
1 Mr "Sulliv:.n Enclosure
1 Mr Malley Enclosure
1 Mr Callahan (Attention C Q '&nits)

-.R~.t:bzva

r
0) JUG 0



5/28/64

COMMISSION'S
ITEM NO EXHIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

.*334 Front cover photo bf "Life magazine
issue dated 2/21/64

.X335 Photograph of Oswald holding rifle

.*336 Photograph of Oswald holding rifle

.at338 Newspaper clipping from "New York
Journal American dated 2/18/64

.*339 Photograph of man holding rifle not
otherwise identified

.*340 Clipping from "New Orleans Times
Picayune dated 11/24/63

.4341 Reproduction of clipping from "New York
Tides dated 12/3/63

.3342 Clipping from "New York Journal American
dated 2/`?3/64 (Article by Bob
Consic_r_e )

.*343 Eep-oductioa of clipping from"Dallas
L'orning Lo:'s dated 11/28/63

.821 Ccpy of report of SA John W Fain dated
5/12/60 Dallas

.822 Copy of report by SA John W Fain dated
7/3/61 at Dallas titled "Lee Harvey
Oswald IS R

 823 Ccpy of report by SA John W Fain dated
7,10/62 at Dallas titled "Lee Harvey
Oswald IS It

.824 Copy of report by SA John W Fain dated
./30/62 at Dallas titled "Lee
Harvey Oswald IS R

.825 Ccpy of letter to J Lee Rankin from
Director FBI dated 2/12/64 and
enclosures(ten)

.826 Copy of report of SA Milton R Kaack
dated 10/31/63 at New Orleans
titled "Lee arvey Oswald IS R
CUBA

.427 Reproduction of piece of paper bearing
writing in Russian script

.329 Copy of report of SA James P Frosty Jr.
dated 9/10/C3 titled "Lee Harvey
Oswald IS ii

.330 Page 10 and 11 of FBI report (DL 105
1716 .JPII:mam)which sets forth
connections between Ruth Paine and the
Oswalds



COMMISSION'S
ITE!.i NO. EXIIIBIT NO

831

832

833

834

835

836

*337

*333

*".0 JVJ

=^G4

865

Copy of letter dated 4/27/64 from
Director FBI to J Lee Rankin
concerning alleged statement of SA
James P Hosty Jr

FD-302 dated 11/22/63 concerning
interview of Oswald by Will Fritz
Dallas Police Department

Copy of letter dated 4/6/64 to J
Lee Rankin from Director FBI
concerning FBI's prior knowledge
of Oswald

Copy of letter dated 5/4/64 to J
Lee Rankin from Director FBI
concerning discussion between staff
member and Mr A H Belmont on
5/4/64

Copy of letter dated 2/6/34 to J
Lee Rankin from Director FBI which
denies Oswald as FBI informant

Copy of letter dated 3/31/64 to J
Lee Rankin from Director FBI
concerning FBI liaison with Secret
Service

Clipping from "National Enquirer
5/17/64 issue regarding association
of Ruby and Oswald

Copy of letter dated 11/22/63 to
Captain W P Cannaviay Dallas
Police Department from Lieutenant
Jack Revill Dallas Police Department

Diagram of building housing jail
office Dallas Texas

Copy of letter dated 5/3/64 to J
Lee Rankin from Director FBI
regarding article fr :_ "National
3nquirer dated F1/17/64

Carbon copy of letter from J Lee
Rankin to Director FBI requesting
as3u ance that Bureau has disseminated
all .reformation available

Copy of letter dated 4/30/64 to J
Lee Rankin frcm Director
regarding dissemination of all
available information to Commission

-2
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366

5/28/64

ITEM NO
COIISSION S
EX:IIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

Memorandum dated 12/2/63 from FBI
regarding protection of the
President

.#368 Copy of letter dated 4/22/64 to
Mr Richard Nelms (CIA) from J
Lee Rankin requesting assurance
that all available information has
been furnished Commission

 *169 Memorandum to J Lee nankin from CIA
assuring complete dissemination to
Commission of all inforn tion 5/4/64

.*870 Affidavit of John A UcCoae (Director
CIA) regarding CIA's relationship
with Oswald

.674 Comparison photomicrograph of fibers
fro:: Cs:'ald's shirt and rifle

.675 Comparison photomicrograph of fibers
from Cs;:ald's shirt and rifle

.67G Comparison =:Lotomicrograph of fibers
from Oswa ld's shirt and rifle

.677 Paper sample from first floor Texas
Schoolbook Depository Building

.678 Comparison photomicrograph of two
pieces of paper



photograph in'nuestion observed that man depicted therein had
'mblance to aforementioned wrestler This has been

John
C Stokes through a 5/28 telecast e

Airtel

Mr Stokes

6/3/64

To SAC WFO (105-27111)

From director FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R- CUBA

Efforts to date to identify the male depicted in
photographs referred to above have been negative It has
been observed that male in question bears close resemblance
to facial characteristics and general physique of an individual
presently wrestl g-in Washington area at Capitol Arena
under name Bori .Malenko Malenko reportedly came to w!'

av Washington ar from Tampa where he was wrestling during past
winter WFO endeavor to obtain photographs of Malenko and
identify him Endeavor to discreetly ascertain if he pas in
Mexico City in late September early October 1963 :Hake no
reference during conduct of inquiry to the pictures of t)
unidentified male in possession of Bureau

7~ ,ratr 1 Dallas (100-10461)
REc.35 12 JUN 3 1964 Ar.. '48110

))1/1
JCS mac *,;r ^41 .~

.(5) :..~ J S. I~ 1o .,,,gut ..
+"~ is 1

w../' fr

asper
~~.} NOTE The photograph in question has becotae `h'"controversial

++.~ issue because of insistence of Mrs Oswald su
calm

bjects mo her
`I
c.c....1
D.t.eoe
Evans
G.l
l..

a close res
n.~
atK  verfid b

n.. ti
N SManl9.4

that we displayed to her picture of Ruby In view of osroversy
over the picture it would be well if we coup identify the
individual depicted therein Clerk John Frey when viewing the



CONYIDENTI &L

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

There are enclosed two copies each of three
memoranda dated May 21 1964 and a memorandum dated May 25

19G4
pertaining to the Mexican aspect of the Lee Harvey

'aid investigation

Upon detachment from the classified enclosures
this letter may be regarded as unclassified

Sincerely yours

i i'dgi Hoover

,,.v-35

/ NOTE The four letterheads which have boon approved for
/ dissemination by Messrs Belmont and Malley deal with Mexican

immigration records with guests at tho Del Comercio Hotel with
a follow passenger of Oswald's on a Mexican bus and with
contacts of informants to ili,.r with Charles &aaJl a renter
of the Americaii"Cotmunist''Grohp in Mexico Letter classified
YConfidential".as letterheads,prepared by Legat Mexico Cityhave been so classified to protect our.;Aper ttonss1 !oadTahoe l 1

awn Ax COURIERSYC
c.~
c.uaem.~~ /
OeLeoc6 uEvans
Gal ~.
Rose _
aIU.a  
Tavel

5-1964f \
HolmesMAIL ROOYEJ TELETYPEUNITED



aware of the tags existence The Commission desired to know
how when and where the story concerning the repair tag first
came to the attention of the press as the Commission is
attempting to make a determination concerning the veracity
of Mr Dial D Ryder employee and Mr Charles Woodrow Greener
owner of the Irving Sport Shop Inquiry was also to include
whether all individuals with a surname of Oswald have been
contacted to determine if any of these persons had repair
work done at the Irving Sport Shop Little Rock completed
their interviews with two additional individuals by the
name of Oswald one of whom was determined to be a second
cousin of Lee Harvey Oswald This information is also
incorporated in a report which is being handled by Division 5
and will be furnished to the President's Commission

Mrs Edith Whitworth claimed Oswald and his wife
had visited her store allegedly looking for a gun part
subsequently she directed Oswald to the gun shop located
east of her store However Marina Oswald does not recall
ever visiting this store in early November It is noted
Michael David Oswald was not in Dallas during time
alleged gun repair was made



j Mr M-kr

M ('. 84

Mr )'r =

'Si
Transmit the following in i

..ir Tarcl__(Type in plain text or cods)
1 Mr 7 rotter

AIR MAIL i Tde 1:nor1
Miss Holmes

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) I Miss Gaady

FBI

Date 5/l2/64

AIRTELVia

r

1
n
ti

TT
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
)Z'i

RE LEE HARVEY -OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/6/64 enclosing
letterhead memorandum reflecting results of interview
with MARGUERITE OSWALD at her request on May 1 1964

Enclosed herewith are 10 copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting information furnished telephonically

o IC JAMES VON WHITE on May 12 1964 by Mrs MhRGUER,. _
L herein she criticizes U S Secret Service Agent

CHARLIE KUNKEL T

Two copies of the enclosed letterhead memorandum
have been made available to U S Secret Service at Dallas
Texas

It is believed that the letter dated December 6
1963 postmarked at Jamaica New York referred to by Mrs
MARGUERITE OSWALD is FBI Laboratory Exhibit D-134 in

vestigation concerning which will be reflected in a report
under the captioned "ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN
FITZGE LD KF,NNEDY NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS
now be nr)-p/epared at Dallas

NCL 'URLJ II .~
wEnc 1( t Srcrc~ S~vic~

RPG/ds F~ L(N4 b~ `i f 4S/6f 31

~

79 JUN 5-1964'P
Approved .Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge



In Reply PleaseReferto
File No

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
'May 12 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

At 12:00 o'clock noon May 12 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD telephonically contacted the Fort Worth Resident Agency
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and furnished the fcl
lowing information

At about 11:45 A.M. ay--l2 1964 she received a
telephone call from Mr CHARLI 1UNKEL U S Secret Service
Fort Worth Texas In this conversation Mr KUNKEL stated
he h.d a letter that he obtained from the FBI The letter
was dated December 6 1963 postmarked Jamaica New York
Mr KUNKEL advised Mrs OSWALD he would like to come out to
her residence and ask her some questions about the letter

Mrs OSWALD does not remember this letter and cannot
imagine why he would want to talk to her in regard to this
letter

During the course of the conversation Mrs OSWALD
asked how to spell the name KUNKEL When she was advised it
is spelled K-u-n-k-e-1 she said she thought it was spelled

f C-o-n-n-e-1-1 She said she remembered him and at this point
she became hysterical and want into a tirade She said she
remembered him at the Inn of the Six Flags on the day of the
assassination of Preeide t JOEY F KENNEDY She continued
that KUNKEL ani _another Secret Service Agent Whose name she
cannot remember ware with MARINA OSWALD ani the two babies
Mrs OSWALD stated that KUNKEL made the statement that there
was no doubt in his mind that LEE HARVEY OSWALD assassinated
the President because his rifle was found on him Mrs
OSWALD related that she told him "Well just because it's
his rifle does not indicete that he aesessinate3 the President
He is innocent until proved guilty.

CO
SS VIz,~

1~(3

t~r~yJ



Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mrs OSWALD referred to MARINA OSWALD throughout the
conversation as the Russian wife and two babies

Mrs OSWALD said she told the other Secret Service
Agent "Why the nerve of that guy Who does he think he is
The Secret Service Agent according to Mrs OSWALD stated
"Well Mrs OSWALD you will have to forgive him because he
helped guard Mrs KENNEDY for 20 years. Mrs OSWALD said
she told the Secret Service Agent "I will not forgive him
because there's no sense in anyone making a statement like
that about my son.

Mrs OSWALD said she was "deathly afraid of Mr
KUNKEL and is afraid that he will harm her Mrs OSWALD said
she will not let him in her house because she is afraid of
him and does not want to have any dealings with him

Mrs OSWALD was advised that Mr KUNKEL would have
no reason to harm her that he probably is just coming out
to her house to inquire about the letter

At no time during the conversation did Mrs OSWALD
request any assistance from the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation or to see an Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation

At approximately 111440 P.M. May 12 1964 Mrs
MARGUERITE OSWALD again telephonically contacted the Fort Werth
Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and ad
vised that she will not talk with Mr CHARLIE KUNKEL U S
Secret Service Agent Fort Worth Texas as she is afraid of
him She stated she does net know Whether to give this infor
mation to the "Warren Commission or not

At approximately 2:21 P.M. M.y 12 1964 a summary
of the foregoing information received from Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD was furnished to Special Agent ROGER WARNER U S
Secret Service Dallas Texas and shortly thereafter the same
information was made available to Special Agent CHARLIE KUNKEL
U S Secret Service Fort Worth Texas

2
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against Mrs Oswald
letter that Secret Service

pAgent,ul kel
desires

to discuss with Mrs Oswald of our

contacts with Mrs Oswald have been disseminat

ed to Secret Service and are being incorpora'Ged

in a report now being prepared by Dallas Office

for dissemination to the President's Commission ;--~-

Domestic tulliCerce Division

LTIFOR 1ATIVE NOTE

Date Nay 1 1954

Memo Branigan to Sullivan 5/1+/64

reported Marguerite Oswald mother of

Lee Harvey Oswald on 5/1/64 furnished
store

allegations to Dallas Office alleging

officials in Dallas and Houston conspired
sdot

assassinate President Kennedy

Mrs Oswald mentally ill On 5/12/6

Mrs Oswald telephoned Dallas Office and

criticized U S Secret Service Agent

Charlie Kunkel She also stated Mr Kunkel

desired to question her regarding a letter

she received dated 12/S/63 postmarked

Jamaica New York Letterhead memo 5/12/64

attached

Also attached is a copy of the

letter dated 12/6/63 sent to Mrs Oswald

from an anonymous source which makes threats
It a ears this is the

.'7 ~ i Tf ~~Z1 1.v~i Q +r:> w+ :r "L%....c v ~i J f "wa-ir O '" z P ~ .1 Yf"~~ -ter r _ ~
sa = ~ sf;a 1hc,+~rt~ +~" ,~ f vR i. ti :~i `',~~ .rc + _ i ~ .i K .'f r ter y` V tt + .s "~" "ri r` ."1 7 s



Dear Mr Rankin

Belmont
Mohr
Casper
Callahan

.Mnclbsures (2) >f'
EvansT.A REL:mhw (9) 1,,JRosen .1Sullivan .L .
Tavel .1{/Y,r1 tr,"ti .'rTrotter ll~~S

Holmes U~J 3 -1964
Gandy .MAIL ROCIICJ TELETYPEuwrr

Ghl-Let

S L` NOTE PAGE 2

June 2 1964

BY COURIER SERVICs

(4

Belmont
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan

1 Branigan
1 Malley

1 Bartlett
1 Lenihan

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C.

Reference is made to your letter of May 19 1964 ;n
requesting that this Bureau take a random sampling of those
persons who applied for passports from the New Orleans office
between the dates of June 17 1963 and July 1 1563 and
determine how long in each case it took for the authorization
to issue the passport to reach the New Orleans office You
also indicated that you were interested in the amount of time
between the filing of the application for passport at New Crloans
by an applicant and the-receipt of the authority to issue the
passport by the New Orleans office from Washington D C

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
May 27 1964 et New Orleans Louisiana which sets forth
results of our contact with Mr George Haddocks Acting Agent
in Charge Passport Agency Departrient of State New Orleans
Louisiana in this matter

For your information we are contacting Passport Office
officials in Washington D C. in an effort to obtain the data
desired by the Commission

/Q

Sf
1flgunt~~r~1"~

t

}
aY coutftiJ sv9 Sincerely yours

..L1cJ5 :.C:t
~< ~dC Hoover/PiTolson



ti

3

Honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE Oswald was issued a passport by the New Orleans Passport
Office 6-25-63 one day after he made formal application for such
passport State Department has told Commission that approximately
24 hours was the time afforded in routine issuance of a passport
after application for such passport received The Commission has
requested this Bureau to conduct a survey to confirm or rebut the
accuracy of the State Department information We contacted Passport
Office official New Orleans and determined the data desired by the
Commission not available in passport files in New Orleans but that
such data may be maintained by Passport Office Washington D C
WFO is contacting Passport Office officials,-Washington D C.
in an effort to obtain the data desired by the Commission



PST URGENT 6-1-64 SDV

IRECTOR (105-82555)

OM SAN FRANCISCO (89-58) 1P

LEE HARVEY.SWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA

MEMORANDUM RE SAN FRANCISCO ACTIVITIES FAR PLAY FOR CUBA

!c p-',r
a __w
i tr C
ttr

x!r..F;r.
Dir Gals
Id- e =r _

VA.! rrl
14n 1'r .:r.. _
Tat Roma __ .

Miss Gandy...__

COMMITTEE AND THIRTIETH OF NOVEMBER MOVEMENT SUBMITTED AMSD JUNE

INSTANT

END

PLS HOLD NHH

FBI WASH DC
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inquiry at Blytheville AFB
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FBI

Date May 25 1964

Transmit the following in
(Type is plain text or code)

Via A I RTEL AIR MAIL I

(Priority)
'

. l TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82,555)

FROM SAC LITTLE ROCK (105-406)(P)

LEE HARVEY0OSWALD aka
I S R CUBA
00 DL

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/15/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of_a
letterhead memorandum and to Dallas two copies of this
same letterhead memorandum reflecting interviews conducted
at-Blytheville Ark. Air Force Base

For the information of the Bureau while conducting
inquiry at Blytheville AFB in regard to the lead set out in
reairtel about Lt JAMES R OSWALD it was determined from the
OSI of the presence at Blytheville AFB of MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD
an apparent relative of LEE HARVEY OSWALD Therefore as set
out in the letterhead memorandum a general interview of
MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD was conducted

A report is also being submitted concerning the

i 1

,3 Bureau (Enc 10)(RM)
-2- Dallas (Enc 2) (RM)
2 Little Rock (1O5 406)
DLA/gm
(7)

c C {'`

ICLOSI.O
 Pj0

(Pi
Approved .Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge



In Reply Pfeaa Refer
FU.N

7

s o~
(t"iIIN1.L STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

215 U S Post Office Building
P O Box 1111

Little Rock Arkansas 72203
May 25 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Lt JAMES RANDOLPH'OSWALD AF 70450A 340th Bomb
Squadron,-Blytheville Arkansas Air Force Base advised SA
DONALD L ANDERSON of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and BERTRAM RASKIN of the Office of Special Investigations
(OSI) on May 21 1964 that he is not related to LEE HARVEY
OSWALD Lt OSWALD advised that he was assigned in the
Dallas Fort Worth area during November of 1963 but that he had
not taken a rifle to the Irving Sport Shop 221 East Irving
Boulevard Irving Texas to have a telescopic sight mounted
Lt OSWALD further advised that he did not at that time nor
does he presently own a firearm of any type is

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD Airman Second Class Air Force
No 18 637 188 97th Field Maintenance Squadron Blytheville
Arkansas Air Force Base advised SA DONALD L ANDERSON on
May 21 1964 of the following information

He stated that a number of years ago he recalled
that he had read newspaper articles concerning the fact that

"-LEE HARVEY OSWALD had gone to Russia and had renounced his
--United States citizenship He stated that at the time an aunt

of his named ELIZABETH--0SWALD who has since been married and
may be named ELIZABETH-DOUGLAS had exclaimed that LEE HARVEY
OSWALD was a second cousin to MICHAEL He stated that he re
called that this conversation had taken place at McGregor Texas

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD advised that he had never met
LEE HARVEY OSWALD either prior to or since this conversation
he had with his aunt ELIZABETH He further advised that to
his recollection he had never met any of LEE HARVEY OSWALD's



-1

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

immediate family nor to his recollection has any member of
his immediate family been in contact with the immediate family
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD further advised that because of
the fact that neither he nor any other member of his immediate
family has been in any type of contact with LEE HARVEY OSWALD
or members of his immediate family he had absolutely no in
formation which would be pertinent or shed any light in connection
with the assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD advised that United States Air Force
(USAF) authorities had previously talked to him about his
relationship with LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that he had provided them
information identical to that provided during this contact
He advised that he currently has a flight line clearance at
Blytheville Arkansas Air Force Base which he had received during
the last three months He stated that he has been assigned at
Blytheville Air Force Base since October 2 1963

The following description of MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD was
obtained from observation and interview

Name
Sex
Race
Age
Date of birth
Place of birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Residence
Relatives

-2

MICHAEL DAVID OSWALD
Male
White
19
August 26 1944
Waco Texas
5'10
140 lbs
Brown
806 Van Buren McGregor Texas
Mother MARIE)Ai \7ALD 806 Van

Buren McGregor Texas.
Sister LINDA-OSWALD 806 Van

Buren McGregor Texas
Brothers JOE DON--OSWALD 306

Van Buren McGregor Texas
BIT,T,Y-^SWALD General Delivery
Gatesville Texas TOMMY.-OSWALD
Box 4 McGregor Texas
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.105-x32555
4-.1-62-409060

With the submission of this memorandum
your request of April 23 1964 is completed

Z25s-s- 37 ''l
BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley

Honorable J Lee Rankin 1 Mr Shroder
General Counsel 1 Mr Raupach
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin i.._

L t

Reference is made to your letter of
April 28 1964 and my letter of May 28 1964
concerning Mr Dial D Ryder employee
Irving Sport Shop and the repair tag bearing
the name "Oswald.

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum
captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald dated May 25 1964
Little Rock, Arkansas This memorandum reveals
the results of interviews with Lt James Randolph
Oswald and Michael David Oswald both of whom are
assigned to the Blytheville Arkansas Air Force
Base

Sincerely yours

1 R E I~enihao~ '-r

Jti _ I I4R:ins (9)"6%
--'~ <.j 1 f =

!

Enclosures `(2)
NOTE By letter dated April'28 1964 the President's

Tolson .Commission furnished a four-page request concerning the repairBelmont
tag marked "Oswald obtained from the Irving Sport Shop

con* .prepared by,Dial D Ryder The Commission wanted certainCallahan
P f4cts M3ak t ed such as was our Agent actually present when

o.Looch the tag was found circumstances under which Ryder becameEvansons
c.d .,
Rem t J J NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO
Tavel 4 CIO (f r E!0P! A
Tale"..

-3 JUL 1 964 1Helrrs
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SUBJECT

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Mohr
1 Mr Callahan

DATE 5-22-64
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan

--)
1 -Mr Malley

~_ 1 Mr Lenihan
LEE IIARVL'Y OSWALD 1 Mr Branigan
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA
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Memorandum

MR SULLIVAN

SAC Gordon Shanklin called from Dallas 5-22-g"to advise
of a story which appeared in the home edition of the "Dallas
Times on 5-21-64 j

According to Shanklin David A Witts spoke before the
Salesmanship Club in Dallas yesterday According to the
newspaper account Witts told the Club that when Oswald defected
to the Soviet Union he took a military code and electronic
secrets with him and as a result the Marines had to change their
code and electronic equipment on the Pacific Coast Witts
in his speech also stated that Oswald had attended an assassin's
school outside Minsk in the Soviet Union

~: ~ ~ rte..+S+e1+.+Meee.ea
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR SULLIVAN
_ RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

In view of Witts allegations concerning Oswald
SAC Shanklin is of the opinion that Witts should be

ediately interviewed to pin down thes allegations C n,te
4-)e will let us know the results

ACTION

This is for your information

2 00
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May 27# 1964

RFC 5v
BY COURIER sEvIca

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue K E
Washington D C

The "Dallas Times-herald for May 21 1964
contained an article entitled "Defend Dallas Lawyer Urges.
According to the article a copy of which is enclosed
Dallas attorney David Witte charged that in all communications

.media a massive effort has been made to cover up the fact
that the assassin of President John F Kennedy was a
communist

Gala
t Lj 1 TELETYPEUNITC~ 101964"OOM

Dear Mr Rankin

For your information we interviewed W Witte
May 22 1964 concerning the statements attributed to him = g
in the enclosed article 1r Witts informed us that the-1.c
remarks attributed to him in the "Dallas Times-Herald

.newspaper were made in a speech he gave before the Dallas ?

.3 ! Salesmanship Club Dallas Texas He advised that he has
c.T o no private ssourcee of confidential information regarding the

M Lee Harvey Oswald case and that his knowledge of Oswald stems
from public source information He added that his remarks

$
at the Dallas Salesmanship Club meeting were based upon an
article in the December 16 1963 issue of the "U.S News 6z
World Report entitled "Strange World of Leo Oswald More
Light on the Assassination and an article entitled

/

"Background For Assassination which appeared in the March 16
0 .1964 issue of the "Washington Report, which

is published

t4 by the American Security Council

.NOTE SEE PAU.2
REL:mhw (9) "'~,_



8onorabie J Lee Rankin

The American Security Council maintains executive
offices in Chicago Illinois and has a Washington D C.
office located at 1025 Connecticut Avenue N W A copy
of the "Washington Report for March 16 1964 is enclosed
for the information of the Commission

Sincerely yours

1 Edgar HOQ t.r

Enclosures (2)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNA a

suBJECr AMERICANS RESIDING IN THE USSR

SAC WFO (105-14233) (RUC)
1 I

ReBulet instructed WFO to interview newspaper columni
ROBERT S ALLEN for information in further attempt t.'! identify
BETTY JANE MYERS SHIRLEY DUBINSKY and MARILYN DOROTHEA LIURRETT

\ who were named in the news column. In addition the Bureau
1 advised that should ALLEN be unable to identity the three v.:men

then WFO should Interview PAUL SCOTT

J

E~~'""v Prior to proceed~ng with the interviews of ALLEN and

(1-140-1773

.

'Memorandum

TO DIRECTOR :31 (105-37111) DATE

Mr To1e,,n
S~Imen(

'Mr 1+hhr...
Mr Caeper
Mr Callahaze.
Mr C nTfy
Mr % ants

MAY7 i19a4 r1tr.`C.alev
t '~ Mr Roe^nk'~.

Mr Sullivol4_-.
Mr Tavcl- -
Mr Trotter
Tele Room
M ""eMantes.-
Miss Gandy

ESPIONAGE R

.11 (00 BU)

~` ReBulet to WFO 4/9/64 with enclosed copy of news
paper column "Hunt For US Defectors, written by ROBERT S
ALLEN and PAUL SCOTT appearing in the "Northern Virginia Sun
on 3/26/64 under their column heading "Allen=Scoi.t Report.

Enclosed horewL.h for the Bureau are six copies each
of separate LHM on SHIRLEY DUBINSKY BETTY JANE and
MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET single copies of the LILL concerning :0

'

DUBINSKY are being sent to Miami and to New York 01_ice for ..7.1./
information purposes single copies of the LIM concerning

~1-1 MYERS are being sent to Las Vegas and to San Francisco for

information and a copy of the LHM concerning MURRET is being
".~ furnished New Orleans for information Photographs of DUBINSIY

~~ M'41Q2.S and MURRET are enclosed for Bureau and interested offices.

`\ SCOTT rim . reviewed records at the Passport Office Department
of State Its the period of 4/21-24/64 SA CARL E GRAHAM

'~ reviewed files of the Passport Office on SHIRLEY DUBINSKY
. BETTY JANE MYERS and MAi.ILYN DOROTHEA MURRET who appear to be

identical with the persons mentioned in the newspaper column
It is to be noted that files at the Passport Office were fund
not to contain any otPA.r files on persons having these same

(REC-31)
gas-zs~s

139W~ Bureau (Lc T RECORDER
I-Las Vegas (En ~ )
1-Miami (: ic ~iy)

MAY 27 1964
"~

~ 1-New Or1 ans (Eno .12)CPM)
1-New York (Enc 2)(Rn~

,~_ 1-San Francisco (Enc 2)(R")
WFO
(1-105-37111)

CEG:hey
~& 9JUN5



WFO 105-14233

tames which were --believe by reviewing agent to refer to
instant investigation The three files reviewed were located
in the immediate possession of ROBERT D JOHNSON Chief Counsel
Passport Office where it was learned his office was in the
process of preparing "stop notices on these three worsen so
that in the event they reapplied for passport facilities,
netification would be brought to the attention of JOHNSON It
was also noted these three passport files had been charged out
to the office of ABBA P SCHWARTZ Administrator Bureau of
Security and Consular Affairs (SCA) Department of State in
December 1963 On 4/22/64 Mr WALTER E JESSOP Special
Assistant (Liaison) Office of Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Security (SY) Department of State advised SA GRAHAM that SY
had no information relating to DUBINSKY MYERS or MURBET that
SCA data concerning DUBINSKY was apparently the same information
as was contained in her passport file

The LHM concerning SHIRLEY DUBINSKY is classified
"Confidential inasmuch as it contains the substance of two
memoranda one from the U.S Mission in Berlin to the State
Department dated 10/11/61 classified "Confidential" the
other a "Confidential memorandum from American Y:ib ssy
Moscow dated 2/5/63 concerning her whereabouts and welfare
Copies of these documents fr SCA State were filed in her
passport file

ReBulet 4/9/64 painted out that Bureau relations with
ROBERT S ALLEN have been cordial in the past the Bureau also
called attention to an investigation initiated by the Bureau
in February 1962 in "Unsub alleged Communists in CIA PAUL 7
SCOTT 'Northern Virginia Sun Complainant Security of
Government Employees, (WFO file 110-17736) A review of this
file disclosed PAUL SCOTT was interviewed 2/19 28 and 3/9/62
concerning his allegations of suspected communists in CIA In
substance these interviews produced ne factual information from
SCOTT in fact there appeared to be some question of his
reliability .)r-stability

With regard to inerrant co se of the alleged defectors
SA GRAHAM interviewed ROBERT S ALi~r N in his office at the I 'rZonal
Press Building on 4/23/64 LLE N informed that PAUL-SCOTT h
prepared the newspaper column dealing with defectors whereupon
he telephoned SCOTT who then was at the Senate Press Room at the
Capitol Building SCOTT was advised by SA GRAHAM that an
interview was desired relative to his column about the defec-..'s

-2



FIFO 105-14233

At that point SCOTT said he could not discuss the matter on
the telephone as his office telephones were "tapped. At that
time appointment was made to interview SCOTT at his office
c,n 4/27/64 On Monday 4/27/64 SCOTT telephoned SA GRAHAM
at WFO shortly after 8:00 a.m and advanced the appointment
until 4/28/64 at 9:00 a.m

On interview 4/28/64 SCOTT Said his izformatien
ce ;erring the defectors which he wrote in the newspaper
eelmmn of 3/26/64 came from twe so ces whose identities he
ceald not disclose but he menticL-ed that he had cane source
"high up in the Department c-f Defense. SCOTT said he was not
able at this time to furnish any additional identifying informa
tion concerning BETTY JANE MYERS SHIRLEY DUBINSKY or MARILYN
DOROTHEA MURRETT although he now was in possession of additional
data which he had not been able to verify He said that with
regard to MURRETT h s inf o~~mation { z:3i sated some "t e-up
with the J E HARVEY OS1 ALD case but h 3 was not at iibe ty
to discuss it further because the information was not confirmed

-He said he believed that MURRETT was "linked in sake manner .,
with the communist "apparatus of Professo_r_ HA49IA .8A CH_.of
Massa husetts Institute of Technology he described ISAACS of
e mastermind"-ef-th coni~".i~+~:st mc7e iricnt which pleened to take
over the Government In this regard SCOTT said that ADAM
YARMOLXNSKY Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense
was the communist who would control the Defense Department
after Defense Secretary ROBERT S MC NAMARA was moved to hied
the Department of State while DEAN RUSK assumed ADLAT
STEVENSON's job at United Nations SCOTT named WALT WHITMAN
ROSTOW and HARLAN CLEVELAND Chairmen of Policy Planning Councils
and Assistant Secretary for International Organization Affa=irs
respec';iv ly at Department of State as others who were "tied
in with ISAACS

SCOTT stated that he has eIcon liaison with Speaker
let the House of Representatives JOHN MC CORMICK and with an

'unnamed
person on the Senate Inter _el Security Subr:o:mn ttee

r'~d piann:d to report to each that he had been interviewed by
'SA GRAHAM SCOTT went on to relate that after the iritial

t lephone call with him on 4!2.3/64 by SA GRAHAM he read inquiry
sneer ing the Agent in order to learn whether he wa being
"n"ta.ted by a reliable pe:r se2 SCOTT then went int a :mailing

dissertation of his efforts to cc:mbat communism in CZA and-at
:NSA and as a result said "they have our telephones tapped,
and for that reason he could never discuss anything ea the
telephone SCOTT said he had tried to warn CIA and DIA (Deiense
Intelligence Agency) about communist infiltration but they all
laughed at him



WFO 105-14233

SCOTT rambled from one topic to another in almost
senseless abandon stated that with regard to DEAN RUSK
Secretary of State there was a "tie-in between RUS;g and
the two British defectors9 GUY M./ BURGESS and DONALD`.MACLEAN

,ice +~! When questioned what this connection was SCOTT said RUSK
.-c

<A
went to school at Oxford with either BURGESS or MACLEAN

t z When pressed for details SCOTT was unable to furnish any
1.0t` c facts in this vein or with regard to other similar sweeping

.t0 statements

Ed .SCOTT stated that about two weeks ago ROBERT S
KENNEDY Attorney General had made a speech before a meeting
of Canadian Newspapermen he believed this occurred in Toronto
or Montreal SCOTT said all you had to do was read the speech
carefully and you could tell it was written by a communist

In his comments concerning the assassination of

'President
KENNEDY SCOTT said he had a source who came from

Cuba whom he declined to .identify and this source had told
him JACK RUBY executioner of LEE HARVEY OSWALD had visited
Cuba either in December 1961 or 1962 SCOTT did not attempt
to assess the significance of this and when asked he stated
he had been trying to confirm this information but had been
unsudcessful

SCOTT touched on the BOBBY BAKER "scandal hearings
'stated a special Grand Jury was going to meet in Baltimore on

5/1S/64 to indict BOBBY BAKER and BAKER had told friends
that if he was indicted he would bring "everyone else down
with him. SCOTT said President LYNDON JOHNSON would be
"exposed and as a result would not be able to obtain the
nomination of the Democrats^_ Party for the forthcoming
presidential election SCOTT went on with regard to President
JOHNSON that in June 1964 JOHNSON would be so busy making
speeches that he would net be able to stop the communist "take
over which would start about mid-June 1964

SCOTT asserted he had a very high regard for the
Director and this Bureau but said that even the Director
co-al.-1 only "do so much when it came to combating the communist
influence in government in high places at the policy-makinr
level SCOTT promised that if and when he came into pcssesion
of more identifying data concerning the three women defectors
in instant inquiry he would communicate with SA GRAHAM and
furnish complete details
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From the comments made by SCOTT it appeared highly
likely that he knew little or nothing concerning BETTY JANE

MYERS SHIRLEY DUBINSKY and MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET He did
not know whether these women mentioned in his column were
still abroad or had returned to the United States he "hedged
on knowing whether any one of them had been employed by the
United States Governmen. or any agency thereof It appeared
that he had merely used their names to add authenticity to his

column simply because he had run across their names from some
unidentified source in his seeking to link the assassination
of the late President KENNEDY to an international communist

conspiracy

WFO again advises that caution should be exercised
in any dealings with PAUL SCOTT as it is felt there are grounds
to question his stability and reliability

With regard to the enclosed LHM the information set
out in them was obtained by SA GRAHAM on 4/21-24/64 at the

Passport Office



Inquiry at the Passport Office Department of State,-1
disclosed a passport file on one Marilyn Dorothea Liurret and 4
information noted therein would appear to be pertinent lo this

investigation The passport data is set forth as follows
~~-~

Marilyn Dorothe _ Iiurret bj `n-_Ju1p 1~,,~ 92.s Ne~~ O~ 3.eans
,Louisiana living at 37 30"Liudeil _ leYa.?_I Saint Louis JI.issaliri

-first was issued United States Passport N.int-er 436517 on .3u TT3
1954 for proposed travel via air from New York City July 24 1954

la Reply PlentyR er w
FU Nw

UN `..STATES DEPARTMENT OF CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASBINGTON D c 20535

MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET

News reporters Robert S Allen and Paul Scott are
authors of a syndicated newspaper column known as the "Alien
Scott Report. In their column March 26 1964 in the"Northero
Virginia Sun they reported under the subtitle "Hunt On For
US Defectors. This column related the administration of
President Johnson is launching one of the most-intensive world
wide "man-hunts in the past ten years --- seeking to pinpoint
the whereabouts of United States citizens who have defected to
Russia or satellite countries since the end of World War II
The news column listed by name some of the "most wanted defectors
and among those names was Marilyn Dorothea Murrett

On interview April 23 1964 Robert S Allen advised a
representative of this agency that the newspaper column ref; red
to had been prepared by his associate Paul Scott and Allen
referred all inquiry concerning it to Scott

On interview Apri1.23 1964 Paul Scott advised a
representative of this Bureau that his information cony erning
defectors had been obtained by him from two principal sources
whom he declined to identify He related that he did have some
additional identifying information in his possession concerning
Murrett however he could not furnish it until such time as be

e was able to "confirm it through other means not disclosed

With regard to Marilyn Dorothea Durrett Scott stated
he had some information to indicate a "tie-up between her and
the case of Lee Harvey Oswald,who assassinated the late President
Kennedy but Scott said his information was not confirmed also
he said he believed that Murrett was "linked in some manner'
with the communist "apparatus of Professor Harold Isaacs of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Scott said he was unable
at this time to furnish any additional information in this vein he
stated he was working on the matter of obtaining additional
substantive data



MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET

to England France Gerriany and Holland on a three-week
vacation At this time'she listed her occupation as Reserva
tions Agent Braniff Airways On her passport application
July 7 1954 in United States District Court St Louis
she showed her parents as Charles Ferdinand 1slurret born i -
Marchl7,..950 at New Orleans and Lillian Sophie'Claverie,.porn
May 17_, l T in _New_Orleans i both presently (1954) living at
757 French Street New Orleans. This application as accompanied
by -a Lertified-acpy of-her--birth--ce_tific:ate issued by the
City of New Orleans Health Department. Witness on the application
was Peter W.\Wujcik 320 Hallman Drive Ferguson Mi.-sfauri

On April 28 1958 New Orleans Series Passport Number
769007 was issued to Marilyn Dorothea Murret 757 French Street
New Orleans On this application executed April 22 1958 at
the New Orleans Passport Agency she showed her father Charles
Ferdinand Murret as having been boon March 17 1901 and mother
Lillian Claverie Llur=et as having been born 5y aii 1901 both
presently living in New Orleans On this application she listed
occupation as teacher and showed she planned departure from
New York City June 5 1958 via Sabena Airlines for purposes
of vacation and to attend a summer session at the University of
Madrid She indicated she would visit Belgium France and
Spain for three months In response to questions as to past
or present membership in the Communist Party she answered
such questions in the negative

On March 14 1960 at the Office of the American Consul
Tokyo Japan Marilyn Dorothea Murret executed an application
for renewal of Easspost Number 769007 At this time she showed
her local address as Kobincto Hotel and indicated the purpose
of her foreign travel was that of tourist On the same date
her passport was renewed until April 27 1962

On April 17 1962 before the American Vice Consul
Karachi Pakistan Marilyn Dorothea Murret executed application
for a new passport and on that date was issued'Passprrt Number
Z-120389 valid to April 16 1965 She showed she'was then
residing in the Young Women's Christian Associatic that her
legal address was 757 French Street New Orleans Louisiana
She also indicated she planned to return to the United States
within seven months Cc arising her absences from th,a Unit,ad
States she showed she had been in India for nine m:.nths dati c
from February 1961 in Japan for six and one-half months dato_e
from September 1959 and in Karachi Pakistan since April 2i 1'pi,4



Louisiana

MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET

Passport application described Marilyn Dorothea Murret as
a white female five feet seven inches tall with dark brown
hair and brown eyes Occupation was given as teacher In
event of death or accident she requested notification to her
mother Mrs Charles Murret at 757 French Street New Orleans

This dobument contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency it ant its contents are not to be
distributed outside-your agency
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CST URGENT 5-27-64 BW

DIRECTOR -(105-82555) ATTENTION FBI LBORATORY
rec "-td4~t

FROM DALLAS 0000-10461$ 2 P

LEE HARVEYQOSWALD AKA IS R CUBA

RE BUREAU AIRTEL TO DALLAS MAY TWENTY-TWO LAST ENCLOSING

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION LETTER MAY TWENTY NINETEEN SIXTY-FOUR

WHICH REQUESTED TRACING OF EVIDENCE BY EXHIBITING ORIGINAL

ITEMS OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OR PHOTOGRAPHS THEREOF

FOLLOWING ORIGINAL EXHIBITS SHOULD BE FORWRDED DALLAS

IT BEING NOJD C FORTY WOULD NOT BE NEEDED IF PHOTO CONTAINED
w

VISIBLEr1DE TIFYING DATA OF DALLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT OFFICER

C'"61EE3C SIX THROUGH C EIGHT C TEN THROUGH C THIRTEEN C THIRTY

EIGHT FOlTY C FORTY-SEVEN THROUGH C FIFTY-NINE C ONE

THIRTYEIP C ONE THIRTY-EIGHT C ONE FORTY-EIGHT
y_ .3

C TWO FIFTY-ONE THROUGH C TWO FIFTY-THREE

FURNISH NEW PHOTOGRAPHS (FRONT AND BACK) OF ITEMS B ONE

(ONE) THROUGH B ONE (TWELVE) AS THOSE IN POSSESSION OF DALLAS

ARE INDISTINCT THE SHEET CONTAINING PHOTOGRAPH OF A SOCIAL

END PAGE ONE

3
oSLN,e,Jl

JUN 3 1964



DL 100-10461

PAGE TWO

SECURITY CARD ALSO CONTAINS WHAT APPEARS TO BE RECEIPT

DALLAS HAS NO PHOTOGRAPHS ITEMS D TWO ZERO SIX AND D TWO

ZERO SEVEN WHICH SHOULD BE FURNISHED ADVISE DALLAS WHETHER

ITEM D TWO ZERO SEVEN AND D SEVENTY-ONE ARE IDENTICAL
~...er~rit'!m:'.s.<.a+Srw~:a.- .~ ,.an 2 Wflfr a a^-. S-...y~,~.s".nraaa--a.,/

IN EVENT BACK SIDE OF ITEMS ONE SEVENTEEN (SAME AD D

.FORTY-THREE) ONE FIVE SIX ONE FIVE SEVEN ONE FIVE NINE

D SIX (K FORTY-ONE) AND D TWENTY-EIGHT HAVE IDENTIFYING DATA

THEREON SAME SHOULD BE FURNISHED DALLAS

REVIEW OF FILES AT DLLAS PRESENTLY BEING MADE TO DETERMINE

NAMES OF PERSONS WHO CAN IDENTIFY NECESSARY EXHIBITS

CORRECTIOHS"_PAGE .ONE__DALLAS__FILE_".4100-10,461

PAGE-TWO LINE-FIVE LAST PART IS ( SAME AS 'D

END

WA W JMS

FBI WASH DC



TO DIRECTOR FBI ..(105-82555)

ReBuairtels to Dallas et al dated 4/28/64
requesting investigation relating to two traveling bags
believed to have been the property of subject

JItK/dnb
(7)

7 I HIM r ,.

7 n t' RA' / /

i s ilia

FD-3 Mew to Z ED

t

('!t
l iii t
I .' r

5/22/64
Ll `

Date 'i : r

Transmit the following in '"'r
(Type is plain text or cods) dr

f
via AIRTEL AIR?AIL REIGSTEREI) MAIL  '' '

(Priority) 7 "f tit"t

p..

SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (P)

'RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

1(
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 6 photographs

which were sent San Antonio in first referenced airtel and .,/
which the Bureau requested be returned Also enclosed for the
Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM reflecting requested investigation
by San Antonio Enclosed for the Dallas office are 2 copies
of this LHM

'Bureau (Enc 14) (AM RM)
2-Dallas (Enc 2) (AM RM.)
2-San Antonio

f
/ ~~ /rr

GS~f ~ t,-,~
R~ 8~ SSS 395.E
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Antonio Texas
May 22 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

This relates to a traveling bag believed to
gave been the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which has
seen designated Commission Exhibit C 254 This is
described as a cloth bag green in color known as
a "Bee 4 bag

On May 5 1964 EDUARDb CERVERA Bus Driver
Flecha Roja (Red Arrow) Bus Line Nuevo Laredo Mexico
the same driver that drove the connecting bus from
Continental Trailways Laredo Texas to Nuevo Laredo
Mexico on September 26 1963 viewed the photograph of
the "Bee 4 bag marked Commission Exhibit C 254 and
advised that the yellow markings on the side of the bag
were made by Mexican Customs at the time the bag was
examined on September 26 1963 and that this yellow
marking of "9/26 only shows that the bag was checked

through Mexican Customs at Nuevo Laredo Mexico on

September 26 1963

CERVERA stated that it was not possible to

tcheck baggage at Red Arrow or at the Mexican Customs since

.they do not have lockers or storage space CERVERA stated
that even in Monterrey Mexico Red Arrow has no lockers
or storage space for luggage

On May 5 1964 EMILIO\ASTILLO Mexican Customs

Inspector Nuevo Laredo Mexico viewed the photograph of
the "Bee 4 bag Commission.Exhibit C 254 and advised that
the yellow markings made on the side of the "Bee 4 bag were

made by a Customs Inspector at the time the bag was
checked into Mexico



LLC HARVEY o;;3WALn

Ci:..:iL1.O stated that the Customs Inspector
who ct"'cked tie bag would have written "9/26 to show
that the hag wee passed through Mexican Customs on
h i t date eh l was okayed for entr /Into Mexico

On May 5 1964 MIGUE MORE IBARRA Chief
of Mexican Customs Inspectors International Bridge
Nees.) Laredo ,Mexico viewed the photograph of the
"1e_ '14 bag rl:ed Commission Exhibit C 254r and stated
thet the vc.,loo markings on the side of the bag were
merle -3 Me; i san Customs Inspector at llueuo Laredo
Melt~ u ani o,sdies that this r4rti:'ular beg passed
throeeh Me-,ii.;-an Customs on "5'26,

explained that the yellow crayon mocking
system was one of two methods of marking luggage used
by the Mexican Customs Inspectors The other method is
to seat the beg with tape or with a Customs sticker

When the Mexican Customs official is busy with
a t of neop?e rassinp through Customs he will usually
'ite the velloa crayon marking system If the Customs
et t icia l has move time he will use a sticker or colored
tape and will initial the tape or sticker

e IBARKA explained that-oh September 26 l96 J
:-there were six persons-on duty in addition to the chief

and any of these persons could have checked the bag and
written "9/76.
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FROM

SUBJECT

O.IIOuuM NON ..I.-aMATI..! 11110,1dS.GINNONOf7
UNITED STATES Gl c 'MENT

A Rose

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11-22-63 DALLAS TEXAS
MISC INFO CONCERNING

PURPOSE

That attached letter with enclosures concerning Robert Adrian

!Taylor
who allegedly purchased a U S Rifle caliber .30-06 from

-Lee Harvey Oswald be forwarded to the President's Commission

BACKGROUND

Robert Adrian Taylor was originally interviewed on 12-13-,64;7'
regarding_ the rifle he purchased from one of two men during March or

April 1963 These men appeared at the Shell service station in Irving
Texas where Taylor was employed for automobile repair Thy men had
insufficient funds for the car repair and sold Taylor the rifle for $12
and he subsequently charged these men $11.50 for the repair bill At

.this time Taylor stated he did not have the rifle in his possession as
he had loaned it to his "son for deer hunting He described the rifle
as a "Springfield bolt action .30-06 Model 1906 Serial No 66091.

O4_11-23-63 Taylor observed a photograph of Lee Harvey Oswald on TV
and he believed Oswald was the individual from whom he purchased the
rifle However he stated "naturally he could not be positively sure
that the man who sold him the rifle was Oswald Ile feels that it was
Oswald as that upon viewing Oswald on television he is.mecliately thought
of_ this rifle and at that instant thought that Oswald was the an who
sold the weapon to him.

By letter dated 4-30-64 the Commission requested additional
information-concerning this rifle It was desired Taylor be reinterviewed
at which time various specifications of his rifle in its present condition
including photographs were to be obtained The Commission also wanted the
same information concerning a similar rifle in its original condition

Upon reinterview on 5-13-64 Taylor reiterated similar information as
set out above and stated "he cannot be positively sure the man who sold
him the rifle was Oswald. iie further stated he could not recall the
exact date he purchased the rifle other than it was during March or
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1963 and he left Dallas for New Orleans in the latter part of April 1963 F
Lee Harvey Oswald's brother Robert has also indicated the only rifle
known to have been in possession of Oswald was a small .22 caliber rifle
they had when they were boys and he had bought the gun for Lee for $10
During an interview with Marina Oswald she also indicated she has never
known of any other rifle ever being in possession of her husband

r

id/

'\y
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Memorandum to Mr Belmont
RE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

April of 194 He said he had never seen either of the two men before
he purchased the rifle and there was a possibility the man he believed
to be Oswald had returned to the service station approximately a month
later after he purchased the rifle from him However he again com
mented he was very doubtful that actually Lee Harvey Oswald came to
his station3as the individual from whom he purchased the rifle had
promised him ammunition and he was sure he would have remembered this
individual because of this promise Taylor said the weapon was in
possession of his "son-in-law Benjamin Moku on November 22 1963
as the rifle had been registered at the Provost Marshal's office
Fort Hood Texas for use in deer bunting on the military reservation
He obtained the rifle on December 31 1963 Previous investigation has
established Oswald as employed in Dallas in March 1963 until April 6

The Laboratory has determined from an examination of Taylor's
rifle that it is a U S Rifle caliber .30-06 Model 1903 Serial
No 66091 manufactured at Rock Island Arsenal Rock Island Illinois
The upper and lower bands have been removed the front portion of the stock
has been cut off the wooden hand guard originally covering the top of the
barrel has been removed the rear sight has been removed and replaced with
telescopic sight mount blocks and the bolt handle has been ground down
and bent so that it would not strike the telescopic sight tube when
operating the bolt All other parts appear to be original unaltered
parts The rifle has the standard length of 43 1/4 The barrel has not
been shortened The length of the longest portion (barrel and receiver)
is 31 7/8 The stock portion is 28 3/4 long which is less than the
standard length of 40 1/8 for a "non-sporterized stock Two photographs
of Taylors's rifle assembled and two photographs disassembled are being
furnished the Commission as well as similar photographs of a U S Rifle
caliber .30-06 Model 1903 (Rock Island) from our Reference Firearms
Collection

ACTION

If approved the attached letter with enclosures be forwarded
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DATE

AMEMORANDUi:I FOR AIR TOISON
r..R D :12.1GNP
1.:R F CS N
MR SULLIVAN
L1R DE LOACI!

On May 13 1D34 at the invitation of Chief Justice Earl Warren I
had luncheon with the Chief Justice in his private dining room We discussed
generally the problems affecting law enforce -.tact and also those which have
arisen in connection with the work of the Preoi ectial Cori mission en the
assassination of President John F 'FennF dy headed by the Chief Justice and
before which I was to appear the iollowinj day The luncheon was entirely
pleasant ( < i

The following day I appeared before the Presidential Commission
headed by the Chief Justice Fred's at this meeting more the Chic! Justice
Senator John Sherman Cooper of Kentucky Mr Allen Dulles Representative
Gerald R Ford of Michigan Repro ;cntative Hale Boggs of Louisiana and the
General Counsel of the Commission J Lee Rankin

I began n:y tcstiu:o:ay at 9:3J At 1 and finished at 11:33 Are It of
coarse has been recorded and cosies of it have been sent to the Bureau for
review and Each ca eectieas as may be necessary It was obvicu3 that the
stenotype cp.ra,cr was getting very little of what I was saying and of the
questions which were being propounded to me

I ani attaching hereto a written note which was banded to me by
Mr Malley just before the hearin a started It refers to the ststcment which
had teen made in the press that the Dallas Police Department tad been re
quested by the Dejartnment of Justice or by the.FBI not to arrest Lea Harvey
Cs:ald or Jack tuby This moasage had been phoned to the Bureau by Deputy
I.ttorney General Katzenbach I advised the Commission of the contents of the

:Moiled note
10 a SS~

_1,yUrj 2 ^ ,Vory truly yours
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FROM NEW ORLEANS /100-16601/ 2-PAGES

LEE HARVEP1SWALD,1S-=DAS) -DASH CUBA

0
ARRANGEMENTS MADE THROUGH JOHN CORPORaAN_ NEWS DIRECTOR WDSU RADIO

NEW ORLEANS ,TO OBTAIN ON FIVE TWENTYEIGHT,SIXTYFOUR,A COPY 0i :A TAPE
~

OF THE RADIO PROGRAM -a FE CONVERSATION CARTE BLANCHE UN T-E BROADCAST
I I r f

",JUN -3 .1964

''r Tait
!Er & Irv

Vt

14r it.

FBI WASH DC

FBI NEW ORLS

720 PM CST URGENT 5-27-64 TJB

T IRECTOR /105-82555/

OVER WDSU EIGHT TWENTYONE,SIXTYTHREEAPPROPRIATE CHAIN OF EVIDENCE WILL

BE nAI NTAI NED Le

FOR INFO OF BUREAU,ON THREE FOUR,SIXTYFOUR,WILLIAM K~'Y"STUCKEY WAS

GONTACTED BY THE NEW ORLEANS OFFICE RE OBTAINING THE ORIGINAL TAPE OF

HIS INTERVIEW WITH OSWALD ON EIGHT SEVENTEEN,SIXTYTHREE,IN RESPONSE TO

LEAD FROM DALLAS AT THAT TIME,STUCKEY ADVISED HE WAS NEGOTIATING FOR

THE SALE OF THIS TAPE INTERVIEW AND PREFERRED TO MAINTAIN CUSTODY

OF THE ORIGINAL TAPE UNTIL THE SALE WAS FINAL STUCKEY ALSO PREFERRED

NOT TO HAVE A COPY MADE OF THE ORIGINAL TAPE UNTIL THE SALE WAS

COMPLETED
/o 5s /2 BSS'- 3 I)

END PAGE ONE



FOR A GUARANTEE TO THE PRESID v TS COMMISSION AND IF THE COMMISSION WILL

ISSUE SUCH A GUARANTEE IT IS SUGGESTED THAT A LETTER BE DIRECTED TO

STUCKEY BY THE COMMISSION OR THE COMMISSION MAY DESIRE TO CONSIDER

ISSUANCE OF A SUBPOENA FOR THE ABOVE TAPE

AM COPY TO DALLAS

~l~ -~ ~~~ _'_ice` =Yl "w~

r

PAGE TWO

ON FIVE TWENTYSEVEN,SIXTYFOUR,STUCKEY ADVISED THAT HE HAD BEEN

CONTACTED IN APRIL,SIXTYFOUR,BY ALBERT JENNER OF THE PRESIDENT/S COMM

ISSION,WHO WAS IN NEW ORLEANS,ABOUT OBTAINING A TAPE OF HIS INTERVIEW

WITH OSWALD STUCKEY ADVISED HE TOLD JENNER HE WAS RELUCTANT TO MAKE

i THIS TAPE AVAILABLE BECAUSE OF ITS POSSIBLE COMMERICIAL VALUE TO HIM,HE

TOLD JENNER THAT HE WOULD COME TO WASHINGTON,D.C. TO PLAY THE TAPE

BEFORE THE COMMISSION IF DESIRED STUCKEY ADVISED TODAY THAT HE IS STILL

4 NEGOTIATING FOR THE SALE OF THIS TAPE AND THAT IF HE COULD BE GIVEN A

I GUARANTEE BY THE PRESIDNT/S COMMISSION THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED

I ON THE TAPE WOULD NOT BE REL1AESED BY THE COMMISSION AND PLACED IN

I
COMMERCIAL CHANNELS TO BE PLAYED PUBLICLY,HE WOULD MAKE A COPY OF THE

TAPE AVAILABLE HE ADVISED HE BELIEVED THAT THE MONETARY VALUE TO HIM

WOULD BE LOST IF THE INFORMATION ON THE TAPE WAS RELEASED PUBLICLY

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO FURNISH INFORMATION RE STUCKEY/S REQUEST

END

WA NHH
CC

FBI WASH DC

TUP
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Domestic Intel Ifivision

INFORMATIVENOTE
5-27-64

President's Commnss on as request

that Bureau contact radio station

WDSII and Bill Stuckey
whom made tape recordings of

debate involving Oswald
with~issi

others on
redo of tbe~atpo tapes be

desired copy
obtained for

rin view ofentioa
of Commission
Stuckey's reluctance to make such

tapes available and since he has

made his views known to the

President's Commission as

described herein this matter will

be taken up with the President's

Commission to be resolved

hio

RBL1



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

3
Dear Mr Rankin

03n 3

Mr Liebeler requested that in obtaining the tapes.4
the Bureau maintain the appropriate chain of evidence to establish=
their authenticity :-v-s

Conrad
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Rosen
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Tolson
Belmont
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Mohr  

WAB
Callahan

r

On May 25 1964 Mr Wesley James Liebeler of your ,_ zic
staff requested that this Bureau obtain a copy of a recording.

r

tape made by Radio Station WDSU New Orleans Louisiana on \
August 21 1963 and a copy of a recording tape made by Willinm::K
Stuckey on August 17 19630

On May 27 1964 arrangements were made through John
Corporoa News Director of Radio Station WDSU to obtain a copy
of a tape of the radio program "Conversation Carte Blanche,
which was broadcast over WUSU on August 21 1963 Upon receipt
the tape will be forwarded to you

It will be noted that William K Stuckey was previously
contacted by representatives of this Bureau on March 4 1964

rid

relative to obtaining the original recording tape of his interview
with Lee Harvey Oswald on August 17 1963 At that time Mr Stuckey
advised he was negotiating for the sale of his recording and
preferred to maintain custody of the original tape until the salec
was final Stuckey expressed a preference not to have a copy made
of the original tape until the sale was completed

aovycl

Rom
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Ronorable J Lee Rankin

On May 27 1964 Mr Stuckey advised that he was
contacted in April 1964 by Mr Albert Jenner of your staff who
was in New Orleans at that time Mr Jenner inquired relative to
obtaining a tape of Stuckey's interview with Oswald According to
Mr Stuckey he told Mr Jenner that he was reluctant to make the
tape available because of its possible commercial value to him
Me told Mr Jenner that he would come to Washington D C l to play
the tape before the Presidents Commission if this was desired

Mr Stuckey on May 27,'1964 advised representatives
of this Bureau that be is still negotiating for the sale of hist
tape and that if be could be given a guarantee by the President s
Commission that the information contained on the tape would not
be released and placed in commercial channels to be played publicly
be would make a copy of the tape available Mr Stuckey advised
that he believed that the monetary value to him would be lost if
the information on the tape was released publicly

In view of Mr Stuckey's request no further contact
is contemplated with him-in the absence of specific advice from

4_ you

Sincerely yours
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We note that Mr Taylor described the weapon which he A

allegedly purchased from Oswald as a Springfield bolt action 30.06-'1,4
caliber rifle on which appeared the markings of the United States
Rock Island Arsenal model 1906 and the serial number 66091
We understand that Mr Taylor has reconditioned or "sporterized`I
that weapon since he allegedly obtained it from Oswald

Would you please advise as to the overall length inith

original condition of a rifle of the type described by Mr Teor
We would also like to know the length of the longest componefrt of
such a rifle in its disassembled condition We would also appreciate
having a picture of such a rifle if it is readily available

12 *AY _A i

Mr T":bn
Eel nt

Mr A:ahr_
SIr Carr.

C.l ahan
Orr I)-Leach ~.~
'r Evan:,,..Gzlc __.~

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

On December 13, 1963 agents of your Bureau inter
viewed Mr Robert Adrian!Taylor concerning the possibility that
he may have purchased a rifle from Lee Harvey Oswald sometime
in March or April of 1963 The result of that interview is re
corded on pages 71 through 73 of the report of Special Agent
Robert P Gemberling dated December 23 1963 at Dallas Texas
Our staff members were unable to obtain Mr Taylorts deposition
while they were in Dallas because Mr Taylor was ill at that time



We note that the rifle which Taylor alle dge dly obtained
from Oswald was not available for inspection by your agents when
they interviewed Taylor Would you please re-interview Mr Taylor
to determine the total length of the weapon in its present condition
as well as the length of the longest component when the rifle is in
a disassembled condition We would also appreciate it if you could
supply pictures of Mr Taylorts rifle assembled and disassembled

Please question Mr Taylor again concerning the date
on which he'obtained the rifle We note that Taylor said that he
thought he had seen Oswald on one occasion after he had purchased
the rifle Mr Taylor should be asked whether or not he has ever
seen the individual from whom he obtained the rifle at any other time

i either before or after November 22 1963 We would appreciate
advice as to where the rifle was located on November 21 1963

Your continued cooperation vdtth this Commission is
appreciated
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From Director
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J EE HARVEY'"O ~
IS R CUBA
ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

Enclosed'are two copies of a letter which was
received from the President's Commission dated 4/30/64

Dallas is instructed to interview Mr Robert Adrian
Taylor concerning the rifle he may have purchased from
Lee Harvey Oswald sometime in March or April 1963 Specifically
determine from Taylor if the barrel of his rifle has been
shortened In addition question Mr Taylor concerning paragraphs
two and three of page two of the Commission's letter

Obtain the rifle from Mr Taylor and submit to the
Laboratory expeditiously as the Laboratory will take specific
measurements and necessary photographs Advise Mr Taylor

4 the rifle will be promptly returned when this examination has
b en completed If Mr Taylor does not wish to release the

rifle advise the Bureau attention Laboratory for supplemental
52 instructions regarding measurements and photographs The

L,5 tLboratory will furnish the Commission measurements and photographs
1 a similar rifle

Furnish the Bureau appropriate letterhead memorandum
revealing the results of your interview yip Mr Taylor and
endeavor to handle this matter at an early-date

IT/

1 Mr Conrad (7621) (Enc.)
l Mr Jevons (7133) (Enc.)
1 Mr Frazier (7416) (Enc.) t
1 Mr Lenihan (Enc.)

KMR:3gs:vh o
($)

Juw 11 i~96



NOTE

Commission by letter dated 4/30/64 requested that
Mr Robert Adrian Taylor be interviewed concerning a rifle
he may have purchased from Lee Harvey Oswald sometime in March
or April of 1963 Results of an interview with Taylor have been
previously reported in Dallas report dated 12/23/63 The
Commission desired certain specific information regarding Taylor's
rifle such as the over-all length in its original condition
and they wanted the photographs of the rifle both assaubled and
disassembled They also wanted same information on a similar
rifle Commission desired to know when Mr Taylor obtained the
rifle and if Mr Taylor has ever seen the individual from whom
he obtained the rifle at any other time either before or after
11/22/63 They desire to know where the rifle was located on
11/22/63 This matter is being coordinated with the Laboratory
who will make necessary measurements and photographs if
Mr Taylor will temporarily release this rifle and also will
obtain measurements and photographs of a similar rifle
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The enclosed LUM has been classified "Confidential

to protect informants operating in a foreign field who
areof

furnishing information pertinent to the national defense

the United States on a continuing basis
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On 6-3-64 I called AS.\C Clark Dallas and
referred him to ta^ir a!rtel of 6-1-64 by which they
forwarded to the Bureau copies of a p1:otogr::ph which
was shown to fits i:argucrite Oswald on 11-23--63

AS/ C Clark was advised that the undeveloped
file submitted was not clear and he was requested to
furnish the original photograph which was aNhibited
to Mrs Oswald so that it could be photographed at
the Bureau and subsequently returned to the Dallas
Office

ACTION

For record purposes

sw~w~c~

sr JUN 4 1964
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TELETYPE URGENT

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM:DIRECTOR I (105-82555)

LEE GARY OSWALD AKA IS R CUBA

REURAIRTEL JUNE ONE ONE NINE SIX FOUR ENCLOSING LETTER

HEAD MEMORANDUM REPORTING LYNDON B JOHNSON WAS IN DALLAS

APRIL TWENTY THREE ONE NINE SIX THREE IMMEDIATELY RECONTACT

MARINA OSWALD AND DETERMINE IF SHE WAS POSSIBLY CONFUSED WHO

SHE-INDICATED TO YOUR OFFICE ON FEBRUARY TWENTY FOUR ONE NINE

SIX FOUR THAT APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEKS AFTER THE GENERAL WALKER

INCIDENT OSWALD HAD INDICATED THAT HE WAS GOING OUT BECAUSE

QUOTE NIXON IS COMING AND I'M GOING TO TAKE A LOOK END QUOTE

QUESTION MARINA IN DETAIL AS TO WHETHER THERE IS ANY POSSIBILITY
-

OSWALD INDICATED JOHNSON RATHER THAN NIXON WAS COMING'OR

WHETHER LEE HARVEY OSWALD USED ANY PHRASE WHICH MAY HAVE CAUSED

MARINA TO CONFUSE THE IDENTITY OF THE PROMINENT INDIVIDUAL-WHO

WAS COMING TO DALLAS APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEKS AFTER =STALKER

INCIDENT OF APRIL TEN ONE NINE-SIX THREE RESULTS OF YOUR

INTERVIEW WITH MARINA OSWALD SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY FURNISHED TO

,r ( BUREAU IN LETTERILEAD MEMORANDUM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION TO
~

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION REC
~~ .2 SSA

.REL:mac
(10)

au .
A

UN 5-1964
~f .MAIL AOOMO TELETYPEUNIT
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Teletype to SAC Dallas
RE LEE HARVEY OSWAI4D
105-82555

NOTE

-

tin
,it1
j i ,r

Marina Oswald has indicated Oswald admitted to her
attempted assassination of General Walker on evening of
April 10 1963 Marina told us on 2/24/6w that approximately
two weeks after Walker incident Oswald indicated he was
going to attack Nixon but that she locked him in a bathroom
to prevent him following through with such attempt Our
investigation indicated Nixon was not in Dallas during
period mentioned'by Marina A comprehensive review of Dallas
newspapers during pertinent period revealed president Johnson
was in Dallas April 23 1963 making a speech Johnson at
that time Vice President of the United States We are
recontacting Marina to determine if there is any possibility
Mr Johnson rather than Mr Nixon was the intended victim of
Oswald By separate communication we are furnishing
Commission data reporting Mr Johnson was in Dallas April 23
1963 13 days after the attempted shooting of General Walker
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Approved -414 ,_ cit ~3-!"-c-~ Sent

/ C L .7 'r 1 ,e Special Agent in Charge r^
a 4,74.

Also enclosed for the Bureau and Dallas is
1 a copy of Secret Service bemorandum Report No 1261

which was prepared by SA JAMES A HOWARD and sets out

4Sh
his activities during the period February 7-9 1964
while assigned on a detail involving the personal

~~ protection of MARGUERITE OSWALD It will be noted this

L
memorandum of SA HOWARD sets forth in detail the circum
stance of his transporting Mrs OSWALD from Fort Worth
to Dallas on 2/9/64 at which time Mrs OSWALD insisted
that WALDO accompany her on the travel from Fort Worth
to Dallas Inspector THOI!AS J KELLEY Secret Service
advised this memorandum of SA HOWARD previously had been
furnished to the Warren Commission

--slAStli
6 LBtlr eau (Encs 11)

4 2 Dallas (Encs 4)(100-20461)
I WFO
CE G/p cn
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) f

FROM SAC WFO (105-37111) P ,~ ~.+

LEE PSWALD

~IS

HARVE
R CUBA

V ,ge Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/26/64 with
attached copy of an article from the "National Guardian
of May 9 1964 bearing the caption "Oswald Case A
New Angle

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 10
"` copies and for Dallas 3 copies of an LBW dated and

captioned as above It is noted that with each copy
i of the Um is furnished a copy of a memorandum dated

5/27/64 prepared by SA JAITS d (JUKE) HOWARD U S
Secret Service which memorandum was furnished to SA
CARL E GRAHAM 5/28/64
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UN11'STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 27 2964 Special Agent James Y
(Mikef'Howard United States Secret Service was inter
viewed in the presence of Inspector Thomas J Kelley
Secret Service by a representative of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation with regard to an article which
appeared in the May-9 1964 issue of the "National
Guardian a weekly newspaper published in New York

.City The article under discussion bore the caption
`"Oswald Case A New Angle and information set out

_ therein was attributed to Attorney Marki-Lane

Special Agent Howard explained that on
Sunday morning February 9 1964 he along with his
brother Pat C.-Howard Deputy Sheriff of the Tarrant
County Texas Sheriff's Office was assigned to trans
port Mrs Marguerite-Oswald from her residence at 2220
Thomas Place Fort Worth Texas to Love Field Dallas
Texas where Mrs Oswald was to take a plane to Wash
ington D C. for purposes of her appearance before
the President's Commission Special Agent Howard
further stated that at the insistence of Mrs Oswald

a he and his brother also were accompanied by Theyer 1
'Waldo who Mrs Oswald explained was making-the-trip
with her from Fort Worth to Dallas at the suggestion of
her attorney Mark Lane Howard related that after
Mrs Oswald was placed aboard the plane he and his
brother along with Special Agent in Charge Forrest Y

'Sorrels of the Dallas office of Secret Service went
into the airport restaurant or coffee shop also
accompanied by Waldo The news column in the "National
Guardian alleged certain conversation between Deputy
Sheriff Pat Howard and Waldo and Special Agent Mike
Howard stated he had no knowledge whatsoever of any
such conversation between Waldo and Deputy Howard



Be Lee Harvey Oswald

Agent Howard related at the airport Waldo
asked if Agent Howard would give him a ride back to
Fort Worth from Love Field and Agent Howard acquiesced
inasmuch as he was driving his personally-owned vehicle
Eh route to Fort Worth Agent Howard drove the car with
his brother Pat Howard riding in the front seat and
Waldo was riding in the rear seat alone During the
ride Agent Howard in discussion with his brother
related to his brother Pat a story which Agent Howard
had been told on January Is I964 while on a special
detail accompanied by two detectives of the Dallas
Police Department On that occasion Detective Jack
Bryan had told Agent Howard about an incident involving
a Negro man who was questioned by the Dallas police in
connection with his being in the Texas Book Depository
Building on the day of the assassination of President
Kennedy and that the Negro man had left the building
hurriedly after the shooting When later questioned by
Dallas police why he had left the building in a hurry
the Negro man stated that because he had a police record
he feared he would be suspected of having been involved
in the shooting

Special Agent Howard stated while relating
this incident to his brother Pat he did not know Waldo
in the back seat of the car could have overheard the
conversation however Waldo leaned forward over the
rear of the front seat and asked Agent Howard if this
person the Negro man who was the topic of conversations
would be called to testify before the Warren Commission
Agent Howard stated that in jest he replied to Waldo
"Why yes Ism sure he will be In response to a ques
tion by Waldo as to where this man was Deputy Pat Howard
replied jokingly "They probably have him hidden out
someplace.

Agent Howard stated neither he nor his brothers
Pat Howard realized Waldo was a newspaper reporter and
later that night after having returned to Fort Worth
he learned television and radio coverage had been given
to a story attributed to Waldo that a witness who was to
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Re Lee Harvey Oswald

testify before the Warren Commission was being hidden
by police officers Special Agent Howard stated the
Fort Worth newspaper "Star-Telegram carried a story
by Waldo in the same vein and he immediately called
Waldo telephonically to make inquiry where Waldo had
gotten such a story In reply Waldo told Agent Howard
he (Waldo) had talked to his attorney and that Waldo
did not have to divulge the source of his information
and said Agent Howard had nothing to worry about
Agent Howard stated his brother Pat Howard also con
tacted Waldo telephonically and received a similar
assurance

Agent Howard stated that during the ride
from Dallas back to Fort Worth with Waldo in the car

'Agent Howard did not make any statements such as were
attributed to him concerning "Wait until that o1d
black boy gets in front of the Warren Commission
Agent Howard stated he did not make any statement to
the effect that the Negro janitor was a witness to the
shooting of the President Agent Howard stated these
alleged quotes attributed to him were entirely a fabri
cation

With regard to the article in the "National
Guardian Agent Howard prepared a memorandum dated
flay 27 1964,-and a copy of this memorandum furnished
by Inspector Thcmas J Kelley is attached hereto
Inspector Kelley furnished the copy on ltay 280 1964

3



his being;in the Texas Book Depository on the day of the assassination
and having left hurriedly sometime afterwards When questioned as to
why he left the Texas Book Depository in a hurry the suspect stated
that since he had a police record he would probably be suspected of
involvement in the shooting Hoverer Dot Bryan stated that the suspect
apparently had absolutely notling to do with Csw-ald nor the shooting

_s Article entitled "Oswald case A new angle, appearing in the ray 9
1964 edition of NATIONAL GUARDIAN a New York newsaeekly

13 -fS'"," .~ ".r .
At the request of the Warren Co:rmission I teas interviewed on 114'27

_19611 by FBI Agent Carl E Graham in the presence of Inspector Kelley_
of this Service in connection with quotations appearing in subject

a article (copy attached) allegedly made by me on February 9 1964
relative to the assassination of President Kennedy

To the best of Ay know ledge the following is a factual account of
my activities on February 9 19611..

On February9 1964 after delivering Hrs Marguerite Oswald to Dallas
;;t Love Field from Fort Worth (see my M/R 'dated 2/10/64 SS Control No 1161

Fu
` Barren Commission) SAIC Sorrels Dallas of tic s my brother Pat Howard*

'" deputy sheriff of Tarrant County and the reporting agent were having
coffee in the airport coffee shop We were joined by l5 Thayer Waldo
a reporter for the Fort Wort Styr-Tolegr am who asked if he might
"hitch a ride with no to Fort Worth Duo to the fact that I was off
duty and returning to Fort Worth in my privat autonobils I agreed
to let Mr.'Waldo ride with we 'Vile driving between Dallas and Fort
Worth Deputy Howard and I were riding in the front seat and sir Waldo

`was in the back seat Both front windows care completely open and the
wind was blowing strongly possibly muffling the conversation going
on in the front seat which may account for Mr Waldo's misunderstanding

,of the conversation

Deputy Howard and I were discussing an incident which Dot Jack Bryan
of the Dallas P.D had told ice on January 1 1364 concerning a Negro
male suspect who was questioned by the :,alias P.D in connection with

After relaying this story to Deputy Howard Mr Waldo sat up in the back
seat (apparently having heard part of the conversation) and asked if



cast and instructing me to find out whatever I could about it

I immediately telephoned the Star-Telegram office and talked with Hr Waldo
$ asking'him where 'he had gotten his information as to the "hidden witness

r,r mentioned in the TV broadcast to which he answered "You don't have
C `anything to.worry about I won't mention your name. Not immediately

,understanding that he was referring to the story Det Bryan had told me
I said "That's fine but who is this witness who is going to testify''estify

` __ before-the Warren Commission Again Mr Waldo told me not to worry'" that he had spoken with his lawyer who told him that it was all right
`4:~."._ to print the story .When I realized that he was referring to the story

that Dot Bryan had told me I told him that there had been a asunder.
standing and that I was joking with him

this man would be testifying before the Warren Commission Mot taking
Mr Waldo seriously and not realizing he was a newspaper reporter
the reporting agent laughed and jokingly stated "Why yes I'm sure he
will be. Mr Waldo than asked where this man was to which Deputy Howard
stated (in a joking manner) "They probably have him hidden-out someplace

Upon arrival at Fort Worth Mr Waldo asked to be dropped off at the
Star-Telegram office

On this same day at approximately 10 p.m. a television broadcast Was
heard by the reporting agent to the effect that a witness was being

-hidden by police officers who was to testify before the Warren Comanission
1j.Y If` :1Kr Waldo's name was mentioned in this broadcast A few minutes after

''1W the broadcast,'the reporting agent received a telephone call from
>_ Inspector Kelley in Washington D.C. asking if I had heard the broad..

When the article appeared in the ibrt-Worth Star-Telegram of February 10,E
". y 1964 I tried to get in touch with Mir Waldo again but he was not .

available

The above incidents were made the subject of an 0/N to SAIC Sorrels
+ w . dated February 11 1964 I did not try to at in touch with Kr Waldoa

again on the advice of SAIC Sorrels

In connection with the quotations allegedly made by me and Deputy Howard
to my knowledge at no time did Deputy ticwat d tell Mr Waldo that he
would give him information in regard to an tnidentified witness to the
assassination of President Kennedy at no time did I refer to "that
old black boy going before the Warren Commission at no time did I
refer to anyone having seen Oswald or anyone else fire a shot from a
window of the Texas Book Depository at no time did I refer to a janitor

a. in the Texas Book Depository at no time die I toll Mr Waldo that I
had seen the Negro man in question in the custody of the Dallas polices



=Is M Howard
Spc":,ial Agent

5/27/64
Pace3

and at no time did I state that a rifle had bean found on the roof
of the Texas Book Depository which had boon dropped by & Dallas police
officer.

Attachment

-JMM&nl
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(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1;:sa 1{t "":s

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

f

Date 5/28/64

Al
Nr M'"r

1:"-r
1" ! j
1 Yr
1 :Tr

r Trfiit.r _
Tale ]t.,rst

JUN .4.1964

Transmit the following
It

AIRTEL
(Type is plain text or code)

AIR MAIL REGISTERED

n
FROM SAC SAN FRANCISCO (89-58) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Re Houston airtel 5/25/64.1"

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies for Dallas
twenty-five copies and for Houston one copy for information
of LHM regarding interview of L . "W who was
possibly acquainted with LEE HARE 7 IS

3 Bureau (Enc 9) (AM RM)
2 Dallas (Enc 25) (AM RM)

(100-10461)
1 Houston (105-1291) (Enc 1) (Info.) (AM RM)
1 San Francisco
JPM:lg
.(7)

/d5 396

.7)/era Pres Cep tr.

c/// a ;0

1N4

ICC-64tS ,e13

C C w1CM

Sent M Per



In Reply PleaseRefs b
File N.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Sin Francisco California

May 28 1964

LEE HARVEY OS 7I'.LD

.i
On May 28 1964 MA,RTIN SAMUEL I B.LO1"r who is

employed by Lockheed Aircraft Sunnyvale California and
who resides 2727 Midtown Court Palo Alto California
furnished the information set forth below to Special
Agents DOUGLAS C ALLEN and JOE P McHUCH

A3ELOq advised that pproxir etely ore veer a^o
he was working in Houston Texas and took a vacation trip
to New Orleans Louisiana while in New Orleans he visited
the United States aircraft carrier which was docked there
at the time and while waiting to board this carrier he
observed a young man distributing leaflets to the waiting
crowd which leaflets were of the Fair Play for Cuba Com
mittee t%RELOW stated he has no idea who this young man
was and added he had never met LEE HARVEY OSWALD to the
best of his recollection and knowledge

!e noted he did travel to Mexico City around
the first of July 1963 for a vacation trip and stated
he is unable to recall meeting anyone in Mexico City who
would remotely fit the description of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

This docur.ent contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the rBI It is the propert of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency

A1F,p
s

013



l
AIRTEL

Via

Csutidcatial

(Priority) 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW
0<<BEANS

(100-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY`OOSWALD Aka
IS R CUBA

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies'aUd for Dallas

3 copies of a letterhead memorandum pertaining to an alleged

book being written by CARLOS BRINGUIER of New Orleans La. abou

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

The al source mentioned in the enclosed

memorandum is

BUREAU (Encls 10) (RM)
2 DALLAS (100-10461) (Encls 3) (RM)

`
~~ I !A G lr t

2 NEW ORLEANS (100-16601)
e WISSMC:dmm 6 464 LrAt''~

lc (1 .41s
!

141
*70

h
1411

.4,8
.4,0

Approved:.
~

7 9 JUN 5
-

19d c\al
Agent in Charge

4'r



UNITL ATES DEPARTMENT OF ,,.J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseRefs a
File No

New Orleans Louisiana
May 25 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
informatiorr..~~in the past advised on May 15 1964 that
Carlos__Jose'A inguier 510 Adele Street Apartment F
New Orleans Louisiana had mentioned that prior to leaving
on a trip on May 7 1964 that he was writing a book which
he is in a hurry to conclude This source added that
Bringuier is a delegate to the Student Revolutionary
Directorate

This source advised that Bringuier did not outline
the theme of the proposed book However based on comments
made by Bringuier it was this source's conclusion that this
book would be about Lee Harvey Oswald and an attempt by
Bringuier to establish a relationship between Oswald and
Fidel Castro of Cuba

This source added that there will apparently be
no actual facts on which to support this alleged relationship
This source stated that Bringuier will probably relate certain
incidents to create a doubt that Oswald acted alone in the
assassination of President John F Kennedy

This source stated that the Student Revolutionary
Directorate is an anti-Castro organization headquartered
at Miami Florida

ji 1

MAR ~ 1y1~



UNITL STATES DEPARTMENT OF J STILE

-FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans Louisiana
May 25 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

la Reply PleaseRefersa
File Ns

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on May 15 1964 that Carlos
Jose Bringuier 510 Adele Street Apartment F New Orleans
Louisiana had mentioned that prior to leaving on a trip
on May 7 1964,'that he was writing a book which he is in
a hurry to conclude This source added that Bringuier is a
delegate to the Student Revolutionary Directorate

This source advised that Bringuier did not outline
the theme of the proposed book However based on comments
made by Bringuier it was this source's conclusion that this
book would be about Lee Harvey Oswald and an attempt by
Bringuier to establish a relationship between Oswald and
Fidel Castro of Cuba

This source added that there will apparently be
no actual facts on which to support this alleged relationship
This source stated that Bringuier will probably relate certain
incidents tIt--B cr.1to wi -L .iu'e to create a doubt that
Oswald acted alone in the assassination of president John F
Kennedy

This source stated that the Student Revolutionary
Directorate is an Anti-Castro organization headquartered
at Miami Florida



FBI DALLAS

10.29 AM CST URGENT 6-1764
WD

TO DIRECTOR (105.82555) ATTN FBI LABORATORY

FROM DALLAS (100.10461) 1 P

A 4164
FBI WASH DC

CC0#gvlRSULLIVAN

TIME IT RECEIVED AT LAB BUREAU REQUESTED TO ADVISE DATE BULLET
;044 .11 'turf .

TURNED OVER TO COMMISSION
,~ J

r1~'n
WA LLD .14

END

AILED
.l.hd ~~..~

t
Ry ,19 A-:Tizne,11,` .)

QBFBI WASH DC

rir 'irtsa~ `._v
Mr TQ!m-i.__
Mr !tohr__ ~
Mr Crr,p,r_  
Mr C',i?ahan

4-mod_ t
31r
Mr Evans
Mr Guse
Mr Rosen__
Mr Sullivan
Mr Tavel
Mr Trotter_._
Tole Room
Miss Holmes,_
Miss Gandy..._._

ru rq BURWJGFINVESTIGATION10 GRAM! OfAISTICE
CAMMUflICATIONSSECTION

JUN 1 1964

TELETYPE

LEE HARVEY-OSWALD AKA IS R CUBA

REBUAIRTEL TO DALLAS MAY TWENTYFIVE LAST ENCLOSING COPY OF

REQUEST FROM PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION DATED MAY TWENTY SIXTYFOUR1

IN CONNECTION WITH ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF MAJOR GENERAL EDWIN A

LKER .1

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION HAS REQUESTED INFORMATION RE POSSESSION

OF BULLET FOUND AT WALKER'S RESIDENCE FROM TIME OF RECOVERY UNTIL IT

CAME INTO POSSESSION OF COMMISSION BULLET OBTAINED FROM DALLAS PD

DECEMBER TWO SIXTYTHREE BY SA BARDWELL D ODUM AND FORWARDED TO FBI

.AB SAME DATE BY LETTER DECEMBER NINE SIXTYTHREE IN BUFILE SIXTY

TWO DASH ONE ZERO NINE ZERO SIX ZERO FBI LAB ADVISED BULLET
ey 3 S S 3 9 6 3

(Q ONE EIGHT EIGHT) BEING RETAINED TEMPORARLY BT LAB BULLET IS

ITEM NUMBER C ONE FOUR EIGHT Ref~ 13 ,

FBI LAB REQUESTED TO ADVISE DALLAS DISPOSITION OF BULLET FROM



1

MAILROOML7 TELETYPEUNIT

TUNIS =1964T

v
..r

SMUS O~tPlk t07 TrOfMl
COMMUNICATIONSSECTION

sh .! JUN 1 196e

TELETYPE

r .

TO SAC DALLAS
(100-104G1).

$~ S$
REC

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-&2551

30.3

V:+.tia ' 1414111110
n lf fs

\ ---.1

Belmont
Rosen

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley

6/1/64
PLAINTEXT

Yt~ ': 'TELT'i'YPB URGENT

REURTEL JUNE ONE NINETEEN SIXTYFOIQ

TALKER BULLET ITEM C ONE FOUR EIGHT RECEIVED IN LABORATORY

DECEMBER FOUR NINETEEN SIXTYTUREE FROM YOUR OFFICE .BY LETTER

DATED DECEMBER TWO NINETEEN SIXTYTUREE BULLET DELIVERED TO

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION MARCH TWENTYONE NINET EN SIXTifOUR

BULLET RETURNED LABORATORY BY PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ONr MAY ONE

NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR AND IS PRESENTLY RETAINED IN LABORATORY

CC:BSM (4) AJ

GOriE` D:.STROYED

_4 4 MAR 5 1973

If /;/

tiTel..
Belmar
Mohr
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
DeLooc
Evans
Gal
Rosen
Sullivan
Tavel
Teener

'+ Rao

6



.-~ FBI

t

Date 6/2/64
l

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

eta AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.L
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) Q I

ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461)
0

UBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

ReBuairte] to Dallas 5/25/64 enclosing letter from
President's Commission dated 5/20/64 requesting additional

investigation in connection with attempted assassination of Major
General EDWIN A WALKER

It is noted on page 4 of Commission's letter request
No 3 states "Forward to Mr WESLEY J LIEBELER, etc

Bureau is requested to forward these items to the
Commission as they are not in the possession of the Dallas Office

s72 y

Bureau
2 Dallas

RMB vm
(5) /O5

-
g..?s-s-s' v "

`N 3_,1954



0-4a (Rev

6/1/64
Date

Invoice of Contents from CIO
FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON D C
LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA.
1S-R-CUBA

Case References
FBI Dallas (100-10421) Teletype 5/27/64

715191
105-82555

11 5190  List of Contents 6/1/64 PC

C8 CIO C13 C38 C40 Crypt.-Trans
C47 C59 C137 C138 C148 & 0251 ..EO232ent
Photographs Bl(l) B1(12) D206 & D3079tronics
Photographs of back of part of D6 Physics-Chemistry
Xerox copy of D28 LFPS

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS Mail Room place date of shipment and registry number
Shipping Room show date of shipment bill of lading number and initial this
invoice then return it to section checked in column at right After this
checked section has been initialed invoice should be placed in administrative
file Registered Mail

58 4 I264
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.ti

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

O
SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS R CUBA

Re Boston airtel to Bureau 5/22/64

A review of NY file 105-1247 captioned "HAROLD ROHERT
ISAACS was IS-R failed to reflect any information pertaining
to MARILYN DOROTHEA MURRET

NYO indices are,also negative regarding MURRET

ISAACS file did not contain any additional pertinent
information concerning his background which is not already in
the possession of the Boston Office

y

&Bureau 105-82555 RM
2-Dallas 100-1046RN
1-Boston 105-10911 RM
1 -Washington Field (RM) _
1-New York (105.38431)_

is JUN 2 1964

f ,y .16

13

JJO:EG
(9) .ac

JON
~ 4 1931

i t

Sent .M Per
r6pp

oved
C C 0'4U N 5 1pIMAgent in charge

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) j
.L..



FBI t

Date 5/28/64

y r r /
ed

6 0
Mr CARROLL was obviously embarrassed about this an

advised me that in the future no further items such as this
would be permitted in her column unless she first advised him
of the source of her

informationf?t a 3q
closet- """Letterhead

memorandu%
Bureau (Enc.6

~5~~
1 Cj

Dallas (I~+ ,r,.,.
1 Chicago ti"'
MWJ/fcd e -t

0 ice.w Cw
90C El 4 .

()V SET  exl

Sent in Per

4 PAY 30 rj.,4

.
Ure''asaarla/I

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL

FD-+14.(Rev1243-iU)

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1

---M- v3rec-t-~r -FBr (1051255 .1

FROM SAC Chicago (62-6115)
( )

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

ReBuairtel 5/21/64 and CGairtel 5/26/64

to yesterday afternoon I contacted Managing
Editor LUKCARROLL in his office at "Chicago's American.
He advised me that he had contacted columnist MAGGII?DALY
and requested her to furnish him the source of her information
in her article appearing 5/13/64 and also requested that
she furnish him the name of the woman alleged by DALY's
source to have stated that she "feels that LEE OSWALD was
CASTRO's deputized murderer

Mr CARROLL advised me that MAGGIE DALY refused to ..)
furnish either the source of her information or the identity
of the woman mentioned in instant article He stated that
she finally agreed that she would advise him as to the
identity of the source and the woman provided he gave her his
word that he would not reveal their identity to anyone else
CARROLL stated he.refused to accept the information under those
circumstances and therefore she refused to furnish him the
desired information

cial ),gent in Charge
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UNITE s SATES .DEPARTMENT OF ).,S CE

Mr Tolson
yeMr Belmont...___

Mr Mohr_,_
Mr Ca`per.
Mr Callahan  
Mr Conrad .
Mr Th'L.^aeh T_
Mr Frans _
Mr titheUr I'="tn_idr ~.'t r.i

In Reply Mass Referas
k No

Mr Trotter
Tole Room.
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago Illinois

May 28 1964

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY NOVEMBER 22
1963 DALLAS TEXAS ._

The following item appeared in "Chicago's American
a daily newspaper Chicago Illinois in the column identified
as "Daly Diary"

"Does the Warren committee know this That a lovely
looker who dwells in Houston Tex. was in Dallas
the morning JFK was slain.and that her most generous
gentleman friend in Mexico City phoned her from there
and breathlessly instructed 'Get out of there at once:
She took the first jet home To her intimate friends
(and one of ours) she allegedly stated that she 'feels
Lee Oswald was Castro's deputized murderer because
Kennedy publicly pledged to Cuban exiles in Canaveral
and Washington 'I promise you all that one day soon
you will return to a free Cuba: Our source assures
us that the lady is a nice person.not a name
dropper.

The "Daly Diary is reportedly written by Columnist
Maggie Daly of "Chicago's American

On May 25 1964 Mr Luke Carroll Managing Editor
"Chicago's American Chicago Illinois advised a representative
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that he would attempt to
obtain from Maggie Daly the source for the information in the
above article and also the name of the woman mentioned in the
article

On May 27 1964 Mr Luke Carroll, Managing Editor
"Chicago's American Chicago Illinois advised a representative
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that Maggie Daly em

phatically refused to divulge the identity of the source of her
information in the above-mentioned article and also refused to

identify the woman mentioned therein Mr Carroll stated that
he does not possess this information and in view of Maggie
Daly's declination it is impossible for him to obtain the
information desired
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(Type in plain text or code)
AIR HAIL 1

(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM

RE LEE HARVL OSWALD
IS-R-CVDA

SAC SAN AHTOIII0 (105-2909) (P)

00 DALLAS

Reverenced San Antonio
interview ARCADIO ESCt.fILLA
Minnesota

c/o

C C
'1s

sc~

Sent M Per

2 Jill 4 ':Cl

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
via

ReWFOairtel to Bureau 5/26/64 and San Antonio
airtel to Bureau 6/1/64

RE ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ

ReUFOairtel -requested San Antonio to review INS file
A 10 514 637 believed to be identical to ATCADIO ESCAMILLA
MARTINEZ to determine the whereabouts of MARTINEZ for intery
lead purposes concerning OSWALD r

Referenced San Antonio airtel reflects the full name
of APCADIO ESCAIIILL'1 who was interviewed by the San Antonio
Division on 3/19/Gii to be AI'CADIO ;.SCAMILLA MARTINEZ and
his mother's name to be ANASTACIA MARTINEZ

/v5- .8`a
airtel also sets out lead to
J fcCANA route 1 Eoorehead

0-Bureau (RN)
2-Dallas (100-10461) R1
2-Minneapolis (I;M)
1 +"CFO (105-37111) (Info) Rte
2-SA
JMK/eks
(10)

.}

JUN 5

ifri
6 4 196 ecial Agent in charge
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SA 105-2909

On 6/2/64 INS file A 10 514'637-was reviewed
:v;'& ate the INS.Off ice San Antonio by SA JQ a M KEHMY

This file pertains to ARCADIO t-SCAMILL I1ARTIaEZ and reflects
in part as follows

The latest document in the file is ESCAHILLA
MARTI 1Z's application for new alien registration receipt
card which application is dated 1131/62 On this
application he states he lost his alien registration
receipt document on or about 1/27/62 while working in
the field His address was listed as P_ 0_ Ewe_742,.. -.
Missions Texas Y He was admitted to the U S at Eagle
bass Texas on 11/25/57 bound for Carrizo Springs Texas

The file also reflects that ESCAIIILLA MARTII EZ
was born 6/15/24. _at Sabinas .Hidalgo Nuevo Leon Mexico
This filefurther lists his mother's name as ANAS7"ACTA''
MART INEZ

This information is being furnished for the
assistance of the Minneapolis Division in covering the
lead set forth in referenced San Antonio airtel

One copy of this airtel is being furnished WFO
for information

2



TITLEOF CASE

f
7

REPORTINGOFFICE
MIAMI

COPIESMADE

.-39r Y
REC II

.l0 S ( feZ SS

JXI!:,.t
1 E4.

-'ai-I

NOTATIONS

1.4I
l

N.7M71-I.vtaeR t MIMESWPM

FEDERAL BEAU OF INVt ATION

OFFICEOFORIGIN
DALLAS

C
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

DATE INVESTIGATIVEPER1D0

$IAY8 9 IVA 11/28/63 5/20/64
REPORTMADESY

'zanyJAMES J O'CONNOR
CHARACTEROF CASE

IS R CUBA

REFERENCE Bureau drtel to Dallas and St Louis
with copies to Boston Memphis and
Miami 5/13/64 wherein the Bureau in
structed that former Marine Corps
Lieutenant MICHAEL ANTHONY DE PADRO
should be interviewed concerning why
he was upset by the literature OSWALD
was receiving while in the Marine

b.Corps
Dallas airtel to Bureau 5/15/64 where
in it was reflected that DE PADRO had
been interviewed by the Miami Office
as indicated in Miami teletype to the
Bureau Tampa Dallas and Baltimore
dated 11/28/63 at 4:23 PM

P

APPROVED I SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE DONOTWRITEINSPACESBELOW

10.= Bureau (105-82555) (RN)
2 = Dallas (100-10461) (RM)

COp1ES
(105-8342)

1 IAAR 5 S I

C 0_ 'Lc

CISMINATIONRECORDOFATTACHEDREPORT
AGD.CY {11:_ ,_._

--__"_}~~~-'~ -"q'_
REOVLETRECD.
DATEFWD..-._-_

r/l~l.l,(C~>.y
_ _. ~

HOW

6 4 J!!tl 111964,1\
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MM 105-8342

LEADS

MIAMI

At Miami Florida

The only remaining lead at Miami is to continue
contact with Dr LUIS CONTE AGUERO in an effort to ob
tain information from JOSE FRA ALONSO in Cuba as indi
cated in Miami report 4/22/64 Miami airtel to Bureau
5/20/64

ADMINISTRATIVE

Although MICHAEL ANTHONY DE PADRO was inter
viewed by the Miami Office on November 28 1963 he at
that time had no recollection of OSWALD and this fact
was reported in Miami teletype dated November 28 1963
at 4:23 PM which was captioned ASSASSINATION OF PRESI
DENT JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63 DALLAS =CAS

Original of the FD 302 of MICHAEL ANTHONY
DE PADRO Jr's interview on November 28 1963 located
in Miami file 89-35-159

B
COVER PAGE



UNITE TATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FD40d !life 3441)

per Miami Florida

FI.)d Office File /t 105-8342 Bureau rue tt 105-82555

ch.d., SECURITY R CUBA

synopsis MICHAEL ANTHONY DE PADRO Jr. Fort Lauderdale Florida
former Lieutenant in the 'U.S Marine Corps at El Toro
California unable to specifically recall OSWALD sta
tioned with U.S Marine Corps at El Toro

DETAILS The following interview of MICHAEL
ANTHONY DE PADRO Jr was predicated
on information that DE PADRO was a

Lieutenant in the U.S Marine Corps and served at the
Marine Corps Air Station El Toro California during
the period when OSWALD was also assigned at that sta
tion

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnot conclusions of the FBI It is th property of the FBI and Is loaned to
your agency It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside you agency



EOERACBUREAU4O ''INVE IGA'C

Of
Dots (1213/63)

MICHAEL ANTHOYDE PADRO Jr. 1515 S.E 10th
Street advised that he is presently in business with his
father MICHAEL ANTHONY DE PADRO Sr. They operate two

yachting centers in Fort Lauderdale at Bahia Mar Yacht
Basin and in Dania Florida at 801 N.E 3rd Street He
said that he was formerly in the United States Marine
Corps where he had serial number 070 349 During most
of his career in the Marine Corps he served as a radar
officer at El Toro California He was released from
active duty as a First Lieutenant in about March 1959
and has since been retired because of a disability

Mr DE PADRO stated that he has no recollection
of any person by the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD who
served in the U.S Marine Corps during the time he was in
that organization He said that to the best of his knowl

edge he had never heard that name prior to the assassina
tion of President KENNEDY He said that while in the
Marine Corps he at no time had any enlisted men under
his command He said that his duties as an officer were
limited to standing watch at El Toro California as a
radar officer He said that during these watches there
were enlisted men who were on duty and who would come
under his supervision but that this was limited to the

f shift when he was on duty and he had no other connection
with these men He does not recall that anyone by the
name of OSWALD was on duty with him at any time

Mr DE PADRO went on to state that he is cer
tain that during the time he was in the Marine Corps he
at no time made any report concerning OSWALD or anyone
else about anything He is positive that he had never
made any statement or report pertaining to his being
"upset concerning literature which OSWALD or anyone else

2
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subscribed to or read He had no recollection of seeing
or hearing anything about this or any similar matter
either while he was in the Marine Corps or at any other
time
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Mr DE PADRO was recontacted on May 20 1964 at
which time it was explained to him that three enlisted men
who were stationed at the Marine Corps station at El Toro
California with him have mentioned he had been upset
by the literature which OSWALD had been receiving and he
DE PADRO had questioned OSWALD concerning the literature

Mr DE PADRO affirmed he did recall the Marine
Corps enlisted men named BUDDY ALLEN SIMCO NELSON DELGADO
and ERWIN DONALD LEWIS

Mr DE PADRO was informed that BUDDY ALLEN SIMCO
upon interview on November 25 1963 said he vaguely re
called OSWALD subscribed to some Russian literature which
he received through the Squadron S-3 Operations Office at
the Marine Corps station and that Lieutenant DE PADRO
being upset by the literature which OSWALD was receiving
asked him why he subscribed to the literature and OSWALD
replied that it was to practice Russian

Mr DE PADRO stated following his interview in
this matter on November 28 1963 he had made considerable
effort to recall OSWALD or any incidents involving OSWALD
which might have occurred while he DE PADRO was stationed
at El Toro during the period December 1956 to March 1959

He said he definitely had no recollection of an
incident wherein he corrected anyone for possession of
Russian literature He pointed out he was a redar officer
and unlike a Marine Corps officer in the infantry he did
not have close contact with the enlisted men who worked in
the same facility He said he now recalled that there was
an enlisted man named OSWALD who worked in the Combat
Air Control Squadron Center at El Toro He explained

"4
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that the enlisted men assigned at this center engaged in
radar scanning and plotting of aircraft positions on a large
transparent map of that area of California Be further
explained that the map actually formed a wall between the

scanning room and the room in which DE PADRO was occupied
as radar control officer He said he seemed to recall an
individual whom he believed was OSWALD who used to work
with the radar scopes in the scanning room He recalled
this individual as being very thin possibly 5'10 tall
with blond crew cut hair and fair complexion It was
his recollection this individual was left handed and that
he was talented in drawing and had drawn a squadron
emblem which DE PADRO and another officer had designed
for the squadron

Mr DE PADRO stated he could recall nothing
further which might relate to his knowledge of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD
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Pursuant to a request of Mr Arlen Specter Commission Staff Lt:crney a
conference was held in his office on 5-23-G4 at which time Mr Norman Redlich and

Specter discussed the order and method of presenting to the Commission technical

testimony relating to the Assassination Site Present from the FBI were Messrs Malley
Shaneyfelt Frazier and Gauthier and from the Secret Service Inspector f..on'as ::telly
Mr S?ecter outlined the follow=ing order of testimony which he will develop for the record

through ypothetical questions asked jointly of the following scheduled witnesses

1 Inspector Thomas :_ell Secret Service will testify to

Details of cars used in motorcade on 11-22-63
Physical _eaczre:ne is of President and Governo
Plans of ~:ta floor of Texas School Look Depository

n_..::e by Dallas Police on i22-64 in presence of
Secret Service

B:;.ck. Jul^.d of the Zapruder film how 0bza ed and

..._s:;osi.._on

of the _Zaprcd u,,_r h ~Nix and Muchmore films.7
~:ac'.~groLr:c
Camera examination (Zapruder Nix and Muchmore)
Or i n cl the 35 mm color slides of each frame from the

Zap-ruder f-:ri describing the frame numbering
.,y .m_ used

Background of the Associated Press still pho_eL,-ra.;% of
?residential car at time shots were fired

"I esc_ iptio n of the procedures followed in DL..:._..: o a 5-24-34

photographing certain points along the ::,tor c
route in i cut of the Texas School Book Depository of
interest to he President's Commission such as

/ 5-_ ~~1S
_

MT ,

Frazier)



(a)

L.:emo Gauthier to Callahan
e Assassination of President Kennedy

fixing points in vicinity of tree where clear shots could be fired
fixes near the Stemmons Road Sign where shots were fired photo
graphing these fixes (movies and stills) with Zapruderts camera
from Zapruderts position and pictures (movies and stillsl of motor
cade car moving along road as viewed from the 6th floor etc.

(f) ::orferences held by Commission when films were visually
examined and re-enactments made on scale model and names of
those present

SA Robert '_i'_azier FBI Laboratory will testify to

(Simulation of the rifle position inside 6th floor window align.4
of cartons (based on Dallas Police photographs and diagrw

(wl Line of sight from i 6th floor window and angles of wounds through
bodies as furnished by medical authorities holes througil
coat etc

Inspector Leo J Gauthier Ld:_iinistr ative Division will testify to

Type of visual ales ma::e available to the Commission namely
scale models of ssassination Site and :jo_ice Department
garage where Cs a d was killed charts of whereabouts of
Csvald ante assassination aerial photos of Assassination
Site : d surrounding areas

Co) Bac'.cg_ o nd concerning preparation of manikin physical
makeup rtc

~c) Visua aids arochures prepared of the Texas School Book De

pository Bus and Taxi Cficer Tippit killing and the r razier

?aincho:Zes
(d) Arrangements made with Mr Robert West C :ty Surveyor

_.atlas Texas to survey certain fixed points on the road and
to record on a survey map various points 1L z cf sight
distances between assassination window and t.ase points in

dicating ng~ the angles of these sigh lines to the horizon

5 Commission St .-:2 members will not be in a position to te. t y .ior eve

they have theories concerning the shooting sequence :Y r Spector
is cated that hypothetical questions will be advanced by Lim

c::_ _fort of the testimony given the Commission by ,3ov::_ ao and
1__s Cc:._:ally doctors ballistic experts Secret ::arvice FBI
__._. eludes confidential information given to the Co_nmiss:on under
oath all of which is not necessarily known to those who are scheduled
to testify on 6-4-6
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Memo Gauthier to Callahan
Re Assassination of President Iennedy

At the time of the con:erence in Mr Specter's office the date of Friday
6-5-64 was tentatively set for hearing testimony On 5-29-64 Mr Specter called me

at home stating that Chief Justice Warren had advised Mr Rankin that this testimony
should be moved up to 1C:C3 A L Thursday 6-4-64 in order for him to be present

SAC Shwnlin was able to have the Surveyor's work completed two days earlier

and at 10:00 P M 5-31-64 I obtained a tracing of the survey plat map from Captain
Houton AA , at Friendship Airport inbound from Dallas

The work of putting together the FBI's part o this assignment is being
closely developed by all responsible Divisicas Mr Specter wishes to be in a position
to review this mater:a1 before 6-4-64 if possible He will be given the opportunity to

discuss this matter with us.as soon as the FBI's work has been completed
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Pursuant to this request you will find enclosod
herewith three sets of photocopios of Commission Exhibits
numbered 477 478 480 through 517 519 520 702 through
704 709 711 and 715 through 745

--s c -v
In response to your inquiry concerning Commission

Exhibits numbered 701 705 and 710 the original of Corr.nissiog
Exhibit 701 was received previously by this Bureau and it was
roturned to you by my letter of May 6 1964 which also included
three photocopies of this exhibit This Bureau has not yet
received the originals of Commission Exhibits numberod 705
and 710,..17

Also enclosed herewith are Comnissi.on Exhibits
numbered 477 478 484 through 486 488 through 495 498
through p06 508 through 517 519 520 702 through 704 709
711

aW
17 through 745
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1 Mr Be 1 Mr Frazier
1 Mr Le~...a i Mr Davies
1 Mr Rogge
1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr Griffith

Juno 9 1964

By Courier Service

Ponorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
hiashington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reforonco is made to your letter of May 26 1964
regarding the preparation of photocopies of certain Commission
exhibits

-tom
;el1*van
roval
Toval

62-.1W
roths

Rom
MeNei
ref .MAIL ROOM
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NOTE FOR DALLAS

Enclosed for Dallas is one set of photocopies of
the above-mentioned Commission exhibits being sent to the

Commission mgether with listing of same

NOTE Those Commission exhibits originally supplied to the
Commission by the Bureau will be retained in Bureau

custody Commission exhibits not originating from the

Bureau designated by the asterisk on the attached listing
are being returned to the Commission along with the photo
graphs Commission exhibits numbered 480 through 482 715
and 716 designated by asterisks on the attached listing
were returned to the Commission with a letter dated 6/5/64

.It is noted that some of the exhibits of which photocopies
were made consist of more than one pace and in order to avoid
confusion the three sett of photocopies are being counted as
three enclosures

Commission Lxhibits numbered 712 through 714 received with
referenced letter were returned to the Commission with Bureau
letter dated 5/2S/64 in which it was stated that photocopies
of these exhibits were furnished previously to the Commission
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= " "! c...*4? .+ :! Photograph of Texas Schoolbook
'= ..' ' `:-, ''''` S '"s Depository Building"" fir "t`=t.":.( ~..~

.:',;~ -'~= *478",,+ Photograph of street scene Dallas
.!"~ ~~ y~-"t~ Texas

; ~
`

Photograph of fifth and sixth floors
. " :-'` ~'":. Texas Schoolbook Depository

k~ ~".r.~'. r " .1 a ",f r a ".r~ ` .t ` ~f r r.~1'. ~."~ f~ ~i.:~~

"'~ "r~ ":ts. a a Buildinge
*481 `_"~ ~~'y':: Photograph of fifth and sixth iloor8

, Texas Schoolbook Depository
:` __

' "'' Building
"_ r~v~',e-.n"t-`c :""t.`i fl1.nfonts..ph of fi44h and sixth f1 OE'R_

Texas
BuildingSchoolbook

Depository

.< ~. .
"

~ :`. r "483 ~.;^~`
"a

Diagram of sixth floor Texas
"'`~ :i ~~

'` L`,:'Schoolbook Depository Building
*484"`~ ~~"~ ` Photograph of sixth floor Texas

"~
;b' t 't j''`

ii
'e Schoolbook Depository Building _

*485 '_~~"._ _ i =
Photograph of interior of Texas

"~ "r ~~`;;~ ~~*:~ Schoolbook Depository Building
-s *486 Photograph of interior of Texas,

-~ Schoolbook Depository Building 1
..z,! Diagram of fifth floor Texas+

:t. a_~: Schoolbook Depository Building
*488 ~ .. Photograph of interior of Texas

"~ `~ Schoolbook Depository Building
". -:;..:: *489 Photograph of interior of Texas

Schoolbook Depository Building
*490 '' j t 3: Photograph of interior of Texas

.r Schoolbook Depository Building
,. *491 :'"+._' ._ . Photograph of interior of Texas

Schoolbook Depository Building
*492 Photograph of interior of Texas

."'":= ' Schoolbook Depository Building
*493 Affidavit by Harold Norman (phot6cbp'y)
*494 . = ::Photograph of interior of Texas

Schoolbook Depository Building.`
*495 .i,~ ` Photograph of main entrance of

:,~ "` Texas Schoolbook Depository
.'~-:": Building

496 Employment application signed by
> Oswald

497.- Diagram socond floor Texas School
'~ s '+ book Depository Building

*498 " _ Interior photograph Texas School
! ~ book Depository Building .:ft

"S """~,ll.'t"..-, "~ .4
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*499
~.N .'~~ Photograph of room containing Coca

,a Cola vending machine refrigertor
. f j ti tables and chairs not otherwise

tt identifiedfrcm Dallas Police

DESCRIPTION

Employees

North Wall 4

Schoolbook Depository Building
.*508.-= + Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook .

Depository Building.
*509 : . . Interior photograph TexasSchoolbook

*514 Photograph showing position of rife

Southeast Corner Showing Two
.~ "' Cartridge Cases

*512 Photograph captioned "32 Window Areal
Southeast Corner Showing Three

."
~';;K _ Cartridge cases

H ;*513 '~ j . Interior photograph -Texas Schco_ nook!
.

Depository Building .1l
."-"'~'r ' i when found in Texas Schoolbook

! ~ ;! Depository Building
*515:'i" a . . Photograph showing position oY rifle -1

. e when found in Texas Schoolbook
_ ". Depository Building t

,,
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w
i

O'K t... a~...

. 3 'a: "~~ Department`~! ' *500 :::'?h Photograph captioned
.7 Lunch Room

*501 Photograph captioned"
'~ ` `: ~̀ "y of Lunch Room

+ ,,'~ *502 t ~," i +c .," i .;,. Photograph captioned 26 Northwest
' " Corner of Lunch Room

*503I:0. -.i Interior photograph Texas Sch000lbook
",.i

= ':r:.. Depository Building"*504 Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
~a :c "+ .. . Depository Building

''r r"" *505 ` !
Photograph captioned "21.Stairs+ r Bt Sdd Thid Fl"eweenecon anroorst *506 z pPhotograph captioned "36 Position

;, of Clip Board When Discovered
(Circled)

507
"+

.~ j Digram of Seventh floor Texas-: =a

:, Depository Building
*510 . Photograph showing 'position of three

. i1;,'. empty cartridges Texas Schoolbook
=% ^` Depository Building

*511 Iv 4 Photograph captioned "31 Window Area
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,;;;..~.".TDallas Police Department photograph
of window through which shots were .~

4 fired
.*716 '4 '4r Photograph showing location of empty

cartridge cases in Texas Schoolbook
Depository Building t

*717 ;.'.:-" Manila envelope labeled "Two of Three.
. Spont Hu-31s Under Window on Sixth

Floor Where Gun Apparently Fired
.'*718 ,t'* Interior photograph of Texas Schoolbook

Depository Building

v"_ .
.r". l'.i.: .1

-, aPhotograph showing stairway from.'*516 ::~
. s 21 ~,

. ;`'~~"'_i , '~ sixth floor Texas Schoolbook
'

.4 Depository Building
*51?. ~ "~ ~.,z " Photograph captioned "35 posit! on

. ~ ~., :: r ~`~ of Rifle When Discovered "

Dallas Texas Police Department
t photograph of interior of Texas" ~ :;". ."v:14 ."~.h.' Theater ,"..~ .;

~_ *520
1.i

Dallas Police Department photograph i. 4" "; Dof Oswald and two other officers
*702 "'~ :,;' ;'~' Street diagram showing vicinity of r

' ` '''% 4 '` Texas Schoolbook Depository
Building

. *703 j.~ t Street diagram showing Industrial
ti Boulevard k

*704 1 Aerial photograph of~ _r . assassination
.. t scene

*709 c. Letter signed by Lieutenant Jack
" ?'` Revill in which Revill quotes SpeCia7

. _ _ " ""~,~:a. ~ : ., Agent James Hosty as stating .that
';. t`

~'_
s ` the FBI was aware of Oswald's

"

~"~~~ capability of committing the ~

:4.:..i,.. = assassination (photocopy).4 .t*711'` "~'~j a & Affidavit signed by 'V J Brian
.? "~''i""" Detective Dallas Police Department

::. S~ .4 re above (phot000pi)

.:.i ~. -p

S
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..:s-: *723 'Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook
t

.+ ~ Depository Building
'. *724.' Photograph from window from where shots rt.,

';T fired
..

*725 !%'..:'..k.;--:7.::-Photograph showing window from where rIvi "t ; ._'. shots fired !
" *726 :se! . Inikrphotograph Texas Schoolbook

.! ! ".y . ..~ ~ Depository Building _
*727` Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook 1

~ Depository Building. 4~ ` *728 j
";.;~ . ,.:.Interior photograph Texas Schoolbook`

Depository Building
;".' *729 '~ Photograph showing palm print on

cardboard box
*730' Photograph supplied by Dallas Police

Department not otherwise identified L
*731

(
'Photograph supplied by Dallas Police .

Department captioned "Wrapping_.~ Bench

` "' .i :;_ .f .,,*719 I Interior photograph of Texas
"., "= Schoolbook Depository Building

%. ' *720 Photograph of latent print found on
: -""s~ !. Oswald's rifle

.
' .t *?21 Photograph of latent print found on

Oswald's rifle-iii :. s,..1~ y ~ '" . *722 . h
Photon

" fired

.

411 Elm
" y. *733 -.Photograph showing position of boxes in 1

front of window from where gun fired
*734'` Photograph showing position of boxes

near window from where gun fired
*735 1.

a
Reproduction of Oswald's right palm

print
*736 Reproduction of Oswald's left palm print
*737 Photograph of Oswald's rifle

ub-nose-- Photograph paper
'cartridge.revolver blanket empty' 1' cases etc

*739.i ? Photograph showing building front
.~ 411 Elm Street

~ " !

411 Elm
Photograph supplied by Dallas Police

Department captioned "Wrapping Bench 17
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PRESIDENT'SCoalrlll/SION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200MarylandAve NZ
WashingtonD.C 20002

Telephone30.1400

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25 D C

Dear Mr Hoover

Would you please obtai us a copy of the
baptismal certificate of June Oswald The baptism
as far as we know occured at th St Seraphim Eastern
Greek Orthodox Church in Dallas around the 17th of Oct

/ -y
We are most appreciative of your continued

cooperation with the Commission

Sincerely

4/N7 7

'1'1'0 061
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namit the following in
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(Priority or Methodof Mailing) ,

T0 DIRECTOR FBI (87-73718)

FRO1 SAC NEW YORK (87-34325) (P)

ft

f3
4 JUN 171

,r4

SUBJECT CHANGED
C:IARLES WILLIAM DEATON aka;_
EDWARD ALBERT JOHNSON
ITS? FBW
(00 NEW YORK)

Title is marked "Changed to record JOHNSON s
correct full name as EDWARD ALBERT JOHNSON in lieu of
middle name ARTHUR included in previous communications
Other interested offices previously appraised of this fact
by interoffice communications

"Y
.(5) -~ V

.Apprcvedc  f "i Sent
al Agent in Charge

Re Bureau airtel to New York dated 5/27/64 and
New York airtel to Bureau dated 5/2l/64

Enclosed are 5 copies of an amended page 2
of letterhead memorandum previously submitted by the NYO
by referenced `:c+" York airtel

Liao cnc::n i are two copies each of :.:e agreements
mentioned in paragraphs 2,3 and 4 of page 2 of instant letterhead

rrer.:oranduEm27CLOSURE ATTACAFD SOS c.Y-

00LOS It is noted that on 5/18/64 sgoteRgcoi "1 DON
had a pail _eduction hcarin_g before US 5 I3 sISHOPP
SDNY ,at which time DEATON s bail was .sauced ,moo 4'50,000
to S20,000 It is further noted that wi h_l.ijc ca;ccpt+on
of HOWARD and BELL whose address is mentioned in instant
letterhead memorandum there is no ()Cher identifying data
available concerning them CHARLES R LASATER or JACK

D./

M
F U'dD::R URCH

Bureau (u' -73718) Encls
2 New York (87-34325 .--',,-.~t~.e f

U~1

:a.:-.A :~`^-.fir-;""oi." ',,. _
:=

. - w

r~ M Per _  

3$ tRCy s i s.1 41dlr.

FBI

Date 6/2/64
.PL IN

(Type in plain text or cods)



NY 87-34325

With reference to paragraphs 2 3 and 4 of
page 2 of the original letterhead memorandum it is
noted that no attempt was made to interpret the language
in these agreements without benefit of investigation
concerning them or reinterview of DEPTON which is not
feasible

It is noted that they were drafted in quasi
legal terms which caused them to be ungrammatical and
difficult to comprehend

Appropriate form error scored

With reference to paragraph three of amended
page two it is noted that the address of _:C'.'!A?D and BELL
Lealtors 205 .c;temmmons Tower East Dallas ".e::as was imprinted
on 'the stationery by means of a stamp press ::1eh does not
show up on the enclosed autostat copy

2
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R Lasater C If atop

./4.44 /
12 Feb

Howard 4 Bell
/2 FE % ,u1(

12 Feb 1964

S

STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTYOF DALLAS

LF7TER OF AORzA2t VT Parties hereto Charles R Lasater
C 1 Deaton
Howard & Bell

This is to confirm as of this State the purpose and intent of this
agreement is for the purpose and mutual benefit of all named parties
whereby a effort will be made to secure (Marina Oswald worldwide rights
for movies television and what other rights can be obtained) and to
make a profit

The profits under this letter of agreement shall be divided as follows
Charles R Lasater shall receive one half (50%) of all profits derived
C W Deaton shall receive one fourth (25%) of all profits derived
Howard & Bell shall receive one fourth (25%) of all profits derived

It is understood as of this date that these rights are to be negotiated
with farina Oswald and/or her legal representatives The price at this
date is not confirmed but all efforts by the above named parties will
be used to try and oonsumate a profitable transaotion for the benefit
of all concerned

The modus operandi will be to acquire the rights of Marina Oswald at
the best price and conditions and then immediately offer the distributors
throughout the world the right to distribute the films under some price
arrangement whereby they will escrow finds in advance for these rights

producing d <,/
It is understood and agreed that the basic costs of~j~ the film
exclusive of the cost of rights to Marina Oswald will be sr'* somewhere
in the neighborhood of approximately $300,000.00

,If the above meets with your understanding and agreement to the pots
please affix rrur signature in the place provided below
AGC,CPTFD ~."

/

12 Feb 1

t

".,mot ,_
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LETTER OF AC!! VE7IT

IT $5 AGREED THAT IN RETUMI FOR THE $W OF $1.500.00 WE

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREIN NA`.:ED* CHAS LASATER
C.;. OEATON
HOWARD& BELL

DO HERESY ASSIGN AND CONVEY5 OF THE PROCEEDS DJtIVED
FRO THE !BARINA O;":AL D MOTIOH PICTURE AND T.V EX 1.OITATIONS
POSSIBLE UNDER THEIR CONTRACT TO JACK D FU DERV

r
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percentage share of such unless you do not want your percentage share thereof

This agreement shall be deemed to be executed in the State of Texas and shall

t

the remaining protions and provisions hereof

t
ch Attorneys at Law and it is agreed that-you will use the services of such

.1
rneys as such services may be required 14 you

It is understood that I have employed the services of the firm of Thorile and

Rn
.

book and/or magazine rights and royalties motion picture or other entertainment

packages earned or received directly or indirectly by me or my heirs executors

administers or assigns or by any other person

In the event that I receive as all or part of my combination for activities

hereunder stock or the right to buy stock in any corporation or that I become the

'ownei

,1111 or part of any entertainment property stock holder ship propritor partner or

similar sum following the expiration of the term hereof upon and with respect to any ,a

all engagements contracts and agreements written into during the term.hereof relating

to me of the foregoing and upon any and all understandings renewals and substitutions

thereupon and upon any resumes of such engagements contracts and agreements which

may have been discontinued during the term hereof and resume within a year thereafter

the term shall include without liMitations salaries earnings fees royalties C;4

bonus shares of profits shares of stock percentages of interest percentage and the

percentages amount paid for a package television or radio program (live or recorded)

otherwise your percentage shall apply to my said stock right to buy stock partner

ship or other form of interest and you shall be entitled to your percentage share there

of Should I be required to make any payment for such interest you will pay your .

7
be subject to the laws of said State in the event any provision hereof shall for any

reason be illegal or unenforcible then or in any such event the same shall not affect
;.

This agreement is the only agreement of the parties and there is no other

or collateral agreement (oral or written) between the parties in any manner relating

i.o the subject matter hereof

If the foregoing meets with your approval please indicate your acceptance

Very truly yours

Z.72keOrr..
Mrs Marina N Oswald

,GCOEMICILIL.11SICl=1011W
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PRLuIDENT'i COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
900MarylandAve N Z
WashingtonD.C 20002

Telephone543.1400

JUN 2 1964

a

Ybid -iS4 ..
as ::'.Imes.~~

pia G.%.Iy

i

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25 D C

Dear Mr Hoover

Shortly after Lee Oswald returned to Fort Worth Texas
on June 1962 he sought employment at the Texas Employment
Commission Office in Fort Worth He subsequently went to the
Employment Commission Office in Dallas We have received copies
of the records from the Dallas Office

Would you please obtain for us copies of all of the records
concerning Lee Harvey Oswald that the Fort Worth Office of the Texas
Employment Commission has

We are most appreciative of your continued cooperation
with the Commission

i
Sincerely

1

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

7 tS .5- '!
q 70

.,$+up as =IA. 41
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_ By letter dated June 2 "'"l8
ethe.ys

Harvey

+":returned to` Fort "Worth,':Teas, ,.in June 1868,-he
Co

#.~ 'i~ a 4 4 sOU$h* employment St the 'i 8Xa8 EmploymentmmisssiTon Y:_
:r

office in Wort Worth Hesubsequently went to the
,est ~ `~[ s Texas Employment Commission Office in Dallas According i

AaY s..."to:the Commission it has received copies of the records

,7 of the Dallas Texas Commission Employment Office The

x a Commission requested in its letter of June 2 1964
Y~i i

that the FBI obtain for -the Commission copies of all

r'"~~s=y of the `records concerning Lee Harvey Oswald that the

f*~wF Fort -Worth Office of ,the Texas Employment Commission has ;.

rr''C~ w f { R.'~~ "S _Ai t. ;i Lf tt )i t a . i_ :14
tat 1~. t ~ ~ ~S .~_.. __

Handle immediately and forward the desired +

data to the Bureau .for-.transmittal to the President's

Commission.
i

ytit
YA~

y_R~",. REL:macJ"i
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Mr A B BelmonDATE May 11 1964
1 Mr Belmont

,ti~~1 1 Mr Mohr r s n..~
arz W C Sullivan V~ c 1 Mr DeLoach .m&0 :._

1 Mr Sullivan "14*
1 Mr D.E.Moore

LEE HARVEY OSWALD -1 Mr Branigan
INTERNAL SECURITY CUBA RUSSIA 1 Mr Lenihan

'i

On Saturday at 11 a.'. in accordance with Bureau approval
I talked to I:ail}or~eyie_ well-known anticommunist writer He

"called at:t ice w i een route to the State Department Levine;,r)
'"-_.who was born in Russia has not been close to the Bureau in recent

,years On the other hand we have had no real problem with him We

I know he has been in"Dallas in the recent past talking to Marina
Oswald

and otherwise conducting inquiries for the purpose of writing a book

On calling in to arrange an interview with me he said his 1
purpose was to give us information which he believed the FBI should
have and did not have -Despite this he began to ask me questions as 7
to whether the FBI was in possession of such and such a piece-of
information etcetera At the offset I stopped Levine and explained
to him very carefully and politely that I had no comment whatsoever ton
make to him about any aspect of the Oswald case that if he did have

any information to give to the Bureau I would be glad to receive it

:He.)said
he understood the reason for this and then commenced to talk

" Mr Levine said he regards Marina Oswald as being a very p
intelligent-v astute cunning person who is still holding out4nd not v

"~telling all that she knows He said he regards her as being educated
.because.she writes very clear impressive and grammatically correct R

0Russian _:,_ .
oc"

` Mr Levine said he had called on Mr Allen lles former
head of the_ Central Intelligence,~Agency (CIA) to discuss this matter
but he-was`unimpressed by Dulles who appeared during the interview to

Ibut sleepy and not really interested in what Levine was saying, Further
he said he'got the impression that Mr Dulles is not the type of man

who would act decisively

Levine explained that as a result of talking to Marina

Oswald and making additional inquiries he believes that Lee Harvey
Oswald was active when in Minsk Russia with a group of Cubans there

vine stated that outside of Minsk there is a little yl.1ju called-K'r'

.a_which is Y tha-S9Jt e.t$ or O1 1t) kakagik
ore jeers from different pare ''hel *brld who are returned to'heir.

nit ve countries to carry out missions for the Soviets Mr.-Levine 1l !

said h -believed that Lee Ramey Oswald was tr
iiledt

s a propagandist"
+

WCS dw~Y XE~tAx ^~
(8) 1 I I JUN 5 1964
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Memorandum for Mr Belmont
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

by the Soviets in behalf of Castro's Cuba and returned to the
United State'under their instructions to conduct propaganda for the
Cubans He said he did not believe that Lee Harvey Oswald was trained
in or returned to the United States by the Soviets for espionage purposes
for they wouldn't trust him to carry out anything so responsible and
so sensitive He did believe that they were of the opinion he could
be used safely for propaganda activities such as those in which he
engaged in the name of the Fair Play Cuba Committee Also,
Mr Levine said he believed that Marin r swa1cL was allowed to come
into this country by the Soviets as a sleeper." He expressed the
opinion that he didn't believe she was a "sleeper in the espionage?]
sense but rather one whom the Soviets could safely go to after sh
was here three four or five years to determine whether or not shei),C
could be of any value to them He said he is of the opinion that
Oswald was in contact with the Cuban Embassy in Moscow Lfi

&I E T rr
I asked Mr Levine for the evidence to support these views

and he said he did not have any evidence but they represented deductions
he had made from his study of the case

He went on to say that letters had been sent to the "Militant
(organ of the Socialist Workers Party a Trotskyite group) from Dallas
Texas as follows a letter dated October 14 1963 signed R L. a
letter dated March 1,1 1963 signed L H. a letter dated April 22

11963 signed Thelma uccio and a letter dated April 5 1963 from
ouston signed x 4 S

Levine believes that Lee Harvey Oswald went through six
stages in his social thinking These are (1) a general socialist
(2) a socialist infatuated with Russia (3) a full-fledged Marxist
Leninist communist (4) deviation toward Trotskyism (5) a Castro
communist;'(6) at the time of his death a supporter of the Chinese
(a

Maoist)1f !Levine showed me a copy of a document entitled "The 33 Fresh
Clues to the Mind of Kennedy's Assassin, dated April 14 1964
He wanted to know whether we had covered all of these Again I told
Mr Levine I was not discussing the matter with him He offer,ced to
let me make a copy of this which I did and he said he would be very
glad to discuss these matters with the Bureau I asked him for the
evidence hafhad.relating to these clues Re said he had an appointment
at the Department of State within an hour and could not go into it
but that he'did have considerable information relating to the 33 clues
and would be glad to submit this data to the Bureau on being interviewed

We are aware of and have run out the great majority of the
items to which he refers However we cannot afford to ignore what

J
additional information Levine claims he has which I doubt is anything

2
. "_Y .-
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Memorandum for Mr Belmont
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

of real value It is believed desirable to have Supervisor Robert E.
Lenihan who is very knowledgeable in this case along with a WFO Agent
visit Mr Levine at his home in Waldorf Maryland which is nearby..
and get from him whatever additional material he has concerning the
33 items

'RECOMMENDATION

That arrangements be made to have Mr Lenihan and a WFO
Agent handle this matter as indicated above

3
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.Fresh Clues to the JrtwLind of Kenn edy's Assassin
.r... ..~.. .....w.a

Bayed on a behind-the-scenes _inv_esti,;atior,,,a.
at Dallas and Yew Orleans)

P" .0f Oswald's mother the night of the "assassination

The story of the rifle on November 22 as told by.Uarina
The history of the rifle in the Parne's garage and its fate since
the April attempt on General Walker `

.Tsarina's surprise at the discovery of Oswald's handwritten note to
her about his attempt on.General Talker apd.the censational":-_

'circumstances of how it was found.

Paine found it

14 The unex cted arrival of Oswald Thursday evening Nov 2
in the garage

1.:.:The docum tary evidence destroyed by Marina-Oswald at the direction

A White Russian friend drops in on the Oswalds the evening following
the attempt on General Walker and Earina's.report of the curious
incident

A full account of Xxiksrrsxa3ioriixe Oswald's abortive attempt on
-the life of Richard Nixon

-0swald's hostile attitude towards the FBI as revealed in a handwritten
draft of a letter by him dated Nov 9 and his lying ad demonstrated
by the document

Marina and the FBI interview of Nov 5

.The Oswalds/move to New Orleiltb b'arina's six intimate letters Yrom
Dew Orleans to Ruth Paine Oswald's planned trip to Russia.

10..Oswald's unpublished first interview on the radio in August
as recorded on tape

1111
"Il i:arina's own story of her husband's departure for Mexico

trip to:Cuba and Russia

12 The drilled "peso necklace from Mexico anc Marina

prior knowledge of his Mexican trip

.13 The missing wedding ring on Oswald's finger and"ekx where

Oswald urges :arina to move from the Paine house.
'JON

16 Re asks about the new shoes for Marina
/OS eta ...g

Row Marina knew he was wakeful sin be last night they wer

.together  ...ICLOS~U  e
;--_1 ,~F`~ ~i 'ul ,K-~."r~ I ~".,^"7ki II',y icYSaa'~N"`~~ T`'~



Oswald's view of Trotskyism

Oswald a view of Communist China

28

129

the m6rning of Lvov 22

'3.

1,9 How the news of the assassination came to Marina.

.20.0swald'a courtship of L:arina at Minsk His apartment there

21 The Cubal -in Hinok and the report on his relations with the

embassy fg Hoscow

22.'The Cuban student who visited the Oswalds at New Orleans

:.report on the meeting

;The contradiction between Oswald's letter to Senator Tower and her

diary entry on their exit visas. The mysterious background.of the
letter to Tower

25 His concealment 'from Marina of his attempt at suicide

Oswald's vision-of the son he expected from the pregnant Marina

Marina's Komsomol career and the story of "Kamo - the Soviet

revolutionary hero.

Oswald's ideolo-.cal attitude towards Marina

4L31. How.'the displays in her diary her Soviet indoctrination .her
attitude towards Lenin and Khrushchev - her knowledge of foreign

.literature The ballet incident

v/_ 32 The true political motive of the assassination

33 i:arinc.!s last remark to Ruth Paine (March 1964)
author's inquiry
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Re memorandum Sullivan to Belmont dated 5/11/64(atta d) which
sets forth results of Mr Sullivan's conversation with Isaac Don evine
well-known anticommunist_ writer on 5/9/64 During this converse on

f'Mr.'Levine furnished Mr Sullivan a copy of a document entitled;"The 33
Fresh Clues to the Mind of Kennedy's Assassin".dated 4/14/64 Mr Sullivan
pointed out that undoubtedly the FBI has run out the great majority of
the items to which Levine refers but indicated we cannot afford to ignore
any additional information Levine claims he has Mr Sullivan recommended
Levine be interviewed by Supervisor Robert E Lenihan of the Domestic N
Intelligence Division and -a Washington Field Office Agent concerning the v1
33 items in question 7r (44 0 1,1 old

On 5/12/64 Mr Levine was interviewed at his residence
Waldorf, Maryland by Special Agents (SA) Robert E Lenihan and James F
Morrissey Mr Levine's wife was present during most of the interview

sat Mr Levine's request inasmuch as she was able to refresh his 9nd
concerning .a number of points involved Y'h..%

In connection with the document entitled "The 33 Fresh Clues >.
#o the Mind of Kennedy's Assassin, Mr Levine stated that subh-OcumeU
Was not prepared by him as a lead document for the FBI since he .felt Oi

!certain in his own mind that most if not all of the items mentioned
had undoubtedly been covered by the FBI's investigation in this matter
He stated that he prepared the document to send to "Life magazine and 5
possibly other magazines to interest the editors of such publications
in an article he was writing on the assassination. 'He felt such
document would whet the appetites of magazine editors and the-public and
would result in Levine's obtaining a contract for an article Levine
stated that "Life magazine and others have indicated a reluctance at
this time to publish an article on the assassination because of the
probability 'that the Warren Commission will''publish results of its
investigation in the near future "However Levine is continuing his

`inquiries and investigation with the intention of writing a historical
type document,rparticularlp%as it involves Lee Harvey Oswald and Mari

Oswald

YEnclosurb

105-8 55



We have previously received information from Marina Oswald
that she and Lee Harvey Oswald had an acquaintance in Minsk by the name
of Alfred who was a Cuban residing in Minsk. According to Marina Alfred

,liwh -6i'ribt name she 1117-iiot-kiki-w waliCuban!citizen and a resident of
D;Cuba who for some time had been studying in Russia He studied at the

JUniversity of Minsk for about six months and later studied at the
University of Moscow Marina indicated that she believes Alfred is
presently attending the University of Moscow Marina indicated that
Lee Harvey Oswald had met Alfred at a social

!!efAir
in Minsk

.
... '

Duriw the interview with W Levine on 5/12/64 the interviewing
-Agents went ()very carefully with Mr .Levine and his wife the 33

items which h4referred to as 33 fresh clues There was only one item
which came up.which has not been thoroughly run.out This involved
Item #21 wherein Levine refers to the Oswalds contacts with Cubans in

) Minsk Russ* and the report of Oswald's relations'with the Cuban. .

Embassy in Moscow Levine indicated he received information from a
reliable and responsible source who formerly,owas a professor in Cuba to

.the effect that Lee Harvey Oswald and Marina Oswald had associated with
Cuban nationals in Minsk and that Oswald had personal contact with'two.
Cuban diplomats in Moscow Russia during Oswald's residence in Russia.
Levine did not have the name of his source available at the time of the
interview but on the morning of 5/13/64 Mr Levin telephb e Supervisor
Lenihan and identified his Cuban source as Her in ortell ila 5431
Connecticut Avenue Northwest Washington D C

_ We have previously interviewed HerminiO Portell-Vila a*
*former professor of history at the University of Havana Cuba in iv
connection with other matters of interest to this Bureau Dr Porten
Vila is currently employed as a writer for the Spanish-language weekly
magazine "Bohemia Libre published in New York City and has written
articles for this magazine regarding the assassination Dr Portell-Vila's
articles in question contain numerous distortions and speculation
including the fact that Oswald had accomplices to assist him in the
assassination We contacted Portell-Vila on 2/17/64 concerning these
articles at which time he stated he obtained the data for such articles
from public source material such as American newspapers and magazines

1foreign
language newspapers and publications He stated he had no

direct or specific knowledge bearing on his allegations

In view of the fact that Levine claims be learned from
Dr Portell-Vila that Oswald had contacts with two Cuban diplomats in
Moscow we have instructed Washington Field to immediately reinterview
Dr Portell-Altla and pin him down to specifics concerning such allegation
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Memorandum to Mr Sullivan
Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555
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OBSERVATIONS
ra -"Y;az

Mr Levine and his wife were most cooperative during the
-interview of them on 5/12/64 The interviewing Agents got the impression

however that the Levines were interested in obtaining data that might`
substantiate some of their speculations concerning the assassination and
Lee Harvey Oswald At the very outset of the interview however,

-.SA Lenihan carefully explained to Mr And Mrs Levine that the Bureau
Agents were there to receive any information they might offer which they
felt would have a bearing upon the assassination of President Kennedy

.-and that appropriate investigation would be conducted on the basis of
any information they furnished which necessitated further inquiry
SA Lenihan also made it very clear to Mr and Mrs Levine that the Bureau
Agents would make no comment whatsoever concerning data they furnished
Both Mr and Mrs Levine indicated they understood the Bureau's position
in this matter but desired to furnish any data they might possess which
they felt might be of assistance to the Bureau Thereafter,.at.no time
during the interview did either Mr or Mrs Levine attempt in any manner
to elicit information from the Bureau Agents

ACTION

For information Immediately upon receipt of results of
WFO's contact with Dr Herminio Portell-Vila such data will be immediately
furnished to the President's Commission"and any additional investigation

ailed for as a result of our interview of Dr Portell-Vila will be
immediately conducted
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LEGAT MEXICO (105-3702) (P)

Q.1
BjE( LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA

IS R CUBA

3
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Enclosed herewith are 14 copies
memorandum.dated and captioned as above

Mexico City letter and LHM dated 4/7/64
Mexico City cable dated 5/13/64
Mexico City cables #640 and #642 dated 5/201'64

ADMINISTRATIVE

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is being submitted
in order to provide a disseminable report of investigation in
Mexico to date in an effort to identify and locate still
unidentified passengers who traveled on Transportes del Nortg
bus No 332 on 10/2/63

SOURCES

The first confidential source abroad is Legat Mexico
File 105-3702

The second confidential source abroad i

jr:::::a
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(2 San Antonio 105-2909) eq 1
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MC 105-3702

fifth confidential source abroad i

sixth confidential-source abroad i

The seventh confidential source abroad i

The eighth confidential source abroad

The first confidential source is
the.information to SA NATHAN L FERRIS

The second confidential source i
the information to SA ROLAND E TRENT

The third confidential source is who furnished
the information to SA JOSEPH S LEO

Two extra copies of the enclosed memorandum have been
designated for the San Antonio Office which office has conducted
extensive investigation in the past related to material contained
in the enclosed memorandum

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed memorandum has been classified "Confidential
in order to protect the Bureau's operations in a foreign country

The fourth confidential source is
the information to SA EDWIN O JOHNSON

COPIES



Will make efforts to locate and interview the following
to determine whether they may be identical with Transportes del
Norte bus passenger JORGE DAVILA

JORGE DAVILA MUNOZ
JORGE DAVILA TELLO
JORGE IGNACIO DAVILA GALVEZ

Will make-efforts to locate and interview the following
to determine whether they may be identical with Transportes del
Norte bus passenger Miss COSIO

CELIA PATRICIA COSSIO RODRIGUEZ
GUADALUPE COSIO HINOJOSA
JOSEFA COSSIO COSIO

Will attempt to locate and interview ROBERTO PALACIOS
GONZALEZ holder of Mexican Passport No 26838/62 who may be
residing at Calle Oriente 65 No 3000 (or possibly Calle
Oriente No 300) Colonia Villa de Cortes to determine whether
be is identical with Transportes del Norte bus passenger
ROBERTO P GONZALEZ

Will review the records of the Registro Nacional de
Causantes (National Tax Payers Registry) Ministry of the
Treasury for the following in an effort to locate them

PAULA RUSIONI
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL limiting search to those residing

in either Guadalajara or Monterrey
CECILIO CARDENAZ limiting search to those residing

in either Guadalajara or Monterrey
HILDA QUEZADA limiting search to those residing in

either Guadalajara or Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas

I Will review records of the Social Security Institute
for the following bus passengers in an effort to locate them
for interview

PAULA RUS IONI
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL limiting search to those

in either Guadalajara or Monterrey



H ILDA QUEZADA
CECILIO CARDENAZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL

CECILIO CARDENAZ limiting search-to those residing
either Guadalajara or Monterrey z.

HILDA QUEZADA limiting search to those residing in
Guadalajara or Nuevo Laredo

EULALIO RODRIGUEZ limiting search to residents o
Mexico City between 50 and 60 years of age

At Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico

Will review records of appropriate hotels for the names
of the following bus passengers limiting review for period
9/30/63 through night of 10/1-2/63 If names appear will make
every effort to identify those persons to determine whether they
may be identical with the bus passengers.

At Aguililla Michoacan Mexico

Will make efforts to determine if CECILIO CARDENAS
CISNEROS reported as residing at Calle Allende No 11 may be
identical with bus passenger CECILIO CARDENAZ and if so
interview him for any pertinent information he may be able to
furnish regarding OSWALD

At Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico

Through will continue efforts to identify and
locate the following bus passengers

JORGE DAYILA
CECILIO CARDENAZ
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIMINO ESQU IYEL

Will continue efforts to locate and interview EULALIO
RODRIGUEZ CARRILLO registered as residing at Lago de Pascuaro
Poniente No 101 to determine whether he is identical with bus
passenger EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

Will review records of appropriate hotels for the
names of the following bus passengers limiting review for the
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period 10/2-3/63 If names do appear will make every ef for
~'*'t"to identify those persons to determine whether they may be

identical with the bus passengers

ROBERTO P GONZALEZ
JORGE DAVILA
CECILIO CARDENAZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIM INO ESQU IVEL



UNI'...D STATES.DEPARTMENT OF j.,aTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

.la Reply Mass Ref
FilsNa ~.

WASHINGTON25 D C

May 25 1964

A confidential source abroad advised as follows

LEE ::~ trav-1 d under
the name of Texas via
buses o the "Autob rtes del Norte lus line

ere nafter re erred to as Transportes del Norte) According
to available records H O LEE departed from Mexico City at
8:30 AM October 2 193 on Transportes del Norte bus No 332
an e a onterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico to Transportes
del Norte bus No 373 which arrived at Laredo Texas. at
approximately 2:00 AM on October 3 1963 He was assigned
seat No 12 on bus No 332 a window seat located four rows
from the front on the driver's side Having purchased bus
transportation to Dallas it is believed he departed from
Laredo at 3:00 AM October 3 1963 on a Greyhound bus ea route
to Dallas Texas via San Antonio Texas

INFORMATION REGARDING OTHER TRANSPORTES
DEL NORTE BUS PASSENGERS OF OCTOBER 2-3 1963

As has been reported the following is the passenger
manifest and seat reservations for those passengers on
Transportes del Norte bus No 332 which departed Mexico City
at 8:30 AM October 2 1963 Those passengers who have been
located and interviewed are indicated below (Further details
regarding this passenger manifest are contained in a
memorandum dated April 7 1964.)



:?amw_ of Passenger

Miss"WSIO

Mr A ARTINEZ

MARGARET A WOLFF
(Review of tickets reflected Woi,TI
possibly traveled only as far as
Monterrey Nuevo Leon.)

ROBERTO P GONZALEZ Monterrey

M..H VILLANUEVA (This person did not travel.)

PAULA RUS ION I Laredo

J M DTUBA (Located and interviewed.) Laredo

 9 J M DE CUBA L edo
(Apparently ADA FRANCISCA BISLIP DE DE UBA
wife _of J M DE CUBA utilized this seat.)
(Located and interviewed.)

Operator (Identified and interviewed.)

AUGUSTO'AGUILAR (Located and interviewed.) Houston

Chihuahuenses Laredo Tex
(Chihuahuenses Transports Travel
Agency)
(This seat was reserved for H O LEE
believed identical with OSWALD.)

.14 Mr EULALIO BODRIGUEZ

.15 A Viajes Laredo
(This seat was reserved for
ANASTASIO RUIZ DIEZA,) (Located and interviewed

PH VAN DER VORM
(PHILIPPE PITER E VAN DER VORM)
(Located and interviewed.)



Seat (No.) Name of Passenger_

17 JORGE
'.PAV

ILA

JOSE BARR IGA
(Located and interviewed.)

and wife (Located and Interviewed.) Dallas

AGAPITO DEL"RIO San Antonio
(Located and'interviewed.)

Of the above-listed 16 passengers who boarded bus
No 332 the following 8 people have been located and
interviewed

Mr and Mrs J M DE CUBA
AUGUSTO AGUILAR
ANASTASIO RUIZ MEZA
PHILIPPE PITER E VAN DER VORM
AGAPITO DEL RIO
Mr and Mrs JOSE BARRIGA

Upon interview on April 6 1964 PHILIPPE PITER E
DER VORM recalled that on the bus was a German woman whom

be described as about 50 years of age who has been a school
teacher in the United States for the past fifteen or twenty
years and who had been in Yucatan Mexico on vacation It
is believed that the person referred to by VAN DER VORM may
be MARGARET A WOLFF

In addition to the above passengers it has been
determined that ten additional passengers boarded bus No..332
at San Luis Potosi State of San Luis Potosi Mexico in .the
early afternoon of October 2 1963 eight of these passengers
having arrived in San Luis Potosi on a feeder bus of the
"Linea Azul (Blue Line) which had departed from Guadalajara
Jalisco Mexico at 8:00 AM October 2 1963 to make connection
with bus No 332 in San Luis Potosi The eight who boarded at
Guadalajara and the seat numbers assigned them on bus No 332
are as follows (Further details regarding this passenger

.list are contained in a memorandum dated April 7 1964.)



HILDA QUEZADA
(This seat was designated for
QUEZADA as a half-fare ticket.)

"I
CECILIO'CARDENAZ Monterrey

24 Illegible -(probably JOSE'CRUZ) Monterrey
(Seat No 24 was listed for this
person however since that seat was
also designated for another person
it is believed that perhaps this
seat was intended to be No 29.)

MAXIM INO`ESQU IVEL28

27 Unidentified Monterrey

The two passengers who boarded Transportes del Norte
bus No 332 at San Luis Potosi are unidentified however it
appears that one of the passengers was HERBERT ROBERT.VOORHEES
who was located and interviewed on March 26 1964 at
San Miguel de Allende Guanajuato Mexico (Detailed informa
tion regarding the interview of VOORHEES is contained in a
memorandum dated March 31 1964.)

Two other passengers who were not listed by name
and remain unidentified boarded the bus at Monterrey
(passengers on bus No 332 who were continuing the trip north
changed to Transportes del Norte bus No 373 at Monterrey for
the trip to the _United States-Mexico border) with their
destination being Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico Another
unidentified passenger who was not listed by name boarded
the bus at Nuevo Laredo for the trip to Laredo Texas.



EFFORTS TO IDENTIFY BUS PASSENGERS ON
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUSES NO 332 AND
NO 373 FOR TRIP OF OCTOBER 2-3 1963

At Mexico D F. Mexico
,

'A second confidential source abroad advised as follows

On April 2 1964 a check of the visa files United
States Embassy was made for the following persons and no
record identifiable with them could be located

PAULA RUS ION I
MARGARET A WOLFF
Miss COS IO
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

j The first confidential source abroad advised
follows

It was determined on April 15 1964 through a check
at the Central Office Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) Washington D C. that the master index of that agency
contained a reference to one-HILDA QUEZADA QUIROZ These
records disclosed that HILDA\QUEZADA'QUIROZ was born September 4
1944 at Mexico D F. Mexicb (D F refers to "Distrito
Federal Federal District or the Mexican Federal Capital)
and admitted to the United States at Laredo Texas on May 24
1963 on a Class B-2 visa valid to June 15 1963 She was the
bearer of Mexican Passport No 31067 and the visa was issued
at Mexico City on May 15 1963 Her permanent address was
given as J M Correa No 196 Mexico D F. Mexico and her
address in the United States was recorded as "San Antonio and
Houston Texas. The departure record reflects she departed
from the United States at Laredo on May 30 1963

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on April 30 1964 that he had
located HILDA QUEZADA QUIROZ at Calle Jose Maria Correa No 196
Colonia Vista Alegre Mexico D F. and QUEZADA stated she
did travel on a Transportes del Norte bus from San Luis Potosi
State of San Luis Potosi Mexico to Nuevo Laredo in May 1963
QUEZADA affirmed that she did not travel in October 1963
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A third confidential source abroad advised that on
April 298 1964 a review of Mexican Government Immigration
forms FM-11 listing all persons of record who departed from
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on October 3 1963 failed to disclose
any information identifiable with the following persons who
were listed as passengers on the buses in question

Miss COSIO
A MARTINEZ
MARGARET A WOLFF
ROBERTO P GONZALEZ
PAULA RUSIONI
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ
JORGE DAVILA
HILDA QUEZADA
CEC IL IO CARDENAZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL

A fourth confidential source abroad advised as follows

On March 23 1964 MACLOVIO HERRERA Chief of the
Travel Control Files of the Mexican Immigration Department
Mexico D F. advised that in a circular instruction dated
March 20 1962 the Chief of the Immigration Department described
the Immigration form FM-11 as a "statistical record to be
prepared every two weeks on nationals and aliens entering and
leaving the country. HERRERA explained that separate FM-11
forms are submitted semimonthly by all Mexican Immigration
stations for entries and departures from Mexico and separate
lists are prepared in connection with the various types of
travel documents presented and submitted in duplicate (original
and one carbon copy) to the Travel Control Files for checking
and comparison .with the tourist cards or other travel documents
on which they are based HERRERA advised however that
numerous Mexican nationals traverse the Mexico-United States
border on a daily .basis without any records being made of
their travel

-The--second corn.identiai-source abroad-advised-that
on May 20 1964 the following additional review was made of

-Y,isa records United States Embassy Mexico D F. for the
names of bus passengers as indicated below



MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL No record identifiable with this
person could be located

CECILTO CARDENAZ Visa files contain one card for
CECILIO ARDENAS CISNEROS born June 28 1933 at El Zapote
Aguilill d Michoacan a resident at Calle Allende No 11 l&
Aguililla Michoacan who on January 28 1963 applied for
admission to the United States as a nonquota immigrant No
visa had been granted as of May 20 1964

JORGE DAVILA Visa files contain the following
references to 'persons with the name JORGE DAVILA

JORGE 'DAV ILA 4'NOZ born in October 1933 occupation
travel agent residing at Bahia de Santa Barbara No 20
Apartment No 210 Colonia Veronica Anzures Mexico D F.
presented Mexican Passport No 32084/58 and was issued a visa
which expired March 26 1963

JORGE \DAVILA TELLO born at Mexico D F. tno date
given) residing at 5 deFebrero No 132 Room No 5 Mexico 8
D F. Mexican Passport No 040446/62 received a visa which
expired June 9 1960

JORGE IGNACIO~DAVILA 'GALVEZ born August 1 1946 at
Tehuacan Puebla residing at Niza No 81 Apartment No 12
Colonia Juarez Mexico D F. Mexican Passport No 31324/63
obtained a one-entry visa which expired on August 16 1963

EULALIO RODRIGUEZ No record identifiable with this
person could be located

ROBERTO P GONZALEZ There are several hundred cards
on file and in the absence of descriptive data it was not
possible to identify this person

Miss COSIO There are numerous cards on file for
persons who might be known as Miss COSIO and a large number of
cards for persons who might be known as Mrs COSIO The
following are names of persons who might be known as "Miss
COSIO (also commonly spelled "COSSIO") who held United States
visas as of October 2 1963
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follows

On May 13 1964 Dr ARRIGO LOPEZ CELLY of the
Italian Embassy Mexico D F. related that no record could
be located for PAULA RUSIONI in the files at that Embassy

On May 20 1964 the second confidential source
advised he had conducted a review of the Passport records at
the Mexican Foreign-Ministry Mexico D F. and was unable to
identify any of the following persons through a review of those

CELIA PATRICIA DOSS IO 2ODR IGUE Z age 10 in 1963
residing at Calle Alvaro Obregon No 230-10 Mexico D F.
held a visa issued September 13 1963 valid ,to December 13
1963 for one entry to the United States on a pleasure trip
The visa card was signed by this person's mother CELIA DE
COSSIO

GUADALUPeCOSIO IIINOJOSA holder of.Mexican Passport
No 29856/63 a resident of Calle Cuernavaca No 9 Colonia
Condesa Mexico D F. born March 9 1903,.at Mexico D F
held a visa issued May 14 1963 which was to expire on
November 14 1963 Her occupation was listed as housewife
real estate owner Her visa was secured for a trip to
San Antonio Texas

JOSEFA`COSSI COSIO holder of Mexican Passport
No 10026/58 residing at Calle Carmen No 78 Mexico 1 D F.
held a visa issued August 5 1963 which was valid to
November 5 1963 for a one-week pleasure trip to the
United States

person
PAULA RUSIONI No record was located for this

A second confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised on May 21 1964
that a review of the National Alien Registry of the Ministry
of the Interior Mexico D F. failed to reveal any informa
tion identifiable with PAULA RUSIONI which would indicate
that if this person is residing in Mexico she is not in an
alien status

A fifth confidential source abroad advised as



records .Source related that the paucity of information
concerning these persons and the fact that the Passport
records at the Mexican Foreign Ministry are set up in an
alphabetical index according to the year of the issuance o
the passports make it exceedingly difficult to locate
identifiable data with only partial names

Miss COS IO
A MARTINEZ
PAULA RUSIONI
JORGE DAVILA
MAXIM INO ESQUIVEL
CECILIO CARDENAZ
HILDA QUEZADA
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
JOSE CRUZ

Regarding bus passenger ROBERTO P GONZALEZ source
related that he located a record for one ROBERTO`'ALACIOS

'CONZALEZ holder of Mexican Passport No 26838/62

Source advised on May 21 1964 that records of the
Passport Office Mexican Foreign Ministry disclose that
ROBERTO PALACIOS GONZALEZ holder of Mexican Passport No
26838/62 resided in 1962 at Calle Oriente No 300 Colonic
Villa de Cortes Mexico D F His birth date is recorded as
March 28 1941 and his parents were named as EDUARDO PALACIOS
and SOLEDAD GONZALEZ In 1962 he secured a Mexican passport
for the purpose of traveling to the United States with New York
City listed as his final destination His Mexican Military
Service Card number is registered as No 4461985 He was
described as being single 5'3 in height of dark complexion
black hair brown eyes occupation "artist. He formerly held
Mexican Passport No 73-5:1519 which bad been issued by the
Mexican Consulate at Brownsville Texas

The second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

MARGARITA MUNGUIA Visa Section United States Embassy
Mexico D F. advised on May 22 1964 that visa records
disclose that one ROBERTO PALACIOS GONZALEZ born March 28
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1941 and residing in 1962 at Calle Oriente 65 No 3000
Colonia Villa de.Cortes Mexico D F. secured a visa on
December 20 1962 for the purpose of an eight-day pleasure
visit to the State of Texas This person's visa card lists
his occupation as "movie actor. (It is noted that records o
the Passport Office Mexican Foreign Ministry list his
residence address in 1962 as Calle Oriente No 300,.Colonia
Villa de Cortese Mexico D F.)

At Merida Yucatan Mexico

A sixth confidential source abroad advised that the
following inquiry was conducted on May 6 1964

Consul PAUL S DWYER United States Consulate
advised he could locate no record in the files of the Consulate
for the name MARGARET A WOLFF

FELIX SALAZAR caretaker in charge of the registry
at the Mayan ruins of Chichen-Itza Yucatan made available
the visitors signature register This register was reviewed
for the period of August 1 1963 to October 6 1963 and
no record could be located for the name MARGARET A WOLFF

The third confidential source abroad advised as
follows

1
On May 20 1964 ERNESTO.ABREUGOMEZ Identification

Section State Judicial Police Merida advised that the
following persons reviewed the indicated records for the
period from August 1 1963 to October 6 1963 without
locating any record for the name MARGARET A 1OLFF

Attorney MANUEL''CASTANEDA RAMIREZ Superintendent
of the Anthropology Institute Merida Yucatan
who reviewed the visitors signature register at
the Mayan ruins of Uxmal Yucatan

Attorney HUMBERTO'ROSADO ESPIN'OLA Barbachano Travel
Agency who reviewed the hotel registers for the
Hotel Uxmal located near the site of the Uxmal
ruins and for the Mayanland Hotel located near the
site of the ruins of Chichen-Itza Yucatan
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At Monterrey& Nuevo Leon Mexico

A seventh confidential source abroad advised as

On May 19 1964 it was determined that one MARGARET
A WOLFF registered at the Ambassador Hotel in Monterrey at
about 9:55 PM October 2 1963 and checked out of the hotel
the following morning at 9:07 AM Inquiry revealed that
WOLFF was described as being of German descent and a teacher
of languages Hotel records reflect that WOLFF's residence
address is listed as 2 Delaware (probably street or avenue)
Dummont (possibly Dumont) New Jersey It was determined on
May 20 1964 that WOLFF may have made travel arrangements
for her trip to Mexico through a travel agency known as the
Utell International Travel Agency of New Jersey with addresses
listed at 2 Essex House New York New York and what appeared
to be 32-A Norwalk Berjensild_ (probably Bergenfield)
New Jersey

According to the bus manifest of the sixteen
passengers who boarded Transportes del Norte bus No 332 at
Mexico City on October 2 1963 Monterrey was listed as the
final destination for ROBERTO P GONZALEZ and JORGE DAVILA

The following individuals who were named on the
manifest of the feeder bus which left Guadalajara on the
morning of October 2 1963 to make connection with Transportes
del Norte bus No 332 at San Luis Potosi listed Monterrey as
their final destination

CECILIO CARDENAZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL

In an effort to locate the above-named persons for
whom Monterrey was listed as their final destination a third
confidential source who has furnished reliable information in
the past advised on May 8 1964 that he had located the
following persons at Monterrey through a check of the
telephone directory voting records and public utility



records at Monterrey and all advised that they had not been
passengers on Transportes del Norte bus No 332 which had
departed Mexico City the morning of October 2 1963

ROBERTO GONZALEZ JR. residing at Calle Republica
Dominicana No 103

ROBERTO GONZALEZ residing at Padre Mier Oriente
No 814

ROBERTO GONZALEZ residing at Padre Mier Oriente
No 817,.

ROBERTO A,'GONZALEZ residing at Rio Amazonas
Oriente No 422

ROBERTO L.'.GONZALEZ residing at Calle Republica
Dominicana No 219

ROBERTO M.~-GONZALEZ residing at Calle Republica
Dominicana No 111

PEDRO A GONZALEZ residing at Calle Miguel Nieto
Oriente No 352

PEDRO G.-GONZALEZ residing at Calle Manuel del
Llano Oriente No 334

PEDRO L:-GONZALEZ residing at Seraf in Pena Norte
No 714

PEDRO G."GONZALEZ residing at General Trevino
Poniente No 1221

This source advised that he was continuing efforts
to locate and identify JORGE DAVILA CECILIO CARDENAZ JOSE
CRUZ and MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL

The first confidential source abroad advised as
follows

It was determined on April 15 1964 through a check
of the Central Office Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS),.Washington D C. that the master index contained
records of three border crossing cards for persons who could
possibly be identical with the Transportes del Norte bus
passenger EULALIO RODRIGUEZ The information appearing on
these border crossing cards is as follows

Border Crossing 'Card No 507572 was issued at Laredo
Texas November 26 1958 to EULALIO RODRIGUEZ PERALES born
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On May 1 1964 JOSE RODRIGUEZ PERALES who resides

at 23 do Abril Norte No 1814 Colonia Venustiano Carranza
Monterrey advised that he has a brother named EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

PERALES who for some time has been residing at Alamo Texas
and is employed at the Jones Office Supply 1065 Broadway
McAllen Texas He did not know EULALIO's street address but
stated his mailing address is Post Office Box 175 Alamo

Efforts are being made to locate and interview
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ PERALES at McAllen and Alamo Texas

May 12 1934 at Linares Nuevo Leon Mexico residence
23 de Abril Norte No 1814 Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico.

Border Crossing Card No 263316 was issued at

Laredo Texas April 9 1957 to EULALIO RODRIGUEZ`QARRILLO
born February 12 1934 at San Luis Potosi State of San Luis

Potosi Mexico residence Lago de Pascuaro Poniente No 101
Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico

Border Crossing Card No 1339074 was issued July 9
1963 at Laredo Mexico to EULALI0%RODRIGUEZ-GALVAN born
April 16 1923 at Rio Verde San Luis Potosi,'hexico employed
as a body mechanic residence Ruperto Martinez Oriente No 956
Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico

The third confidential source advised as follows

On April 30 1964 EULALIO RODRIGUEZ GALVAN who
resides at $ashington Oriente No 1220 Monterrey Nuevo Leon
advised that he formerly resided at Ruperto Martinez Oriente
No 956 in Monterrey He stated he is 40 years of age and an
unemployed solderer He said he had not visited the United
States since September 1963 when he traveled to Brownsville
Texas He related that he also visited McAllen and Mission
Texas at that time and was arrested by United States Immigration
officers and deported to Mexico He said he had been required
to surrender his border crossing card at that time He
affirmed that he had not returned to the United States since
that time and had not been a passenger on the aforementioned
Transportes del Norte bus



Source reported on May 6 1964 that he had been
unable to locate EULALIO RODRIGUEZ CARRILLO who is registered
as residing at Lago de Pascuaro Poniente No 101 Monterrey
but was continuing efforts to locate this person

At Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico,_

An eighth confidential source abroad advised as

On April 3 1964 Vice Consul OTTO WAGNER United
States Consulate General Guadalajara reported that no
record of a United States visa issued during August September
and October 1963 could be located for the following

HILDA CUEZADA
JOSE CRUZ
CECILIO CARDENAZ
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL
PEDRO GONZALEZ

A fourth confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised on April 19 22
and 28 1964 that he had conducted the following investiga
tion at Guadalajara

A check of the local telephone directory files of
the power and light company and the Guadalajara Census
Bureau failed to locate any information which would aid in
identifying the passengers listed below Source advised that
the names are common in the area and that he had interviewed
numerous persons with the same surnames without locating
anyone who was acquainted with the passengers

HILDA QUEZADA
JOSE CRUZ
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL
CECILIO CARDENAZ
PEDRO GONZALEZ
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Via ninaayu
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.77 L

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) (7)

40g'OM SAC DETROIT (100-31965)

EE HARVEY-OSWALD
IS-R-CUBA
00 DALLAS

ReBuairtel to Detroit WFO and Mexico City 5/5/64

The following is set out for New York information

ARNOLD LOUIS tiESSLER 18266 Pinehurst Detroit Mich alleged
to have made statement on aboaT2/24=25/64 he had-dinner with
OSWALD in Mexico City prior to the assassination of President
KENNEDY

seeing ARNOLD KESSLER n Detroit 9/63
placing KESSLER in Detroit at other that

REC 49 /
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.Perrmw(...72....t,tt 4

On interview 4/30/64 KESSLER denied contact with OSWALD
n),

and stated in part that he had come from Calif to Detroit
about 9/17/63 was in Detroit on 9/28/63,his1iarthday departed
Detroit first week 10/63 spent one day in Chicago two days
in St Louis and approximately one week in Guanajuato Mexico
went to Mexico City about middle of 10/63 worked for a Mexico 1
City newspaper from 11/63 to first part of 2/64 thereafter f
proceded to Sao Paulo Brazil arriving about 3/17/64

tta
On 6/2/64 it was determined that American Express Traveller s
Checks had been issued to ARNOLD KESSLER on 10/11/63 in Detroit
The checks issued were identified as follows

20 of $10.00 denominations numbered AA 18580650 to'.
incl 669

(
! 10 of $20.00 denominations numbered DA 29039557 to

10
incl 866

6 .neighbor does nbt recall
LC No other records located

G 10/11/63

Bureau (RN)
ork-(1e-5-.3f 43)--(RM)

2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)
.A o Detroit Sent

PP'Mwpass
R) e A~gg6^t

in
4

Charge
A. 0



DE 100-31965 tti

` It is.to be noted thatrbe was issued a passport 9/10/63 at
San Francisco,-Calif It is also noted that LEE HARVEY OSITALD

l-S -departed from Mexico on 10/3/63 _

i In consideration of this information UACB Detroit will interview
ARNOLD KESSLER now reported in Detroit and/or his father
SAM k'FSSLER to determine more detailed account of KESSLER's
location from 9/10/63 to 10/11/63 ...j

New York is requested to check-American Express Co records at
65 Broadway New York 6 New York and determine where travellers
checks described above were cashed when cashed and'by whom ;'"

In accordance with Bureau instructions in this matter New York
should surep results
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Upon removal of the classified material submitted
herewith this transmittal letter becomes unclassified.

SECRET

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C

Sincerely yours

r
ti

- Bel.nt
Mohr
Conrad
DeLoach
Sullivan
Valley
.Branigan
Lenhan
Mail Roo
Goble

June 4 1904

DY COURIER SERVICE

L

t-=4c

Dear Mr Rankin

There are enclosed a lint and two copies each
of nine reports and six memoranda contain further results
of our investigation concerning Lee Harve Oswald

We will continue to furnish you with communications
in duplicate containing further results of our investigation

at cOt1':IE12SW

.1t;+

fQtM.Ei#t

Enclosures (Sl)

NOTE This letter is classified "Secret because one of the
enclosure`"is?so classified These reports and memoranda
consist ing of -Sl pages,' have been reviewed by the supervisors,`.
.Mr Belmont and Mr Malley

.TNG nthw (12) . .fit c 49
G

caper

4ECr.ET
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PSI WASH DC
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Mt Tnbhn
Mr Belmont_.__
11r Molsr
Mr Caper
Mr Callahan._
Mr Canna _
bir DcI/.aeb
1.,r Evans
Mr Cale
Mr Rosen
Mr Sullivan
Mr Tares_ _,,..
M. Tr.ib r.
Tee Room
Mss Holmes_
Miss Gandy.._,_

- f?'C.1

. ~~.._.:--~3 ~ _- -- - --~~ .3G.-Zix =[:,GLet'3"r,-7k~Jr"7tt"---.-.cr,ts...,v
.! . '.aY .1,,.j:H . s ``` "^'"alp .~j 'r-:~ .,. t~`f s" ,L L.*4-Tee"w Js

.1w ore "a'-"t i". N'1 w ~ ~_t~.1'jy;+~._ 46 a _'.~:yi.~ .t 1

412 PM EST URGENT 6-3-54 'GP

TO/DIRECTOR (105-82555)

FROM
MIAMI(,I(105-8342)

1 P

LEE HARVEY"OS'WALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA

REBUTEL JUNE TWO SIXTYFOUR ON SUBMISSION OF LWI RE

ORGANIZATIONS

LHM ON THIRTIETH OF NOV.MBER AND JURE SUBMITTED MAY

TWENTYNINE LHM ON FPCC AND REVISED LHM ON SNFE DASH

ALPHA SIXTYSIX BEING SUBMITTED TODAY

END



There is being forwarded to Dallas under separate.
cover by registorod airmail the original exhibits idonti
fi.od as Items Cl CO through C8 C10 through C13 C38 C40

e C47 through C59 C137 C138 C148 and C251 through C253

In addition photographs (front and back) of i
.'.Bi.(l) through B1(12) D206 and D207 photographs of the
'.-bac `of a part of DG and a Xerox copy (front and back) of

EPS,eire being transmitted with the original evidence items.

el.o.l

J U j 9n L.~aa.~
AJ

MAILROOMl_ J TELETYPEUNITC3

I

0

t
f

6/2./64

Airtol

To SAC Dallas (100-10421)

From
Diroc

or FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD ABA._
IS-R-CUBA

Reur%ol 5/27/64 requesting original exhibits
or photographs be forwarded to Dallas to assist in trading
of evidence

co It should bo noted that D71 referred to In
rOfotenced teletype is not an original evidence iton but
is a photograph of the D207 photograph originally in

fOswald's wallet Tho items coriprising D43 156 157 and 159
do not bear identifying data on the back side D6 referred A-~---~ to in your teletype as being identical to K41 actually
consists of K14 K15 R1G and K17 whereas K41 is D11 K14
has no identifying information on the back side Photographs
of the back side of K15 K16 and K17 are being included with
the evidence items as set out above under DC

- c.v Return original evidence itemsto the Laboratory
1 Mr Belmont (sent direct) +
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan "1

1O3 Ij'ECrIt49
-.v:yi s s.)1.i 1.1N

I1

1 Mr Malley ,t t I,. tS 'i r.~ .:~
1 Mr Lenihan
1 Mr Rogge I ')flit 3 soil ,y1i *".._~,~1 Bufile (62-109060) !.

RAF:sh
(12) ,-CE!AES . nNflrp

Pe
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comm-Fn Page 67 paragraph 2 line 4 word "dated should be "date.

car S REO,,trN fi

0

be "2.

i.111lLEG

-H 1 a al

J I Cavanaub
J.-C Stokes

5/8/64

Airtel tar

To SAC San Antonio {105-2909)
2 Dallas (100-10461)

From Direct
0

or FBI (105-8255)

LEE HARVEY O TALD
15-x-CUBS

Rerep of i8A John U Kemmy dated 4/30/64 at San Antonio
Rerep is not suitable for dissemination to Commission Following
nonsubatantive errors have been noted therein and are being corrected
at Dureau Dallas and San Antonio do likewise

On pages 6 7 13 and 14 name of Transportes del Norte Bus
Company is improperly sot forth as Transportoj del Uortes

Page 9 paragraph 1 October "3 Then it first appears
should be October "2.

Page 13 next to last line word "was should be "were."

Page 27 paragraph 1 lino 5 first numeral "3 should/

-Page 30 paragraph 2 line 4 year should be "1953.

Page 60 paragraph 1 "Massachusetts is misspelled

Page 68 paragraph 2 line 13 "Laredo should be "Monterrey.

Following nonsubstantivo errors are to be corrected by
San Antonio and amended pages submitted to Dallas and Bureau

Words "Terminal on the bus sixth line first paragraphs
--page 58 should be deleted and word "reflect fifth line saneRehnont

wt
cau~~ :pith kf
`. (n a-103 11 Jun 5 196,W '(SEE NOTE PAGE 3
Evros .
Gds .tr
emu ~~,._ F ~ -.=w -- v
Tavel . P \2

.r\ 7 ,~
Trotter  
ToleR
Ho[cvs~_



Airtel to San Antonio
Re LEE HARVEY OSG'ALD
105-82555

paragraph should be changed to "show. Word "at ninth's line
same paragraph should be changed to "the. San Antonio submit
amended page 58

Last sentence in synopsis rerep does not properly
synopsize portion of details from page 74 through end to which
it apparently relates Submit amended page 1 synopsizing
comments of Bradford and note negative results of effort to
locate safe-deposit box for Oswald in Laredo _

San Antonio score errors for foregoing ronnubstantivo
delinquencies

Following errors of substance noted in rerep

Page 18 through 20 set forth 12/13/63 FD-302 concerning
baggage guide list which vas previously reported and which in
first paragraph page 18 and in list itself at spaces designated
seats 2 8 12 13 16 and 18 contain incorrect information
pages 17 through 20 of rerep are being rewritten at Bureau and
inserts will bo furnished to Can Antonio and Dallas

The interview of Dewey Bradford appearing on pages 74
and 75 contains numerous errors and cannot be disseminated in fora
submitted Note in this regard that on page 74 Bradford claimed
date he saw man believed to be Oswald in Morgan's Gun Shop was
Friday 11/1/63 day before Texas-SU game played in Dallas
II/2/63 Page 75 records Bradford as stating incident occurred
on day of Texas-SISU game This point is particularly pertinent
as Oswald is known to have been employed at Texas School Book
Depository in Dallas on 11/1/63 8;1a-Antonio tel 4/7/64 concern
ing Bradford's revelations indicates that he :.could not recall the
caliber of annunition sought by an thought to bo Oswald This
was not established in interview in report which stresses that man
thought to be Oswald was seeking particular caliber and repeated
the caliber to Morgan SAtel 4/7/64 recorded name of Bradford's
brother-in-law as H B Whitson and address of Morgan Gun Shop as
1401 Jacksonboro Page 74 rerep shows name Bradford's brother-in
law tote 1'V Whitson and address of gun shop as 1401 Jncl-sboro

Tohoe4gighway Word "stepped fourth line third paragraph page 74 is`
niGtpelled Word "and third lino fourth paragraph page 74c051 should be deleted and first sentence that paragraph should bece

nded to show that Bradford could not recall caliber of ammunition
-sought San Antonio rewrite pages 74 and 75 and submit amended

Gala
Rosen
gam

_.~
. 2

Tavel
Tr tter
Tale II..



inserts to Bureau and Dallas In cover cornr:unication comment
on correct initial of Whitson correct address of gun shop and
correct date of incident in question Also advise as to date
Bradford first indicated desire to furnish his observations to
your office and if this did not occur until 4/7/64 advise if
be was questioned as to why he delayed for so long a period of
time in making his observations known

Regarding substantive errors submit explanations of
personnel who prepared the original FD--302s dated 12/13/63
(pages 18 19 and 20 of rerop) and dated 4/15/64 (pages 74 and
75 of rerep) of Special Agent John M Remsy for including
incorrect FD-302sin rerep and of supervisory official who
approved rerep Also submit recommendations for administrative
action

%
Dallas note that last sentence page 75 rerep records

that Whitson owner of used car lot in Fort Worth told Bradford
be knew the individual thought to be Oswald as that person on
occasions hung out at his used car lot This information was
not contained in San Antonio 4/7/64 tel Insure this point is
covered during interview of Whitson In event Whitson makes
positive identification of Oswald as the customer at the gun
shop ascertain when he realized Oswald was the customer and
why he did not make this known to Bureau Advise when results
of interview of Whitson and Morgan are tote submitted to Bureau

NOTE
minor

While there are several errors of / nature in rerop
as indicated herein there are two errors of substance A
baggage manifest on a bus on which Oswald traveled was previously
described and reported in an FD-302 in San Antonio's 12/17/63
report This was in% error in that it was reported the list
shoved 18 passengers boarding the bus at Nuevo Laredo 12 en
route to Mexico City 6 en route to Monterrey It als.incorrectly
indicated that lines drawn at six seats on the manifest represented-A
individuals traveling with people listed in the previous seats
This was incorrect as we now find the bus is normally filled to
capacity (41 people) and the 18 entries on the list related to
luggage checked on bus and not passengers as did the lines at the
six points on the manifest Rerep contains detailed explanation
of the manifest obtained . 3 from employees of the bus company



NOTE CONTINUED

Accordingly the incorrect FD-302 should not have been reinserted
in this report and Bureau has rewritten the defective pages
properly setting forth the manifest The FD-302 pages 74 and
75 re interview of Bradford records that Bradford observed
Oswald attempting to purchase ammunition in a Fort Worth gun
soap on 11/1/63 a Friday In another place it records the
incident as occurring on 11/2/63 a Saturday In addition
the FD-302 has other errors therein which make it unsuitable
for dissemination
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In his deposition of April 30 1964 Mr James C
Cadigan testified that the signature "A Hidell appearing
on a Fair Play for Cuba Committee card found in Oswald's
wallet did not appear to be in the handwriting of Lee Harvey

576swald

There is some possibility that the signature is in the
handwriting of Marina Oswald Known samples of Marina's
Latin handwriting include Commission Exhibits 110 404A
408A 409A and 420 1

Could you please determine who wrote the signature

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C
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Mr Trotter___
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The masthead of the "National Review Bulletin sets
forth that the offices of the publication are at 150 East
35th Street New York new York New York should contact the
appropriate official of this publication and through him the
author of the above-mentioned column and dotermino the identity
of the individual who was"mentioned in the column as believing
that Oswald was probably a Soviet agent Set out a lead to the
appropriate attic* to have this individual interviewed to
determine whothor ho has real evidonce to support his belief

One copy of the above-mentioned column is enclosed
for Dallas for its information

REC 31 `a t
Enc
1 Dallas (100..10451) (Enc.) y

NOTE Although the information in the-Mo ith sIXCulating that
stvald was probably a Soviet agent contains no indication of new

evidence nevertheless it is believed'-we-should--identify the source

1

a of this info and interview him to be sure he does not possess any
1 new

evidencek

'1'Ripr
(9 (~... ,n ~"li tai 0/ ! J- ~'Jut j .4t

hoes
.k.

rA rrv~ar. Trn_ YpE

Oa Belmont IEna,)
DeLoach (Enc.)

i-BraniganlEh
3 Lenihan (Enc.)
1 Goble (Enc.)

6-5-64

airtel

To SAC New York (105-33431)

From Director FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWAL D
13""a-CUBA

Enclosed is ono copy of the column "Capital Bulletin
which appeared elm pages 4 and 5 of the "rational Review Bulletin,
Juno 9) 1954 issue Yolumo 1G Number 23 You will note that

part of the column deals with the Oswald case and that tho author

of the column speaks of "a former Russian nation3 who is both a

former Commnist and a practicing scholar, who believes Oswald

was probably a Soviet agent

This individual should bo identified so ho may bo
interviewed as to whether ho has any real evidence to support
his belief.



REL:mac
(10)

f NOTE

10r 1 JUN 5 1964

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach

SAC Dallas {100-104613 6/5/64

Director FBI (105-82555) 1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Branigan

LEE HARVEY OSTALD ak 1 1ta11ey
IS R CUBA 1 Lenihan

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from the President's
Commission dated Kay 29 1964 enclosing the translation of
documents furnished to the Secretary of State by the Soviets
concerning the hospitalization of Lee Harvey Oswald while he
was in Russia ,The attachment to the Commission letter is
also enclosed herewith

This data is being furnished for your perusal and
information and need not be included in a report prepared
for dissemination

Enclosures 2

See cover memorandum Branigan to Sullivan same
caption dated 6/4/64 prepared by REL:mac



June 5 1064

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr Evans

Bartlett1 Mr O H
1 Rogge

Item (3) Two rifle bullet fra eats C2 and C3

C3 On G/2/64 SA Orrin H Bartlett displayed a
photograph o Exhibit C3 a .rifle bullet fragment to Mr Paul
Paterni Deputy hief U S Secret Service Washington D C
Pato ni identif d this fragment as tho one he recovered from

(President's Commissio
Yy

wens
.r1 RDR job ..J

lives

I

0cs

1 62-100090
aspsll"ahe
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Airtel

To SAC Dallas (100-10461)

From Director FBI (105-52555)

LEE BARVE OSWALD aka
IS B CUBA
ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

ReBual.rtels to Dallas 5/22/64 and WFO 5/25/04
concerning President's Commission letter 5/20/64 which re
quested tracing of evidence by exhibiting the original evidence
or photographs thereof

As you are aware Items 31 32 33 35 and 36 listed
in-the Commission's letter of 5/20/64 age being handled by N
WFO

As indicated in referenced Bureau airtel 5/22/64 the
following information on Items 3 and 34 Is. furnished for in.
corporation in your over-all memoranda

C2 On G/2/64 SA Orrin H Bartlett displayed a
0photograpTI oi Exhibit C2 a rifle bullet fragment to Thomas

G Mills Chief Hospital Corpsman U S Navy assigned to the
doctor's office White House Washington D C Mills identified la
the fragment as the one he recovered from the space between the o
right front seat and the door panel of tho right front door on
the President's car This recovery was made on the night of z
11/22/G3 after the President's car was returned to Washington
D C. from Dallas Texas This bullet fragment was turned over
to SA Bartlett of the FBI on 11/22/G3

else
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.SEE NOTE PAGE 2
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the middle of the front seat of the President's car This
recovery was made on the night of 11/22/63 after the car was
returned to Washington D C. from Dallas Texas. This bullet
fragment was turned over to SA Bartlett of the FBI on 11/22/63

Item (34) Letter to ACLU,_ D46

D46 On 5/27/64 Assistant Director Courtney A Evans
displayed a gtiotograph of Exhibit D4G a letter to the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)bearing the signature of Lee H Oswald
and a membership application bearing the name Lee H Oswald to
Mrs Susan Newman Assistant Secretary to the Attorney General
of the United States Mrs Neuman stated she recalled receiving
this exhibit in a letter received from an official of the ACLU
on 11/27/63 Mrs Newman stated the original letter from the
ACLU was returned and the Exhibit D46 was turned over to
Assistant Director Evans

Dallas should insure every effort is made to.expedite
this matter

NOTE Commission letter 5/20/64 listed some 37 items of
evidence which they wanted shown to the individual who

first found the particular item and who can identify it by in
spection

Some of the evidence was obtained here in Washington
through liaison and other sources The information contained in
the above airtel will be incorporated by Dallas in a letterhead
memorandum for dissemination This matter will be followed
closely and when the results are obtained the Commission will
be notified



Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority or Methodof MailiAg) I

-7

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/22/64 requesting
a review of Dallas newspapers for the period March 16
through May 16 1963 to determine if any other political
leader of the approximate stature of former Vice President
RICHARD M NIXON had been mentioned as malting a visit to
Dallas Texas

Enclosed herewith are 10 copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting the requested review

The Agents conducting this review were RAYMOND
P YELCHAK and W JAMES WOOD



Dallas Texas
June 1 1964

In Reply Please
File No _

On May 25 26 and 27 1964 microfilm copies of
all editions of the "Dallas Times Herald and the "Dallas
Morning News, daily newspapers published at Dallas Texas
for the period March 16 through May 16 1963 were reviewed
at the Dallas Public Library Dallas Texas,.by Special Agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

The April 13 21 23 and 24 1963 editions of
the "Dallas Times Herald contain artkeles concerning the
visit of the Vice President LYNDON.B.7 _HNSON to Dallas
Texas,_for the second Annual NASA Manned Space Flight
Conference The Vice President delivered the major address
at this Conference on April 23 1963 According to the
articles Mr JO1 NSON iirrived in Dallas before Noon on
April 23 1963 and departed Dallas later that same day

The April 24 1963 edition of the "Dallas Times
Herald is headlined,.-"LBJ Sees Kennedy Dallas Visit
One-Day Texas Tour Eyed. This article reflects that
"President KENNEDY may visit Dallas and other major Texas
cities this summer Vice President LYNDON B JOHNSON said
during his whirlwind visit here The Vice President said
he hopes President KENNEDY'S schedule will permit him to
attend a breakfast in Ft Worth a luncheon in Dallas an
afternoon tea in San Antonio and a dinner in Houston on a
one-day visit to Te::as in the near future Mr JOHNSON
mentioned the possibility of the presidential visit during..
an hour-long session with executives of the Times Herald
and KRLO-AM-FM and TV Tuesday afternoon.

The April 3 18 21 23 and 24 1963 editions of
the "Dallas Morning News also contain articles concerning
the visit of Vice President JOHNSON to Dallas for the second
Annual NASA Manned Space Flight Conference



a ...,as.a..

Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

With the exception of the above-mentioned articles
dealing with Mr JOH1SON's visit to Dallas no mention was
found in the newspapers reviewed of any visit or proposed
visit of any other political leader of the approximate stature
of former Vice President of the United States RICHARD M NIXON
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In Reply Pleg.wRrfrr q
File N.

f

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 1 1964

LEE_HARVEY OSWALD

On May 25 26 and 27 1964 microfilm copies of

all editions of the "Dallas Times Herald and the "Dallas

Morning News daily newspapers published at Dallas Texas
for the period March 16 through May 16 19638 were reviewed
at the Dallas Public Library Dallas Texas by Special
Agents of the Federal Dureau of Investigation

Tber was not found in any of the above-mentioned
issues of the a daily 'ne papers any d'tion \corcerning

e

visit o oposed of some othepolitiolfl leader

the appr ximate stature
o{the forzer~Vice4resident

I the
United 'St RICHARD M AIXONjhowever the following was

noted

The April 18 218 23 and 24 1963 editions of

the "Dallas Times Herald contain articles concerning the

visit of the Vice President LYNDON B JOHNSON to Dallas

Texas for the second Annual NASA Manned Space Flight
Conference The Vice President delivered the major address

at this Conference on April 23 1963 According to the

articles Mr JOHNSON arrived in Dallas before Noon on

April 23 1963 and departed Dallas later that same day

The April 24 1963 edition of the "Dallas Times

Herald is headlined "LBJ Sees Kennedy Dallas Visit

One-Day Texas Tour Eyed. This article reflects that

"President KENNEDY may vinit Dallas and other major Texas

cities this su;nmer Vice President LYNDON B JOHNSON said

during his whirlwind visit here The Vice President said

he hopes President KENNEDY'O schedule will permit him to



attend a breakfast in Ft Wirth a luncheon in Da11aa an
a.terno:tn tea in San Antonio and a dinner in Houston on a
one-day visit to Texas in the near future Mr JOHNSON
mentioned the possibility of the preaidsntial visit during
an hour--long session with executives of the Tunes Herald
and KRLD-AM-FM and TV Tuesday afternoon.

The April 3 18 21 23 and 24 1963 editions of
the 'Dallas Horning News also contai4 articles concerning
the visit of Vice FrE.tdent .7Ci.:SON to Dallas for the second
Annual NASA } nnei Space Flight Conference



Dallas Texas
June 1 1964

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On May 25 26 and 27 1964 microfilm copies of
all editions of the "Dallas Times Herald and the "Dallas
Morning News, daily newspapers published at Dallas Texas
for the period March 1G through May 16 1963 glare reviewed
at the Dallas Public Library Dallas Texas by Special Agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

The April 18 21 23 and 24 1963 editions of
the "Dallas Times Herald".contain articles concerning the
visit of the Vice President LYNDON B JOHNSON to Dallas
Texas for the second Annual NASA Manned Space Flight
Conference .The Vice President delivered the major address
at this Conference on April 23 1983 According to the
articles Mr JOHNSON arrived in Dallas before Noon on
April 23 1963 and departed Dallas later that same days ;

The April 24 1963 edition of the "Dallas Times
Herald is headlined "LBJ Sees Kennedy Dallas Visit
One-Day Texas Tour Eyed. This article reflects that
"President KENNEDY may visit Dallas and other major Texas
cities this summer Vice President LYNDON B JOHNSON said
during his whirlwind visit here The Vice President said
he hopes President KENNEDY's schedule will permit him to
attend a breakfast in Ft Worth a luncheon in Dallas an
afternoon tea in San Antonio and a dinner in Houston on a
ono-day visit to Texas in the near future Mr JOHNSON
mentioned the possibility of the presidential visit during
an hour-long session with executives of the.Times Herald
and KRLD-AM-FM and TV Tuesday afternoon.

The April 3 18 21 23 and 24 1963 editions of
the "Dallas Morning News also contain articles concerning
tho visit of Vice President JOINSON to Dallas for tho second
Annual NASA Manned .Space Flight Conference.
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June 4 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N S
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankint

There are enclosed herewith two copies of a
memorandum dated May 22 1964 dealing with Exhibit C 254
a piece of 1yggage believed to have been the property
of Lee Harvoy'-Oswald

Sincerely yours

Enclosures Kt Cet.1211rSi..r

l
t ~

JCS:mac ./
(g0

,~f
co:m .t 14

A NOTE:/

The enclosed letterhead has been approved for
dissemination-by Messrs Delmont and Malley It establishes
that the date "9/26 appearing on the side of C 254 was
placed thereon by Mexican Custom Inspectors a vo Laredo Miexico

J ~r on that date

,tpt 4 an t, %tt

Taco
(wow

cam.
co.,.a
D.Lo.d
E..
G.l
Rose
;.ar..

.1. Noe
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Dear Mr Rankin C) 0
I!

Reference is made to your letter of May 20 1964
requesting this Bureau to conduct additional investigation regard
ing Marina Oswald's statement that shortly after April 10 1963
Lee Harvey Oswald expressed an interest in attacking Mr Richard
Nixon

IL

Toner 'h .et
~'c11:4 .-Enclocwure9 .. t~~ "R'$L:mac 9

.: .,t 'e'i=o-9Z ti TELETYPEUNITC 3 I

.ve
.Tavel fi

Mr Johnson rather than Mr Nixon Results of our intokvieT
Marina Oswald in this matter will be immediately forwarded

ate. -suasion upon receipt ( f~
/

f fir.y YJ

39 1 C Sincerely yours

Edgar

'p.
Hob=

June 4 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

,

N

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1 Rosen
1 Malley
1 Branigaa
1 Lenihan

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N Es
Washington D C

Enclosed for the Commission are two copies of a
memorandum dated May 2G 1964 at New Orleans Louisiana which
sots forth results of our review of newspapers in New Orleans
pertinent to your request Also enclosed are two copies of a
memorandum dated June 1 1964 at Dallas Texas which sets forth
results of our review of Dallas newspapers for the period March 16
through May 16 1963 You will note that such memorandum reports

s that Mr Lyndon B Johnson then Vice President of the United States
isited Dallas on April 23 1963 for purpose of delivering the j, 3
ajor address at the second Annual NASA Manned Space Flight

nference 3

Inasmuch as our inquiries have established that Mr Johnson
u iaitod Dallas on April 23 1963 13 days after the attempted"= Assassination of General Edwin Walker we are recontacting
...Marina Oswald to ascertain if she was possibly confused when she

indicated on February 24 1964 that approximately two weeks after
tho General Walker incident of April 10 1063 Oswald contemplated
attacking Richard Nixon We will questiQU'3 arifa Os7at4 in detail
to determine if there is any possibility Oswald meant to

atttek with
o the

Xi& Ph
31

JUT
5

a n

SEE NOTE PAGE TWOS 4



Marina Oswald has indicated Lee Harvey Oswald admitted
to her attempted assassination of General Walker on evening on

April 10 1963 Marina told us on 2/24/6+ that approximately
two weeks after Walker incident Oswald indicated he was going
to attack Nixon but she locked him in a bathroom to prevent him
following through with such attempt Our investigation indicated
Nixon was not in Dallas during period mentioned by Marina
Review of Dallas newspapers revealed President Johnson was in
Dallas April 23 1963 making a speech Johnson at that time
Vice President of the United States Inasmuch as Mr Nixon is a
former Vice President we are.recontacting Marina to determine if
there is any possibility Mr Johnson rather than Mr Nixon vas
the intended victim of Oswald
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Transmit the following in
 1
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(Type i plain

(Priority or Methodof Your)

c

text or cods)

5/26/64

FD-3CtRe. l3 1,344

I
FBI

Date

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105--62555)

FROM SAC NEW C4 EANS (100-16601)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
IS-R-CUBA

ReButel"to Dallas and New Orleans 5/22/64 and a
copy of the President's Commission letter to the Bureau
5/20/64

Ft
He statement of MARINA OSWALD that subject pho "tly

after 4/10/63 expressed interest in attaching RICHARD ON.'1

Enclosed for the Pureau are ten conies and for
Dallas three copies of a letterhead memorandu.n pertaining
to a review of the issues of the New Orleans Tires Picayune
newspaper during the period 4/24/63 to 9/30/63 plus contact
with established sources at the various news media in New
Orleans

io,~gassS 3q~~

15==4Y2nl ,i

c
3` Bureau (Enc 111) (RBI)
2 Dallas (100-10461) (Enc 3) (RH)
2 New Orleans

S'fC cv
~(7)

1_4.

 
If

'` Approved t!  Sent 1I Per
C C Wick Special Agent in Charge



UNITE STATES-DEPARTMENT OF j ISTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Jcw c rienns `,eu isi:uca

May 26 1964

On Ray 25 1964 issues of the"New Orleans Times
Picayune"newspaper a daily newspaper published at New
Orleans Louisiana for the period April 24 1953 to
September 30 1963 were reviewed by a Special Agent of the
FBI

The issues reviewed did not reveal that iaichard
Dixon had been in or was reported to have bean in New
Orleans Louisiana during this period

These issues did not reveal the visit or pro
posed visit of some ether political leader of the approxi
mate stature of Pr Nixon

On May 26 1964 the following individuals were
contacted and they advised that to their knowledge i.ichard
Nixon had not been in New Orleans Louisiana during the
year 1963

Joh CorPeion News !)irector
WJSU TV 620 Loyal :street
New Orleans Louisiana

Carroll'Trosclair reporter
United Press International
520 oyal Street
i-'ew Orleans Louisiana

C'illi.^..a ed News Director
Wt.'',.TV 1024 North Iza'npai t Street
New Orleans Louisiana

COPIES
DESTI,41ED

21 FE82
1973



REFERENCES

Fourteen (14) copies of a letterhead memorandum
dated and captioned as above

Two (2) Xerox copies of the passenger list or
"Yenta de Boletos (Sale of Tickets) form covering a trip made E
by Flecha Roja bus No 516 from Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas to

0Mexico D F. by way of Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon and
Monterrey Nuevo Leon on 4/9/64. (THESE ARE MERELY SAMPLE
COPIES AND ARE BEING FORWARDED TO SERVE AS AN ILLUSTRATION AN
GUIDE AS TO THE MAKEUP OF A PASSENGER LIST ON FLECHA ROJA BUS
TRIPS ORIGINATING IN NUEVO LAREDO WITH FINAL DESTINATION OF

MEXICO D F THESE SAMPLES HAVE NO DIRECT BEARING ON THE
TRAVEL OF SUBJECT OSWALD.) ~.

0
SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA

IS R CUBA

ENCL ;L URES

Buairtel to Mexico City dated 5/18/64 enclosing copier
of San Antonio teletype dated 5/15/64 dealing with reinterview l`<
of ROBERTO RAMOS manager Flecha Roja bus lines Nuevo Laredo
Tamaulipas

Mexico City letter and LHM dated 5/5/64 dealing with
efforts to obtain passenger lists for Flecha Roja bus No 516
which traveled from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City 9/26-27/63

Bucab No 87 to }(exico City dated 5/13/64

Mexico City cablie to Bureau dated 5/15/64 regarding
efforts to locate Flecha Vbts m 3f st for 9/26-27/63

~ 7 Bureau (Encl.. 16~} ~IF'`
_

{ (1 Liaison Sectiol)
(2 Dallas 100-10461) .:112
.Q~ ap Antonio 105-2909) 15 JUN
Xexi d.`City:

HJP:plb
I (8)

elf
-4 (.1

~j,,_rr'1, A

1 ' sip.,fP ~ ~~ L ) _~



from the standpoint of identifying other passengers who
traveled with OSWALD from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F

ADMINISTRATIVE
r~ r !

,., ~ On 5/25/64 ALEJANDR0 ~IUCEDO mana er of theFlecha
~Roja bus terminal Mexico D F. made available the o"riginal'
passenger list of which copies are being forwarded as enclosures
to this communication The original is being returned to
SAUCEDO in accordance with his request

As noted the passenger list for the Flecha Roja bus
trip from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico D F. is actually composed
of three separate lists one compiled at Nuevo Laredo one at

.4 .- Sabinas Hidalgo and one at Monterrey

It is noted that names are recorded for all passengers
who have destinations listed as Mexico (referring to Mexico
D F.) with the exception of those who have space designated
for the following seat numbers on the Nuevo Laredo passenger
list

Seat No 7 a half-fare ticket indicating this
seat was designated for a minor child

Seat No 12 ditto marks indicate this perspn was
possibly traveling with TERESA&ESQUEIRO

~f Concerning seats numbered 24 27 and 28 CRISTIANI`
1A DREANLk advised on 5/25/64 that it was his opinion the

tickets purchased for those seats were sold by the Flecha Roja
ticket seller at the Mexican Customs station in Nuevo Laredo

It appears that in referring to the absence of names
on Flecha Roja passenger lists or "yenta de Boletos forms made I
up at Nuevo Laredo ROBERTO:RAMOS is correctly referring to the
method of recording the ticket sales made at the Continental
bus line office in Laredo for trips to the interior of Mexico
and to the method of recording such sales made at the Customs
station in Nuevo Laredo t

Concerning the interview of Captain MANUEL LECUONA
RAMOS,.it is to be noted that he gave every evidence of desiring
to cooperate At the same time he obviously was uneasy about
the questions concerning the Flecha Roja passenger list Ho
tended to pass off lightly the matter of the list even though
it was pointed out to him that it is considered very important



From the information obtained and set forth in the
4~ enclosed LHM that passengers who purchase tickets for Mexico

City at the Continental office in Laredo Texas or at the
Mexican Customs station at the International Bridge do not
have their names listed on the passenger or "Sale of Tickets
list but only their ticket numbers it is believed the following
may have occurred

41 k t

,Lt ARTURO' CH -in the company of one or more
other investigators from LECUONA's office did pick up the

"=. three-part passenger list for the~trip of Flecha-Roja bus-
516 which departed Nuevo Laredo 9/26/63 Mexico City

-31

with intermediate stops at Sabinas Hidalgo and Monterrey
Since in all probability OSWALD's ticket to Mexico City was
purchased through Continental either in Laredo or at some
other point only a ticket number for him and not his name
would have appeared on the passenger list When the list was
examined in LECUONA's office and OSWALD's name was not found
thereon it was considered to be of no importance and was
discarded at that time

If this did occur as theorized it is believed that
neither Capt LECUONA nor Lt BOSCH will ever admit having had
the list since to do so would be an admission of sloppy
investigation on their part

Possibly bearing on this is the fact that on 5/21/64
Capt LECUONA not only stated he would question Lt BOSCH
but would instruct the latter to call at the Legat Office to
discuss the matter BOSCH has not appeared to date and efforts
to locate him at LECUONA's office have been unsuccessful
These efforts are continuing

SOURCES

The first confidential source abroad is Legat Mexico
File 105-3702

The second confidential source abroad is



LEAD

MEXICO CITY

Mexico D F. Mexico

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and report
results promptly

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed LHM has been classified 'Confidential
to protect the Bureau's foreign operations

Extra copies of this communication are designated for
the San Antonio Office which has conducted extensive investiga
tion in the past related to the material contained in the

.% __enclosed LHM _



UNI1 rD STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply Please
File Na

WASUINCTON25 D

t r{y,?"s;''~X' May 28 1964

A confidential source abroad has advised that the
baggage manifest for bus No 516 of the "Servicios Unidos
Autobuses Blancos Flecha Roja S A de C V. (The Unified
Services of thite Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated) commonly
referred to as the Flecha Roja bus line which departed from
Nuevo Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico on September 26
1963 and arrived at Mexico D F (D F refers to "Distrito
Federal Federal District or the Mexican Federal Capital)
the following day included as a passenger thereon the name
of "LEE HARVEY OSWALJ.

According to the source several persons who traveled_
on that bus as passengers definitely identified photographs of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD as being a young American who was a passenger
thereon

INFORMATION REGARDING METHOD OF ENTERING
DATA ON FLECHA ROJA PASSENGER LIST FORMS
FOR NUEVO LAREDO-MEXICO D F TRIPS

A second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On May 25 1964 both ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO manager
and CRISTIANI ANDREANI L. superintendent and co-owner Flecha
Roja bus terminal Mexico D F. advised that the passenger
list or manifest form used by the Flecha Roja bus line is
synonymous with the "Yenta de Boletos (Sale of Tickets) form
used by the Flecha Roja bus line



A third confidential source abroad advised as

On May 21 1964 CRISTIANI ANDREANI L furnished
the following information with regard to the matter of entering
data on the passenger list form for Flecha Roja bus trips
originating at Nuevo Laredo with Mexico D F. as the final
destination point

The complete passenger list for Flecha Roja bus
trips originating at Nuevo Laredo with final destination
being Mexico D F. actually is made up of three separate
lists as follows

Passenger list prepared for those boardin
at Nuevo Laredo

Passenger list prepared for those boarding
at Sabinas Hidalgo State of Nuevo Leon

Passenger list prepared for those boarding
at Monterrey State of Nuevo Leon

At Laredo Texas where the Continental bus line
makes the sale of Flecha Roja bus line tickets for trips from
Nuevo Laredo to places of destination in Mexico there is no
record made of the name of the bus passengers for the Flecha
Roja bus line No passenger manifest is compiled at Laredo
however the ticket number sold by the Continental bus line
at Laredo and the point of destination in Mexico are entered
on the Flecha Roja passenger list which is compiled at Nuevo
Laredo Usually tickets sold by the Continental bus line
will have a letter prefix before the ticket number No
Flecha Roja office is maintained at Laredo

When a bus ticket is sold at the Flecha Roja bus
line office in Nuevo Laredo for travel from Nuevo Laredo
with the final destination being Mexico City the ticket
number the name of the passenger and the final destination
are entered and recorded on the passenger list or manifest
which is prepared at Nuevo Laredo In instances involving a
man and wife traveling together normally only the name of
either the husband or wife will appear Similarly in the



case of a child and his parents or guardian traveling together
the name of one parent or guardian will appear however the
ticket number is recorded for each traveler

If a bus ticket is sold at the Flecha Roja bus line
office in Nuevo Laredo for travel only to Monterrey or to
points other than.the final destination of Mexico D F.
then only the ticket number and the destination are entered on
the passenger manifest and the passenger's name is not recorded

On May 25 1964 CRISTIANI ANDREANI L advised the
second confidential source abroad that another instance in
which the name of the passenger who purchases a ticket at
Nuevo Laredo for travel to the interior of Mexico is not
recorded is as follows

The Flecha Roja bus line in Nuevo Laredo maintains a
ticket seller at the Mexican Customs station at the International
Bridge in Nuevo Laredo In those instances when the ticket sale
is made at the Customs station for a trip on a Flecha Roja bus
from Nuevo Laredo to the interior of Mexico including Mexico
D F. the name of the passenger is not recorded on the
passenger list or manifest In this case the only data
appearing on the passenger list made up at Nuevo Laredo would
be the ticket number and the final destination

On May 21 1964 CRISTIANI ANDREANI L explained to
the third confidential source abroad that the practice of
recording names of passengers who travel on bus lines in
Mexico has a historical significance Years ago in Mexico
when the roads were in poor condition and the bus drivers
were not as adept as they are at the present time there were
numerous bus accidents throughout the country In many
instances these accidents were very serious in that buses
turned over and caught fire causing death to many passengers
On many occasions due to the seriousness of the accidents
no identification could be made of the passenger victims
Also many fraudulent claims were made by relatives of persons
who were not on the bus at the time of the accident This
resulted in the practice of the bus lines recording the
passengers names

ANDREANI_stated the system of recording the names of



the passengers is not absolute He cited as an example the
fact that on the Flecha Roja bus trip from Nuevo Laredo to
Mexico D F. only the names of the passengers with the
final destination of Mexico D F. are recorded at.Nuevo
Laredo and then only if the ticket is purchased at the
Flecha Roja bus line office in Nuevo Laredo

EFFORTS MADE AT MEXICO D F. TO OBTAIN
PASSENGER LISTS OF FLECHA ROJA BUS NO 516
WHICH TRAVELED FROM NUEVO LAREDO TO
MLEXICO D F SEPTEMBER 26-27 1963

On May 21 1964 Captain MANUEL LECUONA RAMOS Chief
of the Special Intelligence Section of the Mexican Presidential
Staff advised a fourth confidential source abroad as follows

Immediately following the assassination of President
KENNEDY on November 22 1963 and as a result of instructions
received from his superiors investigators assigned to his
group conducted investigation concerning OSWALD's activities
in Mexico Among these investigators was Lieutenant ARTURO
BOSCH They located the record of OSWALD's stay at the Hotel
del Comercio in Mexico City and a passenger manifest of the
"Transportes Frontera bus line which contained the name
"OSWLD.

Captain LECUONA said that neither Lieutenant BOSCH
nor any of his other investigators had ever mentioned having
obtained a passenger list of the Flecha Roja bus line He
stated definitely that he would have been informed had a
passenger list of this company been found with the name of
OSWALD appearing thereon According to Captain LECUONA he
would immediately interview Lieutenant BOSCH and should the
latter have any information concerning the Flecha Roja
passenger list this information would be supplied at once



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

RASIIII(GTON 25 D C

May 26 1964

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad has advised that the
baggage manifest for bus No 516 of the "Servicios Unidos
Autobuses Blancbs Flecha Roja S A de C V. (The Unified
Services of white Autobuses Red Arrow Incorporated) commonly
referred to as the Flecha Roja bus line which departed from
Nuevo Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico on September 26
1963 and arrived at Mexico D F (D F refers to "Distrito
Federal Federal District or the Mexican Federal Capital)
the following day included as a passenger thereon the name
of "LEE HARVEY OSWALJ.

According to the source several persons who traveled
on that bus as passengers definitely identified photographs of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD as being a young American who was a passenger
thereon

INFORMATION REGARDING METHOD OF ENTERING
DATA ON FLECHA ROJA PASSENGER LIST FORMS
FOR NUEVO LAREDO-MEXICO D F TRIPS

A second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On May 25 1964 both ALEJANDRO SAUCEDO manager
and CRISTIANI ANDREANI L. superintendent and co-owner Flecha
Roja bus terminal Mexico D F. advised that the passenger
list or manifest form used by the Flecha Roja bus line is
synonymous with the "yenta de Boletos (Sale of Tickets) form
used by the Flecha Roja bus line
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FBI

Date 5/27/64 1 r

:1

{.ri
(Type ix plain text or code) ~. rr, r

via AI RTSL .t. 4 ~ a is ?.ass
(Priority or Methodof Moiling) 1 }miss Gandy

L
i

JF:I/j.m
(5)

C C wick 1

8

... _

v

Transmit the following in

I

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROH SAC WFO (105-37111)(P)

L .E HARVEY OSWALD
I S R CUBA
(00 DL)

ReBuairtel 5/22/64 requesting review of files of
State Dept and WFO tel call to Bureau 5/064

Mr THOMAS L1:RLI C1I Special Assistant to the Legal )
advisor USDS advised _SA KLNNLTH J )L1S1 R on 5/26/64 that he

/`Jhas all the State files on the OSWALD case but his office is
most extensively involved with these files at this lime and did
not see how they could be presently made available for FBI
review He explained that State has already given the 'Warren
Commission a copy of the State Dept files in the past but the
Commission has just asked for another copy with each document
to be tabbed and listed The dec'ine on this new copy is

Thursday 5/28/64

Bureau
Dallas (100-10461) (All) (RIO SEC 26

1 ;.rU

AIRT.:;L

Approve
7 -c n

iy ([O tit t.Specia gent in Charge -~

Ns
Sent IA er
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Brief recourse to the passport file of the subject
on 5/26/64 revealed that the passport renewal application

II executed by the subject on 7 0/61 was sworn to by the subject
personally before RICHARD SNYDZ tr Consul ?rnerican Embassy
Moscow i'/-

Despatch P29 from the Ameri an T:mbls ?Moscow dated

7/11/61 lists the reporting officer asL C/
NYDE: and appears

to be initiated by him He is described thereon as the

&2eporter This despatch was signed for the Ambassador by.
BORIS H J:LOSSON Counselor for-i-olitical Affairs at the Embassy
.a.w. 1J

Despatch P29 appears to be identical to the communica
tion of July 11 1961 described on pages 6 to 8 of the report of

SA CARL E GRAHAM WFO dated 12/2/63 This contains info

concerning 0SWALD's appearance and interview at the Embassy in

Moscow on July 8 1961 relative to his desire to return to the
U.S with his wife SIYD R appears to be the official who

interviewed him In this respect attentiop'is also directed
in the same report of SA GRAHJ N to pages

4 to 26 which contain
the interview results of Ur :titYj,CTOP'.:...V1-MIR 'oreign
Service Officer concerning OSWALD EC ICKt.-.2 edvised he was
one of two consuls in the American 1ibassy in I;osco:l Russia
from 6/59 to 9/61 He said he shared an office with ::IC"IAIID
SI'YD that OSWI.LD came into the Embassy about 10/59 and talked
with SI YD:.R

E" w

_ 1s3 N In addition State has 5 witnesses who must appear
before the Commission next week and the testimony of each
has to be reviewed in relation to the respective file He
stated State has received 5 letters of inquiry from the
Commission about various specific points which have to be
answered He also stated that he has to brief his superiors
concerning all these developments and needs files for this

purpose
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WFO 105-37111 ;

ti
Hiss JOYCi BERNL'TT f ersonnel Locator Section

Office of Personnel USDS advised SA IIASE on 5/26/64 that

RIC}IAiD E SNYDLR is currently assigned as Special Assistant
First Secretary U.S ihbassy Tokyo Japan having been
transferred there on 6/9/63.'I.,..4

Any lead to interview SNYDER concerning OSWALD
is left to the discretion of the Bureau It was ascertained

by SA BASER that State was presently in the process of

compiling the naves of all State personnel in contact with
0.;W .LD with interview purposes suggested

It was also briefly noted that on a passport
amendment application dated 5/24/62 and filed in Moscow
subject requested amendment of passport 1733242 issued 9/10/59
to include daughter JUNE LEE HARVEY (sic) born at iinsk
2/15162 OSj"ThLD gave his U.S residence as 7313 Davanport
St. Ft north Texas and address as USjft Uinsl. 4 I:alinira
Apt 24 He stated he intended to return to the U.S per
manently to reside within a few days It was noted Soviet ti_
birth certificate of

childvw
seen by passport authorities -

The signature of JOSEPH B ORBURY,_U.S .:)nbassy appeared on
this document

--
~ ~. C t C~+~ I

ULCB WO will maintain contact with iRLIC I to

II review these State files when available
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Memorandum

11.1.-q

Mi SULLIVAN

FROM A:2 I3 :NtuAN

SUBJECT 9ti O KILLED n NN DY
Mr

-Captioned book has been obtained and reviewed in accordance
with the Director's instructions Buchanan born 1919 B^lt:m ruy ._~..._ e
Maryland active in communist_c<<uses_in this country1*"C-56 and has--_
.ad itted e4ss Cc uiist_Party(CP)_.m_mbershi.n to Bureau ?Jehts He
is carried_.o_n Reserve Index Buchanan's articles in French ne::spaper
RL'Express earlier this.'.r cast doubt on Lee Harvey Oswald's
guilt claimed Oswald was FBI informant and/or Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) agent and set forth theory about conspiracy to kill
President Kennedy Commission has been furnished copies of articles

,and translations thereof Preface of boo': claims the text was filed
:with Coaaission in March 1964 states ha discussed his views with a

Co mission representative after aa intarvie:i I;ith Deputy Attorney
!General Katzenbach that intcry e i avir b2.;_ arranged by

Senator Edward Kennedy .Buc:aaa::s . t_ c?s is ....~.=~''-"-~ Oswald wass merelyh.., w ,~
a minor member of conspiracy to kill President uanncdy because he was
negotiating with communists and this displeased wealthy and influential
Texas oilmen Buchanan alleges a Texas millionaire "Mr X, authored

I assassination plot Buchanan thesis on method of assassination and
conspirators involved admittedly based on speculation According to
Buchanan sin 1 fired a shot from railway ova.ass in front of
President's motorcce ca-actin 2 fired throe shatS fro: Texas School
Book Depository (Tz= Oswald as aided assassin 2
-~nr( nDl i r;f 4 .~r ?car-+{ -: acedlet Gc,. t__u leave uilcin~ ;t,.,~ C . Os:7a~d s
arrest prior to tine e vas discovered nissii g from acra _-'li' 6 _
followed Oswald and si naj-ed Peru-,-oJic (Dallas police officer J D
Tippi t) who was to ki Oswald although it was Oswald who killed
TiiAit Jac! Ruby according to Buchanan was used by c7_^_si)ira cy to
silence Oswald L::clanan sets forth so-called "official version and
coubts single assassin Oswald fired all shots -Refutation of his doubts
set forth Buchanan alleges the assassination plot i:_s not 'a communist
plot since comau:is is would not have benefited from sic ent I:en edy's
death Buchanan clams ti::t Oswald ras associated~with :F31 and
prc'aably CIA I:e also claims that municipal and Federal nonce
invasti ;atoms are conspiring to hide evidence in the assassination and

.l:":S E2T tef

Erc f (9)
i 4

:) JUN 30 196
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to persuade important witnesses to change or to withhold their testimony
because the "truth would tend to discredit the Government of the U.S
Buchanan devotes 40 of 192 pages to historical discussion on the
assassinations of President Lincoln 1853 President Garfield 131
and President McMnley 1901 Dtachanan's book does not present any
facts which would cause us to change our conclusion that Cstvald acted
alone as the assassin of President :Zennedy Set forth as an enclosure
to the attached letter to the President's Commission is a listing of some
claims made by Buchanan on the assassination matter in his book as well
as our refutations of those claims The attached letter also encloses
for the Commission a copy of the French version of book entitled .The
Assassins of Kennedyt which has been reviewed at the Bureau and found
to make the same claims in a so:ae:ihat abridged form

;;rCCt?Z IVD\TTON

That the attached let t:. be sent tc the President's Comma on

^e memorandum Kr Rose to Mr Belmont 5-14-66 captioned "Book
Entitled 'iTho Killed .:ennedyi -.:ach indicated the Pres ent's Commission
has asked the Bureau to review Look for our comments The Director
noted 01 want it thoroughly fc%le 'cd h.p

The boo' has been obtained and reviewed in accordance with
the Director's instructions As requested during the testimony of
-the Director and Assistant to the Director Delmont the Commission is
being advised by attached letter of allegations of Buchanan in the
book which can be refuted by frets as well as our conclusion that
Buchanan presents no facts on the assassination which contradict our
findings in the assassination matter

The author of the bock is Thomas Gittings Buchanan Zr. who
was born 3-14-1 Baltimore Maryland I:e attended Yale Ua ive=s ty
Kew :!aven Connecticut for one year 1936-37 and The George Z;'^s ..r ;ton
ITniversity Washington D C. for one year 1939-40 Buchanan Bras
inducted into the U.S Array in 1942 end released from active d t~ in
1946 with the rank of cataia Cur i:.:'esti gation of Buchanan inclosed
extensive Co.. ist Party history :'_e joined the C in 19-:3 u'hIla
:orI inl for the "Ilashin ;ion Eveni n^ C:a ru as a reporter and was :scharged

'in 1945 by that paper after admission of-Cl) membership to an
official of the paper Iie was extremely active in communist caLses

it



defense-type industries

Another reason they had for ,::muting to eliminate President
Kennedy was for fear he would reduce the 272 per cent oil depletion
allowance which benefited them so greatly

: i):3 \\i Ui FOR MR ~
SULLIVAN

Ui i lii KILLED KENNEDY

from 1943 to 1956 and on interview by Bureau Agents in 1952 and 1953

admitted CP membership During an interview in 1957 he claii c'J to have
left the C: in 1956 He was on the Security Index from 1949 to 1961.'

He is now carried on the Reserve Index in view of his connection with

the field of journalism According to the jacket on his book Buchanan

new lives in Paris and is involved with a firm planning the maintenance
of the City of Paris accounting records by means of electronic computers

Buchanan was the author of several articles in the French

encwspaper "L'1 xpress in February March and April 1964 which cast
doubt on Oswald s guilt in the assassination claimed Oswald was an
FBI informant and/or CIA agent and set forti his theory about a

conspiracy of wealthy men in Texas to kill President Kennedy because he
was negotiating with Premier Ebrushchev and reducing "cold war tensions

Copies of the articles ,and translations thereof have been furnished the
President's Commission

PREFACE OF BM

According to the Preface the .entire text of the report you
are about to read was filed in Washington in Earch 1964 with the
President's Commission at the rconest of a "staff eraser of that
commission. Curiously enough I:anan states that he is de icatin4
the book to-the group of mea who are conducting the investigation or
the President's Commission wha I:eve an 'immensely difficult assignment
which cannot be carried out rnl."s_ each citi with knowledge comes
forward to disclose it re also :mutes that :.pacts of the report
first appeared in 'L Express in a;."is Buchanan claims that he
discussed his views on the assassination with a Ce:.nission representative
after an interview with Deputy i.t o_ :icy General ;:ic::oi as DeB Katzenbach
that interview having been arranged by Senator Edv:;.rd Kennedy of
i-:assachusetts Ike were aware of and have previously reported on
Buchanan's contacts with Katzenbach and the Cou.mission

1 }':SI i CF ~CC 3

Buchanan s thesis is ` is Lee E4. e; Oswald was merely a minor
member of a conspiracy to assn sn ac President Kennedy The plot was
organized because Y.-resident TCea%( ;j's progress in negotiating with the

ccr.runists% such ez the 1963 tics:o:y agreement to ban nuclear weapons
testing eisple scd wealthy and influential Tc:cas oilmen Buchanan
claimed that such wealthy men did not rant to sea an end to the "cold
war because disarmament would injure their investments in the oil and
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Buchanan states that the wealthy oilmen felt that while
President Kennedy's successor i'r sidcnt Johnson might hold nearly the
same views on civil rights anl o eign policy flatters as President
Kennedy President Johnson had been chosen by them to succeed the late

Speaker San Rayburn to defend their interests in Washington Buchanan
states that it would be fantastic if President Johnson was in any way
involved in the plot to kill President Kennedy He further states that
no such implication is intended

Buchanan alleges that a Texas millionaire identified only as
"Mr X was the author of the p i to kill President Kennedy 'Mr X

supposedly had three enemies 1 The Italian oil magnate Enrico Mattel
whose extensive business holdin.;_ tnd undercutting of American oil
prices upset "Mr X' 2 President ::ennedy and 3 Soviet Premier
Khrushchev All of .these men according to Buchanan stood between
"fir X and world domination 'nchanan implies that 'NY X could have
been behind the airplane crash in October 1962 in which Mattel was
killed in Italy He states that 'Mr X, by having President Kennedy
assassinated would not only get "rid of hits but would also discredit
I3:rushchev by having everything point to-the fact that Oswald was a
communist who had been trained in Russia To prevent Oswald from
revealing anything about the authors and plans of the conspiracy he vas
according to Buchanan to be killed before capture Since this was not
done then it was necessary for the conspirators to arrange for Mato
be killed before being brought to trial

1CIl .NAN V r S I ON

Buchanan sets forth his version of the way the assassination
was carried out by seven individuals working for 'Kr X. In
introducing his version Buchanan admits that he is dealing with the
realm of speculation and that all the elements of his hypothesis some
of which may be incorrect in detail are based on pro'.,ailities
This approach by Buchanan shows the weakness already ct:ributed to him
by responsible reviewers of his writings about the-assassination of
President Kennedy Buchanan as well as others who oppose Ost;ald's
guilt as the sole assassin admittedly are basing their case on 1
reports in the press which during the early days after the assassination
were confused and contradictory 2 false and vicious rumors and
:::axes which have been fostered by irresponsible public officials as well
as by individuals 3 motives which could be monetary and 4 views

represent their economic political
cnd social thinking It

r:d to surprising indeed if Buchanan with his communist Lacl gr ound
c-_ not disc_ain Oswald as a real communist a d claim that he was
in teel a double agent working or to be corking in the future against
cop unist causes In addition commentators such as Buchan are
hurrying into print before the report of the President's Cc.::rrission is
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published to capitalize on interest in the matter Facts already known

to us on the assassination if published would refute many of the
claims being made now concerning the assassination

SWEN C(NS"IRATCR

According to Buchanan there were 2 assassins Assassin,)
fired one shot from the railway overpass in front of the President's
motorcade and fled leaving his r.:~.-der weapon on that bride Assassin 2
who had been hidden in the TSBD between closing time the night before
and opening on the morning* of the assassination fired 3 shots with a
weanon brought to him by Oswald or some other pe=on working in the
building His 3 shots had three purposes to :cc::p3.ish the
assassination of the President if Assassin 1 ca:ld not carry out his
mission to act as a diversion to permit the es epe of Assassin 3
and to show some shots came from the building vie 3swald had been
workin so that he could be caught as the scapegoat is the plot
Assassin 2 probably escaped the TSBD dressed as a policeman

Oswald according to Buchanan was Accomnl}ct,~~ ile purchased
the rifle for the plot guided Assassin 2 into the IS3 end the stocI;room
brought him the rifle and immediately after the assassination was found
on the second floor of the SID Thereafter Oswald was permitted to
leave the building in violation o police orders

Arcnrnl3ce 4 gave the order to let Oswald leave the building
He is reportedly a police officer

Aeconn ce 5 is a police official who gave the order to arrest
'Oswald prior to the tire he was discovered missing from the TSBD Ile had
fore knowledge of Oswald's part in the plot

hccor~ ice 6 was probably a detective r_ct caressed in official
uniform ?e foiic'.'ed Oswald after leaving the TSBD and when Oswald left
his boarding house Accomplice 6 gave the signal to.Acconplice 7 who was
waiting in a police car around the corner

Iccnrn'--tce 7 is identified by Buchanan as Dallas Police
Officer J D Tin;it who best evidence shows was killed by Oswald
According to Buc ena w Accomplice 7 was to '.:ill Ccwald so that 'the
latter's knowledge of the cons_)iracy would be silenced Acco 1pl ice 7
was given the assignment to "make attends for a career in whic he had
not ever managed to Sect:re the favour of the officers above him.
however Acco p'_ ce 7 "b ngled his last assignment Later Ostia taws
capture alive in -the Texas Theatre

According to Buchanan Jack Ruby a gangster with whom the
Dallas Police were on 'intimate terms, must have been involved in =ome
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fray with the man he slew (Oswald) Euchanan claims that men like rub
do not kill out of patriotic fervor or to avenge the widow of a
'martyred leader, but to prevent someone from confessing and from
implicating associates In a crime

We have developed no facts or documents to substantiate
:uchanan's speculative theory of conspiracy and seven conspirators

URA AN T;n1T,J'S "OPrICTHL VERSION

Buchanan states that the "official theses which he sets forth
on the assassination will be those on which the police of Dallas and the
FBI appear to be in general agreement :Ie also states that his analysis
of then is not based on mere press speculations but on the official
sources ;ghat-he rails to mention is that his analysis actually
speculates on what has been reported to have been said by the police of
Dallas and the FBI

Buchanan states that the first "official thesis is that the
shots fired at tI:e presidential car cane from one direction a lone
assassin in the 6th floor wi ndo of the TSBD He says he doubts this
because the doctors at Park a e i.. morial Hospital in Dallas first
reported the wound in President :_7;na dy's throat as an entrance wound
indicating the bullet came fro: in ;root of the motorcade but were later
tallied into changin: their repc t on the wand after the autopsy at

ethesda Naval Hospital reported the wound in the throat was an exit-typewound Doctors at Parklard.;os ital have stated that their main
purpose was to sustain life and'riot to closely examine the sources of
younds and the paths of project _s inside the President's body

Buchanan states some i :-a asses reacted as if the shots had
core from in front of the notoraza-e In our inquiries there were
several who said this but nuie.oas others have said they believe the
shots came from behind the President

Buchanan also in his effort to show the shots came from
in front of the President states that an assassin could have been on
the railway overpass in front of the motorcade since the overpass was
unguarded on that day Buchanan either is lying deliberately or doesnot know the facts there was a police guard on the railway overpassand he along with several civilian witnesses also on that bridge denied.and

anything to indicate an assassin fired a weapon from the bridge

Buchanan states that no mention as made of a wound in
President Kennedy's back by doctors at Parkland hospital although the
autopsy at Bethesda Naval Hospital claims that there was such a wound



He states it hard to believe the r doctors at Parkland failed to discover
the wound in spite of the statement by those doctors that the reason
they did not notice it was because President Kennedy vas lying on his
back during their life-saving efforts He implies that the wound was
invented to prove all the shots came from behind

Buchanan claims that the second "official thesis is that
the marksman who fired all the shots v,.s u:;~~ald He claims that an
investigator for the President'.s Commission informed him that if more

+than three shots are conclusively established it may be assumed that
there were two assassins This is so because the investigator stated
that no an could have fired four shots in the 5 to 6 seconds He
claims that a news story shortly after the assassination claimed a
small round bullet hole in the windshield of the President's car
That Buchanan fails to state is that the ne^.s n later said the glass
splintering could have been caused by a ricochet from inside the car
Laboratory e,ca...mination of the windshield showed that it was cracked by
a projectile from behind

Buchanan claims that Oswald's Marine Corps record for
marksmanship shows that he was one of the worst shots in the rarines
or in any other military service and could not have been the successful
assassin based oa his past record This seems hard to accept since
Oswald was rated in the "sharpshooter class which even Buchanan admits
is the intermediate class between the top class "expert, and the
bottom class "marksman.

Buchanan states that the third "offieia l thesis is that
Police have proved by scientific evide::ce that Oswald fired the murder

weapon lie states that the FBI has denied that pals prints were found
on the rifle used in the assassination No such statement has been

i made by a representative of this Bureau The truth is that a latent
sprint lifted from the rifle barrel was identified by the Identification
{Division as the right palm print of Oswald h

Buchanan claims that the pa aff n test made oa Cewald's hands
and cheek by the Dallas PD after arrest revealed that he had powder

:residues on his hands but none on his cheek Th.is moans D.ichaZan
'claims that Oswald may have fired the pistol saZ 1 to have been used
!in the killing of Police Officer Tippit but tha the absence of )onrder

on his cheek shows he did not fire the assassination rifle since zhe e

I
would have been gunpowder residues on his right cheek Buchanan does
not tell all about the paraffin test It is regarded as unreliable ad
inconclusive Evidence by Bureau experts has been given to the

`Commission already to that effect
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Buchanan states that the fourth "official thesis is that*
Oswald remained upstairs in the school book building while fellow
workers went to the street to see the President and that after the
had left he went into the stockroom and remained alone there He
claims there are no witnesses to confirm this In fact he says
a photographer filmed the 6th floor window at 12:30 T:e photograph
shows two silhouettes in the stockroom as well as a large clock on
the roof of the building which shows the time as 12:30 The Bureau
is not aware of such a photograph although we do have a photograph
of the 6th floor reportedly taken about the assassination time It
does not show what can be identified as human forms in windows on-the
6th floor of the building.

Buchanan cl4ims that the fifh 'official thesis is that
after the assassination Oswald hid the rifle descended to the
second floor lunchroom took out a bottle from the automatic drink
dispenser and began to drink it before the TS3D superintendent Roy S
Truly and a policeman reached the second floor in checking out the
building Buchanan alleges that Oswald must have been the 'fastest
runner since the great Olympic title holder Jesse Ovens, to have
done all the above before Truly and the policeman arrived on the
second floor Truly has advised that he saw Oswald on the second
floor of the building in about two or three minutes after the
assassination A survey was ,made by Bureau Agents to determine the
tires taken using various routes and rates of speed to arrive at the
first floor from the assassination window on the 6th floor The

t longest
normal time period was just over three and a half minutes

Buchanan alleges that the assassination of President Kennedywas not a communist plot in spite of Oswald's past defection to the
Soviet Union and his pro-Castro activities in the months prior to
the assassination Be claims that the Soviet co munista could not
have gained in their efforts to aid world peace by having President
Kennedy killed Such a move would have hurt pea-ea efforts by the
Soviets He claims that Castro Cuba would not I_ :-e gained either since
a campaign was ur.de :.ay both by Kennedy and Cost_e to relieve the
tensions between Cu .a and the U.S As for the Chinese CommunistsBuchanan claims the} too would have gained nothing from the assassination
since President Kennedy had reportedly said that he did not think
the islands of Quemoy and Matsu off the China coast in the hands of
Chiang Kai-shek shpuld be defended by American naval forces if attacked
by the Chinese Communists Buchanan also states that "domestic
communists in the U.S could not have benefited from
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:resident Kennedy's assassination since the drive against American
communists under the Truman and Eisenhower Administrations had not been

intensified under the Kennedy leadership

Buchanan alleges falsely-that the Director has stated that
"there was no basis to believe that J.S Communists had been involved
in Oswald's plot in any way. Stories appearing in the press leaked
from our report to the Commission in December 1963 stated that evidence

pointed to cswald as a lone killer of Kennedy Our report did not single
out any group as not being involved

"~T_
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Buchanan alleges tip Os :.ld eras associated with the F3i and
probably the CIA bases his on the fact that the press reported
that the name teleohone number license number of S/ James P
Losty were in Oswalu's note::oo: that Oswald received a passport
within 24-hours in New Orleans ;-:_ .:esne 1;'631 despite his prior
defection to the Soviet Union aii his p ar tic_1a:a;, in pro-Castro
activities He also looks on the statement o C:._e Justice Warren about
the necessity to withhold some matters in the inch_ from the public
as evidence of an association or Cnwald with a ;over n::ent agency

T.1CAANTJAT ~  TA'"t Fie.-^fiR711NICN 0_ 1

According to Buchanan 'every citizen of the United States
knows privately that if you "know someone at Police Headquarters you can
"fine a parking ticket and that if you know somebody hi 1 enough it is
"-quite literally possible to get array with murder. This negative
attitude is uaCe

possible
responsible for a claim he ma::es on the final

page of his boo: -papre 192--to the effect that municipal and Federal
police investigators are engaged in a conspiracy to hide :;ey evidence
in the assassiation and to persuade important witnesses to change or

Ito withhold their testimo ay because the "truth in the assassination
I case (as alleged by Buchanan) would tend-to discredit the O:.vernment

of the United States
i

In a discussion of the c::tent of organized ci in the
United States Buchanan t'a states thatat business e:iecutives labor leaders
and politicians have been guilty of employing "gangsters to acca::-Aisfi
their objectives He also refers to the Director as stating i ;:9
that files on all -rajo_ criminals sought by the FBI show VI= these
criminals were c:i "inti ate and cordial terms with professional
ppoliticians. The sta ement by the Director closest-to the meaning of
Buchan n's reference eras found in the Director's speech to the Inter
national Association of Chiefs of Police in San Francisco on 10-10-39
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"Since cue arc frankly considering the problems
and difficulties of law enforcement let us
examine another evil wrecker of popular public
respect I refer to the matter of corruption
There have been instances wherein vicious criminals
even professional murders have been allowed to go
free by persons who blemished the name of law
enforcement by calling themselves peace officers
It is true that law enforcement has been stifled
by crooked politicians.

Curiously enouzh after building up the idea of corruption
among pol icians in this country in the past Buchanan later claims
that today there is "less corruption of the politidans on the highest
levels than there used to be when the Director made the remarks above

I:151..~ 11Tn;,j~  T:1. ."I  , l~ tr."~r  f**t rnn1~.~.l!i77 t~

Buchanan devotes 40 out cf 192 pages of his book to a
discussion of the assnssinat ions of President Lincoln in 1865
President Garfield it 1381 and President Bic_:irley in 1;31 ana the
implication of the assassins in various conspiracies I!L uses this
approach to claim that the 3 assassinations were the result of
conspiracies or beneficial to opponents of the 3 essass_r .ted Presidents
and thus history shows that they pattern of conspiracy in tide past
was therefore present in the assassination of President ::ennedy in 1963

It;CONSJ STP.NCY f.7 r iCTA't'.AT,:1;00: An !) A1 ICf_'s

In E:char_ n's article in 'L'E:apress of 4-9-64 huchanan set
forth his version of the censniracy to kill President .:enr:edy and

ated that leading the wealthy oilman behind the conspiracy was a
M"isr R. Buchanan it is noted openly mentic::cd in the article that
e ~:r E L Hunt was one of the weal t_.y men in :nl as and While be did

not specify that 1:r H L Hunt was the 'jr.behind the conspiracy

iBuchanan
certainly made that ir .ln .._: :;ook 'who _:::fed~ ~ c e:ncc

Kennedy? Buchanan its any mention of Pt La:at by name and has
charged the author of the copse= r_:cy from "Pt I: to "Er X. that` Dadra nan had in mind in r.:akin chap a is cot known however it is
possible to offer conjecture ::e canted to avoid possible libel
suits in corpection with the bon
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As a result of a thorough review and analysis of Buchanan's
i book .I'Tho :gilled Kennedy?, it has been determined that Buchanan presents

no farts which cause us to -change our conclusion t -n t Oswald acting
alone was the assassin of President hennedy Set forth as an enclosure
to the attached letter to the President's Commission is a listing of some

'elair..s made by Buchanan on the assassination-matter in his book as well as
our refutations of those claims

The French version of .'no Killer Zennciy has been reviewed
after receipt from the Le al Att:.che Paris It is entitled "The
Assassins of Itien edy'.ard is a somewhat a;;rid%ed va . on of the English
text It covers the same claims and items that B ch an sets forth
in the English version although the wording is reduced in certain
portions. The French version also includes several photographs of
the assassination area in Dallas c;?iich are attributed to the French
newspaper "L'E ass in rich Buchanan's articles aDo a ed earlier
A copy of the Fi .:nc :.version is also being furnished to the President's
Commission by a ached letter
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two are

1 It acted that on pad. 23 there is a cop; of
i a letter s;:p :._.:;1y from CO ii::D J LYNN to ANNE and CARL

B R:.D where=. ::N mentions e vi:.it to the Director's
office for t:.o se of a sit-in 1
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

ON

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

STATE OF LOUISIANA

THE MINUTES OF THE HEARING OF THE COMMITTEE
HELD IN THE COMMITTEE'S OFFICE OI.I) STATE CAPITOL

BUILDING BATON ROUGE LA WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER
27 1903 COMMENCING AT 10:00 A.M. CHAIRMAN JAMES
H PFISTER PRESIDING

BY MR PFISTER

Gentlemen let's all stand and with r.":e ence and devotion in
voke God's blessing :...d guidance upon the Joint Legislative Com
mittee on Un-American Activities and its work for the people of
this State

Bless us 0 Lord and these the members of the Joint Legisla
tive Committee on Un-American Activities for the State of Louisi
ana Fill our minds and hearts with tl :treat gifts of wisdon and
understanding counsel and fortitude :...wl dge, piety and fear
of God Help us in our deliberations d:::i the course of this all
important Hearing so that all our tho .i::s all our words and all
our deeds may redound to the greater good of this Committee and
for the benefit and the welfare of the good people of this State to
whom we are herewith pledged and dedicated to serve All to Thy
glory 0 God now and forevermore Amen

I now ask our Staff Director Col Alexander if he will kindly
call the Roll

BY COL ALEXANDER

Representative dsr.:es H Pfister Chairman here Senator
Samuel Broussard Vice-Chairman here Representative Willie P
Arceneaux here Representative Dudley A Bernard (absent)
Snator Cecil it Blair %absent) Senator William T Carpenter



J
.here Senator Jackson B.Q (ab."ent) Representative MikQ
John Jr. here Senator llaro ontgomery here Representative
Welborn_Jaek (absent) Counsel Rogers present

BY MR PFISTERR

Gentlemen we have six members out of the ten members o
this Committee present and I now declare this a quorum

Gentlemen this Hearing is called for the continuing purpose
of analyzing the interlocking connections of various parts of the
Communist ennspiracy operating in Louisiana It is our purpose to
learn more about functions and leadership of the various Commun
ist influenced organizations so that we might more ably prepare
legislation to protect the citizens of this State from subversive
activities

After the horrible assassination of the President we directed
our Committee staff to make a preliminary inquiry into the con
nections of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee here in Louisiana
Today's testimony is part of the evidence our staff research has un
covered and so at this time I would like to ask our Committee
Counsel Mr Jack N Rogers if he will give us a report on the find
ings of his research

TESTIMONY OF JACK N ROGERS

TILE WITNESS WAS DULY SWORN TO TELL THE
TRUTH THE WHOLE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE
TRUTH SO HELP HIM GOD

BY MR ROGERS.

Mr Chairman first we have to go into a little bit of the back
* ground to gain some picture of exactly the type of organization we

are dealing with in the Fair Play For Cuba Committee For years
there has been in this Country a number of Communist splinter
organizations which have broken with the orthodox Communist
Party The Trotskyite Communists who have been feuding with the
Stalinist Communists since the 1920's compose the largest of the
splinter organizations In the past their relations with the formal
Communist Party have been marked by extreme bitterness

Khrushchev's speech attacking and denouncing Stalin at the
20th Congress of the Soviet Communist Party in 195G has done much
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to heal the breach betwrit. ese two dissident groups Follow
this 20th Congress and immediately before the dissolution of the
Cominform which took place about 2 months later the world com
munist movement through a Cominform publication called upon
the orthodox Communists of the world for united action between
themselves and other Communist groups Since that time the U S
Communist Party following Moscow's orders has made a deliberate
effort to heal the breach between itself and the Socialist Workers
Party in the United States and this party is the main Trotskyite
Communist group in this country

Now the Fair :lay for Cuba Committee is very closely inter
twined at the top level of leadership with these Trotskyite Commun
ists One of the men interviewed by the House Committee On Un
American Activities concerning this Socialist Workers Party and
also concerning the Fair Play for Cuba Committee was a man
named Dr A J Lewis He was the Executive Secretary of the Los
Angeles Fair Play For Cuba Committee This is the group the Fair
Play For Cuba Committee to which Lee Harvey Oswald belonged
Lee Harvey Oswald of course is the man who has apparently assas
sinated our President Oswald was arrested and booked in New Or
leans on the 9th day of August 190 for what was formally
charged as "disturbing the peace by picketing and handing out
literature for the Fair Play For Cuba Committee A disturbance
followed this and he was arrested in the process

The Fair Play For Cuba Committee has been discussed further
in later reports of the House Committee On Un-American Activi
ties An unusual feature of this front operation has been the fact
that it has been dominated 'from its inception by members of the
Socialist Workers Party this ultra-revolutionary Communist
organization which has competed for many years with the orthodox
Communist Party

Members of the Socialist Workers Party consider themselves
genuine Communists but they are usually called Trotskyites be
cause they adhere to the principles of Marx Engels and Lenin as
interpreted by the Russian Revolut enary leader Leon Trotsky Al
though they have difference with the Soviet Communist leadership
and its public party in the United States ,over tactical and ideologi
cal matters T r o t s k y i t e s agree with the U.S Communists
that the Soviet Union must be defended against "agressors such
as the United States and that the Communist system must be ex
tended throughout the entire world Collaboration between the two
forces has been furthered by the present Soviet dictator's instruc
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lions that Communists throughout the world should establish
"ignited fault relationships with other individuals and groups
when expedient regardless of differing views khrushchev en
couraged such relationships on the basis that they serve to ad
vance certain mutual objectives although the Soviet dictator made
it clear that all participants in the united front operations are ex
pected to give support to the Soviet Union's "peace policies as
opposed to what he terms the "aggressive policies of the United
States.

The House Committee On Un-American Activities investiga
limns revealed that key leadership posts in the Angeles chapter of
the Fair Play For Cuba Committee were held by individuals who
were also active members of the Trotskyite Socialist Workers Party
Lesser functionary positions in the organization were allotted to
nnembers of the orthodox Communist Party of the United States
The reasons for this was that the orthodox Communist Party was
unsuccessful in attempting to take over the whole structure of the
Trotskyite group they only infiltrated it partially they didn't get
complete control over it

Now in regard to the tie-in between this organization and the
Southern Conference Educational Fund we have had testimony at
our last Hearing concerning the very close involvement in leader
ship of the Southern Conference Educational Fund of a man named
Carl Braden Braden is a positively-identified Communist there is
no question about his being a Communist Party member Fairly
recently in May of 1961 the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
made an inquiry into the Fair Paly For Cuba Co::i:;ttt + la the
course of that inquiry the Senate internal Security Sat..;mrtitteee
determined that the same Carl Braden and he is positively identi
fied in the record as "Carl Braden the Field Secretary of the
Southern Conference Educational Fund was one of the main
speakers at the Fair Play For Cuba Committee dinner or banquet
in New York on April 28 of 1961

In addition to this the Senate Sub-Committee developed the
fact that the Fair Play For Cuba Committee had paid Carl Braden's
expenses to come to the banquet from wherever he happened to
be at the time

In addition to this and even more important Carl Braden is
one of the national officers of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee.
His name appears their letterhead as a "National Sponsor of
the Fair Play For Cuba Committee His function in the Southern
Conference Educational Fund at this time goes under the name of
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"Field Organizer, and his activities in the 'Southern Conference
Educational Fund apparently are his primary functions for the Com
munist conspiracy ills actual function in the Fair Play For Cuba
Committee we have as yet been unable to determine but he is deli
nitcly one of the national officers and is listed as such on their
letterhead I have a copy of that letterhead here in my hand and I
would like to offer it into the record Mr Chairman showing the
name of Mr Carl Braden under "National Sponsor, on the left
side of the Fair Play _For Cuba Committee letterhead

RY MR ROGERS

This is a clear interlocking tie-in between the F:.ir Play For
Cuba Committee and the Southern Conference Educ..tion:d Fund

In addition to Carl Braden there have been other manifesta
tions of the support given by the Southern Conference Educational
Fund to the Fair Play For Cuba Committee Two men namely
Robert F Williams and William tWorthy both colored men have
been supported publicly by the Southern Conference Educational
Fund and both are definitely connected with Castro's operation in
the United States which is primarily carried out insofar as propa
ganda is concerned by the Fait Play For Cuba Committee

The name of Robert W:iianLs appears in connection with
the Fair Play For Cuba Co n:nittee in the Senate Internal Security
Sub-Committee Hearing part 6 daU'd February 8 1963 into
"Castro's Network In The United States. Williams name appears
on page 339 of that report in a reprint of an article supporting the
Fair Play For Cuba Committee written in 1961 by a man named
Lyle Stuart Williams is described as follows in this article "They
also included Robert F Williams who at the moment of this
writing is fleeing with his family from a posse of legal killers in
Monroe North Carolina. As a matter of fact Robert F Williams
is under indictment for kidnapping in North Carolina right now
A coPy of a letter from Robert F Williams to Mr Cn l Braden has
been published in our first report on the Southern Conference Edu
cational Fund on page 71 thereof This letter was sent to Carl Braden
from Cuba where Robert t'.'i?liams was hiding out at the time broad
casting propaganda for C:.stro

A further connection between Robert Williams and the Southern



BY MR ?:':STER

If the Committee is in :.greemeat that this shou:d be entered
into the reec:d let it now be enter,] into the record

EY MR ROGERS

Anu:aer individual whose name bas appeared in connection with
both of these organizations is a Inn by the name of William

Conference Educational Fund appears in the "Southern Patriot,
the subversive publication of the Southern Conference Educational
Fund inc. for January 19G0 on page 3 where the name of Robert
F Williams appears as the author of an article The title of this
article is simply this "Is Violence Necessary To Combat Injustice
There are two points of view expressed here one the negative on
this proposition by Martin Luther King and the other the positive
advocating violence by Robert F Williams This is printed in detail
his analysis of his point of view advocating violence along with
his picture underneath his name in the paper which I have men
tioned I offer this into evidence Mr Chairman

BY MR ROGERS

A further tie-in between the Southern Con f.:r n a EJcc:ation4
Fund and Robert F Williams occurred in the Fcbrrary 1963 issue
of the Southern Patrict on page 2 in a book review written by Anne
Braden Now Anne Braden is also a positively identified Co::.raunist
Party member she is the frife of Carl Braden and was identified
by the same Federal Bureau of Investigation informant that identi
fied Carl Braden As you will remember from our last Hearing this
informant's name was AlF;:rta Ahearn and she swore both in Court
and later hrfoie t::c ;te Intern:A Security Subcc,r:mitteu that
Car! ....d Anne lira.:e:::..d recru-ited her into the Communist I 'arty
and that she knew them as Communist Party members

This book review is a review of a book written by Robert
Williams entitle. "Negroes With Guns. It is a lengthy book review

and it is a favorable review towards the book It takes up a fuU
half of a page of this particular issue of the Southern Patriot and
it is signed at the bottom with the name of "Anne Braden. I offer
this into ev:c:ence Mr Chairman



Worthy William Worthy's name was brought up ire connection with
the Fair Play For Cuba Committee in part 4 of the Hearings of the
Senate Internal Security Sub-Committee thereon dated June 12 and
13 19G1 on page 34S during the questioning of a ivitness named
"Tekla. He testified that be :.ttenc d 2 meetings of the Fair Play
For Cuba Committee in the Cleveland area at one of which meet
ings William Worthy was a featured speaker

William Worthy has been written up in the Southern Patriot
in the issue of October 1962 wherein the Southern Conference Edu
cational Fund throt:;: its subversive ,publication praised Worthy
and the work that he was doing and commented favorably on his
visit to.Cuba which was carried out in violation of the State De
partment Passport Regulations and for which he was subsequently
arrested The Southern Conference Educational Fund actually re
quests formai:y at the bottom of this article that "people who read
this newspaper add your voice to the protest against William
Worthy's conviction write President Kennedy at the White House
and urge him to act in the case circulate one of the several petitions
that are now being compiled across the country. It goes on to tell
where the petitions are available and one of the addresses from
which they are available is S22 Perdido Street New Orleans 12
Louisiana which is the address of the Southern Conference Edu
cational Fund I would like to offer this into the record Mr Chair
man

BY MR PFISTER

Bearing no objections from the members of the Committee let
it be entered into the record

BY MR ROGERS

In addition to this Mr Chairman there was another witness
who appeared in the Fair Play For Cuba Committee Hearing before
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee who has been closely con
nected with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in the past This
man's name is Conrad Joseph Lynn and he appeared before the
Committee in May of 1963 when the Committee was investigating
violations of the State Department Regulations and certa:r pro
Castro propaganda activities in the United States

Mr Lynn was interrogated at length concerning his connec
tions with the Cuban situation he testified that he knew Robert

-Williams in Cuba met him in Cuba when he went there in viola
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NE mild suoay afternoon last
: wee we boardeda No 4 bus

a Firth Avenue and Forty
fourth Street rode to LcnnxAvenue
and 110th and began a long slow
welt through Harlem

We turned the corner uptown on
Eighth Avenue and noticed a drug
store much Mx any other exceptthat
the productsfeaturedmore prominent
ly than cosmetict were powders for
cockroachesand a salve for curing rat
bites..

At HarlemS_uare on the cornerof
.cverth Avenue a roue wasinpro
zc~

C.~
1Co.;!y wasspeakingwhen

wearrived Hesuggestedtheformation
by Negroes of a FreedomNow Party
to proposeNegro candidatesfor public
a.:Eccs"Think aboutit, hesaid "Talk
aboutit Kickthe ideaaround We may

J not win manyof:ices but withone out
of ten Americansa Negro_ .we
can make our voiceheard in theland.

There wasapplausewhen
Mr Worthy sat down ar.d be ruse
againto saya fewmorewords "Do you
know what would happen if Fide
Castro were Presedentci the United
S:_.cs i:.stc.d of john F Kennedy
:r:r worthy '`LealConnor would

~ "revRfa tr,! .7 ;~ e
t,-:.ve rcr centof the ,'Uicewculeltave
t`riceo o SouthAfricafor politicalasy
lum J Edrar Hoover wouldhe"hrtwvn
into ani.rrar:rrd cell I that didn't
cure hun,hewouldbelt therefor-life.
The crowd laughed and applauded_

Testthen we spotteda friend in the
crowd a young \qr. woman who
has lived in Harlem all her life

"There's going to be trewble dear
friend said... "On a hot summer
night it wouldn't takemuchto setoff a
riot.not isolatedviolencebut a kindof
revolution Five years ago it was still
a problem for social workers.jibs
education housing in which children
wouldn't wake uetto find rats in their

F.,Ji 1-owsomethingwill have to bet
done on an enormousscale or there's
g.an~to lac:r.urder ~~`

wcyr:ntcaGamT:iceti. YO::::T June 15 1963
br sheNationalCar:.:tit: I a FRC:EDO:tNOWPARTY
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tion of the State Department Passport Re-galations He testified that
he and Williams cooperated as he put it in "reconstructing the
underground railroad. In other words arranging some method of
getting in or out of the United States illegally without going
through the usual passport and customs regulations that are imposed
upon all citizens of this country legally Mr Lynn further testified
at substantial length about his visit to Cuba in February of 1962
Subsequent to this he lectured to various organizations in particular
an organization called the "West Side Committee For Friendly Re
lations %t'ith Cuba on the same program with an identified Com
munist named Corliss Lamont Evidently this was in New York

The connection between Mr Lynn and the Southern Conference
Eduactional Fund is simply this Anne and Carl Braden Editor and
Field Organizer respectively of the Southern Conference Educational
Fund have been carrying on correspondence with this same Conrad
Joseph Lynn In addition to this Corliss Lamont with whom Lynn
appeared on September 2S 1962 is a financial contributor to the
Southern Conference Educational Fund Cm-Has Lamont ha. b.rn
positively identified as a Cormunist Also Lei Harvey Oswald once
stated that the Fair Play For Cuba literature he handed out in
New Orleans came to him from Corliss Lamont!

I will offer into the record at a later date a copy of some of
the correspondence between the Bradens and Conrad Lynn

Mr Chairman for this time this concludes the evidence which
we have been able to compile concerning the connections between
the Southern Conference Educational Fund Inc. of New Orleara
and the Fair Nay For Cu:.. c'o;..:nitre I would like to suggest that
the most significant item of this is the joint leadership in both or
ganiz.^.tions on a national level by an identified Communist namely
Carl Braden If the Committee has any questions I will try to an
swer them

BY MR PFISTER

Thank you,very much Mr Rogers for your efforts and re
search and for apprising the Committee of your findings today
Does any member of the Committee have any questions (None.)
Does anyone want to make any statement (None.)

Gentlemen what we have heard today is further evidence of
the interlocking connection between most of the Communist Front
Organizations in the United States For ninny years the House Com
mittee on Un-American Activities of the Congress J Edgar Hoover



.st

of the F S I. the Senate Internal Security Sub-Committee the
Attorneys General of the United State. and various State Corn
mittces including our own have been telling the public that these
Communist conspirators and crack-pots in the various Communis
fronts were dangerous to the sec rity of our.Country Many people
have not believed this but perhaps the horrible events of last Friday
will wake them up to the fact In times of crisis people must turn
to basic principles for guidance Our Committee urges a rededica
tion of all citizens to the principles of justice freedom loyalty and
responsibili.y upon which this Nation was founded

Centieme: if there be no further business to come before this
Hearing I would like to have a motion that we adjourn Represen
tative Willie Arceneaux moves that we adjourn at this time Rep
resentative Mike John seconds the Motion all those in favor
signify by saying aye (Motion carried) The meeting is adjourned

FETING ADJOURNED
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UNITED STATES GOVERN

Memorandum

ro Mr Belmont

FROM A Rosen

s uaJEcr ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT .i' i
JOHN F KENNEDY 11

.tt 1NOVEMBER 22 1963 .44
DALLAS TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS-INFORMATION CONCERNING

On 5-25-64 Mr Wesley James Liebeler of the President's Commission

T

called and in the absence of Mr Malley who is in Dallas Texas the call was taken
by Supervisor H A Schutz Jr Mr Liebeler indicated that he was interested in _
two areas of investigation and made reference to the report of SA Belanger at Tampa
dated 12-10-63 page four wherein a tape recording of a T.V interview with an

t individual by the name of Penaz had been reviewed and reported According to
l information in the report a cartoon had appeared in the newspaper "Revolucion"
;depicting damage done in Cuba by hurricamFlora A caricature of the United States
'was depicted laughing at the damage Another cartoon showed a coffin containing

`President Kennedy with Castro standing above laughing Mr Liebeler requested
that investigation be conducted to actually determine whether such a cartoon did

-.appear in this paper and if so forward a copy to the commission

Mr Liebeler made reference to the report of SA Gemberling at
?Dallas dated 4-15-64 on pages 527 and 540 The information contained therein

related to two transcripts of a debate participated in by Oswald in August 1963
One was transcribed by radio station WDSU New Orleans and the second by an

f;i individual named Bill Stuckey Mr Liebeler indicated that the commission desired
"f that we obtain copies of these tapes for inclusion in the permanent files of the

commission and for comparison with the transcripts He requested that in obtaining
these tapes the Bureau maintain appropriate chain of evidence as to their
authenticity

ACTION BEING TAKEN

The field is being instructed to expeditiously conduct the investigation`-'-'~
requested by Mr Liebeler

Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Lenihan
62-10906
HAS:cfs

(10) In,



Belmont 1 Sullivan 1
J P Mohr 1 -e Malley 1
DeLoach 1 Branigan 1
Rosen

Two copies of a communication dated May 15 1964

BY

r

COII JERS`."Ce

(4)

1:O t'.t-UJL

(5)

at our Boston Office concerning Lane's appearanc Yat the University of Massachusetts
Amherst Massachusetts on April 23 1964

Two copies of a communication dated May 13 1964
at our Boston Office concerning Lane's appearance

on April 30 19640

Two copies of a communication dated May 15 1964
at our Boston Office concerning Lane's appearance
at Westfield State College Westfield Mausachusetts,
on May 2 19040 ~,,,` . }

Three reels of tape ding of _'t1 t 3 a.ppgprance

Two copies of a communication dated May 20 1064
at our New York Office concerning Lane's appearance
at the Premise Theatre Now York New York on
lisp X18 1Q64 Ili tttl i

"~
your information this Bureau has determined that Lane
to leave tbjjJnited Staten on Ma 22 1964 for-p I /

RECt9IVIr
.

tDelmon For

~--as scheduled

c %adjJMS :mac
Gale
Ro.end 4Sellivae___
Towel
Trori.Y
ToleR

MO,

t stf ld S e l ege tf l M ac tts u
on May 1 1964

at Brandeis University Waltham Massachusetts

SSE NOTE PAGE TWO

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C I.etetQ4 Cody Sint ph'-r ct~.t".c,c.r-r+
Dear Mr Rankin

Per iGLk 31oafl

In connection with your request for coverage of the
public appearances of Mark Lane the following items are enclosed



It

speaking trip In Europe Re reportedly plans to stay abroad
for six weeks and to visit Denmark France Belgium England
and Italy On Lane's return to this country we will resume
our coverage of his public appearances

We have covered Lane's public appearances at request
of President's Commission In his appearances being reported
by instant letter ho presented claims previously made by his
in numerous past appearances around the country These claims
have been speculative and/or unfounded They include the
absence of residue on Oswald's cheek in a paraffin test shows
Oswald could not have fired a rifle on 11/22/63 witnesses
described someone not of Oswald's description as the killer of
Dallas patrolman Tippit Oswald is not represented by counsel
at the Commission's hearings the Commission is "political in
nature and Its findings will be biased and President Kennedy
was shot from in front



Upon detachment from
nclosures this letter may be
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the classified
regarded as unclassified

CONF I DENTU:1
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Sincerely yours

V Edgar Ttwei /al c.
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June 5 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Ur Rosen

Honorable J Lee Rankin 1 Mr Malley
General Counsel 1 Mr Branigan
The President's Commission 1 Mr Stokes
200 Maryland Avenue N Z
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

1 Mail Room

There are enclosed herewith two copies eaci
of memoranda dated May 25 and May 28 1063 dealing
with the Mexican aspects of the Lee Harvey Oswald
investigation

1

V$\''\

I\I\

Enclosures

JCS:bc
L0) ,r

AR .o(__J TELETYPEUNIT



Enclosures have been approved for dissemination
by Messrs Belmont and Malley They deal with explanation
of bow passenger lists of Red Arrow Mexican bus line are
prepared and with efforts to locate fellow passengers of
Oswald on buses of the Del Norte bus line from Mexico City
to Laredo on 10-2-38 1963

Classified "Confidential as Legat has so classified
the letterheads to protect our operations abroad



V H Nasca
L L Anderson

to JUN 8 et4

AND THIRTIETH OF NOVEMBER MOVEMENT GROUPS LOCALLY THESE

MEMORANDA MUST REACH BUREAU WITHOUT FAIL BY JUNE EIGHT
NEvT.~

RAG 34 le V
LLA JAK

f21j
%~ ..`

(7)

NOTE

President's Conmission has requested certain data re JURE DRE
SNFE-Alpha 66 and 30th of November Movement all anti-Castro

organizations and Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC) San Juan's
airtel 5/28/64 complied with Commission's request in part however
omitted memoranda re FPCC and 30th of November Movemant locally
Butel 6/2/64 instructed San Juan to immediately submit additional
memoranda re these groups To date they have not been received

1 W A Branigan
1 W R Wannall

6/5/64

R E Lenihan

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVE OSWALD IS DASH RUSSIA DASH CUBA

REBUAIRTEL MAY TITENTY-TWO LAST EMCLOSING REQUESTS FROM

PRESIDENT'S COItiISSION AND BUTEL JUNE TWO LAST SETTING FORTH

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS REGARD

BY RETURN RAD ADVISE STATUS OF LErIERHEAD MEMORANDA RE FPCC
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Lee Harvey Oswald aka
IS R CUBA

ReBulet 5/28/64 addressed to The President's Commission with
It copy for your office concerning exhibit D-216

For the completion of your file in this case there is trans
mitted herewith one photographic copy of D-216

NOTE D216 is a group of documents which The Commission
obtained from the Russian Government and were compared
with known writings of Oswald and his wife s()
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Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies for Dallas
five copies for Vew York and WFO two copies each of a letter .)

J head memorandum captioned MARILYN DOROTHEA I"IURRET

HAROLD ROBERT ISAACS mentioned in the letterhead
memorandum is the subject of a closed case entitled "HAROLD
ROBERT ISAACS wa3 IS R (ES file 105-1125 Bufile 100-286243

:4 NY file 105-12!7)

Per \ U.

le MAY2519;4 ,_..*A:1+

J T-.iarl~

I
~t\Appr

4 .Ju I
ial Agent in.Lharge

6

Sent  M

4ep

FD-36

F B I

Date May 22 1964

Transmit the following
Type in plain text or code

Via AIRTEL
(Yriorii:g

TO: DIRECTOR FBI (105-8255p

FROM SAC BOSTON (105-10911)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS l CUl'.A

Re MARILYN DCROTHEA MURRE

IrZ
_ ReBuairtel to Boston dated May 18 1964

*t Information attributed to HAROLD
RO4ERT

ISAACS in the
enclosed letterhead memorandum was obtained through interviews of
him on April 4 1950 by SAs MAURICE W CORCORAN and JAMES T
O'BRIEN of the New York Office and on January 18 1951 and

' February 7 1952 by SA JAMES T O'BRIEN of the New York Office
and appears in the reports of SA JAMES T O'BRIM dated February

\,10 1951 and February 27 1952 at New York

.r REC
(3 B eau (Enos 10)(R141)

Dallas (loo-l0461)(Encs 5)(m)
"%

y 2 New York (105-3831~.1)(Encs 2)(RM)l 2 WPO (105
1 Boston
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On 1/21511 it was deter nod that ISAACS was then residing at
92 Varick Road Waban (Newton) Mass. and on February It 1954
the Office of Origin was changed from New York to Boston No
investigation has bsen conducted oi ISAAC3 by the Boston
Division sir..e 1954 and Boston files contain no pertinent infor
mation concerning him since that time

A review of AACS file does not reflect any association
with IA_ZIL LDORCIAA /1.33Rr.and Boston indices contain no
raferon a to MURR1I )". I a

For the -_-.formation of New York andWFO MLURRL`Tis It
cous;n of L"Ls HAFVEK ^j fLD She was interviewed November 29
1963 and advised that ehe took a trip around the world beginning
in July 1959 and ending in January 1963 'Unconfirmed information
has been received ;.ideating a "tie-up between MURRET and the
case of LEE HARVEY O31 AL and also that W.TRRE'T was Plinked in
some manner with the cc mu.'^3st "apparatus of Professor HAROLD
ISAACS of MIT

As New York previously interviewed EARCLT) ROBERT ISAACS
it "is rsq..aated that New York review its file 105-1247 for any
information as to an association between ISAACS and MUR!tR,L and
for eny additional pertinent information on the background of
ISAACS

It is noted that MIT records show ISAACS work takes
him away from MIT thich would poa3ibly account for some association
between HUIZRJ] and ISAACS

The Wi?O is requested to check passport records for
travel of HAROLD ROBEflT ISAACS from 195to date which may be
of possible interest if such travel coincides with that of
2":UF;RsEF

New York and WFO handle promptly and advise Bureau
and Bcl ss of any pertinent iafoimation
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UL.rED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston Massachusetts

May 22 164

I4LRILY:1 D0cY ^ ?:tRRET=a a

Reference is made to memorandum dated May 7 1964 at
Washington D C

The 1964 Staff Directory for Massachusetts Institute

Nit
Technology (JUT) CaMbr_dge I:assacb setts lists Harold R.

saacs as Research Associate at the Center for International
Studies at MIT

The current Greater Boston Directory lists Harold R
Isaacs as residing at 75 Varick Road Newton Massachusetts

On May 21 1964 Mrs Claire Edwardson Secretary
President's Offioo MIT advised the records reflect the follow
ing regarding Harold R Isaacs Born September 13 1910 New
York City :Before coning to MIT he specialized in Far Eastern
affairs was a "Newsweek correspondent in tha Far East and a
special writer for the "Christian Science Monitor on Far Eastern
affairs He commenced em2loymont at MIT August 20 1953 as a
Research Associate in the Center for International Studies and
is so employed at the procent time During this period of time

he has also been emrlcyed as a lecturer in the Economics Depart
ment at NIT Mire Edwardson stated that the Center for Inter
national Studies is endowed to a great extent by the United
States Goverment She said that much of Isaac's work takes
him away from MIT and consists of international travel and
concentration on study in India

On April 4 1950 Harold R Isaacs who resided in
China from 1931 to 1936 furnished the following information
concerning his activities in China

l At the age of twenty-one he obtained a job in the
Merchant Marine on a ship going to China and left this ship
at a Chinese port in 1931 He rcnainal in China for the next
five years the first two or three years being in Shcnchai
where he edited a weekly newspaper in English called "rifle
China Forum.

COPIES DESTROYED

21FEB271973



Isaacs stated'-that:his observations had convinced
him as it had most observers "of anyhuiaan feeling"in China
that the Chinese people were being e::ploited by foreign business
interests as well as by their own government and that the only

'hope for the betterment of their condition lay in the fulfill
dent of the program of the Chinese Communists

Isaacs said that he was therefore openly sympathetic
toward the communists espoused the communist doctrines in his
paper and developed numerous contacts among Chinese Communists
who operated an underground and also distributed his paper

Isaacs stated that while his sympathies were completel
with the Chinese Communists at this time he never joined the
Communist Party in China

He recalled that Agnes Smedley correspondent for
the "Frankfurter Zeituag, was an ardent supporter of the Chinese
Communists but he was unable to say that she was a Party member
or whether there was any organized cell of the Communist Party
existing for Americans or other foreigners.

He stated that the sentiments of Smedley and of
himself were those generally prevailing among journalists and
other "disinterested persons in China

Isaacs stated however that he gradually cane to
learn that the Chinese Communists were deceitful and were
playing politics and he became increasingly estranged from
them eventually denouncing them as corrupt politicians

He recalled that after his denunciation of the Chinese
Communists he was subjected to a barrage of vilification and
was publicly denounced by Agnes Smedley as a paid agent of the
Japanese Government

He further stated that while in China he had been
en inexperienced youthful idealist and he felt there were
doubtless many things going on behind the scenes in the group
of foreigners in Shanghai who were sympathetic to communism
of which he was unaware



On January 18 1951 Harold R Isaacs furnished the

following information

When he first arrived in China early in 1931 Isaacs
became oxtrenely friendly with one Cecil Frank Glass who was
then a British citizen residing in China as a journalist
According to Isaacs Glass had had the distinction of being
expelled from the Communist Party for Trotskyite deviations
before Trotsky himself was expelled He stated that Glass
had been a member of the Communist Party until about 1926 or
1927 but had been ea-palled because he had criticized the
Comintern for giving up the idea of world revolution When
Leon Trotsky was expelled from Russia a short time later because
of this sane criticism of the Russian Communist Party Glass
quite naturally became a fervent adherent

According to Isaacs Glass maintained friendly social
relations with a pro-Soviet group of Caucasians in Shanghai despite
his known Trotskyite cpinions and it was chiefly through Glass
that Isaacs became acquainted with a number of Glass friends

According to Isaacs hs was converted to the principles
of the Fourth International (Trotskyism) by Glass in 1932 or
1933 and because of his attacks on what he believed to be the

3 "cynical motives of the Chinese Party he became estranged
from the circle of friends he had made in Shanghai however he
still maintained friendly relations with some of the Chinese
Communist leaders

Isaacs stated that he was a regularly active member
of the Socialist Workers Party and in that capacity has contributed
articles to their press

The Socialist Workers Party has been
designated by the Attorney General of
the United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450

Isaacs stated that he had written an article in the
April t} 1936 issue of "The Iiilitant, self-described as a
Socialist Workers Party newspaper under the pseudonym of to Sen
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Isaacs stated that his Chinese name had been Yi to Sen an
that he had had this name printed on his calling cards in
Chinese characters when he was in China

Isaacs stated that he broke with the Trotskyite
movement in 1940 and since that time Frank Glass has refused
to speak to bin

On February 1952 Harold R Isaacs furnished the
following infornation

He stated he had received an advance copy of a book
entitled "The Shanghai Conspiracy by Iia jor General C A
Willoughby published by R P Dutton and Company New York
He stated that one of the end papers of this book carried a
chart purporting to diagram the travels of Comintern agents
Communist Party members sympathizers and the like and had
noticed that there was listed under this chart the names of
the persons to whom it ref.;r"red Carried on this list was his
own name and his wife's maiden name Viola Robinson

Isaacs stated that so far as the text mentioned his
activities it was correct although repetitious and stated
that he had never denied that for a short period after his
arrival in China he had been a wholehearted supporter of the
program of the Chinese Communists He stated however that
his disillusionment with the Chinese Com unists and his criticisms
of them which were available in his published works had not been
taken into account by the author of tb3 book He also felt that
the listing of his name in the end paper of the boox in a broad
category from which it was impossible to tell whether the person
was listed as an espionage agent a Comintern agent or merely
a sympathizer of the Chinese Communists was extremely unfair
and possibly libelous.

Isaacs Stated that he was particularly bitter over
the inclusion of his wife's nacre in this list He stated that
he had had an attorney request the publishers as to the basis
for such statements and the publishers had replied that they
had letters written either by him or his wife which were the
basis for such listing



Isaacs stated that his wife's political sympathies
have paralleled his own He stated that she had never been
a member of the Cormunist Party no had he in any country in
the world although she shared his early sympathy for the program
of the Chinese Communists

Isaacs stated that he had consulted Mr Morris L
Ernst a prominent attorney in New York to explore the possibili
ties of suing the author and publishers of "The Shanghai
Conspiracy, because of the statements contained in the book
and at the p= eser:t time discussions are going on between the
publishers and his attorney
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Also enclosed under separate cover for the Bureau
are 6 reels of magnetic tapes 3 reels for the Bureau and
3 reels for the Warren Commission recording the appearance
of Attorney MARK LANE as described above

The attention of the Bureau is directed to the
last portion of Tape I original which is not complete.
It is noted that just prior to the time the audio was
discontinued some demonstration equipment was being moved
about on the stage which could have disconnected the
input source The beginning of Tape II original would
indicate that difficulty was being had in reconnecting
the recording equipment...

A memorandum concerning the appearance of MARK
LANE at the University of Massachusetts on 4/28/64 is
being prepared



In Reply PleaseR% ep
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"He was a supporter of Henry A Wallace in
the 1948 Presidential Campaign as an assistant
to Congressman Idarcantonio of New York City

"He was elected an Assemblyman to represent the
Yorkville District of Manhattan in the New York
State Assembly in 1961

"In December 1963 Mr Lane prepared and
published a defense brief for Lee Harvey Oswald
Mr Lane was retained by Mrs Marguerite C
Oswald to act as counsel for her son before the
Warren Commission On March 4 1964 Mr Lane
appeared before the Commission and presented his

UNl a-O STATES DEPARTMENT OF aICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston _Massachusetts

May 15 1964

LEE HARVEY OS"ALD

Appearance of Attorney Maik
e at Westfield State College

estfield Massachusetts
!"Say1 3964

On May 6 1964 a source advised that Attorney Mark
Lane appeared at Westfield State College Westfield Massa
chusetts on May 1 1964 where he spoke to about 400 students
concerning the LeeTarvey Oswald case

This source advised that the following biographical
sketch of Lane was prepared by a faculty committee and
distributed at the door to those who attended

"Mr Mark Lane 37-year old New York attorney
is Chairman of the recently formed Citizens Committee
of Inquiry which is conducting an independent
investigation into the assas ination of President
Kennedy

"He has been affiliated with the American
Labor Party of New York State
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r indingS up to that da';s He is continuing his
investigation of the asassination but through
the independent Citizens Committee rather than
in an attorney-client capacity

"Since beginning his investigations,he has
become convinced that Lee H.srveyOsvrald is innocent
of the crimes charged against him and he has announced
that he will remain with the case.

The source advised that Mr Lane took particular
exception to statements in the biographical sketch that
(1) he has been affiliated with the American Labor Party
of New York State and (2) he was a supporter of Henry A
Wallace in the 1948 Presidential Campaign as an assistant
to Congressman Marcantonio of New York City The source
advised that Lane denied that either of these statements
was true

The source stated it was his understanding that
the biographical sketch of Lane came from an anonymous
letter addressed to an unidentified member of the faculty
at Westfield State College

This source advised that during his speech Lane
commented on the following aspects of the Lee Harvey Oswald
case

Lane pointed out discrepancies in pictures of
Oswald holding the gun allegedly used in the assassination
of President Kennedy which appeared in various publications
and claimed that some of these pictures were forged and
doctored and therefore not authentic

Lane commented that it was first said that the
murder weapon was a 7.65 mm.Gsrman Muser which story
was later changed when the F3I announced that in March
1961 Oswald had purchased a 6.5 mm Italian rifle

Lane commented on the background of District Attorney
Henry Wade and was critical of Wade's handling of the
press following the death of President Kennedy Lane
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also criticized Chief Jesse Curry of Dallas for his state
ment following the death of Oswald to the effect that since
Oswald was dead the case was cicsed and that there would
be no further investigation Lane stated that the Justice
Department then ordered Wade to re-open the case and prove
Oswald's guilt

Lane in referring to the paraffin teat of Oswald
stated he has obtained a copy of the laboratory report from
District Attorney -Wade's office showing that 'Oswald may
have fired a revolver but did not fire a rifle, thereby
disproving Mr Hiadeis statereent that Oswald was the

,assassin

Mr Lane commented that Helen Louise Markham the
only witness to the :12pit shooting had furnished Dallas
Police a description of the Tippit killer which was not the
sane description that Dallas Police had used for Oswald
Lane later inter7iewed Markham who claimed that the Dallas
Police had not used the description she gave them Lane
pointed out this inciCent as further proof that Dallas
Police were trying to change the evidence to fit Oswald
who they believed was the killer of President Kennedy as
well as Officer Tippit

Lane also stated that several witnesses in this
case had mysteriously disappeared and described some of the
circumstances

Mr Lane also commented on various theories as to
how and where President I;ennedy was shot and stated there
were a number of witnesses who claimed the shots came from the
area of a concrete wall and overpass ahead of the President's
motorcade and not from the rear as claimed by the investi
gators

Mr Lane also pointed out discrepancies in the
medical testimony stating that at first doctors at Parkland
Hospital had said the first wound was an entrance wound in
the President's throat He said they later changed their



story to say this was an exit wound,.after being questioned
by the Secret Service Agents who had obtained an autopsy
report from Bethesda Hospital

Mr Lane was critical of the FBI and Secret Service
for not having Oswald under surveillance on November 22
1963 when these agencies had considerable background
information on him and as extraordinary precautions had been
taken for the President's visit Lane stated the FBI and
other agencies wanted the public to believe that Oswald
walked into the Bank Depository Building with a rifle in
spite of all the security precautions taken that day

The source advised that following Laners speech
there was a short question and answer period

The "New York Herald Tribune newspaper dated
January 15 1964 pace 7,':olu n 1 contained an article
entitled "Oswald's Mother Mires Lane. This article stated
that on January 14 1964 Mrs Marguerite C Oswald mother
of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald announced she had
hired Nark Lane to represent her slain son before the Warren
Commission investigating the murder of President John F
Kennedy According to this article Mrs Oswald stated she
had been in contact with Lane during his stay in Fort
Worth Texas the previous weekend It was also pointed
out that Lane had accepted the case although Mrs Oswald
stated she had no funds with which to pay him

The April 2 1964 issue of the "New York Times
page 37 column 5 contained an article captioned "bother
of Oswald Ends Tie With Lane. The article indicated Mrs
Marguerite Oswald said she had dismissed Mark Lane her New
York lawyer and that he should stop any "organized
campaign on behalf of her son through his "Citizens Committee
of Inquiry

On June 10 1963 a source advised that at a
meeting of the New York Council to Abolish the House
Un-American Activities Committee (NiCAHUAC) held May
28 1963 at 74 5th Avenue New York City Mark Lane



A characterization of the NYCAHUAC is contained
in the appendix hereto

This memorandum contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency



NEVI YORK COUNC.._` TO ABOLISH THE
HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
COIL II '] E

On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New 'York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 1960 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANC WILKINSON
Field Representative of the National Committee to Abolish
the Un-American Activities Committee (ICAUAC).

A second source advised on September 17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961
a copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this

fight Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the

suggestion of the Field Representative of the "National
Committee to Abolish the HUAC (NCAHUAC) namely that local
abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC still
maintaining their a!:tonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible

Various sources have-advised during March 1962
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City area
have been solicited to support activities of the NYCAHUAC
during attendance at CP club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised.that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West
34th Street New York City New York



NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE
HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications issued December 1 1961 by the Committee
on Un-American Activities U S House of Representatives
page 115 contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC)

"Cited as a 'new organization set up in the
summer of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Committee on Un-American Activities
House Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film
'Operation Abolition, Part 1 October 3
1961 p 5.)

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its
name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House in its
name thereby becoming known as the National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee
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Dear Mr Hoover

Enclosed is a copy of a letter received by the
Chief Justice from Mr John B.Dra y a trial attorney
employed by the Civil Aeronau'Gi Board As you will note
Mr Drury informs the Commission that a cab driver in Nev
York City by the none of Sam Altman may have information-
of interest to this Camni scion The records of the Commis
sion indicate that Mr Altman has not been previously inter
viewed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and um would
appreciate the Bureau conducting such an interview



The Honorable Earl Warren
Chief Justice of the United States
Washington 25 D C

By way of introduction may I say that I have been in
government service for over twenty-three years and am now employed
as a Trial Attorney by the Civil Aeronautics Board

I realize that your time is extremely limited and valuable by
reason of your high office however I feel that I would be remiss
in my duty as a citizen if I failed to report the following ratter
to you

Sam Altman is a cabdriver in New York City who lives at 366
_Madison Street New York 2 New York Hislsacking license is

03494 and be drives cab 10826

On May 11 1964 while I was in .Hew Porh on business be told
two associates and mc that be was in a serious difficulty because
be had related an experience to several people that his story had
reached a newspaper reporter and the reporter was trying to induce
him to tell the story for publication Be recited the following
account to us and asked our advice

About two or three months prior to the assassination of the late
President Kennedy he picked up a male passenger at Eastern Air Lanes

lend drove him to his destination which was the Hotel Gotham The
s passenger had a large footlocker upon which his name was stencilled

_ During the drive the passenger told Altman that he was a former
Marine and that he intended to kill President Kennedy Altman

noted the name on the footlocker and wrote it on his trip-ticket for
the day Which he turned in to the comnany from which he rents the
cab. Although not positive Altman believes that the pare was Oswald
and as he recalls this passenger be looked like the photographs of
Lee Harvey Oswald

Shortly after leaving the rote] Gotham Altman says that be
called a law enforcement agency and furnished the above story The
person receiving the call seemed skeptical and asked Altman if his

1
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The Honorable Earl %'arren (2) May 15

passenger appeared to be a "nut. He then suggested that Altman
report this matter to another law enforcement agency Altman told
him that be bad done his duty by reporting it that he was not
going to call anyone else and the other party could report it
himself to the proper agency

I advised Altman not to discuss this incident with the reporter
or with anyone else but to report it to you iri ediately Altman
said that be couldn't write such a letter to you and be asked me if
I would do it for him I promised bim that I would do so

In no way do I vouch for Mr Altman or for the authenticity of
his account However it would appear that his story can be quite
easily verified so I em compelled to report it to you

Very truly yours

John B Drury
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Enclosed is a copy of a letter from the President's
Commission dated June 4 1964 which is self-explanatory
Also enclosed is the attachment to the Commission's letter of
June 40 1964

The New York Office should immediately check indices
regarding Stun Altzntn and thereafter interview Altman for all
data in his possession bearing upon Lee Harvey Oswald or the
assassination of President John F Kennedy Fo3lowing the_
interview of Altman the New York Office should institute
appropriate investigation and set out appropriate leads to
completely resolve the allegations of Altman

Results of such investigation should be set out in
report form by the New York Office suitable for dissemination
to the President's Commission This natter must be given your
icmodiate attention inasmuch as it appears the Commission
is currently in process of writing its report on the
assassination

Enclosures 2
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Airtel to SAC Now York
RE:- LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

NOTE

Mr John Drury an attorney with the Civil Aero
nautics Board Washington D C. wrote a letter to the
Commission reporting a conversation he had with Sam Altman
a cab driver in New York City Altman told Drury that two
or three months prior to the assassination of Mr Kennedy
he picked up a passenger who indicated he was a former Marine
and who told Altman he intended to kill President Kennedy
Altman also told Mr Drury that although he is not positive
he believes his passenger was Leo Harvey Oswald We are
hawing New York interview Altman and thereafter thoroughly
run out latter's allegations
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Reference Miami airtel to Bureau and Dallas
with enclosed LIRM dated May 8 1964 and Miami teletype
to Bureau May 20 1964 in which the content of enclosed
L:1i was synopsized

As pointed out in referenced Miami teletype
Miami considers l'ARTINO to be unreliable It is
further believed that MARTINO would probably welcome a
subpoena before the President's Commission as it would
add to his stature and furnish him additional notoriety
on which to capitalize in his lecture engagements which
he gives on Communism in Cuba It is felt however
that he would be equally evasive with the President's
Commission as he was with the Miami Office and there i

is no evidence to indicate he could furnish the Commission
with anything but untraceable hearsay and speculation O ~.
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'In Reply Please
File 1w

On May 11 1964,Mr MARTINO who resides at
2326 Alton Road Miami Beach Florida advised he
"guessed that his source was no longer in Miami but

probably had left the United States He said he had
reason to believe this because three months previously
when he spoke with the source the latter had talked
about going to Central America to engage in anti-FIDEL
CASTRO activity

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

JUN 1 L.-`{

Miami Florida

Reference is made to the memorandum dated May
8 1964 at Miami Florida wherein it is reflected that
JOHN V. TINO of Miami Beach Florida declined to
identity his source of information concerning alleged
activities of OSWALD in Miami and Mexico MARTINO when
contacted on May 6 1964 stated he would continue
efforts to locate his source and that if he was unsuccess
ful he would probably furnish the name of the source to
the FBI in the matter of a week or so

Mr MARTINO said his source was named OSCAR
tiIZ whom he described as 40 to 42 yearn of age about

6 tall 180 to 190 pounds dark curly hair parted in
the middle accustomed to wear long sideburns in good
physical condition a good dresser unmarriedf fluent in
both English and Spanish MARTINO related he became ac

quainted with ORTIZ in the Principe Prison in Cuba
MARTINO reiterated he had been imprisoned in Cuba from

July 1959 to October 1962 He stated ORTIZ escaped



from prison sometime in 1960 together with 18 other
Cuban prisoners who made their way to freedom through
tunnels within the Principe Prison and through a manhole
outside the prison He related that he did not see or
hear from ORTIZ again until shortly after he. MARTINO
was released from Cuba in October 1962,when ORTIZ
unexpectedly unaccompanied walked into MARTINO's
house in Miami Beach

According to Mr MARTINO ORTIZ was accustomed
to regularly contacting him thereafter and MARTINO had
no means of getting in touch with ORTIZ Furthermore
MARTINO knew none of the associates of ORTIZ MARTINO
stated ORTIZ was a member of an anti-CASTRO organization
but MARTINO could not disclose the identity of this or

ganization which has elements in Cuba because the dis
closure would imperil ORTIZ

Mr MARTINO further claimed ORTIZ had an
oriental rug business in Cuba that he had never accepted
refugee relief that he was known at Washington D.C. and
that he could even be a "double agent.

MARTINO contended that when he wrote a letter
to California in an effort to contact ORTIZ in mid

April 1964 he did not direct the letter to ORTIZ 'but
to someone else in California whose identity also he
declined to reveal

On May 12 1963,Mr CHARLES CHALLANDES Investi
gator U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
Miami Florida advised records of his office contain no
information identifiable with the OSCAR ORTIZ described

by JOHN V MARTINO



Mr JAUNSEN related that after several efforts
to elicit from MARTINO the identity of his source MARTINO
furnished the name of one ORLANDO WLCADO concerning whom
he claimed to have no specific data''of a descriptive
nature Mr JOHNSEN stated his subsequent efforts to

identify such an ORLANDO D..GADO resulted negatively Re
stated it was his opinion that MARTINO had no .substantia
tion for the allegation made against CATASUS and his method
of "backing out was to attribute the-information to an
individual who,-for all practical purposes is .nonexistent.

On May 12 1964,Mr PAUL JOHNSEN Investigator
INS Miami advised he had conducted considerable in
vestigation of one JUAN'CATASUS-.CHICOY a Cuban refugee
based on an allegation received from JOHN V MARTINO
that CATASUS was a Cuban intelligence agent Mr JOHNSEN
stated that investigation failed to develop any corrobora
tion of the allegation and Mr MARTINO had declined to
reveal the identity of his source of information concern
ing CATASUS
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies and for
Dallas and New York 3 copies of a letterhead memorandum
concerning an appearance of MARK LANE at the University
of Massachusetts on April 28 1964

 .The s rce wh furnished inf ration on 5/4/64

b11shed sourcea4 ne niversity w sachusetts
advi ed that he attempted to obtain a tape t

cnrding of this speech but was unable to do so because to~
of mechanical difficulties in his machine shortly after a
the start of the speech

,,.7,= states that as far as he could
determine no other recording was made of this speech

The s.urce_ who furnished information in June 107
1963 was
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STATES DEPARTMENT O} `ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston Massachusetts
May 15 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Re Appe be of Attorney
Mar r ane at qxr.
University _otMassachusetts
Amherst Massachusetts

.On April 28 1964

A source advised on May 4 1964 that Attorney
Mark Lane former counsel to Mrs Marguerite Oswald
addressed about 1500 students and faculty members at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst Massachusetts on

N April 28 1964o
tL Lane spoke for over four hours on what he

alleged were mistakes and lies concerning the assassination
of President KENNEDY by the "supposed assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald He attempted to discredit evidence which would
suggest Oswald was responsible for the assassination and

o't to imply a large conspiracy was at work to frame him
for the shooting He gt4estioned the sincerity of the
Warren Commission the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Secret Service He criticized the national
press with specific emphasis on "Life"magazine for its
.conclusions and "doctored photographs _

The source advised that Lane spent much time in
relating his own encounters with various government agencies
in an apparent effort to win sympathy for himself from his
audience Lane's stated purpose was to stimulate debate
on the matter and to emphasize the constitutional
distinction between proven guilt and accusation no matter
how strong the evidence presented

He specifically noted discrepancies in that the
Dal13 Police Department originally identified the weapon
in the Texas Book Depository as a German make while the
Federal Bureau of Investigation later reported it to be
an Italian Carbine He claimed the absence of residue on
Oswald's face in a paraffin test proves he could not have
fired a rifle He said witnesses to the shooting of Officer
T{ppit describe someone completely different from Oswald and
presented a taps recording of a woman witness in the area
of the Texas Book Depository who claimed to have heard four
to six shots fired

^



The "New York Herald Tribune news
paper dated January 15 1964 page
7 column 1 contained an article
entitled "Oswald's Mother Hires Land
This article stated that on January
14 1954 Mrs Marguerite C Oswald
mother of accused assassin lee Harvey
Oswald announced she had hired Mark
Lane to represent her slain son be
fore the Warren Commission investiga
Tv;the murder of President John F
Kennedy According to this article
Mrs Oswald stated she had been in
contact with lane during his stay in
Fort Worth Texas the previous week
end It was also pointed out that
Lane had accepted the-case although
Mrs Oswald stated she had no funds
with which to pay him.

The April 2 1964 issue of the "New
York Time page 37 column 5 con-_
tained an article captioned "Mother
of Oswald Ends Tie with Lane The
article indicated Mrs Marguerite
Oswald said she had dismissed Mark
Lane her New York lati:yer and that
he should stop any "organized campaign
on behalf of her son through his
"Citizens Committee of Inquiry.

On June 10 1963 a source advised
that at a meeting of the New York
Council to Abolish the House Un
American Activities Committee
(NYCAHUAC) held May 28 1963 at
74 5th '.venue New York City Mark
Lane was elected to the position of
Vice Chairman of the organization

A characterization of the NYCAHUAC is contained
in the appendix hereto

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency it and its contents are not
to-be distributed outside your agency



APPENDIX

NEW YORK COUNCIL TO ABOLISH THE
HOUSE UN-AA1RICAN ACTWI IFS

On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 1960 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANK W LKINSON
Field Representative of the National Co;ittee to Abolish
the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

A second source advised on September 17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961
a COpyof resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this
fight Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the
suggestion of the Field Representative of the "National
Committee to Abolish the HUAC. (NCAHUAC) namely that local
abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC still
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1952
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City area
have been Solicited to support activities of the NYCAHUAC
during attendance at C club meetings

On Pay 6 1963 the first source advised that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West
34th Street New York City New York



APPENDIX

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE
HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and-
Publications issued December 1 1961 by the Committee
on Un-American Activities U S House of Representatives
page 115 contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC)

"Cited as-s 'new organizations set up in the
summer of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national

leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Committee on Un-American Activities
House Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film
'Operation Abolition, Part 1 October 3
1961 p 5.)

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its
name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House in its
name thereby becoming known as the National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies and for New York and Dallas
3 copies of a letterhead memorandum concerning an appearance of
MARK LANE at Brandeis University on April 30 1964

,The sources who furnished information on April 1964
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5/1/64 are being prepared
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1 D STATES DEPARTMENT ''TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST1GATI

470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston Massachusetts

May 13 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

RE Appe ce o A torney
Mar ane a randeis
University Waltham

.Massachusetts on 4/30/64

Personnel at the Office of the Dean of
Students Brandeis University Waltham Massachusetts
on April 23,].964,advised that Mark Lane would appear
at a public meeting in Schwartz Auditorium Brandeis
University on April 30 196 at 8:30 p.m under the
sponsorship of the Students Political Education and
Action Committee an approved undergraduate organiza
tion

On April 30 1964 sources advised that Mark
Lane appeared as above and that the topic of his discus
sion was "The Innocence of Lee Harvey Oswald.

Lane commenced his talk by saying that he had
been making public appearances on this topic throughout
Europe and the United States and added further that in
Europe much more information had been made available to
the public than in the United States concerning the
assassination of President Kennedy He said in Europe
there are doubts as to Oswald's guilt and that people
there feel Oswald was either a part of a conspiracy or
that he is innocent

Following his opening remarks Lane cited
discrepancies in photographs which appeared in national
magazines and newspapers of Oswald holding a rifle In
this connection he pointed out that "Life magazine of
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RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

February 21 1964,carried photographs of Oswald holding
a rifle and wearing a pistol on his hip Lane claimed
that this photograph was taken in the Spring of 1963
yet Federal Bureau of Investigation inquiries have
determined that Oswald did not purchase the rifle until
September 1963 Lane also pointed out that supposedly
similar photographs appeared in the "Detroit Free Press
and the "New York Times but noted that some of these
showed major indentations on the stock of the rifle
whereas other photos did not He pointed out that the
identical photograph which appeared in "Life magazine
appeared in the "New York Times but that the telescopic
sight was missing from the "New York Times picture
Lane determined that the "New York Times picture was
obtained from the Associated Press When Lane attempted
to learn the source of this particular picture the
Associated Press advised him they could not disclose
the source

As further evidence of incorrect press cover
age Lane st ted that an Associated Press article had
quoted Diclodwin Oswald's superior officer in the
Marine Corps as describing Oswald as a crack shot but
one whom they were glad to see leave the Marines as he
was a "hot head According to Lane Goodwin retracted
this story stating he had had someone else in mind but
this retraction never appeared in the press Lane also
stated he had Oswald's Marine Corps record,which showed
Oswald was not a "crack shot

With reference to the weapon used in the
assassination Lane said it was announced on November
22 1963,that the gun was a 7.65 mm.German Mauser
but that on November 23 1963 the Federal Bureau of
Investigation announced that it was a 6.5 mm Italian
Carbine which had been purchased by Oswald in March
1963,under the name of A Hidell On this basis
District Attorney Henry Wade of Dallas changed the
original story concerning the gun and now claims the
murder weapon was the Italian Carbine



RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mr Lane commented on the fact that Dallas
Police Chief Jesse Curry on November 2l 1963 made a
statement "Oswald is dead The case is closed and
there will be no further investigation Lane used
this as an example of the attitude adop..ed by inves
tigative agencies that Oswald was the undisputed as
sassin of President Kennedy

In cennection with a paraffin test conducted
on Oswald as a result of which District Attorney Wade
announced that Oswald was the assassin Mr Lane stated
that such a test is inexact and inconclusive According
to Lane while the paraffin shcwed particles of nitrate
on Oswald's hands no nitrate particles were found on
his face The conclusion is that Oswald may have fired
a revolver but did not fire a rifle

Mr Lane commented that he had no faith in
the Warren Commission based on a statement made by Chief
Justice Earl Warren to the effect that the public may
never get the facts in this case for reasons of national
security Lane complained that Oswald has had no rep

eesentation before the Warren Commission and that he is
entitled to such representation

With respect to procedure on the Warren
Commission) Lane commented that Chief Justice Warren
is too busy to attend the hearings and that "the
second in command Mr Allen Dulles is running the
hearings He also commented that the Commission itself
is political in nature and therefore cannot make an
unbiased finding Lane claims that in any court of the
land each and every member of the Commission would be
excluded from serving on a jury on the basis of his
association with the government Lane stated that
Congressman Ford of Michigan a member of the Commission
and also a former Federal Bureau of Investigation agent
is the spokesman for the Federal Bureau of Investigatipn
in the Congress of the United States He said the
Warren Commission will not get all the facts because
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Secret
Service will not want to disclose all the results of the
investigation
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RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Lane pointed out that in his opinion Oswald
had been denied his proper rights including the right
to counsel before the Warren Commission

Mr Lane referred to his own testimony before
the warren Commission where upon his own request he
was allowed to testify in open session Later at his
request he was furnished a transcript of his testimony
except for the first four pages which were missing
Later these four pages were furnished him bearing a "top
secret classification even though he had testified
publicly and the first four pages actually dealt only
with his request to testify in open session Mr Lane
ridiculed this procedure on the part of the Commission

Lane referred to an article by Bob Considine
in the "New York Journal Americana of February 23 1964 rel

ative to an individual named Warren Reynolds owner of
a used car lot in Dallas who reportedly heard three
shots fired and then saw a man run by his car lot immedia
tely following the shooting of Patrolman Tippit of the
Dallas Police force According to the article the
witness Reynolds was subsequently shot through the head
by a rifle but survived The Dallas Police Department
then arrested a man for the Reynolds shooting who
furnished the Dallas Police Department the alibi that
he was in the company of Betty MicDonald at the time of
the Reynolds shooting Betty FfmDonald turned out to be
a former dancer in Jack Ruby's night club As a result
of the alibi the man arrested for the Reynolds shooting
was released and has disappeared Betty cDonald was
subsequently arrested for disorderly conduct and later
hung herself in a jail cell in Dallas The above story
according to Lane never again appeared in the United
States press Mr Lane cited this story by Considine as
an instance where persons having pertinent informatjop
have mysteriously disappeared from Dallas

Also in connection with the shooting of Patrol
man Tippit Lane pointed out that immediately after the
shooting the Dallas Police Department issued an alert
describing the killer of Tippit as a white male 5'9
to 5'l0 tall slender blond receding hair which
description fits Oswald However Lane stated he later
went to Dallas and interviewed the only eya witnes3 to the



Tippit shooting a Mrs Helen L Markham who at first
would not talk to him saying she had been cautioned not
to discuss the matter by the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion the Secret Service and the Dallas Police Department
Lane said she finally agreed to talk to him when he
convinced her he was to use her story in his testimony
before the Warren Commission In her statement to him
she described Tippit's killer as a short stocky white
male with bushy hair which description did not fit
Oswald Attorney Lane claims that Mrs Markham has now
mysteriously disappeared

With respect to the theory that President
Kennedy was shot from the rear by Oswald and from the
Te:as Book Depository Mr Lane stated the evidence
does not bear out this theory He stated that the
original route of the President's caravan was down
Main Street to the reilroad overpass and into the Trade
Mart however for unknown reasons the route was changed
so that the caravan would pass directly in front of the
Texas Book Depository building He claimed that this
was an official change that it was not publicized and
that Oswald could not have known of this change

Lane stated that doctors at the Parkland
Hospital first reported President Kennedy was shot in
the throat that Doctor Perry had performed a tracheotomy
placing a tube through the entrance wound in the
President's throat that the wound ranged inward and
downward toward his lungs In line with the doctors
original diagnosis the first theory of the assassina
tion was that President Kennedy was shot from the Texas
Book Depository building as the car in which he was
riding was approaching the building This theory,howevee
had to be discontinued when it was determined that the
car in fact had passed the Texas Book Depository build*
ing before the first shot was fired and further this
building would have been to the rear of President Kennedy



According to a second theory it was developed
that at the time of the first shot the President had
turned around in his seat facing the Te;:as Book De
pository building In this regard he stated that "Life
magazine published an article stating that the President
had turned completely around at the time the first shot
uas fired thus supporting the theory that the first shot
hit him in the throat However Lone pointed out that
"Life magazine subsequently showed pictures of the
President taken by an amateur photographer at the time
of the shooting showing that the President was not
turned around but was facing forward with his back to
the Texas Book Depository building

Mr Lane stated that this theory persisted
for a whole month when the medical evidence was suddenly
changed He stated that the Secret Service agents then
went to the Parkland Hospital with an autopsy report_
made at Bethesda Hospital and that for the first time
they questioned Parkland Hospital doctors The story
then came out that all the doctors at Parkland Hospital
were mistaken that the wound in the throat was now termed
an exit wound instead of an entrance wound and that the
first shot had struck President Kennedy in the back of
the head According to Attorney Lane these doctors
were never able to see the autopsy report and were in
effect forced to change their original story

With respect to the government's final theory
that President Kennedy was shot from the rear Lane
stated that a total of nine witnesses had reported that
the shots originated from the railroad overpass or from
behind a concrete wall near the railroad overpass both
of which were in front of the President Lane stated
he attempted to interview these witnesses but that only
one of them Miss Irene Hill a Dallas schoolteacher
would talk to him Miss Hill told Lane she heard fo4r
to six shots fired and that they had come from an are
near the railroad overpass She stated she had
previously been interviewed by the Secret Service agents
who had tried to convince her that only three shots had
been fired and that if she felt she had heard more than
three shots perhaps it was firecrackers or echoes
She told Lane she had advised the Secret Service that
she was certain she heard four to six shots fired to



Mr Lane stated that on the previous day he
was "accosted by two Federal Bureau of Investigation.
agents near his home in New York They asked him if
he had unauthorized information from the Federal Bureau
of Investigation filed He stated he did not and he asked
the agents if it was that easy to get information from
the Federal Bureau of Investigation files They repeated
their question and Lane told them he was an attorney in
New York City that he had an office there and that he
did not appreciate being contacted on the sidewalk He
then told them that if they wished to question him they
could direct a letter to his office Again they repeated
their question but Lane terminated this by leaving and
taking a taxi

Lane's talk was followed by a question
answer period which in substance was as follows

b:. . "~~l .e asi';~ e:, ""ee.01 ~ f'r A~'~/r./~T ~t"7 d"J":R',~~. s

which they replied, There were three bullets and three
wounds and we are saying three shots. Lane played a
record which he claimed was his interview with Irene
Hill substantiating her above statement

Lane questioned why the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and Secret Service with their knowledge
of Oswald's background had not considered it desirable
to follow Oswald on the day of the assassination
particularly in view of the fact that the Presidential
caravan was to pass the area of the Texas Book Depository
where Oswald was known to be employed He noted that
everyone who had ever spoken out in favor of integration
in Dallas was followed on that day by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation the Secret Service and the Dallas police
He pointed out that the government wanted the public to
believe that Oswald was able to walk into his place of
employment carrying a rifle in spite of all the security
precautions which had been set up for the President's
visit He stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation
in answer to the question as to why Oswald had not been
surveilled stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
aree of jurisdiction concerned only spies and saboteurs



A Citizens Committee of Itquiry has been formed
and student comriittees are being formed at
colleges throughout the country for the n.rnose
of raising funds to send Investigators to Dallas

Q Who did it

A Not my job to find that out

Q What can be done to obtain the true information

A

Q What was the caliber of the bullet

A We don't know this was not made public

"Was there more than one assassin

A I believe so

At that point Attorney Lane stated that he
was writing a book and that the only publisher who
would lubl1 h his story was "World Press

Q ;Why did you get involved in this investiga
tionT

A I have been interested in rights of people
for many years there are many contradictions
in this case further the pre-trial publicity
in this case deprived Oswald of a fair trial
if he had lived Lane stated he had tried to

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Has Governor Connally had anything to say

A He testified but his testimony was not made
public

Q What was the motive for the assassination

A No known motive Oswald appeared to,like
President Kennedy



RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

get his theories published in the "Nation
but this publication did not want to be in
volved Finally the "National Guardian
published his theories of the assassination
He said that he had published an article
concerning the assassination in the "Law
Review which had come to the attention of
Mrs Marguerite Oswald and that as a result
of the article she had hired Lane to re
present her Lane stated that he did not
intend to leave this case until the American
people get the information they are entitled
to

~ Have you approached the Kennedy family for
any help in your investigation

A I expect to see Robert Kennedy in two weeks

In conjunction with the talk by Mr Lane copies
of "The National Guardian were available at the door
This was described as "a guardian special. It mentions
that it is a special eight-page tabloid-size pamphlet
published by the "National Guardian newspaper weekly
as a public service It is based largely on a five-page
brief on the Oswald case published in the December 19
1963 issud of "The Guardian, written by Attorney Mark
Lane The pamphlet gives Lane's version of the Oswald
case A characterization of the "National Guardian is
contained in the appendix hereto

The "New York Herald Tribune news
paper dated January 15 1964 page
7 column 1 contained an article
entitled "Oswald's Mother Hires Lane
This article stated that on January
14 1964 Mrs Marguerite C Oswald
mother of accused assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald announced she had hired hark
Lane to represent her slain son be
fore the Warren Commission investiga
ting the murder of President John F.
Kennedy According to this article
Mrs Oswald stated she had been in



contact with Lane during his Etay in
Fort Worth Texas the previous week
end It was also pointed out that
Lane had accepted the case although
Mrs Oswald stated she had no funds
with which to pay him

The April 2 1964,issue of the "New
York Times page 37 column 5 con
tained an article captioned "Mother
of Oswald Ends Tie with Lane The
article indicated Mrs Marguerite
Oswald said she had dismissed Mark
Lane her New York lawyer and that
he should stop any "Organized campaign
on behalf of her son through his
"Citizens Committee of Inquiry,

On June 10 1963 a source advised
that at a meeting of the New York
Council to Abolish the House Un
American Activities Committee
(NYCAHUAC) held I.4ay 28 1963 at
74 5th Avenue New York City Mark
Lane was elected to the position of
Vice Chairman of the organization

A characterization of the NYCAHUAC is con
tained in the appendix hereto

This document contains neither recommenda
tions nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency it and its
contents are not to be distributed outside your agency



APPJNDIX

NATIONAL GUARDIAN

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications, revised and published as of December 1
1961 prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American
Activities United States House of Representatives
Washington D,C contains the following concerning
the "National Guardian"

"National Guardian

(established by the American Labor Party
in 1947 as a "progressive weekly * * * e
Although it denies having any affiliation
with the Communist Party it has manifested
itself from the beginning as a virtual
official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia
(Corn! ttee on Un-American Activities
Report Trial by Treason she National
Committee to Secure Justice for the
F=BNBE GS and NORTON SMELL August 25
1956 p 12.)
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APPENDIX

NEW YORK COUNCIL TO ABOLISH
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITI&3
COMMITTEE

On March 9 1961 a source advised 'that the
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAUAC) 150 West 34th Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 1960 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANK WILKINSON
Field Representative of the National Committee to
Abolish the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

A second source advised on September 17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961
a copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC)
which were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution
affirmed the intention to continue to work for the aboli
tion of the House Committee on Un-American Activities
(HCUA) and to continue its efforts to broaden the parti
cipation in this fight Another resolution accepted as
a modus vivendi the suggestion of the Field Representativeof the "National Committee to Abolish the HUAC (NCAHUAC)
namely that local abolition committees may identify and
co-ordinate their efforts as closely as they desire with
NCAHUAC still maintaining their autonomy for as
flexible and independent a program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1962
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City
area have been solicited to support activities of:the
NYCAHUAC during attendance at CP club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised that
the NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at
150 West 34th Street New York City New York
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL COMMITTEE )ABOLISH
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications issued December 1 1961,by the Committee
on Un-American Activities U.S House of Representatives
page 115 contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC)

"Cited as a 'new organization set up inthe
summer of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Committee on Un-American Activities House
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film
'Operation Abolition, Part 1 October 3
1961 P 5)

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed
its name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House
in its name thereby becoming known as the National
Committee ko Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten copies
and for Dallas two copies of a letterhead memorandum concerning
an appearance of MARK LANE in NYC on 5/18/64

The "u rces ;,-d int tion in the order
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In an effort to obtain a tape recording of LANE's
appearance through established sources representatives of
the "New York Daily News United Press International and
Radio Station WOR were contacted by SAS of the NYO However
because of the nature of the location of the appearance it
was not found feasible to make recordings of LANE's speech
No reference to the Premise Theatre appears in the indices of
the NYO and no sources have been established there to date.

Reference is made to a proposed trip abroad by
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Dallas for info nation in view of their interast in this matter

NYO investigation continuing
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MARK LANE

The "New York Herald Tribune newspaper dated
January 15 19'4 page 7 column 1 contained
an article entitled "Oswald's Mother Hires Lane.
This article stated that on January 14 1964
Mrs Marguerite C Oswald mother of accused
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald announced she had
hired Mark Lane to represent her slain son before
the Warren Commission investigating the murder of
President John F Kennedy According to this
article Mrs Oswald stated she had been in contact
with Lane during his stay in Fort Worth Texas the
previous weekend It was also pointed out that Lane
had accepted the eese although Mrs Oswald stated
she had no funds with which to pay him

The "New York Times newspaper dated April 2 1964
page 37 contained an article stating that Mrs
Marguerite C Oswald had dismissed Mark Lane her
New York lawyer

On June 10 1963 a source advised that at a meeting
of the New York Council to Abolish the House
Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) held
May 28 1963 at 74 Fifth Avenue New York City
Mark Lane was elected to the position of Vice
Chairman of the organization

Characterizations of the NYCAHUAC and the National
Committee to Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAHUAC) appear in the appendix hereto

The May 16 1964 issue of the "National Guardian
contained an article captioned "Benefit for Lane Group Slated
in New York May 18th, This article reflected that the cast
of "the Third Ear scheduled to open at the Premise Theatre



MARK LANE

.in New York on May 21 1964 would give a preview performance
on May 18 1964 for the benefit of the Citizen's Committee
of Inquiry (CCI) The article reflected Lane would speak "On
the latest information he has uncovered in the Kennedy-Oswald
case. According to the article the theatre is located at
154 Bleeker Street New York New York

A characterization of the "National Guardian

appears in the appendix hereto

A second source advised on May 19 1964 that he
attended the above-described function held at the Premise
Theatre According to the source a sign at the theatre
indicated a capacity of 183 persons however the theatre
was overflowing Source stated donations from $1.00 and

up were collected and that Lane spoke from approximately
8:30 p.m to 11:30 p.m

According to this source the following is the substance
of Lane's speech

The President's assassination is not a matter for

inquiry behind closed doors I have no faith in the Warren
Commission giving all the facts because Justice Warren himself
has stated that you may never know all the facts in your
lifetime for Yiational security reasons How can that be
The only way we can be secure is if our country is well informed
otherwise our security is threatened

The Warren Commission is composed of Dixiecrats
and former FBI and CIA members Senator Russell of Georgia
Boggs of Louisiana are two racists representing the CIA is
Allen Dulles and the spokesman for the FBI is McCloy The

only one with integrity is Senator Cooper from Kentucky This
is not a real cross section of American people

Oswald's right to have a defense had he lived was

tampered with We have a Commission with no attorney to
defend Oswald After several letters denying me the right
to defend Oswald because he was dead they forgot that
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.the dead and absent were tried in the courts of Nurenberg
As a last resort to.prevent embarrassment they appointed
the President of a Bar Association to conduct the defense
of Oswald It is the first time in history that counsel has
been appointed forgetting about the counsel retained by the
family

The Warren Commission appointed six panels to
conduct the inquiry but forgot panel number seven Who really
assassinated the president of the United States Everyone
is presumed innocent as a cornerstone of our judicial system
but this seems to have no meaning in the United States

Our news media helped convict Lee Oswald moments
after he was arrested long before the trial The Dallas
Police Department the FBI and the Secret Service are
responsible for this Lee Oswald was a totally prejudiced
defendant Even District Attorney Wade said moments after
Lee Oswald was shot that the case was closed

Everywhere I have spoken in Europe or in the
United States everyone believes that Oswald was innocent
or part of a plot

Oddly enough no roadblocks in Dallas went into
effect A Paris reporter left Dallas by plane without being
asked any questions Only Mexico closed its border on its.
own initiative

Of all the briefs and releases I submitted the
"National Guardian has been the only one to present anything
Yet I have been able to have material printed in Japan Africa
Europe etc. but here in the United States no one printed
anything relating to Oswald's defense

Wade who knows of what he speaks claims to have
sent 23 men to the electric chair on much less than he had
on Oswald Wade released his whole case to the press before
the trial before Oswald was killed
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The various statements made by District Attorney
Wade were absolutely false or in contradiction to what
sources had said to begin with When I was in Dallas

everything that should be checked could not be verified
(reference to information furnished by Wade)

Contradictions have been the so-called entry
of the bullet into President Kennedy's throat which suddenly
is supposed to have entered from the head At first all
the doubt was taken out by Dr McClelland in Dallas who
said there were plenty of bullet wounds "I know an entrance
wound when I see one and that was an entry wound on the
Adam's apple

The FBI had first said Oswald had been in the
second floor window from which he fired at the President striking
him in the throat but then contradictions arose when the
Secret Service re-enacted the crime embarrassing the FBI and
"Life magazine came to the rescue with doctored photographs
(According to the source at this point Lane displayed a
series of photographs magazines and articles which he

purported were in contradiction of one another.)

Later on President Kennedy's body was flown to

Bethesda Maryland for an autopsy which resulted in two
Secret Service agents returning to Dallas with said autopsy
report obviously to brainwash the three doctors who

originally worked on President Kennedy From then on
President Kennedy's entry wound at the Adam's apple became
an exit wound Dr Perry incidentally stated that there
is much more about this case that I know which I am not
allowed to discuss

What happened to the photographs taken by the
FBI from the schoolteacher before and during the shooting
She still has a receipt for them I am interested in seeing
the front of the building President Kennedy was facing
when the shots were fired (At this point Lane played a taped
interview of a female who claimed to have heard six shots.)

Paraffin tests proved Oswald did not fire a rifle
on November 22 (Source stated that at this point Lane
became very technical in an explanation of how paraffin tests
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How about Reynolds the witness to Officer Tippit's
death He was shot with a rifle in the head He still lives
but no longer speaks The man that shot him a hood produced
an alibi one of Ruby's strippers who claims she was with him
This same woman was later found hung in the Dallas ail an

alleged suicide

Most people think the motive was Marxism however
others knew the United States and USSR relations were at
its best during the Kennedy administration. Still others
know about Dallas and its Presidential wanted posters.with
captions "Dead or Alive for Treason or questions like why
trade between the Monroe Doctrine and Moscow spirit

The FBI knew Oswald worked on the Presidential
route yet they hide behind the excuse of not being permitted
to work in the field of political nonconformists

Salinger and Stevenson as well as Johnson knew
it was not safe for Kennedy in Dallas Row come the Secret Service
and the FBI didn't know They were too busy interviewing
anyone who was 'pro-school integration.

According to the second source a collection of
names and monies was carried out after Lane's speech A

question-and-answer period ensued for about one-half hour
After the question-and-answer period a "psychodrama was

presented by the theatre group

A third source advised on May 19 1964 that he
also attended the above appearance of Mark Lane This source
commented substantiall the same as the second source

In addition the third source commented that Lane
stated that one morning in the pouring rain as he was leaving
home he was stopped by FBI Agents who accused him of stealing
a Government file Lane stated he asked the Agents if Government
files were easy to steal and then informed them that he had an
office and if they wished to contact him they could do so there
According to this source Lane indicated he was leaving for
Europe on Friday May 22 1963



APPENDIX

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH
TEE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN) ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications issued December 1 1961 by the Committee on
Un-American Activities U S House of Representatives
page 113 contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC)

"Cited as a 'new organization set up in the
summer of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's
'Operation Abolition campaign Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists

(Committee on Un-American Activities House
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film
'Operation Abolition, Part 1 October 3
1961 p 5.)

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its
name on March 3 1962 to include the word "House in its
name thereby becoming known as the National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee
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M!RK LANG

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications, revised and published as of December 1
1961 prepared and released by the Committee on Un
American Activities United-States House of Represent
atives Washington D.C. contains the following con
cerning the "National Guardian"

"National Guardian

"1 testablished by the American Labor
Party in 1947 as a "progressive
weekly * * * Although it denies
having any affiliation with the
Communist Party it has manifested
itself from the beginning as a virtual
official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia.1
(Committee on,Un-American Activities
Report Trial by Treason The National
Committee to Secure Justice for the
ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL August 25
19560 p 12.4
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WE YORK COMM TO ABOLISH
THE HOUSE UN-A:"'IERICAN ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE

On March 9 1961 a source advised that the
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NYCAUAC) 15O.West 3Lth Street New York City
New York was formed at a meeting held in New York City
on November 17 1960 This organization was founded
principally through the efforts of FRANK WILKINSON
Field Representative of the National Committee To Abolish
the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC)

A second source advised on September-17 1952
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of
September 1952

A third source furnished on September 14 1961 a
copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish the
House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this
fight Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the
sugGestion-of"the Field Representative of the "National
Committee to Abolish the HUAC (NCAHUAC) namely that local
abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC still
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible

Various sources have advised during March 1962
that Communist Party (CP) members in the New York City area
have been so1:U.s.ted to support activities of the NYCAHUAC
duril-&G,attrnndance at Cr club meetings

On May 6 1963 the first source advised that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West
34th Street New York City New York



Commission letter 5-20-64 listed some 37 items of ('r
evidence which they wanted shown to the individual who first
found the particular item and who can identify it by inspection

MAILED5
i 3

JUN 81964
19 JUN 8 1964

cOMM"FBI _ _
T

Evans
GalsRose*
Soo!

6-8-64

1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Conrad

Airtel 1 Mr Evans
1 Mr O H Bartlett
1 Mr Rogge

To

From

SAC Dallas (100-10461)

Director FBI (105-82555).

LEE HARVEYOSWALD AKA
IS CUBA
ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

ReBuairtels to Dallas 5-22-64 5-25-64 and 6-5-64
concerning President's Commission letter 5-20-64 which
requested tracing of evidence by exhibiting the original
evidence or photographs thereof

For information the actual exhibits C2 and C3 two
rifle bullet fragments were displayed instead of photographs
as indicated in reBuairtel 6-5-64 Make appropriate changes

1 62-109090 (President's Commission)
RDR:las ,,y
(9)
NOTE

Some of the evidence was obtained here in Washington
through liaison and other sources The information contained in M
the above airtel will be incorporated by Dallas in a letterhead
memorandum for dissemination It was ascertained from Mr O H
Bartlett on 6-8-64 that he initially displayed photographs of
the two bullet fragments to the individuals concerned however
it was necessary for him to obtain the actual fragments before

positive identification could be made This matter will be
followed closely and when the results are obtained the
Commission will be notified..
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APPOINTMENT WITH DI:13CTOR 10:10 A M 6-4.64.,

By appointment I introduced William Manchester who has been '~

,,...::..ssioned by Mrs John F Kennedy to write a book concerning the four days
;-ouncung the as:;;_ss.nation and funeral of the ate President to the Director at

a.m. today :::the Director*s Office

iv:_ 1E.aachester first tha::.,ed :Le Director for seeing him He cxpla
.._.:. d alreacy a proximately 90 rincipally in Washington how.-.;;. f'+

.. _ -et gone .:a Texas inasmuch as Chief Justice Warren felt tha h i
__ ~.:....~.;,t interviews in Dallas until after the Warren Commission report had bo..n is& ..d4

In r st a Ling a series of questions to the Director Mr M ncr .:::..::::. st
al to v..a the Director was c;,i lb on November 22 23 24 and 25 F r

added that he would first like to st`: t with November 22 1S4 at the "aci~.`
w_e Director first received the news that the President had bee: shot T:::

:;c, replied that he had just returnee from lunch This was approximately
._e.:z was brought in to him reflecting ILL President had been shot The D::.:c.or

.y called the Attorney General who wr.s at his home dining with the U
from New York Mr Mo:gc.::.all Tha Director advised the Attorney

trews announcement had been made :mat a Presic'.e;.t had been wounded Z.
:-etor stated 1;e next talked to the SAC :,f our Office in Dallas Texas He was ir.:or
the side:. had been wounded and h :.,.d been taken to the arkdand Memorial :1es_A:ai
;'AC :..so advised that Governor Connally had been sho and was now in the emergency

....a w enr ec y at the same hos .,ital Mrs Kennedy and Mrs Con .Jly who we 4
: .g same car had not been nip The SAC told the Director that it ap.:eared

come from an upper gory window of the Texas Book Depository
1,1
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3intmeat w:.:: Director 10:10 a m. 6.4-64

The Millar G:fice addit'onally r.c'v_s d the Director shortly after 2:f,0 p.m
the President had died '..'he Dirc.:.cr immediately crlled t:.e Attc--i::y

Once again and told him o the death of his brother At this time the Din. for
.to whether the E::.'.c= ney General planned to go to Dallas T :a Director statcc

. ^advised the ."_..uto.,..:y .:.;..v= _ h ^t ,a'.h plans were in the making he 1-auld
.itate his departure and arrival The Director told Manchester that shortly thereafter

~r .;.s Office called once agar to indicate that the President=s body would be
_::_sect te-'y flown back to Washington and that the Vice President had already lx n swo
: :resident The Director later called the Attorney General once again an t:.:. hie
.:.. FBI was moving into the investigation The Director advised ;.:arches :". ,~at ::a

this action despite the fact that there was no law making it a Federal x ;ola tea to
;:t.:.te the I resident

At this point the Director gave Manchester a brief hr star y of the
s .::.~:";,tion cf 'S.:: Shanahan in Chicago Illinois in the middle 1920% There tir s no
:,:':.al law agat st assaulting or murdering an FBI Agent at that time The ::eL

anchester he initiated action to make it a Federal crime to assault or kill an F3I
:'.ge.:t so that proper action could be taken in Federal court rather than a local cc,.:t in

":.hers

The Director told Manchester that is the FBI had taken custody
F.arvey Oswald Jr. Oswald would never have been killed by Jack Ruby The

._.ra for stated that the murder of Oswald by ..by naturally gave rise to considerable
-eculation and rumor All of this cc-.:Id have been avoided had the Dallas police ..an

oper action to protect Oswald

The Director told Manchester that the FBI immediately entered the case
spite non-jur_s:tic:icn and that we f:,:.ervie,.ed Oswald as soon as he was made availa

ae Director stated V.:at on the evening of No are:..ar 22 1963 at approximately 7:25 p...
.: esident Johnsen called him at his home and requested that the FBI take comp.e charge

the case invetvr.g the assassination The Director stated he advised the Present
:.::at the F31 had already entered the case and that we would of course go all c:: this
~.latter The Director also told the President that he was concerned abcat the gr...t

.-..:count c, publ:city coming out of Dallas

The Director then told 1rw:_che:;ter that the Dallas police had given out
onsiderable ir.:or.::..tion received as a result of FBI findings particularly fret:a :.":r

.ar.ttor y He added that on the 4th or 6th t 'ay following the assassinat_on .::...ructed
SAC in Dallas to contact Chief of clice Carry and order him to make no "tier

stc vents to the press with respect to the ev:dance or Investigation sure cunding the
";ssass:nation The Director told Manchester that this Chief of Police could have tad
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go to hell however he had rcco:.ized the obvious necessity and logic of L. .7.h
:etrac ors and had complied The Director explained to Manchester at some length
.t necessity to keep physical evidence confined prior to the prosecution of an matt'.:uu:,.

The Director told Manchester that on Saturday evening November 23
our Dallas Office had received an anonymous telephone call indicating that pi.ns

been made to rn rder Oswald when he was rz.noved from the Dallas City Jail ::_e
r ~ Informed the Dallas Chief of Police imm ed . rely The Director told Manee6ter

at plans for removal of Oswald had been made for 10:CO p.m that Saturday
.Chief of Police however changes these plans by acceding to the p :

t e'ress that Cswald be removed a convenient time so that communications.
cover the eve Our Dallas Office again c :ad the Dallas Police Depart Cfl

morning November 24 1963 :.::d reminded that Department c the same
. .ymous telephone call At that time the Chief of Police assured our Dallas C:fice that

.. ecautions were being taken to protect Oswald

The Director informed Marchester that following the President's :11
:25 p m. November 22 1963 he gave specific instructions that the FBI do everything

..ca.~ibie to thoroughly iwestigate this case The Director stated that addition.
,r.-?.l were innrediately sent to Dallas Ira told Manchester this was necessary

_-. -=.a:-eh as our Dallas Office and FBI ;:eadc.ia tors as well as other offices received
Iceda and hundreds of phone calls telegrams and letters setting forth leads in Ms

Manchester inquired as to whether the Director placed any sign::. lee
..o the anonymous phone call concerning the plan to murder Oswald The Director r e lied
that we had no way of knowing at the time whether any importance should be er
not however we did have the responsibility to immediately notify the Dallas police
which we did

The Director characterized Jack Ruby as somewhat of a "police buff.
a result of his friendship with a number of police officers he had easy accessibility

a the ",11as Police Department The ti ecter stated that he did not know whether Ruby's
=c.,..r , insanity was of the sincere or faked type inasmuch as we were not psychiatrists
lie :..led that Ray had given the excuse that he had :dried Oswald because of his obvious

.:;coon for the late President and the fact that he wanted to prevent any further sc ow
to Mrs Kennedy inasmuch as she would r.;;ce..zarily have to return to Dallas :.::d tea

Fist Oswald
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Rs r c.:este_ inquired as to the enact loc on of the Director at the time
", a c v:as !tiled on Sunday November 24 19;.3 The Director replied that he was at

sae stated that the Dallas O_:ice contacted immediately following this event
.r a:est r inquired as to the Director's ::arr. :.te reaction The Director replied that

:.%ought was how such an crc:a .a place particularly under a ayet.a Z of
...zc . stice The Director added that he had ordered an immediate check on jack

:tab. ar ;atrticularly to ascertain if there had been a relationship between Ruby arm
_;:JCv

Manchester inquired as to whether the Director was watching tele%risian
_ ch. -:e of Oswald's murder The Director replied in the negative He stated was

,.aa official papers at the time The Director added that he usually saved Su:::: Is
. .c lengthy documents and memora::da as well as to prepare himself for interviews

etc

Manchester inquired as to what the Director was doing on Friday ::.::ping
,ru... ` :.63 prior to the assassination The Director replied that he was

business as usual that he had had a number of interviews that particular

Manchester inquired as to the phyzical location of the wire service ticker
_..:.c '_ He wan told that it is located across the hall and that pertinent wire service
::".ems are brought in to the Director immediately

The L rector told Manchester that his first conversation on Nov:ma 22
..S33 with our D:3Las Office occurred at approximately 1:48 p.m The Direr was
=..:yised at that time that the President was not believed to be dead yet but that he had

::tiered a mortal wound The Director mentioned that on the occasion of his second
~... to i.a3 tto: hey General the Attorney General had indicated that he had a:sa aeaa in

.c: with a number c the Presidential Stiff and had been informed of a number of

co:a:err.:ng the shooting and the fact that the President had died

Manchester inquired as to the Director's opinion of the =_ torney General's
on being informed that the Preside: ::ad been shot The Director rep:iad

. :he :.ttorney General had been silent for a few moments and had then req:.::._:.3 tr.:.
actor kee s him informed of any farther facts received concerning this

:ha Di for told Manchester that the Attorney General is usually very quiet in aataner
.ill he az all the necessary facts of a given s_'.:ation The Director stated that ;ha
to :.ey Caneral was not the explosive type unless he became angry
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Manchester told the Director trytt the President's call to the Director a
'"2 p.r.. November 22 1963 appeaxxd to as one of the first calls that the President

a ;.: returning to t ashington that evening The Director replied that he would
.:se that this was correct The Director ae.dad that our investigation proceeded

...::::z however was not until Liaac y or = esday of the following week that the
-C .dent decided to name a Presidential Commission to look into the assassination

Director told Manchester that an FBI report had been sent to the Warren Cc mniissio
:Lain days after the President h.4 set up this body The Director stated that he

..ersoraliy had appeared before the Warren Commission and that he considered their
es _.. ai :g of him to be quite thorough ::e stated that thoroughness was necesa ..y oa

_ the Commission inasmuch as this weuid serve to assist in quelling gossip and
in the future The Director c ickiy added howevers that rumors will

`_nue concerning this case especially in Europe where there is widespread goesi
:cerrirg a supposed conspiracy for many years

The Director told Manchester that the statement that some of the
ration may be withheld by the Warren Con mission naturally gave rise to -.tr:.::e_

: 3r 1.1anches er replied that he could understand the Chief Justice's statema,.e in this
s dL.s:_:.muca as riot just any individual shculc be allowed to look at the classified

. erial sent to the Commission by some agencies The Director relied that the issue

point is such that excessive precautions of security is unwise The Director w..:.a.ned
r he had never been a great believer in wasteful precautions or going overboard

regarding excessive security He stated that a a item is either classified or else it isn't
esi:_ete The Director gave examples of leaks in Government that have give several

residents extreme cause and worry i:e stated that the FBI is usually called-ape. to
avestigate these leaks however news_raerr.:en naturally do not desire to reveal tLeir

care s The Director stated that if newspapermen did reveal such sources that c a 4e
.:-tara.i the sc-.:rces would dry up

Manchester i .wired of the Director as to whether the assassination case
"a came one of major concern following the President's call at 7:25 p.m. November 22

33 The Director stated that as he had previccsly indicated the FBI had already
ntered t:mss cast He added however that a:tar the President's call we went all out in

.:.s aech things as working around the clock sending a Washington-based FBI official
D .s and adding appr~u::2..rn . Y personnelately 30 p gents tc the :Wallas 1ersonnel corpler a::.:. Thew r.

it .c:;r stated thatwa stir ve at least .3 role n wha are tied up in running dow.:
s particular case the cughout the FB_!s service stated that this case will 1. er

.csed : om an investigative point of view :naa::iuc a as we will continually receive

leas,..) =ray from mental cases which n cess ily have to be checked out
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Manchester asked If the ..latter cT a President being assassinated n,t
_ a z oral crime had ever been c'i:;eusscd ly by the Ce gress or anyone else

^i * to the D_reccor=s knowledge .':he ~._ or replied tha c there had been r..
-.;...:ca to any ex rent He stated the matter had ;::st never been considered

Manchester inquired as to whether i.e FBI had prior material on C.~ ld
_. a the assassination The Director replied that we did have some information
,;arding Oswald however it was quite flimsy in nature The Director then expla ned
some length the La:::;;round of Oswalc. He told Manchester of the press releases mi.
-;iald made in Mcsc:.w He told Ma chester c 3swald=s employment in a factc:T .a
;:s'.c Russia a::d c the fact that G.v'wid had 1 ter returned to Moscow The 13::eeto

wised that he cer'.a :-dy did not understand why she Department of State had failed to
'sr ale `;;a an cavit forfeitting his i_Y::erica citizenship at the tine Oswald re:.: nc

Yoscow and visited the U S Embassy Manchester spoke up and stated that the
rat Dc :_ctme nt claimed they had vrante i to End out if Oswald had committed an

;.c:ta::..e crime in the Soviet Union therefore no signed affidavit was taken frc:Z
The Director again deplored the failure to have such an affidavit executed

The Director continued that we had interviewed Cswald within two or t is ee
::ay :-.:Lowing his arrival in the United States He explained that we of course .;;sir:

:tad cut if Oswald had been recruited as ar intelligence agent by the Soviet Union '::he
..'irecto= told Manchester that this did not appear to be true He added that Oswald had

class:_ l himse i as a Marxist rather than a communist The Director added that
Cswald .,ad later keen interviewed in New Orleans after getting into a street squabbia
tv anti-Castroites over leaflets being handed cut by Oswald The Director told
:..,.:.chester that Oswald could best be termed a ener. He explained Cswale:s
c; jraua: with the Communist Part in .a United States but added than Oswald

ad never joined the ::arty The Director told of the incidents surrounding Cswa:.~s
__ern .o kill C;;:.; al tinker in Dallas He askew that Oswald's wife Marina had

us of this incidart following the assassL.ation The Director summarized this
of .he interview by indicating there appeared to be nothing in Oswald's background

_::h "",;;ald re sect that he was a man of violence and most certainly nothing whte:
.c ,N ed that Oswald had any intentions cf assays rraing the President

Manchester asked if the D:_ect did not find it odd that _rs Cswa
.:ailed to ten a :yene about the attera_ ed as _assination of General Walker until a:ter
mu_:.r of Preside t Xennedy The Direc:o_ replied that he did not Lind :s odd in

of i..a cold r e'_a o_.s Lip between Oswald :.:c Lis wife the language ;arri on the
p of 1t::"s Oswald and the fact that 1..h."n r ld did not have the natural instil :s o=

e
:_ _.d c~iiiarent attitude .oge He statedattitude altogether

:.d.e
i~.woman bat :o the contrary

r4c:significance in Mrs Oswald's failure to advise of this incident prior to
a _ssination J,

6 ~,
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The Director told Manchester tt:at it was extremely difficult to specttate
on the motivations of Oswald to kill the 'President The Director stated it was entirely
possible Oswald ;nay have wanted to kill Governor John Connally He explained that
Oswald had written communications to Governor Connally protesting his particular type

...tteharge from the S Lt.:trine Cc:pet r....z 2:rector added that ;resident Kennedy
v..ts iazellect-zal literal type He stated that :?resident :Kennedy 1:r been desirous of

.:-eptag peace with honor He stated that President Kennedy desired :,zaceful c> .e is;.encc
--tt.tetit.teit Mlle The Director added tt:at the President although he had been :ir

its deal:tags with Marushchev had a fairly good relationship with Khrushchev the
t vie Z. :ion The Director summed up by stating that Oswald could not have destre
1.:lt 1 resident because the President had dealt harshly or spoken harshly ag.inot
the et:.. Party and Chairman ICtrushchay

Manchester speculated that pert:cps the communists including Osv.ttic
:le Le late the relationship between the late Pre.ttzient and Khrushchev therefore the

..Lets desi-ed to do away with President Kennedy so that this obstacle to their
:tree philosop.4 could be removed The Director replied that this was entirely

iytesible however he wanted Manchester to clearly understand that 'Khrushchev caws n
..,tarsor to be trested and that Chairman :Khrushchev had a vary cold and evil mir.:

::ector at this point gave examples of larushchev"s understanding of the .Lnglish
.tr.,;-:t.;e despite the fact that he hadcyanovs:ty an excellent interpreter wit:::.::

ac rt'l ttmes white on his visits to the United States The Director told Manchester that
he had always felt it better to kick individuals Lac Khrushchev on the shins once tr a
wk. I rather than to boot-lick them The Director explained that Khrushchev was
Latleally an oriental and that individuals opposing orientals usually lost face in the
o:-tents l's opinion when fear or trepidatton was shown

Manchester inquired as to whether the Director's duties and
allowed him to partict.te pcee:tally in the funeral ceremonies The

71 replied in the negative He stated he :.ad been at his desk constantly E
.d'.:. he had issued instructions that FBI personnel participate officially in tne

eetame..tos by assisting Secret Service as much as possible The Director s,po'2:e of he '

tn:.ny visiting foreign dignitaries and of the danzars involved in the march fro:.
Hot-se to St Matthew's Cathedral He tetd Manchester that over 40 Spec:t_

been assigned to assist Secret Service particularly at St Matthew's
Cs.the:.::al. He further told Manchester that the authority to protect the President was

e=early a .ttzctten of the Secret Service however since the assassinattoa we L
t.esisted Nthen carted upon The Director briefly advised Manchester at this pct.: 3f ;ha

tramediate widespread ramifications of this case following the actual sheeting Ea told

:a:ftthaster that leads had spread to Mexico as well as throughout the entire U;.:zcd L'ts.tes

Therefore it has been necessary for him personally to remain at his desk so as to
-ep:.rvise this matter



The Director may desire to send the Attorney General the attache lc..;.er
...dLx.ti that he h :.-.d seen Manchester

U

00
to Mohr S""~

1.':_1i am Manchester uthor o Kennedy Book
To-1:e '_published in 1909

;;;ointment with Director 10:10 a nu 6" .6

Lt this point I reminded Manchester of his previous statement to rr. that
be at the WI:Ite :house at 11:15 a.m. nchester thanked the Director w:ce

:._.on his departure au: s::;.tcd that he w.-.s v,.:y w:,. eciative d the Director's cooperation
considerable time taken from a busy schedzle to be of assistance

/7n "`%T
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SAC San Antonio (105-2909)

Director FBI (10542555)

0
LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
18 R CUBA

6/8/64

Rerep SA John I Zew y dated 4/30/64 at San Antonio
and Bulet dated 5/8/64

Enclosed for San Antonio are three copies each and
for Dallas five copies each of revised pages 17 through 20
of rerep as rewritten by the Bureau San Antonio and Dallas
insert the enclosed amended pages in.rerep Also amend pages
21 and 22 of rerep by changing the name "Oswalt 'here it
appears in those pages to read %swa1J

Enclosures (12)

2 Dallas (Enclosures 20)

lr

Tolson
Belmont
Moltr
Casper
Callas
Coated
DeLooci
Evan
Gale
Rosen.r-Sullivan
Tewl
Trotter
TateRoar
Holmes !
Card ... MALROOK
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22 Salt Box Lane
Darien Connecticut

Sincerely

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Bureau of Federal Investigation
Washington D C

Dear Mr Hoover

One of my neighbors
claimsshat

it is a well-known fact

among some people that`Lee _s_waldis father-in-law is or
was a high ranking member of the Soviet Secret Service
but that this information is being suppressed

I have never heard of this or read of it and as a

citizen I am quite disturbed by statements of this

type being made and would like to obtain some infor
mation from you that would either refute or confirm
this statement

It is my feeling that this type of rumor is very
dangerous and I would like to settle the issue The

only information I have been able to obtain to date
is that Marina Oswald was born in 1941 and two years
later her father died Her mother has since re-married

Would very much appreciate any information you can give
me



'1 zns
o

NOTE Correspondent cannot be identified in Bufiles cr)

b Edgar Room

JH:med
(3)

/;'"

Your letter dated June 1 1964 has been received

In accordance with President Johnson's instructions
the FBI has investigated the assassination of President Kennedy
and related events Our reports have been furnished to the
Presidential Commission and it will be the responsibility of the
Commission to determine what data should be made public
I regret we are unable to help you but trust you will understand
our position
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48 PM CST URGENT 6-4-64 JLT

TO DIRECTOR /105-82555/

FROM NEW ORLEANS /100-16601/ 1P

LEE HARVE OSWALD IS DASH R DASH CUBA

REREP OF SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER MAY FIFTEEN SIXTYFOUR AI

. s""oo# Jo
q R W't.:!! ! ::! CTJJSTIC.
r~r iact~,c Il!iys SECTID.i

JUN 4 1964

1't .L. TYF

.AND INTERVIEWED JUNE FOUR SIXT_'(OUR REPORT BEING SUBMITTED.
`} 1

..~L-sy
o

..~~/R~u/jLL__

D
1 1 JUN 8 1964

OL
61

C

4

FBI WASH DC

Mr Tolson_
Mr Meimma
Mr
Mr r'.
Mr
Mr
Mt !
Mr I.%sit
Mr (:4. .
Mr R a.n
Mr +".u!'1
Mr TaraJ
Mr Tr"4t""f
Tele BoxA---_Af~s Malraca_.,_
Miss Gandy

NEW ORLEANS

ON JUNE THREE SIXTYFOUR OREST PENA OWNER HAAANA BAR,^

NEW ORLEANS,-CONTACTED FOR INTERVIEW IN ORDER TO CLARIFY STATE

MENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM IN THE DEPOSITION OF CARLOS BRINGUIER OF

NEW ORLEANS TO WESLEY J LEIBLER OF THE PRESIDENT/S COMMISSION

PENA DECLINED TO BE INTERVIEWED UNLESS HIS ATTORNEY WAS PRESENT

PENA IS SUBJECT OF PENDING IS DASH CUBA MATTER AS INDICATED IN THE

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION OF REREP UACB PENA WILL NOT BE INTER

VIEWED

CARLOS BRINGUIER RETURNED NEW ORLEANS JUNE THREE SIXTYFOUR



PLAIN TEXT

TO SAC NEW ORLEANS
(10046601)~

j ~1
//

IROM DIRECTOR (105-82555) '/ U V

3131 EC
LEE HARVE*SwALS,IP. R CUBA

RETIRTBL JUNE POUR LAST AND BUAIRTEL TO MIAMI AND NEW ORLEANS

APRIL TWENTY-RIGHT LAST

INTERVIEW ORESTES PENA OWNER HABANA BAR NEW ORLEANS

IMMEDIATELY TO RESOLVE QUESTIONS RAISED BY COMMISSION IN

=CLOG= TO RXAIRTKI#' IY RE WILL NOT BZi INTRBVIS7ED UNLESS HIS
r

..
ATTORNEY IS PRESENT T INTERVIEW RIX IN TEE PRESENCE O HIS

~P
ATTORNEY SUBMIT RESULTS IN REPORT YOR*o

,S a i #~;.j F y .t } S t r -s
)~ r

}MAILED TOl *
!fit } u COPT MAILED O y ~ ~ ` t d 't ryu t av ,3 `l t +

a { {` t a 1` . " .-5 T ~ + +~cSt."'~~.'r Wya .~'~.[ s ".7'T.D'i~~s ~ S"",sj a`'.r
` t~ t,.. "

L i sf ~nx.ts)":~a.iK ass ai _.:* M1a#1 J +.`.{i+~"~

NN-:.! 31 (100-10461 ~~ A ,.. r. t. ~,\ .
.t r~l "'T 1 f~~ t` '~'rY~.h Y1 "* 'i 4 t -t 7'p ~~tẀ .3pb+ h u _ ISt a r fL.yf>r1i. i

= ~'h NOTE Pena has advised he saw Oswald some time in the Summer of 1963
ono one occasion in his bar =The Commission desired further investi
gation re this and New Orleans was .so -instructed in reairtel +e Pena
just returned from a trip to Europe and allegedly was traveling to
Moscow. This may be the reason why he will not be interviewed unless-1

ki his attorney is present '-His 'desire to be interviewed only in the~uy ~'` presence of his attorney is no bar "to the interview since the investi1'~ `fpiidi
j

gation is being conducted at the r gpe.ft 19tjte mmsson an
snce"the purpose of the interview is to aregiestIonhim closely re his

statements that he saw OQ ehlE "t~ vQ .n in.-tb9 Summer of 1963
yF -+r yk 11'01~ of pl 2b

sBol TNG"~LHRt /.tI61fOoAt .vi4.4 i Par
gt tCassel

Calldsa
Coated
.Evans .6 MAI~E''~1
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&bumf

Ceila.v

Rotes Yl
E,yl ~f1?4 ~t
Tropes  
T.i Rom
Holmes
Cewsr

(Type is plaits text or code)

 1

TO DI123CTOA FBI (62-lC:"GSO)

;.

Bureau (.s'nc
Dallas

1 Phonx

~L./rfb
ENSUBa

C
a
C

Transmit the following in

c  . f Ii Ts:L A Iiti:3 t3
(Priority)

FROU SAC PUO NIX (69-42) a

AS3 ASsINATION OIr PA::.iIDxrid'1
J.^ i FI t G ..tALD K..N ;1:DY
11/22/63 D L1AJ T2XAS
E16C.sLLF:NLOUS IiiFO:1MATIO I

=02=0
awaId00 Dallas

There are trarisl.i tt3 herewith two copies of a
latter dated 5/27/6d,.dircc:ed to "Life Lagazine .:ditor
in Chief 540 U E.ichiga r Chicago Illinois which
was written by '11:01 T_ J:.:301f an itunate at the
Eiaricopa Count, aG Ja i1 Ann ~.: Phoenix :.-izona
TEOri30N was th subject o 'v i taup wcish was trans i':.:ed
to Dallas for inclusion in a report b phoenix lette ;o the
Bureau dated 4/10/G4

th Jail Ax..:-x
who furnis'._ u a copy of th titer =_ioenix C ice
of the FLI on 5/23/64 advi .c:i that thi ter was being
mailed On the evening of ::/23/3 The ie::.r had Co::. Lo""_
his atteltion during the ceusoriag of t.:o prisoner's m .
Y3 pointy out that-all wail sent frou jail is censor u r. for
to being r_ilcd

Twenty five copie;i of an FL' are being pr;:;a
and will be traa.3rtitted to tiv B llas . vision for irc.:::....
in a report letterhet.d memorandum is being prepay o 2
since the infer nation set forth in the letter is a re-zta ent
of the informa.,ion already furnished :.:1d sent to Dallas br
i'A letter to Lureau of 4/10,04

10S
- S A S

NOT AEC01tBkli
199 JUN 9 1:u"4 15

1



me to o:q;rocs ).!sons for not boliri:. in his infalltbi].ifiy anti that of his corps

ana tog roatiar L1:'. as a reproseoteiof the precs aa.to 'i. two FBI cad for that
for

'1v t r!1t.7.r .1.3 Sow :a v . ..viCA 'escaped t'.3 f.r:~vtv n;.+ a.sd P:i11:1Catiori of t?;e p:C68;tA;27r1.CtCl

5droiping t e belll :e ta3.1ly dCaia o ear tciov e Ja'In ^ Zen:ITO. In the

analysis Vaasa a,;:"ncics were 'mostly ray aaaf`-le for the ex-p_::siienta death bocce-asa of

leadership at t o top that approaches ~ :17 talc t s _ :sal :ant i aaoa_aotenca is soffit

parts of their rank and `fa* 1 offal fo..Loth. pc..-zonal re.:so for arriving at

this conclusion to wit

While erlo-rrd as an 3nditec.--ta -.Triter for the General D:.varies C.-rpor sion

of Jeans in P.ucsi is right hero in t a:A no ono soma to know or care ~coet it.s I

never forgot the nano of the ecr.uae I aauocantod it with a a : "_act:m''or by

in Port North :'ext I was inforeed 'F." f c)iiaas-ae that wan ex-marine who *pent a ample

~~....~

1

'dItil Cit.o:.io

^ricnF;o !i1ii .s tr:ull t
i .

Sir s

Tour roceat e&tc:f..I regardiss the ant::.abic rea po ctaent of J ic r Foevor rxa1:cd

. the vane none for whoa I had worked is o years past I informed a~ =re of ae

finding and toidhorO that I as r spit.ic'.s of the inroratation Against rx -"i:da in

cietance that I had too vivid an iotasir I cilet the I33I and informed -ie of :.~'y

conversation with the aforementioned eci.s..ca.'rao.:;y Taal ac .treated tad I felt

amity erldartori ne the ch ;rector of my ac.oci to.(Od&i enou this oeac t:s-oct

maaicio ;sir placed a r.adazine cut-out of sie.el Castro's head in mosaic with .'_

t his white horse desk the latter rare fro r ') and which 11:s. or

/OS 2 5 :-$
t..::"Gyv::tc 22 lSSj I c:.11od t r ;T L.11 Grp?: ."n i.aa of stl,l
aA.1

~^Y c T~t "ax v -gW a t& SI 71.lcaovirz or ha. '.) vo EA " t..* roc ":'i cf
s

y4r
dLa lee isbibe r.xce ssivol to droin r.3 to er :ennts -rsath I is-n`ior



1

vitit's"3 !La :to ny

=:t'.cat ta"`n ry:1'" rr,r.'..7, oti ht.~l t'.

."'Sl3;*Lrl _":. :u:L ::.-.n circles.. ~
SS tato .ha TIT =04.-:a I

+ .t , t'iiic G3~

1.r y 'cane notc ."1=t nitro

ir t.~.a

.r

A~1 i . +"'y w."c ~"'if "_I.c'nu call to t

L!"o 5 .e?;:cstec F:.iat::'tt b7 the :2I
cuti I did in _r1c. a3r-~ the call.)

:,ne.-anc ri,r;,his yore Dear
early part or this ja::+ ~::"ich vas .-.a.

a ~";t held `Jit ofs for =rg "... cr1-."e that vat rj1ver
..onYed in 't I v~ ai='--ate

or the e:ronco-s aciise of nv
`ctcecit`.aG (I e~~ -~ ^.1:"'.'t. plead ~1J to ..~: ir t`.t

co::.-t-;Li '10̀ -Y.`..t:r.' t,~rri3V who .vas ti.C.t i :c.:T r-.t_..g with the district

to SC3 t Iat i r %`v.sCir nontao.'')

t-. :1t this cttiten rat =10c.&-.n
.,. _c ":'- :...-C'-"XO. ~ :Lt of his cX=3t:.'~.C s

. linen o "(~'~R1CfiT.sG:'1 ri ~
1 r otaGi ",LL

or ex as?C .'%1 and Secret S

t:1ori i ':atlas vo-ilr coorZ.1! Lto it
'. Y"1..C1 -:_ _ "+.:i:: 3 oa ono t

T3C8 Li.':l

.. .1 arsorii n t
t: . ::"1 crashl assi.c'r Ttoo Cr

bbh` * .v t:.3.a` " r sacr.1d he :ore :d to o:a:"a

" t 3~i -J L'11N.tibxpl :..'r -o- '~
r r .atea ,ri aro-is 14u ~% : ) .. ~ .

Sj l-esa "'"ero:tct:"t" n r t.'r 1%

^:1s hr.:$" cc

t. ~

to .:;tc Taic;..:+ of te""s : :r ;1.F t:tat E,t l r.&st ti " ":oro-,'r,:.,O

v .L1-.0)1%u-3 in ['+JO:=W :L e $tt_s tea is :i 0-:;i3r

157 si::-sue itt, f Li `1 :: i.1c t i .c"1 s)cte .r) .rit A

".'ir1JJ3 3t 1 tr oc rr:'ft in P1a:.3ri: L 3...r

i ` ~ sa "'"st.. ~"~! ~5 .t.rauTViC
%,: vine ~"`,i3e iz:...a".ti,1... a Pr r .C

:t2ntlott n
.r3yyOrti to i1.0'~I r rkj.o tQr ?i t9 t~'i1

R e $ r r .3'r-11 ttc t.ri:"1:.`
L_ "ism '` '~ 4 r `

i ~ ~ am)'``{ ,y~r')^~~~ ,:5~".".~



LOUIS CURTI3
IIWOIU1ATIOIU COIICERflDiQ

ReTuairtel dated 4/13/64 entitled "TROPUS,
end Bureau teletype 12/10/63 ro "TROWS."

inclosed herewith is e copy of letterhead memo
randum ro LOUIS CURTIS in corpliance with reDuairtel
Information was furnished locally to Secret Service in
compliance with roButel

01 Bureau (Th c 1) (AM REGISTERED)
1 Los AnCeles

TJA:alb
(3)



kordon Uil i s of 431k South Car;.riar::calth
AVenuo Loa l.nCcica tole ana mz bc 3a:;-953.% who is
employed at Channel and Chafin 3000 Wilshire Boulevards
Loa At~.elea as an interior c?ecorat3 furnished the
to1lc lm information conccrninz Louis Cu t s

On February 19 1954 Cu'tiz was r.n the II L;htre tL
Club which is located at 6347 or 3551 South Vermont ltvcnus 0
lb was drink.~nz with a I~~c;~"o man by the n.^no or I,oul3 ~
Curtis Whom he described as aco 31 5"10e tall 170 t1

.pounds black hair brown eyes medium build

n their co n:"crsation Curtis allerec:ly
told .dillians that ho wan in co.plots .s :ipat::y with the
kil n of evident John.. "Kennsdy by Ice l arvcy Oswald
and that he would back Oswald all the t p Ea further said
that Curtis stated "this may Ice Itarvey"Czwald was sure
rift when he shot the Presidoat,4

This doctr ent contains neitl=r recommendations
par eonclus .dns of the T"'i;I It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your a<;eney It anti its contents are
not to be distributed outsido ;rot aroncy.



BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Kr Belmont
-1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Shroder
1 . Mr Rogge

1 Dallas (89-43) Enclosure

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO FOR SAC DALLAS
(SEE NOTE PAGE TWO)

c

00

I Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast

-Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated
February 24 1964 and ay letter dated March 9 1964
relating to information furnished by Mr Jones Harris
of New York involving Mr Billy Nolan Loveiady"s
identification in a photograph taken by an Associated
Press photographer

Enclosed are two copies of an article which
appeared in the Magazine Section of the May 24 1964
issue of the "New York Herald Tribune. This article
written by Mr Dom Bonafede relates to the photograph
involving Mr. Lovelady

It would appear from the above article that
Mr J M Altgens Associated Press photographer is the
individual who took the picture in question and efforts
are being made to locate and interview him When the
results of this interview are available you will be
appropriately advised

The enclosed article is furnished in view of
your prior interest in Mr Harris

Sincerely yours

62-109060 1 W C Sullivan
1 62-109090 Pres lion) 1 R E LenihxT ""

'14) 105-82555
(Pres

Harve Oswald) 1 C D D.Loach

Enclosures (a)
PUPUBCATE yalOW

RDR:las (13)

~ JUG! 9 1964'
t
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For your information the President's Commission by
letter 2-24--64 advised that Harris appeared at the Commission
and furnished several blown up copies of the Associated Press
photograph wherein it appeared that an individual in the door
way of the Texas School Book Depository Building resembled
Oswald Your office conducted investigation in this matter
which established the individual to be Lovelady The
Commission was furnished the results of your inquiry by
Bureau letter 3-9-64

NOTE

Dallas by airtel 4-7-64 and other communications
advised Lovelady had complained of being pestered by one
W L Beckman who insisted on taking a photograph of him
Lovelady was informed this was civil matter and if he continued
to be annoyed to call police Xe did limited discreet background
on Beckman but failed to establish any connection between him
and the assassination investigation "Tribune article is based
on information supplied by Harris and states that Altgens took
photograph in question and that Harris hired Beckman to
photograph Lovelady The article reports although Harris had
been requested to not publicize this incident he Harris felt
the Commission had slighted him in not furnishing him the
details in its possession about this situation so he assisted
in the preparation of the "Tribune article

We have endeavored to interview every individual known
to have any information concerning the assassination however
Altgens identity has never been .revealed and it is pointed out
he never voluntarily came forward to furnish any information
Dallas is currently under instruction to interview Altgons based
on an article in a Chicago paper that although Altgens was on the
scene and has minute information concerning the assassination
he was never interviewed and when results are obtained it will
be furnished to the Commission

The enclosed article is being furnished inasmuch as the
Commission has indicated prior interest in Mr Harris

VOTE SAC Dallas

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11-22-63 D!aLLAS TEXAS
MISC INFO CONCERNING

RoButel 5-27-64 concerning J A Altgens various
communications on Billy Nolan Lovelady and William F Beckman

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the
above referenced article in the "New York Herald Tribune.
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fir Belmont 1 Mr
4!ld1 Mr Lenihan 1 Mr Gri fith

1 t-ir Rogge 1 tir Frazier
1 Woodcock

honorable J Leo Rankin
General Counsel
Thu President's Com-uiacioa
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Nankin

In acccrdance with a telephonic request from
Mr Melvin Eisenberg of your staff on June 2 1964
there are enclosed 18 photographs of Commission Exhibit
663

Sincerely yours
j/i

NOT F.ECORDIM

%
Edgar Hoovet199 JtIN

f
nclosures (18)

62-109060
a JUN 10 1964

l
Dalla

(100-10461) r'nclosure`s~~6 )
Impsraor

NOTED
t DALLAS En cl ce.e for Dallas are 6 photographs of

) ,,bG~
_ Comniitaion Exhibit 663 .~ ~g Commission

1,~ requested ad giit onbl''p?o"COgraphs
of thiskt e xhib.t _

-ice :NOTE _7 #e~ O awl] referred to wejsime 4 to Mr Criffith
!'3 .a the Laboratory i'tr '1t sohbdrg & Iced that certain
c,u,e irr additional photographs of E-:hibit 663 be prepared Exhibit
Coated

 c ,, tr .03 A's-tae e3:Qti.cf Kraft payer i.e-?re1 3itd-ing a r1rankct in ;Ai
[.an .FC:"7:e;t (L6) C`swald had ~:ra;?cd giltstY4f'ic"t':.iicerninE :rhich .,E?."eVCl
FO .f

it)
+ M Stombau:,h of the Laboratory offered tcstirgny 'befor

,j~
t;,r the Commission . :, d

18711fObY~ TELETYPEUNITED



letterhead
and EUGENE

The investigation reflected in the enclosed
::.emorand m was conducted by SA's A RAY O D SWITZER

';N ai i

;e

Sent

FBI

I
I
I

0

Date

I

6/5/64 I

Transmit the followin g in

AIfTI L
(Type in plain text or code)

AIR I"LAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.L...- -

. DIRECTOR FBI (62.109060)

%~ FROti SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
/ill%

.RE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JON F ITZGE ALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING

Re Bureau teletype to Dallas 5/26/64 instructing
interview with J W ALTGENS and Bureau teletype to Dallas
5/27/64 setting forth information relating to the feature
article appearing in the May 24 1964 issue of the "New
York Herald Tribune Magazine Section relating to an
Associated Press photograph depicting an individual in the

doorway of the Texas School B00% Depository who has been
identified as BILLY NOLAN LOVEIADY through previous investi

gation

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum

reflecting interview with JAMS W ALTGENS Associated Press

photographer

The three photographs taken by ALTGENS as described
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum have all received wide

publication and circulation both in the United States and
abroad and for this reason copies of same were not ob
tained

17 JUN-4,1954
is ,a-

f)v art^ ~TT[ti

.,"JrJ_



In Reply Mean Refs M
Pik Ns

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 5 1964

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS & TEXAS

In the May 24 1964 issue of the New York Herald
Tribune Magazine Section there appeared an article by DOM
BONAFEDE captioned The Picture With a Life Of Its Own.
This article refers to the controversial Associated Press
photograph of the Presidential motorcade wherein an individual
resembling LEE HARVEY OSWALD appears in the doorway of the
Texas School Book Depository Previous investigation has
identified this individual as BILLY NOLAN LOVELADY This
article reflects that J W ALTGENS a veteran Associated
Press photographer in Dallas Texas recalled shooting the

picture The article further commented that ALTGENS had never
been questioned by the FBI.

On May 250 1964 the Chicago Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation advised that there appeared in the

"Chicago American page 7 of the Monday May 25 1964 issue
in the column entitled "Daly Diary the followings

i

"Isn't it odd that J W ALTGENS a veteran
Associated Press photographer in Dallas who took
a picture of the KENNEDY assassination - one of
the witnesses close enough to see the President
shot and able to describe second-by-second What

happened - has been questioned neither by the
FBI nor the Warren Commission

The Chicago Office of the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation advised that the author of the "Daly Diary column is
MAGGIE DALY



Re ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
pOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS

On June 2 1964 JAMES W ALTGENS 6441 Pemberton
Drive telephone number EMerson 8-7766 Dallas Texas advised
be is employed as a wirephoto operator photographer by
Associated Press Room 353 Dallas News Building Dallas
Texas ALTGENS said he sometimes acts in the capacity of the
News Photo Editor Be said he has been employed by the
Associated Press for 26 years AI1rGENS advised he was born
April 28 1919 at Dallas Texas

ALTGENS advised that on November 22 1963 he was
assigned by Associated Press to take up a position along the
motorcade route for the purpose of obtaining pictures of the
President and the Presidential motorcade ALTGENS related be
left his office at 11:15 A.M and proceeded to the triple
overpass above Elm and Main Streets Where he intended to take
his pictures He said he arrived there about 11:25 A.M and
was advised by uniformed police officers that even though be
bad his press credentials he would not be permitted to take
photographs from the triple overpass ALTGENS stated he then
went to the intersection of Main and Houston Streets arriving
there at approximately 11:40 A.M He said he remained at this
location until the motorcade arrived

Just before the Presidential limousine passed ALTGENS
stated be stationed himself in the intersection on the south
west side and took a picture of President and Mrs KENNEDY as
their limousine turned onto Houston Street ALTGENS advised he
then ran diagonally (northwest) downhill over the grassy area
that separates Main and Elm Streets stopping on the south side
of Elm Street across the street from the stairs leading down
from the colonnade located on the north side of Elm'Street to

get in front of the motorcade again ALTGENS stated it was
from this position that he took the photograph of the Presi
dential car and motorcade scene He said this picture also

depicts an individual standing in the doorway of the entrance
of the Texas School Book Depository building who resembles LEE
HARVEY OSWALD ALTGENS related he was standing about thirty
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Res ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22 1963( DALLAS TEXAS

feet from the President when he took this photograph He
recalled that at about the instant he snapped the picture
he heard a burst of noise Which he thought was firecrackers
He advised he does not know how many of these reports he heard
since they had no significance to him at the time and he was
unaware of What was happening

After taking the above photograph ALTGENS stated he
then turned the film in his camera adjusted the focus to 15
feet and was raising his camera to eye level when he heard
another report which he recognized as a gunshot He said the
bullet struck President KENNEDY on the right side of his head
and the impact knocked the President forward ALTGENS stated
pieces of flesh blood and bones appeared to fly from the right
side of the President's head and pass in front of Mrs KENNEDY
to the left of the Presidential limousine ALTGENS stated Mrs
KENNEDY grabbed the President and ALTGENS heard her exclaim
"Oh no! as the President slumped over into her lap ALTGENS
said he also observed blood on the left side of the President's
head and face ALTGENS stated he was staring in utter dis
belief at what bq had just witnessed and was so aghast that he
froze and did not'snap the picture ALTGENS advised he was
about fifteen feet from the President at this time was sure
the shot came from somewhere behind the President and is
positive this was the last shot fired He said the President's
car was proceeding at about ten miles per hour at the time

ALTGENS advised he did not know Governor CONNALLY had
also been shot since his attention was focused on the President
He said be learned from the wire services that Governor CONNALLY
had been shot

ALTGENS stated the driver of the Presidential limousine
apparently realized what had happened and speeded up toward 'the
Stemmons Expressway At this point ALTGENS advised he took a
photograph which depicted a Secret Service man standing on the
back of the Presidential limousine left side assisting Mrs

3



Res ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS

KENNEDY back to her seat ALTGENS stated the Whole area seemed
to be utter confusion Police came from everywhere as the
President's car disappeared from sight

ALTGENS advised that as the President's car disappeared
he observed some Secret Service Agents and police officers with
drawn guns on the north side of Elm Street running in the direction
of the top of the triple overpass He said he thought they were
chasing someone Who had fled from sampwhere behind the President
ALTGENS related he also ran in this direction After proceeding
across Elm Street and up toward the triple overpass ALTGENS
stated he met the police officers returning At this juncture
ALTGENS advised he then ran to a nearby telephone and informed
his office that the President had been shot and that be had
witnessed it He then sprinted to his office in the Dallas News
Building with the pictures he had taken ALTGENS stated the
pictures showing the President slumping in his seat with Mrs
KENNEDY bending over him'moved"on the Associated Press Wire'photo
Network at 12:57 P.M. Which was seventeen minutes after the
first news bulletin was sent out by Associated Press

ALTGENS advised the above three pictures he took were
all turned in to Associated Press and received wide publication
and circulation both in the United States and abroad ALTGENS
said he used a 35 mm Nikkorex camera with a 105 mm lens (tele
photo lens) He said the camera was loaded with Eastman Kodak
Tri-X film

Regarding the article Which appeared in the Magazine
Section of the May 24 1964 issue of the "New York Herald
Tribune by DOM BONAFEDE captioned "The Picture With a Life Of
Its Own ALTGENS related the followings

On May 11 1964 While he was at his residence he re
ceived a telephone call from an individual who identified him
self as DOM BONAFEDE He said he was staying at the Adolphus

.1Hotel
in Room 1210 and was in Dallas doing a story on the

Associated Press photograph taken by ALTGENS Wherein it
appeared that an individual in the doorway of the Texas School
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ALTGENS stated he did not know and be did not have any
contact with BONAFEDE prior to may 11 1964 and none subse
quent to May 14 1964 He stated that BONAFEDE had told him
that if be were going to quote him ALTGENS directly be would
call and clear any quotations with ALTGENS ALTGENS said he
never received any call from BONAFEDE in which be cleared any
quotation

Res ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
IOVEMBER_22 1963 DALLAS TEXAS

Book Depository building resembled LEE HARVEY OSWALD ALTGENS
said BONAFEDE informed him that he had been to Washington and
to the President's Commission and had seen a "blown up shot of
this picture ALTGENS stated BONAFEDE asked him a number of
questions about the picture about his position at the time he
took this photograph and what he had witnessed of the assassi
nation of President KENNEDY ALTGENS said he answered these
questions for BONAFEDE He said BONAFEDE also asked him a
number of questions about how the people of Dallas felt about
the assassination of President KENNEDY in Dallas and ghat
effect the assassination would have on the City of Dallas

ALTGENS stated that on May 14 1964 BONAFEDE again
telephoned him at his residence and went over some of the
questions he had previously asked in addition to asking him
other questions

ALTGENS stated he is not acquainted with and to his
j knowledge has never had any contact with JONES HARRIS ARNOLD

5

ALTGENS advised that on May 21 1964 at about 11:30
P.M. he received a telephone call at his residence from an
individual Who identified himself as JOHN GOLD of the "London
Evening News. He said he presumes GOLD was telephoning from
New York City He said GOLD informed him that BONAFEDE had
written an article and that it was going to appear in the
Magazine Section of the "New York Herald Tribune on May 248
1964 ALTGENS stated he knew the article written by BONAFEDE
would be published but said this was the first information he
had received as to When the article was to be published



Res ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22 1963 ! DALLAS TEXAS

KRAKOWER or BILL BECKMAN all mentioned in the above article
written by BONAFEDE

Concerning the article which appeared in the "Chicago
American, page 7 Monday May 25 1964 in the column entitled
"Daly Diary, authored by MAGGIE DALY ALTGENS stated be is not

actluainted with MAGGIE DALY He further stated that she has
never contacted bin and he has never furnished her any infor
mation He said be assumes she obtained the information for ber
column from the article which appeared in the New York Herald
Tribune on May 24 1964 written by DOM BONAFEDE

ALTGENS stated be does not know and to his knowledge
has never had any contact with either LEE HARVEY OSWALD or JACK
RUBY
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1 Lir
Bole1 Mr R.ot

1 Mr Malloy
1 Mr Shrodor
1 Mr Raupach

Donorablo J Loo Rankin
General Counsel
The President 'a .bmmission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Wuahington D C.

Dour Mr Rankin

Reference is made to my letter dated
Juno 1 1064 enclosing copies of an article which
appeared in the Magazine Soction of the May 24 1964
Josue of the "Now York forald Tribune. This article
to written by Kr Da Bonafodo and rolatea to the
photograph of Mr Billy Nolan Lovolady

Enclosod are two copies of a memorandum
captioned "Assassination of President John Fitzgerald
Kennody November 22 1063 Dallas Texas, dated
June S 1964 Dallas Texas This i ornorandum contains
the results of an interview with Mr Jaaes K Altgens
Associated Press photographer Mr Altgens furnished
information regarding his observations of the assassi
nation and the story written by Mr Donated*

Sincerely yours

Enclosures (2)

62-100060 A'3
62-100090 (President Commission)

(..1O5-8253 (LE30..at a Mwald).11
Maas

(11) 8EE NOTE PAGE TWO
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NOTE

This matter pertains to the article in the
"Now York Herald Tribune which was based on information
furnished by Mr Jones Harris to the President's Commission
relating to the photograph of Billy Nolan Lovelady
Altgens took the photograph and the article revealed
Harris bad been requested not to publicize this information
However Harris had felt the Commission had slightea nim
in not furnishing him the details in the Commission's
possession about the situation Therefore he assisted
in the preparation of the "Tribune article

We have endeavored to interview every individual
possessing information concerning the assassination
However Altgens identity was never revealed and he
never voluntarily came forward to furnish any information
The information regarding the fact Altgens had never been
interviewed either by the Bureau or the President's
Commission not only appeared in the "Tribune article
but appeared in the "Chicago American in a column
captioned "Daly Diary written by Maggie Daly The
Commission had prior interest in Jones Harris and with the
submission of the results of the interview with Altgens
completes this matter
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Coverage of Mark Lane requested by President's
Commission Text of record has been reviewed and the records
have been monitored hnd both found to be identical with only,
s few ,exceptions whe p1 4ls have been used a bout
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June 128 1064

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue H S
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

1 Malley
. 1 Dranigan

1 Lenihan
1 w Mail Room
1, Sizoo

Reference is made to your request for coverage
of the public appearances of Mark Lane by this Bureau

Enclosed for your information are two records
.sides one through four entitled "The Oswald Case Mark

Lane's Testimony to The Warren Commission and a pamphlet
containing the text of Lane's comments on the records

Also enclosed are two copies of a communication
dated June 4 1964 at Washington D C. regarding the
establishment in England of a committee to support Lane's
activities

Sincerely yours

Ja Edgar Heaver
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honorable J Lee Rankin

NOTE CONTINUEDS

changing the moaning of Lane's comments Lane claims that ,
the comments on the records were made in his testimony before
the President's Commission on March 4 1964 The comments
made in the records and in the text are a repetition of his
previous claims about the innocence of Oswald and are based
on speculation Coaission of or lack of complete-facts and
early and confused press reports of the"assassination His
comments also include his request to the Commission to be
permitted to act as counsel for Oswald and to thus have the
right to examine material in the Commission's possession and
to c2oss-examine witnesses and present evidence Commission
also being furnished letterhead memorandum from Legat Landon
re "Who Killed Kennedy Commission established in England for
Lane's support which is apparently spearheaded by the
controversial British philosopher Bertrand Russell Records
being furnished tho Commission have been produced under the
recording label "Broadside Records on which Bufiles negative
Records state they were produced with the cooperation of
Folkways Records New York City Duffles indicate Folkways
Records were investigated by this Bureau 1955 1956 because
of reported contact with the Czechoslovakian UN Delegation in
1955 Investigation closed 1956 when no evidence of subversive
activities by rol:."ways Records and its contact with the
Czechoslovakiai UN Delegation was of a legitimate business
nature It is noted that Folkways Records were reportedly
manufacturing long-playing records for the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee in 1962 consisting of Cuban revolutionary songs
although investigation indicated Folkways aid not have any
business connection concerning these records with the Cuban
Government
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PRESIDENT'SCOMMISSION
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ASSASSINATIONt.Y PRESIDENTKENNEDY
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"."'y Mr Mohr
Mr Casper
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Mr Cole
Mr p.e.,en "/
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Mr.'Tavel .
Mr Trotter_._.__
TeIe Room-
Miss Holmes...,_
Miss Gandy
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1'r J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Invertication
Deportment of Justice
Washington D C

Dear gr Hoover

Could you please cora.wt an exa.-^ir.3tion of those marts

on the three cartridge c:::.c Cc C7 and C33 which are

or nay 'c associated vita..:.: c chambering extr act"_cr.

or cZ -s. pion of the cartri .igu

~:.nc^_rely

O :.,::e Rankin
t :fQ. ^1 Counsel
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Mr Conrad

L Mr Belmont
3 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Rogge

Juno 2 1964

fly Courior Sarvca

Bo::c"_"Hble J Leo Fain
Gan: al Ccunz of
he r%"coic'cnt'a Con= ss on
2?0 I ryland Avcnuo I:crthoa t
Gwc?:.inC;;cn D C

Do= th Rea :in
cr

In acccrdaeca vith your lottor dated !::.7 12 1934,7-.and-3
pur`'tr..."nt to th in or l = c ^t c 11r UrrIvin ino:2 or V of. "V i N your
staff on I:=y 15 1CC4 vc:o cond'.7.ctcd on the Cu CZ

 

and C33 cs_ tr .c'z o cn.00 and tho C3 a '::r" c'r to do o ii o 12 they
had boon losc:xd into d o.:t:."tctecl iron o CI4 rifle rra than
once

ran-At of the:-;.s a:cv~inat .cno nunorous rarls vcre
found on tom:.,. itcw1s of the ty_ s produced by tho magazine

- cl:nr.1 or e:.:racto_ or ejector c l a vona

:i.m I;ar::s Piero found on tho C3 cm-I-ridge coanirdicatin3 V l
` that ft hno Loon loaded into rsd e::tr^cted _on a vc__ oa at least

tares Cao mot cf marl= 17x3 idont3_ic1 as having been =ado
- 8g:7 tho:.r::;;ast a o11c er of the C14 rifle I1t is pointed out that
i= tha . '''or aad e;;oo for L ltz on C3 an c :12 cs on C C3 and C33

csa d cot ro^sZ3 C ^r 3to ictier for IdoutifyinZ tho. = Nom MV
votpon v::= ch r._:,d=3 ;d then 'acre ero also thrc3 cots of t=.'%s
O''.::v3 ,Cy o2 w_ 3 cartridge Ca~3 which v or o not found on Cl C3
C~ 3 c-r ; f tt +.:ar.oras3 tests cbta ir.ol from the C14 rifle It
v >:or~ ~

.:.^i'~1c w dotormina Phat prat:::: tbcc3 ria 'hs _
..y

_ : or a found on tho C7 c' ' s+rld ;o c::C3 indicating
t%:::. i4 L_ = 3 -loaded into and e."tra ^ at least

Wit.:e "" 3 C =o a " of L:ark3 vas ic::;nti lied 'suer having :.con r_oduco3
of tie Clh riflo "and ono so jcr2 r r:_s ca.: ~!clout ~f .ci

c.sy.r -~ ~. r
~ a a= oduccd b con ta of v;s ... 41. Iaovo.,

corm
._ _ ...3 not TJl3 to GZOt8?iLn3 '~i._.v'C .

E.na ~_. C -a vero pr oev..?,d 4*C14 rifle:

Tvel 62-109 60 = 1 -t c ~.~
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Eouorablo J Loo Rankin

Two cots ot marks yore :found on tho C3 cartridge
(found in the C14 rifle) which nor o Identified as having boon%
proc'.ezed by tho magas no follower of tho C14 rifle Another
cot of follower marl a t7 s found on Co The frw ront y nature
of this set of narks could portly account for tho fact-that
these mar::c tore not identited with the C14 rifle

L :r%s wore found on the C33 cartr dL o once indicating
that it had boon loaded into and e::trac ed from a weapon at
least twice One set of nvsl:s was identified as having boon
prcc:oocd by the ^aazieo follower of tho C14 rifle and ono cot
of narks was identified es has-in been produced by the chaff bor
of C14 however it woe not p.or.sialo to determine whether tha
two sots of narks which were irenti icu vitro produced by one or
two loading operatiots.in the C14 rifle

The result of the clove e Y.n 4 nrt.oni do not preclude
the possibility that these i :c:.3 could have boon loaded into
and extracted from a ver:pan G or xoro t .es ra o insufficient
force was used to produce ma-4v It is peint:.-c out that if two
or r_cro cartr`dgos are loac:cd into the clip o CZ 4 only the
bottom ca tridg3 will be arc l wy the sc:ii a".l.no follower

Sincerely yours



This completes our inquiries into this
particular matter

June 2 1964

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated May 12
1964 requesting this Bureau to conduct a limited
background investigation of Officer J D Tippit of the
Dallas Police Department This letter also requested
that we obtain a copy of Officer Tippit's Dallas Police
Department personnel file

Inclosed for your assistance are two copies
each of two self-explanatory communications one from our
St Louis Office dated May 15 1964 and one from our
Dallas Office dated May 20 1964 incorporating the results
of our limited background investigation of Officer Tippit
Also enclosed are two copies of Officer Tippit's personnel
file assembled by this Bureau from material furnished by
the Dallas Police Department ...~

Sincerely yours
-109080

105-82555 (Lee Harvey Oswald)
1 44-24016 (Jack L Ruby)
1 62-109090 (President's Commission)

Enclosures (6)

1 SAC Dallas (89-43) (Enclosure)

{SEE PAGE TWO FOR NOTE FOR SAC DAlLAS)
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ASSASSINATION OP PRESIDENT
JOUN F ITZGERALD KENNEDY
11/22/03 DAI.LA TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reurairtel 5-20-64 wherein you requested to be
furnished one copy of Tippit's Dallas Police Department
personnel file

Enclosed per your request is one copy of this
file The copy transmitted with re airtel is being made
part of the Bureau's file

The Commission by referenced letter in
addition to the above-indicated investigation stated this
was requested to "refute unfounded allegations (presumably
linking Tippit with Oswald and Ruby) which have developed
since the assassination Our inquiries have failed to develop
any information linking Tippit with either of these individuals



/`..''-.SAS,C.1.!11TION.O:" PF-.ES1 :ANT JCIIN_
1 IT:6GI.RALD KE1.1:RDY,11/2 /G3 _
VALLAS TEXAS
l 1ISCLLUNLOUS INFORMATION CONC}J NING

7-44 (n""1 3-1"-i31

SAC Dallas (89-43)

Director FBI
(62-109040)

REGISTERED MAIL

Attached is the translation
which2 %' Milted

by
I r =

dated
/~

U~..ZZ n7C.KXRX
/,.a C4 copy herewith _

The contents thereof where pertinent must be reported
under appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative sc..
attention is necessary

Disposition of the foreia language material submitted In
this connection is set forth below i

San Antonio (3C-G7) Enclosure
Mr Sullivan (Attention Mr Branigan) sent direct with enclosure
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TRANSLATION FROM PORTUGUESE

The communication consists of a large manila envelope a
newspaper magazine and a four-page handwritten letter

The envelope is addressed to Governor John Connally Dallas
Texas It is marked "Confidential, and bears the postmark of l3elo
Horizonte Brazil March 23 1934 The return address reads

JosYllanier Ferreira __
Av. Amazonas 307 - 19 andar sala 1906
Belo Horizonte Minas Gerais

y

.Brazil_

The newspaper magazine is called Panfleto~Documento)
PamphletXDocument)") and is a supplement to a publication which is

called "TheX(Cuardian (in English) It is dated March 9 1964 and the
pages are numbered 15 through 26 It bears the following headlines ;Lawyer
Destroys_ FBI Evidence Why Lee Oswald Did.Not Kill Kennedy. A short
introduction is provided in which Lawyer Mark Lane is presented The
rest of the publication is devoted to "Mark Lane's Defense.

This defense was carefully read by the sender of the communication
to Governor Connally as is shown by the many markings underlinings etc
As a matter of fact he added his comments in a few places

The short introduction to'Mark Lane's Defense ends with an urging
to the readers to study this document "to show it to as many people as
possible, and "to'send us your comments any information or analysis..
which can be of help to the Warren Commission.. The writer added this
comment

'"I ask Lawyer Mark Lane and Chief Justice Earl Warren
fc~ permission to present my analysis in my capacity as
an observing scientist for the purpose of dispelling the
accursed veil which is tarnishing the great country of
North America The crime is a political crime and was
premeditated Belo Horizonte March 27 1964 Jose
Hamer Ferreira.

Ca page 20 wider a photograph captioned "Policeman Carries
Rine Believed To Have Been Used To Kill President Kennedy, the sender

TRANSLATED BY
RA FFAELE A VACCARI:blh ZiCLOSURBr
June 3 1964 C:~~'"



"Lee Oswald was the bearer of a secret and it is regret
table that he wan not surrounded by security measures
until he told everything of interest to the U S A and
to the world For this reason the police had to silence
Mm forever by tos In dirt and a shovelful of lime on
the matter of Kennedy's death Lee Oswald had no
inning that his life was in danger not even when he
was still at large He was keeping the secrets that he
had received from the members of the plot It was a
plot deserving trustworthiness and respect because
it involved the cream of the Dallas society including
the famous FLI

TRANSL'ITOI 'S NOTE OM THIS POINT ON THE WR ER'S LANUUAU Lb
FAULTY AND HIS

THC
h rS ARE FREQUENTLY 1N 5 LETE AND INCOHERENT

"This also and above all covers up well for a
member of the plot.

Under and around a photograph of Jack Ruby the sender wrote

"The biggest secret of the world rests with this
man Ruby Only by a dismissal (?) of the trial
and of Ruby will truth be discovered.

The four-page letter reads

"In response to and to the attention of Lawyer Mark
Lane and Justice Earl Warren member of the Com
mission inve..tigatinL the stupid death of President
Kennedy of fond memory The lives of the members
of your investigating commission are in serious
jeopardy and I an positive in reporting this because
the guilt or involvement in this plot is as strong as
a hurricane The fact of the matter is that Lee Oswald
did not kill Kennedy but his rifle was used..

{

"Oswald did not know that he had been chosen as the
scapegoat The fact is that he had all damaging
characteristics as a rebellious man of bad communist
conduct who had used forged documents in addition
of course to the frame-up arranged by the police

"The famous FL-I was shaken by the terror of having
favored Oswald when he was free It feared that a line
up would be necessary on account of the various reports
against Mm which followed the firing of the shots No
such line-up took place After he killed the policeman
he knew that he would be executed and might have spilled



everything about the plot Also Oswald was held
in Dallas as a "persona non grata. Therefore the
plot was organized against him and Kennedy both
having to die on the same day If Oswald had not been
a person so well cast for the role of scapegoat our
friend Kennedy would still be alive Very few people
in Dallas knew that the plot would involve the deatht
of the President Even the members of the Police
Force knew nothing acting under superior orders
like orders transmitted to members of'the guard
detail of troops at rest The policemen who escorted
Oswald knew nothing about it only that they were to
try to deliver him to Ruby

"As we have seen various plans were premeditated
including killing Oswald right at the time of his arrest
calling it self-defense As we have seen he had no
luck and under a shovelful of lime he cannot be
questioned (?) as to his secret and the shot fired by
Oswald was fatal

"The patrolman's death and the imprisonment of Oswald
alive were a fishbone stuck in the throat of the criminals
who as long as Oswald lived had everything to lose
because of this phrase 'You wanted to ldll the President
and he was already dead. All of this was an attempt
to bring about his being set up for the shooting (?)
Thus far we have already seen various such pre
meditated attempts

"The FBI was forced to lay hands on the second
triumph (?) of premeditation Ruby a man who was
judged a man easy to pass off as a maniac and an
epileptic the plot is so well organized it even
includes psychiatrists Ruby would kill Oswald and

t pass for mentally deranged would not be sentenced to
death and even if he wanted to talk he would not
rate credence by the authorities who wanted to know
the truth

"When he was given a negative expert's report another
fishbone got stuck in the throat of President Kennedy's
slayers a fishbone even bigger than Ruby's life with
his appeal to continue staying alive for a longer time
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"Only thosaho do not know the secrets edy'e

,

death do not want F.uby c execution The criminals
will be able to set him up for assassination the fastest
possible unless they wane to get him to a safe place
before (?) he tells everything That is why I am sending
this outline it is to avoid a lot of delay

"Ruby was another scapegoat chosen to approach
Oswald at the police station for the purpose of put
ting a hole through him with certain advantages as
described by the press For this reason the FBI
took the precaution of sounding out Oswald's mother
by showing her Oswald's (sic) picture before he killed
him since Ruby was acting together with her son

"The police knowing that Oswald had a wife wanted
him to take the shots he refused but was left with
the secret which then led to the double murder
against Kennedy and against him Then they ordered him
to furnish the rifle intimating that he would die one
way or another and the shovelful of lime would be cast

"The Governor and his wife are the only authorities
in Dallas who knew nothing and still know nothing
also with respect to who Is plotting (?) for Ruby's death
penalty They are innocent because the situation of the
culprits drives them to kill as fast as they can to wrap
things in silence

"Those responsible for Kennedy's death are already sorry
because all their plans for a perfect crime are falling
and moreover they did not think that Kennedy's death
would have so many repercussions abroad even
suicides by fans of his and the clamors of the chieftains
of the communist conspiracy (?) who were certain that

Kennedy would not take the country to war because he knew
that modern war is useless

"In short he who kill Kennedy was the same who
aimed the gun at Oswz.ld claiming that the jail would
not have him the policeman who was carrying a rifle
knew everything and was carrying the rifle to attract
the human mass against Oswald in order to set him up
because the radio was asking for It

O
t.:. .11 "-"
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"The Chime er relte!l ~ ~ t~ ~~1,. ,;f i;r^ ~ ;+`~."i
to keep more than ten yards away iron the Presidential
limousine and because of his broadcasts on apprcaching
the building but not to catch the police (?) The master
minds also strongly suspected that they would yet permit
the Chief of Police and certain trustworthy members
of the FBI to testify on behalf of the prosecution

"So many calamities afflicted the criminals In their cover
up efforts that even Mark Lane's defense presents many
daps and confusion because a crime against the Chief
Executive of the country the most highly thought-of
man in the world in the full light of day In the center
of a big city there still are people who claim that the
shots came from the front of the limousine and that they
did not take those witnesses because of a iconspiracy
and for example those where Oswald killed the patrolman
(sic)

"As an observing scientist I do not find that the investigat
ing commission is placing (?) its har.d on the matn culprit

Sincerely yours

Jose Hanier Ferreira
Belo Horizonte Brazil March 21 1964
Mr Amazonas 307 19 a radar

sala 1906

(Stamp reading:)

9th Office
Rodrigues da Cunha
Notary Public

Rua Rio de Janeiro 4132
Above Store 209

I certify the above signature



Claudio Reynaldo Graciano
Substitute Notary Public

In witness thereof
Belo Korizoate March 3 1964
As a witness o the truth

(signed illegible)

Ninth Office

R Cunha Notary Public Office
9th Oface

Adalberto Rodrigues de Cunha
Notary Public

Claudio Reynaldo Graciano
Substitute

Writs Powers of Attorney
Signature Certificates
Rua Rio de Janeiro 462

Above Store 209
Corner of Seventh Square
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1 Mr on
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1 Mr oder
1 Mr Rogge
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr DeLoach

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast

= Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated
May 12 1964 and my letter dated June 2 1964 relating
to a limited background investigation of Officer J D
Tippit Reference is also made to your request of
Mr J R Malley of this Bureau on June 4 1964 for
additional copies of the results of our investigation and
copies of Officer Tippit's Dallas Police Department
personnel file

Enclosed for your assistance are seven additional
copies each oS two self-explanatory communications one
from our St Louis Office dated May 15 1964 and one from
our Dallas Office dated May 20 1964 incorporating the .
results of our limited background investigation of
Officer Tippit Also enclosed are seven additional copies
of Officer Tippit's personnel file assembled by this Bureau
from material furnished by the Dallas Police Department

1105-82555 (Lee Harvey Oswald) BUPip'st i r
1 44-24016 (Jack L Ruby) 'Li V
1 62-109090 (President's Commission)

IDc:lagres
(12)

osu 21)



NOTE

The Commission by letter 5-12-64 in addition to the
above indicated investigation stated this was requested to
"refute unfounded allegations (presumably linking Tippit with
Oswald and Ruby) which have developed since the assassination
Our inquiries have failed to develop any information linking
Tippit with either of these individuals

Malley was orally requested on 6-4-64 to furnish
seven additional copies of material previously furnished the
Commission with our letter dated 6-2-64 so that each member
of the Commission could personally have a copy of this material
for review and evaluation
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?t I3JEcT` ASS.?SSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOIN F KENNEDY DALLAS
TEXAS 11/22/63

_-
As a matter of record Mr John1Ely 9 __the President

Commission delivered to SA Cortlandt Cunningham on 6/1/64
evidence items numbered D24 D6 D27 and a portion of B1

1 9 till 4 lY 1

r `

ACTION

For information

62-109060

REN:bsm (10) ,.

NOTE The above items are described as follows
D24 Sheet of paper bearing handwriting in Russian

and EnglisL
D3 Three letters by Oswald
D27 Mail order coupon in name of A J Hidell used

to order a .38 caliber gun from Los Angeles
Bl Uallet social security-card USLC ID card hotel

card ID card (United States Forces in Japan)
Dallas Public Library card three photographs
slip of paper bearing three addresses
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD,/ AKA IS-R-CUBA
RE BUREAU TELETYPE TO DALLAS JUNE 2 LAST REQUESTING

DALLAS ADVISE MIEN LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM COULD BE EXPECTED
CONCERNING PRESENCE OFr LLAJ  ',SLICE CAB lUMAE.EL2,QL_LN
FRONT OF MRS

4~ I PREMISES 1126 NORTH BECKLEY
ALLAS T~ XG~

LETTERHEADIttEMORANDUtA WILL BE SUBMITTED JUNE 1} NEXT

the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureoa it is suggested that it be suitably
used in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems
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FBI

Date

cial Agent in Charge
Sent er

Transmit the following in

Via
/ (Priority or Methodof Mailing) s

.L

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
CD

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 5/20/64 enclosing a

copy of letter from President's Commission dated May 19

1964 requesting certain investigation be conducted to de

termine Whether or not any cars of the Dallas Police Depart
ment were in the vicinity of 1026 North Beckley between the

hours of 12:00 Noon and 2:00 P.M on November 22 1963

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum

reflecting the investigation requested which investigation
failed to establish the identity of any Dallas Police car

such as referred to by Mrs EARLENE ROBERTS

The Investigation 'reflected
head memorandum was conducted by SA's
A RAYMOND SWITZER

Enc (10)
RPG/ds
(5)
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UN STATES DEPARTMENT O TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

The President's Commission by letter dated May 14
1964 advised thatjjr$A_gARL.N'ROBERTS the housekeeper at
1026 North Beckley Street Dallas Texas during the period
that OSWALD resided there in October-November 1963 had stated
that at about 1100 P.M on November 22 1963 a Dallas Police
car drove slowly by the front of the premises at 1026 North
Beckley Street and honked the horn several times Mrs ROBERTS
stated that the occupants of the car were not known to her
even though she did have some acquaintances on the Dallas Police
force Who called upon her at the above premises She had
previously stated that the Dallas Police car was number 207

Mrs ROBERTS When interviewed on November 29 1963
advised that she recalled the Humber of the police car as being
207 because she had worked for two policemen Who drove squad
car number 170 apd she looked at the car to see if the two
officers she knew were the ones occupying car 207 Results of
this interview are reflected on page 356 of the report of
Special Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated November 30,-1963 at
Dallas

Texasr-s

CHARLES E.'BATCHELOR Assistant Chief of Police
Dallas Police Departmenh advised on May 27 1964 that his
department is divided primarily into three divisions Uniformed
Traffic Division Uniformed Squad Patrol Division and Investi

gative Division\-composed
of plain-clothes detective personnel

He advised that \\ of this group only the Traffic Division and

Squad Patrol Division are uniformed and have occasion to

operate numbered and marked police patrol cars



Res EE gARVEY OSWALD

BATCHELOR advised that on Friday November 22 1963
the entire Traffic Division was assigned the traffic control
of the intended route of the Presidential motorcade from the
Love Field area to the Trade Mart on Stemmons Expressway and
that a portion of the squad patrol was assigned to assist the

raffic Division in the protection of the President He ad
vised the remainder of the squad patrol was assigned regular
patrol duties throughout the city as is-the-ix-usual assign
ment He advised the only squad cars in service that day

nr4yspecifically assigned to the Presidential motorcade were

,'th uniformed officers of the squad patrol.

BATCHELOR advised that on November 22 19 3 Platoon
Number 2 under the command of Captain CHARLES E ALBERT was
on duty on the 7100 A.M to 3:00 P.H shift an that units of

his platoon were the only marked units which would have
occasion to be in the Oak Cliff area of Dallas BATCHELOR
ex?lained,that the city area within the Dallas City Limits is

,/ -divisi ned into seventy-six distinct districts to allow for
population expansion however as many as two to three districts
are frequently patrolled by one squad car

BATCHELOR advised that the address 1026 North Beckley
in the Oak C1iff;'S4ction of Dallas falls within District Number
91 and that the oily Detail Sheet for Platoon Number 2 on No
vember 22 1963 revealed the following cars and officers had
been assigned on the 7x00 A.M to 3s00 P.M shift in District
Number 91 and all adjacent surrounding districts

Officer W D MENTZEL assigned Districts 91
and 92 Car Number 84

H M ASHCRAFT assigned Districts 93 and 94
Car Number 24

O H LUDWIG assigned Districts 108 and 109
Cat Number 242=

Officer DAVID L PATE assigned Districts 24
and 25 Car Number 32

BATCHELOR advised further that each group of squad cars
his under the supervision of a Sergeant who coordinates assign

ments of his units throughout the city BATCHELOR advised that



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

these officers might be more cognizant of the location of their
cars at any particular time and that each of these officers
frequently makes a log on the activities of his squad BATCHELOR
advised that Sergeant H F DAVIS was in charge of the "90
series cars during the 7:00 A.M to 3:00 P.M shift November 22
1963 and that Sergeant W G JENNINGS was in charge of the "100

"1 '.series cars during that period
Jts,.

BATCHELOR advised thWt Squad Car Number 170 was not in
operation in the City of D las during November 1963 He ad
vised his records indicate Car Number 170 was a 1961 Ford four
door sedan which was sold by his department in April 1963 and
that the number "170 was not reassigned until February 1964 at
Which time the number was given to one of the new Ford squad
cars purchased during that month BATCHELOR advised his records

/further i
dl.cate~that Patrolman J M>VALENTINEwas the sole

occupant o ar Number,207 on November 2T 1963

In an effort to determine %%tether or not any officers
of his department were acquainted with any of the occupants of
1026 North Beckley Oak Cliff which would explain squad car
officers blowing a horn at or near that address Assistant Chief
BA'1ELOR checked all complaint calls for the year 1963 of corn
plaints answered by off ice of his department SATCHEL/3R ad

Y
vised~ his records indicate/that on February 14 1963 Officer

jiR W.~IGH answered a "Drunk complaint at 1026 North Beckley.-
...from 2:01'P.M to 2:16 P.M On July 28 19630 Officer Q M

NORMAN answered a call of "Disturbing the Peace fr~om 1:26 A.M
to -1:58 A.M On September 23 1963 Officer BOB B.'CONNOR
answered a call emanating from 1026 North Beckley withhregard
to "Auto Theft froi~pp 5:47 P.M to 6:15 P.M Officer's report on
this call indicate the call was in relation to a suspicious
Renault automobile parked at the rear of the Gulf Service Station
across the street from 1026 North Beckley

BATCHELOR advised his records indicated that Officer
R W HIGH had the day off on November 22 1963 and that
officers CONNOR and NORMAN were assigned to Platoon Number 3

1 and assigned to work the 3:00 P.M to 11:00 P.M shift on No
vember 22 1963 and therefore would not have been in the

vicinity of 1026 North Beckley



Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 27 19640 Captain CHARLES E TALBERT Dallas
Texas Police Department advised that he is the Platoon Com
mander for Platoon Number 2 and that his records reflect that
on November 22 1963 hip platoon was on the day schedule from
7:00 A.M to 3:00 P.M TALBERT advised that following the
assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY at approximately
12:30 P.M on that day he took personal charge of all assign
ments of his platoon and all officers were told to report to
him at the Texas School Book Depository Where he was making
the individual assignments

Captain TALBERT advised that from a review of the
Daily Detail Sheets reflecting district and car assignments of
each officer on duty that day and comparing same with4transcript
from the dispatcher's records on thatJafternoon following the
assassination of the President,'-he-has been able to ascertain
with a reasonable degree of certainty the area and assignments
of eadh officer under his command He advised that units from
his platoon were the only marked and numbered squad cars in
operation that afternoon with the exception of three or four
units Which had been specifically assigned to assist the
Traffic Division in the protection of the President

Captain:TALBERT advised the following officers were
on special assignment to the Traffic Division to aid in the
protection of the President

C EDINGTON 75
S WILLIAMS 119

A R BROCK 215
M L WISE 59
T L COX 33
E G SEBASTIAN 151
J G POLLARD 100
C R ORSBURN 102

D BENNINGFIELD 152
R J ROSS 162



Captain TALBERT advised that Lieutenant W R FULGHUM
was attending a traffic school at Northwestern University
Evanston Illinois on November 22 1963 and not available for

assignment

Captain TALBERT advised the following officers were

assigned to specific districts and squad cars up to and in

cluding the time of the assassination of the President Be
advised his records reflect the following subsequent assign
ments of these officers

Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

R B COUNTS 225
B L BASS 232
C F GOODSON 125
J T SMITH 101
T R BURTON 49
B W ANGLIN 76

Captain TALBERT advised that the following officers
were on special assignment at specified locations during this
shift and were required to remain at those posts throughout
the day on November 22 1963

S B DANIEL Headquarters Special Patrol
Sergeant J A PUTNAM Garage Sergeant
J F BUTCHER Love Field
C W COMER Love Field
Sergeant R C CHILDERS Area Commander

Northwest Substation
C H WESSON Love Field Terminal
J R MORROW Station 636 Northeast
M E FERRIS Parkland Memorial Hospital

Guard (Room 229)
Lieutenant W R FULGHUM Special Assignment

School

G W TEMPLE and R E VAUGHN assigned District
61 Car 53 This unit dispatched to Texas School
Book Depository corner Elm and Houston Streets
for guard duty There it remained until 3:30 P.M



D A STAFFORD and E HILL assigned District
62 Car 62 Both of these individuals are
Negro officers and were assigned guard duty
at the Texas School Book Depository until
approximately 4:00 P.K

B L JONES and M D HALL District 1020 Car
106 Car 106 dispatched from corner Pearl
and Jackson Streets 12:35 P.M. to Texas
School Book Depository until 1:20 P.M.1
10$ then dispatched to vicinity 400 block
East 10th Street Oak Cliff to answer

/Ptshooting

J M POE and L S JEZ District 105 Car 96
This unit dispatched to Texas School Book
Depository 12:35 P.M. and then to 400 block

v/ East 10th Street Oak Cliff to answer r/7
r

shooting

Sergeant S W BURKHART District 20 unmarked
car Remained at Texas School Book Depository
all afternoon following assassination

D P TUCKER and C R GRAHAM assigned District
21 Car 44 This unit dispatched to Texas
School Book Depository following assassination
where it remained until 4:00 P.M

L L RILL assigned District 22 Car 3 Dis
patched to Texas School Book Depository fol
lowing assassination and then to rear of Texas
Theatre Oak Cliff following officer shooting

B H BARNES assigned District 23 Car 15
Dispatched to Parkland Memorial Hospital fol

lowing assassination

D L PATE Districts 24 and 25 Car 32 Re
mained at Texas School Book Depository fol

lowing assassination and answered calls on

police radio at that station
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G W HAMMER assigned Districts 26 and 27
Car 27 Dispatched to Texas School Book
Depository following assassination and
then dispatched to 400 block East 10th
Street Oak Cliff following officer
shooting and brought witness back to station

J E CHISM District 31 Car 126 Conducting
theft investigation Northwest Dallas at
time of assassination call Dispatched to
Parkland Memorial Hospital Where remained

J M LEWIS Districts 35 and 36 Car 193
Dispatched to Texas School Book Depository
and then to 400 block East 10th Street Oak
Cliff following officer shooting and then
to Texas Theatre to assist in apprehension
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

F G WOODROW Districts 37 and 38 Car 112
was driving south on Stemmons Expressway at
time of assassination Saw motorcade coming
through triple underpass en route north on
Stemmons Expressway Dispatched to Texas
School Book Depository Where remained rest
of afternoon

Sergeant R D SHIPLEY Area Commander North
east Substation Dispatched to Texas School
Book Depository and remained rest of after
noon

Sergeant D F FLOSCHE dispatched to Texas
School Book Depository Where remained rest
of the day

P R WILKINS Districts 43 and 44 Car 192
At time of assassination was at County Jail
with prisoner with Officer G L TOLBERT

Dispatched to Texas School Book Depository



C R GILBREATH District 49 Car 91 located
intersection of Walnut Hill and Central
Expressway at time of assassination call
Dispatched to Texas School Book Depository
where remained until 4:00 P.M

Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

and assisted in search of building
WILKINS located rifle on sixth floor an
remained at building rest of the day

G L TOLBERT Districts 53 and 55 Car 132
Assisted Officer P K WILKINS with prisoner
and then dispatched to Texas School Book
Depository where remained rest of the day

N L STANGLIN Districts 45 and 46 Car 67
Ordered to answer calls in respective
district Did not enter Oak Cliff area
during shift

W F MORRIS District 47 Car 158 located at
Valley View and Central Northeast Dallas
at time of assassination call Assigned to
remain in area to answer calls and look for
suspect

A D DUNCAN District 48 Car 70 located

Northwest Highway and Central Expressway at
time of assassination call Assigned to set
up roadblock at that intersection in effort
to locate suspect Did not enter Oak Cliff

x:
/'fir

~ (
ction

G A KELLEY Districts 51 52 and 54 Car 122
located intersection of Gaston and Abrams at
time of assassination call Dispatched to
Texas School Book Depository Where remained
rest of shift

8
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W P PARKER Districts 56 and 58 Car 77
located East Dallas Garland Road area
at time of assassination call Set up
roadblocks in that area remainder of
afternoon

J C WALLACE Districts 57 and 59 Cai 131
located North Dallas at time of assassi
nation Assigned to set up roadblocks-in
that area rest of afternoon

W A EVERITT Districts 65 and 67 Car 171
Assigned to set up roadblocks at intersection
Pleasant Grove and Samuels in Northeast
Dallas Did not enter Oak Cliff area

G WOODS assigned District 68 Car 113
Remained in Northeast Dallas on call all
afternoon

Sergeant C B OWENS Area Commander Southwest
Substation dispatched to Texas School Book
Depository Interviewed witnesses on rail
road=tracks at rear of Texas School Book De
pository following assassination then dis
patched to Oak Cliff following officer
shooting Driving unmarked car

Sergeant H F DAVIS Supervisor assigned Districts
80 and 90 Car 179 Dispatched to Texas School
Book Depository Where remained until 3:45 P.M

H H HORN assigned District 76 Car 57
Dispatched to Texas School Book Depository
and assigned guard duty on railroad tracks
at rear of building Where remained rest of
day

E SMITH District 77 Car 9 Assigned
to guard southeast corner Texas School Book

9
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Depository where remained until after
3:00 P.M

J L ANGELL Districts 81 and 82 Car 20
Assigned to lower floor of Texas School
Book Depository Where remained until
3:45 P.M

R W WALKER Districts 85 and 86 Car 127
Assigned to remain in district to answer
calls in regard to suspects

R C NELSON District 87 Car 156 Dis
patched to Texas School Book Depository
where stationed in front of building re
mainder of afternoon

W D MENTZEL Districts 91 and 92 Car 84
Was eating lunch at 430 West Jefferson at
time of assassination Left restaurant to
answer shooting call in 400 block East 10th
Street Oak Cliff Did not pass intersection
of,Zangs and Beckley

H M ASHCRAFT Districts 93 and 94 Car 24
Dispatched to Inwood Road and Stemmons
Expressway to cut traffic at time of assassi
nation call then to Texas School Book De

pository Where remained rest of day

M N MC DONALD and T R GREGORY Districts
95 and 96 Car 130 Dispatched to Texas
School Book Depository following assassination
report Approximately 1:20 P.M. Officer
MC DONALD sent to vicinity 400 East 10th
Street Oak Cliff to assist other officers in

investigation of reported shooting of police
officer

-10
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On May 27 1964 HUGH F/DAVIS Sergeant Dallas
Texas Police Department advised that on November 22 1963
he.was the supervising sergeant assigned to Districts 80 and
90 of Platoon 2 which was working the 7:00 A.M to 3:00 P.M
shift that month

Sergeant DAVIS advised he recalled at the time of
the assassination call he was driving Unit Number 179 an
unmarked car and was dispatched thereafter to the Texas
School Book Depository at Elm and Houston Streets where he
remained until 3:45 P.M that afternoon

Sergeant DAVIS advised that the course of his
travels-took him nowhere near 1026 North Beckley in the Oak

IC1iff,S ction of Dallas Texas on Noy er 22 1963

On May 27 1964 Sergeant WILLIAM C JENNINGS Dallas
Texas Police Department advised that on November 22 1963 he
was assigned to Car 168 to supervise the downtown area of Dallas
on patrol and that at the time of the assassination he had just
left his residence at 3147 Casino Drive in Oak Cliff after
having eaten lunch

Sergeant JENNINGS advised that en route to town he
drove down Hampton Road to Fort Worth Avenue and into town and
was not at any time near 1026 North Beckley in Oak Cliff He
advised he was dispatched to the Texas School Book Depository
where he was assigned to "shake down passenger freight trains
to the rear of the Depository He advised he stayed there
until approximately 4:00 P.M that afternoon

On May 28 1964 Patrolman JIMMY M VALENTINE Dallas
Police Department Dallas Texas advised that on November 22
1963 he was assigned to District 104 and was driving police car
number 207 VALENTINE said he was patrolling the downtown area
of Dallas and shortly after noon received a call on the radio
to go to H L Green Department Store and pick up a fourteen

year-old shoplifter VALENTINE said he did this and returned
with the youth to the Juvenile Bureau of the Dallas Police De

' partment He said it was about 12:45 P.M When be received



On June 1 1964 WILLIAM DUANE MENTZEL Officer

Dallas Texas Police Department advised that on November 22

1963 he was assigned to patrol alone Districts 91 and 92 in

Car 84

word of the assassination VALENTINE stated ha left the Juvenile
Bureau immediately and went to the Texas School Book Depository
building 411 Elm Street Dallas Texas He said he parked his

cal at the curb entered the Texas School Book Depository
building and was assigned to the fifth floor He said he left
the building when all of the officers were dismissed which was
around 4:00 or 4:30 P.M

VALENTINE stated his car was not driven during the

time he was in the Texas School Book Depository building on

November 22 1963 He further stated that it definitely was
not in use at 1:00 P.M. and further that he did not drive
to the Oak Cliff area on November 22 1963 in which area is

located 1026 North Beckley Street VALENTINE also advised he
was not acquainted with EARLENE ROBERTS r with anyone els. at

1026 North Beckley Street y j

Officer MENTZEL stated at approximately 12:30 P.M

be stopped for lunch at Luby's Cafeteria 430 West Jefferson
Oak Cliff He advised he tried on several occasions to call

the station by telephone but did not get through to the

operator until about 1:00 P.M. at which time he was told the

President had just been shot He stated he left the remainder

of his lunch and went into service by car radio and was im

mediately dispatched to the 800 block of West Davis on an

accident call Code 7 where he remained about ten minutes

handling that call He advised he then traveled west on Davis

to Tyler when he heard the call involving a shooting of a police
officer in the 400 block of East 10th Street He stated he was

dispatched to the intersection of Beckley and Jefferson to look

for a reported individual running away from that intersection

but was unable to locate the suspect He stated that be in

company with other officers entered the library at that inter

section and then was dispatched to the Texas Theatre where

the suspect was reportedly biding

Officer MENTZEL advised he did not go north on Beckley
to Zangs Boulevard at any time on that day and could not recall

being within six or eight blocks of that location

12
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Officer MENTZEL advised he knows no one-residing at
1026 North Beckley and would have no reason to stop at that
address or to blow his automobile horn in passing

On May 270 1964 HOLLEY M~y1 HCRAFT Officer Dallas
Texas Police Department advised that on November 22 1963 he
was assigned to Districts 93 and 94 Car 24 on the 7:00 A.M
to 3:00 P.M shift and recalls that at the time the assassi
nation call came over the radio be was located at the inter
section of Fort Worth and Sylvan Avenues He advised he was
dispatched to Inwood Road and Stemmons Expressway to cut
traffic He advised that at about 1:00 P.M he was dispatched
to the Texas School Book Depository Building and at about
1:45 P.M was sent to the 300 block on East Jefferson to inter
view witnesses regarding the shooting of Officer J D TIPPIT

ASHCRAFT advised that en route to the East Jefferson

c

address he did
nol have occasion to pass 1026 North Beckley

in the Oak Cliff eection of Dallas and recalled that he was
operating alone in Car 24 on that day

On June 1 1964 OWEN HERBEgT"LUDWIG Officer Dallas
Texas Police Department advised th t on November 22 1963 he
was assigned to Districts 108 and 109 Which was his regular
beat at that time and drove Car 242 He stated he was on
that day assigned to Platoon Number 2 Which was working the

/ 7800 A.M to 3.:00 P.M shift November 220 1963 and he was
k/ further ae,tgneii-on special assignment to guard-det the front

door of the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel because of the President's
expected arrival in Dallas

Officer LUDWIG stated that he patrolled his regular
beat in Districts 108 and 109 until approximately 10:45 A.M.
when he took up his special assignment duties at the Sheraton
Dallas Hotel and continued in that capacity until about 6:00 P.M
the same evening He advised be did not leave the hotel at any
time with the exception of one trip to Parkland Memorial Hos
pital at approximately 1:00 P.M that afternoon to transport
several plain-clothes agents Whom he took to be either military



or jecret Service men Ike advised the entire trip took about
twenty minutes and upon returning to the hotel remained there
until 6:00 P.M

Officer LUDWIG advised he does not know _any-^of the
v residents of 1026 North Beckley in the Oak Cliff (Section of

Dallas and did not pass that area at any time on the day of
November 22 1963

I
On May 27 1964 DAVID L\PATE Officer Dallas Texas

Police Department advised that on N.oVember 22 1963 he was
assigned alone in Car 32 to patrol Districts 24 and 25 He ad
vised at the time of the assassination he was on Denton Drive in
North Dallas and was dispatched to the intersection of Stemmons
Expressway and Inwood Road Where he was instructed to cut off
all traffic and keep the intersection open for emergency vehicles
He advised he stayed at that location about ten to fifteen
minutes When he was dispatched to the Texas School Book De
pository Where he remained until approximately 4:00 P.M

Officer PATE advised he definitely did not pass the
intersection of Beckley and Zangs Boulevard in the Oak Cliff
Section of Dallas at any time that day did not drive by 1026
North Beckley Street and did not know EARLENE ROBERTS or any
one else at that address
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Date June 8 1964

(Type in plain text or cods)

(Priority or Methodof Moiling)
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM ,._ SAC AFO (105-371I1) P

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau telephone call to 710 5/28/64 and (
Bureau airtel 6/3/64

Discreet inquiry conducted at Capitol Arena
by SA JOSHUA D ENSOR on 5/28/64 established that BORIS
sIALENKO was to wrestle at Capitol Arena that evening
and that no photographs of iAALENKO were available

Thr..h SA BP ARD E BUSCHER contact was
established with 'alto is associated with activities
at the Arena and w o he would make an effort to
obtain a photograph from 2(ALENKO This source was re
contacted on 6/4/64 at which time he advised that he
had been unsuccessful in obtaining photographs of MALENKO
He stated however that he knows that AIALENKO wrestles
in the State of New York and that consequently he must
be appropriately licensed by the New York Athletic Com
mission The source continued that photographs of wrestlers
appear either on license applications or licenses and should
be obtainable through the New York Athletic Commission

Bureau REG
New York (105-38431)(Enc 1)(821

2 Newark (Enc 1)(R)[)
I Dallas (100-I0461)(Info)(JW)
2 AFO

(1 13?-71 AF 818-C)

~10~/Pcn



WFO 105-37111

1r ~ Source advised furt that he had ascertained
tAa ENK 's true _name is LARK SIMON that he resides in

Irvington New Jersey where-he a telephone number ES 5-8663

According to source SI1'ON adopted he name of L'ALENKO while

wrestling on tour in North and South Carolina

NEW YORK

Will attempt to obtain photograph of L'ALENKO

through the New York Athletic Commission and
otherwise comply with instructions set forth
in reBuairtel copy of which is enclosed

AT IRVINGTON NEW JERSET

Till through available sources and on the
basis of information which may be developed
from information furnished in this communica
tion further identify BORIS 2IALENKO/LARRY
SI::ON and otherwise comply with instructions

contained in referenced Buairtel copy of
which is enclosed

Provided correct name and data as to date and

place of birth is obtained and if situation warrants
both offices may desire to submit such information to WFO

for a check of Passport Off ice records
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS-RUSSIA-CUBA

REBURAD THIS DATE

LETTERHEAD MEMORANDA MAILED JUNE IF LAST



FBI ATLANTA

210 P EST URGENT 6-2-64 WS

TO
DIRECTOR

(105-82555) AND SAC DALLAS

FR 49 SAC ATLANTA (105-3193) 1"Pti

LEE 4ARVE ~$WALD,..)ALSO KNOWN AS INTERNAL SECURITY

CUBA 00 DALLAS

U.S p Aal'.'EYI ^EJt "11GE
SiCTION

JUN2

TELETYPE

l

t~t jy~"oR
M' 114rnott!_._
Mr C,aper__,..
Mr Caliahan _Mr Conrad.._
Mr Rvans  

-
Mr (:,l
Mr R4

4 Mr &11iv
Mr 'Ns-4 _

.~*~~~tes
Tele R,xun
M+xiH Itnca_Mica Candy

RE SAN ANTONIO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND ATLANTA JUNE ONE LAST

SECOND LIEUTENANT BOBBY GEN 40RVELL AO THREE ONE THREE

NINE SIX TWO
SEX

STUDENT PILOT MOODY AFB GEORGIA ADVISED TO

-DAY HE GRADUATED IN JUNE ONE NINE SIX THREE FROM BAYLOR UNIVER

SITY WACO TEXAS AND ENTERED USAF IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER

NORWELL HAS NEVER BEEN EMPLOYED BY THE POLICE DEPARTMENT DALLAS

TEXAS OR BY ANY OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY AND HAS NO RELATIVES

IN LAW ENFORCEMENT. BASE LOCATOR MOODY AFB HAS NO

CLEAR

u.f Rhl RURrJUI11ft r %:1111

RECORD OF ANY OTHER NORWELL PRESENTLY OR FORMERLY ASSIGNED

DALLAS AT DALLAS TEXAS REINSTITUTE INVESTIGATION TO LO

CATE FORMER PO PATROLMAN B.G NORWELL

END

1),..MRL 1

FBI WASH DC

DL MH

FBI DALLAS



DECODED_ COPY

tlateo.l
bolt
Caspar
C.Ilabw
Conrad
OaLead
Even

~~~Ifsa+ 'rv+i

!

o AIRGRAM o CABLEGRAM

URGENT 6-4-61 NSF,
!RECTOR AND DALLAS

OM NORFOLK 030130
v .~

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1S"-R CUBA
'" TA-'

REV AND MRS CARL RAY JACKSON 21 EDGEMOORE DRIVE NEWPORT

NEWS VIRGINIA INTERVIEWED TODAY AT REV JACKSON'S REQUEST
BOTH HAD BEEN MISSIONARIES WITH TRANS-WORLD RADIO MISSION IN

TANGIER UNTIL RECENTLY. REV JACKSON STATED THAT IN EARLY

S

DECEMBER 1963 PAUL GILL AN ENGLISHMAN WHO.OPERATED RADO;_.
REPAIR SHOP ON RUE GOYA,'JANGIER REMARKED TO REV JACKSON THAT
OSWALD-HAD-BEEN IN TANGIER MAKING FILMS FOR CUBA. WHEN REV
JACKSON PRESSED HIM FOR FURTHER DETAILS GILL REFUSED'TO

ELABORATE
MRS JACKSON ADVISED THAT SEVERAL DAYS AFTER ASSASSINATION

OR GEORGE WALTER FRASER ANDERSON 1<0 MARSHAN TANGIER TOLD HER
FOLLOWING MRS ELLEN BUCKINGHAM OLD MOUNTAIN ROAD TANGIER
HAD TOLD HIM SAE KNEW OSWALD IN TANGIER AND REFERRED TO OSWALD 1

AS A "TANGIER BEATNIK AND f"DEAR LEE. MRS BUCKINGHAM-A00
TOLD DR,'ANDERSON THAT A COUPLE DESCRIBED AS A'RUSSIAN WOMAN
MARRIED TO A HINDU WITH A DAUGHTER NAMED TAMARA WERE FRIENDLY
WITH OSWALD IN TANGIER MRS JACKSON CLAIMED DR WILLIAM CAMPBELL
NORTH AFRICAN MISSION, ENGLISH HOSPITAL TANGIER KNOWS IDENTITY
OF ABOVE COUPLE

SHIRLEY RAE JACKSON AGED 15 DAUGHTER OF THE JACKSONS;ON
INTERVIEW STATED WHEN FIRST SEEING PHOTO OF OSWALD APPEARING IN
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION TOLD HER PARENTS SHE

EAtL

WHERE SHE SAW HIM BUT OF OPINION,=SHE PO SIBLY HAD SPOKEN TO /

WALD REPORT FOLLOWS

M* r_ -~ .:"-A e JUN 8 1964

(\ ECE I VED 3:14 AM Alt . t Y "~^
r

or t~/i~~e'inl~~Rge
r c to in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bweou it is suggested that

pol acid In&dsroct the Bureau's cryptopaphic systems. ,r.
r

y
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FBI SANANTON

4-10 PM CST URGENT 6-1-64

TO DIRECTOR (105-82555) ATLANTA DENVER AND DALLAS (100-1

TELETYPE

Mr Mohr _
Mrr C.r'rar
Mr Ca1in=Kn.._
7.1r Crnrnd  
s r I`0T,Prrh

Dlr Eranc
Mr.11

r Bern
Sv!lcrIIn

4$ X..tcr
1'eke Room
1.11=3
Miss Gandy

ON SAN ANTONIO (105-2909)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD,,AKA IS-R-CUBA

RE DALLAS TEL TO THE BUREAU AND SAN ANTONIO THIS DATE

FOR INFORMATION OF ATLANTA AND DENVER RE COMMUNICATION

REFERRED TO BUREAU`AIRTEL TO DALLAS MAY TWENTYFIVE LAST WHICH

ENCLOSED COPY OF REQUEST FROM PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION DATED MAY

TWENTY LAST IN CONNECTION WITH ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION MAJOR GENERAL

EDWIN A WALKER

RE TEL STATED PRESIDENTS COMMISSION HAS REQUESTED INFO RE

POSESSION OF BULLET FOUND AT WALXERS RESIDENCE FROM TIME OF

RECOVERY UNTIL IT CAME INTO POSSESSION OF COMMISSION

DALLAS PD OFFICER DON E MC ELROY ON MAY TWENTYEIGHT LAS

STATED HE ORGINALLY.FOUND BULLETL IN WALKER RESIDENCE NIGHT OF APRIL

TEN SIXTYTHREE AND TURNED IT OVER TO DALLAS PD LAB MAN G B BROWN

ON MAY TWENTYEIGHT LAST OFFICER BROWN STATED HE-ORIGINALLY OBTAINED

BULLETI01 FROM PATROLMAN B G NORVELL AND PRODUCED COPY OF PD REPOR

WHICH STATES "OFFICER NORVELL FOUND THE BULLETIN.

NORVELL RESIGNED FROM PD MAY FOUR SIXTYTHREE AND DALLAS

CREDIT BUREAU RECORDS SHOW NORVELL ENTERED USAF LAST KNOWN TO E

ASSIGNED AS OF JUNE SEVENTEEN SIXTYTH&EE AT MOODY AFB VALDOSA A

EN-CORR-PL-LINE-LXX 11-WD "-4-SHD BE BULLETIN AND LI NE-D "*'SHD--BE.



PAGE TWO

GEORGIA

LEAD SET OUT TO SAN ANTONIO TO DETERMINE LOCATION OF NORVELL

THROUGH AIRMEN RECORDS ANNEX RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE

MRS JESSIE TOTTY CHIEF AIRMEN RECORDS ANNEX RANDOLPH AFB

ADVISED THIS DATE NO RECORD COULD BE LOCATED FOR NORVELL WHO IS ALSO

KNOWN AS BOBBY GENE NORVELL TOTTY STATED THAT INVIEW OF NORVELL'S

RECENT ENTRY INTO MILITARY SERVICE IT IS POSSIBLE HE IS IN RESERVES

ATLANTA AT MOODY AFB DETERMINE IF NORVELL STILL ASSIGNED THAT

BASE IF LOCATED INTERVIEW TO ASCERTAIN IF HE ACTUALLY AND ORIGINALLY

FOUND BULLET IN RESIDENCE OF GENERAL WALKER NIGHT OF APRIL

TEN SIXTYTHREE WHILE ON OFFICIAL DUTY AS POLICE OFFICER NORVELL

SHOULD ALSO ADVISE WHAT DISPOSITION HE MADE OF BULLET AND WHETHER

OR NOT HE PLACED ANY IDENTIFY MARKS ON SAME

DENVER AT AIR RESERVE RECORDS CENTER ATTEMPT LOCATE AND

REVIEW MILITARY SERVICE RECORD OF NORVELL IF RECORD LOCATED AND

DUTY STATION OTHER THAN MOODY AFB SET OUT LEAD TO INTERVIEW

FOR CONTINUITY IN THIS PARTICULAR PHASE OF INVESTIGATION OFFICE

CONDUCTING INTERVIEW OF NORVELL SUBMIT TWENTYFIVE COPIES OF FD THREE

ZERO TWO TO DALLAS INTERVIEWING OFFICE INACCORDANCE WITH BUREAU

INSTRUCTIONS ALSO FURNISH LHM TO BUREAU SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

TO THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION FURNISH COPY OF LHM TO

EXPEDITE

r -EC R OF SaOULD_BE=BULLET-It-NOT-BULtETIN

VA JRL

FBI WASH DC

AT BLR

FBI ATLANTA

DN J R

FBI DENVER

DL NH

FBI DALLAS

I



Re Legat letter 5/18/64 enclosing 12 copies of summary
UM of same date copies of which were furnished to Dallas by
0-7 Form 6/5/64

Enclosed for Legat are five copies of page 112 of your
5/18 letterhead as rewritten at the Bureau Insert enclosures
in your copies of letterhead

Note also that the following corrections were
re letterhead by the Bureau

The name "Fernandez in paragraph L page B and in
first line of page 29 has been changed to "Hernandez" the

quotation marks appearing at top of following pages have been

deleted 31 34 36-39 40 41 43-45 147 and 156 a period
has been added before word "He, first line page 54 double
commas in line two item 104 page 87 have been corrected word
"ii line four paragraph throe page 97 changed to "are" word

"of, last line page 101 deleted word "at, last line page 110
deleted first year "1963 appearing in last line page 114
changed to "1962" word Metropolitan, last line paragraph five

page 135 corrected word "American, line four paragraph three
page 138 deleted word ''saleable, paragraph three page 162
spelled correctly name "Tippett in first and second paragraphs
page 164 changed to "Tippit" and name "Ronert In paragraph four
page 165 changed to

"Robert 34 //i ,) ,~ LW)
1 Dallas (100-10461) pd t fi ,14:11 t i

1 Foreign Liaison ;IIiit (route throught to aiW)

JCS:kl'i 1+kc,! .,W;1 '1

(7) JA

Tolima
0.1..1
Moir
Commc.uai
coma
DeLoacii
Eva.
R
Sullivan
ose

.'A
TwTj~

IJUN 8 1964lta
Tob
Rol..
c e MAILROOM TELETYPEMT
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Make above-described corrections in your copes of
re letterhead and score errors

The Bureau is considering your request for authority to
disseminate copy of re letterhead to the American Ambassador
Mexico City and CIA station there Re letterhead has not to date
been disseminated by Bureau hence you are to await Bureau instructions
in this regard
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 5 copies and for DL
one copy of a LEti dated and captioned as above containing
interview results of Mts MAi2IADA AR NSB RG requested 4itxeairtel

She was interviewed by SA JAtMES MORRI S'S T on~I1(
occasions i JU1 8 1'b4

Pirs A7ENSBI G seemed completely-'cooperative and
anxious to have the matter resolved of locating the document
in question It appeared obvious that she was under some

security restriction preventing her from disclosing the agency

Date 5/27/64

ReBuairtel 5/22/64

AI I EL

I '''r %In ..~

Transmit the following in ~'S 24 1.V0'5./ 1

i TAVia +aLRTM .*3 ___.(Priorityor Methodof Mailing) f . I'ar.:es

( .L

LT!! 1'

.,r

(Type in plain text or cods)

T0 DIR2CTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC WFO (105-37111)(P)
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UFO 105-37111

or person to whom she gave the document She said she has
cooperated with the Bureau in its interests in the past and
wished to continue so doing

AEQULST OF BU t AU
ti

In view of Mrs A.'iENSBERG's comments Bureau is
requested to advise if it has recently received any additional
information in this matter In the event not Bureau is
requested to recheck CIA since that agency appears to be
logical government agency involved for any further information
regarding this document



In Reply Please R##erto
File No

L%t HA.:V;:Y 05N LLD
It r:,;:IL":L s_:=.:ITY tv3

1)12 HL:IIINIO PORT z'LL-VIL.I

It will be recalled that Dr Herminiol'ortel -Vila
4740 Connecticut Avenue N.W. Washington 1) C. advised on

nay 13 1964 that he had received a coded message from an
uni_nowm source within Cuba which in his interpretation indicated
to him that the files pertaining to Lee Harvey Oswald's relations
in I";oscow cassia with two Cuban lmbassadors there c re turned
over to the"Castro brothers on November 24 1963 just two days
after the assassination The message was dated November 24
1963 and he received same before the twelfth of December 190

..round the time of .t~s receipt he g-ve the original
of this part to hrs I"Iariad-;-,.rensberg of the Cuban Freedom

Committee 1737 H Street N.t:. Washington D C He believed
she passed it,on to an unknown government agency adding that
he believed she had contacts in the State Department

4s will be recalled Fortell-Vila did not have a copy
of this part of the message and reconstructed it partially
from memory

In an attempt to locate the original tirs Iiari^do

Lrensberg 1.Yecutive Secretary of the Cuban Freedom Committee
1737 H Street N.W. was contacted She advised on Hay 25
1964 that she recalled a small scrap of paper given to her some



L.:: tiny V,.Y OSI"t.LD

time ago by 1'ortell-Vila that the contents of the paper
were in Spanish that apparently it was in a code known to
Portell-Vila that he told her that the message suggested
that Oswald allegedly had contacts with Cuban Ambassadors in
Moscow She said she did not know the contents of the message
and did not have a copy of it She said she did not know
rortell-Vila's source nor did she have any information bearing
on the source's reliability

6he said she gave the message in question to someone
she knew and could not divulge the identity or association of
this person She then telephonically attempted to ascertain
if this person still had the original message or what disposition
had been made of it ,he said she was unable to locate the
person at that time and upon inquiry by the person answering
th4-phone she gave the latter the identity of the interviewing
agent She then advised that her contact would call the inter
viewing agent concerning this message

On May 27 1964 Mfrs Arensberg was telephonically
advised that no information had been received from the person to
whom she had given the document Subsequently on the same
date she said that she 1iettphoned her contact and was given
the impression that the matter had been taken care of that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation had been advised concerning
the document in question

She said that she was only able to say that she gave
the document in question tc a representative of a government
agency
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Belmont
Mohr
Conrad
DeLoach
Malley
Sullivan
Branigan
Lenihan
Goble

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N 1
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to my letter dated May 26
1964 wherein at the bottom of page two you were advised
that further inquiry was being conducted regarding a
message received by Herminio Porten-Yila

Znclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
I[ay 27 1964 at Washington D C. containing further
information about this message which Portell-Vila gave
to Mrs Mariada Arenberg She in turn gave it to a
representative of a government agency

y
Ter your information a representative of the

Central Intelligence Agency has advised that the note or
message was received by a Central Intelligence Agency officer
from Mrs Areneberg The reference to "Osvaldo which appeared
in the message was interpreted by the Central Intelligence
Agency as pertaining to Osvaldo Dorticos President of Cuba
rather than to Lee Harvey Oswald It was concluded by the
Central Intelligence Agency that the message contained no
information of significance and it was destroyed.r. .

j
No further inquiries are being made concerning

1 --this matter

Tolson
Mob
Casper TS PAGE 2
C
Coated
allahan G:mhw (11) tLh.Looeb

E.ma sjGale  
Roses
Sifl1vo-Znclosuree (2)

TavL,mlu
Ito
TaII N 8 19 MAllalaaa
Gandy .MAILROOMM TELETYPEUMITcI



NOTE Portell-Vila said that he received the message from an
unknown source of his within Cuba In substance it was as
understood by Portell-Vila that file of relationship of Oswald
with Cuban Ambassadors Moscow had been furnished to the Castro
brothers Portell-Vila read the message as referring to
Lee Harvey Oswald whereas as indicated in the letter above
CIA understood it referred to Osvaldo Dorticos fo from
CIA was furnished to Liaison Agent Sam Papiciu by
CIA Portell-Vila Mrs Arensberg and CIA have al urn si
info about this matter and no further investigation is being
conducted in the absence of a special inquiry from the Commission

The enclosed memorandum in the first sentence of

paragraph 2 refers to the "original of this part of the
1 message The previous memorandum dated 5-15-64 and already

sent to the Commission indicated that only a part of the

message referred to "Osvaldo and it was this part which Portell

__LL
Vila gave to Arensberg and she gave it to CIA

To



NOTE CONTINVJ :PAGE 2 lit sell

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Branigan
1 Malley
1 Curran
1 Lenihan

Honorable J toe Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N I
Washington D C

Dear Mt Rankin

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum
entitled "Charles William Deaton dated May 21 1964
at New York No York which is self-explanatory

For your information this Bureau is
conducting no investigation regarding the commercial
ventures or contract negotiations of Marina Oswald v
in connection with our investigation of Lee Harvey Oswalcg

Sincerely yours

t Fdgi P

IT
4.'!

?~'~ JCharlOs'Wiliiam Deaton is a notorious confidence
man operates an advanced fee racket wherein be offers to

Tolson make loans for a certain fee of the loan principal He
B.dsoat Stas arrested by NYO 5/13/64 on the basis of one of his
Robe '1EC.0 Ntfray lent 'schemes was indicated 5/15/64 and is currentlyCasper
Callahan being "held in $20,000 bond In search incidental to arrest
Conrad

et copies of correspondence were found which indicated a
Evans number of individuals including James N.-Martin former
G.I
Rosy
S.11ty
Taw!
Trotter
ToleR
Holmes
Game



NOTE continued:.*

business manager of Marina Oswald were involved in
negotiations for motion picture And TV exploitation of
Marina Oswald Martin is presently suing Marina Oswald
for breach of contract and the case is pending in a
local court in Dallas

The enclosure sets forth details -of our arrest
of Deaton and also sets forth data taken from Deaton
during our search incidental to arrest The latter data
indicates Deaton is involved with a number of individuals
including Martin in exploiting the Marina Oswald story
throughout the world We are not investigating Marina Oswald's
commercial ventures or contract negotiations and are so
informing the Commission in instant letter



L3 Bureau Rh
Dallas (100-10641)

2 Minnapolis l .:"'I 6 ,r
A 1 WFO (Info)
$ 2-SanAntono

2 gy:ftF GC .s rertr

00 DALLAS
Re Bureau letter to San Antonio dated 5/22/64

and enclosed Legat Mexico 141M meted 5/6/64.7 .

Referenced Bureau letter stated in part that"the
names of all individuals contained in Mexican Immigration
files entering Mexico and departing therefrom at Nuevo Laredo
on indicated dates have been reviewed against the names of
the passengers manifested on the baggage list of the Fleja
Iloja bus (9-26-27 1963) and the Transportes del Norte
buses (10-2-3 1963) as a result of which it was not possible
to identify any individual in the Immigration records as a
passenger on the buses in question beyond these passengers
already interviewed It is noted however that on the Del
Norte buses one Mr A MARTINEZ was manifested in seat 3
as a passenger from Mexico City to Monterrey and thence to
Nuevo Laredo This individual held ticket number 12619
In the enclosed LHM on page 5 there is a reference to an
ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ who departed from Nuevo Laredo
on October 3 1963 traveling on F If 17 No 521647
This individual was described as a Mexican national male
aged 39 who was proceeding from Monterrey to Mission Texas.

Legat Mexico and San Antonio were instructed to
endeavor to locate ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ to determine if he may be
identical with the Mr A MARTINEZ on the buses in question

tjo(z

Special Agent in Charge

PD-:6 tf. 12-13-SS)

Date 6/1/64

FBI

O

Tt:nsr..tt t!"a following in
(Type in plain text or cods) 1

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL I
(Priority or Methodof Mailing) i

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (p) j`i
c ~

RE LEE HARVEY`-OOSwALD aka
IS R CUBA

ApPro d Sent Ii Per



SA 105-2909

Referenced LIILI under "Departures of October 3 1963
,.o.[ trod-Mexicau Nationals Traveling on Forms F11-17 indicated
that ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ FM-17 No 521647
described as a Mexican national sale 39 years of age
occupation given as "employee' proceeding from Monterrey to
Mission Texas by auto

The records of the San Antonio Office indicated that
one TOMASA GARZA ESCAMILLA of Mission Texas was issued a
Mexican Immigration Tourist Permit at Nuevo Laredo Mexico
in September of 1963 This individual's residence was shown
to be a Mission Texas.

On 3/19/64 S}'C"GARZA EqgkMA14 who resides with
her husband ARCADI AM_,,..~,Z-1''ia house located on an alley
between Fourth and iith Streets West of Conway Avenue advised
that on about 9/23/63 she and her husband travelled to Monterrey
Nuevo Leon Mexico where she u rent medical treatment

1e~ They entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas
in a 1950 Ford pickup truck which belongs to her husband
She is a citizen of the United States but her husband is
a citizen of Mexico who is residing in the United States as
a resident alien It was necessary for her to obtain a Mexican
Tourist Perait but her husband did not need such a permit as
he is still a Mexican citizen

They went to Monterrey and also visited in Sabinas
Hidalgo Mexico They were in Mexico for approximately four
days before returning to their home in Mission -They returned
to the United States through Nuevo Laredo Mexico and Laredo
Texas

Mrs ESCAMILLA stated she did not see LEE HARVEY OSWALD
at any time in Mexico or elsewhere She advised she had seen
many pictures of OSWALD on television and the newspapers and
would most certainly have recalled seeing him before had she
done so

On 3/19/64 ARCADIO ESCAMILLA also advised that he
did not see LEE HARVEY OSWALD in Mexico or elsewhere He stated
he too saw OSWALD's picture on television and in newspapers and
would have recognized him had he ever seen him before

At the time of the above interview ESCAMILLA was
not questioned as to the name of his mother which is occasionally
used by Mexican people as the wrong surname nor was he questioned



105-2909

coacernin; any prier or subsequent trips into Mexico since
the information contained in referenced Bureau letter and
LHM was not then available

On 5/29/64 Mr PABLO CARDENAS 313 West Fifth Street
Mission Texas advised he owns the house in which ARCADIO
ESCAMILLA and his wife TOMASA G RZA .ESCAMILLA reside. He stated
the ESCAMILLAs have gone North to work for the summer and that
he has no idea where they might be located Iie pointed out
however that ARCADIO ESCAMILLA habitually borrows money from
the Grsat Western Finance Company at McAllen Texas and his
address could possibly be obtained through that firm

Ur CARDENAS stated he did not know ESCAMILLA's full
name

On 5/29/64 mat Western Finance
Company McAllen Te s advise ARCADIO ESCAMILLA has an
account with that firm and that he received a payment on ESCAMICLA's
loan on 5/26/64 At that time ESCAMILLA gave his address as
Route 1 care of J MC CANN Moorehead Minnesota

stated his files indicate that ARCADIO
ESCAMILLA's wothe is ANASTACIA MARTINEZ thus according to
Mexican custom ESCAMJ:LLA's full name %mold be ARCADIO ESCAMILLA
MARTINEZ %

LEAD

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MOOREIIEADZ MINNESOTA

Will locate ARCADIO ESCAMILLA aka. Arcadio Escamilla
Martinez in care of J MC CANN Route 1 and interview him
to determine if he is identical with the A MARTINEZ manifested
in seat 3 of a Transportes del Norte bus ticket number 12619
on 10/2-3/63 traveling from Mexico City to Monterrey and thence
to Nuevo Laredo Mexico

If determined that he is identical with the passenger
on Traasportes del Norte bus again question him as to whether
or not he recalls having seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD although he
had previously indicated that he had never seen OSWALD
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Marks were found on the C6 cartridge case indicating that

lit
has been loaded into and extracted from a weapon at least three

times One sot of marks was identified as having been made by the
magazine follower of the C14 rifle It is pointed out that the
extractor and ejector marks on C6 as well as on C7 C8 and C38 did
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Mr Conrad
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SI'JJFCI ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63 (
DALLAS TEXAS

On 5/12/64 Mr J Lee Rankin General Counsel of the
President's Commission requested by letter that the cartridge cases
C6 C7 and C38 recovered from the Texas School Book Depository be
examined for loading chambering extraction and/or ejection marks Oo
5/15/64 Mr Melvin Eisenberg staff member orally requested that the
aforementioned cartridge cases as well as the C8 cartridge found in
the assassination weapon (C14) be examined to determine if they had
been loaded into and extracted from the C14 rifle more than once
Mr Eisenberg advised that this type of examination was actually
meant in Rankin'$ letter of 5/12/64. As a result of the examinations

lconducted

on those items in the Laboratory the following results were
obtained and are set forth below

of this cartridge case which were not found on C7 C8 C38 or any of

not possess sufficient characteristics for identifying the weapon 4

which produced them There are also three sets of marks on the base

the numerous tests obtained from the C14 rifle It was not possible
to determine what produced these marks

Marks were found on the C7 cartridge case indicating that
lit has boon loaded into and extracted from a weapon at least twice

One set of marks was identified as having been produced by the
chamber of the C14 rifle and one sot of marks was identified as
having been produced by contact with the bolt of C14 however it
was not possible to determine whether the two sets of marks which were
identified were produced by on or two loading operations in the C14
rifle

Enclosure Ito "-/ ". A 4X/ (11
62"-1On0.O



Memorandum to Mr Conrad
Re ASSASSINATION OF PRE.`.[DFNT
JON F KENNEDY 11/22/63

'DALLAS TEXAS
G2-109060

Two sets of marks were found on do C8 cartridge
t(found in the C14 rifle) which were identified as having been
`produced by the magazine follower of the C14 rifle Another

set of follower marks was found on CS The fragmentary nature
of this sot of marks could possibly account for the fact that
these marks were not identified with the C14 rifle

Marks were found on the C38 cartridge case indicating
Jthat it had been loaded into and extracted from a weapon at least

twice One set of marks was identified as having been produced
by the magazine follower of the C14 rifle and one sot of marks
was identified as having been produced by the chamber of C14
however it was not possible to determine whether the two sets
of marks which wore identified were produced by one or two
loading operations in the C14 rifle

The results of the above examinations do not preclude
the possibility that these items could have been loaded into
and extracted from a weapon one or more times when insufficient
force was used to produce marks It is pointed outthat if two
or more cartridges are loaded into the clip of C14 only the
bottom cartridge will be marked by the magazine follower

Dallad,is being furnished the results of these
examinations

RECOMMENDATION

That the attached letter to Mr J Lee Rankin be
furnished to the Commission



Memorandum

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-63132)

ReWFOlet to Bureau 4/3/64 Bulet to New York
3/26/64 NYlet to Bureau 3/4/64 and LAlet to Bureau
3/4/64

Enclosed are photographs obtained from the
Passport Office U.S Department of State (USDS)
identified and designated as follows

Name Number Office

CATHERINE 1 negative New York
JACOBS 2 positive

1 positive Los Angeles

. 1 positive Richmond

1 positive Dallas

2 positive New York
1 negative

Oraureau '105-82555) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
2-Dallas (100-10461) (Enc.1) (RU)
2-Los Angeles (105-4641)(Enc.10)(RU)
3-New York (105-34129)(Enc.12)(RU)

(1 105-1409)(OPOCZYNSKI)
1-Richmond (Enc.1)(Info)(RU)
3-WFO

(1 105-37111)(LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
(1 105-4365)(OPCZYNSKI)

JEV:cros
(14)

16 1961



'WFO 105-29130

Name Number Office

DAVID 2 positives Los Angeles
OPOCHINSKY

ISAAC IEWIN 1 negative New York
3 positives

3 positives Los Angeles

ANNA SOPHIE 4 positives Los Angeles
BLOCK 1 negative

2 positives New York

It is noted an extra copy of this letter
is furnished to the Bureau and 2 copies are furnished
to Dallas for information to reflect a completion of
State Department check on KATIA JACOBS aka CATHERINE
JACOBS Mrs JOHN K JACOBS at whose hom AR
OSWALD d d on 2/7/64 It is also noted

advised that during December Hr
rms JOHN JACOBS 19 Tauxmont Road Alexandria Va.

were contacted by the subject

One copy of this letter and a photograph
of CATHERINE JACOBS is also being placed in WFO file
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD (105-37111) to complete file and
for possible future reference

WFO letter of 4/3/64 to Bureau advised that
WFO would complete check of State Department records
regarding KATIA JACOBS Photographs of CATHERINE
JACOBS aka obtained at the Passport Office USDS
are furnished to New York Los Angeles Richmond and
Dallas

Bulet to New York 3/26164 requested State
Department records checked on DAVID OPQCHINSKY To
supplement WFOlet to Bureau 4/30/64 in which was set
out passport information regarding OPOCHINSKY to this
letter are enclosed photographs of OPACHINSKY obtained
at the Passport Office USDS

2



WFO 105-29130

No additional information regarding
OPQCHINSKY was found in a check of records in the
Security Office USDS which check was caused to
be made 5/5/64 by SA KENNETH J HASER

It is noted that recent Soviet defector
YURI UBOSENKO is presently unavailable for interview
Upon his availability WFO will display photographs
of OPOCHINSKY for possible identification

NYlet to Bureau 3/4/64 requested a check
of the Immigration and Naturalization (INS) records
regarding ISAAC IEWIN LAZARUS and .SOPHIA TARUSHXIN
as well as a check of State Department records on
ISAAC LEWIN BENJAMIN J..TARUSKIN and SOPHIA TARUSHKIN

Records of INS reviewed 4/8/64'and 4/13/64
by SA JEROME E VEIGLE contained the following informa
tion regarding ISAAC LEWIN

The Office of Consulate General of the Republic
of Poland 149 East 67th Street New York N.Y. issued
a "certificate, dated 12/1/42 stating that "On the
basis of evidence on hand the Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland does hereby certiff that .. IZAAK
LEWIN son Qf ARON LEWIN and DOBA nee FRIEDMAN was
born January 14 1906 in Wieliczka Providence of
Krakov Poland

"This certificate is being issued at the
request of Doctor IZAAK LEWIN a Rabbi a Polish citizen
residing at 307 West 106th Street New York City for
immigration purposes to lieu of an official copy of
the original birth certificate which due to the present
war situation cannot be secured-from Poland in an official
way by this Consulate General.

IZAAK IEWIN arrived in the U.S at Rouses Point
N.Y. on 2/25/43 He had been issued a Polish passport
#42/II/27/41 by the Polish Embassy in Tokyo Japan on
2/19/41 valid until 2/19/44



WFO 105-29130

This record contained an application for an
Immigration Visa subscribed and sworn to on 2/25/43
which reflects that IZAAK LEWIN was born 1/14/06 at
Wieliczka Poland Residences listed for IEWIN are as
follows

1920-27
1927-35
1935-39
1939-40
1940-41

March 1941
to date

Sambor Poland
Rzeszow Poland
Lodz Poland
Wilno Poland
Russian and Japan
for three months

New York N.Y

His wife was listed as PESSLA STERNHEIY
LENIN born in Baligrad Poland Listed also was a
son NATHAN born 1/31/36 in Poland According to
this record IZAAK LENIN married PESSLA STERNHEIM on
3/6/35 in Krynica Poland

LENIN received a L.L.D Degree from the
University of Wilna Wilna Poland

An application for Verification of Arrival of
Alien dated.l0/15/41 reflects that IZAAK LENIN arrived
in the U.S at San Francisco on 3/20/41 on the SS "Tatuta
Maru. On this form his father A LENIN was listed as
his nearest relative and the last residence for his
father was Lwow Jagelonska Russia

ISAAC LENIN was issued Certificate of Naturaliza
tion #6866887 by the District Court of the U.S in New
York N.Y. on 7/8/48 His residence was listed as 230
Riverside Drive and his former nationality as Polish

It is noted that this record contained a
Department of State form entitled "Request for Confirma
tion of Naturalization, dated 2/28/61 This form reflects
that HENRY J CLAY Esquire Attorney 55 Liberty Street
New York N.Y. was the person making the request for
ISAAC LENIN born 1/14/06 in Poland and residing 258
Riverside Drive New York N.Y The form reflected that
the official title of the person or agency desiring this
information was the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission
Washington 25 D.C



The records of the Passport Office USDS
reviewed by IC MAYNARD C HOOVER Jr. on 4/21/64

'contained the following information regarding ISAAC
LEWIN

He was issued Passport #B123820 on 1/9/61
This passport restricted travel in Albania and those
portions of China Korea and Viet-Nam under communist
control His date of birth was listed as 1/14/06 in
Poland He was to depart the U.S from Idlewild N.Y.
on 1/13/61 via air for a two week stay in Israel to
attend a congress

This record indicates that he was last
married 3/6/35 to PEPPY LEWIN born in Poland 12/17/11
This marriage was not terminated

LEWIN indicated that he traveled to Israel
South American and Europe at different times during
the years 1951-1958 From 1960-1963 he had traveled
to Israel and some countries in Europe

Passport #B123820 issued 1/9/61 was renewed
on 1/21/64 for proposed travel to Belgium Germany
Holland and England

LEWIN was issued Passport #261819 on 8/6/48 +
at Washington D.C. for proposed travel to Argentina
Brazil Uruguay Mexico and Chile for the purpose of
"lectures.

By letter dated 3/18/49 to the Passport
Office he requested that his passport be validated
for travel to Israel On or about 3/29/49 the request
was granted and his passport was restricted for travel
in any country except Germany Austria Trieste the
main islands of Japan Okinawa and Yugoslavia

Passport #261319 issued 8/6/48 was renewed
on or about 1/15/51 for proposed travel to Israel
England France Belgium and Germany for the purpose.
of "meeting of executive of Agudas Israel World Organi
zation. He was scheduled to depart New York via air
on 1/10/51



LEWIN was issued Passport #740694 on
10/15/52 at Washington D.C. for proposed travel

.to England France Belgium Holland Germany
Austria Switzerland Morocco Algeria and Tunis
for a proposed stay of three months This passport
was renewed on 1/11/55 for proposed travel to Paris
France for the purpose of representing the Agudas
Israel World Organization and to participate in
meetings of the Executive Committee and the Board
of Directors of the Conference on Jewish Claims
Against Germany Inc

LEWIN was issued Passport #246941 on
12/27/56 at New York for proposed travel to England
Austria and Israel for the purpose of a meeting
of a United Nations Committee

This passport was renewed 1/4/60 for
proposed travel to Holland Switzerland Israel and
the United Kingdom for the purpose of a meeting of
the "bard of Directors of the Conference on Jewish
Material Claims Against Germany

Records of the Security Office USDS
reviewed 4/7/64 by SA JEROME E VEIGLE contained
correspondence from Dr ISAAC LEWIN on stationery
of the "Agudas Israel World Organization the Union
of Universally Organized Orthodox Jewry (World--Agudas
of Orthodox Jews Inc.) 2521 Broadway New York N.Y.

A State Department Memorandum of conversa
tion dated 4/23/63 between LEWIN and JOHN C GUTHRIE
Director of the Soviet Desk regarding treatment of
Jews in the Soviet Union reflects that Dr LEWIN
Professor of Yeshiva University called at his request

"He told the familiar stories of an attempt to improve
.the road of Jews in the Soviet Union explaining un
successful contacts with members of the Soviet United
Nations Mission and the Soviet Embassy here He explained
that he had written to and sent some matzoths to a
person purporting to be president of a Moscow Jewish
religious congregation He asked my advice as to whether
he should pursue the correspondence with Mr LIES and
while questioning the bona fides of Mr LIES hd told
him Me saw no harm in at least acknowledging receipt of
the books.



Attached to the Memorandum was a copy of
a letter addressed to'Dr Is Lewin 258 Riverside
Drive New York New York USA. This letter was
copied and is quoted as follows

"March 14 1963

"Received two packages from you It was
indeed a great surprise and pleasure to receive a
real Jewish gift

"It proves that you have a kind Jewish

"Please accept our deep gratitude in my
name and in the name of our holy congregation.

"Though I must tell you that it was not
necessary for you to put in so much effort and labor
and spend so much money Perhaps you were not correctly
informed All members of our congregation--all the
religious Jews who wanted to have matzot--have it
already in Moscow as well as in other towns

"I write you in English as to my regret I
do not know in what language to write you--in Yiddish
or Hebrew

"Onceagain--very grateful to you

"I would like you very much to write me
directly on my home address then the letters will
reach me quicker

"Accept our congratulations with the coming
great holiday Pesach and I send you the best wishes
and blessings in my name and in the name of our most
honorable Rabbi.



"President of the Moscow
Jewish Religious Congregation

"My address

"P.S Enclosed some printed labels with my address
for envelopes Expect your reply.

Records of the Central Office INS reviewed
4/27/64 by IC DENNIS E ADDINGTON revealed that
LAZARUS TARUSHKIN was born 1/29/1883 at Dwinsk Russia
He was lawfully admitted to the U.S for permanent
residence 3/12/07 at New York N.Y. and was naturalized
in the U.S Supreme Court New York at Brooklyn N.Y.
on 8/2/12 He was issued Certificate of Naturlization
#C296389 His wife was listed as SOPLRIE TARUSHKIN
born in Russia His children were listed as MOLLIE
born 8/10/07 in Russia and BENJAMIN born 2/22/09 in
Brooklyn N.Y His address was listed as 1682 Pitkin
Avenue Srdoklyn N.Y

Records of the Passport Office USDS were
checked 3/12/64 by IC DAVID L DE WEESE and no record
for BENJAMIN TARUSKIN or BENJAMIN TARUSHSKIN was found

Records of the Security Office USDS were
caused to be checked on 3/20/64 by SA KENNETH J HASER
and no record for BENJAMIN TARUSKIN or BENJAMIN TARUSHSKIN
was located

No record for SOPHIA TARUSHKIN was found in a
check of the passport records USDS which check was
caused to be made by IC DAVID L DE WEESE on 3/12/64.



WFO 105-29130

Records of the Passport Office USDS were
:caused to be checked by SA KENNETH J HASER on 3/20/64

and no record was found for SOPHIA TARUSHKIN

No identifiable record at the Central Office
INS was found for SOP'HIA TARUSHKIN nee LIES which
check was caused to ba made by IC JIMMIE C WHITAKER on
3/23/64

LAlet to Bureau dated 3/4/64 requested
passport records be checked regarding ANNA SOPHIE BLOCK
and ABRAHAM and REVA BOYARSKY

Records of the Passport Office USDS checked
by IC CHELIS D PATTERSON on 4/22/64 reflects that
ANNA SOPHIE BLOCK was issued Passport #D440717 on 7/2/63
at Los Angeles Travel was restricted in Albania,,Cuba
and those portions of China Korea and Viet-Nam under
communist control

Her date of birth was listed as 12/10/1895 at
Hamburg Germany Sheinmigrated to the U.S in November
1938 and has resided continuously in California from
1938 to 1963 She was naturalized 4/14/44 at Los Angeles
being issued INS Certificate #6176466

Her permanent residence was listed as 1309
North Genesee Ave. Hollywood Calif

She was to leave Canada in August 1963 via
air for a two month family visit to Sweden

She was last married 4/2/25 to FRED BLOCK
who was born 1/13/89 at Warburg Germany This marriage
was terminated by her spouse's death in January 1955

Mrs BLOCK was issued Passport #632267 on
5/3/55 for a proposed six month visit and business trip
to Denmark Sweden Germany Italy France Switzerland
Holland and England She was to depart Los Angeles by
"SAS Polar Flight on 6/16/55 This passport was renewed
5/10/57 for a proposed two month family visit to Europe
Sweden Denmark and Japan
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She was issued Passport #1644519 on
7/13/59 for a proposed 3 to 4 months family visit
to England Sweden Germany Italy Israel Morocco
and Portugal

She answered "No to two questions regarding
past or present affiliation with the Communist Party

Records of the Security Office USDS caused
to be checked 3/20/64 by SA HASER,reveiled no record
for ANNA SOPHIE BLOCK

Photographs of BLOCK were obtained at the
Passport Office and furnished to offices as set out
above

No record for REVA BYERS aka BOYARSKY was
found in the records of the Security Office USDS
which were caused to be checked 3/23/64 by SA HASER

No record for REVA BYERS was found in the
records of the Passport Office USDS These records
were caused to be checked 3/17/64 by ID DE WEESE

No record for ABRAHAM BYER aka BOYARSKY
was found in the records of the Security Office USDS
caused to be 'checked by SA HASER 3/23/64

No record for ABRAHAM BYERS aka BOYARSKY
was found in a check of records of the Passport Office
USDS which records were caused to be checked 3/17/64
by IC DE WEESE

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON D.C 1 Will submit results
of check of State Deparment records regarding LOUIS
NIERENBERG HAROLD MC CLELLEN JULIUS MARK and FRANZ
LUST upon completion of check



2 Will submit photograph of OPOCHINSKI
to recent Soviet defector YURI NOSENKO when latter
is available for interview



French sources of this office have previously been
alerted to our interest in the subject and we will report
promptly to the Bureau any information we may obtain from
them relative to subject's recent visit

..:cnrt u i
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Bureau (1 New York 100-117844
1 Liaison Section)

1 Paris
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Memorandum

Ski -C

Re Paris letter 5-21-64

According to an article appearing in the 5-29-64
issue of the New York Herald Tribune at Paris France subject
in a press conference alleged on 5-28-64 that a man who witnessed
the assassination of President KENNEDY was shot to death but
that the Dallas police made no mention of the murder According
to LANE the murderer of the witness obtained an alibi from a
striptease dancer employed by JACK RUBY The dancer in question
had committed suicide in her prison cell upon her arrest
according to the subject

In a similar article appearing in the 5-29-64 issue
of Le Figaro a Paris daily newspaper it was indicated that
subject had been invited to speak by the French Association of
Democratic Jurists and by the League for'the Rights of Nan
According to this article LANE hinted that investigation should
have been conducted in extreme rightist circles instead of
dealing exclusively with leftist groups

The article stated that several dozen progressive
jurists as well as correspondents from Communist and Commthnist
sympathizing newo;apers sympathetically applauded the lecturer i
4he article commented somewhat caustically that subject did ;c
not have to convince them since their minds were already made
up and quoted LANE as saying that he was pleased to note that
he was listened to more attentively in Furepe tran in the
United States
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R -CUBA

Re telephone calls to Inspector JAMES R MALLEY
June 1 and June 2 1964 at Which time authority was re
ceived to interview Mrs MARGUERITE C OSWALD per her
request

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting results of interviews conducted with Mrs
MARGUERITE OSWALD on June 1 and June 2 1964 conducted by
SA's ROBLEY D MADLAND and EARLE HALEY at Fort Worth

Texas.f
MJ

The information contained in the enclosed letter
head memorandum will be included in the next report submitted
in captioned base
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In Rerly Please Refs
File .1.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 01 JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 4 1964

~,EE FARVE"Y OSWALD

On June 1 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE C OSWALD mother
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD telephonically contacted the Fort Worth
Texas Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
at Which time she asked for a Special Agent by name and stated
she would like to have that Agent come by her residence on that
date or the following day if he were in her neighborhood as
she wanted to show him a newspaper

On June 1 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas
Place Fort Worth Texas furnished the following information

Mrs OSWALD had four newspaper advertisements from
Neiman-Marcus Store cut out of different newspapers and she
exhibited these to Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation as she believed they had something to do with the
assassination

The first newspaper advertisement was from the "Fort
Worth Star Telegram dated May 15 1964 This advertisement
was advertising an alarmobile This was a small box whereby a
person could set a string from the house to a swimming pool or

any other place and if any children hit the string the
alarmobile would immediately set off a buzzer alarm The
alarmobile was advertised to sell for $9.95 The heading of
this advertisement was "CASE FOR UNSEEN SLEUTH. This advertise
ment appeared on May 15 1964 and Mrs OSWALD said this was the
date that the lawsuit involving MARINA OSWALD appeared in the
Dallas newspapers She believed that this advertisement and
MARINA's lawsuit had some connection

The next advertisement was in the "Dallas Morning News
on January 15 1964 and was headlined "CARR TELLS OF WHITE
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Res j.EE HARVEY OSWALD

HOUSE CONFERENCE THAT SET UP INQUIRY. This article took up
nearly the entire page In the lower right-hand corner was
an advertisement of Neiman-Marcus advertising some boots
The advertisement had a picture of one boot She believed
that this advertisement had some connection with the article
written by Mr CARR Who is the Attorney General of Texas

The next advertisement that she had cut out of the
paper was from the "Dallas Morning News for Thursday
April 30 1964 This advertisement was titled "THE CONNECTING
LINK and bad a picture of a pearl necklace and was advertising
the pearl necklaces for $10.00 plus tax Right under the

%words "CONNECTING LINK was 'SET UP FOR MOTHER Mrs OSWALD
had also cut out another advertisement from the "Fort Worth
Star Telegram dated May 29 1964 similar to the one above in
that this advertisement was also advertising pearl necklaces
The heading over the picture of the pearl necklace was THE
CONNECTING LINK It did not say anything about "SET UP FOR
MOTHER She believed that these two advertisements being so
much alike had something to do with the assassination

Mrs OSWALD said that on Wednesday May 20 1964 at
12:40 P.M. Mr.'FORREST V SORRELS Agent in Charge of the
Secret Service in Dallas came to her home accompanied by soma
woman Mr SORRELS asked to come in and talk to Mrs OSWALD
She told him that she was alone and that she never conducted
interviews or saw anyone When she was alone in the house and
she refused to let him come in SORRELS told her that the
reason he was calling was that the President's Commission had
lost their copies of Exhibit 202 He asked her if she had this
exhibit or her copy and she said that she did and that she

kept all of her papers in a safe deposit box in the bank He
asked if they could obtain a copy of this 202 exhibit to complete
the files of the President's Commission SORRELS tried to ask

her about some tape recording but she cut him off and said she
did not want to talk about the tape recording

Mrs OSWALD had been thinking of the matter of the
President's Commission losing this 202 exhibit She said that



the President's Commission made three copies of all exhibits
and'she did not see how they could lose all three copies of
this particular exhibit She believed that Mr SORRELS wanted
this for some other person or else just wanted to get in the
house and talk to her about something else Mrs OSWALD said
that she would gladly furnish a copy directly to the Commission
or would cooperate with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
giving the Commission a copy of Exhibit 202 She said that she
would not furnish anything to the Secret Service

She further related that she intends at some time in
the future to locate and talk to Mr JOHN FAIN a former Special
Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation who is now in
Houston Texas and is in the real estate business She recalls
that her son LEE OSWALD told her on one occasion that be had
furnished information to Mr FAIN during an interview in Fort
Worth while Mr FAIN was with the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation

On June 2 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE C OSWALD mother
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD telephonically contacted the Fort Worth
Texas Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
at Which time she advised that she had obtained some concrete
information for the Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation who had contacted her on June 1 1964 and that

it happened at 2:00 A.M this morning.

On June 2 1964 Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD 2220 Thomas
Place Fort Worth Texas mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD furnished
the following oral information

At exactly 11:45 P.M on the night of June 1 1964
Mrs OSWALD advised that she received a long distance "crank
call from a person who identified himself as O1-STAFFORD a

representative of "Time Magazine New York City This person
stated he was calling from New York City

Mrs OSWALD advised that she made a tape recording of
the conversation and insisted upon playing same for the Special

S Agents



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD
i

The voice on the tape recording appeared to be that
of a male person was incoherent at times mumbled and was
"thick tongued. The voice sounded much like a person under
the influence of liquor

At the beginning of the conversation this person
said that he had a thousand-dollar check for Mrs OSWALD and
asked her how she was getting along and said that he wanted
to do a "follow-up story The person then asked Mrs OSWALD
"Aren't you proud of being born a Judas and being alive
This person then said "Why don't you kill yourself The
person continued saying "He did it - just the same as day
is day and night is night that is proof What proof do you
have that he is even your child Isn't that proof enough
You know that he did it.

The person then stated that he had read a statement
in "Life and "Time Magazines "In which you said you are a
big important person 'I am a very important person. So
was Judas important to history so Mrs JUDAS you are im
portant to history.

The person then said that actually he did not work
for "Time Magazine

Mrs OSWALD advised that this call was to her
telephone number PE 7-7677 and apparently was placed to her

personally because the operator asked for Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD

Mrs OSWALD said further that there were no threats
to her during the conversation but that she wanted to identify
and prosecute the person making the call for "disturbing my
sleep in the middle of the night, and for general harassment
towards her Mrs OSWALD said further that she would like
to sue "Time and "Life Magazines and the person calling
She stated that she feels she should be able to sue "someone
because "everyone else sues for such small trivial things and
this matter is big - it's history. Mrs OSWALD stated that
she knows that the President's Commission is vitally interested
in "Time and "Life Magazines for what they have printed con

cerbing this case in the past
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Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

The Commission now has evidence that on Friday
or Saturday of September 27 or 28 1963 Lee Harvey
Oswald had his photograph taken for use on an appli
cation for a visa at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City
We believe that he must have gone to a photographic
studio under the circumstances an inexpensive one
some place in the vicinity of the Cuban Embassy

'We would appreciate the Bureau's trying to locate
this studio and if possible obtaining the nega
tives of the photographs taken of him or copies
thereof

t
Sincerely

l j
i

~.7 J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
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PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO IN VICINITY CUBAN EMBASSY ENDEAVOR TO LOCATE{
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TO LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105-3702) ! j,} 1 J C.-Stokes

FROM DIRECTOR
Ree

Z (105-82555)~"I0

L
LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA 18 E CUBA

COMMISSION HAS ADVISED IT NOW HAS EVIDENCE THAT ON FRIDAY OR SATUR11

SEPTEMBER TWENTY-SEVEN OR TWENTY-BIGHT ONE NINE SIX THREE SUBJECT

HAD HIS PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN FORM ON VISA APPLICATION AT CUBAN EMBASSY

MEXICO CITY 'COMMISSION SUGGESTS OSWALD PROBABLY WENT TO INEXPENSIVE

SUCH STUDIO AND TO DEVELOP FACTS CONCERNING SUBJECT'S OBTAINING ~"~

OF PHOTOGRAPH IF POSSIBLE OBTAIN NEGATIVES OF PHOTOGRAPHS OR

COPIES THEREOF DALLAS ADVISED BY MAIL
'

DALLAS (100-10461)

This request is per letter from Rankin dated 6-2-64



TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC BOSTON (105-10911)
0

SUBJECT T.F.N HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies
and for Dallas three copies of a report of SA DARREL
B CURRIE dated 6/5/64 at Boston Mass setting
forth FD-302 of RICHARD ALLEN CYR a Marine Corps
associate of LEE HARVEY OSWALD

As Boston not in possession of complete
Marine Corps record of OSWALD attention is called
to shooting incident in Marine Corps barracks at
Atsugi Japan when OSWALD is reported to have
accidentally shot himself in the arm Details
of incident appear in FD-302 of CYR
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Re mark extol to Bureau dated 6/8/64 't yn
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0
(1r 105.83565) (LEE HARVEY MAID)
(1 62 ) (ASSASSINATION O PRESIDENT KENNEDY)

2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM) -
1 " Miami (INFO) (RM)
1 Oklahoma City (VINO) (RM)

Newark

-5tJUi2 I964

,tk

EUBJECTt ANTI-FIDEL CACTRO ACTIYITIEB
IN THE UNITED STATES
I8-CUBA

The letter from one "8 Martin to one "Don Janson %I.
referred to in referenced airtol was found in a seat pocket o `
Braniff Airline plight #110 which arrived at Newark 9:10 p.a. '^
the evening of 6/6/64

On 6/7/04 Mr CARL BOYLES Station Manager Braniff
Airline Roark M.J. advised 8A MAUDICE T BO~I~SAN that
Flight .110 L a which the above letter was found vas Braniff
Plane #704 letter itself was said to have been found is.,

tje
coach section of the plane and as seat pockets acre usually

c coked before flights was probably but not necessarily -"r_
`

.&
placed there on 6/6/64.,>y

(1 105-15291) (LEE HARVEY MAID)
(1 624060) ((88ASBINATION OF WESIDENT EENNEDY)
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NK 1001-7006

Ou 6/6/61 Plano Number 704 teas said to have flown
from ilia Texas to an Antonio as Flight #167 Plane
0704 then became Flight $110 originating at an Antonio
stopping at Austin Texas, Dallas Texas Washington D.C
and ending at Newark N.J Reservation lists of passengers

, would have to be located at each of these cities as there ian
no through manifest Previous routing of Plane 1704 would have
to be determined from "Ship Router of Braniff in Dallas

Newark is setting forth no lead to check reservations
at these

pouts
smutsh ae indices checks of Dallas and other

offices have, A'ieady identified DON JANSON S MARTIN and/or
Dallas reporter quoted Lathe letter Newark conducting
no further investigation

A
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HENRY A WELKE
6/4/64

89-17

Norfolk Virginia

Reverend and Mrs CARL RAY JACKSON 21 Edgemoor
Drive Newport News Virginia contacted at Reverend JACKSON'S

syno quest Both had been missionaries until recently with
Trans-World Radio Mission in Tangier Morocco Reverend JACKSON
stated that in early December 1963 PAUL GILL an Englishman
who operated a radio repair shop on Rue Goya Tangier
remarked to Reverend JACKSON that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been
in Tangier making films for Cuba When Reverend JACKSON
pressed GILL for further details GILL refused to elaborate
Mrs JACKSON advised that several days after assassination
Dr GEORGE WALTER FRASER ANDERSON 40 Marshan Tangier
told her following Mrs ELLEN BUCKINGHAM Old Mountain Road
Tangier had told him she had known OSWALD in Tangier and
referred to OSWALD as a "Tangier beatnik and "dear Lee.
Mrs BUCKINGHAM also told Dr ANDERSON that a married couple
described as a Russian woman and a Hindu man with a daughter
named TAMARA had also been friendly with OSWALD in Tangier
Dr ANDERSON did not specify when OSWALD was known to these

people Mrs JACKSON claimed that.Dr WILLIAM CAMPBELL
North African Mission English Hospital Tangier knows
identity of this married couple SHIRLEY RAE JACKSON aged 15
daughter of the JACKSONs on interview stated that when she
first saw photograph of OSWALD appearing in American
newspaper following assassination she told her parents she
had met OSWALD somewhere in Tangier however she was unable
to recall where she saw him but was of opinion she possibly
had spoken to OSWALD

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnot conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
youragency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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NF 89-17

DETAILS

On June 3 1964 Reverend CARL RAY JACKSON
21 Edgemoor Drive Newport News Virginia telephonically
contacted the Norfolk Division of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation He stated that he and his wife had been
missionaries in Tangier Morocco for a number of years
and had recently returned to the United States He advised
that he and his wife had obtained information from various
sources in Tangier to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
had been in Tangier at one time He stated that one source
had indicated that OSWALD had been in Tangier making films
for the Cuban Government Reverend JACKSON requested that
he be contacted in person by a representative of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
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Reverend CARL RAY JACKSON 21 Edgemoor Drive
Newport News Virginia was contacted He furnished the
following information

He stated that from August 1955 until May 1964
he and his wife ANN were missionaries with Trans=Uorld
Radio Mission assigned to Tangier Morocco They served
continuously on this assignment except during the period
August 1959 to September 1960 when they and'their
children returned to the United States on furlough
Headquarters of the Mission is located at 354 Main Street
Chatham New Jersey He stated that his assignment was
that of a Recording Technician and his wife assisted him

From September 1960 to 1962 he and his family
resided at 42 Mohammed Tazi Marshan Tangier From 1962
until the time of their departure in 1964 they resided
on Old Mountain Road Box BP-92 Tangier

Both he and his wife are graduates of Tennessee
Temple College Chattanooga Tennessee He received a
B.A degree in Bible He is an ordained minister in the

'Baptist Church He was born July 20 1928 in Evansville
Indiana He and his wife bale six children ranging in
age from 6 to 15 His permanent address is 710 South Beech
Street Chattanooga Tennessee in care of his mother-in-law
Mrs BERTHA ROBINSON

He and his family arrived in Newport News
Virginia on May 13 1964 His residence in Newport News
is only of a temporary nature as he is seeking employment
elsewhere

Reverend JACKSON stated that following the
assassination of President J0111 F KENNEDY information
had come to his attention from several sources indicating
that rJ1 HARVEY OSWALD had been in Tangier He stated that
although he had read much in the press about the life of
OSWALD he did not recall seeing anything about OSWALD's
being in Tangier He felt that possibly American investi
gating authorities may have known that OSWALD had been in

d. . 11:1

On 6/3/64 of Newport News Virginia Fit # Norfolk 89-37
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This documentcontains neither recommendationsnot conclusions of the FBI It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
youragency It and Its contents are sot to b distributed outside your agency
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Reverend JACKSON recalled that an American
newspaper received by them in Tangier a few days after
the assassination contained a pi tare of OSWALD Their
15-year-old daughter SHIRLEY RA\JACKSON observed the
picture and commented that she had met OSWALD somewhere
in Tangier but she did not know exactly where or when

Reverend JACKSON stated that in regard to his
daughter's observation he could not definitely state
where she may have seen OSWALD but was of the opinion that
if she had seen or met him it would have been in the
vicinity of the post office which he described as a
"beatnik hangout or in the vicinity of the Lycee Regnault
a French high school whichs daughter attended `

A few days after the assassination his wife
told him ;:heir fawily doctor in Tai ;ier D GEC;GE =TIM FRASER

DERSON told her that a neighbor of the JACKSONs
Mrs ELT,EH UCKINGHAM had remarked to Dr ANDERSON that

/she had knoO OSWALD in Tangier further that a man and
wife who lived with Mrs BUCKINGHAM had been friendly
with OSWALD in Tangier The married couple was described
as a Russian woman and a Hindu man names not recalled
by Reverend JACKSON who had a daughter named TAMARA
Dr ANDERSON claimed that Mrs BUCKINGHAM had referred
to OSWALD as "dear Lee and as a "Tangier beatnik.

Reverend JACKSON stated that Mrs ELLEN BUCKINGHAM
is the wife of

WINTHROP\UCKI1'1GHAM
who is the son of a

wealthy man from Chicago Illinois Mrs BUCKINGHAM
lives on Old Mountain Road in Tangier and was a neighbor
of the JACKSONs She is in her early 50's and was known
to have associated with the "beatnik element in Tangier
Reverend JACKSON pointed out that in recent years
Tangier has become a haven for American "beatniks, who
live in rather poor environmental surroundings

NF 89-17

After returning to the United States he and his wife
felt that i10twithstanding their assumption they had
better notify the Federal Bureau of Investigation



NF 89-17

Reverend JACKSON stated that he and his wife
at no time discussed with Mrs BUCKINGHAM or the other
couple referred to by Dr ANDERSON their alleged
acquaintanceship with OSWALD

Reverend JACKSON further stated that PAUX GILL
an Englishman aged about 35 operated a radio repair shop
on the Rue Goya Tangier He described GILL as an

.electronics expert and a smuggler It was fairly common
knowledge that GILL had had a boat confiscated in Portugal
because of his smuggling activities

In early December 1963 Reverend JACKSON had
contacted GILL to have certain repairs done on radio
equipment He asked GILL if GILL knew that OSWALD had
been in Tangier GILL replied that he had heard that
OSWALD "has been out here in the countryside making films
for Cuba. When Reverend JACKSON pressed him for further
details GILL changed the subject and refused to elaborate
on his comments GILL did not specify when OSWALD
supposedly had been in Tangier

Reverend JACKSON stated that he assumed from
GILL's remark that possibly OSWALD was making some type
of a propaganda film for Cuba He emphasized however
that this was only speculation on his part and he had
nothing to substantiate it



Mrs ANN CKSON 21 Edgemoor Drive Newport News
Virginia furnished the following information

~ I
She is married to Reverend CARL RAY CKSON and

she and her husband were missionaries in Tangier from h
August 1955 until recently with the Trans-World Radio
Mission She stated that she and her husband were
continuously assigned in Tangier except during the period
August 1959 to September 1960 when they were-in the
United States on furlough

She her husband and their six children arrived
in Newport News on May 13 1964 Their permanent address
is 710 South Beech Street Chattanooga Tennessee in care
of her mother Mrs BERTHA ROBINSON

She was born May 26 1929 In Henderson Kentucky
and was graduated from Tennessee Temple College
Chattanooga with a B.A degree in Music

She recalled that a few days following the
assassination of President JOIN F KENNEDY they received
an American newspaper in Tangier Their 15-year-old
daughter SHIRLEY RAE JACKSON viewed a photograph of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD in the newspaper and SHIRLEY exclaimed
that she had met OSWALD somewhere in Tangier although
she did not know where when or under what circumstances

She stated that a few days after the assassination
Dr GEORGE WALTER ANDERSON the JACKSONs family doctor
40 Marshan Tangier told her that a neighbor of the
JACKSONs Mrs ELLEN BUCKINGHAM had told him that she
was shocked to hear that OSWALD had assassinated President
KENNEDY Dr ANDERSON related that Mrs BUCKINGHAM
referred to OS`.IALD as "dear Lee and as a "Tangier beatnik.
Mrs BUCKINGHAM had told the doctor that she had known
OSWALD in Tangier Dr ANDERSON also stated that Mrs
BUCKINGHAM advised that a married couple who lived with
Mrs BUCKINGHAM had been friendly with OSWALD in Tangier

Mrs JACKSON stated she could not recall the
.names of this married couple but described them as a

On 6/3/64 atNeuport News Vi rgin1A Fits tNorenik 89-17
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Russian woman and a Hindu man who had a daughter named
TAMARA She stated that Dr ANDERSON did not indicate
when these people were supposed to have known OSWALD

She further stated that Dr WILLIAM AMPBELL
of the North African Mission English Hospital Tangier
knows the identity of the above couple

Mrs JACKSON further stated that at no time
did she or her husband talk with Mrs BUCKINGHAM or
the married couple concerning their alleged acquaintanceship
with OSWALD



Miss SHIRLEY RAE JACKSON 21 Edgemoor Drive
Newport News Virginia was interviewed in the presence
of her parents Reverend and Mrs CARL RAY JACKSON

She stated that she is aged 15 and had formerly
lived with her parents in Tangier Morocco

She stated that a few days following the
assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY she viewed
an American newspaper in Tangier The newspaper contained
a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD She carefully examined
the photograph and then told her parents that she was
certain she had met OSWALD somewhere in Tangier She
further stated that she had possibly spoken to OSWALD
She advised however that she was unable to recall
exactly where she had seen OSWALD in Tangier and feels
certain that she would not be able to recall any further
details at a future date

6/3/64 at Newport News Virginia Fite #forfolk 39-17

SA HENRY A WELKE cal( Date dictated 6/4/64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnot conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
youragency it and Its contents are not to be distributed
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DATE 6/2/64

OffO MfoamNON l01.-f1NA,,e (MnOwSi GINMONO.
..3NITEt) STATES NMENT

Memorancfi'um

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend that
the attached letter be sent to the Dallas Ofgce The Dallas
Office is instructed to determine if !"Iarina''Tswald can
identify the signature "A J Hidell on a Fair Play for Cuba
Committee card found in Oswald's wallet

BACXGROUIi D

By letter dated 5/26/64 The President's Commission
requested that the Hidell signature on the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee card found in Oswald's wallet be compared with the
handwriting of Marina Oswald The Commission referred to FBI
Exhibit D-24 but this was not sufficiently comparable for an
adequate examination On 5/27/64 Mr Eisenberg at the
Commission telephonically advised that certain Commission
Exhibits possibly containing Marina Oswald's handwriting
which were referred to in the_Commission's 5/26/64 letter wer~
not immediately available were-not necessarily comparable
with the A J Hidell signature and he was perfectly agreeable
to interview of Marina Oswald if necessary to resolve this
matter

Since it is unlikely that the additional known
writings of Marina Oswald would be sufficiently comparable
with the Hidell signature for a positive identification it -is
believed that the Dallas Office should interview Marina Oswa
concerning this Hidell signature ..was 1 bjt

I /c -- -.was

PECOM11ENDATIOU
4

t Jun 10 1964

That the attached letter be sent to the Dq l as''O

Enclosure

1 Mr. Belmont 1 l,
-! Mr Rosen

14 Mr Sullivan /
1 Mr Sullivan (Mr Lenihari 645 RS)
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SAC Dallas (100-10461) 6/2/64

Director FBI 4105-82555)x

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Transmitted herewith is a copy of a letter from The

President's Commission dated 5/26/64 relative to the Hidell

signature appearing on a Fair Play for Cuba Committee.card

found in Oswald's wallet This card is designated as-item

B1(8) An enlarged photograph of the card is also trnsmitted

herewith The Dallas Office should interview Marina.Oswald

showing her the photograph to determine if she can identify

the Hidell signature as her handwriting If necessary

obtain appropriate handwriting specimens from MarinaOswald

Enclosures (2)

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Sullivan
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N X
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter of May 20 1964
requesting this Bureau to conduct additional investigation
regarding Marina Oswald's tement that shortly after
April 10 1963 Lee HarveOswald expressed an ihterest in
attacking Mr Richard Wiion

Our letter of June 4 1964 and the enclosures
thereto reported that Mr Lyndon B Johnson then j
Vice President of the United States visited Dallas Texas
on April 23 1963 for the purpose of delivering the major
address at the second Annual National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Manned Space Flight Conference We indicated
that we wore recontacting Marina Oswald to ascertain if she
was possibly confused when she indicated on February 24

g 1964 that approximately two weeks after the General Walker
2 incident of April 10 1963 Lee Harvey Oswald contemplated
8 attacking Mr Nixon We also indicated we would question

Marina Oswald in detail to determine if there is any
possibility Oswald meant to attack Mr Johnson rather than
Mr Nixon

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
June 9 1964 at Dallas Texas which pets out results of
our contact with Marina Oswald in this

ma~tter7,
i .110 1

This concludes our investi,atY~Q f n tbl
particulAx ~nq t`i ee~ Gt L L JUN 10 1964

o
(Sincerely yours

pct' 14Y'L

Enclosures (2) /

BNNL::pah
um ~a rv~ UNITED `rUN

.10
.(SEE NOTE PAGE TWO)
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honorable J Lee Rankin

Marina Oswald informed us Lee Harvey Oswald
admitted to her an attempted assassination of General
Walker on the evening of April 10 1963 Marina also
told us on 2/24/64 that approximately two weeks after
the Walker incident Oswald indicated helms going to
attack Nixon but she locked him in the bathroom to
prevent him following through with such an attempt
Our investigation disclosed Nixon was not in Dallas
during the period mentioned by Marina but Mr Johnson
was in Dallas during the pertinent period We recon
tacted Marina to determine if she was confused between
Nixon and Johnson and she stated she is positive Oswald
said "Nixon. Marina also told us she was very familiar
with the name "Nixon because of Nixon's visit to Russia
when he was Tice President of the U S She added she
had not gained any familiarity with the name of Mr Johnson
until after the assassination of President Kennedy



UNITED STATES 4...~tNMENT

Memorandum

Mr Tolson

A H Belmont

Attached is a copy of the transcript of my testimony
before the President's Commission on the Assassination of
President Kennedy I have marked in red pencil the changes
primarily typos and misspellings which we will call to the
attention of Mr Stern in accordance with his request

On Page 6163 and 6164 the Commission suggested we
change our Manual of Instructions to replace the word "and
to "or in two places The change is being made and will be
sent out to the field early next week

On Page 6193 Mr Dulles mentioned the book "Who Killed
Kennedy by Thomas G Buchanan He said the Commission would
make a copy available tp us and he would like our comments The
Commission has not yet given the book to us and we will follow
up on this on Monday May 11

Starting on Page 6202 Chairman Warren referred'to an
article in the "National Enquirer by John Henshaw This articc
was sent to us by the Commission for comment We interviewed e
Chief Curry,of the Dallas Police Department and he branded por a

1tions
of the story as false and we have sent a letter to the e

Commission to that effect We are analyzing the remainder of
the article and will furnish our comments to the Commission

Starting on Page 6143 there is ,a discussion of the
Bureau file on Oswald up to the date of the assassination The
Commission decided that the Commission staff members would
determine how many of the documents in this file the Commission
already has and then would decide which if any of the remaining
serials are necessary for the Commission Mr Stern of the
Commission staff has advised he is working on this and will
consult with us Monday May 11

For information

1 1 JUN ]O 1964

FROM

SUBJECT

4.1"7.IYX0.11 W WO-OMM7goesft./MrOwGINno NO77
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Memorandum dated May 9 1964 from Mr Belmont to Mr Tolson

referred to the book "Who Killed Kennedy by Thomas G Buchanan The it(i-t
Commission indicated a copy of the book would be made available to the Bure

c Sfor the Bureau's comments

Today while at the President's Commission Mr Samuel Stern

advised Malley that the only copy the Commission had of this book had been taken

by the Commission Chairman Chief Justice Earl Warren and no other copies

were available

Malley was advised by Director of CIA John McCone and Dick Helms

of CIA that CIA was attempting to get a number of copies of this book and would

try and have them in the mail from Europe tonight Mr Helms stated upon

j receipt a copy of the book would be immediately made available to the Bureau



e
t4

the r
the book

py of the French version of
sassins of Kennedy. Copies

f the Inglis nd French veioqif indicate that they contain j
the same allegations although the wordage varies in length
kt is noted that the French version contains several photographs
attributed to the French newspaper "L'Express, which carried
the Buchanan articles previously furnished to you

Sincerely yours

iY
1 7 Edgar r

NOTE See cover memorandum W:~ pranigan to

Sullt~ivan,v 5/28/64 captioned '1'Wh0 Killed se~

t3enmedyl'I'Boo'k
by Thomas G Buchanan, prepared

) by JMS:hrt:tef 1

2 ~,

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

REEF / Y.

It/

fit/

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference
for this p6reau to
Thomas Guchanan

q6

1-?Salley
1 Branigan
1 Sizoo
1 Bail Room

"fre 1P.=

~uest of the Commission!
j Who Killed Kennedy

r -0

1 c~
VC

/ H4

...,'.c4 Attached are two copies of a memorandum dated
June 3 1964 at Washington D C. containing certain claitng
made by Buchanan on the assassination of President Kennedy
that are not substantiated by the results of our inquiry
For your information Buchanan presents no factual material
which would contradict the results of our inquiry in the
assassination matter or which would substantiate Buchanan's
speculation that a conspiracy was involved in the assassination
of President Kennedy ,.~

Also enclosed is ai

1uchanan'o
book entitled "Th

M
-4

Background information concerning Buchanan
files of this Bureau was fur bed you by my letter

~z
March 17 1964
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'WRO KILLED KENNEDY?
By Thomas G Buchanan

CLAIMS AND RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

CLAI The railway overpass toward which the
President's motorcade was heading when the assassination shots
were fired was left unguarded on November 22 1963 contrary
to the most elementary security provisions. Page 81

Our inquiry shows that the railway
overpass was guarde y a patrolman of the Dallas Police Department
on November 22 1963 at the time the President's motorcade
approached that point In addition there were several individuals
who were on the overpass at the time the President was killed
None of the above individuals has furnished any evidence that an
assassin fired at the President from the overpass

The doctors who attended President Kennedy
at Parkland Memoria

MIN The
Dallas reportedly told reporters

that the first shot struck the President in the throat from the
front and that the second shot struck the right side of his head
apparently coming from behind the President's car According-to
Buchanan several weeks after the assassination doctors at
Parkland Memorial Hospital following a visit by Secret Service
Agents showing them a document described as the autopsy report at
Bethesda Naval Hospital retracted their original statement
concerning the nature of the throat wound These doctors also
stated that a new wound discovered at the autopsy had not been
noticed in Dallas inasmuch as President Kennedy was lying on his
back during efforts made to sustain his life and a back wound
consequently would have been bidden from them Pages 82-86

,.~ INVESTIGATION Doctors at Parkland Memorial Hospital
."i.o ---did not retract previous statements made by them but did state

.that their efforts had been directed at keeping the President alive
g --and not at performing an autopsy The autopsy report prepared at

.JMS PREPARED FOR DISSEMINATION TO PRISIDENf'S COMMISSION BY
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the Bethesda Naval Hospital concludes that the throat wound was
an exit-type wound and that all the bullets striking President Kennedy
were fired from a point behind him

CLAER Oswald was one of the worst shots in the
Marines or for that matter in any other military service Page 81

IrESTIM_,ATION
Buchanan himself has stated that Oswald

was in the s har shooter class in his shooting in the Marine Corps
In addition Buchanan has admitted that the "sharpshooter class
is an intermediate class between "expert on the top and "marksman
on the bottom

CLAM The FBI denied reports that Oswald had been
seen repeatedly driving a car into a Dallas rifle range for target
practice Page 91

MI(TION The FBI has made no such public denial
However our investigation has shown that Oswald was lacking in
ability to drive a car

S CL&EH The FBI in an off-the-record briefing denied
that palmprints were found on the rifle associated with the
assassination of President Kennedy Page 93

INN 5yIj~,,TIOj The FBI made no such denial As a
matter of fact the FBI Identification Division identified a.latent
impression taken by the Dallas Police Department from the barrel of
the rifle as the right palmprint of Oswald It is noted that
Mark Lane in the National Guardian of December 19 1963 alleged
that the FBI in off-the-record briefings had announced that no
palm prints were found on the rifle.

The paraffin test made of Oswald's hands
and right cheek following his arrest by the Dallas Police Department
showed a residue of gunpowder on his hags but none on his cheek
Therefore according to Buchanan the test proves that Oswald could
not have fired a rifle inasmuch as the rifle would have deposited
residue of gunpowder on his right cheek Pages 93-96

INY J9 TIQN The paraffin test has been found by the
FBI Laboratory to be extremely unreliable and inconclusive as to
whether or not a person has fired a weapon
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CLAIM A photographer filmed the sixth-floor
window of the Texas School Book Depository building at 12:30
the day of the assassination This photograph shows two silhouettes
in the stockroom and a clock on top of the building indicating the
time as 12:30 Pages 96_97

INVESTIGATION Such a photograph is not known to the FBI
However the M as a copy of a photographic print made from a
movie film reportedly taken at the assassination scene In the
print an object appears in the window from which the assassination
shots were fired This photograph has been examined by the FBI
Laboratory and the U.S Navy Photographic Interpretation Center
Suitland Maryland and the conclusion was reached that the image
seen in the window does not depict the form of a person or persons
and is probably a stack of boxes later determined to have been in
the room No clock on top of the building appears in this photograph

CLAIM No employee who had access to the lunch
room at the Texas School Book Depository would have eaten his lunch
on the sixth floor "especially not Oswald since it risked
additional incrimination. However an "outsider, hiding for a
period of time prior to the assassination in the room on the sixth
floor would have required food Pages 96-98

INVESTIGATION An employee of the Texas School Book
Depository has advised that he ate lunch near the third double
window on the southeast corner of the building on the sixth floor
sometime between 11'30 a.m and 12 noon on November 22 1963 The
employee has stated that he left the remnants of his lunch
including bones of fried chicken near the window after he had
finished eating He has also stated that he left the sixth floor
a few minutes after noon to join two fellow employees who were
eating their lunch on the fifth floor of the building He has
stated that he did not see Oswald or anyone else at the windows on
the south side of the building during the time he was on the sixth
floor for lunch

CLAIM Oswald would have had to have been "the
fastest runner since the great Olympic title holder Jesse Owens
to have fired the assassination shots hiddenthe rifle on the
sixth floor descended to the second floor lunchrooms and obtained
a soft drink from a dispensing machine before the building
superintendent Roy S Truly and a Dallas policeman confronted
Oswald at the second floor Lunchroom Pages 98-100
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INYESTIyGATIQa A survey was conducted by FBI Agents to
determine the time taken by various routes and speeds to follow
Oswald's actions immediately after the assassination shots It Is
noted that the survey was conducted at a fast walk except in areas
where an individual would have walked at a normal pace so as not to
arouse suspicion The survey showed that walking from the window
on the sixth floor via stairways it would have taken Oswald about
one minute and forty-five seconds to reach the front door of the
Texas School Book Depository The longest period of time to make
the same journey allowing 30 seconds in the lunchroom and involving
the use of a passenger elevator for part of the descent to the
second floor was found to be three minutes and forty-nine seconds
It is noted that Truly has advised that he and the police officer
arrived at the lunchroom on the second floor of the building in
about two or three minutes after the assassination took place

om
CLAIN The assassin who fired at President

Kennedy from railway overpass fled the scene and left the murder
weapon on that bridge behind him Page 107

Our investigation has failed to develop
any Indication that a second rifle used in the assassination w
found near the railway overpass and that a second assassin was
involved in the killing of President Kennedy

CLAIR The name of the rifle used in the
assassination appeared on the rifle Page 108

VE TIGATIOK Examination of the rifle used in the
assassination does not reveal the name of the manufacturer of the
weapon However it is noted that there is an inscription thereon
that the rifle was made in Italy

OM The Post Office Box in Dallas to which
Oswald bad the rifle mailed was kept under both his name and that
of "A Hidell. Page 111

Our investigation has revealed that
Oswald did not in cate on his application that others including
an "A Hidell, would receive mail through the box in question
which was Post Office Box 2915 in Dallas This box was obtained
by Oswald on October 9 1962 and relinquished by him on May 14
1963
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,M A detailed and 'remarkably correct
description"of ()male was sent out over the police radio in Dallas
at 12:36 p.m. November 22 1963 Pages 114-116

J,mr'ac~
The radio logs of the Dallas Police

Department anc t e Dal as County Sheriff's Office show that no
description of Oswald or any suspect in the assassination was
broadcast at 12:36 p.m November 22 1963 Beginning at 12:43 p.m
and 12:49 p.m. respectively and continuing until Oswald was taken
into custody the Dallas Police Department and the Dallas County
Sheriff's Office broadcast descriptions of an unnamed suspect
described as a slender white male 30 years old five feet ten
inches tall 155 or 165 pounds who was possibly carrying a rifle
This suspect was reportedly seen running from the Texas School Book
Depository after the assassination A description of Oswald taken
from background information and the autopsy report on him indicates
he was 24 years old five feet nine inches tall weighed an estimated
150 pounds and bad brown hair and blue-gray eyes Although the
descriptions broadcast approximated Oswald's height and weight
those descriptions were not accurate as to his age and lacked
specific details regarding the colors of his hair and eyes No
broadcasts were made before Oswald's arrest that named Oswald as
a suspect or gave a description of him It is also noted that
inquiry has shown that Oswald did not become a suspect until be was
reported missing from the book building at approximately 12:50 p.m

Police knew Oswald's boardinghouse address
1026 North Beckley Street The sources of his address were the
records of the Texas School Book Depository the Red Squad of
the Dallas Police Department and the FBI which bad been given
that address by Mrs Ruth Paine with whom Oswald's wife was living
at the time Page 119

I The records of the Texas School Book
Depository did not show his address as 1026 North Beckley Street
but did contain Mrs Paine's residence in Irving Texas as his
address The Dallas Police Department has denim that it bad any
record of Oswald prior to the time of the assassination Also
Mrs Paine bad not advised the FBI of Oswald's boardinghouse a&dress
prior to the assassination

CLAIM Dallas Police Officer J D Tippit was not
in favor with his superiors in the Dallas Police Department and
had gone ten years without a promotion Page 120

s A c ,py oof the Dallas Police Department file
Ion Police fficer D Tippit furnished by that Department has

been reviewed by this Bureau While the file shows that



disciplinary action was taken against Tippit on several occasions
it contains no information that he was "out of favor. The file
however shows that Tippit had received several-commendations for
his performance of duty both from civilian sources and from the
Dallas Police Department Superiors and associates have advised
that he was an average officer who was well liked and was not
overly ambitious Several associates have stated that Tippit had
taken promotional examinations but they had no information as to
the results A review of the file fails to ditclbse any reference
to promotional examinations offered or taken by Tipppit While he
was not promoted to a grade higher than patrolman Tippit did
receive so-called "service raises in salary on a periodic basis

16 CLAM Police Officer Tippit Jack Ruby and Oswald
all lived within a few blocks of each other Page 121

Bureau
IG XXM A survey by the Dallas Office of this

has nd cat that by the most direct routes available
Tippit's residence was seven miles from Ruby's residence and rom
Oswald's boardinghouse and that the distance between Ruby's
residence and Oswald's boardinghouse was one and three-tenths miles

1QM Jack Ruby and Dallas Police Officer Tippit
were described by Ruby's sister Mrs Eva Grant to reporters as
'like two brothers. Page 121

Mrs Grant has stated that at no time
before or aTtassination has she made such a statement to
any reporter or group of reporters She has also advised that she
would not make such a statement under any circumstances since it
would be completely untrue and without foundation

CLAIM There are standing orders for police in
Dallas as ing other cities that radio cars of the type Tippit was
driving must have two policemen in them Page 121

C It is true that Tippit was alone in his
police carer t has been determined from officials of the
Dallas Police Department that their policy requires about 80 percent
of the patrolmen working the day shift 7 a.m to 3 p.m as Tippit
was on the day of the assassination to work alone and that Tippit
was one of the patrolmen assigned to work alone on that day
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CJAI1 Tippit was violating another order not to
drive out of the sector of the city to which he had been assigned.
Tlppit was
Oswald,shortly tafter eOswaldondbad leDallas bah

time
oardinghouseeat 1026eNorth

Beckley Street Page 122

IE l TT A review of Tippit's file in the Dallas
Police Department and the radio log of that Department does not
show that Tippit should have been in downtown Dallas at the time
he confronted Oswald The radio log shows that at 12:54 p.m he
advised the police radio dispatcher he was in the Oak Cliff area
and that he was told to remain available for any emergency coming
in The Dallas Police file on Tippit shows that Tippit was moved
from his regular area to cover an area closer to the assassination
scene

Qom There are witnesses *anonymous it
seems who saw Oswald run into a vacant lot eject the spent
shells from his revolver after shooting and reload that revolver
Page 126

I1 STJG IijONt Our inquiry has developed witnesses and
these witnesses not anonymous as claimed by Buchanan have advised
that they saw Oswald apparently trying to unload his revolver near
the location where Tippit was shot

210 QAIM Oswald was arrested in the Texas Theater
at 1:36 p.m on November 22 1963 Page 126

1kVEO'IOkTION
The radio log of the Dallas Police

Department shows that Oswald was reported in the Texas Theater at
1:45 p.m by a squad car The same radio log shows that shortly
after 1:51 p.m the radio dispatcher received a report of the
arrest of Oswald The radio log of the Dallas County Sheriff's
Office shows that at 1;53 p.m. the report was given that Oswald
bad been taken into custody

22 The Dallas Police officers who arrested
Oswald 'beat him up after they had disarmed him Page 126

Q A Special Agent of this Bureau on the
scene at t ie t sue of tie arrest of Oswald has advised that Oswald
was not mistreated and that no force was used to subdue him other
than that necessary to overcome his armed resistance
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QM Oswald was first questioned "exclusively
a')out the Tippit murder. Police as long as they were able to
maintain the prisoner in isolation permitted him to think that
he was just a suspect in that murder Page 127

resent dur n the ear hSurscofl Agstionif
this Bureau were

p g y questioning of Oswald at Dallas
Police Headquarters at which time Oswald vigorously denied having
shot President Kennedy and Tippit

CLAIR Oswald insisted on his right to see a
lawyer making this demand before reporters yet for two days of
*persistent questioning* this right was *relentlessly denied him.
Page 127

JNY1
TIOATIOri Oswald was advised following his arrest

of his right to counsel by both a Dallas police officer and by FBI
Agents present during the early interrogation of Oswald Oswald
when arraigned at about 7 p.m November 22 1963 was advised by
Justice of the Peace David Johnston of his right to an attorney's
services Late that night representatives of the Dallas Civil
LibertietcUnion went to the Dallas Police Department and later
departed satisfied that Oswald had been advised of this right
There is no indication Oswald made any attempt to contact an
attorney on November 22 1963 Again on November 23 1963 Oswald
was advised by a Dallas police official of his right to have an
attorney At that time Oswald indicated he wished to call attorney
John J Abt of New York City He was taken from his cell on three
separate occasions on that date to place collect calls via public
telephones in the Dallas Police Headquarters but on each occasion
be was unable to make contact with Abt in New York City Abt is
an attorney who has represented the Communist Party USA in its
litigation on several occasions with the Government of the U S

jR The Texas School Book Depository is owned
and operated the city government of Dallas and therefore
Oswald was a municipal employee Pages 131 143 151 and 15g

=MAIM The Texas School Book Depository is not
a government agency of any municipality county state or Federal
Jurisdiction It is a private concern which receives and distributes
books to its various customers including educational institutions
Therefore Oswald in his employment at the Texas School Book
Depository was not a municipal employee





INVESTIGATION The Internal Security Act of 1950 (Walter
McCarron Act) contains no reference to an affidavit required by a
U.S citizen who has attempted'to expatriate himself

30 LAIM It appears that the FBI knew Oswald possessed
the alleged assassination rifle prior to the assassination of
President Kennedy because it would seem unlikely that within one
day the FBI could trace the rifle as coming from a mail order house
in Chicago Page 1S3

INVESTIGATION The FBI had no knowledge that Oswald
possessed the assassination rifle prior to the assassination of
President Kennedy The tracing of the rifle purchased by Oswald
under an assumed name from the mail order house in Chicago was
completed by the FBI on November 230 1963 regardless of Buchanan's
claim

CLAIM Oswald's rifle was not taken away from him
even though on Kpr-`il 10 1963 there was good reason to suspect
he had already used it to attempt to kill General Edwin A Walker
Page 153

INVESTIGATION The FBI did not investigate the attempted
assassination of General Walker on April 10 1963 and had no reason
to regard Oswald as a suspect in that attempted murder until
December 3 1963 when Marina Oswald furnished information that
Oswald had on tic night in question attempted to kill General
Walker The Dallas Police Department has also indicated that it
had no record of Oswald prior to the assassination and had never
developed or considered Oswald as a suspect in the attempted shooting
of General Walker

CLAIM It can be inferred from the fact that
General Walker's name and telephone number were in Oswald's notebook
that Oswald and General Walker were known to each other Page 154

INVESTIGATION Our investigation has developed no
indication that Uswatu find General Walker were known to each other
General Walker has been publicly quoted as saying he did not know
anything about Oswald until Oswald was arrested for the assassination
of the President

kaoj
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tas not ct. c in vier i o_ the passG..`% of time and might ac l y
stated L ;__d not furnish

heard Oswald's name on radio or television Fc stated

this
the only reason

} because he vas into::ica.tc:d and ,..
'.~_:.:aa,:.on Initially

~oA was w.~~ifl it now Sr c wtt '"t h *end written to a Phoenix nee:c.~a

.ic:td
tell

reporter that his -"~::ac.~ Ge:~alc mad wanted to be able-to~ LL wrT
reporter he gave this information to tte r:._

The son's errant record indicates nften an automobile accident

ti
olv,: later fired two shots

other dni c ..c threatened the vt:r
~_

a rev
cst he ~"a~ reported

the lib ^ru of .a::. John .irc.1 Society ."t
into ~.. ~ o
;o be very despon

_-~..Vd
< -V~-e4 he c:ce:. :ci'_ every John

Birch
member ."..n4 Weir %Vt2..viildwnb"i~j _v1 ...1 cop. Ee _ sneecx ted of being~-e

+:entally urctablo

pas tVi'.TICi'.$
>rp~ van "I.~_r.,_ to Y"r~V mental a~case .__s only curpOCe in

J LO.-~L.
writing to ~_.. ;:. _i 5-~ tine a r ~.ru to be another o+~ his efforts to

e^ publicity and o',^cure his c r_ eat difficulties relying on the

fact this ,"rag warped editorial policy and prints biased

.nfoundod

information This ctrr n information oni Thomson will ..._a

by Dallas met disserainatc d to the President's Commission and
reported
Secret Service
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SAC Washington Fiold

`Director FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

i
l

MAILED8

JUN 9 1J64

COMM"FBI 19 JU;i

Enclosed is certain foreign language material

Ten communications in Russian exchanged between Marina
Oswald and Ruth Paine which were furnished to the Bureau
by letter from the President's Commission to the Director dated
June 4 1964 copy of which is attached

This material should be processed as indicated below

Full translation

Following disposition should be made of enclosure and
translation

Both to the Bureau attention FBI Annex Bureau
deadline in this matter is set for 6/17/84

If the results of your review are not furnished the Seat of
Government in accordance with instructions set forth above then the
office initiating the request to which translation is made available
by you has the responsibility of appropriately notifying the Bureau
of any pertinent information contained therein

Tolson
Belmont
Mohr  
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
Del-each
Evans
Gale  
Ros.n
Sullivan
Tay

HoIrarsJ N 11196Tideboo
Gandy MAILMAILNOOSI TELETYPEUWZT0

:.-~



I:onor blc J Leo Rankin
C.,: ernl Counsel

e t'-resident's Commission
20 Maryland .venue N E
:ia hington D C

ar Rankin

reference is raac'c to a telcnho::ic requost on
May 27 1964 by Mr Malvin Eisenberg Of your ntaff
:: .ng that certain Commission Exhibits be obtained and
Ootoa apbed in any instaLc where photof-raphs were not

prepared and provided to the Co.'mission

Enclosed herewith three photocopicz each of
Co mission Exhibits nurnbaa.c'! 33=+ thxouth 336 333 throuijt
:43 622 E22-A 823 throe 927 829 tnrouth C39 :,33
ta:"outh EGG 868 throw:h !73 it 674 1h-roll 673 ..Lich
E v%libits wore Obtained frc-.n the Cow!iss icn by a
r2prese.:tativc of this Eus eou Co :i^-sion E '.ibit:s ..t::.ered
334 t:rrou h 336 338 throt:nh 343 827 837 throuth C3. C64
cAC S&S thr ou 370 are also enclosed The other C..."!ticsion
Exhibits rac3ived will be retained

Siacercly yru:s 1/r _~.~j
NOT 'Er:~."r:1,r:

.199 Juti j:;4

It(

1 Mr Eelr.ont 1 ''.r Conrad
1 Er Lenihan 1 Criffith
1 Ur Rogue 1 ?ir rrazier

1 itr Kittel

62-109060

5:i J`
COMM El

ti c1osur (1 }SAN
'10

.

1 Dallas (100-10461) .:ncroaures (118) ,;..`

---` t'J"fi 0= 'LAS Photocor,ics of the above-nentionea C"! ~nissi.cnt
-:.,`,,"t:~"- :` "

Exhibits -al onC.witz a listing there ef, =
encloses herewith 47

.ne telephonic request i:e.s received by SA Marion r 'illiams

L._~ of -Yhe Laboratory on 5/27/6 .:and the exhibits were received
""ti

/\by
S ` Robert E Neill on that sane date Eichihi"3 not

JU lc ,rally in Bureau custody are being returned to the

.rs4w If.II.J.tOOMC3 TELETYPEUNITED
Commission

.}IRK  :9mi (10) ;r %f("`



*334

*339 i

*340

*34_1 t

c^ "v4

824 1
. S

. !
C25 .

r
C26

6/9/64

D2SCYP'T:O:+

'Front cover photo bf "Life maJazino
issue dated 2/21/64

ho:;o ap.l o2 Oswald 1 oldir:Z rifle
i ilo tc2r ar of Oswald holciTi rifle

1.c:1spapc clipping from c
Journal American dated 2/13/64

)ho"'co r ph o2 man bolding rifle not

otherwise identified
Cli )pine f r o m "New Orleans Times

Picayune dated 11/24/63
Reproduction of c1ip/;~~ina

from "New fbrk

'.tines dated 12/S/6J
Clip in from "New York Journal American

d too 2/:.3/6 (Article by Bob
Co .sidin )

2o):'oduction of clip:Ana 2ro.2"Dallas
.r News 4ated:.:or:~in 11/2C/63

Co_y o2 report of SA John W Fain dated

3/12/60 Dallas
Copy o2 report by SJ Join U Fain dated

7/2/61 at Dallas titled "Lee aiVey

Oswald IS It

Copy of report by S John 7 rain dated

7/10/62 at Dallas titled "Lee Narvoy

Oswald S R
Copy of report by SA John t Fain dated

G/30/62 at Dallas titled "Lee

Zarvcy 031:.':1d 13 N
.{nCo :,-o . mol tt..to J Lee fr aP

Director 2 BI crated 2/12/64 and

enclosures(ten)
Co po report o2 SA LIilton R Knack

dated 10/31/63 at :per Orleans

titled "Lee a vby Oswald IS R

CUBA _

Reproduction of piece of payer oea inv

ritina in Russian script
nasty Jr.

Copy f-of report of SA James P
F~.r s

dated 9/l0/C3 titled

Oswald IS R
"lee

pate 10 and 11 of FBI report (DL 105

1716 JPH:nan)which sets =o-

connect ions between Ruth Pain" and t

Oswald&
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To SAC Dallas (100-10461)

From
DirvItor

FBI {105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
IS B-CUBA

ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

ReBuairtel 5-20-64 and your airtel 0-4-64 enclosing
a letterhead memorandum of the same date relating to certain
investigation requested by the President's Commission concerning
Dallas Police Department vehicle number 207

Before dissemination can bo made of your letterhead
memorandum the following clarification is necessary

On page 5 paragraph 2 it is indicated Lt N S
Fuighum was given a "Special Assignment School. It is not
known if this refers to the Texas School Book Depository
Building or some other educational institution Advise and if
amended page Aecessary submit Gams

On page 9 it is indicated Sergeant H F Davis 'as
assigned to districts 80 and 90 However no car assignment
is shown Based on other information in your letterhead
memorandum it would appear he was in car 179 as shown on page 11
Advise and if amended page necessary submit same

On page 10 it is indicated X D Mentzel was
assigned to district 91 and car 84 However on page 2 it is
indicated Mentzel was assigned to districts 91 and 92 This
is inconsistent and should be changed If necessary amended
pages should be submitted



Airtel to SAC Dallas
HE LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA

On page 11 paragraph It it would appear that
iergeant Hugh F tavis was participating in a general
$ssignment However on page 3 lino 4 it is indicated
Davis was in charge of the "90 series Inasmuch as your
write up of Sergeant W G Jennings on page 11 discloses
his supervisory capacity this matter should be appropriately
clarified with regard to Davis If Davis was in fact
acting in a supervisory capacity similar comment should be
incorporated in his Interview as sot out on page 11

In the interview of Patrolman Jimmy M Valentine
on pages 11 and 12 as well as in the interview of Officer
David L Pate shown on page 14 it is not shown they were
questioned concerning whether they know any of the residents
at 1026 North Beckley It would appear this particular
question has significance to the Commission's request and
therefore if not already done should be asked of these
officers and appropriate pages submitted amending LHM

Some other minor corrections are being made to
your letterhead memorandum before dissemination You will
be advised of these changes separately

The above necessary action should be promptly
taken and amended pages promptly furnished to the Bureau
so this matter can be disseminated to the Commission

Commission by letter 5-19-64 advised Roberts the
housekeeper at 1026 North Beckley Dallas Texas where Oswald
resided at the time of the assassination had reported that
at about 1:00 p.m. on 11-22-63 Dallas Police car Number 207
drove slowly by the front of her premises and honked the horn
several times The Dallas Police Department indicated that car
207 was not in the vicinity at this time The Commission
requests appropriate investigation to determine if any Dallas

police cars were in the vicinity of the premises between the
hours of 12:00 noon and 2:00 p.a. on 11-22-63

When this matter is completed the Commission will
be immediately notified



T nsmit the following in

Vi0AIRItL AIRMAIL  I
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.1._ -_
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

ROM SAC

DALLAS6.00-10461)V
UBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka _

(Type In plain text or cods)

Re telephone call from Section Chief W A BRANICAN
to Dallas 6/8/64 concerning MARINA OSWALD's recollections
of the "Nixon incident.

It is suggested the following paragraphs be added to the
letterhead memorandum submitted by Dallas in this connection under
date of 6/6/64

QUOTE
`k,,/

!

Marina'Oswald,_629 Belt Line Road Richardson,-Texas
advised on June 8 1964 to the best of her recollection the words
used by Oswald on this occasion were "Nixon is comin and I'm g_ oink
to take a look. She is positive Oswald saic "NiiOn She said
she was very amiliar with the word "Nixon and was not familiar
at all with the word "Johnson. She pointed Out Richard Nixon was
well known in Russia and had been even prior to 1960 She said she
can recall being familiar with the name Richard Nixon as fatback
as the famous "kitchen debate between Nixon and Khrushchev. She
said also she can recall seeing news pictures of Nixon with Presi
dent Eisenhower She said she can recall seeing Nixon's picture
in newsreels in movie theatres in Leningrad and Minsk Russia She
was well aware of the importance of Richard Nixon prior to the time
she met Lee Harvey Oswald

She pointed out she had nct gained any familiarity with the
name of President 40nson until after the assassination of President

Kennedy. ~,,~,,,~r"~r.I~`-r?
! r-f

,,.rr~~ ocEND QUOTE } f '

e JUN 10 t964



This interview was conducted by SAs RICHARD L WIEHL
and'WALLACE R HEITMAN

No supplemental letterhead memorandum will be submitted

DL 100-10461



Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N X
Washington D C

~,~~,. ~ s

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to the request of Mr Wesley J
Liebelor of your staff on May 28 1964 that he be furnished
a copy of the exact photograph which was displayed to
Mrs Marguerite Oswald on November 23 1963 by Special Agent
Bardwell D Odun

REG& rs JUN 101964
t

Enclosures (4)

Tetsee_ !'r
Waft R

:)pah
Cespes
CeUaAa
Cored
'te `

-- tBEE
NOTE PAGE TWOEves

GSM

?awl
Selltve

9 J 111964ATestte
Tets
IMtaee
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BYCOUKttI SVC"

60
~

tj .~

sputa .~pt

%

1 Belmont
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
June 9 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Branigan
Lenihan

Enclosed are two copies of the exact photograph
same size and same cutaway of the unidentified individual
which was displayed to Mrs Marguerite Oswald by Special Agent
Odum on November 23 1963 The original of this photograph

aintained in the files of this Bureau contains on the back
Aide the initials of Special Agent Bardwell D Odum and is

(fs the only photograph that was exhibited to Mrs Marguerite

.~st2 ,Oswald by Special Agent Odun

Also enclosed for the Commission are two'-Copies_
of an enlargement of the aforementioned photograph ;3

Sincerely yours
to

i.uLC'~7G
ettl

. A.. . ` 0 l4



Honorable J Lee Rankin

On the evening of 11/23/63 SA Odum exhibited a
photograph of an unidentified individual which was obtained
by CIA in Mexico City The purpose of such display was to
determine if unknown subject possibly known to airs Oswald
Mrs Oswald could not identify the individual depicted in
the photograph but subsequently claimed this was a photo
of Jack Ruby Commission desires an exact copy of the
photograph involved Reproduction was made by FBI Laboratory
from the original photograph of exact size with exact
cutaway as photograph displayed by SA Odun

s

~
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1 Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DeLoach

(8) 105-82555 1 Sullivan
1-Malley
1 Branigan

Dates

1 is Lenihan

June 10 1964 1 Liaison

Yos

1 Goble

Director

.~

Central Intelligence Agency

Attentions Deputy Director Plans
r

Trost AtJohn
EdgaOoover

Director 7 C

Subject LEN HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY . RUSSIA ...CUBA

Enclosed are two copies of the report of
special Agent Henry A Welke dated Juno 4 1964 at
Norfolk Virginia concerning Leo Harvey Oswald

You will note that the report contains the
results of interviews which indicate that Oswald was
reported to have been in Tangier Morocco Several
persons are mentioned in the report as having said
Oswald was there

It is believed this allegation that Oswald
was in Tangier Morocco should be investigated and
you are requested to conduct the necessary inquiries,
if possible to resolve the allegation Inasmuch as
it appears that the President's Commission contemplates
the issuance of its report in the near future it is
believed this matter should be handled expeditiously

Copies of the aforenontioned report are being
furnished to the President's Commission and it is being
utilised that this lase of the investigation has been
referred to you This Bureau would appreciate being
advised of the results of your investigation

Sulu..

L4?'! NowC3 TELETTPtmwrC7



Reverend and Mrs Carl Ray Jackson have just returned
from Tangier where they worked as missionaries of a'"radiotist
missibe They and their 15-year-old daughter have advised that
several people in Tangier mentioned that Lee Harvey Oswald bad
been there They furnished the names and addresses of several
people in Tangier who gave them this information The 15-year
old daughter advised that upon seeing a photograph of Oswald in
an American newspaper several days after the assassination she
recognized Oswald as a person she had net in Tangier and told
her parents of this However she was unable to recall the
details of her seeing Oswald This is the first allegation
we have received that Oswald was seen in Tangier Morocco It
is believed CIA should check out this allegation The people
named by Reverend and Mrs Jackson as having indicated Oswald
bad been in Tangier all live there



OATS INVESTIGATIVEPERIOD

6/5/64 6/2-3/64

CHARACTEROF CASE

SA DARREL B CURRIE
REPORTMADESY

RUC

Notations

FEDERL BUREAU OF IN TIGATION

OFfICEOr ORIGIN

."BOSTON MASS DALLAS

TITLEOf CASE
(t

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka

IS R CUBA

REFERENCE

St Louis airtel to Director cc Boston dated 6/1/64

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
IESKwot

10 Bureau (105-82555)(RM)C
3 Dallas (100-10461)(RM)

Boston (105-10911)
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UICSTATES DEPARTMENT OF
OERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy Nt i

Repot .4t SA DARREL B CURRIE
6/5/64

Field Office Flt b 105 -10911

T$s1 LEE HARVEY OSWALD

O&css BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS

sure* rite It 105.82555

INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Synopsis

RICHARD ALLEN CYR Needham Maas. was Marine Corps
associate of LEE HARVEY OSWALD at Atsugi Japan during
1957.1958 CYR recalled minor incident in Marine
Corps barracks at Atsugi Japan when OSWALD accidentally
shot himself in the arm and was hospitalized He was
not friendly with OSWALD and knew nothing of his character
associates or habits

RUC

DETAILS

This decease coattails se/thor reconmeedetlons nor conclusions et the FBI It is the property et the FBI end is loaned to
hoar peaty It tad Its coolest are sot to bo dtstrlbutsd outside year agency



RICHARD ALLEN) Ci'R born October 25 1933,1 10 Riverside
Street Needham Massachusetts employed as a patrolman

'by-the Needham Massachusetts Police Department
furnished the following information

He enlisted in the U.S Marines November 28 1955 and
was honorably discharged from active duty November 27
1958 He was then placed in an inactive reserve status
finally receiving an Honorable Discharge November 27
1961 He was assigned Serial #1580856

He was assigned at the Atsugi Naval Air Base Atsugi
Ja_ an from ap roximately November 7 1956 to about
February 1953 when he was returned to the United States

In about November 1957 he first learned that LEE HARVEY
OSWALD had been assigned to his squadron at Atsugi This
was a Marine Air Control Squadron known as Macs 1
consisting of about 117 men

CfR's duties were radar and radio operator and OSWALD
was assigned to maintenance of electronic equipment as
near as he could recall They were not on the same crew
and had no contact on the job

CYR does not recall how he first came to know OSWALD
was in the'Squadron and knew him only as another Marine
OSWALD moved into the same barracks as CYR when he
arrived at Atsugi and occupied quarters in a cubicle
located about 30-40 feet from CYR on the first f1i r of
the barracks There were about 25 or 30 Marines located in
the area of the barracks between CYR and OSWALD and CYR
had no direct association with OSWALD

Needham Massachusetts Fay BS 105-10911

Dot dictated ___.6 L516

This documentcontains neither .ecosrandettons nor conclusions of the FBI It is lbe'property of the FBI end Is loanedto
prrr agency x sad Us contests are sot to be distributed outside your egenc>.



BS 105-10911

CYR recalled an incident which occurred about two months
after OSWALD's arrival when one evening after dark

R heard a noise in the barracks which sounded
nes in

the barracks wa :e n rection of the noise and
found that it had come from OSWALD's area When he CYR
arrived,several other Marines unknown to CYR were alrea
there and OSWALD was sitting on his locker CYR recalled
that OSWALD said something '
ha shot myself. CYR recalled seeing a small amount
of blooc "floor near OSWALD and a little blood
on one of OSWALD's arms The injury did not appear serious
to CYR and someone had already called a hospital corpsman
and OSWALD was taken to sick bay

CYR did not recall seeing any gun at the time of the
incident but said he understood that someone who had gone
to the scene had supposedly picked up a gun from-OSWALD's
area a 22 ickel-plated

rringer revolver-There was some talk aroun
i(arracks jai v OSWALD had been loading this gun when it

ad fallen to the floor and accidentally discharged CYR
Stated to did not know whether this gun belonged to
OSWALD-or how it came into his possession

CYR stated that this incident was of such a minor nature
that nobody thought much about it and that he does not
recall any further conversation concerning it

CTR stated that following this incident OSWALD never
returned to the barracks but that he did see OSWALD
again ubo NI'the LST "CAYUGA COUNTY when the squadron
was on maneuvers en route to the island of Ie Shima
probably about two months after the shooting incident
CYR had no association with OSWALD on the ship and in
February 1958 he CYR was transferred back to the
United States and never saw OSWALD again
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CYR std he cannot recall ever having had any conver
sation with OSWALD and therefore knew nothing of his
character his associates or his habits He did not know
any of OSWALDs friends or what he did during off duty
hours He considered that OSWALD was rather quiet around
the barracks and possibly had no close friends He said
that except for the shooting incident in the barracks
OSWALD was never the subject of any conversation among
other Marines to his knowledge

CYR stated that following the assassination of President
KENNEDY he saw pictures of OSWALD in the newspapers
and on television and read of OSWALD's service in the
United States Mar'.nes He recognized the pictures of
OSWALD as the same individual he had 'mown at Atsugi Naval
Air Base

CYR had no other information concerning OSWALD or the
assassination of President KENNEDY
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vest Aottosr.Qust.A y

FBI Dallas

Airtel 5/14/64

Firearms Miscellaneous

The rifle listed as C320 in the enclosed report has
been photographed in the assembled condition $nd:in the
disassembled condition Two sets of photographs,;each set
consisting of two photographs are enclosed One sot is for
the completion of your file The second set should accompany
the copy of the investigative report prepared by your office
which is signed by the SAC and forwarded to the Bureau Thi
.sot will becomo the Bureau's file se /C~..:.Lr r -- ":~--~ j 0

Fla
It will not be necessary for thelpallixg 9 tIco to

prepare the usual two copies of the investigative report for
the President's Commission since the information ine

nenclosed report was furnished to tho Commission by letter
dated 5/27/64 along with two sets of the photographs

I1ce with the Commission the "Cn any correspopcen
number of the rifle should btu Cupp rather than the "QTot number

i~e.t.eu ~ r.~ ~~~L!
.2 sets pbotdgraphe)ab rco

//
Yips".1

62-109060..1,-pE..
D.Loo

1 W) UKL ATTACH `t

.555~
~ Enclosures to yellow file`pc~vy 105-82
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON D C
Dote
FBI File No
Lob No

Specimens received 5/18

Q579 C320 V,.8:`Rule caliber .30-06 Model 1903 (Rock Island
Arsenal) Serial No 660911 obtained from
Robert Adrian Taylor

The correct description ct the rifle obtained from
Robert Adrian Taylor is as listed above This rifle has been
designated as C320 for record purposes Examination of C320
showed that the upper and lower bands have been removed the
front portion of the stock has been cut off the wooden hand.
guard originally covering the top of the barrel has been
removed the rear eight has been removed and replaced with
telescopic eight mount blocks and the bolt handle has been
ground down and bent so that it would not strike the telescopic
sight tube when the bolt is operated All other parts appear
to be original, unaltered parts The rifle has the standard
length of 43 1/4"0 The barrel has not been shortened The
length of the longest portion (barrel and receiver) is 31 1/8".
The stock portion is 28 3/4 long which is less that:the standard
length of 40 1/8 for a "non-sporterized stock

C320 is being returned to Dallas under separate cover
by Railway Express
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This deals with interview of bus driver Alvaro Ibarra of
the Del Norte Lines per 5-20-64 FD 302 of two pages two copies of
which are enclosed herewith

If the unchallenged remarks of Ibarra re date stamps on
back of tickets are correct they would tend to establish that the

"travel of H O Lee on Bus 373 10-3-63 to Laredo was incorrect
This the Bureau does not believe to be so

Ascertain from Del Norte Lines whether or not the
remarks of Ibarra are correct Note that ticket of H O Lee was
stamped September 30 1963 and bore name on stamp of 'J Gascon.
Your letterhead of 4-7-64 on page 11 shows that Juan Gascon is
ticket agent of Del Norte Lines

Spell out significance of date stamp on back of tickets
issued by Del Norte Lines Is stamp indicative of date issued-or
purchased or as stated by Ipar~a date of the travel

TO LEGAL ATTACHE MEXICO CITY (10573702)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEYOSWALD
IS R CUBA
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Airtel to Mexico City
LE: LEE HARVEY OSWALD

There is a problem re the ticket that was issued to H O
Lee (Oswald) for travel from Mexico City to Laredo 10/2-3/63 via the
Mexican Del Norte Line Bus The trip envelope shows that 13 passengers
were aboard bus in question however there were 20 tickets within the
envelope The bus driver

says
that f the date stampon backs of

tickets differ from the date stamps on face of the envelope e
company headquarters erred in intermingling extra tickets which wound
up within the envelope He maintains that if the date stamps on the
backs of the tickets coincide with the date stamps on the face of the
envelope the error was his

In all probability the date stamps on the tickets indicate
the date the ticket was purciased or issued rather than the date of the
travel It is necessary that we establish this for if the driver is
right his statement would tend to show that H 0 Lee was not a
passenger on the bus in question
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(Priority or Methodof Mailiag) i
------------------------------------------- --------
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) ATTN.: FBI LABORATORY

1
Being transmitted under separate cover air mail

registered special delivery are eight 25-foot rolls of
exposed 35 mm Kodak High Contrast Copy Safety Film The
exposures are

py ogra s of he rgjtal records of Mr

BERTHA CARgiai a L^ H EY properties at Dallas,.-Texas
during the years 1958 1 0 1961 inclusive and for the year
1963

They were made as requested by the President's

o

FBI

Date 4/21/64

Transmit the following in

$
(Type to Apia test or tole)

Via AI!.TEL AI^ MIL  i

ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
0

LEE HARVEY OSUALD aka
IS R CUBA

ReBurad 4/17/64

Commission Who made arrangements with Mrs CHEEK Mrs
R CHEEK stated the records were never examined by any member

` of the President's Commission however a member of the
Commission did request permission to photograph the records_
Mrs CHEEK advised the records for 1958-1961 coyer rooming
and boarding houses owned and/or operated by her at 5212
5302 and 5430 Gaston Avenue Dallas Texas She did not
have individual locations listed on the individual rental
record of each renter roomer boarder or worker

O '~" The recordp for 1963 cover properties in Dallas at

.f
the following addresses -J

3 Bureau
_~4

1 Package (AIR MAIL REGISTERED +SPECIAL DELIVERY)
2 Dallas ,P le

S y 6 e D V ~C ~
~e t,ItEC/ds 't /Ue s !et "/ af.Utne rd

(6) 4-3 y Rib , pp 221964
$NC +3UBR ON BULGY .Kw Ilt

.ADDrov6dP wcit Sent ,Y Per.

# 8 alma &ma char

--- "--._.._ 4i
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FD-302 being prepared reflecting result of interview
with Mrs CHEEK No FD-302 or report being prepared to list
renters boarders workers etc.. as reflected in above reco ds
UACB t, ~-Ltlr .44 t,{ f f .r~)1 /~+ rs.i! pr M "tt.~

tit !" _ /2 tip f . 4%fellt. ! lI "J

If Bureau desires listing and/or investigation C.
concerning individual tenants it is requested two copies of

.'~./'{,.rf
each photograph be furnished Dallas

/

DL 100-10461

3914 Swiss Avenue (10-unit apartment building)
3518 Gillespie (4-unit apartment building)
501-11 North Ewing ("Twin Oaks 32-unit

apartments)
708 North Zangs Boulevard (4-unit apartment

building)
1214 Hutchins Road (one-family dwelling)
1206 Hutchins Road (one-family-dwelling)
4513 West University (duplex)



REPORTM+GOFPl t

CHICAGO

FEDERAL = UREAU OF INIGATION

AS
COVER PAGE

3 6 MAR i 1973/(k1 (41s ,er
Dissemination Roam of Attoch.d Roped

orrMCEOPORIGIN

REFERENCES Bureau airtel to Chicago dated 5/27/64
Report of SA DENNIS W SHANAHAN dated 5/22/64 at Chicago

ADMINISTRATIVE

One copy of this report is sent to St Louis for infor
mation since that office has investigative leads in this matter

DATE INVESTIGATIVEPERIOD

6/2/64 6/1/64

gA

.iAPPROVIIn SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
cioPI 'PIDc %

10.L Bureau (105-82555)
Dallas (100-10461)

1 St Louis (105-3665) (Info)
2 Chicago (62-6115)
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FD-2M Ue'.3.34E)

UN STATES DEPARTMENT OF .Iv
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy tot .1

Raped ale 8A DENNIS P SHANAILtN Olfka Chicago
Ode 6/2/64

Field Office FIT 9t 62-6115 tune FIt ! 105-82555

Tidy LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY -R-CUBA

ROBERT ALLEN FELDE date of birth 6/1/38 enlisted is
United States Marine Corps at Chicago on 7/17/56 at age
18 Took "Boot training at San Diego from July to
October 1956 fit Camp Pendleton California from
October 1956 to discharge in July 1958 Did not know
OSWALD and has never been interviewed by any press
representative regarding OSWALD Dial not know as
ALLEN FELDE in Marine Corps but has younger brother
named ALLEN FELDE age 17 at present who enlisted i
Marine Corps one month ago and is now at Camp Peodtetm

t
P

DETAILS AT CHICAGO ILLINOIS

.Tbjs docaa.at eoetatas wttbar roeoaseadattosa .os eoacl..toaa of tb FBI IxIs tbs property of the FBI end I loosed N
fo+s sgoscy it sad Us cont.ats os* sot to bs distributed est.Ide your Gooney
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1 6/1/64

ROBERT ALLEN FELDE 4448 North Mobile Avenue
Chicago Illinois advised that he was born in Chicago
Illinois on June 1 1938 He said he enlisted in the
United States Marine Corps at Chicago Illinois on
July 17 1956 at which time he was 18 years old

FELDE said he received his "Boot training at
the usrtne Corps etati"n st San Diego Csliforois from
July to October 1950 He was ',hen LlauaIvilvd to Vamp
Pendleton California where he served until his discharge
in July 1958

FELDE reiterated that he did not know LEE HARVEY
OSWALD as a fellow Marine nor did he know any other Marine
.whose name was ALLEN FELDE and who served with him in the
Corps He added that his younger brother,ALLEN FELDE
age 17 enlisted in the Marine Corps last month and is
now stationed at Camp Pendleton California

FELDE advised that he has never been interviewed
by anyone from "Life Magazine or by any press representative
concerning OSWALD or his Marine Corps Service

s

.6/1/64 Chicago Illinois Faha i CO 62-6115

'SA DENNIS! SH&NAHAN/ajs Date dictated 6/1/64

This doeswat contains 'wither tscos,m.ndatlons nor conclusions el lbwrel It is the peeped of the nil amidis lwr= tr
yourea+acyi Y end its contests or not to b disttibat.d outside )roessummer
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PRESIDENT'S CO=ISSION

ON TOE
ASS ATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY

200 arylasi Ave. X E

WASHINGTOND C 20002

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Department of Justice

Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

We note that one of the photographs Fur

ti-l to depict the house of Major General

Walker which photograph has been ma.r.tec as

"iiFBI inventory nun-.
Commission E BLit 5 and as

h a way as to obliter-te
n mutilated in suc

36. has
beetomobile which ap?ears "c

mber of an authe license nu
1 the photograph Would you please advise concerning

hich and from whom your
rcumstances under wt,ae

cie photograph and as to whet:ta
reau obtained the abov

Butilated at the time it came
or not the picture was so

musionor into the possession of an
into your possesy

anization from whonti you ma
other person or orgy
have obtained it

Mr T."-lw.ftte'.
Mr Mar-
Mr Caip,cr....
Mr Cal;akan
Mr.
Mr lebl.-AI
Mr Evans .
Mr Cate
Mr Sul"vA
Mr Tavel f--

Eris LLe %;% 1400
Rtcma C RVSSO.A
Jot Si"."":a Coa ca
MALEC :S

C
.Ioot J llcdt.ov
AL.ExIL Chn.Lt:s

lso appreciate having the
We would a

automobile in qu stion identified Since the photograph
the Generals house

1 purports to depict General Walker
the automobile as well as the

could probably identify
hou se ,itself..4

. .'
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We also note that the photograph
a:. ea:s to have traces of ink or some similar sub

! stance on its face Would you please advise
i whether or not such substance was on the photograph

when you received it and if not how it came to be
on the photograph

The photograph in question depicts several
trees and shrubs which do not appear to have any
leaves on them We note that pictures tzken in the
vicinity of General Walker's house by the Dallas Police
Department on April 10 1963 show some of the same
shrubs which appear to be well covered with leaves

i
Could you advise as t tte approximate date on which
Commission Exhibit 3 was taken by a:a..mination of
the condition of the t..es and shrubs shown in that
picture

For yoga u:;A ble assis;,ar.ce wa..;ncrose
the two photograph: - :;-honed as havir.g been taken by
the Dallas Police t lent which have been marked
respectively "A ..:. "I Would you please return
theca after they have -erred your purposes

Could y-.. advise on the basis of the
i.:'.:wi.Jrrs appearing `: Commission Exhibit 5 as to the

I as: o::imate time c ...y at which it was to cen

On the .s or the interview set fort% at

?z ,e 439 of the rap r. of Special Agent Robert P Gember

ling dated March 1C 19$ at Dallas Texas we assume
that to the knot _age of your 2,ureau there is no

..



if

nejative of Commission Exhibit 5 in existence

We return Commission Exhibit 5 for
your use in connection with the investigation we are
r. clue sting

Your continued cooperation is most
appreciated

Sincerely

f J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

enclosures
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By letter.deted May 13 19E40 the Commission requested
fa.da',:ional information ra.'JE-rding a photograph o

Walker's hou.se (Commission Exhibit 5) This photograph
bears blue stains on the face and the license plate is:*
torn from the car.They requested whether or not the_ .

Id picture was in this condition .when received. .,-
1nvestigation shows that the license was torn from th.e
photograph when received but the blue stains were from

, .-

; 'Inns

:44

fingerprint examination They also requested that the

approximate date and time of day the photograph was f
...made be determined if possible .Dallas has furnished

'. letterhead memoranda regarding their investigation and
!-rz these are being furnished to the Core:.Lission Based on

...,-:.1,t;p.-,.t. .4.4...;:;! construction in the background of one photograph the -e..
';i dfhi h btblihd a aproximately-ate o te pctureaseen esasesp

march 9 and 10 1963 The Commission requested wnether

. or not the ne gative was available No negative is known
tito exs

A.A." 4. ..Ait . a a
:Lc .

.`tOTE:*It is noted that tile Ccri.m ission letter suzEcsts _
q.* the possibility of . the automobile in

'.., orc of the photo;#ra.'as throuLh interview with General
;, _ ;:a1l;er Dallas airtel 5/25/64 states ttat Walker

is a very controversial fi:ure and any contact with
him woald undoubtedly cause him to alert the press

qeirics Dallas-f-:t s media concerninl tac stature of the ili.6
recommends that,ttialker not be interviewed since their

; has resulted in -information that the
le most IiLcly is the car 'of one Charles

aKuilhr aCho is frevent--visitor to the Walker residence.
;
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Re New York LSY 5/22/64 advising of subject's
proposed travel to Europe departing the United States 5/22/64

Enclosed is sets forth an article which appeared
in the Manchester England ''Gua cIt,c of 6/4/64 The article
was brought to the attention ofon 6/4/64 with a request
for iniorsation pertaining to the composition wT !ne '''rho hiUed
tennedy Committee which is to be established In 'England

This matter will continue to be followed and
the Bureau advised
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

la Reply MeowReferIle
Fde JVa

WASHINGTON2S D C

June 41964

MARK LANE

On June 4 1964 the Manchester England
"Guardian newspaper published in England contained an
article which is quoted hereinafter as follows

"WHO KILLED KENNEDY

"A 'Who Killed Kennedy Committee is to
be formed in this country to support and publicise
the activities of New York attorney Mark Lane Lane
is devoting himself to lecturing in the United States
and Europe on his doubts regarding the official
version of the Dallas tragedy In spite of fears
for his safety Lane recently spoke to a large meeting
in Dallas itslf Invitations to join the committee
are being sent out by Bertrand Russell who will meet
him for the first time next week during Lane's four
day visit to London The letters of invitation say that
the evidence presented by Lane to the Warren Commission
is 'so"startling and so impressive that it needs to
be put before the British public until the questions
he raises have been satisfactorily answered Lane
who is persuaded of Oswald's probable innocense refuses to
speculate about the identity of the true killers

"Sir Compton Mackenzie and Mr J,B Priestley
are among those who have agreed to join the committee
which will complement a similar American committee Its
full composition will be announced during Lane's visit
which is expected to open with a press and television
conference at London airport on Tuesday.

Tealdocumentcontainsnoithe
terns,i nAzl!onsnot contusionsd
L':efEi II a thep);nty
V.sfUiv'4 is k.aneito youragencyga --A Est 41cr'3are rat II he
i 'Cer :e :Jr a.-eacy
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DIRECTC1 FBI (100-4o9763) 6/5/64

SAC NEW Yo c (100-117044) (-p-)

i l
HARK LANE
SM-C
(00:NY)

Enclosed are two record albums entitled "The
Oswald Case-Nark Lane's Testimony to the Warren Commission",eaCl
containing two records and a pamphlet

The 5/30/64 issue of the "National Guardian
contained an advertisement reflecting that the Citizens
Committee of Inquiry (CCI) was selling the enclosed albwa
for 45.95

on 6/3/64 under a suitable pretext SAS FEN'TON T
SCHOLL and RONALD E YOUNG purchased the above albums at the
office of the CCI 156-5th Ave. NY NY

The albums are being submitted to the Bureau as
the Bureau may wish to furnish the Warren Commission one of
the albums

The NYO is retaining only a photostat of the
pamphlet whidh includes the text of LANE'S speech in the
album

NYO investigation continuing

l
(4/ Bureau (:cls 2 (RM)

12

100-40976
1 105-82555 LEE HARVEY O;VALD)
1 100 CITIZE2:S CC 4flIDTEE CF INQUIRY)

1 New York 105 431) LEE HARVEY 0SWALD)(312)
1 New York 100-152725 (CCI)(45)
1 New York 100-117844
R"Y tml

NOT RECORDED
199 JUN 19 1964

8 JUN 221954't
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/ ALBUQUERQUE I DALLAS
TITLEOf CASE

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka

IS.R.CUBA

CHARACTEROf CASE

DATE INVESTIGATIVEPERIOD

.6/8/64 6/4"8/64
REPORTMADESY

SA STUART J CAMERON

TYPEDSY
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

X)Cet X REFERENCE

Albuquerque teletype to Bureau and Dallas 6/8/64

RUC
LEADS

pALLAS DIVISION

AT DALLAS TEXAS

Will through inquiry at the Bell Helicopter Plant

Luby's Cafeteria and other appropriate sources attempt to identify
locate and

interview
the unknown male described by ED BUCK

Santa Pe N.K

L w~ ._. ~ ra,,i /Erma. .,~~

6 Cot L! .T1:M0

'a 3 6 MAR 1 1973 COVER P E
ItPPROVEqa

SPECIALINCHARGE

(1.0Bureau (105-82555) (RN) 1r
4 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)
2 Albuquerque (105-991)

C~ _

Cit',L
711 c Cogi

ter-64c itsi

6 4 JUN231964J\
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Does 6/8/64

Fib Nvabets AQ 105-991 Bureau File No s 105-82555

FEDERAL'BUREAU 0t Mv "R A/

copy Ia

Repaid Sk STUART J CAMERON once ALBUQUERQUE

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY -R CUBA

%mops%
ED BUCK lawyer Santa Fe N.M. formerly attended Southern
Methodist University at Dallas Texas In April Or May 1963
while eating at Iuby's Cafeteria near the campus an u:tlkncwn
male made pro-Castro statements to BUCK The unknown vale claimed
to have met a former Mrine named OSWALD who had a Russian wife
The unknown male said OSWALD was taking a job in a book
depository in Dallas where he was working The unknown male also
worked at the Bell Helicopter Plant near Dallas Description set
forth

PETA I LS s

lilt Iocs..a c.atofat ee0ier tetowseadatleas ea toacbdoas el any bw1 Mb fie weperfy el fie FIXea! Ise teas fe spear
4 r sad/or is mauls am 'tot te I J1shibeteJeetsidefrowapratlr
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ED 1UCT,'.3sident of 115 A West S e ave."t,re

and an employee of the legal department of the t e Office
Santa Fe New Mexico furnished the following infoxr_t,loi

He related that while he was a student at .re taw
School of Southern Methodist University (SM'J) in Dil:as Texas
he was in the habit of eating breakfast on Sunday rornings at
Luby's Cafeteria which is located directly across from the
University campus

On several occasions while he was eating at this
cafeteria on Sunday mornings he noticed a tall slender man in
the cafeteria and on one occasion in either April or ray of 1363
this man was standing next to him BUCK in the lire at the steam
table This man whose name is unknown to BUCK struck up a
conversation regarding Cuta the general tenor of welch was that
this man did not feel that the United States was being fair in its
treatment of FIDEL CASTRO and expressed a favorable attitude toward
the CASTRO regime in Cuba This unknown man then asvel .VCF if
the latter had vet a man who had recently moved to Dallas after
marrying a Russian woman in Russia He noted that this man was
a former Marine and that his name was OSWALD This min stated
that he had met OSWALD through another person in Pt Worth and
mentioned that OSWALD was taking a job in a book depository in

llas where the unknown man had been working

This same man commented that he was a designer at the
Bell Helicopter Plant located between Dallas and Ft worth Texas
and in addition he was employed in a book depository w'!ere the
school books are )kept He stated that be'liked to come to the
cafeteria near SKL7 because of the conversations he got into with
the students from the University

BUCK described this man with whom he conversed in Luby's
Cafeteria as follows

Sex Male
Race White

Fits # AO 105-,n

by SA WIRT R JONES/gcp Oat dictota 6/5/64

This documentcontains smith. t.eoo .nd.tlons nor conclusions of the FBI It Is li. property of 11 FBI oad is loanedto
~ow',omen U and Us contents ero not to be dlatrlbst.d onside pOW.O.ncl
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AQ 105-991

Age Approxiwately 35 years
Bight 6'2
Weight 160 lbs
Build Very slender
Hair Black
Eyes Extremely blue
Face Long
Scars None noted

BUCK stated that he had no other means of identifying
this unknown man but that he was certain he would re:ognize
a photograph of the man if he saw one

He said that he had not furnished this information
previously as he felt that the FBI had probably alretey re:eived
it from other sources He advised he is not sure that the un
known man actually.worked at the Texas Book Depository but
that this person merely stated he was employed at sore dep_ssitory
which handled school books
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Page 6011 Line 11 "we open cases or reopen cases
IS Line 20 "like I said

6012 Line 4 "Neely

6015 Line 12 "they had had previous
Line 14 "we were aware
Line 22 "June and the early part of July

strike directly

(Type is plain test or cols)

DIRECTOR FBI(105-82555)TO

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

S EJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to DL 6/15/64

A review of the transcript of the testimony of SA JAMES P
HOSTY Jr. by Agent HOSTY reflects the following minor errors which
are brought to the attention of the Bureau

Page 6009 Line 1 "Fain retired from the
Line 6 "turn into a pending"..
Line 19 "Oak Cliff

Page 6020 Line 17 "New Orleans office in which I

NOT-Bureau (RegisteredMail)
RECORDED

CORE7/q`y DDDallas
p o iv 07- "PI let Th T.!



Page 6044 Line 14 "Not more than

Page 6046 Line 6 "Marxist That would
Line 19 ='greater disposition

Page 6038 Line,14 "A piece,of paper off my tablet -

DL 100-10461

Page 6033 Line 15 "as I said
Line 23 "FBI Agent She was very

! Line 24 "As I said

Page 6034 Line 6 "Oak Cliff

Page 6036 Line 1 "I have had
Line 3 "They see FBI or police.
Line 5 "like I said.

. Dens 6051 f 4 12 "Nov 4th

Page 6052 Line 18,,"that is entirely ail
."-.'Line 25 "a.carbon cm"

Page 6053 Line 8 "in our division, and there is
more that needs to be done

Page 6058 Line 7 "all the reports

Page 6062 Line 6 "I could now

Page 6063 tine 5 "J Cordon Shanklin



`
Page

T

Page 6087 Line
Line

.2

Page

Page

Page

Page

Page

60$8, Line

6090 Line
Line

6092 last

6096 Line

6102 Line

22 "manner towards us

line "I then went to the

9 "January sometime possibly February

18 "It was the instructions we had

4 "Chief Curry
6 "too much Re.being on the chief level

; DL 100-10461

Page 6065 Line 19 "Pres Kennedy that is some picketing

Page 6069 Line 2 "for the first time after the assassi
nation

Line 20,x1 then took the file to the Agent
in Charge

.'

6070,-Line-14 "'%ho called from the Dallas Police
.Department -_.

Page 6071 Line 4 "I mean at this point I was just
given this

Line 19 "car at the head of the ramp
. Line 20 "down the ramp to park their car

Page 6072 Line 12 "came into_Revill's mind at this ti
"01

Page 6073 Line 22 "It was to refute

Page 6077 Line 1 "Mr Redlich

4 "Oak Cliff
7 "Tippit.

Page 6103,Line 2 "Well yeses or a single person

Page 6104 -second to last line,- "if it is all nigh

"4

3
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DL 100-10461 r r

Page 6048 Line 14 and Page 6053 Lines 16 and 17
' refer to a report of November 29. Although this was the date that

SA HOSTY testified to after a review of Dallas files it has been
3 determined that the date should have been December 2 1963 the

report of SA WARREN C DeBRUEYS The Bureau may wish to point
this out to the President's "Commission"

r _

4 1



DiClstiatollig.nce 2 Melee
r

11.1rOMMATIVENCITI
fl/18/64

Re memo Branigan to Sullivan
6/12/64 wherein it was recommende
and approved that SAs Hosty and
Quigley and former SA Fain be

ti!i1dastTraggrEtMaYtr qv,.irs on for accur cy An a ute e
airtel from Dallas SA Hosty noted
a number of minor errors in the
Commission's transcript regarding
his testimony largely involving
misspellings improper tense of
verbs and minor omissions or in
complete sentences It is recommen
ed that Inspector Malley contact._
Mr Rankin of the Commission re
these minor errors and determine i
the Commission desires to

correctHosty's transcript maintained by
the

COMeSSiOn

REte
ah



Via AItTEL

1

(Priority or Methodof Yali

FBI

Date 6/3/64

Transmit the following in COUFlflFNT,1L
(Type itsplaits test or cols)

AIR MAIL REGISTERED 1
i

I

32

PD-3$ (Rev.
.1

------------------------------------- --I

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) ATTN. SECTION CHIEF LIAM

FROM SAC DALLAS {100-10461) (P)
A BRANIGAN N

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka.
IS H CUBA

f !r/

There is enclosed per request of Mr BRANIGAN
- .

the original cut-down photograph of the unidentified
individual iIhidh was exhibited to Mrs MARGUERITE C OSWALD
by SA ODUM on November 23 1963 On the back of this
photograph th a appear the initials of SA ODUM

...!~
Enc (t)._ CuF.>1 P c
RPG/ds HL3IjontE

xrr~ ,Ic{r 49

Clasrtried by_ZDq
a

 ~f _
.-

~ ~
E.-c.rt t C.re . .4-.4.3517.. I".-~ .18 JIM 4 1964

Bafe of,.-_cc-:gn

laio22in

I KM

DeIAA X14'010"e'

tbl 5 / y
w-slA I k,ed t

COIi F1EP'LTIAt

3 JUN 1964111
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(Priority or Methodof Mailing)
.a L__--a-

2 JUN 11 1964

Date 6/8/64

(Type tr plain test or eats)

AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR* FBI (105-82555)

ROM LEGAT LONDON 02-359) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS >t CUBA

Remycab 5/26/64 and Bureau routing slip 5/13/64
which enclosed copy of State Department telegram to American
Consulate Liverpool

As of 6/8/64 no additional information known
egarding the date of publication for the English edition of

'Les Roses Royges .dq Dallge According to available informati
he blisher still plans to bring out the book in June or

July 1964 P.Ctl k

Also for the information of the Bu
signed affidavit requested of Mr and Mrs JOHN B
of Liverpool re their knowledge of subject has been taken by
the American Consulate in Liverpool and was forwarded to the
State Department Washington D C about 5/29/64 A copy of
the affidavit is being obtained by this office and will be
furnished to the Bureau as soon as it is received

RFC 49

3) Bureau
1 Liaison Section (sent direct)
1 London
ACM:rn
(5)



Ttansmlt the following in
(Type is Ploie testa colt)

/i
AIRTBL AIR MAIL

(Priority) i
...

TO IRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC HOU ". -1291) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
(00s Dallas)

Us San Antonio airtel to Bureau dated 5/28/64

Enclosed for Los Angeles and San Francisco are
two copies of referenced airtel

Two extra copies of this airtel are being furnished
the Bureau for transmittal to Legat Mexico City inasmuch
as investigation may be required in Mexico to locate EULALIO

--71IODRIGUUEZ_,if he is not located in Ca1ifQrnia No leads er /
being suggested for Legat Mexico City at this time

1--~x>'i
For the information of Los Angeles and San Fran

cisco by airtel dated 4/28/64 begat Mexico reported that
OSWALD is believed to have traveled under the name H 0..LEE
from Mexico City to Laredo Texas via buses of the Trans
portee Del Norte Bus Company He reportedly left Mexico City
at 8130 AM on 10/2/63 on board bus number 332 which required
a change at Monterrey to Transporter Del Norte Bus No 373

Bureau (RM)(AM)
-Legato Mexico 105-3702) fEL,49

2 llas (l00-10461)(RM) AM
2 s Angeles (105-1582 j (Eno 2) (RM) (AM) e )0
2 Francisco {89--58) Enc 2 (RM (AM)
2 S .Antonio (105-2909 (Info) (RM) (AM)

1K -2 Hour
~ // (

3 JUN 3 01964



It is noted information in referenced San Antonio
airtel indicates MEZA has identified an individual believed
to be EULALIO RODRIGUEZ as a person who sat next to him on
the bus from Mexico City to Laredo on 10/2 3/63 This
individual was destined for Houston Texas

The following investigation was conducted at
Houston Texas by SA EDWIN DALRYMPLEs

Indices of the Houston Office contained no ref
erences identifiable with EULALIO RODRIGUEZ The Houston
Texas City Directory and Telephone Directory contained n9
listing identifiable with RODRIGUEZ

On 6/3/64 Credit Bureau of
Oreater Houston advis a' ency rece ved a credit in
quiry on 12/3/63 from the Ford Motor Company at Houston
concerning one EULALIO RODRIGUEZ wife MARIA described as
62 years of age in 1963 This individual was then residing
at 4515 Sharman Houston Texas and had previously resided
at Los Angeles California His occupation was described
as truck driver for R A SCHRIEWER South Houston Texas.
Mrs FUTRELL stated her agency had made no inquiry concern
ing RODRIGUEZ and this file contained no additional informa
tion

On 6/3/64,1JOHN E COPPERSMITH Records Clerk
INS Houston Texas checked the indices of his office
reported the only record under the name EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

He arrived at Laredo Texas at approximately 2 AM on the
morning of 10/3/63 He was assigned seat number 12 a
window seat located four rows from the front on the driver's
side It is believed he departed Laredo at 3 AM on 10/3/63

"1 on a Greyhound bus en route to Dallas Texas via San
Antonio

One of the passengers who boarded bus number 332
at Mexico City and traveled to Laredo was ANASTASIO RUIZ 1:7.%
a resident of Mexico City who was seated in seat number 15
on bus number 332 MEZA also departed Laredo at 3 AM on
10/3/63 for the trip north He identified a profile photo
graph of OSWALD as being that of an American youth whom he
first recalled as having boarded the bus number 373 at
Monterrey



HO 105-1291

which he could locate was in INS file A8 549 109 This
file pertains to EUIt4LIO RODRIGUEZ-Chavez born 12/14/01

-Tres Marias Morelos Mexico RODRIGUEZ applied for an
immigrant visa on 9/15/53 at the U S. Fanbassy Mexico
City D.F He entered the U S on 10/3/53 at San Ysidro
California destined to ERNEST and FRANCES RODRIGUEZ 6'J4
Hearst Avenue San Francisco California In this visa
application RODRIGUEZ was described as 5'8 196 poundr
gray hair brown eyes Mexican nationality wife identi:iel
as MARIA RIOS de RODRIGUEZ

This INS file contained a change of address card
submitted by RODRIGUEZ on 12/13/63 from 231 North Rowan
Avenue Los Angeles California to 4517 Sharman Houston
Texas On 1/7/64 RODRIGUEZ also filed the annual Address
Report Card with INS at Houston Texas reporting he was then
residing at 4517 Sharman Houston Texas

On 6/5/64 a check of INS records at Houston
Texas revealed that INS file A8 549 151 pertains to Maria
del Pilar RODRIGUEZ-Rios who was born 5/6/48 in Mexico and
first entered the U.S on 10/3/53 at San Ysidro California
This file was transferred on 1/24/64 from INS Houston
Texas to INS Los Angeles California It would appear
this individual is the daughter of EULALIO RODRIGUEZ sub
ject of the current inquiry

bOHN E COPPERSMITH INS Houston mentioned__
above on 6/5/64 located Address Report Cards filed on
1/7/64 by MARIA del PILAR RODRIGUEZ-RIOS,-mentioned above
who gave her occupation as student and address as 4517
Sharman Houston Texas and also by Maria del Pilar
RODRIGUEZ subject of INS File A8 549 141 The latter
individual indicated she was born 10/5/05 in Mexico and
as of 1/7/64 had resided for 45 days at 4517 Sharman
Houston Texas It is apparent the latter individual is
the wife of EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

On 6/4/64 fi
X ~ R ~.r

3 U S Post
Office Inspector's 0 rice MainPos Office,"lZSuston Texas
(conceal identity) advised he made inquiries concerning
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ formerly of 4517 Sharman Houston and
was informed by the mail carrier covering this residence
that RODRIGUEZ left Houston on 2/3/64 but declined to furnish
a forwarding address



HO 105-1291

On 6/3/64 ALEXANDER CONI'RBRAS 116 Frawt eye
Houston Texas advised he lives at that address with his
mother Mrs MARY L CONTRERAS who speaks almost no
English CONTRERAS is a part-time truck driver and he aztd
his mother also work for the Circulation Department of tip
Houston Chronicle 0O TRERAS pointed out his mother omit
the residence at 4517 Sharman which is next door to the
Frawley Street address and his mother also owns several
other small houses immediately adjacent thereto

?CONTRERAS related that EULALIO RODRIGUEZ is a
cousin of Mrs MARY L CONTRERAS Mrs CONTRERAS frequently
visits Mexico City in the summer where she has various rela
tives EULALIO RODRIGUEZ contacted Mrs CONTRERAS in Mexico
City and convinced her he was her cousin In approximately
October 1963 EULALIO RODRIGUEZ traveled from Mexico City
to Houston Texas alone by bus in order to establish a new
residence at Houston Mrs CONTRERAS permitted RODRIGUEZ
to reside in the small house at 4517 Sharman Thereafter
RODRIGUEZ returned to Mexico City after which his wife and
daughter also came to Houston RODRIGUEZ sold his home And
other belongings in Mexico when he went down to get his
family 'CONTRERAS stated he knew RODRIGUEZ wife as MARY
RODRIGUEZ but professed he could not recall the name of the
RODRIGUEZ daughter who was approximately 14 years of age
and attended John Marshall Junior High School in Houston
CONTRERAS located a letter which his mother had received
from RODRIGUEZ postmarked 11/4/63 at Mexico City indicating
RODRIGUEZ was in Mexico on that date after his initial.trip
to Houston

CONTRERAS related RODRIGUEZ purchased a dump truck
in Houston and attempted to operate a trucking business but
was unsuccessful RODRIGUEZ later gave this truck up and
purchased a 1958 Chevrolet pickup believed to be white
Shortly after purchasing this pickup RODRIGUEZ left Houston
in approximately January 1964 and moved to California.

'CONTRERAS stated RODRIGUEZ had failed to pay his mother for
renting the house and had likewise borrowed money from_

`CONTRERAS and several other relatives which he never paid
back CONTRERAS stated for this reason RODRIGUEZ told no
one where he was going in California and Mrs CONTRERAS has
never received any correspondence from him since he left
Houston CONTRERAS described RODRIGUEZ as 5'11 to 6 in
height heavy build and wearing a mustache



HO 105-1291

0E1.6/4/64 XRCIA Manager Montalbano Umbels
any No 2 2111 Jensen Drive advised he is a_son-in-lai

or 'Mrs MARY L CONTRERAS and he xid his wife accompanied
Frs CONTRERAS to Mexico City in the summer`of 1963 While
at Mexico City they were visited by EULALIO RODRIGUEZ Vh
learned of their presence in Mexico from other relatives.
RODRIGUEZ and Mrs CONTRERAS discovered they were distant
cousins RODRIGUEZ expressed his desire to come to the
United States and get in the trucking business

RODRIGUEZ came to Houston from Mexico City several
months after GARCIA had visited in l?xico City RUEBEN
GARCIA son of JOE GARCIA drove a dump truck for RODRIGUEZ
for several weeks but.this business was not successful In
approximately January 1964 RODRIGUEZ purchased a second
hand pickup loaded his belongings and left the ext day
reportedly for California GARCIA stated he has heard
nothing more from RODRIGUEZ and knows nothing about his
whereabouts GARCIA professed not to remember the name of
RODRIGUEZ wife or daughter and stated he actually talked
to RODRIGUEZ only twice while he was in Houston GARCIA-t
stated he believes RODRIGUEZ was residing in Houston when
President KENNEDY was assassinated and he recalls that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD's photograph was published repeatedly in the
Houston newspapers but he never heard RODRIGUEZ mention
OSWALD or give any indication that he might have seen OSWALD
in the past ,GARCIA recalled that RODRIGUEZ referred to the
assassination as a very terrible thing

On 6/4/64 1UEBEN GARCIA Montalbano Lumbe n
rp`any No 3 6120 North Shepherd stated he had worked for

RODRIGUEZ for about one month but could not talk to
RODRIGUEZ much because RODRIGUEZ spoke almost-no English,'._
GARCIA recalled RODRIGUEZ came to Houston alone by bus from
Mexico in approximately October 1963 and thereafter re
turned to Mexico City sold his home and returned to Houston
and purchased a truck RUEBEN GARCIA drove this dump truck
for RODRIGUEZ for several weeks and recalled President y5
KENNEDY was assassinated a short time before he discontinued
his relationship with RODRIGUEZ 1GARCT4 stated RODRIGUEZ .:
commented that the assassination was a terrible thing but
he gave no indication he had ever seen or heard of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD RODRIGUEZ commented to GARCIA that he had once,
worked in a factory in California and that his wife was a_
seamstress _ p t



HO 105.4291 0
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In early February 1964 RODRIGUEZ purchased a_
ickup truck and stated he was moving to California

GARCIA stated he never saw this truck and has heard
othing from RODRIGUEEZ since he left Houston GARCIA

stated RODRIGUEZ daughter attended John Marshall Junior
High School but he could not recall her name

On 6/4/64 ]Nurse rMARCELINS JoEs and Mrs JANB
HIES Record Clerks John Marshall Junior High School,
1119 Noble Street advised they had thoroughly checked
available records of students who attended that school
during the 1963 1964 school year and they could locate
no-record of a student by the name of RODRIGUEZ who gave
a residence on Sharman Street Mrs HUGHES stated she
checked the correspondence and other records pertaining
to transfers of students and could-locate no record of
any transfer of a student from this school to a California
school during 1964

On 6/5/64 R A SCHRIEWER hauling contractor
yf26"BasthAven Boulevard South Houston Texas advised
that ALEXANDER CONTRERAS had worked for him as a truck
driver in the past but he was not acquainted with EULALIO
RODRIGUEZ and could furnish no information concerning him

On 6/'8/64 HAROLD LIPPERT Ford Motor Credit
Company 2903 Richmond Avenue Houston Texas advised
that EULALIO RODRIGUEZ had not financed an automobile
through his company and he could locate no record of a
credit application having been received from RODRIGUEZ

%IPPERT stated he would make further efforts to locate
such a record and would advise the Houston Office of the
FBI if he should be successful

From the information set forth above it appears
that EULALIO RODRIGUEZ INS File A8 549 109 Is the in
dividual who rode the bus from Mexico City to Laredo Texas
on 10/2 3/63 and possibly observed OSWALD on this bus
For the information of Los Angeles and San Francisco the
relatives of RODRIGUEZ at Houston Texas appeared to be
somewhat evasive and it is believed they did not furnish
all information available to them concerning RODRIGUEZ
although they did not appear to have information pertinent
to instant investigation It would appear that after coming
to Houston in October and/or November 1963 RODRIGUEZ



HO 105-1291

became dissatisfied with employment opportunities and
possibly made a trip to California in early December 1
which might account for his presence in California on
12/13/63 when he indicated a change of address from Los
Angeles to Houston It would appear that RODRIGUEZ is
probably residing in the Los Angeles area at present
although it is noted when he first entered the United
States in 1953 he was planning to reside in San Francisco..

The following leads are set forth for location am
interview of EULALIO RODRIGUEZ in accordance with the lead
set out in referenced San Antonio airtels

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELESI CALIFORNIA

Will make inquiry at 231 North Rowan Avenue
where RODRIGUEZ was apparently staying in early December
1963

Will check records of INS Los Angeles under
INS files A8 549 151 and A8 549 141 apparently pertaining
to RODRIGUEZ daughter and wife respectively in an effort
to determine,the present whereabouts ,of RODRIGUEZ

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

1 Will make inquiry at 634 Hearst Avenue in an
effort to locate ERNEST or FRANCES RODRIGUEZ possibly
relatives of EULALIO RODRIGUEZ for information concerning
his whereabouts

2 Will check records of INS San Francisco to de
termine if RODRIGUEZ is known to be residing in the San
Francisco area at present

In the event Los Angeles is successful in locating
RODRIGUEZ in that area San Francisco should be promptly
advised

It is further requested that one copy of results
of interview of RODRIGUEZ be furnished the Houston Office
for information



Transmit the following in
(Type in plats test or cods)

AIRMAIL 1
(Priority or Methodof Italia')
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AIRTEL

tape

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW CR N3 (100-16601)

RE LEE HARVA06WALD aka
I3 R CUBA

3..3
-0

Re Bureau teletype 5/27/64 and New Orleans
teletype 5/27/64

Enclosed for the Bureau is ale copy of a tape
which was made from the original tape of the radio
Program "Conversation Carte Blanche which program was
broadcast over WDSU Radio New Orleans La. on 8/21/63 -)
in which OSWALD was a participant Also enclosed for 7! -4
the Bureau are 10 copies and for Dallas 3 copies of a 'A
letterhead memorandum relative to obtaining the enclosed'',

Me Bureau will find that the enclosed tape
and the box containing this tape are wrapped in aluminum
foil This is done because of the suggestion of the
engineer at WDSU Radio New Orleans who suggested that
the tape be wrapped in aluminum foil in order to avoid
any possible erasure of its contents in the event the :..
tape would come in contact with any magnetized material

4FBureau
(Encls 11) (RU)

2--DalNewlasOrle(anslsEnc
3) (RN)

SMC/dmk 04/4 Gli/.t
(7)
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On May 27 1964 John Corporal) News Director

Radio and Television Station WDSU 520 Royal Street
New Orleans Louisiana was contacted by a Special Agent
of t~t FBI Mr Corpor&n stated that his station
Ioa~.t"rltains the original tape of the radio program entitled

Conversation Carte Blanche which was broadcast over
WD3U Radio on August 21 1963 Mr Corporan stated that

1 on the program of August 21,-1963 Lee Harvey Oswald was
a participant Mr Corporan advised that be "ould have

la
Charles H Flotte an engineer with WDSU Radio. make

copy of the original tape and that this copy could
subsequently be obtained from Vera Gilbert Mr Corporates
secretary

On May 29 1964 Charles 1 I`lotte Engineer
Radio and Television Station WDSU 520 Royal Street New
Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
that on May 27 1964 he had made a copy of the original
tape of the program "Conversation Carte Blanche which
was broadcast over radio station WDSU New Orleans Louisiana
on August 21 1963 Mr Flotte advised that he had
attached a tag to the spool containing the copy be had
made in order to identify the contents of the tape He
advised that he had made the following notations on
this tag "Lee Oswald tape dub from Piaster Carte Blanche
of 8/21/63 Mr Flotte advised that he had initialled
this tag and also made the notation "dubbed 5/27/64

W Flotte stated that after he had made this
copy he gave it to Vera Gilbert on May 27 1964 Hr
Flotte suggested that the copy be wrapped in aluminum
foil to prevent possible erasure of its contents



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 29 1964 Miss Vda Gilbert Secretary
to News Director John Corporan Radio and Television
Station IDSU 520 Royal Street New Orleans Louisiana
furnished to a Special Agent of the FBI the copy
from the original tape of the program "Conversation
Carte Blanche which program was broadcast over
WDSU Radio New Orleans Louisiana on August 21 1963
She stated this copy had been given to her by Charles
H Flotte an engineer at the station on May 27 1964
and that she had kept this copy in her possession since
that tine

Miss Gilbert stated that she had affixed her
initials and the date "5/27/64 to the tag attached to
the spool

Upon receipt of the tape from Miss Gilbert
Special.Agent Stephen M Callender of the FBI initialed
the tag and placed the date of "5/29/64 thereon

2
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Rte AL New Orleans Louisiana

June 3 1964

LEE HARVEY OSXALD

On May 27 1964 John Corporon News Director
Radio and Television Station VPSU 520 Royal Street
New Orleans Louisiana was contacted by a Special Agent
of the FBI Mr Corporon stated that his station
maintains the original tape of the radio program entitled
"Conversation Carte Blanche which was broadcast over
WDSU Radio on August 21 1963 Mr Corporon stated that
on the program of August 21 1963 Lee Har%ey Oswald was
a participant Mr Corporon advised that he would have
Charles H Fiotte an engineer with WDSU Radio make
a copy of the original tape and that this copy could
subsequently be obtained from Vera Gilbert Mr Corporoo's
secretary

On May 29 1964 Charles H Flotte Engineer
Radio and Television Station IIDSU 520 Royal Street New
Orleans Louisiana advised a Special Agent of the FBI
that on May 27, 1964 he had made a copy of the original
tape of the program "Conversation Carte Blanche which
was broadcast over radio station 3U New Orleans Louisiaha
on August 21 1963 Mr Flotte advised that be had
attached a tag to the spool containing the copy he bad
made in order to identify the contents of the tape He
advised that he had made the following notations on
this tag "Lee Oswald tape dub from Master Carte Blanche
of 8/21/63 Mr Flotte advised that he had initialled
this tag and also made the notation "dubbed 5/27/64

Mr Flotte stated that after he had made this
copy he gave it to Vera Gilbert on May 27 1964 Mr
Flotte suggested that the copy be wrapped in al.iminum
foil to prevent possible erasure of its contents
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SIXTYTHREE AND TURNED IT OVER TO DALLAS PD LAB MAN G.,.6:`-BR3 K OtI

HE ORIGINALLY FOUND BULLET IN WALKER RESIDENCE NIGHT OF APRIL TEN

WHICH STATES "0 FICORVELL FOUND THE BULLET.

NORVELVL-RESIGNED-FROM PD MAY FOUR SIXTYTH EE AND DALLAS CRECIT

BUREAU RECORDS SHOW NORWELL ENTERED USAF LAST 'OWN TO BE

1/036
4
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FBI WASH DC

FBI DALLAS

2-00 CST URGENT 6-1.64 WD

TO IRECTOR (105-82555) AND SAN ANTONIO (1054909)

FROM DA S (10 -10461) 2 P

LEE HARVE "OSWALD AKA IS-R-CUBA

REBUAIRTEL TO DALLAS MAY TWENTYFIVE LAST ENCLOSING COPY CF

REQUEST FROM PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION DATED MAY TWENTY LAST Iti :CO*

NECTION WITH ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION MAJOR GENERAL EDWIN -A _WALKER

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION HAS REQUESTED INFO RE POSSESSION CF.

BULLET FOUND AT WALKER'S RESIDENCE FROM TIME OF RECOVE.RY UNT. IT

CAME INTO POSSESSION OF COMMISSION

DALLAS PD OFFICER DON E.MC ELROY ON MAY TWENTYE!3HT LAST STATED

MAY,TWENTYEIGHT LAST OFFICER BROWN STATED HE ORIGINALLY OBT +'_:1E3

BULLET FROM PATROLMAN B.CAORVELL AND PRODUCED COPY OF PD r'.?J4T

fit i 5la54/



DL 100:10461

PAGE 2

AS OF JUNE SEVENTEEN SIXTYTHREE AT MOODY AF3 VALDOSTA GA

SAN ANTONIO AT RANDOLPH AFB ASCERTAIN PRESENT LOCATION OF

NORVELL WHO IS ALSO KNOWN AS BOBBY GENE NORVELL AND SET OUT LEAD TO

HAVE NORVELL INTERVIEWED TO ASCERTAIN IF HE ACTUALLY AND ORIGINALLY

FOUND BULLET IN RESIDENCE OF GENERAL WALKER NIGHT OF APRIL TEN SIXTY

THREE WHILE ON OFFICIAL DUTY AS POLICE OFFICER NORVELL SHOULD ALSO

ADVISE WHAT DISPOSITION HE MADE OF THE BULLET AND WHETHER OR NOT HE

PLACED ANY IDENTIFYING MARKS ON SAME

FOR CONTINUITY IN THIS PARTICULAR PHASE OF INVESTIGATION OFFICE

CONDUCTING INTERVIEW OF NORVELL SUBMIT TWENTYFIVE COPIES OF FD THREE

ZERO TWO TO DALLAS INTERVIEWING OFFICE IN ACCORDANCE WITH BUREAU

INSTRUCTIONS ALSO FURNISH LHM TO BUREAU SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION

TO THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION FURNISH COPY OF LHM TO DALLAS

LEAD NOT BEING SET OUT FOR ATLANTA AT VALDOSTA IN VIEW OF FACT

NORVELL'S LAST KNOWN ADDRESS IS ALMOST A YEAR AGO EXPEDITE

END

SA ADVISED

FBI WASH DC



FROM SAC
MINN5)LIS

(105-2564) -(RUC)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
00 DALLAS

-
La Bureau (RM)

2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)
1 San Antonio (105-2909) {RM) (Info)

WFO {105-37111) (RM) (Info)
1 Minneapolis

.WGW:lcv
(8)
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working at
as follows

Norte Bus
to Nuevo

t

ss-r dd,Z.

AT MOORHEAD MINNESOTA

ARCADI _BSCAM1  MARTINEZ -residing and
the JAMES MC CANN farm Route 1 Moorhead advised

He has never ridden in a Transportas del
or any other bus from Mexico City to Monterrey and
Laredo Mexico

He has never seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD except on
television and in newspapers after the late President KENNEDY
was assassinated and OSWALD was in custody

He wasborn 6/15/24 at Sabinas.Hidalgo Nuevo Leon
AMe?4co. andhis mother is ANASTACIA MARTINEZ His wife's name

is TOMASA Their permanent residence is Mission Texas

lOosso ar,odso snoods

3 JUI4 ) 0 1354

50VIET
M Per

Transmit the following in

yi(

a AIRTEL
I . [Priority or Methodof MailUtg)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
e

Re San Antonio airtels to Director dated
6/1/64 and 6/2/64

Re ARCADIO ESCAMILLA MARTINEZ

The following investigation was conducted by
SA WARREN G WHITWORTH on 6/8/64
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Enclosed for Bureau are two copies and for Dallas
25 copies of five separate inserts reflecting investigation
requested in reairtel These inserts are to be used by
Dallas Office in preparation of LHM for President's Coraissian
identifying source of various items of evidence

1
t'ff

ReBuairtel to Washington Field 5/25/64,-~~

T-v

i

Transmit the following In
: (Type ix plain text or code)

(Priority or Met4odof Moiling)

AIRTEL
Via

Date 6/3/64
1
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
ATTN CRIMINAL SECTION

FROM WFO (105-37111)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

1 r r f

tC 1!

3 Bureau (Encl 10)1INW02 Dallas (Encs 125) (MI) (AM) C
1 MFO JUN 1954 vl Gt

NRH:pac

A IRTEL
-t

Approved Sent V%1. Per



Special Agent Edward C Palmer displayed a photograph
of U S Marine Corps File pertaining to Lee%Rarvey Oswald Marine
Serial Number 1653230 to Captain E P Yates Office of the
Secretary of the Navy Room 4E689 Pentagon Building on June
1 1964 Captain Yates identified the photograph of this file
as being identical to documents located in the Navy Discharge
Review Board Case Number 8812 which case pertains to Oswald

Captain Yates informed this file had been secured
from the closed section of the Navy Discharge Review Board
on November 23 1964 delivered to Captain Robert W Drewelow
U S Navy Duty Officer Navy Flag Plot Room Pentagon for
subsequent delivery to a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation on November 23 1963



LETTER FROM OSWALD TO BRIGADIER GENERAL TOMPKINS

Special Agent Edward C Palmer displayed to William
Earle Odom Director Office of News Service Department of
Defense Room 2E757 Pentagon on June 1 1964 a photograph

Y of a handwritten letter from Lee H Oswald to R EC C Tompkins
Brigadier General U S Marine Corps Assistant Director of
Personnel dated March 22 1962 Odom identified this photograph
as being identical to the original letter located in the personnel
file of Lee Harvey Oswald Marine Serial Number 1653230

Odom stated Oswald's file was maintained at the Marine
Corps Section of the Federal Records Center (FRC) St Louis
Missouri He said this file was telephonically requested on
November 22 1963 from FRC and was delivered to Adam Yarmolinsky
Special Assistant to Secretary of Defense and John T MoNauglton
General Counsel Department of Defense who in turn made it
available to him on November 23 1963

Odom noted he had furnished the original of the above
letter to Special Agent Palmer on November 23 1963



Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

LETTER TO SECRETARY OF NAVY

On June 1 1964 Special Agent Edward C Palmer displayed
to William Earle Odom Director Office of News Service Department
of Defense Room 2E757 Pentagon a photograph of a handwritten
letter from Lee H Oswald to John B Connally Jr. Secretary of
Navy Fort Worth Texas dated January 30 1962 Odom identified
this photograph as being identical to the original letter located
in the personnel file of Lee Harvey Oswald Marine Serial Number
1653230

Odom stated Oswald's file was maintained at the Marine
Corps Section of the Federal Records Center (FRC) St Louis
Missouri He said this file was telephonically requested on
November 22 1963 from FRC and was delivered to Adam Yarmolinsky
Special Assistant to Secretary of Defense and John T McNaughton
General Counsel Department of Defense who in turn made it avail
able to him on November 23 1963

Odom noted he had furnished the original of the above
letter to Special Agent Palmer on November 23 1963



STATE DEPARTMENT FILE

Special Agent Eugene C Gies displayed a photograph
of United States Department of State file pertaining to Lee Har
Oswald to Murray E Gellman Legal Advisor's Office United
States Department of State (USDS) Washington D C. on June
1964 Gellman identified the photographs as being identical tc
material located by him in the USDS file relating to Lee Harvey
Oswald on November 23 1963 Gellman noted the original documc
were photographed by Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of lc
gation on November 23 1963 and the originals of the documents
were left in the possession of the USDS

Gellman said he believes the complete USDS file
relating to Lee Harvey Oswald has since been made available
to the Presidential Commission investigating the assassina
tion of President John F Kennedy



On June 1 1964 Special Agent }ugene C Gies displayed
a photograph of a passport application pertaining to Lee Harvey
Oswald to Murray E Bellman Legal Advisor's Office United
States Department of State (USDS) Washington D C Bellman
identified this photograph as being identical to the original
passport application located by him in the USDS file relating
to Lee Harvey Oswald Bellman noted the original passport
application was made available to a Special Agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation on November 23 1963
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ReButel to Dallas 5/28/64 instructing Dallas to
submit certain information concerning a photograph of an un
identified male which was exhibited to Mrs GUERITE C
OSWALD on 11/23/63

d

Also enclosed is one copy of the photographs descri'tc3

in the letterhead memorandum in its original fora (prior to

being cut down) and a pack of Tri-X Fill witch nu hers 1 2 ar.3

3 being exposed photographs taken of the cut-lawn photograprk
exhibited by SA ODUM The_.original cut down _photog_ a?h is

being retained in the Dallas file

I
re

PLAIN TEXT

A RTE L
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Transmit the following in

FBI

Date 6/],/64

TOt

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

OSWALD aka

Enclosed herewith are ten copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting the description of the photograph a:.d
the circumstances under which it was exhibited to Mrs MFI SULRITE I
C OSWALD The Special Agent who exhibited this photograph to
Mrs OSWALD was SA EARDWELL D ODUM The cut-down rh'hotgraph
mentioned in the letterhead memorandum bears the iriti=:?s of
SA BART ELL D ODUM ("BDO") on the back of such photograph
which is the identification placed on the photograph which was
exhibited to Mrs OSWALD

A.a r~..~ .r. ~ Y

(3. BUREAU (ENCS.-12)(4,A)
2 DALLAS
RPG:eah
(5)

rt
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By Dallas airtel to Bureau dated 11/23/63 captioned
"ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY etc., there were
transmitted to the Bureau two photographs each of eight separate
poses of the unidentified individual as obtained by the Legate
Mexico City from CIA These photographs were.sent Registered
Mail Registry No 676160 The only reporting of the exhibiting
of this photograph and information concirning it appears on Cover
Page .C last paragraph and Cover Page "E first paragraph of
the report of SA WARREN C DeBRUEYS dated 12/2/63 at Dallas
Texas Such information was reported on the Administrative Psges
in view of the fact this information came from CIA which we* cles
sifted "Secret and which as reflected on Cove Page "D. last
paragraph of the report of 12/2/63 was not to be disse...inated
outside the Bureau

The information contained in the-enclosed letterhead
memorandum is not being set forth in the details of any report
in view of the fact the actual photograph was made avai'_atl_ by
CIA and the circumstances under which the photxraph was oltained
were reported by CIA and classified as `Secret.
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LEE HARVEY-OSWAID aka
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA
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for its information and perusal a copy of the Soviet

regarding Lee Harvey Oswald

{l /1

r
f

By letter dated May 29 1964 the President's Commission
forwarded to the Bureau translation of data furnished to State Depart r
meat by the Soviets concerning the hospitalization of Lee Harvey,-,-i
Oswald while he was in Russia "t

A review of the Soviet documents disclosed Oswald was
hospitalized in Minsk Russia from March 30 1961 to April 11
due to an ear infection

The docuents__,also-dis.closed_tha,.-Osrald was hospitalized
at Botkin 1ospital Iioscow ?359

e ov e r s c"~
at ete cc~ ~_ ~ _ "w ..__
arm Tht Snyi pr_~ rnr,nrtc d that nn October 21 1959 Osw al i was found
unconscious in the bathroom of the Hotel er in an zs .rm
injured

d b
y p nstrument was lying in hot watt!

Oswald was administered immediate first aid and recovered
from his self-inflicted wound

The Soviet record reflects that Oswald was examined by the

Psychiatric department of the hospital at which time it was determined
his mind was clear his perception correct and that-he suffered no
hallucinations or delirium The Soviet psychiatric report also
reflected that no psychotic symptoms were noted in Oswald and it vas
concluded he was not dangero s to other people

In connection with the Soviet hospital record as described

above it is noted such record substantiates data in Oswald's diary
wherein he indicated he attempted suicide in Moscow in October 1959
The Soviet hospital record also conforms with data ,:urnis ed this
Bureau by the Soviet defector Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko concerning
Oswald's suicide attempt
ACTION .REn _.1

Attached is a letter to the Dallas Office iurrasbinge
hospital file
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Sincerely

4

ti

PRESIDENT'SCOI.'.)41SSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONO PRESIDENTKENNEDY
240MarylandAve NZ
WaahingtaaD.C X11Z

T,kj'hon S13-IIOG

Honorable J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau of

Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

Thank you for your letter of March 26 1964 trrnrm1 tting
a "Secret memorandum Since the information contained it car.-
graphs 2-4 of the memorandum provides important lints in the chain
of evidence linking Lee Harvey Oswald to the assassination
we would appreciate it if you could use your best efforts to
obtain a nonsecret memorandum from the same or an t pivalert
source setting forth only that information

J Lee Fankin
General Counsel

REC 17
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Tolson_
Belmont
Mohr
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
DsLoach
Erma
Cale,.._
Rosen
Sullivan
Tavel
Trotter
Tel*Room
Holmes
Gamy
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URGENT

'10 LEGAT ROME
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FROM DIRECTOR (105-8;555).~
I

LEE HARVEY +OSWALDs__AiCA. IS

1. C.. Sullivan
(R 2 Lsnihan)

I W Conrad
(R A Frazier)

CUBA,CRIMINAL SECTION

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION BY LETTER JUNE EIGHT LAST REFERRED

TO YOUR LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM DATED MARCH SEVENTEEN

CONCERNING THE C FOURTEEN RIFLE CONTAINING INFORMATION OBTAINED

FROM PAREN SITAR END PAREN CLASSIFIED SECRET COMMISSION

INDICATED INFORMATION IN THIS LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM PROVIDES

IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF EVIDENCE LINKING OSWALD TO THE

ASSASSINATION RIFLE COMMISSION REQUESTED THAT OUR BEST EFFORTS

BE USED TO DECLASSIFY INFORMATION IN THIS MEMORANDUM CONTAINED

ON PAGE ONE SPECIFICALLY PARAGRAPHS TWO THREE AND FOUR WHICH

PERTAIN TO SERIAL NUMBER C TWO SEVEN SIX SIX AND RELATED

INFORMATION CJMMI SSION DESIRES A NONSECRET MEMORANDUM CONTAIN

ING THIS INFORMATION HOWEVER IT WOULD BE PREFERRABLE IF THE

ENTIRE DOCUMENT COULD BE DECLASSIFIED IF DECLASSIFICATION IS

OBTAINED PREPARE A BRIEF LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM REFERRING TO THI

RECUT ANT TEAT IT IS NOW UNCLASSIFIED HANDLE EXPIDITIO

1+~.Foreign Liaison (Eno.) (Cablegrams approved telephon aYy
t foa(6)

0 pr NOTE PAG



NOTE

~w~` By letter 6-8-64 onacknowledged and thanked
the Bureau for our letter of 3-26-64 which transmitted a4
letterhead memorandum classified secret pertaining to theC3.4
rifle manufactured in Italy and its related serial number.rt` The
Commission has indicated this information provides `important
links in the chain of..evidence linking.Oswald to the'assassi
nation rifle and they desired,. if possible paragraphs 2 3 and
4 page l of the letterhead memorandum be put,into a nonsecret
memorandum begat Rome has been requested to determine if the
entire letterhead memorandum can be declassified The
Italian Armed Forces Intelligence Service (SIFAR) classified
the information they furnished as "secret . Information referr
to in letterhead memorandum is filed -in Buf ile 105-82555
serial 2781 1 tr
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.We ~il1 continue to furnish you with cornur4cations
in duplicate containing further results of our investigation

I
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Enclosures (1.3)
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1 Belmont
1 Risen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Eranigan
l Mail Room i
June 10 1964

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Coiission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

There are enclosed a list and tiro copies each
of four reports and two memoranda containing Curt pe
results of our investigation concerning Lee }:arve7 G5.rnld

Sincerely yours

These reports and memoranda consisting of 779
pages have been reviewed by the supervisors Err Belmont
and Mr Malley All of the enclosures are unclassified

BYCOURIERs ! .6 t
j

whim .Fw
 J



On May 25 1964 Mr Wesley J Liebcicr of your
-staff requested that this Bureau obtain a copy of a
recording tape made by Radio and Television Station t'DSU
New Orleans Louisiana on August 21 1963 and a copy of`
a recording tape made by Mr William S Stuckey on
August 37 1963 Our letter of May 23 1964 set out
results of our contact with Mr Stuckey in this ratter

Enclosed is a copy of the original tae of the
radio program entitled "Conversation Carte Blanche, rhich

as broadcast over WVSU Radio on August 21 1963 Liao
enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated Jute S 1954s

t New Orleans Louisiana relating to our acquisition of
his tape for the Com:aisaion

Tolw~
Belmoat
Mohr
Casper
Cola
DeLood ..-- -~ .^~

_
i 1.i_cue

Rosa
Selltvas

Sincerely yours

!
0 Edgy Pvr

~ o

a

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
Juno 10 1964

BY COURIER Sfr7ICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission

1 Malley
1 Branigan
1 Lenihan

(!

.

200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C Ir

Dear Mr Rankin

You will note that the enclosed tae is srai1ed in
aluminum foil Mr Charles II Flotte Engineer radio aad
Television Station WDSU suggested that the tape be wrapc"e
in this manner to prevent possible erasure of its canter:c
in the event the tape came in contact with any ma neti wed
material

This concludes our nuiries in this particular

a'N6..-M nw..~+
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_Honorable J Lee Rankin

K

Oswald appeared on 1FDSU Radio 8/21/63 at which
time be was interviewed along with two other individ:=als
The Commission has been furnished details concerning such
matter and requested the Bureau obtain a copy of the tape
of the program concerned for permanent retention in the
Con.'nissionts files The enclosures respond to this request
of the Commission
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Dear Mr Rankin

N

(3) FBI memorandum captioned "Lao Harvey
Oswald, dated June 5 1964 at Dallas Texa3

Conrprning thin matter your attentioa is

recec Ott Ey letter to you dated February 11 1%C4
.carding a newspaper article written by Thayer Valdo

c

"e"I
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1 Belmont
I Mohr
1 Detoach
1 Sullivan
1 Malley

Juno 10 1964

DY COURIER EtRVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Coumis.ioa
200 Maryland Avenue N 8
Washington D C

1 - I3ranigan
1 Lenihan
1 Goble

I;t

Reference is made to your letter dated Hay 22
1964 'herein you requested interviews with Mike Howard
(Special Agent James M Howard United States
Secret Service) Pat Howard (Pat Clyde Howard Patrolman
Hurst Police Department Hurst Texas) and Thayer Waldo
(Thayer Waldo news reporter "Fort Worth Star Telezra..,
Fort Worth Texas) concerning conversations which allecedly
took place on or about February 9 1964

Enclosed are two copies each of the folloring
items containing the results of the interviews of the
above-named individuals and other information pertinent
to your request

FBI memorandum captioned "Lee Harvey
Oswald,! dated May 23 1964 at Washington
D C

United States Secret Service
memorandum dated May 27 106



Oswald shooting In May 1964 the "National Guardian published

(NOTE CONTINUED Ft G1 TI.:.E )

and published on February 10 1964 This may be the story
tythich Mark Lane claimed as reported in the "National

Guardian on May 9 1964 was planted by the United States
Secret Service (See my letter to you dated May 13 I934.)

For your further information Inspector Thomas J
Kelley United States Secret Service has advised that the
report of Special Agent James M Reward United States
Secret Service dated February 12 1964 captioned
"Assassination of President Kennedy (Protection of
Marguerite Oswald), Number 1161 which vas furnished yen
by the Secret Service contains some further data a1:-cut the
trip Thayer Waldo wade with Special Agent howard on February 9
1964

No further investigation is being made in this
natter in the absence of a specific request from you.

Sincerely yours

2 r&-'.a Rower

Enclosures (6)

NOT$

Thayer Waldo accompanied the two Howard brothers
and Mrs Marguerite Oswald from E'rs Osxald's home to the
airport in Dallas on 2/9/64 Waldo's presence ras at the
specific request of Mark Lane and Ers Oswald :` a t;,"o
Howard brothers gave him a ride back from the airport after
Mrs Oswald boarded the airplane On the way back there was
some conversation about a Negro who allegedly witnessed
Oswald shooting at President Kennedy According to the
Howard brothers whose interviews are reported in the eeclecsres
they never indicated that this Negro male had actually been a
Witness to anyone shooting at the President and the conversation
was in a joking and jesting manner They pointed out that i alde
who was in the back seat apparently misunderstood the entire coa
versation The next day Waldo wrote a story in the ne s,tpe
about a witness being held by authorities who actually saw



_ fi NOTE CONTINUED

an article wherein it was reported that Mark Lane claimed
that the Secret Service had deliberately planted a false
story in the press to pass further guilt on Oswald This
article named the Howard brothers and Waldo and the story

'= spoken-of was apparently written by Waldo The interesting
thing about this situation is that the story which Lane
claimed was planted by the Secret Service was the sane story
written by Waldo who was Lane's man The unfortunate thing
about the situation was that the two Howard brothers were

'act more guarded in their conversation in the presence of
Waldo By separate letter we are dissezinating our memorandum
of 6/5/64 to Secret Service for its information as to taldo's
version of the conversation with the Howard brothers



(Priority or Methodof Moiling
-- L

u Per

Re Washington Field airtel dated 6/8/64

Pretext telephone call to ES 5-8663 ascertained SIMON

wrestling Friday 6/12/64 at Island Gardens Heiapstead L.I

y
T e 1961 Irvington Street Directory set forth

LAWRENCE SIM0'XSONDRA) wrestler resided 102 Paine Avenue
-Irvington N;J: telephone BI 5-8663 No record current
telephone directory

New York Office should attempt to secure photographs
of SIMON on 6/12/64 in the event none available at Kew York
State Athletic Commission

Investigation at Newark continuing

t

~
Approved J N 1 5 f'P $Sent

Special Agent In Charge

C_37 Bureau (RM)
1 " Dallas (100-10461) (RIU) ~~
2 New York (105-38431) (RM)V,

~
2 Newark
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TO SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

FROM DIRECTOR FB (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY BALD IS R CUBA'

AT REQUEST OF PRESIDENT'S COM1ISSION THE BOOK QUOTE THE FED

t S CiLry.\;w+fi:1cy ~:i:Tr
COi.`iiiJ^i!Ci%T;Oi;SS::C1;O.

COYIES
DESTROY .11 U Z

f

3 6 MAR 1 1973 TELETYPE

pi

7 .st

,jUUN 151964A
fl

1 .f _ _I~

.sa

1 Sullivan
1 Sranigan
1 J M. Sizoo

URGENT

PLAIN TEXT
G/11/G4

ROSES OF DALLAS UNQUOTE BY NERIN E GUN I3 BEING RE7IEUED AT Tim

BUREAU GUN ALLEGES THAT WHEN OSi ALd) ARRIVED IN N YORK BY FO T

ON JUNE THIRTEEN ONE NINE SIX TWO HE TOLD A QUOTE FANTACTIC STORY

UNQUOTE TOJTHE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE QUOTE AID GR*ANIZATION UNQUOTE

WHO MET HIM GUN STATES THAT OSSWALD CLAIM TO HAVE SERVED LS A

GUARD AT THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN RUSSIA AND TO RAVE SEEN KIM:PAD

BY COIMMIUNIST AGENTS

IN ORDER TO ANSWER FULLY TUE ALLEGATION OF OS LD C ETOR7

YOU SHOULD CONTACT INDIVIDUALS IN TOUCH WITH OS ALD AT TZE TIME

OF HIS ARRIVAL HIS STAY AND HIS DEPARTURE FROM NEW YOB CITY

EXPEDITE INQUIRY AND SUTEL

JE(5TS:)ah

lll.a..
e.e
letter
ele Reece
lame

UAAROOMC] TELETYPEUNIT



FBI ALBUQUEE

OPM URGENT 6-8-64 RON

TO DIRECTOR (105-82555) AND DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM
ALBUQQRQUE

(105-991) ZP

LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA IS-R CUBA 00 DALLAS
O:::t ! t . 4

t VBUCK1 A LAWYER AT SANTA FENM AND A FORMER STUDENT AT

4

A

bUnAJo Ii 7,3ili.;;;w1U S UFf.R11AE,~.'ror JUiTt
MUt~tG~TIONSSECTION
JUN 8 196 ,eelf

TELETYCPE

t

a W SCHOOL SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY DALLAS ADVISED HE i

FORMERLY ATE BREAKFAST SUNDAY MORNINGS AT LUBY'S CAFETERIA ACRCSS

FROM SMU CAMPUS IN APRIL OR MAY SIXTYTHREE AN UNKNOWN MALE

WHO WAS ALSO IN THE HABIT OF EATING THERE STARTED MAKING PRC-CASTRO

AND PRO-CUBA STATEMENTS UNKNOWN MALE THEN ASKED BUCK IF BUCK HAD

MET A FORMER MARINE NAMED OSWALD WHO RECENTLY MOVED TO DALLAS AFTER

MARRYING A RUSSIAN WOMAN IN RUSSIA UNKNOWN MALE SAID HE HAD MET

OSWALD THROUGH ANOTHER PERSON IN FT WORTH AND THAT CSVALD VAS

TAXING A JOB IN A BOOK DEPOSITORY I N DALLAS WHERE THE UNKNOWN VALE

HAD BEEN WORKING THE UNKNOWN MALE CLAIMED TO BE A.DESIGNER AT

BELL HELICOPTER PLANT BETWEEN DALLAS AND FT WORTH AND WAS ALSO

EMPLOYED IN A BOOK DEPOSITORY WHERE SCHOOL BOOKS ARE KEPT

UNKNOWN MALE LIKED TO EAT AT THE CAFETERIA BECAUSE OF TEE CONVERSATIONS
tire x

HE GOT INTO WITH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS UNKNOWN MALE D .SCRIBED UM
AEND PAGE 0

.5W4 RED w



PAGE TWO

ABOUT THIRTYFIVE YEARS SIX FT TWO ONE SIXTY LBS. BLACK HAIR

EXTREMELY BLUE EYES VERY SLENDER BUILD LONG FACE SUCK IS SURE

HE WOULD RECOGNIZE PHOTO OF UNKNOWN MALE STATES INFO NOT

FURNISHED SOONER AS HE FELT IT WAS PROBABLY ALREADY RECEIVED BY

FBI FROM OTHER SOURCE

DALLAS IMMEDIATELY ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY UNKNOWN MALE AT BELL

HELICOPTER AND LUBY'S CAFETERIA REPORT FOLLOWS

END

WA MSL

FBI WASH DC

BL WD

FBI DALLAS
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LEE R YO5ISALU

On June 5 1964 Marina Oswald k9_Be1t Line Road
Ricbardson ..Texas was interviewed to determine if she was possibly
confused when she stated on February 24 _ 1964 that ap?renimatelTtwo weeks after the attempted assassination of Major General Ed in A
balker at Dallas Texas,.on April 10 1963 Lee harvey cs=ald had
indicated that he was going out because "Nixon is coming and I'm
going to take a look, it being noted that previous investigatics
had established that the then Vice President Lyndon S Johnson was
in Dallas Texas on April 23 1963

Marina Oswald was asked if it was possible that she had
become confused as to the name used by Oswald on the shove referred
to occasion Specifically she was asked if she recalled if
Oswald bad said 'Mixon is coming and I'm going to taste a look,
as previously reported by her She stated these rare the words
of Oswald as best she could remember She stated she is positiveOswald said 'Nixon was coming She stated she was fa "I:liar with
the name 'Nixon because of the publicity received by bin in
connection with his nomination as the Republican candidate for
President

Marina Oswald was asked if there was a possibility she
had confused the name 'Nixon with the name 'Johnsen. She
reiterated she is positive Oswald used the name She
stated she was not familiar with the name 'Johnson at that 11 =0

On June 8 1964 Marina Oswald advised that to the
best of her recollection the words used by Oswald oa this occas_en
were 'Nixon is coming and I'm going to take a look. She is
positive Oswald said "Nixon. She said she was very laniliar
with the word 'Nixon and was not familiar at all grit: the wart
'Johnson. She pointed out Richard Nixon was well known in Russia

1.m and had been even prior to 1960 She said she can recall being
----familiar with the name Richard Nixon as far back as the fanous

 'kitchen debate between Nixon and thrushchev She said also she

REL brt Paragraphs 4 and 5 were tel ephori c al ly f nr ni she by SIC
Shanklin Dallas 6-9-64 Airte2 lr:aae can
will follow

WAIL"OOML] TELETYPEMUTED ULi.. -3



can recall seeing news pictures of Nixon rlith President Eisenhower
She can recall seeing Nixon's picture in newsreels in movie theaters
in Leningrad and Minsk Russia She was well aware of the importance
of Richard Nixon prior to the time she met Lee Harvey Oswald

She pointed out she had not gained any familiarity with
the name of President Johnson until after the assassination of
President Kennedy
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Mr
. .Ir franigan P r t n, t .4~r
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Ever _
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Svn.vea
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~M"1M
Temkeen  
JiC1i

In connection with the Dallas airtcl of
6-6-64 wherein they report the interview of :.:arms
Oswald SAC Shanklin was contacted today

It was pointed out to Shan :l= ti that ::a:-i
Oswald's state'nent that she knew Nixon in view o the
Publicity received by Lim in connection with Lis
nomination as the Republican candidate for President
left something unanswered particularly Deer.:ise ::stina
was at the time living in Minsk USSR. and tLis was
some two years prior to entry into the U.S ::ixe
was defeated in his candidacy in 1960 prior to ::-.r=.~
marriage to Lee Harvey _Oswald

In view of these facts and in order to

preclude
having Marina Oswald questioned by the

resident's Comi ssion SAC Shanklin was irstru^ted
to have her reinterviewed and for the ,:Lents to ast
questions to probe the extent of her k o;rle ze of
Richard Nixon particularly since the Co='ssi on Lad
raised the question that she might have been confuse
in her identification of him with then Vice President
Lyndon D Johnson SAC Shanklin was i n tre el -co
the interview conducted I iediately an] the r^7-:t:1 is
promptly submitted to the Bureau

t

44 r r-"~~a.
e.f

Lenil,an
5'-'-"
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Date:6/6/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

.AIRMAILVia "AIRI
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)
i

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) \

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY SWALD aka
IS R CUBA

ReButel to Dallas 6/3/64 requesting reinterview with
MARINA OSWALD to determine if she was possibly confused when she
indicated on 2/24/64 that approximately two weeks after the
General WALKER incident OSWALD had indicated that he was gong
out because "Nixon is coming and I'm going to take a look and
Dallas airtel to Bureau 6/1/64 enclosing letterhead memorandum

reflecting LYNDON B JOHNSON was in Dallas 4/23/63

Enclosed herewith are ten copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting the requested reinterview of MARINA CSALD

This interview of MARINA OSWALD was conducted by
SAs WALLACE R HEITMAN and RICHARD L WIEHL

!)
Bureau (t 10) i`E1g __ ~'Cf
Dallas nAti r^Fw _toqs/(,!

 
Hcwtow _

(5)

cc
.rz~a~"R T/

f A v,t.J L
<<.14YYArry &I QI` YApproved

6 l .Sent
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In Reply PleaseRefera
File N

t
UN-1T STATES DEPARTMENT OF '..:..,= LICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 1964

On June S 1964 ;.ari na Oswald s:'S ;:el line
Fichardson _Texas was intervi..red to determine i si ^ .v ? 5 L
confused when she stated on February 2 I?'54 `..,a
two weeks after the attertntcd assassination of ::ajar :encra'_ `) .

Walker at Te::as on Aril 1'''f;3 Lee . = ':s--ale :_

indicated that he was going out because +'ixc c~:. "~ _
t 0_ n, to take a look, it .:n n noted that (. 2 im i Li
had establ i sled that the then \'ice President i.1 e.on : J::."aa: ras
in Dallas Texas onApril 23 1963

rarina Oswald was asked if ;t was ponsitl ''hat :.3
become confused as to the name t:se=l by Cs--ale c L,`-_ ;."o"-^ = .,per-_
to occasion Specifically she ras asked if e-a :'_"l
Oswald had said "Nixon is conin arc I .ea r ioak,
as previously reported ti her She stated t es ,...r` -fae .-ord
of Oswald as best she co'id remember She staled E. "? it v:
Oswald said "Nixon was coning. She stated she 1-as fc.ci1iar
the name "Nixon because of the publicity recei ed by I:i-. Sr
connection with his romiration as the I;en"I'b?ica c:a:-i;at for
President

Marina Oswald was asked if there was a !wssi.::i l = t s':a
had ccnf'Ised the name "Nixon with the name "cha ~. Cis_
reiterated she is positive swald used tl na:3e
state] she was not familiar with the na:'ie " ci:nsc.n' at tat t!na

Or June 8 1964 :farina Oswald ad,-isej that to the
best of her recollection the words used by 9s"-1i c. this eccasie
were "Nixon is coming and I'va going to take a lat'k. She is
positive Oswald said "Nixon. She said she was very fa m iar
with the word "Nixon and was not familiar at all with ti ''ore

-"Johnson. She pointed out Richard Nixon was well ':nc:";""i !n Kvsc!a
and had been even prior to 1960 She said she can recall
familiar with the name Richard Nixon as far hack as t'le faacus
"kitchen debate between Nixon and s.~~rtisl:c e~ 5:: sal a Tao

IC0MM
DrjTROYEI3

36iaili 19T3



can recall seeing news pictures of Nixon with Fres=:der t Eisen::n'"cr
She can recall seeing t'1 nn's picture in newsreels in movie theaters
in Leningrad and llinsl Russia She was well aware of t:ie itnc aice
of Richard Nixon prior to the time she net Lee par tee; Oswald

She pointed out she bad not gaited any fami ia1 itM Zvi
the name of President Johnson until after the assassinatien of
President Kennedy



In J .p4 I'l.~osel~efcrb
FileNw

Marina Oswald was asked if there was a possibility she
had confused the name "Nixon with the name "Johnson. She

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 6 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On June 5 1964 Marina Oswald 629 Belt Line Road
Richardson Texas was interviewed to determine if she was possibly
confused when she stated on February 24,'1964,`that approximately two
weeks after the attempted assassination of Major General Edwin A

"-Walker:at Dallas Texas en April 10 1963 Lee Harvey Oswald had
indicated that he was going out because "Nixon is coming and I'it

going to take a look, it being noted that previous investig3Aon
had established that the then Vice President Lyndon B Johnson was
in Dallas Texas on April 23 1963

Marina Oswald was asked if it was possible that she had
become confused as to the name used by Oswald on the above referred to
occasion Specifically she was asked if she recalled if Oswald
had said "Nixon is coming and I'm going to take a lock, as pre
viously reported by her She stated these were the words of Oswald
as best she could remember She stated she is positive Oswald said
"Nixon was coming She stated she was familiar with the name "Nixon
because of the publicity received by him in connee.zion with his
nomination as the Republican candidate for President

reiterated she is positive Oswald used the name "Nixon. She stared
she was not familiar with therm'"Johnson at that time
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COMM-FBI
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MAILROOM TELETYPEUNITO

6/11/64

ttrtel

1
1

N A Eranigan
R.E Lenihan
J I Cavanaugh

Tot SAC San Antonio (105-2909)

(Room 4239 Justice

Building)

From
$vcto

FBI (105-82555)

J C Stokes
T ;,1 Gable

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS -R CUBA

.Reference is made to pages 37 through 42 of ;port of
SA John M Ke;ary dated 6/1/64 at San Antonio

While the incident described in refcrencel pages Liss

probably a college student prank as indicated by the college
librarian in a case of this magnitude involving the i:westigstion
of the assassination of an American President the fscts should have
been afforded prompt and proper investigative attention This was
not done

On 4/7/64 you were telephonically advised t'.io t beck bed
been found bearing certain notations which might have a relationship
to the Oswald case You were advised the book wouid be available to
the FBI if needed Three weeks later on 4/2Si64 you ratio tactcd
the telephone caller and personally interviewed him By thct time
he had returned the book to its owner the library .p arentiy un:'.er
the assumption that you did not need it and did not intend to
recontact him (It does not appear from the report tint 3cn eve-.
asked the telephone caller to hold the book for yes.) U c_ tr nt .ct

ing the librarian you found that the portions of the bock _ ertin"m:it
to the Oswald investigation had already been destroyed by hire 'Ye u
are instructed to submit explenations from all responsible personnel
as to the cause of this delay which resulted in the '~st~.acti -n o
those very portions of the book which made it of interest to the

rvi 1/Bureau Regerdless of what the original telephone caller was J","iseA
~ _-about holding the bo for you you should not have del c _d in ":ti

.it from hits i } j4 ~" b
H.h.g <1(0

 Ji A J 196MAILED
2

.e! SEE VOTE P TM..ft.

.1. Roams
.dy



Airtel to SAC San Antonio
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

.._ 105-82555

A review of referenced pages fails to reveal thet you
conducted a thorough investigation even after ycu learned net the
pertinent portions of the book were destroyed Nowhere do you
state that the book was examined by you Were the pertinent
portions in fact removed Were any other entries made in the
book besides those mentioned What evidence m,de the librarian
conclude that the book had never been checked out of the library

Also in tracing when the book originally came free-a Ole
bindery to the library to be put on its shelves for use t.1thou.h
you imply that certain records ware reviewed regarding Lisdecy
Number 2524 you do not set this forth in detail Uh t do tha
records of Wallace and Smyers show

Fix responsibility for derelictions as indiente_ cbove
and submit explanations Immediately conduct edditionel i esti
gation as noted and report promptly

. NOTE

A book was found in a San Antonio street on 4/71E4 in
which in several places there were allegedly hcnc"r tten co cats
regarding President Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald On whet is
described as "date-due slip in back of book was n-ot _tion "Fair
Play for Cuba Committee and on the'book pocket cord res tti_ n"e:c
Lee Harvey Oswald It took San Antonio 21 days to r 13
president of the book binding company after he telephoned end
reported finding the book When he was recontacted it was det_rmin^
the book had been returned to the college library and the parts of
interest to us had been destroyed Whether or not the coe..r.ents in

,the book were written by a college student as concluded ty the
college librarian we will never Wow now



to Bureau 6/9/64

L.

(Priority)

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

n
SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS -R-CUBA

Re WFO airtel to Bureau 648/64 and Newark airtel

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of p:oto
apha of_wrestler_LARRYSfT.;ON the o iginals of which were

furnished to SA FRANCIS U O'BRIEN PASQUALE E MIL
who is Deputy Commissioner Division of State, Athletic
Commission 226 West 47th Street NYC on 6/10/64 The
eight photographs consist of two photos each of SD CN taken
in the years 1956 1958 1960 and 1961 NYO is maintaj ng
the negatives of these photographs in NYO file.

On 6/10/64 PASQUALE E MELE Deputy Commissioner
Division of State Athletic Commission 226 West 47th Street

advised that their records indicate that LARRY SIMON aka_
ndian ?ohegan, born 7/8/33 Newark New Jersey weight-77

.230 pounds employed as a construction worker applied for
his license to wrestle on 2/27/56 and listed his address as
27 Philips Place Irvington New Jersey The file reflected
SIMON's present address as 102 Paine Avenue Irvington New
Jersey and his present employment as,electrician Local #3

i 3-Bureau Encls ,'..I
"1-Dallas loo-10461 (Info.) MO 11

1-Washington Field 105-37111 (Info.) (RN) ""
1-Newark (105-15291 ) RN)
1-New York (105-38431)Info

130 cbp t ,_
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PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200MarylandAre. N E

WASHINGTOND C 20002 J LEER"scam
Corral C 'ise!

MAY1 2 1954

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr. Hoover

In her testimony before this Commission
Marina Oswald identified certain photo rs as
the property of her husband -Lee.Haryey
She stated thattOswald had told her that suck o t

graphs depicted the home of General EdvA ti alker
`Those photographs have been admitted in evidence

as Commission Exhibits 2 (p-2) 3 (p-1) (p-5)
and 5 and identified by your Bureau by numbers

-t.~"~ respectively 7 (p-2) 14 (p-1) 6 (p-5) and 3o9

I
,"r~rt The Commission proposes to include so:..e

h or all of the above photographs in its final report
.~ We would also like to include other p:~oto raphs'of he

:I
Walker residence taken from exactly the same ;.os_tions

.a'.
_

from which the photographs described above were



taken so that the photographs found in the Osa"alds
possession can be directly compared with photographs
which can be independently identified as those of the
Walker residence Would you please have such
photographs taken and delivered to us The pictures
should be identified and the procedures Which were
followed in their taking should be described in an
affidavit of the person who actually takes the pictures

We understand that Special Agent Shar_eyielt
will be traveling to Dallas in connection with the
proposed reenaction of the assassination which is to
be carried on jointly by agents of your Bureau and
members of our staff Perhaps Mr Shaneyfelt could
arrange to take the necessary photographs of the
Walker residence at that time

We are most appreciative of your continued
cooperation

Sincerely

joi
go 1,1

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
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This completes the request made in the ebo":e
t referenced letter

58JU
cOMt.t-fat

Sincerely yours
J Fdb 6u

Enclosures (18)
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Dallas (100-10461) U I

64 LCTYPEUNITED
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r "

1 Yr Belmont 1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr Rosen 1 sir Griffith
1 Mr Sullivan 1 Hr Frazier
1 Mr Lenihan 1 Mr Shaneyfelt" t 1 MR Malley June 8 1964

E
1 Mr Rogge

By Courier Service
C

FX"~03
Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

1. The President's Commission
200 Jtaryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated May 12 196k
regarding photographs purported to depict the here of
General Edwin Walker which have been admitted in evidence
ae Commission Exhibits 2 (p-2) 3 (p-1) 4 (p-S) and 5 and

requesting that photographs be made of General Walker's
residence from the same positions as the photographs in
evidence

There are attached seven copies of a photograph
made of the back of General Walker's house from the same
view as shown in Commission Exhibit 5 as well is seven

copies of a photograph of the alley in back of Ceeeral Walker's

:4 house taken from the same location as Commission Exhibit
2 (p-2) There are also enclosed four copies of an affidavit
of Speoial Agent Ivan D Lee setting out his procedures used

` in the taking of the photographs

Only two photographs tee
by the Dallas Office cince
there are only t view: of
Walker's house represented
in the pactcg:"3h _ui,rlis::eC
by the Ccr. se i on ee.e ere
duplicate _pints c"` z ha
picture
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6/11/64

Airtel

To SAC Dallas (100-10401)

From
Dir3tor

FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Rerep of SA Zarrcn C DeBruoys dated 12/C/C3 at ro.11a.
Texas On page 99 of rercp it is reported that John Edward Iic
stated his mother Marguerite Oswald was divorced from Ed in F::;c'_ahl

"'duringt the Summer of 1043 in Fort Worth Texas You should conduct
'appropriate investigation to locate the court records of such

divorce and report anything of pertinence disclosed in such records
Results of your inquiries in this connection should to incorporated
in your next regular report prepared for dissemination to the
President's Commission

REL:pah
(8)

NOTE

Ekdahl was Marguerite Oswald's third husband They wore
married in 1944 and reportedly divorced in 1943 Ei_dahl died in
1953 Desirable we have Dallas review court records couc4rrinL
the divorce to determine if anything of pertinence reflected th =eir.



.!
TO LEGAT IdLXICO CITY

f FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

:'LEE MARVOSWALD IIS
R CUBA

REURCAB JUNE NINE lAST REQUESTING BUREAU ADVISE IF INVESTIGA

TION DESIRED TO LOCATE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO WHERE CSWALD ALLEGL%LY

HAD PICTURE TAKER BE EXTEt''DED TO INCLUDE ALL OF L TF:Oi OLI AN

HOLD INYTSTIGAT ON IN ABEYANCE UNTIL ADVISED

REL ah

rL4
, ogg i .) ` ` i :1 r

1 Foreign Liaison Unit t dRti{{ta Whrough for review) _ .
NOTE

CABLEGRAM

CODE

Ts"r."1 rTs12
I-

I Belnon

6/11/64

1 - Sullivan
URGENT 1 Malley

1 D J Brennan
I Braaigan
1 Lenihan

MEXICO CITY BUREAU CONTACTING PRESIDENT'S O ;iSSIOI T.E IS

MATTER AND RESULTS WILL IMt!EDIATELY BE FUR.UISfi.D YOU UPON RECEIPT

Commission advised it received evidence Oswald had a picture

taken in Mexico City on September 27 or 28 1963 for use on as
application fora visa at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City
Commission suggested photograph was probably taken at inexpensive
photographic studio near the Cuban Embassy We have conducted
extensive inquiry in eight-block radius of Cuban Embassy in
vicinity of hotel where Oswald stayed while in Mexico and in
vicinity of a travel agency where Oswald purchased ticr-et to return
to U S without locating studio of interest By letter 0/11/C4 we
furnished Commission results of our inquiries and re uestcd to be

1.--advised Whether our-investigation should be extended to:cover all of
a .tropolitan Mexico City

S
`eLoac~



(Type in plain text or code)

Bureau (RM)
llallaq

,(ENCL
1) (RM) (100-10461)

tan IFr`ai disco
JPM/cs #8

4 S JU 1 r 1G64',

Approved 1

Qf the Dallas Police Deparcc~ent who=
_WHITTEN telephoned 'on the ay of the assassination

In this taped interview Sergeant HILL describes his
part on that day in the arrest of LEE HARVEY O WLLD at the
Texas Theater and some of OS%.ALD's comments following his r
arrest t 4f;t P

t

Featured in the abo a mentioned tape was a five to
ten minute telephone interview between BO';i ::::1TTDti :Ead_i_o_
News Director of Radio Station :CRA Sacramento California__
'(who-was-formerly-associated--with Radic Station KRLD Dallas)
and Ser can _It6

The comments and remarks made by Sergeant HILL in
this tape recording appear to add nothing of pertinence to
what has previously been developed in captioned matter It
is believed however that his remarks should be reviewed
by someone familiar with the results of any subsequent interview.

Y
Ex-4 RFC37

f M

L

M %c
1 1
Per

a

Transmit the following in

FBI

Sent

tpr

t
EEC,SDate 6/11/64 f \

'Am i
.Via AIRTEI.

(Priority or Methodof Mailing) i

.7i1

L

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FR05I SAC SAN
O

CISCO (89-58) (P)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS -R,-CUBS

On 6/10/64 LIr CHETCASS=A ,}ews and Public rf_a_rs
,pire~tor dia.Station SrO -950 California Street .n
Francisco made available to SA JOIN P MC HUGH an ed-ited--
copy of a tape recording of a 25 minute ratio ere rai::_entitled,

~
`~Teath

in the.11orning,!l which was presented over Radio Ctation
~i~SFO at 6:45 P.M on 11/22/63 This tape is enclosed for
The Dallas _Office

Special Agent in Charge



R;?., of Sergeant HILL and others present at this time to determine
.,'c if the taped comments contain any material not previously

developed in this case Instant tape recording is accordingly
being forwarded to Dallas for such review

.This'tape need not be returned to ,.,an Francisco
may be retained permanently by the Dallas Office



During my testimony before the President's
Commissioq was asked concerning the Bureau file one
Lee Harvey,Oswald up to the time of the assassination

_K

3

cU
.PoemN .r.-.~w 1"uta+wr.!"6e+.etcma.SP

UNITED STATES GO `.NM ENT

Memorandum
se

MI TOLSON DATE 6/8/64

cc Mr Belmont

.

Td". .~_._._
FROM

SUBJECT

A H k31modt

LEE HARVEY OSVIALD Mr Sullivan
IS F Cuba Ur Branigan

Mr Mohr
Mr Tavel
Ur Rosen
Ur Malley

P-4,44
awl

wtELA1 SEC;1TYZJSSIQ

`o President Kennedy I had the file with me and told
the Commission it was available to the Commission
Commissioner McCloy expressed the opinion that someone
from the Commission should look through the file :ar
Rankin was also anxious to let the record show that
the FBI had not held back any information from the
Commission

Subsequent to my testimony at the suggestion
of Mr Stern of the Commission staff we tabbed each of
the 69 items contained in the Oswald file prior to the
assassination This went through serial 40 and included
serial 78 which was in the second section of the Oswald
file

At Mr Rankin's request Inspector I.:alley delivered 3the file to Rankin's office in a sealed envelope on the
morning of 6/3/64 in order that Mr UcCloy might go
through the file On 6/8/64 Mr Rankin advised Mr :.alley
that Mr McCloy had gone through the file and there were g
no questions.or problems The file was return:3:1 to :.r
Galley from Mr Rankin's office on 6/8/64 and has been
returned to the custody of the

Ipgords
Division



BYCOURIERsYC
Sincerely yours

0 Edgar HccREC 371``'

Reference is made to my letter to you dated
May 19 1904 concerning Marilyn Dorothea M'urrct

There are enclosed two copies of a rcmaranc!ui
dated May 22 1964 at Boston Massachusetts ca,tiorca C

"Marilyn Dorothea Murret. Thie tororandun contains
background information concerning Harold R Issas and :I

:-k
ti

1 Belmont
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 L ;l i ey
1 Branigan
June 11 1904

BY COWUER SERVICE

1 Lenihan
1 Goble

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N R
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

is being furnished you for your information

No further inquiry regarding this ratter i
being made in the absence of a specific request from
you

pa:.i:a Fat

Enclosures (2) s=

TNGSpah
n . t,,fe t

.
.Referenced letter enclosed a me randua cal aini

inforaatior that-one Paul Scott had written ;i:;:spa_ cr
snob= column,-in 'which he 'named ISurret as one of the "vast v-r.nL.d

defectors to-Russia or sateI1itb countries In into ;'iew
ScQtt advised he had some information to'nake "tie-up b tveon
LTurret and the Oswald case Se apparently did not know

5 J i N e R^ 7r:0)I~4TB C~}:~"II.~L~ P..uF
s. R.o

AAAoOYO TELETYPEUNITE)



NOTE CONTINUED

Miss Murret was Oswald's cousin In his newspa;er columns
Scott mentioned a Professor Harold Isaacs of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology as being associated rith Eurret
In referenced letter we told the Commission re would furnish
the background information on Isaacs There is no evidence
to support any of Scott's allegations about Eurret and
Isaacs She was interviewed and although she was related
to Oswald apparently had very little association with him
The enclosure has been read and approved by Ur Valley and
Mr Belmont
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Since-rely curs
I:-60 JUN 1
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Enclosures (2)
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4 NOTE

qe1'4 Mrs. Oswald 'contactd Dallas Office 6/1,/64 a:..d stated
v she had information to furnish re the assassination ILs Cst:ald

exhibited newspaper advertisements which she thcu;ht had some
thing to do -with the assassination She also stated that

Sorrels Agent in Charge of the Secret Service in L'a1la ,ha3
contacte her iii an attempt to obtain copy of r:hibit 202 t.vLicb

COTE CO t I i -ED PA:: TWO)
"J9

a

I

E

1 Delmont
1 D3Loa ch
1 Rosen

June 9 1964

BY COMM SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Ra4hington D C

Deter Mr Rankin

1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 fi_"anigac
1 Lonihan

t! co 1

Enclosed are two copies of n memorana:ui date
June 4 1964 at Dallas Texas whjch sets out results
of a contact we had with Mrs Marguerite C asmm l d on
June-1 1964 at her request You will note that
Mrs Osgald makes reference to the President's Commission
In the enclosures

To contemplate no further inquiries concc.nina
the data in the enclosures in the absence of a specific

-_request from the Commission
+ 81 COURIERSVC



".

NOTE CONTINUED

Ohe alleged Sorrels stated was lost Tars Oswald also indicated
she received a long-distance "crank call from a person who
indicated he was with "Time magazine in New York and that
sl:0cperson insulted herd She also indicated she would like
to sue "Tine and "Life magazines for their treatment of her
She added she knows the President's Cgm:missioa is vitally
interested in these two magazines for what they have printed
concerning this case in the past



EARLWARRENCAair
RICHARD8 RussLu
JOHNSHERIJ COOPER
HALEBose
GERALDR FORD
Joao J MCCIOV
ALLENW OULLES

This is in response to your letter of April 2 19614 in which
you advert to various letters and notes exchanged between Marine Oswald
and Ruth Paine the originals of which Mrs Paine declined to surrender
to your agents when they contacted her on March 6 1964 rlthou,;,h
Mrs Paine acknowledged to them that the documents were in her possession

You request in your letter assuming the dommenta in <estien
came into the possession of the President's Commission that copies
thereof be supplied to you Mrs Paine appeared before the Commission _
and testified She produced all of the correspondence to which she
adverted when interviewed by your agents on March 6 1964

i

IC 9

4

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200MarylandAve. N E

WASHINGTOND C 20002 J LEE QAhKIt
Central C i et

JUN 4 is&

Honorable J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau of

Investigation
Department of justice
Washington D C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

You list the documents in four categories I respond in
manner

Four letters written to her by Marina Oswald when the
latter resided in New Orleans T# uisia.na ir the Spring
and Summer of 1963

1 `

We believe the letters to which you advert (copies
~" of which are enclosed) are (a) Cc mss{on

Exhibit No 1108 (and envelope being Commission
Exhibit No 408A) dated May 25 19E3 (b) 0o is

~~ =-~ sion Exhibit No 1109 being letter of June 1 1963
) f from Rutli.Paine to Marina which Marina reterrec to

J Mrs Paine with various notations in Marina's and
1p calling attention to grammatical and other errors

in Ruth Paine's letter (c) Commission Exhibit
No 409B being letter of June 5 1903 from ?'.arina
to Rath Paine and Commission Exhibit 1;3 11a in

u0

pl

REC 31



which Exhibits 409 and 409E were enclosed (d) letter
from Marina to Ruth Paine written in July of 1963
and marked Commission Exhibit No 415 and (e) letter
(Commission Exhibit No 421) and envelope (Commission
Exhibit No 420) from Marina to Ruth Paine dated and
postmarked August 11 1963

"2 Two short notes written to her by Marina Oswald while
Marina and Lee Harvey Oswald resided at 214 West Neely
Street Dallas Texas in the Spring of 1963

These two exhibits were produced by-Mrs Paine and
were received in evidence They are (a) March 4
1963 note from Marina to Ruth Paine (Commission
Exhibit No 404) transmitted in envelope (Commission
Exhibit No 404A) postmarked at Dallas Texas
March 8 1963 with the return addresc of 214 Neely
Dallas Texas and (b) note from Marina to Ruth
Paine (Commission Exhibit No 407) transmitted to
M<rs Paine shortly before April 2 1963 in which
Marina accepts Mrs Paine's dinner invitation that
had been extended to Marina and Lee Harvey Oswald
Mrs Paine did not have the envelope in ihicb the
note was dispatched Copies of these exhibits are
enclosed

"3 A short note written to Marina Oswald by Mrs Paine but
never delivered

Mrs Paine produced before the Commission a five-page
long-hand letter dated April 7 1963 addressed to
Marina and signed by Mrs Paine which Mrs Paine
testified had never been sent The doe;:-lent was
received in evidence as Comissicn Exhibit No 422 a

copy of which is enclosed Mrs Pair.= states that
this is the only note or letter to tea-:::a that she
can recall that was not eventually sent by Mrs Paine
to Marina

Mrs Paine's translations of the foregoing exhibits api7ear in
the transcript of her testimony before the Commission as follows

Exhibit No and Description Page in Trsr.script

No 404 Note of March 40 1963 354



409 Letter of June 1
1963

No 409B Letter of June 5
1963

No 415 Letter of July of
1963

No 421 Letter of August of
1963

No 422 Mrs Paine's undelivered 3569-70
letter of April 7 1963

Unmentioned in your letter but produced by Mrs Paine en the
taking of her deposition in Irving Texas on March 23 195+ is 4
Christmas card from Marina containing a long-hand note of hers to
Mrs Paine The Christmas card was received in an envelope postmarked
December 21 1963 The Christmas card was received in evidence as
Commission Exhibit No 278 and the envelope as Commission Exhibit
No 278A Copies of each of these documents are enclosed herewith A
translation of the notation on the Christmas card appears at pare 122
of that deposition

In the last paragraph of your letter you state "For your
information this Bureau has received an allegation that Mrs Paine
had given Levine five letters which had been written by Lee Eary y
Oswald and which have never been made available to United Sta;.es
Government authorities The member of my staff who examined
Ruth Paine before the Commission and who deposed her in Lvirg e::as
on March 23 1963 has wade direct inquiry of Yrs Paine on this subject
She asserts that she never delivered any such letters to 1r :,vine for
the reason that she never had any such letters



43R...~~:a5e.z,..r..~c ..4...~ aN..:- -.

I

I trust that the foregoing together with the enclosures
fully responds to your letter of April 2 1964 Thank you for your
continued interest in the work of this Commission

Sincerely yours

P .f
.J1-0 ._11 ii ter r.'-- -:-

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

Enclosures

l,!



NOTE

BY COURIER SZF.'XCE

1 L'3;aa ing
1 Branigan
1 - Lenihan

of your letter of
correspondenc3 which
testified bcfors the

8Y COURIERSYC

GO JUN
S:OMM.fBt

 BEL:pah
(9)

Sincerely yours
T

1 Belmont
1 Rosen
I Sullivan

ii '1 Malley
June 9 1964

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Receipt in ackncwledged
June 4 1954 enclosing copies of
Mrs Ruth Paine produced Then she
Commission

Thank you for your cooperation and a.,sistan,3e
in this matter

We have previously received considerable LJ
correspondence exchanged between Mrs Paine and Marina
Oswald Mrs Paine however declined to furnish us
copies of certain letters between herself and Marina
stating they involved very personal ratters Ere Trine

IN 4idtprocitee.these letters for the Co:nission By letter
. 4/2/64 ae ;r&juested the Commission to be furnished copies

of such letters for our perusal:.i and analysis and for vesicle
 investigative leads _Lettersare primarily in Russia. Ian:n:11e
.-'i=LrAft r'~they are trdalated they will be furnished to Dallas and

appropriate analysis and investigation conducted

gttoxl
I\

,

JUN 1t
0

MAILROOMEDTELETYPEUNIT



TO

FROM SAC NEW YORK {105-38431)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEYYOSWALD
IS R CUBA

ReBuairtel to NY 6/5/64

he was unable at

3

it
i_ .~./

.~ Jam

. t( Per

~83:EG

Approved
Special Agent s gr rge

Sent L

w(4

MO

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

ti / a

On
6/9(64

ARLEM 'CROCE Editorial Assistant
"National_Revie. t,._150 East 35th Street NYC advised that the
column "Capital Bulletin is usually written by RALPH DE TOL:DA O!
in Washington D.C under pen name "QUINCY" however she
advised that the `"Capital Bulletin column appearing in the
6/9/64 issue of the "National Review aalletin was written* by
several different authors none of whom were DE TOLEDANO

Mss CROCE stated that she did not lmot the identity
of the author of that portion of the column pertaining to "a
former Russian national and she was unable to furn th any
information concerning the possible identity or location of
the "former Russian national referred to in the colur:gin She
remarked that WILLIAM F,7BUCKL""Y JR. Editor_ of "1 aticna
Review was unavailable for interview but she stated that

`she would contact him and advise him of the information
requested by the FBI

On 6/10/64 Miss CROCE was recontacted and stated
that she had spoken to IIr BUCKLEY but that

ureau 105-82555
-Dallas (100-10461) (RII:.ti RFC 3~ t _

2-WFO (105-37111) (Encs.2) (Rri)
~~ -~ ..~_.. ;.~~ .

1-New York (105-38431) _

I
(Priority or Methodof )railing)

.L----"--



r.s

this time to furnish the identity of the author of that portion
of the column relating to "a former Russian national Site
advised that their office is attempting "to get a message through
to the author of this information and that once he is contacted
he will in turn contact the FBI Miss tROCE stated she was
unable to furnish any additional information concerning the
identity of the author,'

In view of the vague response concerning the identi
of the author of this information it is requested th:.t WFO
locate and interview RALP E". rOLF.DANO whose pen na e"727QUINCti
appeared at the conclusion of the "Capital Bulletin colirin
of the 6/9/64 issue of "National Review aalletin WFO is
requested to attempt to elicit from DE TOLEDA O any information

-concerning the identity of the author of the information
pertaining to "a former Russian national and otherwise comply
with Bureau instructions as set forth in bliair tel to VY 6/5/&

Enclosed for the assistance of WFO is one copy of
the above mentioned Buairtel and also one copy of the coi u n
"Capital Bulletin



ransmit the following in i

iRTEL AIR MAIL

(Type in plain text or code)

Via
(Priority or Methodof Molting)

4

t

FBI

Approved  Sent
a _ Special Agent in Charge

n
f

t

Date 6/10/64 1

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
0

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Reference is made to pages 5-59 of Dallas Eeport
of SA ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated 5/26/64 captioned as
above which concerns the Dallas Cinema Associates Inc

11~
On June 8 1964 WYMANAPARR owner Glendale_

Camera Store 4448 Sputh Marsalis Street Dallas Texas
and a member of thTilas Cinema Associates,. Inc advised
they helve received t he in a 1 proof copies of the_filar en

Texas November 22 .1963. He stated the Dallas Cinema
Associates Inc expects to receive 700 copies of this film
from Technicolor Inc. Burbank California on Friday ;
June 12 1964 Further PARR stated Sanger-Harris Depart
ment Store Dallas Texas who will have exclusive rights
to market this film for a period of three months plan to
begin their advertising program for this film in the Dallas
Sunday papers on June 14 1964 He stated the sale price
for the film will be $24.95

nation
The above is submitted to the Burcar for infor

ARS/ds

(s) I'll



Re Houston airtel to Bureau 6/8/64

M Per .(_ ___

Transs mit the following in

Via AIRTEL

FD-36 (Rev 10-29-6

FBI

Date 6/11/64

(Type in plain text or code) 1
AIR MAIL

Priority

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC LOS
AAN)GELES

(105-15823) (P)

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA
00 DALLAS

EULALIO RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ Mexican citizen
located and interviewed at Los Angeles 6/ii/64 RODRIGUEZ
recalls he was passenger on Transportes del Rorte bus from
Mexico City to Laredo Texas October 2 and 3 1963
RODRIGUEZ postively identified a photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD as a passenger on this bus who sat some. here behind
him from Mexico City to Laredo and then on an America Gray
hound bus from Laredo Texas to San Antonio Texas

RODRIGUEZ specifically recalls OSWALD stayed awa::e
late reading a magazine book or newspaper with his over head
light shining which disturbed RODRIGUEZ sleep He recalls
OSWALD's eating a banana and carrying fruit with hi= on the

bus in a bag He recalled that OSWALD did not alight from the
bus during several rest stops and that OSWALD ira a one o_"
men requested to get off the bus for further questioning by
exar.ining Immigration officers at the Mexican Ii:^.igraticn the-ak
station located a few miles from the bc1rder RODRIGUEZ had
no personal contact or conversations with OSWALD nor with any
other passengers except a young married wo:an of Nexican
descent who sat next to him and traveled from Mexico City to
Houston Texas where she indicated she resided l:er name is
unknown Report follows

OBureau (RM) 1-San Antonio (105-2909)
(Info

)
(1-Legat Mexico 105-3702

_S:an,Francisco (c~~-5S)
r:.o

1-Dallas (100-ioliGi Info RI
1-Houston (105-1291) (Info RM3 2~-Los Angeles -r "4 f

F:HW/dhw (1n `--

.Approved:r Sent

.W
gene in barge

'7 9 ,1U P ,r yr fi



7

.04$ (R;. 10-2f-63)

(Type iwplain text or code)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (87-34325) (p7

SUBJECT CHARLES WILLIAM DEATON aka
Edward Arthur Johnson
ITSP-FBW
(00 NEW YORK)

ReButel to New York dated 5/20/64 New York teletype
to Bureau dated 5/21/64

Enclosed are five copies of a letterhead memorandum
re CHARLES WILLIAM DEATON as requested by reButel to New
York

~2 c.\L 1v -twre

, Bureau (Ends .)!
i New York ,~l

A et .r..-IrArire 01%
C.c ;"te_tom...-v1 tyJ

Approved

`JUN 1 9 lorkVeciest Agent



STATES DEPARTMENT Or ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York New York
May 21 1964

:

ti

In Reply PleaseReferto
File N

Re C'narles William Deaton

Charles William Deaton has been the subject of
several Federal Bureau of Investigationncases wherein
he has represented himself as an official of the International
Insurance Company of Nassau Limited (IICN) Nassau Bahamas
In this capacity he has offered large loans to businessmen
for which he requires prepaid commission fees After
receiving some of the prepaid commissions he there drops
from negotiations and the deals collapse I.ivaoti,;atic.ri
reveals that IICN has never been in a financial position
to ]cyan large sums of money

In April 1964 Deaton through an intarma3iay
approached Harold A Dragoo President Golden for tgage
Investment Incorporated and Robert Pribble Reeltc
both of Colorado Springs representing himself to be the
executive secretary-treasurer of the IICN who was willing te
provide a $900,000.00 comaitment for financing a lard devel c
ment enterprise that Dra;;oo and Pribble were interested in
in the Colorado Springs Colorado,area Deaton requested six
per cent commission-for efforts in providing the $,)0,C00.O0
loan three per cent in advance Dragco and Pribble ee t
$7,968.39 by Western Union money order from Colcr do Springs
to Deaton in New York as part payment of tire per cent
commission at Deaton's request Dra oo was to meet Denton
at New York on May 13 1964 to pay balance c.f 'i. 30.GO
due New York Federal Bureau of Investigation e srts a c ;i.^
in undercover capacity met Deaton negotiated with him
and arrested him for violation of Interstate T_"ar perteticn
of Stolen Property and Fraud By Eire Statutce I:eaton wan

e indicted on May 15 1934 by a Grand Jury in the Scat Berri
Judicial District of New York and is currently being held
in $20,000.00 bond

nor ci.na::-i "~ ct any i:"rd :.r r'.;"+.a:y
of the Ft! rr 3 i 3:.:":1 to "-i:r it -nd
its cont,ats are Gct to b ei-t outcd cutsidt
your ogcncy
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Incidental to the arrest of Deaton a small
black bag was taken which contained among other busine
papers the following items

A copy of a contract dated February 11 1964
tl.ransferring exclusive right to exploit the Marina R

y /,_Oscmld stoiy--throughout the world trough the-Tiara
vof motion picture and television fro James RZ r

Ar_din Manager for Marina N Osv ill& t6 aiti lit Fi1rs_

~
J`-~ _ ._

Incorporated oigneci U Charles tu"L:scier, 3?rcaic ert
rA C W,1-Deaton Rowdy. T'rowarc and Georg _ .. re_I Jr

This contract stlptfhates a conaideratioa of $7C,COO
for this transfer but provides for a norm detailed
contract within 23 working days Attac?!ed to the
aforementioned contract of agreement is a Photostat
dated December 6 1963 addressed to Mr James H
Martin Dallas Texas signed by Mrs Marina N
Oswald giving Martin Hrs Oswald's aut'.:crisatioa to
handle her personal and business affairs

A letter of agreement dated February 12 1964
signed Charles R Lasater C W Deaton G:-argc C
Dell Jr and Rowdy Reward This letter concerns
an agreement between the nLove-n nttor.ed ia4tvid als
to attempt to obtain the rorld-wide rit;btc to tavicp
and television and other public use of the Ltarial=C cc ld
Story. The letter was typed on the att t.emery o* _

Hot.~ard_pnd Bella .Realtors 205 Ste.rronz leer
East Dallas Texas

A copy of a letter of agreerncnt une.ate si nod
by Charles It Lasater C W Denton I1:,-"e
and George S Bell Jr on February 12 1E134 The
letter is an agreement between the r.Leve :.:o _tione
parties to assign and convey for a cots eratioa el
$1500 five per cent of the proceeds w:;ir;t may be
derived from the Marina Oswald motion pictur0 and
television exploitation to Jack D.f Fandcrtur gh

.Lotics 1_
.Deaton has described himself as t finzacier Me

indicated ho is 38 years of age was born _ct Carey Terns
is married to Gayle Deaton nee Daher and resides et
.10740 St Lazare Dallas Texas
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et Charles William Doaton

Dcaton has been arrested several tires in the
State of Texas for swindle by worthless checks but has
never been convicted
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June 12 19G4

Chief U S Secret Service

John
Edgar

ver Director

LEE IILtVJ'Y OSt,ALLD
Thii .RNAL SiCVi1ITY RUSSIA CUBA

r-4c

MANtso'n I S M4

Enclosures (4) 1
f. r

~` 8`tr x

TNG:pah a '`~. ~i .~ it
".'-''

II NOTE
-III\

+"airs

ias:trri_

v..vet

,- .Copies of these memoranda have been diese inated
to t he President's Commission They are bein tarnished you
for your information ror your additional i! .or:= tion ti e
memorandum of Special Agent Jane3 X Reward lihi to rouse
Detail dated Hay 27 1964 has also been furnished to the
President's Commission

Z
L.7C

. O-NV

(S) 205-82555

Date

'To

From

Subject

Belmont
Mohr
'DeLoach
Sullivan
Malley
Branigan
Lenihan
Liaison
Goble

Enclosed are two copies of a neaorcnYur captioaed
"Lee Harvey bald, dated June 5 1064 at Dallas Tcxai
mnd two copies of a memorandum also captioned "L c Harvey
Oswald, dated Lay 28 10G4 at Vashington D C 4

These memoranda pertain as you can see to
conversations which allegedly took place on Tetruary 9
1964 involving Thayer i:aldo Pat Clyde L'o'a ard and -a
Special Agent Janes U Howard The June 5 1364 memorandum-t
includes faldo's statement as to his vercior of the co:_ver
cations

Thayer ldo newspaper reporters cL.':i anied the
.?mat(  two Howard brotl}era,and_ P rs Iiarguerite Oswald from Lr Oevald's

Y- --borne to the airport 'in Da11a3 sin 2/9/64 Valdo's presence was
at the specific request of Mark Lane and firs Cs.-ald The tea
Howard brothers gave him a ride back from the airport after
11rs.'Oswald boarded the airplane On the way 1"ac! there was

 some conversation about a Negro who allegedly citrersvd C:...Iz
shooting`,at President Kennedy According to the :o. rd brc:a:crs

.Roo IN t.1MAi[.,ROOYEJTELETYPEUNITES



they never indicated that this Negro male had actually been
a witness to anyone shooting at the President and the con
versation was in a joking and jesting manner They pointed
out that Waldo who was in the back seat apparently rust
have misunderstood the entire conversation The next daft
Waldo wrote a story in his newspaper about a witness being
held by authorities who actually saw Oswald shooting In
May 1964 the "rational Guardian published an article wherein
it was reported that Mark Lane claimed that the Secret Service
had deliberately planted false story in the press to pass further
guilt on Oswald .This article named the Howard brothers and
Waldo and the story spoken of was apparently the one writt.3a
by Waldo The enclosed memorandum of 6/5/64 includes r aldo*s
version of this incident and also the results of the interview
with Pat Clyde Howard who is now a police officer in Hurst
Texas .The other enclosed memorandum includes results of the
interview with Special Agent Howard U S Secret Service
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CLARK D ANDERSON

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau it it suggest( 3 Act is be st:i:a5'~--paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems
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Sincfrely yours
tL Edz

/td
(SEE KOTE PAGE Tt O)

1 Belmont .
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 Braniaan
Juno 11 1904

BY COURIER SEEVICB

Lenihan

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter of June 2 1064
'herein you advised that the Cor ission now has evidence
that on ;gM or Saturday of September 27 or 2C 19C3
Lear-'iavey had his photograph taken for use on an
application for a visa at the Cuban F.::bossy in Mexico City
You indicated you believed that Oswald must have gone to a
photogralhic studio under the circumstances an inexl,easive
one some place in the vicinity of th,;.Cuman E trsey Yen
requested that this Bureau nttenpt to locate this studio and
if possible obtain the negatives of the photograph tai:en of

d Oswald or copies thereof
4

For your information we have contacted allEm photographic studios within an eight-block raciva of the
e= a Cuban and Soviet Embassies the Hotel del Coaercio where 1 r '` `~

m Oswald stayed while in Mexico City as well as three 1 ~

photographic studios near Chihunhuenses Transportation `
Travel Agency Incorporated where Oswald pa aced Lie
bus ticket to return to the United States and we were

.l unable to locate the photographic stuc?io where Oswald
reportedly had his photograph taken while in Mexico City

r 1
Please advise if you desire ue to extend our

inquiries to locate such photographic studio to in flee all
of Metropolitan Mexico City I;e are halstin furt:?c i:.ves

y Ligation "in ,thip 'matter in abeyance pending r !cipt"'of
.1sa  advice from the Commission ,/

.,e
nab



Legat has made a comprehensive survey to locate
photographic studio where Oswald allegedly had his photograph
taken in Mexico City We do not possess the evidence the
Commission refers to indicating Oswald had his picture taken
while in Mexico City To extend our inquiries to cover all
of Metropolitan Mexico City would be an extremely time
consuming process Desirable we contact Commission to deter
mine if it desires such survey be conducted before re gat
involved in such a major undertaking which would run into
considerable expense
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REBUAIRTEL MAY TWENTYFIVE ENCLOSING LETTER FROM PRESIDENT'S

COMMISSION DATED MAY TWENTY

DALLAS PRESENTLY CONDUCTING INVESTIGATION TO IDENTIFY CERTAIN

PHOTOGRAPHS AS REQUESTED BY COMMISSION

BUREAU REQUESTED TO FURNISH DALLAS DIV A CLEARER COPY OF

ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH AS DEPICTED IN PHOTO NO ONE OF ITEM SEVENTY

IT IS NOTED PHOTO NO ONE IS A SCENE OF A RAILROAD TRACK

END

LRA

FBI WASH DC
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Reurtel 6-1-64 requesting Bureau furairh a clear
copy of original photograph as depicted In photograph number or:e
of item 70 For your information the Bureau noted that Cue
to the poor condition of the original photograph a clear copy
cannot be made Accordingly tho original photograph nufther ore
of item 70 is enclosed herewith for your use in this gutter
and it should be returned to the Bureau upon coy^ Iction of this
particular inquiry

Tour attention in directed to the Com-ticsSon's letter
of 5-20-64 in this cutter which requested on page 4 that photocraph
number five of item one and photograph number one of it-en 70 bs
forwarded to ltr Wesley J Liebeler of the Commission F your
information the Vuresu has forwarded to Ur Lie clar the two
items requested by him and consequently you n e e d cot a alosc
duplicates of these items in responding to the Cornis3ios's

,,letter of 5-20-64
-

V

WAILFtF~?M.. J TELETYPEUNITE]

I

t_j__
fA Rosec

1 Sullivan
I Valley
I Br u igan

6-2-G4

-'Lerihan
airtel

Tot Std .'1las {100.10461)

From Director FBI J105-82555)

L IM BARVEY OSWALD
18 . $ -CUBA

.i

C `'

NOTE ,.Commission has received considerable testimony hearing on the
3 attempted assassination of Gen Walker and has requested FBI to

conduct additional inquiry to pinpoint as accurately as possit.le
the location %.here Oswald buried his rifle after shooting Val cr
and also to identify certain scenes believed to have been involved

LEI in Oswald's plans.tro"ass:~ssinate -Walker The enclosure dcpi^ts a
railroad scene which may be assoc'a.ated with a site where C,;,wr.ld t.uric
his rifle The copy of this photo presently in p. sessio o: Dallas

Olson is not clear enough to assist in its investigation re this c:_t:er an.
.therefore we are sending the original photo itself rl.;c: has beer

.maintaided bk the FBI L 1 0
as evidence in this ease

Leech  REL mhw (9) JUN 2 ,196
le .f _ col jdM"F

.5-6 JUN to 1 #e&el
cottar  
ate Roo
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At 12:50 a.m. Frederick-"'iilney Center Island
Oyster Bay New York telephonically contacted ni'night
-Supervisor William .F Assmus to state that the FBI should
have L'arina Oswald arrested for first degree murder

~ 1

`

ACTION

wesr+.w s% e.a~ e

Tilney stated that based on his c^iculnLiot Mari
Oswald must have had prior knowledge of her huscau 's inten
tions to assassinate the President and was there:Zore ns
guilty as her husband Tilney also stated that N s ina Cst:aid
was older than she alleges and he considered her to be a dan
gerous individual Tilney could offer no specifics rocarCing
this matter and reiterated his remark that it was based on
his "calculations.

A check of bureau indices discloses Tilney nay be
identical with Frederick Tilney Jr. (Bureau file 62-10035G)
who was connected with the Governmental Statistical Corporation
in New York City In 1954 Frederick Tilney Jr. vac inter
viewed by Agents of the New York Office in connection with an
allegation received from Louis F Budonz that he had received
an implied threat from one Frederick Tilney in connection with
Budenz possibly writing a book concerning the Communist Party
It was determined that Frederick Tilney Jr. as a p r.:cnt?y
not identical with the individual named by Bu en.

It is suggested this memorandum be routed to the
Domestic Intelligence Division for whatever action they Coo
appropriate
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Tot

From

1 Rosen
1 Shroder

2-27-64

i Branigan
I = Lealhan
1 Ant'ersoii

SAC
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York

Die c or FI3I 105-82555) / 'f 6 t
8-4

LEE HARVEYSh'ALD
IS R CUBA

At 12:58 a.m 2-24-64 Frederick Tilney Center Island
Oyster Bay New York telephonically contected Bureau stating
FBI should have Marina Oswald arrested for first degree murder

Tilney stated that based on his calculations Marina
Oswald must have had prior knowledge of subject's intentions
to assassinate the late President Kennedy and was,.therafcrc
as guilty as

subject
Tilney also stated that ;4rina 0swald is

older than she c aims and he considered her to be a den cro a
individual Tilney could offer no further specifics re.rdiag
this matter other than it was based on his a ceic..laticns.

Bufiles disclose Tilney possibly identical with
Frederick Tilney Jr (New York file 62-11335 :.:file 621c65 )

.who was connected with Governmental Statistical Corporation
138 Pearl Street New York City In 1954 Frederick Tilucy Jr.
was interviewed by New York Office in connection with ailegntion_
from Louis F Budenz concerning an implied t::reat frozi one 5
Frederick Tilney in connection with book being cor.t.em l te` by
Budenz concerning the Communist Party It was deternined that
Frederick Tilney Jr. was apparently not identical with the
individual named by Budenz During Interviews Tilney Jr.
stated that his name has in the past been confused with en o =:r
Frederick Tilney who was connected with the American Russian
Institute and was residing in New York City stating he was the
son of Dr Frederick Tilney prominent doctor in New York City
Bufiles a so .contain references to a Frederick Tilney ~:3o his

-h.--been affiliated with the American Russian Instit=ute v'.:ich
.information is also available in New York files._ "

.,wawa > ~
6 1964.1

p
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Airtel to SAC cw York
RE LEE HARVEY OS1 ALD
105-82555m.

New York check indices end in the absence of additional
information identifiable with Frederick Ti lney Oyster Bay
New York dictating to the contrary imediately interview
him concerning above complaint attempting to tie lain down to
specifics Suairtel results in letterhead ne +oranctu.1 fort
suitable for dissemination with appropriate rcco=erdatious
for further action
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AIRTEL AIR ?i~IL i

(Priority or Methodof Moiling) }
.L

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

Mr CHARLES t-.'OODRO: GREENER May 4 1960
DIAL D RYDER May 4 1964
J R CLEMENTS May 4 1964
DIAL D RYDER May 5 1964
JOYCE BOLLAWAY May 4 1964

UPI&

REC 4
I '4

FBI Laboratory File :0-7-1:)

P

A

I

N

FBI

Date 5/18/64

Transmit the following in
I
VIa

(Type in plain text or code)

r
ROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

0
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka

IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 4/29/64 e:closing
two copies of a letter from the President's Co:Kission
dated 4/28/64 and instructing Dallas to institute im
mediate investigation in connection with the testimony
of DIAL DUt'1AYNE RYDER before the President's Co:x ission
with respect to the repair tag indicating certain -:,ark
had been performed on a rifle at the Irving Sport c Lop
Irving Texas for a man by the name of ()SLAM

Enclosed herewith are 10 copies of a lattc_,lea3
memorandum reflecting results of the requested ir:v2sti
gation

All of the investigation set forth in t::e enciosc,e
letterhead memorandum was conducted by SA's :. :A NJ_D
SWITZER and EUGENE F PL'TKAI:IS except the fci log in li c tcd
interviews which were conducted by SA Ej O Y E

V

Bureau (3 105-2555) (1
(Enc 10,)A L.LOjUi B

3 Dallas (2 100-10461) (1
c t DIY

.(7) of AG /Vb., "Ai Q.

2219644s Lj!".r./rf C<
Sent
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Mrs EDITH t:.HIT..ORTH May 5 1964
EDWARD FULBRIGHT May 5 1964
Mrs GERTRUDE HUNTER May 5 1964
DIAL D RYDER May 18 1964
CHARLES r OODRO;" GREENER May 18 1964

It appears that all logical investigation has been
conducted in connection with this repair ticket For the
Bureau's information however it is the opinion of SF.+:ORY
E HORTON who has interviewed DIAL D RYDER on several
occasions that RYDER fabricated the repair tag and that
RYDER is of such nature that if he were given a Polygraph
examination it is believed by SA HORTON he would admit
having fabricated such repair ticket

Therefore the Bureau is requested to give con
sideration to authorizing an interview with DIAL D RYDER
by Polygraph

The complete results of all interviews in cc:
nection with the investigation reflected in the enclossi
letterhead memorandum will be set forth in the next report
submitted in the above-captioned case
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1:NI TATCS DEPARTMENT OI lCC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

e e.

COPIE DOSTROY

3 6 MAR 1 1973

In Reply PleaseRefera
File N&

Dallas Texas
May 18 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

By letter dated April 28 1^64 the Prerident's
Commission requested additional investigation to rest-Ive

certain information previously furnished 1y Mr CIA's D

'..DER employee Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving Bcule

vard Irving Texas with respect to a re air tag thee par
pnrts to reflect work done on a firearm v_tich ze_ eir tag
br're the name "OSWALD

At 6:30 P.M on November 24 1963 an ariceTer s

male caller telephonically advised a Special Agent cf the

Federal Bureau of Investigation at Dallas 'sexes that at

about 5:30 P.M he learned from an unidentified _eel bey at

Wyatt's Supermarket Plymouth Park Shopping Cer er Irv?.

Texas that LEE HARVEY OSWALD on Thursday Nev--r 21 19E3
had hie rifle sighted at the Irving Sports Shop 221 East

Irving Boulevard Irving Texas He said he could fe-en! =a nc

further details concerning this matter and does net knew if

it is true or how the boy found out this information

The above anonymous male caller sounded es if Y:r

were a normal stable individual but said he did %ct desire

to identify himself

On November 25 1963 a Spa=ial Aer.t_ate '".`..2 De1!

Office of the Federal Bureau of Investig etien c od_'=

Irving Texas and found the Irving Sports Shop w e c ^_ '.

Neighborhood inquiry rev aled that the owner of the Irvin

Sports Shop was a WOODROW REENER who wee report d y t

visiting at an unknown addr sis in East Texas In :'RLE'_:t`R's

ab4 ence an employee DIAL D RYDER 2?28 Herv r Ir e.c



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Texas was contacted at his home at which time he stated that
he had on November 23 1963 found a repair tag bearing the .
name "OSWALD RYDER and the Agent then proceeded to the
Irving Sports Shop where the pertinent repair tag was examined
by the Agent and the interview continued which interview is re
flected on page 395 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT P
GEMBERLING dated November 30 1963 at Dallas Texas

On May 13 1964 RAi''''JOHN Television News Department
Channel 8 WFAA-TV corner Young and Houston Streets Dallas
Texas advised that he recalls that on the afternoon of Sunday
November 24 1963 following the shooting of LEE HARVEY OS'cID
he arrived at his office at approximately 1:00 P.M to co
ordinate the recent news events

JOHN advised that he received a telephone call some
time between 3:00 and 3:30 P.M of that day from an anonymcus
male caller who stated that he believed "OSWALD had had a
rifle sighted at a gun shop located in the 200 block on Irving
Boulevard in Irving Texas JOHN advised he interpreted the
name "OSWALD to mean LEE HARVEY OSWALD He stated he recalled
asking the anonymous caller Vhere he obtained this information
and that the caller declined to elaborate The caller did not
support his statement by any other corroborating information
and for that reason JOHN did not place too much credence in the

story

JOHN advised however he decided to offer this in
formation to law enforcement for whatever it might be worths
and he accordingly called the office of J WILL FRITZ Captain
Homidde and Robbery Division Dallas Police Department at about
3:45 P.M and furnished this information to Detective FAY TURNER
of that Division

JOHN advised he could recall the anonymous caller had
a very husky deep bass voice and was definitely a male

JOHN stated-he has never had occasion to his recol
lection to talk to either Mr GREENER or Mr RYDER of the
Irving Sports Shop either in person or by telephone and in
any case feels he woyld be unable to recognize the voice of the
anonymous caller-if he heard it again

2



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

JOHN advised the caller was on the line only a
matter of seconds and that no other conversation took place,
to the best of his recollection

On May 4 1964 Mr CHARLES WOODROW GREENER 2015
Rosebud Irving Texas was interviewed at the Irving Sports
Shop 221 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas Vaich GREENER
stated he owns

Mr GREENER stated he cannot recall stating to anyone
that he could fix the date that the Irving Sports Shop repair
tag bearing the name "OSWALD was prepared between November 4
and 8 1963 and does not recall stating it appears the gun for
that tag was brought in between those dates He said he only
recalls stating he was out of Texas during the period November 1
through 13 1963 and he is confident that if the gun repre
sented by that tag were brought in it was brought in while he
GREENER was out of the store as he has no recollection Whatso
ever regarding the transaction

Mr GREENER was asked if there is any question in his
mind that a gun represented by the repair tag bearing the name
"OSWALD was brought into the store Mr GREENER said he had
answered the previous question as he did as he was recently
interviewed by a representative of the President's Commission
and that person pressed him GREENER on the point of utether
the pertinent repair tag represented an actual gun and repair
job Mr GREENER said it is his opinion that the repair tag
represents a bona fide transaction pointing out that DIAL
RYDER has been employed by him GREENER for the past six years
and during that period he has found RYDER to be a good steady
reliable employee and he has never known of RYDER doing anything
wrong therefore he has every confidence in RYDER He said he
GREENER goes away and leaves the entire business in RYDER's care
and "I never worry a minute about the business.

Mr GREENER stated that the number on the pertinent
repair tag means absolutely nothing and is of no use whatsoever
in attempting to fix the date that the repair tag was prepared
He stated the repair tags come in boxes of approximately five



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

hundred and when they open a box they dump them out on the
workbench and make'no effort whatsoever to use them in sequence.
He stated that when work is brought in the person accepting
the work will reach over pick up a reair tag and fill.'it out
and they may take a tag from any part of the batch of tags.
lying on the workbench

GREENER stated that the fact that the claim check
portion was still attached means nothing because in nine out
of ten cases the claim check stub is not detached from the re
pair ticket and given to the customer He pointer ,:t' he
has found that to require a claim check is not practical ae
most customers will not bring the claim check with them Vaen
they pick up their equipments therefore he does not make any
effort to require claim checks

Mr GREENER stated that he did cause a review to be
made of his cash register tapes for the ten-day period in early
November 1963 When he was away from the store and found several
ert'..:.es for even $6.00 amounts He pointed out that due to the
number of $6.00 entries found he realized that would be of no
help in determining when the work called for on the pertinent
repair tag would have been picked up therefore he made no
record of the $6.00 entries located

Mr GREENER stated that they the GREENERS have
checked every way possible to pin down the date that the above
referred to repair tag was prepared and/or the item picked up
by the customer and "there is no earthly way the date can be
more closely established.

On May 4 1964 DIAL D RYDER 2028 Harvard telephone
number BL 3-4376 Irving Texas was interviewed at his place
of employment Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving Boulevard
Irving Texas Mr RYDER said he first noticed repair tag
number 18374 Which bears the name of "OSWALD as the owner of
the gun to be repaired on Saturday November 23 1963 He
stated that on that occasion he RYDER was cleaning off his
workbench it being cluttered with various tools shop towels
and repair tags and it was during this cleaning up that he
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t
noticed the tag bearing the name "OSWALD He pointed out
that the tag attracted his attention as the nave "OSWALD had
been mentioned frequently in the news on November 22 and 23
1963

Mr RYDER stated that prior to finding the re:air
tag he had no recollection of doing any work for a person
named OSWALD even though he had heard the news of the arrest
cf LEE HARVEY OSWALD and had seen his picture on television
on numerous occasions on November 22 and 23 1963

Mr RYDER said he usually prepares repair tags in
pen as he carries a ballpoint pen in his shirt pocket but
does recall that on one occasion on an unrecalled date during
the first two weeks of November 1963 he had used a pencil
during the greater part of a day He recalled that on the date
he had used a pencil he made a trip to Cullum and Boren Company
Dallas Texas and picked up some items of unrecalled nature
He said he has not made any review of his records to try to
idantify the day that he used a pencil and visited Cullum and
Boren Company in downtown Dallas as it would be very difficult
to determine that date from his records Further if the date
were determined he questions that it would be of any real
significance as far as establishing the date that he prepare
repair tag number 18374 because he does not use a pen
exclusively painting out that frequently a cuataxer wil` bring
a gam or r her work into the store and he RYDER will plea tip
a re sir tag and pencil from his workbench and prepare the tar
Fe stated that on other occasions he will sign items in nano+l
if a pencil is handy or if someone hands him a pencil when

giving him an invoice or other item to be signal

Mr RYDER stated that there is no other sorts shop
located within several blocks of that area and the Irvir.3 Spa is

She is the only place that has a gunsmith 1ccatei within a rem
blocks distance of the furniture store formerly operated by Era
EDITH WHITWORTH on East Irving Boulevard

On May 4 1964 Mr J R CLEME_!TS Office Y"j_.evr
Cullum-and Boren Company (C-B) 1509 Elm telep gone na;ri ac
RI 2.61154 Dallas Texas made available for review sec i_ivztce



C-B Invoice Number 28030 waz signed by DIAL RYDER
in pencil with the items called for in the invoice

that reflects a sale to Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving
Boulevard Irving Texas during the period November 1 through
14 1963 The review of the invoices reflects the following
pertinent information

1) C-B Invoice Number 27263 signed by DIAL RYDER
in pencil on November 6 196 acknowledging
receipt of the material identified on the in
voice The order was picked up at the C-B
Gun Shop and consisted of gun and reel parts
with a total price of $3.10

C-B Invoice Number 27264 signed by DIAL RYDER
in pen on November 7 1963 thereby acknowledging
receipt of the items listed on the invoice The
total amount of the invoice is $138.43 and E.a3
picked up by RYDER at the main store

3) C-B Invoice Number 27392 is signed by DIAL
RYDER in pen thereby acknowledging reoai_t of
the material called for in the invoice on No
vember 8 1963 The material called for on the
invoice consisted of parts and was picked up by
RYDER at the C-B Gun Shop

:".:voice Number 27897 was picked up by T.?DER
at the C-B Gun Shop on November 12 1963 at
Which time RYDER signed the invoice in pen-oil
acknowledging receipt of the items list-el there
in The parts called for in the in Bice are gun
parts with a total cost of $10.67

C-B Invoice Ne ber 27898 was 3 igr.ed by DIAL RYDEL
in pen having been picked up by RYDER at :he C-F
warehouse on November 12 1963 The its.-:s called
for in the invoice consist of sporting e n irment
The total amount was $115.34



Res LEE FARVEY OSWALD

having been picked up by RYDER at the C-B
Gun Shop on November 13 1963 The invoice
lists gun parts with a total cost cf $1a.17

Or May 5 1964 DIAL D RYDER 2028 Fa_vard tele hone
number BL 3-41:6 Dallas Texas was interviewed at his pace of
employment Irving Sports Shop 221 East Xrving Boulevard
Irving Texas

Mr RYDER stated he has no recollection cf what items
he picked up at Cullum and Boren Company in dcwr town Dallas .en
the occasion of his visit when he recalls using a pencil in
early November 1963

The pertinent data on the Cullum and Boren invoices
signed by RYDER during the period Ncvenber 1 thrcc_h 14 19:3
were reviewed with RYDER including the neture of the writing
instrument used by him to sign the invoices After cenei ring
this information Mr RYDER said it would not help es he still
cannot recall what he picked up on the occasion be had in mind
when he used a pencil during the entire date as related to
Officer F M TURNER of the Dallas Police Department

On May 4 1964 JOYCE (Mrs BOB G.,NSOiLA:AY 1241
Marlynn Irving Texas telephone number EL 4-7ln es inter-
viewed at the horns of Mrs EDITH-W4I-FWORTA 315 Sc"zth Je_`fero c
Irving Texas Mrs ROLLAWAY said EDITH W I'_"`WCRTH is her
ROL.IAWAY S :nether

Mrs HOLLAW` said she and her hu b r have w seas
they being JEfi RY LY:.^.v OL!AWAY who was barn October 10
1and BRYAN DOUGLAS 'HOLLAWAY who was born Cct ,bee 2 s 1961 Mrs
ROLLAWAY said her children are Mrs WHITWORTI 'C only grand
children

Mrs ROLLAWAY recalled that soon after the aseessi
nation of President JOHN F KENNEDY on Ncveni er 22 39E = Mrs
WIHITWORTH told her that .hen she WFHITWOR.'H first sa the
picture of LEE HARVEY OSWALD on television she the.ght he lee:Ned
familiar Later when Mrs WHI WORTH saw pictures and/er heard



_the descriptions of OSWALD's wife and children Mrs V ITWORTH
then thought she recognized the OSWALDS as a family that had
been in WHITWORTH's furniture store in the recent past and whom
Mrs WHITWORTH referred to a sports shop She said her mother
mentioned the family that came into the furniture store had two
small daughters as Mrs WHITWORTH said she told that family
that they and her WHITWORTH's daughter should get together as
the HOLLAWAYS had two small sons

Ir Mrs HOLLAWAY said she understands there was another
woman in the furniture store at the time the above-referred to
family came into the store but she HOLLAWAY does not know
the identity of that person

Mrs ROLLAWAY said her mother undoubtedly referred
the family to the Irving Sports Shop as that was the only sports
shop in that area of Irving Texas

On May 5 1964 Mrs EDITH WHITWORTE 315 South
Jefferson telephone number BL 3-2538 Irving Texas stated
she formerly operated the Furniture Mart a furniture store
at 149 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas having closed the
business during the latter part of January 1964

Mrs WHITWORTH said she is confident inner own mind
that the man woman and two small children who visited the
Furniture Mart on November 6 7 or 8 1963 as shs has previ us
related were LEE HARVEY OSWALD MARI2:A.OSWALD and the ,

children

Mrs WHITWORTH stated that on the occasion of the visit
LEE HARVEY OSWALD entered the store and asked for an unrecalled
part for a gun Mrs WHITWORTH said she told him the gun shop
had moved and directed him to a gun shop that had a gunsmith that
was located nearby She stated she does not specifically recall
which gun shop she referred OSWALD to but in all probability re
ferred him to the Irving Sports Shop which was only one block
east of the Furniture Mart She stated she might have referred
him to Ed's Pawn Shop 616 East Irving Boulevard which is
operated by ED FULBRIGHT She explained that WARREN GRAVES



previously operated a gun shop in the space occupied by the
Furniture Mart but GRAVES sold out to FULBRIGHT in early 1963
but continued_to work for FULBRIGHT at Ed's Pawn Shop there
fore she might have referred OSWALD to that shop in view of
her acquaintanceship with GRAVES

Mrs WHITWORTH recalled that after she gave OSWALD
directions to the gun shop he noticed that she had furniture
and stated he would be needing some furniture within two or
three weeks and started looking around She said she started
showing him used furniture and talking to him trying to de
termine what he was really interested in and during this
period they were joined by a woman who was carrying a baby and
accompanied by a two-year old girl She said she later saw
pictures of the woman on television and in the newspapers and
now knows her to be MARINA OSWALD wife of the late LEE HARVEY
OSWALD She started talking about the children and LEE HARVEY
OSWALD told her that the baby was two weeks old at that time
which brought to mind her grandsons as one was born October 1C
1963 and the other was born October 28 1961 lenich made !-`a
birthday near that of the OSWALD baby She further pointed out
that her older grandson was near the age of OSWALD's older
daughter

Mrs WHITWORTH stated she knows that the couple uto
visited the Furniture Mart on the above occasion were LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD She said LEE HARVEY OSWALD was wearing
a white shirt and a dark sweater while MARINA was wearing a car
coat believed to be blue She said she has no recollection how
the two-year old daughter was dressed and only recalls the baby
was wrapped in a blanket of unknown color and description

On May 5 1964 EDWARb' ULBRIGHT owner Ed's Pawn
Shop Irving Texas was interviewed at his place of business
616 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas Mr F(1MRIGYi stated
he bought out W A GRAVES in January 1963 at Tenich time GRAVES
was operating a small gunshop in the space occupied by the
Furniture Mart on East Irving Boulevard Irving Texac rULErIGrT
stated that GRAVES continued to work for him FULERIGH? or a
period-of four weeks after he bought the business with GRAVES



being terminated on February 168 1963 He stated during this
period of time GRAVES worked at Ed's Pawn Shop 616 East
Irving Boulevard as a gunsmith and he FULBRIGHT has not had
a gunsmith or performed any repair work on guns since GRAVES
was terminated

Mr FULBRIGHT stated he has observed numerous
photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD during recent months and he
has no recollection whatsoever of ever meeting or seeing LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and specifically has no recollection of OSWALD
ever visiting Ed's Pawn Shop or making inquiry regarding any
type of gun repair

On May 58 19648 Mrs GERTRUDE (J T ) HUN ER was
interviewed at her residence 141 South Hastings Irving Texas
at which time she furnished the following informations

Mrs HUNTER stated she visited in the Furniture Mart
a furniture store previously located on East Irving Boulevard
Irving Texas frequently during the latter months of 1963 She
explained the Furniture Mart was operated by Mrs EDITH WHITWOR^H
and she HUNTER would go to the furniture store on Wednesday
and/or Thursday afternoon of each week to make plans with Mrs
WHITWORTH for attending the Irving High School football gales
that were held on Friday evenings She said she always arrived
at the Furniture Mart between 1:00 and 2:00 P.M and would leave
between 4:00 and 4:15 P.M

Mrs HUNTER recalled that on one of her visits,which
she feels sure was November 6 7 13 or 14 1963 she was at
the Furniture Mart visiting with Mrs WHITWORTH uraen a young man
who Mrs HUNTER later learned was LEE HARVEY OSWALD came into
the store and asked if the gunsmith was in explaining that he
OSWALD wanted something fixed on his gun but Mrs HUNTER does
not recall the nature of the work he vented performed Mrs
HUNTER said she does not recall that LEE HARVEY OSWALD Lad a wan
in his hands at the time he was in the store She recalled Mrs
WHITWORTH referred OSWALD to an unrecalled gunshop Whic had a
gunsmith and she only recalls the place to which OSWALD was
referred is located east of the Furniture Mart in Irving Texas



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

She recalls the place to which OSWALD was referred is to the
east as OSWALD started to turn east onto Irving Boulevard
when he left noting that Irving Boulevard is a one-way
street west She said that she HUNTER told OSWALD it would
be necessary for him to proceed west on Irving Boulevard to
the traffic light turn left one block and then back east to
the gun shop to which he had been referred

Mrs HUNTER recalled that during the conversation
with OSWALD who was accompanied by his wife and two small

girls Mrs EDITH WHITWORTH had jokingly referred to trarfsng
a little boy for one of the OSWALDS little girls so each

family would have a boy and a girl She stated that in re

ferring to the little boys Mrs WHITWORTH was making reference
to her grandsons

Mrs HUNTER stated that on the occasion of the visit
to the Furniture Mart LEE HARVEY OSWALD his wife and two
children were the only persons in the car driven by OSWALD and

she recalls the car as being a 1957 or 1958 Ford twe-tone blue

and cream She said she is confident that LEE HARVEY OSWALD vas

driving the car as there was no one else in the car with LEE

HARVEY OSWALD MARINA OSWALD and their small daughters

Mrs HUNTER said she is confident the car was a blue
and cream 1957 or 1958 Ford as she has friends in Houston Texae
who own a blue and white 1958 Ford and her be-ether-in-law 'has 3

1957 Ford therefore when the OSWALDS parked in fr nt of the

furniture store she observed the car and immediately thought _f
her friends in Houston Texas

Mrs HUNTER said she is definite that the man and woman

with small children who visited the Furniture Mart on the above

referred to occasion were LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD

with their children She said when she HUNTER first saw

pictures of the OSWALDS on television and in the newspapers ahs

was sure she had seen them but could not immediately place the

occasion that she had seen those persons She said that a few

days later she again visited the Furniture Mart and at that
time she recalled the couple who had visited the st:.re and



realized they were LEE HARVEY OSWALD and MARINA OSWALD She
said she then mentioned this to EDITH WHITWCRTH and Mrs WHIT
WORTH told her that she WHITWORTH had previously realized
the couple Who visited the store were the OSWALDS but had not
mentioned this fact to Mrs HUNTER

Mrs HUNTER stated that on the qccasion of visiting
the Furniture Mart MARINA OSWALD was not neatly dressed
wearing a jacket of unrecalled description but believed to be
either orchid or purple in color She stated she recalls LEE
HARVEY OSWALD was neatly dressed wearing unrecalled casual

clothing and a jacket of unrecalled description

As reported on page 218 of the report of Special
Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated November 30 1963 at Dallas
Texas Mr H S AIKEN Bookkeeper Texas School Book De

pository Dallas Texas made available the official payroll
records for the Texas School Book Depository which records

specifically covered employment of LEE HARVEY OSW LD

These records reflected that OSWALD first worked for
this company on October 16 1963 and worked continuously at

eight hours per day from October 16 1963 through Ncveober 22
1963 without missing any day's work During this period cf
time he was off only on Saturdays and Sundays and November 11
1963 which was a company holiday

As reported on page 328 of the report of Special
Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated November 30 1963 at Dallas
Texas Mr ROY S TRULY Warehouse Manager Texas School Beok

Depository Dallas Texas advised that the men working at the
warehouse of Texas School Book Depository have regular vox-Mon
hours of 8:00 A.M to 4:45 P.M. five days per week with a
lunch period from 12:00 noon to 12:45 P.M re stated however
that they do not have to punch time clocks ani there was no
one who kept a strict accounting of the time they took for
lunch Mr TRULY advised that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was one of
these employees and these are the hours he was assigned to
work



On May 8 1964 LEON HUVZERSON Manager W`1att's Foo

Store Plymouth Park Shopping Center Irving Texas was asked
if any information bad come to his attention to the effect that
one of the sack boys at that store had any information to `he
effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had on Thursday November 21s
1963 his rifle sighted at the Irving Sports Shop 221 East

Irving Boulevard Irving Texas HUMBERSOL'I said he had not re
ceived any such information and very seriously doubted that any

employee would have information like that without it coming to

his attention

Hi ERSON said he would contact all of his Fmpic1ees
at Wyatt's Food Store and question them to determine if any of

them had any information to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD

had his rifle sighted at the Irving Sports Shop He also said

he would determine from them if they had any information at all.
which would assist in the investigation of the assassination cf

President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

On May 12 1964 LEON HUMBERSON Manager Wyatt's Food

Store Plymouth Park Shopping Center Irving Texas stated te

questioned all of the employees at that store to learn if any
had any information that LEE HARVEY OSWALD on Thhursday No

vember 21 1963 had his rifle sighted at the Irving Sports

Shop 221 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas He sated that

all advised him they had no information relating to this inci

dent and none which would assist in the investigation of the

aesassination of President JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

HUMBERSON further advised he is positive in his own

mind because of the notoriety the assassination of President

JohN FITZGERALD KENNEDY had reached at that time that if any

employee had any information relating to LEE HARVEY OSWALD it

',i 11 have been a common topic of discussion among all the

employees at that store

HUMBERSON stated the Wyatt's Food Stare at the

Plymouth Park Shopping Center is the only Wyatt's Fcud St:re

located in Irving Texas



On May 8 1964 records of the Southwestern Bell

Telephone Company Fort Worth Texas which office covers
the Fort Worth Suburban area as well as the Metropolitan
area reflect the only unpublished telephone number in the
name of OSWALD was that of Lieutenant JAMES R.-C'SW'ALD 97th
Bomb Wing,_Carswell Air Force Base Fort Worth for PE 7-3453
connected June 1963 This number was chan.ged to PE 7-4368 on

February 18 1964 and was disconnected March 31 1964

On May 6 1964 the records of the Southwestern Bell

Telephone Company Dallas Texas reflect the only unpublished
telephone number presently on record in the Dallas Metropolitan
and Suburban area in the name of OSWALD is that of MARINA OSWALD
629 West Belt Line Road Richardson Texas telephone number
ADams 9-5642 connected February 29 1964 Records of this

office further indicate no unpublished numbers in the name of

_OSWALD during October-November 1963

On May 7 1964 Miss NAONI-GABRIEL Administrative
Assistant to Sales Manager ;R.KPolk and Company 7193 Envoy

Curt Dallas Texas publishers of-Polk's City Directories

for the Dallas Fort Worth area furnished the following in

formation relative to preparation of the City Directories by
her firm

Miss GABRIEL explained that the Dallas division of

R L Polk and Company covers a six-state area of the south

western portion of the United States and that the company em

ploys in this area approximately two hundred travel enumerators

who are continuously compiling resident information of Principal
communities throughout this six-state area Groups cf travel

enumerators are dispersed to these areas where sche3aled

compilations are made and the company enumerators then hire

local individuals in their respective communities to conduct a

door-to-door canvass to obtain the desired information Each

resident is asked to supply the following information* head of

household wife (or spouse) number of residents 18 years of age
or older occupation of all occupants at each address whether

householder owns home or rents whether residence has a tele

phone



The house-to house canvasser is furnished a list
of specific addresses and is asked to obtain information re

garding occupants at all addresses including apartment
dwellers and occupants of rooming houses who have taken up
residence in excess of one month The canvasser is required
to make three personal contacts in an effort to obtain the
desired information and if canvasser is upable to contact
the resident on third attempt a self-addressed card is left
at the residence with the request it be filled cut and for
warded to R L Polk and Company Dallas If the card is
not returned within seven days the canvasser will resort to
second-hand information that is neig%bcrhood contacts in
an effort to obtain the information

Miss GABRIEL advised the canvass is so ccmprehensive
the company estimates less then one-half of one par cent of

all residents of a community are not listed and this is

usually at their request In many of these instances a house

holder may desire not to be listed in the directory but in

s".ch cases the available information regarding the householder
is listed anyway unless he furnishes a personal signed letter

to R L Polk and Company confirming this request A check of

those records by Miss GABRIEL revealed no such letter having
bean received from an OSWALD

Miss GABRIEL stated further that upon completion
of the compilation the results of the canvass are reviewed

by checkere at the Dallas office for correct spelling ant other

entries and are then sent to the R L Polk and Company printer
in Hutchinson Kansas 'for final assembling and binding

Miss GABRIEL advised her records reflect that the

1963 Irving Texas Directory canvass was started Daceniber 3

1962 and was completed January 5 1963 a+nd the completed
directory was delivered to R L Polk and Comrany customers

April 1963 The canvass for the 1963 Dallas Directory wae

started September 22 1962 and completed January 12 1963

The completed directory was delivered to Polk cu.stcmers
June 21 1963



The canvass for the 1964 Dallas Directory was initiated
December 1963 and completed March 19 1964 and is presently
being printed at the R L Polk and Company plant 1 South
Lorraine Street Hutchinson Kansas This directory is expected
to be delivered to directory customers around June 1 1964
The canvass for the Irving Texas Directory was started May 4

1964 and is expected to take five weeks to complete It is

contemplated this directory should be ready for distribution in

A r t 1964

The Fort Worth Metropolitan Directory was delivered

to directory customers in November 1963 and the Fort Worth

Suburban Directory was delivered October 6 1963 The canvass

for the 1964 Fort Worth Metropolitan and Suburban Directories
has not yet been initiated

Miss GABRIEL advised the results of the canvaas for

the 1964 Dallas Directory which is now being printed are not

available at the R L Polk and Company Dallas office =nd a

proof copy of the composite directory is not expected to be

received by their office until the end of May 1964

On May 7 1964 a review of Polk's Greater Callas

City Directory published by R L Folk and Company 7168

Envoy Court Dallas Texas 1963 Edition by a Special Agent

of the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of _evestigeticn
reflects the following individuals listed under the su=naue

OSWALD This Dallas City Directory includes in ad:iit=o* to

Metropolitan Dallas the suburban communities of Cockrell Etil

Fruitdale Highland Park and University Park

Mrs BERTHA CS.1AL"D 817 Fletcher Street Dallas
Mrs CLARK OSWALD 4519 Bowser Street Dallas

WILLIAM N. GRACE .L and KATHLFE`g `.k'ALD 160V3

Sylvan Street Dallas
NORMAN DEAN SWALD 612 5th Street Dallaa
JO5N ~and~ NARY WALD 5330 Wren ey D.-l1e
LOUIS O WALD employed Thomas Plating W:r?cs

4?15 South Lamar Dallas re_aid s Mesquite
Texas



LOUIS E and ROSEMARY SWALD 4030 Glenrid
Road Dallas

JESSIE J'.`QSWALD 2625 Stovall
Dallas

All of the above individuals were previously inter

viewed on December 10 1963 with the exception of JESSIE J

OSWALD above noted and all advised they had no business

dealingsatsoever with the Irving Sports Shop Irving Tsx?s
and bad no repair work performed on a rifle or any other weapon
at that ehop at any time-in the past._

Can May 7 1964 a review of the May 1953 I:iticr cf

the Greater Dallas Alphabetical Telephone Directory by a Special

Agent of the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
revealed the following individuals listed under the eurneme

OSWALD

J J.7 OStti LD 2625 Stovall Circle D _l1aa
JOHA"OSWALD JR. and ERG RETepS +ALD 5030

Wren Way Dallas
L E\SWAL.D

4013 Glenridge Road Dallas
W N and KATHLEEN&WALD 1600 Sylvan Street

Dallas
ROBERT M:-OSWALD 924 Wateka Way Riehardeon

Texas

All of the above individuals were pr evi ` e ly inter

viewed on December 10 1963 with the except:ion of ROBERT M

CSWALD above noted and all advised they had no beeinese

dealinga with the Irving Sports Shop Irving 'texas and ha=

no repair w rk performed on a rifle or any other weapon at as

time in the past

A review of the May 1964 Edition of t% a Greater

Dallas Alphabetical Telephone Directory on May 7 1:70,4 by a

Special Agent of the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau cf

Investigation revealed the following individuals having ste3

telephones in the surname OSWALD

c Dallas



JOHN OSWALD JR and M.'E-.!,OSWALD 5030 Wren
Way Dallas

L E OSWALD 4013 Glenridge Road Dallas
W N and XATHLEE.N OSWALD 1600 Sylvan

Dallas=
N D OSWALD 620 West 5th Street Dallas

(previously interviewed Decemb'r 10 1963
at 612 5th Street full name NORMAN DEAN
OSWALD)

On May 8 1964 a review cf the 1963 and :564 Telephone
Directories for Garland Texas by a Spacial Agent of the Dallas
Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation revealed no listing
for an OSWALD

On May 8 1964 a review of the 1963 Telephone Directory
for Irving Texas by a Special Agent of the Dallas Office cf the

',Federal Bureau of Investigation reveale3 a listing fcr,a J A

.`OSWALD 423 Hughes Drive It is noted that JERRY A OSWALD 423
/

Hughes Drive Irving Texas was previously interviewed on De
cember 10 1963 at which time he stated he had conducted no
business with the Irving Sports Shop Irving Texas at any time
in the past

On May 8 1964 a review of the 1964 ;`alencene Directory
for Irving Texas by a Special Agent of the Dallas Office of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation revealed one listing in the name
DELOY We:SWALD 2208 Ccncc"rd Street Irving Te}:as

On May 8 1964 a review of the 1963 Belk s Metro

politan Fort Worth City Directory by a Special Agent of the Dallas
Off ice of the Federal Bureau of Investigation revealed the fol

lowing individuals listed by the surname of OSWALD on page 750-cf
that editions

CHARLES L OSWALD 2821 Northwest 31st Street
Fort Worthy

JEWEL QSWALD 2821 Northwest 31st Street

Worth
JO1T qa PSWALD 1824 6th Avenue Fort W.:th

18



On May 8 1964 a review cf the 1963 slit cn cf Folk's

City Directory for the Cities of Grand Prairie Texas and

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

MARGUERITE"OSWALD 1013 5th Avenue
Fort Worths

ROBERT L and VADA M SWALD 7313
Avenue Fort Worth

It is noted IARGUERITE OSWALD and ROBERT L OSWALD are

known to be mother and brother respectively of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD

On May 8 1964 a review of the 1963 edition of Polk's
Fort Worth Texas Suburban Directory by a Special Agent of the
Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Inveatigaticn revealed

only one resident family listed with the surname OSWALD that

being CHARLES E and ?ABEL-4SWALD 3520 Labadie Drive Richland

Hills,-Texas residing in suburban communities surrounding
Metropolitan Fort Worth Texas This directory encompasses
residences in the following suburban communities

Bedford
Benbrook
Edgecliff
Everman
Forest Hills
Haltom City
Hurst
Kennedale
Lakeside
Lake Worth Village
North Richland Hills
Richland Hills
River Oaks
Saginaw
Sansom Park
Watauga
West Worth Village
Westland
Westover Hills
White Settlement
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Garland Texas revealed no listing for anyone with the surname

OSWALD

On May 8 1964 a review of the 1963 edition of Polk"s

City Directory for Arlington Texas revealed a listing for Mrs

CLARA-OSWALD 705 Dugan Street Arlington Texas

On May 8 1964 a review of the Greater Fort Worth

Alphabetical Telephone Directory of March 1963 by a Special
Agent of the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
revealed the following individuals having listed telephones with
the surname OSWALD It is noted this directory covers outer
suburban areas as well as Metropolitan Fort Worth

Mrs C. OSWALD 705 Dugan Arlington Texas
C E "'OSWALD and SHE.RRY.'OSWALD 3520 Labadie

Drive Richland Hills Texas
J G:-OSWALD JR. 1824 6th Avenue Fort

Worth Texas
M C OSWALD 1013 5th Avenue Fort Worth

Texas (known to be mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
R L OSWALD 7313 Davenport Fort Worth Texas

(knownto be brother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

On May 8 1964 a review of the March 1964 Fort Worth

Alphabetical Directory by a Special Agent of the Dallas Office of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation revealed the following indi

viduals having listed telephones under the surname= OSWALD

C E and SHERRY OSWALD 3520 Labadie Drive
Richland Hills Texas

J G OSWALD JR. 1824 6th Avenue Fort Worth
Texas

M C OSWALD 2220 Thomas Place Fort Worth
Texas (known to be MARGUERITE OSWALD mother
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

The above-listed persons with the surname of OSWALD
with the exception listed in the next paragraph have been inter
viewed 'and each specifically denied having any repair work per
formed at the Irving Sport Shop 221 Ea_ t Irving Boulevard
Irving Texas during the Fail of 1963
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Regarding the above it is noted that MARGUERITE
0SWALD mother of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was not contacted re
garding work performed at the Irving Sports Shop during the
Fall of 1963 Further it was determined that Lieutenant
JAMES R OSWALD formerly with the 97th Bomb Wing Carswell
Air Force Base Fort Worth Texas is presently residing at
Post Office Box 1203 Blytheville Arkansas and efforts are
presently being made to contact him

On May 15 1964 Detective FAY M>TURRER Homicide
and Robbery Division Dallas Police Department Dallas Texas
advised he recalls that on the afternoon of Sunday No
vember 24 1963 following the shooting of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
he was on duty in the offices cf Captain J WILL FRITZ and be
received a telephone call from one RAY JOHN whom he knows to
be a member of the news staff for Channel 8 WFAA-TV Dallas
Texas To the best of his recollection this call was re
ceived in his office at approximately 3:45 P.M to 5:00 P.M

He advised JO BIT told him that he JOHN had just
received a call at the Channel 8 offices from an anonymous
caller to the effect that "OSWALD had taken a rifle to a gam
shop located in the 200 block on Ir-,ing Boulevard on November 21
1963 to have the rifle "sighted-in TURNER stated he checked
the city directories in his office and determined that the Irving
Sports Shop was located at 221 East Irving Boulevard in Irving
Texas and this appeared to be the only shop of its type within
several blocks of that addrasa TURNER stated he contacted the

Irving Sports Shop and talked to a Mr GREENER manager of that
establishment regarding this information as received from the

anonymous caller and that GREENER told him he and his employee
RYDER had discussed the matter of the assassination in con
nection with repair work they may have done in their shop but
that neither could remember having done any work for LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and in particular could not recall having performed any
work on a Mannlichor-Carcano rifle which rifle was believed at
that time to be the assassination weapon

TURNER advised he has no information Whatsoever
indicating the identity of this anonymous caller other than
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that furnished to him by Mr RAY JOE of Channel 8 news and
in fact was not aware of whether the caller was a male or
female prior to this interview TURNER advised further
that he has discussed the matter of this anonymous call in
connection with the Irving Sports Shop with other members of
his department and none were able to furnish any substantial
information leading to the identity of thistindividual

Pages 446 447 and 448 of the report of Special
Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated March 10 1964 at Dallas
Texas reflect an interview with MARINA OSWALD on February 18
1964 and it is noted that in paragraph one of page 447 she
said to her knowledge OSWALD had only one rifle and that rifle
is the one he maintained in the PAINE garage during her resi
dence with Mrs PAINE and the same rifle she identified in
her testimony before the President's Commission investigating
the assassination She said he had received this rifle by
mail At the time he received the rifle they were residing
on Neely Street She said she now can remember this definitely
and is sure in her own mind that she did not see OSWALD with a
rifle in January 1963

Pages 192 193 and 194 of the report of Special
Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated January 22 1964 at Dallas
Texas reflect an interview with ROBERT LEE OSWALD brother of
LEE HARVEY OSWALD Paragraph two page 193 reflects that
ROBERT said.the only firearm he knew LEE to cwn was an in

expensive little .22 caliber rifle when he was a bey Be-cold
this rifle to ROBERT and never appeared to have any particular
liking for or attraction to firearms Even after he returned
from the Marine Corps during the time he was in Fort Worth he
did not talk about guns shooting or anything that would in any
way indicate an inclination on his part to do serious physical
harm to anyone



On May 18 1964 Mr DIAL D RYDER 2028 Harvard
telephone number EL 3-4876 Irving Texas was interviewed et
his place of employment Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving
Boulevard Irving Texas.

Mr RYDER stated that he definitely b..d not talked
to any representative of any newspaper or other news service

prior to being contacted by a Special Agent of the Dallas Office
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on No'Vember 25 1963 He
stated he found the Irving Sports Shop repair tag bearing the
name "OSWALD as customer en November 23 1963 but rtes net told

anyone other than his wife about finding the _ac prier to being
interviewed by a Special Agent of the Dallas Office of is Federal
Bureau of Investigation on November 25 1963

Mr RYDER stated that he has no recollection of talking
to any reporter or representative of the "Dallas Times Harald
newspaper at any time and definitely did not talk to any repre
sentative of any newspaper or news service prior to the article

appearing in the "Dallas Times Herald on 2iovenber 2E 1963 He
stated that at approximately 7:30 A.M. November 29 1363 his

telephone rang and when he answered it the person on the phone
identified himself as being with a newspaper believed to be the
"Dallas Times Herald and asked Mr RYDER if LEE HARVEY OSWALD
had any work performed at the Irving Sports Shop RYDER stated
that he told the individual that he "kal no cerement at whtch
time he hung up the phone and immediately re:ewe! the receiver
from the hook thereby making it impossible fer ether calls to be
made to his RYDER's residence RYDER explained t-t w%e: he re
ceived this telephone call he wea asleep there-fern he was soma
ghat drowsy at the time he answered the phone re ae tifg in his
not recalling the name of the person calling him =n that =:ceaeioa

Mr RYDER stated that he wad contacted en roven%e 26
1963 by representatives of CBS-TV at which time pictures were
made that later appeared on television In addition tae was
contacted on the same date November 28 1963 by a reporter
name unrecalled who represented some newspaper located in

Washington D C He stated these were the first occasions of
his being contacted by representatives of news eerv_ces



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mr RYDER stated that he was very disturbed and is
still quite irritated over the article that appeared in the
"Dallas Times Herald newspaper on November 28 1963 in which
he RYDER is quoted as furnishing information contained in
the article He stated that he did not furnish the information

appearing in that article has no idea who may have furnished
this information and concluded by stating that if he can learn
the identity of the reporter who prepared the article ".the =_

reporter will have me to fight e

Mr RYDER specifically denied making any telephone
calls in which he did not identify himself to anycne advising
that OSWALD had any repair work performed or gun sighted-in at
the Irving Sports Shop

On May 18 1964 Mr CHARLES WOODROW GREENER 2015

Rosebud Irving Texas was interviewed'at his place of business

Irving Sports Shop 221 East Irving Boulevard Irving Texas

Mr GREENER stated that he first sew and learned of
the existence of an Irving Sports Shop repair tag bearing the
name "OSWALD on a date that he is confident was NcveMber 23
1963 He explained that he recalls this occurred on a date
when the store was closed that was a few days after the Fresi
`dent was assassinated therefore he is sure that it was

Thanksgiving day November 28 1963 He said he waa contacted

by representatives names unknown of a television station and

he accompanied them to the Irving Sports Shop where pictures
were made which pictures later appeared on a teiev;eicn program

Mr GREENER said he was also contacted by a reporter
of the "Dallas Times Herald newspaper who said he the reporter
had talked to DIAL RYDER by phone regarding the work performed
for someone named OSWALD before RYDER had been interviewed by a

Special Agent of the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of In

vestigation Mr GREENER stated that he doss not know the name
of the reporter and has no knowledge as to how this reporter
might be identified other than the fact he assumes this reporter
is the individual who wrote the article that appeared in the
"Dallas Times Herald of November 28 1963



Mr GREENER specifically denied making any telephone
calls in which he did not identify himself to anyone advising
that OSWALD had any repair work performed or gun sighted-in at
the Irving Sports Shop

On May 18 1964 KENNETH SMART City Editor 4th Floor
Dallas Times Herald Herald Square Dallas Texas was exhibited

a clipping taken from the "Dallas Times Herald edition of No
vember 28 1963 captioned "OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING
SMART advised upon perusal of this article that on Thursday
November 28 1963 he was at home as a result of a virus infection
and therefore did not read the rewrite on this article which was
routed over the City Editor's desk SMART advised the reporting
and rewrite of this article could have been handled by the fol

lowing reporters 1

GEORGE TER police reporter attached to the
Dallas slice Department and Dallas County
Sheriff's Office every day except Thursday and

Sunday
DARWIN PAyNE alternate police reporter who

handles Police Department and Sheriff's Office
n Thursday and in the absence of CARTER

BEN TEVENS rewrite desk who may have handled
the ewrite of this article STEVENS presently
is on vacation

JAMES-LEHRER city reporter
HUNTER-SCHMIDT JR. county reporter who handles

all outlying areas on a roving reporter basis
including Irving Texas

Mr GREENER stated that he has absolutely no idea dthOl
might have made the initial calls regarding the possibility that
LEE HARVEY OSWALD had work performed by the Irving Sports Shop
He stated that he does know that a Mrs WHITWORTH who previously

"operated the Furniture Mart on East Irving Boulevard about one
block west of the Irving Sports Shop has stated that OSWALD his
wife and children were in-the Furniture Mart in early November_
1963 looking for a gunsmith therefore suggesting the possi
bility that Mrs WHITWORTH may have made the initiating telephone
call

.Y



Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

The above-noted article was exhibited to GEORGE CARTER
DARWIN PAYNE and JAMES LEHRER and all advised they did not write
this article-and could not recall anything else concerning it
JAMES LEHRER however stated he recalled this matter bad been
handled by HUNTER SCHMIDT JR. and that SCHMIDT had written the
article upon receipt-of information which he believed was based
upon an anonymous tip

On May 18 1964 HUNTER SCHMIDT it. coon ty re nrter
"Dallas Times Herald Herald Square Dallas Texas was inter
viewed regarding an article appearing in the Noveber 28 1963
edition of the "Dallas Times Herald captioned "OSWALD G;'N S.GE"I
MOUNTED IN IRVING

SCHMIDT advised be recalled writing this article on
the morning of November 28 1963 in his offices on the fourth
floor of the Times Herald Building He stated that on the

morning of November 28 1963 he arrived at work at 7300 A.P.
as is his usual customs and as he entered the city news room
he was advised by other reporters already on duty to the effect
that information had been received by them that the Dallas Police

Department was in possession of information that LEE r..,F.RVE'J OSWALD
had had a telescopic sight mounted on his rifle at a a urban guns
shop He stated he was told that a gunsmith by the r.a a of
"RYDER had mounted a scope on a rifle for an in1 v'_deel by the
name of "OSWALD and that this matter was currently lee nag investi

gated by the Dallas Police Department SCgNIDT stated the cur

shop allegedly was located in the suburban community of Ca-land
Texas and this matter was brought to his attezt:on rope^ h as ha
was assigned to handle the outlying suburban areas

SCHMIDT advised he checked city directcr?ea for Garland
and surrounding areas and was unable to locate a gun shop eap1cying
an individual by the name of RYDER He stated he than cheeped city
directories for the name RYDER and determined that DIAL D RYDER of

Irving Texas was employed by the Irving Sporte Shop located oa

Irving Boulevard in that city He stated he attempted to contact
the Irving Sports Shop by telephone but after receiving nn _answer
then _called DIAL D RYDER at hip residence S w4ID: eet l ,ated the
time of his call to be between 7:30 and 803 A.M or the coercing
of November 28 1963



SCZMID'r ntatsd RYDER advised him he was en l yed et

the Irving Sports Shop located on Irving Boulevard in Irving

Re SEE RAR"JEY OSWA.LD

SCEX1D advise] the telephone was anewsre] by en

individual claiming to be DIAL D RYDER of 2e28 Eervard St-re

Irving Texas and that after identifying himself fully as a

reporter for the "Dallas Times herald newspaper in Dallas

Texas he then asked RYDER if he had attached a teie sccpic sight
to a rifle for a man named OSWALD SCRR+:IDT advised th t it was

obvious from the opening conversation that he has awakened RYDER

and RYDER made mention of the fact that he was smite sleepy and

had not slept well the night before RYDER however leaas Very
hel pfal and cc.operative in &newer to SC i" M's a st or.s and

appeared to be vary haploy to furnish a :e vers t any questions
submitted by SC .:D;`

Texas and thet part of his duties consisted cf pe fo^ t.~g re

pair work on rifles and other weapon for cw t era of that

sports shop lead in the cou_ee cf his b ;i nosy he r oallei

having attached a .elescoplc eight and bore eights-3 a foret;r.
made rifle for a customer nv ti CSWALT abc t a r.th 1.r r to

that time RYDER told him he could not re:a.:.l the :etke cf the

.rifle although he believe-3 it to be foreign brt weld be

unable to further identify it

.RYDER explained to him that tie hai 5 en i

ticket made cut to one OSWA reflecting the otetion s,_ii ixg

and tapping 0.50 and core sighting $1.5r total c .trge $L.Ce

RYDER explained this ticket could only reflect Chat to hall

drilled an3 t app sd screw holes for 'wanting ! el _v 'Z~ic a *.t

and that actor ling to the charge reflects en the lc'Cet the

work done on the rifle would cti:nsis of drilling :.`-.r h far

Which he charges $:.5 each and the other $1.5 wool-1 reflect

charges for b.~ra sighting

SC Dr zed7!.s e3 A::'DER went on to ez 1e. t l;.0 i

detail the si7nific ucc of the term "bore e! %"=-.: id ea SCE

interpreLel to mean the ali_xMTieDt of the teieel.'e _`e e .r t! t.ha

rifle bore for accurate shooting



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

SCBMIDT advised he-recalled RYDER volunteering that

insofar as be could remember the cestomer CSWALD bought no

ammunition for this rifle from him

SCHMID6T advised he recalls specifically quee ttcn`.ng
RYDER as to the further description of this CSWALD for whom

RYDER allegedly performed this work but that RYDER explained
to him that he had performed work of this type on a great mazy
rifles during that time of year as the hurti! g eeestn was

approaching and he had no reccllection whatsoever of the indi

vidual named OSWALD far whom he performed this work SC.M+IDT
advised that at the eenc1c.sfcn of the interview RIDER eppee ed

very cordial ard be recelled RYDER inviting h m to ree ntact

RYDER at any time in the future in the event ha de ire4 further

information in this regard

SCKMIDT stated that based upon the infrrmation re

ceived from RYDER be immediately sat down and rrrcte the article

captioned "OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING and that after

submitting it to the rewrite department for apprC 1 it was

dispatched by messenger to the press room 3=5adiate y thereafter

so that it could be included in the next edition cf the `Dallas

Times Herald SC MIDT explained that he believes this article

came out in the ll sOO A.M edition although ha cud r et Ys

positive as there are five editions a day of the ''Dallas Times

Herald SCKAIDT advised the article appeared in the lower left

hand corner of the front page but did not ceery bin by-line He

stated however the article was well received and be recelled

answering several inquiries that day from other reel:te a cf the

press and to :evieion media

SCHMIDT advie ed that while at his neei!eeoe the evani ng

of November 28 1963 he obeerved a tapes talevisien interview on

the 10:00 o'clock ne"%a of CBS Television in whiet R ER denied

furnishing any of the information to a "Dallas ieees Herald

reporter ae set forth in the article and alt%eateh R=DEC indi

cated the poesi::ility exists! the Irving Sports Saop ce31d l=ave

performed work for LEE HARM OSWALD withost knee-le ge cf

RYDER RYDER did not mention the wwerk ti:ket or any of tea items



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

listed-thereon as-he had to SCHMIDT early that morning and in
effect denied having furnished the contents of the article as
written by SCHMIDT

SCHMIDT advised he was naturally upset over the denial
by RYDER and the following morning November 29 1963 at=
approximately 9:00 to 10:00 A.M. he telephoned the Irving Sports
Shop again and spoke to a Mr. GREENER the owner of the shop He
advised GREENER that the information set forth in his article of
the preceding day was exactly as related to him by RYDER and that
he had no other source of information Ho asked GREENER if
RYDER had discussed this matter with him and inquired as to the
reasons why RYDER had denied furnishing him SCHMIDT this ir.fcr
ration SCHMIDT stated GREENER advised him that he GREENER was
completely unaware of any of the information set forth in the

:article of November 28 1963 until be was contacted by CBS
Television reporters on the afternoon of November 28 1963 and
after being interviewed by the television reporters he confronted
RYDER with the facts set forth in the newspaper article but that
RYDER denied furnishing any of these facts to any reporner at any
time

SCHMIDT stated GREENER told him that RYDER did admit

receiving a telephone call in the early morning hours of No
vember 28 1963 but that he denied famishing any tnf:rr.eticn
to the caller

SCHMIDT stated that as a result of the cozraraetior with
GREENER and the denials of RYDER he did not p gene ile natter any
further and wrote nothing else about the Irving Sports :hop

SCHMIDT advised the only time be hta ever spoken to
RYDER was on the morning of November 28 1963 and the only
occasion he has had to converse with Mr GREENER was cm the

morning of November 29 1963 as related above SC'atiIDT denied

having any other source of information for the article of No
vember 28 1963 and rsiterate3 the fect that all the infor4ation
set forth in this article was furnished to him solely tf D :AL D

-RYDER in the course of their telephonic conversation between
7:30 and 8:00 A.M on the morning of Novea,aer 28 13E3.`



It is pointed out that DIAL D RYDER and HUNTER SCHMIDT
JR. the reporter for the "Dallas Times Herald were interviewed

simultaneously by different Special Agents of the Dallas Office of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation on May 18 1964 at Which
time they were not aware of the information being furnished by
each other It should be noted that HUNTER SCH IDT JR states
he called RYDER between 7:30 A.M and 8:00 A.M. Noverber 28
1963 at which time RYDER reportedly furnished the information
contained in the "Dallas Times Herald article of that date
captioned "OSWALD GUN SIGHT MOUNTED IN IRVING while RYDER admits

receiving a call at approximately the same time on November 280
19638 but denies having furnished any information Whatsoever
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'rho President'o Comisnion has =vested tt~e lntr:--v i t"f
Allen Feido former Marine Coiw asmociate o1 Leo e5 v e5

The 2-21-64 issue of `Life magazine cn !Lego 72 at the
..bottom of column 4 contains a reforoacc to an Allen relies It

appears he an interviewed by tlio writer of the scrtiele Deeeld
Jackson

St Louis u revicrod records at Eili nrr r :areeaeol
Records Ccatcr and doter mined that the only bide co file in
Robert Allen roldo 161-5?-75 Lb nou m:0c:a in Chinese et
4443 North hobile Avenue No was born G-1-23 and colleted le the
Earine Corps on 717-50 No received his boot treiniez ct S_^,a riego
California from July to October 1050 EC van then tv4 arfcs'raad to
Cat Pendleton California where he served until d_sehel.:e in JcIF)
1958 On interview he said he did not knee too Harvey C'stsa it il

4 Olso ndviexcl ho has never been interviCvo3 by neyoee 5-c.
magrzine or by any piers reprosontativo concernin am-ad c. his
Oariao Corps sorvice

`l=
1 Now York locate Doaald Jack eon "Life Uee4cfeller

Center New York rev Tork It Is noted Jaci os le iietw ed on
pace 3 of the above ntioaed issuo of "Life and ie accee::,a.n_"i:
note It is stated bows from the Nee York reporting staff of "Life.
Adviso Jackson ao desire to interview Feido retor inn the deta lz
of Jackson's interview with Foldo and Foldo's location tee set teeth

,leads to have him intorvie d

Submit results In report



Airtel to New York
Re LEE HARVEY OSIWALD
105-82555

NOTE

Inasmuch as St Louis has advised after two checks at
Military Personnel Records Center that the only Allen Felde on
record was the man who was interviewed by Chicago and inasruch
as this man indicated on interview that he did not furnish any
information to "Life magazine it is believed the best way to
locate the man referred to in "Life`is to contact the writer of
the article
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Bureau airtel to Mexico City dated 4/13/64 enclosing r
a copy of a letter from the Department dated 4/3/64 k,,;,.
and copies of a Bureau-translated letter from:__ i

-_JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ of El Salvador Central Anerica ,j.,~  ...~ ._F_=dam...~.. ~ Iforwarded with the Departmentis letter
Mexico City cable No 561 dated 4/18/64
Bureau cable No 49 dated 4/20/64
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File 105-3702 -_

The second confidential source abroad i

REC 34

/ J ,Z

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)'---'= DATE 5,!2564

LEGAT MEXICO (105-3702) (FROM

t'aa ,,.t

a
boa\KZEDIT)65nGO-Inca.nna

iWemorandum

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
IS R CUBA

ENCLOSURES
.a_ _

Enclosed herewith are twelve copies of a letterhead
memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCES

ADMINISTRATIVE

During thelanvestigation of this matter in San Salvador
El Salvador. ALFRED9iZAPATA Chief of Criminal investigations

t.)

National Police ""rel'ated-that it would be helpful in the
invest gation of this matter if a copy of the original letter
written in Spanish by JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ could be obtained
He was advised that efforts would be made to secure such a copy

SOURCES r;-
"?-ii!

The first confidential source abroad is Legat Mexico <
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MC 105-3702

The third roe ahro

.t Ministry of Defense San aalvador El Salvador whose identity
is being concealed upon request

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed memorandum has been classified "Confidential
;,~*~". in order to ,protect the Bureauts operations in a foreign country

REQUEST OF BUREAU

In accordance with the request made by ALFREDO ZAPATA
Chief of Criminal Investigation National Police San Salvador
El Salvador the Bureau is requested to prepare if possible
two photostats of the original letter written in Spanish by
JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ and forward same to the Mexico City Office

.-_== in order that a copy may be loaned to ZAPATA in connection with
' investigation in this matter

LEAD

MEXICO CITY

At San Salvador El Salvador

'` Will maintain contact with ALFREDO ZAPATA Chief of
Criminal Investigations National Police to determine whether
he has been successful in locating JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ for

.:: interview



Following is a translation
this letter

from

UNIT( "STATES DEPARTMENT OF J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply Bosse Refer
FaeN.

WASDINGTON2S D C

A confidential source abroad advised as follows

A letter contained in an airmail envelope bearing
the postmark of El Salvador dated March 23 1964 was directed
to Mr ROBERT FRANCIS KENNEDY-;'Attorney General White Rouse
Washington (D C.)IrUnitedtates of America with the return
address of JOAQUIN"RIVAS/GAMEZ "Rouse No 1604 Barrio
San Miguelito San Salvador Central America

the Spanish

"To Mr Robert Francis Kennedy
Attorney General of the
United States of America
White House
Washington (D C.)
United States of America

"Dear Sir

"I hereby extend respectful greetings and wish you
personal happiness

"Allow me to set forth the following

"Seven people masterminded the assassination of
Y

President Kennedy on November 22 1863 in Dallas., "~s.!~t

&%&, )

A \mil
` Jam'

-Y!



"In addition two men were assigned
duties should the attempt be unsuccessful

"Of course the actual perpetrators of the assassina
tion of President John F Kennedy were two One was Lee
Harvey Oswald and the other Jack Ruby

"Jack Ruby was to take over i case Lee Harvey
Oswald should miss the target or be reported to the police
before accomplishing his assignment

"In this case Jack Ruby would have fired on the
President with a revolver

"Of course they were paid by the seven nen who are
the true killers of President John F Kennedy assassinated
in a most barbaric fashion

"By their cowardly and revolting assassination of
President John F Kennedy they caused the prestige of the
United States to suffer another scandalous blow

"The defenders of Jack Ruby are paid by the seven
men who masterminded the assassination of President Kennedy

"Melvin Belli who is a bought man is also involved
in the assassination of President John F Kennedy

"Dear Mr Robert Francis Kennedy if you accept to
have a public exposure of the seven men who are responsible
for the horrible and cowardly assassination of ;our brother
John F Kennedy you can send your reply to this House
No 1604 Barrio San Miguelito San Salvador Central America

"This is San Salvador Mail House No 1604

"These seven men who masterminded President Kennsiy's
assassination are plotting another crime because they know that
they have managed to remain undiscovered Also this crime is
being planned against the Kennedy family

"The killers of President Kennedy are Americans
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addition to these seven there are others who are involved to
a lesser extent

"In my second message to you I will give you
details 'of the parts from where the assassination of
President John F Kennedy was planned.

"Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Rtlby were paid to kill
the President They were paid by the seven men whop I
mentioned before

"I am looking forward to your reply to be sent to
the above address

"I remain

Sincerely yours

Joaquin Rivas Gamez
Salvadorian

March 23 1964

EFFORTS TO LOCATE JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ
AT SAN SALVADOR EL_ SALVADOR

A second confidential source abroad advised as
follows

On May 11 1964 Major GUSTAVO ATILIO ITER AND Z
Chief of Investigations National Police stated he had never
heard of JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ

On May 11 1964 ALFREDO ZAPATA Chief of Criminal
Investigations National Police after a review of the records
of the Criminal Division of the National Police advised he
could locate no information identifiable with JOAQUIN RIVAS
GAMEZ

On May 12 1964 Dr PEDRO ANTONIO ANGEL Hard of
the Technical Section National Police checked hie records
and located_a fingerprint card on an individual by tha nacof



JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ This individual was identified as
Salvadoran born in 1924 at Apastepeque San Vicente
El Salvador His father was listed as JOSE RIVI.S and his
mother as JUANA GAMEZ He was shown in these records to be
5'8-3/4 in height but there was no additional physical
description This man was arrested on August 21 1952 at
which time his address was shown as Colonia Militar 10
San Salvador He was arrested on suspicion of the homicide

.of ALBERTO GOMEZ GONGORA on a complaint of the latter's
daughter MERCEDES GOMEZ DE RAMIREZ The only additional
information on the card said that the accusation was not
proved

On May 12 1964 ALFREDO ZAPATA advised that inquir
in the section of San Salvador known as Colonia Militar
disclosed a number of houses bearing No 10 ZAAMTA said
that the address Colonia Militar 10 is not complete inasmuch
as it lacks the name of the street He advised that inquiry
had been made at every house bearing the No 10 in the section
of the city known as Colonia Militar without locating anyone
who could furnish any information on JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ

On May 12 1964 ALFREDO ZAPATA advised that
investigation disclosed there is a small branch post office
at North Second Avenue 1604 in the section of tha city of
San'Salvador known as Barrio San Miguelito On May 13 1964
ZAPATA advised he had ascertained that this branch post office
has only two employees who indicated they receive mail but
do not distribute mail from that address Both employees
according to ZAPATA advised they had never heard of JOAOUIN
RIVAS GAkTZ ZAPATA stated he questioned both employees as to
what action they would take if a letter arrived at the branch
post office addressed to him and both replied that they would
forward it to the central post office in downtown San Salvador

ZAPATA stated that during the course of the day on
May 12 1964 various people who entered the branch post office
in Barrio San Miguelito were questioned as to whether they knew
JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ but no one admitted knowing this individual

On May 12 1964 ZAPATA advised that inquiry at the
central post office in downtown San Salvador failed to disclose



On May 12 1964 a third confidential source abroad
advised that a review of the records of the Department of
Information Ministry of Defense San Salvador failed to
reveal any identifiable information on JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMSZ

record dated in November 1961 was located on a JOAQJPN
IVAS with address shown as North Second Avenue between East.

9th and 11th Streets San Salvador RIVAS occupation was shown

any address for JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ and there was no indication
that he received mail there

,ZAPATA advised that a number of houses on other
streets within the Barrio Sam Miguelito section of San Salvador
bear the number 1604 Residents of these houses were contacted
but could furnish no information as to the whereabouts of
JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ and stated they had never heard of this
individual

as motorist which according to the source would probably mean
the man was a truck driver There was a notation that this man
had spoken against the Government of El Salvador He was
reported to have said "Quo se tiene que derrazar ,rucha sangre
para recuperar la situacion (Much blood has to be spilled in
order to recuperate the situation)

On May 14 1964 ZAPATA advised that inquiries were
conducted on North Second Avenue between East 9th and Ilth
Streets which is in the section of the city known as Barrio
San Miguelito but about nine blocks from the branch post office
in Barrio San Miguelito A woman by the name of LUCIA DE
ANDRADE was located at North Second Avenue No 613 and she
informed that a JOAQUIN RIVAS had been employed as a truck
driver for her until about four months ago when she sold the
truck According to Mrs ANDRADE JOAQUIN RIVAS was thereafter
out of work and she believed he had left El Salvador for
Honduras She could furnish no information as to where be
resided

On May 15 1964 ZAPATA stated that on the night of
May 14 1964 the husband of LUCIA DE ANDRADS claimed that
JOAQUIN RIVAS had been employed as'a truck driver until he ;::d
an accident and was arrested and subsequently left El Salvador
for Costa Rica



On May 12 1964 WILLIAM A MITCHELL Consul American
Embassy San Salvador checked visa records without locating
any identifiable information on JOAQUIN RIVAS GAbtEZ

On May 13 1964 Mrs THOMAS C JAMES Secretary
Political Section American Embassy San Salvador checked the
name of JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ through the General Embassy Iudiees
without locating any identifiable information

On May 14 1964 ZAPATA related that on the previous
day one of the detectives under his command caused a check to
be made of the identification cards required of all Salvadoran
citizens which cards are located in the Municipal Building of
San Salvador This check failed to indicate that any identifi
cation card had been issued in the name of JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ
Information was located on a JOAQUIN RIVAS PENA and a JOAQUIN
RIVAS FIVAS but there was nothing to indicate either of these
individuals might be identical with RIVAS GAMEZ

On May 14 1964 ABEL HERNANDEZ Head of the
Investigative Section Immigration Department San Salvador
advised that a reviewof Immigration Department records failed
to disclose that a passport had ever been issued in the name of
JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ

On May 14 1964 Major SALVADOR PALACIOS Chief of
the Traffic Department San Salvador advised that a two-day
search by employees of his department had failed to locate any
identifiable information on JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ He said these
records included a list of all automobiles trucks and other
vehicles as well as drivers licenses for the entire country
A review of the latter records which are broken down into
private automobile licenses motorcycle licenses light truck
licenses and heavy truck licenses failed to reflect the name
JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ According to law a driver's license in
any of the four categories must be renewed every year The
four categories were checked back through 1957 without locating
any information in the name of JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ

ZAPATA advised that he would continue the investigation
to locate JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ and in this regard would nahe
efforts to locate the JOAQUIN RIVAS GAMEZ who reportedly was`
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-born in 1924 at Apastepeque San Vicente El Salvador to
ascertain whether he was the person who dirootod the letter
the Attorney General of the United States

-7
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
I S R - CUBA

ATTENTION CRIMINAL SECTION

Rc uairtol 4-13-64 and Legat Me_;ico letter tad
enclosures dated 5-25-64 relating to investigation to locate
Joaquin Rivas Gamcz of El Salvador Ceatral America

Enclosed for Dallas are two copies et :eh of referenced
Legat letter and letterhead memorandum Enclosed :rel Least
Mexico are two copies of the original letter from Gases in
Spanish language as requested

Logical and reasonable efforts have been Lade by
Legat Mexico sources to locate Gomez and it is rev felt any
additional investigation is required in this particular L:attcr
Since Alfredo Zapata Chief of Criminal Investi;:at or_ ratio=_.cl
Police San Salvador El Salvador has indicated he is cchti:r.
ing his efforts to locate Gamez any infcrriatic n s::Lsecuentla
received from him should be accepted and he can br furnished
a copy of the original letter written by Game: it Sani for
his information Ho should be advised that it is n;.t I.,ees_ar;
to continue his efforts The results of aziy ac:4itie_mi .
oration furnished by Zapata should be placed by Le at L'e eo
in appropriate inserts for inclusion in a rep r by Dallas lcr
dissemination to the President's Commission This particular
procedure is stressed in this matter as a lette:'1 n ce.:ran L.
is not desired Twenty-five copies of the insert should be
prepared fortransmittal to Dallas by the Bureau

1 Foreign Liaison (orally cleared with Mario
Tolsa.1 62-109060 (Assassination of President

John Fitzgerald Kennedy)
/

SEE NOTE PAGE

r



Dallas should incorporate the information in Tom
Mexico's letterhead memorandum in appropriate inserts for
inclusion = in the next report in the above-captioned
matter It will be necessary for you to retype this material
particularly page 1 wherein it is indicated that a confidential
source abroad furnished the letter from Gamez which is not
correct As you are aware this material was furnished to the
Bureau by the Department in a coin unicatJon dated 4-3-64 a

copy of which was furnished your office and the letter vas
translated from the Spanish language by Bureau translators
This information should be appropriately incorporated in your

The last paragraph on page 6 as well as page 7 should
be deleted inasmuch as no further investigation of this matter
is required

NOTE
The Department by letter 4-3-64 furnished the Bureau

a letter in the Spanish language from Gamez bearing the postsark
3-23-64 at El Salvador This letter was translated by the
Bureau and Gamez states "seven people masterminded the assacsi
nation of President Kennedy... In vier of the alle;;ation
investigation by Legat Mexico was requested Legat submitted a
seven page letterhead memorandum reflecting extensive levestiga
tion to identify and locate Gamez with negative results It is
very doubtful Gamez has any information of value to the assassi
nation^and in view of the fact that reasonable logical efforts
have failed to locate him it is not felt that any additional
time should be spent in trying to locate him Legat in its
transmittal letter indicated a foreign official was continuing
his efforts to locate Gamez and that this official requested a
copy of Gamez's original letter This is being furnished to
Legat for this individual's information as a gesture of coaperztion
even though he is being advised no further action in this matter
is necessary This material will be incorporated by Dallas in
a forthcoming report which will be furnished to the Conissi cn
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Reportmod by
SA JOHN M KEMMY
CHARACTEROFCASE

Typed$y2
dnb

IS R CUBA

Report of SA JOHN M KEMMY dated 4/30/64 at
San Antonio Texas

ft

.. t/rr ti~~~e

DebtoofOrtyla

DALLAS

All pertinent information concerning OSWALD has
been furnished the Bureau and Dallas by teletype or airtel as
it has been received No leads are being set out in this

report on the basis of information contained in this report
as this office is not aware of the full background information

developed nor aware of leads which have been handled or
are presently under investigation by other offices Leads
are being left to the discretion of the Office of Origin

pprov.d Sp.cialAq.at
.( I tar Doaotwatt*tospoorsbelow

pi. dada*

(10 Bureau (105-82555) (AMSD RM)

S-Dallas (100-10461) (AM RM)
a)

9090 REt 1



SA 105-2909

ADMINISTRATIVE

Ten copies of this report are being furnished
the Bureau per Bureau instructions Five copies are
being furnished Dallas Office of Origin for their
assistance in administrative handling and review

No copy is being furnished Secret Service
San Antonio UACB



UNITf.ATES DEPARTI ENT OF JU
_DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copyto

Reportot JOHN M KEMt4Y
Dcte June 1 1964

Fee Numb= 105-2909

SAN ANTONIO

Bureau file 105-82555

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Dees INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

Sysorh
ARNOLDO TIJERINA Mexican Immigration, Nuevo Laredo
Mexico explained that OSWALD's tourist permit did not
expire 10/2/63 he stated there is no record indicating
any action had been taken against OSWALD during time he
passed through Mexican Immigration on 10/3,63 Mexican
Immigration Inspectors on duty midnight 6'OO a.m.
10/3/63 at Kilometer 26 contacted and were negative re
OSWALD HARRY SMITH Greyhound Bus Lines Laredo Texas
furnished records in his possession re TON tickets numbered
39532 and 9511 reflecting the first was a round-trip ticket
to Mexico sold on 9/10/63 and the second was a one-way ticket
to Mexico City sold on 12/7/63 ALVARO IBARRA driver
TDN explained his procedures in handling the trip
envelope of Bus No 373 dated 10/2/63 Chief of Mexican
Customs Inspectors Nuevo Laredo Mexico viewed photo
of "Bee 14 bag marked Commission Exhibit C 254 and stated
yellow markings on side of bag were made by a Mexican
Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo Mexico and denotes this
particular bag passed through Customs on 9/26/63 Manager
Red Arrow Bus Lines Nuevo Laredo Mex:co advised Red Arrow
does not make a passenger list he stated ticket numbers of
tickets sold at Nuevo Laredo Mexico are recorded but no
names are placed on the form in Nuevo Laredo Mexico
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ PERALES Alamo Texas interviewed and
was negative re OSWALD Investigation to locate persons

T&isdowsed tontornsaeftberrecossesdatioas nor eoodvstonsof any iind It is the propertyof the fat and h a loos to youramen
It and/or Itscontentsore sot to be distrAvtedoutsideyour.swop



DETAILS

who rode Greyhound Bus morning of 1Gi3;63 for pertions of
trip between San Antonio Texas and Dallas Texas who
might have knowledge of OSWALD negative Book belonging
to San Antonio College found in San Antonio Texas street
and it contained written quotation regarding President
KENNEDY and LEE HARVEY OSWALD subsequently removed from book
and destroyed Book was paperback edition when originally
purchased by college and not put on college library shelf
until it was bound by Universal Bookbinding Company
San Antonio Texas Binding company returned it to college
during January 1964 Quotation re Pi'sicent KENNEDY
written on page which was put in bock by binding company





ARNOLD9TIJERINA Assistant.Chief_oLMexican_
Immigration Nue o Laredo,_Mexico advised that concerning
the tourist permit of LEE HARVEY OSWALD issued in New
Orleans Louisiana on September 17 1963 and used
to enter Mexico on September 26 1963 that it
definitely did not expire at midnight October 26
1963

TIJERINA stated that the tourist in this
case OSWALD had 90 days from the time the tourist
permit was issued to use it which would have been
90 days from September 17 1963 OSWALD then had
1S days from the time he entered Mexico on September
26r 1963 in which to visit in Mexico,and his tourist
permit would not have expired until October 11 1963

TIJERIN advised that Mexican-Immigration
Inspector ALBERTO(ARZAMEND7 CHAPA is sixty-seven

Iap_jo
>> j 797

years of age fiGe feet eight inches tall weighs
'" `

two hundred and twenty pounds and always wears
a uniform

TIJERINA further advised that had OSWALD's
tourist permit been challenged as having expired
he would have been referred to the Mexican Immigration
Headquarters in Nuevo Laredo Mexico and had the
card actually been expired either himself TIJERINA
or the Chief of Mexican Immigration GILBERTO CAZARES
GARZA would have discussed the matter with OSWALD
If the card had been expired for more than two or
three days OSWALD would have been fined TIJERINA
stated that there is no record indicating that any
action had been taken against OSWALD during the time
he passed through Mexican Immigration on October 3 1963

.SAs ROBERT L CHAPMAN 6 LEOPOLDO E Dare dictot.d 4/30/64  
ARMIJO/dnb
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Name
Ages
Height
Weights
Hairs
Builds
Nationality
Eyes
Dress

5/27/64Date dictated

F0.302 (Re. 1-2$40) ('rtOERAL BUREAU OF INYESTIGA N

Data May 28 1964

ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA was re-interviewed
on May 23 1964s and he was furnished information concerning
revelations of witnesses who have spoken of difficulty
that a young American had on board the bus at Kilometer
26 on the morning of October 3 1963

(NAPA advised that he still did not recall
LEE HARVEY OSWALD's passing through Mexican Immigration
at Nuevo Laredo the early morning of October 3 1963
and could not recall any such incident as described
by witnesses who were on board the Transportes del
Norte Bus Number 373 the morning of October 3 19630

The following is a description of (NAPA as
obtained from observation and interview

ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA
67 years
5 ft 8 in
220 pounds
Grey
Heavy
Mexican
Brown
Khaki military-type

uniform

.S,23164 File g SA 105-2909

.SAs ROBERT L CHAPMAN 6 LEOPOLDO E
ARMIJO/dnb _

This detriment contains neither recommendation



$l2Dote dtctot*d 7/64

FD-302 (R.. 1-2540) .-EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA-0tI

.Dot* May 28 1964

LUIS DE LA PFP Mexican mricration Inspector

DE LA PENA advised that he was on duty
i rom c L,u'Tmidnight to 8:00 a.m on October 3 1963 at
Kilometer 26 a Mexican Immigration and Customs check point
located twenty-five miles south of Nuevo Laredo Mexico
on the Monterrey Highway He stated he was on duty with
ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA and LIBRADO GARCIA

DE LA PENA was shown the photograph of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and was advised of the alleged incident
concerning difficulties a young American had who was on
board-Transportes del Norte (TDN) Bus Number 373 the
morning of October 3 1963 DE LA PENA stated that he did
not recall this incident and that he had never seen LEE
HARVEY OSWALD pass through Mexican Immigration Nuevo
Laredo Mexico

The following is a description of DE LA PENA
based on observation and interview

Name LUIS DE
Lf~"'PENA

Age _ 39
Height 6 ft i
Weight 190 lb f p) e y':J/'-at
Hair Brown
Eyes Brown
Dress Khaki military-type uniform

.t/23/64 .File i SA 105-2909

SA-ROBERT L CHAPMAN 6 LEOPOLDO E
-A;AM-ranb

This documenteontalns neither re
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Name
Age
Height
Weight
Comp Le x i on
Hair
Eyes
Dress

FD-)02 (Re. I-2S40) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA

Dote May 28 0J964

LIBRAD GARCIA Immigration Ins ector Nuevo
s interviewed at the

and he advised that he
was on duty h i to ALbERI'u ARZAMENDI CHAPA working the
midnight to 8:00 a.m shift on October 30 1963

GARCIA was exhibited a photograph of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD and was advised of the incident concerning
difficulty a young American had on board Transportes
del Norte (TGN) Bus Number 373 on the morning of
Octo er 3 0 19E30 GARCIA stated that he did not recall
this incident and stated he did not recall ever having
seen LEE HARtiEY OSWALD pass through Mexican Immigration
in Nuevo Laredo GARCIA stated that he` CHAPA and
LUIS DE LA PENA were the Immigration Inspectors on duty
at kilometer 26 located approximately twenty-five miles
south of Nuevo Laredo on the highway to Monterrey
Mexico GARCIA stated that CHAPA was the Inspector in
charge of the three-man shift

The following is a description of GARCIA as
obtained from-observation and interview

LIBRADO GARCIA
2* years
6 ft
180 pounds
Dark
Brown
Brown
Very neatly dressed

khaki o military-type
uniform

5/23,6u at Filet .SA 10S-2909

by SA ROBERT L CHAPMAN E LEOPOLDO E .Dote dictated S/27/64
ARMIJOidnb

Thasdocumentcontains neither recommendationswarconclusion of the FBt It is the reopen of the
*cm en I
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SA 105-2909

The following interviews with HARRY SMITH
Greyhound Bus Company Laredo Te were conducted
in an effort to locate one PAUL ,USIONI who reportedly
traveled on Transportes del Nort buses from Mexico
City Mexico to Laredo .Texas, on October 2-3 1963



FD-302 (Re. l-t$401 -EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAr w

Date May 20 1964

HARRY
fSMIT

Manager_,_Greyhound Bus Company
Laredo Texas e-examined records at the Greyhound Bus
Company Laredo and advised that Transportes del Norte
(TDN) Bus Company Ticket Number 39532 was sold at
Laredo Texas on September 10 1963 and was a round
trip ticket to Mexico however SMITH was not certain
if this ticket was to Mexico City or some other destina
tion in Mexico SMITH stated that Ticket Number 39532
was one of seven tickets numbered from 39526 through
39532 inclusive sold on September 10 1963 by
Greyhound Bus Company at Laredo Texas all of which
were round-trip tickets Three of these tickets
were sold for a total amount of $18.00 and four of
these tickets were sold for a total amount of $59.40

SMITH rechecked Greyhound Bus Company records
which consist only of Form S-37 T "Daily Record of
Station Sales by Agents at Laredo Texas, and
located the record for sale of TDN Ticket Number 9511
SMITH pointed out that this record reflects that TDN
Ticket Number 9511 was sold at Laredo Texas on
December 7 1963 and is a one-way ticket to Mexico
City

SMITH stated that TDN Ticket Number 9511
should be located in TDN Headquarters in Monterrey
Mexico

5/13/64 0t Laredo Texas File SA 105_2909

SA ROBERT Le CHAPMAN/dnb Dote dictated 5115/64



Tats docssent cantata neither recommendationsaor conclusions at the F s

FD.302 (Rev 1-2540) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICA )N

Date May_ 27 1964

HARRY SMITH Manager Greyhound Bus Lines
Laredo Texas furnished the only records in his
possession concerning Transportes del Norte (TDN)
tickets numbered 39532 and 9511 These records
are Form Number S-37 T "Daily Record of Station
Sales by Agents at Laredo Texas. Form Number
S-37 T dated September 10 1963 reflects that
Ticket Numbers 39526 up to 39533 were sold on
September 10 1963 and according to SMITH were all
round-trip tickets to Mexico but he did not know
whether or not these tickets were round-trip tickets
to Mexico City SMITH explained that under the system
utilized by Greyhound in recording sales on Form
S-37 T that Ticket Number 39526 would have been the
first round-trip ticket sold on September 10 1963
and that Ticket Number 39532 would have been the last
round-trip ticket sold on September 10 1963 making a
total of seven tickets sold on that date

The total amount of the seven tickets sold was
$77.40 SMITH pointed out that his records reflect that
of these seven tickets three of the round-trip tickets
were sold for a total of $18.00 and four were sold for
a total of $59.40

SMITH stated that no additional information is
recorded on Form S-37 T concerning these tickets and that
he knows they are round-trip tickets since they are
recorded in Column 15 which is RT-1 indicating round
trip SMITH stated that his records do not reflect the
destination of the purchaser of the ticket

SMITH furnished Form S-37 T dated December
7 1963 reflecting that TDN Ticket Numbers 9501 up to
9525 a total of 24 tickets were sold on December 7
1963 for a total amount of $240.00 SMITH explained
that two of the above tickets were for $20.00 15 sold for
$150.00 and 7 sold for $70.00 This makes a total of
24 tickets sold for a total amount of $240.00 These

.5/22/64,e Laredo Texas F,k i SA 105-2909

SA ROBERT L CHAFMAN/dnn Dots dictated 5126/64



24 tickets were the total of one-way tickets to Mexico
City sold by Greyhound Bus Company Laredo for TDN
on December 7 1963

SMITH was questioned concerning the Form
S-37 T dated December 7 1963 reflecting TDN ticket
number 9511 to be a one-way ticket to Mexico City
sold on December 7 1963 SMITH advised that there was
a possibility that another ticket bearing the same
number 9511 could have been sold by TDN in Mexico City
but a sale of such a ticket would be very remote and

one in a million.

SMITH further advised that Greyhound Bus
Company Laredo Texas sells TDN tickets and at the
end of each month the money from the sale of TDN
tickets by Greyhound Bus Company is turned over to TDN
and a commission is charged by Greyhound on the sale
of the TDN tickets

It is noted that HARRY SMITH stated on April
20 1964 that Ticket Number 39532 was a Greyhound
ticket number On May 22 1964 SMITH advised that he
was mistaken in this regard that Ticket Number 39532
is definitely a TDN ticket number



Dote dictated S 15/64

FD-302 CR.t. 1-25401 I,~tDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTtGA

Date May 2 1964

ALVAfi IBAR:.At Sus alS Transportes del Norte
t'uevo,aredo,_MEi.ico viewed the original trip envelope of
bus 373 dated October 20 !1163 which has been designated
Exhibit Number D=207

IBAR (A stated he filled out Exhibit D-?02 beginning
with "12 Monterrey 11 down to the stamp at the bottom of the
Exhibit dated October 14 153 and that he signed Exhibit
D-2(2 on the back side with his name ALVARO IEARRA

16ARRP stated that the ieformetion appearing on
Exhit't :."-:0 (tbaee hor.ter"rey 12 was placed there by
oOS RAUC1SCQQPRADO Mente rep Mexico and that the "JOSE
FCO 1-rtAD) appearing at the tor or the Exhibit on the lef t
side is the signature of fRADO

IhARhA efi:lairted that the "12 Monterrey 12 on
Exhibit G=2L meats that e hai II passengers from Monterrey
Ntteuo Leor. Mexico to h eie credo Mexico Six of the
same 1 pa eenge:"s were cortint:ing on to Laredo Texas and
one person either one of the iemaxning six or an entirely
different person had a ti^ket from Nuevo Laredo Mexico to
Lare o Texas mating a tota of seven passengers who
a;:teeily cross"ad or P.f. 3'4 to -eareoo Texas aceordLng to
IbAhRA's i nterpreta tint of hit writing on exhibit D=102

JBARRR fated that he is paid by Transportes del
Norte at Monterrey Nuevo ::eon Mexico for each round trip
and that he a eumuiates a n.a er of trip envelopes before
he turns them in for parrent and sometimes voids these trip
envelopes for as Zang as t i i teen dais before he turns them
in for payment

Concercn ng Exhibit D=1010 IBAttRA stated that he
turned the trip envelope in for payment at Monterrey on
October 14 1.53 The etem at the bottom of Exhibit D-202
"Trap portes del N .rte PA.-,AJ (gatd) October 14 1963
Monterrey Ii L.,' snows that he IBARRA was paid on that
date for the October i=3 1-i! trip from Monterrey Nuevo
Leon Mexico to Laredo Texas

1%12/54 Fila )~ SA 105-2909

SAs ROBERT L OIAPMAN t !,EOFvLIO E
ARMSeQidnb

Tt.l cK-v4ft.~e6_r u



IBARRA stated that the only explanation he
could offer for the discrepancy between number of
cancelled tickets in the trip envelope and the 13
individuals accounted for on the face of the envelope
is that tickets from some other trip were intermingled
with tickets of Bus 373 on October 2-3 1963
iBARRA explained that if the date stamps on the backs
of the tickets that were in Exhibit D-202 correspond
with the date stamps on the front of the trip envelope
then he IBARRA made an error in recording the number
of tickets inside the trip envelope If the stamps on the
backs of the tickets do not correspond with the stamps
on the front of the trip envelope the office in
Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico intermingled tickets
from another trip with the ones in Exhibit D-202

IBARRA pointed out the two stamps on the front
of Exhibit D-202 are as follows "Autobuses
Transportes del Norte October 2 2 Monterrey N.G.,
and "Transportes del Norte October 3 1963 N Laredo
C Tamps. and stated that one or the other of these
stamps should appear on the back of each ticket that
was in Exhibit D-202



E&OARi t'CERVERA Bus D.xjv_er,..l'lecha Roja
(Red Arrow).Bus Line Nuev& Laredo Mexico the
Larne "2iri,ver that drove the connecting bus from
e^ntinental Trailways Laredo Texas to Nuevo Laredo
r0 xico on September 26 1963 viewed the photograph
of.the "Bee 4 bag marked Commission Exhibit C 254 and
advised that the yellow markings on the side of the
bag were made-by Mexican Customs at the time the
tag was examined on September 26 1963 and that this
yellow marking-of "9/26 only shows that the bag was
checked through Mexican Customs at Nuevo Laredo
Mexico on September 26 1963

CERVERA stated that it was not possible to
check taggage at Red Arrow or at the Mexican Customs_
cince tnd:y do not have lockers or storage space
CERVERA stated that even in Monterrey Mexico Red
Arrow has no lockers or storage space for luggage

 .Dote dictated 515/64by SAs ROBERT L C HAPMAN 6 LEOPOLDO Ea
ARMIJO/dnh
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File l
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5/5/64
Dote dictated

F.)-O2 Ins t 1-25401 ..OERAL BUREAU OF INVESIIGA

Dale May 6 1964

EMILI CASTILLO Mexican Cuatoms_Inspector
v!^wed the phot raph of the Bee 4 bag Commission
E;:hibit C 254 and advised that the yellow markings
made on the side of the "Bee 4 bag were made by a
Customs Inspector at the time the bag was checked into
Mexico

CASTILLO stated that the Customs Inspector
who checked the bag would have written "9/26 to show
that the bag was passed through Mexican Customs on
that date and was okayed for entry into Mexico



.i ~mIC..u.v si:,rtey*.`..a..art=.-.-i..:.u.Yy_~aa : :.eK~:~... ...a.a:,*.4

.FD-302tR.v 1-25401 'EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA,.JN{

Date May 6 1964

t
t lGUL MOREtNO IBARRA C.hief_.of Mexican_ Customs.

Inspectors Int nation 1 Bridge Nuevo Laredo Mexicoviewed the photograph of the "Bee 4 bag marked
Commission Exhibit C 254 and stated that the yellow
markings en the side of the bag were made by a Mexican
Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo Mexico and denotes
tnat this particular bag passed through Customs on
September 26 1563

I.'ArkA explained that the yellow crayon marking
c7sten1 w^s one Ui two methods of marking luggage used
by the Mexican l'mstcros Inspectors The other method
is to seal the cag with tape or with a Customs sticker

tihen the Mexi_ar Customs official is busy with
a lot of people passing through Customs he will usually
use the y lloa crayon marking system If the Customs
official ha: more time he will use a sticker or colored
tape 4nO will initial the tape or sticker

IbARKA explained that on September 26 1963
there were six pe'sons on duty in addition to the chief
and any of these persons colla have checked the bag and
made the yellow sackings thereon

On 5/5/64 SA 105-2909
.Fflei

Date dictated
SA ROBERT L CIIAPMAN/dnb 5/5/64



EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG

ROBERRAMOS Manager Flecha Roja (Red Arrow
Bus Lines Nuevo] redo Mexico was reinterviewed to
determine if Red Arrow makes a passenger list of Red
Arrow passengers traveling to the interior of Mexico

RAMOS advised that Red Arrow at Nuevo Laredo
Mexico does not make a passenger list and that the only
place where any names of passengers of Red Arrow boarding
at Nuevo Laredo would appear would be on the "Guia de
Equipajes (baggage guide)

RAMOS stated that ticket numbers of tickets sold
at Nuevo Laredo Mexico are recorded on a form called
"Venta de Boletos (sale of tickets) but no names are
placed on this form in Nuevo Laredo Mexico

RAMOS further stated that Red Arrow Bus Lines
sells tickets at three different locations the Red Arrow
office in Nuevo Laredo,'at Mexican Customss and at
Continental Trailways Bus System Laredo Texas RAMOS
stated that tickets sold at the Red Arrow Office are listed
by ticket number only on the "yenta de Boletos form
prepared for each bus departing from Nuevo Laredo Mexico
A yellow copy of this form is kept in the Red Arrow Office
for thirty days and the original or white copy is taken
by the bus driver from the Red Arrow Terminal to the
Mexican Customs at the time the driver takes his bus to
Mexican Customs to pick up the passengers waiting at
Mexican Customs The passengers waiting either buy their
tickets from the Red Arrow representative who accompanies the
bus driver to Mexican Customs or they have already purchased
their tickets from-the Continental Trailways Bus System The
ticket numbers of these passengers are then added to the
original of the "Venta de Boletos but again no names are
recorded

RAMOS advised that under this system the yellow
copy of-the "Venta de Boletos which is kept for thirty

On 5/14/64 :CO

by Sits
ARM

ROBERT L CHAPMAN and LEOPOLDO E Dote dictated .5/15/64
ARMIJO/dnb

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI It I the property of the FBI *ad 1*looted t
youragency It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency



days at the Red Arrow Office in Nuevo Laredo would only
contain the ticket numbers of the tickets sold at the
Red Arrow Office and would not contain the ticket numbers
of the tickets sold at Mexican Customs or Continental
Trailways Office The original or white copy however
woula contain the ticket numbers of all persons traveling
on that particular bus

RAMOS advised that the yellow copy of the "Venta
de Boletos for Bus Number 516 on September 26 1963 that
is kept for thirty days in the Red Arrow Office Nuevo
Laredo Mexico has been destroyed and the only record
Red Arrow Nuevo Laredo Mexico has concerning Bus
Number 516 for September 26 1963 is the "Guia de
Equipajes (baggage guide list)

RAMOS stated that all Red Arrow buses are owned
by private individuals and that Bus Number 516 is owned by
MANUEi4 SAUCEDO t;e.xiga City who can be contacted at the
Red row Bus Terminal in Mexico City during the afternoons
or through his SAUCEDO's employer the Corona Beer
Company RAMOS stated that SAUCEDO may possibly have the

original of the "Venta de Boletos for Bus Number 516
departing Nuevo Laredo on September 26 1963 which would
show the ticket numbers of tickets sold for that bus but
which would not show the names of persons purchasing the
tickets
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SA 105-2909

The following investigation was conducted by
SA ROBERT L CHAPMAN

AT LAREDO TEXAS

On April 10 1964 LOT MORA and LOLLY_ C
1 LITTLE Continental Bus Lines Lai edo T_exas advised

that-they had no record of reservations made for travel
from Laredo Texas to Mexico City and would keep no
record of any such reservations
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Dote May 28 1964

EULALIO.RODRIGUEZ PERALES was located at his
place of employment Jones Office-Supply 106 South Broadway
Mc Allen, Texas where he is a typewriter repairman

RODRIGUEZ stated that until about the first of
Aril 1964 he resided at 23.de_Ab_i1.1814 Norte Colonia
Nuevo Madero,.Monterrey Nuevo.Leon Mexico which is the
residence of his father NAZAR19,IRODRIGUEZ He was last in
Mexico City in December 1961f

He was admitted to the United States at Hidalgo
Texas "for permanent residence on April 3 1964 and now
resides at 1127 Duranta Alamo Texas with his wife
MARIA TRINIDAD SAENZ de RODRIGUEZ and their four small
children

In October 1963 he was self employed at
Monterrey .Mexico as a typewriter repairman and also sold
books on a commission basis for Weld JACKSON Incorporated
of Mexico This firm has an office in Mexico City but he
does not have the street address of the company N.M Jackson
Incorporated formerly had an office in Monterrey but it is now
closed

Prior to admission to the United States for
permanent residence RODRIGUEZ had a border crossing card
and had-made at least twelve trips to the United States
over a period of several years the last being in August
1963 when he came to McAllen Texas by automobile from
Monterrey Mexico via Roma Texas

RODRIGUEZ stated he has never let anyone else use
his border crossing,card or other document and has no
idea who the EUL ALIQ%RODRIGUEZ wholes reported to have boarded the
Transportes del No to bus.at .Mexico City on October 2 1963
might be

He stated he has never seen LEE HARVEY OSWALD
Although he has seen numerous newspaper and magazine
pictures of OSWALDe

The following.description of EULALIO RODRIGUEZ
PERALES was obtained from observation and interview

pa 5(25/6 ~.__Q McAllen Texan Fact SA 105-2909

by SA HAROLD H CROSSETT / cjh Date dictated 5/25/64



Race White f Lzy_.uY_.d-jam II. t_!
Sex Male
Date of_13irth._ltay._.12,_1934
Place of.Birth Linares Nuevo Leon
Tight 5 10

Weight 160
Hair Black wavy
Eyes Light brown
Complexion Fair
Scars & Marks Small flesh mole on left

wears small moustache
Social Security

Number _ 450 82 6600
Occupation Typewriter repairman
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SA 105-2909

The following investigation at Austin
Georgetown and San Marcos Texas was conducted by
SA ROBERT W CARNES in an attempt to establish LEE HARVEY
OSWALD's presence on Greyhound Bus Number 1265 on
October 3 1963 noting this bus if on schedule
arrived and departed San Marcos at 8:18 a.m.
arrived Austin 9:15 a.m. with ten-minute stop and
arrived and departed Georgetown Texas at 9:50 a.m
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B J //1PINCKARD Manager,,Greyhound_Bus Lines
Q_th_Street advised that Greyhound Bus Number

i2 from San Antonio Texas arrives at 9:15 a.m daily
in.&jtin,.Texas and three other buses arrive at the
same time As a result a large number of bus passengers
are usually in and around the bus station at that time

He pointed out that there is no possible way
at this time to identify any passengers arriving at the
Greyhound Bus Terminal Austin Texas on Bus Number
1265 on October 3 1963 from official Greyhound Bus Line_
records

1INCKARD observed a photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and advised the photograph is not familiar to him
and he could not identify OSWALD as a passenger on a bus
either arriving or departing from Austin Texas on
October 3 1963 or any other date

PINCKARD advised there was no daily commuter
via bus from the Greyhound Bus Terminal Austin Texas
to Georgetown Texas or other points north of Austin
Texas

PINCKARD pointed out one lady departing from
Greyhound Bus Number 1265 arriving Austin Texas at
9:15 a.m on April 28 1964 whom he recognized by sight
as a daily commuter on this bus from San Marcos Texas
to Austin Texas This woman was physically pointed out
to Special Agent ROBERT W CARNES by PINCKARD and
Special Agent CARNES determined this woman was MARY
McSWAIN of San Marcos Texas

..4/28/64 Austin Texas  Fast SA 105-2909

SA ROBERT W CARNES/dnb Dote dictated 4!30/64
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Date May 6 1964

MARY 'McSWAIN 1313 8 West Hi_llcrest Drive
,an Marcos,-_T as was interviewed at"the Greyhound Bus
Terminal Austin Texas She advised she commutes between
San Marcos Texas and Austin Texas daily exclusive of
Sunday via Greyhound Bus She departs San Marcos Texasat 8:18 a.m each morning and on October 3 1963 she
was on the bus as usual

She observed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and advised she cannot recall having ever seen this personand specifically she could not recall him as a passengeron a Greyhound Bus with her

She pointed out that normally when she boards the
bus in San Marcos Texas she takes the first available
seat usually this is in the first row She reads while on
the bus and upon arrival in Austin Texas takes a taxi
from the bus station to The University of Texas where
she is a student

McSWAIN recalled that in October 1963 one
HARRIET JOHNSON who resides on East San Antonio Street
Sari Marcos Texas was commuting daily exclusive of _
Sunday between San Marcos Texas and Austin Texas
and probably was on the bus leaving San Marcos Texas
at 6.18 a.mo on October 3 1963 JOHNSON was reported
to have attended a beauty school in Austin Texas

4/28/64 Austin Texas F,le / SA 105-2909

by SA ROBERT W CARNES /dnb Oat"dictat.d 4/30/64
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FD-302 fR. I-*S40) vEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA

Oato 1 ay 64 1964

.
A j r t

C IROWNING IcketClerkj_Greyhound Bus
Lines 118 Easi 10th Streets was interviewed and
corroborated the information furnished by B J
PINCKARD Manager of the Greyhound Bus Lines
Upon observing a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
BROWNING advised that he could not recall ever having
seen this individual in person and could not place
him as a passenger on Bus Number 1265 on October 3~
1963 or at any other time

SA ROBERT W CARNESIdnb Dote dictated 4/30/64
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Mrs NOL BENNETT "HARRIETtJ NSON,.22.4a.s.l_
Sa.m Antonio._Street,Iadvised that from mid-September until
mid-November of 1963 she attended Central Texas Beauty
School in Austin Texas and that each week day she
commuted to Austin departing San Marcos at 8:18 aim
on the Greyhound Bus

She said that she undoubtedly was a passenger
on this bus on October 3 1963 and on viewing a
photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD advised that she could
not place this individual as a passenger on this bus on
October 3 1963 or at any other time She said that as
a matter of fact she had never seen this individual
in person

In conclusion she advised that it was her
habit when commuting on this bus to study from the time of
departure in San Marcos until arrival in Austin and
normally she did not pay any attention to other passengers
other than MARY McSWAIN who at the time was commuting on
this bus to Austin from San Marcos

.517/64 San Marcos Texas Fihli SA 105-2909

by ___SA ROBERT t,T CA$t_~FS/dnb Oot dictotod 5/8/64
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Date May 12 1964

l
J.E'fY)UNGER owr)er.Manager,.,Greyhound Bus

Station advised that MAR(lMcSWAIN and HARRIET JOHNSON
were the cnly two people who were commuting to Austin
daily on the Greyhound Bus arriving and departing .an

.Marcos
aat~tii88`:18

a.m daily in early October 1963
1 / Ne fturther advised that there was no way that

he could otherwise identify any passenger on this bus
on October 3 1963

YOUNGER viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and said that he had never seen this individual in person
at any time so far as he recalls

On 5/7/64 at San Marcos Texas F;Ie IT SA 105-2909

by SA R(ThERT W_ CARt1 rS /dnb ,Date dictated 5/8!64

Tfiis do,-ument or cans neither recommendationsarr eoncIvel r re
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Dote 6 1964

WILT ) WOOLSEY kentt.Greyhound Bus Station.
advised that there is no commuter from Austin Texas i
to Geojgetown,_Texas on the Greyhound Bus arriving in
Georgetown at 9:50 acme and there has not been a
commuter since his managing this station in the last
five years He further advised that there is no daily
commuter leaving Georgetown on this bus going to a
point north

WOOLS EY observed a photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and advised that he could not recall ever having
seen this party in person at any time

He further advised that he had no way of
identifying any passengers on this bus on October 3 1963

4/30/64 Georgetown Texas 'SA 105-2909

SA-ROBERT W CARNES;dnb Dote dictated 4/30/64



The following investigation conducted at
Cameron Belton Temple Waco and Hillsboro Texas
was done in an attempt to establish LEE HARVEY OSWALD's
presence on Greyhound Bus Number 1265 on October 3
1963

It is to be noted that on April 7 19640
L I YARBROUGH DDiis_na_,tche ,_Greyyhound_.bus-.Terminal.
San Antonio Texas advised that his records reflect
what Greyno~nd"'Bus Number 1265 was used in making the
Laredo-Chicago run which left Laredo Texas at 3:00 a.m
on October 3 1963 and arrived in San Antonio at about
6:20 a.m. October 3 1963 The records reflect that
bus left San Antonio at 7:10 a.m. October 3 1963
for Dallas Texas



:Ell
es

N+ts FRANK
DAVISYBLACK

Box_9 8_,_Route Number h
Camer54/ Texas, advised th t she is the former C~.ARE_

_ OSF .t.1DNER.-bf New Braunfels Texas Mrs BLACK advised
that she was riding the Greyhound Bus quite frequently
around the period October 3 1963 while traveling
between New Braunfels and Cameron Texas to visit her
fiance but at that time she was not riding the bus
which left New Braunfels about 7;45 a.m daily She
stated that she usually caught the bus around 10:00 a.m

Mrs BLACK advised that on November 12 1963
she started working in Austin Texas and after that
time did ride the Greyhound Bus which left New Braunfels
Texas at approximately 7;45 a.m each day Mrs BLACK
was shown a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD New Orleans
Police Department Number 112723 which photograph was
taken August 9 1963 but stated that she did not recognize
the photograph of OSWALD as being identical with anyone
who ever rode the bus with her

Mrs BLACK stated that she saw LEE HARVEY
OSWALD's photograph on television a number of times
shortly after President KENNEDY was killed and she
believes that if she had seen him on any of the buses
which she rode in October 1963 she would have recalled
the fact when she saw his photograph on television in
November 1963

5/14/54 Cameron.-Texas File #~ SA 105-2909

by SA T G McWILLIAMS JR./dnb  Dote dictot.d 5/15/64
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Datn May S 1954

x s

Mrs EFFIE M6E EDWARDS Manager j -Greyhound
Bus Terminal,[ informed that her station did not issue

`any exchange orders for travel on October 3 1963
She advised there are no known travelers or daily
commuters who ride the Greyhound Bus into the City of
RAiton.or from Belton to Temple or vicinity She
explained that a local bus known as Southwestern
Bus Company is used for the transportation of-all local
people who commute from Belton to Temple

On 4/30/64  Belton Texas File i SA 10S-2909

ty SA O LEE GOLDEN/dnb Date dictated 4/30/64

flits documentcontains .either recommendationsnor conclusions of It rtif it is the property of the FBI and is Ionisedtoyour agency tt and Its contents are not to be distributed outside youraq.ney



Dote May 5 1964

W B. TEMPLE Manager Greyhound Bus._Tertain /?j ~s1
advised thatild exchange orders were issued by that
terminal on October 3 1963 He related that Greyhound ef..XG
Bus Number 1265 arrived in Temple at approximately 10:45
a.m on October 3 1963 but only remained for a few
minutes before departure for Waco and Dallas He made
inquiries among his personnel in an effort to identify
any frequent traveler or daily commuter but was unable
to identify anyone who may have ridden the bus in
question _

4/28/64 Temple Texas fib.I SA 105-2909elL

.Date dictated '4/30/64SA O LEE GOLDEN/dnb
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Oats _May 5 1954

JOHN W< ROBINSON District Supervisor Central
Greyhound Lines nformed that if an exchange order had
been issued by a terminal after a bus ticket had been
sold to a passenger the identity of the exchange order
may be obtained from the General Accounting Office of
the Greyhound Bus Company in San Francisco California
if the ticket number is available Mr ROBINSON informed
that he had no information to indicate that an exchange
order had been issued to a passenger on Greyhound Bus
Number 1265 while traveling from Laredo to Dallas

,TxA64 on October 3 1963s

.4/30/64 at Waco Texas Fit # SA 105-2909

SA 0 LEE GOLDEN/dnb Oattt dictatt.d 4/30/64

Thts documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the rat his the property of the rat and is loaned to
youragency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside youragency



JAMES WORTHAM Manager Greyhound Bus
Station inform that his records failed to identify
an exchange order having been issued on October 39
1963 He explained that he knew of only one
commuter or frequent traveler who rides the
Greyhound Bus to Waco and that person is a woman Tf,~
by the name of LUCILLE from Bruceville Texas but
she rides the early morning bus and-arrives in
Waco at approximately 8:15 a.m The bus in question
arrived in Waco at approximately 12:10 p.m before
proceeding to Waxahachie and Dallas Mr WORTHAM
advised that the photograph of OSWALD was not familiar
to him prior to the assassination

4/3C/64 et Wacoi Texas  Fit t SA 105-2909

by. SA O LEE GOLDEN/dnb Dote dictated 4/30/64
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Mrs C E VAUGHN Manager. Greyhound..Bus
Terminal advised t} t a review of her records reflected
she had made no refunds on tickets and had issued no
exchange tickets or exchange orders on October 3 1963
She stated that Bus Number 1265 remains in Hillsboro f~ '
only about five minutes and usually travelers do not
leave the bus and come into the station and that unless
some special reason exists she does not leave the
station and go on the bus

She viewed a.photograph of OSWALD and informed
that she had no recollection of seeing him on the above
numbered bus or any other bus at Hillsboro Texas

Mrs VAUGHN advised that the only daily
cormuter known to her to ride a bus in and out of
Hillsboro Texas on a daily basis is a lady whose
name she does not know but who is employed as a sales
clerk at the Ben Franklin Store at Hillsboro Texas
and who lives at Milford Texas She stated she did not
know if this person rode Bus Number 1265 on October 3
1963 but stated that she did recall that Thursday
appeared to be a half work day for this lady and that
she did ride that particular bus on some occasions

.5/4164 et Hillsboro Texas  File # SA 105-2909

SA WILLIAM H BUCKLER/dnb Dote dictated 5/8164
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Mrs ALMA 'GORHAM residence address Box.334
."ii lford ` TPY?,g, and who is employed as a clerk at
Ben Franklin Store address 116 East Elm Street
advised that she normally rides a bus fo Hillsboro
Texas arriving there at 9:02 a.m and that she
*.ormally leaves on a bus departing from Hillsboro
Texas at 5:52 p.m She advised that Thursday is
normally a day on which she takes her half day off
end noted that October 3 1963 was a Thursday Mrs
C^F.HAM made a review of the employment records

intained by her employer and she advised that these
_,:t:o:ds indicated that she was off for a half day on
r ~ 3 1963 She stated that she normally will
c:erart for Milford Texas on the bus leaving Hillsboro
Texas at 12:51 p.m on her half day off She stated
htn -ver that she recalled that in October of 1963
FhP trade several trips to Dallas with her sister to
do some shopping on her half day off and that on
at least one occasion.she stayed in Hillsboro until
about 5:00 p.m on her half day off She stated that
for these reasons she could not be certain that she
rode on the bus departing from Hillsboro Texas at
about 12:51 p.m on October 3 1963

Mrs GORHAM viewed a photograph of OSWALD but
advised that she had no recollection of seeing him on a
bus at Hillsboro Texas on October 3 1963 or any
other time

Mrs GORHAM advised that she knew of no other
pe_:sons who traveled in or out of Hillsboro Texas on
a daily basis using the Greyhound Bus service

.5/5/64 Hillsboro, Texas File 'SA 105-2909

SA WILLIAM H BUCKLER dnb Dat dictotad 5/8/S4
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,On April 7 1964 CHARLES W CARROLL .P.rss4ident
of the Uniygrsal_Book...Binding--Company _815-Avenue .$

an Antonio telephonically advised the San Antonio FBI
Office thatone of his employees STEYERS had
found a book entitled Soviet Communism'on a curb on
9th Street in San Antonio a stated that the book
had the quotation "In memory of JOHN F KENNEDY!
November 22 1963 LEE HARVEY OSWALD, written in it
in red ink A swastika with a circle around it was
located on the same page On the date-due card in the
book was written "Fair Play for Cuba Committee, and
on the back of the book was written the name "LEER
OSWALD.

=-CARROLt stated the book was located at the

binding company and he would-make it available to the
FBI if needed
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Dot. May 54 1964

STEVE SMYERS Estimator Universal Book Bindin
Company advised that he found the book entitled Soviet
Communism on or about April 71 1964 on a curb on Ste
Street dust west of A sdie Be He said he turned the
book over to Mrs ELL OSS Company Secretary% who gave
it to Mr CARROLL S ERS said he could recall that the
book had some quotations written in it regarding President
KENNEDY and LEE HARVEY OSWALD He said it also had a
swastika and something about Fair Play for Cuba written
in it He also advised that he has no idea who may have
left the book and he observed no one in the-vicinity
when he found it

.4128/64 at San Antonio Tecac File SA 105.-2909

6y SA E e CLEON GLAZE /dnb Dote dictated 5 /4 /6 it



Mr CHARLES Wt CARROLL President Universal Book
Binding Company 815 Avenue B San Antonio advised that
one of his employees STEVE SHYERS found a book entitled
Soviet Communism which his company the Universal Book
oinaingompany had bound for San Antonio College on-
a curb on 9th Street in San Antonio He said the book
had a quotation regarding President KENNEDY and LEE HARVEY
OSWALD written in it with red ink He added that there
was also a quotation about Fair Play for Cuba and a
swastika drawn in the book

Mr CARROLL said the book was the property of
San Antonio College and he returned the bo 3vto them He
stated that he gave the book to WAYLAND t00DYt_President
of San Antonio College, who gave it to th College Librarian

On -4/28/64 San Antonio Texas File j SA 105-2909

by SA .r _OEON GLAZE /_drib Date dictated S14/64
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Data May S 1964

Mr JAMES OWALLACE -Librarian,.-San .Antonio College
Advised that he recall the book entitled Soviet Communism being
returned to him about two weeks ago by the niversa ook-Binding
Co:i:any He said the page located in the book just before the
title page had a quotation written in it in red ink "In memory
of JOHN F KENNEDY November 22 19635 LEE HARVEY OSWALD.
He said he also recalls a small swastika with a circle drawn
around it on the same page Mr WALLACE continued that on the
date-due slip in back of the book was the quotation "Fair
Play for Cuba Committee, and on the book pocket card the
name "LEE H OSWALD. Mr WALLACE reported that he assumed one
of the students wrote the quotes in the book and that they had
no meaning or importance so he removed the page card and
due-date slip from the book and destroyed them

Mr WALLACE informed that the book was a new one
in the library and had-never'been checked outs so he could give
no date as to approximate date book was removed from the library
He said it was not charged out and the person taking it
removed it from the shelf and walked out with it He advised
that he has no idea who may have taken the book

4/29/64 an Antonio Texas File I/SA 105-2909

by SA E CLEQU CI AZF idr'b Date dictated 5/4/54
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Dote May 7 1964

Mr JAMES O WALLACE Librarian San Antonio_
College advised that the book entitled Soviet Communism
was purchased by the college in the spring of-Tg6-n`fiis
was a paper-back edition and was not put on the library
shelf At a later time date unrecalled this book was
sent to the Universal Book Binding Company San Antonio
Texas for binding The bindery number was 2524 Upon
being returned from the book binding company this book
was placed on the shelf of the San Antonio College library

WALLACE advised he does not know when this book
was returned but he was fairly certain the book was
placed on the shelf prior to November 1963

514/64 San Antonio Texas nisi SA 105-2909

Dote dictoted 5/6164SA JOHN M KEMMY/dnb
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STEVE SHYERS Estimators Universal Book Binding
Company advised that work done for San Antonio College on _
Bindery Number 2524 was returned to San Antonio College during
the latter part of January 1964 He said he could not give
the exact date the book Soviet Communism was returned as
the books were not listed separifeiy on the order He
.sxplained that the College sends over several books together
for binding and each book is not listed separately on the
order

SMYERS stated that he recalls the quotation
regarding the memory of JOHN F KENNEDY was written on the
page before-the title page of the book He stated that this
page was put'in the book by the binding company when the
binding work was done He added that one of the other
quotations was on the back of the book which was put on the
book by the binding company

.5/4/64 at San Antonio Texas Filet SA 105-2909

SA E,l CLEON GLAZE /dnb Date dictated S/4 /64

This domment contains neither reroamendatloeaaas r r.. rasp m
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ROM LEGAT MEXICO CITY NO 701

BUF I LE 105-825
LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1S-R-CUBA

POLITICAL SECTION AMERICAN EMBASSY ADVISED JUNE 11 LAST

HAD RECEIVED PHOTOSTATIC COPIES OF FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS FROM

MEXICAN GOVERNMENT BY CONFIDENTIAL MEMO DATED JUNE 9 LAST:

MEXICAN TOURIST CARD FM 8 NUMBER 211.085 (SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU BY LETTER DECEMBER 3 LAST) PERTINENT PAGES OF.HOTEL

DEL COMERCIO GUEST REGI-STER (SUBMITTED TO BUREAU BY LETTER

DECEMBER 11 LAST) TRANSPORTES FRONTERA PASSENGER LIST OCTOBER 2

LAST (SUBMITTED TO BUREAU BY LETTER DECEMBER 11 LAST) MEXICAN

FORMS FM 11 OF SEPTEMBER 26 AND OCTOBER 3 LAST (SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU BY LETTER FEBRUARY 20 LAST) STATEMENT OF SILVIA TIRADO

DE DURAN NOVEMBER 23 LAST (SUBMITTED TO BUREAU BY LETTER MARCH 2

LAST) AND REPORT$OF MEXICAN INSPECTOR JOSE MARIO DEL VALLE

NOVEMB3ER 30 LAST (SUBMITTED TO BUREAU BY LETTER MARCH 16 LAST)

EMBASSY PLANNED TO FORWARD DOCUMENTS TO DEPARTMENT OF

STATE BY POUCH TODAY FOR TRANSLATION AND DELIVERY TO COMISSION

FOR INFORMATION
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TO MR TOLSO

FROM MR P,ELLIONT

SUBJECr TIC PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION

On the afternoon of June 2 1934 Mr Valley and I
discussed the Director's testimony before the President's Commission
with Ur Rankin You will recall we went over the transcript and
clarified some typographical -errors etc. and thereafter left a
copy with Mr Rankin

Mr Rankin had only three points which he felt required
further attention

1 Page 6514 In connection with the Director's testimony
on persons connected with front organizations the Director stated
that merely because a man belongs to a subversive organization
does not mean he is black-listed and is a menace to his country for
life If he belongs to 20 of then it shows he is either very
gullible or dumb or he is a menace "That has been my attitude in
regard to Government service where you find a Government employed
who belonged to one or two maybe in his early days I think then
there is a grave doubt as to whether he is a security risk.

su 1'v

Mr Rankin felt this could be clarified to make the point
the Director intended He suggested possibly this be revised to
read "That has been my attitude in regard to Government servic
where you find a Government employee who belonged to one or two
maybe in his early days I don't believe this makes him a security
risk. Mr Rankin made it clear however that he was not trying
to put words in the Director's mouth that this testimony would be
made public and consequently it should state just what the Director
means it to state

To avoid questions from the public 1 suggest the following
wording would be preferable "That has becd"r$r`attitude in regard
to Government service where you find a Government employee who
belonged to one or two maybe in his earl days I--don0 t believe
this necessarily makes him a security risk Rather this would be
dependent on the degree of hi activity in the front group and his
purpo e

hand
intent in associat_n vAimself with it.

AM ham NI !t-;f',



2 Page 6544 Mr Rankin noted that at the beginning of
the testimony (Page 6493) the Chief Justice outlines the areas in
which the Director will be asked to testify One of them is the
failure to include the name and information concerning Special Agent
Hosty in the initial report of the Oswald address book However
Mr Rankin never got around to asking the Director about this
during the testimony Mr Rankin thought we should include the
Director's comment on page 6544 where the Director is discussing
the fact that Hosty's name office telephone number and license
number were in Oswald's memorandum book

Ve suggest that the following be inserted as a paragraph
after the second line on page 6545 "Incidentally those items
in Oswald's notebook requiring investigative attention were first
set out in an investigative report of our Dallas Office dated
December 23 1903 This report was not prepared for this
Commission but rather for investigative purposes and therefore
the information concerning Iiosty's name telephone number and
license number was not included in the report This information
was reported in another investigative report of our Dallas Office
dated February 11 1934 in order that there would be a complete
reporting of all items in Oswald's memorandum book Both of these
investigative reports were furnished to this Coi,unission.

-3 Page 656S to 6571 Mr Rankin agreed with the changes
we had made in the testimony concerning wording in our appropriation
bill relative to a provision for the protection of the President
However 1!r Rankin noted that on page 6570 we had eliminated one
brief question by Representative Ford and the Director's answer
as not being pertinent He agreed with this He did say he would

go over this with Representative Ford to make sure Mr Ford also

agreed although he had no doubt that Mr Ford would be in agreement

Mr Rankin again stressed that the testimony of witnesses
before the Commission will be made public and both the Director's
and Belmont's testimony will be regarded as policy statements of
the Bureau :.e said that he had no questions as to the policy
enunciated in the testimony and as a matter of fact he felt that
the testimony would do the Bureau a great deal of good in the eyes
of the public because it presented the Bureau's sensitivity to
the rights of the individual and to the necessity of operating
strictly within the law which was an area of Bureau policy that



rA!

2 It is suggested that Mr De oach be alert to insure-that
the views of the Bureau on any possible transfer-of Secret Service
functions to the FBI are known in proper quarters

persons

I told Mr Rankin that the Bureau followed the policy that our
ac::ions spoke louder than our words

Er Rankin said that he thought the Director was opposed to
the FBI taking over the functions of Secret Service I told him
that this was correct that the FBI had enough to do without taking
over such responsibilities Rankin said that some of the members
of the Commission were of the opinion that Secret Service should be
transferred over to the FBI and as a matter of fact he had noticed
publicity to the effect that once the elections were over in
November the White House intends to transfer the functions of Secret
Service to the FBI I reiterated that I was sure that the Director
would be opposed to such a move and I asked Rankin whether he had
any solid basis beyond newspaper publicity that the White House
intended such a move He said he did not have but that he knew the
respect with which the President regarded the Director and he
thought it was probably the basis for the newspaper comments although
he had no facts on which to base his opinion

ACTION

If you agree we will make the above changes in the testimony
and furnish them to Mr Rankin informally

MEMO TO LU TOLSON
RE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION

had not previously been publicized He reiterated that this
testimony presented the Bureau in a light that would be new to many
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WASH FIELD OFFICE

105.3711!

REBUREAU TEL CALL FROM SEC CHIEF WM A BRANIGAN ONE THIRTYFIVE

PM JUNE TEN ADVISING THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION BY LETTER JUNE NINE

HAD ADVISED AS FOLLOWS
t3

"IN A TAPE RECORDING MADE AVAILABLE TO THE COMMISSION BY DALLAS .13

RADIO STATION KRLD AN EMPLOYEE OF CBS NEWS DAN RATHER IS QUOTED ASt
G

HAVING TOLD ANOTHER NEWSMAN THAT HE SAW LEE OSWALD IN THE CAROUSE!
CL)B

PRIOR TO NOV TWENTYTWO SIXTYTHREE.=~
aC

"THE COMMISSION WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR INTERVIEWING MR RATHER TO

DETERMINE IF HE DID SEE OSWALD IN THE CAROUSEL CLUB AND THE CIRCUMSTANCE

UNDER WHICH SUCH STATEMENT ALLEGED BY KRLD WAS MADE BY'HIM

AS PROVIDED TO THE COMMISSION RATHER'S ALLEGED STATEMENT IS

QUOTED ON KRLD AUDIO TAPE REEL FORTYTHREE 8 NOV TW'.NTYFOUR SIXTYTIREY

DALLAS WAS INSTRUCTED TO ARRANGE TO,INTERVIEW RATHER ANgj..COtMPLETE'EEG Al
(

,. j l ';'~ '.~
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FBI WASH DC*

4

JUNE TENTHS MR GEORGE SANDERSON KRLD RADIO STATION DALLAS

ADVISED SAC J GORDON SHANKLIN THAT DAN RATHER IS PRESENTLY WITH CBS

STATION IN WASHINGTON DC AND CAN BE REACHED THERE

WASH F1EL0 IMMEDIATELY CONTACT DAN RATHER AND INTERVIEW PER ABOVE

INSTRUCTIONS J EAU HAS INSTRUCTED RESULTS OF INTERVIEW BE FUR

NISHEO BY LETTER EAD MEMORANDUM WITH COPIES DESIGNATED FOR DALLAS

HANDLE IMMEDIATEL CAROUSEL CLUB DALLAS WAS OPERATED BY JACK L

RUBY AT TIME OF
/ASSASSINATION

END
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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY
AND THE KILLING OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD
VISUAL AIDS ~

,-L/;.c :c . of

y

On 6-4-64 members of the President's Commission Chairman Earl
Warren Senator John Sherman Cooper Congressman Gerald R Ford John J
McCloy Allen W Dulles Commission staff members Arlen Specter Norman Redlich
Texas Attorney General Carr and Mr Murray member of the American Bar Associ
ation heard testimony concerning technical data relating to the physical makeup of
the assassination site the shooting sequence and descriptions of the Dallas Police
Department garage where Oswald was killed

The attached copies of the exhibits which were described marked and
admitted in evidence through the testimony of Leo J Gauthier FBI are listed as
follows

Commission Exhibit No 876

Aerial view of Dealey Plaza Dallas Texas

Commission Exhibit No 877

Description of Dealey Plaza Dallas Texas

ft
POT rLZ

Commission Exhibit No 878

Color photograph of the FBI's scale model of the
assassination site looking northeast toward the Texas 0
School Book Depository ::..:,,",

Commission Exhibit No 879 .4 Jul 12;_
,. nit

Color photograph of the FBI's scale model ::l.ihe"-as .
assassination site looking southwest toward the Triple

Enclos . '1 9 Mr SullivanresY'~ a `



Underpass from the Texas School Book Depository

Commission Exhibit No.880

Color photograph of the FBI's scale model of the
assassination site depicting the interior of the 6th
floor of the Texas School Book Depository looking toward
the window in the southeast corner

Commission Exhibit No.831

Color photograph of the FBI's scale model of the
Dallas Police Department garage showing the jail office
and the bottom of the ramps leading to the garage parking
area

.Commission Exhibit No.832

Original of the surveyor's plat (40 x 72") prepared
by Robert H West County Surveyor Dallas Texas on 5-24-64

Commission Exhibit No.833

Print of the surveyor's plat (40 x 72") depicting
station "C, the positions of Zapruder Nix and Muchmore
and the elevation of the concrete pillar on which Zapruder
was standing at the time he made the movie of the assassination

The plat map was prepared to a scale of 1 equals 10
representing a portion of Dealey Plaza bounded on the north
by the Texas School Book Depository and railroad property on
the east by Houston Street on the south by the Main Street
roadway and on the west by the Triple Underpass Indicated
on this plat are street lights storm basin trees concrete
pergola and reflecting pool road signs curb~nd traffic
lane markings and the 6th floor window in the southeast corner
of the Texas School Book Depository fixed points on the
roadway established through observations made from the 6th
floor window and from the Zapruder Nix and Muchmore camera
positions instrument fixes made by the surveyor from a point
39 directly above each of the marked points on the roadway
(39 above sea level is the point of bullet entry) tabulations
indicate angles and sight distances from each point on.the
roadway sighted in on the rifle in the 6th floor window and
also from the top handrail of the Tkiple Underpass directly
above the window on the Elm Street roadway



Commission Exhibit No 884

Enlarged copy of tabulation which appears on the
surveyor's plat showing elevations angles sighting distances
and measurements from fixed points along the roadway to the
rifle in the 6th floor window and the top of the handrail of the

Triple Underpass

The hearings which included a showing of the movies pertaining to the
assassination of President Kennedy continued without recess from 2:00 p m until

approximately 7:00 p m The members of the Commission indicated that the

testimony heard was indeed interesting and most helpful to them in better under

standing the many "probables that surround the shooting sequence

Testimony of Special Agent Shaneyfelt and Special Agent Frazier is being
handled in separate memoranda tb Assistant Director Conrad
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

_FROM SAC SAN F NCISCO (89-58)

RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

00:DALLAS

Re Houston airtel dated 6/8/64

Mrs MARY ARTAVIO 634 Hearst Avenue San
Francisco California advised SA JOHN P MC HUGH
on 6/11/64 that she had lived at that address for
approximately two weeks She stated that no one by
the name of RODRIGUEZ was presently residing at this
address and that the last family who had resided
there was a family named KRUEGER

The records of INS San Francisco were
checked on instant date and no record regarding
EULALIO RODRIGUEZ was located

In view of the foregoing San Francisco
will conduct no additional investigation at this
time in an effort to locate EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

3 Bureau (RM)
t 2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)

1 -Los Angeles (105-15823) (RM)
1 Houston (105-1291) (Info) (RM)
2 San Francisco ILj

t ~~'.:~
JPM/clap REC.3Q .~

A

(9)_..
e JUN 151964

"ti t
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follcwi nS films and -"-.~.

Exhibit S4A Silent .5.'.n of Oswald shootincz f c X LDTtl
c"o film of ncwalr shooting

.". 'urt Shinn e'!rA?-Tv
film o :)s-., ld shootin

John T anke _ n'_ey .3f."'-1 r

Sound film of ^swald shcc t :_nz
-as ::?L :-':'V

1C mn film of sc":ald shocti
.:pan Tankk:-,slc

Sound tape of oresn st._ tenon
Curry fro.. :.D-Tv

Sound tz^2 e 1,;wald
Tape of irt _ rieu of

KLIF
Still photo :.pigs fro silent film of Oswald

shootine f:-cm i::'.LD-TV (:'.r Robert antral)
Still D.lOtC.:,:` 13 of silent film of is-.,tall ~ vU:~..i

It is recorincn cd that SA Shaneyfelt e ire :%e \:
film as rec..ccte by the Con mission a.. t;.
furnish the re ulcs to the Commission ay le '".~ _
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Exhibit 33A

Exhibit'43-3

Exhibit 34-3
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By letter 6/3/64 the Commission reouested that an AEent
ccntact :'r curt ". Criffin of the Cor.nission staff so that
:rran` V...ents could be made to make time co.Li?utations and obtain
b_o -urs of a fey _fre es from movie filr:s in the possession of
the Co .ission These frames show the shoot in^ of Os'.-aid and a
clock in the Dallas Police y part:~ent Jail Office shortly after
the s':ootin f The Cor:.iss?-on is interested in this tiT:te study to

n ?cin t as accurately as possible the tine of the shooting of
4 , alc'_ by Ruby

On the afternoon of 6/5/64 SA Sh:.ney "a_ c 'ntacted
-r Cri fin at the Cor..-.i -s cn office and -obtainef -row hi he

DATE 6/9/64

AcStSSI::ATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN Fie-rEi:i!EDY
FEQUEST SY THE CO:4 `ISSIOi e..c I t



UNITED STA"I'ES GOVERNMENT

S F Late a J

d
LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F
11/22/63 DALLAS TEXAS

REQUEST FOR LATENT PRINT INFORMATION

By letter of June 9 1964 which we received today
J Lee Rankin General Counsel of the President's Commission i.
requested information about unidentified latent prints appgar-t

x

ing in certain Commission exhibits by Commission number -4 nas
much as these Commission exhibit numbers are not known by'us,'"
it could not be determined which exhibits they were referring ,r
to Accordingly I called Mr Rankin's office and was advised
that Mr Melvin Eisenberg who is handling this matter would
not be available until"Friday 6/12/64 in the afternoon
Mr Rankin's office was advised this matter will be handled
promptly upon receipt of clarification and a letter of con
firmation will be forwarded at that time

ACTION

For information

1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen

SFL:bee ,/
(5) i,
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SUBJECT

On 6/11/C4 we received an informal request from
'Ur Eisenberg of the President's Commission through his

secretary hiss Mary Ann aowcots1zy to conduct examinations
or the various questioned ,Iidell signatures with each other
and to conduct a rubber stamp examination of Oswald's
International Certificate of Vaccination FBI Exhibit D-47
.:lso submitted was a transcript of the testimony of
CA Cadigan on 4/ O/64 Eisenberg requested the transcript
be reviewed for accuracy and further requested the return
of the transcript be expedited

ACTION (1) The requested handwritin and rubber stamp
examinations will be made and the results furnished by letter
to the Commission

(2)_ The transcript will be reviewed and will be returned to
hr Eisenberg along with any necessary corrections

103-32555

1 h r Belmont
2 Ur Sullivan (Ur Lenihan
1 Ur _.OSCD
1 FIr Conrad

1 Ur Griffith
1 Hr Cadia;an



LEE IWRVEY OSWALDLIS R CUBA. RUE SA CHARLES F WATSON

PAS MISS COEAI IS BEING IhTUWIMED AT THE BUREAU RE THE

STATII E TI'S M DI BY PER BROTHER ABOUT IWR AND RE ANY INTOI'MATION ABOUT

I 1113EL'AU WORK MIICII SHE HAS FURNISIEED TO ICI MOTHER

1't'III'I YOU INTEIS I GAYW M COG-4R QUESTION HIMIl i ABOUT TIM INFOR

A14fION HIS SISTER HAS FURNISIIED HIM RE KEI 1 IP1.OYtILhtT h'ITII TI{E Fi3I

DID SHE TELL HIM SHE VITTRKEUON TIlE OSI ALD CASE 1\HAT IS ME BASIS

p
FOR TIM ALLEGATION THAT HE SAID SI M WAS FLO M TO D.'.LIAS TO iYO;'"Y

g
THE CASE2

rx t
tqp Mc, tj

E ON PAGE Tif0 OF REREP YOU STATE Wig LI,Nf..5Y6KlLR'S IN -LAMS

a I'U1 NISIti) 1'UU CI7TTAIN ALLEGATIONS AIIOL ;GAR AS-WRY RICEIVED

6.12.64

LTG=

.

1 Mr Belmont 1 Mr Mohr 1 Mr Callahan 1 Mr DeLoach1 Mr Sullivan 1 Mr Trotter 1 Mr Branigan 1 Mr Lenth1 Mr Goble

P.I AINFDCI

TELETYPE'_

TO SAC PI'ITSBUIWII (105-5070)

FROM DIRECTOR
5I

(105-82555)

JUTE FIVE SIXTY FOUR IN OSSt'ALD CASE Fr./._

DEFILES REVEAL DANA 130 5 IS THE MOT= OF L.TI'IE JAS

CQCJ R 1 1O IS A FINGEI:PRIN'T CLLIK IN THE ID11 TIFICAT10N DIVISION

PAflL SE YOUR FILE SIXTY SLYI2 DASH ONE NINE NINE TIIREC SIX ENV 3

o TIi 1 ti&i NIf YEAGER ON PM ;E Tlfl LC OF REPORT YOU SET OUT THE

RESULTS OF YCUR Ih'TEINIt 11IT11 NINA YE1C1 ; 1101';I:VIII YOU DIl) 10T
." fbkR4t NAM OfIkl.srct j

*Local

I Dallas (100-10461) U S QfP Tiro xSIICE
~.CGMMUNCAIlO'1SSECT P

~
`a_ .

a.. Person c1 File (Lettie jne Cogar 675&S72 19v"
:hrt _

--?v.~ ~ " -L TWO
rore

TELa .Pj ,~
UR10 i

-ti



ASK HIM ABOUT THE ALLMATIONS RE WHAT COGAR HAD TOLD HIR AND WHAT

SHE KNOWS CF HIM DID HE IN FACT TILL HER THAT HG COGAR WAS IN

DALLAS SHORTLY BEFORE TILE ASSASSINATION DID HE TELL HER THAT HE

COGAR HAD QUOTE TAKEN TARGET PRACTICE TIME UNQUOTE WHAT DID SHE

UNDERSTAND COGAR TO MOAN BY THIS DID SHE SEE A RIFLE WITH A

TELESCOPIC SIGHT IN COGAR'S POSSESSION

IA'1S SHE SEEN A CONCEALED CO AT E IN COGAR'S SOFA CONTAINING

M GAZIN S ABOUT RUSSIA AND PICTURES OF KHRUSHCHEV

DESPITE THE FACT THAT COGAR IS PROBABLY A M NTAL CASE AS

INDICATED BY NINA YEAGER YOU SHOULD HAVE QUESTIONED HIR ABOUT TITLSE

ITEMS REINTERVIEW III ALONG =SE LINFS

IN VIEW OF INADEQUACY OF INTERVIEW WITH NINA YEAGER kEREP IS

NOT BEING DISSEMINATED TO TIER PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION IWICDIATELY

CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION OUTLINED ABOVE AND SUBMIT MENDED PAGES

TO'REREP SO THAT THIS PEASE OF THE INVESTIGATION MAY BE PROMPTLY

FURNISHED TO TUE COIVUSSION DALLAS ADVISE) BY AIL

NOTE By separate memo it is being recommended that Lettie Jane Cogar
be interviewed PG set forth lead in rerep to interview Dana Cogar
but did not specifically state that would question him re his alleged
statements about his sister PG interview of Nina Yeaeris inadequate
since her in-laws specified 4 specific allegations as indicated in the
teletype re Cogan and PG did not apparently ask Mrs Nina Yeager about
any of them Despite the fact that Nina Yeager described Cogar as
a mental case she should be asked about the allegations re Cogar

ffD[ iJ FUOtl G IVLSIVAIs
U S U[f&tryYOOFCSIWE

COMM'U
:CATIOM3

SECTIO,e
JUN :1 1964
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ReBu R/S to Miami 5/20/64 advising Miami to
furnish the Bureau with copies of the enclosures which had
been furnished with the report of SA JAMES J O'CONNOa
5/8/64 at Miami in captioned case

.V55
The enclosures submitted with that report were

for the use of the President's Commission on the Assassina
tion

Enclosed to the Bureau are copies-of the three
enclosures namely

1 An article contained in the September 4
1963 edition of "'Diario Las Americas,
Miami Florida

A copy of an article contained in the
'September 6 1963 issue of "Jiario Las

Americas," and

3 A copy of the magazine'4'Bohemia Libre,
dated February 22 1964



e L O Pi Cl nt e De

Funcionario del Servicio Secret* Hace Declaradones a DIARIO LAS AMERICAS Habla uno
de los Dirisentes del Dernbcrata-Cristiano Detalles de la Denuncia

ItIsl

'No tenewts nada que eo
mentar sabre eco F"sas son
afirmaciones estrictamente per
sonates del Sr Batista Fat{p

ti A otras preguntas el fu etei_Agre:n eon cnfasis el funcin
"nario del Buro Federal de In rio "-\ocotros invcstigamnc
vestigaciones qu recibib a re todo el que Iesione la cegu
tiortero expreso que 'se sta-I dad de 1os Estados Unidos To

DIEGO VAl.E1tO ,wan hacienda las investib

Investigaciones tristas espiaran a los grupnsEsta deciaracion de 1a
impcle! de exilados cubanos pnrque sotame agenda investigative de i to es delito espiar contra estelos Estados Unidos ofrece un

nuevo inrulo a la denuncia que
diera a 1a publicidad aver el
dirigente del Movimiento De

J"~ mocrata Cristiano Laureano Ba
lists Falia quien seran dijo
1iabia entregado al FBI al dessr eubierto agente comunista

"HACIENDO
INVESTIGACIONES

pals y no contra exilados que
vinian las !eyes de neutralidad
norteamericanas el funciona
rio del FBI con una breve son
risa dijo casi sin mover on

iu.s ulo facial

r

f

cta 'seriTifo Por FBI'e'l

ids aCstro

"2 ~. Ltna informacioa de nes pert.nentes solve los Ise
rY BE\JAMIN "DG LA 'EGA chos denunciadns par el alovi

s miento Democrats Cristiano
El FBI anuncid a DIARIO

` s LAS AMERICASen Is marlins Interrogado sobre Ias *firms
;Y'` clones que al periodista le
f

bir del martcs qu el supuesto es ciera aler el senor Laureano: -s z ti pia castrista Fernando Fernin
s) dez Bircena "no estaba dete Batista Falla expresando que

t t nido por e1 Burd Federal de el FBI le habia informado que

.-1

"no era debtn que agentes eas

FERNANDOFERNANDE

'Mario Las Americas
;1i 3"ti Florida

Sept 4 1963



da el e+ scale como agente! Realmente egrega'` ViTern,C'-~ i nes Unidas y ei reclen a36que 'desde Mimeo se
extranlero es acuciosameti auui q sostenia corresponden to designado embajadore'raJ envian arenas y dinero pars los
vestigado pot eI Burt Federal ea con !I como con otros sil Raul Roa Kouri bijo del mi-1t -roristas venezoianos Las
de Investigaciones Los agentes gas nunca eonocl estas aetivi-1nistro de Relaciones Eeteriores r s se tr-ansportanen embar
eastristas estan incluidos plena dades suyas que ahora dice en t de Cuba Senala que el estra nes pesqueras cabanas hs a

i punto en alt mar donde e
hate eontactos con octal vent

aura y de 'Ares eaciot4idades

i

feso espla eomunista eubano ua arta que dice fue envia
que afirma que Las setividbdes da pot Fernandez antes de suIiABLADIEGOtiAt.FRO subversives y de espionaje en` detention al entrances embaja

iego Valero acusado Lr toda America son dirigidas pot dor eubano en Mexico Lechuga
F rnando Fernandez Barcena los embajadores cubanos en lac en que decia
como jefe de la red de espio Naciones Unidas y en Brasil "Estoy eircunstanelalmente
naje de Castro en Nassau ha Fernado Fernandez joven pe infiltrado en nn grupo coman
manifestado que no se explica riodista exiliado biro una corn-!do que se prepare Dever a cab
a que se puede deber esta acu Plata "confesi6n de sus pre una gran operation contra Cn
saei6n Velcro que trabaja en
una compania inglesa de Nassau
tan pronto se enter6 de las
declaraciones en que se it men
cionaba como agente de Cas
tro void a Miami pare sclera
su situation con los cuerpos de
investi acion de Estados Unidos

Diego Valero exprese "Cone
ci a Fernandez Barcena hate al
gunes anon pero no me explicoa que at puede deber an acusa
cidn contra mi persona Cuan
do lleg6 a Miami estuvo en mi
case y In ayude en todo cuan
to pude. El sahado iiltimo cuan
do estuve en Miami me visit()
en el hotel y aunque me dijo desde Ins Estados Unidos hastetie estaba desencantado de Ia it las isles Bahamas y at distance tthe contra Castro no tuy;! CthnoSur sudamericano ques dirigentes de la red s

nbajador Carlos Leehugriormente en Mexico v

n gun rndicio de que fuera
t4nar

esta determinacion
poeo.pot supuesto que est

siera al seryido_de~astro

En Is declaracidn grabada que desde abora hasta el die
Fernandez dice que las llamadas de agosto icetnantengan alerta
fuerzas de Liberacion Naeional Dijo que Rego a log Estad4s
que sct an en Venezuela "re Unidos el 11 de enero de 1961
ebbensrmas desde Mexicoy Cu Pero que eramenzd a trabajar
ba que hares el transbordo en concretamente en la Red de Es

'alia
mar pinnaje y Subcersi6n desde be

Made que la red de 1s sub (1 un ann mss o means El re
version y espionaje se extiende clutamiento se biz* en Kansas

City Missouri
En Mexico ahaditt los lugat~

tenientes de Le-chugsBran nu
vefezelano "nombrado Hendel
Cruzat que 'se ocupa del abaste
cimiento de is terrorista agrn
pacion comunista Ramada Fren
to de Liberation Nacional El
*tau 'Osvaldo Anar ""

ista (no esti emparenta
t exdictador Fuigencio

ntas actividades de asp najeba Tengo informes detallados
una grabacion que a g6 sobre el plan militar El ataque
Movimiento Democrat Cris-3es ieminente y parts de Centro

ano que dirige Laura o Be america...
Fernandez dije que firmsisa

o con ."r~spondencia ",:.~=-= a
Batis eial con el seudi,nimode Henry

'Prieto y advirtie que "es vital

ra introducirlas clandest
ente en ese psis.
Dijo que la consigns de F

Castro pars los terroristas vPne
rolanos es "una metraileta deba
jo de cads chaqueta El agente
directo de Castro en Venezuela
es un eubano de apellido Cana
les.

Manifest( que 1as embajadas
eubanas en "Mexico y Brasil
tienen a sir cargo entre otras
la expedici6n de pasaoortes y
documentos de identificaei6n
falsos Desdeesos centres se dis
tribuye el diner* La Red penes
tra profundamente en el cone
cur donde el periodista Jose
Rodriguez Mendez agregado
cultural en Is Embajada en!
Brasil tinge lodes las activida
des de subtiwai6n y espiossss
Je-~

ofieina en Miami de
I rebus() Informer sobre
errogatorlo de Fernandez

F

el

mente en estas investigaciones. la entrevista que he escuchado Ie ieo "Conn Sur tiene como
Pero pars arrester a algan acu haber realizado Le repito que dirigente tambien a un perio
sade de estos delitos tenemos no me explico esta aeusaei6n y dicta"'Jose Rodriguez Mendez
que tenet las pruebas necesa si no fuera pot el tiempo que agregado cultural en la emba
rias al respeeto. me hate perder at ventr aqua jada de Cuba en Brasil y que

For su parte el Sr Laurel a Miami pars aelararlo todo en las Bahamas "reside el jefe
no Batista Fella interrogid so la Cosa seria pare rtitne desde inmediato superior de la redbre la liberaeibn del supuesto ahora hasty el fin de la semina en Miami nombrado Diego Va
espia eastrista expresd eo que la Justicia y la Ver iero

"Dimes suficientes pruebas al d siempre resptandecen y port Una fares especttiea enco
FBI pars su detencidn Pero 4o be pedido a los euerposi mendada a reminder Begunde
entre otras cosas se lo entre f erales de Estados Unidos y tiara es Is de investigar lay ae
gamos a dicta calcine guberna me he puesto a disposition de tividades de los cubanos exile
mental pot terror a que Ins ell's s ese objeto que realicen dos en Centroamerica Su obje
exilados cubanos atentaran con Codas las investigaciones que tivo primordial era seguir las
Ira la vide de Fernando Fer eonsideren pertinent-e act.ividadcs de Manuel Artime
nandez Bircena

LA DENU>;CIA imo de Ins jefes de 1* maiogra
Haste el momenta se desco da invaeion de Bahia de Cochi

noce el paradero del eonfeso pot ADOLFO G MERINO nos P a quien se relations con
agente eastrista que en sin .el Ilamado "Plan Centroameri

MIAMI sept 3 (VPI) --2a tanla prensa como debio baberse Oficins Federal de jnvestigaeio-t El Movimiento Dem6crata
hecho pot el MovimientoDeirie nes Interregaba boy a tin "con-~Cristiano en el exilic present(
crata Cristiano



a Fernando Ferndcg par.ia Coxisfcnc1a

con a Regimen Coniunis!a de Fidel Castro

.to Batista afirmd on enanto
Series 'Ste *unto que no pent
.asdel onntrm?ers
d For pues cumplieron eon su deber

de ent"eear a Fernandez a I
autorid des pare que la ley
`asu e rso

DENUN'CLI
En una informacibn que pa

blica el Miami News sohre el
case del supuesto espia castris
ta se dice que Fernando Fee
nindez manifest6 a Is ponds
de Miami que s610bahia cents
ssdo haber realizado trabajo de
espionaje pars Castle despues
de 12 bores de see stormentado
per lea lideres exilbadesdel Mo
vimiento Democrats Crisitane
con una pistols calibre 35

apart-itando a su eabeza
De seuerdo eon su raga expo-e

sicien Fernando Jese Fernin
der Barcena de 34 afros trati
de obstaculizar los panes de los
grupos de accien entre los exi
liados pare evitar una "mass
ere

"Los exiliados no 1lega:in a
ninguns paste en su lucha con
tra Castro porque no tienen ton
diciones rfsumio Fcrnindct

Fernandez dijo a la polish
qua durante su alegada ordalia
de 12 horac estuvo sujeto a r
tura "[mica y mensal y fi 1
mente levered una historic

~cagrrada que fue an
fefion~_ "

tirades quedd en libertad i
mattes

Los agente del FBI y los fare
eionarios de is Inteligencia de
Miami no afirmaron WAWAQUO
la eonfesi6n funs verdadera
obtenida bajo presi6n peso d
que se tratari de investigar d
e1 Movimiento tomb la ley en
sus propias manor pars lop-as
tma confesibn

Diario Las Americas

sliatrli Florida
Sept 6 1963

puns de escuebar sus acusaeio
nes decid:eron elevarlas a is
oficina del Fiscal por si debia
anieiarse aetuacidnjudiciaL

Arthur E Button au-tiller del
Fiscal dijo ei miercoles que ha
bla informado a los oficiales de
Ia Inteligencia que escueharia
a F*rnindaz y luego investiga
ria pars conocer existi6 eIgu
ca violaciin de la lay

Los miembros del Deg
Cnstiano dicen que Fe
.nc acompari6 a las ofici
FBI per su propis velum

El experiodista eubano Fer
nando Fernandez acusado Co
mo e..pta por el movimiento de
exiliados eubanos Dem6crata
Clistiano repudid is confesi6n
tomada en cinta magnetics de
sus actividades a favor del re
gimen comunista de Castro y
siege que se la babian extrude
bajo amenaras y tortura segun
declare a 'The Miami Herald

Fernandez asegurd a las au
toridades de Miami que los
miembros del lfovimiento De
mecrata Crisbano to habian tor
tur"ado apretindole una euerda
alrededor del euello y eolocin
dnle una pistols en is cabers
pare obligarlo a eonfesar que
era un agente eastrista

Los miembros del Movimien
to insisters sin embargo que la
eonfesidn aludida fue voluntaria
por lo que fue Het-ado el FBI
hate cuisine dins y presented*
junto oon is tints tnagnitiea
que registra la eonfesion ale
dida Laureano Batista alder de
la organizacien at %tastriits que
o*:uvo is eonfesidn declare que
I misma era voluntaris y

el
n babia existido coercion al
n

ernindez spared& volu taziamente ante tot funcioranos
de is Seeei6nde Inteligencia de
la Policia de Miami y lea ase
guru que habta side golpeado y
"torturado a punts de pistols
durante dote bores Pidi6 que se
plantearan acuaciones de se
cuestro asaito y maltrato con
tra sus supuestos torturadores

El propio Fernandez se elasi
fica en lo que se refiere a la
politiea al decir que "no es an-t

1tiamericano ni es anticastrista
"y que esti en favor de la "co
existencia pacifies con Cuba a
petar de que liege a Miami ce

t mo re!ugiado en 196L
I Dijo ademis que queria re
!torbar a Cuba pars aguantar ysufrir sill eon sus padres su hert!Tanay su tie

irm6 que is confess
c esti6n era falsa y que le!
h bra runanazado de mue a st !
n is ofreefa en &es to inns

to que las autcridades desj



I

Ahor .ija 'estop vz "i
d o se que tracer Yo qule
ro volver a Cuba porque yo ereo
que Fidel permanecert ea el Po
der y yo quiero sufrir junto con
mi genie

En la confesi6n registrade ezcinta magnetics que fue entre
!gads al FBI Fernandez dicta
que se habta infiltrado en la
CIA tanto coo entre los gro
pos de exiliados y que estaba el
horde de ser enviado a Cuba Co
mo agente de en agenda *me.
ricana

En su explicaei6a de ayes ad
miti6 baba escrito una carts a1
Embajador Carlos Lechuga to
Mexico alertandolo de los pro
puestos planes de Marquede 1css
exiliados

ijo ademis que se habia se
t 'o "lleno de ansiedad euan

*I rantd sospechas al infiltrar
i el grupo



The JOI CARR referred to is probably JO:N CARR who owns
Coral Court Tourist Cabins St Louis County Missouri which is
where CARL AUSTIN PALL and SANDRA O'D AY spent the night of 10/5/53
prior to moving into Town House St Louis Mo. where HALL was
arrested 10/6/53 CARR who is cell know

.~t z
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to Louis Office
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FBI

Date 6/10/64

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR LIAIL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing) 1--------------- ------------------------------ ------

TO DIRECTOR FBI (7-6920)

SAC ST LOUIS (7129) .6.4! {

sG GiEP:AP

ReBuairtel 6/9/64 re information furnished by Fred G

Folso5, Chief Criminal Section Tax Division U S Department
of,J stice which information was received by Mr Folsom from one
BOr i'.A_W_sfD__ING.of East St Louis Illinois

No information St Louis indi a r HARBERDIP:G however
he is probably identical with ROBERT JOSE PI IJfiRBERDING white male
born C1:icago_,~iIll. 4/15/22 andTnorw'reside.2 794 L~ildred_ Street

z nan o.:ia:I ?1nojs n;hich adjoins East-St LouiS HAi.B.l;DINGwas
of city 6/10/64 and could not be located for interview.

Chief of Police Ilearle Justus of Cahokia advises
i RBER.DING has resided there 10 or 15 years and claimed to hav
done undercover work for Narcotics or some other Federal Bureau
that be likes to "play policeman and recently reported that some
one followed his car and "cut him off on the highway that a few
months ago he gave Chief Justus his version of the Kennedy assassi
nation stating it was planned and OSWALD was hired to do the job
He said insofar as he knows HARBErDINi has no cr final record but
is unstable and bas had many jobs that he belie-%;z I ARBEPDIN*G is
now working for soma furniture company out of Cht r.;o but may have
quit that job No record St Louis or East St Louis Police Depts
except for traffic violations in St Louis 1 -.1 /, ,/

.i pr:=fe Sent Per



formerly operated notorious houses of prostitution in St Louis
and is now a wealthy man He was traveling in the Far East in

early part of 1964 visiting Hong Kong Tokyo and Honolulu but
has probably returned to St Louis Many rumors were circulated
in 1953 to effect that the missing ransom money disappeared while
HALL was at Coral Court however investigation indicated HALL
had all the ransom money When he moved into the Town house and
that SHOULDERS and COSTELLO divided the ransom money in COSTELLO's
rathskeller after HALL was arrested during the night of 10/6/53

On 6/4/64 the SAC received a telephone call from
a man who refused to give his name but stated he was an
undercover agent for the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
This individual stated that he had knowledge of $400,000
which was allegedly illegally in the possession of some
unnamed racketeer He further stated that he knew an attorney
by the name of RUSSO who is now with the U S Department of

Justice but who previously had worked as an attorney for IRS
He stated that Mr RUSSO had been contacted in regard to this

$400,000 item and had told him to get in touch with the FBI
He was invited to the office but stated he was under surveillance
by unnamed individuals c :d as a result he would not come to
the Federal Building for interview I stated that I would have
him contacted immediately by Agents in this office if he would
state his location At that point he advised that before he
would do anything about arranging a meeting place for interview
purposes he wanted to talk to Mr RUSSO again and with that
he hung up the phone He has not contacted this office since
that date

Investigation continuing to locate and interview
HARBERDING
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:,..LaboratoryLaboratory
C8 and C38 are being retained in the
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--Fclosuren (2) (2 Lab reportMohr

Caster
Cattahoe
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DsLoocb
Evns
:.ab
Roses
S.xti.a
:.e.l
Trotter

Labgratorr Transmittal Fors
772 _

Examinationr.qu.st.d by

Ret"r"oco

Examinationrequested

R.marbor

The President's Commission

Lotter 6/12/64 v
_

Firearms 4 ~

SohnEdgar Nooe"r Di.etae

62-109060
PC-61024 8X

105-82555

AF:io (14) ADM!

1 Belmont
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley

1;AIOIATOt!
1 Rogge

1 Lenihntn

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION -I Conrad

WASHINGTON D C Frazier r
1 .Office 7133

Dater

FBI Dallas Juno rod 1904

f

i

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63
DALLAS TEXAS

It will not bo nocossary for tho Dallas Office
to propare the usual two copies of the Investigative Report
for the President's Commission since the information in the
enclosed report was furnishod to the Commission by letter dated
June 2 1964

S?.ould corrospondence with the Commission concerning
the items described in tiro enclosed report be necessary the
"C uumbors should bo used rather than the "Q uuabors

Items CC C

I1."_
NOT RECO:: DEfl

199 JUN 22 1964

;virt.$t T -N
nit

^rli Is in cis

EU L III-E YELLOW
."til[ts %"r~.f
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.ram r 14

74s + REPORT
of the

LAIOIATO*T  I Z

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON D C

FBI Dallas Doter June 10 1964F81 FM No 62-109060Lob NoASSASSINATION OP PRESIDENT PC-81024 B$
JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63
DALLAS TEXAS

Spsctoens tscslved 11/23/ 63
_

Q6 C6 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge case'from Texas School
Book Depository

Q7 C 6.5 mm llannlicher-Carcano cartridge case from Texas School
Book Depository

Q8 CS 6.5 mm hannlicher-Carcano cartridge from Texas _
School Book Depository

Evidence received 11/27/63

Q48 C38 6.5 mm Rannlicher-Carcano cartridge case from Texas
School Book Depository

Results of examination

An examination was made of the cartridge cases
C6 C7 and C38 and the cartridge C8 for loading chambering
extraction and/or ejection marks for the purpose of determining
if these specimens had boon loaded into and extracted from
Oswald's rifle C14 more than once

'arks were found on the CG cartridge case indicating that
it has been loaded into and extracted from a weapon at least three
times Ono set of narks vas identified as having been made by the
magazine follower of the C14 rifle It is pointed out that-the
extractor and ejector marks on CG as well as on CT C8 and C38 did
not possess sufficient cbaraeteristi^.s for identifying the weapon
which produced them Therm are also throe sets of harks on the base
of this cartridge case which were not found on C7 C8 C38 or any of
the numerous tests obtained from the C14 rifle It was not possible
to determine what produced these marks

aspsHalm
as rageLoad

I
tiv

(continued on next page)



Marks 'wore found on the C7 cartridge case indicating
that it has been loaded into andextracted from a weapon at least
twice One sot of marks was identified as having boon produced by
the chamber of the C14 rifle and one sot of marks was identified as
having been produced by contact with the bolt of C14 however it
was not.possible to determine 'bother the two sots of marks which
were identified wore produced by one or two loading operations in
the C14 rifle

Two sets of marks were found on the C8 cartridge
(found in the C14 riflo) which wore identified as having boon
produced by the magazino follower of the C14 rifle Another
set of follower marks was found on C8 The fragmentary nature
of this sot of marks could possibly account for the fact_that
these marks wore not idontified with the C14 rifle

Marks were found on the C38 cartridge case indicating
that it had boon loaded into andextracted from a weapon at least
twice Ono set of marks was identified as having been produced
by the magazine follower of the C14 rifle and one sot of marks
was identified as having been produced by the chamber of C14
however it was not possible to determine whether the two sets
of marks which were identified were produced by ono or two
loading operations in the C14 rifle

The results of the above examinations do not preclude
the possibility that those items could have boon loaded into
and extracted from a weapon one or more times when insufficient
force was used to produce marks It is pointed out that if two
or more cartridges are loaded into the clip of C14 only the
bottom cartridge will be marked by the magazine follower



Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is grade to an informal request on June 8 1964
regarding the preparation of photographs of certain Commission
Exhibits These Exhibits were furnished to a representative of this
Bureau on the same date as the request

i .t vA

JlcQMU"LBI

In accordance with this request there are enclosed three
sets of photographs of Commission Exhibits numbered 370 800
803 through 805 811 812 820 and 828 along with these Exhibits

Sincerely yours
Lagar Howse

1
i.

Evart

"V

1 Mr Belmont _1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr Lenihan 1 = Mr Griffith
I Mr Rogge 1 Mr Kittel := ~

1 Mr Frazier

June 11 1964

By Courier Service

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C O

r

.Eticlosiu Cs (12) -- C.'r

62-109060
_

1 Dallas (100-10461) Enclosures (2) ~ yr
Tessa .c _

-`~._~.~ Note to Dallas Enclosed for Dallas is one set of photographs of the
i;~  J~ above-mentioned Commission Exhibits be* sent to the Commission

'~ together with listing of same..' i 1 11JeLoach

u ENCLOSURE ATfACHEU .t (See note page 2

O1DED:mb (10)
-.rafter

(9) A ,A



Note The informal request of June 8 1964 mentioned above was made b
telephone from Miss Mary A Rowcotsky Commission employee to
Section Chief Roy H Jevons Physics and Chemistry Section FBI Laboratory

Custody was taken of the Exhibits ;mentioned above by
SA Robert E Neill on 6/8/64 Exhibits are being returned per request of
The Commission

Photographs of some of the Exhibits mentioned above are made
up of several prints To avoid confusion in accounting for the total number
of enclosures being sent to The Commission the three sets of photographs
are being considered as three enclosures



S

COMMISSION
EXHIBIT NO DESCRIPTION

370 One taxi "Trip Sheet dated 11/22/63
800 One photographic negative of Oswald's

birth certificate two negatives
apparently X-ray photos nine strips of
photo negatives bearing various names
four negatives of Oswald's U.S Forces
in Japan ID card front of Selective
Service card Selective Service registra
tion certificate U S Forces in Japan
ID card (back side) and one photographic
negative showing hammer and sickle

803 One photographic negative of Selective
Service notice of classification (Oswald's)

804 One photographic negative of Selective
Service notice of classification (blank
form)

805 One photographic negative of a portion
of Selective Service classification
notice and one photographic print of
a portion of Selective Service
classification notice

811 One photographic negative of Selective
Service card

812 One photographic negative of USMC ID card
one photographic negative of USMC ID
card (back side)

820 One Fair Play for Cuba Committee membership
card

828 One Fair Play for Cuba membership card
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Second National Front of Escambray (8NFE)

1 .D r0svaMo Aurelio pine Piro

!\
s
olson

.,~qJ: a.Raul1 astra le
 i (t Ju4 n Francisco E?uintana~?iaya

:.:411cshcw-1
Calvet

3 ~ . Antonio ArturoUlarivarro tlot

.rLootC .
Boa .~.~' ManueMo ''SP.t~C X'C~h'oe ro l /Y

Gale Jl~reb 4 ffL

.S.ttfvaw . //
Tend
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1 -Yr Belmont . .1 ,
1-Mr.Mohr 3
1 Mr Conrad n p
1 Mr DeLoach ~

~ '\)
1 Mr Sullivan 01

Izenot-iw
11

,
BY COURIER SERYZC$ _ VTt:)

1 Mr Branig'an
1 Mr Baumgardner 4
1-Mr.Wannall,,o
1 Mr Lenihan \
1 Mr o ~v 6.\)

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 ) aryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

1 There is enclosed a list identifying 46 memoranda and
15 reports in response to your requests Two copies of each oft

t:_ u = these communications are also
,enclo.~od.JEG.21

'The 15 reports conce eOi3 ouinc indiv,duals
believed to have been associated-or in contact with iha'iisatlons
indicated(

1 Mr Anderson1 1 Mail Room N a.
1I ik: (Z to ft i tf ,+

cc ~

Reference is made to your letter dated May 20 1964 %II%
wherein you requested this Bureau to provide the Commission witho
certain specific data concerning the Fair Play for Cuba Committee
(FPCC) Junta Revolucionaria Cubana (JUKE) Directorio Revolucionario
Estudiantil (DRE) Alpha 66 and the 30th of November

Movement.j)
With regard to your request for information concerning .il1

(Alpha 66 the enclosed Miami memorandum dated June 3 1964 i
indicates that Alpha 66 was affiliated with the Second National 'tea

1 Front of Escambray (FIFE) in 1963 In view of this the
memoranda containing information concerning Alpha 66 also contairIP 3

1 information concerning the SNFE where applicable and the names~
of both organizations have been utilized in the captions of
these memoranda

h fly!

SS

A:mac
-A "Uh'IS
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Honorable J Lee Rankin

Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC

Ernest Gustav arson
Edward Herma aumgartner

In connection with your request for Information concern
ing the above-mentioned anti-Castro organizations it is suggested
that if not already done you may desire to contact the
Central Intelligence Agency and the Department of the Army since "`
they may have pertinent information concerning these organizations
and the individuals connected therewith You will be separately
advised concerning the other requests set forth in your referenced
letter

Upon removal of the classified enclosures this
communication becomes unclassified

Sincerely yours

Enclosures 123

j~OT= The Commission has requested certain specific information
concerning the above-mentioned organizations as well as information
concerning the Communist Party the Socialist Workers Party the
John Birch Society and the Minutemen The latter portion of this
request is being handled separately Specifically Commission
requested over-all summary concerning the activities of above
mentioned organizations during 1963 as well as summary of activities
in specific areas Summary of activities concerning these groups
throughout the State of Texas was requested for the period January
1961 to January 1964..11n addition Commission requested reports
supplied from our 'Dallas and Fort Worth Office during the
year 1963 with respect to persons believed active in the above groups



The above-mentioned communications have been reviewed
by the Supervisor Mr Malley and Mr Belmont These
communications consist of 224 pages Some of the enclosed
communications have attached informant reliability memoranda
however in order to avoid confusion with the Commission these
are not being considered as separate enclosures but rather
as integral parts of the respective communications Captioned
',Secret's as it encloses communications containing information

1/ so classified by other Government agencies Other communications
enclosed are classified "Confidential as they include
information from reliable informants of continuing value the
unauthorized disclosure of which ceald"3oopardizo these informants
and be detrimental to our nationai__defense Lotter is being
classified in accordance with its highest classified enclosure



FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE

May 27 1964
May 28 1964
June 1 1964
June 3 1964
June 3 1964
June"4 1964
June 4 1964

Las Vegas
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New Orleans
Miami
San Juan
Chicago

San Francisco
Las Vegas
Chicago
San Juan
San Juan
Los Angeles
Miami

SECOND NATIONAL FRONT OF ESCAISBRAY (SNFE)
(OPERATION ALPHA 66)

Office

San Francisco
Las Vegas
Los Angeles
Chicago
Detroit
San Juan
New Orleans
Miami

Date

May 26 1964
May 27 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 23 1964
May 28 1964
June 3 1964
June 3 1964

DIRECTORIO REVOLUCIONARIO ESTUDIANTIL (LACE)

Office

May 26 1964
May 27 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964-_L ':-,T,!v.June 3 1964

JUh
.Xr :oX 19 X04 Z0 Jut 19l~

San Francisco
Las Vegas
Chicago
Miami
Los Angeles
San Juan
New Orleans

!u~ .1
"hT



30TH OF NOVEMBER MOVEMEN'i

May 27 1964
May 28 1964
May 29 1964
June 1 1964
June 1 1964
June 4 1964

Las Vegas
Chicago
Miami
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Juan

Memoranda prepared by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
concerning the above-mentioned groups utilizing multiple
captions and/or Lee Harvey Oswald caption

New York
New York
New York
New York
El Paso
Houston
Dallas
San Antonio
Detroit
New Orleans
New York

May 27 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
May 28 1964
June 1 1964
June 1 1964
June 2 1964

REPORTS PREPARED
INVESTIGATION

ERNEST GUSTAV LARSON

Report of Date

,Report .of

James P Hosty Jr
Earl M Raney
Patrick J Fletcher
James P Hosty Jr

January 9 1964 Dallas
February 11 1964 St Louis
February 28 1964 Indianapolis
April 15 1964 Dallas
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Report of

Wallace R Heitman May 26 1964 Dallas

S

OSVALDO AURELIO PINO PINV

Repor Date Office

Wallace R Heitman
Thomas H Greene
Wallace R Heitman
Wallace R Heitman

Dallas
Miami
Dallas
Dallas

June 14 1963
July 1 1963
March 13 1963
May 1 1964

ANTONIO ARTURO HILARIO NAVARRO AULET

Report of Date Office

Wallace R Heitman March 7 1963 Dallas
John J Mattimore May 31 1963 Miami
Wallace R..Heitman June 21 1963 Dallas

RAUL CASTRO BAILE

Report of Date Office

Wallace B Heitman April 29 1964 Dallas

JUAN FRANCISCO QUINTANA MAYA

Report of Date Office

Wallace R Heitman April 29 1964 Dallas



1 Belmont
1 Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD 1 Branigan
INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA 1 Lenihan

Toaso
Mohr  
Caster
Cowie!
Nib ri
c
Rots*
&intros
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Trott.r  
T.t. Rooms
Holm.
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UNITED STATES (X RNMENT

Memorandum
~

W C Sullivan DATE June 12 1964

0
FROM W A Branigan

Special Agents (SA) John Lester Quigley James Patrick
}Zesty Jr. and former SA John W Fain testified before the President's
Commission on 5/5/64 in connection with their knowledge and handling
of the Lee'Harvey Oswald investigation

On 5/8/64 the President's Commission furnished the Bureau
with a transcript of testimony covering Agents Quigley and Hosty and
Mr Fain The testimony was reviewed at Seat of Government and certain
minor errors were detected in the testimony such as misspelled words
erronous punctuation and the like These errors were brought to the
attention of the President's Commission by Inspector J R Malley on
5/14/64 SAs Quigley and Hosty and former SA Fain have personally not
examined the transcripts of their testimony before the President's
Co fission Each had left Washington D C. and returned to their
home residence prior to the date the transcripts were furnished to
the Bureau In view of the Commission's desire to have individuals
who testified before the Commission review their transcript to insure
their accuracy it appears it is desirable that copies of the
transcripts of SAs Quigley and Hosty and Mr Fain be forwarded to
them in order that they can review them This will insure that the l
Commission will have an accurate record of exactly what each of these
men had testified to and will give each of these men an opportunity
to review the testimony that will be made a permanent part of the
Commission's records relating to each

ACTION

Attached for approval is an airtel to the Dallas New Orleans
and Houston Offices forwarding a copy of the transcript of SA Hosty
SA Quiglcy and Mr Fain respectively for their perusal and comments
We are instructing that any changes deemed necessary be furnished the
Bureau immediately in order that consideration-can be given to dis
cus ng such changes with the President's Commission

Encb~~e' ~()aril
REL:pah j

6 Mk
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1 Belmont
1 Rosen
I Sullivan
2 Malley
1 Branigan
1 Lenihan

fi

Following perusal of the enclosure by SAs Hosty and Quigley
and Ur Fain each office should immediately forward a cornunicntion
to the Bureau listing any other changes that should be brought to the
attention of the President's Commission in this matter

See memorandum 1F A Br
rarfgacaptioned same prepared (y REL

l

..tC Sullivan dated
ah

rrfrj
EC.D

6/15/64

Airtel

To SAC Dallas (100-10401) (Enclosure)
2 New Orleans (100-16601) (Enclosure)
2 Fouston (105.4291)

(Enclosu3e))(11
]

Frota Director FBI (105-82855)---

LEE RAP.YEY ?St7ALD PEC-%'I
IS ..R CUBA

Enclosed for the Dallas Office is a ;copy of the transcript
of testimony of Special Agent (SA) James P Hasty Jr. before the
President's Commission on 5/5/64. Enclosed for the New Orleans Office
is a copyofthe transcript of the testimony of FA John Lester Quigley
before the President's Commission on 5/5/64 Enclosed for the
Houston Office is a copy of the transcript of former SA John W Fain
before the President's Commission on 5/5/64

='1
{ ~e Dallas New Orleans and Houston Offices should

imaediatelY arrange for SAs James P Itiosty John Lester Quigley an
former SA 2 hn W Fain respectively to review the copy of the
trans0ipt7ertaining to him and determine if it is completely
accura..e aitd correctly presents the testimony that was made before
the Presidnt's Commission You will note that the enclosure contains gcorrections which have been noted by the Bureau and have been already
brought t&the attention of the President's Commission These
corrections are largely rcisspellings incorrect grammar structure and

Othe like
w
x
z

_uob
csio4_x_r.B_`

/64=le

-vet . ..tloner
0* Ff

If% Handle imnediate

s!soi EL:pah .'_:hi (I3)
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Advise in this regard identifying the
communications which were prepared for dissemination

i,2<c P
Enc 2 /.t

JCS:hrt:cga
toJUN161964

(12)

See memo Branigan-Sullivan 6-5-64 same subject JCS:mhw

'`moodt

spar
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SAC Dallas (100-10.461)

Director FBI (105-82555)

0
LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

1 Belmont
1 DeLoach
1 Rosen

6-15-64

1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1-Rogge
1 Bines
1 Branigan
1 Stokes

Enclosed is one Xecux copy each of undated
memorandum of 11 pages in the assassination case and
undated memorandum in the Jack Ruby case consisting of
17 pages The enclosed documents have been furnished
to the President's Commission in connection with a
request that the Bureau furnish the Commission with
documents previously furnished to former Ambassador
Thomas Mann Mexico City

The enclosed'documents were prepared in DL
in late November as work papers and for briefing
purposes The Commission has been advised they are
not to be considered official Bureau reports

DL review enclosures to insure that all
data contained therein have been completely run out
to logical conclusions and results reported in form
suitable for dissemination to the Commission

I 1-1 .iii
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(Type in plain text or code)
AIRTEL AIR MAIL

.6

'FO-36 (Rev 12-13-51)

FBI

Date 6/6/64

Transmit the following in

Via
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

TOs DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 6/2/64 referring to a
'Life Magazine article in the February 21 1964 issue en
titled The Evolution of an Assassin wherein interviews
with a Mrs CLYDE LIVINGSTON a former teacher of OSWALD and
RICHARD GARRETT a former classmate of OSWALD at the Ridglea
West Elementary School Fort Worth Texas were reflected

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting interview with Mrs CLYDE I LIVINGSTON by SA's
EARLE HALEY and RICHARD T RABIDF.AU and interview with

[RICHARD WARREN GARRETT by SA EARLE HALEY

` Enc (10)
RPG/d s`c
(5)

t

C

1 4

Approved  Seat W Per



In Reply Reese ReferM
FileNw

Dallas Texas
Jane 8 1964

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF rSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

"Life Magazine of February 21 1964 sets forth an

article entitled "The Evolution of an Assassin. In this

article on page 69 of the "Life Magazine there are reflected
the results of an interview with Mrs CLYDE LIVINGSTON a former

teacher of LEE HARVEY CS`7ALD at the Ridglea West Elementary
School On the same page of this article there is also re

flected an interview with RICHARD GARRETT described as a former

classmate of LEE HARVEY OSWALD in elementary school

On June 4 1964 MrLNDE IALIYINOTN 7304

Pensacola Fort Worth Texas furnished the following infor

-nations

During the period of 1949 through 1951 she was a

teacher at the Ridglea West Elementary School in Fort Worth
Texas She was the home room teacher for the fourth grade

during the school year of 1949-1950 During this time LEE

HARVEY OSWALD was a student in the fourth grade and was in her

home room She also taught music to the fifth grade during the

term of 1950-1951 and believes she did teach music to LEE HARVEY

OSWALD While he was in the fifth grade but she does not recall

anything concerning OSWALD While he was in the fifth grade

At the beginning of the school term in September 1949
LEE HARVEY OSWALD entered this school with a group of all new

students as this was the first year this elementary school was

in operation He was a giiet and rather shy type of student
did not know any of the other students and it took him a long
time to get acquainted with the other students She also re
called that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was a very poor student in the be

ginning of the fourth grade as he could not read and his spelling



2

was very poor Mrs LIVINGSTON spent a great deal of her spare
time in helping LEE HARVEY OSWALD with his spelling He did
not mind the extra work and his attitude was good in learning
to spell He became a fairly good student while in the fourth
grade and never gave her any trouble At times he was very
quiet and was not an aggressive type in making friends with
the other students in the school

At Christmas of 1949 LEE HARVEY OSWALD gave Mrs
LIVINGSTON a puppy as a Christmas present After that he
would drop by the home of Mrs LIVINGSTON to see this puppy
and talk with Mrs LIVINGSTON and her family He usually
stayed for only a short period of time She recalled that LEE
HARVEY OSWALD appeared to be a lonely type of boy and that his
mother was employed while.he was in the fourth grade of this
school He remarked one day that he had to fix his own lunch
and she asked him if there were anyone at home to help him pre
pare his lunch or his meals He told her there was no one at
home and he could open a can of soup as well as anyone else
She stated to the best of her knowledge she never saw Mrs
OSWALD at this school and did not meet any other members of the

family although she knew LEE did have two brothers She stated
LEE HARVEY OSWALD never gave her any serious trouble while he
was a student in her room ;

On June 5 1964 RICHARD WARREN'Z ETT 4928 Penrose
Fort Worth Texas furnished the following informations

GARRETT attended Ridglea West Elementary School during
the fourth fifth and sixth grades He recalled being in a room

at this school with LEE HARVEY OSWALD but he does not recall

whether it was in the fourth or fifth grade He stated they were
about ten or eleven years of age During this school year he

played with LEE HARVEY OSWALD a great deal at the school and
sometimes they would walk home from school and play together
He only knew OSWALD during the fall and spring semesters of this
one school year LEE HARVEY OSWALD was easy to get along with
at that time and he considered him a perfectly normal boy He
recalls on one occasion they did have a disagreement on some
matter and he believed they had a short fight but he does not



remember what this was all about He was in the home of OSWALD
on one occasion but does not recall ever meeting Mrs OSWALD
or the brothers of LEE HARVEY OSWALD He stated that LEE
OSWALD acted like the other students in school at that time and

he did not recall anything particularly different about him
when compared with the other boys in the school

GARRETT did not see LEE OSWALD during junior high
school and the next time he saw LEE OSWALD was at Arlington
Heights High School in Fort Worth He talked to him for a few
minutes between classes as they were both surprised to see
each other at this high school He recalled that LEE OSWALD
seemed to be a little more hesitant a little more quiet and
did not talk too much during this conversation GARRETT never
saw him anymore in high school and did not run around with him
and was unable to furnish any further information on LEE HARVEY

OSWALD
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June 15 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Belmont
Honorable J Leo Rankin 1 Sullivan
General Counsel 1 Malley
The President's Commission 1 Branigan
200 MarylandAvenue N E
Washington C

1 Lenihan

Dear Mr Rankin a.

ass _
Ixtoat

asp.
auabae
oared

p

t
in any re::peat Mr Garret indicated he was a classmate of

u.e  Oswald's during the ele0.eatary:!yeju''s ;and always found Oswald
.I-Ato be a friendly` boy of normal behavior 1)

}-d

77

3 c:~
0u

On June 1 1964 Mr Wesley J Liebeler a
member of your staff requested that Mrs Clyde I
Livingston a former teacher of Lee Harvey Oswald and
Mr Richard Warren Garrett a former classmate of
Leo Harvey Oswald be interviewed for information each
may-possess regarding Oswald Mr Liebeler noted that
Mrs Livingston and Mr Garrett had been interviewed by
a reporter for "Life magazine and their comments con
cerning Oswald had been included in an article in "Life
magazine for February 21 1964 entitled "The Evolution
of an Assassin.

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
June 8,-1064 at Dallas Texas which sets out results
of our interviews with Mrs Livingston and Mr Garrett

Sincerely yours

.

Enclosures (2) U C

REL pah a
(7) - '"t

NOTE . is ~
rLrs Livingston former teacher of Oswald in the

fourth grade indicated ate ~~as alshq but friendly child and
that she ;noted nothing which would indicate ho .was abngjmal
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FROM SAC DALLAS 00-10461)

b

A

Xti~Y,.L

'Fri-36 (R.v..12-13-S$)

FBI

Date 6/10/64

Transmit 'the following in

via AIRTEL
(Type in plain text or coda)

AIRMAIL

(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA "~t...i

llv
Reference is-made to Buairtel to Dallas 6/4/64 wherein

it was re sted.that a copy of the a t ismal certificate of .
JUNE LE ~tOSWALD"be obtained Enclosed herewith for transmittal

o~Fie President's Commission is a certification by Rev DMITRI R

/ ROYSTER St Seraphim Eastern Orthodox Church, of the baptism of
JUNE LEE OSWALD on 10/16/62 There is also enclosed a c 'cation

by Rev ROYSTER ktthe baptism ofRACHE*SWALD on 4/9__/64 "in the
event the Bureau might also desire to transmit this to the
Pre.dent's Conmiission /d K'=

`..... rte

Rev ROYSTER pointed out that the Baptismal Record Book
is divided into three parts separated by two vertical perforations
He said that one stub containing the record of baptism is forwarded
to the Metropolitan Council 105 E Houston Street New York New
York The second section of the page is the baptismal certificate
which is forwarded to the parent of the baptized child and the third
section of the page is the stub which remains in the permanent
Baptismal Record Book which is maintained by St Seraphim Eastern
Orthodox Church He stated the above certifications made by Rev
ROYSTER were taken from the,Baptismal Record Book and that no

duplicates of the
baptismal

certificates for the OSWALD children
are available

RED 53 _
--~

Bureau (Enc 2)0,1 wev.t.
" " -.

2 Dallas fi''`
.4RS:vm

'~ 't+ r tkl ~ :15 JP '19r;4

Approved  Sent

~\'a 1

Per
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To Whom It May Concerns "~f~ _ r r+

.f f N
= The following is an exact copy of entry no 32122 r

in the Baptismal Record Book of St Seraphim
Orthodox Church + "f _ ":+ i,C .L.t f i_ is'~1 i:! .. 'nr is A

Parish Record



Date of Bir:.h ~f 't t 1 ! x

Date of Baptism and Confirmation !* r. r

=~ The following is an exact copy of entry
in the Baptismal Record Book of St Sorappim
Orthodox Church 9'-

*Parish Record f
`

Nairn of Child (."~ rc ( ,< r,:. ciI

=~
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June 15 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

1 Belmont
1 Sullivan
1 Malley
1 I3ranigan
1 Lenihan

cll
,B vivIr-Y'00

.Enclosures (2) _e'e Room 1 REL."ah

I

m

20
1

Y

?.C%/O5 c?e25-c

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Vashington D C

Dear Mr Rankin
"a

Reference is made to your letter of June 2 1964,r
requesting that this Bureau obtain for the Commission a
copy of the baptismal certificate of June Leo Oswald

. Enclosed for the Commission is a copy of a
certification by Reverend bnitri R Royster Rector
St Seraphim Eastern Orthodox Church Dallas Texas of
the baptism of Juno Oswald on October 16 1962 There
is also enclosed a certification by Reverend Royster of
the baptism of Rachel Oswald on April 9 1964

For the information of the Commission Reverend
Royster advised that the Baptismal Record Book of
St Seraphim Eastern Orthodox Church is divided into
three parts separated by two vertical perforations One
part consists of a stub containing the record of baptism
and is forwarded to the Metropolitan Council 105 East
Houston Street New York New York The second part is
the baptismal certificate which is forwarded to the
parents of the baptized child The third part is a stub
which remains in the permanent Baptismal Record Book
maintained by the St Seraphim Eastern Orthodox Church.
Reverend Royster advised that the enclosed baptism
certifications of Juno Oswald and Rachel Oswald were made
by him from the Baptismal Record Book and he further advised
that duplicates of tho baptiss l certificates for the Oswald
children are not available in Church records

!meal
~.,`_"~ t11 J tri,i ~!., + ;:j Sincerely yours

44 1I 11 10
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N B
Washington D C

111
1
1
1
1
1

I
Reference is made to your letter of June 9

1964 requesting this Bureau to interview Dan Rather
an employee of the Columbia Broadcasting System News

Enclosed are two copies of a memorandum dated
.June 11 1964 at Washington D C. which sets forth
results of our interview with Mr Rather in this natter
The Mr Bill DeMar mentioned in the enclosures apparently
is identical to-Ur Bill De Mar who was interviewed by this
Bureau November 24 1963 in connection with this investi
gation Results of our interview with Ur Bill De Mar are
sot out on page 407 of the report of Special Agent Robert P
Gezaberling dated December 23 1963 at Dallas Texas

This concludes our inquiries in this particular

Sincerely yours j'

matter

Dear Mr Rankin

DeLoach
Rosen
Sullivan
Malley
Branigan
Lonihan

Belmont
aim

.'1

.
a

obi

it had received information that Dan rather is quoted as
having told another 0ws#an1 Ithat;he! saw Lee OsIrald in the

.,p
Carousel Club in Dallas prior to 11/22/63 Carousel Club

KE.~n n,tr t~The Commission in its letter 6/9/64 indicated

A

U Edgt M JUN 16 1964

f1

'II 111
A

~--.̀s -

June 15 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Enclosures (2)

IvTorsos EEL pah 5

spar
Sn

(9)



owned by Jack Ruby We interviewed Rather 6/11/64 re this
allegation and he ddnied making such statement He indicated
the report may have emanated from a contact he had with
Bill De Ear an employee of the Carousel Club who has made
the statement that he thought he saw Oswald in the Carousel
Club prior to the assassination We interviewed De Mar
11/24/64 and when pinned down he stated he believes Oswald
was among a group of people who was in the Carousel Club
during the week prior to the assassination Our investigation
of course has failed to establish that Oswald ever visited
the Carousel Club
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bEFERRED 6.15.64
TO DIRECTOR

FROM LEGAT ROME NO 873

0
LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA IS R CUBA (CRIMINAL SECTION)

REBUCAB JUNE 10 LAST

TOP SIFAR OFFICIALS PRESENTLY DISCUSSING MATTER OF

DECLASSIFICATION AND LEGAT PRESSING FOR SPEEDY RESOLUTION

SIFAR'S DECISION WILL BE CABLED TO BUREAU
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Miami will contact GARCIA I"1ONTES and will submit
letterhead memorandum on 6/8/64

Bureau
1 Tampa (105-2142) (Info)
1 Miami

r

FD-36 (Rev 10-29-63)

6/6/64

S

i
I
i
I
I

FBI

Date

-s..i.a,~.,.a.1ur'..a.a.~W~..ba~<,Sa,n.~,_.:...>..:s

Transmit tiJ following In A I R T E L
3 (Type in plain text or code)
R E G I S T E R E D M A I L

V1
.(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC MIAMI (105-8342) (P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Miami 5/28/64

t On 6/5/64 a review of the Cuban newspaper "Revolucion
for the months of Octoher November and December 1963 was
made at the office of U S Information Agency Miami Fla.
which maintains microfilm of the newspaper processed by the
Library of Congress On 6/2/64 the actual papers with ex
ception of two missing issues were made available by 10492-S

;and were reviewed loo such cartoon as described by FERNANDO I
''':*PEFABAZ on the taped television program as referred to in th

report of SA LIONEL E BELANGER dated 12/10/63 at Tampa
contained in "Revolucion.

On 6/5/64 Dr FERNANDO PENABAZ 15 Madeira Coral
Gables Fla. stated he had not actu 11 seen the cartoon but
had been told about it by Dr JORGE ARC \MONTES Cuban exil_ e
at Miami He believed he had been to d abou the cartoon by
still another person but was unable to recall the identity of
such person He believed the cartoon appeared prior to the
assassination of President KENNEDY

JJO:bjc it
e -Jun 8 1954

(5) it --v

Approved:A
O .),-/f Sent 1d Per



AROL iS Ke r ville Texas advised on 6/11/64
that N nd-M rs 'I IIE -told him that they had seen
two men and a woman-at-a-Kerrville cafe whom they believed
were RUBY and the OSWALDS and that one of the men operated
a Dallas Texas casinol,,and

the woran did not
speak ')6fEnglish tcGIJ

Bureau (AM RH) C G Wick
JU% I

0

-2' Dallas (100-10461)(AM RM) l l
3 SA (2-105-2909) (1-44-748)
HLF:csh
(8)

s1 re i

FD-36 (Rev 12-13-$i)
Mr T'1t^w
Mr r.lm'nt__

!
Mr Mohr
Mr Ca'p-r _

FBI t

r Cnlh:lln
Mr Conrad
Mr 11:4e.arh
Mr Frans _

Date 6/12/64 71r (Tat
Mr R^ .a

Transmit th foIlowing in i 1wan
2x'.Tare!(Type in plain text or code) tr Trott,.r-

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL Tole Roma
Miss T .-lrxs

(Priority or Methodof Manias) 1 Miss Gandy

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82559

FROM SAC SAN ANTONIO (105-2909) (P)

0
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS -'R CUBA

Texas told her recerrt yTe had heard taere was a rumor
in Willow City Texas that JACK RUBY and LEE HARVEY OSWALD
and MARINA OSWALD had eaten at a cafe operated by Mr and
Mrs STANLEY WHITE sometime previously and had passed out
communist literature

advised on
6/11/64 tha ..0 persona inowleage of such an
incident but had been told by ROLAND EVANS an itinerant
laborer from Kerrville Texas that the WHITES had seen
RUBY and the 0SWALDS in a cafe at Kerrville about three
weeks prior to the assa.hnation He understood Mrs WHITE
worked at the cafe  7"Understood that EVANS had
no firsthand knowledge concerning the appearance of RUBY and
the OSWALDS at Kerrville

ND E

2tD

wfr

Approved
a _

nt LI Per



Mrs WHITE stated the woman"she believed to be Mrs
OSWALD was in her early 20's and had long stringy hair and
was wearing an overcoat She believed Mrs OSWALD was pregnant

_F

a^

f ~~ fir .r-~_.r..w.=''"" -'r i'.+. i
SA105-2909 f

r,~ r~.~"sSw`gy-` ~ .4:{~~fit ~.~'~ .Yt ~ ..,,~'~ ~~-.~~ ~:''.'.~~ s. ~ .9-! *'._
=

.~ 1r 3 Mr and Mrs STANLEY WHITE, Kerrville advised
' on 6/11/64 that they believed they saw RUBY and the
-+_ _ OSWALDS and another Unidentified woman description unknownI at the Boulevard Lounge Kerrville, Texas They viewed

photographs of several individuals .including OSWALD and
-RUBY and selected photograph of -OSWALD and RUBY as resembling

They both said theythe men they saw at the cafe personally ~_s
felt that the men they saw were OSWALD and RUBY ;Neither -,c '
observed RUBY closely at 'the cafe =; t.

~_

because of her attire in an overcoat .She said she thought
the woman was pregnant but she was not sure She added
that when she attempted to talk to Mrs OSWALD she was
ignored and when she'spoke again Mr CSWALD said that his
wife did not speak English. There was no-indication of what
language she did speak Mrs WHITE added that OSWALD put
two small pamphlets in Mr WHITE's pocket which she later
found were tract-type literature on Russia and Cuba She
did not read more than several sentences from each before
she destroyed them She stated she has never worked in
a cafe-or operated one She* stated the lounge was crowded.-
but she could not recall the names of any other customers or
employees present.at the time She could not recall the =
exact date of the incident and could only opine that_ it was
in the fall of 1962 She added that she and her husband
played shuffleboard with OSWALD after RUBY declined an
invitation to play Mrs WHITE stated she never saw any
of the members of the OSWALD group before or after She
added she recalled reading a statement in the Kerrville
Times after the assassination to the effect it had
been rumored RUBY and OSWALD had been in Kerrville She
also recalled OSWALD was wearing a blue sweater and a
white shirt

Mr STANLEY WHITE cemetery caretaker Kerrville
Texas advised on 6/11/64 that he believed he had seen
RUBY and the OSWALDs and another unknown woman at the
Boulevard Lounge Kerrville at an'Unknown time,which
he could only recall as months prior.to the assassinations



WHITE recalled the Boulevard Lounge was crowded
but he could-not recall the-identities of any other
customers or employees who were present He did not recall

be naive

The WHITEs were hesitant during the interview and
the information they gave had to be elicited from them step

Tby step. They were extremely vague concerning details
_"-and times Although they seemed sincere,-they appeared to

."` -j r C ~ i t `__ ~ _ _ s

7 _
SA 145-2909

Y L /

-" -/ :~,~ He recalled

r ~":t

-,~ RUBY as a heavy-set man 45-50 years~'z'j' ~ '"~
old.=` He recalled OSWALD as about S 7 140 pounds 30-35
years He could not describe Mrs OSWALD or the other

.;~_ =. woman At1L.;~'~ ~,'+ . _.# t iwSMrl--T- ~'.,_ yJ 1 " 7 ,ti. '"i i. !mss tom!ii -.~t ,p Y" "̀~~'s

t WHITE stated he approached "RUBY while looking for
a` partner to play.shuffleboard. RUBY declined and suggested
-.OSWALD woad play. OSWALD accepted the invitation 'but

':" . said he did not know how to play During the game OSWALD
=mentioned that they were from Dallas on vacation and wondered

where they could stay WHITE told him there were numerous
motels'in the area but did not recommend a specific establishment

. He did not know if they stayed overnight

= He added that OSWALD stated that they were from ti
Dallas and that the other man RUBY ran 'a night club

.-= "perhaps in Dallas name not mentioned. WHITE stated OSWALD;'
offered him two pieces of literature which WHITE did not
accept-but which OSWALD put in WHITE's pocket and which
WHITE never read

OSWALD distributing literature to anyone else He did not
recall who the owner of the cafe was at that time and '_
added that it changed ownership frequently since then

The WHITEs did not learn the names of the members
of the OSWALD party at the time they played shuffleboard
Mr WHITE stated he did not tie in the incident to OSWALD
and RUBY until after he saw news pictures of OSWALD and
RUBY following OSWALD's death and that he mentioned the
similarity to his wife Mrs WHITE stated she did not see
the similarity until sometime after her husband mentioned
it to her and had discussed it with her
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.~ T FERMAN C. RICE owner Boulevard Lounge Kerr
has owned the lounge about two '""s

.-~"= Texas on 6111164 stated he
never had a shuffleborad game but did have -,.."`

years He has
bowling game for several months after he bought

rY an
electriche was familiar with the even s',~,+ ~

the lounge He stated
concerning the assassination and he had seen picture of_

-` OSWALD-and RUBY -He stated he had never seen anyone . "s' . y
his establishment whom he believed .were OSWALD or RUBY

orit! Y`
resembled them He further'stated he has never heard any

+ 1
s

ts that RUBY and OSWALD were ever in Kerrville
.-,_ rumors or

repor_ _ Texas or his establishment

LEADS `y`~ t
,. i"!"~~:.I L~~,r a."a . y~ s ~ .j~ ~.~i .. -1 e"j 'i+. ~'~ X '~.t

"~ S r'r t-
t

.) '~~ DAL JA . f --i. > .yi 1

AT DALLAS, TtXAS
Y r

Consider interview of MARINA OSWALD concerning
1

the above allegatiorra

2 Consider interview of associates and employers

eLDd RUBY during the fall of 1962 to
th OSWAs

anine if they were ever`rep .orted to have gone to "
determ

~M"Kerrville,-Texas ~~_ - s`_ "_ .",` _
.,~a -~J ".~1 + "mow%.tf : -i '+ 'N'r` -y ` r

SAN ANTONIO

AT KERRVILLE TEXAS

Determine local reputation of WHITEs concerning

d reliability and any other investigative
credibility an

order to prove or disprove the allegations
steps in
in question.:

.r
given prompt investigative

This matter is being

attention



Memorandum

ACTION

17 +...T 1'i

:c rlr

DATE 6-10-64

FROM

SUBJECT

orbomat*oftNoMPYT1947fp110Movaof. tea 1q V I..
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MR SULLIVAN ur.,.

C..r-MRBRMUGAN

I Tolson
/

Casper

rl
.--7!

.
i

SnnTavel
.Tfonef  
Tel. Roes
Holmes
Gea4y

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
INTERNAL SECURITY -RUSSIA CUBA

The President's Commission on the Assassination
of President Kennedy by"letter 6-9-64 requested the
Bureau to interview ban 'Rather an employee of the
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) news 'i..

According to the Commission they have a
tape recording furnished by Dallas Radio Station KLRD
wherein Rather is quoted as having told another newsman
that he saw Lee Oswald in the Carousel Club prior to
11-22-63

The Commission's request was telephonically
furnished to SAC Shanklin 6-10-64 and he was requested
to have Rather interviewed to determine if he did see
Oswald in the Carousel Club and the circumstances under
which such statement as alleged by hlRD was made by him
Dallas was requested to handle this lead immediately and
to submit the results to the Bureau together with any
other necessary investigation to pin down this allegation
Upon receipt of the results of the interview they will
be furnished to the President's Commission.

e
-Von't.amumma 6:N

For information This matter is being
closely followed

WAB;hI't /
(8)!

-1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Sullivan f
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr J W Hines
1 Mr Lenihan

r 1 Mr Branigan
!%

~
105-82555

d
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EARLt.'ARR was
RICHARD6 RUSSELL
)OtL\SHERMANCOOPER
HALEBOGGS
GERALDR FORD
JOHNJ.1.kt:L0T
ALLEN61DULLES

RANK'(
C.~..alCwwl

PRESIDENT'SCOL:MISSlO,I
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOP PRESIDENTKENNEDT
200MarylandAvc N.0
Washington,D.C 20002

TrlcphoneS13-1400

1
t

In a tape re::ordirg made available to the C nission

\ Eby Dollar Radio Station MUD an employee of CBS Neva Dan
gather is quoted as having told another newsman that he

s,Lee Oswald in the Carousel Club prior to November 22
1963

The Commission would appreciate your interview n s t!
Rather to determine if he did sac Cz ald in the Carousel
Club and the circumstances under which such statement
alleged by EIF.D 1733 node by hiss

provided to the Commission Rather's alleged
-statement is quoted on KRID audio tape reel /3b Hovenbar

24 1963

Ur J Edgar Hoover Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Pennsylvania Ave b 9th St N V4
J:Ishirzton D C 23535
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1 , M W Krahlin g

1 62-109090
1 Mr I N
1 Mr N P
1 - Mr R E

(President's Commission)
Conrad
Callahan
Lonihan r ;t
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UNITED STATES Gr 'ERNMENT

Memorandum

Mr Belmont

1 '`qtr Dolnmeni
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Mane
1 Mr Shred
1 Mr Rome

OATE June 3 1964

To recommend that no further action be taken on
Commission request which has been completed with regard to
the photographing of certain rental records belonging to
Mrs Bertha/Cheek of Dallas Texask 'N
BACKGROUND

.The Commission by letter 4/20/64 requested photographic
copies of Cheek's records on a property she owned on Gaston
Street in Dallas for 1953 through 1961 as well as copies of all
records for all of her properties (7) for 1963

Mrs Cheek a wealthy woman knew Jack Ruby in view
!of their mutual interest in night clubs Cheek's sister Earlene

Roberts,.was landlady at Lee Harvey Oswald's Beckley Street-re=
sidence at the time of the assassination Roberts did not take
an active part in the management and has denied knowing Oswald
or Ruby This matter has been thoroughly investigated and no
connection established between Oswald and Ruby

We interviewed an employee of Cheek who advised she o
owned a property at 5212 Gaston Dallas where two Cubans were
reported to have been residing in 1953 and 1959 (when Oswald was
in USMC) Efforts to identify these Cubans have been unsuccessful
The above facts have been furnished previously to the Commission

1
'. RDR

X12 job1j
1



1
11

This project involved some 1600 frames of film
which would have required 3200 photographic enlargements
Malley discussed this matter with Burt Griffin of the Commission
on 4/28/64 and it was agreed he or a member of the staff
would review the film at the Bureau at the first opportunity
and that any frames they desired enlarged would be appropriately
handled and furnished to the Commission

Inasmuch as no member of the Commission staff re
contacted the Bureau to review the film the Bureau by letter
5/7/64 to the Commission advised of the availability ofthis
film for review whenever desired

On 5/15/64 a member of the Commission staff reviewed
the film in the Bureau's photographic unit Since that time
no request has been received from the Commission to have photo
graphic enlargements made

RECOM ENDATION

That no further action be taken in this matter since
we are on record with the Commission that the film is available
and we will make enlargements of any of the frames requested
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1
1

1

c.G4t

Conrad
"Tevons

7/64

1 EL* razier
1 1 Neill

I

DATE

Memorandum

L!r Conrad ,yi"'"'

ROM R R Jevoas! i

/=%'4
ul"c"r AS,S/1551\ 10N OF P?ESIU

JOHN F KE riEDY DAI T
TEXAS 11/22/63

As a matter of ..;ord t resident's Commission
returned to the Laboratory c.n 6/15%="1 evidence items
numbered 378 and D145

The previous del.:..:ry of items to the
Commission has been con irm:d-by apps iate letter to
the Commission

ACTION

For information.

62-109060

-",tr Belmont
Lr Rosen
Mr Sullivan
Er Malley

kl

s
RAF bsra (9) 0

TOTE Iter 373 consists of a stereo Realist-camera and a
Cuera-2 camera obtained from the residence of
Michael Paine by the Dallas Police Department and
D145 is an Imperial redo: camera size 620 allegedly
used by Lee and Dar ina Osv:ald

9S r.r:..`.::r t
V

+ J~
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exhibits are described as follows

33.7
336
338

ROM

:t'AJ ECT

62-109060

1 r r Belmont
1 L Rosen
1 r r Sullivan
1 Er Malley

UNITED STATES GO ARNMENT

Memorandum 1

Ur Coorfl 1

Mr Jevo

lair Conrad I-lair Frazier
mr Griffith 1 Mr Neill
Mr Jevons
Mr Shaneyfet

DATE 10 1964

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JC'HN F KENNEDY DLLLAS TEXAS
11/22/63

On 6/5/64 Er Melvin Eisenberg telephoned SA Lyndal L
Shaneyfelt and requested that Commission exhibits numbered 335 336 :
and 33S be examined

As a matter of record on 6/10/64 custody
these exhibits by SA Robert E Neill

ACTION Exhibits will be e::a ined as requested and will be returned
to the Commission upon completion of these examinations These

_Photographic print of Oswald holding rifle
Photographic print of OLD^a1d holding rifle
Newspaper clipping shoc'_ag photograph of Oswald holding rift
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8 JUN 15 1954

Via

Approved  Sent

FBI
_-

~..ti

Date 6/12/64

following in
(Type in plain text or code)

.AIRTEL AIR MAIL 4
(Priority or MetAodofMailing) 1

Transmit the f

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

A OM SAC DALLAS (100-10461) ( )

LEE HARVEY OSWALD eta
IS R -CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 6/9/64 requesting
clarification of certain portions of Dallas letterhead
memorandum dated June 4 1964 containing results of in
vestigation in an effort to determine identity of Dallas
Police car which had driven slowly by the front of the
premises at 1026 North Beckley Street Dallas Texas at
about 1:00 P.M on November 22 1963 according to Mrs
EARLENE ROBERTS

f / Endlosed /re
10 copies each of amended pages S~

9 10 I1 12 and 14 which have been amended in accordance
with instructions contained in referenced Bureau airtel

Bureau is requested to insert these amended pages
in the Dallas letterhead memorandum of June 4 1954 Dallas

copies have been so corrected

Enc (60) 1
RPC/ds _ t "l :r

tir
/

*IL
r

,.
ltr

NOT W-7-CORDED=D
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ENTITLED LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA. IS-R-CUBA

2:OT P,EO02DED
f9 JUti 17 15U4 - -~~

CR LEE HARVEY

~S!! DC ....~.~.

ERI Dt:LL S

1I5 ) CST URGENT 6-13-64 SP

DIRECTOR (105-82,555) (44-24,016)

FROM DALLAS (100-10,461) 3P
c,~

JACK L :U3Y AKA. EE HARVEY '.!ALL AMA VICTIM

UALD AKA. IS-R-CUBA

REBUTEL TO OKLAHOMA CITY AND DALLAS AND OKLAHOMA CITY TELETYPE TO

=UREAU AND DALLAS BOTH JUNE Th'ELIE IN FIRST CAPTIONED CASE

RE `a'ILLIAM MC Eli N DUFF A:(A WILLIAM !";C EWAN MC DUFF SILL DUFF

"SANDY "SCOTTIE "SCOTTY

DUFF FIRST CAME TriATTEt TION DALLAS OFFICE DECEMBER-TEN k'HEK 'JOE

LORIA DALLAS RESTAURAkET OPERATOR STATED THAT APPROXI :ATELY SEVEN OR

EIGHT MONTHS BEFORE HE SAW I NDI VI DIt.L KNOWN TO HIS ONLY AS "SCOTTIE

S S E UENTLY IDENTIFIED AS DUFF :"'I :'H IFNDIVIDUAL BELIEVED TO BE LEE

HARVEY OSWALD IN LORIA'S RESTAURANT HE BASED IDENTIFICATION 3N PHOTO

RAP HS OF OSWALD THE HAD SEER IN DALLAS NEWSPAPERS AND COJLD RECALL ONLY

ONE TIME HE THOUGHT ';E SAW OSWALD AND "SCOTTIE TOGETHER

EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED TOOND'UC.T D_TO RESOLVE THIS ALLEGATION
N

AND I"'FORXATIO4 RELATING TO DUFF APPEARS IN FOLLOWING IDENTIFIED REPORT

ALL IN CASE

END ?AGE ONE

.r A



!DO-10,451

?AGE TWO

SA ROBERT P GEi43ERLINa DALLAS DECEMBER TEN SIXTY-THREE PAGES

FOUR FOUR TWO DASH FOUR FOUR THREE DECEMBER TWENTY-THREE SIXTY-THREE

=ACES TWO NINE NINE DASH THREE ZERO EIGHT JANUARY SEVEN SIXTY-TOUR,

?AGE NINETY-NINE JANUARY TWENTY-TWO SIXTY-FOUR PAGES ONE SEVEN THREE

DASH ORE SEVEN EIGHT

SA-J A GRIMES OKLAHO%A CITY JANUARY TEN SIXTY-FOUR PAGES

ONE BASH TWO JANUARY TWENTY-THREE SIXTY-FOUR PAGES ONE DASH FIVE

JANUARY TWENTY-EIGHT SIXTY-F'J1;I PACES ONE DASH FOUR

SA ROLAND M COCKER RICH aM GFCEM 3ER TWENTY SIXTY-THREE PAGES

1NE LASH FIVE AND

IC LEONARD LEVIS ST LOUIS JANUARY TWENTY-ONE SIXTY-FOUR PAGES

CNE DASH TWO

INFORMATION REGARDING ANDRE :1 IELE3 A3 OBTAINED FROM MRS JUANITA

3UC::A::AN OWNER EL DORADO LOUNGE DALLAS APPEARS ON PAGE THREE ZERO

FOUR OF GE EERLIN3 REPORT DATED DECEMBER TWENTY-THREE SIXTY-THREE

MENTIONED ABOVE AS WELL AS ON PAGE FORTY-EIGHT OF REPORT OF SA PANNING

C CLEMENT S DALLAS DATED .DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE SIXTY-THREE IN RU?Y

CA?TIfNED CASE

REPORT SA COCKER MENTIONED ABOVE CONTAINS INTER VIEW OF ONE Z

3LA1 E MOON FALLS CHURCH VIRGINIA ON DECEMBER NINE WHO ADMITS MAKING

NUMBER OF TELEPHONE CALLS TO EL DORADO BAR DALLAS IN EFFORT TO LOCATE

O TV0.T 'y



A FyIEN NAMED REID PIPIN CLAIMS SPOKE TO *4R AND MRS BUCHANAN WHEN

iE CALLED BUT OZNIED EVER USING OR HEARING NAME OF ANDRE ANGELES AND

NVOWS NO ONE BY THAT NA1E DENIES KNOWING DUFF OR EVER MENTIONING MONEY

DURING CALLS TO 3'JCHANANS RECALLS BEING IN CRAP GAME IN CAROUSEL BAR L~

NINETEEN FIFTY-FOUR AND THAT OWNER WHO HE LATER LEARNED WAS RUBY SROK

U CANE STATES HAS NO INFORMATION ON ASSP;I NAT I ON AND DOES NOT KNOW

OSt'ALD IT IS NOTED DEXCRIPTION OF ANDRE ANGELES FURNISHED 3Y MRS

BUCHANAN CLOSELY RESEMBLES THAT OF 100N IT IS ALSO POINTED OUT CAROUSEL

CLUB NOT IN EXISTENCE IN -NINETEEN FIFTY-FOUR BUT IN INTERVIEW OF MOON

HE STATED HE MAY HAVE VISITED CAROUSEL CLUB AFTER DISCHARGE FROM AIR

FORCE (DECEN3ER NINETEEN SIXTY-TWO)

I.N VIEW OF ABOVE THIS PHASE NOT BEING INCLUDED IN 'LETTERHEAD ME?0

-:ANDU AS ALREADY REPORTED IN REPORT FORX

CURRENT ALLEGATION OF DUFF THAT RUBY WAS IN MONTHLY CONTAC}{_ WITH

.?ENERNL EDW_'IN A WALNL'R DURING PERIOD DECEM3ER SIXTY-TWO TO MARCH SIXTY

THREE

IT APPEARS CENERAL WALKER A ?UBY ARE IN POSITION TO RESOLVE TNIS

LAST ALLEGATION HOUEV.R THEY ANN :OT BEING INTERVIEWED UACB NOTING

"'ALTER IS CONTRCvN:RSIAL FIGURE AS PREVIOUSLY ADVISED

JP.LLAS FILL OBTAIP DALLAS POLICE DEPT REPORTS RELATING TJ "WALKER

INVESTIGATION AYJ SUB MIT CURRENT INFO IN LETTERHEAD NEMORA DU AS WELL

AS REPORT SANE I` CASE CAPTIONED LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA, IS-:i-.CU A

END ?A3E THREE



AGE FOUR

DALLAS WILL INCLUDE INSERT . _RCS IVEJ FROM. OKLAHOMA CITY REGARDING
=ALXER DASH RUBY ALLEGATION IN REPORT IN CASE BEARINGG CAPTION LEE HARVEY
3S jALD AKA. IS-:t-C U3A BUT OKLAHOMA CITY SHOULD INCLUDE SUCH INFO IF
LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM

.AIR MAIL COPY TO OKLAHOMA CITY
END ONS

'3I VASH DC
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PRESIDENTS COMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOE PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200MarylandAve NI
V.ashengtonD.C 20002

Telephone543.1400

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C

Dear Mr Hoover

At the request of Mr Melvin Eisenberg Mr Sebastian
Latona prepared a series of photographs showing the
finger and palm prints appearing on the rifle Com
mission Exhibit No 130 the paper bag Commission
Exhibit No 142 and the cartons Commission Exhibit
Nos 641 648 653 and 654 These photographs were
numbered but otherwise unlabeled In several
photographs there appear both the prints of Lee Harvey
Oswald and the prints of one or more unidentified
persons

Could you please inform us which of the prints
appearing in these particular photographs are those
of Lee Harvey Oswald and which are unidentified
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June 18 1964

BY COUt:IE11 SERVICE

Honorable J Lea Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
233 Maryland Avenue northeast
Washington D C 20332

Dear Mr Rankin

This is In reply to your letter of June 9 1044 and
confirms the telephone conversation Wtarea Mr t:ebastian F Latona
of the FBI Identification Biviston and Mr Melvin Eisenberg of your
staff on June 12 1964

Only one of the six phcr-tographs prepared by Mr Latona
showing latent prints identified as 'hoes of Leo Harvey Cswatd contains
more than one latent print This photograph is the Commission's
Exhibit Number 644 A copy of tMs photograph shows the number '25
and is one of those furnished for tha u.~e of the New York City expert
Three latent fingerprints appear in this photoi raph 'Two of these
impressions are not those of Lee Harvey Oswald The third tat et
fingerprint which appears in the center of the three is Identical with
the right Index fingerprint of Lea Rarvey,Oswald

p

f'.)e [_.t.t_Note Discrepancies of Exhibit rs clarified by
105-82555 phone call Latona to Eisenberg 6-12-64

.1 Mr Belmont Commission's inquiry was h deter;mine which
.ascot  ..JtTr5 Conrad photographs contain latent prints other than

.i Rosen -those of Oswald Also where= more than

.te .Rogge one appears which-.specifically were identified
e k2-109353 (Aesassinat.ion file) as Oswald's 644 in outgoing is correct

fc f'~ 10$Ji~ ( President's Commission) Exhibit 4 Some of the Exhibit 4's

..1h. ; SF .sent= a in incoming letter are incor ect
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cc i e

"1 June 17 1964
t

By Courier Service
s.
T

r _ 1

_ice..
I

F 3

FOR DALLAS

'p. .'r[1!1

Ci
05 ult./ a

c)

NOT ItECO}.DED

Edg3t R
199 JUN 19 1954

EE N.T PA

Reference is made to a telephonic request on
June 8 1964 by Miss Mary A Rowcotsky of your staff
asking that certain Commission Exhibits be obtained and
photographed in any instanco whore photographs were not

previously prepared and provided.to the Commission

Enclosed herewith ire ,three photocopies each of
Commission Exhibits numbered 165 through 201 203 through
237 239 through 258 270 272 through 304 304a 304b
305 through 314 314a 314b 315 through 324 401 through
408 408a 409 409a 409b 410 through 427 429 through
456i 459 through 461 and 469 Commission Exhibits numbered
165 through 201 203 through 237 239 through 258 270 272

'through 304 304a 304b 305 through 314 314a 314b 315
through 324 403 through 408 4OCa 409 409a 409b 410
through 412 415 416 419 through 422 425 449 451 453

through 456, 459 and 460 are also enclosed

,l:r
/ s .'.?c S,_

Sincerely yours,-

4,1!
Enclosures (814) ?r t.

.62-109060 z .'.
zref .t ".:)

r Dallas {100-10461) --Enclosures (213)
..;...(

Photocopies of the above-mentioned.Comnissipn
Exhibits along with a"listin hereof a e
enclosed herewith

v

u7

vs

Val

srt

Mr Belmont 1 -(v Conrad
Mr Lenihan 1 .,vi Griffith

1 Mr Rogge 1 ir Frazier
1 Mr Kittel

3

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commissibn 1

200 Maryland Avenue N E "

Washington D C "~`

Dear gr Rankin
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.'1

t ".1 T Oswald s ,fungi= a J -adsi
K .:. " " . I. j c:Civ~ ap il-3p one it 19d;.P.,t t Ar 3 a. + 3 :-,,", r i t f s 'L ,32 . ~:i f v~i ~~~..t O2 e ed rome _ i ,' 1

:I-T < 170 of G /aid's funeral.
"171

` .r.. 0 o Oswald's funeral
L

`
.tl r. 172 "~. J:.:~"J.f ~)_:v,:o of Oswald's funeral h

173 = ..2 of Oswald's funeral ,rr
.r_',j 174 % t '8..a^.i.'GG =

przo,,o of Osw.7ald'S fungi
.. . ... :oof Ow:'~ald's casket

. -3 176 =... r I a_.:.:.". ~~ci p:~o to 0 2 G..
is

funeral
L= t : 1? f'~j_ ? ;.=;,'.~:",ic r o~o 02 Oswald's ianeral %A.

Oswald's ft.:nei ""l ;.;-;.:6,..

179 t"a -;
.

. ,: 0 03 Osr.'ald's funeral
_ _ ~:f 3- 130 _ '-0 *...op y of le ;";,e and envelope from Oswald

= " ,
I ""~a ;G ::r.:a ...her

T=r of and envelope from
Oswald to his mother

._
f

.sp

\ . a <~ -t-y ~tt" t~ ..+ ~ r
c

`~,".

i's
'_ ='t + ~ .182 "a = { Cc">>y c .e to and envelope from Oswald

_! .. "~~ .1. to his rlo"ahorL".` r 1S3 tCor ~y of letter and envelope from Oswald
"=. =~:-~w t~

'. =
R

'~~_184 ;i oCo :y of ;,e .ter and envelope fro:. Oswald
. t"G t:~:3 i;CvLCd

>.~ ',~ "{ 135 5 ?:;o,y letter and envelope from rnarira

.~~.. Ci,wasL to Oswald's mother
~'_ 1S6`"":=: L~ `"2 .Co:iy e

Col

i:..stmas card from Lee and
r t " =:~i~"i::a s~ a .d to Oswald's mother

=~-:r _ `18 t .. ~'Co_~y of e : ter and envelope from Oswald
to his mother

.:.. 138 " ccot:y of letter and envelope from Oswald

i `
to oao t Oswald

1C9 i } *Co-:2y letter and envelope from Oswald

*Copy of 3ettcf and envelope from Oswald190
L"`'\ i eta :s mother

.. 191 1z:Co of letter and envelope from Oswald
; to 11'3.s ..:other :Y

:., ":--~ 192 *Cony of letter and envelope from Oswald
6P _ 6 ` . to ins mother

.` = s r 193 " ` o'er letter and envelope from Oswald
` ~ +

_
= r

194 " of letter and envelope from Oswald
. to his mother

. ` r ~* . 195 Of letter and envelope grow Oswald
'.,. s~ '" "_'.! ""~ to his i".oth s i:""~ * ;a



196 .*Cop oZ letter and envelope .from
.i.-_ to his another

~ 19?.: *Copy of letter and envelope from

` ..~"J ,=_~~f . = s ,o iris a:otl:cr
, L ,195 ,opy of ?eater f r cm Oswald to his mother =.

. 199 (Co ~ *C01 y o_ letter dated October 21 1855 '_

35) :died b M M OswaldNo 3 an sgnyrs.
20Q r';~-a *-Copy o letter and envelope from'Osciald

:~.~ " y:= = to his mother
~ ` F '`~ 201 r Co y o2 let ccr from Oswald to his mother

. ,;.. 203 :~ 'i':~ *Photo of a p~ioto or President's linos
r" ,'~' ~ .d t . ~"'~~"`

. :< It :f_" '~ r vine in front o:E Texas SChoolboO _ .

< 20d " ;. . _ '17o co_iics 'of letter from Co:ar,.ander

"e
_ arire ajid A:~r Reserve 'a'raining dated'_

~" .:=:~ =,.f :r~~ ? 2
fpril 26 1950 to Oswald copy of .2

~{ _ . *"p .a ~".._ of Y11".$=t
+"1930

two copies fa , L ~~ ~mot S~~.~emen~ -Vac
,..:. a 4*.

.
letter dated Juno 1 f xom US"C ==

_
xitd

t to Oswald's mother copy o regsere
u :.:ccipt cony of letter to

from Oswald's mother copies of 3

;~ C:.ve lobos
=' _ 205" t " ` *Copy o= letter to USL:C from .Oswald's

:'th moer
=ii _ ". ~` _206 ::"~,. ,_:-:: Copy o3 letter to Secretary of State

i o Os~n 3d's mother
. 20?_ *Coj,y of le .,er to Ostvald's agoCher from

State D pa 4L'aont
:'r = 20S 4Co9y oX letter to State Department

frrom

om
o'-Ler

~ ;.. , 209 '" Coy o Ic ~cr to Oswald's f_
State Dpart',cnt

.I` . " 210 '.Copy of letter to o ald's mother from
j~, z _ "_-r

211 ".-t~ a -Copy of letter to State Department from

x =
,s 212 *-Copy of letter to Oswald's mother from

_ State Department
-~ v 213 ~::..s ~;~ -Co.~y of let per to Oswald's mother Yr om

. a ::~ ;'_ t: State'DQpar ,menfi
214 ` * Copy of letter to State Departnont from

` z a = Oswald's a:.oti~er
:fir i 215 = _=:.. r '" *Copy o:Z letter to Oswald's another from

==' State DeL artraent
`..~ ~Y;~ ,'~~ 216 ~ ->~;`r '~~~oriy of le"~ter to State Depar Oment from

",, a:!Ya. _ .t:R :~ ~ Ostvald's aao~ ;~ .. "z .

:," " .' 1
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242 tom 4
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243 "~_

244
24.5 :*

-'i 24G =~ c : -ci envelope from Oswald to

o: lot: to Oswald s mother )
'._. hito

-i Of '.;olc,;;:a.1` to President from
:.::::..d w mother
"::::_ -.:."c. Oswald citizondhip

. d envelope from OsWasd'to

".. it loan ~bassy E:oscow
"~ -_

=250 :'`.`;c:ct;e and envelope froll Oswald tV._ ._ '.,,r

.
""~ +!v."y ~

-__..-_^ .+ ..,.
.} ;24 ~ :. ;,~ rc_ a':,"c~ Oswald .to me a.can b ;ssy.t _ i _*-!= ~~~.-I N. " a ayti..vOL a`

_:", 243 Lot ;:er from Oswald to I;nerican T:bassy
`~ ` ` L:GscOO a plic t iron 'from Oswald for.

-eV Ioan copy of i:uo,:,iation sheet from
i"i 1 O:."rald

249 *Letter and onvelope from Oswald to Amer-

`

f 1:n-erica embassy x:oscow
i = 251 = cL.:ttcr and envelope from Oswald to_

:---.-.:-':% ;.Per can i: assy oscow
.ro: ~r 252 *Lotter and envelope from Oswald to

American y 'assy l'ascow
" "` 253 .4:Le .ter and envelope from Oswald to

_ -a i .nerican Embassy ?oscoo
:.; 25~ t :*Letter from Oswald to American embassy

Uoscou
255 4cLettcr and on volope from Oswald to

_ : .Lro ":can :.:bassy Loscov
25G ` ' *Letter from Oswald to American ".basay

i ozcow
= 25?= `` a:i aw_'it,en revocation of ci izeasb;p

""r by Oswald
e+ +"~ _ 25S *Copy of Press Conference on January 23

1954 by Oswald s mother
.

270 _-.4:Coy o tap = coon c:ing o inter v~~:v wi tb
;,. S .a S.:"= G::w id's mother by U.vxce

272 "(Cf ltter r "o ~ober Oswald to..:ti "(opy oe
William Mc" e

273 .ltter from ra ina Oswald to=1,e
-'-- 'e 'r Wiliam A :.:c::en ier '-' y of tG_ fro %?illiam A McioazZe` 'a~:t.a

:_ " LO JaH ar tiiii '_ + 275 t f _ CoCopy of letter from William A 1icXezie+.
~. toJohn U Thorni s

~;
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SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER
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CHARACTEROF CASE

D

"FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

LEADS

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

AT NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA

Will incorporate in report form information previously
submitted to the Bureau by letterhead memorandum regarding
investigation conducted at New Orleans Louisiana

lil r
ADMINISTRATIVE I f ..~~

One copy of this report is being furnished to Miami for
information purposes inasmuch as the Miami Office has previously
conducted investigatio$ based on a letter from the President's

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE



Commission which is the basis for the information set forth
report

On June 5 1964 ORESTES PENA owner Iiabtna Bar 117
Decatur Street was contacted at his piece of business by SA
:ARF.EN C DE B:UEYS and SA STEPHEN Al CALLENDE:t and advised
that interviewing agents were willing to interview him in the
presence of his attorney

PENA then stated he wonted a letter directed to him
setting forth the date time end place of the proposed interview
so that he could furnish this letter to his rttorney It was
suggested to P'.NA that he set the date of interview to avoid
the possibility of repeated contacts of him et his place of business
to agree upon a date time and place However he wras insistent
that interviewing agents in the letter to him state the date
time and place of interview He had no suggestion to make as to
the date time end piece Inquiry was made of PENA as to the
identity of his attorney whereupon he advised he had four attorneys
end he declined to furnish the tomes of Any of them At this point
the interview was terminated

In 'response to the request of ORESTES PENA on June 5
1964 a letter was directed to him at the Hrbane Bar 117 Decatur
Street New Orleans Louisi:.nr on June 5 1964 requesting that he
appear pt the New Orleans Office on June 9 1964 at 10:00 A.M
for interview
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UNITED BTA DEPARTM,AE T at JUSTiCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copytee

Reporteh
Data

R1 Numb.n

SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER
June 22 1964

NO 100-16601

Calm NEW ORLEAN

Buf ile #105-82555

TLda
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Charadsn

SYnopsia

INTERNAL SECURITY RUSSIA CUBA

ORESTES PENA New Orleans La. contacted on
6/3/64 for purpose-of interview and declined
to be interviewed without his attorney being
present On.6/4/64 CARLOS BRINGUIER New
Orleans La. advised that first person'he
talked to connected with the Habana Bar New
Orleans after assassination of President
REN Dt was ORESTES PENA the owner PENA
told him that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been in the
Habana Bar with a Latin-appearing person prior
to assassination PENA told BRINGUIER that
OSWALD ordered lemonade and argued about the
price and afterwards became sick to stomach
BRINGUIER stated he was not sure but believed
it was PENA who told him that OSWALD had been
in the Habana Bar on approximately the same
date that BRINGUIER had trouble with OSWALD
on the street in New Orleans BRINGUIER states
it was his recollection that it was either PENA
or EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ who had told him that the
man who was with OSWALD in the bar had admitted
teing a Mexican BRINGUIER states that after
conversation with PENA RODRIGUEZ furnished him
the same information regarding OSWALD's visit
to the Habana Bar BRINGUIER advised he later
talked wgh RUPERTO PENA about OSWALD having been
in the bar BRINGUIER related that he was
told by RUPERTO that the man who accompanied
OSWALD to the bar was identical with ons of two
man whom RUPER70 had seen passing :n an automobile
in front of the bar and about whom PENA had
previously talked to BRINGUIER BRINGUIER stated



that sometime between 8/15 and 8/30/63 RUPERTO
had requested him to call the FBI BRINGUIER
states that at that time RUPERTO either said
he had seen "Two Latins or possibly "Two 1:exicans
pass in a car in front of the H bar.. Bar and
according to RUPERTO the FBI had asked RUPERTO
to call the FBI if he ever saw these two persons
again BRINGUIEP stated he had understood
RUPERTO to say the FBI had been in the Habana
Bar looking for these two people However it
was possible he may have misunderstood RUPERTO
in this regard BRINGUIER stated in response
to RUPERTO's request he did call the FBI and
related what RUPE'RT() had told him BRINGUIER
states it was possible that the emotional excite
ment created by toe assassination may have caused
RUPERTO PENA to feel he had some knowledge of
persons possibly involved and that unthinkingly
RUPERTO had declared after the assassination
that the man that was with OG ALD in the bar
was identical with one of the two men regarding
whom BRINGUIER had called the FBI at the request
of RUPERTO PENA BRINGUIER advised that he wanted
to clarity at this time information he had given
in his deposition to an Investigator of the
Warren Commission He said he meant to say in his
deposition that the individual who served OSWALD
the lemonade in the bar was EVARISTO RODRIGUUEZ and
not RUPERTO PENA BRINGUIER also furnished copy
of a letter he wrote to the Student Revolutionary
Directorate Miami Florida on 11/27/63 which letter
is set forth On 6/9/64 OPEST PENA also known as
ORESTES PZNA advised that sometime prior to the
assassination of President KENNEDY he was in his
bar when the bartender told him r customer wanted
some lemonade PENA states he did not personally
observe the person who ordered the lemonade and



DETAILS

therefore could not state if this person was
'identical to LEE HARVEY OSWALD PENA states

he never told anyone including CARLOS BRINGUIER
that OSWALD had been in the Habana Bar and he
had no information that the FBI was ever looking
for a Mexican who had patronized his bar PENA
said he recalled that on one occasion which could
have been in 1963 two Latin-appearing individuals
were in his bar when he became involved in an
argument with them over some bongo drums in the
bar
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ORESTES PENA owner Habana Bar 117 Decatur
was contacted at his place of business and he was advised
that at the request of the Warren Commission he was being
contacted to seek information he may have that may have a
relationship to the investigation of the assassination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY Mr PENA declined to answer any
questions regarding any matter outside of the presence of
his attorney He explained that there were too many Government
Agents calling on him from time to time in connection with
various official investigations which he did not Xurth+er
identify At this point the interview was terminated

on _6/3/64 _at New Orleans La

SATs WARREN C deBRUEYS and
.STEPHEN M CALLENDER

Ft:s I ___ Iv0 200-16601

./dm _Oats dictated 6/64



In accordance with arrangements made on June 3
1964 CARLOS BRINGUIER appeared at the New Orleans Office
and furnished the following information in response to in
quiry

 .ot New Orleans Louisiana F".
NO

100_
-16601

1

6/4/64Dot dictated

CARLOSJBI{INGUIER advised that he presently
resides at 501 A-dele..Street Apartment._F in New.Orleanso
BRINGUIER related that the first person connected with the
Habana Bar 117 Decatur Street with whom he talked after the
assassination of President KENNEDY was ORESTES PENA the
owner of the Habana Bar According to BRINGUIER his
conversation with PENA took place on the day after the
assassination of President KENNEDY or on some day prior

Ito
November 27 1963 ORESTES PENA related to BRINGUIER

'that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been in the Habana Bar prior
to the assassination of President Kennedy BRINGUIER
states that ORESTES PENA did not furnish either the exact
date or the approximate date when OSWALD had been in the
Habana Bar PENA related to BRINGUIER that OSWALD was with

,another person who "locked Latin PENA mentioned to BRINGUIER

I
that OSWALD had ordered a lemonade from EVARISTOVRODRIGUEZ.

f the bartender at the Habana Bar and that OSWAL1 argued
about the price of the lemonade with EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ
It was BRINGUIER's recollection that;ORESTES PENA had
stated that OSWALD said the owner of :the'bar "had
been a "Cuban capitalistic. BRINGUIER said that PENA
also mentioned that after OSWALD ordered the lemonade he
became sick and began vomiting then went outside on the
sidewalk where he continued to vomit '"-1L//j/ -,_~~ r

j,
BRINGUIER stated that he was not sure but

believed it was ORESTES PENA who told him that OSWALD
had been in the Habana Bar approximately on the same
date when BRINGUIER had trouble with OSWALD on the street
in New Orleans BRINGUIER specifically stated that the

.date on which he had an altercation with OSWALD on Canal
Street was August 9 1963

According to BRINGUIER his recollection is
that it was either ORESTES PENA or EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ who
had told him that the man who was with OSWALD in the Habana

SAs STEPHEN M CALLENDER
.and WARREN C deBRUEYS /lyc

s



Bar had admitted to being a Mexican

According to BRINGUIER he BRINGUIER had oc
casion shortly after his conversation with ORESTES to
talk to EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ and EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ furnished
him the same information regarding OSWALD's alleged visit
to the Habana Bar as did ORESTES PENA

Either on the same date or on the day following
his conversation with EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ RUPERTO PENA
brother of ORESTES PENA came into CARLOS BRINGUIER's
store located at 107 Decatur Street in New Orleans
BRINGUIER states the conversation eventually had to do
with the assassination of President KENNEDY and the ques
tion of LEE HARVEY OSWALD having previously been in the
Habana Bar BRINGUIER related that RUPERTO said that the
man who accompanied OSWALD to the Habana Bar in the past
or possibly he could have said that the Mexican who was
with OSWALD in the Habana Bar was identical with one
of the two men whom RUPERTO PENA had seen pass in an auto
mobile in front of the Habana Bar and about both of whom
RUPERTO PENA had previously talked to BRINGUIER Accord

ing to BRINGUIER these two men were the persons who had
been in the Habana Bar previously and whom PENA said 'were
either pro-communist or pro-CASTRO

BRINGUIER stated that as an explanation for
this last statement attributed to RUPERTO PENA he should
mention that sometime between August 15 and August 30 1963
RUPERTO PENA came to his store and asked him to call the
FBI BRINGUIER recalls that at that time RUPERTO either
said he had seen "two Latins, or possibly had said "two

Mexicans, pass in a car in front of the Habana Bar It

was BRINGUIER's statement that RUPERTO had explained that
the FBI had asked RUPERTO to call the FBI if he saw those
two persons again BRINGUIER said he had understood
RUPERTO PENA to say that the FBI had been in the Habana
Bar previously looking for these two people However
BRINGUIER admitted it is possible he may have misunder
stood RUPERTO PENA in that regard

In response to RUPERTO PENA's request BRINGUIER
said he called the FBI by telephone and spoke to someone at
the FBI office



BRINGUIER said that the party who answered the telephone
was informed that the caller was calling on behalf of the
owner of the Habana Bar on Decatur Street BRINGUIER *
also explained in this telephone call that the.person who
had asked him to call did not speak English but that this
person had said the FBI should be contacted if the two
men in question were seen again BRINGUIER said he related
to the party who answered the telephone at the FBI that
RUPERTO PENA had just told him he had seen the same two
men pass in a car in front of the Habana Bar BRINGUIER
recalls he explained that he had no idea what the matter
was all about but did relate that RUPERTO PENA had said
these two men were either pro-CASTRO or pro-communist

By way of explanation CARLOS BRINGUIER remarked
it was entirely possible that the emotional excitement
created by President KENNEDY's assassination may have
caused RUPERTO PENA to feel he had some knowledge of the
persons possibly involved and may have declared unthinking
ly that the man who was with OSWALD in the Habana Bar as
identical with one of the two men concerning whom BRINGUIER
called the FBI at RUPERTO PENA's request between August 15
and 30 1963 BRINGUIER admitted he did not know why
RUPERTO PENA had made such a statement but persists that
RUPERTO PENA did make such a statement to him after the
assassination of President KENNEDY and prior to November 27
1963

BRINGUIER said he knows it was sometime between
August 15 and 30 1963 when RUPERTO PENA asked him to
call the FBI about the two men he had seen in front of the
bar because RUPERTO told him after the assassination of
President KENNEDY that it was between those dates that he
had asked BRINGUIER to call the FBI RUPERTO allegedly
told BRINGUIER after the assassination that he knew the
dates were correct because RUPERTO recalled he was in charge
of the Habana Bar while his brother ORESTES PENA was on
vacation and that this incident occurred during such period
BRINGUIER said that ORESTES PENA allegedly was out of the
United States and was believed to have been in Brazil during
the period August 15 through August 30 1963



BRINGUIER advised that in his deposition to an
investigator of the Warren Commission he gave the name of
the brother of the owner of the Habana Bar as RUPERTO PENA
He stated that that statement was correct However he
did want to clarify that RUPERTO PENA was not the one who had
said he saw OSWALD in the Habana Bar BRINGUIER said he
meant to say that the person who saw OSWALD in the Habana
Bar and the person who served OSWALD lemonade was EVARISTO :--f
RODRIGUEZ the bartender in the Habana Bar

BRINGUIER said he also wished to clarify another
point He explained that after the assassination of President
KENNEDY he did not call the FBI office to advise them that
OSWALD allegedly had been in the Habana Bar prior to the
assassination but did furnish this information to the U S
Secret Service office in New Orleans
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CARLOS BRINGUIER furnished a copy of a letter
.written in the Spanish language a translation of which is
set forth below He mentioned that this is the letter he
referred to on April 8 1964 at New Orleans Louisiana
in a deposition to Mr WESLEY LIEBLER of the President's
Commission on the Assassinatiop of President JOHN F
KENNEDY In his deposition he mentioned that he had
reported to the Secret Service in New Orleans that OSWALD
had been in the Habana Bar 117 Decatur Street sometime
prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY While
giving his deposition he referred to the below-quoted
letter as a reminder of the fact that be had given such
information to Secret Service regarding a man who had
worked at Pap's Supermarket

The following is a translation of a copy of
BRINGUIER's letter by SA WARREN C deBRUEYS of the New
Orleans Office

"Mr Jose Antonio4'Lanuza
American Matters
Student Revolutionary Directorate
.Miami Florida

"Dear Jose Antonio

"I am enclosing a page of the Times Picayune
newspaper in which there is a picture of the 'Guidebook
for Marines. I am also attaching a photostat of part
of a printed matter that I delivered on the night
of August 21 instant to the Times Picayune New Orleans
States-Item UPI WDSU-Radio WWL-TY who unfortunately
did not publish same at that time and I tell you
unfortunately because you will observe that this
Delegate requested at that time that American citizens
write their Congressmen in order that a complete
investigation be opened on Lee H Oswald 'a confessed
Marxist perhaps if that had been published John F
Kennedy would still be alive today

SAs WARREN C deBRUEYS
AND STEPHEN M CALLENDER /lye 6/4/64
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9'p to the preecet dime I Mire rot been able
to obtain a ph.tcet.i.t of the remihlet blaring the alms
'A J Eiden but :will continue trying to acquire

one

"Padre are some loesl things I have eatd
a:tnt ion;d The pal ice here were looking fa certain
'City Pertrand who le a peeve:et They set( gb also J2

~/
is-a eEvert O of there individuals that was
d iet ibu t ing handbills with Oswald has a face that
appears to me to inCitete th t he is also a pervert
(If ws follow that logic we would also hate to think

that Raul is the one that ii behind g1l this 'joke'.)
I advised Secret Service that one of the who was
distributing handbills with O wa ld was k lagin Pap's

ergs.ket located on Mt_-a:"eac Atenue and who Tait
yea hed attended De1g ado T sdY,,~ ch ol He mentioned
that his name might pee-sib 1y ti'C'"fle.ts_and that he

Rregularly got out~. of the bus~ at Ps_..ai=_ Avenue ani Filmo_$
Street I ax given to unce:etand that this was correct
but I have learned nothing more I have given them
other informet ion for exgeple that Oswald was on
one occasion after his d tf i ieul t y with me in the
Habana Par which ie jamt two doors teem my store
OMwald asked for a lemonade and when they collected
for it he said that *cutely the awn;r had to be a Cuban
capitalist On that occe ice Oswald wee accompanied
by a Mexican After that the Mexican returned with
another Mexican to the Hebeee Bee The FP! wars reeking
inquiries for them and left word that if they paw them
again to call there A few days later he brother of
the owner of the Habana Bar appeared and asked me
to call the IBI because he had even the two Mexicans
in an automobile and he had noted the licence number
but not the state I called the FBI on that occasion
and gave them the information by telephone This
occurred between August 15 and Augc.et 30 1963
approximately A certain person scrmleea (but this
is juyt a cc st mpt ion) that the tourist delegate of
the Mexican fovea nment he eFould know eeme thing
pointing out that thie individual in a I erican and the
one who had been in the PAben, Pa vie a Meeican ale*
the delegate travels to M:xi.o and from there to
Havana `the let ive is not known) an ed ed to all this
the delegate is a pervert Ssecuia leg on thee things
one learns that the delegate r a f iend.,of s ulfn

also a pervert) who is called Iu'ie ..004'i7eae:c This

10
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Jimenez s.-also a friend of another Cuban known as
Leonard9 Silva This Silva was chief of something
in the 2 pats Swamp under the orders of Che (Trans
lator's note Che is undoubtedly Che Guevara of
the Cuban Regime) until after the Bay of Pigs
(Invasion) He speaks some Russian and some weeks
ago told me he had been thinking about taking a
trip to Mexico As you will note the majority of
these things are suppositions and speculations

"Well Jose Antonio give my regards to all and
receive an embrace from your friend

Mr BRINGUIER related that he made available
contents of the above-translated letter with the provision
that sections of the letter referring to individuals that
he has suspected as being "perverts would not be divulged
to any public sources and that that section be limited for
the use of the Warren Commission and the FBI only He ex
plained further that he did not want any of his speculative
statements to be revealed publicly but had no objection to
the contents of the first two paragraphs and the part regard
ing the person referred to as CHARLES being revealed to
public sources

Mr BRINGUIER was able to describe the Mexican
tourist delegate in New Orleans as a white male in his
late 30's approximately 5'9 tall 164 pounds with light
colored hair who dresses neatly BRINGUIER explained he
has talked to the Mexican tourist delegate in New Orleans
on various occasions during the last four months or so and
states that on one occasion the Mexican tourist delegate
mentioned that he had been to Cuba He does not know
whether the Mexican tourist delegate told him this a month
or four months ago nor does he know when the Mexican tourist
delegate was in Cuba that is to say whether it was recently
or quite some time ago

BRINGUIER did recall that in one of his conversa
-tions with the Mexican tourist delegate the latter did



BRINGUIER remarked that ORUNrOJ4IEDRA who was
forme ly .head of the-Federal Police.-in Cutia--tander the Regime 3
of FULGENCIO BATIS.A has told BRINGUIER that he feels quite
certain that the Mexican tour t t delegate is "OK BRINGUIER
states this meant that in ORLANDO PIEDRA's opinion the
Mexican tourist delegate is not pro-CASTRO

say that he could go to Yexico ina_wuch as M xi;;oand Cuba
maintain friendly reintien3 one with the otter BRINGUIER
also recalls the Mex= n tourist delegate mentioned on one
occasion that he could get people out of Cuba BRINGUIER
then recalled there was a rim that LEONARDO SILVA referred
to in the above-translated letter was all gedly planning to
go with the Mexican tour iat delegate to L'lxico some time ago
so that the Mexican to r!st delegate eculd go to Cuba to
get LEONARDO SIL'tA'e a ieter out of Cu) aBRlNGt'IER does
not know if there wes any truth to the rumor but states
he does know that LEONARDO SILVA and the Mexican tourist
delegate are beck in New O leans from an a lleged trip to
Mexico and LEONARDO SIuVA's sister is still in Cuba
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6/9/64 Data dictated

ORESTES PENA owner Habana Bar 117 Decatur
Street was contacted at his place of business and advised
that interviewing agents were willing to interview him in
the presence of his attorney

PENA then stated he wanted a letter directed
to him setting forth the date time and place of the proposed
interview so that he could furnish this letter to his at
torney It was suggested to PENA that he set the date of
interview to avoid the possibility of repeated contacts of
him at his place of business to agree upon a data time
and place However he was insistent that interviewing
agents in the letter to him state the date time and
place of interview He had no suggestion to make as to
the date time and place Inquiry was made of PENA as to
the identity of his attorney whereupon he advised he had
four attorneys and he declined to furnish the names of
any of them At this point the interview was terminated

SAs WARREN C deBRUEYS
.and STEPHEN M CALLENDER /lye



the lemonade or possibly a tequila that was allegedly ordered
by the same customers He did state however that he thinks
EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ came to him and told him these persons
were complaining about the price

ERNEST C WALL JR
This doesm.at cometns neither t.comeaendattonacot conclusions of the FBI It is lb prop.rty of th FBI and is loan.d to
7ou ap.nct ft ood Its eont.st are oat to be dtatrtbut.d outsfd Yourap.ney

Mr OREST PENA owner of the Habana Bar 117
Decatur Street New Orleans appea ed at the New Orleans
Office with -his at nay 11N.,DrAMBERELLA whose address
is 219 Carondelet -Suite_408,..,1 Mr OREST PENA through his
attorney stated he would be

lappy
to respond to questions

put to him
_/.UrJ:.4 j

Mr PENA advised that sometime prior to the
assassination of President JOHN F KENNEDY perhaps five
or six months prior thereto or possibly as few as two or
three months prior thereto when he was at his bar his

.bartender EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ came to where he was seated
and spoke to him As best PENA could recall EVARISTO
RODRIGUEZ told him that a customer wanted a lemonade which
PENA claims they do not normally serve at the Habana Bar
PENA claims he told EVARISTO to fix the lemonade with
water lemon ice and sugar and to charge the customer 25.

In response to inquiry PENA said he did not
personally observe the person who ordered the lemonade or
the person or persons who had accompanied the individual
who had ordered the lemonade He did believe that the
person who ordered the lemonade and the person or person
accompanying him were either at the bar or at a table near
the bar Hence he could not at this time or at any time
say whether or not the person who ordered the lemonade
or the parson or persons accompanying the latter were
identical with LEE HARVEY OSWALD OREST PENA then explained
he does not recall exactly where he was in the bar at the time
EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ came to him to inquire about the lemonade
He does recall however that after EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ
had prepared and delivered the lemonade that he heard either
the party who had ordered it or the person or persons
with that party complain that the price was too much He
does not now recall whether the complaint was in regard to

OREST PENA then stated that he has no other
personal knowledge about this incider.t and he reiterated
that he would not be able to recall the person who ordered
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the lemonade or the person or persons who accompanied
the latter if he were ever to see them again

OREST PENA specifically stated he never told
anyone including CARLOS BRINGUIER that OSWALD had
been in the Habana Bar with a Mexican prior to the
assassination of Pre3ident KENNEDY He also said be
never heard his brother RUPERTO PENA say that OSWALD
had been in the bar with a Mexican He also stated
he had no information that the FBI was ever looking
for a Mexican who had patronized his bar He stated
the only thing he did recall regarding a Mexican was
that on one occasion two Latins who were in his bar
bad asked him why his.bongo drums were chained to a post
in the bar PENA claimed he told them that if he did not
chain them someone would steal them PENA claims that these
two men made comments to the effect they were surprised
that in a democratic country such as this it was necessary
to chain the bongos PENA said he then inquired where they
came from and they allegedly said they were from Mexico
PENA said he then became angry and told them that a person
could not even leave his car and get a drink in Mexico
without someone stealing the four wheels from the car
PENA claims the Mexicans got angry and left He stated
however that this incident had no connecticn with the
individuals who were in his bar ordered lemonade and
had later complained about the price they were charged

PENA does not recall specifically when it was
that these two persons who claimed they were from Mexico
were in his bar He said it could have been sometime
last year (1963) He said that several days after these
two persons were in the bar his brother RUPERTO PENA
had come to him and said that the same two men who had
given OREST PENA some trouble had come back to the bar
on another occasion PENA explained however that here
again there was no connection between these two persons
and the person or persons who had ordered a lemonade
as previously described He also said that his bartender
EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ was not in the bar when these two



C
In response to inquiry PENA furnished the following

background and descriptive data of himself

Name .ORES ENA also knQwn'ufrs
Orestes Farnicio 'ens Alfonso
(PENA explained/that when he was
naturalized his name was legally ,
changed from Orestes Farnicio L---
Pena-Alfonso to Crest Pena)

persons who were from Mexico were there Also he never
mentioned to anyone that the FBI was interested or
inquiring about either one or both of these two persons
nor had he made any such statement to anyone

OREST PENA then remarked he wished to
state that his brother RUPERrO PENA was not present
the Habana Bar when the party ordered the lemonade as
previously set forth

OREST PENA was then shown a photograph depicting
LEE HARVEY OSWALD distributing handbills in front of
the International Trade Mart in New Orleans which photograph
reflects other persons standing in the same area OREST
PENA studied this photograph and advised that the only
person whom he recognized in the photograph was LEE HARVEY
OSWALD He then stated the only reason he was able to
recognize OSWALD was because be had seen OSWALD's picture
in the news media so often after the assassination of
President JOHN F KENNEDY

Inquiry was made of OREST PENA concerning the
dates that he was out of the country in 1963 and he
advised that while he did not recall the dates he did
recall that he was in ,Pue o Bich and the Dominican_Republic
on vacation in 1963 and that he would check his passport
for the exact dates



Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Marital Status

Brothers

where he resides He is allegedly
a U S citizen

White
Male
5'8
110 pounds
Naturalized in New Yc"rk City

approximately in 1954 or 1955
8/15/23
Colon Matanzas Cuba
Single twice married and

divorced First wife was
from the Dominican Republic
and they were married i
New York./Second
MERCEDES PAEZ j a Nicaraguan
National whom he divorced'i f;:
Mexico and who he believes iss.Z-1-=-L
still living in New Orleans

RUPER'i3O;1 ENA 117_-Decatur Street
,ew__Orleans,.Louisiana

AN'DRE;PENA who evens_ the Las
Amer ias..Bar 407 Decatur Street
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Mr JOHN D TAbBERELLA 219 Carondelet Suite
408 (telephone number JA 2-4148) attorney for OREST
PENA owner of the Habana Bar 117 Decatur Street New
Orleans advised by telephone as follows

He stated OREST PENA had just informed him
that PENA had departed the USA for Puerto Rico on August
8 1963 and had returned to this country from the Dominican
Republic on August 23 1963

SA WARREN C DE BRUEYS /dmk .6/9/64Date dictated



Mr JOHN D TAMBERELLA 219 Carondelet Suite 408
(telephone number JAckson 2-4148) Attorney for OREST PENA,
Owner of the Habana Bar 117 Decatur Street New Orleans was
contacted by telephone at approximately 6:45 PM Mr TAMBERELLA
was advised that there were some points in OREST PENA's inter
view of June 9 1964 which needed to be clarified. Mr TAMBERELIA
vas advised that Mr PENA had made a statement on December 5
1963 to FBI Agents at New Orleans which appeared to be. contra
dictory to his statement made to FBI Agents on June 9 1964.`44,
Mr TAMBERELLA was also advised that the interviewing Agent
would like to review Mr PENA's passport for possible,confir
mation of dates on which PENA departed the United States#n
August 1963 as well as the date of his return to the United
States of America in August 1963

Mr TAMBERELLA advised that he did not think it would
be possible to arrange for an interview of Mr PENA by FBI
Agents in hisFresence prior to June 19r 1964 He explained
that he would be in court every day until June 19 1964

Mr TAMI3ERELLA was advised that it would be
convenient for FBI Agents to interview him at any time during
any day morning afternoon or evening at the convenience
of Mr.TA MBERELLA and Mr PENA

Mr TAbi6ERELLA advised that he would attempt to
contact Mr PENA on the evening of June 16 1964 and if he
were unsuccessful he would attempt to contact Mr PENA on
June 17 and would advise SA WARREN C DE BRUEYS of the
results of his 'contact with Mr PENA

I8
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.Date June 18 % 1964

As no call was received from Mr.-JOHN D TAMBERELLA
Attorney for OREST PENA on this date a call was placed to
Mr TAMBERELLA's home by telephone at approximately 8:30 PM
June 17 1964 The party who answered the telephone advised
that Mr.TAMBERELLA had left a message to the effect that he
had been unable to reach Mr PENA during the day of June 17
1964 and Would attempt to contact Mr PENA on June 18 1964
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. In an effort to verify CARLOS BRINCUIER's
alleged telephone call to the New Orleans Office of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation between August 15-30 1963
all pertinent files were reviewed however no record of
Any such call could be located

In addition all references contained in the
New Orleans files of the FBI relating to CARLOS BtINGUIER
the hAbsna Bar ORESFES PENA and EVARISTO ROBR_CUEZ were
reviewed however no record of any such call could be
located

The records of the New Orleans Office of
the FBI contained no information identifiable with
RUPERTO PENA
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June 18 1964

Mr JOHN D TAMBERELLA 219 Carondelet Suite 408
(telephone number JAckson 2-4148) Attorney for OREST PENA
Owner of the Habana Bar 117 Decatur Street Nev Orleans
Louisiana was contacted by telephone at his office at approxi
mately 1:08 PM June 18 1964

Mr TAMBERELLA advised that he had contacted
Mr OREST PENA his client and had advised Mr PENA of the
desires of FBI Agents to reinterview him concerning apparent
conflict between information furnished by PENA June 9 1964
and that which he had furnished to Agents on December 5
1963 Mr TAMBERELLA advised that Mr PENA told him that he
did not care to engage in any additional interviews with the
Agents of any Government agencies and that the only way he
would be willing to be interviewed would be in response to
a subpoena from the Warren Commission Mr TAMBERELLA explained
that Mr PENA said he was tired of being interviewed by
numerous Government agencies

It was pointed out to Mr TAMBERELIA that there were
only two points that needed to be clarified by Mr PENA. It
was explained to him that OREST PENA had told FBI Agents
DONALD C STEINMEYER and ROBERT E LOGAN on December 5 1963
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD and another man either Mexican or
Cuban came into his bar sometime during the summer of 1963
Mr TAMBERELLA also was reminded that on June 9 1964 in the
presence of Mr TAMBERELLA Mr PENA had said specifically that
he never told anyone including CARLOS BRINGUIER that OSWALD
had been in the Habana Bar with a Mexican prior to the
assassination of President KENNEDY Mr TAMBERELLA stated that
he did not feel that this latter statement was contradictory
to the former in that it was TAMBERELIA rs appreciation that
PENA meant that he had not told any ".lay people (that is
other than a law enforcement officer such as the FBI) that
OSWALD had been in the Habana Bar with a Mexican prior to
the assassination of President KENNEDY Mr TALTERELLA stated
that it was his appreciation that Mr PENA had explained all
details regarding the alleged visit to the Habana Bar of
OSWALD when PENA was interviewed on June 9 1964

Mr TAMBERELLA was asked if he would be willing)t iel ss t r a "_ at .s t -ez-e

6/18/64 .
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willing to clarify the apparent discrepancy between his
statement made on December 5 1963 to FBI Agents namely
". that LEE HARVEY OSWALD and another man either Mexican
or Cuban came into his bar sometime during the summer of
1963. and the statement made by him on June 9 1964 to FBI

Agents in the presence of Attorney TAMBERELLA,.namely
he never told anyone including CARLOS BRINGUIER that

OSWALD had been in the Habana Bar with a Mexican prior to
the assassination of President KENNEDY.

Mr TAMBERELLA stated that he would endeavor to
contact PENA on June 18 1964 or June 19 1964 and
determine if PENA is willing to at least clarify the above
apparent discrepancy

It was suggested to Mr TAMBERELLA that perhaps
FBI Agents could put this question to Mr PENA directly
Mr TAMBERELLA stated that Mr PENA said he did not want to
speak to FBI Agents and that he TAMBERELLA would object to
attempts being made by FBI Agents to contact PENA directly

Mr TAMBERELLA was requested to ask Mr PENA again
to make available his passp'rt for perusal by FBI Agents in
order that the dates of his foreign travel may be determined
as those dates particularly travel in August 1963 are
pertinent to the investigation concerning the time when the
party believed to be OSWALD was allegedly in the Habana Bar
Mr TAMBERELLA stated that there would be no point in his
recontacting PENA regarding this as PENA was very firm in
his statement that when he PENA was traveling abroad his_
passport was reviewed by Immigration and Naturalization Ser
vice both at the-time of his departure and at the time of
his return to the United States from abroad at which times
his passport was found to be in order He stated that PENA
was unwilling to make his passport available for review by
FBI Agents whatever the reason may be

Mr TAMBERELLA then stated that he would contact
Mr PENA on June 18 or June 19 as stated previously and
that he would advise SA WARREN C DE BRUE1'S of the results o
his request made to Mr PENA at the latest by June 19 1964
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Mr JOHN D TAMBERELLA 219 Carondelet Suite 408
(telephone number JAckson 2-4148) Attorney for OREST PENA;
Owner of the Habara'Bar 117 Decatur Street New Orleans was
contacted by telephone at approximately 3:00 PM on June 190
1964 Mr TAMBERELLA related that he had contacted Mr: PENA
and had asked him if he would be willing to clarity apparent
contradictions in PENA's statements made on December 5 1963
and June 9 1964 to FBI Agents TAMBERELLA said that PENA
declined to discuss the matter any further with FBI Agents
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Mexico City letter-and letterhead memorandum
dated 5/5/64"

Bureau cable No 87 dated 5/13/64 request
/~ Mexico City locate all _passenger lists of ~/ _'~

< < / ~ {Flecha Roja bus No 516 which traveled from Y I
o'7.";:5j oLi1 Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas Mexico to Mexico 1~ "`

/49 City 9/26-27/63 ~ (~ ... ~~.:% -.'f."..J

BACKGROUND DATA f jf 1 f~~r .r " f.~ s/27fr <

ENCLOSURE:*

One pad of forms numbered 11851 through 11900 with
carbon copies of various passenger reservations and ticket
sales lists of the Monterrey Nuevo Leon office of the
"Servicios Unidos Autobuses Blancos_Flecha Roja S A de
C V. (The Unified Services of White Autobuses Red Arrow

.Incorporated) commonly referred to as the Flecha Roja bus
line recording names of passengers who were scheduled to
board various Flecha Roja buses at Monterrey Included in
this pad of forms under No 11889 is a carbon copy of the
passenger list or manifest for Flecha Roja bus No 516 which

J departed Monterrey at 7:30 PM 9/26/63 which records the
names of passengers who were scheduled to board that bus at

Monterrey

REFERENCES
2>'4t1

FROM

SUBJECT

b44A
.cam

a CerIot+N!W PA._~ - KAYtonEDR101.r~ *sAcm wcsfa
UNITED STATES GC '.RNMENT

Memorandum

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) 'Ait 5/19/64
ATTN FBI LABORATORY (#D-4381191)

LEGAT MEXICO CITY (105-3702) (p)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Investigation has revealed that LEE HARVEY OSWALD
_upon entry to Mexico at Nuevo Laredo 9/26/63 traveled on

l
.Bureau (Enc 1) ,it ~k

~
&'~"itC3voe 1 Liaison Section "

2 Dallas 100-10461) r )i
1 San Antonio 105-2909) ( qo)

a
. 1 -Mexico City 1 G

HJP:eim kit" sl



Flecha Roja bus No 516 which departed Nuevo Laredo at 2:00
PM 9/26/63 with stops scheduled en route to Mexico City at
Sabinas Hidalgo Nuevo Leon and Monterrey Nuevo Leon
arriving in Mexico City about 10:00 AN 9/27/63. Co-drivers
of this bus were determined to be ROBERTO MORALES and ERNESTO
HERNANDEZ HERNANDEZ worked as a co-driver on this trip
replacing ALFREDO-GARCIA CERVANTES who normally travels as
MORALES co-driver

Investigation has revealed that the-complete
passenger list or manifest for the above-mentioned bus
actually is made up of three lists as follows

(1) Passenger and reservations manifest
listing persons scheduled to board -.
the bus at Nuevo Laredo

(2) List of"persons scheduled to board
the bus at Sabinas Hidalgo

(3) List of persons scheduled to board
the bus at Monterrey

Inquiry has disclosed that the originals of each of
the above-described passenger manifests were carried by the
bus driver to the Mexico City terminal of the Flecha Roja line
in accordance with the established procedure of the company
and the duplicate or carbon copies of the manifests remained
in the files of the issuing office

Efforts to obtain the original passenger manifests
in question have been unsuccessful to date as the manifests
apparently were taken from the Flecha Roja bus terminal in
Mexico City by investigators of the Mexican government shortly
after the assassination of President KENNEDY Efforts .are
continuing to locate those lists

In this connection on 5/6/64 Who has
furnished reliable information in the past obtained from
TESIFONTE LAZCANO,.Manager of the Flecha Roja bus line,
Colon 314 Pte. Monterrey Nuevo Leon the pad of forms which
is the enclosure to this communica.lo Included in this pad
of forms which was furnished by to SA JOSEPH S LEO
is a carbon copy of the passenger si for bus No...516 which



MONTEMAYOR or
MANDRAGON

appears to be

Mexico

Mexico

departed Monterrey at 7:30 PM on 9/26/63 bound for Mexico City
The carbon copy of this list bears No 11889 in the enclosure
This list

1
only passengers scheduled to board at Monterrey
advised that LAZCANO requested the pad be

returned to him after it has been reviewed and analyzed

The pertinent information recorded on the above
mentioned carbon copy of the passenger list for bus No 516
is handwritten the names are not complete and portions of
it are not legible The following constitutes an effort to
reproduce as closely as possible the information on this list

Ticket Seat
No No Name of Passenger Destination Cost

s
Mexico Appears
(meaning to be `_

Mexico 57.70
D P.) pesos

0740
0743

0701 15
0246 16

0256
N0261

0718 19

(Appears to be)
JESUS RODRIGUEZ

(Appears to be)
TERESA MEJIA

Sra SANCHEZ

M

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

w

57.70
57.70

57.70
29.75

29.75
29.75
57.70

0714 20 (Appears to be) Mexico 57.70
PETRA ACOSTA

3465 21 Illegible Mexico 57.70

3466 22 Illegible

0776 23 MIGUEL GLSARE (2)

0773 24 JUAN last name



0794

0795

0780

0783

0779

Appears to be MIGUEL,_
last name Illegible

-Name is illegible

Name is illegible

Mexico 57.70
57.70

30 BRISENO

31 Illegible

32 Appears to be
VIRGINIA GUTIERREZ

33 LIDRA (?)

34 . LIDRA (?)

35 Illegible Mexico

36 Possibly SANCHEZ Mexico

37 Possibley EPIGMANIO Mexico
last name illegible

38 (Appears to be)
39 ISABEL DE last name

illegible

40 (Appears to be)
40 JUAN OVALLE

At the bottom printed in Spanish are the following
pertinent cations The underlined portions are blanks which
had been completed by handwriting



t1

The following headings are printed in Spanish at the
top of the manifest the underlined portions being blanks
which had been completed in handwriting

Rece ve Opera or Dispatcher

It is noted that seats No 1 through No 7 and seats
No 9 through No 12 on the above-described passenger manifest
are blank s t

. At the top right-hand corner of the manifest appears
the Number 11889 Also printed at the top in Spanish appears
the name of the bus line "The Unified Services of White
Autobuses Red Arrow --- "Monterrey Office --- "Ticket
Sales.

Arrival Hrs Departure 19:30

For Bus 516

Operators
(probably) Ernesto Hdz

.Roberto Morales Alfrede-6arela  *

* The name ALFREDO GARCIA
_ has a line drawn through

it as indicated and the
name ERNESTO MM is
inserted above it as
indicated

Ticket Book from No. 3146  To No 3200

The above described passenger list is not being
submitted in a letterhead memorandum at this time pending
receipt of results of the requested examination of the enclosure
to this communication

An extra copy of this communication is being desig
nated for the information of the San Antonio Office which



ie has conducted extensive investigation in the past related to
.'~_ material contained in this communication _

'i.
REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

It is requested that the Laboratory examine the
carbon copy of the passenger list which bears No..11889 in
the enclosure in an effort to more clearly establish the
context of the handwriting appearing thereon particularly

-with regard to the names of the passengers furnishing a report
of the results to the Mexico City Office

It is also requested that the enclosure to this
communication be returned to the Mexico City Office following
the requested examination in order that it can be returned to
TESIFONTE LAZCANO Manager of the Flecha Roja bus line at
Monterrey Nuevo Leon in accordance with his request that
it be returned to him.

LEAD

MEXICO CITY

At Mexico D F

Will continue to vigoy.rously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and report
results promptly
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May 28 1864

Attached is the translation which you requested by letter
tea 5/18/640

REGISTERED

x Legato Mexico City

00a
(105-3702)

Director FBI (105-82555),-

1X-103

LEE RARITY OSWALD aka
IS 8 CUBA

o
11

3 r The contents thereof where pertinent must be reported
;1 -der appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative

.tention is necessary

Disposition of the foreign language material submitted in
this connection is set forth below

The foreign language material in being retained
in banes

 2 . Dallas (100-I0,44i) T R}c. ooure
 1 San Antonio (105-2000Y1.5<.ylf1 ure

.1 --Mr Sullivan (Attu Mr Branigan sent direct with enclosure)".~
-,Foreign Liaison Uriiit;''gedt'direct without enclosure (route



Operators

No Name Destination Amount

Mexico 17.20

(In addition to a translation the following is an
`eeffort to reconstruct the original text by using the.siibmifted

information as well as the best suggested choice by Bureau
Translators In order not to clutter the text,no entries
have been "designated questionable even though some are
extremely doubtful because of the nature of the foreign language
material and the unexecuted portions thereof.)

"White Buses
Unified Services

Red Arrow

Monterrey Office
to Mexico

Ticket Sales

No 11889

Arrival ... hrs Departure 15:30 his
For Car 516 Date 9/26

Roberto Morales
Ernesto Bdz
Alfredo-Gateia

Ticket book from No 3146 to No 3200

Ticket Seat
No

1
2
0
if
0

r
8
0

1
K

0140 4 Jesus
0743 14 Rodriguez
0701 15 Teresa
0246 16 Mej is

TRANSLATED BY .:.,J
RAFFAELE A YACCARI:amxn
ppy 2F LLt or4 f,~



Ernesto Rnrnandez Posalinda Hernandez
eceived Operator Dispatcher

The coupons of the conductor ticket are to be
stapled to the reverse side

.0256 17e Mrs Sanchez

.0261 18s

.0718 19s .

.0714 20s * Petra Acosta

.3465 21 B/Ile

.3466 22 Mario

.0776 23 Miguel Alvarez

.0773 24 Juan Mondragon

.0765 25 Enrique Amado Mexico

.0781 26 Dr Nelson Sanchez
2'l Alfredo Mexico

.Laredo 29 Brisefio

.Laredo 9b
.0787 31s Proximo
.0775 32 Virginia Gutierrez Mexico
.0794 33 Lidia
.0795 34
.0780 35 Mrs Ruisora Mexico 57.70
.0783 36 Sanchez 57.70

.779 37 Epifanio.Debitor Mexico 57.70
.0784 38 Isabel J. 57.70

.785 39 De Nosoe 57.70
.0788 40 57.70

.780 Juan Ovalle Mexico 57.70

Total

Cashier



o1so
Selo-vat
Mohr
Casper_
rallaha
Conrad
i eLooc!
Eras
Cale

rase:tot
 

.ICITeleRoom "..

r tf<!!

d
lad

"D number assi nId and four photographs
sent to Dalia per"r"eA>ae.i OSo~{e

.SLi;fir ispr tl~" 1~ 11 'ti L
'`

JCCb mit

f,AAILEf2

JUN 1 G'.'1:4

Enclosure cot rA.F61

2 Dallas (100-10461) Enclosures (4)

IT1

(1
10~-

EX-103

11 All 171%4

Rm 645 BB) (sent direct)
t if ~~" s,":.::.t -t1~r

:LiidaazLAs.n

1 Mr Conrad
1 Mr Griffith
1 Mr Cadigan .

Legat Mexico City (105-3702) June 15 1964

Director FBI (105-82555)

0
Lee Harvey Oswald aka
IS-B-CUBA

Relet 5/19/64 from Legat Mexico City concerning one pad
of forms numbered 11,851 through 11,900 with carbon copies of various
passenger reservations and ticket sales lists of the Monterrey Nuevo
Leon office of the "Servicios Unidos Autobuses Blancos Flecha F.oia
S A de C V. (The Unified Services of Thite Autobuses Red Arrow
Incorporated) commonly referred to as the

Flecha}iBo s busy pn t

Bulet to Legat Mexico City dated 5/28/64 transmitted
the translation of the evidence submitted with Legat.]etter:o~
5/19/64 ::E Z."1!

The material submitted with Begat letter of 5/19/64 has
been designated as exhibit D-218 Four photographs of D-218 are
transmitted herewith to the Dallas Office to be handled in accordan
with previous instructions regarding D number photographs

The original evidence designated as D-218 is transmitted
herewith to the Legat Mexico City

1 Mr Belmont (sent direct)

1 Mr Rosen (sent direct)

2 Mr Sullivan (?Sr Stokes

JCC:GFAi
t,(12~''~'?~""~

TV ei
Note



REC S )C

I I o a r 'r -- d 4-41 C

C

From

Subject:_

Date 6/11/64

A I R T E .0

?r..-! .c i~s'~yi "~!".~r." -Y Z ..f -

To Director FBI (105-82555)

e Mexico (105-3702) (P)

CHARVEY OSWALD aka
R CUBA

EN ,JSURES

Enclosed herewith are twelve (12) copies of a
etterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCES

Mexico City letter and letterhead memorandum
dated 5/21/64 and Mexico City cable dated 5/27/64

ADMINISTRATIVE

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is being
submitted to provide the results of investigation in Mexico
to date in a form suitable for dissemination of the efforts
to identify locate and interview persons who were registered
at the Hotel Del Comercio Mexico City at the same time
as LEE HARVEY OSWALD

The information furnished in referenced cable will
-be submitted in letterhead memorandum form immediately upon
receipt of the written report from the informant who obtained
the information in Chihuahua Mexico

Bureau (Encs 12 "-
(1 .,Liaison Section)
(2 Dallas :100-10461) r,r r

1 Mexico City e JUN 1G ~g64

(7)
h

1I et " C/3C1 Torn]
h li/,ts`I~

ENCLOSV
A M,,"~nc ruM v~ ,+S

4.,412 51 4 o-, .'//7ICc stir_
AV



It is
is being condu
who were reg
pertinent p
reported

doted that considerable negative investigation
ed in an effort to locate the individuals

ered at the Hotel Del Comercio during the
iod This negative investigation will not be

ess it is deemed pertinent

C=k

CLASSIFICATION

MEXICO"CITY OFFICE

At Mexico D F. Mexico

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and
will report results promptly

l

-ti

MC 105-3702

SOURCE

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified
"CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect the Bureau's operations
in a foreign country in connection with this case

The first confidential source abroad which provided
the predication for the enclosed letterhead memorandum is
&gat Mexico file 105-3702

The second confidential source abroad is =

The third confidential source abroad is



Ur'I ,D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 3...TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply foase Rrfere WASI INGTONl2S D G

June 11 1934

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

Information has been received from a confidential
source abroad to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD registered
at the Hotel Del Comercio Calle Bernardino de 3ahagun No 19
Mexico D F. Mexico on September 27 1963 and continued
to reside at that hotel until the morning of October 2 1933

According to source continued investigation in Mexico
has been conducted in an effort to identify locate and inter
view individuals who were guests at the Hotel Del Comercio
during the same period as OSWALD a d although additional
persons have been located nonerhaeen able to provide any
information concerning OSWALD's cpntacts and activities in
Mexico City

At Mexico D F. Mexico

A second confidential source abroad furnished the

RIollowing
information on May 28 1934

(elk. FIDENCIO'GARCIA VALDEZ an employee of the Mexican
tt1i National Railway with residence at Calle Tres Guerras No

29-A Irapuato Guanajuato Mexico advised on May 20 1934
't';q that he is a member of the crew of trains No 7 and No 8

'.4r451 which run between Mexico D F. Mexico and Torreon Coahuila
:! Nj Mexico and that he had occupied room No 13 at the hotel Del

,.: Comercio Calle Bernardino de Sahagun No 19 Mexico D F.
i Mexico on September 28 1933 GARCIA after examining

. various photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD advised that he
~":~-H did not observe OSWALD at the Hotel Del Comercio or in that

vicinity on the occasion of the visit of GARCIA to Mexico
D F. Mexico on September 28 1933



A third confidential source abroad furnished
following information on June 2 64

JUAN FRANCISCO/ROCHA ARRASCO whose home address
is Santiago Papasquiaro No 811 Colonia Hip dromo,Durango,
Durango Mexico was interviewed at the Hotel Del Comercio
Mexico D F. Mexico on June 2 1954 ROCHA advised that
he is a former teacher but is now self-employed promoting
a development in Durango He stated that he can be contacted
in Durango through his brother-in-law who is the head of the
Secret Service in Durango and resides at Gabino Barreda No
45 Poniente Durango Durango Mexico

ROCHA stated that he travels to Mexico D F.
Mexico in connection with his business every eight to
fifteen days and always stays at the Hotel Del Comercio
As a result he could not specifically recall that he was-a
guest at the Hotel Del Comercio on September 27 1963 but
stated that if the hotel register contains his name on that
date it was undoubtedly correct

ROCHA stated that he was unfamiliar with LEE HARVEY
OS1ALD by name photographs or description



UNI D STATES DEPARTMENT OFD ,TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseRc er
FikNs

RASU[NGTON 2S D C

June 11 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

Information has been received from a confidential
source abroad to the effect that LEE HARVEY OSWALD registered
at the Hotel Del Comercio Calle Bernardino de .iahagun No 19
Mexico D F. Mexico on September 27 1963 and continued
to reside at that hotel until the morning of October 2 1933.

According to source continued investigation in Mexico
has been conducted in an effort to identify locate and inter
view individuals who were guests at the Hotel Del Comercio
during the same period as OSWALD and although additional
persons have been located none have been able to provide any
information concerning OSWALD's contacts-and activities in
Mexico City

At Mexico,-D F. Mexico

A second confidential source abroad furnished the
following information on May 28 1934

FIDENCIO GARCIA VALDEZ an employee of the Mexican
National Railway with residence at Calle Tres Guerras No
29-A Irapuato Guanajuato Mexico advised on May 28 1934that he is a member of the crew of trains No 7 and No 8
which run between Mexico D F. Mexico and Torreon Coahuila
Mexico and that he had occupied room No 13 at the Hotel Del
Comercio Calle Bernardino de Sahagun No 19 Mexico D F.
Mexico on September 28 1983 GARCIA after examining
various photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD advised that he
did not observe OSWALD at the Hotel Del Comercio or in that
vicinity on the occasion of the visit of GARCIA to Mexico
D F. Mexico on September 23 1963

". ~
~~.,;._'~;,.~c.'=sue-.t~si_r

Group I
Excluded from Automatic

Downgrading and Declassification

A.f ell! ').ty
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to JUN 16 1964

J

Jt` .From:.

t-'ab+
z

AIRT.EL
{

Director FBI (105-82555) Date 6/11/64

.''_ ..1fir.^
~

~ >."'.~- _ _
`_Legates Mexico (105-3702) (P) ".4

cub~ect
IS

OSWALD aka " ~--_ _ -"~
.T 1% " .=, ~ R S R CUBA .,c :,gr -Q".v,

n Y't r J

.t ENCLOSURES

Enclosed herewith are fourteen (14) copies of'a
letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above

REFERENCE

Mexico City letter and letterhead memorandum date
5/25/64

ADMINISTRATIVE ".

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is being sub
mitted in order to provide in a form suitable for dissemination
the results of investigation in Mexico to date of the efforts
to identify and locate still unidentified passengers who
traveled on Transportes del Norte bus No 332 and bus No 373
on October 2-3 1963

SOURCES

The confidential source abroad is Legat Mexico
file 105-3702

Bureau (Enos 14) 4u
)(1 Liaison Section it bt 7 c . _

(2 Dallas 100-10461) 1

(2 San Antonio 105-2909
1 Mexico City
MDC jhk /
(9) r . iec A~

C
14L tPiSAiCail ?C tAw )

d-I 1 1117



_.,.
MC 105-3702

_after 4 Z a.w yv
" ! aJ

~~~ The confidential source is
t informationto SA NATHAN L FERRIS

_
_

~_ CLASSIFICATIONS +a^ .<~ "~ ..
1.

:1

'`".. The enclosed'letternead n.~i f has-been classified""_...
"CONFIDENTIAL in order to protect-:the Bureau's .ope`rati.?as-;" y

:. in a foreign country in connection with this case "_~

5Z1

Will continue to vigorously and immediately handle
all investigation growing out of leads in this case and
will report results promptly

COPIES

Two information copies of this communication are _
designated for the San Antonio office in view of its continuing.

"' interest in the phase of this investigation covered by the -;"~ `
enclosed letterhead memorandum



EFFORTS TO IDENTIFY BUS PASSENGERS
ON TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUSES NO
332 AND NO 373 FOR THE TRIP OF
OCTOBER 2-3 1963

At Mexico D F. Mexico

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past furnished the following information
on May 25 1964

i1.~
GUADALUPErCOSI HINOJOSA Calle Cuernavaca No 9

Colonia Condesa Mexico D F. Mexico advised on May 25
1934 that she is not identical with the "Miss COSIO who

UNIT..) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JL fICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Replj Peas
FileNa

WASHINGTON2S D

June 11 1964

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

A confidential source abroad advised as follows

LEE HARVEY OSWALD is believed to have traveled
under the name of H O LEE from Mexico D F. Mexico to
Laredo Texas via buses of the "Autobuses Transportes del
Norte bus line (hereinafter referred to as Transportes del
Norte) According to available records H O LEE departed
from Mexico D F. at 8:30 a.m. October 2 1963 on
Transportes del Norte bus No 332 and transferred at
Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico to Transportes del Norte bus
No 373 which arrived at Laredo Texas at approximately
2:00 a.m on October 3 1963 He was assigned seat No 12
on bus No 332 a window seat located four rows from the
front on the driver's side Having purchased bus transpor
tation to Dallas it is believed he departed from Laredo
at 3:00 a.m. October 3 1933 on a Greyhound bus en route
to Dallas Texas via San Antonio Texas

iGIE



traveled on a Transportes del Norte bus between Mexico
D F. Mexico and Laredo Texas on October 2-3 1963
that no member of her family had performed such travel

The confidential source referred to above furnished
the following information on June 1 1364

yMrs SOLEDA.D'GONZALEZ DE-PALACIOS Calle 65 Oriente
No 300 Mexico D 1{, Mexico 'advised on June 1 1664 that
ROBERTO,PALACIOSeGONZALEZ is her son and for the past two
years,-he has been touring Europe as a circus performer Mrs
PALACIOS stated that her son who is traveling with a daughterof Mrs PALACIO$ departed Mexico in late 1962 and was not is
Mexico during 1963 Mrs PALACIOS stated that her son could
not be identical with the ROBERTO P GONZALEZ who was listed
as a passenger on Transportes del Norte bus No 332 between
Mexico D F. Mexico,.and Monterrey Nuevo Leon Mexico on
October 2 1963

The confidential source mentioned above furnished
the following information n June 2 1964

JOSEFA'COSSI COSSIO resides at Calle Carmen No
78 Mexico D. F. Mexico but as of June 2 1964 was on an
extended visit to Europe She travels frequently to various
countries outside of Mexico but always travels by airline
and has never been known to travel anywhere outside of
Mexico by bus

It was ascertained through inquiries at Calle Alvaro
".Obregon No,.230-10 Mexico D F. Mexico that Mrs CELIA

/RODRIGUEZ/-COSSIO and her daughter CELIA.PATRICIA.:COSSIOhad not 'lived at that address for more than 1 ive years The
confidential source reported that be had been unable to
determine whether CELIA PATRICIA COSSIO had traveled on
Transportes del Norte bus No 332 which departed Mexico D F.0
Mexico at 8:30 a.m on October 2 1963





TO/DIR.CTOR -10 105-82555

FROM NEW Y R 105-38431
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10- PM URGENT 6-12-64 DAE

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS R CUBA

REBUTEL TO NY SIX ELEVEN

'14:3 Ail 4,3
'r 4tu IT .

RETEL REQUESTED NYO TO CONTACT INDIVIDUALS IN TOUCH WITH OSWALD

ON SIX THIRTEEN SIXTY TWO WHILE IN NYC IN VIEW OF ALLEGATION IN BOOK

THE RED ROSES OF DALLAS

AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS IN CONTACT WITH OSWALD ON SIX

THIRTEEN SIXTY TWO PREVIOUSLY CONTACTED AND RESULTS SET FORTH AS

FOLLOW

NYO REPORT OF SA JOHN JAMES 0-FLAHERTY TWELVE ONE SIXTY THREE
I

PAGES ELEVEN AND TWELVE NYO REPORT OF SA JOHN JAMES 0-FLAHERTY T"!ELVE

THIRTEEN SIXTY THREE PAGES EIEHGTEEN TWENTY FOUR. NYO REPORT OF SA

JOHN JAMES 0-FLAHERTY PAGES FOUR AND FIVE. NYO REPORT OF SA JOHN.--
~

JAMES 0-FLAHERTY FOUR NINE SIXTY FOUR PAGE EIGHT. NYO REPORT OF

SA JOHN JAMES 0-FLAHERTY FIVE EIGHT SIXTY FOUR PAGES TWO AND THREE

IN ADDITION CINCINNATI AIRTEL TO SAC DALLAS ELEVEN TWENTY

SEVEN SIXTY THREE CAPTIONED ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F

KENNEDY ELEVEN TWENTY TWO SIXTY THREE DALLAS TEXAS AFO

CONTAINS FD THREE ZERO TWO ENCLOSURES REFLECTING INTERVIEW OF

-.1 SPAS THEODORE RAIKIN FORMERLY EMPLOYED BY TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY NYC



TO SAC NEW ORLEANS (100-16601)
2 FFO (105-37111)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

'LEE BARVEPSIPALD IS R -CUBA z

RE REP JUNE TWELVE LAST

ON PAGE ONE FOUR PENA STATED ON JUNE NINE LAST TO SPECIAL

AGENTS DE BRUEYS AND WALL THAT HE NEVER TOIL ANYONE THAT 0SWALD n1
L

HAD BEEN IN THE HABANA BAR WITH A MEXICAN ON PAGE FOUR THREE OF Y
rr FV

REPORT RE OSWALD DATED DECEMBER SIX LAST PENH STATED TO SAS ..,n

STEINMEYER AND LOGAN ON DECEMBER FIVE LAST THAT 0SWALD AND ANOTHER

MAN EITHER MEXICAN OR CUBAN CAME INTO HIS BAR SOMETIME DURINGt
.4

THE SUMMER OF ONE NINE SIX THREE PENH'S STATEMENTS ARE CONTRADICTORY

REINTERVIEW RIM IMMEDIATELY TO RESOLVE CONTRADICTION C0NYRONT.Eli a

WITH FACT HE TOLD FBI IN DECEMBER LAST THAT OSWALD HAD BEEN IN HIS fi

.BAR REFERENCED REPORT NOT BEING DISSEMINATED UNTIL CONTRADICTION z
i

RESOLVED SUBMIT :AMENDED PAGES CONTAINING RESULTS N OF REINTERVIEW

WITH PENH. s~ ^EC 1 Its ` ,~':f qlorS:~a.:... bn..q.w .r.

.oa
r1

1 105-130460 (Pena)

brava
amp!

`'q
i JUN 19194

i

-snits .WAIL WX)MC3 TELETYPEUNIT

PLAIN TEXT

TELETYPE URGENT

6/16/64

1 Branigan
1 " Lenihan
1-Goble

ON PAGE B OF REFERENCED REPORT YOU SET
OnnUTDIFF17ICUL6419TY

IN
'11set ~`t

INTERVIEWING PENA IN VIEW OF COMMISSION'S INTEREST IN THE INCIDENT
aso -~- DALLAS (00-10461)!mom

NG ah
rraea (9) 3 6 MAR 2 1973

SE$ NOTE PAGE 3)
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%TELETYPE TO NEW ORLEANS
RE: LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82558

OF OSWALD AND ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL IN THE HABANA BAR THE DEGREE OF

COOPERATIVENESS OF PENA IS NOT ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION AND

SHOULD BE SET OUT IN DETAILS OF REPORT SUBMIT AMENDED PAGES

YOUR MEMORANDUM OF MAY ONE LAST CAPTIONED QUOTE ORESTES PENA

IS CUBA UNQUOTE INCLUDED INFORMATION THAT PENA WAS GOING TO

MOSCOW IN MAT LAST IN REINTERVIEW WITH PENA EXAMINE HIS PASSPORT

TO SEE WIC HE DID VISIT MOSCOW IF SO QUESTION HIM ABOUT

PURPOSE OF HIS TRIP ALSO VERIFY THAT HE DEPARTED THE U S FOR

PUERTO RICO ON AUGUST EIGHT LAST AND RETURNED FROM DOMINICAN

REPUBLIC ON AUGUST TWENTY-THREE LAST FROM EXAMINATION OF HIS

PASSPORT IF POSSIBLE IT IS NOTED THAT PENA'S ATTORNEY FURNISHED

THESE DATES AS REPORTED ON PAGE ONE SEVEN OF REFERENCED REPORT

ON PAGE ELEVEN OF YOUR REPORT CONCERNING OSWALD DATED MAT

ONE FIVE LAST YOU SET OUT THAT EVARISTO RODRIGUEZ INDICATED THAT

PENA WAS WITH HIM ON AUGUST NINE LAST WHEN HE SAW CARLOS BRINGUIER

AND OSWALD IN ALTERCATION ON CANAL STREET NEW ORLEANS IF PENA'S

PASSPORT SHOWS HE LULL THE U S ON AUGUST EIGHT LAST THEN

RODRIGUEZ IS INCORRECT IN HIS STATEMENT THAT PENA WAS WITH HIM ON

AUGUST NINE LAST IF THIS IS SO REINTERVIEW RODRIGUEZ ABOUT THIS

ON PAGE C OF YOUR REPORT CONCERNING OSWALD DATED IAAY ONE FIVE

LAST YOU SET FORTH YOUR EFFORTS O VERIFY BRINGUIER'S STATE NT

THAT HE TELEPHONED YOUR OFFICE IN AUGU&N pInp A t ,E1E FACT THAT
U S O;FARWMENiOr iSflCE

COMMUUICAIIONSSECTI

JUN I G 1984
,

TELETYPE t t



U S
COMMUtiC4TU,S SfCr O~q

JUN161964

TCLtTYPC

TWAITYPE TO NEW ORLEzdfS
RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
105-82555

NO RECORD OF ANY SUCFE CALL VAS LOCATED THIS IS NOT ADMINISThATIYi

DATA SINCE BRINGUIER STATES IN REFERENCED REPORT THAT EE DID

%El FBI SUBSTANCE OP THIS INFOIWATION SHOULD BE SET OUT ON AMENDED_

PAGE TO REFERENCED REPORT

THSIS MATTER MUST BE HANDLED IMMEDIATELY SINCE THE COMMISSION IS

FOLLOWING THIS CLOSELY

VFO WAS REQUESTED BY NEW ORLEANS AIRTEL DATED NAY ONE LAST CAPTIO1ED

QUOTE ORESTES PENA IS CUBA UNQUOTE TO REVIEW IlIGEATION AND

NATURALIZATION SERVICE RECORDS REGARDING PENA WFO ALSO REVIEW STATE

I)EPARTKEtt PASSPORT VISA AND SECURITY RECORDS AND RECORDS OP CIA REGARDING

PENA SUSs1IT RESULTS IN PENA CASE WITS COPY FOR OSWALD FILE DALLAS

BEING ADVISED BY MAIL

NOTE The President's Commission requested reinterview of Orestes Pena a
New Orleans tavern owner regarding the allegation received by .it in testi
mony of Carlos Bringuier that Oswald and an unidentified Mexican were at
Pena's bar in Summer of 1963 Pena's contradictory statements to us must be
cgailenged and hence he must be talked to again New Orleans experienced
difficulty in getting him to consent to interview and this is pertinent
information to the Commission and should be in the details of the report in
the event the Commission 'Rants to take Pena's testimony In view of
allegation Pena was going to.Moscow in 5-64 this::should be explored when he
is teinterviewed Also the dates of his travels abroad during the Summer of
1963 should be verified from his passport if possible as a check whether
he could have been with Rodriguez on 8-9-63 as Rodriguez says Rodriguez the
bartender in Pena's bar as of now is the only one who says he saw Oswald
there Bringuier has told the Commission he telephoned the New Orleans
Office in 8-63 yet there is no record of this atthe office This should
be in the details of the report and go to the Commission also Passport
records on Pena should be checked by WFO in view of his alleged travel to
Moscow Also Pena made application for Passport in New Orleans on 6-24-63
which is the same day Oswald made passport application in New Orleans
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TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC WFO (105-37111)(P)

LEE HARVZ'Y OSWALD
IS R CUBA
(00 DL)

R WiS KATHRYN r j'SHER KX)D
T

.nclosed for the Baltimore Office are self-explanatory
copies of Buairtel to WFO 6/10/64 and its enclosure a copy
of a letter from CIA WDC dated 6/8/64 captioned ;TRi YN

SHZRWOOD, and classified "Secret. 1.

The Sunday Star a WDC newspaper in its May 17
1964 edition contained an article entitled "36 Candidates
Vie for 11 Party Seats. It describes various slates of
candidates running in Prince Georges County Md. for the

position of delegate to the State Convention One slate is
described as an independent grass roots group campaigning

.
hh ~ y
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--under the_ United Republican Organization that although a

majority of its members favor Senator COLD`.WAT2,R it was an
uncommitted slate One of the candidates of the United
Republican Organization slate is

Mrs KATHRYN N SHERWOOD
Oxon Hill (Maryland)

As checked by IC RICHARD A MARCUS on 6/15/64 the
records of the Credit Bureau Inc. ;ADC contained

onlyhar .J fowl
inquiry dated 5/21/64 concerning a KATHRYN N SHER:'OCD,~ 022
Trowbridge ad. Rosecrof t Maryland No record was otherwise
indicated

Baltimore is requested to identify Mrs SHERWOOD and

comply with instructions set forth in Buairtel 6/10/64 Check
Prince Georges County Board of Elections records probably
located at Upper Marlboro Md. to completely identify Mrs
SHERWOCD if necessary

ldfd lr~~rs i?er,f.E



DATE -6-15-64

Mrs Oswald stated that she signed this membership card
during the time they were residing in New Orleans

T

OrnO.MIOUsNOletu ua eano.01 Gtr C NOM
UNITED STATES GOB KNMENT

Memorandum

if co Sulliva /

J
FROM D E Moore

Sullivan
Branigan Ta.4.  
Lenihan Lelt

. Cadigan G
Callas
Co*rol
.rvers
.G

.Os.  
wTk:as
.Towel  
Trotter
Tel*Root
Moines

SUBlECT LEE HARVEY SWALD
IS R CUBA

ith regard to Dallas letter 6-5-64 which stated that
MariI Oswald had admitted signing the Fair Play for Cuba membership
card of subject using the name 'A J Hidell, ASAC Clark Dallas
was telephonically requested to advise further details concerning
this signature Clark was asked as to what explanation Mrs Oswald
gave concerning it when was it done what explanation subject gave
her as he asked her to sign it and weat she knew about it

ASAC Clark called back and advised that an FD-302 contaning
the complete results of the interview with Mrs Oswald had been
prepared and was being submitted to the Bureau He advised this
FD-302 read as follows

'June 3 1964 Richardson Texas Marina Oswald was
interviewed at her home 629 Belt Line Road She was exhibited
a photographic copy of a card bearing the name 'Fair Play for Cuba

Committee New Orleans Chapter in the name of 'L N Oswaid,
signed by what appears to be 'A J Aidell. This card is designated
as Item B-1 (8)

'Marina Oswald said the signature 'A J Ilidell is in her
handwriting She explained Oswald had requested that she sign this
card and she did She asked him what the card was for and he told her
that it was none of her business

'Marina Oswald said her Latin handwriting was very poor now and
had been extremely poor at the time she had written the signature

'Marina Oswald furnished handwriting specimens in which she
had written in Latin handwriting the signature A J Hidell,

0
For record purposes

D.M hw (6) e s 14/ 9/03
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Re Bureau airtel to New York dated 6/5/64 and
New York airtel to the Bureau dated 6/11/64

T00 DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) A

FROM SAC NEW YORK (105-38431)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

On 6/12/64 VLADIMIR.FPETROV _Stoney_ Cre_ek,_
New Haven,._Connecticut telephonically contacted
the-New York Office and advised that he is the source
referred to in the "Capital Bulletin column appearing
in the 6/9/64 issued the "National Review Bulletin
He stated that he is associated with _Yale__ University___
but may be contacted at-Me-residence in Stoney Creek

New Haven is requested to contact PETROV and
interview him as instructed in re Bureau airtel a copy
of which is enclosed for New Haven Also enclosed
for New Haven is one copy of "Capital Bulletin column

containing information apparently attributed to PETROV

3 Bureau
1 Dallas (loo-1o!461) (RM) ~
2 New Haven (fii~tCLS.,2 (RM) .0 )

Washington Field (1o5437111) (+c) (1 '....~.~,.:..a~
1 New York corms

-n!IsTroulif
'

s;!13 if
JJO:cjg 36 E".,,2'EXIT

Iv 13 IIsl 7N .~
._i



to

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA
00 DL

enclosed letterhead
into an

investigative

Mr Tct.ni
Mr.1 !'nt_.
Mr.:t..ttr
1!r Ca>rr

'"r C4~-n I

1 Mr .rats
1 Mr Cs
1 Mr R,~aA

Ue wuv. uiy iu .Mr sr
.(f a in rain text or sods) I .~:r ?~.+'~71P P 1 Mr T:Xt.-T

AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority or Methodof Maitias i leis 271-ns --_.

.L--
Miss .;,.vty _

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM:9SAC AN FRANCISCO (89-58) (P)
.

/8,14 F)?`
e e -Ir

Re Bureau airtel dated 5-27-64 which instructed
San Francisco t obtain the results of the debriefing of

Mains Beq,W..j1:5.tut s and Carlton William oltzconcerning
comments made to them by the'-North-Korean Co unists

.regarding the assassination of President John F Kennedy

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies and for
Dallas two copies of a-letterhead memorandum setting forth
the results of the questioning of these captains with
reference to the aforementioned point

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been
classified confidential since the reports covering the
questioning of Captains Stutts and Volts which were
furnished to this office were so classified

Data set forth in the
memorandum will be incorporated
report by San Francisco

/ iF I Trt,JSUR~3 1 '" I
3 Bureau (Enc 10) (RH)

-Dallas (100-10461) (Info)
2-San Francisco
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The news of the President's assassination was
related to Captain Voltz by "Pig Face through a North
Korean interpreter one Major Chi who advised that President
Kennedy had been killed by a loyal Communist Party member in
the United States while riding in a motor vehicle in Dallas
Texas

1 Reply PleaseRefer
File N.

UNITLU STATES DEPARTMENT OF Ji1STICE

FEDERAL BCREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On June 9 1964 the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff Intelligence Headquarters Sixth Army Presidio of
San Francisco furnished the San Francisco Division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation with the results of inter
views of Captain'Ben Weakley Stutts and Captain Carlton William
Voltz

These officers according to the data furnished
were captured by North Korean forces on May 16 1963 and
were returned to U S Army control May 16 1964 Captain
Voltz was interviewed on June 4 1964 and Captain Stutts was
interviewed on June 5 1964 both of these interviews taking
place at Letterman General Hospital Presidio of San Francisco
They were questioned relative to the circumstances surrounding
their receipt of information regarding the death of President
Kennedy while being detained in the North Korean People's
Republic They furnished the information set forth below
concerning this matter

Captain Voltz related that he was first told of
President Kennedy's assassination by his political indoctrinator
whom he referred to as "Pig Face. This took place in the
Pyongyang area of North Korea on November 26 1963 a date
Captain Voltz made a note to remember as initially he did not
believe the news

s

CONF DENTIAL

"TROYE1 Excluded 'i;om automatic
Gtr". a downgrading and

21973
declassification



Captain Voltz was also initially informed that
they thought the Vice President had been shot but later they
told himthat this was not the case.

Neither "Pig Face nor Major Chi ever mentioned
Lee Harvey Oswald by nave nor was the assassin's alleged
Communist Party membership or background ever later discussed
by them or anyone else during the time that he Captain Voltz
was held in North Korea

Captain Stutts advised that he initially learned of
President Kennedy's assassination when he was preparing a
statement at the direction of his captors entitled "How Bad
the U S Government War Preparations Were and How I Followed
Them.

In the preparation of this statement on December 7
1963 reference had been made to the Kennedy administration
and what this administration was doing in Viet-Nam and Taiwan

Captain Stutts stated that he was told by the
interpreter that Kennedy had been murdered. The interpreter
who was talking to him about the statement noted that the
statement should be redone since Kennedy was dead and the
wording of the statement should read "U S Government
rather than "Kennedy administration.

Captain Stutts asked his captors how they felt about
the death of President Kennedy indicating that he personally
was quite emotional over it and they advised that they had no
feelings at all concerning it and it did not bother them one
way or the other

Captain Stutts recalled asking one of his captors
who bad assassinated President Kennedy and received the
reply "I don't know my comrade told me about it.

Captain Stutts further advised that the only other
time he heard the matter of the President's assassination
discussed while a prisoner in North Korea was shortly prior
to his release in May 1964 when an interpreter told him
that the nerson who had murdered President Kennedy had in turn
been killed The interpreter added that the man who killed
the assassin-had tried to kill himself by bashing his head on
a wall Other than this no further comments were made
regarding the assassination according to Captain Stutts
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in Reply PleaseRefer*r
Fie No

UNI r.u STATES DEPARTMENT OF .,S'ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION )

San Francisco California
June 9 1964

CONFI"NTIA-L

On June 9 1964 the Office of the Deputy Chief of

Staff Intelligence Headquarters Sixth Army Presidio of
San Francisco furnished the San Francisco Division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation with the results of inter
views of Captain Ben Weakley Stutts and Captain Carlton
William Voltz

These officers according to the data furnished
were captured by North Korean forces on hay 16 1963 and
were returned to U S Army control May 16 1964 Captain
Voltz was interviewed on June 4 1964 and Captain Stutts was
interviewed on June S 1964 both of these interviews taking
place at Letterman General Hospital Presidio of San Francisco

They were questioned relative to the circumstances surrounding
their receipt of information regarding the death of President

Kennedy while being detained in the North Korean People's
Republic e 1&y furnished the information set forth below

concerning this matter

Captain Voltz related that he was first told of
President Kennedy's assassination by his political indoctrinator
whom he referred to as "Pig Face This took place in the

Pyongyang area of North Korea on November 26 1963 a date

Captain Voltz made a note to remember as initially he did not
believe the news



The news of the president's assassination was
related to Captain Voltz by "Pig Face through a North
Korean interpreter one tiajor Chi who advised that President
Kennedy had been killed by a loyal Communist Party member in
the United States while riding in a motor vehicle in Dallas
Texas

Captain Voltz was also initially informed that
they thought the vice president had been shot but later they
told him that this was not the case

Neither "Pig Face nor Major Chi ever mentioned
Lee Harvey Oswald 'by name nor was the assassin's alleged
Communist Party membership or background ever later discussed
by them or anyone else during the time that he Captain Voltz
was held in North Korea

Captain Stutts advised that he initially learned of
President Kennedy's assassination when he was preparing a
statement at the direction of his captors entitled "How Bad
the U.S Government War Preparations Were and How I Followed
Them

In the preparation of this statement on December 7
1963 reference had been made to the Kennedy administration
and what this administration was doing in Viet-Nam and Taiwan.

Captain Stutts stated that he was toldlthat Kennedy
had been murdered -e interpreter who was talking to him
about the statement noted that the statement should be
redone since Kennedy was dead and the wording of the state
ment should read "U S Government rather than "Kennedy
administration

Captain Stutts asked his captors how they felt about
the death of President Kennedy indicating that he personally
was quite emotional over it and they advised that they had no
feelings at all concerning it and it did not bother them one
:gay or the other
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In Reply PleaseRear 110
File No

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Lt 0

Captain Stutts recalled asking one of his captors
who had assassinated President Kennedy and received the
reply "I don't know my comradetold me about it.

Captain Stutts further advised that the only other
time he heard the matter of the President's assassination
discussed while a prisoner in North Korea was shortly prior
to his release in May 1964 when an interpreter told him
that the person who had murdered President Kennedy had in turn
been captured killed a C that
the man who killed the assassin had tried to kill imself by
bashing his head .on a wall Other than this no urther
comments were made regarding the assassination ficcording to
Captain Stutts
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Date JUNE 8 1964

Transmit the following in

9-1.s` ti
f
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Encs 19 ii `tl

le%6Bureau (2-Dallas 40-01E0
1 Liaison direct)._ 107

ti \"t

F
1 Ottawa
MLI MEG

(7)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS R CUBA

1
I)

t

Ji 1 4--r i;.44

Extra copies of this airtel are furnished for d
fa h.,N11as office (100-10461)

~1

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge
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AIRTEL REGISTERED
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-7TO: Director FBI (105-82555) ">

I~!OM Legat Ottwa (163-364) Classified !rIfVe
Exempt from ct3 C3:c :r/ .r
Pate of Declassification Indefinite

ReBuairtel 5/26/64 requesting interviw of WOLODYMYR
NEMYLIWSKYJ

t .I e rt.3 INNES
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CONFIDENTIAL

1 Belmont
1 Mohr
1 DeLoach
1 Sullivan
1-Malley
1 Branigan
June 16 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J Lee Rankin
`General Counsel

The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

entitled "Thennern written by 11'Itor` ieisyliws1y a 't
who also spells his name Wolodymx emyliwshyj The
book is in the Ukrainian Ianguagq It was received
in the mail and the envelope bore the return address*in

N'emyliwskyj 71 Elm Grove Avenue Toronto S
Ontario Canada

Enclosed are two copies of a summary of the
translation of the book and you will note that on pages
two and three of this summary is a translation in detail
of those portibns of Chapter 7 whore reference is made
to Lee Harvey Oswald

Enclosed also are two copies of a memorandum
dated June 8 1964 classified "Confidential. This
memorandum contains information concerning Nomyliwskyj*s
background and sets out the belief of the confidential
source abroad that an interview with NemyliWskyj would
prove fruitless and would only servo to provoke his
mental disturbance

v
u
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CONFIDENTIAL

1 Dallas (100-10461) (Enclosure)
1 Ottawa (163-364)
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CONFIDENTIAL

Bonorable.J Leo Nankin

No further investigation is being made In
this matter in the absence of a specific request from
you

Upon removal of the classified enclosures
this transmittal letter becomes unclassified

Sincerely yours

Enclosures (4)

NOTE FOR SAC DALLAS

Enclosed for your information is one copy of
referenced memorandum

NOTE

CONF I DENT IAL



Transmit the following

AIRTEL
(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

.L
TO DIRECTOR FBI (105.82555)

SAC DALLAS (100-10461) (P)
Q

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS-R-CUBA

. tr a'~ w.. /f`.:..
R BUREAU (ENCS.-45) ... { t
12-i. DALLAS icc T eat c t .-.~ R 11
R~G eah ~.~
(~ j1 -t t ...1. Lilt /t':r 117

..lS C J ,,& -I

ReBuairtef to Dallas 5/25/64 enclosing President's

fCommission letter dated 5/20/64 requesting additional investi
gation in connection with the attempted assassination of Major
General EDWIN A WALKER

Enclosed are ten copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM)
reflecting the requested investigation

Also enclosed are the following described photographs
which are mentioned in the contents of the LHM and which it
believed will assist in understanding the places described
the 1KM

One copy each of seven photographs taken 4/10/63 in
or near the residence of Major General EDWIN A WALKER by Dallas
Police Officer B G BROWN which were made available by Lt
J C DAY Dallas Texas Police Department to SA ROBERT M
BARRETT on 6/3/64 These photographs are identified as DL 51(1)
through (7) Only one copy each of such photographs was available
and in the event the Bureau considers it feasible to transmit
copies of same to the President's Commission with the enclosed
LHM appropriate copies should be made at the Bureau and one

copy of each returned to Dallas for its files

vGr

Applovet-e
'c

Sent

tracts) E='''t-t +_'~s cial Agent in Charge



By airtel dated 6/2/64 the Bureau furnished Dallas
the original of Phhc tograeh Nom_ ....pf_Item No._70 with the re
ques it begreturned after it had served its purpose and it is
en osed herewith This same Bureau airtel stated that

Photograph

Approved ,J^^ti.t~ -eI 4 j n/( tl /:.'t to Sent
Special Agent in Charge

.Three copies each of three photographs and the three
negatives of photographs of the parking lot area of the Church
of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints taken by SA IVAN D
LEE on 6/4/64 These photographs are identified as DL 53(1)
(2) and (3)

One copy each of six aerial photographs of the area
in and around the residence of Major General EDWIN A WALKER
taken by SA IVAN D LEE from a Bell Aircraft Company heli
copter on 6/3/64 together with the negatives of each of such
photographs The photographs are identified as DL 52(1) through
(6) In the event the Bureau considers it feasible to enclose
copies of these aerial photographs with the WM it is requested
they make sufficient copies in order that Dallas may be fur
nished one copy each for its files

There are also enclosed herewith three copies of a
Dallas Transit Company Map showing bus routes in Dallas Texas
on each of which the location of the residence of Major General
EDWIN A WALKER has been marked

In connection with the above-described photographs
numerous marks of identification are reflected on such photo
graphs

By teletype dated 6/1/64 the Bureau advised that
Item C-148 (WALKER bullet) had been received in the FBI Labora
tory on 12/4/63 and delivered to the President's Commission
3/21/64

Per

(Priority or Methodof Nailing)
.L



Transmit the following in
(Type is plain text or code)

Via
.(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

--------------------------------------------

DL 100-10461-

No 5 of Item No 1 had been furnished to Mr WESLEY J
LIEBELER, of the President's Commission

It is pointed out the two automobiles and the two
individuals described in the interviews with WALTER KIRK COLEMAN
have not been identified It appears only logical these two
individuals are (1) either accomplices of the individual shoot
ing at General WALKER (2) are witnesses to the shooting who
are reluctant to divulge their identity or (3) they are associ
ates of General WALKER If further investigation is desired to
identify these individuals and these automobiles it would
appear necessary to interview General WALKER who it is pointed
out is a most controversial figure who will undoubtedly im
mediately alert the press or call a press conference and publi
cize the inquiry

Investigation was conducted by SA'S ROBERT M BARRETT
and IVAN D LEE

FD-36(Rev 12-13-SS$ :.sbm..c

1
1

FBI i

Date 1
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Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washington D C

1 Belmont
1-Rosen
1 Sullivan
1 Malley

June 16 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

Branigan
Lenihan

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter of May 20
1964 requesting this Bureau to conduct certain inves
tigation regarding the attempted assassination of
Major General Edwin A Walker

This will confirm delivery to Er Wesley J
Lieboler of your staff on June 16 1904 of the following
data which are the results of our inquiries in this
matters

Two copies of a memorandum dated June 10 1964
at Dallas Texas.

Two copies of each of the following items which
are described in the aforementioned memorandum 44
on the pages indicated

Seven photographs identified as DL 51 (onP o
through seven) taken April 10 1903 in o Z v
near.the residence of Major General Edwin A,m
Walker Dallas Texas (pages six and seven) g

Six aerial photographs identified as DL 52
r r (one through six) taken Juno 3 1004 from a

helicopter by Special Agent Ivan D Leo of
the area in and around the residence of
Major General Edwin A Walker Dallas Texas
(pages 25 through 2710

1 -0
bet

(SET DOTE PAGE TWO) i#t
ir.~s + w



Three photographs identified as DL 53
(one through three) taken June 4 1964
near the parking lot area of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Dallas Texas by Special Agent Ivan D
Lee Each photograph contains identifying
data on its backside (pages 17 and 18)

Transit map of the Dallas Transit Company
Dallas Texas The residence of Major
General Edwin A Walker is depicted with
a large "X on this map (pages,27 through
31)

Information on pages 31 and 32 of the afore
mentioned memorandum of Juno 10 1964 which,;contain
results of our interview with Marina Oswald on June 4
1964 regarding the General Talker incident was orally
furnished to Mr Wesley J Liebeler of your staff on
June 11 1964

This concludes our inquiries in this particular
matter

NOTE
dom ~frtn

The President's Commission is taking testimony
from an aide of General Walker at 10 a.m. June 16 1964
and requested results of our investigation be furnished
to Commission for its use The data has been assembled and
was dispatched to the President's Commission at 9 a.m.
6/16/64 Extensive inquiries in theresid-ence of General
Walker were conducted by us and we obtained the Dallas
Police Department photographs of the Walker incident however
our investigation did not establish whether Oswald did or did
not make the attempt on General Walker's life Our interview
with Marina Oswald on 6/4/64 regarding any additional data she
might possess on the incident was furnished dir Liebeler of the
Commission by SA Robert E Lenihan orally on the morning of
6/11/64 in order that Mr Liebeler would have such data for his
use in connection with Marina Oswald's appearance before the
Commission that date



There are enclosed herewith twelve (12) copies
of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above

Bureau cable dated 6/4/64 and Mexico City cable
dated 6/9/64

SOURCES

The first confidential source is
furnished the information to SA ROLAND E

The second confidential source is... who
furnished the information to SA MATTHEW D CRAWFORD JR

CLASSIFICATION

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified
"A V 1F'CONFIDENTIAL to protect the Bureauts operations in a

Bureau (Encs 12) REC7
.

c 1p!S 1 1- .Liaison Section)
'"r '(2- Dallas 100-10461) I T JUN 1 61 964
1 Mexico City
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foreign country

LEAD

MEXICO CITY OFFICE

At Mexico D F. Mexico

Will continue to vigorously and immediately
handle all investigation growing out of leads in this
case and will ieport the results promptly
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UNI...D STATES DEPARTMENT OF a STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply PleaseReferM WASHINGTON2S D C

June 10 1964

BASIS FOR INQUIRY

The President's Commission has advised that it has
evidence that on Friday or Saturday September 27 or 28 1963
LEE HARVEY OSAALD had his photograph taken for use on_a visa
application at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED
AT PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIOS IN VICINITY
OF HOTEL DEL COMERCIO MEXICO CITY
CUBAN AND SOVIET EMBASSIES MEXICO CITY
AND TRAVEL AGENCY MEXICO CITY AT WHICH
OSWALD IS BELIEVED TO HAVE PURCHASED
A BUS TICKET AS H O LEE

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past furnished the following information
on June 6 1964

A street-to-street canvass in the vicinity of the
Hotel Del Comercio Bernardino de Sahagun No 19 Mexico City
failed to disclose the existence of any photographic studios
in the area The source pointed out that the area surrounding
the Hotel Del Comercio is one in which many bus terminals and
small business establishments are located and does not appear
to be an area which would be conducive to the operation of a

o Di photographic studio

m co A second confidential source who has furnished
q e reliable information in the past furnished the following

W
information on June 8 1964

oa .The personnel at the photographic studios located
v M in the vicinities of the Cuban and Soviet Embassies in Mexico

City were interviewed oncerning the possibility that a



The photographic-studio "Fatima, located at
Campeche No 382 Mexico City owned by Mr KHAN
RASAK BEK-I{HADJIEFF

photograph of OSWALD had been taken The source also reviewed
the negatives retained by these studios for .photographs taken
on September 27 and 28 1963 but no negative was located
which appeared to be the negative of a photograph of OSWALD
The studios contacted are listed below

The photographic studio of Mrs MARIA LUISA
'MALDONADO DE-GUTIERREZ located at Salamanca
No 21 Mexico City and the branch office of
this photographic studio located at the corner
of Pachuca and Juan Escutia Streets Mexico City

The photographic studio,.-'Aviles, owned by
Mr JACINTO-AVILES located at Tamaulipas No
202 Local 16 Mexico City

The photographic studio at Tamaulipas No 224-B
Mexico City owned by Mrs CELIA C D'000DMAN

The photographic studio ~'Alori, owned by
Mrs ANA-OIURILLO located at Campeche No 249
Mexico City

The photographic studio "Rosales, Calzada de
Tacubaya No 165-3 Mexico City owned by Mrs
YOLANDA,MENDOZA DB-ROSALES

The photographic studio,-'"Cameras, located at
Benjamin Franklin No 22 Mexico City owned

by Mr OSMAR"CAMERAS

A confidential source abroad furnished the following
information on June 8 1964

The personnel were interviewed and the negatives
of photographs taken on September 27 and 23 1963 were
reviewed on June 8 1964 at the following photographic
studios which are located seven or eight blocks from the
Hotel Del Comercio mentioned above and are also in the



immediate vicinity of the Agencia de Viajes Transportes
Chihuahuenses S A de C V (Chihuahuenses Transportation
Travel Agency Inc.) with offices at Paseo de la Reforma
No 52 Room 5 where LEE-HARVEY OSWALD as H O LEE is
believed to have purchased a bus ticket for his return trip
from Mexico City to the United States

-te Fotografica,"Lafragua No 4 Mexico City

"Danubio Studio, Avenida Reforma No 12
Mexico City

The photographic studio located at Calle
Antonio Caso No 31 Mexico City

It is noted that investigation disclosed that the
negatives are retained by these photographic studios by date
only and the names of the persons photographed are not recorded
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REFERENCE Dallas girtel to Bureau 3/17/64

Will interview DANA COGAR for any knowledge he
may have concerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD or the assassination
of President KENNEDY

ADMINISTRATIVE

On 5/11/64 Mr ARTHUR HAMBICK Conservation Officer
West Virginia Department of Natural Resources Elkins W Va.
advised SA LINNEY L CONNOLLY Jr. that GRANVILLE C YEAGER
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LEE HARVEY CSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

$ysopsh

Mr and Mrs GRANVILLE C YEAGER Coalton
W Va. advised that their daughter-in-law Mrs
EUGENE (NINA) YEAGER Clarksburg W Va. works with
one DANA COtii+R who has alleged he was in Dallas
shortly before the assassination of President KENNEDY and
that he had "taken target practice there. Mrs EUGENE
YEAGER advised that in her opinion COGAR Is a "definite
mental case that according to COGAR CSWALD was in the
State of West Virginia at one time and that she does not
believe anything that COGAR says
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REFERENCE Dallas airtel to Bureau 3/17/64

PITTSBURGH

e AT CLARKSBURG W VA (HARRISON COUNTY)

Will interview DANA COGAR for any knowledge he may
have concerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD or the assassination of
President KENNEDY

ADMINISTRATIVE

On 5/11/64 xr ARTHUR H?.M ICK Conservation Officer
Wc:st Virginia Department of Natural Resources Elkins W Va.
advisee A LINNEY L CONNOLLY JR. that GRANVILLE C YEAGER
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PG 105-5070

Route 1 Coalton W Va. desired to talk to a Bureau Agent relative
to some information he believed might relate to the assassination
of President KENNEDY HAMRICK said that YEAGER is known to him
to be a substantial highly regarded citizen of the Coalton area

1

B*
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Mr and Mrs GRANVILLE C YEAGER Coalton W Va
advised that their daughter-in-law Mrs EUGENE H (NINA)
YEAGER Clarksburg W Va. works with one DANA COGAR
who has alleged he was in Dallas shortly before the assassin
ation of President KENNEDY and that he had engaged in target
practice there Mrs NINA YEAGER advised that in her opinion
COGAR is a"definite-mental case" that according to COGAR
OSWALD was in the State of West Virginia at one time and
that she would not believe anything that COGAR said unless
she actually saw it
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PG 105-5070

,f/ On May 15 964 Mr and Mrs GRANVILLE C
r:YEAGER Route 1 Coalton W Va. advised SA LINNEY L

CONNOLLY Jr. tat their daughter-in-law Mrs._
EUGENE H (NINA).YEAGER 139 Washington Avenue
Clarksburg W Va. is employed at Merrill's Inc.
a printing and engraving business in Clarksburg W Va
Also employed at that firm is one DANAOGAR who lives
in Clarksburg but who is from Webster Springs W Va
The YEAGERs advised that COGAR allegedly told NINA YEAGER
that'he was in Dallas Texas shortly before President
KENNEDY's assassination and that'he had "taken target
practice there. COGAR also told her that OSWALD was
actually in West Virginia at the time he was reported
to have been The YEAGERs did not know what he meant
by that statements;NINA YEAGER has allegedly seen
a rifle with what was described as a telescopic sight
in COGAR's possession `NINA has also seen a sofa in
COGAR's residence in Clarksburg which has a concealed
compartment in which COGAR has a number of magazines
about Russia and pictures of KHRUSHCHEV Mr and Mrs
YEAGER stated that they are not acquainted with COGAR
and have never seen him but NINA has described him as
a "blow hard.



Mrs NINA YEAGER 139 Washington Avenue
Clarksburg W Va. advised that DANA COGAR has
worked for Merrill's Inc. Clarksburg as a printer
since December 31 1963 and she has known him since
that time She described COGAR as a "definite mental
case who makes such statements that he was born "one
week after JOHN the Baptist that he can predict the
time within a few minutes that any given individual
will die and that all adults have at the most 15
years to live and at that time they will die and the
young children will be carried over into the new world.

'YShe stated COGAR is the type of person who alleges
he has been everywhere and done everything She said
that he has stated he is not a Christian and has offered
a magazine "The Plain Truth whose editor'as listed
as HERBERT W ARMSTRONG and which magazine is published
at Pasadena California as more or less his bible
Mrs YEAGER advised that she has seen a copy in COGAR 's
apartment of the magazine called "Unity and stated
it was in this magazine that she noted the life story

r of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and in this story COGAR told her
it was written that OSWALD had spent some time in the
State of West Virginia and COGAR told her he knew for
a fact that OSWALD was in West Virginia at the time the
article stated

Mrs YEAGER stated that COGAR exaggerates and
she did not believe that he was in Dallas shortly before
the assassination of President KENNEDY She said that
COGAR told her that after President KENNEDY's assassination
his sister who is employed by the FBI was flown to
Dallas to "work on the case. She said that in view
of such statements she would not believe anything COGAR
said happened unless she saw it happen

Mrs YEAGER described COGAR as a white male
age 25-28 5'10 125 pounds very slender build
medium brown hair worn long address Fifth and Clark
Streets Clarksburg W Va

.5/22/64 a Clarksburg W Va Fits # Pittsburgh 105-5070_

SA CHARLES F WATSON/jak Da. dictat.d 5/25/64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conetastons of the FBI h is the property of the FBI and Is loomedis
youragency It and Its contents ate not to be distributed outside yourameba,



practice in the area

Mrs NINA YEAGER 139 Washington Avenue Clarksbur
W Va. further advised that the magazine "Unity, which
she had seen in the apartment of DANA COGAR had also con-
tained the life stories of NIKITA KHRUSHCK.V and President
JOHN F KENNEDY She said that these magazines were the
only literature that she had noticed in COGAR's apartment
and that he kept these magazines in a sofa which made into
a double bed She explained that she had never noticed
any secret compartment in the sofa but rather COGAR kept
the magazines under the pillows of the sofa Mrs YEAGER
explained that COGAR kept a number of the above-named
magazines in hisapartment and while she had never seen
any pictures of Russia or of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV on the
walls of COGAR's apartment she noted that the magazines
"The Plain Truth and "Unity, did contain a number of
pictures taken in Russia and also a picture or two of
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV

Mrs YEAGER said that COGAR formerly resided in
an apartment behind and directly adjacent to the residence
of herself and her husband and on occasions she has visited
the apartment of COGAR !Me said that at times when she
visited CCGAR he had mant1oncd the fact that he had been
interested in hunting den h, was a young man and he also
boasted concerning hi: )roiic ency with rifles She recalled
having seen COG AE y:or on a rifle which she believed had
been eeuipped with a :.iesccpic sight She said that COGAR
did a lot of wood carving and on one occasion that she
visited his apartment COGAR was working on the stock of a
rifle which had a sit:ht resembling a tube along the barrel
Mrs YEAGER said that on one occasion after President
KENNEDY'S assassination she overheard COGAR make the statement
while talking to a number of people that he had been in
Dallas,"Texas shortly before the assassination of President
KENNEDY At this time COQ"R also mentioned the fact that
while he was in Dallas he had engaged in target practice
with his rifle He said "Anybody can take target practice
in Dallas Texas. She cxri..:.ned it was her opinion that
in making the above ;;::atemcnt COGAR was trying to impress
the individuals in hi company that he had actually been in
Dallas that it was th tyna of place where the authorities
paid no attention to 'a tivi"iaa lc engaging in target practice
aa it was a common sia;a: ta pt.r;ons engaging in target

6/15/64 of  Clarksrl: ; Va Fa, Pittsburgh 105-5070

by _ SA CHARLES F `.:ATSON m i Dots dictofod 6/17/64
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Mrs YEAGER sth;ed that COGAR's exaggerations
might be a sign of insecurity or his part that he is probably
harmless but tries to convince people that he is worldly
wise Mrs YEAGER said ;.:at she knows very little about
COGAR's background but dad know that he came from Webster
Springs W Va. and that he s;;ent his early childhood there
She said that her anly a"c ociation with COGAR has been at
work and on a very few visits to the COGAR apartment
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REFERENCE Houston airtel to Director FBI dated 6/8/64

44 p
>>fr

I?~~ Referenced airtel directed Los Angeles to locate and
interview EULALIO RODRIGUEZ at 231 North Rowan Avenue Los
Angeles California and to check records of Immigration and I

_'~ Naturalization Service files A8 5149 151 and A8 549 414 pertain ip
to RODRIGUEZ's daughter and wife

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) file
OA8 5149 151 reviewed at Los Angeles California June 10 1964

11 reflects MARIA DEI -PILAR'RODRIGUEZ-9IOS daughter of EULALIO
RODRIGUEZ was last reported residing at 229 North Rowan Avenue
Los Angeles as of January 24 1964 Other INS records reflect %

-COPIES
_,,11q_jBr

further information regarding EULALIO RODRIGUEZ

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE

11 Bureau (105-82555) (RM)
(1 Legat Mexico City

105-3702 Info)
4 Dallas (100-10461 RM)

l 1 -.Houston (105-1291) (Info) (~M
San Antonio (105-2909)(Info

1 San Francisco (89-58)
)Info_2 Los Angeles (105-15823
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The following individuals were contacted with negative
results on June 10 1964 to locate EULALIO RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ
who no longer resides at 231 North Rowan Avenue Los Angeles
California where Mrs EUPHEMIA BENIDO presently resides

ANTONIANDONEGUI I }CANOS
a friend of Mrs EUPHEMIA

'BENIDO who assists Mrs
BENIDO in the operation of
her newsstand at First and
Rowan Streets Los Angeles

f
MARfK FONSECA,.229 North Rowan
Street Los Angeles

EULALIO RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ was located on June 11 1964
at his residence 34181 E Michigan Avenue Los Angeles after
his 1958 Chevrolet white pickup truck bearing 1964 California
License N 79464 was observed by SAs HARRY H WHIDBEE and FREDERICK
E RODERICK parked in front of RODRIGUEZ's residence

LEAD

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA Will if leads are
received handle-immediately and submit reports promptly
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105-82555
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EULALIO RODRIGUEZ-CHAVEZ a Mexican citizen located and
interviewed at Los Angeles RODRIGUEZ positively identified
a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD as passenger on Transporter
del Norte bus which traveled from Mexico City Mexico to
Laredo Texas 10/2/63 and then by Greyhound bus from
Laredo Texas during early morning hours of 10/3/63
RODRIGUEZ recalled OSWALD was one of two men passengers
taken off this bus for further questioning regarding his
documents by examining immigration officers at Mexican
Immigration check station located a few miles from the
Mexican-United States border RODRIGUEZ had no personal
contacts or conversations with OSWALD

DETAILS

This documentcontains nelth.rr recommendationsnot conclusions of the rel It is the property of the FIN and is loaned-le
your agency it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency



EULALIO RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ a Mexican citizen 62 years
of age presently unemployed and residing at 34181 East Michigan
Avenue Los Angeles California advised the following in the
Spanish language

He recalled having made three trips to the United
States by bus from Mexico City Mexico during the year of
1963 He refreshed his recollection from some personal letters
and some documents and determined that on October 2 1963
he departed aboard a Transportes del Norte bus at Mexico City
about 8:00 a.m en route to Houston Texas via Monterrey State
of Nuevo Leon Mexico and Laredo and San Antonio Texas He
had made reservations at the Transportes del Norte bus station
located on Calle (street) Insurgentes in Mexico City about
two days previous to his departure and remembered that he then
received his bus ticket and was assigned a seat number He
could not recall the exact number of the latter He departed
from Mexico City en route to Houston Texas to engage in a
dump truck business

Previously he had traveled to Dallas Texas because
of the death of a friend and subsequent-to the above trip to
Houston Texas he again traveled to Houston with his wife and
daughter from Mexico City in the latter part of November 1963

He recalled that on the bus trip from Mexico City to
Laredo Texas on October 2 1963 he was assigned either seat
number five or eight aboard the bus and he was certain that he
sat about three rows back of the bus driver in an aisle seat
He was very certain about the latter because he does not like
to ride in a bus sitting by a window He kept the same seat
on the bus during the trip from Mexico City to Laredo Texas
He recalled that when he boarded the bus at Mexico City on
the morning of October 2 1963 he was late in arriving and
had difficulty obtaining assistance in getting his large suit
case placed in the trunk carrier of the bus He remembered
that when he boarded the bus most of the other passengers
already were seated

He remembered clearly that he sat next to a young woman
who sat on his left next to the window and he could not recall

Los Angeles
.6/11f64at Los Angeles California Fit # 105-15823

SA HARRY H WHIDBEE and
.SA FREDERICK E RODERICK dmr .Date dictated 6/11/64

Thts documentcontains neither recommendationsnor ec+.ctustcr.eet the FBI 11I the property al the FBI and Is loaned tyouragency 11and Its contents are sot to 1 dtstrtt,uted cutside youngest _



whether a man or a woman sat next to him across the aisle
He spoke to the young woman who was seated in the bus when he
boarded and he described her as being of Mexican descents
about eighteen or nineteen years of age thin build good
looking and spoke Spanish fluently The young woman advised him
that she had been vacationing in Mexico City that she was
married and was returning to her residence in Houston Texas
He did not learn the young woman's name but she was supposed
to have been met at the Greyhound bus station in Houston
Texas by her husband

After being processed by United States Immigration
Public Health and Customs at Laredo Texas he boarded a
Greyhound bus and proceeded to San Antonio Texas where he
boarded another bus for Houston Texas

He recalled that the bus stopped at Monterrey and all
passengers alighted but he did not recall if it was the same
or a different bus which they boarded when they departed from
Monterrey He remembered that there were several rest stops
while en route to Laredo Texas from Mexico City which allowed
the passengers to drink a soda or eat a sandwich but these
stops were short

The bus was full and he did not have any conversation
with anyone else except the young woman who sat next to him
He could not recall specifically if any additional passengers
boarded the bus at Monterrey but he was certain that he kept
his same seat all the way from Mexico City to Laredo Texas
He remembered that the arrival at Monterrey was at about 9:00
or 10:00 p.m and that it was then dark

A few miles before reaching the border at Nuevo
Laredo State of Tamaulipas Mexico the bus stopped and the
lights in the bus were turned on to allow a Mexican Immigration
official to examine the travel documents of all the passengers
aboard the bus He remembered that at this Mexican Immigration
check station there were two men taken from the bus for question
ing apparently about their travel documents He saw these two
men who left the bus and considered that they were not Mexicans
because there was some sort of problem with regard to their
travel documents He remembered that one of these men had sat
across the aisle from him either to the rear or just ahead and
that the other man was sitting to the rear of him on his side
of the bus



He could recall that only one Mexican Immigration
official boarded the bus but when the men were taken off the
bus they were taken to talk with another Mexican Immigration
official whom he assumed was higher in rank with the Mexican
Immigration Service and whom he stated probably was "a Sergeant

The two men were allowed to return to the bus and the
stop at this check station delayed the bus about fifteen to
twenty minutes He believed that this stop was made at about
1:00 or 1:30 a.m on the morning of October 3 1963.

He described one of the men who was taken off the
bus and who sat someplace across the aisle as "a foreigner to
Mexico about fifty some odd years old black hair graying
heavy set and fair complexion He could not recall the type
of clothing this man wore

He described the second man who sat behind him as
"a foreigner to Mexico a young man shorter than the above
described man fair complexion wore a jacket "coffee-colored
tan which was a gabardine type and he tried to speak some
Spanish to the Mexican Immigration official when approached
at the check station for his travel documents but he was unable
to communicate his Spanish properly This man did not get oft
at the rest stops with the other passengers and once he was
observed eating a banana which he had taken from a paper bag
he carried This individual was observed once talking with a
middle aged woman a passenger whose description he could not
recall and their conversation and the language used could not
be recalled as well as exactly when this took place aboard
the bus

He recalled that after departure from the Mexican
Immigration check station the bus proceeded to Nuevo Laredo
where again a Mexican Immigration official boarded the bus
to hurriedly check the travel documents of the passengers
Then the bus traveled on the bridge across the Rio Grande River
to Laredo Texas where all passengers alighted from the bus
and were processed first by the United States Immigration
Service then by the United States Department of Public Health
for a small pox vaccination and then their luggage was examined
by United States Customs. Following this RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ
boarded a Greyhound bus at about 2:00 or 2:30 a.m on October 3
1963 for San Antonio Texas Here he boarded another Greyhound
bus for Houston Texas where he arrived at about 6:00 or 7:00
a.m on the same day



At this point he could not recall anything specifio
about any of the other passengers with regard to their identities
their descriptions and their purpose for travel because he did
not engage in conversation with any of them except the young
woman who sat next to him and who traveled to Houston Texas

A photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD taken on August 9
1963 at New Orleans Louisiana which consists of a side and
front view and a full length front view of him standing was
exhibited for identification and RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ immediately
recognized OSWALD as the second man described above who sat
to his rear who tried to speak to the Mexican Immigration
official in Spanish and who was taken off the bus at the
Mexican Immigration check station before arrival at the Mexican
United States border He was positive about this because he
explained that this photograph was that of the man who kept an
overhead reading light on in the bus after about 10:00 p.m
on October 2 1963 which disturbed RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ from
sleeping on the bus He remembered that the man in the photo
graph shown him was reading either a book a magazine or a
newspaper and this bothered him because the man was So incon
siderate to leave the light on when he)as well as otners)were
trying to sleep He remembered that the man was reading
because RODRIGUEZ CHAVEZ turned to look at-him

He could not be certain as to the exact seat the
man in the photograph sat but he was certain that the man
sat to his rear and to his left

He was asked if he knew the man in the photograph
shown him and he stated that he did not He was told that
the photograph was that of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and he stated
that OSWALD was a "desgraciado (disgraceful person) He
then expressed a deep emotional feeling for President JOHN F
KENNEDY losing his composure and crying at length After
composing himself he advised the following additional
information

He remembered that OSWALD not only did not turn
off the reading light when others were trying to sleep but he
was "a loner because he did not get off the bus with the
other passengers at various rest stops en route and always
appeared to be "alone not associating with other passengers



He recalled having seen OSWALD last when the passengers
alighted from the Greyhound bus at San Antonio Texas and he
did not recall that OSWALD boarded the Greyhound bus with him
en route from San Antonio Texas to Houston Texas

He did see the young woman who sat next to him on
the bus at the Greyhound bus station in Houston Texas when
her husband failed to appear and she stated that she was
taking a taxi to her residence in Houston

He could not recall having seen OSWALD at the bus
station in Mexico City or having been aware of his presence
on the bus at the time it departed from Mexico City The bus
was crowded and during the first hour or two of the trip he

got accustomed to his seat and conversed with the unknown young
woman sitting next to him He said he was not aware of OSWALD
until possibly the second rest stop when he observed that
OSWALD did not get off the bus with the others but remained
in his seat

He was asked to furnish any other specific knowledge
he might have regarding OSWALD He said that he did not recall
observing any activities of OSWALD at the time the bus stopped
at Monterrey Mexico He definitely recalled that OSWALD was
on the bus when it crossed the border into the United States
and stopped for processing He said however that he was
most concerned with his own papers and the United States Customs
check of his belongings and he was not alert to the activities
of the other passengers He did not remember observing OSWALD
being processed by the United States authorities He did
recall seeing OSWALD board the same Greyhound bus with him at
Laredo Texas when the bus proceeded to San Antonio Texas
He could not recall where OSWALD sat on this bus He stated
that during the entire trip he had no personal contact or
conversation with OSWALD

He was asked specifically whether he could recall any
information regarding other passengers on the busses He stated
that except for the young woman who sat next to him who was

-returning to her residence in Houston Texas he remembered only
one other who was a student The citizenship and origin of this
student were unknown to him but he did remember that this young
man had a "long string of tickets and he was traveling from
Mexico City to San Antonio Texas en route to Chicago Illinois
and then some other "far away place. He did not sit next to
or across from any male passenger whom he could recall and he



could not remember where the student sat on the busses
could not recall a description of the student

He was asked specifically if he had realized prior
to this interview that OSWALD who allegedly assassinated
President JOHN F KENNEDY was identical with the passenger
whom he had seen on the bus during the trip He stated that
he had not He advised that he cannot read or speak English
that he does not own a television set and had not seen OSWALD
on television or in magazines He said that he saw OSWALD's
photograph once in a newspaper He admitted that he had not
recognized the photograph in the newspaper of OSWALD as that
of the passenger on the bus He said that apparently it was
not a good likeness On the other hand when shown the photo
graph of OSWALD reflecting three poses he immediately
recognized the photograph as identical with the passenger on
the bus because he stated the photograph was "so lifelike

He could not think of any other information regarding
the activities of OSWALD while a passenger on the busses between
Mexico City and San Antonio Texas He stated that he had never
met OSWALD previously and had no contacts with or knowledge of
OSWALD after the trip on October 2 3 1963
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15e Jack L Ruby
Loc Harvey Oswald
Victim (Docest^od)

Tao President's Commission by lot ter to the Director
dated Juno 8 1464 rogvastod an intorviei with ir David Boy
Radio Station WIK'Y Evansvill4 Indiana

'rho lotter further req iostod to ascertain the
circw ntancos surrounding n call itado by ,tt Iloy to Martin
Anderson Associated Prow Indianapolis Indiana Thera
aro sot forth as follows the results of intervies with
Dr Martin AndorIson and Er Da14 Duryea and the re m:Its of
checks of tolephone records at Evansville Indiana relating
to David Edwin Hoy
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BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT"

Date June 13 1964

MARTIN ANDERSON Associated Press Indianapolis
Indiana advised that he had never talked to DAVID HOY on M1rr"
November 24 1963 He stated that he knew that HOY was a :.~
newscaster with WIKY in Evansville Indiana

Mr ANDERSON believed that in all probability DALE
BURGESS took the original call .from HOY and that in all

probability the call was collect as this is standard

procedure among those in the news media to do so

ANDERSON stated that whatever information HOY had
made available to BURGESS was released by the Associated
Press in Indianapolis and in all probability had been used in
an Associated Press release originating from Dallas Texas

.6/11/64 at Indianapolis Indiana Foe IP 44-358

by SA PATRICK J FLETCHER JR ;Kate dictated 6/12/64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnocconclusions d the FBI It is the property at the FBI and Is loaned to
yourogeocy it and its contents are not to be distributed outside youragency



DALE BURGESS Associated Press Indianapolis
Indiana advised that he recalled receiving a telephone call
from DAVID HOY Radio Station WIKY Evansville Indiana on
November 24 1963 He recalled that he was working from
noon until 8:OO p.m that Sunday and that the call came to
his attention shortly after 12:00 noon on this date He
stated the call was probably collect as 99 per cent of the
calls received by Associated Press are collect BURGESS
recalled that HOY indicated that he had some information from
an individual by the name of DEMAR who had called him con
cerning OSWALDts arrest He believed the gist of the matter
was that DEMAR believed that OSWALD participated in a memory
act which had been conducted by DEMAR at the Carousel
BURGESS recalls that HOY indicated that the Carousel Club at
Dallas Texas was owned by JACK RUBY

BURGESS stated that he released the information on
the Associated Press Wire and that he believes it was subse
quently used in an Associated Press story which was released
from Dallas shortly thereafter

Mr BURGESS advised he had no further information in
his possession concerning this matter

On 6/11/64 at Indianapolis Indiana Foe IP 44-358

by SA PATRICK J FLETCHER :rme Date dictated 6/12/6k

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnot conclusions d the FBI It is the propertyd the FBI and is loaned to
youragency it and its contents we not to be distributed outside your agency



Records Indiana Bell Telephone Company Evansville
Indiana reflect the following calls made on November 24 1963
from telephone number GReenleaf 6-7760 which was issued to DAVID
E HOY 1400 Adams Avenue Evansville Calls were to be billed to
telephone number HArrison 4-8284 which was issued to radio station
WIKY 1162 Mt Auburn Road Evansville Indiana

Call from Evansville by DAVE HOY to Dallas
Texas telephone number RI 7-0065 at 11:45 AM
for 47 seconds

Call from same party to same number at 11:46 AM
for one minute

Call at"11:55 AM from same party to same number
for sixty minutes

Call at 1:50 PM for two minutes fourteen seconds

Call at 7:12 PM person-to-person from same
number and billed to same number for BILL DE MAR
Dallas telephone RI 7-0065 (Notation by operator
"Line busy again 'Customer requests take line.
Emergency call.") Call for period of two minutes
fortythree seconds

Call at 8:12 PM to BILL DE.MAR name crossed out
and call changed to Police Department Homicide
telephone number RI 8-9711 Dallas Texas for a
total of four minutes

On November 23 1963 two calls station-to-station
were made from radio station WIKY telephone number HArrison 4-8284
to KBOX News Dallas Texas telephone DI 8-6350 at 2:30 PM
and 3:00 PM for a total of 28 seconds and one minute respectively

The above records are available only by issuance of a
subpoena.duces tecum to JOHN STREET Manager Indiana Bell Tele
phone Company 133 Northwest Fifth Street Evansville Indiana

DL 44-1639
6/11/64 at Evansville Indiana File AIP 44-358

by SA JAMES ROBERT DUVALL :kam Dote dictated 6/11/64

This documentcontains neither recommendationsnor conclusions d the FBI It is the propertyct the FBI and is loaned to
youragency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency



Tronsmil the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or cods)

ViAIRTEL i
.~ (Priority)
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FBI

Date 6/16/64

TO DIREC'T'OR FBI (44-24016)

FROM SAC
BOSTON

(44-337)

SUBJECT JACK L R aka
LEE ,t VICTIM DECEASED

IV1L RIGHTS

(00 'DALLASI

Re Indianapolis teletype to Boston 6/11/64 and
Bureau airtel 6/9/64

President's Commission by letter dated 6/8/64
refers to testimony of WILLIAM D CRO'r1E aka BILL DE MAR
former entertainer at Ruby's Carousel Club Dallas Texas
before the Commission A portion of Commission's-request for
investigation in this regard reads as follows

"an interview with Mr David Hoy Radio
Station WIKY-to determine whether De Mar
mentioned seeing Oswald in Hoy's first
conversation with-De Mar on 11/24/63 when
Hoy received this information and what he did
thereafter

a
Attached are ten copies of a letterhead

memorandum which includes interview of Hoy on 6/12/64

at,Boston
Kass for Bureau and one copy for Dallas

A .On this date by separate airtell5 copies of
FD-302 reflecting interview of DAVID,EWIN HOY on 6/12/64
were sent to tangs Office for

inV)i'on
in their report

ba r Bureau 411-24016 (Encls lb~
^~ y ~ ~-~v

''`'im
b 2 Dallas l44-1639) (Enc 1)

~ ~~ `
e-

tti Boston )th
in7\

_

W T R::COi Dp .~. _

Approved .Sent '.
~ U Pet

ial Agent in Charge



JACK L KEY
LEE HARVEY OSWALD VICTIM
CIVIL FIGHTS

A
UN i) STATES DEPARTMENT O} .OS.ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Boston Massachusetts

June 16 1964

President's Commission by letter dated June 8
1964 refers to testimony of William Crowe also known as
Bill De Mar forcer entertainer at Ruby's Carousel Clubs
Dallas Texas beTore the Commission The Commission
reqnested en interview with David Hoy formerly with Radio
Station WTKY Evansville Indiana to determine whether or
not in Hoy's conversation with re Mar on November 24 1963
De Mar mentioned seeing Oswald and if so what he did there
after

On June 12 196!i David Edwin Hoy was located
and interviewed at Hotel Braemore Commonwealth Avenue
Boston Massachusetts
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HOY stated that on Sunday November 24 1963
followtng the assassination of President KE6NEOY he was
constantly on the air and spent most of the day at his
home and recalls seeing on television OSWALD having
been shot by an unidentified man who was subsequently
identified as JACK RUDY of the Carousel Club He stated
that his telephone number at his home is GEeenlesf
OR 6-7760) and that his business telephone for the
radio station that employed him is HA 4-8324

It is h1 s recollection th t BILLY DE%AR who
was then playing at the Carousel Club at Dallas Texas shortly
thereafter called him on the telephone as he knew ha would
be interested in the mews story because he could describe
what RUBY was like He stated he recalls getting a brief
description of RUBY from DEMAR in which DE4AR ryas very
generous toward RUBY and thought he was a nice sort of
person with as odd patriotic sense of values He stated
that he immediately telephoned his report thct he received
from DEMAR to the Associated Press in Indianapolis Ha
stated that he then recalled seeing DEMAR on television in
which DEMAR alleged that he believed OS:+ALD was in the
Carousel Club about eight days before HOY stated he
was shoed to hear this and his immediate reaction was
that he could not understand why DEMAR had not told him
this when he had a short time previously described RUBY
He stated he cannot understand DEMAR knowing that HOY
was working for a radio station and being greatly interested
in this type of news and still not telling him about it

HOY stated that he thinks that BILLY DEMAR is
the type of person who can be described as a "herd luck guy
and is perhaps ex;.remely naive He stated he then called
the Associated Press who requested that he follow through
with DEMAR and that if the story of OSWALD being at the
Carousel Club was true it would be a great development



HOY stated he kept close to the telephone throughout
November 24 1963 and made a great many calls from his home
and received many calls at his home during the afternoon and
evening of November 24 1963 He said he could not recall
exactly who called him and who he called but does know that
he reached BILLY DEMAR about 1:00 p.m and asked him if he
really meant what he said about having seen OSWALD His best
recollection is that DEMAR replied "DAVE I think I saw him
I do not forget faces.

HOY stated he told DEMAR that he should go into
hiding because he was in a dangerous position if in fact
there was a compact between OSWALD and RUBY and other
members of the underworld He told DEAR that he should
immediately contact the Dallas Police Department and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation or the Secret Service and
give them full details and request their protection He
stated subsequently during the afternoon of November 24 1963
he had other conversations with DEMAR On more than one
occasion he tried to reach DEAR on the telephone but was
unsuccessful He stated that sometimes ha believes that
this OSWALD's alleged appearance at the Carousel Club
was the figment of DEMAR's Imagiustion and subsequently
as a result has questioned DEMAR very closely regarding
vt DEMAR howeve_ still believes he saw OSWALD He stated
that he understands that on June 9 DEMLR appeored before
the Warren Committee and his version of the incident is that
OSWALD held up or mentioned a strange object HOY states
he seriously questioned what DEMAR actually saw

HOY stated that the Secret Service contacted him
on the telephone on November 25 1963 and he recalls telling
them that DE:4AR was in hiding in Dallas and that he did not
know his actual whereabouts but if DEMAR contacted him he
would advise the Secret Service where to reach him



He believes that on the following day when he
did hear from DEMAR he called the local office of the
Secret Service and furnished them with DEMIUI's address
HOY stated that he himself is extremely interested in
Extra Sensory Perception but does not profess to have
any ability at it and tell everyone,"I am a fake
He said apparently people do not believe him and his
act that he is performing now has met with good success
He stated that he has been in the entertainment field
since January and intends to give show business a try

HOY stated he has a background in magic and
has some ability as a Magician He stated that he recalls
that on Sat;.rday November 23 1963 his boss insisted
that he make a telephone call into Dallas and attempt to
get a "Raper which he described as a telephone type
of recording regarding anything of news value out of
Dallas He recalls that in this regard he made two
telephone calls about 2:30p.m to 3:00 p.m in the after
noon of November 23 1953 to KBOX Dallas Texas and that
he was unsuccessful in obtaining a "Baaper.n

HOY believes that he called Dallas Texas
on November 24 at about 11:45a.m It was after DZMAR
had first called :aim and prior to DEMAR's statemant on
television regarding OSWALD He stated the subject
matter of OSWALD had not come up at this time He merely
got more background on RUBY and DEMAR s observations of
what it was like in Dallas on this sad occasion He stated
he cannot remember how many telephone calls he hsd with
him after this or how long this call was but doubts he
talked at 11:55 a.m for sixty minutes with BILL DEMAR
He stated that throughout the day he was calling New York
City and Indianapolis He stated that about 1:50 p.m4
he was in a telephone conversation with DEMAR and that
this he believes was after DEMAR's appearance on television
at which time DEMAR mentioned OSWALD.



He believes that after 7:00 p.m. en Novem
ber 24 1963 he was talking with DEMAR as he was worried
about his safety and during this time he obtained more
information about RUBY and Dallas which he subsequently
used .in his news contacts He stated that he recalls also
that after 8:00 p.m he talked to a Sergeant at the Dallas
Police Station and suggested that possibly BILLY DEMAR
needed police protection but he does not know the Ser
geant's name with whom he talked He believes the officer
was not interested in what he had to say He stated that
he was talking with MARTIN ANDERSON of the Associated Press
of Indianapolis Indiana on November 24 1963 and talked
to him on mare than one occasion and furnished to him
all of the information he was able to obtain from his
source at Dallas Texas which was BILLY DEMAR

HOY stated his mind always goes back to the
first time that DEMAR talked to him on the telephone and
he is unable to understand why DEAR did not at that time
tell him about OSWALD He stated he questioned DEO R
about it very carefully and DEMAR stated 'E did not think
it was very important.

HOY stated that he considers DEMAR a reliable
person who would not invent a story merely for publicity
He also recalls a Dallas newspaper calling him November 24
and 25 and asking him questions about BILLY DEMAR his
real name his background and ':here he was He stated
that he is quite certain that BILLY DEMAR took his advise
and got in touch with the_Secret Service who suggested to
him he change his hotel location but that DEAR did not
immediately abide by their suggestion
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W C Sullivan 6-19-64
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1 W R bannall
ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES 1 R . Lenihan

IN THE UNITED STATES 1 V H Itasca
INTERNAL SECURITY -CUBA

This memorandum recommends interview with Donald H Janson news

correspondent "New York Times, who may have pertinent information

in captioned matter

Recently representative of Braniff Airways Newark New Jersey
made available letter he had found while cleaning seat pocket of Braniff

plane Letter was dated 5-22-64 and is from one S Martin to one In

Janson neither of whom is further identified

Letter indicates Martin had interviewed unidentified Texas

reporter who after prefacing his remarks with request FBI not be advised

reportedly made following comments

In February 1963 he and some prominent Texas men discussed

jssibility of doing away with Cheddi Jagan Prime Minister of British

Guiana or Fidel Castro Prime Minister of Cuba or both Castro was to

be done away with during visit to Mexico Venture which was to be

privately handled failed to materialize but allegedly the Government

specifically CIA which encouraged such things knew about it Reporter
later heard that when Lee Harvey Oswald was in Mexico Oswald heard of

these plans and this was why he killed President Kennedy

CIA on 6-17-64 advised that the alleged plot to do away with

Jagan and Castro were not CIA operations

Lon Janson 'way be identical with Donald H Janson "Few Yor

Times news correspondent Janson was interviewed in March 1964 in

connection with article he had prepared concerning Oswald At that time

Enclosure
09-584

105-82555 (Oswald)
VHN ce
(10) Qs ! la :~~ Lilr~
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Two copies are enclosed for Dallas for information
purposes in view of their interest in this matter

The retext on 6/17/64 was conducted telephonically
by SA under the guise of being an individual
interested in the Citizen's Committee of Inquiry (CCI) and the
work of MARK LANE The pretext was made to an unidentified
female at the office of the CCI 156 5th Ave. NYC (telephone
number YU 9-6850)

.Investigation

continuing at New York

reau (Encls 20) (RH) 0
lti-1O5 '2555 EE HARVEY OSWALD)
1-100 CCI

2-Dallas (Encls 2) Info) (RH AM)
2-100-10461) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
1-100-10970) (MARK LANE)

1-New York (105-38431) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD) (312)
1-New York 100-].52725 (CCI) (45)
1-New York 100-117844)

BPH jmk`
(11)

/
Nrjj:URA

O b JUL 1901

RVOISTERED HAIL
._.-._.~i Iriort1.y or P t d-o1-B-41 i]i)-

----------------------------------------------------------------

DIRECTOR FBI (100-409763)

FROM SAC NEW YORK (100-117344) (

SUBJECT MARK LANE
SM C
(00:NY)

RaNYairtel 5/22/64 concerning subject's contemplated
travel to Europe

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are an original and
19 ccp.+.es of a LHM dated and captioned as above regarding
subject's foreign travel
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York New Yo:-I:
June 19 1964

(FBI)

In Reply PleaseReferla
File N.-Bureau 100-40976

New York 100-117o44

Re ;lark Lane
Security Ma ter

Refere.oe is made to Federal Bureau of Investigation
memorandum dated May 22 1964 concerning subject's planned
travel to Europe on that date

The June 13 1964 issue of the "National Guardian
page 4 column 4 contained an article entitled "Oswald Is the
Commission in Doubt This article noted that subject was
then on a lecture tour Of Europe building support for his
organization Comittee of Inquiry which according to this
article is concerned with the investigation of the murder or
President John F Kennedy The article stated that in Paris
Lane announced that "the Association of French Jurists will
Convene an inter= atio-_at conference of lawyers after the
US elec` ions in November to hear evidence end arrive at its
own coeclusIo ne about the 'murder of the century

On June 1$ 1964 Mr Daniel Strayer Chief Records
and Information Section Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) 20 ti;e:'t Broadway New York City furnished information
which reflected that Mirk Lane of 164 West 79th Street New
York City passport cumber E067352 departed the United States
on May 22 1964 as a passenger on Scandinavian Airlines
Sy teen Flight #912 en route from New York to Copenhagen
Denmark

On June 17 1964 by means of a suitable pretext by
a Special Agent of the FBI it was determined subject was
continui:fig his lecture tour in Europe end while hie plans to
return to the United ate es were somewhat indefinite he was
expeeto'i to return to New York during the first week in July
1964

The "National Guardian. is characterized in the
appendix attached hereto

This dc.cement contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency



'established by the American labor
Party in 1947 as a "progressive
weekly ft * * Although it denies
having any affiliation with the
Communist Party it has manifested
itself from the beginning as a virtual
official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia
(Committee on Un-American Activities
Report Trial by Treason The National
Committee to Secure Justice for the
ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL August 25
1956 p 12.)

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications, revised and published as of December 1
1961 prepared and released by the Committee on Un
American Activities United States House of Represent
atives Washington D.C. contains the following con
cerning the "National Guardian"
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The original letter referred to in letterhead
memorandum was furnished during the evening of 6/6/64 by
Mr EARL MANCHESTER Service Department Braniff Airways
Newark Airport Newark N.J He advised that this letter  
had been found in a seat pocket of a Braniff plane that same
evening during the process of cleaning It was possible that
it had been-placed there days before and on other than the
planets previous flight The original of the letter
which was without envelope or other data to identify sender_.
or receiver is being maintained in the 1-A section of
Newark file

5 Bureau (Enc 9) (RH)
c(1;105-82555) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)

(1 62 ) (ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY)
2 Dallas (100-10461) (Enc 2) (RH)
2 Miami (Enc 2) (RM)
2 New York (Enc 2) (RH)
2 Oklahoma City (Enc 2) (1W)
3 Newark

(1 105-15291) (LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
(1 62-3060) (ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT

-.MTB:mab <1?Y
(16) lai'aal

'1 It
fi /....-
NOT RECCDED

199 JUN 25 19A

Approved Sent
Special Agent in Charge

&I Per

TO DIRECTOR FBI (109-584)

FROM SAC NEWARK (105-7006)

SUBJECT ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES !'%"
IU THE UNITED STATES
IS CUBA

Enclosed herewith are 9 copies for the Bureau -
and 2 copies each for Dallas Miami New York and Oklahoma
City of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as 1.1
above

----
_ (Priority or Methodof Mailing)



A clipping from the 11/6/63 issue of "The New York
Times was enclosed and briefly referred to in the letter as
speaking for itself This clipping was captioned "City
Presbytery Nominates Negro and refers to Rev ELDER G HAWKINS
Pastor of St Augustine Church Prospect Ave and 165th St. New
York City being unanimously nominated by the Presbytery of
New York City as its candidate for Moderator of the General
Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church A statement in
the article was circled in ink and underlined indicating that
if Rev HAWKINS "wins the election in Oklahoma City on May 21.
be would be the first Negro to head the church body This
part is not referred to in letterhead memorandum as it appears
to have no direct relation to the information reported therein

Newark indices contain no information identical to
S MARTIN or DOtl JANSON While the H L HUNT referred to is
known as a backer of conservative activities in the Southwest
Newark does not possess sufficient information with which
characterize him in letterhead memorandum

The Bureau and other offices are requested to check
their indices for information which might identify S MARTIN or
DON JANSON as well as the unknown Texas reporter who appears
to be from Dallas whose comments are reported in letterhead
memorandum

Dallas Oklahoma City !Jinni and New York advise Bureau d
possible pertinent information developed from their own
search of indices

Newark will attempt to develop further information
regarding identity of the Braniff plane and location of
passenger manifests reflecting names of passengers on the
pertinent plane since 5/22/64



In Reply PleaseReferM
Fite Ns

UN1.1ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J uaTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

_ Newark New Jersey

June 8s  1964

ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES IN
THE UNITED STATES
INTERNAL SECURITY CUBA

On June 6 1964 Mr Earl Manchester Service
Department Braniff Airways Newark Airport Newark New Jersey
made available a letter which he had found that evening while
cleaning the seat pockets of a Braniff plane

The typewritten letter was dated May 22 1964
and directed to one "Don Janson from "S Martin It
showed no address for sender or receiver and was without
envelope It was pointed out by Mr Manchester that the letter
could have been left in the plane on any of many previous
flights

The letter from S Martin to Don Janson refers to
in quotes comments of a "Texas reporter",who was described as
"a proud and eager friend of that police force of the year
in Dallas It noted that "Vicki took notes on the interview
and that he Martin had five hours of recorded conversation
with the reporter whose comments were reported as follows

"For God's sake dontt tell the FBI but back about
February (1963) when I was working for IT L
Hunt some very prominent Texas men R D Matthews
and I discussed the possibility of doing away with
Cheddi Jagan or Castro or both Not by the U.S
government you understand but on a private basis
Hunt said we could have all the cash we needed the
others were in it too on a cash basis Wo
were going to get Castro sometime when he (Castro)
went to Mexico Understand now we dropped it
R.D didn't go for it I didn't go for it Meanwhile
we understood there was a group in Florida with the same
idea Also the government knew all about it.!

(Our question:) Which branch of the government knew
all tbout it



ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITI3S Ill THE UNIT3d STAT33

"The CIA Not Kennedy Ue were going to have men go
down to Mexico and pose as oil agents Men Castro
carne in we'd get him The CIA encourages these things.
I heard later that when Oswald was in Mexico he heard of
our plans and that's why he killed Kennedy But Kennedy
didn't even know what was going on half the time.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the F3I It is the property of the F3I and is
loaned to your agency it and its contents are not to be dis
tributed outside your agency.
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6-22-64

Airtel
1 Mt Belmont
1 Mr Mohr
1 Mr DeLoach
1 Mr Sullivan

To SAC Kansas City (Enclosures 2) 1 -W A Branigan
It V R Wannall

From Director FBI (109-584) 1 R E Lenihan
1 -V H Nasca

ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES
IN THE UNITED STATES

IS CUBA

Attached for Kansas City is copy of Newark airtel 6-8-64
with enclosure The Don Janson mentioned therein may be identical
with the Donald H Janson news correspondent "New York Times who
was interviewed by your office on 3-3-64 See report SA Marion C
Street dated 3-16-64 at Kansas City concerning Lee Harvey Oswald
Kansas City file 105-1736

Kansas City immediately interview Donald-H Janson in
detail concerning the contents of the letter addressed to him by
S Martin Particularly endeavor to determine the identities of

4-S Martin and the Texas reporter If identified set out leads to
have them immediately interviewed for all pertinent information they
may have in this matter Results of interviews conducted should be
submitted to Bureau in form for dissemination

bny pertinent information developed concerning Lee Harvey
Oswald should also be promptly submitted to the Bureau under the
Oswald caption

1 Dallas (100-10461)
1 Miami
1 New York
1 Newark (105-7006) .
1 Oflahoma City Ilu uii~ l'i.LLU

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Airtel to SAC Kansas City
REt ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES

IN THE UNITED STATES
109-584

NOTE

See memo Wannall to Sullivan dated 6-19-64 s

caption prepared by VHN:cej

CIA on 6-17-64 advised SA S S Papich
Bureau that tie alleged plots to do away with Jagan and Castro
mentioned in enclosqre to 14K airtel 6-8-64 were not CIA opera
tions



TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW OR14EANS (100-16601)

RE I LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS -li = CUBA

2

Vial
AIRTEL

(Priority or Methodof Mailings
t 'I

---------------------------------------- -

r

Mr Tnt"nn`
Mr Itolmint_
Mr !t""Sr .
Mr Cr"r.r
Mr Cat:-Ann
Mr CPnrel __
4r.T I wt..
Mr Fvftns
Mr Gels
Mr
Mr Suit'vnn t...r
31r Tarcl .
Mr T"<+tt"r
Tel tors
Miss 11""!n
Z`tissst;sash_

Re Bureau teletypes 6/16 6/22/64 and New Orleans
teletype to Bureau 6/19/64

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies each
for Dallas 3 copies each and for Miami 1 copy each of
the following-described items for inclusion in the report
of SA STEPHEN M CALLENDER dated 6/12/64 at New Orleans
in captioned matter

An FD 302 setting forth interview with
ORESTES PENA on 6/5/64;

An insert setting forth the attempts to
verify.CARLOS BRINGUIER's statement he
telephoned the New Orleans Office of
the FBI between 8/15-30/63

4 FD 302's setting forth contacts with
JOHN D TAMBERELLA ORESTES PENA's attorney
on 6/16 6/17 6/18 and 6/19/64

An amended FD 204 setting forth corrected date
of report.

"Also enclosed for the Bureau are 2 copies for
Dallas 3 copies and for Miami 1 copy of an amended FD 263 setting
forth the corrected date of report aswell..ar the orrected
investigative period ,~-

tisc'l.UsUl,tll jut. 1 1%4
3-Bureau (ttic 72) (AMSD REGIS'T'ERED) 'k105-82555)
2-Dallas (Enc 24) (AM REGISTERED) (100=10461)

12-Miami
(Enc 8) (AM REGISTERED) (1 5-S342)

2-New Orleans 4k../ qoyS
SistC lyC Tr y 'r 6 TT .

.8

nil

7 DP:Mt
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Will complete investigation as set out in
Miamiiiami airtel to Bureau May 21 1964 pertaining to`

allegation that a Mexican named
i'DU~

LAS was associated
with OSWALD in the assassination

.ADt1Iiv ISIRATIVE

The enclosed issue of BOHEMIA is submitted in
event the Bureau desires to furnish same to President's

Ii Commission It is pointed out that no additional copy
1 is available from any established source at Miami

No translation is made of the article in
BOHEMIA which accompanies the photo of the crowd aid mock
coffin on page 69 ii.asmuch as the article does not make
any reference to the coffin incident

INFORMANT

The confidential source referred to in the
attached report is : He made available his collec
tion of REVULUCIo:I for review and furnished the January
7 1962 copy of BOHEI.IIA which is submitted herewith
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copylot

Rood & JAMES J 0 CONNOR
Daum June 10 1964t
Field Office Fits it 105-8342

mi.t LEE HARVEY QSWALD

Cbarecf.a INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Syitoptlu Cuban newspaper REVOLUCION reviewed for period 10/1/63
to 12/31/63 without locating cartoon of FIDEL CASTRO
and President KENNEDY which Dr FERNANDO PENABAZ
Cuban exile attorney had'stated depicted the death of
President KENNEDY about a week before the assassination
Dr PENABAZ contacted on 6/5/64 and advised he had not

actually seen such a cartoon but had been told about
it by Dr JORGE GARCIA MONTES On 6/7/64 Dr GARCIA

MONTES former Prime Minister of Cuba stated he had
not seen any such cartoon as described by Dr PENABAZ
but on the other hand had given Dr PENABAZ a photo
graph of a crowd in Havana Cuba carrying a mock coffin
of President KENNEDY This photo appeared in the 1/7/62
issue of Cuban magazine BOHEMIA and was taken during
the celebration of the third anniversary of CASTRO's
regime Dr GARCIA MONTES furnished a copy of a speech
made by him on 4/25/64 in which he described influence
of FIDEL CASTRO on LEE HARVEY OSWALD An employee of
U.S Information Agency Miami and a confidential source
close to Cuban situation state they have no recollection
of any cartoon such as that mentioned by Dr PENABAZ

This documentcontains nettt~arrecommendationssot eoneiu"ton of ebe FBI It 1 lb property of the FBI end 1 Ipen"d t
yourogeoclrrIt cn4 its coetent are not to be dtstribated *staid* year agency



Reference is made to the report of

Special Agent LIONEL E BELANGER
dated December 10 1963 at Tampa

Florida_ Page 4 of that report relates to a taped tele
vision interview of Dr FERNANDO PENABAZ In that inter---
view made on December 5 1963 by Station WESH-TV
Orlando Florida Mr PENABAZ described a cartoon which
he alleged appeared in the Cuban newspaper REVOLUCION
about a week before the assassination of President KENNEDY
The cartoon was said to depict "Uncle Sam laughing at
the damage which Hurricane Flora had wrought in Cuba
and in a second drawing depicted the coffin of President
KENNEDY with FIDEL CASTRO laughing The cartoon was said
to be captioned "He who laughs last laughs best.

On June 2 1964 a confidential source who is a
former Cuban police official stated he did not recall

having seen any cartoon such as that described by Dr
PENABAZ The source stated he obtains and reviews for

intelligence information the Cuban newspaper REVOLUCION
and other Cuban publications The source-made available
his collection of REVOLUCION covering the period October

1= 1963 to December 15 1963 All issues were available

except these'for November 23 and November 28

The edition of October 5 1963 reported Hurricane
Flora had arrived in Eastern Cuba on October 4 1963

Review of REVOLUCION for this period (except
issues for November 23 and 28 1963) reflected no cartoon
as described by Dr PENABAZ

On June 5 1964 review of all issues of REVOLUCION
for the period October 1 1963 to December 31 1963 was



On June 5 1964 Dr FERNANDO/ PENABAZ 1L
Madeira Coral bles_ _Florida Cuban _'ekile._attorne and

writer stated he had not actually seen the cartoon to
which he referred in the taped television interview
but had been told about it by Dr JORGE GARCIA MONIES
former Prime Minister of Cuba_ during the regime of
FULGENCIO BATISTA Mr PENABAZ said he believed he had
been told about the cartoon by still another person
but was unable to recall the identity of such person
He believed the cartoon appeared in REVOLUCION prior to
the assassination of President KENNEDY

1
On June 7 1964 Dr JORGErGARCIVMONTES 520 'II

Gerona Avenue Coral Gables Florida advised that he
fir-if-became a Congressman in Cuba..,.in 1922 He had also
served as legal counsel for several United States owned

companies in Cuba while continuing in Cuban politics
He said he served as Prime Minister in Cuba from February
1955 to April. 1957 at which time he resigned and was

appointed Minister of Education

Dr GARCIA stated he had no knowledge of a
cartoon such as that described by FERNANDO PENABAZ He
believed PENABAZ had possibly confused the existence of
such a cartoon with a photograph which he Dr GARCIA
had given Dr PENABAZ about 6 or 7 months ago He said

made from the microfilm maintained at the office of the
U.S Information Agency (USIA) Miami Florida No
cartoon such as that described by Dr PENABAZ was
located Mr GEORGE VOLSKY writer and researcher for

"USIA stated he did not recall any cartoon such as that
described by Dr PENABAZ having appeared in any Cuban
publication



this photograph had appeared in the January 7,1962 issue
of the Cuban magazine BOHEMIA The photograph depicted
a htge crowd which had assembled in Havana on January 2
1962 for a display of Cuban military might and a speech
by FIDEL CASTRO on the occasion of the celebration of the

third'anniversary of CASTRO's regime Dr GARCIA displayed
,a copy of the BOHEMIA magazine in question

He pointed out on page 69 thereof a photograph
depicting part bf the large crowd gathered for the cele
bration This part of the crowd was holding up a mock
coffin on which was printed in English the words

"Mr KENNEDY lies here Cuban revolution killed
him.

A caption under the picture in the magazine as
translated from Spanish reads

"The popular repudiation of the aggressive policy
-of imperialism assumes a most picturesque form
KENNEDY (in the casket) lies here liquidated
by the Cuban revolution.

Dr GARCIA furnished a-copy of the photograph
in the magazine He said he had made copies of this

photograph available to the Cuban exile groip Unidad
Revolucionaria (Revolutionary Unity) for its anti
CASTRO propaganda

Dr GARCIA also furnished a typewritten copy of
a speech he said he made before the Louisiana Press
Association at Shreveport Louisiana on April 25 1964



MM 105-8342

in which he set forth his observations on the influence
of the FIDEL CASTRO regime on LEE HARVEY OSWALD He

pointed out that pages 11 to 16 of his speech copy
(numbered in the upper right corners) deal with his
views upon the assassination The speech is as follows



stances in which I find myself a political exile and a man

without a country

I have been a friend of the United States all my life.

SFDECU DELIvERE
.DR IHONTES GARC

BEFORE THE LOUISIANA PRESS ASSOCIATION
APRIL 25 1964

embers of the Louisiana Press Associations

I consider this opportunity to speak-before your Conven

tion a great honor Ironically after living five years is

Florida it is this Association that has given me the chance

to speak about the tragedy of my country

Honors are always appreciated but more so in the circum

.1
One reason is that I was born in this country During the

second war for independence my family had to leave Cuba and

I was born in the city of New York in 1897 But the main

reason why I am:a friend of the United States is that I

learned it from my father who was always grateful for the

help and support that you gave Cuba to gain its independence

from Spain

Now my friends I am asking you the members of the press

that mould public opinion to help us again recover our inde

pendence The situation now is much worse than it was in 1898

Then we were fighting Spain which after all,,is the country

of our ancestors and our culture is Spanish The excesses and

the crimes of the cruel Captain General Weyler were nothing



Cuban people in slavery and a state police organization that

-Cubans cannot by themselves destroy

have been shot practically without trial 50,000 political

prisoners suffer from hunger and all sorts of indignities in

Cuban jails and a foreign country alien to all that is Cuban

rules my country through its Communist satrap Fidel Castro to

whom Russia has given all the weapons necessary to keep the

You will forgive me I am sure for saying these words

I could not speak before the press of the State of Louisiana

so close o our struggles for independence without asking for

your help to roomy country from the yoke of Communism But

although that is hat is really in my heart I have not come

to tell you what Castr and Communism have done to Cuba and

the Cubans I am aware that I am addressing a segment of the

American press and that I should talk about what you are

naturally interested ins the damages to the United States in

flicted by Castro and Communism

Whatever Castro has done,-has been done by a Communistic

government and is therefore the result of having a Communistic

regime in Cuba .So it seems to me and I hop0 to you too that

a-few words about the nature of Communism and its aims are in



Europe afterwards the masses of Asia

the United States which will rain the last bastion of

Capitalism We will not have to attack the United States

will fall into our hands like an overripe fruit. 44 years

have elapsed since Lenin said this During these years Soviet

Russia took Eastern Europe thanks to the Yalta and Potsdam

agreeraents Asia turned to Communism due to the Chinese revo

lution aided and abetted by the United States and by the Korea

and Geneva armistices Now the Communists are trying to surround

the United States in its own continent The tactic to be fol

lowed to achieve this objective was formulated by Major Serge!

Yuvarov in an article in Red Start that was reprinted by the

Cuban magazine Bohemia in March 17 1957 issue

In said article Major Yuvarov mentioned three strategic

zones The Colombia-Panama zone which commands the Panama Canal

the zone of the Central American isthmus from which the canal

can be easily attacked and the third that he called the -Antil

lion belt He pointed out the possibility of using Cuba as a

base of operations mind you in the year 1957 Precisely the

year in which Castro started his revolution in Cuba

Could it be possible to fight the Communistic strategy of

:world dominion with the tactic of pacific co-existence The

. ~ ~.1 .. -o may ?3 1963 says (Quote)



"The atmosphere of pacific coexistence contributes to the increase

of the influence of the Communist parties and to widen the fight

ing front for Socialism. And it goes on to says (Quote)

practice of pacific coexistence does not mean at all the end or

the weakening of the political or ideological struggle against

Imperialism.

In 1931 Dimitri Ranuilsky the leader of the Communist Inter

national saics (Quote) The war between Communism and Capitalism

is inevitable Naturally today we are not strong enough to

attack Our policy is to put bourgeois America to sleep launch

ing the most spectacular peace'novement ever seen.

In the book Basis of Marxist PlilosoAhy written by Konstan

tinov published by the Academy of Science of Russia Which is a

textbook in all Communist universities including of course the

University of Havana he says 'The contradictions between Social

ism and Capitalism are antogonic contradictions impossible to

reconcile and could only end with the elimination of one of them .

This my friends is the ene:ay you are facing only 90 Hiles from

the shores of Florida in the island of Cuba that cuts all the

maritime communications between the United States and the south

and particularly those of the Gulf of Mexico and the State of

Louisiana

The first damage inflicted by Castro's regime on the United

States is economic It is of course the least "important because
_9



hundreds of millions of dollars

add that
Cub

olds the biggest nic};el reberves in the world

which are now lost to the United States Government and are be

ing used by Sovi\ Russia I do not have to tell you the strat

egic value of nickel today

The third items is the loss in Cuban trade Although you

may have heard that -CrLea was an underdeveloped country the

balance favored the United States at the rate of $125-Million*

a year for the ten years prior to 1959

The next item is increase of tho_price of sugar paid by

the citizens of the United States The price of that commodity

has 'gono way u duo to the failure of the suer crop in Cuba

it comes to around 5600-Hillion in two years

Add now the cost of the military mobilization of October

1962 I cannot quote any figure but it must have run into the

yours is a 'very rich country but it is big enough to hurt

we begin with properties of.United States citizens in Cuba

valued at Eight Hundred Million Dollars confiscated by Castro

Then losses of property of the United States Government valued

at Twenty-Five Million Dollars

This requires an explanation TheNickaro plant located

in Oriente Province was the property of the United States

Governmbt and was confiscated by Castro's regime. And let me



Then add the cost of the Bay of Pigs invasion The figure

generally mentioned by those in the know is $40-Million

Add to this the cost of help given to Cuban refugees in the

United States e75-Million a year and the ransom paid for th

prisoners of the Bay of Pigs 453-Million and finally 8200

Million of merchandise sold to Cuba during the first year of

Castzp's regime that has not been paid for
i

You have probably heard that Cuba's cost to Russia is One

Million Dollars a day Those who say so do not remember that

Russia bought.Cuban sugar last year at 4.6 and 6 cents a pound

and that the price was over 94 a pound for 1963 and is still over

74 a pound

But even so figure the losses suffered by the United States

and they average over 6900 Million a year.. almost three times

as much as Cuba is suppo.:od to cost to Russia

And if you wish you may add the 610-Billion for the alli

ance for progress program. You may remember that it was Castro

who in Buenos Aires in 1959 asked for ten billions from the

United States to help Latin America Then we all laughed at

Castro's boutade until President Kennedy came out with precisely

ten billions for the Alianza program .By the way so much money

down drain as long as Castro's regime remains in Cuba

But wn we have been *consider ing so far is only money and

I must remind you of what Iago_ said to Othello "'Twas mines_



had anybody in America dared do such a thing

When he reached Havana after victory Castro's first act

was to expell the U.S Military Mission which he called useless

and incapable

Then came the so-called agrarian reform that practically

But soraething more important has been lost to the United

States duo to the presence of Castro's regime in Cuba prestige

The attacks on the prestige of the United States by Fidel

Castro began during his revolution in the Sierra Maestra

must remember his constant tirades against Yankee imperialis2a

and the kidnapping of American citizens and wo:se the kidnap

ping of U.S sailors from the Guantanamo Base Never before
s

confiscated all the sugar mills including of course those

owned by American citizens Later all American assets in Cuba

were confiscated including as we have already seen -properties

of the United States Government This was followed by a cataract

of insults to the United States and its Government He called

United States Senators "Drunkards President Eisenhower 'an

idiot, the United States "the featherless and lousy eagle

and insolently dared face this country in his statement'of August

24 1960 in which he said (Quote) "We are in the trenches

against imperialism rapacious and exploiter against the bloody

and voracious imperialism that has lost a few claws in Cuba
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The most violent speech ever delivered against the United

States in the United Nations was Castro's speech of September

1960

His aim was of course to destroy the prestige of th s

country in Latin America where he knew that nobody can understand

how a powerful nation may keep quiet under such provocation and

where courage is admired

His purpose was clearly reflected in
theme

newspaper Revolu

cion,` the official organ of Castro's regime in an editorial of

January 2 1960

tow for more than a century the United States has been at

work to keep European countries out of the American continent
i

It started with the Monroe Doctrine and was followed by the Pan

American conferences of Chapultapec Mexico in 1945 Rio de

Janeiro in 1947 Bogota in 3,948 where the charter of the OAS was

approved The communists staged the bloody "Bogotazo` with the

object of making the conference fail but to no avail Incident
1

ally Castro was one of the Communist agitators there

Finally in 1954 facing the threat of Communism in Guata

mala the OAS approved the Declaration of Caracas It atatess

(Quote) The dominion or control of the political institutions

of any American state by the international Communist zQov& ent

represents a menace to the sovereignty and independence of the
..
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American states that places in jeopardy the peace of America

Thus was Communism outlawed in America and the sanctions had

already been provided in Rio and Bogot'g And do not forget

that armed intervention was one of them

Then Russia landed troops in Cuba and nothing happened

and the 1lonroe Doctrine was dead Men Castro landed troops in

Panama Nicaragua Haiti and Santo Domingo and nothing hap

pened the Declaration of Caracas and the Treaties of Rio

BogotS were also dead and so was the Pan American system to

all practical purposes

As a result the leadership of the United States in the

American .continent slipped from its hands Communism advanced

and threatened to take over in Guatemala Peru Brazil* and

Santo Domingo Ironically it was only due to military coups

so bitterly opposed by the State Department that those countries

were saved and Communism stopped

When the rest of the world saw what was happening in America

at the very doorstep of the United States when they saw that

this country launched the Bay of Pigs invasion only to abandon

the gallant fighters at the last minute then two things happened

simultaneously friends of the United States and France was an

example --asked themselves If the United States does not get

rid of Castro 90 miles from its shores for fear of war,-will

it come to our rescue if we are attacked?*

On the other hand United States enemies and the so-called



confiscation of American properties in Argentina and

napping of American citizens in Boliva looting of the Ame

razil d

nis

.~, ...wit

neutralist nations decided that the United States was an easy

target for blackmail Then there followed Laos the Berlin Wall

Embassy in Cambodia :rioting against the United States in Panama

Zanzibar Cyprus and practically everywhere

The lesson is crystal-,clear A great and powerful nation

a very rich nation is never loved no matter what it does or

what it gives away Leaders roust be respected Turning the

other cheek makes matters only worse

I think you will agree with mo that never has the prestige

of the United States been so low This process was started with

Castro's revolution in Cuba and this situation will not irprove

as long as be is in power

This is the way Castro explained the situation in his own

peculiar way of expression "The irai erialists have shaken their

fingers their hands their feet their heads their bodies and

notwithstanding all-their efforts a revolutionary government

.does not fall dorm It was not like old tires w hen Uncle Sala

shook a finger and a government would fall dcyorn.

And that was ray friends exactly what everybody believed

in Cuba before Castro so great was then the prestige of the
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The third damage inflicted by Castro's regime on the United

States was the danger of nuclear war in October 1962 at least

the United States Government thought there was such a danger and

mobilized accordingly

When Khruschev emboldened by the weakness of the United

States Government brought the missiles to Cuba the Kennedy ad

ministration with a gun pointed at the heart of America finally

reacted It could have used the opportunity to remove the Russian

troops from Cuba 'but at least the missiles and the big tbmbers

were removed or so we are told because the on-sight inspection

was never allowed by Castro

So when you hear as I have often heard that Castro is a

problem for the Cubans and that we must solve it remember that

the United States Government has said emphatically that there was

.an imminent danger of nuclear war in October 1962 and that was

only possible because the Castro regime ruled Cuba With a

friendly government in Cuba such as our government was that

would have been impossible

And we come to the last damage inflicted on the United States

ro regime and the most dramatic the assassination of

the President bf the United States

I want to emphasize that I do not mean to say that Castro

actually ordered Oswald to murder President Kennedy What I do

.say is that a man who was a devoted Pidelista and imbued with



Castro is a murderer He started in life at the University of

Havana murderingeiMKdez Caral a university policeman He

"While tensions are relaxing in other parts of the world while

crime Certainly not Soviet Russia Relations between this

country and Russia never have been better since the Second World

War But Castro was alarmed at the rapprochement of the two

countries and fearful that Russia might sacrifice him to better

said relations

On September 28 the Reuters Agency reporting on Castro s

speech of that day said (Quote) "Dr Castro is believed to

suspect that the Soviet union may be prepared to settle Cuba's

fate directly with the United States.*

On September 12 Pravda published an article warning Castro

(Quote) "The establishment of normal relations between the United

States and Cuba would be in the interest of both states and

would promote peace and international security.*

Castro answered in his speech of September 28th I quotes

his ideas was impelled to do it

Even the hypothesis that Castro plotted tie murder o

President Kennedy is notffbsurd or impossible .Por one thing

shot Leonel Gomez a student who escaped with his life miracu

lously and he was one of the conspirators in the murder of a

student loader Hanolo Castro

Then Castro was the one that could have profited by the



And then be stresses the contrast between the policy of

relaxation of Russia and his owns (Quote) 'Cuba has its awn

line which corresponds to the concrete conditions in which the

Cuban revolution comes forth and to the specific conditions

of the spot in the world where it comes forth the vicinity

Yankee imperialism and the brotherhood with a continent exploited

by imperialism.

This is a declaration of independence with respect to the

Rustian policy of peaceful coexistence

finally he adds (Quote) This is the time of the

the peoples all over the continent shake the

yoke of the empi

s\i

es and dig the graves of the exploiters.. we

are veterans in th s struggle and know how to handle them.

On September 7th at the Embassy of Brazil in.Havana he

said (Quote) The leaders of the United States should think

that if they are aiding in terrorist plans to eliminate the

Cuban leaders they themselves cannot be safe.

In September Oswald traveled to Mexico for the ostensible

purpose of getting a transit visa from Cuba He stayed a week

in that city and had a very long conference with the Cuban am

bassador
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And of course the advantage of the elimination of presi

dent Kennedy could have been to interrupt the rapprochement

between Washington and 2Soscow "`
":1

But again I repeats I do not say that Castro induced

Oswald to murder President Kennedy What I do-say is that the

peculiar brand of Castro's Communist ideology was responsible

for the murder of the President of the United States

Oswald was a confessed Communist Even in handcuffs he

raises his fists in the Communist way (Show the picture)

He-was a devoted sympathizer of Castro In April of 1963

he distributed Castro propaganda in New Orleans In July he

rented an office for the distribution of that propaganda be

tried to infiltrate the Cuban Revolutionary Directorate an

ant i-Castro organization by offering his services in New

Orleans as a military instructor 'MO 9th of August he was

distributing Castro propaganda in that city a scuffle arose and

he was fined $10.00 In the same city the 17th on the occasion

of a radio interview with K Stucky he made statements in favor

of the Castro regime On the 21st he took part in a 4 -man

panel at STDSV as a sympathizer of Castro

So there is no doubt that Om :aid was a devoted Fidelista
i
and that he was serving Castro in every way he could

What was Oswald hearing from Castro before Noven er 1963



towards Cuba `cynical and hypocritical.

On Jan a Z,_.1962 the -Cuban _laagasloe :lob cmia printed

(Quote) "The behavior of President Kennedy was that o

In fact never had a president of the United States degraded so

much the dignity of the office. (January

The rulers of the United States have shown their souls of

On July 26 1963 he says "The imperialists are hypocrites

-and President Kennedy is a ruffian.

On June 4 1963 he says hat is needed is the cessation

of the policy of subversion of sabotage of violation of the

air space

In October 1963 he calls the policy of the United States

this photograph (Show photograph) For tho e o.C-Znn3-t"YZad

it from where they are sitting the legend 6n thecaske't reads

"fiereJies _President Kennedy The Cuban revolution killed him

Oswald as a fervid Castroite :gust have known of Castro"s

speech of September 28 in which his fear of being sacrificed to

a Russian-American rapprochement was clearly expressed Oswald

must have reached the conclusion that the President of the United

-States was the worst enemy of the Cuban revolution and the main

danger to its survival and triumph The next step was to murder

the President



Youmay think that all'this is only my personal opinion

But there is a fact we cannot get away from President Kennedy

was murdered by a devoted Pidolista who was even willing to
s

spy for him If Castro had not been helped by the United States

Government to win power or if his regime had been suppressed at

the Bay of Pigs or before the President of the United States

would be alive today

Z hope you will agree with me that the presence of Castro

and his Communistic regime in Cuba is a very serious threat for

the United States I hope you will agree with me that for the

preservation of this country the cancer must be extirpated.

In the past the United States has faced grave dangers and )1as

always found the wisdom and the courage to deal with them

Communism my friends presents the gravest danger you ever

faced but in its glorious past the United States of America

will find with the help of God the strength to save itself

and Christian civilization



It is noted that former Ambassador to Cuba

(1957-59) EARL E T SMITH in his book "The Fourth

Floor, states on page-180

"JORGE GARCIA MONTES held the office of Prime
Minister longer than any other Prime Minister
in Cuba In'the opinion of the Embassy he
was a man of integrity and reliability His

opinions and his information were later borne
out to be correct and reliable

On June 8 1964 the same confidential source
former Cuban police official previously mentioned
furnished a copy of the magazine BOHEMIA dated January
7 1962 He stated the many photographs including
that of the crowd holding the mock coffin which appears
on page 69 were all apparently taken at the anniversary
celebration of the CASTRO revolution in Havana on

January 2 1962. He said the text of the article is
the speech made by FIDEL CASTRO at this celebration and
contains no reference to the group holding the coffin





Ronorable';D Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue H E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

c

There is also enclosed one copy of the January T
1002 issue of the Cuban magazine "Bohemia. This contains
ayicture on page G9 which depicts a large crowd holding a
dock coffin on which are the words "Mr Kennedy Lies Here
Cuban Revolution Killed Him.

;0
This completes the investigation conducted at the

request of Mr Liebeler

e

y

a

/o$ sS
1 Sullivan
1 ._ Malley
1 Branigan
1 H A Stutz.

Rm 5722 Justice
I Lenihan
1 - Goble

Reference is made to the telephone call of
May 25 1964 from Mr Wesley James Liebeler to Mr ?T)&
Schutz Jr. of this Bureau wherein Mr Liebeler re Messed
further investigation regarding a cartoon which allc
appeared in a Cuban newspaper depicting a coffin coma# n
President Kennedy

There are enclosed two copies of the report a
Special Agent Janes J O'Connor dated June 10 1964 at
Miami Florida This report contains the results of the
investigation conducted as a result of Mr Liebeler's
request4-7

Sincerely yours

spet
;eflasa
'oared

\ .
~

wawa TNG:paha1 ! (12)
.1,40-,

~totter
964'~ale RootImes

,mod MAILROOM TELETYPEUNITE)



Honorable J Lee Rankin

N

The enclosed Miami report indicates that no cartoon
such as was reported ever existed The individual whO advised
of existence of such a cartoon received his information from
another person who was referring not to the cartoon but to
the picture in the "Bohemia magazine The Miami report of
6/10/64 has been reviewed by Mr Belmont and Mr Malley ;and
they have approved it for dissemination to the Commission



UNITED STATES GOB

UBJECT t'SS s3IP;!:TIO2< cr P2ESIDE i
JON F KENNEDY D.;LLAS T=S
11/22/63

Mr Conrad { osure ,:-..4

1.Ir Griffith Lnclosure --
Mr =;::,/-Shancyfelt Enclosure
Ur Jevons Enclosure
ter Frazier Enclosur " c,M..

Mrb ill Enclosure
6/12/64

114

Reference memorandum dated February 26 1954 from W D
Griffith to Mir Conrad concerning a continuing project wherein the
Bureau has undertaken to furnish the Commission with photographs
of all Commission exhibits

On 6/10/64, _iss Vary Norton Commission employee
telephoned Section Chief Roy II Jevons Physics and Chemistry
Section FBI Laboratory and made the request that a Bureau
representative take custody of those exhibits listed on the
attached enclosure It was further requested that three copies
be made of each exhibit and that these be furnished to the
Com=mission

As a L..atte of reco" d custody was taken of instant
exhibits by SA Robert E Neill on 6/10/64 At this time
Miss Norton also requested that SA Lyndal L Shaneyfelt prepare
three copies of Commission-Exhibit No $35 and it was further

"requested that Commission Exhibits 882 and 633 (which are presently
fin the Exhibits Section) be photographed and that three copies of
-these exhibits be furnished to the Commission

This work will be handled by an Agent Examiner of the
FBI Laboratory's Document Section

ACTION Exhibits will be photographed or otherwise reproduced
as requested and three copies of each will be supplied
to the Commission S Shaneyfelt will be responsible
for ttiotography of Exhibit 885: E i is 0C2 and
CS3 will be obtained from the FBI Exhibits Section for
photof aphy In accordance with existing instructions
all c:::hibit (Cocign ted Wc) root ,originating from
he ::urcau will be returned to the Go:,umission along
with the copies The rcuaining exhibits will be
maintained in Lurcau custody

Enclosure yy

U 310 0 o 196a Enclosure
1 :~ t :'.osen Enclosure
1 'Mr `.allivan Enclosure ..~
1 ?s -:.{a ley Enclosure
1 Mr Callahan (Attention C Q Smith) Enclosur
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Sincerely

,-2'S) i

`J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

PRESIDENT COMMISSION
ON THE J

ASSASSINATIONOP PRESIDENTKENNEDT
200I.iagtandAve Nb
WashingtonO.C 20003

Tckphone343.1400

Int J Edgar Hoover Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Pennsylvania Ave Z 9th St N II
':I3shington D C 20535

EARLWARRENC6..r
RICHARDBRu5EEIL
)OHNSHERMANCOOPER
HALEBOGGS
GERALDP.FORD
JOHNJ McQLOT
MIENV DULE3

Mr T%lInn
Mr Belmont
Mr MI"!+r  
Mr Ca!pev
Mt C:t;nhse
Mr Cnnrad
Mr n-I .a
Mr Evans --a

1reaile_
 f~xti 'sere L-'

Mid tutliva
Mr Tavel/
It r Trotter
Tete Ronan-
Miss 11:"lnles
Miss Gandy

Carl L Ibynard has clamed that he saw Lee Os731d
dating a Mexican strip-tease dancer who o:::ed at tile
Carousel and that fur''Ier information in this regard
could be obtained from Diana (MU) an employee of Ruby
(Report November 27 19630'p.335) Presumably the Diana
referred to is Diana Hunter

Please advise us what further investigation has been
made of this allegation In addition please provide an
interview with bliss Hunter concerning her employment with
Ruby and any personal observations of incidents where Ruby
shoved interest in President Kennedy In addition please
ascertain any contact she had with Ruby Ralph Paul George
Senator Breck Vail or Ruby's other employees from November
22 through November 24 and any c::periences she racy have had
with respect to Ruby's sensitivity to his position in Dallas
as a person of Jewish background
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Eefere ce memorandum dated February 26 196d from 17
Griffith concerning a continuing project wherein the Bureau has
::nderta':e3 to furnish the Cor^:aission with photographs of all
Commission exhibits

D

1 Ur Conrad -
1 Office Room
1 Hr Jevons Enc
'vat 6/17/64

1 - Ur + razicr Enc
1 -.Ur Mill Enc
1 tar Griffith Enc
1 :'.r Kittel Enc

ern:we".tea..+M" 1911at t~vM. W M
U.% jia) STATES GOV .M ENT

It._ em randwn

,

ROi :R H Jevons,J

,r
OBJECT ASS.iJ.SiI A1 ICN 012 P:.ES!D.i1 T

.:v.I_~.r~_ P r...~..:.:Qr DALLAS 1~..~faka"LS
11/22/63

On June 15 1O3d 'Visa Etry L ;'.ovcots::y called SA ,."r _on E
T:iili=s of the La b.oraLory.'s Physics and Chemistry Cection and requested
that a 1;urcau representative ta'_:c custody of tnc exhibits listed on the

attached list She further rct_.ested that the Cow^i scion be furnished
with three copies of each exhibit not previously reproduced

Ls a :matter of record custody c7.'_ to::en of instant exhibits

by SA Robert A ~. M̂ t..zicr oa the Catoa A.,e of ~.a =....

Th
JL o

Laboratory's
r . a.ai_ _is roe. rill ._a::::2c4 by s.. gar".1

Document SV V Yro N

ACTION :exhibits rill to hoto;;va _cd or othert'ise reproduced and

.}nee copies will b. supplied to the Co:.z.._ss'_on as rc _uest:.d Those

items originally supplied to the Comnis:,ion t. the Bureau :7111 be

hCpt in Bureau CL tOC Items not originating from the Bureau will L3
returned along with the photographs (Desi!;aatc :.7

-.closure

1 '_.r 1.,. _ Enclosuree1P ..gint . .,.._
1 Ur Rosen Enclosure
1 T. Sullivan rrclosu"_"3
1 Ur ?r .l1cy Enclosure
1 Ur Callahan ( t Lon;: on C Q Srii th) Enclosure
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AMiINISTRATIVE /

On 6/9/64 ARLENE CROCE Editorial Assistant
"National Review 150 East 35th Street NYC was contacted
concerning information appearing in the "Capital Bulletin
column of the 6/9/64 issue of the "National Review Bulletin"'-
wherein it was indicated that "a former Russian national I
made statements regarding OSWALD Miss CROCE advised that
,the "Capital Bulletin column is usually written by

~-EE TOLF4 1JO in Washington D C under the pen name gpINCY"
however she advised that the "Capital Bulletin column
appearing in the 6/9/64 issue was written by several different
authors none of whom were DE TOLEDANO

COPIES DESTROYED
e

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONT D

Miss CROCE stated that she did not know the
identity of the author of that portion of the column fy
pertaining to "a former Russian national and she was
unable to furnish any information concerning the possible
identity or location of the "former Russian national
referred to in the column She remarked that WILLIAM F
BUCKLEY JR. Editor of "National Review was unavailable
for interview but she stated that she would contact him.`
and advise him of the information requested by the FBI

On 6/lo/64 miss CROCE was recortacted and stated
that she had spoken to Mr BUCKLEY but that he was unable
at this time to furnish the identity of the author of
that oition of the column relating to "a former Russian
naticral She advised that their office is attempting-
"to get a message through to the author of this information
and that once he is contacted he will in turn contact the
FBI Miss CROCE stated she was unable to furnish any
additional information concerning the identity of the author

On 6/12/64,VLADIMPEETROV Stony Creek New
Haven Connecticut telephonically contacted the NYO and
advised that he is the source referred to in the "Capital .'=
Bulletin column appearing in the 6/9/64 issue of the
"National Review Bulletin He stated that he is associated
with Yale University but may be contacted at his residence
in Stony Creek

Above information not set forth in details of
this report since it does not reflect results of interview
with the "former Russian national but only efforts to
locate him

Information copies furnished to New Haven and
Washington Field in view of their investigation concerning
above information ,

B
COVER PAGE



NY 105-33431

SAM ALTMAN NYC taxicab driver upon initial =v .~
contact stated that he did not wish to be interviewed by
the FBI because he had previously contacted and related
his information to the FBI at the time the incident occu re

Mr ALTMAN was informed that the NYO has no
record of any such contact

LEAD

NEIJ YORK

At New Yom New York

Will continue to conduct investiCation regarding
cubes..:.-.t based on information received from Bureau Office
of O1.:in Dallas and other offices

C*
COVER PAGE
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Relwll JOHN JAMES 0 FLAHERTY New York New York
Dote

Field Office Fite Bureau File t 105-82555

FD-2W (Re. 3-3-S!) "

UNIT 'STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

,tom

105-38431

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
6/17/64

INTERNAL SECURITY R CUBA

Synopsis
SAM ALTMAN NYC taxicab driver advised that

approximately two or three months prior to assassination
of President KENNEDY he picked up passenger at Idlewild
Airport Queens NY and while en route to Gotham Hotel

_NYC passenger allegedly stated "I am here to kill the
President ALTMAN stated he noted passenger's name on
his taxi trip ticket Records at ALTMAN's place of
employment indicate he was not working 4/22/63 10/10/63
due to a broken arm ALTMAN recontacted and stated that
his memory is very poor concerning dates and that he is
confused re approximate time the incident occurred ALTMAN
viewed photo of OSWALD but advised not identical with his
passenger Records at Hotel Gotham negative re OSWALD

P

DETAILS

By letter dated May 15 1964 Mr JOHN B DRURY
a Trial Attorney for the Civil Aeronautics Board advised
the Warren Commission that on May 11 1964 while he was
in New York City on business he and two associates had a
conversation with one SAM ALTMAN a New York City taxicab
driver Mr DRUIr1's letter contained the following
information as related to Mr DRURY by ALT1

Thls documenteon toins neither recommendationsnor conclusions of the FBI II is the property of the F81 as! Is loaned to
youragency It and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your (Kemp



"About two or three months prior to the
assassination of the late President Kennedy he picked
up a male passenger at Eastern Air Lines and drove him
to his destination which was the Hotel Gotham The
passenger had a large footlocker upon which his name was
stencilled During the drive the passenger told Altman
that he was a former Marine and that he intended to kill
President Kennedy Altman noted the name.on the footlocker
and wrote it on his trip-ticket for the day which he turned
in to the company from which he rents the cab Although
not positive Altman believes that the name was Oswald and
as he recalls this passenger he looked like the photographs
of Lee Harvey Oswald.

The following investigation was conducted
concerning the above information

On June 9 1964 inquiry at the residence of
Mr ALTMAN determined that he was unavailable for interview

On June 10 1964 ALTMAN telephonically contacted
the New York Office of the FBI and was advised that the FBI
was interested in speaking to him concerning an incident
which according to the contents of a letter written to
the Warren Commission by an attorney on behalf of Mr
ALTMAN took place in New York City about two or three
months prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY and
which involved a taxi passenger vfio according to the
letter ALTMAN believed might have been identical with
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Initially ALTMAN stated that he did not wish
to speak to the FBI but would relate his story to the
Warren Commission if so requested Although still reluctant
to be interviewed ALTMAN generally advised that approximately
two or three months prior to the assassination he picked
up a fare at Idlewild Airport Queens New York and while
en route to the Hotel Gotham Fifth Avenue and 55th Street



NY 105-38431

New York City the passenger stated that he "was in Vex -:e
York City to kill the President He stated he noted the
passengers name on his taxi trip ticket and this ticket
is presently located in the files of his employer, 629 Nest
57th Street New York City

On June 10 1964 ARTHUTt LEVINE Office Manager
57th Street Management Corporation 629 hest 57th Street
New York City advised that office records indicate that
from April 22 1963 to October 10 1963 ALTMAN did not
work due to a broken arm ALTMAN:s taxi trip tickets from
April 1 1963 to April 22 1963 were located and reviewed
concerning possible notation of passengers name but with
negative results No further review of taxi trip tickets
was conducted in view of the fact that it appeared ALTMAN
had 1-!en in error concerning the approximate date of this
incietent,and it was decided to recontact him regarding this
discrepancy.

On June 10 1964 Miss HOMEYER Clerk Reservations
Office Hotel Gotham Fifth Avenue and 5th Street New York

City made available the hotel records for 19530 but a review
of same failed to reflect any information identifiable with
the subject LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On June 10 1964 attempts to recontact SAM ALTMAN
met with negative results

On June 11 1954 ALTMAN was tel ephon'.cally re
contacted and informed that according to his ea plcyert s
records he was not working two or three m nths prior to the
assassination He agreed to a personal interview so that
full details concerning the incident could be obtained

-On June 11 1964 SAM *AI.TMAN age 49 364 Madison
Street New York City stated that he has resided at the
above address for 20 years and has been a taxi driver for
approximately thc fast six years He stated that he thought
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3.
the incident took place approximately two or three months :.3_
prior to the assassination but remarked that if he was not
working at that time it must have taken place some other
time He was unable to state whether the incident took
place prior or subsequent to his broken arm was unableto state with any degree of certainty that it could not
have taken place in the year 1962 and was unable to advise
of the approximate season of the year that the incident
occurred He repeated several times that his memory is
very poor concerning dates and that he was confused regarding
the approximate time-the incident occurred

ALTMAN related the following information

He was operating his cab one night and at-about
9:00 p.`e he picked up a white male passenger in front of
the Eastern Airlines Terminal Idlewild Airport Queens
New York He described this individual as about in his

-early 20's 517" very thin "but solid build light
colored full head of hair and wearing blue dungarees
with matching waist length jacket He stated this passenger
instructed him to drive to the Hotel Gotham Fifth Avenue
and 55th Street New York City and that his luggage
consisted of one footlocker ALTMAN stated that while en
route to the hotel the passenger remarked that he had been
in a particular branch of the service ALTMAN could not
recall whether he said Army or Marines,and that while in
the service he had "something to do with weapons The
passenger further stated according to ALTMAN that "I am
here for one reason" ALTMAN asked him what the reason was
and he replied "I am here to kill the President ALTMAN
asked him how he was going to do that with "all those FBI
guys around Passenger answered "I am going to use
something that I made up and no one will know that I killed
him

ALTMAN stated he could not recall the remainder
of the conversation with the passenger He advised that
when they arrived in front of the Gotham Hotel he heard
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the doorman call to the passenger by name and then AI=THAN
noticed a name stencilled on the footlocker and thought
possibly the doorman saw the name on the locker when the
passenger was alighting from the cab and that was the 'reason
why he called to him by name He stated that he does not 1_~<<
recall the passenger's name bat did write it on his trip :S_{~f
ticket and now believes that it may have been OSWALD.~

ALTMAN remarked that he is "99 per cent sure that
the passenger said he was from Texas ALTMAN advised that F t >Z
he is "99 per cent sure that he could identify this 7

individual if he saw him again A photograph of OSWALD =f
taken by the Dallas Police Department on November 23 1963 A."-_:;,.
was displayed to ALTMAN and he stated that his passenger
was not identical with the photograph of OS"IALD inasmuch
as 1_ s passenger was younger and had a fuller head of hair
ALTMAN stated further that he has never seen this individual
since then that he had never known or heard-of OSWALD until
the time of the assassination and that he was unable to
furnish any additional information concerning the above
incident

a+S
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Yqu should edscrectly and e ditionsly obtain the in.11 atad copies of tho s~

followin books and forward there to the Bureau markoc
to the attention of the

.Central 1'.,esear Unit

i6a date as June 1 v ) CO IS
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NOTE Above books requested by Soviet Section for review in connection with the
'Oswald Case, The books are not available in numerous bookstores in the city
nor in the Bureau Library After the books have served their purpose in the
Soviet Section they will be filed in the Bureau Library
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Enclosures (8)

62-1-09.060

1 Dallas (100-10461)

PigM!: .1~R 5/C

,.. I
c

I v

1 Mr Belmont 1 Conrad
1 Mr Lenihan Mr Griffith
1 Mr P r g ge 1 Mr Frazier

1 Mr Kittel

June 18$ 1964

By Courier Service

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commissici
200 Maryland Avenue K E
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to a telephonic request on -
June 16 1064 by Miss M'ry A Rowcotsky of your staff
asking that certain Commission Exhibits be obtained and
photographed in any instance where photographs were not
previously prepared and providers to the Commission

Enclosed herewith are three -photocopies each of
Commission Exhibits numbered 324A and 3243 Commission
Exhibits numbered 324A and 324E are also enclosed

Sincerely yours

P. Edgar Noovor ."
j (

r-OT r OP.PIIt)

Enclosures (3)

NOTE FOR DALt.t % .Photocopies of the above-mentioned Commission
~ ,':=`'L%`"'' 'Exhibit's;'along with a listing thereof are

enclosed herewith

NOTE The
~

telep}ioriic request was received by SA Roy H Jevons
of the Laboratory on 6 /16/64 and.'tthe e;hibits were `

-t received by SA Cortlandt Cunningham on 6116/64 Exhibits
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EXHIBIT NO Dl,,SCR rl-Yr ION

Copy of letter from Oswald to Robert
Oswald

Copy of lotter from Oswald to Robert
Oswald

-4



-. BEEN MADE 'BIOR TO DISSEMINATION j COPY'BEING MAILID.DALL9S."i ti
~+ "^ ". .'. . te !~" 1 '',"t.~i .*" w.a .e ~~ . a

w DALLAS
(100-0461
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o

~ REL:pah .:,.:: ;< EuC.
(1b)

~

103
is JUN 181SSt CK

1. Foreign Liaison Unit k (Route through for -review) 22

NOTE a
The summary letterhead memorandum setting forth summary of

all our inveTtigatior :1n pxico City was disseminated to  the ;.;,ii
President's'Cofmitsion"6/1 /64 Legat desires to d ss hi ate copy
of such summary memorand to the Ambassador of Mexicq'& City and to

IA for information of "each This is desirable inasmuchaas we are
 closely coor inatjn,sur lns es.t4gation in Mexico 5ttoy{y'ith both

a to and Cl
KVIA

,(t5tt
CABLEGRAM

JUN1 54



K - tif'r e MIR
i _.l'_ Jean Pail Su~3

promised to take an active
part in the French "Who
Killed Kennedy Committee.:
according to American 1aw
yer Mark Lane who hasp
championed the group's Cell l
viction that Lee Harvey Os-4
ward didn't kill President
Kennedy Lane was quoted

Prague ~l

vans
Gal
Rosn
Su lltva
Tave / .
Trotter
Tele Room
Holmes  
Gandy

it
The WashingtonPost and

Times Herald
The WashingtonDaily News
The Evening Star  
NewYorkHerald Tribune
New York Journal-American
NewYorkMirror
New YorkDaily News
New YorkPost
The New YorkTimes
The Worker
The NewLeader  
The Vail Street Journals
The National Observer
People's World  
Date

JUN 1 41964
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TOP SECRET

t

O

9117

t

V

1 Mr Be&rmont~
2 Mr Sullivan
1 Mr Malley :`
1 Mr Branigan

1 -Pr
Baumgardner1 ur n an

June 170 1964
_

BY C X RI ER SE.$YICI

Honorable J Lee Rankin Classified bTa , td derGeneral Counsel Exempt !ran CDs car ...2'~The President's Commission DateofDacsri.;::on -tefinire e200 Maryland Avenue Northeast Lk 7-_1iWashington D C  c''-~~ ?r 3
' 

CO y
Dear Mr Rankin ~" ti

Through a confidential source which has furiished 0 1
reliable information in the past we have been advised-of i ~
some statements made by Fidel Castro Cuban Prime Minister,-.1
concerning the assassination of President Kennedy -ut

1 i
In connection with these statements of Castro,_ _ !t~

your attention is called to the speech made by Castro on A..
t

November 27 1963 in Havana Cuba during which Castro made
similar statements concerning this matter The pertinent AF
portions of this speech are set out in the report of Special `
Agent James'J O'Connor dated May 8 1964 at Miami Florida

--y beginning on page 34 Ul;) ..
Ei .1

r~

O
2
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i'OP SECRET

Honorable J Lee Rankin

It will be noted that the information furnished by
our source at this time as having come from Castro is consist
ent with and substantially the same as that which appears in
-Castro's speech of November 378 1963 and which is re:erred
to above

`
This additional material is set forth for the

Commission's information and no further action is contemplated
by this Bureau concerning it 44

Sincerely yours

NOTE (continued)

3 Edgat Hoover

This letter is classified "Top Secret in view of the-nature
of our source the disclosure of which would seriously damage

.i
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FBI

.. Date 6/12/64

(Type in plain tint or cods)

AIR MAIL'S
(Priority or Methodof Moiling)

i

--

DIRECTOR FBI (105 82555) ATTN.:_ASSISTANT DIRECCQR
W C SULLIVAN _

FROM C DALLAS (100-10461) (P)  

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka.
..'

IS R CUBA

Re phone call from SAC Dallas to Assistant Director
W C SULLIVAN 6/12/64 . ., ti

A -'

r Reference is made to a letter from the President's
Commission dated 6/9/64 to the Bureau requesting that a :;-{.
determination be made as to Whether any of the latent prints
found on cartons near the-sixth floor window of the Texas
School Book Depository Building were made by persons em
ployed in that building on November 22 1963

Reference is also made to Bureau airtel to Dallas;_
6/11/64 instructing Dallas to endeavor to obtain major se
prints of all TSBD employees known to have been in

the(9
-

building on November 22 1963 and furnish such prints to the'yy(
Identificatio " PP

` Y On June 11 ],p ROY S TRULY Warehouse ;`g) i4
'14Superinten"eirt Tn Building Who has been most cooperCtiv~ lil

c~

in every request made by the Dallas Office advised that f Pl ,.f1 tJ
there are some fifteen to twenty employees who would have had, Ili

toccasion to handle these cartons and he would make the tt

necessary arrangements to permit taking of major case prints jf1 t'1
of these employees Other persons employed in the building .t
on that date would have had no occasion to handle these --
cartons and to make them available forrthe,taking of major
case prints would

seriously
handicap the work ._

Ek / v
'CRH/ds

J1/r



"He requested that if possible the taking of fingerprints
be limited to those persons having access to these cartons

UACB major case prints of those employees of
TSBD Building Who would have handled the cartons will be
obtained and forwarded to the Identification Division.

" 'i ". . .. _ _ f
t ~ t ! f Z.J.



_.`"' C L Trotter (S F .~na)
i W C Sullivan (R E Lenihan
1 C D DeLoach
1 Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Shroder
1 Mr. Rogge

` '` 
Ac .h

s )--'.:-,..---i

t Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

;"~ -The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue

NortheastWashington D C

HoLl

t Reference is made to your letters dated March 26
1964 and June 9 1964 as well as to my letter dated
March 30 1964 relative to the identification of latent
palm and fingerprints found on cartons on the sixth floorr
of the Texas School Book Depository Building

y

0.1

t i t.t.~''*V

t i dg
"1

90

z

1 s"a Ati`s 1 ~ T
'June 16 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

t
M

'c
Dear Mr Rankin:t 

et te
I D j

(It eeiA
pt f,ff

Based on your letter of June 9 1964 our Da fas;t"r`
PI

Office endeavored to arrange for appropriate printing o!a
employees who were present in the Texas School Boob/ .J'1
Depository Building on November 22 1963 On Juno 12 1964
Mr Roy S Truly Warehouse Superintendent who has been
very cooperative with this Bureau in the past strongly--_.}
pbiected to the printing of all employees as he felt it
would seriously handicap the work of his firm Mr Truly
Mated there are about twenty employees who would have had

casion to handle the cartons in question and be desired
the printing of employees be limited to this group

 J In view of Mr Truly's strenuous objections to
the printing of all employees our Dallas Office will only
print those employees who would have had occasion to handle
the cartons No further efforts will be made by this

.,may Bureau to print all employees unless a s ecific request to

t1
the contrary is received from you

When the results of elm and finger ntcomparisonsTe. ___ are known you w j 13 be romptly notified /7B.Jmoat
(Dallas 100-1461

CaJ,a~a 2555 4A hi $ . Sincerely, y t s
co.,.e  ___Q105. =t 62=109090 (prrs :Co 'than on)

'
)%ns_

 1 62-109060 Assassin ion) (SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
cam

RDR:laq,~(13),gv~ FOR SAC DALAos.e
T...1  1,+-Cip V SEE NOTE PAGE

-~.-~Trott.r{ _[__
; -,~ JUN 2 21964



:xi.= The Commission by.letter 3-26-64 requested wee-~
` endeavor to identify the -individuals who left latent prints!`
, on .the afore-mentioned cartons; This .comparison was limited }"r

)'F in accordance with the Commission*s instructions to those
'` TSBD employees 'on whom we could locate prints Some 16"<

individuals were initially checked and the results furnished
to the Commission by letter 3-30-64 The most recent request
6-9-64 reiterates this request but specifies that "all
appropriate methods including if necessary the taking of

 ,gyp. 4 new fingerprints be _used _ -
M~sw r.t rr y " + ~`aK t.~_i .) " fir:+ Z 4 "'~ 1

1
a,~ ~,~ :_ `'= 't The most logical-method .of complying with the  s

ue
1y

Commissions request% was to take major case prints of all
_ employees Inasmuch as both latent palm and fingerprints

w .are involved.--However in view of the objections of Mr Truly,
+". it is felt our efforts should .be limited as set out above ,.

unless a specific request to the contrary is received. This
matter will be closely followed

` NOTE FOR SAC DALLAS
LEE HARVEY OSWALD AKA

t;, IS R - CUBA  t~
--'1-A ENTION

r :"'."i'
ti

 .! 
x c

..~",_ CRIMINAL-SECTION f..~." '~ s ~:, ~. ;:'~ :;~z
.=~,,~;, 'ReBuairtel 6-11-64,'"_ and tour airtel6-12-64< t sw

.,`f'ti3iZ`S'1i }",u ~r ` ~6~.. I '~ Y..  '~ ~> 1 1p T ;LF~'t i l . "I D
V44'1 ._ ' '"Unless advised to the `contrary you should limit the
At= taking of major case prints to those employees who would have
,t ;. " had occasion to handle the cartons in question

 ':- When replying to a communication containing the
},'",,1 notation _"Attention Criminal Section you are requested to

#';reply
in:=like form as it expedites the handling of _the,:T~ ;^t

{.~ partic filar communication-. " ~ f1 # t .rte e t f
s rye} i s t 'std r ,. 0 i ~_fr~ ~Yi"i 43',Y`f?.h 7%4

Every effort should be made to expedite the''' '''i:p='-
handling of this matter .

r
NOTE

Sqr_



IS R CUBA

-r

Ito
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;E. RADIOGRAM
r Ra a

TTENTiONz
ti

CRIMINAL SECTION

BEBUREAU AIRTEL MAY TYENTY TWO LAST CONCERNING COMMISSION
crs

BUREAU

RDR:las
1(5)

NOTE

TYPO 6Y

Tolson
8.1nose
Moir
Cep
Callahan
Conrad
Deiced
Era
Gala
Roses
Salbvs
Tavel
Trotter
T

it JUN 181964 ,
VIA RADIOGRAM

JUN 171964

6-17-64

I 'V Conrad (J -
a.Jr ~"~. ti a '4> E~ `

Cadigan)h'i
tJxGSN '` 1 * C Sullivan (R E

Lenihan)

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461).:._

FROM DIRECTOR

15

(105-82555)

LEE EARVE OSRALD ABA.

LETTER MAY TWENTY LAST REQUESTING TRACING OF EVIDENCE-BY

EXHIBITING ORIGINAL EVIDENCE OR PHOTOGRAPHS THEREOF.` c,
el

ADVISE DATE MIEN THIS MATTER CAN BE EXPECTED AT T
rr CI

Q
t) w

If regular radio contact missed send by deferred
plain text teletype

Commission requested that some 37 items of evidence
be Shown?t to the individual who first found the particular
item and who can identify it by inspection This matter will`
continue to be closely followed by the Bureau and when the
results are obtained the Commission will be notified
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1Transmit tt~e following in.c

wia".f

s
AIRTEL

a

 .......... --3--  

s  Bureau (105-82555) (
 2 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)

 Denver (Encl 1) (RH)
1  Chicago (62-6115) (RM)
1 New York ,:

a
JJO:afb
(8)

2 JUN 171964

,! I 1

Sentroe
e Special A# in Charge

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY SWALD
IS-R-CUBA

ReBuairtel to NY 6/12/64

t,af r s._a...~._
FD-$$,tr,. 1A-2143)

FBI

Date 6/16/64

PLAIN TEXT
(Typ( is plain text or cols)

~

T (Priority)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

FROM SAC NEW YORK .(105-38431)

Enclosed for the assistance of the Denver
Office is one Xerox copy of reairtel

On 6/16/64 DIANA LURIE Reporter Life
magazine NYC advised SAS JAMES,0 INGRAM and JOHN JAMES
orFLAHERTY-thatIreporter DONALCKSON is presently in
Marble Colorado and he will not return to NYC for at least
one month She stated that JACKSON can be contacted
at the Outward Bound School Marble Colorado which
is presently conducting a Peace Corps school for new
recruits JACKSON can be contacted through JOSHUA MINER
Director of the school

Miss LURIE stated that she as well as other _
staff members would be unable to furnish any information
regarding JACKSON's article in the 2/21/64 issue of
"Life regarding OSWALD since JACKSON handled the article
and any information regarding persons interviewed would
have to be obtained from him

AA~~
lac cJ ~ c

RM)~ ^^

 u Per

N1i16 i Cie



Y

fy wl.;rM'",I,i :145-38431 ". J . i-''~~

r.~ For the in of Denver the portion'of ~ . r
the article pertaining to the interview with ALLEN FELDE reflects
that FELDE shared boot camp and dvanced training experience
with OSWALD at Camp Pendleton The article
quotes FELDE as making the following remarks

r
"He was pretty hard to understand We remember

quiets serious and trying to find himself;': The
~ j

rest,of us;,used to wrestle_ and horse around but he '-'~'` T  
j?would have his bunk in the -corner and stay there % ~ ,-=---~

a book He didn't have any `friends.

LEAD ~~ s 3



.o ,Transmit the following in

AIRTZL''. 

r n
.+ r (Priority or Methodof Meiling)

DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555)

SAC
DALLA////S//

(100-10461) (P)

f rNLEE HARVEY OSWALD aka
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas 6/1/64 enclosing
President's Commission letter dated May 28 1964 requesting
activities of EARLENE ROBERTS be checked to determine her
location on November 21 1963

Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting the desired investigation The investigation was
conducted by SA A RAYMOND SWITZER

Enc (10)
RPG/ds
(5)



Is Reply Mass
Fat N. r

IgOCIEE HARVEY OSWALD t
r

On June 8 1964 Mrs GLADYS JOHNSON 1026 North

By letter dated May 28 1964 the esident's Commission`
advised that it had information that EARLENE RROBERTS who was t'ae

manager of the house on'Beckley_Street in which LEE HARVEY OSWALD

lived at'the time of the assassination of President KENNEDY may
have been in San Antonio Texas on November 21 1963 at the time

President KENNEDY visited that city

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION =4
Dallas Texas
June 13 1964

Beckley Dallas Texas and proprietor of the rooming house
located at that address advised that EARLENE ROBERTS was

formerly employed by her as a housekeeper at that address and

was so employed on November 21 1963

Mrs JOHNSON stated that EARLENE ROBERTS spent the

entire day of November 21,"1963 at 1026 North Beckley Street

Dallas Texas and stated any information to the contrary is

absolutely false Mrs JOHNSON said that at various times On

November 21 1963 she personally observed EARLENE ROBERTS at

1026 North Beckley Dallas

Mrs JOHNSON related that EARLENE ROBERTS is 59 years
old is a diabetic obese and has a low mentality Further.'
she stated the only trip she knows EARLENE ROBERTS ever takes

is to her doctor who is also located in Dallas Texas

Mrs JOHNSON advised she does not know Where EARLENE

ROBERTS is presently employed

On June 8 1964 Mrs BERTHA CARDELLOVOGLE HEEK
5901 Hillcrest Dallas Texas telephone number LA 1-2705 ad

vised she is the sister of EARLENE ROBERTS who was formerly_

COPILS DESTROYED

36MAR2 1973



Res EE RVEY OS LD

employed as a housekeeper by Mrs GLA.DYS JOHNSON at the residence
located at 1026 North Beckley Street Dallas Texas Mrs CHEEK
said EARLENE ROBERTS has had three different employments since
leaving Mrs JOHNSON and is presently employed by Mrs O B
NANCE 624 West 5th Street Dallas Texas as a practical nurse
Mrs CHEEK advised that Mrs NANCE is an elderly woman
praotically bedfast and EARLENE ROBERTS is engaged full time
taking care of her

Mrs CHEEK related that EARLENE ROBERTS attributes her
frequent changes in employment to the fact that she has been
contacted many times by raw enforcement officers She stated
EARLENE ROBERTS has informed her that once an employer finds she
had anything at all to do with LEE HARVEY OSWALD she is dis
charged She further stated EARLENE ROBERTS has requested that
if possible she be contacted telephonically and suggested she
(Mrs CHEEK) first contact EARLENE ROBERTS and have her telephone
the Dallas Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation._

Regarding the allegation that EARLENE ROBERTS may have
been in San Antonio Texas on November 21 1963 at the time
President KENNEDY visited that city Mrs CHEEK stated there is
no truth at all to this She recalled that EARLENE ROBERTS spent
the entire day of November 21 1963 at 1026 North Beckley.
Dallas Texas Where she was then employed as a housekeeper.
Mrs CHEEK pointed out that EARLENE ROBERTS is 59 years old is a
diabetic obese and unwilling to travel any distance from Dallas
Texas

On June 88 1964 Mrs EARLENE ROBERTS 624 West 5th
Street Dallas Texas telephonically advised she is presently
employed at that residence taking care of Mrs O B (ETHEL) .
NANCE an elderly woman who has phlebitis and is almost bedfast
She said she has been employed in this capacity for the past
three weeks She also stated she has had four jobs in the past.
three months and attributes this to the fact that when her em
ployers find out she was formerly the housekeeper at the rooming
house where LEE HARVEY OSWALD lived they dismiss her She re
quested that if it were necessary to contact her at any future
date that this be done telephonically if at all possible so
that her employment would not be jeopardized



rty~L..t mWov!'rladrl}R~..~rtr..*v

Res bEE HARVEY OSWALD

EARLENE ROBERTS advised she was formerly employed by
Mrs GLADYS JOHNSON as a housekeeper at the rooming house

located at 1026 North Beckley Dallas and was so employed on

November 21 1963 Mrs ROBERTS said she spent the entire day
of November 21 1963 at 1026 North Beckley Dallas Texas ."<

She said she did not go to San Antonio Texas and further
she has not been outside the city limits of Dallas Texas for`_-`

the past five years and only once in the last seventeen years
Mrs ROBERTS explained she has diabetes and is afraid to leave

Dallas and be away from her doctor She said she has been in

a diabetic coma on two occasions and when in this coma appears
to be intoxicated She said she has been picked up by the

police Who thought she was intoxicated but later learned she

was a diabetic She said if she got too far away from her

doctor got in a diabetic coma and was picked up by the police

they might think she was drunk and while in this coma she

could die She said she is very fearful of this and because of

this will not take any trips She again stated she spent the

entire day of November 21 1963 at 1026 North Beckley Dallas

Texas
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W C Sullivan R E than
~ Mr Belmont
1 Mr Rosen
1 Mr Malley
1 Mr Shroder
1 Mr Raupach

rs~ .L

t r r
fig,= ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~} ` ~~ June 17 1964

BY COURIER SERVICE

 able J Lee Rankin :
beral Counsel

The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter datedt "}~

May 28 1964 concerning Earlene Roberts formerly
employed at 1026 North Beckley Dallas Texas

Enclosed are tvo copies of a memorandum

IC

captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald dated June 13 1984
Dallas Texas This memorandum contains the
results of investigation conducted and completes
your request. -_  

Ny w h .. Y

 :..1 Sincerely

yours,,
t f

taEdgarR6p7

am

Q5_8255
1 62-10006890

re
a

y

x

:x

KMR:las
(9)
Enclosures (2)
NOTE By letter dated 5-28-64 the Commission requested

EarTene Roberts former housekeeper at 1026 North Beckley
Dallas where Oswald resided be reinterviewed to determine.
her location on 11-21-63 The Commission had information
Roberts may have been in San Antonio Texas at the time
President Kennedy was there Investigation determined
Roberts was at the Beckley address all day on 11-21-63
She is a diabetic and due to this crondition*es not leave
.Dallas as she is fearful of a di'abetic'coa Roberts is the 

/o sister of Mrs Bertha Cardella (Vogle) leek a wealthy
' woman who knew Jack Ruby in view of ei mutual interest

_or ec..r.d of.

O

in night clubs This phase of tt~ dve ga ion has been
thorou41y investigaLoad

G
Mess
sell A  
revelr _..._

JUN 231964-it',\
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1 Mr Rosen
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June 17 1964

# r}
3+ ~ta

BY COURIER SERVICE

'rte a s.1
Honorable J Lee Rankin ` _~General Counsel
The President's Commission s.
200 Maryland Avenue Northeast
Washington D C

Y7lt~ et

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to your letter dated
May 19 1964 concerning a statement made by =
Urs.Earlene Roberts that at about 1:00 p.a on
November 22 1963 Dallas police car 207 drove by
1026 North Beckley and honked the horn several
times

Enclosed for your assistance are two
copies of a self-explanatory communication from
our Dallas Office dated June 15 1964 nco poratin
the results of our inquir

l
This concludes our invistWt.gnggf

this

,\
ncere y yours

05-8255
-=-62=109060 (Assassination)

 

1 62-109090 (President's Co ssi [
RDR:las (11)0w t
Enclosures (2) r
NOTE Commission by letter 5-19-64 requested we check out
Toberts allegation Roberts was the landlady at 1026 North ;.
Beckley where Oswald resided at the time of the assassination.-
The Commission'`;der9irepwe_;dgt~ermine if car 207.or any other
Dallas police vehicle passed in front of this residence bgtween
the hours-of 12 noon and 2 p.m on 11-22-63 The enclosed LHM a

_ from ti-alias based-on1 formation from the Dallas PD fails to 7
s9bs'tantiate Roberts alloia'tion

(Tr<1

r1 ~Q

)

1c
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INQUIRY TO OBTAIN COMPLETE FACTS RE ALLEGATIONS. EXPEDITE AND

4 GUN IS BEING REVIEWED AT BUREAU IN ORDER TO ANSWER FULLY CERTAIN

ALLEGATIONS IN BOOK YOU SHOULD ADVISE OF PERTINENT INFORMATION

PREVIOUSLY 'ar+RTED AND IF NECESSARY CONDUCT ANY APPROPRIATE =

sUTEL t.lAzi
REG 2$ 10 '?)S'

GUN CLAIMS THAT BUDDY WYALTILERS OF THE SHERIFF'S REAU

INFORMATION SECRET SERVICE HEADQUARTERS HAS S TAT E D IT IHAS NO

Jul.a
4 _MIS

KNOWLEDGE OF A FOUL i bUL-LET 'At l .LEGED BY GUN

r.

I Mr Sullivan 1
1 Mr Sizoo

TELETYPE

Mr Branigan 1 Mr Lenihan 6-17-64
PLAINTEXT

URGENT

TO SAC DALLAS (100-10461)

FROM DI '~ ORR FBI (105-82555)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD,1IS R CUBA AT REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT'S =

~.= _ COMMISSION THE BOOK QUOTE THE RED ROSES OF DALLAS UNQUOTE BY NERIN E

STATED THAT THE SHOTS OR AT LEAST ONE OF THE SIib s FIRI M THE
 ~  w x

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY WERE FIRED FROM THERAILWAY -

OVERPASS IN FRONT OF THE PRESIDENT'S MOTORCADE IN ADDITION GUN

CLAIMS THAT WALTHERS ALONG WITH A SECRET SERVICE AGENT FOUND IN THE

GRASS NEAR THE BRIDGE A BULLET QUOTE THE FOURTH BULLET UNQUOTE

GUN ALSO ALLEGES THAT WALTHEIS WAS AMONG THE POLICEMEN ARRIVIt AT

MIE TEXAS THEATER AT THE TIME OP OSWALD'S ARREST FOR YOUR

E79--JUN 23 19

NOTE PAGE TFYO

COPIES DESTROYED

8 6 MAR
21\1973

1
;,"tfE0ER116UA-AJOr~i

.< ~~

COMMUNICATIONSSECTION

JUN171964

TEL



TELETYPE
TO DALLAS

l`
"^~ :"

RE LEE HARVEY OS3YALD . r ::.r t + <<~
C

r ri 1
 'f 145.82555 rnA _ T . iv .it

+tom t , i t r.. _Y_

CUN STATES SEVERAL TIMES IN UIS BOOK THAT OSWALD W S T

'TREAT D AT` PARKLAND ) EtMMORIALHOSPITAL WHEN HE WAS SVEN YEARS OLD
. _~ + t  :.

FOR INJURIES FROM AN AUTOhMOi3ILE ACCIDENT
` 'r

:c.

'>,~

NOTE .'The Red Roses of Dallas by Gun (in French) being reviewed
for Commission One claim by Gun that a fourth bullet was found by "r
Buddy Walthers of the DL County Sheriffts Bureau and a Secret Service,.
Agent has beentaken up with Secrt Service Headquarters by liaison t .' .

-AR and Secret Service advises that it has no knowledge of any fourth
bullet in the assassination matter .-,.~_ ';,;A

A



WELFARE DEPA.RTLtE'NT ITHO ARE INDICA ll_ HAVE l)SW LD IN HIS STAY
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0
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PLAIN TEXT Y .~l'~  Y.r'g5t~P %'sly
6/17/64

t

1 Mr Branigaa
1 Mr Lonihan
1 Mr Sizoo

a

".

TO SACS NEW YORK (105-38431)
CINCINNATI (105-2505

FROM DIRECTOR F$~ (105-82555

LEE HARVEY OSWALD IS .! R CUBA.'

REBiTTEL JUNE ELEVEN AND IFF=Y YORK TEL JUNE TWfIYE 'CONCERNING

BUREAU REVIEW OF BOOK QUOTE TICE RED ROSES OF DALLAS END QUOTE BY

QUOTE TO REPRESENTATIVE OF QUOTE AID ORGANIZATION END QUOTE CIO

NERIN E GUN AT REQUEST OF PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION%s.t t ;"'. .'. V :rte: .j..
GUNAT TFEES TIIAT MIEN OSWALD ARRIVED IN NEW-YORK BY BOAT ON

JUNE TJIIP"TEEN NINETEEN SIXTY--h0 HE TOLD:QUOTE `FANTASTIC STORY END

:(
1

~,4

10
T Roo

NO

MET HIM GUN STATES OSWALD CLAIMED TO HAVE SERVED AS GUARD AT
r+

..' :AMERICAN EMBASSY IN RUSSIA AND TO HAVE BEEN KIDNAPED BY COMMUNIST
'\~~) / j _ , a

AGENTS BUREAU DESIRES FOLLOWWING INQUIRIES TO SPECIFICALLY ANN
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TELETYPE TO SACS NEW YORK
CINCINNATI

i RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
10."x 555

WORKERS IN CONTACT NITA OSWALD INCLUDING ANY WHO INTERVIEWED OSWWALD

BELPED HIM TO OBTAIN HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS CASH WESTERN UNION

TWO IIUTfDRED DOLLAR MONEY ORDER OBTAIN AIRLINE TICKETS AND ACCOMPANIED

OSWALD TO AIRPORT FOR DEPARTURE ON JUNE FOURTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY-TWO

IT IS NOTED THAT REPORT OP SA JOHN JAMES O'FLAHBRTY DECEMBER ONE

NINETEEN SIXTY-THREE PAGES ELEVEN AND TWELVE AND CINCINNATI AIRTEL

TO DALLAS NOVEMBER TWENTY-SEVEN NINETEEN SIXTY-TIIREE CAPTIONED QUOTE

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN P RENNEDY NOVEMBER TWENTY-TWO

NINETEEN SIXTY-THREE DALLAS TEXAS APO END QUOTE REFER TO INTERVIEW

OF OSWALD BY SPAS THEODORE RAISIN FORMER TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY WORKER

NEW YORK CITY ON JUNE THIRTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY-TWO PAGE TWELVE

ABOVE NEW YORK REPORT SHOWS TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY PILE INDICATES

OSWALD ASSIGNED ITN S EMBASSY MOSCOW CINCINNATI INTERVIEW RAISIN

LAST REPORTED TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT RIO GRANDE COLLEGE

RIO GRANDE OHIO RE OSWALD'S STATEMENT ABOUT ASSIGNMENT AT EMBASSY

AS WELL AS GUN'S At.i.tGATION

NEW YORK ALSO INTERVIEW OTHER INDIVIDUALS AT TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY

WHO HAD CONTACT :WITH OSWALD

EXPEDITE AND SUTEL ALSO .SUBMIT RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION IN

REPORTS SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION TO PRESIDENT'S COM!ISSXON

WWI OF
O S DEPARTKKOF;MCC

COMMUNICATIONSSECTiOil



NY by teletype 6/12/64 replied to Butel 6/11/04 requesting contact
with individuals in touch with Oswald at his June 1962 arrival in
NYC NY teletype listed information re Oswald's arrival and stay in
NY in Various NY reports submitted under Mee Harvey Oswald IS
Cuba caption and indicated no further action contemplated In order
to check out allegation completely it is felt necessary to contact
individuals again who met Oswald
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14 To: SAC Pittsburgh (105-5070)

R4

advised she was not sent then by the FBI to wo 1 on the,Oswald case
or any other case She stated she has never told aryone t tiLshe "'''

was sent to Dallas to work on the Oswald case or any other case

This is for your information

y=4 Dallas (100-10461) a ,t
,  V

 Personnel File Lettie
Jame_Cogar

67-586107)'`
MAILED Y

 Tir'N fas/agg

ti:
JUN23i9!tALRA{)!t

X.

SEE NOTE PAGE 2 aT=:a ` 3
t.p

r

Branigan
1 tenth=
i Goble

a 2
t3  f 6/18/64

s ~ f 1 'r f f *t-~`sd Y "~ f r s i~J t +al t 7 r~j .~ 1a te L"..a )ti l'-rj ~a. s
-'j '" ,~

Air alp
'IL .err e- .~Y -i art/: ++a{ to .1 "l T `` d .} "* y r rrF ,ri d t i L.. ~i .'~ { i t c y die

 .a ~,}f'~:~~~ ') j ",a r Ir J~ ~,~SJ{rl y.+~.y V

.
t From Director FBI (105-82555) ~.ir f a 'Y y
 ji r V / ) tea t r ..~',fly ; R,f K 1 yr,:~s Ft  ~ ~~$ ,~ s ~\ a

 R ` L E HARVEYYOSWAlD I,-.3".1j t Sd ./ a fal t's4 iwi I-YS i t .

IS R CUBA s . ~a '!.. },t4 . r ~ z t.

ReButeletype 6/12/64-e...,~ .t f ate)
Y-" For your information Lettie J e Cogar interviewed ,:.-

6/16/64 and advised her "brother is Dana Cogar who works at Merrill's
Ql.!arksburg /West Virginia. She has seen him only once since',

i' 11/63 He knows she works for the FBI but she has never discussed
her work with him So far as she knows he has never been in Texas
He possesses a .22 caliber rifle which his uncle gave him and
which does not have a telescopic sight on it To the best ()Cher
knowledge he has no interest in Russia and she has never seen ~:."_
any magazines from'Russia or about Russia in his possession.-.Y r t

'a'. ai "7 !

s'-`: She indicated he had ftoldr his boss at Merrill's Ihdi

r._that she was with the FBI and carried a derringer She said she
-'.had no idea where her brother hadrl o Yis idea

~y/`

t" She noted her brother quite _ He was married in r
January 1964 and lives with g wife i4.'h apartment in

Clarksburg Miss Cogar has never been in the apartment...!
"""

Miss Cogar stated she has never been to Dallas'jgTdUNsISM34

JUN181914
COMM-FBI

LAI
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rt;Airtel~"to Pittsburgh "x ' `'"~~,~a~ } !sF 9 t c .~fG rfie^o r
_ Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD ~ ..~ }

105-82555c

=~,y Nina Yeager advised Dana Cogar told her he had a sister

with the'FBI wh o was sent to Dallas to work on Oswald_ case N i n a ,..
try Yeager also allegedly had information that Dana Cogar might be:'`~

involved in Oswald case Pittsburgh is reinterviewing Nina Yeager
~' and interviewing Dana Cogar and this is for its information.
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1. Mr Conrad
1 Mr Jevons Room 7133

-1 Oif ice 7133
1 1 eunninghamAT

June 19 1964

Mr Jevon
/A

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY DALLAS TEXAS
11/22/63

l.s'a matter of record Mr Douglas Prather an
employee of the President's Commission delivered to SA
Cortlandt Cunningham in the Laboratory on 6/19/64 item D229
(original slip of paper found in Oswald's wallet by the

New Orleans Police Department on 3/10/63)

The delivery of this item to the Commission vas
appropriately confirmed by letter to Mr J Leo Rankin
of the President's Commission

ACTION None For information

62-109060
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Description of the above-numbered items is as follows
A2 Portable radio
AG Electronic power supply (for use with radio)
1)64 Two dictionaries and six.biexican postcards

Ur Conrad
Office Room ?133

WBJECT ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY DALLAS
TEXAS 11/22/63

As a matter of record Mr Douglas Prather an
employee of the President's Commission delivered to SA
Cortlandt Cunningham in the Laboratory on 6/18/64 three
items of evidence which had been previously delivered to
the Commission FBI items A2 A6 and D64 (Commission
Exhibit 11G) were the items returned

The delivery of the above-numbered items to
the Commission was appropriately confirmed by letter to
Mr J Lee Rankin of the President's Commission

a



Enclosed are 10 copies of a letterhead memorandum
reflecting the requested investigation

It should be noted that U S Secret Service Agent
JAMES M (MIKE) HOWARD when interviewed stated that neither'

cj he nor his brother PAT HOWARD realized WALDO was a newspaper
reporter however during interview of PAT CLYDE HOWARD as
reflected in the enclosed letterhead memorandum he states
MrsMrs MARGUERITE OSWALD identified WALDO as a reporter for

Ithe "Fort Worth Star Telegram prior to their departing
Fort Worth for Dallas

1 3E 41NCLOSURE . . la's '{ c.'C " 1

MT TMSIM
Mr Deimrott...._
Mr Mohr
Mr Caster
Mr C !t%hta
Mr Cemrad._.._._
Mr rc1i a-:h..._
Mr Evans
 :+..G al

FROM SAC DALLAS (100-10461)-(P)

LEE HARVEY OSWALD aka.`.._ f

Z'=
IS R CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas
copy of an article from the "National
1964 and instructing certain interviews be conducted by
the Dallas Office with PAT HOWARD Deputy Sheriff of Tarrant

ti) County Texas and THAYER WALDO a reporter for the "Fort
Worth:Star Telegram" Bureau teletype to Dallas 6/1/64
instructing interviews be had with Chief of Police JESSE S
CURRY Dallas Texas and the Negro man referred to in the

VFort
Worth Star Telegram and "National Guardian stories

if he could be identified and Washington Field airtel to
Bureau 5/28/64 enclosing letterhead memorandum reflecting4
results of interview with U S Secret Service Agent JAMES:

sM (MIKE) HOWARD
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU8TIC4
FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June S 1964

In the May 9,_.1964 issuQ of the ."National Guardian
there appears an Article captioned OSWALD CASE ANEW ANGLE"..

According to this article MARK LANE claims that the
United States Secret Service deliberately planted a false story
in the press to cast further guilt on OSWALD This article
names a U S Secret Service Agent MIKE (MICHAEL) HOWARD PAT
HOWARD a Deputy Sheriff of Tarrant County Texas and a
brother of the U S Secret Service Agent MIKE HOWARD and
THAYER WALDO a reporter for the "Fort Worth Star Telegram".
This article alleges that MIKE HOWARD PAT HOWARD and THAYER
WALDO engaged in conversations on or about February 9 1964
in Fort Worth and Dallas Texas concerning the existence of
a Negro witness who saw OSWALD shoot at President KENNEDY

On May 28 1964 THAYER\_tALDO news reporter "Fort
Worth Star Telegram Fort Worth Texas, dictated the following
signed statement to "St ar Telegram stenographer BETTY.z'JOHNSON,+-s
in the conference room at~ the "Fort Worth Star Telegram in the _ 

presence of Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation After dictating the statement WALDO said he intended
to read it over after it was typed make any corrections which
he deemed necessary in his own handwriting maintain one copy
for himself and another copy in the files of the "Fort Worth
Star Telegram

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
returned to the "Fort Worth Star Telegram approximately five
hours after this statement was dictated and WALDO handed over
the original He said that he had signed his name on each
individual page and that all corrections in ink on the state
ment were made in his own handwriting and for that reason did
not consider it necessary to initial each correction



Re LEE HARVEY OSWALD

The statement is as follows=

"Fort Worth Texas
May 28 1964

"I Thayer Waldo make the following voluntary
statement to B Tom Carter and Joseph L Schott
Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation

"On the morning of February 9 1964 attorney
Mark Lane called me from San Francisg~odand asked
if I would accompany Mrs Marguerite>,ewald and a
secret service man on the drive from Fort Worth to
Dallas Love Field Lane said Mrs Oswald was to
take a plane to Washington,_ D C to appear before
the Warren Commission and wanted 'someone she knew
and could trust to make the ride with her.'"_

."I went to Mrs Oswald's house shortly after.
noon Two men were standing by a car in the
driveway and one of them greeted we by name saying
'I'm Mike Howard. The other one introduced himself
as Pat Howard

"We drove to Love Field Mrs Oswald and I were
in the back seat Mike Howard driving and Pat Howard
by him At the airport Forrest V Sorrels Chief of
the Secret Service Office in Dallas and another agent
who was to accompany Mrs Oswald on the flight met
us

"After Mrs Oswald's plane took off Sorrels
invited all of us to have a cup of coffee with him
We sat at the counter in the coffee shop Sorrels
and Mike Howard conversed between themselves and I`
was talking to Pat.Howard on my left (Pat"Howard
at that time identified himself as a deputy in the
Tarrant County Sheriff's Department and as a brother
of Mike Howard



Res LEE HARVEY OSWALD

'We were discussing various angles of the
assassination of President Kennedy of the subsequent
killing of Oswald When Pat put his hand on my knee
and said= 'Waldo if it hasn't already come out of
the Warren Commission by then after this Ruby trial
is over I'm going to come up and give you a story
that will blow everybody's head off.

"I tried to get him to give me more details but
he refused However when we left the coffee shop-
Sorrels and Mike Howard walking some distance ahead
of us--Pat took me by the arm and added

"'I'll tell you just this much right now It
has to do with a witness who saw the shooting of the
President and can positively identify Oswald as the
killer .Is that good enough?

"In the car on the return trip I sat alone
in the back seat Mike was driving and began
talking a rather long monologue about various
aspects of the two killings Then very casually
he said

"'Well when that old black boy gets up before
the Warren Commission and tells What he knows that
will stop them all talking.

"Pat turned half around in his seat and gave
me an elaborate wink with raised eyebrows as if
to say 'so here is what I was telling you about.

"Then he leaned close to Mike and said some

thing inaudible to me But Mike appeared to pay
no attention and continued telling his story

"He stated that a Negro employee of the Texas
School Book Depository had been on the sixth floor_
of that building at mid-day on November 22 1963
that.he was looking out the window at the passing
presidential motorcade When he heard a shot close

3



Res pEB HARVEY OSWALD

"beside him then he looked and saw Oswald kneeling
at the next window with a rifle aimed into the
street

'Mike Howard said the Negro later told Dallas
Police officers to whom he surrendered 'I'was
scared to death I thought he would kill me too.` I

just turned and ran way over to the far side of that
room and squeezed me down behind some empty crates.!
When I was running I :heard another shot maybe two
When Oswald dropped his gun and ran out down the

stairway he almost stepped on me as be went by.

"Mike said the unnamed Negro waited a few
minutes then left the building and went straight
to Dallas Police Headquarters There he turned
himself in to Special Services

"'He said he knew about that branch because -`
they handle gambling cases and he had been picked
up a few times for.shooting craps, Mike Howard
explained

"Howard said he had seen this Negro witness
once while the latter was still in the Dallas

City Jail.

"'They slapped a vagrancy charge on him so

they could hold him, Mike said ,'He was still

just about the scaredest Negro I ever saw--nothing
but whites to his eyes

"'They have now transferred him somewhere
else I understand I don't know where

"During this recital Pat Howard kept giving
me significant grins and broad winks Nothing was
said at anytime by either of them about not re
peating this story that it was off the record or
in an wway confidential There was no request to
omit use of names
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It JIARVEY OSWALD

"Mike and Pat dropped we off at the Star
Telegram This was not a normal working day for
we but I felt that the editors should know at once
about what I had been told

The city editor naturally saw it as a
sensationally good story He called the managing
editor and a decision was made to make it a copy
right story in the first edition for Monday It ._
was then about 5:45 P.M

"I wrote the story at once and it appeared
under an eight column double bank banner in the
one star edition Which hit the streets shortly . }
after 8:00 P.M Within minutes the story was being
broadcast on radio and TV

At about 8:25 I received a call from.Pat
Howard Who said

"'Hey boy that's quite a story You aren't

using anybody's name on it are you?

"I assured him I was not and he said 'Good
stuff.

Less than ten minutes later Mike Howard
called me He seemed considerably upset and

agitated but conceded that no request to withhold
the story had been made

"'Well for God's sake at least don't use my
name, he said

"I told him I had not and would not

"Except for the Star-Telegram's editors and
the local Associated Press correspondent I did not
mention Mike Howard's name to anyone--including them

F.B.I. to whom I talked by telephone on Tuesday
February 11-until about one month ago



Re i,BE HI~RVEY OSWALD )l\

"At that time Mark ane called me from Dallas
said he was on his way to give a talk at the
University of Texas in Austin and asked if I could
see him in Dallas _

"I explained that I was too busy to leave the
newspaper so he took a rent car and came to Fort
Worth to see me

"He said he was conducting an investigation
on 'four or five important angles of the Kennedy-_
Oswald-Ruby case and was particularly interested
to know further details about my February 9tb
story

"His manner of speaking gave me to understand
that anything I told or showed him would be held in
confidence I took him to the reference room 'Where
he read the Star-Telegram for the morning of
February 10th Then he asked if I would mind telling
him my source Believing this to be a lawyer's re
quest with normal legal discretion I told him the
complete story

"I heard nothing more from Mr Lane About two
weeks later Mrs Marguerite Oswald called and asked
me if I could come to her home 'as I have several
important things to show you.

"One of the items she showed me was a copy of
the National Guardian for May 9th 1964 In a front
page article Mark Lane was quoted revealing all the
details I had given him on the story

"As regards identity of the Negro referred to by.
Mike Howard Howard said he didn't know the name 'or
if I did I've forgotten it now.

y
"I dictated the above statement containing 7.

pages_to Star-Telegram stenographer Betty Johnson
and it is true and correct
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Police Department Hurst Texas advised he would make the
following free and voluntary oral statement to Special Agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

Rest I,EB VEY OSWALA

"Zg1 Thayer Waldo
-"Thayer Waldo

"/s/ Joseph L Schott Special Agent FBI Dallas
Texas 5/28/64
"/s/ B Tom Carter Special Agent F.B.I.,Dallas
Texas 5/28/64.

+
PI I~~i~ ~Ci

On June 1 1964 PAT CLYDE WARD Patrolman Hurst_

HOWARD stated he presently resides at 508 Norwood
Hurst Texas He said he had come to work at the Hurst Police

Departmegt during the first part of May 1964 and for approxi
mately one year prior to that had been employed as a Deputy
Sheriff at the Tarrant County Sheriff's Office Fort Worth,-,`
Texas 111 r

HOWARD stated that his brother MIK-HOWARD had
been employed for the past two or three years'as a Special
Agent of the U S Secret Service

HOWARD said that about three or four months ago
probably during the month of February 1964 his brother MIKE,'
called him on the telephone and asked him to go along when

MIKE drove Mrs MARGUERITE OSWALD from her residence in Fort

Worth Texas to Love Field in Dallas at which place she was
to take an airplane to Washington D C. and testify before

the President's Commission PAT HOWARD said he accompanied
his brother in MIKE'e car to the residence of Mrs MARGUERITE
OSWALD and while waiting for her to finish packing she in
formed them that a friend of her attorney MARK LANE was

going to accompany them on the ride from Fort Worth to Love

Field in Dallas Mrs OSWALD identified this individual who -
was to accompany them as THAYER WALDO a reporter for the
"Fort Worth Star Telegram'.

PAT HOWARD said that THAYER WALDO arrived at Mrs.
OSWALD's residence by taxi to the best of his recollection



He accompanied them to Dallas 'During the ride,'MIKE HOWARD
drove the car PAT HOWARD eat in the front'seat with his
brother and WALDO and Mre..OSWALD sat in the back seat

At Love Field in Dallas they met FORREST SORRELS
the Special Agent in Charge of the Secret Service in Dallas.
and also another Secret Service Agent whose name'waa not - "`
recalled by PAT HOWARD at this time This Agent-Who accompanied
SORRELS got on the plane for Washington with Mrs OSWALD to
accompany her on the trip.

In conversation with WALDO PAT HOWARD said he had._
some interesting highlights on the events immediately following
the Presidential assassination that he might tell WALDO sometime

After the plane departed SORRELS MIKE HOWARD PAT
HOWARD and THAYER WALDO went into the coffee shop at Love Field
Terminal to have a cup of coffee In the coffee shop the four
seated themselves in such a way that FORREST SORRELS and MIKE
HOWARD could engage in a private conversation out of earshot of
the other two and PAT HOWARD and WALDO could converse privately
PAT HOWARD said this situation arose because of the way they were
seated at either the counter or a long table

PAT HOWARD said what he had in mind when he made the
statement was that he had accompanied Sheriff ION EVANS of Fort
Worth and several Secret Service Agents to Dallas on November 22
3.963 after the news of the Presidential assassination was broad
cast They arrived at Parkland Hospital just about the time the
news of the President's death was announced When the news was
announced PAT HOWARD observed the reactions of many of the
individuals in the hall and outside the hospital and referred to
these reactions as "interesting human drama He said that he

thought these little incidents of human drama would make good
newspaper stories and these incidents were what he referred to
when he told WALDO he would sometime like to give him some_
interesting sidelights on the events immediately after the
assassination

On the return trip to Fort Worth from Love Fields.
Dallas MIKE HOWARD drove and PAT HOWARD sat in the front seat



Re kE E_iARVEY OSWALD

with him THAYER WALDO sat in the back On the return trip
MIKE HOWARD mentioned that there had been a Negro male in the
Texas School Book Depository at the time the assassination
had occurred After the shooting the Negro left the
building hastily because he was afraid he might be implicated
in some way as he had several minor arrests against him for

gambling or vagrancy PAT HOWARD said MIKE HOWARD told this
as an amusing incident and never at any time did he indicate
that this Negro male had actually been a witness to anyone
shooting at the President..

PAT HOWARD recalled that MIKE HOWARD's source of
information about the Negro male was a detective on the Dallas
Police Department whose name was not recalled by PAT HOWARD
PAT HOWARD said it was his recollection that this Negro male
had been identified shortly after the assassination and had_
been checked out by the Dallas Police Department and,the
Secret Service

PAT HOWARD said that the next morning after the story
came out in the "Fort Worth Star Telegram that a Negro witness
had observed LEE HARVEY OSWALD shooting the President he called
THAYER WALDO at the "Star Telegram and protested but had not
received any sort of satisfactory answer from WALDO regarding
his reasons for having written the story

-At the conclusion of the interview PAT HOWARD re

iterated that neither he nor his brother MIKE had told WALDO

that the Negro male MIKE talked about had been a witness whop
had observed LEE HARVEY OSWALD shoot at the President in the

Texas School Book Depository at Dallas Texas on November 22
1963

On June 2 1964 Chief_of-Police JESSE E CURRY
Dallas_Texas Police Department advised that Lieutenant JACIQEVILL

of

the Dallas Police Department talked with a Negro male by the name

of CHARLES DOUGLAS GIVENS on the day of the assassination
j

GIVENS told REVILL that he had been in the Texas School
Book Depository Dallas Texas with OSWALD on the morning of



man Texas School Book Depository building 411 Elm Street
Dallas Texas advised he presently resides at 4208 1st Avenue,
Dallas Texas and has home telephone number HA 1-2837 He
said he moved to this address in March 1964 and had previously
resided at 2511 Cochran Street Dallas Texas GIVENS stated
he was born May 16 1925 at Kemp Texas and is married to.
DORIS GIVENS He said they have no children

10

Res l EE HARVEY OSi 'ALD

November 22 1963 but was .on the street during the period the
Presidential motorcade passed by the Texas School Book De
pository Chief CURRY related that everyone who might have`
any knowledge of OSWALD known as LEE to GIVENS was being
questioned

'Lieutenant REVILL referred GIVENS to Captain KILL
RITZ Homicide Bureau Dallas Police Department who talked

w'.th GIVENS briefly on November 22 1963 but never had GIVENS
in custody at any time `j

Chief CURRY stated that a rumor got out later that
the Dallas Police Department had a Negro in protective custody
who allegedly had knowledge of the assassination by OSWALD.
CURRY stated that this was absolutely false and the Dallas
Police Department never had GIVENS or anyone else in protective
custody during the course of their investigation

Chief CURRY stated these were all the facts known
to the Dallas Police Department concerning GIVENS and that
any story to the contrary was not true

On June 3 1964 CHARLES DOUGLAS7GIVENS a warehouse

GIVENS stated that on November 22 1963 he was working
on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository building
until about 11:30 A.M. when he used the elevator to travel to
the first floor where he washed his hands He said he now re
calls he returned to the sixth floor at about 11:45 A.M to get
his cigarettes which he had left there GIVENS stated it was
at this time he saw LEE HARVEY OSWALD known then to him as LEE
standing in the southeast corner of the building on that floor
He said OSWALD had orders and a clip board in his hand and in



Re= EE VEY OSWALD

response to a question by GIVENS as to Whether or not OSWALD
was going to come downstairs,-OSWALD replied,- No,'not now.
GIVENS stated he then got on the elevator and as he was

leaving the sixth floor OSWALD yelled at him to close the

gates on the elevator so that he OSWALD could have the
elevator returned to the sixth floor

_

GIVENS advised he remained on the first floor of the
Texas School Book Depository building until about 12:00 noon
at Which time he walked out of the building and stood on the
sidewalk in front of the building for several minutes He _ '._
said he then walked to the Classified Parking Lot at Elm and
Record Streets and then onto Main Street to watch the Presi
dential motorcade He said he viewed the motorcade in company
with EDWARD\ HIELDS who was then and is presently employed__in,,n
the Texas School Book Depository warehouse located behind the
Texas School Book Depository building and with JAME'LACY,1'Who
was then employed at the Classified Parking Lot at Elm and
Record Streets

After the motorcade passed GIVENS said he walked
back to the Classified Parking Lot at Which time he heard as

he now recalls it three shots which came from the direction
of the Texas School Book Depository building He said the time
was around 12:30 P.M Upon hearing these shots GIVENS said he
walked back to the Texas School Book Depository building and_, 
attempted to enter but was unable to because the police were_
not letting anyone in or out of the building GIVENS said he
then crossed the street and stood with a number of others

watching the activity at the Texas School Book Depository
building

GIVENS advised'to the best of his recollection between

1330 P.M and 2:00 P.M.,'Lieutenant DAWSON of the Dallas Police

Department saw him and said  GIVENS we've been looking for you
they need you downtown to give a statement.* GIVENS said he

accompanied Lieutenant DAWSON in a police cruiser to the Dallas ;a=

Police Station He said other employees of the Texas School.`
Book Depository were already at the Police Station GIVENS
stated these other employees had been interviewed by the Dallas



Police and shortly after his arrival he was interviewed
Lieutenant REVILL for about fifteen minutes He said
Lieutenant REVILL referred him to Captain WILL FRITZ to ask
him a few questions He said he furnished them the same in
formation as set out above and signed a statement containing
that information He said around 3:00 or 3:30 P.M. he and
the othef employees of the Texas School Book Depository left
the Dallas Police Station and returned to the Texas School
Book Depository He said they were permitted to go into the

building which he did picked up his bat and coat and went

directly home

GIVENS stated at no time during the course of the

investigation of the assassination of President KENNEDY was
be placed under arrest or held in protective custody by the
Dallas Police Department

CHARLES DOUGLAS GIVENS was previously interviewed 
on November 22 1963 as reflected on page 329 of the report
of Special Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING dated November 30 1963
at Dallas Texas

An interview was conducted with Lieutenant JACK
REVILL Special Services Bureau Dallas Police Department on
February 13 1964 the results of which interview appear on
page 296 of the report of Special Agent ROBERT P GEMBERLING,..
dated March 10 1964 at Dallas Texas. On that occasion
Lieutenant REVILL stated that in his opinion the "Fort Worth
Star Telegram story concerning a witness being held in pro
tective custody possibly referred to CHARLES DOUGLAS GIVENS



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
7D$TIMI

IsRepty
FU Nth

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas Texas
June 5 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

In the May 9 1964 issue of the "National Guardian
there appears an article captioned "OSWALD CASES ANEW ANGLE

-According to this article MARK LANE claims that the
United States Secret Service deliberately planted a false story
in the press to cast further guilt on OSWALD This article
names a U S Secret Service Agent MIKE (MICHAEL) HOWARD PATS
HOWARD a Deputy Sheriff of Tarrant County Texas and a
brother of the U S Secret Service Agent MIKE HOWARD and
THAYER WALDO a reporter for the "Fort Worth Star Telegram
This article alleges that MIKE HOWARD PAT HOWARD and THAYER
WALDO engaged in conversations on or about February 98 1964
in Fort Worth and Dallas Texas concerning the existence of
a Negro witness who saw OSWALD shoot at President KENNEDY

On May 28 1964 THAYER WALDO news reporter "Fort

Worth Star Telegram Fort Worth Texas dictated the following

signed statement to "Star Telegram stenographer BETTY JOHNSON
in the conference room at the "Fort Worth Star Telegram in the

presence of Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation After dictating the statement WALDO said he intended

to read it over after it was typed make any corrections 'Which

he deemed necessary in his own handwriting maintain one copy
for himself and another copy in the files of the "Fort Worth

Star Telegram

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
returned to the "Fort Worth Star Telegram approximately five

hours after this statement was dictated and WALDO handed over
the original He said that he had signed his name on each

individual page and that all corrections in ink on the state

ment were made in his own handwriting and for that reason did

not consider it necessary to initial each correction
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Transmit the following in
(Type ii plain sex or code) .-:-

A IRTEL
(Priority or Methodof Moiling)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (105-82555) .

FROM LEGAT MEXICO (105-3702) (P)-I
(':.-.)

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWALD c/l
IS CUBA -=-~ -- -'=~ ~ ~~.,;--1

ReBuairtel 5/26/64 with which was furnished a copy
of a translation of a Mexican Government document furnished to
the Bureau by Mexico City airtel of 5/12/64

ReBuairtel called attention to the reference in the
translation to a list of reservations said to be-in lieu of a
passengers list of the Transportes Frontera Bus Line This
reservation list mentioned in the translation is the same as
the manifest of Transportes Frontera Line (Exhibit D106) on.
which the name "OSWLD was manifested in seat No 4 As has'
been pointed out previously to the Bureau officials of
Transportes Frontera indicate that this list is utilized both!)
for reservations and for assistance in the accounting office 4
of the company : 

,r. .... Mexican Immigration Inspector JOSE MARIO DEL VALLE
who assisted-:in the preparation of the document which was
translg'eedA)ins advised that there is no list of passengers

the Transportes Frontera bus trip on 10/2-3/63
frOm Meco ..City to Nuevo Laredo in addition to the reservation
list mentioned Previous investigation by this office confirms
this statement of Inspector DEL VALLE The so-called reservation
list mentioned in the Mexican Government report is the only
ligA or manife-st of passengers prepared by the Transportes
Frontera Bus Line  .-.

6 Bureau '---=--- . le* S

(1 Liaison Section)
1(2 Dallas 10bilO46g)OIL11 4E11 IS JUN 5 19641 7 yex ico City t. .

CDA:p1b fit of.!, r 1 - -
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f t 1 . Branigan

Honorable J Lee Rankin
1 C Cuin "gb.aa

General Counsel
The President's Commission' ~~~ ,,1 : {=
200 Maryland Avenue N E " ~ ti* ~~

.~
f

 t`Y =::~
# {

Washington D C .,~

-Dear Pr Rankin=

On June 17 1964 1Cr Richard Mask of the Commission
-4.. requested that he urnished the original slip of paper -

r~ .:-.found inyee h arvey + aid's wallet at the .time of his Inter
~~... view by

` Lieuientua li . Martello .of the New Orleans
{ Mice Department on August 10 .,1963 This slip of paper_ was'1

furnished to Special Agent Orrin U Bartlett of the FBI by
'` n c

Inspector Elliot Thacker of the United States Secret Servile

This will confirm delivery of the aforementioned
c

slip of paper to the Commission on June 28 1964...Also t
r

'delivered to the Commission'on the same date were tv 'o =:;j:
photographic enlargements,of this slip of paper",and a copy.'

-of the translation of-the Russian language which appears pZL~ 4't

Ls

this slip of .paper. t n RAC 5 -_
ms,,,. ,, ,.,;2.

Sincerely yoi_a

Lt Martello Interviewed Oswald 8/10/63 when Oswald
was in jail in Now Orleans for passing out Cuban literature and
creating a scene The."origina of this slip ot;"pnpeWp.g obAainedfrom the Dallas Poltce'Departmehtt^~y the Secret Service arid was
made available to the Bureau 12/11/63 Mr llosk of the Commission
requested the original -of _t4is itetx be furnished him on the morning

:of 6/18/64. Data iii t'i a lthm Thae Jbee ,areored tp the Commission
in the Dallas Office report dated'12/630in thecOswald case.: _ {

The items described herein-were delivered to 1(r -Mock by SA v

___
or } hdt Cunningham 6/18/64 t N A: i4 't .4

rj jcxo TREATTAQIthU,) V CE~J1 C'"S;ti' CLOS "

P,.?. . -.. CTU4f a ~ T.f ~ . ~ *



TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN

Writing on the original slip of paper found In Lee Harvey Oswald's
wallet at the time of his interview by U Francis L Martello of the
New Orleans Police Department

Marina at work
22182

Amer 1733242

Russ without citiz(enship?) 17 311477 or P 311477

Russ Residence Permit
AA 549666

(Reverse side)

Hotel Minsk Rose 92 463

Domicile Registry Office (?) Moscow (?) K 78545

it It Minsk 25994 Ex39

Radio Factory Experimental) Shop 3-29-56

221-82

Hotel Soboy (Savoy?) Moscow K(?)42980

Roman Detkov 20244217 (?)
Comrade Dyadev 279 Kon NaRokhsov (
Comrade Sharapov 20525
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nvegtigation is required in the future

LEAlft NK T-1 is ~

(Priority or ketllod of Moiling)
 DIRECTOR, FB I -(1G5--825-55) - --

SUBJECT LEE HARVEY OSWAID
IS R CUBA
(00 DALLAS)

Re ttFO airtel 6/8/64 Newark airtel 6/9/64
NYO airtel 6/11/64 _t

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are five
copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as abov
regarding LAWRENCE SIMON Two copies are enclosed each for
Dallas and TTFO and one copy to NYO for information

 ` -The pretext used in contacting SIMON's telephone
number was that of an acquaintance who wanted to see him wrestle
 aga# -

-a "~
No further investigation is being conducted at this

4tim9J y the Newark Office in view of the enclosed information
sand that furnished in re NYO airtel The case is being
-saint tined in a pending status in the event additional "'

AT WASHINGTON D.C. The records of the Passport
Office of due State Department should be checked to ascertain
if there is any record of LAWRENCE SlMq ?x !V y

C

, Bureau (Enc 5) (~ or
~

Dallas (100-10461) (Enc 2 t

s

" 'WFO (105-37111) (Enc 2) (RM)

JUN18964

New York (105-33431) (Enc 1) (Info) (RM)"
Newark. ~

TCLO~ 'RU 'i` "e



In Reply Mate Peer a
File N.

, .

Mrs !Moline Ricigliano Essex County Board of ,
Elections Hall of Records Newark New Jersey on June 10s.:_,-_11) r,

1964 adv sed Lawrence Simon had not registered to vote but
Sondra S./.Simon 102 Paine Avenue Irvington New Jersey
registered for her first vote September 6 1962 and still
resided at that address Mlr

UN _ ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JSTICE

T FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark New Jersey
June 17 1964

On June 10 1964 Nis T-1,'wbo has furnished reliable
information in the past advised telephone number E3 5-6663
a non-published number is subscribed to by ~Simon
102 Paine Avenue Irvington New Jersey."`

I '1.'.lirrt~ t":;," (s:,1'4 tit,
The 19611,Street Directory for Irvington New Jersey

set forth LawrenceSimon wife Sondra 102 Paine Avenue
Irvington wa a wrestler The 1954 Irvington Street Directory
showed Lawrence L.=Simoa 'and Harry Simon resided at 75 Philip
Place Irvington New-Jersey

The records of the Bureau of Vital Statistics City
Hall Newark New Jersey on June 12 1964 set out Lawrence
Simon male white was born July 6 1933 Beth Israel Hospital
Newark New Jersey His father was Harry Simon tailor age 35
born in Russia and his mother was Ethel Rabinowitz age 27
born in New York Their residence was 760 Hunterdon Street
Newark New Jersey and_ he was one of two children both of
whom were living at the tine

y
Mrs Eleanor Calloway Essex County Board of

Naturalization United States Post Office and Court Rouse
Newark New Jersey on Juno 10 1964 advised Rarrj*imon born
in Checeson Russia arrived in New York New York on January 21,
19212-occupation tailor filed Petition for Naturalization C13717,
on February 29 1923 and received Certificate of Naturalization
12567270 on June 30 1923 His wife 'was Ethel born April 19
1901 and daughter Selma born July 4 1927 Newark New Jersey



On June 15 1964 Detective John P Holroyd
Ir ington New Jersey Police Department advised there was no
record on Lawrence or Sondra Simon or the aliases of Lawrence

Audrey Grunstra Receptionist Garden State Credit
Bureau Clifton New Jersey on June 11 1964 stated the records
showed Lawrence Simon wife Sondra 102 Paine Avenue Irvington
New Jersey had previously resided at 27 Philips Place
75 Philips Place 760 Philips Place all in Irvington New Jersey
and at 210# South 14th Street St Joseph Missouri No dates of
residences were given

Simon was listed as a wrestler performing since 1954
and had also worked for Keller Insurance Inc (April 23 1956)
and Gash and Lefkowitz (December E 1954) locations not given
A notation in the credit file dated April 13 1934 indicated
Simon wrestles under the name Count YoLLJa

Through a suitable pretext telephone call on June 9
1964 to ES 5-0663 by a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation it was ascertained that Simon was still wrestling
and would be in Hempstead Long Island the night of June 12 1964

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency;-it "rnd its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency



. Reurairtsl 6-10-64 requesting to be advised whether
rn+2--"- the Bureau has any obi ctioloa to furnishing copies of the repo

Bureau has no objection to your disseminating the
:j two reports in question to INS You ray also inform Kr G C

Choate Officer in Charge US INS Tucson Arizona that the
 Bureau has disseminated reports concerning Robert J Kaye ta'\:

_ .. INS Headquarters Washington D Cot in .connection with our
igation of Lee Harvey Oswald ~-.

) `'REC 34 1 - 3
S

rr
1 Dallas (100-10461) ~ "M""

Y~(J`L:mhw (8)y,~ ,r 19 JUN 1819M4

Invest

OI(R
OROD
104

Belmont
Branigan
Halley
Lenihan

1
k of 8A Gerald J Flynn dated 1-20-64 at Phoenix and the report

, :~,~:." of SA Calvin T Evans dated 6.10-64 at Phoenix to Imnigration
and Ntrliti Si {INS) Tc Ainaauazaonervce,uson,rzo.

OTE Robert Kaye aka Robert Klonowski Ron an kolows-ii is an
lien who reportedly was born in Poland He"has told many bizarre
tories about himself claiming that he expects to inherit a

z o illion dollars and will receive 2 million dollars for;his life
story Also claims close personal relations'hip.with former

residents Truman and Eisenhower He has told both FBI and Secret:
Service,.that in,14-'631,he met a man in Denver by the name of "Lee
who hired him ito 'trave to Mexico City to pick up some papers for .-~

_which he,was to be paid $3,000 by "Lee. Following the assassination _
ca  be claimed that after'viewing a photo of Oswald he feels Oswald isloo `  entical to'the"Lee he met in Denver We have conducted extensiveeh
;1w investigation of Kaye and it appears he is a confidence man or is

fs._mentally unstable INS is investigating him on the basis he is an
L  c'--a-lien and has not rgistered with INS since 1951 >t ;

UN 2 21964'
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letter

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON D C - i_

Will contact the passport Office of the Department_z
of State and determine if there is any manner in which the
identities of individuals making applications for passports
at New Orleans Louisiana for the period of June 17 1963
through ,July 1 1963 can be determined

58 JUN 22 1964





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE t
,r

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

s

In Reply Tax Rafe M
FV N..

New Orleans Louisiana
May 27 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

On May 26 1964 Mr Oeorge Maddocks Acting
Agent_in Charge Passport Agency Department of State
701 Loyola Avenue New Orleans Louisiana advised a r._
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
that no records are maintained by his Agency at New
Orleans Louisiana which would identify individuals
who made applications for passports at New Orleans
Louisiana from June 17 1963 through July 1 1963 ..

Mr Maddocks advised that daily teletypes are
sent to the Passport Office Department of State
Washington D C. setting forth the names and birth
dates of individuals who have made applications either
on that date or the day before Mr Maddocks stated 's
that his Agency at New Orleans Louisiana maintains
copies of these daily teletypes for a period of three
to six months after which they are destroyed y

Mr Maddocks advised that it is possible
that his Agency in Washington D C. may keep copies
of these daily teletypes Therefore it might be
possible to ascertain the identities of persons who _ -
made applications at New Orleans Louisiana during
the pertinent period by reviewing his Agency's daily
teletypes from New Orleans Louisiana to Washington
D C for the period of June 17 1963 through July 1
1963

COPIES DESTROYED

3 6 MAR 2 1973



LEE HARVEY OSWALD

Mr Maddocks stated that if the identities
of.these individuals can be ascertained from these

daily,teletypes the desired information can be obtained
from their applications which are on rile at Washington
D C

Mn Maddocks advised that during the period of
June 17 1963 through July 1 1963 a.total of 280
applicationa_for_passports were made in person by -.
individuals at New Orleans Louisiana Mr Maddocks
further stand that during this same period an
additional.2091 applications for passports were
received by his office through the mail
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ALLENWDUI12S

We are returning herewith the documents transmitted
to W kiosk on June 5 1964 They are listed as follows
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PRESIDENT'SCOMMISSION
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOr PRESIDENTKENNEDY
200Muyluxi Ave N.B
OlaahinteonD.C 20002

Telephone513 1104

Jtthi 16 1964

Mr 01.1n1L
Mr Belmont
Mr
Mr C,,er.__
Mr Cote

1r
lir n:t.ur _ "_
;.:r Fc
Mr C

M.f

Mr Y~
Mr firut r
Trio Rona._._
Mis! t1,i:n1><.__
MLa Gaudy..-._

'Mr J Edgar Hoover Director
Fedpral Bureau of Investigation
Pennsylvania Ave & 9th St. N.W
Washington D.C 20535

Dear Mr Hoover

F.B.I Exhibits

Items, B6 I.
0-57

75 thru 84
112
127 thru 167

.N 195 %
197
324'
326 "

a
356 thru 362
364v

Sincerely

J Lee Rankin
General Counsel

4
/es

't-J 13 3t.1t 4

9 QPA
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Memorandum

Mr.0

R H Jevo

For information 04

//
M

011 'j
.11t

V3 !i:;1
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FROM

UBJECT

J i

Jir
1-Mr Conrad
1-Mr Frazier Rm 7410
1-Mr Jevons Rm 7133

DATE 6/17/64

1-Office Rm 7133

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY 11/22/63
DALLAS TEXAS

As a matter of record the President's Commission
returned to the Laboratory by courier on 6/16/64 the evidence
items listed below under cover of letter dated 6/16/64 The
previous delivery of these items to the Commission has been
confirmed by letter to the Commission

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION

D57 Cuban letter to Oswald
364 Letter in Russian language
362 Two envelopes one to Marina Oswald

and one to Ruth Paine
361 Letter to Ruth Paine
360 Two postcards both to Lee Harvey Oswald
356 359 Four letters in Russian language
326 Russian book
324 Russian book
197 Letter in Russian language
195 Letter in Russian language
156 167 Envelopes and their contents and five

empty envelopes all in Russian language
127 155 Twenty-eight letters in Russian language
112 One book in Russian language
'15 84 Nineteen books in Rus ian language

ACTION

62-109060

r.
1 Mr.'. Belmont
I Mr Rosen
-1-Mr Sullivan
l-Mr Malley

53 SUN 22
Yd) (.

f
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HALEEOGGS
GERALDR POIID
JOHNJ McCOT
ALLENN DUU.a

Mr J Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington D C

Dear Mr Hoover

We would like to take the deposition of Mr Lyndal L

Shaneyfelt on Friday June 12 1964 at 3:30 p.m. at the

offices of the Commission 200 Maryland Avenue H E.

PRESIDENT'SCOMMISSIOSI
ON THE

ASSASSINATIONOP PRESIDENTKENNEDY
7ZOMarylandAve MIL

aaahingtonD.C 20002
Telephone$41-1100



Reproduction of photograph of Oswald
holding rifle appearing on page 80 p
of Newsweek magazine for March 2 1964 o;
.A ~" ~ _  .~ may:_-.__ -~.,`

1
Reproduction of photograph of Oswald
holding rifles appearin,g.on front page
of the Detroit Free Press for
February 17 1964

Reproduction of photograph of
holding rifle appearing on
of the New York Times for
February 19 1964

r.

Reproduction of photograph iof rds'yi 1c
holding rifles appearing on the frOrit

page of tIlsl Kew'`York Journal Amer
f '` ?ruary 18s 1964 )

J", f f  
q A . P t INa

NOTE This examf-n4bzon-requested by Mr Else
by telephfirid call to SA Shane T'el#"*as

;y``
T

described in memo from Mr Griffith to
L 4. t--1tMr Conrad dated 6/5/64

MARLROOM1 3 TELETYPEUNtiU r

--~
0' Q

 commission Exhibit 338..

IN) 5

Toted
Belmont
Noht
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
OeLaoch
Evans
Rose
Sullivan
Tavel,4itTrotter
Tel. }tool
Holmes
Coady

Honorable J Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The-President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue N E
Washiniton D C

Dear Mr Rankin

Reference is made to the telephonic request of
-Mr Melvin Eisenberg of your staff on June 5 196 or ` 
additional examination of a photograph of ee Harvey ~swa.,.Za..~~ &
holding a rifle This is the photograph that was recovered
from his possession and is a part of Commission Exhibit
Comparison was requested with the following items -11 cr,4=

Associated Press photographfr315 N
.r

file of New York Times ~-{ c ~

Commission Exhibit 336 Glossy photograph of picture of o o
Oswald that appeared in Newsweek 8

.Commission Exhibit 335



t,,-",t } '~ t i. .~" r,".
e :$ t s ~."~.,+rK>sc ,t ''"f a.T. A t.~ f~ t. ~iy t"~ ,* x a _ rr~Y,"rQ..r I s w ~ .0~ "f f "a ":++"f l,~N.i i i d sr is

.~ i.+ The above items were examined as requested
_order to determine whether or ,not the photographs in the,!

1 various publications originated from the photograph of Osual

# holding the rifle Commission Exhibit 3.33 '-It was not
" possible to positively associate these photographs since

s the photographs in the publications are reproductions by a
halftone process normal to such reproductions and do not
contain as much detail as the photographs from which the
engraved halftone plates were made In additions this loss
of detail tends to conceal retouching that ip
placed on photographs for the purpose of intensifying '". ~``fr ' details that would otherwise be lost in the engraving process
However a comparison of the photograph which is a part of
Commission Exhibit 133 with the photographs and reproductions
described above shows that all Of the photographs and
reproductions are consistent in all general characteristices
except for some variations that appear to be retouching Such
retouching world have been placed on the photographs ,tor -:,nom
retention of detail in the engraving process It is noted Y
that no characteristics were found that Would suggest that ==
the photographs and reproductions of,photographs-,r described
above, originated` from other than the photograph that
part of Commission Exhibit 133 or a duplicate .print of that
photograph

1st
As requested in your letter dated June 9 3.96'4,. ,

", Special Agent Lyndal L Shaneyfelt will appear at the.z
?,~  ~'` Commission on June _12 19u4 i at 3:30 to furnish a 4

deposition relative to the above examination.

 Commission Exhibits 335 i 336 and 338 are attached



The above magazine and hewspaperOnd Commission Exhibits
all relate to the photograph of Lee"Rarvey Oswald holding the rifle th
has been widely publicized Mr.`iseiiberg requested that SA Shaneyfel

make a comparison of the photograph of Oswald holding the rifle with thq
reproductions in the publications and be prepared to furnish a depositioc

at the Commission on Friday June 14 1964 U

Assassination of_ President
John`F Kennedy

.Request of the'Commission

Mr Melvin Eisenberg of The President's Commission
telephonically advised SA Lyndal L Shaneyfelt today 6/5/64
that he would like for Shaneyfelt to obtain the following items
for Laboratory comparison

News Week Magazine for March 2 1964

Detroit Free Press Newspaper-for February 17 1964

New York Times for February 17 1964 or February 18 1964

Commission Exhibits 335 336 and 338

RECOMMENDATION (1) That SA Shaneyfelt obtain the desired material a

make the examination .: s

REC ja

(2) That the Commission by adv'sed4by letter of the results off the

examination
0-103  m

M+M r""i

oJUN181364

105 82555
1 'Mr Belmont

_i Rosen (Mr. Malley)
 1 Mr.'. Sulliv Lenihan)

 Mr Conrad LLS:kw (7)
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DAT[ INVESTIGATIVEPERIOD

6/10/64 6/3 9/64
[PORTINGOFFICE

PHOENIX
TITLEOF CASE REPORTMADEBY TYPEDRY

 SA CALVIN W EVANS ebt
CHARACTEROF CASE

IS
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

OP/ICEOVORIGIN
DALLAS

y

SPECIALAGENTINCHARGE
OPIESMADRi

Bureau (105-82555) (R.)
3 Dallas (100-10461) (RM)

11 1 El Paso (105-1264) (Info) (RM)
t P Las Vegas (105-166) (Info) (RM)

Los Angeles (Encl 2) (RM)
t 1 Denver (89-41) (Info) (RU)

Phoenix (105-1529)

00 NOTWRITEINSPACESBELOW

/()~

('PROVED

17 JUN 19 1354

 saw

'.teyat I -,em A
D.463(Rev

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

YNOPSIft REFEaFicCE3

Reports of SA GERALD J FLYNN dated 1,'20/51 and 4/:/ i
1,/ Report of SA DAVID J REID tinted 5/13/34 a El Paso

Denver airtel to Phoenix dated 4/21/64

ENCLOSURES

TO LOS ANGELES OFFIC3

One Xerox copy each of an FD 302 dated 1/9/c5 End
1/30/64 reflecting results of Sntarviec+ of ROBERT
J KAYE

LEADS

LOS ANGELES DIVISION

AT BEVERLY HILLS CALIFORNIA

w~. t} aI~ 1/ Y K'c Ci A

6(410
No%

cc s Gyvvv t.-%l ere,- Iiq

 b r~ -C~n ;SINN TO6 1.14P
'cc  'Ig5

C.-Oti
 ec  x

RO ERTYjOFFBI This reportis loanedto youbythe FBI and neither it nor its co tents are to be distributedoutsidethe agencyto whichloaned
"r:j n it CL



PX 105-1529

Conduct investigation in an effort to identify _
RAOUL or RAUL (LNU) who worked as a 'waiter at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel and with whom ROBERT J NAVE reportedly stayed
in Chihuahua Mexico Enclosed are copies of FD 302s
dated 1/9/64 and 1/30/64 It is noted that considerable
investigation has been conducted concerning KAYB's story
which was originally furnished to U S Secret Service
11/26/63 'Investigation by El Paso has failed to identify
GLORIA MIGUEL and RAOUL or RAUL mentioned in these FD
302s

PHOENIX DIVISION

AT PHOENIX ARIZONA

Will follow and report information received in this
case

ADMINISTRATIVE

The U S Immigration and Naturalization Service file
on ROMAN "BOBBY SOKOLOWSKI aka A-6--208-760 contains no
additional information other than that reported in the report
of SA RAYMOND J FOX Denver Colorado 12/27/63 except for
the sworn statement of 4/2/64 set forth in this report.

Information copies being furr:Zhed El Paso Las
Vegas and Denver Divisions in view of the fact that investi
gation was conducted by those offices and additional investi
gation may be requested in the future

B*
COVER PAGE



On June 3 1964 G C CHOATE Officer in Charge
U S.:Immigration and Naturalization Service Tucson
Arizona made av 11able to SA HENRY "J 9EGER their file_

`on ROMAN "BOBBY OKOLOI aka Rober Klonowski Robert_
ay,_Number A-6-2b08-760 No additional information was .

contained in the file except for the following sworn state
ment given by SOKOLOWSKI on 4/2/64 to the USINS

K*ooaefs
odes

F Nwbon

OIRas PHOENIX

Bureau Fiia No. 105-82555

"r t.a

UNITE()SES DEPARTMENT OF JUST
,"

1 FL...RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SA CALVIN X EVANS
6/10/64

PX 105-1529

LEg HARVEY OSWALD

C "60 INTERNAL SECURITY R

ROBERT J KAYE when interviewed on 6/3/64 unable
to furnish additional information regarding GLORIA
(LNU) MIGUEL (LNU) RAUL or RAOUL (LNU) KAYE
reiterated information previously furnished was
factually correct that he had worked in Denver
Colorado from January 1983 to October 1963,}
and that he had arrived in El Paso Texas the end
of October 1963 He denied he had left Denver
while working there except to go to Tulsa Okla ~.$
homa where.he purchased 1961 Thunderbird Sworn
statement given by KAYE to USINS Tucson Arizona
on 4/2/64 set out

p _ ,It/ (f j
J

f

DETAILS

"RECORD OF SWORN STATEMENT

"Office Tucson Arizona File No. A6 208 760

"Statement by:ROMAN 'BOBBY SOKOLOWSKI aka Robert Klonowski
aka Ro er ay a a _ is ar _a_m yns _ _I

TJ dacva t cattalo a.lFkr r.coruaendotkas sot toadfishes of oar ktad It Is ti propertyo AeFBI end b oloan I row .yucy
U .ad/w 1 toatonh wit sal I LodLMlbvt,dootsld yaer .poor} s13t4 w

.



Q What is your true and correct name
A As far as I know it is ROMAN SOLOLOWSKI

Q When and where were you born and of what country
are you a citizen

A December 24 1934 at Lwow Poland and I am a citizen
of America

Your Alien Registration Form completed on January 17,-
1946 states you were born in Kharkov Russia on
December 24 1934 What do you say to this -r

A I dontt know about this I was too young.

"At:Room 224 U S Post Office and Courhouse Date A it 2 _1964

"Before WILLIAM II PHILLIPS Investigator
~ ame an ~i~e~

the English languageerr ra .rte

"I am an Officer of the United Stttes Immigration
and Naturalization Service and desire to question you
under oath regarding an immigration matter

"Any statement you make must be made voluntarily
and of your own free will Such statement may be used
against you by the government as evidence in any criminal
or civil proceedings Do you understand
A Yes

"Q Are you willing to make such a statement under oath
.A Yes

Q. Do you swear that all the statements you are abou
to make will be the truth the whole truth and
nothing but the-truth so help you God?_

A I do

Row did you become a citizen of the United States
Because I have lived here so long..
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PX 3)5--1529

Q Did you ever become naturalized in the United States
A No

Q What are the names of your parents and of what country
are they citizens

A I don't know their names and I don't know their
citizenship I think they were Polish They died
in a prison camp in Munchen Germany during World
War II

Q Were either of your parents ever in the United States
A I don't think so

Q To your knowledge 'were your parents ever citizens
of any country other thin Poland

A I don't know

Q When and where did you enter the United States as a
legal immigrant

A At Portland Maine November 19 1945 on the SS
"James Swan a United States ship

Q Were you admitted at that time as a resident alien
A I was admitted as a refugee

Q Have you ever been outside of the United States since
that time .

A Only to Mexico

When and where did you go into Mexico
Oh about six months ago I went to Mexico pity
through El Paso Texas

When and where did you return to the United States
about one week later--about November 24 1963 through
El Paso Texas

Were you inspected and admitted by an Immigrant In=

Spector at that time
No one asked mfr anything

How did you enter
On foot across the International Bridge



Q
A

Q
A

PX 145-1529

Q Did you present any papers showing alieLage or ..=r
citizenship

A They didn't ask me

Q At the time of your departure to Mexico through El
Paso Texas in November 1963 did you claim United
States citizenship and secure a paper

A I showed them My driver's license t ! c?a eed
United States citizenship

Q To whom did you make this cle.in
A I made this claim to the be Aiea 1w.,21bo a.t:.Ya

authorities and they gave me a parzi t

Q Why did you claim you were a United ;taxes ci Izet
A I always thought I was

Q Where did you tell the Mexican autherities you were
born when you got your permit to visit ;a Mexico

A I told them I was born in C-} is ago Xl liroi3

Why did you tell them that
Because I wanted to get ba.k is the United States.

Q Have you claimed United Sttes citizenship at any
other time

A No

Do you have any immigration card showing alienage
No I never had one No one ever gave me nothing.

Q Have you ever voted in any election in the United
States

A No I was supposed to get a birth certificate

Why have you not voted
Because they told me to get a birth certificate and
I couldn't get one I always wanted to. ,.

Do you have to be a United States citizen to vote in
the United States
Yes I know that =
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Q then did you first begin believing you were an
American citizen

A When I first came to the United States at Portland
Maine in 1945 I had to get some papers to enter_
the United States and after I got these papers
they said "how you are an American Since that
time I have believed I was an American citizen.-'

Q Why did you go to Mexico in November 1963
 A I don't think I should tell you it might hurt me

if I did

Q Did you contact anyone from Russia or any Comminists
when you went'to Mexico in November 1963

A No

Q Did you contact any subversive or political organi
zations that desired the overthrow of this Government
when you went to Mexico City in 1963

A No

Have you ever belonged to any Communist organization?_
 No

Q What kind of government do you believe in
A The American government

Q If we went to war with Russia would you fight for
the United States or Russia

A For the United States ,.ter

Q Have you ever been in the Armed Forces of the United
States

A Not legally

Q. In what way were you in the Armed Forces
A As a mascot with the American Forces during World-

War I I

Rave you registered for military service since your
entry into the United States
Yes sir in Chicago when I was eighteen'years old



PX 105-1529

Q Do you have your draft card?
A No I lost it

Since you registred for the draft have you advised
the draft board of your address
Yes always

Have you ever been arrested by the police
No

Q You registered as an alien on January 20 1951
and gave your address as 4621 Grace Street Chie go
Illinois I now chow you this Alien Addass Report
Card dated January 20 1951 and sigLed by !MEET
KLOWNOW'SKI and ask if you filled this card cut?

A. Yes I signed it

Q I ask you again if you have been claiming united
States citizenship why did you fill out this Alien
Card

A ED KLOWNOWSKI told me to s .j Jf,_

Q Who is E ~1KL0WNOWSKI --'""^

A Re is thebne *ho signed Use papers for me to come
to this country

Q You have been through high school in.the United
States and you know that citizens do not fill out
these cards do you Let

A I really don't know

Q Didn't you know that aliens were the only ones who
filled this card out

A No

Q .Did you ever question the fact why you filled this
card out

A Yes I did I questioned ED KLOWNOWSKI in 1951
when I filled the card out and he told me "so I
would not get in trouble.

.Did he tell you you were an alien at that time
Nope



Q
A

Q
A

Q
A

Q
A

P% 105-1529

Are you married or single
Married

To 'whom
ALICE HARDT

Are you living together at the present time
ko

Of what country is-your wife a citizea
American citizen born in Chicago Illinois.

Do you have any children by this marriage
Your all born in the United States

Have you remarried Yi

No

Are you divorced
No

Do you support your four children
Yes

How much do you give them
Twenty dollars a week ail it is returned to me each
time. It is a personal affair between me and my
wife I.dontt think it is anyone elses business.

Q Are you living as man and wife with anyone at the
present time

A No

Q Does a woman live at the present time at 2116 B
17th Street Tucson where you are living?::

Q. With whom,pre you living
y 4 ;7

A GUADALUP
fCONTRERAS,.

She is a United States citizen

Q. Is she single
A Yes.



t
"Subscribed and sworn to before me at Tucson,_ Arizona

on  April 7 1964

"Px 105-1529

Have you registered;as an alien since your
fourteenth birthday
No

Q. Do you have anything further you wish to say a
this time

A No

Will you sign the stenographer's notebook to in
dicate your presence here today
Yes (Signes notebook)

"I hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and
correct transcript of the record of examination in this
case as taken by me in shorthand

"/s/ Mary E Wilkinson
Vary E Wilkinson Secretary

"I have read (or have had read to me) the fore
going statement consisting of 5 pages I state that the
answers made therein by me are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief and that this statement
is a full true and correct record of my interroga
tion on the date indicated by the above-named officer
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service I have
initialed each page of this statement (and the correction(s
noted on page(s):--.

"Signature Robert Kaye  
Roman Sokolowski aka Robert Kay

"/s/ William H Phillips
William H Phillips Investi:ator

cer in e a es mm gra on
and Naturalization Service
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Oat 6/9/64

~ ROBERT J KAYE was interviewed at -the Tucson ResiA
dent Agency He was advised that he did not have to make a
statement that he could consult an attorney prior to making
any statement and that any statement he did make could be
used against him in a court of law

KAYE stated that it was impossible for him to

furnish any additional information relative to the identity s.
of LORIA (LNU) an exotic dancer he met at a small club in
Juarez Mexico Io7MiGt'EL (urn) the individual wLo aa,:ou.panied
him from Juarez to jMexico City In addition KAYE stated -7
that it was impossib Jor him to furnish &ay aadit.o=al in
formation relative to/R..'~OU1 (L ) t.,e individual
he stayed with for several days Chihuahc~a,".Mexico

KAYE stated that he had carefully re awed the in
formation he had previously furnished to the FBI and that he.
was certain he arrived in El Paso Texas the end of October
1963 KAYE insisted that he had worked for the Colorado
Vending Company and for GLENN A JENKINS during the period
January or February 1963 to the end of O.:tcber 1963 and
that during that period he had resided at 95 S Ogden Denver,
Colorado KAYE stated that he was positive that he arrived
in El Paso the end of October 1963 KAYE stated that during
the period January 1963 to October 1963 he had net made
any trips whatsoever outside of Denver

KAYE was queried relative to his mode of transporta
tion to El Paso and he stated that he was driving a 1961
Thunderbird which he had purchased in Denver for $2,700.00
Upon questioning as to where the 1961 Thunderbird was purchased =s.`
in Denver KAYE stated that actually he had made one trip.
outside of Denver during the period January 1963 to October,_
1963 that being a trip to Tulsa Oklahoma where he purchased
the 1961 Thunderbird KAYE stated at that time he owned a
1956 Ford station wagon and he drove that car to Tulsa and
traded it in for the 1961 'Thunderbird KATE stated that he
received a credit of approximately $900.00 for his vehicle
and that he borrowed $700.00 from another party in Tulsa to
complete the down payment on the purchase of the vehicle .-r4,
the total price of the vehicle being $2,700.00 KAYE refused.:

 to identity the party who loaned him the $700.00 but added that ~~

 6/3/64 o .Tucson Arizona Fa g PX 105-1523

by SA HENRY J BOEGER/ebt Dots d4c0t4d 6/3/64
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HJB/ebt

he had'repaid the money shortly after he returned to
Denver KATE stated however that he had never received
any additional funds from this source and had never.
entered into any business relationship with this indivi
dual

KAYE stated that the information pTeTiously
furnished to the FBI was as factually cdr Est as pygsi
ble and that he could only reaffirm his po e ioux state
ments to the effect that he had left Denver durivtc the ;`
latter part of October 1963

KAYS is presently residing at 2814 E 6th
Tucson Azizona telephone 623-5009 and is still eaployed
by Falcon Automatic Inc. 727 S Campbell Tu:eon Arizona
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